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account of the nuisance, the work would be impended, and the
steam allowed to escape indefinitely. In the good old days of
Governor Hoffman, a reply like this would have been followed
by the summary occupation of the Company's premises by a
company of soldiers, with orders to keep steam shut off until
the leak was repaired but modern governors are not made of
such stern stuff, and the unfortunate abuttors have to bear their
fate as best they may.
According to the reporters, the thermometers in the basements of the neighboring stores range from
one hundred and thirty to one hundred and seventy-five Fahren-
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1IFIIE newspapers have already announced the death of M.
J. Alfred-Augustin Durand-Claye, Chief Engineer of the
corps of Ponts-et- Chaussees, Professor at the School of
Ponts-et-ChausseesajiA at the School of Fine Arts, Officer of the

Legion of Honor. Although so very distinguished in his profession, M. Durand-Claye was still almost a young man, having
been born in 1842. He was educated at the semi-military
college of Sainte-Barbe and at the Polytechnic School, from
which he graduated with high honor in 1863. Three years
later he was commissioned as engineer in the service of the
city of Paris, and began those studies of drainage and sewageHis earnest wish
disposal which have made his name famous.
was to accomplish the drainage of Paris by sewers, after the
model of London, abandoning the fosses, or vaults, which
nearly every house in Paris still contains, and which, in the
opinion of most sanitarians, constantly threaten the health of
the city.
Through his exertions, the change has begun, and it
will not be long before a
large part, at least, of the better
Paris houses will be drained in the
English manner, to the

As increased drainage
great comfort of their inhabitants.
involves increased facilities for
sewage-disposal, M. DurandClaye devoted much time to the study of this part of the problem. Fortunately for the people who live in the lower Seine
valley, the idea of allowing the sewage of Paris to run directly
into the river is now
regarded as inadmissible. The present
sewers, which carry little except street-wash, discharge upon
the irrigation-fields at Gennevilliers, and M.
Durand-Claye,
who was an ardent believer in sewage-irrigation, planned to
extend the system to a larger
His
territory at Saint-Germain.
scheme, although opposed by what the French papers called
the almost overwhelming influence of the retail
liquor-dealers,
has, we believe, been adopted, at least in part, and the experience of Gennevilliers, the most
interesting example of sewageirrigation now in operation, is to be greatly increased in scale.

'T CURIOUS

trouble has come upon the occupants of the
/J. buildings in the lower part of Broadway, in New York,
through the operations of the New York Steam Company.
This Company, when its main
pipes were first laid in the

used an expansion-joint packed with putty. Naturally,
the putty has, in the course of
years, lost its consistency, and
it is now found
necessary to replace the joints, one by one, with

streets,

new

The change seems to be made
ones, packed with copper.
a very leisurely manner, and as the hot steam leaks out
meanwhile, the ground in the vicinity is raised to an uncomIn the present case, a joint having
fortably high temperature.
to be made in the
Broadway main, the street was opened, and
for a week the steam was allowed to
pour out of the opening,
frightening horses, and heating the basements of the adjoining
buildings, before some newspaper reporter called the attention
of the officials of the
Company to the trouble, only to be coolly
told that the
repairs would take another week, and that if any
person brought suit or injunction against the Company on
in

This is rather a serious matter for buildings depending
piston.
on pumping to get water to the upper stories, and at last
accounts some of the property-owners had become desperate,
and were about to try whether the courts could not help them.

German

brethren have just adopted a

new schedule

charges, which supersedes those previously
6UR
sents some
Like most German

of

and predocuments

in use,

:

Rustless-Iron Hardware
NOTES AND CLIPPINGS
TRADE SURVEYS

Moreheit, and the goods stored in them are rapidly spoiling.
over, the water in the neighboring mains is so heated that it
cannot be pumped in pumps depending on atmospheric pressure,
for the reason that steam forms over it as soon as the pressure
is lowered
by the exhaust, and the water will not rise after the

peculiarities.

of the sort, it is rather too long and complicated for the English
or American taste, and it is still further complicated by being
adapted to the use of engineers, who, in Germany, are always

very intimately associated with architects. The most striking
peculiarity about the new schedule is the separation of buildings into six classes, the first class comprising barns, stables,
and, in
plain storehouses and the simplest kind of factories
;

engineering work, simple embankments of streams, laying out
simple systems of water-supply, and roads of ordinary character.
The fees to be paid for full professional service in relation to these, including sketches and working-drawings, estimates, general supervision and passing accounts, vary from two
per cent on the cost for works involving an outlay of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars or more, to five per cent for
those where the expenditure is less than twelve hundred and
The second class comprises the better sort of farmfifty dollars.
houses, town-houses of the plainer sort, simple school-houses,
almshouses, baths, barracks, prisons, custom-houses, plain railroad-stations, ordinary greenhouses, storehouses for heavy
weights, manufactories of a more important kind, and so on ;
and, for engineering work, simple harbor improvements, canals,
exclusive of locks or bridges, drainage and water-supply where no
machinery is to be employed, plain, straight bridges up to thirty-three feet span, and railways in level territory. For full professional service in these undertakings the fees range, in inverse
proportion to the cost, from three to six and one-half per cent.

HE

third class includes all town and country houses requiring a certain amount of artistic skill in design, such as
those with ornamental vestibules or staircases, those with
stores in the first story, and country-houses with verandas,
together with conservatories or decorative greenhouses, handsome stables, temporary exhibition or festival buildings, structures for parks or zoological-gardens, high-school and university buildings, libraries, concert-balls

and ball-rooms,

theatres,

banks, large railway-stations and other public buildings; and, in
engineering, foundations, important harbor works, locks and
weirs, water-supply for power, drainage and water-supply in
general where tunnelling or sinking of shafts is required, pumping-works, drainage of cities, works for the collection, purification and distribution of water or gas, or for the production and
distribution of electricity for lighting, building-construction for
structures subject to vibration or heavy loads, or requiring
roofs of wide span, bridges from thirty-three to one hundred
and ninety-five feet span, short and simple tunnels, railways
in hilly, marshy or
peaty land, rope railways, and difficult
highway construction. The designing and supervision of these
is to be
paid for by fees ranging from four to eight per cent on
the cost, the fee for everything costing less than twenty-five
thousand dollars being reckoned at more than five per cent.
is by far the largest and seems to be regarded
as comprising the greater part of the architect's or engiThe fourth class includes, for archineer's commissions.
tects, rich city and country dwellings, palaces, churches and

Till IIS last class
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through a

For
mill, turning it out in excellent condition.
householders, plasterers, carpenters, steam-fitters, furnace-men,
and others who have occasion to use small quantities of mortar
or cement, it could easily be supplied in cans or water-tight

long

and
pavements and parquetry, furniture, fountains,
of all kinds, which are charged for at percentages
The sixth
the cost.
varying from six to eleven per cent on
class is only for engineers, and includes the installation of
from four
machinery and mechanical works, the fee varying
and one-half to fifteen per cent.

all architects know that mortar
honestly made in
way, and kept in stock, would be far superior in quality to

rations,

boxes, and

monuments

this

that

awful explosion occurred last summer at Friedenshutte,
under discussion.
Silesia, the cause of which is still
f\
'
Friedenshutte is a town in the mining district, containing
In the one where the accident
great smelting establishments.
each about forty feet long,
boilers,
occurred, twenty-two large

|

in

power for driving the blowing-machines,
For the sake of economy,
other
and
apparatus.
stamp-mills
the heated gases from the blast-furnaces were conveyed to the
boilers by large tubes, but in order to insure the combustion of
to furnish

inflammable portion of these gases, the grates of the
were kept supplied with burning coal, through which

boilers

The boilers communicated by
blast.
they were forced by the
means of a large steam drum, and there was a certain amount
of communication between the fire-boxes through the branches
of the gas supply-pipe. Just after midnight, on the twenty-fifth
of July, all the boilers blew up at once, being torn into small
were thrown to an enormous distance. Twentypieces, which
one out of the twenty-two boilers had been tested a year prewere old, having been in service
viously, and, although they
for fourteen years, they were proved capable of sustaining a
far greater pressure than that indicated by the gauge just
before the accident, and stranger still, four out of the twenty-

day consists of eight hours, and carpenters,
painters and gas-fitters get, on an average, two
dollars and a half a day ; bricklayers and plasterers about three
dollars, and laborers from two to two and a half.
the

commission decided that the catastrophe could not
It
either to steam-pressure or low water.

TITHE

great Russian railway grows so fast that from month
it seems to take in a new province.
few weeks
ago it had penetrated a hundred miles or so from the CasNow
pian Sea into the barbarous country of the Turkomans.
it has crossed from end to end the
country which, since the
beginning of history, has been the possession of independent
tribes of robbers, and, passing through their capital, Bokhara,
has reached Samarcand, close to the great plateau known as
the " roof of the world," and within about three hundred miles
of the Chinese frontier.
Under General Annenkoff, whose
energy and ingenuity in overcoming obstacles have made him
famous, the road has advanced with a rapidity which obscures
the achievements even of the Canadian Pacific engineers, and
the Russians, not content with a railway extending through
talk of
fifty degrees of longitude from St. Petersburg, already
building through sixty degrees more, to Vladivostock, on the
Pacific Ocean.
As there would be a difference of seven hours
in time between the ends of the line, it would be interesting to
know, in this case, what would be taken as the meridian for

'X

of combustion, leaving it, however,
temporarily below the point
In consetemperature high enough to distil the coal.
of unconsumed carbonic
quence of this, an immense volume
oxide from the blast-furnaces, mixed with hydro-carbons from
the coal on the grates, was poured into the fire-boxes and flues of
some of the boilers, spreading by diffusion into the others, and
mixing everywhere with air enough to form a dangerouslyAs soon as it found its way to the
explosive compound.
boilers where the fire was still bright, detonation took place,
at a

with the intensity and destructiveness characteristic of gasexplosions.

It

is

;

month

A

Constructeurs, the line is exclusively military, but it will probably soon be opened to the public, and the tourist or the merchant will then be able to leave Paris or London on Monday
morning, and by the following Monday night be in China or

and the mortar, which is mixed by
very little capital,
someexcellent
of
and
quality, finds a ready sale,
machinery,
barrels having been disposed of last year
thing like two million

in India, after passing through a succession of the most curious
With the railway and the Russian
countries in the world.
administration have come peace and prosperity to the Asiatic
plains, which have been continuously ravaged by bands of robbers since the time of Xenophon.
Merv, which was lately a
walled citadel, containing about three thousand turbulent
inhabitants, in the middle of a desert in which no one but a

rapidly becoming usual for city builders,

here as elsewhere, instead of maintaining large yards, at enormous rents, for the storage of materials, to keep only an office,
contracting for their bricks, lime, cement, doors, lumber, glass
and so on, to be delivered at the building where they are to be
This involves the manufacture of mortar on the ground,
used.
unfavorable
circumstances, and at an unnecessary exunder
on dropping a card into a
pense and a provision by which,
a telephone, a suitable quana
word
or
through
box,
speaking
first-rate mortar for any purpose, ready for use, could be
tity of
to
delivered at an hour's notice where required, seems likely

to

So far, according to M. Barre,
setting the railroad clocks.
who writes occasional notes on the subject to La Semaine des

developed in Germany, in the shape

of mortar, to be sold at retail to small
rj[ of the manufacture
'
The business requires
builders and private individuals.

in Berlin alone.

working

plumbers,

attributed

NEW idea has been

similar statistics for our own country.
In many respects the
condition of the Australian colonies resembles that of our
Western and Southwestern States. In both the population is
rapidly increasing, and needs houses to live in, and in both the
state of society is simple, and the employments incidental to an
old and complex civilization hardly exist.
The only profession
of this class which has reached a high state of development in
New South Wales seems to be that of the law, and, according
to the Immigration Agent's report, the supply of legal talent
in the colony is very large, exceeding the demand, in fact, so
that the Agent does not advise lawyers to come there unless
they have already an acquaintance in the country.
Surgeons
and physicians are already plenty, but, as he says, good aurists
and other specialists could find remunerative employment. As
in nearly all new countries, there has been a great immigration
of young business men, book-keepers, clerks, salesmen and so on.
The best of these have long ago occupied all the available situations, and there is no mercantile work left for the rest to do.
field for skilled industry which seems to show no sign
of being fully occupied is that which comprises the building
trades, and experienced masons, bricklayers, carpenters and
In all the building trades
joiners can always find employment.

before the explosion several of
appeared, however, that just
the boilers had been fed with coal, moistened, as such coal
In the judgment of the
often is, by sprinkling with water.
of several grates at once with cold,
the
overloading
experts,
moist coal, had had the effect of cooling the furnace gas

TJ

generally employed in building.

The only

two were not in service, and had no fire under them, yet these
were blown up like the rest. The inquest failed to throw much
and a commission of experts was appointed,
light on the matter,
which has just published a curious report, quoted in the Revue
All the evidence showed that the steam-pressure
Industrielle.
was not excessive, and that the water-gauges had been looked
be

now

TTTIIK Builder gives some statistics of the rate of wages in
X New South Wales, quoted from a report of the Immigration Agent at Sydney, which are worth comparing with

TTN

after, so the

No. 654.

;

These demand fees varying from
construction for buildings.
five to nine and one-half per cent, inversely according to cost.
The fifth class is only for architects, and includes interior deco-

the

XXIV.

be very useful. We use mortar containing a portion of cement
with a freedom unknown abroad, and of course this could not
be kept long on hand
but there would be no difficulty in
taking the quantity required from a stock of lime mortar,
adding the desired dose of cement, and running the mixture

and other
chapels, club-houses, ball-rooms, theatres, town-halls,
and for engineers, compublic buildings of a costly character,
pressed-air and refrigerating works, docks, slips, dry-docks,
dams, bridges of more than one hundred and ninety-five feet
and bridges of monumental
span, high aqueducts, drawbridges
tunnels, mountain railways, and important iron
character,

were used

[VOL.

robber could live, is already an important town, surrounded by
a vast area of gardens, fields and pastures, effectually and, we

may

hope, permanently defended by Russian
by Russian administration.

quillized

74

rifles

and tran-
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XX VI
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=wnf i^T,^r
Had we

m=62. 12000=

used Formula
(21)
20000. 300

>~'"^~

at the

750000

we should have had

_

)0 or

g

mula (18)

Th *

la 92) '

same

result,

and from For-

for

T86oo= M *

:

we

''

also

the

find the nearest r to

same as

-

In

shearing,

It would be
Cross shearing from
Cross shearing from

we draw the

From

before.

our required r (62,5)

is

698

"

figure O,

H

:

Cross
Cross
Cross
Cross

,,

S1 ,aring from

sheermg rom

=

=r/==

to w,
to

/i

,,

to

,

to

^

O, //

^ == J/ _=
,

=
=

^V

2500

/' />,
/J

5(>00

=
=

to
shearing from
A
Vll
7500
,o U
shearing from
S
100 oo
The area of web of a 15" -150
pounds beam (Table
e XIX} is
7,59 square inches; the .afe
resistance of
wrouglViro to crossshearing per square inch being
800 pounds, we need not
,

,

'

(?.)=

worry any further on that

score.

|?^|p^S3S
^wS5aSS58S^S
nC

Tabl Xf X
= 523,C); and from
from Tabl
IV
= 27000000, therefore,
Formula 2
g _ 62.37, 246. 12000 _ 486 "

(
oSTlft"Tin
-150
beam
pounds 1
'

8Ca '

find

-

.

5

i

wrought-iron e

for
f

:

5.

150.

Fig.

Had we

VI.

Exampl

>

^27000000.523,5
figured

(39),
~ **"*]^*nnbi
= 497 "

should have had

'

S84.27000000.5235
or
practically the same result.

Ihe

we

safe deflection for

should not exceed (28)
= 25.0,03 plastering
= 0,75"

We draw .4 5 = 300'' at inch

scale, and then divide our uniform
load into a number of
equal sections, gay eiaht, each

are perfectly
safe, providing our

beam

is

well braced

8

The

total load

Men

=

section therefore carries

=

We

on beam is
25. 800 =20000
pounds.

20000

of

:

,,,

etc., at

bring the end ones at

We

same

now

verticals will answer
make b a
20000

=

when obtaining

eight equal parts, each equal ..

.

We
js

We

draw x

draw x b, x a,

o parallel

one-half the lo

,

or

at

pounds

=
=
12000
:e*y
pound-, which

.

200

CG

pound

and d"vfe

and construct

dfc

it

bisects 6

fi<r,,re

see

Tnig

= 1000

= 30.200 = 6000 pounds, therefore
We

pounds.

draw arrows

uniform part, so that the end arrows
1"
thereforu

will

ea^h part

at the centre of each

be one-half

CEG

or each reaction
11

^J^^
,

.

into

wrought-iron,

the(|)

it

:

= 2500 ^udl' We

for

find

be u

deflection figure

s^ale,

,.=',.,, etc.,
is

etc.,

and

10000

the centre of each
section,

distant from each
support, so that

tj

these

wrought-iron beam, braced sideways, of 30-fnot
j
an. Figure 157. ,-,/,-,;,.. ., ...-/
>__
f afi

= 2oOO pounds.

g
g
place our arrows

ich will

Example VII.

A

ConcITnfrlted

C
divTd e

total .oad

=

I lie
longest vertical will, of course, be at the centre I) of
C'G or
greatest bendrng-moment will be at the
centre, this we know is thl
case.
scales (inch
scale) 62J" which' will' be the
reguTred r

v ,,
tc T1

=

and

tns.
1000 pounds.

DE

OU)S8ARY OF 8YMB,LR.-The

following letters

ram will be found to eipress the sau.e iu<umunleu tlulmctly ol henaite stated Til.:

in a/I
Ing,

Q

area, in square inches.
ft
breailth, iu inches.
e
constant for ultimate resistance to
compression
in pounds, per square inch.
a zr depth, in inches.
constant for modulus of
elasticity, in poundsInch, that is, pounds per square inch.
factor-of-safety.
constant for ultimate resistance to
g
shearing per
square inch, across the grain.
constant for ultimate resistance to shearing oer
g,
square inch, lengthwise of the grain
zr height, in inches.
= moment ,,f inertia. In inches.
[See Table 1.1
"^ rul'' ure ln Pounds, per
s'u'aro h"*
I
Iu
inches.
length,
moment or bending moment. In pounds-Inch.

=

IT

P

=

q

=i
fSe* Table

= moment or
bending moment

uniform load, iu pounds.
:= stress, in
pounds.
load at centre, iu

=
"

or Jn?hes.

= ro<ai

pounds.
""*"*""' tto""'' fe

deflection, In Inches.

fintt diameter
Hiumftrr ttf r*
and
of a

:
.

lth

'

Ponnds
x

= strain at centre.
"
=
B.
" poin( X.
=
point
stress at cnirrf.

"

= diameter, in inches.

" point
=
point X.
w = load "at centre

li.

"*

.

1
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?59.

=: nulius, In Inches

point A.

75

,.

.>

circle.

Kss&sS&a
wS^rSS^ii;

-

m

3.14159, or,t say,
-1 1 3 1-7 signifies
i>uv ro<,<ytt.cr.
"fj u*uw the
ruitxi

n ce
cwitferv
cnm/errn

=
/ =
=

=

=
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The

=
=
= w,
=

t

/e
ed
dc
ca

t

T

K>, v

a

w,,

=
=
=

=

"

pounds.
1000 pounds.
1000 pounds.
1000 pounds.
1000 pounds.

1238 beinf

pounds.)

would be better

it

though

=

654.

_ 03fi7

"27000000.1238

moment

the

i,

beam

of inertia of

as found in

1

able

therefore amply stiff even to carry plastering.
The graphical method lends itself very readily to
irreKular Crossas
sections, finding centres of gravity and neutral axes,
the moments
in the chapter on arches, and also for finding
plained

XIX

The beam

is

<

Select pole x distant from load line at
lustration,

106. 60. 288. 6500

v

hf=tu =* 10000

XXIV. -No.
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random

to

We find x y scales 6500 pounds.

sake
(for the

make xy

= 1200

=
(j.)

We now draw x b, x

I,

x li, xf,

of inertia of diilicult cross-sections.

we have an

If

irregular figure

ABODE (Figure 158) we

di-

vide it into simple parts I, II,
find the cenIII and IV.

We

tres of gravity g a (/, g m and g, v
To find Neutral of each part and
Axis, draw their re-

neutral axes
spective horizontal

these.

through

make a
figure

ab
ftc

erf

d

e

Anywhere's
= area
of whole

ae

line

and divide

it,

so that

:

= area of
= area of II
= area of III and
= area of IV.
I

random, draw

Select pole x at

D

xa,xb,xc,xd, and x e.
From any point of horizontal
mit intill u
6 x uu
fh. parallel o
q, draw fh
g,

Fig. 158.

~~
c x to horizontal g m ; then
draw nj
u
then uraw
hj parallel
y<u
sects horizontal Jr,,
g,, ;
and finally k o parallel x e and fo
last
to
x
d
horizontal,
k
;
parallel
horizontal through o is the
at o.
parallel ax till they intersect
1
If we multiply the
TO find Moment main neutral axis of the whole.
h by the area of the figure
of Inertia, area of the figure
we have the value of moment of
in
;

A

fokj

ABODE (both
inertia

neutral axis o.
ijv/tu.uiii,
its horizontal
A B ODE
A simple way of obtaining the area of the figure/0 k

of
area,

t

To find

square inches)

would

J / J\i

be

III inches,
in
IIlLllCOj

<*l wuiiv*
around

iijo

to

draw horizontal
lines

at

it

through

dis-

equal

beginhalf

tances,

ning with

distances at tap
and bottom, and
to multiply the
sum of these horizontals in length
by the distance

apart of any two
all

horizontals,

measurements in

This

inches.
will

approximate

closely

quite

area

the

both

and moment of
Of
inertia.
course the more
parts

we take

in

of the processes, the closer
will be our reall

Fig.

And construct figure C
find a o (or reaction A) scales

E G.

Draw xo

parallel
o b

The

is
longest vertical
bending-moinent is at w, and from

scale)

Formula (93)

m wi = 161.6500 =1046500

For the required moment

=

1046500
,

"

of resistance

Q,
of

A

CG and we

= 6333 pounds, and (or reaction B)
scales = 9667 pounds.
therefore greatest
DE= 161" (inch

etc.

,

cally rectangular,

angular.

parallel

The bottom
a vn

,

its

one part, divide the web into four equal
one the base which will be practibe practically triupper part which will

= =

5,

is

for wrought-iron

The web

5 square inches.
of flange will be

rectangular part
=
4
square inches
|=
J.

1,7

parts

=
Leaving for the

We

now make

,

vide

=

oft

Fat

beam,
distant 168

and carry this up
c, g, in same proportion at/,
which is the point of greatest deflection of beam, and is
106" (inch
from B, and 197" from A. We scale//,
have from Formula (97)
to

scale)

:

next triangular part

We

=

and the corresponding
55 pounds per yard deck

axis

parts,

We

We

y,

and

two

The whole area 'we know
a

=

CE

fully illustrate the above.

flat flange. (Figure 159).

We will take the roll as

=

orAB

its

parts, the flange into

We

more

Example VIII.

beam, resting on

12000

m

example

practical

will

Find horizontal neutral
Rolled Deckbeam, moment of inertia of a 7"

we nave from * ormula (is)

The cheapest or most economical nearest section we find to this
200 pounds beam of which the moment
required r (87,2) is the 20'^
of resistance is r
123,8.
Had we combined the formula? for uniform and concentrated loads
and worked out the problem arithmetically it would have been
results.
tedious, but we should have had similar
can safely overlook shearing, but note that the real shearing
figure would not be the shaded figure, but dotted figure O.HIJKO.
the
For finding the deflection we now draw lower load line gc
of
G, beginning at top with length
sum of the verticals through
take no notice
to
then w,,, u T w
w, n and w,, in their order.
of C b
of vertical w, as it does not fall in one of the even divisions
288" from load
select pole s distant zj
into lengths I,.
now draw zo
then figure cj,g f
line, draw zg, zc, etc., and
245 we di295" and o c
it divides g c, so that g o
c,
,

159.

Fig.

sult.

157.

and

i

In

76

=

roll at

top

a,= 1,3

the horizontal line a h
1,3 inches

0,4 square inches each.

= 5,5" and divide

it,

so that

found similarly,
The Mint of intersection of this line with a main neutral axis,
of gravity of the whole ttgure.
any other direction, would be the centre
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7,

7

qh

= indies and
= 0,9 inches.

extreme central outside

Select x at random and draw x a,
the horizontal neutral axes

x

Draw

b,

x c,

example, more fully illustrating

Louis DE COPPET BERG.

etc.

II, III, etc.,

I,

through their re-

6*

Begin anywhere on I and draw jk parallel
then kl parallel ex to III; then Im parallel dx to IV; then
n parallel ex to V then np parallel fx to VI; then/x/ parallel

spective parts.

to

line II;

m
gx

An

plate.

the above, will be given in the chapter on plate girders.

]

EARLY SETTLER MEMORIALS."

XIV.

;

Now draw

from*/ the line i/o parallel x A, and from j
A
the line j o parallel a* till they intersect at o.
Horizontal
Neutral Axis, horizontal
through o is the neutral axis of whole
beam.
will now make a new drawing of figure j oq for the sake
of clearness.
Draw horizontals through it every inch in height beginning at both top and bottom with one-half inch. The top one
scales nothing, the next $", then J", then 1|", then 2^", then 1
and the bottom one J", the sum of all being Gj
Area or Olagram, or 6,416".
This multiplied by the height of the
to

VII;

VAN WART MONUMENT.

We

which

is one inch, would
give us, of course, 6,416 square
this area by the area of the cross-section
Multiplying
of deck beam 5,5 square inches, we should have

parts,

inches area.

= 35,288.

Moment of

{=5,5.6,416
In Table

in-

XIX

given as 35,

it is

Beam, not very far out.
If we had taken more parts, of course
more exact.

we

so that

1

are

ertlaor

the result would have been

When constructing plate girders of large size,
'"'"''Girders, much material can be saved by making the flanges
heaviest at the point of greatest bending-moment, and gradually reReducing

ducing the flanges towards the supports.
This is accomplished by making each flange at the point of great-

bending-moment of several thicknesses or layers of iron, the outer
Of course the
layer being the shortest, the next a little longer, etc.
angles, which form part of the flange are kept of uniform size the
whole length, as it would be awkward to attempt to use different
sized angles.
Generally (though not necessarily) the inner or first
layer of the flange plates, is also run the entire length. Of course,
where the flanges are gradually reduced in this way, it becomes necessary to figure the bending-moment and moment of resistance at
many points along the plate girder to find where the plates can be reduced. This would be a wearisome job.
By using the graphical
est

method, however, it can be easily accomplished. Referring back to
Figure 151, we take the point of greatest bending-moment (at to,) of

beam A B. The required moment of resistance at this point, it
be remembered was the length (inch scale) of vertical
through
C D E FG. We now decide what size angles we propose using and
settle the necessary thickness of the flanges by Formula (36), insert-

the

will

r, the length (inch scale) of v or vertical at E.
of course, be the sum of the area of two angles, d the
total depth of girder in inches and b the breadth of flange, in inches,
The above is on the assumption that the distance
less rivet holes.

ing for the value of

Further

xy

n, will,

of pole x from load line

ture (

-A of

steel or

d a was equal

were using, or we should, have
ThlcKnessof

to the safe

modulus of rup-

wrought-iron according to whichever material

'b

Where x=the

thickness, in inches, of each flange of a plate
any point of its length.
Where v
the length of vertical, inch scale, through upper or
resistance figure, providing we have assumed the distance of pole

girder at

from load

=

line

Where d
Where b
Where a,

( ->)of the material.

(pound scale)

= the
of the plate girder.
= the width,depth,rivetinohes, inches,
of the
= the sum of the areas of cross-section, square
in

total

holes, in

less

flange.

in

inches, of two of the angles used.
now calculate as above, the thickness x of flange at point of
greatest bending-moment and then decide into how many layers or
thicknesses we will divide the flanges. Say, in our case we decide to

We

make the

- or one
quarter
flange of four layers of plates, each

thickness.

=

ai .d

=

Where E, E,
the amount to be
moment of resistance or vertical v and
t

angles.

Where

= the
d = the

a,

inches, of the

Where

x in

Then make

E,E,,

sura of

(99)
substracted (inch scale) from
representing the work of two

the area of cross-section, in

square

two angles.
total depth, in inches, of the girder.
draw through E,, a parallel to base of figure
into as many parts as we decide to
G, divide E,,

Now

Where to drop
off Plates.

C

E

use thicknesses of plates (four in our case) and draw parallel lines to
base C G through these parts.
Vertically over the points where
these lines intersect the curve or outline of figure C
E
will be
the points at which to break off plates, as illustrated in drawing.
This method, of course, is approximate, but it will be found sufficiIt is not necessary that x
ently accurate for all practical purposes.
or
/? be divided into equal parts.
Had we decided to use plates
of varying thicknesses we should simply divide
E,, in proportions
to correspond to thicknesses of plates in their proper order, beginning
at E,, with plate immediately next to angles and ending at
with

D

E

New Monument

< 98 >

= II^L

X

Flanges.

we

:

FG

E

to Paulding at Tarrytown.

1829, the citizens of Westchester County,

attached to the Presbyterian
INgraveyard
monument to the
of Van "Wart.

N.

Y., erected, in the

church at Greenburgh, a

It is inscribed as follows
memory
Here repose the mortal remains of Isaac Van Wart, an elder in
the Greenburgh Church, who died on the 23d of May, 1828, in the
69th year of his age. Having lived the life, he died the death of the
:

"

Christian.
" The citizens of the
County of Westchester erected this tomb in
testimony of the high sense they entertained for the virtuous and
patriotic conduct of their fellow-citizen, as a memorial sacred to

public gratitude.
" Vincit AmOr Patrice.
Nearly half a century before this monument was built, the conscript fathers of America had, in the Senate
Chamber, voted that Isaac Van Wart was a faithful patriot, one in
whom the love of country, w^g invincible, and this tomb bears testimony that the record is true.
"Fidelity. On the, 23d of September, 1780, Isaac Van Wart,
accompanied by John Paulding and David Williams, all farmers of
the County of Westchcster, intercepted Major Andrd on his return
from the American lines in the character of a spy, notwithstanding
the large bribes offered them for his release, nobly disdained to
sacrifice their country for gold, secured and carried him to the commanding officer of the district, whereby the dangerous and traitorous
conspiracy of Arnold was brought to light, the insidious designs of
the enemy baffled, the American army saved and our beloved country free."

OLD PAULDING MONUMENT AT TARRYTOWN.
In May, 1853, a public meeting was held in Tarrytown, N. Y.,
" for the
purpose of considering the propriety of erecting a monument commemorative of the capture of AndreV" This meeting grew
out of a fear that the actual ground where the event took place
would become a matter of dispute, because of the natural and artifichanges in the topography of the locality incident to improve"
ments, as well as the very proper desire to put up in what was the

cial

E

'

77

Continued from No.
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page
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most beautiful region on the river some work of art that would
embellish and commemorate an historic spot." Besides, the capture
of Andre had become the common property of the world in poetry,
and the favored theme of
history and art, the subject of romances,
The locality itself had become a trysting
orators and statesmen.
visitors.
place, a kind of Mecca for English
The purpose of the above meeting was really to accept the propositions of the Inspectors of State Prisons, "to furnish a suitable
monument for the commemoration of the capture of Andre*, properly
the County of
inscribed, provided the citizens of Turrytown and
Westchester would erect the s.ime and keep it in repair," and that
of Mr. Taylor, " who agreed to give the necessary land for the site
After accepting
of the monument, a plot of twenty feet square."
these gifts, the meeting appointed a committee of twenty-seven mem" to build a firm and desirabers, whose duties were to collect money
ble base or foundation for the monument, to enclose the same with
an iron railing, and to pay the expenses attending the laying of the
corner-stone and the dedication."
The corner-stone was laid on the 4th of July following and the
dedication of the structure took place on the 7th of October. Both
occasions were attended by large numbers of military and civic
bodies and distinguished citizens of the State. On the first occasion,
the oration was delivered by Hon. James T. Brady. On the second,
the opening address was made by Governor Horatio Seymour, who,
in which he dedicated the monument and declared
in a

feet
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The following inscriptions, the production of
himself, are engraved on the monument

and nine inches.

;

Mr. Knower

:

"HERE REST THE REMAINS OF
DAVID WILLIAMS,
ONE OF THE CAPTORS OF
MAJOR ANDRE'.
DIED IN SCHOHARIE COUNTY
AUG 2D 1831
AGED 76 YEARS, 6 MOS, 8 DAYS.
" He with his
compatriots, John Paulding and Isaac Van Wart, on
the 23d of September, 1780, arrested Major John Andre and found
on his person treasonable papers in the handwriting of General
Benedict Arnold, who sought by treachery to surrender the mil'rtary
Post of West Point into the hands of the enemy. In resisting the
great bribes of their prisoner for his liberty, they showed their in1

corruptible patriotism.

The American army was saved and our

beloved country became free.

" FIDELITY.

"By authority of Congress, 1780, a silver medal was voted to
them, and presented to the captors by General Washington, at a
dinner to which he invited them while the army was encamped near
Verplank's Point.
"VINCIT AMOR PATRIAE.
" General
Washington's letter to the President of Congress,
The party that took Major Andre acted in such a
October, 1 780
manner as does them the highest honor and proves them to be men

long speech,
his great interest in the subject that brought them together, did not
even mention the names of Andrews captors. The oration was delivered by Hon. Henry J. Raymond and was in every respect a comIn it he spoke of Nathan Hale, and, for the
plete and noble effort.
first time since this noble martyr went to his unknown grave, was
the voice of one of his countrymen fitly raised in his behalf.
The monument is made of Sing-Sing marble. On one side of the
" Their conduct merits our warmest esteem.
die are cut these words
in
all probability, our suffering one of the
have
prevented,
They
Washseverest strokes that could have been meditated against us."

'

:

of great virtue.'

"NANCY BENEDICT
WIFE OF
DAVID WILLIAMS
DIED AUG. 5, 1844, AGED 87 YR8. 6 MS. 8 DS.
" This monument was erected
by the State of New York from an
appropriation made in the Centennial year of 1876, by a bill introduced by Senator W. C. Lamont, under the following State Commissioners: Daniel Knower, Ralph Brewster and Charles Holmes."
And thus will the memory of David Williams go down to posterity
in the Stone Fort at Schoharie Court-house.

:

ington.

On the other side is the following " On this spot, the 23d day of
of
September, 1780, the spy, Major John Andre, Adjutant-General
the British Army, was captured by John Paulding, David Williams
and Isaac Van Wart, all natives of this county. History has told
the rest. The people of Westchester County have erected this
monument as well to commemorate a great event as to testify their
high estimation of that integrity and patriotism which, rejecting
every temptation, rescued the United States from most imminent
Dediarts of a spy and the plots of a traitor.
peril, by baffling the
cated October 7, 1853."

In the fall of 1830, the corporation of the city of New York invited Williams, the survivor of the three, by special messenger, to be
present in that city at the celebration of the French Revolution.

He was drawn, with other heroes of 1776, in a carriage at the head
of the procession and attracted much attention.
At one of the
schools he visited he was presented with a silver cup, and at another
with a silver-headed cane, the stem of which was made out of a
chevaux defrise used at West Point during the Revolution.

MONUMENT TO DAVID WILLIAMS.

NEW PAULDING MONUMENT AT TARRYTOWN.
The

David Williams moved from Westchester County to the town of
in 1831.
Livingstonville, Schoharie County, iri* 1806, and died there
He was buried with military honors and followed to his grave by a
For several successive years Judge
large concourse of people.
Murphy, his god-son, visited Washington and urged Congress to
monument to the captor's memory, but he appealed to
erect a
fitting^
deaf ears. On the 4th of March, 1876, the remains of Williams
were removed to the cemetery of Rensselaerville, and on the 19th
of July of the same year they were again removed to the old Stone
Fort at Schoharie Court-House, escorted by a large procession.

public meeting, before mentioned, that was held in Tarrytown in May, 1853, for the purpose of accepting the proposed gift of
a monument to John Paulding, and to provide means for the expense
of laying the corner-stone and dedicating the monument, was the first
effort towards the organization of the "Monument Association of the
Capture of Andre"."
It was incorporated in November, 1879,
agreeably to the laws of
the State of New York.
In the early part of 1879, the Association
determined to celebrate the one hundredth anniversary of thu capture of Andre, and to erect a " bronze statue," because the " original
"
of a monument to Paulding, " was felt to be inadequate at the
plan
end of twenty-seven years."
To accomplish these objects, the
Association procured from the State, through the efforts of Hon.
D. O. Bradley, the sum of one thousand dollars, and two hundred
and seventy persons, gave five thousand four hundred and fifty-four
dollars more.
The Association went seriously to work to provide for the success
of the dedicatory ceremonies, by appointing eighty-six vice-presi-

On the 1st of May, 1876, the Legislature of the State of New
York appropriated the sum of two thousand dollars for the purpose
of " erecting a suitable monument in the cemetery grounds of the
Revolutionary Stone Fort at Schoharie Court-House to commemorate
the virtues and memory of David Williams, one of the captors of
Major Andre, to be expended under the supervision of Daniel
Knower, Ralph Brewster and Judge Charles Holmes." This appropriation was also opposed by a member who gave the same reasons
for his action that were used by Major Tallmage in Congress in
1817.

These commissioners issued the following inviting appeal " to any
county, city, association, literary club, or individual, who may subscribe not less than two hundred or more than eighteen hundred
dollars in addition to the two thousand appropriated by the State,
shall have their names inscribed on one of 'the faces of the monument or on a marble tablet to be erected in the Fort, as the artists
who may design the monument may think most appropriate. It is
proposed to appoint one or more of the most distinguished artists
and sculptors in the State to design the monument and make it a
work of art appropriate to the event." This tempting statement
did not touch the hearts of the people of Schoharie County, and the
commissioners erected " a plain monument."
The ceremonies of laying the corner-stone took place on September 23, 1876, the ninety-sixth anniversary of the capture of Andre.
They were attended by the usual presence of military and civic
organizations, many distinguished citizens, two grandsons of WilThe oration was delivered by
liams, and many of his descendants.
Mr. Grenville Tremain of Albany.
A book, called the " Centennial Celebrations of the State of New
York," for which the State appropriated five thousand dollars, contains the following description of the monument, furnished by Mr.
Knower. " It is a fine block of Massachusetts marble, and the work
The height of the monument is twenty-three
is artistically executed.

It indents, forty-seven committee-men, ami twenty secretaries.
vited, by the thousands, the most distinguished citizens of the United
States to be present on the occasion, besides a large number of

military and civic organizations.
the exercises, and all thousands

An immense

procession preceded
thus gathered together, met on
Mount Andre, under a great tent, on the morning of the 23d of
September, 1880, to do honor to the three captors and unveil a
statue of Paulding.

They were made happy and patriotic by music from Gilmore's
band by "a brilliant floral display, consisting of geraniums, tuberoses
and other flowering plants ;" by the cool breeze from the majestic
Hudson, and burning words of grateful tribute to the virtuous dead
from silver-tongued orators.
The exercises were opened by an address from the President of
the day, Hon. Samuel J. Tilden, followed by a prayer by Rev. Alexander Van Wart, the aged son of one of the captors.
Mr. Orlando B. Potter then read an historical paper.
The oration was delivered by Hon. Chauncey M. Depew. If not
as brilliant and inspiring as that delivered twenty-seven years before,
by Hon. Henry J. Raymond, at the same place on a like occasion, it
was an extremely interesting and valuable contribution to the literature of the event. Nor did the orator neglect the forgotten life and
deeds of Nathan Hale.
The new monument, thus imposingly dedicated is "a rejuvenation
and elaboration of the old one," with the addition of a bronze statue
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in tlio act of listening,

and a bronze

On

bas-relief,

representing Andre offering liis watch to his captors. The work of
"
tin: Association in making more
a<leiiiate the
ina<le(|uate plan of the
original monument," consisted in cutting the spire of the old monument into an ugly shape for the placing of the statue, and procuring
the bas-relief, all at a cost of fifteen hundred dollars. The origin of
the statue is explained in large letters on the face-side of the plinth
" This
statue, the gift of John Anderson, a citizen of Tarrylown, was
placed here September 23, 1NHO." Its cost was twenty-live hundred
dollars.
The statue and bas-rolief was contracted for by Mr.
Maurice J. Power, of New York. The former bears on its plinth
the name of \Vm. K. O'Donovan, and the latter, Theo. I!. HUT.
The
Association also published a book in 1881, entitled " Centennial
SouvraJr qf tkt HotHUUni Atmiciulhin of the Capture of Andri"
which is quite as remarkable for its omissions as its commissions.
It. contains one hundred ami
sixty-seven pages, and sold for two
dollars a copy.
It pretends to give a full account of what has been
done for the memory of the captors, yet it does not give the inscription on, or history of the old monument erected in 1853.
Nor does
it state that the monument does not stand on the
spot where Andrd
was captured, as is generally understood. When the monument was
erected the land on the north side of the brook, that runs down the
hill to the river, including the
place of Andrews capture, was owned
by an Knglishman who displayed intense hostility to the project.
Ihe monument really stands on the south side of the brook, thirty or
forty feet from the exact place of the capture.
Of the statue ajid bas-relief there is little to be said, though in
passing, it might be' noticed that either Paulding was left-handed, or
tlie powder-horn is on the
wrong side of the body.
The statue, in bronze, was not completed in time for the celebration, and the plaster copy, bronzed over, was used, in its stead, for
the time being.

each longer side of the building are three drums and an engine
Kach boom is long
six gangs of setters,

working the. three derricks of each side.
enough to overlap its neighbor, so that with
for

:

The

was copied from an old portrait of Paulding,
a reproduction of a current picture, long in exT. 11. BARTLETT.

face of the statue

and the
istence.

bas-relief is

The Major Tallmage. who opposed the Congressional

bill

appropriating

money

for the erection of a monument to the captors of Andre, was a classmate of
Nathau Hale at Yale College. He wan a fine student and a capable officer in the
Kevolutionary war, emerging from it with the title of Colonel. By particular
direction ot Washington he was ordered to report to North Castle on the evening
of the very day upon which Andre was brought to this military post by
Pauldiug

Williams and Van Wart. He was the nrst, from observing the deportment of
the prisoner, from watching the manner iu which he walked to and fro on the
floor, and turned his heel to retrace his steps, to suspect that he was bred to
arms, aud WHS an important British officer.
From this time forward, down to that of the execution of Andre, Major Tallmage waa charged with his custody, aud was almost constantly with him. He
comminuted the escort that conducted him to Lower Salem. It was into his
hands that An. In- there placed, for perusal his flrst letter to General Washington, acknowledging his true character. It was under his charge again, with a
strong guard, that Andrt was removed to Robinson's House, and thence to West
Point, again to Stony Point, and thence to Tappan, where the court-martial took
"
place. Prom the Stone-House, where Andre was contiued, Tallmage
walked
with him to the place of execution, and parted with him under the gallows,"
" overwhelmed with
" that so
an
officer
aud
so
accomgrief," he says,
gallant
plished a gentleman should come to such an ignomiuous end." In his narrative
of his intercourse with Andre, he refers to Hale as follows: " Before we reached
the Cove, Audre became very inquisitive to know my opinion as to the result of
his capture. Iu other words, he wished me to give him candidly my
opinion, as
to the light in which he would be viewed by General Washington and a military
tribunal, if one should be ordered. This was the most unpleasant question that
had been propounded to me, and I endeavored to evade it, unwilling to /live him a
true answer. When 1 could no longer evade his importunity or put off a full reply,
I remarked to him as follows: 'I had a much loved classmate in Yale
College,
by the name of Nathan Hale, who entered the army in the year 1775. Immediately after the battle of Long Island, General Washington wanted Information respecting the strength, position, and probable movements of the
enemy.
Captain Hale tendered his services, went over to Brooklyn and was taken just as
he waa passing the outposts of the enemy on his return.' Said 1 with emphasis
Do you remember the sequel of this story?' 'Yes,' said Andre, 'he was
hanged as aspy. But you surely do not consider his case and mine alike?' I
replied, Yes, precisely similar, and similar will be your fate.' He endeavored
to answer my remarks, but it was manifest he was more troubled in
spirit than I
had ever seen him before."
At the close of the war, Tallmage lived in Litchtteld, Conn., and was a member
of Congress for sixteen successive years. No one friend could
speak of another
with more enthusiasm and appreciation than Tallmage wrote of Andre. He
cried over the charms of Andre's conversation. " 1 am sure he will go to the
gallows less fearful of his fate, and with less concern than I shall behold the
tragedy. Had he been trieil by a court of ladies, he is so genteel, hmidsome and
polite a young gentleman that I am confident they would have acquitted him."

masons and laborers, each gang has practically three derricks to
upon. That is, the arc of B overlaps the arc of A and C, so that

call

A

whilst B can be helping
with a stone at the north corner, the setters
of 15 derrick can be down towards the south end and
getting material

C

from

This

derrick.

loaned to B,

C

is

C derrick is
a big block just re-

often the case; for whilst

setters will be cutting

and

fitting

ceived.

The derricks work very rapidly, and will lift a stone from grade to
fourth-floor level in something like forty seconds.
The derrick plant cost about SI 1,000, and was designed by Mr. P.
Alex Paterson, C. K., Chief Kngineer of the Canadian Pacific Railroad system, and his assistants on the works, Mr. Stuart Howard,

The whole plant has proved most effective and economical.
the contractor, raised the building from the water-table level of
first floor to level of
third-story window-sills, a height of thirty-five
feet in twenty-eight working days.
In a fireproof building 200' long
by 70' wide, with heavy walls in and out, this is a first-class showing.
The contractors are Wm. Davis & Sons, of Ottawa. They pay the
plant has, by its great economy of time and labor, already paid for
C. E.

By

'

it

itself.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHITRCH. PEORIA, ILL.
MR. WAliRSN H.
HAVES, ARCHITECT, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Tins

building

is

to cost $35,000.

^

FOYER AND MUSIC-ROOM NVSti E. LAUTERBACH, ESQ., NEW YORK,
N. Y.
MESSRS. A. ZUCKKK A Co.; ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.
BUILDING

FOR DANIEL A. LORING, ESQ., NEW YORK, N.
LAMB * RICH, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Y.

MESSRS.
[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.']

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILROAD STATION, MONTREAL, P.
BKUCK PRICE, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Q.

MR.

THIS
offices

fireproof building is to be used for bachelors' apartments,
studios.
It will be finished in about a year.

and

HOUSES AT LOS ANGELES AND SANTA MONICA, CAL. MR. ERNEST
A. COXHEAD, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELKS, CAL.

[Gelatine Print, issued only with the Imperial Edition.]

view was made at

this stage to show the derrick system
devised for setting up the outer walls of the building. The
building is 70' x 200', a true rectangle, with the four "fronts"
of heavy blue limestone
masonry, averaging three feet in thickness.
The system consists of a heavy trestle, built up in the centre of the
of
building
heavy spruce piling timbers as high as the level of the topcourse of stonework.
On top of this trestle six derricks are placed one at each corner
and one al the centre of each lateral side, in the manner shown.

SPIRE OF ST. PAUL'S,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

DRAWN BY

MR.

C. H.

ISRAELS.

THIS

TAPPIVG A VOLCANO FOR Sn.piiun.
A scheme is under consideration in Mexico for tunneling the volcano of 1'opocatapetl
through the
wall of the crater, in order to reach the immense sulphur deposits inside
the mountain. A narrow-gauge railway will connect the tunnel with
the town of Amecameca, which, in turn, will connect with the Morelos
leading to the national capital.
English Mechanic.
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DRY-ROT IN TIMBER.

H

wood which

is

liable to

damp,

to that produced by dry-rot fungus) results, which is much
richer in C than the woody fibre.
Moisture is a necessary condition
of the process, and the most suitable temperature is about 60 F.
In 2 a case is referred to in
Disruption of concrete by fungvi.
which the mycelium of the fungus had disrupted a layer of concrete.
I think a more likely explanation is as follows
The foundations
have settled, the concrete under the boarded floor has become
cracked, and the fungus attacking the timber has spread in the
direction of greatest moisture, and so over the concrete and down the
crack to the damp soil beneath.
The myFungus passing through walls and growing in the soil.
celium of the fungus has the power of passing its nitrogenous and
nutrient substances from the older to the younger growing parts.
It
thus has the power of growing in, and on the surface of the substances
which afford it no nourishment. It may in consequence creep over
brickwork, plaster, and even glass and iron, and thus reach woodwork at some distance. This growth is greatly assisted if the surfaces over which it spreads are themselves damp.
In this way it
may pass through the interstices of plasterv^ork and brick walls, and
ramify in the soil. It is also able to convey its moisture from a distance, so that it is necessary that everything in the neighborhood of
woodwork should be dry, and that the soil under boarded floors
lar

cannot evaporate, can be considered safe from the attacks of dryrot (1,

3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10,17)."
impervious substance applied
to wood which is not thoroughly dry
Floor
tends to engender decay
covered with kamptulicon and laid
over brick arching before latter was

:

Any

:

dry (16)

cement dado

;

to

wood

(1), the water expelled
dado in setting and absorbed

partition

from
by the wood had no means of evaporation.

Woodwork

coated with paint or

tar before thoroughly dry

seasoned
moisture

is

and well

liable to decay, as the

is imprisoned.
Skirtings and wall panelling very
subject to dry rot (4, 9, 17), and
especially window-backs (4, 1 7), for
the space between the woodwork
and the wall is occupied by stagnant air the former absorbs moisture from the wall (especially if it
has been fixed before the wall was
Column at Ravenna.
dry after building), and the paint
or varnish prevents the moisture from evaporating into the room.
Skirtings, etc., thus form excellent channels for the spread of the

should be covered by an impervious layer.
In 6 and 12 the fungus is said to
Fungus growing in air-grating.
have been growing "in the ventilating opening," and "in a draught."
With regard to the first, it may be remarked that ventilation is not
at all a necessary consequence of the insertion of an air grid, inasmuch as there must be a want of equilibrium resulting from difference
of density in the air on the inside and outside of an inclosed space.
The fungus may therefore have found the air in the ventilating opening as moist and stagnant as elsewhere and the case shows that it is
necessary to introduce some method of suction to ventilate under

;

;

fungus (9).
Plaster seems to be sufficiently porous to allow the evaporation of
water through it (1), hence, probably, the space between ceiling and
floor is not so frequently attacked, if also the floor boards do not fit
very accurately and no oil-cloth covers the floor.
Ploughed-and-tongued floors are disadvantageous in certain circumstances, as when placed over a space occupied by damp air, as
they allow no air to pass between the boards and so dry them (3, 4).
Beams may appear sound externally and be rotten within (8, 14),
for the outside being in contact with the air becomes drier than the
It is well, therefore, to

saw and reverse

all

floors.

Fungus growing in a draught. Secondly, it is not the mere movement of the air, but the evaporation which usually results, that is
detrimental to the fungus; if, therefore, the locality is a very damp
one, and the incoming air is as damp as the outgoing, the fungus may
Moreover, it must be requite possibly flourish "in a draught."
membered that the fungus is able to transport moisture, and also
condense it from the air.
Case 2 seems to indicate that there
Stagnant air between joists.
was ventilation under the church floor, and yet the air was sufficiently
stagnant to allow the under surfaces of the boards to remain damp.
I think the current of fresh air should be made to move in the
direction of the joists, and not across them, for it is quite possible
that in the latter case the air between the joists may stagnate.
Decay at contact of different timber. In case 8 is an instance of
peculiarity sometimes observed that, when pieces of two different
kinds of wood are placed in contact ; the harder is more liable to de-

large scantling

(14).

The ends

of all timber, and especially of large beams, should be
through the ends that the moisture chiefly evap-

left free (for it is

They should on no account be embedded in mortar (8).
orates).
Inferior and ill-seasoned timber is evidently to be avoided (7, 17).
Whatever ensures dampness and lack of evaporation is conducive
to dry-rot, that is to say :
Dampness arising from soil (3, 4, 7).
Dampness ariing from walls, especially

if

cay.
It is to be noticed in case 11 that the joists
Durability of larch.
Larch is better able to withstand the
of larch remained sound.
effects of moisture than fir and pine.
In case 2 it was concluded
Germs in walls and from dead bodies,
that germs of the fungus were in the walls or had arisen from bodies
buried in the ground. Spores carried hither and thither by a variety
of means may have settled on the walls, but it is not probable that
the dead bodies could have had any association with their presence.
Bacteria they very likely would produce, but the " dry-rot" spore is
far more highly organized.
In one instance the origin of the germs
Spontaneous generation.
is attributed to spontaneous
This, of course, is a theory
generation.
now discarded.
Wood bedded in mortar. Wood bedded in mortar is liable to decay, for the water of the mortar is absorbed by the wood and, in the
process of setting, the mortar may decompose some of the organic
substances of the fibre, especially if the lime has not been thoroughly
slaked, as it then tends to absorb the elements of water from the substances near it.
It is safest to remove all infected
Removal of infected timber.
timber, and burn it.
Merely scraping away the fungus, and then
coating the timber with an impervious substance will frequently assist
the growth of internal disease, as it imprisons the moisture.
Seasoned and unseasoned wood.
Under favorable conditions of
temperature and dryness, ill-seasoned wood may stand as well as
seasoned but it is far more liable to decay in a warm damp atmosphere, as it contains more fermentable substances, and affords nourisment for a far more luxuriant growth of fungus. When, however,
the wood is to be creosoted, the sap-wood is better than the heartwood, as it is more porous and absorbs the oil better.

the damp-proof course

has been omitted (15).
Dampness arising from use of salt sand (15).
Dampness arising from drying of mortar and cement (1, 8, 16).
Stagnation of air resulting from air grids getting blocked with dirt
Stagnation may
(4), or being purposely blocked through ignorance.
exist under a floor although there are girds in the opposite walls, for
the
to
move
in
a
horizontal
direction withto
induce
air
it is difficult
out some special means of suction (2, 6). Corners of stagnant air are
to be guarded against (7, 12).
Darkness assists the development of fungus; whatever increases
the temperature of the wood and stagnant air (within limits) also
assists (1, 2, 5).

Hot-water pipes are especially prejudicial, for they heat the woodwork, etc., by conduction, and are liable to leak (3).
The leaving of chips, shavings, etc., under boarded floors is a most

;

reprehensible practice, for the chips are very liable to attack, lying,
as they often do, on the damp ground (3, 12).

SUGGESTIONS.
All ground under boarded floors should be covered by an impervious substance
concrete, blue lias lime (3), asphalt (4), Portland

cement (2).
For churches,

solid wood-block flooring is preferable to joists and
boards (3).
To ensure the thorough dryness of a boarded floor the boards may
be laid three-eighths of an inch apart (3), or small gratings may be

;

inserted at intervals (1).

NOTES ON THE FOREGOING.
In several of the above cases there has been comThis may have resulted from
plete decay yet no signs of fungus.
eremacausis, which may be considered as "wet-rot." The eremacausis of woody fibre is due to the gradual oxidation of its lignin and

Eremacausis.

1
A Report presented to the Science Standing Committee by W. H. Bidlake, M.
A. Cantab. Amux-intr.
2 These numbers and others which follow
refer to the cases particularized

ater.

No. 654.

H

or has at any time absorbed
moisture, and is in contact with
stagnant air, so that the moisture

interior.

XXIV.

other chemical constituents in presence of atmospheric oxygen and
to form
water, the O ultimately taking the C to form CO 2 and the
The II, however, becomes more rapidly oxidized than the C,
2 O.
and the formation of a brown snuff-colored powder or humua (simi-

1

WARNINGS.

O

[VOL.

It is dangerous to identify a fungus by such
Species of fungi.
very meagre descriptions as are given in the MSS., especially when
no reference is made to the form of its fructification. Still I think it
probable that whereas in the majority of cases merulius lacrymnns
is the destructive agent, in cases 7 and 14 it may have been pohjpnrus vaporarius. The effects on the wood are the same in the case
of meratius and polypoms, except that with the latter the decayed
wood becomes marked with streaks and patches of reddish brown,
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timber yards as " red rot."

The mycelium

of the

I'nlike menilitis, this fungus is found wild in
the timber is often attacked by it as it lies felled on

also whiter,

down and removed.

Notes.

Beams showed

the forests, and
the ground.
Professor Hartig states that the spores often become
lodged deep iii the cracks, and are there imprisoned by the
swelling
of timber as it floated down to the
In the close ship's hold,
ports.
or afterwards in the stack yards, the spores germinate, and the timber on being sawn is found to contain furrows of red powder.
W.

then through wall into garden where

H. BIDLAKE, M. A. Cantab.

lation.

AND

DIGEST OF VARIOUS NOTES

M88.

REFERRING TO " DRY-

ROT " IN TIMI1KK.
Boult, J., Esq. Locality.
Liverpool and LonPosition.
Partitions to height of 4 feet and flooring
beneath.
Circumstances.
Wood partitions dividing office finished
with cement dado, 4 feet high. All timber above dado sound.
Ventilntiim.
Floors fireproof, hence lower part of partitions formed
II fating, etc.
Rooms kept warm.
Treatment.
air-tight cells.
New partitions with 2 small pieces of perforated zinc inserted between each pair of quarters, near lloor on one side and ceiling on the
other.
Result.
Ouite satisfactory. Notes.
Water expelled from
dado in setting had no means of escape. No fungus. Decay due
probably to eremacausis.
Old
(2) Architect.
Locality.
Ferrey, B. E., Esq., F. S. A.
Church in Worcestershire. Foundations.
12 inches clear space
below joists. Timber.
Floor.
Appeared well seasoned. Position.
Circumstances.
Rot appeared five years after restoration and reOak joists fairly
seating.
Slight moisture on underside of boards.
" Perfect."
Ventilation.
Air gratings in walls, and 4-inch
dry.
(1) Architect.

don Chambers.

earthenware pipes under passages.

Heating,

etc.

Hot

air

with

gratings in passages.
Old
(3) Architect.
Ferrey, B. E., Esq., F. S. A.
Locality.
Church in Somersetshire.
Position.
Floor and block of ceiling.
Circumstances.
Possible leakage from hot-water pipes.
Shavings
left under
floor; on them the fungus was especially luxuriant.

Floor tongued and grooved.
Ventilation.
None. Stone ventilators
inserted, but only perforated half through thickness of wall. Heating,
etc.
Hot water pipes. Treatment.
Shavings removed, pipes repaired, ground covered with layer of blue lias lime, timbers soaked
with a solution of
^-pound zinc sulphate and 4-pound copper sulphate
to 4 gallons of boiling water. Notes.
In some parts there was a
little,

though

insufficient ventilation;

here the fungus was not

much

developed.

Holden, J., Esq. Locality.
Warehouses, New
Manchester.
Foundation.
2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches

(4) Architect

Brown

St.,

Basement floor, sills, shutters, etc.,
space under boards. Position.
and stairs. Circumstances.
Floor 3 inches tongued and grooved.
Sills and shutters attacked to 3 feet 6 inches
high, and where stairs
were connected with floor ; fungus
passing upwards in the strings.

Ventilation.
Space under floor ventilated l>y vertical air shafts from
bottom of window areas. These were blocked with dirt. Treatment.
Ground covered with asphalt walls washed with solution of sul;

phuric acid; ventilating openings altered so as to prevent their being
Sucstopped; communication with flues where possible. Result.
cessful.
Notes.
Under boards a mass of fungus, beautifully white
in parts ; timber sound near
fireplace, where there was slight ventilation.

Timber

no means of

in

adjoining warehouse sound, although there was
ground had, in this case, been cov-

ventilation, but the

ered with asphalte.
(5) Architect.
Holden, J., Esq. Locality.
House, Park Place.
Timber.
lied deal.
Position.
Beam carrying wall over opening
in basement.
Circumstances.
Ill-ventilated corner.
Kitchen deVentilation.
Sufficient.
Kitchpartment in vicinity.
Heating.
en warmth. Treatment.
Fungus removed, beam soaked with gas tar.
Result.
Unsuccessful. Notes.
Hence iron girder substituted.
(6) Architect.
sition.

Mill, Salford.
Locality.
Air openings on
Ventilation.

Holden, J. Esq.

Under ground

floor.

Poeach

side of building, and through sleeper walls.
Notes.
Strongest
growth of fungus close to ventilating opening. The ground beneath
was full of threads of fungus continuous with that above.
House. Posi(7.) Architect.
Mathews, J. D., Esq. Locality.
tion.
Circumstances.
House "jerryLanding of cellar steps.
In back cellar, under stone
built," finished and untenanted a year.
steps, ground of loose soil left, not having been flagged ; wood land-

ing over attacked by fungus, which spread along wall to cellar. VenCorner of stagnant air. Cellars only ventilated occasionNotes.
Wood assumed brownish-red color thickly
ally by window.
covered with sickly-whitish fungus, very luxuriant, often of stalactite form.
Sickly smell.
Sir F. Crossley's
(8) Architect.
Paull, H. J., Esq.
Locality.
Crown memel
Orphan Home, Shirkcote Moor, Halifax. 7'imber.
timber and oak. Position.
Circumstances.
Floors, beams, etc.
Structure built up to first and second floors then left four vears unprotected from weather. Floor beams, 18 inches by 14 inches, sawn
and reversed, each trussed with piece of oak, 4 inches
by 3 inches,
ends on stone templet 8, built closely in wall with mortar.
These,
without exception, rotten, decay spreading through centre of each
sometimes
four
or five feet, sometimes the whole length. Oak
beam,
in all cases more
decayed than deal.
Fungus extended through
walls, so that much brickwork bad to be taken down.
It thus spread
from one part to another.
Treatment.
All affected parts taken
tilation.
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little

indication of

decay externally, but the centre of each was rotten. The fungus
the ramifications
appeareil oil the surface like a fine cobweb
branching out in all directions of cream-white and dark-brown color.
;

Paull, II. J., Esq.
(9) Architect.
Circumstances.
Fungus crept

floor.

skirting, thence

under

Space tinder

Position.

up from under

Under-ground
lloor

behind,

skirtings on opi>ositc side,
ramified in the soil.
Venti-

tile floor of hall to
it

floor unventilated.

Children's
(10) Architect.
Bridgen, R. B., Esq.
Locality.
Position.
Wood casing of electric bell wire.
Hospital, Pendlcbury.
( 'iri-itnatanc.es.
Casing bedded in concrete; floor of corridor close
to skirting, to which the rot rapidly spread.
Treatment.
Cement
skirting substituted; walls twice washed with solution of corrosive
sublimate.
(11) Architect.
Redmayne, G. T., Esq. Locality.
House,

Lake District. Foundations.
Dry stony ground overlying rock ;
rubble foundations; excavated 2 feet to 4 feet under floor.
Timber.
Red deal boards, larch joists. Position.
VenFloor, skirting, etc.
tilation.
Fair current of air.
Treatment.
Rotten wood replaced
new.
Notes.
Window
backs and skirting with blistered apby
pearance; wood quite rotten behind a skin of paint; floor looked
inch of surface, and looked as if
sound, but quite rotten within
charred beneath ; joists of larch sound ; no signs of fungus.
St. John's
(12) Architect.
Redmayne, G. T., Esq. Locality
Church, Brook lands. Foundations.
Deep sandy soil; 5 feet to 8
feet space under floor.
Position.
Door frame of space below organ
chamber. Circumstances.
Space under organ chamber occupied
by hydraulic blowing apparatus fungus traced along floor to a log
of wood, part of centring of vaulting, which had been left.
Ventitilation.
Space under nave well ventilated by large grids, but under
Treatment.
Walls washed with soorgan was a stagnant corner.
lution of corrosive sublimate, timber washed with carbolic
acid, parts
scorched with naphtha lamp. Result.
Successful.
Schools
(IS) Architect.
Redmayne, G. T., Esq.
Locality.
at Tintwistle.
Foundations.
Hillside; excavated out of rock;
drained dry.
Ventilation.
as in
Ample ventilation. Treatment.
No. 12. Result.
Successful.
Notes.
Stringy white fungus an1
in
the
of
a
peared
neighborhood
draught.
(14) Architect.
Redmayne, G. T., Esq. Locality.
House,
Lancaster.
Timber.
Pitch pine.
fosition.
Notes.
Log.
Log externally sound, but the centre was filled with long strings
of fungus, tough and like wet white kid ; timber wet and seemed
full of resin broke short like carrot.
;

;

A rchitect.

Redmayne, G. T., Esq.
Locality.
House,
Northwich. Foundation.
Position.
Floor joists ;
Quick sand.
window backs of ground floor. Circumstances.
Cellar, walls, and
floors (flags laid on sand) wet, no damp-proof course ;
joists carried
on plates, propped up from cellar floor with posts set on stone blocks
;
posts also rotten, as well as feet of rafters furniture worm-eaten.
Treatment.
Rotten timber removed ; boards and walls washed
with carbolic acid
trench round house ; vaulted cover with air
dry_
grids cellar and trench with concrete bottoms at level of footings
with outward fall; cellar paving laid on sleeper walls, and cellar
walls cemented outside.
Notes.
Walls covered in |>laces with
black fungus growth, in beautiful delicate, seaweed-like
sprays.
Dampness of house probably in part due to the use of salt sand.
Waterhouse, A., Esq., R. A. Locality.
House.
(16) Architect
Position.
Ground floor. Circumstances.
Floor laid over brick
Ventilation.
Floor covered with
arching before latter was dry.
kamptulicon.
Waterhouse, A., Esq., R. A. Locality.
House.
(17) Architect.
Foundation.
Timber.
Inferior timber.
Position.
Sandy.
Circumstances.
Panelling.
Especially under window-sills spread
Treatment.
rapidly to floors and skirtings through house.
Parts
affected cut out rest washed with solution
impound copper sulphate
(15)

;

;

;

;

;

to

1

gallon of water.

Result.

Successful.

STEEL IN FOUNDATIONS. TJu; use of steel rails for the foundations
of large buildings has long
beejTjqJiowed in the spongy soil of Chicago.
Some of the more recent large vruoture* have combined the use of steel
beams with rails, notably the Edison Kleetric Light Company's building
and the great auditorium in which tht National Republican Conventicn
has just been held. The Tacoma building, now being erected on the
corner of Madison and La Salle Streets, under the direction of Holabird
& Roche, architects, is the first to use steel beams exclusively for
foundations. This building will be 12 stories and an attic in height,
and is intended for offices. Its walls will therefore be very massive and
the partitions will be supported on large pillars built up from the
ground. The foundations for the walls and pillars consist, first, of a
bed of concrete 2 feet thick, second, of steel I-beams of different
dimensions, according to circumstances, crossed wherever necessary,
and third, of cast-iron plates in the case of the columns. The beams
stand on edge, are placed closed together and are long enough to extend from 6 to 7 feet outside of the columns. They are
enveloped in
concrete after being placed in position, to guard against oxidation and
also to secure further rigidity.
Over 120 tons of steel beams will be required for the foundations alone of this building. They were adopt, <l
in preference to steel rails, because their aggregate cost is about 0111tliird less, as several tiers of steel rails would have to be used to secuic
the stiffness of the beams, thus more than covering the difference in tl.e
cost per ton.
Iron Age.

News.
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Hobson R'clwrdson

biography of Henry
T N consenting to write the
which was not easy
Mrs. Van Rcnsselaer entered on a task
1
A memorial prepared
to every one's satisfaction.
accomplish

he

at

work must

:

not allowed

>

A

XXlV..-Na_664.

in considering the
imbued with the same belief and thought that,
in every necessary degree divine what
would
reader
the
works,
manner of man it was that wrought them.
A biographer tells the
In one thing we feel distinctly defrauded.
custom has hallowed. If there is a
story in the language which
the dish is mixed accordcachet to the work, it is that of the writer,
is the flavor of his literary style
in"- to his taste and the seasoning
has no hand in it, and the individuality
t:.e subject of the biography
the reader if he is
that stamped his life may never be perceived by
There is only one
for himself in his own words.
to

speak

which one who has gone before can thus posthumously
written for publicadeclare himself truly
by his letters, letters not

way

pasantest mpresson
out with strenuousness, his m.liffe lent
points must be brought
in
bad ones, if he had any, passed over
his
and
merely hinted at,
in short, be presented in its
character
must,
His personal
silence.
without
and darker moods and selfish acts must go
pta'antest light,
the friendlj
less
a
in
degree,
comment. iS the same way, though
on the successes
biorTP ner feels impelled to dilate in warmest phrases
anif slur over the failures in his career.
is not only a biography of
In he next place, the present work
critical consideration of his
the man, but it is intended to be a
at the present time and in
works and their architectural value, both
that we are far from sharing a
the future. Here it may be well to say
an artu
that it is not possible to value properly
quite common feeling
the works of an architect.
time
and
own
his
particularly
in
work
day
rests upon real canons of criticism,
If the appreciation of architecture
we may appeal in our endeavor
which
to
laws
absolute
if there are any
we are sure y as able to apply
to decide between good work and bad,
which have received
them to buildings finished yesterday as to works
to wait years or even
the applause of centuries. It is often necessary
of events can be Britten, simply
centuries before a correct history
all the facts.
building,
because it is not possible to sooner get at
be examined from every point of view
however, is a single fact that can
same standards of
and can be gauged at any time according to the
It is, then, a
to older work.
world
the
that
worth
applies
absolute
it is addressed to a double audience,
motive,
a
with
book
compound
who was interested in his work,
to the layman who knew Richardson or
from a professional point
to the architect who is only interested

[VOL.

in

inner

nor lectures, but the frank unfoldings of his
tion, not treatises
So good a conversationalself to those who really understand him.
a good letter-writer,
ist as Richardson must have had it in him to be

and the almost entire absence

of letters

from

this

biography cannot

irremediable
but be regarded as a very regrettable, though apparently
"since probably the greater part of his correspondence during
defect,
the fortune of his famhis life at Paris, when the agitating changes in
was addressed to one who naturally does not
ilv, were takin<r place,
few extracts
care to have these letters laid before the public, the
rather dry and
that are given do not seem notable or individual, but

commonplace.

not so gi
In the second part of her task, the difficulties were
most cases the
the accomplished results were accessible and in
himself why and how they had
bio'n-apher knew from the creator
and in what esteem he held them. Taking the

been accomplished

how step by
in almost chronological sequence, we are shown
into the conviction that there was for him
step the architect worked
one
onlv one style of architecture, and, if he was to do his best, only
The real posclass of buildings that he really cared to undertake.
were not fully perceived
sibilities of the style he devoted himself to
to the south of Europe three or four years
him until his

work

by

trip

before his death, and it is probable that it was a grievous disappointment to him that the chance to mark his own advance was denied
to
him by the awarding of the Albany Cathedral competition
in play the
another. Here there seemed to be a chance to put
his recent trip through Southern France
and
inspirations acquired during
reasons for doing what he
of view in what he accomplished and his
ami Spain, and to show how far beyond the work at Trinity Church
him to
the studies and opportunities of a mere decade had qualified
a
Mrs Van Rensselaer Is too conscientious a person and too good
The design for this building is familiar to our readers and
cro.
what farther
that surround such a devious
critic not to be conscious of the pitfalls
both imposingand attractive, though who can say to
to be able to give her readers the
in the final studies and during concarried
been
have
mi"ht
it
path but, also too skilled a writer not
point
has said pretty much what she really
struction?" The causes that led to the miscarriage of this enterprise
impression that after all she
has been unusually
Jhe
wanted to say. In one respect, at least, the task
are typical of the man and the man's artistic conscience.
demanded
In dealin<r with the works of artists, the biographer usually
terms of the competition fixed a certain limit of cost and
easy
the first
motives which governed
feels called on to attempt the analysis of the
a design in the Gothic style. Richardson disregarded both,
with the mos
to have
him in producing a given work and to reproduce,
because the sum named was too small to do what he wanted
which led
it
wonderful subtilty of imagination, the course of reasoning
and the second because he did not like Gothic and felt that
done,
Richardson had very emphatic motives for what he was not as well suited to our day and country as that other style he
to the result.
trains of reasoning, and
relied on
loved to work in. To offset both these imprudences, he
did, to which he was brought by very logical
of
to reproduce them but
it would not always be easy for a biographer
the abstract merits of his solution of the problem and his powers
to do and the
one thing that Richardson liked to do
was
immoral
an
us
there
for
of
It
thing
course,
was,
fortunately
persuasion.
the attempt
to talk about himself and his work, rarely
more than anything else
rebuff was deserved, but one cannot help regretting that
he was so inteabout himse.f alone, but always about his work, and
was not successful.
could not, when talking about vt,
The Court-house at Pittsburgh, however, gave him, very shon
gral a part of his work that he
an
of a chat it was dimavoid talkin" about himself too, and at the end
the opportunity that he failed to get at Albany, and it was
after,
a collocutor) to
rather more in his peculiar line than the other would
cult for the listener (he could hardly be called
opportunity
work or the man
it and
determine whether he had learned more about the
have been and as he soon became thoroughly absorbed in
who was doing it. The laughing apology that Richardson always often expressed the desire that he should be valued according to the
his enthusiastic
that had premade, when he found he was working into one of
success of this building rather than by any other work
monologues was felt by the listener to be a quite unnecessary apology ceded it, it is not easy to see how, at the same time, he could have
not been suggested by
to both chances.
for anysceming egotism, and if the idea had
carried on two such buildings and have done credit
was somewhat
the speaker, the undeniable fact that the discourse
As his personal feeling about this building was so strong, it seems
of listening
were not
one-sided would have been lost to sight in the pleasure
rather strange that a greater number of illustrations of it
this work.
to the outbursts of real enthusiasm and in the vague wondermgs why
included amongst the many which so adequately illustrate
nature had not endowed other people with the same all-powerful
The great arched-passageway, spanni.ig the street between the jail
but
for one who had underand the Court-house, is, no doubt, a feature in the whole scheme,
supporter. It was, then, unusually easy
to lay before her
the celatine print of it could have been replaced with great gain by
standing listened to many of these exegeses
accomof the
readers the logical development of the work that Richardson
one that would have told us something about the architecture
with some certainty to the goal toward which main
of the charming little sketches of
more
many
great
plished and to point
building.
and only inhis work in the future would have tended.
the details of this building might have been added, too,
with the
Considering the great individuality of the man, his personal magcreased our obligations to those who have, by their skill
the tremendous energy he
of illustrating points
in
the
work
such
way
netism, his lack of conventionalism, and
done
satisfactory
pen,
rather disappointed that more was not
which it was not advisable to dilate on at length.
put into his work, we are
made of the strictly biographical part of the book. Those who knew
The scheme of such a work requires that the illustrations should
the
and
him can fill in around the outlines of the sketch, which gives
at least, equal interest with the text, and both in quality
have,
who never found
the illustraessential facts of his personal career, but those
this requirement has been heeded, and though
quantity
hurrihave
themselves refreshed by encountering, even briefly, this living
tions number only about one hundred, and though they might
cane will gather dissimilar impressions of a man who was impulsive been quintupled without beginning to exhaust the supply of acceptand yet not inconsiderate, impetuous enough at times to overcome able subjects, they give the work the air of being most sumptuously
were shouldered aside in the onrush,
selected have already
every obstacle, even if others
illustrated; and though many of the subjects
and yet kindly and loving to the farthest degree, unyielding when been made familiar to the readers of this journal, they are here often
not his
of view, and their coordination and comthe point at issue must be gained for the good of his work
presented from new points
his own work so that he was accused
same thinas
with
own <*ood
preoccupied
bination give them a value that is wanting to the
fellowhis
have done
of beTno- inconsiderate of the support he ought to give
scattered through the files of a periodical.
nothing
heart and soul into the enthusiasm
architects, and yet ready to enter
toward showing our readers what Richardson did in the line
as he
in
that
we
felt
of some pupil who was just beginning life for himself. But,
because
designing houses
house-architecture, largely
his biographer became
hi
felt that his work was himself, perhaps
he was undertaking work to the acceptable execution of which
and
chosen vein of design did not successfully accommodate itself,
i "Henri/ ffnbtmn Riehnrdsnnand his Works," by Mrs. Schnyler Van Rensselaer,
Boston and New
we find on comparing the houses here shown with his other works,
with a portrait ud illustrations of the architect's designs.
and
York- Hougl.ton, Miffliu & Co. 1888. Five hundred numbered copies, only,
that this opinion is only strengthened. There is a ponderous
$20.00.
;

;
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some of them which must make people

feel that
they should exist, it is particularlv fiirlunate that more elients were not found who were willing to
In the house for Mr.
seclude themselves behind dungeon walls.
(ilessnur at Chicago, however, a new vein seems to have been hit

rcpclhint air about

though

it

may

lie

worth while

lliiit

upon, and one which seems more likely to have really Interacted the
designer than the houses for Mr. McVcagh or Colonel Hay, and
though it is shown only by a very slight sketch, the plan is a very interest ing one, although like many of Richardson's plans it can
hardly lie considered a thoroughly good one. Indeed, we are dipn-fil to disagree with Mrs. Van Ilensselaer and with Richardson
himself, as to the merits of some of the plans which both regarded as
particularly good, for instance, Austin-Hall, at Cambridge, is found
by those who use it anything but convenient, while at North Easton
the arrangement and size of the main stairway shows a reckless disregard of the rations of good planning. It would not surprise us to
hear that the inadequacy and faulty arrangement of these stairs had
been the cause of a serious disaster to a panic-stricken audience.
One of Mr. Uichardson's minor aspirations was that he might be
called upon to design a grain-elevator, as he felt that here was one of
the brutal utilitarian problems which was wrongfully neglected, and
that it only needed an example to set a limit to the erection of the
ordinary unsightly masses that disfigure the lake shores of our Western
He seems to have had a chance to set an example as to how
cities.
to treat one other class of structures which is usually neglected as
being too hopelessly commonplace for any one to consider it and
architecture in the same connection, for we find one of the chapters
headed by a little vignette, which shows how he would treat an icehouse it reveals how by a judicious management of the inclined
plane and roofs a building may be built which will add to the beauty
of the shores of our ponds, not be hurtful to it.
The vignette that heads the preceding chapter recalls a rather
curious incident. The owners of the Fall River line of steamlx>ats,
the Old Colony Railroad, had long felt the need of an extra lightr
house at the entrance of Narragansett Bay, but, we believe, the
Light-house Board did not feel that the case was as urgent as some

News.

11

stroyed in the Revolution) not forgetting some timely information
about the persons represented. M. (ioutzwillur lias illustrated the
Ijook witli drawings which are, on the whole, very
satisfactory.
The author has, we know not why. omitted several monument-.
We do not find those of Louis Blanc and Francois Villon in the Place
Monge, of Dante at the College .!< l-'raiu -e, of Papin and Lcblanc in
the court of the Conservatoire dcs Arts et Metiers.
The oldc-t
statue described seems to lie that of Henri IV on the Pont Neuf which
dates back to 1H1.
This is not very old compared witli those in
other cities of Kurope (even London has two or three which have
seen a couple of centuries) but then one must not forget the revolulutions.
It would also seem that Paris, though a centre of the arts,
has not so many statues as London, who outnumber hers by
one-half.
Of course we are speaking only of detached portrait
statues, not reckoning those forming part of the architectural scheme
of such buildings as the Louvre or the many ideal ones to lie found
in the Tuileries and Luxembourg gardens and elsewhere.
Lutetia's

"counterfeit presentments" can be seen, however, while many of the
statues of the "modern Babylon" are practically invisible because
of soot and grime, and in artistic merit the Parisian memorials would
doubtless bear away the palm, though some of them are poor enough.
It is curious to find that New Yorkhas almost as
statues as are

catalogued in

many

M. Marmottan's book.

:

and declined to authorize the erection of the desired beacon.
Finally, the railroad offered to pay for the erection of the tower if

others,

Government would equip and maintain it. This proposition was
It was finally
accepted, and a search was made for the proper site.
decided that the place for it was on a point forming part of the estate
of Professor Agassiz who spends his summers at Newport, and who,
not unnaturally, objected to the erection there of one of the usual
whitewashed cylinders.
But perceiving the real desirability of
having a light there, he at length waived his objections, provided
that the structure should be designed by a person selected by him.
This being agreed to, Richardson was asked to make sketches, and,
finally, the necessary drawings, which were then delivered to the
Light-house Board for execution. Everything seemed to be satisfactorily and harmoniously arranged, and the steamboat pilots rejoiced in the belief that in another year their care might be slacked
off one point, when it was discovered at Washington that the buildHowever, as it was we believe
ing could not be built as designed.
nothing so serious that the substitution of iron for stone would not
remedy, it is probable that the pretty little tower will be erected so
as to appear outwardly as it was designed.
Perhaps the most interesting chapter in the book is that devoted
to Richardson's methods of teaching, and it comes as near as mere
words can come to explaining how it was possible for the work that
emanated from his office to be so unquestionably the design of one
and the same man, and yet that man one whose fingers rarely
handled pencil and paper in the way that designers
use
ordinarily
them. A less magnetic man would have found it impossible to bring
his many pupils en rapport with him, and the buildings produced in
such a man's work-room would have been but the dissimilar creations
of designers of greater or less individuality, and could not have borne
the impress of one man's artistic impulse.
A man less well read,
less thoroughly trained could not have successfully followed his
course of evolving a design quite as often by a process of negation
as in any other way, and no man of less capacity for gauging the
real ability of his assistants could have secured and retained the help
of the pupils who actually worked out his designs, but who worked
them out in such a way that there was never any question as to
whose mind it was that was controlling the development of the conIt is a very common thing to hear an able draughtsman say
ception.
that such or such a building which is credited to his employer was
actually designed and worked out by himself, but though we know
many of the men who have held leading positions in Richardson's
office we never heard any of them advance such a claim in his own
behalf.
The relation between Richardson and his assistants was
singularly loyal on both sides, and Mrs. Van Rensselaer does well
and gracefully to dedicate to them this book which both in matter
and manner fittingly marks an important period in the advance of
architecture in America
and what one man did to make it note-

worthy.

OXK of the late volumes in the " Biblinthique d'Histoire el d'Art"
" Let
(published by Henri Laurens, Paris) is M. Paul Marmottan's
Statue* ile J'aris." It describes in an interesting manner some thirtyfour statues, giving their history and in a few instances that of their
predecessors (for several of them succeed monuments which were de-

RUSTLESS-IRON HARDWARE.
STAMFORD, Coxy., Jun

28. 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
We note with much interest the editorial remarks in
your issue of the 23d inst., on the subject of new material for builders'
hardware, from which it is evident that your attention has not been
called to a product which has
lately been put on the market.
This, although not literally a new material, is practically such, by
reason of the new effects and new
qualities which have been produced. We refer to the employment of iron, both cast and
wrought,

the surface of which, after decoration and finish in
any desired manner, is converted into a permanent and rustless oxide by treatment
in the Bower-Barff furnace.
You are doubtless familiar with the discovery by Messrs. Bower & Barff of the process which bears their
name, whereby articles of wrought and cast iron are exposed at high
temperature to the action of certain gases, the effect of which is to
change the chemical composition of the metal on its surface, and to
a considerable depth, converting it into the black or
magnetic oxide
of iron.
This is a deep, lustrous black, beautiful both in tone and
texture, and having the remarkable quality of being
entirely unaffected by exposure either to the
atmosphere or to handling. It reno
quires
protection by lacquer or varnish of any kind, and is

permanent and unchangeable.
Under license from the owners of the American
patents covering
the Bower-Barff process, we are now
producing a great variety of
ironwork, both wrought and cast, adapted to this treatment. It has
been furnished for n:any large
such for example as the
"
buildings,
"
Rookery Building, of Chicago, as well as for private houses of the
most expensive kind. The effect of metal-work thus treated is

especially pleasing in combination with natural wood of almost any
Its beauty cannot be
variety.
reproduced by any process of illustration, nor fully appreciated without
actually seeing samples of the
work.
send you herewith one or two small
specimens, an examination of which will, we think, convince
you that this new product goes far towards meeting the
requirements set forth in your
editorial above referred to,
especially when combined, as it may be,
with other metal? in cases where more
display or elaboration is
Yours respectfully,
thought desirable.

We

YALE & TOWNE Mxo

Co.

[When we first saw some plif ..^r*' fittings finished in magnetic oxide of
iron, we made up our minds t.iat *)ien proper occasion offered we would
call for" some door furniture finished in the same
way, and we are
pleased to known we shall only have'lo go into the market' for them, and
not have to wait for them to be made to order.
Ens. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

ARTESIAN WKI.LS IN NEW YORK CUT.
In a paper on the
geology
Manhattan Island, read by Mr. James F. Kemp, before the NewYork Academy of Sciences, we find the following Efforts have been
made since the beginning of the century to obtain water from
wills,
both surface ami artesian. Dr. Klwyn Waller informs me that over a
of

:

thousand exist at present. Within the last ten or fifteen
years, very
artesian wells have been sunk by the oil-well methods and the
diamond drill. Many of the large breweries, malt houses and manufactories demand an abundant supply of water, and have found it advantageous to sink wells in preference to paying the city water-rate.

many
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Sometimes they are successful in striking a wet
spot and a good supply
is obtained, but as there is no
certainty from the nature of the forma-

;

THE PILGRIM MONUMENT AT PLYMOUTH.

Feet.
(Uo

Sixth

Daily.

1,250

Avenue and 59th Street

730
400
700

Field's Building, 1 Broadway
Foot 58th Street, Hudson River
Municipal Gas Co., 1 1th and 45th, 2 wells

"

Tenth Avenue and 39th Street
41st Street, No. 529
Foot West 39th Street
Sterns, Third Avenue and 42d Street
llth Avenue and 48th Street
99th Street and Second Avenue, 7 wells, 38
lons per day.
The Sanitary Plumber.

500 each
468

West

'.'.-585

550
600
000

lo'ooo gals

10000
5"'oOO

"
"

8000
30000

"
"

"

"

feet each in drift, total of 216 000 gal-

WHY BUILDING

OPERATIONS HALTED.
Mr. Corliss (the famous engine builder of Providence), not very long before his death, had occasion to build an addition to his
a big " L," for
manufactory
additional machinery.
To prepare the foundation for this L, it was
necessary to move a ledge of rock by blasting. The men to do the
work on the addition had been employed and put on the
payroll;
the materials had been purchased and
brought to the building, and the
work of blasting had begun. The next morning Mr. Corliss
passed by
the place where work was proceeding, when the foreman in
know-

charge
ing his interest in pretty things, called him.
"See here, Mr. Corliss," said he, "here's a bird's nest that we've
found, and that's got to go."
He showed the manufacturer a robin sitting upon a nest that had been
built, fast and snug, in a crevice of the rock, among some bushes that
The bird flew off her nest as the men came near, and
grew there.
showed five blue eggs that looked as if they had
just been laid.
" Can we
move that nest somewhere else ? " asked Mr. Corliss.
"

I'm afraid not,

isn

t

sir.

We'd

tear

it

at all likely that

where

else.

to pieces getting it

out,

and

it

you could get the bird to go to sitting again anyWe've got to go on, so we may as well rip it out and throw

the eggs away.
"

No," said Corliss, " we wont disturb her.
Let her bring out her
brood right there."
"But we'll have to stop the work on the building."
" Let it
stop then."
And so orders were given that operations on the addition should be
suspended. They were suspended and the hands stood still, drawing
their pay for doing nothing, or next to
nothing, while the robin sat on
her nest with her air of great consequence and zealous attention to business, and had her food brought by her mate, and at last hatched her
brood. And then there were three weeks more to
go by, at the least
;

before the young ones could fly.
Corliss visited the nest frequently
not with any uneasiness or impatience to have the robin and the
young
ones out of the way, but with a genuine interest in their
growth. The
old birds had all the time
they wanted and when at last they had
sternly helped the clumsy, reluctant youngsters over the edge of the
nest, and they showed themselves able to get about on their own hook
orders were given to resume the
building operations and the dull boom
of the gunpowder tearing the rocks
apart was heard where the birds had
Boston Transcript.
peeped.
;

;

AUTOMATIC ACCIDENT INSURANCE.
The Employers Liability Company is about to introduce automatic ticket boxes for supplying accident insurance to the multitude.
They are on the principle of the
automatic weighing machines now so common
drop a nickel into the
slot and out pops an accident insurance ticket that insures
the holder
;

for twenty-tour hours against
accidents, in the maximum sum of $500
ten nickels will yield ten tickets,
aggregating 5,000 indemnity, which
is the limit taken upon
any one person. Suppose the chief engineer of
a picnic crowd on an excursion
barge should load himself up with a lot
of these tickets, which are in blank Some one of the
picnickers falls
overboard, or shoots out an eye, or breaks a leg the chief engineer is
promptly on hand with his accident tickets, fills in the name of the victim, collects the money from the company and divides with the
injured
individual or the heirs of the person drowned. Good
speculation for
the chief engineer. An investment of 1 a
a speculator in acby
day
cidents ought to yield " big money " in the course of a season.
Possibly the company has surrounded the scheme with safeguards to prevent
such speculations, but to " a man up a tree"
they would seem to be
;

;

possible.

A

Spectator.

CURIOUS SOLAR CLOCK. A prominent watchmaker in Rio Janeiro
has a solar clock fitted up in his establishment, which is not
only
ingenious, but practically solves the question of perpetual motion for
those places where the sun shines perpetually. He has an electric bell
apparatus in the upper story, and the two wires from the battery are
furnished with a thin, flat, horizontal piece of
metal, separated by a
distance of four or five millimetres one from the other. Just above the
flat piece of metal a biconvex lens concentrates the
rays of the sun
upon them at a certain moment, noon, for instance. The action of the
sun's rays heats and bends the metal pieces so that
they come in contact, thus closing the electric circuit, which rings the bell.
This is not

work on the

m

Unsuccessful
30-45 000 gals.
"
40 000
2o'ooO
9o'ooO

last

photograph
has been received by the committee on the monument for
their approval
1ms photograph has been shown to us, and is an
exceedingly artistic
representation of so interesting an event in Pilgrim
The scene
"
:S
common house," three sides of whichhistory.
are seen with their
nil
j,
well-ntted logs, and the roof covered with thatch.
In the middle of the
room a common table is placed, at which on the
right are seated Governor Carver and William
Bradford, behind whom stand Myles Standish
and three musketeers, and a drummer and
trumpeter, with a drum on
the floor. On the left Massasoit and three Indians
are seated, with two
other Indians and two muskeeters
standing behind them. In the rear
the table, between Carver and
Massasoit, Squanto is seen in a standing attitude, interpreting to Massasoit and receiving his
The
replies
grouping of the panel is exceedingly fine, and the faces of both the
and the Indians are drawn with conscientious skill. Mr Ma^nglishthe
honey,
sculptor in both the statues and panels, has shown himself a
master of Ins art.
Old Colony Memorial.

^ nnft hhl
2'

Third Avenue and 67th Street

The

monument to the Pilgrims will be the carving of the marble
tablet representing the treaty with Massasoit.
The Statue of Liberty
and its accompanying panel, the
is completed'
Landing of the
and four men are busy cutting the Statue of Law.Pilgrims,
The model in clay
of the panel representing the
is
treaty
of it
finished, and a
national

:

CM
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all however, that Mr.
Moquin requires of the sun he forces it to wind
up the clock in his own room at the same time. The barrel arbor carries
a click and a ratchet, which is wound
up by the hammer of the electric
bell as it moves backward and forward,
And even
striking the hour.
this is not all, the sun has to
regulate the clock also. The canon carries
a washer with an indentation
to
corresponding
adjusted lever, which is
set in motion by the armature of
magnet, and at noon turns the canon so
as to bring the minute hand on the
XII.
Jewellers' Review.
figure

they quite as often yield very little. Still, the straitened capacity
of reservoirs and the small head allowed consumers have
greatly quickened the well industry. They are drilled
by the methods perfected in
the petroleum districts, and, indeed, one can
hardly journey very far
around the city without seeing the tall derrick and
hearing the creak of
the bull wheel and the thud of the drill.
The wells are sunk by contract at from s(i to $12
the
contractor
per foot,
fixing his price on his
estimate of the hardness of the rock. Much
difficulty is experienced
on account of this varying hardness, as the drill tends to
and
make a crooked hole. Ordinarily the progress is 20 feet inglance
24 hours.
The drillers say they are obliged to go down from 400 to 1,000 feet to
strike water. The following facts have been obtained
by inquiring of
the drillers, and may not be very exact
tion,

S<uiaerer s brewery
Street malt-house
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THE last half of the year makes its bow to the commercial and manufacturing world, under conditions which promise a general improvement. The
most noticeable features of the past six months have been
the steady decline in prices
all channels of trade and
industry, the declining volume
business, the increasing abundance of money," the declining
activity
railway-construction and unfavorable balance of foreign trade
These
influences have not been productive of
any decided harm thus far
but they warn the producing interests
generally that they must avoid any
overproduction, and preserve harmony between production and distribiie eneral wa y- this is done; scarcely any mistakes have been
j'
r,,?
made. 1 nose controlling money have been
very conservative, farseeine
and prudent; if any mistakes have been made,
they have been on the side
of a too great conservatism. The financial
management in business affairs
have been far above that of recent years;
greater prudence has been
observed
all directions, from
railway management down to the conduct
of individual affairs.
A goodly number of firms and corporations have
started into business during the
past six months, but they start well
equipped with capital and experience, and so far as their operations have
gone, they have been characterized by good sense, and a clear
comprehension of business needs.
Evervthing that has been done in the great indusles, has been done wisely.
A sort of expansion has been going on all the
time In capital and in facilities for
cheaper production; but when it is
looked into such expansion is found to be in
right directions. The cost of
production has been declining, not only through competition, but through
more effective and economic means and methods. The declinin"
tendency
so far as it has been due to
competition, is beiag gradually brought under
control.
Railroad rates are steadily
declining.
Competition is still very
ctive in railway circles, from Maine to Texas.
There are rumors of railway wars, but it is not necessary that the conflict between railroad systems
should assume the magnitude of
wars, in order to be productive of good
There is nothing that is likely to obstruct this
contest; and in the long run'
it will be productive of
good, not only to shippers and the public at large,
but to railway properties themselves. It is not
likely that much new construction will be undertaken this
year, although there is an abundance of
capital awaiting a favorable opportunity to inaugurate
very extensive enterprises, not only for traffic, but for the development of
territory to be penerated.
In fact, this is one of the
important points that will direct and control railway-constrnction for the next few
years. The improvement of
property willconstitute the strongest inducement for construction. There
are some 2,000 miles of railroad now
projected in the West and Southwest
the construction of which will be
pushed with a view, primarily, to the sale
to be irrigated mines to be
developed and agricultural regions to
be L
brought within reach of the husbandman. It is useless for writers with
to
dropping spirits
say that railway-building has reached its limit for years
to come, and that when it revives it will
be within
narrow limits
inere are grander opportunities now, than ever before very
for railway-biiildin"
enterprise; capital and enterprise appreciate this, and will act
upon it in
the near future. Advices from a number of our
leading builders and architects throughout the West, do not
altogether harmonize as to the building
probabilities for the coming six months. In three or four of the
larger
cities, the reports are not of an
encouraging
character; but from a number
of smaller cities and
towns, a bettor condition of things is reported
The
industries are rearranging
themselves; and in this rearrangement a good
s bel "S developed.
It is safe to say, as it has been
repeatedly
SJ? that
tTt
stated,
house-building will be actively prosecuted in all sections of the
The iron-makers' conflict in Western
country.
will not
Pennsylvania
Jeiy be prolonged.
The employers are very anxious to rid themselves of
tne iron grip of the
Amalgamated Association, but can hardly do so
uilders will continue to
pay existing rates of wages, to the close of the
season. Wages
generally will not be seriously disturbed in skilled directions; common labor has declined ten per cent within
The
thirty days
tariff agitation promises to be the
great issue between the two
one which is scarcely sincere. Reductions are certain to parties' but
be made, no
matter which partv secures control of the
Government. Public opinion
C ld< dIy in filv r of the '"' and the best
intere8ts
f a" con?P?Zi
cerned will likely L
be subserved by advancing as
gently as possible in the
10n
9
aS
D0t
t0 interere
'
th a healthy industrial
activit
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Sanitary
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Architect: The same standpipe waste that is used for the
to a recessed bath tub, and you have the Puro Batli Tub.
: As a bath tub
both cases.
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DISCUSSION. (CONTINUE.)
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is

washbowl

is,
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the same reasonings have equal effect in
only a big washbowl, I suppose
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remainder of his life was spent there. Like a true American,
however, he viewed the life which surrounded him rather as an
object to be studied by the light of the maxims in which he had
li'-'-n trained than as
something by which those maxims could
be superseded
and his two books, " Paririan Siyhli and
French Principle!," and " Italian Siyfitt and Papal Principle*,

14. 1888.
m seconds

Entered at the Pot-Offlee at Button

;

SUMMABT
latt-ly

;

.national Library.
TlIK

l|.tl:-.

MKM.

American Spectaclei," are particularly pleasant
reading on this account. On taking up his residence in Italy
in 1852 or 18.53, he became, like most amateurs of that time,
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an enthusiastic collector of the works of art of various kinds
then so abundant there. With the help of assiduous study of
the best examples, and untiring industry in
searching for authentic, but little-known specimens, he succeeded in forming a
most beautiful and interesting collection of works by the old
masters, including a series of pre-Raphaelite paintings which
would do credit to many a pretentious foreign museum. Not
being rich enough to keep the collection for himself, it was
sold here, and unfortunately scattered, the larger
portion of
the pictures, however, falling into the hands of the authorities
of Yale College, who made of them the nucleus of the celebrated collection now belonging to the college.
Continuing

he added to his treasures specimens of antique
sculpture and examples of the minor arts, which from time to
time have found their way here, among the most noted
being
the beautiful Etruscan sarcophagi now in the Museum of Fine
Arts in Boston, the collection of Venetian glass presented by
him to the Metropolitan Museum in New York, and a part of
the Hollenden collection of pictures and sculptures at Cleveland.
As a critic, Mr. Jarves was intelligent and zealous, but
critics of art have but a thankless office in this
country, and he
will be remembered longest for his clever and earnest books of
travel, and for the inestimable service which he has rendered
his native country in
collecting for it treasures, while the opportunity remained, whose value will be every year better
understood.
his researches,

have this week to record the deaths of two architects,
one belonging to the younger generation, while the
other was perhaps the oldest practitioner in the country.
The younger man, who died in the latter part of last month,
was Mr. Henry Parfitt, of Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Parfitt was
an Englishman, one of three brothers, who came to this country about fifteen years ago, and by their talent and careful ad-

WE

ministration of their business built
up a large practice. .Mr.
Henry Parfitt was at first the designer of the firm, but on the
arrival from England of his
younger brother this part of the
work was shared between them, and to the skill of one or both
the brothers Brooklyn owes a considerable number of its finest
For some reason, the practice of architecture
buildings.
seems to be particularly trying to young men, and an unusually large proportion of members of our profession succumb
to the toil and anxiety
through which they must gain a foothold in the world ; and like so many others, Mr. Parfitt,
just
as his position and reputation had become
firmly established,
fell a victim to the attack of
organic disease, which his brave
resistance could not overcome.
The older architect of whose
death we have to speak was the venerable Jonathan Preston, of
Boston, who died recently in that city, at the
of

age
nearly
eighty-seven years. Mr. Preston was born in Beverly, in 1801,
and practised his profession in Boston for more than half a
century, erecting many of the principal buildings of the period
For the last fifteen years or so he
preceding the great fire.
had been out of active practice, but until within a short time
he retained his desk in the business quarter of the
city, and
was constantly consulted on building matters by his old friends,
as well as by official persons.
His most successful work in
Boston is, perhaps, the pair of buildings erected for the Boston
Society of Natural History and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, which are treated in the classic style considered
proper for such buildings at the time they were designed, but
show dignity and elegance of proportion, with an effectiveness
not often combined with classic design. As a citizen Mr.
Preston was greatly esteemed for his energy as well as his
perfect integrity, and was many
times elected to municipal and
'
State

offices.

TTNOTHER recent death of importance

is

that of

Mr. James

Jackson Jarves, which occurred at Tarasp, in Switzerland,
last week.
Mr. Jarves was bom in Boston, in J818, and
always retained a strong affection for the home of hi* youth,
although ill health compelled him to live away from it for fifty
His first foreign residence was in the Sandwich Islands,
years.
where he lived ten years, occupying himself by
publishing and
editing a newspaper, which acquired great influence in the
Soon after his return to the United States, in 1849,
country.
he received a signal proof of the appreciation which his work
had gained for him with the Hawaiian Government by an
appointment as Commissioner from the King of Hawaii to the
Governments of the United States, France and Great Britain,
with power to negotiate treaties with all those
powers. His
duties as the holder of this appointment took him to
Europe,
where he found so much to interest him that most of the

f\

'Q GREAT lockout has just occurred in the iron mills, and
f\ about one hundred thousand men are out of employment.
According to the newspapers, the lockout seems to have been
a concerted plan of the employers' association, and to have been
At a certain
purposely arranged to take the men by surprise.
time in each year, it has been customary for the
representatives
of the masters and men to meet and
agree upon a scale of prices
for the year. This season, as we understand it, the scale of last
year was again presented by the men, who were astonished at
being told that it was rejected, and that a scale had been prepared by the manufacturers, which must be the basis of negotiations.
The men, who seem to have behaved verv quietly
and well, took the manufacturers' scale into consideration, and
after a few days' deliberation decided not to
The
sign it.
manufacturers then informed them that if it was not signed
within three days, all the mills of the association would shut
and at the appointed time, neither side having shown
;
any disposition to alter its mind, the mill doors were locked.
Since then, individual advances have been made on both sides,

down

and

we

continue until business is generally resumed.
that the attitude of the masters is particuIf one of their influential customers should
larly creditable.
walk into their ffice. ask the price of iron, and, on being informed, offer them a price ten per cent lower, and then stalk out
again, remarking that uultt-- his offer was accepted within three
days he would have their ipMJuess destroyed, and themselves and
their families turned penult-Mi into the streets,
they would probably consider themselves very harshly treated ; yet this is exIt is ceractly the way in which they are treating their men.
tainly the prerogative of the man who has anything to sell to
say first what price he asks for it. If his customer does not wish
to pay so much, he says so, and the seller then decides whether
he will make any reduction. To call the men's action a mani"
festation of - dictation
on the part of the persons who have
their year's labor to sell, and to refuse to listen to any compromise, seems to us like an attempt to get up a silly quarrel
about nothing, and we should not he sorry to see the manufacturers defeated year after year, until they can use the
great
power of their association with moderation and common-sense,
instead of fly ing off into violent
we might almost say murderous demonstrations at every fancied slight to their dignity.
Fortunately, many individual masters and crews of workmen
hare quietly settled the matter between themselves, and we
will,

trust,

We cannot consider
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hope that others will follow. In some cases the manufacturers
have signed the old scale for another year in others the men
have accepted a reduction and the largest firm in Pittsburg,
that of Oliver Brothers and Phillips, which employed more than
three thousand men, has agreed upon a compromise, each side
making some concessions. It is probable that similar concessions would have been accepted by the conference, and the whole
trouble averted, if any one had ventured to propose them.
;

;

" If
Prince Consort of England once said,
you send
unusual
for an architect to undertake some
work, he debates,
if
hesitates, trifles
you send for an engineer, lie does it."
On this text the British Architect founds an excellent little sermon on the value to architects of extensive and varied capacity.
It is perhaps the misfortune of the profession that its members
must be at once artists, business men, and scientific experts,
and that they cannot choose to be either more than the others

HE

;

without great injury to their usefulness and success. There is
a common notion among architectural assistants, that to be an
artist is a much superior thing to being a good business man,
or a skilful constructor and that it is beyond human capacity
The
to excel in design and in anything else at the same time.
conclusion which they draw from this convenient theory is that
if they can learn to make picturesque designs and show them
need waste no time in studying the
by taking sketches, they
of quantities and prices, or in compelling their
details
dry
and, as a conbrains to grapple with mathematical problems
into mere clever draughtsmen, driftsequence, they degenerate
at a good salary, from office to office, but becoming
ing, usually
on their
constantly less and less fitted to practice successfully
own account. The man who would avoid this tendency should
in the pleasure which he takes in exercising
never
;

;

forget,

a well-earned facility in design, the importance of making
constant efforts to keep himself familiar with details of con-

Let him imagine himself
struction, prices and specifications.
a young lawyer or merchant, with a limited income, and a famwho has laid by money enough to
ily dependent upon him,
build himself a house, and then reflect whether he would be
for designs and supervision to the dashing A,
likely to apply
whose captivating sketches, made off-hand with a burnt match,
more the talk of the clubs than his reckless Boheare

hardly

mianism and financial incapacity, or to the industrious, sober,
and well-trained B, whose sketches have the advantage over
A's of looking something like the buildings constructed from
them, and who is known to respect conscientiously his employThe young architect must
er's wishes in regard to expense.
bear in mind that his first clients will generally be his personal
friends, poor but hopeful, like himself, and that defective specifications, or ignorant supervision, or impossible plans, may
brin" debt and bitter disappointment to them, and to him an
unfavorable reputation from which he will suffer through his
whole professional life. There is nothing so very difficult
about any of the circle of sciences which constitute the architect's equipment. The British Architect tells of a distinguished

architect and masterly designer, who, probably through injudicious training, or mischievous associations during his life as a
his career with an unconcealed loathing for
draughtsman, began
"
what he called the " office pettifoggery of specifications, super-

He was intelligent enough,
conquering these, and devoted
himself to the task, until he became as thorough an adept in
these as in the artistic details of his work, and now, as the
vision, quantities and estimates.
however, to see the necessity of

" his bills of extras are
British Architect says,
magnificently
he is ready for grappling with every contingency which
short
ever arises, big or small and, mightiest of all proofs of an
architect's success, his clients come to him a second time."
;

;
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confers upon the architect of its principal
building a
salary about equal to that of a senator's cook, and congratulates
itself upon the business talent which can secure the best architect applying for the commission at about one-tenth the com-

plain,

pensation which private individuals would pay him for the same
work and responsibility.
Extending this wise system still
further, all the persons who, in the opinion of the Government,
will be needed to provide for the due
designing and supervision,
as well as the construction of the
building, are retained at
salaries usually inversely proportioned to the value of their
services. The Government
being perfectly ignorant of the size
and character of the force of assistants employed
an archi-

by

or needed for carrying out construction, and
unwilling to
follow the custom of private persons and other official bodies,
by
giving its architect a proper compensation, and allowing him to
choose and pay his own assistants, seems to have added to the
architectural corps of the library any one who wanted a
place
of some sort, and had influential
support, and we find, besides
the architect-in-chief, an "assistant architect," an
"expert in
tect,

heating and ventilating," an "expert in iron construction," an
"accountant," a "computer," four draughtsmen, and other aids
to the architect in the fulfilment of his duties; while, as
general
attache's to the work of construction are, or have been,
employed
a foreman, assistant foreman, time-keeper, inspector of
drainage,
carpenters, and water-boys, besides five men and four women
who draw salaries as persons "in charge of horses and carts."
It is impossible to suspect the Government Commissioners of
any unfaithfulness to their charge on the contrary, it seems to
have been rather their excess of zeal in making all appointments themselves, without any comprehension of what was
;

really needed, yet without

being willing to trust any one's

knowledge as being greater than their own, which

has, as the
report informs us, led to the expenditure of nearly
eighty-two thousand dollars in salaries in two years, besides an
additional sum for wages of laborers, which
brings the total up
to about one hundred thousand dollars, with the net result of
digging a large hole in the ground, and building a board fence
around it.
The Providence Journal says that " the House has
not put a check to this sort of business a moment too soon."
trust that its action may result in
"checking" "this sort
of business," which has been
going on throughout the whole
field of Government work for
many years, but, so far as we can
official

We

see, and as experience indicates, it seems to be simply intended
to turn out indignantly one set of salaried
superfluities, and put
in another, to be in turn
later; and, in

unscrupulously ejected
the people of the country wish to see the public
building business relieved of the huge burden of salaried
hangers-on, of inspectors who do not inspect, deputy inspectors
to watch the others, "experts," "computers," and so on, it must
consult, not with Congressmen who have constituents to please

our opinion,

if

with places, but with the citizens who have spent their lives in
learning how to conduct building operations properly and
economically, and have a right to be allowed to serve the public
on the same terms, and under the same responsibility, as their
There is not a single argument, so far as
private clients.
we can see, to be urged in favor of the present system
of Government building.
With respect to the architectural
work upon them, which is the most important part, it simply
secures very imperfect service at a very high price.
To
take the case of the Congressional Library, the architectin-chief, at a
salary of four thousand dollars a year, is
"assisted" by a large number of independent officials, and
has his office rent, and the cost of keeping a carriage, paid
out of the Treasury, at an expense, probably, of at least
twenty-five thousand dollars more, making twenty-nine or thirty
thousand dollars a year expended upon the architect's office,
but not on him.
If he were paid by commission in the usual

way, his annual

Providence Journal publishes an article in regard
House of Representatives about
*J* to the action of the
the Congressional Library, which condenses into a small
the abuses which have been
compass the facts in regard to
As
those who read the newsin connection with it.
on
going
on the library has been carried on, like
papers know, the work
that on most other public buildings, by a huge corps of salaried
Instead of compensating the architect by a percentage
officials.
on the cost, as is done in all other civilized countries, or, let us
skill and talent are considered to be
sav, in all countries where

TITHE

worth paying for, the ignorant penuriousness of the Government

,

" aristocfearful of offering anything like encouragement to the
about which we have known a voter comof
edicatioii,"
racy

fees, averaged over the period which would genconsumed in erecting such a building, would be much
less than this, and he would not
only pay his own office rent,
coachman's wages, and salaries of draughtsmen, "computers,"
and " experts," but would be much better served by them, and
would make a decent income out of what was left. This example is one of many, and, as has been often shown, the
country, instead of spending enormous sums in having inferior
men, at meagre wages, design mean and ugly buildings for it,
may, if it chooses to insist upon it. have, at a less price, all its
public work the best- and most beautiful that the ablest archi-

erally be

can produce. If it wishes to bring about this change, the
present occasion would be a favorable one for making its desire
tect

known.
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THE HORSE IN SCULPTUKK.'
to man, the horse has been the
most frequent subject in sculpture, perbut in
haps it may be said in all arts,

NEXT

as the horse is the
sculpture more especially,
moving pedestal for the man, on which he
may be seen to as great advantage perhaps
To "witch the world
as on his own feet.
"
with noble horsemanship has been a favoriU'.
with the young, the active, and the
delight
fearless in all times and places when equita-

was

tion

possible,

and some

tribes

and nations,

not only in the old world but also in the new,
may be said almost to live on horseback. I
am not aware whether the evolution theorists
have attempted to indicate the time when

man first became acquainted, but
assuredly it appears to have been prehistoric.
The horse must have been the man's first
The dog may have come next, who is
friend, we must think.
but is not so directly useful.
superior in intellect to the larger animal,
The astride position of a well-made man exactly fits on a well-made
An old Florentine Sketch

horse and

And no doubt
horse, just as if they were adjusted for each other.
so they were, for such a perfect coincidence of relative forms
need not marvel therecould not have taken place fortuitously.
fore at the frequent association of them in art, more especially in
and specifically that of form.
sculpture, an art which is so peculiarly
The first mention of this noble quadruped, who lends the speed and
has but two, which occurs in the
strength of his four legs to man who
Holy Scriptures, speaks of him as already in habitual use for riding
" Dan shall be a
serpent by the way, an adder
by the human race.
in the path, that biteth the horse heels, BO that his rider shall fall
"
Genesis 49 17. The second notice is in Exodus 15 :
backward.
"The horse and his rider hath he thrown into the sea." And
21.
are associated as the lord and the minion, the
here

We

:

again they
master and his servant.
With the exception however of these two passages, there is not
much mention of horses before the time of Solomon, who, notwithHe had forty
standing this, had an extensive stud of them.
thousand stalls of horses for his chariots, and twelve thousand horsemen distributed in his fortified places ; but it appears that he had his
horses from Egypt, as the King of the Hebrews seems to have been
forbidden to breed them. Before this, however, David, having won
a great battle over Hadadezer, King of Zobar, took seventeen hundred horses, and had all of them belonging to the chariots of war
lamed, reserving only sufficient for a hundred chariots. The passage
in the 39th chapter of Job, verses from 19 to 25, descriptive of the
war-horse, is so fine, that, although well-known, the introduction of it
as affording an epic glorification of the
may be pardonable,
" Hast thou
creature.
given the horse strength? Hast thou clothed
Canst thou make him afraid as a grasshis neck with thunder?

15

than with a rider on him who would be apt to be coniy himself,
cealed by his wings rising from his shoulders, a matter which would
lot trouble the poet, and thus Ovid and others have made good use
if him as a coursirr for their heroes.
However, by himself, as a wild
steed, his idea presents a very superior image, and in sculptun-,
stamping his foot on the ground, might form a classic and appropriate
emblem and embellishment for the springing forth of a stream or
fountain in some ornamental grounds where fancy is Hie leading
Mature. On the whole, perhaps, he is the most celebrated horse on
record, his wings being, of course, only a mythical addition to indicate
liis swiftness.
There are, however, in ancient story many other mentions of famous
:iorses, among whom not the least renowned was the favorite charger

of Alexander, who was named Bucephalus from his head being somewhat short and thick, like that of a bull. He was refractory and mi
tameable in the hands of others, but so meek and subservient to his
master that it is said that he used to kneel down for him to mount.
He bore him in various of his battles in Asia, in one of which he met
As a
liis death at the advanced age, for a horse, of thirty years.
token of regard, and in gratitude for his services, the great Macedonian built over his remains a city in India near the Hydaspes,
which he called after him Bucephala. In India there have been also
several other memorials in the way of records and tombs erected by
the great people and invaders of that country over the remains of
favorite steeds that had carried them, some of which are still in existence.
Doubtless, however, from their eminent use in war, the
Macedonian regal hero was the most remarkable for his estimation

and of their images in sculpture, as in respect of the
twenty-five statues which he caused to be made of his chief officer!,
under the superintendence of his favorite sculptor Lysippus. They
were all equestrian, but alas not one of them is in existence.
If we may judge by the remains of horses that we have in the
of horses

Parthenaic sculptures which were executed about a hundred years
previously, we have reason to suppose that those of Lysippus were
very fine, for he was an admirable sculptor, especially in respect to
The
the grace of proportion with which he endowed his works.
most perfect examples in Greek art which we now possess are in the
cavalcade of the frieze of the Parthenon in the British Museum.
They represent a small breed compared with our present English
charger, and have their manes hogged, but they are admirable in the

justness of their anatomy and their beauty of form. The sculptors of
these did not stray into the anomalies of structure which are to be seen
To what degree the ancient
in some of the horses of mediaeval art.
Greeks studied anatomy by means of actual dissection seems to be a
doubtful point, and it has been suggested that a great prejudice existed against it with regard to the human race, which, however, could
not have applied to animal forms. However this may have been,
of the Phidian School, displayed
the anatomical justice and
precision
The
in their sculptures both of men and horses, is remarkable.
structure of their horses is as perfect as that of their human beingg.
In later mediaeval times, judging from various of the representations of horses of that period, comparative anatomy was not so well
hopper? The glory of his nostrils is terrible. He paweth in the valley, comprehended as it is now ; a relic of which may be recognized in
and rejoiceth in his strength : he goeth on to meet the armed men. our present name for the knee of the horse, which in relation to,
He mocketh at fear, and is not affrighted ; neither turneth he back and in consonance with the anatomy of man, would be called the
The quiver rattleth against him, the glittering wrist, it being in the fore-quarter, and formed of a closely comfrom the sword.
with fierceness and
wrists of our own arm ; while in
spear and the shield. He swalloweth the ground
pacted company of bones like the
like manner the true knee-joint of the horse is the stifle-joint of the
rage neither believeth he that it is the souftd of the trumpet. He
afar
smelleth
the
battle
saith among the trumpets, Ha, Ha; and he
hind leg, where the true knee-cap, or patella, exists, which in oxen
What a grand is called by butchers in England the cramp-bone. This relation and
off, the thunder of the captains and the shouting."
image of a horse this presents of a charger trained by man to bear
similarity of bony structure between the man and the horse, which
him into the fight, with perhaps an arriere pense'e on the part of the indeed pervades in degree that of all vertebrated animals may be
rider of his being able to take advantage of his superior fleetness to
further illustrated by causing the skeleton of a horse to be placed
erect on his hind legs by the side of that of a man, or, on the other
carry him out of it, in the event of defeat. But nought of this discretion exists in this courser of Job's, his only inspirations are advance
hand, the skeleton of a man on all fours, resting on the tips of its
and triumph. The force and fierceness of a horse when thoroughly toes and fingers, beside that of a horse in his usual standing posiawakened are well-known, and the onslaught of a lion or a bear on tion, when the identity of the relative general principle of structure
him has been known to be concluded by the jaw of the assailant be- is exemplified at once. There is nothing in the least new in this
not such a courser
statement of fact, although uninstructed people are apt to overlook
ing broken by the horse's violent hind-hoofs. Might
as this of the Book of the Patriarch of Uz form a fine subject for a
it.
Several of the mediaeval artists appear also to have overlooked
it.
The ancient Greeks, hgwever, were keener-sighted and more
painter or a sculptor?
From this steed of Holy Writ we may turn to him of Classic story, logical. There is no such discrepancy or short-coming in their
the
Pegasus, who was so fleet that he was fabled to have wings,
representations. They appcS* ^> have at once discerned that the
famous Greek prototype of the "Flying Childers" of the English true theory of structure of form in H horse was, at least in its printurf.
What a career he had and what a record of actions in which cipal facts, closely analogous to that of man, and the only shade of
" the source
he took part ! He was born according to Hesiod, near
novelty that I would venture to submit as such, is the probable reaHe was broken in by son why they so readily arrived at this conclusion.
of the ocean," wherever that may have been.
was
to
lent
The Greeks, as we enow, regarded the human form as the most
Neptune, and put through his paces by Minerva. He
Bellerophon to conquer the Chimsera, and also to Perseus to vanquish
perfect thing in nature, and so far as they could under that image
He was a represented everything about them, and portrayed even their
the sea-monster who was about to devour Andromeda.
fortunate horse ifl every respect, and was a favorite with the Muses
mountains, woods and rivers under the likeness of human beings.
on Parnassus, where no doubt he was well stalled on the mountain They incarnated even the powers of air, sea and infernal regions
the
under the semblance of man, and under the same influence of thus
top ; and he repaid his keep and entertainment when staying on
neighboring height of Helicon, another country-seat of the divine
looking on his form as the acme of nature, they were led to seek
for the same theory of structure as his, in whatever animal they/ unNine, by striking the rock with his foot, and raising the perennial
fountain of Hippocrene, thus named after him, the Horse-fountain,
dertook to represent. Sentiment is apt to mislead people, bnt in
which has been the spring of poetry ever since. Well worthy there- this case it conducted them to a logical fact, and shielded them from
The perfection of
fore does he appear to be of his annals in the pages of literature. He
errors into which some other artists have fallen.
does not, however, seem to have been frequently a subject of Art ; the
the horses in the Parthenaic frieze is an evidence of the comprehenWhether their being
reason for which probably may be that he is more fitted for depiction
sion of the true theory of their structure.
somewhat small arose from the breed then in use being so, or from
"
> A
on
the
to
an
Equestrian
papen
introductory
paper, by
English sculptor,
the artistic purposes of their position and relative composition, may
Monuments."
:

I
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not perhaps be definitively determined.

We

At

all
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events they are ex-

action.
possess, unfortunately, no horses of
this period as statues, or in the round, for the ancient horses on the
Monte Cavallo do not appear to have an undoubted pedigree. And
in this respect we have but the horse's heads from the tympanum of
the same temple to supplement the forms presented in the frieze, to

form and

cellent in

[VOL.

indicate the sculptural type of the horse of that time adopted by the
It is scarcely probable, however, that they had but one
Greeks.
type, as they so distinctly varied the characters of their statues of
human form
as in their representations of Jupiter, Apollo, Hercules and Bacchus.
Probably, however, the breeds were not so distinct as at the present time when the needs of varied civilization
have diversified them so much, as in the hunter, the race-horse, the

dray-horse and the Shetland pony. The war-charger was no doubt
their most favored exemplar, as in the case of the twenty-five
equestrian statues made for Alexander.
The sculptor of these, Lysippus, was famed for the elegance of
his works and a saying of his is recorded, that he sought to represent
man, not as he is, but as he should be. Thus, we may infer that he
sought a similar quality in his horses, and the coincidence of their
theory of structure having been fully recognized long before his
time, he may be assumed to have gained grace in the horse by means
analogous to those by which he had been successful in man.
The Greek sculptors all made the heads of their statues somewhat smaller in reference to the rest of the figure than is found in
real nature, especially in respect to the features, and this proportion has been accepted ever since as being essential to beauty in a
If he adopted a corresponding treatment in his horses,
statue.
Arabia was not so far off but that he may have readily obtained his
type from thence. In the Arab horse, although the brow is broad
and ample, the muzzle is small and delicate, which adds eminently
And further may be submitted the
to the beauty of the creature.
is the good of a great head to a horse ? It requires a
question, what
stronger and thicker neck to support it, and this large head and neck
On the other
is so much the more for the fore-quarters to sustain.
hand, if the head be light, the crest may continue high and well set
back, but the neck may also be light and somewhat thin across, with
advantage. When the horse has a rider on him, as in an equestrian
statue, in the front view the horse's head is nearer to the spectator
than that of the rider,
and is thus the more
apt to interfere with it,
Thus a
if it be large.

Tomb

of President

Comonfort

in

the Panteon de San Fernando, Mexico.

connection with the attention which the American Architect is
giving this year to American monuments, and the marked and unmarked burial places of some of the heroes of American history,

IN

a brief paper upon Mexican burying-grounds may be interesting to
the reader. It cannot be claimed, however, that most of the cities of
the dead scattered throughout the sister republic would be found
fruitful in suggestions to the architect, or to those having the care of
cemeteries in our country, save in one respect, that is " how not to
do it." One of the things to shock the visitor in Mexico is the prevalence of customs regarding the disposal of the dead, totally at
variance with what one would expect to find in a Roman Catholic
country, differing widely from the customs of the United States, and
by no means comparing favorably with the latter.
in

During
Mexico

my
I

sojourn

was greatly

that
there were no old tombs

surprised to
there.

degree of comparative
lightness in these parts
not only conduces to the

It

find

was

very

grace of the horse, but

natural for me to look
about the old churches
in such a country as

also to the satisfactory
effect of an equestrian

relics

Mexico

statue.

ter,

a

In

man a wide

looked

in

saw but

the eighteenth century
that was the tomb of
:

Antonio Maria de Bu-

corresponding

which we call the
In both cases
knee.
it should be wide and

who was Viceroy
from 1771 to 1779, and
whose burial place in
the Collegiate Church
of Guadalupe is marked
by a bronze tablet in
careli

so as to gift it with
as well as

endurance

force, as .also it is the
horse
joint at which the

breaks

the floor containing a
I
long inscription.

respect to
should be

found perhaps half a
dozen tombs belonging

usually

first

down.

In

the barrel,

I

I never

one tomb belonging to

joint,

flat,

but

vain.

wrist is an essential factor of strength, and so
also it is in the horse in

the

for historic
of that charac-

it

wide and ample, with

to the early half of the
withers well set
present century, and
Pant.cn de Sin Fernando, M.x.co.
these were
seattered
back, and the shoulders
chest deep if not wide, so as to afford ample room
throughout the country, in churches, not in burying-grounds. This is
sloping, and the
which are large, and take in some eight easily explained as I found when I began to inquire into the reason of
for the lungs of the horse
or ten times as much air as those of a man, and therefore, also,
things. It is only recently that the custom of providing a permanent
burial place for the dead has come up in Mexico. It is a right obalthough the muzzle may be delicate the nostrils which greatly supin inhalation and expiration should be large and
tained by purchase, and when so obtained it is expressed upon the
ply and free them
tomb. That is the meaning of the words in perpetuo clearly inscribed
ample. In these short notes every point of the horse cannot be
touched on, and therefore I would conclude them by only a general
upon the tombs of the wealthier classes in some of the cemeteries of
Mexico. The occupants of those tombs are to rest undisturbed. All
remark in respect to the hind-quarters, which should be strong, and
others are transient lodgers only.
The time allotted to them varies
Ion", so as to be well bent without raising the rear too high, and not
straight-up-and-down as in some ponies, as it must be held in mind
according to the price paid. For the very poor it is very brief.
I once saw an inscription upon a tomb in a large cemetery in the subthat ft is from the hind-quarters that nearly all the propulsive force
urbs of the capital, which read as if a sarcasm upon this custom
of the animal is derived, which the front legs comparatively only
The above considerations are some of those which attach were intended
regulate.
to the sculptor's art in the representation of a horse, separate and
"HERE LIES' BUKIED, FOR TEN (10) YEARS, THE BODY OF
."
apart by himself, or when he becomes the pedestal of a hero in an
J. B.
equestrian statue.

the

;

:

WHEN

A CHURCH A CHURCH ?
Bishop Louglilin of Brooklyn has
Brooklyn City Court to restrain the city from collecting 600, levied upon the property of the Church of St. Augustine, in
Sixth Avenue, now in course of construction. The Bishop claims that
it is already entitled to exemption from taxation under the church
clause. The city authorities claim that it is not exempt until the edifice
N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.
has been completed.

begun a

is

suit in the

What becomes of bodies when the leases of their tombs expires, I
have only heard through vague rumors. But these rumors suggested
that it would not be wise for me to push my inquiries very far in

that direction lest something should be revealed to me too revolting
be remembered without discomfort.
The rural burial places of Mexico are not generally of an attrac-

to

JULY
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never forget those which I saw in Northern
of such a forbidding aspect as to add a new
terror to death.
No attention was given to their adornment except
on el Dia fie lua Sfuertot
the Day of the Head, or All Souls' Day
(November '2d) when graves are generally decorated throughout the
land and special masses aru said for the repose of the dead.
The
best barfing-groand I ever saw in Northern Mexico might easily be
mistaken for the Potter's Field.
Apparently the most barren spot
was selected for it, and when in one case a railway was built
directly across a burying-ground in a town of some si/e, it excited
no interest whatever. Black wooden crosses are generally used to
mark the temporary lodging-houses of the dead. Adobe tombs are
sometimes constructed, and these are more forbidding in appearance
than the crosse.-.
The cemeteries of the larger towns of the interior are great imlive appearance.

Mexico.

I shall

They were
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sentiment seems to pervade the whole cemetery. There is a little
of Sisters of Charity, and here and there one finds the
grave of a priest. Neither are to be found in any of the other buryeven those which nestle closely up under the shadows of
ing places
the great churches; and the handsome mausoleums to be found in

row of "raves

this

cemetery (some of them quite as

artistic in design as

any

I

have

Greenwood or Mount Auburn) belong to families who have
remained loyal to the Church of Rome at the sacrifice of political
power under a Government inimical to the Church.
I found in the city of Mexico two names in use to denote burying
Both may be generic, but cemetario seemed to be applied
places.
those which I nave
more generally to the suburban cemeteries
mentioned and also Dolores, which is thoroughly Mexican, though
more after the pattern of the foreign cemeteries. Pitntfim, on the
seen in

generally give evidence of the recent introduction of less barbarous
customs in regard to the disposition of the dead. I visited ceme-

other hand, is in general use throughout the country, and seems to
include any kind of a burying place, though in the capital it is more
generally applied to the narrow, compact, overcrowded buryinggrounds within the city walls, and commonly attached to churches.

Panteon de San Francisco, Pueblo.

Panteon Municipal, Jalapa,

provements upon what

I

saw

in

Northern Mexico, though thoc

Vera Cruz, Jalapa, Puebla, Toluca, Queretaro and other
towns, besides all those of the city of Mexico.
They all possessed
certain features in common, which might be regarded as the distinctive traits of Mexican burial places.
One would be conscious of the
existence of these features upon entering one of these cemeteries
without being able to discover and localize them, or
precisely to
teries in

define them.
It may have been in the
of
general air of neglect
carelessness as to what disposition was made of the dead.
In the
city burial place in Jalapa there were some buildings of pretentious
appearance, but they were constructed of cheap materials, were suggestive of speedy decay, and were found upon inspection to contain

mural tombs for

was

rent.

the city of Mexico that the most
satisfactory of my
observations were made upon the
The insubject of burying places.
fluence of a large foreign population has
evidently been felt there in
this matter.
The English and the American residents have cemeteries of their own,
adjoining each other at Tlaxpana, just outside
the city. There is a French
cemetery also at La Piedad. Probably
it was
originated by the French residents, but it has become a
favorite with the wealthier Mexicans,
especially those who have imbibed French ideas by long residence in France. It
might still be
It

in

The panleons present the most interesting phase of this subject for
our consideration. The panteon of Tepeyac, on the hill back of
Guadalupe, is a good example. It shows some of the elegance, as
well as some of the bad taste, to be found in Mexican burial places.
Graceful canopies of cast-iron, massive tombs of stone, elegant
mausoleums decorated with Mexican onyx, all crowded together, the
whole surrounded by an adobe wall. This panteon contains one
notable tomb. It is that of General Antonio Lopez de Santa Ana,
whose name is better known to Americans than that of any other
Mexican.
The most notable of

all the panteora of the capital is that of San
almost in the heart of the city. It is the Santa Croce
of Mexico.
It contains the dust of the most illustrious persons of
the last half century of Mexican history.
There are greater men reposing here than in La Piedad, yet one does not feel oneself in such
refined company in San Fernando as in La Piedad.
Although the
panteon is actually within the walls of the Church of San Fernando,
the great men who repose here, were, for the most part, the enemies
of the Church.
Their greatness was acquired in the politics of

Fernando

Mexico.
The tombs of President Juarez, President Guerrero and President

Panteon Santa Clara, Toluca.

Panteon del Tepeyac, Guadalupe.

entitled to the name of " French Cemetery," were it wholly given up
It is
to Mexicans, by reason of the French taste displayed in it.
worth a visit. It seems to represent all that now remains in Mexico
I think that one feels in La
of loyalty to the Church of Rome.
Piedad Cemetery, as nowhere else in Mexico, the existence of a religious atmosphere.
religious sentiment is expressed upon the
"
gateway, Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord," and that

Comonfort are here. General Zaragosa, the hero of Puebla, is
buried here. Miramon and Mejia, the two brave generals executed
with Maximilian in 1867, are buried, one on either side, not far distant from the tomb of Juarez who signed their death warrant.
Many others who took part, on one side or the other, in that famous
struggle between the Republic and the Empire, rest within the en-

A

closure of San Fernando.
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In this panteon may be seen to good advantage the mural tombs in
general use in panteons throughout the country. There are the
same reasons for their existence here as there are in New Orleans,
where underground tombs are impossible, viz., a wet, spongy soil.
Probably all the tombs of San Fernando are above ground. Cremation is not, so far as I know, practised in Mexico, but I once discovered, in a dark passageway leading from the panteon into the
Church of San Fernando, a shelf upon which were urns containing
the ashes of the dead. Probably ashes produced by the natural pro-
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cess of decay.

While San Fernando possesses the most beautiful specimen of
the tombs
monumental statuary I ever saw
the tomb of Juarez 1
of
do
not
generally
compare favorably with those of the better class
cemeteries.
They are generally of conventional designs, and San
Fernando has the appearance of neglect. But in most respects it is
the best example of a Mexican burial place.
ARTHUR HOWARD NOLL.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings' full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost."]
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MR.
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TIFIIE house

is faced with stock bricks trimmed with light-brown
Carbondale sandstone.
Hall and staircase finished with whiteoak
remainder of interior finish, red cypress.
Plate-glass
in windows of principal rooms.
Total cost, including mantels and
hot-water heating, about $18,000.
* I
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more than ten years have elapsed

M. Chapu, Sculptor.

since discoveries of

greatest
BUT
Arsinoe

began to be made on the site of the ancient
in Central Egypt.
The fertile province El
city of
Faiyum, lying between the twenty-ninth and thirtieth degrees north
latitude, a garden of Egypt, is an oasis watered by numerous arms
of the Nile and famous for its plantations of sugar, fruits, olives,
vegetables and roses. Its capital, Medineh el Faiyum, lies not far
from the ruins of ancient Crocodilopolis which received under the
Ptolemies the name, Arsinoe. These ancient seats of empire have
now at last been raised from the dead, as it were, by the bringing to
light of countless thousands of fragments of papyri and parchments,
the source of the supply being, as yet, far from exhausted. The unwearied patience and keen insight of scholars engaged in the task of
interest
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SCHEME TO BRIDGE THE ENGLISH CHANNEL.

G.

L.

MR.

NORRMAN,

The scheme

of con-

structing a bridge over the English Channel has just been completed.
It has been worked out by the Creusot engineers and M. Hersent, ex-

President of the Society of Civil Engineers.
The progress of metallurgy makes the construction possible of an immense bridge thirty

kilometres long, with a platform at the height of fifty metres above the
sea at full tide, and supported by piles at distances of five hundred
metres.
The height allowed for the bridge over the Channel would
allow large steamers and sailing vessels to pass freely. It would support four railway lines, besides a road for carriages and foot-paths.
This will be satisfactory for those who dread seasickness. The only

them will be that of choosing their mode of locomotion
whether by railway-carriage, omnibus, cab or velocipede. Places of
refuge, watch-houses and alarm bells will be placed on each pile, with
a powerful light. The authors of the gigantic scheme believe that the
foundations may be constructed by means of compressed-air divingbells, the depth of the strait between Calais and Dover not being on an
average more than from twenty-five to thirty-nine metres, and in few

trouble left

places exceeding fifty metres. The bridge will cost 800,000,000 francs,
its metallic weight will amount to 2,000,000 tons and it might be constructed in six years. The scheme will shortly be submitted for an examination to an international technical committee.
When this

examination has been completed, the Channel Bridge Society will apply
for a concession to the French and English Governments from which it
will ask no subsidy. Under these conditions the concession might be
easily granted and the works immediately begun. In a few years the
commerce of the two Nations would benefit from the simplifications introduced into their relations by the execution of a work which might be
considered as one of the most important of the century.
Pan's Temps.
'See illustration No.

589,

American

Architect, April

9,

1887.

deciphering these venerable witnesses to the centuries of the past
to break their silence and tell us of the daily life
of old.
From the time of the Macedonian Ptolemies, down through
the period of the imperial Caesars and extending far into that when
victorious Islam imposed another civilization on the submissive people, we have here preserved for us, by the favorable conditions of
Egyptian climate, continuous documents filling up the gap of hundreds of years. A century had elapsed since the first papyrus in
Greek cursive writing from Egypt came to light, since which time a
great quantity of similar documents from the most varied sites had
wandered to the European museums and a new branch of historical
science had been established.
But the sources were apparently drying up and the Arabs seem to have lost sight of the treasure. This,
however, can be regarded as a fortunate circumstance, for nothing
could exceed their barbarity and stupidity in the treatment of these
discoveries.
Of the fifty papyrus rolls found with the one brought
to light a hundred years ago, it is reported that they were burned by
the Arabs, that they might regale themselves in the fragrance of the
burning pile. The lost site coming to light again in our more enlightened age, such treatment of the treasure is no longer possible
even by the Arabs.
The documents which have found their way to the museums of
Berlin, Vienna, Paris, London, etc., are not from one spot alone, but
from most widely-scattered parts of the field of ruins of Arsinoe,
mostly the accidental discovery of treasure-hunting Arabs. Occasionally large parts of one manuscript have been found near together,
so that the difficulty of adjustment proved slight.
But the greater
part of the fragments are found isolated between the clods of upturned earth, scattered over the ancient sites as the wind has
happened to strew them or the hand of man has thrown them aside.
Further, being arbitrarily sundered by ignorant dealers, these
treasures have suffered the fate of many other valuable antiquities in

have compelled them

2

A letter by Mr. Samuel S. Mitchell

to the

New

York Times.
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our museums.

In some cases fragments of the same whole would be
widely scattered, a part finding its way to Paris, another to Vienna,
a third to Berlin. A whole series of fragments in the Bodleian
Library at Oxford were found to fit exactly into the papyri of London. Many fragments may have fallen into other hands and some
still be in the
Of the more recent acquisipossession of the finder.
tions of the Berlin Museum, which had already a collection amounting to 3,600 numbers, it may be said that the greatest care has been
taken to obtain accurate information as to the exact locality from
whence they come. Not all the new papyri come from Faiyum, but
the greater part from the neighboring city Herakliopolis Magna and
In the case of the Faiyum treasure proper, pains were
Herniopolis.
taken to ascertain on which of the numerous mounds of fragments of
the Arsinoe ruins they were found.
Herein lies a great advance on
former classification, which gave in general the name Faiyum papyri
to all fragments coming from that province, or even from the neighboring provinces; for since the meritorius labors 'of the African
traveller, G. Schweinfurth, have defined the topography of this important province of Egypt, and especially of the old necropolis,
Arsinoe is no longer a unit, but we see that the traces of the old city
are marked by widely-scattered mounds of ddbris and fragments.
This great accuracy in finding from which of the mounds the fragments come has facilitated the connected treatment of the whole for
historical purposes, and that especially since, according to the investigations of Prof. A. Ennan of Berlin, the development of the city in
the course of the centuries shows a gradual transfer of its site from
north to south.
The work of conserving this mass of material is yet far from completed, and any report as to its contents can at the best be only fragmentary.
great part lies still a conglomeration, rolled together
and solid, as when it came to light. To separate these attached
fragments the greatest caution is used, the process being to lay them
between two dishes, which are then wrapped in wet cloths. The
moisture generated serves to loosen the compact mass, and the fragments, often apparently insignificant in size, are then, with infinite
pains and many times after prolonged search, fitted into their proper
surroundings. The texts are not found to be written exclusively on
the usual papyrus, formed from the pith of that reed, growing on the
banks of the Nile, but to a considerable extent on rag paper, as
shown by the microscopic examination of Prof. Wiesner.
This

A

is made serviceable for
writing by a coating of paste, and Prof.
Wiesner has shown that the Arabs of the eighth and ninth centuries
were also acquainted with the process of making paper from rags.

paper

The fragments at Berlin include rolls in Greek, Arabic, Coptic,
Phlewi, Greek seal writing, Demotic, Hebrew, Criptic writing, Greek
tachygraphy, Latin parchments, Syriac papyri, and hieratic writing.
Many of the manuscripts baffle entirely the scholars, and the problems
in paleography will doubtless long remain unsolved.
One singular
class of fragments is made up of those in which a mosaic of entirely
disjointed bits of writing, running in every possible direction, is found
on a single leaf. Whether artificially produced by the sly Arabs for
trade or the result of the pressure of the superincumbent sand through
Of most
centuries, these remnants are still an unsolved mystery.
general interest are the Greek fragments. Of these a small part are
literary remains, remnants of manuscripts of the classical writers, and
a valureligious texts, partly on papyrus and partly on parchment
able addition to the material of classical philology.
Besides familiar
portions of the Odyssey and Iliad of Euripides, Hippolitus, Theocritus's Idyls, of Aristotle's Analytics, of Gregory and Basil, and
of the Psalms and Gospels, there were found a new
fragment of the
poetess Sappho, a fragment of the lost Melanippe by Euripides, an
epos which celebrates the combats of the Blemyans, with passages of
" Politics"
singular beauty, and, above all, important fragments of the
of Aristotle, a work the loss of which has been regretted by anti-

quarians more than any other and throwing light on the developof older Attic history.
Especialy to be noticed is a fragment
of manuscript containing a speech by Demosthenes
against Leptines,
from the first or second century A. D.
Amon<; the Coptic fragments
are many valuable acquisitions. Of special value is a well-preserved,
extensive document on paper from Hermopolis Magna, containing a

ment

by Bishop John of Shmun to the members of his diocese in
which he pronounces a dire malediction on those knowing who the
thieves are that had broken into the house of a woman, Girampolis
by name, yet had not reported them. The curse shall penetrate, he
says, into their vitals like oil into their bones and they shall be destroyed like Sodom and Gomorrah. This is a new and interesting
illustration of the manner in which, at that time, church discipline
letter

sustained the civil power, or, in other words, supplanted it.
But such literary fragments are an insignificant quantity compared
with the official files, census lists, receipts for taxes, temple accountbooks, accounts of private persons, contracts of every kind, business
and private letters, and magical writings of the Gnostics, comprising
by far the greater part of the rolls, valuable material for the historian
and the linguist, such as the past of no other lands affords. Most of
these are externally distinguished from the classical fragments by
their varied cursive hand-writing, abounding in ligatures and markThe professional scribe holds
ing the individuality of the writer.
the pen easily and with graceful elegance
he loves ornamentation
and abbreviation. The peasant and the laborer, on the other hand,
who record their domestic status for the tax-gatherer, if they write at
all, put the letters clumsily in their order, evidently in the sweat of
their brow, and know no abbreviations.
These characteristics of in;

19

dividual style, as well as the nature and the color of the papyrus,
are of great service in putting together the sundered fragment
which, by the way, is pronounced by those engaged in the ta>k to be
one of the chief charms of the study of the remains. The dorumeuts
of this description extend from the time of the Ptolemies through the
first centuries of the Christian era, the Byzantine period, and down
to the period of the occupation by the Arabs.
Many names of emperors occur. Thuse are authentic witnesses of days long gone by.
The searcher feels here the pulse of reality. There are no subjective
theories and reflections of historians upon their times, but the proclamations of Government, the expressions of subjects, plain, unvarnished facts from which all history must spring. By the aid of
these records, as well as those in the other museums, the hope is
awakened that much light will be thrown upon the details of the administration of Egypt as a Roman province, especially as concerning
taxation, and, as Egypt was the granary of the empire, her economical relations doubtless served as a model for the other provinces.
There are preserved many reports of tax-gatherers to the emperors,
concerning taxes collected on property and crops, as well as many
admonitions of the authorities to the peasantry to be diligent in their
labors that they may be able to meet their obligations to the State.
find accurate reports of the personal possessions of the tax-payers,
besides those relating to the census and the income and disbursement of the temples.
From the time of the Ptolemies was found a valuable fragment,
dating from the first year of King Philometes, 177-6 B. c., accordingly one of the oldest preserved Greek papyri.
Fragments from the
first centuries of our era are also largely represented.
An interesting act of manumission dates from the third century. An excellentlypreserved and splendidly-written contract from the fifth century of
Diocletian stipulates for the purchase of a male Arabian camel. One
fragment instructs us in the full titles of the Palmyrene King Vallabath, of whom our knowledge has been thus far limited to the short
and ambiguous stamps on his coins. The records of the later centuries have, in general, a more private character and throw light upon
the practical application of Roman law in the province and, hence,
upon the history of jurisprudence. The number of contracts dating
from the sixth and seventh centuries is very large, as from the reigns
of Justinian, Justus II., Tiberius, Maricius, Phocas, and Heraclius ;
even from the Arabian era contracts are found, dated according to
Diocletian chronology.
Much light is thrown upon the elaborate
bureaucracy of the Byzantine age with hitherto unknown official titles.
Where the Greek scources leave us, the Arabic take up the thread
and show us the picture of the administration through centuries. So
long continued an historical tradition as that of Egypt, extending
through thousands of years, has no other land. The oldest preserved
hieroglyphical monuments extend far up in the thirtieth century before Christ, and when we consider the height of civilization reached
at that time, we are compelled to go back many centuries still to find
the primeval race.
After the hieroglyphics, the national sources
flow, now more freely, now more sparingly, and from them we learn
the fate of dynasties and generations till after the conquest by Alexander, when the Greek sources are supplanted by the Arabic, which
serve to join the older tradition on to modern Arabic history. And
so we follow up the unique civilization of the Nile, and herein lies
the special value of the discoveries at Faiyum that by them a break
of several centuries is filled up.
From these ancient fragments Greek philology reaps its harvest
in the dialetical variety furnished by the official style and
popular
language. A new epoch begins for paleography with the tremendous
increase of material.
is
for
the
innumerable
enriched,
Egyptology
proper names in Greek transcription, found in the papyri, as well
as the Coptic fragments, furnish an invaluable aid in the vocalization
of the Egyptian.
Finally, from these rolls will in time be supplied a
The
fresh, living picture of the life of a Roman provincial town.
old city of the crocodile-headed god stands, if not before our actual
sight, at least before our mental vision. The names of streets, places,
theatres, temples, gymnasiums, hippodromes, and baths which
adorned the okl Egyptian Hellenic city make Arsinoe, like other
Egyptian cities from which we have papyri, a living reality.
Besides the
there is another class of written monuments
papyri,
from Egypt, which,
reveals much of the ancient days.
likHwj^e,
These are fragments of JM: !>.-/ called ostraca. The Arabs, in their
proneness to writing, were not over particular in their choice of material.
Those for whom papyrus was too dear resorted to most
varied material, leather, wood, bits of limestone, and fragments of
The latter were, in fact, a favorite, so that even upon this
pottery.
modest material we find official documents inscribed. The Berlin
Museum has now over a thousand of such ostraca, partly from the
southern confines of Egypt, from Elephantine, an island opposite
Assuan, near the first cataract, partly from Ermut (Hermonthis),
the bulk, however, found in the ruins of Thebes, near the present
villages of Karnak and Luxor, and on the opposite shores of the
Nile.
The Berlin Museum has also about 70 ostraca from Sedment,
near the boundaries of Faiyum. Upon them were found as in the
case of the papyri, most varied writing.
The demotic fragments
come from the time of the Ptolemies and the beginning of the Roman
,

We

I

period.
They comprise receipts for payment of taxes, letters, formulas of oaths, etc.
The Greek ostraca are from the same period as
the demotic, but extend also far down into the Byzantine period.
The Coptic are
exclusively from the hands of pious Christ-

probably

ians,

and contain mostly prayers, ejaculatory appeals

to

God, and
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In some cases bilingual inThe
scriptions, demotic and Greek, were found upon the ostraca.
receipts for taxes, which go to make up a large part, are of interest
as aiding in the investigation of the financial administration of Egypt
and the ancient world in general. To give a clear conception of these
letters full of Christian exhortations.

receipts the following interpretation by L)r. Wilkens may be of ser" Valerian and the other farmers of the
vice
Holy Gate in Syrene,
by Sarapion, the scribe. Harpoesis, son of Phanopis, by the mother
Tachomtbitis, has paid the trade tax for the second year of Hadrian,
12 dr. Anno 3 of Hadrian, our
our Lord, with twelve drachmas
'

'

:

Lord, 17th day of Thoth."
The recent discoveries in a necropolis, not far from Arsinoe, have
These
thrown unexpected light on old Greek portrait painting.
the mummy shrouds, will interest not
portraits, which were taken from
only the archaeologist and historian of art, but all friends of painting

was that

and its history. The first supposition
they represented the
citizens of Arsinoe, which was doubtless the most important of the
Roman cities of that province. But the portraits were found in a
rocky cave, fully 1C miles from the city, near a place called Rabayat.
This spot is near the site of the ancient town Kerke, which held only
a remote connection with Arsinoe and belonged to the Province of

Memphis. The more probable assumption then, is that the inhabiKerke are represented here. With the portraits were found
three wooden tablets, informing us that the burial places of Rabayat
belonged to the harbor of Kerke. Although the description of Kerke
tants of

as a harbor does not agree with its present condition, yet the hydrography of the region indicates clearly that it once was in easy communication by water with the neighboring avenues of trade, and the

vicinity having no connection with Memonce have been an important city.
The custom of portraying the deceased in the receptacles of the
mummies was prevalent at an early day in Egypt. This in the oldest times was done, not by painting, but by carving at the head of
the sarcophagus. The hands were also carefully carved, while the

remains of a pyramid in
phis, indicate that

it

its

may

was represented as wrapped in the mummy shroud. Such sarcophagi were of stone, wood, and papier-mache. In those made from
the latter material the portrait was treated in color as well, and
rest

though there are occasional instances of speaking, plastic portraiture, they are all, without exception, handled in the unsymmetrical
flat method of this branch of Egyptian plastic.
Mummies, like
these found at Rabayat, in which the portrait is given, not in plastic
form, but by a painting on linen or on a wooden tablet, having its
place in front of the head, are very rare, and such as have been previously found do not approach the recent discoveries in artistic value.
Unfortunately the Egyptian fellah who opened the rock cave of
Rabayat had torn the wraps and portrait tablets from all the mummies still, it was possible to ascertain the manner in which the porThe wooden tablet was fastened with pitch
traits were attached.
on to the mummy-wrap, and, to give additional security strips of
linen running around the wood, like a frame, were likewise fastened with pitch, first on to the wood and then on to the mummy.
But one inscription was found on the Rabayat mummies, which, from
analogy, probably was the word used in parts of the Hellenic world
The portraits are
as an exhortation to courage in the trying hour.
without exception painted on thin panels of sycamore wood, in wax
;

All that we know thus far of this method is that
encaustic colors.
the various colors were mixed with wax and blended by means of
heat and the use of small instruments of metal. These discoveries
will doubtless make possible a nearer acquaintance with this technique. Of 66 portraits, mostly busts, 3 were of old men, 24 in middle life, 4 youths, 3 boys, 29 maidens or young women, and 3 matrons.
These numbers are stricking, especially when we remember that
death's ravages are greatest among the. classes here most sparingly
represented. Of 25 young infants and aged women there were
found no portraits. Was this because the babe was not considered
of sufficient importance to receive the honors and accompanying cost
of portraiture ? Moreover, it seems that the Greek sense of beauty
rebelled against depicting the wrinkled features of age, although a
few old men with expressive countenances were preserved. The
supposition that it may have been usual, while still in the bloom of
health, to sit for a portrait, and that the likeness after death was
placed on the mummy, may meet with some advocates, since we know
that the Princes and great ones of Egypt occupied themselves with
the preparation of their tombs and funereal vaults but the more
likely hypothesis is that only the portraits of such were attempted
whose countenances seemed beautiful or important enough to their
friends to be preserved to future generations. That all the portraits
belong to those of the better and in fact of the highest rank is evident from the aristocratic clothing as well as from the laurel wreaths
and chaplets of gold about the heads. This impression is strengthened by the exquisite beauty of the youthful female heads. An
The finely
indescribable air of nobility seems to hover about them.
modelled Greek features, the undulating locks of golden hair which
adorn the head and brow, the expressive eyes which look up from
the wooden panels, just as they did nearly 2,000 years ago, would at
least awaken homage and wonder as much to-day as then, could they
;

live

once more among

us.

The women

nearly

all

have ornaments

and often jewels of great value. Looking carefully at the faces, we
find that few can be ascribed to that type generally known as Egyptians, from the monuments, the descriptions of the Greeks, and the
appearance of the Copts of the present day.
dark complexion in these faces is thus Ascribed

And

to the

although the
Egyptians by

Greeks and Romans,
browns the northern
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to be considered that the southern sun soon
and the Hellenistic Greek, whose colonies
occupied Egypt generation after generation, would hardly have retained the fair skin of his motherland.
In
case, most of the
it is

faces,

any

countenances seem to betray Greek features, and this is true of
several with dark complexions.
Among the rest must be noticed six
of a decided Semitic type, and this will not awaken
surprise when
we consider the position of the Hellenistic Jews in Alexandria. No.
64 is interesting as representing a man in whose veins flows Ethiopian blood. The woolly hair, thin mustache, as well as the proo-nathous jaw, are, however, joined with the light brown Egyptian skin,
strong beard, and other features which mark a mixed descent. The excellence of these works would lead to the supposition that they
represent the Hellenistic art of Alexandria and in some cases the work of
great masters, and, as we know that the citizens of Arsinoe, in order
to do honor to the highest imperial officials,
employed at great expense a rhetorician, brought from Alexandria, to prepare a suitable
address, the conjecture is readily at hand that a rich man of Kerke
in order to honor the memory of his deceased wife or
daughter
might engage the services of some great master of the art in the
Such a call would certainly not be inexpensive, for unmetropolis.
der the Ptolemies the services of the greatest masters were weighed
in gold,
Ptolemy Soter paid Nikius $90,000 for his Nekya, and
Pamphilos took a tuition fee of $1,200 yearly from his scholars.
While our knowledge of the capabilities of the old Greek painters
has been thus far confined to a few frescos and vases, and while no
panel painting, except perhaps the Muse painted on slate at Cortona,
corresponds to our high conception of their power, the discovery of
these portraits shows that if in this provincial town of medium size
pictures could be found of such worth, by no possibility the work of
the greatest masters, then the capital of Egypt certainly would have
furnished works of still more surpassing excellence. Still another explanation may be found for these extraordinary portraits in so comThe necropolis of Kerke held a peculiar
paratively obscure a place.
know
position belonging to those which had especial attractions.
that the ancient custom was still kept up in Hellenistic Egypt of

We

transporting embalmed mummies to place them in favorite necropoli.
In early times the wealthy subjects of the Pharaohs conveyed their
friends to Abydos, and the same was true after the Hellenizing of

this transporting of remains to Kerke from larger cities
proved by one of the labels on the mummies from Rabayat brought from Philadelphos. The appearance of such important
works of art on the mummies of a provincial town finds an explana-

Egypt.

That

occurred,

is

tion in the fact that rich Hellenic Egyptians in the great cities of the
and also in Alexandria, sent the bodies of their friends to this
spot, which may have been their native place or have offered especial
advantages to the souls of the deceased as a place of interment.
The time of the execution of these portraits can only be between
the period of the consolidation of Hellenic life in Egypt and the

land,

edict of Theodosius, for since the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus (247)
the worship of Serapis had begun to flourish, blending the religious
sentiments of Greeks, Egyptians, and perhaps Jews. Later than the
edict of Theodosius (395 A. D.), the ruler who attacked with such
rigor all pagan work, these portraits cannot be placed, for that they

represent heathen and not Christian dead there can be no question.
The monuments of this class are adorned with many heathen, Egyptian emblems, and with the bands which the Greeks in their own
The frequent occurrence of
land employed in their funeral rites.
garlands of flowers and leaves, a custom rejected by the Christians,
would alone forbid any other than a heathen origin for these porIn them the characteristics of later Greek come out promitraits.
The striving is to give the appearance of reality.
The
nently.
individual stands out, not even personal deformities being avoided.
One portrait shows us a man with a marked physical deformity of the
neck, reminding us of a like representation in the busts of Alexander
the Great from the time of Lysippus, and, as in the latter, so here,
the artist has preserved the realism in giving the deformity, but
avoided any impression of revolting ugliness.
Among the better
portraits, not one fails to give us the impression that they are of undoubted, speaking lifelikeness, and this applies to the color as well as
the form and expression. If we place the brown Hellenic Egyptians,
with manly features, speaking eyes, energetic mouth and black full
beard, beside the tender maiden with white, rosy tint and wearing a
golden chaplet in her black hair and costly necklace of precious stones
about her neck, this sharply-defined individuality becomes most eviBut it is not necessary to take such extremes, the same chardent.
acteristics run through all these portraits, whether of youth, maturity,
or age.
The art belongs intimately to that stormy age which is so
forcibly called to mind in our galleries by the numerous statues, repreresenting every possible phase of human life, from the humble fisherman peddling his wares and the infant struggling with a goose to the
dying warrior and the hero triumphant in conflict.
As in art, so in letters, the striving was universal after individuThe historian of this post-Alexandrian age was also a portrait
ality.
painter, and sought to give a detailed picture of the characters he
discussed, their personal appearance, even their mode of attire, their
food and drink, spicing his recital by anecdotes from private life.
Moreover, this realistic vein ran through every department of human
activity at that time and was the fertile germ of the inductive scienThe results of this spirit of observation show themselves in the
ces.
rapid progress made in natural science, medicine, mechanics, astronomy, etc. But this realism had its ideal also, which was truth, and this
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effort to represent life as
faithfully and convincingly as possible in
art reached not merely after the outward form, but the whole inner
life and
disposition of the one portrayed.
may well wonder to
find works like these
coming from Egypt, the land in which the fine
arts were so bound
by types and canonical rules, and that also from
mummy shrouds. But this wonder will disappear as goon as we remember that here, too, Hellenic art, both in sculpture and painting,
was able to supplant the national art and that the cultured classes
associated themselves with the more advanced civilization in
everyGreek had become
thing that related to the higher intellectual life.
ilie
of the educated, and even the native
Outgone
tongue was permeated with (ireck words. The Egyptians sought to be
distinguished
as little as possible from the Greek
immigrants in scientific and tesllictic matters and thus became absorbed in the
all-pervading spirit
of the times.

We
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When we
trive,

start from the most general definitions that we can
coneasy to distinguish the pilaster from the buttress.

it is

The

buttress is an architectural member specifically
adapted to reoblique nressure from above. On the other haudi a pilaster is an
architectural adjustment intended and
U>
contribute to the
adapted
stability of a wall as subject to be affected by direct down press or by
transverse lateral pressure.
The stability of a wall is in the first instance in
from
sist

danger
exposure to a weight acting by direct down press. It may even be inadequate to support its own weight. There is a limit to the height
to which a wall of a certain thickness, whatever the
solidity ofits
construction, can be safely carried up.
The lower part may be
crushed at last by the unsparing accumulation of
su]>erincuinbent

weight.
wall

A

further responsible for resistance to whatever lateral
pressure it is likely to be exposed to by various accidents.
low,
thin wall may give way even by a man
leaning his back against it;
a lofty, thin wall may. be unable to resist the
impact of a high wind!
It is to preclude disaster from this latter source that
Homer in a
simile ascribes to the builder of a
lofty erection, great accuracy in the
close jointing and
bonding of his materials. The Myrmidons, harangued by Achilles, take the order which was afterwards known as
is

A

BUTTRESS AND PILASTER.

Thus saying the
and courage of each one he excited
And the ranks allvigour
the more closed up, as
they to tlieir king attendedAnd, as when a man Is constructing a wall with stone* closely adjusted

:

v

'

"o^55 u

)

For a lofty mansion, and takes Against violent blasts
precaution
So justly the helmets and shields of bossed circuit were
ranging togetherShield did on shield, and on helmet did helmet, and man
upon mau Dress
And touch did the horse-hair crest upon their shining helmets
As they nodded; so close and compactly by one another stood
they.
[Exact

The obvious remedy
lutely,

and

literal

and

lineal tranalation.]

to increase the thickness of the wall absoits breadth
But this
relatively to its height.
is

remedy may

be applied by cither a uniform increase of mass or
by stiffening

the construction by increased thickness at intervals.
Sufficient
strength may possibly be imparted by dividing up the wall in this
manner, while material is at the same time economized.
The effect
of any direct lateral push will be thus
limited, and the danger avoided
of a weaker part being
exposed to an extensive leverage.
It is seldom that such a
push as a wall has to resist, is a purely
lateral pressure
even a heavy gust of wind will
usually impinge obliquely from above downwards, and thus to exert what is
actually a
thrust.
pilaster is therefore certainly in some degree apt to be
responsible for that resistance to thrust which is more
properly the
function of the buttress,
even as the buttress will in some
degree
be frequently charged with some of the
duty of a pilaster.
Still the primary and essential characteristics
of the two members
are distinct, and it is
appropriate, when artistic expression is in
that
each should have its own
question,
specifically and decisively
*
;

A

pronounced.

The simplest development of the pilaster is a
partial advance of the
wall from
to space,
the
'" intermediate
-* beyond
space
* t
in
*
mi 1,11
_
j
.in'
plane of the
j-and
general curtain. The projection of such a member is appropriately
less than its breadth, as it is in effect
so much of the wall em1

RMtaurant

at Oornbach, Austria.

From Archittktonitche Rundichau.
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study of a subject which happens to be novel to us may be
approached in two ways. Each has its special advantages, and
neither therefore can be wisely left
Bu it
entirely aside.

make no

little

difference which

we commence

with.

We

may,

may
we

if

please, plunge at once into the examination of all that has been done
and the study of all that has been written, let us say,
respecting
buttresses and pilasters. Or, we may take our stand in the first iastance at an independent point of view of our own and look at the

1

i

*

1

1

i

only
The determinations of proportions within this limit
phasized.
remains within the scope of taste and
judgment. Something depends
on the materials which are employed. It is evident
that it would be
of place to advance
pilasters from the face of a wall which is viiput
bly constructed of massive blocks but they lend themselves
naturally
to harmonize with a construction either of bricks or
small stones.
pilaster may be so massive and have such projection as to induce an
impression of excessive weakness in the wall which it protects,
a
most unfortunate consequence; in such a case it will
infallibly appear
that the member is an
to prevent the ill-constructed wall
from falling down or itsafterthought
excess of strength will
suggest the unpleasantness of tending to break
away from a weak and ineffectivelv bonded
associate.
Pilasters, again, may be so closely spaced as to forfeit the
proper expression of subsidiary character and usurp that of the wall
divided by narrow panels.
;

A

conditions of the subject in the abstract. By the
subject of the pilaster in the abstract, nothing more is meant than a notion of it under
the very simplest conditions which will leave it a
pilaster still and
nothing else. When this notion has been successfully seized, we
have mastered a primary definition, the value of which it was the
great service of Socrates to first impress upon the world.
may
then advance to a notion of less blank simplicity, and so on to others
less and less simple, and to the concrete
examples. Sets of concrete
instances are thus taken up in classes, one after the other;
vigilance
will
be
found
if
we are to treat the matter exhausonly
imperative
to
make sure that at least no important variety escapes the
tively,
meshes of the logical net.
The best chance of arresting such fugitives is to check our theoretical definitions by comparisons of the scheme with the series of
invented and actually executed forms. It will then also be found
that our preliminary analysis has
wonderfully cleared our ideas and
put us well on our way to estimate those forms at their true
to

points
where it receives tne simple pressure of the main beams
of
a roof. Nothing but srich ***l!ite vertical down
press is recognized
as a possibility when the
Btrenjrifoming member has more width than
Adherance to such a fcst form is rational and
projection.
appropriate
when chapel or church is truly covered
by means of the timber truss,
and when this is not merely
employed to weather fend a roof of arched
masonry below. It is therefore inappropriate when arched windows
of considerable
span give logical intimation that
whatever may be
the fact
consistency would be consulted by an interior vault in

judge

masonry.

We

value,
of their consistency,
to mark where art went
astray as where
and
lingered
stopped short.
grasp of the theory of any art affords a clue through the mazes of
the history of art; by occasional recurrence to it we are best
it

A

preserved
from having sympathies and attention
engrossed by certain limited
developments, and so being led to confound what is accidental with
what is essential. So also are we warned that not all
development
is historical.
That human nature does not only copy and only inherit and only pursue a transmitted hint, but that it is
capable of true
that in fact there is such a
originality in every age,
thing as true
artistic mother-wit,

at genius.

j

The most frequent application

the wall

of the pilaster

is

at those

of

Another application of the pilaster
proper, is as strengthening the
end of a wall. It is in this
position that we meet with it in the
ennobled form of the Greek anta. Here we at once observe the
care
which the Greek took to preserve its characteristic relation to
the
wall as its immediate
development. He gave it a capital which harmonizes with that of the associated column but is most
distinctly
different from it
and while its proportions are
dependent on the
column to which it is opposed, its outline
the
true vertipreserves
cality of the wall, and it is further united with it by continuous basefree

;

mouldings.
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an exangle of the north portico of the Erechtheum supplies
is naturally developed into a comhow
the
simple
pilaster
ample
anta and
pound pier or its equivalent, by the concurrence of a proper
There is but one step from this
required termination of a wall.
but this step the Greeks
combination to the free compound pier,
seem never to have made or indeed to have had occasion to make. The
front of the
engaged columns between the windows on the west
Erechtheum are appropriately treated as columns, not like the members which answer to them in the interior as pilasters. Their imabove demonstrates that
portant relation to entablature and pediment
the function of the intermediate wall.with large opening is here sub-

The

of

ordinate.

The Roman architects lost touch of the true idea of the pilaster
flutes like
they gave them capitals, bases and profiles and frequently
true columns from which they were only distinguished by being flat.
The unfortunate consequence was that instead of showing as the wall
This type
it.
strengthened they look like weak slices applied upon
a heritage of the
is before our eyes commonly enough in London,
days when Pope at least could recognize its falsity
;

:

Then clap four slices of pilaster on't
Which laced with bits of rustic makes a

front.

on the exterior of S.
pilastral treatment is exemplified
of the wall
Apollinare in Classe at Ravenna, where the entire length
is occupied by a series of flat brick pilasters.
They are uniform from
the ground-line upwards and connected by arched architraves of
This is the treatment which reappears
like section under the cornice.
in the Romanesque churches of Spires, Worms, and abundance of
other structures of the same style and period. Thence it is traceable throughout round-arch architecture and through all stages of
an intermediate pilaster is omitted
its subsidence into pure ornament
and the arch which it would answer to rests on a corbel then several such corbels are interposed between pilasters farther apart and
at last they become continuous as a corbel table, of bold projection
first and then in relief.
Here, as elsewhere, the general tendency of an advancing art to
press simplicity to elaboration told with full effect. The Cathedral
of Pisa exemplifies how engaged columns were substituted for pilasters on the side walls and how the simpler ornamental arcading in
relief developed into open galleries of small arches resting on a multitudinous series of pillarets.
Considering the early date of this vast
and elaborate cathedral, 1092 A. D., we must credit the architect
with at least promoting that application of slender subsidiary columns
and shaftlets which speedily, as at Salisbury and elsewhere, had such
admirable results.
In the second volume of Fergusson's "Architecture" (p. 225) the
value of pilastral treatment is conspicuous in the Campanile of S.
Andrea, Mantua, as contrasted with the plain surfaces of that of
Verona on the opposite page. Still the Mantuan example is manifestly incongruous in this respect, that the strengthened angles con-

True

;

;

tinue unchanged through the upper story where not only is the intermediate wall-space almost superseded by a void from the large
size of the Gothic windows, but the grand arches of these argue that
the chamber within should be vaulted yet the forms of the external
pilasters by the angles, are out of all natural relation with the vault
so postively implied.
The manifest capability of a pilaster to give protection to the exposed end of a wall and of a series of pilasters to stiffen a prolonged
plain wall, endows the member with an expressive power which is
architecturally valuable whether such positive services are really required or not. Pilasters suggest strength when appropriately and
plausibly introduced and they preclude any suggestion of a thought
;

;

of weakness,- which in itself is disturbing.
The essential and primary characteristic of

the constructional

mass which forms a proper buttress, is its disposal in a manner to
secure stability by affording resistance to pressure acting obliquely.

The

first condition of this is manifestly that it shall be erected in the
plane of the line of thrust. The resistance to such thrust is ultimately the solid earth, and the very simplest form of buttress would
be a sufficiently rigid prop conducting this pressure in a direct line
to the earth as its abutment.

The wide spread which this would necessitate, may be dispensed
with in more ways than one. Thrust may be opposed by counterthrust and so the two be resolved into a vertical resultant.
So the
adjacent pier arches of the nave of a cathedral, balance each other
and rest in common on the vertical pier or shaft below, and the last
semi-arch of the series alone is indebted for support to an independent abutment. Some of the most ingenious and beautiful combinations of the Gothic architects are worked out by reliance on this
principle.

Otherwise the thrust

may be conducted

sufficiently solid to resist the pressure

mass which shall be
thrown upon it and to
such an abutment is

to a

which

is

form a positive abutment. The efficiency of
made up partly by its rigidity which may be equal to resisting the
displacing power of the whole or at least a portion of the thrust;
as might be the case if this were received by a firmly fixed vertical
iron rod
and then by the downward pressure of a mass acting
transversely to the thrust and causing a resolution of forces which
Such is the effect of loading a pier
deflect it to the solid earth.
above the point at which it is subjected to an oblique thrust which
tends to push it over. The superincumbent weight supplied in this
manner may be so predominant and the mass of the resisting pier
;
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also so considerable, that the force of the particular thrust is lost
within its mass. But when the concern is with elegant architecture,
is of importance to avoid any appearance of clumsiness, and such
is inevitable whenever means are employed immensely
excess of the requirements of purpose, or of what are naturally
suggested as its requirements.
The suggestion of requirements has to be taken into account in
it
fine architecture almost as seriously as actual requirement
may
be of consequence to consult and conciliate it when actual requirement there is none. If the form of a structure inevitably suggests
the notion of thrust, this notion must be satisfactorily set at rest by
some visible recognition
though actual thrust there may be none.
The disquieting notion must be tranquillized by the counter suggestion of provision against it, provision easy and adequate, not overIt is by the invention and application of
done and anxious.
treatment significent of such provision, that architecture becomes

an appearance
in

;

expressive and refined.
In the case of the buttress

we

find these elements of appropriate

The so-called flying-buttress is essentially a member for
expression.
The erect-buttress in the
the transmission of the direct thrust.
same plane admits relation to this force by having a projection in
excess of width and then by one or more sets-off which intimate the
Finally, a certain
progressive deflection of the counteracted thrust.
load is appropriately added to the buttress above the point where it
is met by the oblique pressure, and this contributes to the impression
It is important that
of the steadiness of the general combination.
this superimposed mass should be sufficient to imply that its function
is taken seriously
with that allowance it affords a fit opportunity
Crockets and panelling and even niches may
for embellishment.
give ornamental finish to conspicuous pinnacles and may be felt as
symbolizing the ease and repose of power so conscious of sufficiency
as to afford a surplus for the indulgence of pure delight.
When the mass above the point of abutment is frittered to a slender pinnacle, it loses its expressive value, whatever may be the
beauty of its details. This crowning member is, in fact, the capital
of the buttress and like the capital of a column challenges a degree
of ornamental treatment of a style and degree which shall not vitiate its functional importance.
As regards a buttress which meets a wall it may appropriately die
into it at a steep slope at the summit and so give the same acknowledgment of thrust which is conspicuous in the free flying-buttress
but otherwise dignity is consulted by the off-sets below being both
shorter and less steep, expressing thus comparative indifference to
the original direction of the force which is assumed to be ultimately
lost as it descends.
The organic connection of the buttress at large with the main
structure is usually sufficiently displayed by occasional continuous
;

;

string-courses and by its participation in general base mouldings.
The model of the plain flat pilaster was long adhered to and even
after the adoption of vaulting demanded a change of treatment; it
figures accordingly in many variations as a Norman buttress in virThe natural propriety of a model which
tue of its misapplication.
should have more projection then breadth was recognized at last and
lingering feeling for, the superby degrees adopted universally.
seded form restrained in many instances the reduction of the unnecessary breadth ; but the true idea of the buttress when fairly
recognized, developed with an energy and variety of which we have
multitudinous and glorious examples. The exuberant invention of
the mediaeval architects which seems inexhaustible in combinations
of vaults and arches, and the resources at their command invited
them to exploits so daring as to put to the test all the capabilities
Their anxiety to
of such an aid to construction as the buttress.
make the very most of their materials while still securing stability
and equilibrium, operated in the same direction.
It would be too much to say that while the buttress was admirably developed and put to its true purpose, it was never put to any
If what were in fact a pilaster had once been made to do
other.
duty as a buttress, the buttress in turn was not unfrequently employed for a pilaster, as employed in positions where whatever may
be the actual fact there is no appearance of the existence of such a
thrust or suggestiveness of thrust as will justify the application of

A

the buttress form.
It is not even every thrust which demands the relief of a buttress,
arches of moderate opening and light mouldings declare themselves
as perfectly maintained by the mere rigidity of the wall in which
they are inserted in other cases as in the name of a cathedral
there is sufficient mass in the "antique pillars' massy proof" to carry
down any lateral pressure and then the counter-thrust of adjacent
arches results as already noticed in a composition of force which is
A buttress where a buttress is
equivalent to vertical down press.
manifestly not required is an intrusive impertinence a buttress overpronounced for its occasion sins by the clumsy officiousness that en;

;

A

buttress which

cumbers by proffered help.
in itself but of which the requirement

is

may be

absolutely

fairly left deprived of its true justification.
Examples of all these errors are salient to

appropriate
is un-

masked

view among some of the

very best achievements of the mediaeval architects. It is well that
we should note this. Moral nerve as well as critical is braced by
not flinching from calling to account, when we believe they deserve
it, even those whom we acknowledge in so many respects as masters.
Some of them may always be called in as assessors in judgment upon
others.
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The buttress never attained and probably is not susceptible of tbe
same independent beauty as the Greek column. It was this beauty
which caused the column to be introduced so frequently as a purely
ornamental feature. To this there may be no objection so long as
it was not so employed in a combination which suggested to the mind
that it was degraded from its proper character and reduced to idleness.
A majestic column is an anomaly when it merely supports a
segment of a broken establature and has no real work to do beyond
exhibiting itself. There is not the same objection to the employment
and archiof smaller columns iu trivial but graceful combinations
tectural records can produce many examples of compositions in
which columns and architraves and even pediments are treated very
unceremoniously if we regard their original proprieties, but with a
free grace approaching to playfulness which is not always out of
;

place and may lie very engaging.
The nearest approach to such purely ornamental employment of
the buttress is also in works of reduced general dimensions, as in
In these we often find
the tabernacle work of chantries and tombs.

them combined and grouped with interesting ingenuity and what
called picturesque effect, even when incongruously applied
But the butto screens the solecism is masked by diminutiveness.
tress like the column has unfortunately l>een too often seized upon as
a conspicuous feature available for giving the relief of a certain variety in places it has no structural justification for appearing at all.
In other cases so much attention has been engrossed by the chance
of introducing some variety, that a true structural relation has been
ignored and covered up out of view. A buttress perfectly in place
has thus been left to itself with quite as little visible excuse as
another which is absolutely gratuitous treatment which goes far to
degrade it to the position of one which is manifestly in a useless or
in a false position.
How shall we justify a buttress in the. plane of an unpierced wall?
Not easily, it would seem. Even if the wall is weak, it is in no dan-

may be

;

ger of falling to ruin in this direction the utmost that it requires is
what we have called a pilastral fortifying of its free extremity, or of
The buttress in this position is opposed to
its angle if it is returned.
no thrust, nor is there anything to suggest the notion of such a thrust.
Yet we have not to travel far among Gothic designs, earlier as well as
later, to find buttresses officiously attending the lateral walls of a
porch or a short transept, and even indeed presenting their sides at
right angles to the wall in which the inserted arch of a window or an
entrance does provide some suggestion of a thrust in an opposite
is
direction.
Surely this countersense is aggravated
duplicated
when another buttress is associated with the first at the angle, in the
plane of the transverse and equally unpierced wall.
What, however, shall we say of such buttresses when set at right
angles to each other, where the walls in their respective planes are
really pierced with arches, and a double suggestion of thrust is indeed
not wanting?
It is impossible not to feel that the provisions against thrust are
here literally at cross-purposes. Any thrust of an arch in a front
wall would only be delivered to its proper buttress, through and
across the buttress provided for the thrust on flank, and vice versa.
In neither wall has the arch any true, nor any apparent and expressed
relation to the buttress which is nearest to it; or, if it has any at all,
it is one adverse to its stability.
The two thrusts in fact, so far as they would not counteract each
other, would be resolved in the direction of the diagonal of the angle
the logical inference would require the plane of a buttress as common
to both to follow this diagonal and buttresses so applied are by no
Still it may be a
means infrequent in good examples.
question
whether architecture has even yet said its last word on the most apand
effective
treatment
of
them.
propriate
'1 he
spread of a buttress has a natural relation to tbe angle of
thrust which an arch exerts, or, what is equally important, suggests
The higher the arch relatively to its
to us the idea of exerting.
width, the more nearly will its thrust appear to approach the vertical
and the more easily to be resolvable into pure down press. The more
nearly then may the buttress approximate to the character of a pilaster, and dispense almost, or even entirely with successive off-sets.
The very acute spire of Salisbury, and the acute windows of its tower
are buttressed quite satisfactorily to the apprehension of a spectator,
by the strengthened polygonal and pinnacled angles. What is required in such cases is sufficient solidity and mass of the wall at the
angle to be manifestly responsible for the double pressure. This sufficiency may be emphasized by important pinnacles and by the angles
of the towers being carried up as polygonal buttresses, as in the
central towers of Salisbury and Canterbury.
By such treatment not
only are we at ease as to lateral thrusts, but the sentiment is precluded that the diagonal thrusts of internal vaulting may not l>e
provided for.
There is a not unnatural temptation which is too often weakly
yielded to, to make use of the buttress as a convenient feature, so to
speak, to give variety to Gothic designs however moderate may be the
size of the composition.
So it is that we constantly see these crosspurpose buttresses at the angles of chancels without the slightest
appearance of required responsibility for thrust.
They have been
seen indeed so disproportionately massive and heavy as to give the
;

;

wall by contrast, an appearance of flimsiness.
Nay, even advanced
porches have to be put up with accessories which, if they mean anything in such a position, imply construction too faulty to be left, as

construction so
and coherence.

News.
little

adventurous should be, to

its

own combinations

The motive to obtain the very utmost space for the glazed lights
of cathedral aisles, had, at one
period, the effect of committing tin
buttresses to certain incongruities.
Their
considerable

very
projecan appearance of interfering with the light of the windows
these are brought very close up to them and the excessive reduction of the wall deprives the window itself as seen from without,
of its due support; the thrust which its arch
implies to the architectural sentiment being thrown
incongruously on the side of a buttress
which has its ofhce in another direction.
Arched windows involve the presumption of an arcuated and
thence of a vaulted interior, which in turn demands
expression on
the exterior.
Such a demand renders the solecism of pairs of buttresses in the planes of the walls at
right angles, still more offensive.
The diagonal buttress or the strengthened angle becomes imperative
if the
composition is to have an air of organic vigor and consistency.
A glance over the collections of designs of the great cathedrals
and
more elaborate Gothic churches will give assurance of the force of
this observation.
The implication of a vaulted interior in nnve and aisles is
given
decisively by arched west windows and liberally expanded windowwhether
with
round
or
lights generally,
pointed arches. The implication is no doubt frequently unverified
upon entrance, and not only
aisles but naves also whether in
pointed or round arch styles are
found unvaulted and never to have been intended to be vaulted.
This, however, does not affect the theory, unless so far as
theory
may protest against a false precedent being made an authority.
Theory may protest still more loudly against an aggravation of
offence by useless buttresses
being set idly against the walls of an
aisle which is roofed as a lean-to, while the
compliment is not paid
to critical eyes, by at least
indicating a relation of the buttresses to
the vault and roof of the broader nave
beyond which has a conspicuous claim to more important assistance.
high conical root of a chapter-house, as a semi-cone
a
tion has

when

;

A

covering
chancel has no right to exist unless it covers an interior vault, and
the existence of such a vault seems to be bound to be
acknowledged
by the directions of its thrust being seen to have modified the treatment of the enclosing wall. Buttresses at these
points are in their
If their places lack them and we see
place if ever anywhere.
only
an undifferentiated wall, we may
fairly turn away disappointed, or
even
and not inexcusably
It is much the same when
indignant.
buttresses appropriate in position are seen to die into a
plain wall
below an unaffected and unbroken
parapet.
may be certain
enough that they have gone on their way to fulfil their function of
meeting a line of thrust, but we would fain that this should be more
than matter of faith
that it should be
directly expressed, frankly
declared. It is here at a most
that we
important and critical

We

point,

suddenly lose trace of the framework and articulations of the architectural organism.
A uniform roof covers a vast nave from end to
end the sublying skeleton not
only does not betray its form by visible modified forms, but neither is it allowed such
"superficial indica;

tions as may be
compared to the striping or distribution of spots
which intimate on the skin of an animal, some certain differences
to the parts which it
symmetrically covers.
according
True the media; val architects have left us "no
precedents; we have

to look to Classical architecture to find the
interspacing of supports
consistently carried up to the subdivisions of the cornice, the spacing
of the antifixae, and thence to the ordination of the
tiling anil finally
of the ridge line.
It is even here that the Gothic architect has a
lesson to learn from the Classical.
Let him take it to heart and the

which he loves will escape the opprobrium of
advancing with
unrivalled expressive sincerity tin to the
string-course of the parapet
anil there deserting him
suddenly and completely. The pitch roof
which descends well at the rear of a
parajn-t, i"s offensive in itself
and ought not to have been, ought not to be
beyond possibility of
haimonized combination; a defect less
Important tat More easily
dealt with would be a certain definition on
roofing and ridge line of
the same lines of force which are
constantly so adequately and admirably provided for and proclaimed in the strictly logically distributed buttresses.
W. WATKISS LLOYD.
style

GENERAL MEIGS AND THE NATIONAL MUSEUM
BUILDING.
10 THE J.DITOK8 OP THE AMERICAN AltCHITECT
Dear

Sirs.

Your Washington corres]>ondent

is

July

4, 1888.

:

not entirely in-

formed on the history of the National Museum
Building. I have
not now within easy reference the
papers and records in the case
relating to the original conception and completion of the
plans
finally executed, and I do not suppose that the
questions raised are
of any interest to the
are
public though they
brought before your
readers in the issue of the 23d June in such a
way as to unjustly
reflect upon myself.
I find in a
pocket-diary, long kept, a note on
this subject dated 18th
January, 1877, that Professor Baird had
called on me the previous
evening and requested me to <nve him the
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ideas derived from some experience in erection of capacious buildings and from observations of foreign museums recently made in a
year abroad at his request.
That he had called at my office on the 18th January for further

and found me making a sketch of a building. That he
requested me to give him this sketch to be placed in the hands of
the architects, who subsequently on the 18th February, brought
their completed plans to me with a letter from Professor Henry of
the Smithsonian asking my opinion whether it could be erected for
I went over the designs with the architect
their estimate, $240,000.
and advised the Smithsonian that I had been asked to give a sketch
for a plain brick building for temporary storage of the museum collections, then greatly increased by gifts from the Centennial Exhibition then recently closed, to be without ornament and at the smallest
That I believed that a building of 90,000 square feet on one
cost.
ground-floor, surrounded by a plain brick wall 20 feet high, enclosing
another wall of piers and arches of 200 feet square, and having with
in it a square of 100 feet with a circle of 100 feet diameter tangent
the whole roofed with wood and tin or slate, and lighted
inside it
by clerestory glass at the eaves of each section of roof could be
erected for $100,000 to $120,000, and that the design presented to me,
as worked out from the sketch I had given Professor Baird, somewhat changed, with more elaborate subdivisions which I did not
think improved it, and with a good deal of brick and some stone and
metal and colored decoration could probably be put up for the architects' estimate of $240,000 including heating, water and gas pipes and
drains, and a plain concrete floor over which wagons could bring into
The Smithsonian adopted the plan,
the museum the heavy exhibits.
and while it underwent some modifications during the two or three
years before the House of Representatives concurred with the
Senate in making appropriation for it, it was finally built and is a
Some legislators asked that it have in the
satisfactory museum.
principal divisions a marble and tile floor and the rest of the interior lower floor was covered with matched boards on joists let into
concrete, against my advice, and these floors have of course rotted
discussion

;

away.

I remember that Professor Baird explained to me that he had got
nothplans for an extension of the Smithsonian Building, south, but
ing large enough for the purpose, at less than a million or more; a
sum he despaired of getting Congress to vote. He said he wanted
something of sufficient capacity at a cost which he could hope to
This has been accomplished, and more, for the building
secure.
while not as imposing inside as I proposed, is more decorated both
outside and inside in detail, and has a fireproof roof, which I did
not propose. The motif of the building with me, was the Rotondo,
an ancient circular church in Rome, believed to have been a Roman
market but I fixed upon a square, as wasting less of the site with the
same diameter. This is the true history of the National Museum
Building, a building of which none of those concerned in its erection has cause to be ashamed, and in regard to whose history and
;

design, so far as I know, they have never had any such controversy
as your article infers.
As for the other buildings with which I have had to do they can
answer for themselves. An exhaustive treatise would not change
them and would not interest your readers ; nobody cares who deor built them. Turkeys, chickens and ducks never live in har;

signed

mony, and civil engineers and architects employed or not employed
by this Goverment are not likely to be content that a few out of the
thousands of public and private works and buildings of the counand
try are committed to the Supervising Architect of the Treasury
The
to" the United States Corps of Military and Civil Engineers.
other side is careful to sink the title of Civil and to insist upon dethemselves for this
signating them as Military engineers, availing
purpose of the fact that the two original corps existing before the
war were from military necessity consolidated into one during its
Governprogress, and that then there was no time or money for the
to devote to civil constructions or architecture.
practitioners of engineering and architecture have
monopoly of all the railroads, canals, city-halls, courts, warehouses, theatres, stores, hotels, shops, mansions, dwellings, streets,
roads, dikes, dams, mills, factories, etc., on which they spend
more millions yearly in a single city, like New York, Boston, Phila-

ment or
Purely

this

Corps

civil

delphia, Baltimore, Chicago, Omaha, Kansas City, ft. Louis, and
half a dozen others which might be named, than the engineers and
architects of the United States service, do on the whole continent
But still the constitutional grumblers continue
in the same time.
and will continue their attacks, on those so unfortunate as to be in
Public Service, just so long as the quarrel between geese and tur-

key, ducks and chickens

A

is

not finally settled.

M.

C. MEIGS.

Advices from
VILLAGE ox THE WHITE SKA DESTROYED nv ICE.
the fishing village of Kerschkaranza, in Kola, a peninsula on the White
Sea, describe a wonderful phenomenon, new in Arctic annals, which
took place on January 5th last. At 4 o'clock in the morning the inhabitants were awakened by a series of heavy, dull detonations, like heavy
Shortly afterward a great ice wall to the Northwest, several
artillery.
hundred feet high, was seen to be moving toward the village, doubtless
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The ice
consequence of the pressure of the ocean of ice outside.
came slowly but irresistibly onward, and passed over the village,
which they completely erased, and kept onward for a mile inland. The
ice travelled a mile and a half in four hours.
The villagers saved their
lives, but little else.
Philadelphia Press.
in

hills

A LARGE CLOCK. A new clock weighing 2 1-2 tons lias just been
placed in the tower of the Glasgow University, similar to the great clock
at Westminister. The frame of the clock newly erected is horizontal
and of cast-iron planed. It is 01-2 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 1 1-2 feet
in depth.
It is supported on beams built into the wall of the
tower, so
as to obviate vibration. The wheels, which are of gun-metal, can be
moved separately, as the pivot holes are screwed to the frame. The
main wheels of the striking and quarter trains are 20 inches in diameter,
and attached to them are cams to lift the hammers, which are fixed in
iron frames connected with the clock by cranks, and having a check
spring to prevent vibration. The weight of the hammer that strikes
the hour is 120 pounds and it is lifted 10 inches. There is an automatic
apparatus attached to the clock, which stops the quarter peals at night,
and starts them in the morning. The escapement of the going part is
known as the double three-legged gravity, invented by Lord Grimthorpe,
The pendulum is of zinc and iron to counteract influences of temperature.
The tubes are arranged so that the expansion of one raises the
centre of gravity while that of the other lowers it. The bob of the pendulum is cylindrical, and weighs 3 cwt., and the beat is 1 1-2 sec. The
" bolt and
shutter" appliance of the nobleman already named, maintains the motion while the clock is being wound.
Messrs. J. B. Joyce
& Co., Whitechurch, Shropshire, manufactured the clock. Engineering.

TRADE statistics, whether commercial, manufacturing or financial,

present
that is deserving of notice. Financiers are keeping a sharp eye
markets, and especially all markets for bonds and securities. Banking
interests are not satisfied with the restricted volume of business and low
rates ruling. The Commercial Agency reports are written in a spirit of
cheerfulness and hopefulness. Private circulars of money lenders and business houses breathe a spirit of confidence in better conditions in the near
future.
This confidence seems well grounded, but no sudden and widespread activity is probable. The conservative managment that has prevailed
will continue.
The restriction of production will be kept up until demand
Prices need not improve to
proves itself strong enough to absorb more.
this
about, and probably will not on account of the enormous waiting
bring
The word of money lenders as to the coming activity is not alcapacity.
ways reliable, but at present, facts and conditions warrant the views they
entertain and express. Building has not been as backward as was supposed.
The West has forged ahead, Reports this week from Chicago, St. Paul,
Dulnth and Omaha in the Northwest, and from Little Rock, Memphis, and

very

on

little

all

interior towns in the West and Southwest show, as judged by the
absorption of iron, steel, lumber and brick, as heavy constructions as last
The
work is different in many respects from last year. Extensions
year.
and improvements take a great deal more material this year. The firmness
of prices in a'l or nearly all material show that building has been active.
The saw and planing mills have not been obliged to stop. Our advices show
that with few exceptions, lumber, doors, sash, etc., are in active demand.
It is true stocks are large, but the industry is under control of combinations.
The price combination on sash, doors and blinds failed recently, not because
of enormous stocks, but because members wanted to be at liberty to cut
Chicago is using up more lumber
prices for the fall trade if they want to.
this year than last. The country trade is absorbing more.
Michigan maim
facturers assert they have sold more lumber this year to go East than evei
before ; yellow-pine manufacturers certainly have. The use of iron has
been almost as heavy as if we eliminate the decreased railroad consumption.
The structural mills are as busy. All the brick-makers west of the mountains
are as busy. Small machinery makers turned out as much machinery for
this half year as last.
Car-building is now falling off; but boat and ship
building is coming up. All the yards on the Delaware are crowded. The
Pacific Coast yards are busy. Lake-craft builders have a full season's work
on hand. Water-way competition is steadily increasing, and it is giving the
railroad companies lots of trouble, along with the "Soo" tiger that is
As fast as older channels of
creating distress among the trunk lines.
activity become gorged with producing and distributing facilities, just so
fast does enterprise break over the bank and dig new channels.
Our
experience shows that there is no definable limit to the new channels that
can be opened. The past twelve months have shown that comparatively
unknown industries can be established and built up. The younger men
connected with manufacturing interests are making strides that reveal to
the older heads that we are but in the infancy of our development. The larger
engine, boiler and general machinery makers are now contracting for a great
deal of fall and winter work. In fact a substitution of improved machinery
is taking place everywhere on account of the competition at work.
Margins
are narrow everywhere, and a machine that will do more or better work,
and use less coal, drives, or threatens to drive those out who do not get the
best types and products of mechanical ingenuity: hence much of the visible
activity in our machine-shops is not altogether due to an actual expansion of
capacity, but to the necessity for providing better machinery to do
the work now at our doors.
The iron-makers will probably resume work
late this month.
The coal-producers are mining and selling more coal
than last year. The anthracite coal region is four days ahead of last year.
Hardware, especially for building purposes, is in active demand. Wagon
and carriage makers have as many men employed as three months ago.
The textile industry is as it has been for three months
busy in cotton,
dull in wool.
Boot and shoe manufacturers are maintaining last year's
record. There is no pronounced weakness anywhere, but the volume of
business for the first six months of the year, according to clearing-house
exchanges, show a decline of a trifle under 10 per cent as against first six
months last year. There is an easier feeling in industrial circles over the
Industrial
practical postponement of the tariff agitation until next winter.
managers believe that the square presentation of the issue of high or low
duties will result in a verdict in favor of high duties.
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The Dececo Water-Closet

is the only
The above out.
siphon closet which is complete in itself.
a middle section shows "all that there is to it."
A little water poured into the bowl, whether
from a tank or by hand, starts the siphon and discharges the contents.
Less than two quarts of
water will do this, but the best effect is secured with the use of two gallons or mere.

line of

Water overflowing into the weir below rises up until it seals the outlet limb and the continuing
from the siphon and induces a strong siphonage, emptying the closet with a rush.
The usual method of securing siphonic action, as by exhausting the air between the two traps, is
The second trap is usually " backobjectionable, as the foul confined space cannot be ventilated.
vented " and two pipes from the tank are required, all of which entails no small outlay in setting and

flow removes air

the increased care due to the multiplication of parts.
The cheapness at which the Dececo can be set (for
which will appeal to the house owner.
*

In Philadelphia the Dececo

Is

it is

never back-vented*)

is

an argument

the only closet allowed by the authorities to be set without snch ventilation.

THE DECECO COMPANY, NEWPORT.
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hundred and fifty thousand tons, when, by
filling it with hydrogen, a floating power equal to fourteen-fiftecuths that of a" perfect vacuum would be obtained, while external
pressure would
be entirely eliminated, and an immense Wright of
bracing might
be saved, without exposing the cylinder to
bursting through
any probable expansion of the hydrogen in it; but, even su|>posing that a tolerable vacuum were maintained, and that the

21, 1888..

tared at the

SUMMAKT

tin cylinder was
strong enough not to collapse by atmospheric
pressure, the buoyancy obtained seems obviously too small to
support the weight intended to be placed on the platform. The
platform itself, hanging from a cylinder one hundred and thirtyeight feet wide and six hundred and fifty-four feet long, could
not well be less than fifty feet wide and one hundred feet
long.
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THE

competition for the municipal buildings to be erected in
'
the City Hall Park, New York, has been decided
by the
award of the third prize, of three thousand dollars, to Mr.
B. N. Crawford, of
Brooklyn, the fourth prize, of two thousand dollars, to Mr. Appletou P. Clark, of
Washington, D. C.,
and the fifth prize, of one thousand dollars, to Mr.
Joseph H.
Besides these, a special prize of one
Stark, of New York.
thousand dollars was given to Messrs. Weston and Tucke
rman,
of New York, and another of two thousand dollars to Mr.
Charles B. Atwood, of New York, whose
design had been
placed first by the judges, but was technically ruled out for
failure to comply with all the
It is understood
requirements.
that Mr. Atwood may be further
engaged to revise his design
so as to adapt it to a smaller
The conduct of the
building.
competition seems to have been as fair as possible, under the
objectionable limitations imposed by the programme, and the
Commissioners evidently intended to do their
part in a liberal
spirit, although in our opinion the withholding of the
highest
prizes is a thing which can rarely, if ever, be justified.
As
the law now forbids the erection of the intended
structures, it
remains to be seen what will be the next
step.

TT COMMITTEE

of the United States

House

of RepresenT\ tatives has reported favorably a bill for the appropriation of
one hundred and fifty thousand dollars to aid Dr. A. de Bousset in constructing an
air-ship of a very novel sort. According to
the published accounts, the
lifting portion of the new balloon is to
consist of a cylinder of sheet
steel, having a thickness of oueforty-fourth of an inch, or about that of
six hun-

good tin-plate,
fifty-four feet long, and one hundred and thirty-eight feet
diameter.
The ends are to be made conical, and it is
hardly

dred and
in

necessary to say that the interior is intended to be braced in
to keep the thin cuticle from
collapsing by its own
In order to make the structure float in the
weight.
atmosphere,
it is intended, instead of
filling it with hydrogen, to exhaust
the air contained in it.
It is calculated that the
with

some way

cylinder,
bracing, will weigh about two hundred and sixty thousand
and
it will
pounds,
displace a volume of air which at the sealevel, and under the standard conditions, will
weigh seven hundred and twenty thousand pounds, so that the net
lifting-power,
provided a perfect vacuum existed in the interior, would be
about four hundred and sixty thousand
pounds. As it would,
however, be next to impossible to exhaust the air entirely from
the cylinder, the actual
one
floating capacity is taken at
its

only
the cylinder is to be
hung a
is
intended to mount the
machinery
for driving the structure
through the atmosphere, and for exhausting the air in the cylinder so as to raise or depress it, as
well as a one hundred
horse-power electric motor, and storagebutteries for
supplying the electricity to the motor.

hundred and fifty tons.
platform, on which it

seems to

From

us, is the weak part of the scheme.
the advantage of
using an exhausted cylinder, which would, if the vacuum in it were perfect, have
to resist a crushing effort, due to the external
pressure of the
atmosphere, of nearly thirteen hundred million pounds, or six

as

it

We cannot see

KERB,

This would only be about one-eighth of the horizontal
projection of the cylinder, yet a platform, with the
suspending rods
and ropes, would have to be of very slender construction not
to weigh ten pounds per
square foot, or fifty tons in all, out of
the one hundred and fifty tons which form the limit of
floating
The one hundred tons remaining
capacity at the sea-level.
must, therefore, carry storage-batteries, motors, air-pumps,
propelling-fans, freight, passengers, crew, cabins and furniture.
force to be used is, according to the
description, to
amount only to one hundred horse-power, a mere
bagatelle, as
compared witli the ten or twelve thousand horse-power allotted
to a fast ocean steamer of one tenth the size of this aerial
ship,
and out of this a portion only is available for
propulsion, while
the rest is to be employed in
exhausting the air from the cylinder, to maintain or increase the vacuum.
Even then, however,
the burden of the machines alone must, as it seems to
us, nearly
force.
The
of a
equal the remaining
air-

The motive

power

weight

lifting

of large size would be difficult to estimate, but a
pump
with a cylinder six inches in diameter and two feet
long, making one thousand strokes per minute, night and day, would

pump

require twenty days to exhaust the cylinder once, if there were
no leakage, and would need
twenty-five horse-power net, or
perhaps forty supplied from the storage-battery, to keep it in
motion at that speed toward the end of the exhaust. Such a
machine as this, with connections,
bed and
could
piping,

shafts,

hardly weigh less than five tons, and the motor to operate it
would weigh nearly as much more, and two sets of
apparatus,
which, working together, would exhaust the cylinder, independent of leakage, in ten
days, seems to be the smallest number
that would have any effect in
raising or lowering the structure
during an actual trip so that fifteen tons is not, perhaps, too
much to allow for the pumping
alone.
We have
;

machinery

left the

propelling apparatus and the storage-battery to provide
Beginning with the latter, we can perhaps form an approximate notion of the weight which would be required from
that of the storage-batteries used to furnish current for electric
for.

lights in railway trains.

In these, speaking
roughly, about a
thousand pounds of battery is
required to furnish the equivalent of one horse-power in electrical force
during a single night,
and the battery must then he
At this rate, a s*torrecharged.
ige-battery of the ordinary kind, capable of supplying one
hundred horse-power for twenty-four hours, would
from

weigh

fifty to

seventy-five tons, and the duration of the trip would be
absolutely limited by its capacity.
Taking the most favorable
view possible, we will reckon the
weight of battery, motors
and pumps at sixty-five tons, which leaves us
thirty-five tons at
sea-level for
The latter is to be conpropelling

machinery.
nected with the
exhausting apparatus, the pumps which draw
air from the cylinder
forcing it out again in such a way as to
propel the structure in the desired direction, and a good deal
of extra weight in
bed-plates and connections would thus be
saved, but it could hardly be safe to reckon the
propelling apparatus at less than ten tons ; leaving
tons
twenty-five
floating
capacity, for cabins, furniture, rigging and so on, besides pasand
crew, provided the trip lasted only one day, and
sengers
that it took place at or near the sea-level.
Any attempt to
rise above the earth would be
accompanied with a rapid diminution of
The displacement of a :r bv the cyfloating-power.
linder being equivalent to a
weight of seven hundred and twenty
thousand pounds at the sea-level, an ascent to such an elevaaon that the barometer stood one inch lower than at the sealevel would involve the
at this
of a vol-

displacement,

ume of

air

altitude,

weighing one-thirteenth, or twelve tons, less than
aefore, and as the barometer falls, roughly, an inch for each
thousand feet of elevation, the air-ship could not ascend to a

The American Architect and Building News.
first throwing overboard
height of two thousand feet without
all its passengers, crew, furniture, fittings, and so on.

a metallic
probability tint
can be so strong as to resist the
as
full external force of the atmosphere, and yet so light,
when wholly or partially exhausted of air, to float in the
with it, we are quite ready
atmosphere, and lift other objects
wellto commend the idea of appropriating public money for
With the
directed experiments in the art of aerial navigation.
limited essays in military
exception of the successful, but very
in France, Italy and Russia,
made
have
been
which
ballooning
no energetic effort has ever yet been made to solve this great

LTHOtJGH we cannot see much
cylinder, on

any

scale,

We

and lavish enormous

spend millions of dollars,
problem.
We calmly take
on
steamships to cross the ocean, yet
power,
dash by us
which
of
clouds
walks
birds,
our daily
among
in the case of some swalthrough the air at a rate surpassing,
lows, a hundred miles an hour, without seriously reflecting
whether man cannot follow them in the atmosphere, as he has
To our mind, the science of aerostation
the fishes in the sea.
has hardly paid sufficient attention as yet to the ways in which
and stored up for voyages
power can be produced on land,

name

of an electrical

storage-battery
through the air. The
recent experimenters, including
appears to have fascinated
even Captains Renard and Krebs ; yet a storage-battery is a
means for transporting mechanivery heavy and inconvenient
cal force, and Dr. de Bousset's scheme for carrying a huge
means of
apparatus of the kind, to be employed indirectly by
in compressing air
and
pumps,
condensing
motors, exhausting
and then letting it expand in such a direction as to drive the
structure forward, suggests the immense economy of weight,
and saving in friction, leakage and loss in transmission, to
be gained by leaving the storage-battery, motor, exhausting and
and taking up a supply of
condensing pumps on the ground,
air or other gas already condensed into steel or aluminum
to be liberated, under proper control, in
cylinders, and ready
the same way, and with the same propelling effect as the blast
produced on the spot by the burdensome condensing-pumps.
wasteMoreover, in case this mode of propulsion should prove
ful and unmanagable, as seems very probable, inventors do
not seem to have reflected as they might on the fact that a
balloon, unlike a steamship, floats in an ocean of fuel, ready
for use by admixture with a small proportion of a substance
For use in gas-engines, a mixture of nine parts
easily carried.

with one part hydrogen forms a very tolerable material,
while the gas engine itself, consisting of cylinder, piston and
than
valves, is a much lighter and more available apparatus
the steam boiler and engine, with accompanying coal-bin,
which has been used in France, or the leaden storage-battery
and heavy motor which have taken their place in recent exThere is a certain machine known as the Parson
periments.
to the shaft of a dynamo, invented for direct connection
enginf
electric machine, which consists of four cylinders, placed at
and connected together. There is
right angles with the shaft
no bed-plate and no fly-wheel, but the group of cylinders itself
These machines are
revolves about the shaft which it drives.
said to work easily at the rate of twelve thousand revolutions
of the shaft per minute, and the form seems not only admirably
adopted for direct attachment to the shaft of a propeller, parwould be valuable,
ticularly an aerial one, where high speed
but suited to the principles of the gas-engine; and a few
thousand feet of hydrogen condensed in aluminum cylinders
would supply it for a long time. This arrangement would not
the balloon by exhausting or
provide for raising or lowering
of it, but, as we have seen, so much
refilling the buoyant part
that it might
power and time would be consumed in this work,
be better to trust to the position of the shaft of the propeller
for overcoming whatever grades might have to be ascended
air

or descended after starting on an aerial

trip.

of locoreadily available, however, of all means
motion in the air, is that which serves the eagle, the seaSo far as we can understand their
gull and the swallow.
raising themselves in the air,
by
simply
flight, they progress

TITHE most
^X

their

wings,
by taking advantage of a current, or flapping
and then allowing themselves to slide down again, at an angle
which they know how to regulate perfectly by means of their
Dr. de Bousset's balloon,
wings and tail. To imitate this with
we should have to fit it with wings on each side, whose inclination could be nicely regulated.
Then, leaving bekind all other
either
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we

should ascend, with exhausted cylinder, high
a pull of the valve, air would then be freely
admitted to the cylinder, and in a moment we should have, not a
structure of uncertain buoyancy, feebly pushing itself along with
of condensed air, but a mass weighing, with its cargo,
little

machinery,

into the air.

By

puffs

seven hundred and twenty thousand pounds, drawn downward
of gravitation, resisted, or rather,
by the tremendous force
It is not easy to reckon the
directed, by the outspread wings.
exact amount of this force, but supposing gravitation to be pullthe balloon toward the earth with a vigor which would cause
ing

to descend, if the tendency were unresisted, at the rate of
sixteen feet per second, we may fairly say that the whole mass
tends to fall vertically with a force of twenty-one thousand horsethe navigator of such a
power. This, then, is the power that
It

balloon, relieved of
teries,

may command

burden of machinery and storage-batat a touch, in place of the paltry twenty or

its

Bousset must carry such a

which Dr. de
thirty horse-power
the effect of
cargo to secure. It is true that

gravitation iu
diminish with the angle
driving the balloon forward would
which its course made with the earth's surface, but not in a
direct ratio ; and it may perhaps be safe to say that a balloon
like this, rising first in New York to a height of five miles,
would travel thence to Liverpool by gravitation with an averDr. de Bousset's storageage force greater than that which
a
him
for
would
day.
single
yield
battery

M

CACHEUX, the hero, we might almost call him, of the
most thoughtful and carefully studied attempts at improvclasses that have, pering the dwellings of the laboring

recent Congress
haps ever been made, presented a paper at the
of learned societies in Paris, on the methods of guarding against
Few people
accidents, which is reported in Le Genie Civil.
realize how many accidents occur every year. In France about
thirteen thousand persons are killed by accident every year,
and the number of those maimed or otherwise injured must be
In Great Britain, during the last twenty years,
far greater.
there have been two hundred and twenty-nine thousand fatal
killed on railaccidents, twenty thousand persons having been
thousand in mines, and one
nineteen
at
thousand
sea,
ways, thirty
hundred and sixty thousand by casualties of other kinds. Against
this great loss of life M. Cacheux, like a true engineer, believes
that science can provide safe-guards.
Although cyclones and
the casualties due to
earthquakes will always have their victims,
in France and
inundations, which were once very numerous
so
still in less civilized countries, have been
and
are
England,
while by the same science,
greatly reduced by engineering skill,
the diseases incident to unfavorable topography have been much

In industrial employments there are still far too
ameliorated.
to be
many avoidable accidents. In Germany, which seems
rather behind the age in respect to mechanical improvements,
the annual mortality from accidents among working people
to thirty-four in ten thousand, while the
varies from

twenty-one
As an offset to this,
average in France is only twenty-two.
the German law compels masters and workmen to pay for insurance against accidents, but, according to M. Cacheux, this
two-thirds of the
compulsory accident insurance is very costly,
Next
of management.
absorbed
expenses
by
being
premiums
to moving machinery, fires are responsible for perhaps more
casualties in France than any other cause. We are accustomed
to think the French houses models of solid construction in comthat in Germany the
parison with ours but M. Cacheux says
use of combustible materials in dwelling-houses is absolutely
and he
forbidden, even wooden stair-cases being prohibited;
commends the American system of requiring fire-escapes to be
As to the means of explaced on hotels and tenement-houses.
;

in different countries.
tinguishing fires, great differences prevail
much atAlthough the German houses are so incombustible,
In Wurtemberg every male
tention is paid to fire service.
citizen must belong to a fire company and be ready for service
when called upon ; while in Vienna a great volunteer company
not only provides service for the fire engines, but furnishes a
to rescue persons from the
corps of gymnasts, mostly students,
if injured, to the
burning buildings, ambulances to carry them,
and
attend
to
and
them,
flying kitchens,
hospitals,
physicians
the spot
which, after an extensive conflagation, appear upon
to cook and serve to the unfortunate
with

provisions, ready
have been broken up
people whose domestic arrangements may
The same company looks after persons seized
by the fire.
with contagious disorders, thousands of whom are taken to the
and experhospitals in special ambulances, conducted by paid
ienced men.
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before stated, the fees from the copyright system
meet the growing wants of the Library.

to

put in shelving,

etc., to

'fS

several correspondents
have asked us for more
/
information concerning
the threatened action of Congress, in regard to the Conj~\

gressional Library building,
wo <_;ive below the portions
>>!

1

1

!.

i

Ii0i.it

in

i-

which have most
on the question

Congress

real bearing

Mr. Holman.
The three successive appropriations stated in tho
Mr. Singleton, as just real, amounted to $2,:) j.1,600.
That estimate, I admit, did not embrace the cost of the site, for
which $550,000 was appropriated. The site ultimately cost $580,000
1 do
which, so far as I am able to learn, was reasonable enough.
not know that there i* any ground of complaint in that regard, for
there was purchased for that sum an immense tract of land, over 2
acres, I think, in the heart of the city, and with a vast body of solid
rein irks of

substantial buildings.

The

:
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19.

i*

r

l'h-

Clerk read as follows

:

Fur continuing,
Congress
under the control and direc:

tion of the Secretary of the Interior, the construction of the building for the Library of Congress, including the appointment of
nil persons employed in connection
therewith at the rates of compensation, as follows: architect, 9-5,000; assistant architect, $1,000;
1,000; one chief clerk, who shall
superintendent of construction,
act as disbursing agent, and who shall give bond in such sum as
the Secretary of the Interior may direct, 82,200 ; and the service of
skilled draughtsmen, civil engineers, computers, accountants, copyists,
and such other services as the Secretary of the Interior may deem necessary and specially ocder, may be employed in the office of the architect

and superintendent of construction, together with suoh mechanics and
laborers as may be necessary to
carry into effect the appropriation
herein made for construction of said Library building and to be paid
from such appropriation ; for the construction of the western front of
the building, the reading-room, and the book repositories connected
therewith, $500,000; in all, 514,200; and the Secretary of the Interior
is hereby authorized to contract for any portion of the said western
front of the building, reading-room, and book repositories.

Mr. Holman.
I move to strike out the last word in order to say
a few words on this provision of the bill. The inquiries which have
been made lately into the subject of this Library building tend to
raise a doubt as to whether upon the present plan the work should
proceed. I hold in my hand the report made to this House by the
House Committee on the Congressional Library at the first session
of the last Congress, and I ask the Clerk to read the paragraph

which

I

have marked.

The Clerk read

as follows

It is

$7,000,000.

:

The measurements of these architects, together with the figures of
the steady growth of the collections reported by the Librarian, demonstrated that no possible enlargement of the Capitol which would be
agreed to as feasible could possibly afford accommodation for more
than a few years' increase, after which we should be confronted at last
by the necessity of a separate building, after incurring all the cost of
building on to the Capitol a costly annex of stone and iron, unfitted for
any other purpose. Any enlargement of the Capitol which would accommodate the Library even as it stands, with room to arrange it, would
cost much more than a separate building, because it must necessarily
be constructed in the same costly style, with carved Corinthian archiMr. Walter, the former Architect of the Capitol, estimated
tecture.
the cost of an extension of the west front at $4,500,000. The present
Architect, Mr. Clark, estimates it to cost $4,200,000, while the plan of
a building adopted by the committee is to cost only $2,323,600.
I wish to call attention to the fact that according to the report of
the committee to the House the cost of the building was to be
$2,323,600. There were two projects before Congress. One was
the enlargement of the present Library and the argument in favor
of that project was that for
the purpose of a Conaccomplishing
gressional Library, the Library must be easrly accessible to the two
;

Houses of Congress.
For this reason the Library had remained in its present location,
having been enlarged from time to time and greatly improved within the last twenty-five years, and made as nearly as possible fireproof, an expenditure altogether, I think, of $750,000 having been
made upon it with the view of the Library being retained in its
present location for the convenience of the two Houses of Congress.
In opposition to the plan of enlarging the Library in its existing location was the plan of having a separate Library building at some
point away from the Capitol.
The report stated the fact that one architect had estimated the
cost of the enlargement of the old Library rooms at $4,500,000;
that Mr. Clark, the Architect of the Capitol, had estimated the cost
The report then went on to say that the plan of a
of $4,200,000.

separate building was more economical, because on the plan named
then pending the cost would be $2,323,600. I now ask
the Clerk to read from the volume I have sent to the desk the paragraph to which I have referred from the remarks of the Hon. Mr.
Singleton, to show exactly the appropriation which it was stated
would be required for the completion of the building as proposed in
the bill.
The Clerk read as follows :
in the bill

The appropriations asked for will be $500,000 to begin the work,
$1,000,000 at the next session to continue it, and $823,600 at the succeeding session to complete it. This, of course, does not embrace the
purchase of a site. It is confidently believed that these sums will finish
the building so far as needed at present and for many years to come
and no further outlay need be made by the Government, utilizing, ai
;

number

to inquire into these matters, and some inquiries have
The committee finds that the lowest sum named by any
architect as the probable cost of this building, instead of being $J,its

Building for the Library of

now is, what ought to be done in the present state of
now known that the lowest estimate for this building
The House some months ago directed a committee of

question

tilings?

been made.
323,600,

is

$7,000,000.

Mr. Weaver.
What is the highest estimate?
Mr. Handall.
About $1 2,000,00
Mr. Holman.
The lowest estimate is $7,000,000 for a building
which is to be much larger than the great structure known as thu
State, War and Navy I) -p.iritn -m. building; anltlus is to aucomutj).

date a library containing a collection of books which,
valued at $750,000.

I

believe,

is

Mr. Chairman, I do not wish to throw the slightest reflection upon the gentleman from Mississippi, Mr. Singleton, who reported this
bill to the House
The bill was frequently before thu
originally.

House previous to that time. Th" gentleman who reported the bill
certainly acted in good faith, believing the statements mile in hit
II
was
report and in the speech which he made to the H-jue.
authorized by the bast information which could be obtained on the
the subject.
And I desire to disclaim at once any thought of casting
the slightest imputation on his motive. He is not n MV a mam'xjr of
House, but I simply call the attention of the committee to the fact
that the House of Representatives was deceived or misled in reference to this matter, whether such was the intention or not.
There can be no question, Mr. Chairman, that this House was deceived in the passage of the bill in reference to this Congressional
Library. That measure had been defeated whenever brought in,
and the large expenditure now shown to be inevitable was suggested
as the probable cost, for the original sum suggested was $3,000,000,
and so long as it remained at that sum it could not command a maWhenever it was attempted to be passed on
jority of the House.
that basis

it

always

failed.

It

came

in the

Forty-seventh Congress,
finally it was brought
before the Forty-ninth Congress, with the report to which I have

and again

in the Forty-eighth Congress,

and

called attention.
were told then that here

We
is a structure which can be
cheaper
than you can enlarge the present Library for almost half what the
of the present Library will cost. On that statement,
enlargement
as I think it was understood by the House, on the motion to suspend
the rules and pass the bill on a yea-and-nay vote, there were yeas
So the House passed the bill which had repeatedly
159, nays, 68.
before that time passed the Senate but had always been defeated,
or at least been postponed, in the House.
I take it for granted that the gentlemen were deceived.
The
House was certainly deceived as to what kind of a measure it was
entering upon. It is not the question now whether the House would
enter upon the building of a Library building to cost $7,000,000 or
more that is not the question. The question is, whether the House
of Representatives can consent that legislation shall stand which
has been the result of clear misapprehension.
I do not ear,: whether fraud was intended by any person or
whether deception was intended by any
but the important
person
fact is that in the passage of the bill the House itself acted under a
misapprehension of the facts. They were assured the building
would cost two or three millions of dollars. They were assured it
would cost less than th enlargement of the present Library. Instead
of that it is now discovered that it would cost vastly more than en;

;

;

larging the present library rooms.
might pass over a difference of half a million or a million of
dollars ; but when the- difference amounts to $5,000,000, or more,
Congress should pause before they carry on a work which had been
authorized under a clear misapprehension of the facts, no matter
whether there was an intention on the part of any one to create a
misapprehension or not on the part of Congress.

We

But Mr. Chairman, I want to suggest this
[Mr. Holman here proposed that a portion of the new building should be used by the
Supreme Court of the United States.]
I wish to add further, sir, that this new
Library building movement has been largely from the beginning under the control of the
Senate. The Senate organized the movement some years ago, back
as far perhaps as the Forty-sixth or Forty-seventh Congress, and a
joint committee on additional accommodations for the public Library
was appointed. It remained a joint committee until the beginning
of the Forty-eighth Congress,

when

the House declined to appoint

28
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But it still remained as a Senate commitpart of the committee.
tee; and under the auspices of the Senate almost exclusively this
whole measure has been carried out from beginning. . . .
its

The measure was prompted by the Senate, was inaugurated by the
Senate, and was passed over and over again by the Senate, and
always objected to by the House until the House was informed of
the comparatively moderate sum necessary to carry the measure into
effect, the plan as it came from the Senate involving practically as
was alleged but a small expenditure, compared with the original estimate of $8,000,000, and greatly less than the enlargement of the old
Library rooms in the Capitol.
On that argument that bill was passed. The question is whether
this House will feel it consistent with the duty that Congress owes to
the country to carry out a measure, of legislation that was the result
of misapprehension when the real facts are discovered early enough
to prevent any material loss or embarrassment.
Mr. Hooker.
1 would like to ask whether there has not been a
plan adopted.
Mr. Kandall.

The plan was incorporated in the act.
In the act that passed both Houses? Do you propose to suspend the work and vary that plan now?
Mr. Kandall.
The same power that made the act can change it.
Mr. Hooker.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

After you have made your contracts.
Very few contracts have been made.
You have adopted a plan.
Yes; but we can change it by law.

Hooker.
Holnian.

Hooker.
Kandall.

Mr. Ryan was recognized.
If the gentlemen
Mr. Kandall.
that the committee

Mr. Kyan.
Mr. Kandall.

now

will yield to

move

me, I desire to move

now

that the committee do

to.

SKSSION OF JUNE
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Mr. Chairman, I had the honor to be one of the
Mr. Nutting.
members of the Committee on the Library in the Forty-eighth Con-

The whole subject of the erection of a suitable Library buildgress.
.
.
.
ing for the United States of America was investigated by me.
The gentleman from Indiana [Mr. Holman] said yesterday he
had been deceived in regard to the amount of money which was
needed to finish the new Library building.
That may be true so far as the gentleman is concerned. I was not
deceived, at any rate, and if the gentleman was, it was perhaps his
I examined this subject with the assistance of Mr. Smithmeyer,
fault.
with the assistance of the Librarian of Congress, and with the assistance of all the reports which had been made by committees of the
Senate and House prior to that time in regard to the cost of the
Library building as it was to be, and I had the plans before me and
I say here, Mr. Chairman, that the debates in the Forty-ninth Con;

when

the act providing for this building was passed the estimates were not $2,300,000 for the building
I hold
complete, but $2,300,000 for the building as shown by the plan
in my hand; the front part and the central part of the building,
I say that at no time and in no place will it
called the reading-room.
be found that any person authorized by any committee or upon any
committee or any architect employed for the purpose ever stated that
gress will show,

this building

I

believe, that

would cost $2,300,000 and no more, complete.

Now, Mr. Chairman, you very well know that whenever an

act has
been passed for the erection of a public building, post-office, courthouse, or custom-house, or for any other public purposes, even though
the act itself provides that the building should not cost more than
$100,000, or perchance $150,000 or $200,000, almost universally that
building has cost from 33 to 50 and sometimes even 100 per cent
You
more than the estimate and more than the bill provided for.
know, Mr. Chairman, that over and over again this Congress and
other Congresses have passed acts increasing the amounts from that
which was first mentioned in the bill for the erection of the building ;
sometimes doubling the amount. If this estimate is now placed at
$4,900,000, and the building should cost $7,000,000, there would be
nothing unusual in the fact.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I do desire here to emphasize in one other
little statement my idea of resistance to an attempt to lay hands on
this Capitol to make additional accommodations for the Library.
What these gentlemen who are attacking this plan want is to break
it up, and then come to this Capitol and erect a building upon the
western or the eastern side of it for the accommodation of the Lithem a foothold that will be and is the
brary. As soon as you give
Mr. Chairman, in one sense the Capitol building itself
plan. Why,
This
illustrates and emphasizes the strength of this Government.

may be a sentimental view,
near to principle. . .

sir,

proceed with my argument. I have here a design of the building
which I send to the gentleman that he may examine it. The building which the act of the Forty-ninth Congress was passed to erect

was

intended to cover 2.9 acres, and it was designed to accommodate
when completed ten million volumes and more.
have now notquite
one million volumes, and our library stands fifth in the whole world
so far as its extent is concerned.
The $2,300,000 which has been
mentioned as the estimated cost of the buildings was simply the
amount required to finish the front part of the building
the readingroom and the front part of the building. It did not cover and never
asserted to cover cost of the building when complete and finished.
In answer to the gentleman from Mississippi I will say that the part
of the building which the $2,300,000 was intended to pay for was this
portion here [illustrating by diagram], and not even to finish all the
rooms in that. This other portion [illustrating] was left entirely out.
In the reports of the committees of the Forty-sixth and Forty-seventh
Congress it was asserted that the whole building would cost $5, 000, 000.
The reports
show that the estimates were
three or four of them
about that sum. The estimate of $2,300,000, to which the gentleman
from Indiana [Mr. Holman] has referred, was simply for about half
the building, and even then it was not intended to finish on the in-

We

side.

.

.

.

Mr. Kyan.

The

rise.

The motion was agreed

No. 65.

I desire to offer a substitute for the pending para-

clerk read as follows

:

That the Committees on Public Buildings and Grounds of the Senate
and House of Kepresentatives, acting conjointly, shall, within thirty
days after the passage of this act, invite from eminent architects, not
exceeding five in number, designs and general specifications fora build-

I will yield for that purpose.
I

XXIV.

graph.

rise.

Mr. Chairman,

[VOL.

but sentiment sometimes comes very

.

I wish that the gentleman before he sits down
Mr. Hooker.
tell us what was the character and the cost of the edifice pro-

would

vided for in the act passed by the Forty-ninth Congress.
I will answer the gentleman's question and then
Mr. Nutting.

ing for the Library of Congress, to be erected on the site purchased for
that purpose in the city of Washington, the cost of the building not to
exceed $3,000,000; and the sum of 10,000 is hereby appropriated, to
be expended under the direction of the above-named committees, to pay
for the said designs and general specifications.
The said committee
shall jointly report to Congress its action in the premises on or before
the 20th day of December, 1888. That the work now in progress on
the building of the Library of Congress shall be suspended and the commission authorized by act of Congress approved April 15, 1880, be, and
the same is hereby, dissolved. That the property purchased for a site
for the Library of Congress, including buildings thereon, together with
all plans, records, and other property of the United States connected
with the building for said Library of Congress, be, and the same is
hereby, transferred to the care and custody of the Interior Department;
the expenses of such care and custody shall be paid out of any money
already appropriated for the construction of the building for the

Library of Congress.

Mr. Holman. Mr. Chairman, I am anxious that at this time at least
there shall be no misapprehension of what is being done or what has
been done. In order to avoid any possible mistake as to the statements which induced the House to pass the Library bill, I desire that
enough of the act authorizing the construction of the Congressional
Library building be read to show exactly the plan intended to be
adopted.
The Clerk read as follows from page
sion Forty-ninth Congress

1

2 of the Acts of the First Ses-

:

The construction of said building substantially according to the plan
submitted to the Joint Select Committee on Additional Accommodations
for the Library of Congress by John L. Smithmeyer, in the Italian style
of architecture, with such modifications as may be found necessary or
advantageous without materially increasing the cost of the building.
1 ask the Clerk to read also a statement I have
Mr. Holman.
marked in the report of the Committee on the Library at the first

session of the Forty-ninth Congress in support of the Library bill.
The first and last of the three paragraphs which I send up cover the
entire ground, first, as to the plan, and secondly, as to the expense
of the whole structure when absolutely completed. I ask the clerk
to read those three paragraphs.
The Clerk read as follows :

remains to consider briefly the plan for a Library building and the
proposed by the bill which has been adopted by your committee.
It proposes a building of ample dimensions, to hold ultimately three million books, measuring 450 feet by 300, and covering about 2.9 acres of
ground. The style of architecture is of the Italian renaissance order,
carefully and economically adapted in all its parts to the purpose of a
Government Library, and with interior arrangements approved by the
Librarian. The building is designed to be of stone on the exterior and
It

site

of iron and concrete in the interior, entirely fireproof in all its parts.
It is a pleasing and sufficiently ornate edifice, without extravagance, and
That this proposed buildwill be entirely in harmony with the Capitol.
ing is none too large for the destined wants of the collection is proven
by a few figures which follow.
The area covered by the building of the British Museum is 6 acres ;
area of the National Library of France, at Paris, 4 1-4 acres area of
the Capitol building 3 1-2 acres area of the proposed National Library,
2.9 acres.
The proposed building, as stated, will contain 3,000,000 volumes, with
It is not designed to fit up the whole insuitable economy of storage.
terior at once with iron shelving, but to introduce it gradually, finishing off the central portions, rotunda, and connecting rooms, and the
The chief element of cost is in the iron
entire exterior structure.
alcoves of the interior, and in a building so extensive these may be
finished in successive years, as wanted for the increase of books.
The most carefully guarded estimates of cost contemplate an expenditure of only $500,000 the first year, about
1,000,000 the second, and
;

;

.
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$800,000 the third, which will complete the building for occupancy in
nil its part-, Millie -hut for shriving one million books, and leaving apace
for the gradual introduction of additional boa alcoves in the coining
fifty yciirs, the- ultimate gross cost of which will not rxrn-il xrtMl.iHUi, or
an average of less than $14,000 a year. When it is considered that the
copyright fees paid into the Treasury amount to over 820,000 a year,
while the pecuniary value of copyright publications received annually
is very much greater than this the expenditure will appear moderate in
comparison with the great resulting benefits and the national importance
of the work.
friend from New York [Mr.
the cost of the exterior
of the building entire at $2, 300,000.
It states Ihe entire cost of the
alcoves for books, as required for the next fifty years, at $700,000,
making $3,000,000 for the completed building as it would stand fifty
I wish to rail the attention of
Nutting] to this report as read.

my

It states

years hence.

Mr. Nutting.
In the report
wording

will find this

for the Forty-sixth Congress

you

:

estimated that the entire building will hold something over
10,185,000 volumes, exclusive of the wall-room in the corridors, which
may, in case of necessity, be lined with book-cases.
The central building will contain about 1,280,000 volumes.
The estimated cost of the entire structure is within five million dolIt

is

lars ($4,1(24,343).

The

cost of the central portion, with the two connecting wings for
of administration, is estimated to be within one and a half
million (.$1,44:J,80).
offices

In 1882, the same statement was

made

Mr. Sawyer.
It is not to the
idea, Mr. Chairman, is this
building I object, and I shall not object if it costs $7,000,000, but I
do object to any architect or any committee which will present a report to this House and ask us to put up a building saying it will not
cost but three or four millions of dollars, and then at the very next
Congress give us notice it will cost from ten to twelve millions of
dollars.
It is not doing the fair thing.

My

:

Mr. McCreary.
Mr. Chairman, I am in favor of a building for
the Library of Congress that will meet all reasonable demands and
be commensurate with the dignity, the wealth, and the greatness of
this Republic
but when we start out to construct that building we
should proceed in a business-like manner.
should know in the
construction of a public
for the United States what each
building
one of us would wish to know when we start to build an edifice for
ourselves
we should know what the cost will be.
I remember well that in the
Forty-ninth Congress, when the bill
was introduced providing for the construction of a Congressional
Library building, the chairman of the committee was asked what the
cost would be.
The chairman said on that occasion the appropriation asked for would be $500,000 to begin the work, $1,000,000 at
the next season, and $823,600 at the succeeding session to complete
it
which made the sum of $2,323,600. This is what the chairman
of the committee stated when he reported the bill to the House.
There was a report filed at the same time by the Library Committee,
in which it was stated that the most carefully guarded estimates,
contemplated an expenditure of only $500,000 the first year, $1,000,000 the second, and $800,000 the third, which would complete the
;

We

;

building for occupancy in all its parts sufficient for shelving one
million of books, leaving a space for additional iron alcoves, the
whole cost of which it was estimated would not be over $700,000.
It appears, therefore, that by the statement of the chairman of the
committee and by the report of the committee this building was to
cost only $2,323,600.
have bought the site for
Now, what is the situation to-day.
the building at a cost of $585,000, and we have expended about
$200,000 up to this time, and we are told that this edifice is to cost

We

between $7,000,000 and $12,000,000. That is quite a wide margin
of difference, and I ask if that is a business-like way of
proceeding?
Is that the way we should proceed as members of
Congress of the
United States in dealing with a public trust?

Mr. Hooker.

I

do not know how far members of

this

House

may have been imposed

upon, to use the language of the gentleman
from Indiana [Mr. Holman] on yesterday. I will state my understanding, and if I am wrong I would like to be corrected. I care
nothing about who is the architect of this building. I would like to
have a suitable building constructed, suitable not only in its interior
arrangement, but a building whose exterior finish shall be such as to
challenge the admiration of every citizen whose eyo rests upon it. ...

am wrong

I would like to be informed by some
gentleman who
Forty-ninth Congress. I understand that the little
plan which I hold in my hand, and which I saw for the first time
this morning, is the plan which was presented for the consideration
of this House and put on exhibition at the Clerk's desk for the inspection of members at the time the House passed the bill in the
Forty-ninth Congress.
I understand this (exhibiting another
plan) is the extended plan,
comprising the whole. I understand the plan which was referred to

If I

was here

in the

friend from Kentucky, Governor McCreary, which was to
cost only $2,300,000 for the erection of the building and $700,000
for the completion of the alcoves in the interior,
making the actual

by

my

cost $3,000,000, was the first plan ; and nobody estimates now it
will cost any more; than thai to erect this portion of the building.
But if you extend it as it is repretcnted in the second plan, so a> in
occupy the whole ground instead of simply a part, then the cost will
be increased. You may go on and add to it as the occasion reThe purchase of the ground at a cost of nearly &<iOO,000
quires.
was probably made looking to the idea that the Government should
purchase a site sufficiently large for the erection of a building to be
extended as the necessities of the Government might require in
future days and in future years. Therefore they made the purchase,
of the large site, and have laid the foundation ; but, us 1 understand,
they only propose to construct at present a building the aggregate
cost of which will be about $3,000,000.

Mr. Hyan.
So far as I am concerned personally I am in favor
of the constriction of a Library building that shall be suitable for
I have always favored pro|Kisiall the purposes of our government.
But my recollections for the construction of a Library building.
tion is not at fault when I say we were invited in the Forty-eighth
Congress to vote for a building complete in all respects, except some

sum of $2,300,000.
was no such proposition as is indicated by the gentleman from
Mississippi [Mr. Hooker] no such proposition as is indicated by
It was a proposithe gentleman from New York [Mr. Nutting].
tion to complete the building, the plans of which were before us at
In support of what I say, I
the time, for the sum of $2,300,000.
of the iron alcoves, for the
It

;

language of the report of die committee
the language
up the whole interior at once with iron shelv-

call special attention to the

that reported

the, bill.

Mark

:

not designed to fit
ing, but to introduce it gradually, finishing off the central portions of
the rotunda, the connecting rooms, and the entire exterior structure.
The " entire exterior structure " mark the language.
This report goes on to say
It is

precisely.
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chief element of cost is in the iron alcoves of the interior, and in
a building so extensive this may be finished in successive years ag
wanted for the increase of books. The most carefully guarded estimates
of cost contemplate an expenditure of only $ .500,000 the first year, about
$1,000,000 the second year, and $800,000 the third, which will complete
the building for occupancy in all its parts, sufficient for shelving
1,000,000 books, and leaving space for the gradual introduction of additional iron alcoves in the coming fifty years, the ultimate grogs cost
of which will not exceed $700,000, or an average of less than $14,000 a
year.
I want to ask the gentleman this question: Do
Mr. Milliken.
you expect to get a building 20 per cent larger than the War,
State and Ifavy
Department building for that amount of money?
Do you deem it possible?
Mr. Ryan.
When I voted for the bill I relied upon the committee, the official organ of this House.
They declared what the
cost would be upon " the most carefully guarded estimates."
They
presented to us here at that time the plan and specifications accompanied by those estimates.
And did not that plan include the whole quadMr. Buchanan.

rangle

?

The whole. Now, what will be the cost of this
building? A few days ago the chairman of the present commission,
the honorable Secretary of the Interior, an accomplished officer and
a thorough business man, came before the Committee on AppropriaMr. Ryan.

tions

and said

:

"

Gentlemen, I will not permit you to be deceived any longer in regard
to the cost of this building.
It can not cost less than $10,000,000, and

may

cost more."

What

want

doubt not that the committee acted
of that committee, Mr.
He would no
Singleton, of Mississippi, is the very soul of honor.
more mislead this House than he would commit the crime of arson.
He is as high above that conduct as it is possible for humanity to be.
But somebody misled him somebody misled the gentleman from
New York somebody grossly misled that committee, and through
them the people's representatives on the floor of this House, and in
that way $8,000,000 of the people's money will be taken from the
Treasury by deception, if we carry out this scheme.
If the gentleman will permit me to
Mr. Gates.
interrupt him a
moment, I quite agree with his statement of what took place. I remember the facts precisely as he does, and I voted for the bill upon
that hypothesis but may not this building be utilized as a good investment by devoting a part of it to the purposes of the Supreme
Court of the United States and another part to the use of the Department of Justice ?
Mr. Ryan.
I am told by the Architect of the Capitol that the
work can be suspended without any loss whatever, whether the specifications shall embrace a combination of a Supreme Court room
and the Library or whether the whole be devoted to the Library.
Mr. Milliken.
Does not the gentleman know that there is a contention between the Architect of the Capitol and the architect of
the building, and that therefore the information which he cites may
not be reliable ?
Mr. Ryan.
I do not know about that
I do not care to
inquire
into those details.
But I do know, and so does every sensible man,
that it is highly probable that the Committee on the Library relied
wholly on th<4 architect whose plans and specifications they adopted.
in

good

I

to say is this.

I

The honorable chairman

faith.

;

;

;

;
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Now

one or two things is morally certain. The architect who
of $8, 000,000 on a two-million building is either incompetent or dishonest. He can take either horn of the dilemma he

makes an error
pleases.

But has he made the error?
Certainly he has made it.
That is disputed very seriously.
Milliken.
He has made the error if the building will cost ten
Ryan.
millions, and, Mr. Chairman, if the honorable Secretary of the Interior can at this distance of time see a cost of $10,000,000 for that
building, I have no doubt that it will cost at least $13,000,000,
judging from past experience in public-building construction.
Nobody denies now that the cost will be at least seven or eight
That is the minimum estimate of even the parties
million dollars.
This architect, according to the admission on all sides,
interested.
must have been mistaken to the extent of at least $5,000,000 on a
building which was estimated to cost a little over $2,000,000.
But the plan has been changed; and the building
Mr. Milliken.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

is to

Milliken.

Ryan.

be larger than at

first

contemplated.
Mr. Ryan.
No authority to change the plan was given. The
law.
The law declared that the building
for
was
provided
by
plan
should be built in accordance with that plan. There was no warrant whatever for departing from the plan.
Now, the question is simply this Whether, because the work has
been begun and although it is ascertained that a suspension ot the
work can be had without loss, the people's representatives shall
stand here coerced to ratif v a deception and a fraud. So far as my
vote is concerned, while I might be willing to vote $8,000,000 for
such a building, while I might be willing to vote even more if I were
satisfied of the propriety of the measure, I will not stand here and
ratify a fraud and deception upon the people of the country to the
amount of over $8,000,000.
Who is it that has authorized an extension of the
Mr. Hooker.
building beyond the plan agreed upon originally?
I do not know that it has been extended.
Mr. Ryan.
Has the architect done it?
Mr. Hooker.
Mr. Ryan.
I do not know that anybody has done it.
Then why is the gentleman charging him with it ?
Mr. Hooker.
Mr. Ryan.
I am not charging him with it
but I am saying that
the plan and specifications upon which Congress acted were based
upon an estimated cost of $2,300,000 for a building which is now
ascertained will cost over $10,000,000.
:

;

Mr. Hooker.
Mr. Ryan.

Who
It is

ascertains

it ?

admitted that

it

will not cost less

than $7,000,-

000.

Mr. Hooker.
Who admits it?
The Secretary of the Interior.
Mr. Ryan.
We want somebody who is an architect
Mr. Hooker.
about a matter of that kind.
Have not
Mr. Milliken.

all

to speak

those plans and specifications

been

changed ?
I do not know whether they have or not.
The genMr. Ryan.
tleman has asked me that question repeatedly. I do not know how
they could be changed. The law provides that the building shall be
constructed substantially in accordance with the plans which were
before the House at that time.
Mr. Milliken.
I do not understand how you were deceived ; because if a man had never seen an architect in his life, his common
sense should have told him that a building of such dimensions could
not be built for $3,000,000.
Mr. Ryan.
Although these representations were made by the
official organ of the House
acting honestly no doubt, having been
the answer now comes, " You ought to
deceived by somebody
have been too intelligent to have been deceived in a matter of that
kind."
Mr. Milliken.
Why, of course.
Mr. Ryan.
The answer made to us is that we ought not to have
believed the architect ; we ought not to have relied on those estimates we ought not to have placed confidence in the official organ
of the House.
;

Mr. Randall.

member

it proper that my colleague, who was a
Committee, should have an opportunity to

I think

of the Library

be heard.

What I intended was to say what
O'Neill, of Pennsylvania.
of the recommendation of the committee when the House
adopted the plan of Smithmeyer for the building of this Congreslabored for years in this House to get an apsional Library.
propriation to erect a Library building, every one of us knowing
there was not accommodation for the books in the Library or for
the increase of books which every day was growing larger. There
was no deception about it. When the plan was adopted it was believed the estimate covered sufficient money to go on and build a
Library to accommodate the present number of volumes and to provide for the increase which would occur in the next five or six years.
It was believed then that $2,300,000 would cover that expense.
Did my friend understand the building was to cost
Mr. Blount.
from seven to ten millions of dollars ?
I had no other idea.
Mr. O'Neill, of Pennsylvania.
Mr.

I

knew

We
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Mr. Clements.
The proposition made to-day by the amendment
suggested by the gentleman from Kansas [Mr. Ryan] is to retain
this site and ask estimates from eminent architects and
appropriate
the sum of $10,000 to pay for the estimates and plans, so that at the
next session of Congress we may intelligently consider the various
plans that will be submitted in accordance with that proposition.
It seems to me that that is a business-like and common-sense
method of disposing of this whole question. There is no excuse for
those who have led the House and the country into this dilemma.
It cannot be excused, in my
judgment, upon the supposition of an
error.

In private business when

we go to have buildings erected and
of that character we secure a careful and reliable estimate, and
it seldom happens in private business
plans that individuals are
called upon to add three or four hundred per cent to the amount of
the original estimate.
This is only one case in a long line of failures to come within the
work

estimates submitted when Congress was asked to inaugurate a work.
have been confronted with several during this very session of
I will call attention to one or
Congress of a similar nature.
two of the leading ones. ... I speak of these conspicuous instances which have been brought before Congress at the present

We

session for which deficiencies have been appropriated.
sort are occurring too frequently.
In many instances

Cases of this

we would not

have entered upon the work originally had we known its cost or that
it would be within the
neighborhood of what it has afterward turned
out to be. But having expended so much money already, before we
are advised of the full cost, we. are compelled in many cases to go on
and complete it or sacrifice what has been already granted.
What is the case here in this remarkable instance of deception ?
I do not mean by this to cast reflection upon any member of the
Committee on the Library who reported or who advocated the bill
in the Forty-ninth Congress, becanse they were doubtless deceived
just as the House was; but here has been an expenditure of $585,000 for the site. That site we have already acquired, and I understand there is no question but that it has been secured at a reasonable price.
Five hundred thousand dollars has also been appropriated to carry on the work, of which only about $200,000 has been
expended, leaving about $300,000 still on hand. We have not gone
far enough with this, therefore, so that we are compelled to go on
and ratify this fraud. We may call a halt here and then begin in a
business-like way to get a reasonably accurate estimate, and after
making a commencement in the right direction we can proceed properly with the work.
If this amendment is adopted we will suspend the work only until
the next session of Congress, and may still complete it according to
the plan that shall be adopted earlier than upon the present plan.
It has been argued by gentlemen that we should make our plans of
this building in accordance with what they have done in European
nations.
I am perfectly willing to go to the full extent to provide an
ample library for our people. I think it is only proper that it should
be done. But what have we now? In 1884 we had only about a
half a million of volumes and a hundred and seventy thousand pamphlets, the estimated value of which was only about $750,000, I am
advised. It is proposed to take care of these at a cost of nearly fifteen
times the amount that the Library was estimated to be worth at that
time.
The cost, if this present plan should be carried out at the
enormous expense which it is certain to entail, will not fall far short
of $20 a volume on every book in the Library.
I admit that we are not building a Library for to-day only, but
for a century
that it is for the years to come
but even taking
that view of it, there is no excuse for the expenditure of this large
sum, notwithstanding the apology that has been made by the gentleman from New York, the gentleman from Pennsylvania, and the
gentleman from Mississippi. When this bill was before the Fortyninth Congress it was substantially stated, and emphasized twice in
the report of the chairman of that committee, that the whole cost
would not exceed $2,323,000.
After several unsuccessful efforts to pass the bill, and after several
plans and estimates were submitted, the Forty-ninth Congress chose
the present plan upon the distinct, emphatic, and repeated statement
by the Committee on the Library of that Congress, that the whole
cost would be $2,323,000, except certain shelving and interior work
which might be needed in the years to come after the Library had
grown, and that this additional work which might be required
.
.
within the next fifty years would not cost more than $700,000.
1 did not vote for this bill in the last Congress, yet I repeat that I
am willing to vote every dollar necessary for a commodious, durable,
and reasonably handsome building for the Library. But I am not
willing to vote to squander three or four times the necessary amount
in order to follow in the footsteps of the oppressive and extravagant
monarchies of the Old World.
.

Mr. Blount.
Mr. Chairman, this is not a question as to whether
or not the plan of this building is what it should be nor is it, sir, a
matter for us to inquire into as to what France has done, or England
has done, or some other great nation has done in the same connection.
are confronted with a monstrous imposition, and the honor of this
body requires that it should pause and inquire into that imposition.
In the Forty-ninth Congress the House was asked to vote a
;

We
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Library building Recording to the plan then submitted. It was estimated that the cost of Unit
would be about S3, 000,000.
building
Not one line in the report of the distinguished gentleman from
Mississippi, Mr. (Singleton, not one line in his speech, not one line of
the debate in the House or in the Senate, suggested the thought that
the amount was to pass beyond S3,000,000. To-day a Cabinet officer
discovering the imjiosition, after eareful, intelligent, delil>erBtc consideration, surrounded by experts to counsel him, has felt impelled
to go before a leading committee of this House and communicate tlie
astounding fact that notwithstanding what has been done in the past
the building is likely to cost from seven to ten million dollars more
than twice the original estimate, possibly three times the original
;

estimate.
Will this House hear it V He tells you at an hour when
you are not committed to the plan, when only the first wing is proposed to be commenced, that you may have fair notice that you are
leaping into a terrible job.
Why, sir, if we do not stop here in the
midst of these facts, if we do not suspend this building here, the
country will have a right to think this is a fine field for the lobbyist

Mr. Milliken.
Does the gentleman say there is a job in this?
Mr. Blount. The gentleman has had his time and ought not to
take mine. I decline to yield to the gentleman. I have only five
minutes.
I think there are two sides to this question.
Mr. Milliken.
Do not get excited over it.
I hope my friend will not interrupt me.
There is
Mr. Blount.
no propriety in that.
I have asked a simple question, which I think
Mr. Milliken.
the gentleman ought to answer.
Mr. Blount.
I say when it appears that a joint committee has
made five reports in several Congresses, that there has been one persistent plan to put that building nowhere else except at the east
front of this Capitol; one persistent plan for a building to cost
33,000,000 which turns out to be 910,000,000, it is time for this
House to stop, to refuse to vote a dollar to begin tie novo and say
"
what sort of Library are we to have ? Let us first determine upon
a plan and then determine upon the appropriation." There is but
one course left to this House. The last Congress was miserably
deceived as to the cost of this work. If it had then been ascertained
it would cost 810,000,000 every gentleman will concede the impossi. .
bility of having passed the act through both branches of Congress.
Mr. Chairman, I opposed this building originally. I never liked
its surroundings.
I never liked the persistent purpose that no piece
I never liked the persisof ground except one should be selected.
tent claim that no plan but one was satisfactory and should be seI am not surprised at this hour, after a struggle for years,
lected.
that we should have the disclosure of a Cabinet officer coming and
calling the attention of this House to the fact that whatever is done
hereafter should be deliberately done. If the House means to carry
out the plan of the original schemers, let the responsibility rest where
;

.

it

belongs.

is

the ]>l;m [exhibiting

it]
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ujwn which

I

voted for one win<' of the

The plan
bnfldingi and the main reading-room with ito alcoves, ete.
of the whole building, when completed, Is for a building that will
accomodate eleven million volumes, and the idea is not thought of
by Mr. Smithmcycr nor even broached to Congress, that it should
be gone on with at once. To build thus much, which can be done for
82,400,000, will accommodate the existing Library and its prohahlu
increase, allowing for the natural growth of authorship and publication, two sets of ail American books lieing contributed to the Library.
I
Mr. Blount.
just want to ask the gentleman whether he claims
that the plan he holds in his hand and upon which he says he voted,
is the plan that Is to be found in the
report of the Committee on the
Library, of which Mr. Singleton was chairman.
Mr. Browne, of Indiana.
If it is not, that is not the fault of the
architect.

Mr. Kelley.
I have not read the report through.
This is the essential plan of the building, which can l>e elaborated as time
may
disclose the need for further space.
And, sir, instead of no competition having been invited, this
encountered
the
gentleman
competing
plans of forty-one American and foreign architects. Through seven
Congresses, fourteen long years, he was before the Library Committees and the Committees on Public Buildings, and his
plans were
scanned and were finally adopted, and the leading authorities on the
other side of the Atlantic, as they express themselves in the
journals
of architecture and engineering, all say that the world has the
plan
of a perfect library building in the plan of John L.
Smithmeyer for
the National Library at Washington. There is not a want
unpro
vided for. Maps, charts, music
everything of that character may
be provided for in the flat compartments which are embodied in tin's
I trust no measure will
plan, while the books are to fill the alcoves.
be adopted to modify the plan, and say that the American
Congress
shrinks from giving to posterity a building superior to structures in
other lands designed for similar purposes, and equal to the probable
exigencies of the country for a century to come. Two million four
hundred thousand dollars will build this structure in such a manner
as to meet the public wants for many yean.
Mr. Randall
Mr. Chairman, it has been claimed that there was
no misinformation given to the House in the Forty-ninth
Congress
touching the amount of money this building was to cost and a statement has been made that " plan No. 1," as indicated a moment ago,
was the plan which was in contemplation when 92,300,000 or thereabouts was fixed as the probable cost. I do not see how
gentlemen
can reconcile such a statement with the fact that
immediately upon
the work being undertaken under that law, and in
pursuance of that
statement, there was dug a foundation for a building that was to
cover the entire space purchased.
Mr. Kelley.
Oh, I think that is not the case.
Mr. Randall.
I know it is the case.
I am not a judge whether a man is
competent to be an architect,
except as I learn his capacity from others, or as I see with my own
.
.
eyes the results of his work.
I want to deal with this subject impartially
the Committee on
Appropriations want to do so. In the measure reported as a part of
this bill they have taken care to get rid, so far as possible, of this
commission, and to throw the responsibility entirely upon the single
Cabinet officer who has communicated to the Committee on Appropriations the facts stated by the gentleman from Georgia [Mr.
have, therefore, decided that the commission should r
Blount].
put out of existence, and that the $500,000 appropriated should
under the care and custody of the Secretary of the Interior. Th
proposition as embraced in the bill was a wise one. The one proposed by the gentleman from Kansas may be wiser ; the House can
;

.

Mr. Chairman, that that amendment will not
pass, for the reason that it proposes a new scheme, whereas I believe
we have a foundation already laid which will serve every purpose,
and I think I can offer an amendment which will meet the occasion
and will be satisfactory to the House. I offer the amendment which

Mr. Gay.

I hope,

I send to the desk.

The amendment was

read, as follows

;

We

:

i

I

That hereafter, until further authorized by Congress, all further expenditures in construction on the Congressional Library building shall
be restricted to the erection and completion of that portion of said building to be erected on the plan represented by plan No. 1, herewith submitted.

Mr. Gay.
is

satisfactory

Mr. Chairman, I think, as I said before, that this plan
to Congress and the country, and if we restrict further

appropriations for construction to the foundation already laid, that
will keep the outlay for the building within the limit which the gentleman from Kansas proposes, and at the same time will leave an
opportunity for Congress, if it chooses, to add other structures at
either end, or to carry out any other plan at its leisure.
Mr. McCreary.
Will the gentleman state what the cost of the
building would be on this plan ?
Mr. Oay.
Not to exceed the

mate, which

is

judge of that.

Debate is exhausted. Does the gentleman from
The Chairman
Louisiana [Mr. Gay] offer his proposition as a substitute or as an

amendment?
Mr. Gay.
I offer it as a substitute
and I would like to say
The Chairman. One substitute for the paragraph in the bill is
pending. The gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. Gay] will have to
withhold his substitute until that is disposed of.
Ine Chair will
;

recognize the gentleman again.
Mr. McCreary.
I ask that the
pending substitute be read.
The Clerk read as follows
:

sum mentioned

in the original esti-

$2,300,000.

Mr. Chairman, I felt disgusted and outraged at the idea which
was prevalent in the minds of some gentlemen that the adoption of
the plan for this Library building had fixed upon the work and upon
Congress an architect who might consider it a life-long job, but when
I examined the matter I found that that was not the case, and that
I will state further that
it was merely his plan that was adopted.
the Committee on Appropriations provide for putting the work exclusively under the charge of the Secretary of the Interior, who, as
other gentlemen have stated, is a prudent and efficient business man,
and who is authorized by the proviso in this bill to employ any architect or to carry out the work in any manner dictated by his own

Judgment
Mr. Kelly.
Mr. Chairman, I desire to say that for nearly eight
years, when in Washington, I have been in daily intercourse with
the architect whose design for a Library building we have before us.
A more honorable gentleman I have never known, a more scrupuHere
lous, conscientious, honorable gentleman I have never known.

Strike out the paragraph in the bill, and insert the following
"
That the Committees on Public Buildings and Grounds of the Senate
and House of Representatives, acting conjointly, shall, within ten days
after the passage of this act, invite from eminent architects, not exceeding five in number, designs and general specifications for a building for
the Library of Congress, to be erected on the site purchased for that
purpose in the city of Washington, the cost of the building not to exceed $3,000,000; and the sura of $10,000 is hereby appropriated to be
expended under the direction of the above-named committees, to pay
for the said designs and general specifications. The said committees
shall jointly report to Congress their action in the premises on or before
the 20th day of December, 1888.
" That the work now in
progress on the building for the Library of
Congress shall be suspended, and the commission authorized by act of
Congress
April 16, 188(1, be, and the same is hereby, dissolved.
" That approved
the property purchased for a site for the Library of Congress,
the
including
buildings thereon, together with all plans, records, and
other property of the United States connected with the building for said
Library of Congress, be, and the same is hereby, transferred to the care
and custody of the Interior Department ; the expenses of such care nd
:
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custody shall be paid out of any money already appropriated for the
construction of the building fur the Library of Congress."

Mr. liolman,
I niove to amend the substitute by adding what I
send to the desk.
The Clerk read as follows:

And the said committee shall also inquire into the practicability of
securing proper Library accommodation! for Congress and the District
of Columbia by constructing a Library building and for a public library
on one of the public parks of the city of Washington, at a cost not exceeding *!2,000,000, in which shall be deposited from time to time the
surplus books accumulated in the Congressional Library, or that shall
hereafter so accumulate, not required for the use of Congress, and said
public library shall be open to all the citizens of the United States, and
report thereon.
Mr. Holman.
Although that expresses my viewgj I will withdraw it.
The question recurred on Mr.
of the

llyan's substitute for the paragraph

bill.

Mr. Nutting demanded a

The committee

division.

and there were
ayes 68, noes 34.
No quorum has voted.
Mr. Nutting.
The Chairman appointed as tellers Mr. Ryan and Mr. Nutting.
The committee again divided and the tellers reported
ayes
divided

;

;

114, noes 50.
So the substitute

was agreed

to.

STATEMENT OF THE ARCHITECT OP THE CONGRESSIONAL LIBRARY BUILDING.
[AN unsigned and undated printed document under the caption
above has reached us, from which we make the following extracts :]
the terms of the Sundry Civil Bill passed by the House of
Representatives June 22, the Act of 1886, authorizing the construction of a Congressional Library building, is abrogated, and
"
are to be invited from five eminent archiin lieu thereof " designs
and for the preparation of which six
tects for a Library
building,
months are to be allowed. This really means a postponment of the
work for twelve months, if not longer, without gaining anything by it,
and, besides, postponing the relief to the existing Library in its overcrowded condition, which necessitates the most speedy action. It is
obvious that no satisfactory plan can be made for a Congressional
at least none which could, under
Library building in six months
any circumstances, be favorably compared with a plan which has
been perfecting for twelve years. Nor is it to be presumed that Jive
architects, however eminent, can produce better results in six months
than forty-one in twelve years.
Considerable stress has been laid upon the supposed ultimate cost
of the building, and inferences have been made that Congress was
deceived in this matter. It is certainly not to be presumed that a
building of the magnitude and character of the contemplated Library
building could be erected in three years, and for the sum of $2,800,000.
This edifice will cover 111,000 square feet of area, or about 21,000
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In view of the fact

tliat stability is one of the chief
requirements
public edifice, special care was taken to secure that result, by
the introduction of 'a system of, uniform foundations.
Practical tests
developed the fact that the sttil upon which the building is to stand
is of
varying compressibility, unlike rock, gravel, 'or sand; and in
order to secure a uniform strength for every part of the structure

ofa

(as it will finally be built) and to guard against cracks and breaks in
the superstructure (which occur at junctions of walls built at different times, caused by the uneven settlements of these respective
walls) it was thought to be a wise precaution to establish at once a
suitable and continuous bed in the shape of a concrete foundation
for the entire structure, which takes the place of a continuous underlying rock stratum, upon which the whole building can be placed at
It would,
once, or in part, without producing any cracks or breaks.
in fact, be a good precaution to build the massive cellar walls for the
whole structure now, and cover them up until the superstructure may
be built upon them.
massive building like the Congressional

A

Library, with high and long continuous walls, requires special care
and precaution in construction.
Finally, in 1886 (Forty-ninth Congress), the committee recommended, and Congress adopted, the plan in question for the Congressional Library building, and $500,000 was appropriated for
commencing its construction. The Act appointed a commission for
constructing the buildinsr, which took possession of the property
acquired by the United States. They appointed the architect whose

plan was adopted by Congress, and commenced operations. The
site was cleared of buildings, stone-yards, etc.
Contracts were entered into for laying the sewerage and drainage, for excavating the
cellar and areas, digging the trenches, and for laying the concrete
foundations.
A controversy arose over the quality of cement furnished for the foundations, but this matter was finally settled by the
Commission, and the work of construction began in earnest, and has
since been pushed forward energetically, and in accordance with
Plan No. 1. To stop the work now, after two years of preliminary
work and an outlay of over $200,000, would be an almost irreparable
error, and possibly lead to all the irritating delays of extensive
litigation.

The plan adopted by Congress in 1886 contemplates the erection
of a Library building which will meet the requirements of the existing Library and its accretions for a few years to come, as well as
Such a portion of
(ultimately) the extreme demands of the future.
this comprehensive plan (shown on Plan No. 1) as will relieve the
This
pressing necessities of the Library should be speedily erected.
would furnish at once the requisite space for the overflowing collections now suffering injury, while the final completion of the building
will not be required for many years.
The plan, for the execution of
which the Forty-ninth Congress made the first appropriation, requires
the construction of a building which will be, when completed, abundantly capacious to accommodate eight or ten millions of books, and
the great multitude of charts, maps, engravings, manuscripts, works
of graphic art, and the numerous productions received by copyright.

square feet more than the State, War and Navy Department buildand about 40,000 square feet more than the Post-office building
New York City. It will be absolutely fireproof, and constructed

ing,
in

of the best building materials.
In the course of debate in the Forty-eighth Congress, a request
was made by the Committee on Additional Accomodations for the
Congressional Library to indicate upon a separate plan (marked
"
") what portion of the adopted plan should be pushed ahead to
speedily accommodate the present collection of books, pamphlets,
charts; etc., making a reasonable allowance for the accretions for a
few years to come, the remaining portion of the building to be
erected in whole or in parts, as rendered necessary by the rapid
The cost
increase of the collection, and as Congress should elect.
of the portion referred to (marked "
") was approximately estimated at $2,300,000 in three years, or 83,000,000 as the ultimate
.
.
cost of that portion.
The House received this information from the committee, and debated the matter, but no action was taken upon it.
It is not fair to regard an estimate made eight years ago as of
value now, its accuracy being entirely destroyed by the fluctuations
in the cost of materials since that time.
Neither is it fair to presume that an accurate estimate of the quantity of material required

A

A

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.]
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can be made from hastily-prepared sketch-plans. Nor is it possible
to make an accurate estimate without a specification showing the
quality of materials reijuired and their kind, whether marble, granite,
The estimate made for Plan " A" in 1880 was
sand-stone, or brick.
based upon a brick building with stone trimmings, brick being about
that time regarded as a very suitable material for public structures,
as is evidenced by its use in the construction of the Pension Building.
The error of regarding such an estimate as accurate is apparent
from a glance at the bids for stone and drain-pipes for the Congres-

C. C.

MESSRS. ALLEN & KENWAY, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

MASS.

HOUSE OF PERC1VAL KNAUTH,

ESQ.,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

MESSU8.

RICH, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.
1TFHIS house is now building near the Riverside Drive. It is pecuJ| liar in plan, the kitchen being back of a large central hall
which runs from dome to base. This kitchen is, however, four
feet below the entrance hall and thus runs up in height to the level
The ground floor is 8' 6" in height and the story
of the parlor floor.
above is a magnificient suite of music-room, central hall, and diningroom. The roof is built after the fashion of the Spanish roof with a

LAMB &

terrace garden overlooking the

Hudson River.

WEST HAMESQ., LAKE ERIE
KENT, ARCHITECT, BUFFALO, N. Y.

HOUSE FOR CARLETON SPRAGUE,
BURG,

MR.

N. Y.

35'x72'; with

wood

9

bed-rooms

interior in part

contractors

E. A.

;

All shingled; hardBuilt for $3,500.

second story.

in

one coat

plaster.

TWO COTTAGES NEAR BOSTON, MASS.

These bids vary from forty to one hundred per cent, and were made from detailed drawings and minute
specifications, while the estimate just referred to was made upon a

HOUSE FOR

general sketch-plan without details.
It is probable that the estimate for $2,300,000 above referred to
would not vary very considerably from the actual cost of the building
shown on Plan " A," if constructed of brick and finished correspondingly on the inside.

MESSRS. CURLETT, EISEN AND CUTHBE1JTSON, ARCHITECTS, SAN
FRANCISCO, CAL.

within the last six months.

MESSRS.
C. A. WILKINSON, ESQ., BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
LAOEY & SON, ARCHITECTS, BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
FREEMAN COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, INGLEWOOD, CAL.
T.

I.

S. J.

PARKHILL &

Co., Printers, Boston.
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is the only siphon closet which is
The above outcomplete in itself.
"
A little water poured into the bowl, whether
a middle section shows all that there is to it."
Less than two quarts of
from a tank or by hand, starts the siphon and discharges the contents.
water will do this, but the best effect is secured with the use of two gallons or mere.
Water overflowing into the weir below rises up until it seals the outlet limb and the continuing

The Dececo Water-Closet

line of

flow removes air from the siphon and induces a strong siphonage, emptying the closet with a rush.
The usual method of securing siphonic action, as by exhausting the air between the two traps, is
The second trap is usually " backobjectionable, as the foul confined space cannot be ventilated.
"
vented and two pipes from the tank are required, all of which entails no small outlay in setting and

the increased care due to the multiplication of parts.
The cheapness at which the Dececo can be set (for
which will appeal to the house owner.
In Philadelphia the Dececo

Is

it is

never back-vented*)

an argument

is

the only closet allowed bj the authorities to be set without such ventilation.

THE DECECO COMPANY, NEWPORT,

R.

I.
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more or less etlirient supervision of the actual operations, and
the officers ap|M>inted for this work exercise almost despotic
With the small official force employed, such
authority.

rr*

SUMMARY:
The British Architect and the Boston Building- law.
The
The Possibility of Vaulting
practical Working of tin- Law.

sTHiAN MONUMENTS.
ILLUSTRATIONS

Boston,

little- chance of
committing any flagrant violation of it without
Unlike the
being caught and punished, and they do not try.
English laws, under which the inspectors devote their principal
attention to the plans, our American statutes provide for a

28. 1888.

Entered at the Post-Office at Boston

X
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authority is recognized as necessary to efficiency, and, although
an appeal lies from the deputy-inspectors to their chief, and
from him to a commission of experts, an order from a deputy to
remove a tier of floor-beams too light, in his judgment, for their
work, to take down and rebuild a doubtful piece of wall, or to
cart away a lot of damaged cement, or dirty sand, is rarely resistcd.
This sort of administration is really the essence of an
efficient law, and, as the British Architect remarks, another important merit of the Boston law, which it shares with that of
other American cities, is the strictness with which it requires
that minor alterations shall be subject to its provisions, as well
In the familiar phrase,
as more important building operations.
"
any change or addition in, to or upon any building, affecting
an external, party or partition wall, chimney, floor or stairway," in a Boston or New York house, must be approved by
the Chief Inspector of Buildings, and carried out under the
supervision of his deputies, and the disasters which, under
different auspices, have so often followed the attempts of
amateurs or ignorant builders to ''knock out a window" in a
wall, or "do a little cutting" in a floor, or a little digging
about the foundations of their own dwellings, or those of other
people, are here almost unheard of.

TTK.

THE

British Architect has received from Mr. Fox. of Boston,
a copy of the new Building-Law of that city.
Mr. Fox,
in the note accompanying the book, is too modest to mention that he was himself the most energetic promoter of
the passage of the statute, and the author of many of the
best provisions in it, but this should make the warm, and
evidently sincere commendation with which it is received all
the more gratifying to him.
Although far from what its promoters wished it to be, it is one of the best codes for the
regulation of building yet established, and the British Architect
"
well says that " such disasters as that in the Edgware Road
" where defective construction
of
a
fall
(the
building)
played
such a prominent part in the destruction of human life, would
"
be practically impossible in Boston," and, further, that' in comparison with the by-laws of many of our English towns, Boston
ought to be an exceptionally well-built city." It should be
borne in mind, in estimating the value of this praise, that the
ordinary methods of construction in this country are far more
ha/ardous than they are in England. Few English houses
have any sort of wood furring on the inside of their brick walls,
and many of them have not even wooden window or door
frames, while the stud partitions, especially in the older houses,
are very frequently " brick-nogged," or, as we should say,
filled in with brick between the studs.
Compared with such a
structure, the ordinary New England brick building, with its
walls furred with spruce strips from cellar to roof, its chimneys
encased in a cage of studding, wood-lined exterior cornices, its
II

'X

"

"

in the attic, and hot-air pipes everywhere, and its
roaring furnace in the basement, is a mere tinder-box, yet we
may confidently say that Mr. Fox and his associates, by the ingenuity with which the perils of so light a construction are met,
have, while retaining all its undoubted advantages of drvness,
reduced the risk from fire in it below that in the average London house, while in other respects the construction which the
new law enforces is much better than that often seen in England, where, as our readers know, it is not unusual to hear of
the arrest of a builder for laying bricks in "road-sctspings,"
instead of mortar, or for some similar enormity.

air-spaces

not that the speculating builders of Boston have no disto use a cheaper material than mortar, if they think
their exploits in the way of
they can do so with impunity
South End plumbing a few years ago would make that clear
but under the present administration of the statute they have
is

ITposition

II. AV. Fabian, of New York, publishes in the regular
Proceedings of the Technischer Verein of that city a
discussion upon the action of forces in arches which
He applies the principles which he
presents some novel points.
deduces from his reasoning to the vaulted ceiling of the
Assembly-Chamber at Albany, and concludes that, while its
construction was incorrect, and sure to fail under the loading
wliich was put upon it, certain modifications might have been
made in it which would render it perfectly secure, and he is
rather disappointed, we judge, that this should not have l>een
done. We are not sure that we agree with him. Although a bold
and startling piece of construction has a certain interest, it is
not an artistic interest, and the admiration we feel for it should
be carefully distinguished from that with which we regard a
At present we need, more than anything
beautiful object.
l)(|_
'

to

else,

than

pursue the path

of

that- of startling novelty.

beauty

in

architecture

rather

The Americans have amazed

temerity long enough to be satisfied
they have gained ; and they may now
their buildings attractive in some other way.

world by their

the

with

the

reputation

safely try to

make

interest taken by Americans in the sales of the
Demidoff, Hamilton and other famous European collections, leads us to suppose that a similar interest will be
felt in the approaching sale of a similar collection which is
For one reason or
to take place early in the coming autumn.
another, Portugal is a little off the regular line of American
travel in Euro]>e, and few probably know that high up on the
mountain side in Cintra, a few miles from Lisbon, lies the Castle of Pena, which should be familar to English readers from
" Chiltie Harold."
The town bethe reference to it in Byron's
low is somewhat affected by the inhabitants of the neighboring
made more
capital as a summer resort, and was probably
the
late King
of
the
castle
the
selection
still
by
by
popular

IIE great

Doni Fernando as his favorite place of residence. Much money
has been spent in converting the place from its original conventual character into a modern royal residence, and more money
still in collecting together the specimens of paintings, sculpture
and bric-a-brac which now form one of the choicest and most
These collections are
carefully selected collections in Europe.
somewhat unique in that they were largely gathered by the
in person, who was himself an artist of no slight pretenking

sions, painting, modelling and etching with no little assiduity.
castle and collections were the personal property of the

The

and as his successor has no desire to acquire them
to allow
personally, and as the royal exchequer is too empty
late king,

The American Architect and Building News.
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the government to buy them for public use, they are to be
thrown on the market and disposed of to the highest bidder.
castle in Portugal may not be as attractive as one in Spain,
but the collections are transportable, and American gold would
find ready acceptance at Cintra if any of our collectors should
send agents to attend the sale.

A

who
know

use horses for heavy
of certain experiments
\j draught, may
which have been made in lightening the work of the
animals by the use of elastic traces. Some time ago, as Le
Genie Civil informs us, M. Celler, Chief Engineer of Roads
and Bridges in France, expressed a doubt whether the traces of
or the iron chains, by which horses pull their
leather or

rTONTRACTORS,

and others,
find it useful to

rope,
be
load, could not advantageously

replaced by more elastic
diminish the effort needed at starting,
would
which
appliances,
Every one
to overcome the inertia of a heavy cart or omnibus.

noticed that a dray-horse is often obliged to use all his
which moves along easily
weight and strength to start a vehicle
and it is quite conceivable
enough when once set in motion,
that springs in the harness might make the work easier by disof starting over a longer period of
tributing the movement
time.
Acting on M. Celler's suggestion, the directors of the
Eastern Railway of France began six years ago to harness all
the horses employed in shifting freight cars at their Paris
station with traces made of chains, having a strong spiral
large number of horses is emspring inserted in them.
at the station, and the effect of the
ployed in this service
considerable gain has
change has been very satisfactory.
been made in the durability of the harness, and the regularity
the diminution of the number of chains
of the work,
lias

The

accountable.
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XXIV.

architect testified that he

No. 657.

had made the

drawings for the ironwork by the direction of the contractor,
and according to his instructions and, to make sure they were
understood, he had furnished a model, showing how the cantiHe thought that the weight of the bay
levers were to be set.
had been allowed to come on the projecting ends of the cantilevers before the inner ends were loaded by the walls.
Briimmer denied this, and said that he gave directions to have the
masonry built on the inner ends, but no one was produced who had
heard the directions. Several experts were examined, one of
;

whom

carpenter-work was not very good, and
while another said that it was a disgrace to the
man who did it.
third thought that the catastrophe was
due to the insufficient anchoring of the floor-beams, while a
fourth laid it on the ironwork again, and exhibited a model to
show that it was inevitable with such construction.
fifth
thought that many defects, both in the plan of construction and
the execution, had combined to cause the accident.
In answer
to questions, however, he said that he thought the mason was
the person responsible, and that, although bricks were often
laid dry, he regarded this as a violation of the well-known rules
of the art of building.
How the court could have formed any
opinion from such conflicting testimony it is difficult to see, but
it decided that the mason, Briimmer, was the
person at fault,
and ordered him to pay the costs of the trial, and to be imprisoned for three years, and on appeal this judgment was contestified that the

not very bad

;

A

A

firmed.

A

A

through

broken

in service

;

while the horses have done their work

The blow of the collar on the
less fatigue.
shoulders at starting is far less violent, and less injurious to the
better,

and with

that
animal, than under the old system, and the horses, finding
a strong, continued pressure will effect as much as the jerk
which was formerly necessary, seem to gain courage, and pull
of wasting their strength in inefsteadily and directly, instead
the
six years of trial, the directors of
fectual plunges.
During
have become so convinced of the superiority of the
the

Company
new mode of harnessing

that

it

has been adopted

in all portions

of the vast net-work of lines under their control.
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of

Mr. Buddensiek seems to have met his reward
to judge from an account in the Buutechnische

Germany,

'

Zeitschrift.

In October, 1886, a building in Hamburg,

which had been nearly completed by the contractor, Briimmer,
were in it, killing three of them, and
fell, while the workmen
more. Two experts, an architect and
seriously injuring four
the official inspector of buildings, examined the ruins, and decided that the imme'diate cause of the fall was the giving way
of a bay-window, which was partly built, and, by its collapse,
had shaken the neighboring walls so much as to overthrow
them. It was ascertained that the bay was to have been supported
on projecting iron beams, or cantilevers, and that these were in ;
but the walls had not been built up on the inner ends, so as to keep
them from being overbalanced by the weight of the bay, and a

temporary support, which seems to have been inadequate, had
In any case, it appears to have
been set up under the bay.
been rather doubtful if the iron construction, even when comhave held the bay securely, and the evidence
pleted, would
showed that the materials used in the building were generally
hurried and bad.
The mortar, parpoor, and the workmanship
and the bricks seemed to have
ticularly, had little cohesion,
been laid without wetting them. The contractor denied that
He said
either the workmanship or the materials were faulty.
that he was a regularly trained mason, had acted three years as
foreman, and had been a contractor on his own account
It was very unlikely that he would be ignorant
for eight years.
or neglectful of the rules of his art, and his materials were of
He attributed the fall of the bay to the removal
good quality.
of the temporary support by some unauthorized persou, and
the carpenters might have pushed
thought it possible also that
In regard
the wall out of its place in setting the floor-beams.
to the responsibility for the accident, he claimed that if the ironwork, or any other part of the construction, was defective, the
architect who had furnished him with the plans was the one to
blame ; if the carpenters had pushed the wall over, they were

Tfl II E Engineering and Building Record describes an " hydrau^ lie shovel," which has been used in the work on the Forth
Bridge with good effect. In sinking the caissons for this
huge structure a stratum of boulder clay was found, so hard
that the pick would remove only pieces about as large as a man's
fist, and the labor of excavation was very costly and fatiguing
in consequence, the more so as it was necessarily carried on in
an atmosphere under considerable pressure. Under these circumstances, it occurred to Mr. Arrol, who has already invented
on the spot many useful appliances for the work, that the iron
roof of the caisson might be made to serve as a resisting point,
the reaction of which would help to drive a shovel into the clay.
To make this available, large shovels were made, witli handles
consisting of hollow cylinders, in which moved pistons carrying
The handles were long enough to
the blade of the shovel.
reach nearly to the ceiling of the caisson, and were furnished
with supply-pipes and valves.
The working face in the clay
was about fifteen inches deep, and the spades, exhausted of
water, were set with the blades a little back from the face.
By

turning a valve, water under pressure was admitted to the cylinders above the piston, pushing the cylinders upward until
Continued pressure then forced
they struck the caisson roof.
the shovel blades into the clay, to a depth regulated by the
length of the cylinder. The next step was to release the water,
which flowed out of the cylinders, allowing them to descend.
The workmen then seized the handles, and using them as levers,
threw out the shovelfuls of clay, to be broken up and removed
by other men, while the blades were reset for another operation.
The cost of excavation in this way was about one-half that of
removal by hand-picks, and the work was done much more
The exhaust water
rapidly, and with less fatigue to the men.
which accumulated in the caisson was disposed of in a way
hardly less ingenious. To avoid distressing the men, the pressure of the air in the caisson, after it was made tight against
the entrance of the water around it by sinking the edges into
the clay, was allowed to fall to a point much below the hydrostatic
As the clay was
pressure due to the head of water above it.
hard enough to resist the effort of the water to burst through it,
there was no danger in reducing the pressure, but it became
doubtful whether the pumps used for removing the exhaust
water, working in an atmosphere relatively so attenuated, would
through the sixty or eighty feet hoist necessary to reach
the surface.
This question was solved by the bold and simple
expedient of setting the suction-pipe so as to draw in air with
the water.
In passing through the valves together the air and
water were churned into a sort of emulsion, much lighter than
pure water, a column of which was easily kept pouring out of
the upper end of a discharge-pipe eighty feet high, without re-

lift it

Of course, there was a
sorting to force-pumps or air-chambers.
certain expenditure of power in pumping the air, but this was
of no importance.
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reader
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to

horse

whom
a

is

is

a

mere

adjunct of locomotion, a creature
whose ailments are
of interest only in
so far as they affect
tin'

sold

to be
without com-

[pocket,

punction,

to

die

causing a
quiver of sentiment,
a pang of regret, he
cannot appreciate
the underlying love
for a noble animal
which more than
anything else has
led to the researches
which are to result
a love which
in these papers
must be considered the keynote to every success that art
has achieved in the depart-

without

Bronze Head

and a

in the

Museum, Naples.

ment of equestrian monuExtract sympathy
ments.
from the works of any artist

husk

is left, which,'while it may satisfy the eye
for a short time, has nothing to say to the intellect, and soon
looses its grasp on the attention of the passer-by and is known

soulless

not as a work of art but simply as aji obstruction to traffic.
Of equestrian monuments that do not excite the sympathies of
the observer there are many, just as there are dull works of
They are mere matters of fact, and
sculpture of other kinds.
being made of enduring material last much longer than they
should; for the tooth of time bites with difficulty into bronze,
and even marble yields but slowly. In passed ages invasion

Balbus the Younger,

in

to

interest themselves to

fear and haste succeeded in hiding the, masterpiece
which now delights him. When one recalls how many of the
most highly appreciated works of sculpture in our museums were
preserved to us in this way, he cannot wonder at the enthusispite of

asm

explorers or that governments are willing to spend
sums on excavations in the hope that now and then a
Venus of Milo or its equivalent may be brought to light.
The equestrian statues that descend to us from antiquity are
not many, and how most of them came to be preserved is matter
for conjecture, but in the preservation of two of these statues the
forces of Nature aided in a very unusual way. In 1719 the site
and history of Herculaneum 1 were brought to mind through the
of

large

"

Like the neighboring Roman pleuure reeort Pompeii,
HKBCUI.AXKUH.
Uarcuhuieiim was destroyed by a terrible eruption of Vesuvius A. 1>. 79 but
whilst Pompeii was overwhelmed by showers of Darning ashes and pumice-stone,
which have easily been cleared away. Herculaneum was imbedded in torrents of
lava mud. which has sluoe hardened to the consistency of stone, and has safely
1

;

preserved

all its art

treasures tor the benefit of posterity.

art, for it

at

Her-

;

;

nese the marvellous collection of papyri, over 3,000 rolls. Then for some years
the excavations were suspended, to De resumed again in 1868, and then once more
allowed to decline, and, as before stated, at present they are almost abandoned.
The difficulties are indeed enormous, and the work Is very costly, for it Is no
easy task to remove the huge masses of lava, rock, and tufa stone. Still, the
treasures which would without doubt be discovered should amply compensate
the Italian Government for the trouble and expense. The principal building

Msrcus Nonius Balbus,

be taken for granted that in time of siege, for instance, it
was the poor bronze statues that were first melted for use as
projectiles or armor of one kind or another, just as the marble
caricatures of contemporary or former worthies must have
been the ones first broken into fragments of convenient size for
the catapult or of proper weight to drop handily on the
heads of the besiegers.
For the concealment of works of

The guides

oulaueum, who are as ignorant as Italian guides generally are, tell the visitors
that molten lava destroyed the town. It is a pity that many writers have sapported such an erroneous theory, for had molten lava poured into the town. It
must have flowed at such a temperature as would have undoubtedly calcined
marble and silver, and certainly have consumed such inflammable matter as
papyrus. In fact, up to the date of 1036, no fluid lava, according to the records,
flowed from Vesuvius but since that date, like a stream of molten iron, red-hot
lava has, poured eleven times on the buried city. Owing to the excesstv* hardness of the material the excavations are carried on with the greatest difficulty
and as the Italian Government made but slight efforts to obtain the numerous
treasures hidden In the solid rock, the excavations are now almost, if not entirely,
abandoned. This is very greatly to be deplored, as the objects already brought to
light are, from an art point of view, of far greater merit than those found at
Pompeii. The excavations were first commenced in 1720 by Prince Elbo/uf, who
discovered some pieces of marble whilst sinking a well for his country house.
Several fine objects were discovered, which were presented to Louis XV of
Afterwards Charles III of Naples cleared the theatre, part of the
Prance.
forum, a basilica, resembling that at Pompeii, and a few private houses. The
yield of works of art was an uncommonly rich one, consisting of bronzes, marble
busts .-ui'l statues, paintings, inscriptions, utensils, and from the Villa Escola-

the Museum, Naples.

and conquest must have done invaluable service to

may

art

artium
:

there were generally to

be found enough amanti
some advantage to their own
immediate, posterity, and our more remote selves.
Many a
curious ad venture must have had the works of art of antiquity which have survived to our day, and as OIK- pas-,0
through the museums of modern Europe he ought not to forget
his obligation to some group of panic-stricken wretches who in
real

1.

!
the horse was brought
Hriiig forth the horse
"
In truth, ho waa a noble steed.
Ua&epfM"

35

in the

Museum, Naples.

cleared is the Villa Escolanese
at least, It has yielded the finest artistic
treasures and It belonged to a wealthy Roman rich in works of art and literature. Most important to the proper survey and original disposition of the villa
but this, like so
is the admirable plan drawn up by the engineer. Carlo Weber
many of the maps and embossed plans of the first excavations made in the
Kingdom of Naples, was lost. Fortunately Dlrettore Ruggiero recovered it, together with a roost important packet of papers referring to other clearings.
The map is drawn with such care and fidelity that It lully deserved the high
praise of Winckelmann. It is enriched with explanatory notes, and with the aid
of numbers and letters it gives the exact disposition of all the objects. The text,
It stops at the discoveries of
unfortunately, does not follow the whole plan
July 20, 17S4, whilst the plan extends to the work of 1760."
Birmingham
;

Weekly Pott.
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digging of a well, the excavation for which, penetrating the
crust of lava and ashes which five or six eruptions subsequent

one had accumulated over the unfortu-

to the original

ferent times

;

the

This attitude was
pace.
once said to have no earlier
prototypes save in the case
of the Assyrian bas-reliefs
where the same peculiarity
exists, but a closer examination of the frieze of the
Parthenon shows that the

dif-

first seri-

assumption was a mistaken

ous work being begun in
1738.
It must be remembered that the excavations
at Ilerculaneum and Pom1
peii are wholly different in
character ; in the latter case
the city was buried in volcanic ashes over which no
lava flowed, so that exploration there is carried on in
open trenches and excavations, while at Herculaneum the work is true miningwork with shafts, drifts and

Of

one.

course,

like

all

imperishable things recovered from these buried
these statues were in
excellent state of preserva-

cities,

but,

tion,

unfortunately,

during an attack on

Por-

1799, the head of
the younger Balbus, which
was at that time stored in
the town, was smashed by a
bullet, so that the head the
statue now bears is a restoration, after a cast made
from the fragments. These
statues are of marble, and
are now in the Museum at
tici

galleries entirely below the
One of
crust of lava mud.

the most important structures examined at Herculaone
neum is the theatre

in

Naples.

We

capable of seating eight
and
thousand persons
here were discovered and
removed to the Museum at
Naples (with the exception
of one daughter, now in the
Museum at Dresden) nine
statues of the family of Balbus, two of which are eques-

Marcus Nonius Balbus
and his son. These statues
sul

are interesting not only because of the place of their

M>rcui Aurellut,

in

the Piazza del Campidoglio, Rom*.

POMPEII.
Destroyed in 79. In ancient times excavations were made,
to which many valuable relics are probably lost to us, but during the
Middle-Ages Pompeii was entirely consigned to oblivion. In 1592 the architect Fontana constructed a subterranean water-conduit in order to supply
Torre dell' Annunziata from the Sarno. actually intersecting the ruins, and
to this day in use
yet no further investigations were then attempted. In
1748 the discovery of statues and bronze utensils by a peasant attracted the
attention of Charles III, King of Naples, who caused excavations to be made.
The amphitheatre, and other parts were then disinterred. The Forum, the
i

owing

1

Americans

to

whom

a matter of much
pride to have within the
boundaries of the neighboring city even a single public
statue, afoot or on horseback, that we can go and
gaze upon, cannot imagine
the surroundings of a Greek
or Roman citizen of even
the lower class who was as
free as the highest patrician
to derive pleasure from the
hundreds of statues 5 in the
it

the procon-

trian statues,

No. 657.

discovery, but because of the unusual attitude of the horses'
legs, the two legs on the same side of the body being advanced,
so that the horses amble or

nate city to the depth of
nearly one hundred feet,
brought to light traces of
the buried city of promise
and interest enough to en-

courage explorations at

XXIV.

[VOL.

is still

NUMBEB OF ANCIENT STATUES.

tion to conceive the

up from Human

"How feeble is the effort of the imaginaof the public edifices which shot
the conquest of the Greeks! Here statues singly and

number and magnificence

soil after

;

the

Museum, Naple*.
Street of Tombs, etc., were uncovered in the reign of Murat. Excavations,
.after being for many years occasional, are now carried on systematically with
highly satisfactory results.
Alexander,

in

in groups

Amazon, in the Museum, Naplei.
adorned the niches, intercolumniations and roofs,

filled

the pediments

and lined temple-steps, theatres, basilicas, baths, gateways, bridges, balustrades
and arches of all kinds. Like Home itself, all the provincial cities had their
forums, crowded with temples and colonnades, their capitols crowned by the

JULY

TJie

28, 1888.]
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public places of his native town, and much loss can we picture
the contents of those villa gardens of Imperial Rome where
the descendants of the army contractors of curlier days had
collected the artistic wreckage brought by the camp-followers
from the many enlightened and art-loving countries that had
felt the Roman arms.
If we may believe the records many a

Alljrriin

Bl-flief.

private collection in those days would outshine the average
public collections of to-day.

Goth and Hun and Vandal and Saracen and other barbarian*
on the arrogant Roman the violence and robbery that had

1

visited

been served out to those of their kind in other countries, but it
is a question whether art suffered more at their hands than it
did at the hands of the early Christians when they first began
to feel their growing power, and began to war openly against
the false gods and their images.
Being wielded by enthusiasts,
extremists, bigots, the besom of destruction was likely to do
more thorough work than would be accomplished by the

Falling Amazon, In the

Muum,

NapUi.

might, indeed, tip a statue off a pedestal or break off a leg or
an arm in passing, but was little likely to sit down beside it with
a maul and pound it into such small fragments as to be quite
beyond the skill of the most painstaking of reparateurt.
What might have come to us if it had not been for these
enthusiasts, who may be pictured as stern and ascetic as the
most consistent of the early Roundheads, is tetokened by the
existence of the statue of Marcus Aurelins, which is said to be
but one out of the twenty-two equestrian statues which even in
the fifth century of our era still adorned the public places of
Rome.
The others have vanished, some, perhaps, to which
temples of Jupiter, Juno and Minerva, as well as their theatres, amphitheatres,
all adorned with sculpture. In 58 B. 0. Scaurus, it is said,
baths, circuses
used for his temporary wooden theatre in Home three hundred and sixty columns of foreign marbles from Eubipa and Melos, besides three thousand bronze
statues. Agrippa, while jedile, 33 H. C. T decorated his extensive water-works
with four hundred marble columns and three hundred marble and bronze
statues, his work to be continued by others. Domitian built so many passages
and triumphal arches crowded with groups of statuary, frwulringe, and insignia
of war that he became the object of ridicule."
Ifit'chi ll't Hixtnm of Ancient
Sculpture.

INVASIONS OF ROMK.
In 382 A. D. Rome was taken by the Gauls under
in 408-10 by the Visigoths under Alaric.
The Vand.ils under
Genxeric plundered Rome in 455 and the Goths under Totila in 546. Its
environs were devacted at different times by the Huns under Attila (447)
and by the Lombards (755) and the Saracens (846 and 876) and the Magyars,
10th century. In 1084 Guiscard burned the city, and it wag sacked by the
Constable de Bourbon in 1527. It was also besieged at various times by the
Germans and was torn bv incessant civic fends.
1

Scptiiniiis Severns to a place in front of the Lateral), was consequently somewhat forgotten, so that when the storm of iconoclasm broke it was taken to be a statue of the Christian Kmperor Constantino.* and was not only preserved but treated
with special reverence.
Michael An^elo. who fashioned the pedestal from a portion
of a cornice found in the forum of Nerva in lf>.SM, is said to
have entertained the greatest respect for this piece of bronze
horseflesh, and when he designed the buildings on the Capitoline Piazza, wished to remove thither the statue from its
resting-place in front of the Lateran, but only obtained the
consent of the fathers by agreeing that their proprietorship
in the statue should he acknowledged each year, an acknowledgment which is still made in the shape of a bunch of flowers
sent by the Senate to the churchmen.
The strange and moving tales these almost imperishable
memorials of the past could tell can be imagined when it is
known that the Marcus Aurelius was once used as a gallows
from which to hang a refractory prefect whom John XIII
chose to suspend in that way by his hair. In the sixth century,
too, it came very near being lost to sight or at least establish-

From Duruy'i " Ifittoirc."

wanton and purposeless mischief of a victorious barbarian who

Hremmx and

were assigned the Voodoo-like functions of teletmata 1 may hereafter be recovered by following up the indications of some illiindcrstood record, but this one which had been moved in
1187 by Sergius III from its place in front of tin- Arch of

N.ro,

itself after

the

ing
other place where
1

TBLE8MATA.

in

mannef
it

the

MuiMm.

Napltl.

of other peripatetic statues in

might hare been held

in less

honor

some
;

for

"

From the darkest period of the Middle-Ages, or even from the
many cities in Italy had kept the remembrance of the con-

days of antiquity
nection of their fate with certain buildings, statue*, or other material objects.
The ancieuts had left records of consecrating priests or Telestw, who were present at the solemn foundation of cities and magically guaranteed their
prosperity
by
erecting certain monument* or by burying certain objects (Tefesmata).''
" The
Florentines were convinced that the temple of Mars, afterward transformed Into the Baptistery, would stand to the cud of time, according to the
constellation under which It had been built : they had, as Christian*, removed
from it the marble equestrian statue [of Mars?] ; but since the destruction of the
latter would have brought some great calamity on the city
also according to a
constellation
they set it upon a tower by the Aruo. When Totila conquered
Florence (in the sixth century], the statue fell Into the river, and was not fished
out again till Charles the Great refounded the city. H was then placed on a pillar at the entrance to the Ponte Vccohio, and on this spot Buondelmonte was
slain In 1215. The origin of the great fend between Guelph and Ghibelline was thus
associated with the dreaded idol. During the Inundation of 1333 the statue vanished for ever. But the same Telesma reappears elsewhere. Guido Bonatto, was
not satisfied
at the rafoundlng of the walls of Forli
with requiring certain
symbolic acts of reconciliation from the two parties (Guelpbs and Ghinellines).
By burying a bronze or stone equestrian statue, which he had produced by astrological or magical arts, he believed that he hail defended the city from ruin, and
even from capture and plunder. When Cardinal Albornoz was governor of
Komagna tome sixty years later, the statue was aecidently dug up and then
shown to the people, probably by the order of the Cardinal, that it might be
known by what means the cruel Montefeltro had defended himself against the
Koman Church. And again, half a century later, when an attempt to surprise
Forli had failed, men l>egan to talk afresh of the virtue of the statue, which had
perhaps been saved and rebnried. It was the last time that they could dos<> fora
from Burckhartll't " Jienaaianc* in Italy."
year later Forli was really taken."
M A nous ACRRXIU8. Tlie statue was then commonly assigned to Constantlne;
but those who pretended to know better affirmed that It was erected In memory
of a warrior who. when the city was besieged during the republican times by a
powerful king who had come from the East, went forth at midnight, and, guloVxl
by the singing of a bird to a place which the king frequented, seized him and
Frvm Dytr't " ffiitia-f of the City of Rome."
brought him prisoner to Rome."
;

'

:
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Totila,

King

of Goths, possibly believing the

statue

was

of

with it, and it was almost ready for shipment when Belisarius overtook him, gave battle, and as one of

pure gold, made

off

the consequences of his victory redeemed the statue.
More peaceful and joyous scenes have passed under the
as when all plebeian Rome
sightless eyes of the Roman emperor,
in his
rejoiced when Rienzi achieved the most important step
career and in 1347 was allowed to make himself tribune:
then the great bronze horse was made to take a part in the
festivities, and from one nostril discharged wine and from the
other water, so that all who could reach it might drink and be

merry. Traces of the gilding which once covered, it is thought,
both horse and rider, still remain, and local tradition has it that
this gilding is not disappearing, but rather on the increase, and
when the coating is complete the world will have reached its

A companion tradition also declares that when the
Colosseum falls the world will be annihilated.
In the bronze statue of the emperor Nero, now in the Museum at Naples, we have another statue preserved by the volThere is
canic ashes that covered the forum at Pompeii.
who was
something laughable about this truculent personage
in the
not much given to causing laughter in his day and time
way he sits his horse. He seems to be trying to ride as the
end.

initiated coster rides his

donkey,

who

gits

as far aft as possible

[VoL.

XXIV.
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and

in spite of its unnatural position
the severed neck supportattracts admiraing the head upright on a columnar pedestal
tion from all, an admiration which gains by the legend that it
is the emblem of the
In reality it is all that remains of
city.
a statue that stood in the vestibule of the temple of Neptune
in what other place could the statue of a horse be so fitly
where it attracted so much attention, even worship,
placed ?
that the priests finally themselves destroyed it, as the story
goes, but fortunately did their ungracious task but ill and the
head remains to us. Another story ascribes its destruction to
a later date, and the vandal who gave the order for destruction
is there said to be an
archbishop who needed the greater
part of the bronze for a new bell he wished to have cast for
his church.

MARCUS AUBELIUS ANTONINUS, the noblest of Pagans, the crown and
flower of Stoicism. Born at Rome A. D. 121, of noble blood. His father
died when he was an infant and he was adopted by his grandfather, who
educated him in the most perfect manner. The noble qualities of the child
attracted the attention of tne Emperor Hadrian, who adopted as his successor
Titus Antoninus Pius, the uncle of Marcus Anrelius, on condition that he in
turn adopted his nephew and Lucius Celonius Com modus. After the death of
Hadrian and the accession of Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius had the title
of Caesar conferred upon him, and in 140 was made Consul and entered fully
upon public life. In 1G1 Antoninus Pius died and Marcus Aurelius, then
forty years old, became his successor ruling jointly with Commodus, commonly called Lucius Verus, who died in 169. Marcus Aurelius had married
Faustina, the daughter of Antoninus Pius. Many misfortunes occurred in
the reign of Marcus Aurelius
an inundation of the Tiber which did great
damage and caused a famine, earthquakes, fires, plagues of insects and a
fearful pestilence.
Besides, during his reign, the Empire was involved in
almost continuous wars with the barbarians. Marcus Aurelius died in 180,
after a short illness and was deified. His son Commodns (afterwards
emperor) erected to his memory the Antonlne Column now in the Piazza

He

Colonna at Rome.

early

embraced and throughout

adhered

his life

to

the Stoical philosophy. This great philosopher had but one blemish, his
His life was in keeping with his precepts. His
hostility to the Christians.
" Meditations " or "
Reflections," a famous
philosophy is contained in his
work.
A cast of the equestrian statue of Marcus Anrelius, which Catherine de Medici ordered, was set up in the court-yard of the palace at Fontaineblean
(thenceforward called Le Conr du Cheval Blanc), under a roof raised upon
four pillars to protect it from the rain, where it remained until the year
1626.
It was made for Francis I, about 1540, who sent Primaticcio to Rome
to purchase antique marbles and have moulds taken of several famous
masterpieces of sculpture that they might be cast in bronze. There was a
cast of this statue in the court-yard of the Contranda degli Omenoni
known as the Casa Aureleana, at Milan. This house was given by Charles
to Leone Leoni, the sculptor.
Lucius Domitius .Knnlarlms, called Nero after his mother's
NERO.
marriage to the Emperor Claudius, by whom he was adopted born Dec.
15, A. D., 37
proclaimed emperor, 54 his first years of rule were marked
by kindness and justice, and his last by a series' of atrocities, which led to
a conspiracy, on the discovery of which and the defection of the Praetorian
guards, Nero killed himself, A. D.,68.
COMMODUS
Lucius Aurelius Commodus (101-192). Emperor of Rome,
180 to 192.
Born at Lanuvium. Son of Marcus Aurelius and Faustina.
Carefully educated but chose the society of profligate favorites and common
gladiators. Blind to his faults, however, his father gave him the title of
emperor when not more than fifteen, and at sixteen he shared the imperial
power in every department, except the chief pontificate. On the death of
Aurelius, whom he had accompanied in war against the Germans, Commodus hastily concluded peace and hurried back to Rome (180). He
there gave himself up to unbounded license, at first, however, in private.
Led by a vulgar vanity and carefully protected from serious danger, he
displayed his skill in the arena by shooting hundreds of wild animals and
He called himself the Roman
meeting in fight numbers of gladiators.
Hercules and commanded that he shonld be worshipped as such.
Many
plots were made against his life, which were several times attempted, and
tie was finally poisoned and then strangled in December, 192.

V

;

;

;

:

[To be continued.!

Commodut,

in

the Vatican

Multum, Rome.

seemingly only to prevent by his weight those spiteful flings of
the little beast's hind legs, though it really makes the load more
supportable than if it bore on the centre of the spinal column.
In the Vatican galleries is a statue of that Beau Brummel of
emperors, Commodus, dandy, pseudo-gladiator and supreme brute,
who also commanded deification at the hands of an obsequious
priesthood and populace and in his pride caused the erection in
of countless statues, mounted and unmounted,
until every one was weary of meeting his self-complacent
image at every turn and rejoiced when at his death the senate
ordered their destruction by wholesale. The statue that survives

his

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.']

NEW WING OF THE WESTERN DEPARTMENT-BUILDING, OTTAWA,
CANADA.

own honor

shows the emperor, perhaps, as about to

strike

down some

hapless
victim in the arena. It has the merit, at least, that the man is sitIt is said that Bernini made use of this
ting his horse properly.
group in modelling his equestrian statue of Constantine now in
the portico of St. Peter's at Rome.
In the Museum at Naples are also the bronze statuettes of
Alexander on Bucephalus and two archaic figures of mounted

Amazons, both recovered from Herculaneum.
In the same place is the colossal bronze head of a horse, one
1
of the most animated pieces of animal sculpture in existence
1 "
This horse
Taine.

Is

a personage

;

ours are machines."

"

Italy,

Home and Naples."

MR. THOMAS

8.

SCOTT, ARCHITECT.
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MR. .1. A. FOX, ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.

THE NEW WING OF THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON, MASS.
MESSRS. 8TURGIS A CABOT, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

TITHE new
J l

wing on Dartmouth Street will cover a slightly larger
area than the portion already built but will cost less, the difference being as $220,000 to $360,000. This difference is owing
to the difference in market prices and partly to a change

partly

in the material ; the terra-cotta of the older portion being replaced in
the new with buff brick and Ohio stone.
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Tin cost of this structure above foundations

is

$4,150.

many articles of builders' hardware which at present
unknown to the ordinary trade. Any notes or suggestions

concerning

ACCEPTED DESIGN FOR THE CITY-HALL, CAMBRIDGE,
MESSRS. LONGFELLOW, ALDEN * HARLOW, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON,
MASS

MASS.

are

relating

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

be gladly considered by

thereto will

publication.
It can only be

hoped that the

series

may

us, for

fu.ure

suggest to archi-

more definite specification, and of some
better way of selecting and defining the necessary hardware
tects the possibility of

I.

than to merely insert a clause in the specification to the effect
that a certain sum per door and a certain price per dozen is to
be allowed in the contract for fixtures. This we know is a

very

common method
way

doubt, the easiest

of disposing of the question, and is, no
out of the difficulty, relieving the archi-

tect entirely from any necessity for exhaustive explanations in
regard to subjects upon which he generally is not over-well

With an honest builder, or with one who has the fear
posted.
of the inspector before his eyes and knows that all will be
scrutinized, this may be a method sufficiently exact to suit most
cases ; but where the market is so full and there are so many
really excellent appliances to choose from, it would seem
certainly as if more exact specifications ought to be prepared.

How

many architects, for instance, ever insist upon a particular
style of lock ; and how many architects, even after many years
experience with the best work, are able to tell a client what is
the best sash-lock or what

is the best
style of hinge, without
cannot hope to meet all
referring to a trade-catalogue ?
emergencies, but it is believed that, at least, a desire for
a better selection of hardware than is generally possible can
be stimulated.
In these articles the term " builders' hardware " is assumed

We

From La Semaine

da

Corutructtws.

FIFE series of articles which it is our intention to publish
under this title, embraces a subject which has a direct
bearing upon the work of the architect, and is, at the same
The articles are, howtime, of vital interest to the builder.
II

_.

Most builders, we
ever, written primarily for the architect.
fancy, are already pretty well posted on the subject of the hardware which they are called upon to use in the construction and
finish of a house
but our experience has led us to believe that
;

rule, seldom go any deeper into the subject
than is necessary to decide whether knobs shall be of one
material or another, or whether some particular pattern of sashlock will be satisfactory to the owner.
It is needless to say
that a more extended acquaintance with the subject would do
no one any harm, and might even be conducive to much good,
if
only in the way of providing more fittingly for the needs of
the client.
These articles are not intended, however, to be
over-critical in their nature, nor necessarily so exhaustive as to
embrace all the inventions and arrangements comprised in the

architects, as a

general term of builders' hardware, though an attempt will
be made to discriminate between what is merely novel and what
really suitable, and so far as possible the best of everything
will be noticed under various heads, and an effort will be made
is

to represent as nearly as possible the conditions and limitations
of the builders' hardware market, as well as to show what is

valuable for the uses of the architect.
It must be remembered that the statements are made from
an architect's standpoint rather than from that of the builder
or the manufacturer.
The object in view is to show what can
be obtained for special cases, and how it is necessary to be
specified in order that there shall be no doubt in the minds of
both builder and client as to what is called for. It is not intended to present abstracts of trade-catalogues, and if the series
fails to represent all the wares in their proper light, or at times
seems to ignore some valuable inventions or place undue stress
upon articles that do not receive the heartiest commendation
from those who use them, we can only plead in extenuation the
difficulty of finding out everything that is in the market. Many
of our best appliances have only a local and limited fame;
and as they are advertised sparingly, it is often quite difficult
to say exactly that such and such an appliance is absolutely the
best.

For example, some Boston dealers consider that the best
locks in the country are the hand-made goods turned out by
such firms as Enoch Robinson's Sons. Without discussing the
peculiar merits of the Robinson locks at this point, the assertion may safely be ventured that any one studying the subject
in San Francisco would have as much difficulty in an investigation of Boston hand-made goods as we have had in our en-

deavors to deal with hundreds of valuable inventions which are
hardly known at all in this part of the country. The hope is,
therefore, expressed

that this publication

may

call

out facts

to include, generally speaking, metal-work of every description
entering into the construction and finish of a modern building,
from the nails and bolts used in the rough work to the door
furniture, and brass lock and plate work of the finish.
The illustrations, which include nearly every article referred
to, have been prepared as simply as possible.
great deal
of care has also been taken in collecting the prices.
The
ordinary trade-catalogues are very unsatisfactory in this latter
respect : many of them give no prices at all, and when the
cost is stated it is always subject to discounts so uncertain and
varying as to give absolutely no real information of value to
the architect or the purchaser.
The prices hereafter given
will represent the retail cost of the articles in the Boston
market, as nearly as we are able to ascertain it. These prices
are, of course, somewhat fluctuating in their nature, but will,
at least, serve as a means of comparison even if not exact for

A

all localities

and seasons.

In the collection of the subject matter which is to follow, the writer has had the heartiest cooperation from the
leading dealers and manufacturers, and desires to especially
acknowledge the courtesies of Messrs. Burditt & Williams, and
Nichols & Bellamy, of Boston, the Hopkins & Dickinson
Manufacturing Co., and the Yale & Towne Manufacturing
Co. ; without whose technical assistance any such papers would
lack the value which it is hoped these will possess.
C. H.
I

BLACKALL.

To be continued.!

THREE NEW HOUSES AT THE SOUTH END
CHANGE OF GRADE CAUSED BY APPROACHES TO A NEW BRIDGE. THE MBit AHIANS AND THE CONGRESSIONAL LIBRARY.
number of really fine residences
Avenue is greater than in any year

the present season the

being erected on Michigan
DURING
for some time
The

extremely rapid growth of the city lias
past.
already shifted the fashionable quarter so far south that Thirtieth
and Fortieth Streets, which but a few years ago were on the very
outskirts, are now no longer out. of the world, but are quite the
central portion of the elegant universe, and some of our finest city
houses are being built in this vicinity. On the west side of the
Avenue, near Thirty-fifth Street, one of the largest of these residences
is now
nearing completion, the exterior being practically finished.
It spreads over considerable ground, and is fortunate in having a fairsized yard; the material is a grayish marble
mostly rock-faced
and the architect has shown his wisdom by not having any sides or
bays that show from the street built, as so often is the case, of common
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ia thb city, except
building wul be larger thaa any
the Capitol, fronting oa aU four streets, aad
ofstoae. By
parim with the other buildings, it would not be reasonable to expect
it to cost to little at
The excavatioat for the entire
$3,000,000.
building have been made aad the concrete foundation b already in.
The eontractt are let, I think, for the stonework oa the wester
front aad rotunda.
It b intended to [bait the erection to thb portion at present.
The building b to be quadrangular, 4
feet on the
east aad west fronts aad S3i feet on the north aad sooth fronts.
At
the corners are pavilions and the central portion b emphasized by aa
additional story. The ulterior of the quadrangle b
br the
occupied
reading-room, galleries for books and tea oixaiuaaim. Whea entirely
complete it b intended to bold tea million books aad have show-rooms
for copyrighted engravings aad other art subjects, a mrge collection
of such matter baring already accumulated, as well as rooms for
The rnadiar
clerical, packing., binding aad executive purposes.
room b the principal feature of the building being oae haadred feet
ia diameter and ninety feet from floor to
top of dome. It is lighted
by eight large teaucircuhu windows, thirty-six feet in diameter, placed
above the book repositories aad by a lantern thirty feet in ffiametrr
in the centre of the rotunda.
Thb gives about oae square foot of
Thb b about twice as much
fight to ninety-fire cubic feet of space.
fight at the Paris Library, aad about four times as much at the
Library of the British Museum. The gallery for visitors who are not
readera will be about fifty feat from the floor, directly nader the semicircular windows. The main entrance will face the Capitol while
the rear or eastern entrance will be used for receiving aad shipping
node. The cellar b giren up entirely to beating and ventilating
the boilers being placed outside, the heated air b to be let in near the
top aad drawn out by exhaust faas near the floor. Mr. Smithmeyer
expects by thb method to prevent the accumulation of hot air at the
top of the room* where it would be very injurious to book-bindings.
The soil b well drained to prevent dampness from the ground, and
tea-foot areas encircle the building to prevent the contact of the
earth with the walk, and the footings are huge masses of the best
concrete, with granite footings to the walls proper.
The building b to be fireproof according to the most modern unthe term. The book-racks are to be of iron with
slate shelve*, while the different book
compartments will be separated
from each other by two thicknesses of sheet-iron with asbestos between.
The design b Italian Renaissance, the masses being well-handled,
simple, classical and refined in treatment.
At the recent Congressional investigation of the subject. Secretary
Vilas. who takes the place of Justice Lamar, on the Commission, expressed himself as much pleased with the plans, and hoped sincerely
that the construction of the building after them would not he interfered with, and that no niggardliness should be shown in constructing it as everything should be done in the best manner.
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rADELPHI
APPRENTICES W. TRADE SCHOOLS. A
MODEST TRAVKLL1XC SCHOLARSHIP.
THE GOOD WORK OF THE T-SQUARE
CLUB.
RESULT OF THE COMPETITION
FOR THE ART-CLUB BUILDIXti.

THE

reason for the lack of skilled
in many of the
arts connected with building is genthe death of
erally supposed to be due to
the apprentice system. The contractor (who, by the way, is always
a carpenter with us, and not a mason, as is often the case farther
American so is the carNorth) is, to be sure, nearly certain to be an
man whom the specifications repenter's foreman, for that matter, the
measurements to the other workmen and
quire to give all necessary
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to be congratulated
on thb very practical racogaitioa of the paramount importance of the
traiaiagof the yoaag mea who are dartined to fill the thinning ranks
of oar traiaed mechanics.
If thb training of the men who are to execute the actual work of
building b all important the neceasitT for the best kind of teaching
for those who are to design these 'buildings is self-evident.
But
although what corresponds to the apprentice system among the architects b ia high favor aad there are no Knights of Labor to limit the
number of draughtsmen employed by one maa the mere office trainThe intelligent
ing that a boy gets leaves much to be desired.
criticism of original designs, for instance, is a help that a bor rarely
gets whose work is confined to aa office. The Philadelphia Chapter
A. I. A., made a move in the right direction not long ago by ottb
"
fishing what is rather ambitiously styled a
travefiing-scbolanhip
prize of fifty dollars, to be paid each year to the junior member
submitting the best competitive design in accordance with a given
programme, the money to be used in visiting neighboring cities,
noting aay good architectural features, perhaps studying plans of new
The reoffice-buildings or in visiting picture-galleries and the like.
sult of the first
competition has been most gratifying. The problem was
a narrow city front four stories high, to be treated in French or Italian
Renaissance. The jury, appointed by the president of the Chapter,
were Messrs. T. \V. Richards, Professor of Architecture at the University of Pennsylvania, T. Roney Williamson and I Jndlev Johnson.
The successful competitor was Mr. K. C. Kent of Mr. >YiIson Eyre's
office.
Although onlv eight designs were submitted the average
merit of them was so high that at the last Chapter meeting it was
unanimously decided to hold another competition in the autumn and
if this should
prove a success to award two prizes a year hereafter.
Ten, or even five, years ago it would have been impossible to get together anrthing like so good an exhibition of student work as
this in Philadelphia.
The enormous advance that has lately been
made in architecture b not in itself enough to account for the much
greater progress that the draughtsmen of to-day have made, both
in design and rendering.
To achieve this result a good deal of original designing has been necessary
designing untrammelled by the
traditions of the office and the effort to give every drawing the stamp
of the master.
For the last fire years the T-square Club of Philadelphia has giren its members the opportunity they needed for this
kind of competitive sketching. It b not surprising; therefore that
the scholarship prize-drawing and its closest competitors should have
proved, when the names of their authors were revealed, to be the work
of members of this organization.
The T-square Club was founded
through the efforts of three draughtsmen in Mr. T. P. Chandler's
office.
Its main object was to promote good draughtsmanship beholding competitions after the manner, in a very modest way, of the
New York Architectural League. The Club h:i< had various ups
and downs, to be sure, but from the first the excellence of the designs
submitted (although these have lately been fewer in number than
It is probable that
formerly) has been more and more marked.
every member of the Club has received permanent benefit from it.
If it is good for the draughtsmen to see their designs hung side by
side with those of professional architects, these latter are spurred
An excellent feature
to new exertions in order to hold their place.
of the order of business at the meetings is the general discussion on
the good and bad points of each drawing, by the members, including
In the early days of the club it was often
the author of the design.
a mystery who this author was ; but before long each man's style became so well known that no motto or cipher could hide his identity
After the <li>unless by chance he happened to have none himself.
cussion a ballot is taken and the results of the first, second and third
choice made known and registered. At the end of the year three
to the total number of points obtained
prizes are awarded according
The fact that the number of competitive sketches
by each man.
seems to hare decreased a little of late may be due to the fact that
some of the members, whether rightly or wrongly, consider that their
"
time has become too valuable to be used in making sketches for
Fun," and at the same time the club has had very few additions to its
arc bv no means wanting, but it
i<t.
Applications for membership
s one great proof of the usefulness of such an association as this that
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the standard of excellence in design necessary for admission has been
raised or has raised itself by a natural growth, to a far higher level
than formerly.
The New Art Club of Philadelphia, with Prof. Wm. R. Ware as
the
its professional adviser, has
just brought to a successful close
most satisfactory competition ever held in this city. I might almost
say the only satisfactory one, for extraordinary as it may seem this
is the first of the numberless recent competitions to have the award
based on expert judgment. The fact that the Art Club which is

composed of artists and lovers of art thought best to call in Mr.
Ware's advice is both significant and encouraging. The fourteen
architect-members of the club were asked to compete.
Only one
hundred dollars was to be paid each competitor but the terms of the
competition were so unmistakably just and it was so evident from
the first that the best plan would be adopted that eleven out of the
fourteen accepted. Mr. Ware and the Committee were unable to decide between the five most satisfactory solutions of the problem and
yet none of them were quite perfect. As provided for in this case,
a second competition was held among these five remaining competitors and the result was the choice of Mr. Frank Miles Day as architect of the building. It will be an immense boon to local architecture
if this Art-Club competition can be made to serve as a precedent.
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encouragement of others. Clause eleven of the regulations has a sentence which naturally makes would-be competitors open their
eyes.

He "

It runs, "
to throw out

"

will employ a
(Professor Ware)
competent person
from consideration all drawings not made in
comformity
with these instructions." This is a great power with which to invest a
whose
name
is
unknown
at
person
present, a power very easily, acciWe all have confidence in Professor Ware's honor
dently abused.
and justice, but it seems only fair that the name of his assistant
should be made known without delay. The Board of Trade has

every intention that this competition shall be carried out in the
manner, and as many of their clauses are similar to those

fairest

issued in the instructions for the competition of the State Soldiers'
and Sailors' Monument at Indianapolis, it is expected that the same
honorable spirit will pervade their actions to the end.
An account of the competition and subsequent actions of the
Committee of the proposed Court-house and City-hall, Toronto,

was given in last month's letter, but it appears but little
progress
has been made since then. An article in a local paper headed " That
long-promised Court-house" says that "Chairman Jones presided
over a meeting of the Court-house Committee yesterday
morning,
at which the contract drawn
up between the city and Architect
Lennox was presented for approval. City Solicitor Byjar certified
as to the legality of the contract, but further than this he would not
:

The architect was professionally represented by Mr. George
Kerr, by whom exception was taken to the terms of the contract as
being too stringent. The plumbing experts appointed to consider
this section of the specifications,
reported satisfactorily, merely recommending a few minor alterations.
by-law will be introduced
on the earliest available occasion and submitted to the people who
will be asked, having had every
opportunity of inspecting plans and
specifications, to pronounce thereon."
go.
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CANADA
OTTAWA AND HULL
LUMBER-RAFT.

THE

TORONTO

;

A

THE JOGGIN'S

COMPETITION FOR
BOARD OF TRADE

AN AUSTRALIAN LAW
UNAVAILING SUIT FOR TRAVELLING EXPENSES.
NEW PLUMBING
LAW.
NEW BUILDINGS AT MONBUILDING.'
SUIT.

1

TREAL.

TTTHE

initial illustration is a view of the very
pretty Library Building in connection with the Dominion Houses of Parliament at
a library originally for the use of the members, but
Ottawa,
of which citizens are allowed to make free use.
This view of the
"
Parliament Hill "
building, from the northwest, is taken from the
at the edge of the precipice, at the foot of which flows the Ottawa
River a couple of hundred feet below. Looking to the north and
west, a very fine view is obtained of the well-wooded undulating
country, streaked here and there by sparkling rivers. The in>
mediate foreground is entirely spoiled by the lumber town of Hull,
and the picturesqueness of the river is lost in the masses of saw-dust
From this hill four fearful conflagrations in
floating on its surface.
Hull have been witnessed by thousands of people, the last one occurring a month or so ago, raging almost unchecked through street
after street.
Four times has it been partially destroyed, and four
times has it been rebuilt in wood, ready for the next acccident that
shall set it alight.
There are few traces left of last month's fire,
but not one brick cottage has resulted from the repeated outbreaks
*

I

of

fire.

Of Ottawa

itself as a city, there is not much to be said.
Were it
the seat of the Government, Ottawa would
hardly be in
The better class of its inhabitants are all more or less
existence.
connected with the Government Offices. They have their houses,
the principal
differing in no way from the houses of other places
the three blocks of the Houses of
buildings are Governmental
Parliament, the Postal-Department Buil Jing, the Geological Museum,
etc.
Churches there are, but none particularly striking; secondrate shops bad roads and break-leg sidewalks the clfmate
very
severe, extremes of cold and heat consequent upon the sandy soil
and the distance from any sheet of water
this is the sum and substance of Ottawa. Hull is the bugbear of Ottawa,
spoiling the
scenery, ruining the river, presenting piles of lumber in every Sirection which extend for miles into the
country, and create the chilly
blasts caused by the refrigerating properties of
to these
piled wood
defects must be added the ugly lumber mills with their diabolical saws
which cause daily accidents of more or less horrible
description.
Mr. Robertson, of the "Joggin's Raft," has
recently been to
Ottawa about the duties on the logs and the wire-rope used in its
construction, and as the former raft which was lost was particularly
noticed in this journal, it may interest readers to know about this
second venture. It is to be launched 1 at the full-moon tide in
July.
Its shape is said to be like a huge cigar, six hundred feet
long, fiftythree feet breadth, thirty-eight feet high in centre,
drawing Twentytwo feet of water. It contains twenty-two thousand loo's, averaoinothirty-eight feet long, eleven and one-half inches butt, six inches end!
No less than thirty-three tons of chain are required for binding the
logs together, and the whole is valued at $33,000.
The competition for the New Board of Trade Building, Toronto, is
now occupying the attention of a goodly number of architects. Some
dissatisfaction has been expressed at the
arrangement of paying four
architects for their designs instead of
offering premiums for the

not that

it is

;

;

;

:

1

This raft was launched successfully July

24.

EDS.

So from this it would appear that it depends on the will of the
people whether the Court-house shall be carried out or not. As it
is three and one-half
years since the competition, it must be highly
satisfactory to the citizens.
An article of considerable interest to the profession appears in the
Argus, a journal of Melbourne, Australia, dated April 25, last, and
gives an account of an action brought by a lady against a firm of
" architects."
The judge called in to his assistance a well-known
architect, Mr. Lloyd Taylor, whose professional opinion he desired
to have to help him in ariving at a conclusion " on certain issues as
to the preparation of plans and specifications and the
proper supervision of works done by a firm of
architects, estate and financial
'
in
agents
Melbourne, for a lady who was to pay them a commission
of two and one-half per cent on the cost of the
building they deMr.
signed, the erection of which they superintended for her."
"
Justice Williams
dealing with the issues that properly appertained
to himself, said that the defence set
up
namely, that the defendants were not architects
was almost trifling with the court.
It was perfectly immaterial whether
they were or were not architects de facto, they held themselves out as architects and
agreed in
The
writing with the plaintiff to supervise the building for her.
judge gave the plaintiff the damage estimated by her witness, and
he said he had grave doubts whether the amount named was suffi'

;

The plans and specifications were carelessly prepared and
the work improperly supervised. The judge trusted the case would
be a warning to gentlemen in the defendants' position who held
themselves out as architects to delude and deceive people to employ them when they were utterly incompetent to perform the work,
and under the circumstances were no more or less than a fraud on
the public." The profession is so little understood by men who
ought to know better, that it would be well if justices would remember this case as well as these "fraudulent gentlemen." There was
a case tried in Montreal not many months ago which is one in
The architect for the house which was erected in a town at
point.
some distance, sent in his account in due time after completion of
the works for his five per cent commission and travelling expenses,
making no charge for time however. The client refused to pay
the expenses on the ground that when he had asked what the
architect's charges would be, he was told by the architect, "the
usual five per cent," nothing being said about expenses,
although
it was arranged and understood that the architect was to
superintend the work. In the evidence it came out that in the case of
nearly every visit, the architect had been asked to come up by
the client either by letter or telegram.
Several architects subpoenaed as witnesses, testified to the custom of expenses being paid
by the clients, all to no purpose, the judge giving a verdict for
the client, that as the architect had not mentioned " expenses," he
was not entitled to them. The expenses and the costs of the action
as may be expected, almost swallowed up the commission.
Architects at present have to he very careful how
they go to law when an
opinion expressed by a number of professional men on an entirely
professional subject, goes for nothing with a judge.
The new plumbing by-law in Toronto is a good one indeed, and
a move in the right direction with regard to examinations for skilled
workmanship. All plumbers, masters and journeymen have now to
pass an examination to qualify them to hold a city license to carry
on their business and do their work. It is an unusually good move
and one made not a moment too soon, and if it could only be followed
up by a by-law, forcing all owners of houses to submit to an annual
inspection of their drains and further forcing them to make any
repairs found necessary, we should soon have healthy cities without
cient.
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a doubt. It is taken for granted that the city has done its duty
with the mains and outlet, before it calls on plumbers and owners
Lot us hope for the day when there will be examinato do theirs.
tions in every trade that affects the health or comfort of those liable
not every
to be duped and cheated through incompetent workmen
trade only, but every profession also, with special reference to the
Such measures as this by-law would
one we are interested in.
do much to break up the power of the accursed unions.
Nothing further has taken place with reference to the Queen's
Park Lease and its forfeiture. 1 The matter has been before the
courts but has been relegated to September after the vacation.
A local paper remarks that the new buildings now being erected
on St. James Street, Montreal (the principal street) as far as their
"
"
are concerned "would throw discredit upon
beauty and stability
the capitals of Kurope or the great cities of the American Union."
Although am not an American and therefore not likely to be like the
Dickinsonian Yankee in my opinion of things in the States, I venture
to differ from our local friend 8 dictum. The New York Life Assurance building, at the corner of Place d'Armes, is progressing, eight
At the corner diagonally
stories and a roof, at a cost of $400,000.
opposite this building, is to be a building of seven stories, for the
Imperial Assurance Company, next door to the Bank of Montreal.
This Imperial Assurance Building will tower considerably over and
dwarf the good proportions of the Bank, and the two monster build;

I

But for
ings will entirely spoil the appearance of the little square.
that, proprietors who mean to make their property pay care little.

A

considerable sum of
8400,000 for the New

money is represented by these buildings,
York Life, $300,000 for the Imperial, and
$90,000 were
probably another 8350,000 for the Bank of Montreal

recently spent on the alterations of the interior of the latter building.
Farther down the street is to be a new building, also seven stories
high, at a probable cost of $1 75,000. This is being built for the cor-

poration of a Methodist church which has just been pulled down on
same site. The ruined appearance of St. James Street is rapThe
idly disappearing and a new street springing up in its stead.
architecture of commercial building of the present day is a study in
itself.
Although the style is modern, we seem to be borrowing an
idea for the worship of Mammon from the Assyrian worship of the
heavenly bodies. Seven-story temples seem to be the rage. Personally, I think we might do more in the way of borrowing from
them and take a lesson from their coloring propensities.
use
more color in our buildings than we did a few years ago, but we
might use more with advantage, considering the many colors of the
materials at hand.
As an investment, this office-building rage is
overdoing itself. Only a year ago there were more offices than
necessary for the business of the place. Rents for rooms in new
buildings were very high, blocks of offices that were expected to
bring in seven per cent per annum only brought in four per cent.
And now, at the same time, three enormous blocks will be to let.
this

and Building News.
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the structure within the estimate
accompanying the plans, the archiis to erect it himself at the amount
named, in other words, this
if
it
exists at all, offers one of the grainiest
law,
premiums upon
rascality ever devised; for I could readily, as the architect of the
building, so design it, and arrange the specifications, that while a
contractor could not touch it within 20 per cent of the
appropriation,
I could take it at that amount, and make 20 per cent
It occurs to
me, that such a course would be a criminal violation of the general
" That no
law, which declares,
party or person shall act as the a /,
of two opposite parties in a contract or business transaction; and if
such a law exist on the statutes of California, it is void
by reason
of interference with the general laws of the
country; what is your
tect

1

opinion?

Respectfully yours,

NOTICE.

WM.

A.

YOUMANS,

m

Architect.

Plans and specifications in detail for a Court-House and

erected on block 22, in the City of
Redding, County of
to be constructed
Shasta, State of California. The
adjoining the
jail
court-house and connected therewith. The cost of said courHiouse and
not
to
exceed
The premiums for said drawings,
$50,000.
jail
specifications and details accepted to be four
per cent of cost of building,
said four percent to include superintendence and
travelling expenses.
Plans and specifications as above will be received
up to 1 2 o'clock
noon, on the 16th day of July, 1888. The Board reserves the
Jail, to IHJ

right

to reject any and all plans.
The architect whose plans are accepted
will be
required to file a bond of $5,000, as required bv law.
By

order of the Board.
Attest A. F. Ross, Clerk.

L. T.

DRYDEN, Chairman.

:

[Wu should nay that this would be a good competition to let alone. As
we understand it, (lie plans, details and specifications
for the building have
to be deposited before the choice is made, and the architect
would have little chance of varying them to gave himself, in case the
burden of

erecting
the building should be placed upon him.
Moreover, as the local contractor*
would probably combine against him, and he could
hardly abandon his own
business to go about buying materials and hiring men, it would
probably
cost him more for the same work than the local contractors would do it for
The provision that the "successful" architect shall be
four
paid
per cent,
instead of the usual five, and shall pay his own
travelling expenses has a
skinflint air which augurs ill for the
happiness of any member of the profession who may enter into a contract with the
managers of this particular
enterprise.
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CONCRETE AND IRON.

We

NEWARK,

N.

J.,

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Dear

Sirs.

Will you kindly inform me,

if

there

July

10, 1888.

:

is

published in

"
this country
any book on "Concrete and its use in buildin" generally and particularly as combined with iron, when, for
instance,
beams are used imbedded in concrete to
give strength

particularly
by means of the adhesion between the two materials.
Is not concrete generally more in use in
England than here and probably that
is
the
country
only place where to obtain a valuable publication of
the above mentioned kind ? An answer will much
oblige,
Yours very truly,
"INQUIRER.
[THB best thing of the kind we know of is a pamphlet published name
ten years ago by fbaddeus Hyatt, a maker of side-walk
lights in New York
EDS. AMKHICAN ARCHITECT.]

CRKOSOTED TIMBER.
BALTIMORE, MD., July

14,

WHAT ARE OUR ART

IMS.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs. Will you kindly inform us of the process of creosoting wood timbers such as is used in your city by the most of the
builders, and very much oblige,
Yours respectfully,
O. DOKER & Co.
'

[ROUGHLY speaking, tiibber Is creosoted by enclosing it in an air-tight
tank, partially exhausting the air so its to draw air and sap, if any, from the
pore* ami then filling the tank with creosote oil under pressure. In less
thorough methods the timber is simply put to soak in a rat of the oil. The
creosoting works nearest to you are at Norfolk, Va.. Perth Ambor, N. J., and
Wilmington, N. C.

Ens.

AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

PHILADELPHIA, PA., July

16, 1888.

Dear Sirs. I wish to obtain a
complete list of all the architectural societies, sketch-clubs, artistic bodies and other
societies whose
objects embrace the promotion of the fine arts.
aid
which you
me directly through your readers will be Any
appreciated. I will
be obliged to any one who will send me addresses of
the secretaries
of such societies.
As a result of this
I will forward for
can give

pub-

inquiry

lication a list of societies
properly tabulated
obtained.
Yours truly,
has-been

F. A.

READY-MIXED MORTAR.

SOCIETIES?
NEW YORK, July

WuiGHT,

Secretary, Architectural

when the information
League

New York,
47 Liberty St.

of

11, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Will you kindly advise us the name and address of
Dear Sim.
the parties who sell mortar at retail in Germany ? Our Mr. J. B.

Bowen
and

see

is

in

how

Germany now and we would
Your
their method works.

like

S.

Truly yours,

[THEKK

are,

we

him

to call on this firm

early reply will oblige,

BOWEN'S SONS.

mortar in Berlin alone,
in the Berlin directory.
EDS. AMER-

believe, fourteen retailers of

whose addresses cau
ICAN AKCHITHCT.]

easily

befuund

A COMPETITION TO AVOID.
OTTAWA,

ILL.,

June

28, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

Since writing in relation to the California Court" notice to architects "
from that
house, I have received the enclosed
From information previously received from Redding, it appoint.
j>ears that the requirements of the bond is, that the successful competitor is to bind himself that if no bidder is found willing to erect
Sirs.

Simply because it is anonymous we are not able to publish a communication
on Toronto Parks received recently.
EDS.
1

A

STORY ABOUT THE CAPITOL AT ALBANY.
Col. Klliott F. Shepard
the following story about the New York
Capitol at Albany
The
was
building
begun during the war. The plans accepted wore on the
Ihe designs were simply stupendous, John V. L
largest scale.
Priivn
a well-known character in those
days, a Democrat, who was believed t!
be a copperhead sympathizer, had much to do with
the
of the
He was one of the Commissioners. After the adoptionwas
plans.
building
well
underway, an acquaintance of mine, a Uepublican, was made a men her of the Board of Construction.
After looking over the work an
studying the prodigious undertaking, he said to Pruynone
day "How
PP f-n tl ? t thisbuildi g "as begun on such avast seal"""
"'I'nVTi
t
" I had a
II tell
you,' saidPrnyn;
notion that the South would
be successful in the war; that two Governments would
result instead of
one
My idea was that New York would want the capital of the Northern Confederat.on, and if she would build a
State- House that would ho
tells

I

1

.

adequate for a National Capitol she could say to the Confeck
fon
Here take our Capitol and make
Albany the seat of Governmon
llmt s how Now lork happens to have such a
structure."

44
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TIIK IM AS.
Tlic British consul at Mollendo,
IVru, in his last report states that a limited liability company has
lately been formed there, with a capital cif about $40,000, called the
Conipaiiia Anonima Kxploradorade las Hucas del Inca, with the object
of searching for antiquities and valuables in the old Inca burial grounds
in the district of Cuzco, a concession having been granted to the company by the Government for this purpose. The consul says there is no
doubt that many valuable curiosities, and probably deposits of gold
and silver, exist in these ancient tombs; but it remains to be seen
whether they will pay the cost and trouble of finding.
Exchange.

SKAHIH FOR RKLICS OK

in

A RUINEI> CITY IN TEXAS. The surveys at present being made for
the Kansas City, Kl Paso and Mexican Hailroad, at a point north latitude .'!3 degrees and west longitude 100 degrees, have passed along the
It conlava flow which by the local population is called the Molpais.
sists of a sea of molten black glass, agitated at the moment of cooling
These lava waves or ridges arc
in ragged waves of fantastic shapes.
from ten to twelve feet high with combing crests. This lava flow is
about forty miles long from northeast to southwest and from one to ten
miles wide. For miles on all sides the country is the most desolate that
can be imagined. It has been literally burned up. It consists of fine
To the
white ashes to any depth which, so far, has been dug down.
north of the lava flow, ind lying in a country equally desolate and arid,
the surveyors have come upon the ruins of Gran Guivera, known already
to the early Spanish explorers, but which have been visited by white men
less often even than the mysterious ruins of Palenquc in Central America.
Only a few people at Socorro and White Oaks have been at Gran
Guivera, because it is at present forty miles from water. The surveyors
found the ruins to be of gigantic stone buildings made in the most substantial manner and of grand proportions. One of them was four acres
All indications around the ruins point to the existence here
in extent.
No legend of any kind exists as to how
at one time of dense population.
One of the
this great city was destroyed or when it was abandoned.
engineers attached to the surveying expedition advances the theory that
Gran Guivera was in existence and abundantly supplied with water at
the time the terrific volcanic eruption took place.
Engineering and
Mining Journal,

THE SOUND TCNNEL. The qn >stion of a tunnel between Sealant! and
Sweden, under the Sound, had not been heard of for some time till the
other day the Royal Swedish Commissioners, who were examining M.
Declanele's application for a concession, sent in their report to the
Swedish Government. This exhaustive document winds up with the
" That a submarine
following conclusions
railway between Sealand
and Sconia would no doubt insure several advantages to the international
traffic, but that, as the building of it would require a very considerable
capital, and the paying of the interest on the cost for a long series of
years, would necessitate heavy subventions from both the Danish and
the Swedish Governments, in addition to the profits of the traffic, which
would be inadequate for this purpose, the proposal for this new way of
communication be abandoned for the present that should ever, under
altered circumstances, the want or the desirability of a submarine railway come into prominence, it ought to be built on account of the State,
either with its own money or by the aid of capital borrowed for that
purpose, and the works should be carried out under superintendence of
special commissioners or be contracted away to some accepted person.
This arrangement is considered necessary in order to insure to the
authorities of these State railways, with which the tunnel would have
connection, a proper control of the traffic independent of foreign companies or interests and finally, that there only, in the last instance,
ought to be any question of altogether handing over the undertaking to
foreign eapital, and that the Government, under no circumstances,
ought to tie themselves by entering into contract with private associations or persons before complete plans were forthcoming, and the
The Commissioners submit, in conquestion of cost fully solved."
clusion, that M. Declancle's application be not granted. The Government has not yet taken any further steps in the matter.
Engineering.
:

;

;

TheThomson system of electric welding,
WEI.I>IN<; HY KLECTUICTY.
which we described on page 22 of vol. xliii., is now in operation at the
Glasgow Exhibition and is attracting a good deal of attention amongst
engineers and electricians. The essentials of welding by this means
are (1) a source of electric energy, and (2) a means of transforming
that energy into heat at the point where it is desired to locate it. In
ordinary practice an alternating dynamo is used. It gives a small curIn the case of the apparatus in operation at
rent at a high pressure.
Glasgow, which can weld iron from 1-4 inch to 1 1-2 inch in diameter,
The current passes from the dynamo to a
this pressure is 220 volts.
transformer and in a secondary coil of wire composed simply of one turn
of heavy copper bar, there is induced a much greater current at a lower
pressure. In the apparatus in use the pressure in the secondary coil
may be reduced to half a volt. Attached to the ends of this copper
bar and in electrical contact with it, are two clamps for holding the
pieces of metal to be welded. One of the clamps is movable along a
straight axis by a pinion. The parts of metal are placed closely together
and held firmly in that position by the pinion on the application of the
heavy current in the secondary coil, the ends become heated, and when
The operator has therefore a
sufficiently hot are forced together.
source of heat as well as a source of pressure easily regulated, so that any
metal which will stand the heat necessary can be easily and effectually
welded by the process. The exhibitors are the Thomson Welding Com
pany of Boston, and it is shown in the dynamo shed in the space occu
pied by Mr. Richard Miller, agent of the Thomson-Houston Company
in Scotland.
Engineering
;

.

A MOVING TALE. In the laying out of Franklin Park a great many
houses had, of course, to be removed to make room for improvements
and they were sold to the highest bidder. One of these was secured by
a shrewd son of the Kmerald Isle, who immediately bought a piece o
laud in a desirable locality on which to remove his purchase.
Wlui
the neighbors heard of his plan they became alarmed, and immediately

No. 657.

ook measures to prevent it from being carried out.
They bought the
and of him at an advanced price, and he obtained another lot in an
Here he was again given something
qually high-toned neighborhood.
landsome to relinquish his real estate, and it is said that he kept the
louse on rollers for a year, making money all the time by selling the
ightly spots on which he proposed to put his dilapidated shanty.
Jnlike Poor Joe, this individual became prosperous by "moving on."
Boston Saturday Evening Gazette.

THE outflow of British capital into foreign countries, especially to the
iVesteni hemisphere, is increasing, and finds chief employment in national,
and municipal bonds and in railroad securities.
vigorous effort is
it the same time being made to build up and extend British foreign trade
3D this side of the water. This is due partly to the failure of the British
nterest to maintain its hold as finnly as desired on European and colonial
narkets. The Germans are more or less successfully contesting for this
rade, and hence the outflow of British capital and enterprise into new
egions on this side of the Atlantic, where land is cheap and opportunities
abundant. The effect so far has been to maintain a more uuiform indusrial and commercial activity.
This outflow of money, supplemented by
in increasing outflow of brain and brawn, is steadily broadening the foundations of industrial activity. Statistics, especially those relating to financial matters, reveal the very interesting fact that the markets of the outside
world are rapidly increasing their requirements.
new epoch is at hand,
and money-lenders and leaders in transportation are preparing to take
advantage of the opportunities presented. It is no prophesy whatever to
say that a moderate depopulation of the more crowded countries of Europe
will take place, or rather, set in, dining the next ten years.
The talk of a
disarmament is simply the result of a financially bankrupt condition of
of
the
The
the
several
European powers.
pressure upon
peasantry of Europe
f becoming too serious to be endured, and the trans-Atlantic attractions
are threatening to inaugurate a movement directed to a greater or less
equalization of population betvveeu the old and new worlds. It is the contemplation of this that is helping the outflow of capital and stimulating a
vast number of industrial and engineering enterprises in the Western
list of enterprises involving the expenditure of over one
lemisphere.
million dollars each that have taken root within the past three or four years
would exceed an hundred. The completion of one or more of the isthmus
enterprises will give an impetus to this force. Its magnitude is dimly com-

A

state

A

A

prehended. It will have a mighty influence on North American affairs and
make the maritime interests of these States second only in the world.
Capitalists are foreseeing these possibilities and will be found ere long in
possession of the most desirable advantages and propertied and franchises.
The breaking away of the world's millions from their old haunts is the next
The industries of the United
Ijreat move on the world's checkerboard.
States will profit most by the expansion and ship-buildiug. now in its
infancy, will become an impoitant industry. This is no pen-picture or
piece of random writing, but is based upon facts rtud foresights and deeplyrooted purposes of those who have long purses and long vision of coming
events. The foundation of this growth has been extending ever since 1873.
The first step was taken by the doubling of the volume of our circulating
medium. The second is being taken by the depression of prices and the
amalgamation of similar commercial, manufacturing and other interests.
As heretofore stated, one of the pressing problems will soon be the formation of a new and broader national banking system, but the necessities are
not yet sufficiently pres.-ing. The railroad people are switching themselves
for building so mucn railroad, but in this they have rendered an invaluable
service in opening up vast new regions, the effect of which on the. country
at large has been and will be to prevent one of those dangerous appreciations in the value of real estate and farm lands and lumber and mineral
lands which are constantly threatened by our rapid expansion. The reckBut for it railroad
less enthusiasm of our railroad-builders is our safety.
combinations would be possible which are now impossible, aud freight
rates would be high and oppressive where they are now low and reasonable.
But with all our rapid progress there is a temporary over-supply of money,
and this volume of caged energy will burst its way into acli.ity to the
advantage of labor and enterprise generally. An equalization of pn fits is
going on at the same time in the old and well-defined industries and avenues, but enormous fortunes wi 1 be built up in the newer ret ions, where
the world's millions will seek new homes. The existing trade conditions
are all favorable. Traders and speculators regret the decadence of large
margins, but the off-setting advantage is a broader and more permanent
trade, a more regular manufacturing activity, and even prices year in and
year out. The present, to many, threatening trade combinations are simply
the quotient of the forces at work in the commercial world, aud this combination must continue in the nature of things. As storms sometimes do
harm, so also may these rapid combinations deal out injustice temporarily,
but the outcome is safe and only good results will be reached. The spinning-jenny is cat aside by more complex machinery, but it is i.nly recently
that analogous changes have been effected in commercial and transporting
will

1

interests.

Every advance

iu

direction

this

is

marked by permanently

These combinations are simply breaks. The immediate
lower prices
trade outlook is sufficiently encouraging. Prices have apparently reached
bottom. New business is backward. Large enterprises are projected.
The South is absorbing from ten to fifteen millions of nominal capital per
month aud the far Southwest is attracting miners and manufacturers in
older to supply demands that are arising on the Pacific Coast and in the
great interior west of the Mississippi. The salient features are: guarded
production iu all the industries, declining transportation charges, increased
construction of lake and river craft, and increased cultivation of the soil,
So far as tariff changes are
especially among small farmers and planters.
concerned, the country is not half so afraid of them iu fart as they are iu
the abstract. The people are willing to sit down and slide a few steps
towards freer trade, but they have no notion of getting too near the edj>e.
They see no other practical means of correcting what they regard as the
monopolistic tendency of the hour. The adaptiveness of the American
character will be demonstrated under any conditions with what it is accidentally or purposely surrounded. Our growth in manufacturing for
twenty-five years lus been extraordinarily rapid and at the expense of
development in other directions. This will be corrected and that too without the breaking up or down of any manufacturing interest whose existence
is necessary to the country.
S. J.
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are the Best Plumbing Appliances?

"
This is a simple
In 1886, Mr. J. Pickering Putnam* aid. speaking of the Dececo Water-Closet:
This closet
and effective apparatus, and works on the principle of the Field's Flush-Tank
is an ingenious one; it is simple and durable, and the later and better forms seem to produce invariably the syphonic action in the manner described, giving the requisite flushing wthout spattering or
It should not be used as an ash-barrel or receptacle for all kinds of rubbish.
waste of water.

....

When

a closet that never needs repair."
wash-out closet, these points of advantage are to be noted here
(1)
The deptli of water in the bowl is much greater where depth is needed to receive and deodorize the
and arc odorless instead of
soil.
(2) The trap is in sight and the walls of the outlet are under water
properly used

it is

"Compared with

the

'

'

:

'
the reverse, as in the wash-out closet. (3) The water-seal in the trap
better able to resist the influence of siphonage, etc."
'

The inventor

of the

is

twice as deep and therefore

well-known and admirable Sanita* Trap.

THE DECECO COMPANY, NEWPORT,

R.

I.

IT
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is enormous, while strenuous efforts are made to conceal
from architects and their clients. We once had a bill to
We went to the dealer,
certify which we knew was too large.
who was at heart an honest man, ami wi-iv informed that there
was a regular discount on those goods of sixty per cent. We
asked him to make a note of the deduction on the hill, so that
it could be certified
but he refused, saying that the dealers
never allowed the discount to appear on the bill, but that if we
would get for him a check for two-fifths of the face of the account,
he would receipt the l>ill in full. In this case, as in most
others, the discount was strictly confined to dealers and architects, and could only be allowed to them, persons outside the

1888.

4.

Entered at the PcwKMBce at Itomou

TICKSOK A COMPANY, Boeton, Man.

price

it
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trade being, in theory, always required to pay the full price.
In many instances, where the discounts are very large, the rule
in this country is not to allow them on a bill sent to an archi-

:

Mouse of K. V. K. Thnyer, Esq., Lancaster, Mass.
Ladies'
Hall. Lawrence University, Appleton, Wis.
Entrance to
Details of Ceilings at
Bishop's Palace, Sens, France.
Bou rges and Kvreux, France.
Main Hall, in " liockwood
Hall," Tarrytown-on-Hudson, for W. Rockefeller, Esq., N.
Y.
The Royal Library.
The Old House of Lords. The
National Museum and St. Catherine's Church, Stockholm,
Sweden.
House built in Connecticut, in 1880

SOME OIISKHVATIONS ON
TAIN WOODS
THE SUBWAY PROKI.EU
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tect to certify, unless he will consent to have the bill made out
to himself; the explanation usually given being that the dealer
is bound to
who buy to sell
"protect" his agents, or customers
" outsiders " below the
again, by selling nothing to
list-price,
and that in order to escape the penalties attached to an infraction of this rule, it is necessary to be able to show other persons
in the trade that the sale was really made to the architect, who

50
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Britih Architect has, as we believe, done a serious incommenting on the correspondence published in
these columns some weeks ago, under the heading of
" Chances for the
Morally Infirm." Our readers will remember
ustice in

that a correspondent sent to us for publication a number of letters from manufacturers and dealers, offering discounts, commissions or perquisites to architects who might
specify or order
As an offset to this another firm published a lettheir goods.
ter from the original correspondent, inquiring its " lowest possible discount to architects."
The British Architect says
that " There is, of course, only one construction to be put
on such a letter," and goes on to argue that the fact that
dealers offer unlawful inducements to architects to use their
goods is a proof that such inducements are not only "readily
accepted in many cases," but are in many others "demanded as
a rightful perquisite." Now, without referring to the particular

case in question, we must express our conviction that the British Architect is wrong in
supposing that "only one construction"
can be put on a letter like that quoted; and that just such
letters are written every day by architects, not
only with the
purest intentions, but from a conviction that their duty to their
cFents obliges them to do so.
In the first place, we are sure
that the great majority of decent architects regard the whole
system of concealed discounts and commissions as an unspeakable nuisance, and regard with loathing and contempt the ideas
of business which permit manufacturers to offer them, and to
try to allure as customers the creatures who accept them.
Nevertheless, the system, exists, and architects must do best
they can with it. " The easiest way would be to certify for the
"
"
list," or
long price for everything which their customers

have to pay

for, justifying themselves by comparing the printed
with the charge on the bill, and washing their hands
of all endeavor to inquire whether this is the real value of the
article.
Unfortunately for the conscientious and pains-taking
architects, they soon discover that the list-price and the real
si !!
ing-price of the goods used in building are two very different affairs, and that, while the amount of discount is studiously
concealed from persons not connected with the business, the
architect who does not contrive to discover it, and who
pays the
"
for what he buys, or orders for his client, is
long price
looked upon by the dealers as a fool, while, even if his client
does not discover that the goods might have been had cheaper,
and reproach him, he is troubled bv his conscience for not having made due effort to save his employer's money.

price-list

'

the discount were a trifling one, the matter would not be
spending much time over, and architects might certify
bills by the simple process of comparing them with the
pricelists. !>
1 save an immense amount of
time and temper; but in
man* cases the difference between the true and the ostensible

IFworth

I

ranks in theory as a general agent for the sale of all sorts of
After a few years' experience by this
building-materials.
method of doing business, in which the architect can often buy
the goods that his client wants for less than half, or as we have
known, less than one-third the amount that would be charged
on a bill sent directly to his client, and can almost always secure a large reduction from the ostensible price, many architects save trouble in trying to ascertain the cost of such artithe "
to
or the

by inquiring directly
price
"architect's discount," instead of wasting
price-lists which they know are intended
Most architects of large practice, who, as

cles,

sometimes obliged

architects,"

time in consulting
simply to deceive.
all

architects

are

purchase materials for their buildings
directly, instead of specifying them, and letting the contractors settle the bills, can save considerable amounts for their
clients in this way, and feel themselves Iwund to do so; and
the idea of the British Architect, that, when an architect asks a
dealer how much cheap?); goods will be sold to him than to his
client, it is necessary to inter that he intends to steal the difference in price for himself, strikes an American as ridiculous.
It is hard enough for architects to be obliged to spend their
precious time in finding out how to get things at their value for
those who trust them, without being accused of corrupt intentions, and we venture to say that most decent members of the
profession would be considerably better off at the end of each
" trade discounts " were
year if
by law either abolished or
fixed at a reasonable amount.
Of all the provoking experiences of an architect's office, the worst is to be told by a contractor in handing in his estimate, "that twenty per cent
goes to the architect," or "twenty-five per cent of this is for
you," or to have, as in one instance in our experience, a check
for five thousand dollars, to the architect's order, laid down
The architect's first impulse is
quietly in a conspicuous place.
to kick the contractor and his check down stairs; but his next
to do,

is for his client.
If the contractor, who is often in
these cases the lowest bidder, can afford to do the work, and
spare, out of his profits, a douceur of twenty or twenty-five
per cent to the architect, is it not the latter's duty to his client
to save this amount for him
In most cases the architect immediately deducts the discount from tin; tender, and persuades
the contractor to sign an agreement for the net amount ; but
contractors often refuse to make any discount unless the architect receives it, and the latter is sometimes reluctantly compelled, by what he conceives to be his duty, to accept it, and

thought

'<

hand

it over to his client,
generally with a resolve to have no
further dealings with that contractor.

has long been

afflicted

with a very tyrannical and
is noted for its domineer-

BOSTON
arbitrary society of a trade which

that of the freestone-cutters.
For many
ing habits,
years the Freestone-cutters' Union has interfered with the business of contractors, interrupted the progress of buildings, and
hunted non-Union men like rats, without finding any one brave
to resist its dictation.
Early last year, however, one
of the oldest and best contractors in the city, Mr. Carew, happened to take into his shop a printer) who wished to try his

enough

4t5
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hand at stone-cutting. He was slow and awkward at
first, but
Mr. Carew paid him what his work was
worth, and the man
was not only satisfied, but
The managers of the
grateful.
Union, however, saw a chance to make trouble, and
gave notice
that the printer must be
paid full stone-cutter's wages. This
obliged Mr. Carew either to pay his man more than he earned,
which neither of them
thought fair, or to turn him off altogether, which might be fair, but was an injury to the man
which Mr. Carew disliked to inflict. He
accordingly declined
to obey the
managers' commands, and his men were called out.
Being a person of considerable courage, and fortified also by a
thorough knowledge of his business, and a high reputation for
honesty and skill, Mr. Carew resolved not to yield, and began
immediately to take measures for filling his shop with non-Union men.
The Union fought hard, but he availed himself of

for we cannot believe that he
shares the belief of the
authorities of the Institute that
architecture is only " an in'
dustrial art."

MYSTERY

seems to hang about the
competition
of New York.
So far as
we can ascertain, the
competition is to be a limited one
but the accounts of the
degree of limitation differ widely
According to one newspaper item, several American and a certain
number of English architects have
been, or are to be, asked to
compete, while a later account says that
twenty architects of
New lork have been invited; and it seems
to be uncertain
whether the time for
terminating the contest is to be December
for the

I

gentleman
resuming the practice of his profession which had been partly
interrupted by the demands made on him by the work at the
Institute, while Mr. Chandler on the other hand abandons
for the present at least

all

active architectural
practice to

devote himself entirely to his new work. For ten
years or
more Mr, Chandler has been associated with Mr. E. C.
Cabot,
passing to that office from the office of the Supervising Architect at Washington where he was for some time
head-drauo-htsman during the incumbency of Mr. Mullet.
Before this he
had been for several years in the office of Ware & Van
Brunt, and during this time he spent at least one year as assistant to Professor Ware in the
early years of the evolution of
the department at the Institute.
So he takes up the work not
only as an architect of thorough training and much practical
experience but also as one who has already had experience in
the task of training adolescent architects.
In deciding against
"
making the attempt to "ride two horses as both his predecessors
have done, Mr. Chandler decides most
wisely. There is enough
to be done in such a place to
occupy a man's full time, and the
chances of the department
becoming such a school of real
architecture .03 the times demand is
greatly increased by his
decision on this point.
But unless the trustees and the
government of the school experience a
change of heart there is little
hope that the grade of work can be carried far above its presFor years this department of the Institute was the
ent level.
only one that was not carried on at a loss, but instead of beinw
treated with more generosity on this account it was considered
as a sort of nursing-mother to the other
departments which
could not support themselves, and the
library and collections
which might have been paid for out of its own income were obtained through private aid, and even at this
day they are, for a
department which has been in successful operation for nearly
As an adjunct of a
twenty years, ludicrously inadequate.
school of applied science the department is out of
place; it
ought rather to be associated with the School of Drawing and
Painting at the Museum of Fine Arts. Mr. Chandler has our
hearty good wishes and sympathy, and we feel he will need
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StiB

new Episcopal Cathedral

A

loth or

31st next.
curious provision in the invitations is
said to be that the church shall face
the south.
Whether this
means that the principal entrance shall be
by a south porch, as
for instance, at
Chartres, or that the usual orientation shall be
abandoned, on account of the
or for some

other

topography,

gradually gathered

another column will be found some account of the curricuINlum followed in the architectural department of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology which was prepared some weeks
ago and consequently has not been quite brought down to date.
Since it was written Professor Clark has retired and has been
succeeded by Mr. F. W. Chandler, the first-named

No. 658.

this,

the opportunity of
taking as many apprentices as suited him,
instead of restricting himself to the small number allowed
by
the Union dictators to their
subject masters, and by his own
exertions, aided by the free men whom he

around him, he fulfilled his contracts. The next
step was to
get workmen from abroad, and by the end of a year from the
time of the strike he found himself with a full
equipment of
excellent men,
working at good wages, and not bound by oath to
try to destroy his business at a signal from a
scheming demagogue. On finding that their bullying had not worked as they
thought it would, the Union managers next resorted, as usual,
to
sneaking and whining. One night Mr. Carew's shop was
broken into, and all his tools taken to the
edge of the wharf,
and thrown into the harbor. Then followed libellous attacks
in the
newspapers, which were persuaded to say that Mr. Carew
had put bad work into the stone furnished for one of
the city
buildings.
Fortunately, his reputation enabled him to laugh
at these
attempts to injure him anonymously, and he replied,
with considerable force, that as the men who were
attacking
him were the ones who did the work on the
building in ques*
tion, whatever bad work was done must have been done by
*
them.

[You XXIV.

reason,
later to

j

I

we cannot say, hut hope that th
public mav be allowed
know more of a subject which has excited "such
general

, teresl

HE

San Francisco Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects has now in hand
the subject
of v^umpKiii^"jjv-^u \JL
CompetiThe matter
matf.pr is
ic in
in fV./}
li..^^^
,.
__
i
tions.
the hands of a
special committee
which has not yet made its
report, but, as we learn from the
California Architect, an informal discussion took
place upon it
at the last
meeting of the Chapter, and some curious facts

A

'

mentioned.

were

One member

described a case where
competitive
designs were invited for a large public
Eleven sets
building.
of drawings,
seven
sheets
comprising
each, were received and
opened by the committee in charge. In an hour after the
plans
were open, the award was made. As the
narrator pointed
out, it was impossible that
seventy-seven drawings should have
been examined, even
hurriedly, in one hour by a committee, and
the inference could
"
"
successful
only be that the
competitor
had been decided upon beforehand.
have heard of a
committee-man who, in a similar case, was asked
why other
architects should be induced to
spend time and money in making drawings in competition for a commission which had
already
been promised. He answered,
very innocently, that the committee thought it would be well to
get the ideas of other architects, as they might be of use to the
young man who was goin<
to do the work; and this is
very often the sole object of the so"called competitions
managed by laymen.
According to the
han Jrancisco architects, at least
ninety per cent of the public
competitions which take place on the Pacific Coast are of this
character, but, as the best part of the
profession there has
taken the subject up, we
may hope that a reform will be brought
about before Ions;.

We

OME
on

extraordinary building operations are just

in Chicago.

The

structure

known

now

o-

o ino-

Old Chamber
of Commerce has been
purchased by a firm of lumber
dealers, and is to be converted into offices,
by the curious process of addition at
The present buildhi" is
top and bottom.
as the

three stories high, the
upper story consisting of a large hall
This is to be divided
horizontally into three stories, by the insertion of two floors, and seven stories
more are to be added
above, making twelve stories in all.
As the present foundations are
altogether inadequate to the support of this weight
they are to be removed from beneath the new
building, and
heavier ones inserted.
Meanwhile, the superstructure will be
supported on three thousand jack-screws. The architect in
charge of this remarkable operation is Mr. Frederick Baumann
whose name is enough to indicate that it will be
thoroughly
and skilfully carried out. In another
part of Chicago a laro-e
office
is
to be raised six feet, to accommodate it
building
to a ne^w
street grade.
This will also require about three thousand
jackscrews, although the work itself is much
simpler than in the
other case.
It seems as if some of our
building raisers, whose
fame is world-wide, might with
advantage extend their business to the other side of the ocean.
In a profession where so

much

depends upon experience, and the skill that comes by
practice, they would for a long time surpass all
others, while
they might in their turn find something to be learned, in En-land, for instance, where the restoration of a tower to the
perpendicular, by lifting one side of the foundation, an
operation
as yet untried, we think, in this
country, was successfully
accomplished a few months ago.
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AKCIIITKCTUAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

THIRD YKAH.

'HE Institute
IIP school in the
established

of Technology

was the

first

country to open a regularly

department

IKTII siillicicnlly

of

architeeture

prosperous to

uiiiin-

He

raised the

largely due to Prof. Ware's personal influence, and his untiring and enthusiastic work.
department from nothing to the first rank in the

Columbia College, New York, he was
country.
succeeded for a time by W. P. P. Longfellow and T. M. Clark as
associate professors.
Prof. Longfellow, however, retired from the
department at the end of a year. Prof. Clark had studied or worked
with Mr. Richardson for some seven years and was employed in the
building of Trinity Church, Boston, and several of Mr. Richardson's
Both
or more properly Gambrill & Richardson's large works.
Prof. Ware and Prof. Clark have been ably seconded in their efforts
by the work of an assistant, Prof. Eugene Le'tang, who was brought
over from Paris in 1872, through the efforts of Prof. Ware and has
practically had control of the architectural designing and drawing
ever since, and has contributed very largely to the popularity and success of the department. Prof. Clark has also two assistants, Air. Homer
and Mr. Perkins, who srive lectures and supervise the drawing classes,
besides a few special lecturers who will be referred to later on.

On

being called to

The courses of study in the Institute are very strictly laid down in
the curriculum, and students are not allowed to depart from them.
The regular course extends through four years, but, as in nearly all
of the architectural schools in the country, it has been found that a
great many students are not willing to give so much time to the
study of architecture, and a special course has been provided, extending through two years. A large majority of the architectural
students content themselves with this course instead of following the
more extended one.
The special course as laid down in the catalogue is as follows
:

FIRST YEAK.
FIRST TERM.
The Orders and Elements of

SECOND TERM.
Architect-

Original Design.

Sketching and Water-Color.
Mechanical and Free-hand Drawing.
Shades, Shadows, and Perspective.

ure.

Sketching and Water-Color.
Mechanical and Free-haud Drawing.

Common

Materials.

Elementary Mechanics.

Construction.

Graphical Statics.

Architectural History.

Architectural History.

SECOND YEAR.
FIRST TERM.

SECOND TERM.

Original Design.

Original Design.

Sketching ana Water-Color.

Sketching and Water-Color.
Specifications and Contracts.
History of Ornament.
Planning.
Iron Construction.
Schools, Theatres Churches.
Ventilation and Heating.
Surveying.
Stereo tomy.
Problems in Construction.

Specifications.
History of Ornament.
Problems in Construction.

Ventilation and Heating.
Working-Drawings and Framing.

The regular course is the same for all departments of the Institute
during the first year, and is confined to general studies, with the
single exception of a large amount of mechanical and free-hand
drawing. No one is allowed to continue in the department of architecture who does not have credits in mechanical drawing, including
geometrical drawing, shades and shadows and descriptive geometry.
The regular course is as follows
:

FIBST YEAR.
SECOND TIRM.
Solid Geometry.

Algebra.

General Chemistry.
Chemical Laboratory.
History of the English Language.
English Composition.
French (or German).
Mechanical and Free-hand Drawing.

Algebra.
Plane Trigonometry.
General Chemistry.
Chemical Laboratory.
Political History since 1815.

French (or German).
Mechanical and Free-hand Drawing.
Military DrllL

Military Drill.

SECOND YEAR.
FIRST TERM.

SFCOMI TIRM.

Materials.

Physics.
Descriptive Geometry.

Original Design.
Common Constructions.
Architectural History.
Shades Shadows, and Perspective.
Sketching.
Differential Calculus.
Physics.
English Prose.

Political

German.

Architectural History.

Drawing.

The Orders and Elements
tecture.

Analytic Geometry.

German.

Economy.

of Archi-

Lectures on Fine Art.
Integral Calculus.

Strength of Material.

General Statio.

Sti-rroluiny.

Structural (leology.
Physio Lectures and Laboratory.
:

The

charter of the institution was
granted by the legislature in an act dated April
10th, 1861. The School of Industrial Science
was opened in February, 1865, and the Department of Architecture was created in 1866,
though there were no regular graduates until
William K. Ware, an architect of Bos1873.
ton and an ex-pupil of Mr. H. M. Hunt of
New York, was placed in charge of the department, and continued as its head until 1881,
the high standing of the Institute being
tain itself.

Working Drawings and Framing.

original Design.
Sk. ic-liingiiniT Water-Color.
Iron CoiiHtnirti"!!.

Original Design.
sk. 'idling and Water-Color.

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

which has

SECOND TERM.

KIBBT TF.KM.

I.

T1IK
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German.

K

and Dynamics.

iin-ni.-iticH

Physical Laboratory.

European History.
German.
Aoonstic*.

FOURTH YEAR.
FIRST TIRM.

SECOND TIRM.

Advanced Original Design.

Advanced Original Design.

History of Ornament.
Sketching in Water-Color.
I'roM'-ma in Construction.

Sketching In Water-Color.
Planning.
Schools, Theatres, and Churches.
Problems in Construction.

Strength of Materials.
Lectures on Fine Art.
Heating and Ventilation.
Advanced French.

S|.. .il,.:, :,, UK and Contracts.
Constitutional History.
Heating and Ventilation.
Advuuced French.
Thesis Work.
i

The two-year
hand drawing

special course thus includes the mechanical and freeof the first year of the regular course, the drawing and

design of the regular second and third year, and the more strictly
professional lectures of the second, third and fourth years, with a
practical course of its own in trigonometry and graphical statics,
without the higher mathematics, which are pursued quite extensively
during the four years' course. Prof. Clark does not altogether approve of the idea of having special courses, hut the majority of
students now prefer them so that it is doubtful if any decided
change
will be made at present
It will be seen that the course comprises,
practically, quite an extended university education in addition to the technical studies
The school sessions begin in the
directly related to architecture.
morning at nine o'clock and last until about five, giving, on an averOf the
age, seven hours a day devoted to recitations and drawing.
total time during the whole course, 285 hours are given to
pure
mathematics; 110 to applied mathematics; 420 to languages; 530
to miscellaneous studies, such as geology, history,
321
physics, etc.
to lectures upon the theory of architecture
105 to construction ;
and the balance of 3269 hours to drawing and designing. In other
words, general university studies occupy 1345 hours or 25 per cent;
the theory of architecture 426 hours, or 10 percent;
drawing and
designing 3269 hours, or 65 per cent of the time for the entire course.
It should be said, however, in
regard to this classification, that it is
somewhat arbitrary and the ratio is obtained by assuming that whatever time is left from the general studies the student devotes to
drawing. In the majority of cases this is probably a true assumption, still, as is hereafter explained, the student is not bound to any
certain number of hours for drawing but to a certain amount of
work,
and many students will get through much quicker and easier than
;

;

others.

The study

of construction is included under the various heads of
These topics
working-drawings, iron-construction, etc.
are handled entirely by Prof. Clark in the
shape of lectures. In addition to the lectures, the classes are taken out to
inspect buildings in
process of erection, although this exercise is purely voluntary,and
the classes being so large it is difficult to get the utmost
good from
such opportunities. In the lecture on
working-drawings Prof. Clark
has to assist him a set of detailed and full-size
drawings, which have
been prepared for the purpose,
the different forms of orillustrating
dinary wood and masonry construction. The students are required
to prepare one drawing a week
illustrating definite and practical
problems and, in addition, there is one lecture a week on variain
local
tions
Besides this, the class, as a whole, is repractice.
quired to prepare and draw out an entire set of framing plans for
some rather extended building. The subject of
piling, foundations,
etc., is taken up in the form of lectures, with two or three hours a
week devoted to architectural problems and calculations.
It will be seen that, with the
single exception of mechanical drawing in the first year, there is no drawing, as such, taught in the architectural department.
There is, however, considerable practice in
drawing, which, of necessity, forms a part of the other studies. The
drawing mentioned in the first term of the second year is taken in
connection with the study of the orders.
All of the students
are required to have a copy of
Vignola and the orders are
drawn out using it as a reference, the size of the module
being
The students are required to pregiven by the professor.
pare one or two plates every week, and are given a pretty
thorough drill in the orders. The "elements of architecture" refer
to the studies of proportions of
building, generally involving
* also
studies of the orders, and the
drawings are made from copies. The
of
shades, shadow, and perspective is also property drawing,
study
although only incidentally so, the theory and practice of perspective
being considered purely with reference to architectural drawings.
Sketching, noted during the second term of the second year, is
optional with the student, and is designed to be entirely outdoor
work. During the third and fourth year the student has considerable practice in sketching and water-color
drawing. The classes are
under the direction of Mr. Ross Turner, and are allowed two hours
each week, this being supplemented by occasional
sketching trips
during pleasant weather. Another study, which implies considerable

materials,

;
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drawing, is classified in the catalogue as "lectures on fine art."
This is merely a name to designate a number of different features introduced into the department from year to year.
At present, it
consists of exercises in rendering in pen-and-ink.
Each student is
given a sheet of drawing-paper on which is printed, in very pale
ink, an outline of some simple building, and one or two hours, according to the problem, is allowed for simply rendering the drawThis exercise is under the direction of Mr. D. A. Gregg, It
ing.
extends through the year.
Original designing is begun in the second term of the second

The first problems are, necessarily, very simple in their nature, generally limited to portions of buildings, such as a porch,
a portico, dormers, etc. The practice in designing is continued
through all the rest of the course, the nature of the problems being
graduated to suit the capabilities of the classes. The students'
year.

judged by various architects from Boston and vicinity, who
are appointed by a regular committee of the Boston Society of
Architects. In order to develop the individual possibilities of the
student, the same system is used at the Institute that is in vogue at
the School of Fine Arts in Paris. Every month three days are given
to the preparation of a sketch in accordance with a programme
which is posted up in the drawing-room. The students are allowed
one month in which to develop the sketch into finished drawings,
adherence to the original scheme being obligatory. The final drawIf the student is
ings are required to be handed in very promptly.
behind time he is allowed twenty-four hours in which to make up,
but is only allowed half the credits he might have gained on that
A few of the actual problems may be of interparticular problem.
est in this connection and will illustrate the style of work which

work

is

the students are required to follow.
" The
Park Entrance.
principal entrance into a large park
leads directly into the grounds from an avenue which runs along one
side.
The building over the entrance is not more than ten or fifteen feet deep, and consists of three equal arches ten feet wide in
clear for carriages, with rooms on each side for keepers, police, etc.
The space on each side of the archways is the same as the distance
between centres of the arches, thus making five equal divisions of the
The surface above the arches is treated with an attic
building.
and suitable figures, giving a good sky-line. On each side of the
main building are entrances for people on foot, these entrances to
be covered or not as chosen. All the entrances are to be closed
with iron gates, and an iron fence or stone wall placed around the

A

park. Design of gates must be shown. Required sketch-plan and
Finished design the same,
elevation fa inch scale.
inch scale."
This problem was for the second year. The following was for
the third year
" This
Gardener's Cottage.
little, one-story stone house, is
to
be
built
a
supposed
by gentleman, for his gardener, in the neighborhood of his garden. It will contain, below stairs, veranda on one
side of the house, vestibule, stairs, two rooms, viz., sitting-room and
The front door opens into the sitkitchen, supplied with closets.
Also an open shed for washting-room, the back door into kitchen.
ing, with tool-room and water-closet.
Up stairs are to be managed
a chamber and two bed-rooms, these rooms to be located in the roof,
lighted by large dormers.
Required 2 elevation inch scale, 2 plans
:
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with space for about seventy desks. There is also another drawingroom, fitted up with fourteen desks which are reserved for advanced
students and those working for a degree. Opening directly from the

main drawing-room is the department library comprising six hundred
and fifty volumes, and some three thousand photographs bound in
books. The library and photographs are entirely free to the students,
who are encouraged to use the collections very freely. There is, also,
quite a collection of casts and models of architectural fragments, and
a very fine lot of French school drawings, including some of the
Envois de Rome, which were secured by Professor Ware, some years
since, in Paris.
In addition to the special library, several thousand photographs,
prints, drawings, and casts have been collected to form a nucleus for
an architectural museum, by means of a special fund raised for the

To these collections large additions have been made,
purpose.
mostly by gifts. Models and illustrations of architectural detail and
materials are arranged in the rooms of the department, but the chief
part of the collection of casts of architectural sculpture and detail
belonging to the department has been, for want of space in the Institute buildings, deposited in the Museum of Fine Arts, together
with the architectural collections belonging to the Museum. The
students of the department have free access to them at all time?
and as the Museum building is close at hand, no inconvenience results
from the change.
To be admitted as a regular student in the first-year class, the
applicant must have attained the age of seventeen years, and must
pass a satisfactory examination in arithmetic, algebra, plane geo;

metry, French, English grammar and composition, history and geography. To be admitted as a regular student in either the second,
third or fourth years, the applicant for this advanced standing must
have attained the proper age (eighteen, nineteen, and twenty years
respectively), must in general pass satisfactorily the examination for
admission to the first-year class, and examinations on all of the subjects given in the earlier years of the course which he desires to
enter.
Graduates of colleges are admitted to the Institute without
examination, and will be permitted to enter any of the courses at
such a point as their previous range of studies shall allow.
The number of regular students last year in the department of
architecture was seventeen; the special students numbered fortyeight, making a total of sixty-five. This does not include the students
in the preliminary year, who are not classified in
any department.
Of the regular students, three were from Boston, eleven
from New England, one from the Eastern States, and two from the
West. Of the specials, eleven were from Boston, twelve were from
New England, eleven from the Eastern States, and fourteen from
the West.

As

ornament," consists of lectures by Mr. C. Howard Walker, architect,
These occur twice a month, and are supplemented by
plates drawn out and colored as directed for special problems every
intervening week. During the last term of the fourth year consid-

previously stated, the first graduation from the deThe single student who obtained a degree
at that time, is noted in the catalogue as having abandoned the study
of architecture, and being employed on the Fitchburg Railroad.
Since 1873 there have been twenty-two graduates in the regular
Of these
course, an average of one and seven-fifteenths per year.
twenty-two graduates, eight have abandoned the profession entirely,
seven are employed as draughtsmen in architects' offices, and the
remaining seven are practising architects. Of the fourteen graduates from the regular course who remained in the profession of architecture, nine are resident in Boston, one more in New England,
three in the Eastern States, and one in the West. These figures, of
It is impossible to get at
course, include only the regular students.
any satisfactory idea of the number of specials, but as many of the
special students pursue the course only in a tentative spirit, it is fair
to assume that the total number who have left the school after
having pursued the special course, is not over fifty or sixty.
The degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred upon the students
in the regular course who pass satisfactory examinations in the prescribed studies and in addition presents a satisfactory original de-

erable attention is paid to the subject of planning.
There are
lectures by Professor Clark, on the history of planning, and special
study of house-planning with reference to domestic work, comparison
with foreign examples, etc. At the same time, schools, theatres,
churches and public buildings are considered separately and illustrated by the best available examples.
The study of specifications
is taken up in connection with Professor Clark's work on " Building
Superintendence." Heating and ventilation is taught quite thoroughly
in theory, in the physical department of the Institute, and does not
come under the actual charge of the teachers of architecture. It is
illustrated by inspection of actual examples in the city theatres and
school-houses.
Stereotomy is also an outside study comprising
drawing exercises from plates of definite problems.
The architectural department does not now make in the course
any attempt at shop-work, except the tests of materials in the course
in "applied mechanics."
The Institute has unusual facilities for mechanical engineering practice, but none for just such work as Professor Clark would wish to make a part of the architectural course,

sign accompanied by an explanatory memoir.
Every student is required, on entering the school, to file with the
bursar a bond in the sum of two hundred dollars, signed by two responsible sureties, one of whom must be a citizen of the United States,
as security for the payment of all bills of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
If, for any reason, such a bond cannot be obtained,
a deposit of fifty dollars, as security, will be accepted. No officer of
instruction, or student of the Institute will be received as surety.
The tuition-fee for regular students is $200 per year, and must be
paid in advance as follows: $125 on or before October 10, and
$75 on or before February 10. For one-half or any less fraction of
a school year, the fee is $125. Payment is also required of the cost
of apparatus injured or destroyed in laboratories.
Special students
pay, in general, the full fee ; but when a few branches only are pursued, and the time required for instruction is limited, some deduction may be made.
The fee for students in the advanced courses is
the same as for regular students.
The total cost for attendance at
the Institute during four years is, therefore, as follows, exclusive of

Vacation work is not
except what is done on the testing-machine.
required of the students. The entire school year comprises thirty
weeks. There is, consequently, a very long vacation in the summer,

expenses during vacation, and

:

A

:

fa inch scale."

In teaching the history of architecture, Fergusson is used as a
The recitations are from about one-third of the chapters

text-book.
in the book
tern slides.

Homer.

and are supplemented by lectures and

The history of architecture
The study designated in the

illustrations or lan-

at present, taught
fourth
as "

is

year

by Mr.

history of

of Boston.

and students are encouraged

to enter offices,

whenever

possible,

partment was

88

all

personal expenses

Tuition.

Total.

would be

:

8800

Books and material.
Board and Room at $8 per week.

and

obtain practical acquaintance with architecture.
The architectural department occupies the greater portion of the
second floor of the new building of the Institute, at the corner of
Clarendon and Boylston streets. There is a large drawing-room

in 1873.

190

960

$1900

accomplish the course at less cost than this,
and we fancy the majority of students spend much more.
The Boston Society of Architects has founded two prizes of $50
It

difficult to
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some changes to tetter meet the demands of the
present
For instance, the height of all buildings is very limited,
always depending on the width of the street, but never exceeds five

each, to be given in (rooks to the student who, during the year,
shows the greatest improvement in design, anil also to the one who
makes the most marked progress in construction.
There are
scholarships open to regular students in the Institute, but they are
mostly for students who have entered the Institute under certain
conditions, and the architectural department seldom profits by them.
r
By the bequest of the late Richard Perkins, the income of $. >0,000
is to be
to
of
the
additional
applied
creating
scholarships, all of
which will be open to students of the department.

ON ARCHITECTURAL MATTERS

W

future to
tiim-.

stories,
btill, allowance can be made for important private or
public
buildings which are to be built free on all sides.
The interests of sanitation are generally well provided for. For
instance, large yards are prescribed and building is not allowed on
more than two-thirds of the whole site, the surface of the yard
must not be less than 1900 square feet, and the main part of the
same not less than forty feet in width. Light-shafts are not allowed
of any sha|>e or size whatever in the new
part of the city, but can,
under certain circumstances, be allowed in some of the old
parts.
Concerning the roof and its construction many limitations are made
by the law. The pitch of the roof is not allowed to be more than
two-fifths of the width of the part of the
building it covers, and the
mansard roof is not allowed on dwelling houses. All drawings must
be filed in the Building Department and in the Health
Depart
mcnt, and all building is supervised by inspectors from these depart-

IN SWEDEN.

THEN

a country is developing under generally good
conditions of social ease

and good

political

terms with

its

neighbors there is every prospect
of progress in art generally and
in the art of architecture espeThis is at present the
cially.
case with Sweden. This country,
is

however,

and

by

its

remote

situa-

small size generally
only little known to the outside
world. It is off the ordinary
route of commerce and far from
the political centre of Europe,
but yet is a country that has for
seventy years been at perfect
political ease and consequently
tion

its

has had time to develop

all

its

natural forces and pay all possible attention to domestic matters,

and buildmore and more visited
by strangers, which shows that
to industry, agriculture
ing.

It is

the attention it attracts from the
outside world is increasing and
that people want not only to know
the country by hearsay, but to
see it and make their own inves-

As proof of progress it
may be mentioned that it has,
tigations.

during the

last

decade, enlarged
to a good
extent, especially its
capital,
where a great building boom has
prevailed these several years.
Sweden has not always been
There was a
of its present size.
time when it deserved a place at
the side of the great powers. It

and beautified

Tower

at

Leyden. From Architektonische

its cities

had defeated Germany and other powers after many and long-last^
ing wars, and from the beginning of the seventeenth to the beginning
of the eighteenth century it held possessions all around the Baltic
Sea from some northern parts of Prussia up to and including Finland.
During that century immense wealth was brought into the
country, which led to an amount of building that surpassed that of
any other time in the history of the country. Strongholds, castles
and churches were erected in a most solid way, and many fine examples of architecture of this past time worthy of attention are still left.
There is a little island in the Baltic Sea called Gotland, which, singularly enough, was at that time quite inundated with new buildings
of all kinds.
The cause of this was its abundance of the best of
building materials, its splendid southerly climate, which is rather
different from that of the continent, and its location, as all the merchandise from the East had to pass this way over to the Continent,
and so kept up business and made the small place progressive. The
architecture of the place, although showing German influence,
acquired a character of its own, and consequently this is the only
part of the country that has in any marked degree been the object
of special studies by foreign experts, especially Englishmen.
When viewing any large city, we must always bear in mind that
the general look of the whole is not only dependent on the plans and
designs delivered by the architects, but in a most remarkable degree
The
on the building-law and on the laying-out of the streets.
architect has often a hard task in trying to make " something
"
when squeezed within a very limited space by more or less
nice
It is true that a city
ingenious prescriptions of a building-law.
building must generally be of a character different from that of a
country house. It gets a character of calmness, earnestness and
regularity, while the country house, the big castle or the small cottage, which do not know any laws of erection, necessarily create
a lively and somewhat attractive impression merely by their well-

detached masses, even if the architecture be defective.
Sweden has one building-law common to all cities and towns,
giving rules of general character, besides an especial law for each
on account of differing wants, while the capital has one still more
specific and detailed. The present building-laws of Sweden, though,
leave much to desire and are likely to be submitted in the near

ments.
In Stockholm the building-lots are generally very
expensive, and
that causes the owners always to erect their
buildings as high as the
law allows. Consequently, the cornices of all
buildings form almost
one continuous line, which is almost as bad looking as the too
great
differences in height of buildings to be seen in New York and other
cities of this country.
An owner of a building or a tenant never
occupies the whole house for himself, but merely one story, consisting
of six to twelve rooms
according to different circumstances.
The tenement-houses are generally well arranged, at least those
erected during the last decade, and give in many cases real comfort
to the lower class of people, who have been benefited
greatly by the
recent
in building.
There are several kitchens on each
progress
floor, with two or three rooms belonging to each.
The shapes of building-lots are varied, of course, but in new parts
of the city tend to
squareness. There are never to be seen lots so narrow at the front as often in cities here, which afford
space for only
three windows, which seem almost to be the
regular width of the
American city dwelling-houses.
The buildings are generally erected in a careful and solid way
with especial regard to keeping the houses warm and comfortable
during the cold season. Still, during the winter time it is very seldom, if ever, so cold as it is here. The windows are well planned to
keep the cold out. So-called French windows are always used, with
a post in the middle, and the both halves
opening outwards. In winter time two sets of window-sashes are used,
put about three inches
apart, the window-frames being so constructed as to make it easy to
fix a loose set of sashes to the inner side of the frame.
It was very
much the fashion some time ago to have'all the rooms in one line in
order to give a nice perspective view of the rooms from one end to
the other, but now this idea has been more and more
abandoned, and
the fashion is to have the rooms centred around the hall, from which
it is desirable to have entrance to as
many rooms as possible.
A special feature of each room is the brick stove, which has nearly
the same height as the room itself.
They are built up of bricks of a
certain size and of plain or moulded pieces of burnt
clay of a special
kind, which are polished and glazed on the surface, and also of many
different colors.
The design of the whole is sometimes treated very
decoratively, and therefore these stoves are often found very costly,
but are also truly considered as a real ornament in the room.
To reach the upper stories, one has always to use the stairs, as
elevators are with few exceptions not used, but instead the stairs
are constructed with a considerable width, and much attention is
generally paid to the arrangement of the hall and staircase together
to give it plenty of light and air.
Nature favors builders with an abundant supply of the best of
building stones, good clay for artificial stone and terra-cotta, while
the large forests furnish the best kinds of timber, of
any desirable
size.
Granite is exclusively used for foundations and main
doorways,
and also, although seldom, as face-stone. Limestone and sandstone
are more used as facing for buildings, as
mouldings, ornaments, and
window-frames. The Island of Gotland is almost entirely one
big
rock of sand and lime stone.
The country does not supply the whole amount of face-brick,
wanted for building.
good deal is imported from Germany. And
terra-cotta is only sparingly used strange to
say
strange, because
there is an abundance of good clay over the whole country but the
activity in raising that industry has as yet been very slow.
More used in building is cement, the making "and moulding of
which has been greatly improved during the last years. Not only
for mouldings and ornaments, but for floors, window-frames,
steps and
stairways, made in whole blocks, it is in common use and is very
often ornamented in color and polished, which gives a smooth and

A

nice-looking surface.
The cost of common brick is eight dollars and upwards per
thousand, and of first-class face-brick, twenty-five to thirty dollars.
The average contractor usually counts for common good brickwork,
laid in lime-mortar, twenty cents per cubic foot.
The workingman
gets paid both by time or by contract, the former way always when
there is to be taken especial care in the erection of a building.

A

good bricklayer then earns about $1.75 a day. In making contract
he usually gets from $4.00 to $7.00 for the work of putting 1000 brick
into the wall.
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The architectural training in Sweden is on a good standing.
of the architects are thoroughly trained, not only having spent
years of study at the schools and university of architecture at

Most

many
home

but abroad in Italy, France or Germany, and are generally wellprepared for their practice before starting. At the schools more
stress is generally laid on teaching of matters of styles and the aesthetical part of architecture than to matters of construction.

The charges of the architect are generally different for different
kinds of work, but on an average three per cent of the cost of building.

In speaking of architectural matters we ought to mention the
and
king's palace at Stockholm, although begun in the last century,
completed in the beginning of this century. It was built by Tessin,
undoubtedly one of the most prominent artists of his age, even compared with those of other countries. The vast structure makes a
rich and grand impression, and is considered one of the most beautiful in the world, by its situation with plenty of surrounding water,
its majestic extent, and by the harmony of all its different parts.
During this decade building lias been carried out on a great scale
in all the larger cities, and especially in Stockholm, and in all buildtime in order
ings have generally been used all improvements of our
to make structures solid and life comfortable, while the elevations show

MARTIN BORGSTEDT.

good and carefully-studied work.

and
[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost."]

HOUSE OF

E. V. R.

THAYER,

ESQ.,

MESSRS.

LANCASTER, MASS.

ANDREWS & JAQUES, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.
[Gelatine Print, Issued only with the Imperial Edition.]

LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY, APPLETON,

LADIES' HALL,

WARREN

H.

THIS building

is

wis.

MR.

HAYES, ARCHITECT, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
to cost $25,000.

DETAILS OF
ENTRANCE TO BISHOP'S PALACE, SENS, FRANCE.
CEILINGS AT BOURGES AND EVREUX, FRANCE. DRAWN BY MR. J.
A.

SCHWEINFURTH, ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.

THESE

illustrations are

"
reproduced from Sketches Abroad."

MAIN HALL, IN "ROCKWOOD HALL," TARRYTOWN-ON-HUDSON, FOR
W. ROCKEFELLER, ESQ., N. Y. MESSRS. CARRERE & HASTINGS,
ARCHITECTS,

NEW YORK,

HALL

marble mosaic floor, modelled ceiling and
This work in a slightly modified form is now being

marble

N. Y.

in quartered oak,

stairs.

built.

THE NATHE OLD HOUSE OF LORDS.
THE ROYAL LIBRARY.
TIONAL MUSEUM AND ST. CATHERINES CHURCH, STOCKHOLM,
SWEDEN.

HOUSE BUILT IN CONNECTICUT, IN

1880. MR.
ARCHITECT, BALTIMORE, MD.

C.

E.

CASSELL,

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE HYGROMETRIC
HAVIOR OF CERTAIN WOODS.

1TTHESE experiments consisted

BE-

of observing the changes in weights
of samples of kiln-dried woods which took
pTace
upon their exposure to comparatively slight changes in atmospheric conditions.
JJj'

of a

The

number

following kinds of woods were used

WOOD.

:
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THE SUBWAY PROBLEM

During the interval between the last two weighings, the samples
were submerged in boiling-water where they were kept twenty
minutes, the water was then cooled to about eighty degrees Fahrenheit, the samples removed and immediately weighed.

IN

GREAT BRITAIN.

The first three samples l>ehaved very mueh alike in the early
weighings, also the eherry for eorresponding weighings, but the
several woods differed in the degree to which they were affected.
The whitewood, white pine and black walnut at first gained in
weight then lost slightly, gained over night and during the following
day. The loss occurred in the afternoon. Taken to the groundfloor of the same building and there kept one day, and there was a
greater increase than before.
Up to this timu the actual gain was about the same in each sample,
although in per cent the walnut had gained the least, on account of
\\^

higher specific gravity.
After submersion a radical

difference was found, the walnut
gained the least, the whitewood had gained nearly twice as much as
the walnut, and the pine gained nearly twice as much as the whitewood.

This was explained when the samples were split longitudinally, the
water had penetrated the walnut endwise to a depth of only .15", the
whitewood to a depth of .22", and the pine to a depth of .45".

The cherry sample was weighed at frequent intervals when first
It gained rapidly in weight, but at a diminplaced on the balances.
ishing rate as it approached the limit of saturation in that atmosphere, but when, however, it was removed to the ground-floor of the
building, a somewhat damper atmosphere prevailing, it again gained
rapidly. Returned to the balance-room and there was loss in weight.
Kxposed to the sun's rays and a dry brisk wind and there was a
large loss exceeding the total gain thus far observed. A few changes
in location were then made, each producing results in accordance
with previous experience. So sensitive was this wood to change in
weight that it would seem quite possible to accurately tell where the
sample had been taken to it removed from the balance-room to other
parts of the building, or to the outside air and returned again to the
balance-room. In some buildings the difference in the relative dampness of the several floors might be shown.
After the twelfth
was taken to the
weighing the cherry sample
building in which originally Kept, and there remained over night,
during which time there was a loss of 590 mg.
Notwithstanding there was a shower of rain in the meantime, the
relative humidity of the atmosphere ranged from 52 to 64 per cent,
the thermometer indicating from 70 to 84 degrees Fahrenheit during
the days these experiments were in progress.
After submersion this sample was found to have gained the total
of 33.8621 grammes, or more than its original weight.
It is seen that
the present weight exceeds an equal volume of water.
When split longitudinally every part of the wood seemed to have
been wet, the penetration or moisture was apparently complete.
The description of these tests have been given somewhat minutely,
in order to clearly indicate what changes go on in a brief space of
Were
time, and without large changes of atmospheric conditions.
the observations extended over a longer period, or from season to
season, greater differences in weights would be expected.
The amount of moisture absorbed under ordinary circumstances
seems to de]>end upon the amount of surface accessible to the air, of
which surface the outside parts of the sample form only a limited

all

"
tickers," or messentelegraph instruments, electric-lights,
700
one
of
the
but,
every
telephones in use in
ger-calls,
practically,
New York city has its separate wire. In New York we have doubtless 30,000 miles of wire, of which eighty per cent are telephone conIn London, with four times our population, there are not
ductors.
over 19,000 miles of wire, of which 11,000 miles are telegraph wires
and 7,000, or thirty-seven per cent, telephone. Of the former but
868 miles are above the ground. Of the 7,000 miles of telephone
wires in London all are overhead, excepting those operated as private lines by the Post-Office Department, which are underground
In the whole of the United
in the same conduits as the telegraph.
Kingdom there were last year about 27,000 miles of telegraph wire,
of which about 20,000 miles, seventy-four per cent, are underground.
Comparing New York with London, the first striking difference we
notice is in the relative proportion of telephone to telegraph wires.
This must be remembered, for it constitutes the chief difference in
the underground problem as between the two cities.
The telephone
in England, comparatively speaking, is still a luxury, electric mes-

many

portion.

A specimen might have low specific gravity, and actually contain
only a small amount of woody fibre, yet its structure be such as to
prevent the free circulation of air through it, and, therefore, not expose much surface on which condensation may take place.
In the tests, we see the cherry-wood, low in specific gravity, it
is true for its kind of wood,
absorbing moisture at a more rapid rate
than the softer whitewood and pine samples, and further the denser
walnut bearing a very close resemblance to the whitewood up to the
time of submersion in boiling-water.
Not enough is shown at this time to say whether the woods bear
the same relation to each other in regard to imparting their moisture
as in absorbing the same.
Closely allied to the subject of the absortion of moisture is the subject of expansion and contraction, or, as generally spoken of, the
shrinking and swelling of wood.
It may be inferred that the amount of moisture absorbed will not
always be correctly indicated by the swelling of the wood.
The impression seems to hold among woodworkers that cherry
retains its shape rather better than whitewood, or in the reverse
order of their rates of absorption here shown.
The relative expansion of wood and its elasticity in a transverse
an important question.
is essential to maintain close
joints, such information
would enable us to say whether it were possible or not to secure this
end with certain kinds of wood, and if it were possible then to ascertain what lateral compression would be necessary to hold the wood
in place.
Obviously the range in elastic movement nndor lateral
compressive stresses must be greater than the range in movement
due to shrinking and swelling, to make it possible to keep the joints
direction

Where

is

it

together at

all

times.

J. E.

HOWARD.

that follows it is well to remember that all wires except the
are " in a circuit." One wire will operate a great

INtelephone

senger-service

is

practically

unknown, and

electric street-lighting in

embryo.

On the Continent the Government has, as a rule, Keen more liberal
to the telephone interests.
Comparing Stockholm and Edinburgh,
for instance, each with about the same number of inhabitants, we
find that while in the former there are over 5,000 subscribers to the
Telephone Exchange, in the latter there are about 400. On January
1, 1886, there were about 353,518 telephone receivers and transmitters in use in the United States under license from the Bell Company.
In Great Britain there were on the same date 184 exchanges with
As has already been intimated, little has been
19,784 subscribers.
done in London towards the burying of any wires except those of the
telegraph proper.
It will be interesting to compare the relative demands of
telegraph
service in the two cities.
The Associated Press despatches from
New York are said to average daily over Western Union wires alone
2,600,000 words. The maximum newspaper work reported by the
Government telegraph authorities in London was, on the day of
Gladstone's great speech on home rule, April 18, 1886, 1,050,000
words. The day the Emperor William died, by the way, there were
sent off from the Berlin telegraph office 29,878 messages,
aggregating
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this record was beaten with
799,926 words. On the following day
words.
1,115,551
36,615 messages, aggregating
London thirtyIn addition to the electric telegraph, there are
between t
two miles of pneumatic-service tubes, the longest being
700
Post-OIHce
carrying
and
the
yards),
(3,859
House of Commons
six minutes, similar to those
of
a
at
speed
daily

m

messages

.

The

be buried.

difficulty

presented

in the transmission of electrical

below the earth s surface,
vibrations over a wire, whether above or
and character of the current
the
with
of
strength
course,
varies,
we have an
the arc-light current, at one extreme
employed. In
death like the lightning
instant
of
producing
intensity capable
combustib

fire to

any
and instantly setting
It has been
the other extreme stands the telephone.
" that the
electrical current produced
the
of
strength
demonstrated
in use as a transmitter is less than that
by an ordinarv telephone
a line of
which would be generated by a single battery-cell through
wire 6,000,000 miles in length and the strongest
telegraph
teegrap
ordinary
ary
is only four hundred-thoucurrent produced by such a telephone
a telegraph line, while a current
sandths as strong as that used on
current will give
one-millionth as strong as the ordinary telegraph
articulation."
audible
distinct,
Two facts are apparent from our brief comparison
London
service is to-day
Successful underground electrical
(
in New York it is chiefly one
while
of
telegraphy,
chiefly a question
of successful telephony.
shall
stroke, of fusing metals,

At

matter.

wr

,,

--

:

may be summed up as follows
on neat standTelephone service, overhead, small copper wires
ards upon house-tops, owners compensated for use of roof. Poles
only allowed where roof service is impossible. ^
in England and on houseTelegraph service, largely underground

m

find

The methods and experience

them

to be, cannot

London, whatever we

of

be taken as an

guide for our

infallible

:

Britain,

tops elsewhere.
Electric (arc) light service practically all overhead.
And in conclusion it may be said that so complex and intricate a
in New York is not even dreamed of
tangle as the subway problem

.

(-2)

'

The experience of London is that of nearly all the English cities
telephone and electric-light wires overhead, telegraph principally
Newcastle, however, is an exception. Here, at the
underground.
in
the
outset,
telephone company put all its wires below ground
very
the inevitable iron-pipe. There is but one central office, from which
the wires radiate to the 700 or 800 subscribers, who are within
No. 16 and 18 copperthree-quarters of a mile of the exchange.
The
wires are used, quite heavily insulated and bunched in cables.
Other large cities are
service is fair and there is small complaint.
said to be on the point of burying telephone wires and have already
put nearly all their telegraph wires underground.
However, the whole situation to-day in Europe, including Great

:

n

658.

Mr. Preece frankly stated this objection to the iron-pipe system,
and said that he " would welcome any change that offered possible
" the
in favor of iron was
protecimprovement." The chief thing
tion against mechanical injury to the wire by laborers and its com"
Increasing the size of the conductor was of
parative cheapness."
with a large wire heavily insulated
benefit, and some experiments
with Calender's bitite and laid in asphalt, have given tests that
were interesting and promised well when more fully tested by the
Government."
'

Western Union here.
While the telegraph wires of London are so largely underground,
of arc-lighting in
there are some who attribute the slow growth
wires to
En-land to the act of Parliament requiring the electric-light

XXIV. -No.

[VOL.

our growing electric-light serEurope, much less solved. With
our district-messenger calls, and, above all, our great telephone
and water and steam pipes in the
system, with our network of gas
the street, we have a problem that we must work out practically
Radiating from our
alone, unaided by European experiences.
a gigantic spider's web, including and
metropolis like the threads of
towns and even distant
connecting neighboring cities and growing
there stretches a network of wires, along which throb

New

in

vice,

I shall take it for
snite of the unquestioned attendant drawbacks,
that sucstill honestly persists in believing
here
one
no
that
granted
is impossible even for the telephone, while
service
underground
cessful
electrician in
we need not ?o so far as Preece, the chief Government
<SThe Postmaster-Genera
in public
said
who
recently
En "land,
consideration a scheme for using underground
LS now under his
and added " There is nothing whatever to

Tn

:

already
the impulses of our commercial life.
What will
location difficult to-day.

cities,

wires more extensively,"
done by the telephone companies. In fact, in
prevent this being
than overhead.
many cases telephones work better underground now
are
thoroughly
The laws that -overn the transmission of speech
the underground wires
known and the fancied difficulties in using
miles of
255
we
have
alone
have vanished into thin air. In London
all our great trunk.
In
wire
of
fact,
miles
pipes, containing 10,112
from storms. Ihere are 2
lines are out of danger from stoppage
we are steadily pursuing
buried
wires;
offices now served wholly by
as compared with the
the same policy, and the overhead proportion
underground steadily diminishes."
and other
In London and in Edinburgh, as in Brussels, Antwerp
the telephone wires are overhead, not, to be
lar<*e Continental cities,
in the air
they are upon the
sure in the streets, but, nevertheless,
obtain permission from the
The
companies
telephone
house-tops.
or iron supports upon the roots,
owners of buildings to erect wooden
hundred and fifty wires each.
two
over
these
of
carry
and some
from the streets when they
While this network of wires is visible
are neither in the way of farecross over from block to block, they
nor are poles erected
men nor in front of the windows of houses,
subterranean system, this is by far the
before one's door. Next to a
to the public at least.
most satisfactory method of stringing wires,
or bronze wires are used
Then too, in European cities, small copper
In Paris the problem solved
instead of the larger iron conductors.
the great system of sewers ready for
found
electricians
the
for
itself
their arches or sides, as
all the wires are strung upon
:

We
it

think the problem of their
be when every man has a

as well as without,
telephone in his house when gas-light within,
when
our streets must yield yet more
to
the
electric-light
way
gives
room for fuel-gas pipes, larger water-mains, etc., etc., what shall then
be done?
It needs but a brief glance ahead to see that our few iron-pipes or
and it requires
any other electric conduits must prove inadequate,
no inspired prophet to predict that we must soon in New York come
to the Paris system of sewers, cost what it may, at least on all main
streets and avenues, wherein all our pipes and wires can be placed,
Albert R. Ledoux, in the N.
and digging up the pavements cease.
;

;

Y.

Evening Post.

;

STONE FOOTING-COURSES.
rN

r

head

m

;

piers,

it

is

fre-

The method

possible.
of doing this by the use
and
railroad-rails
of
steel

I-beams has been

presented recently in
these columns. Although
steel

possesses superior

advantages for this pur-

ATTER

RAOUEHE

will conpose, yet stone
for obvious
reasons, to be largely

tinue,

sixthat he considers the present iron-pipe, underground" system
Its cost is
as he put it,
teen times less efficient, commercially, or,
one-fourth."
Or, to put this
four times as great and its capacity
and Edinburgh the distance is
workin<r figures: Between London
Between the two central telegraph offices thirteen miles
390 miles
while the remaining 377 miles are
of this distance are underground,
where the service is entirely overoverhead. Between the points
system, 600
head they are able to send, by a rapid "multiplex
the actual termini, through thirteen
from
while
minute,
words per
words can be sent. Between London
miles of iron-pipe, only 150
six ways from
200
miles,
Delany's multiplex works
d Liverpool
the central offices, partly underthe overhead terminus, while from
four ways, that is, all overhead, 450 words
ground, it works only
100 words per minute. This
ner minute partly through iron-pipes,
is considered in connection
Jn-eat loss in efficiency, be it remembered,
similar conditions it is
with the telegraph conductors only. Under
communication at
but fair to suppose that long-distance telephonic
least would be almost impossible.

me

and

quently desirable to contract the area of the
foundation as rapidly as

them and

or
streets and requiring no "conduit
accessible almost as if in the
the sewer ends they come up out
other special structure ; but where
on the house-tops.
of the around and continue
London system, let us answer the practical
Nowt examining the
"
"
?
American question, How does it work
the best and
From the point of view of the practical electrician,
insulation in the world is dry air, and ideal
the
cheapest
certainly
most nearly attained on a clear winter s
electric service is sometimes
with an overoverhead
a
copper wire. Compared
with
naked,
day
Mr. Preece tells
of
climate
moist
the
in
England,
even
svstem

arranging the footing-courses of walls

what
used for foundations, and hence it is desirable to know by
amount each footing-course may be narrower than the one next
below it.
The amount of this off-set will be limited by the transverse
of the footing which projects beyond
strength of the stone. The part
course next above it resists as a beam fixed at one end and
the
loaded uniformly. The load is the pressure on the earth or
the
course next below. The strength of such a course depends upon
amount of the pressure, the transverse strength of the material, the
of the course.
length of the projection, and the thickness
To deduce a formula for the relation between these quantities, let
the pressure in tons per square foot at the bottom of the foot/'
the modulus of rupture of the
ing-course under consideration
the greatest possible promaterial in pounds per square inch p
the thickness of the
t
in inches
jection of the footing-course
From the principles of the resistance of
footing-course in inches.
the earth against
material, we know that the upward pressure of
the portion of the footing-course that projects beyond the course
next above it multiplied by one-half of this projection is equal to the
continued product of one-sixth of the modulus of rupture of the
the square of the
material, the breadth of the footing-course, and

*"
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=

;

R

=
;

=
;
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thickness.
Expressing this relation in the above nomenclature and
reducing gives the formula
:

or,

with sufficient accuracy,
/

=

!

The

projection available with any given thickness, or the thickness required for any given projection,
may easily be computed by
the above relation. Notice that the off-set
given by the above formula is the projection for which the stone would be on the point of
breaking and not that which may be safely used.
The margin to be allowed for safety will depend upon the care
usrd in computing the loads, in
selecting the materials, and in bedding and placing the footing-courses. If all the loads have been
allowed for at their probable maximum values, and if the material is
to be reasonably uniform in
quality and to be laid with care, then a
comparatively small factor-of-safety is sufficient, but if all the loads
have not been carefully computed, and if the job is to be done
an

by

unknown

contractor, and neither the material nor the work is to be
As a general
carefully inspected, then a large margin is necessary.
rule, it is better to assume for each particular case a factor-of-safety
in accordance with the attendant conditions than to
blindly use the
results deduced by the application of some arbitrarily assumed
factor.
The following table is given for the convenience of those
who may wish to Use 10 as a factor-of-safety.

SAFE OFF-SET FOR MASONRY FOOTING-COURSES, IN TERMS OF THE
THICKNESS, USING A FACTOR-OF-SAFETY OF TEN.

KIND OF STONE.

To

illustrate the method of using the above table
assumed that it
desired to determine the off-set for a limestone
footing-course,
when the pressure on the bed of the foundation is one ton per square
In the table, opposite limestone
foot, using 10 as a factor-of-safety.
in the next to the last column, we find the
quantity 2.0. This shows
that, under the conditions stated, the off-set may be 2.0 times the
thickness of the course.
If it is desired to use any other
factor-of-safety, it is only necesin the preceding formula the desired fracsary to substitute for
tional part of that quantity as given in the second column of the
above table. For example, assume that it is necessary to use limestone in the foundation and that it is required to contract the footing-courses as rapidly as possible.
Assume, also, that the pressure,
P, on the base of the foundation is two tons per square foot. If the
limestone is of the best and if it is laid with great care, it will be
sufficient to use 4 as a factor-of-safety.
Under these conditions the
:

is

R

formula becomes

V

=

X

1500
2

=

2.3t.

That

is, the projection may be 2.3 times the thickness of the course.
The above method is strictly true only when the footing is solid
To realize these results it is necessary that no stone should
stone.

more than half its length, and also that each stone, should be
project
well bedded.
The results in the table agree very well with the practice of the principal architects and
engineers for hammer-dressed
stones laid in good cement mortar.

The preceding results will be applicable to built footing-courses
only when the pressure above the course is less than the safe strength
of the mortar.
The proper projection for rubble masonry lies somewhere between the values given for stone and those given for conIf the rubble consists of large stones, well bedded in
crete.
good,
strong mortar, then the values for this class of masonry will be but
little less than those
for
stone.
If
the rubble consists of small
given
irregular stones laid with Portland or Rosendale cement mortar,
then the projection should not much exceed that given for concrete.
If the rubble is laid in lime mortar, the
footing-course should not
project more than half that allowed when cement mortar is used.
Notice that drawing in the footing-courses decreases the area
under pressure and consequently increases the pressure per unit of
area; hence, the successive projections should decrease from the
bottom upwards.

IRA O. BAKER.
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and intellectual capacity of his offspring and how understandmgly
s work.
he has informed himself as to the real nature of an architect
The blame for non-success should really rest as often on the father
to measurably
as on the son, and if the former took proper steps
would be
understand the work and the intended laborer, our offices
a
cumbered with fewer incapables, who can never advance beyond
remain through
certain degree of efficiency and usefulness, but must
be trusted to do only cerall their lives mere draughtsmen who can

tain kinds of work, and can never hope to reach the higher grades
of that honorable guild, or hope to establish a practice of their own.
In other walks of life, however, they might have become as useful
and successful as any.
Many a father seeks advice at our hands, as he does at the hands
of other architects, and we think that in future we will suggest that
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both father and son will carefully examine the book on architectudrawin" written by Mr. Spiers they will both be helped in reachshow very clearly what one part of an archiing a decision, for it will
tect's work is, and will cause the elder to consider whether from what
he knows of his son's character it is likely that he can in due time
the younger to
accomplish the results here shown, and will cause
matter of drawing persisappreciate from the start that even in the
tent hard work lies before him.

if

ral

I

The book was never prepared with an idea of being used _in this
he hr
that this
way, and it will probably astonish the author
nave OLLII
mere have
aes. There
that occurred to'us as we turned over the pages.
never one like
many books written on architectural drawing, but
I

i

"Architectural Drawing," by K. Phene Spiers, F. S. A. Architect.
& Co., limited: New York, London, Paris and Melbourne.
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man whose own skill as a draughtsman
whose
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... MM. ci
methods anil
..,
..,,,,.,,.
ideas
have heroine
-\ -i, ,M/.,
.,_, -talizcd
which have been partly occupied in giving advisory
many years
y
the work of a

this.

It is

well

known,

in
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anil

architectural students.
The ;;/-i.//.</<.r is throughout
subordinated to the artist. The man who speaks is one who rcali/i-s
that he is addressing pupils in the main intelligent, who can seize on
an idea or a hint and develop it logically. The actual method of
doing this or that is not given undue prominence, as it is in many
other books on drawing, but attention is
constantly directed to the
real object of all drawing, the
production of a well-defined effect.
Conscientious students of other books would at the end of their
studies produce
alike and all modelled on the
drawings essentially
manner of the author of the l>ook ; bat students of this book would
of a similar object in a
distinctly dissimiprobably produce drawings
lar but thoroughly individual manner, for instead of the illustrations
all being
that of the writer or some
prepared in the same style
these twenty -five full-page
draughtsman i-eleeted by him
plates
show in most admirable reproductions how
drawings of different
classes of work were made
by fifteen architects, most of whom arc
a-; well known
by their work to Americans as to Englishmen. Such
men as K. Norman Shaw, II. II. Staniius. Alfred \Vaterbonse, G. E.
Street, Ernest George, .1. ],. IVar.-nn, Gerald llorsely and others.
Tlie.M- drawings were not
prepared for this work, but "were selected
by the author as best illustrating the many different wavs in which
an architectural drawing can be rendered.
In the same way that illustrated books form the most valuable
part
of an architect's library, so these
plates form the most helpful part of
this book, for in tlui
of
the
artistic
side
of
his
talent
the
development
architect receives hn best training through the
eye, not through the
ear
Ruskin's words generally excite a
doubting or combative feeling, which can only be allayed by setting before the eye an illustration in support of the contention he is
advancing with such alllnence
of verbal argument
so these illustrations do more to
explain what
can be done with pencil and brush than would the most careful
that Mr. Spiers could contrive.
to

.

Perhaps the most interesting and instructive chapter is the one on
office-work, and, so far as we know, it is the only successful
attempt
to describe and
explain the commonplaces of ordinary office procedure, which the student commonly has to pick up as" he can in the

course of his day's work,
applying
that he

MM advancing

hi--

own

under his own eye.
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News.

from the Ca-piaii t., Teheran. Latterly, accounts have
appeared in the
*s of the Miah
having spontaneously thrown open his country to
trade "'"I bwomiAted a new era.
Thi- same thing was said fin. -en
v ''" 1> "~" wlll n |K
K"ve a famous com-, ,,j,,,, ,,, \|, Beater and on the
strength of it was enabled to perform several
cheap JoomeTI to K.irope
and return laden with presents.
Sub-,.,,,,,.,,,!,,, however,' hi, ..^eminent rchipse.1 into its previous
imbecility, and if the present railway
lar.-e is
any test he cannot be said to have recovered from it since
Ihp fact of the matter is Persia, to-day, i. nothing more than a Central
Asian Miauate, like Bokhara, and- it i. u.ele.. to
expect serious improvement from its present ruler. Two adjective, are to be
plentifully
ound in every book describing Persia for the last
"
im
twenty year.
beetle
and
idiotic," and although the construction of the Teheran
is
a
way
very .illy affair, it is rational compared with
Ija,
many act, of
the
Persian Government recorded
by travellers, wliile at least ten miles
out of 200 have been completed.
JSnginetring.

i

'

r
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SHAM AXTIQUITIM IN FHAXCE.
Now
the summer resort, of
Brittany and

when

that the time

approachin

is

,?,,"
by seeker, after fresh air, it is well (the Paris
correspondent
don /Wy telegraph
remarks) to draw attention once more to at ,,1,1
.ubject.
Among the Kngll.1. as well .. the French vis or to u, h
places every year there are numerous
antiquarians, collector.
mic. and those whom the American
Normandy

be

will

oHo
,

Now

V

hun.ori.ts facetiou.lv

the

c

members, or rather imitator.
;Ur,cabrckers."
^
Black Band
area, numerous as ever in
France, and they still take
diabolical and profess.onal delight in
entrapping unwary an
"
tourists by offering .,
curio,, articles of vert',!,
<"in
?,
all for sale.
These people cunningly distributepottery,
reputed ami
,
steads, chairs, ba/iut,, medallions, and
pottery- ware in old fan ,.,
near watermg-places. The
guides, hotef-touts ; villager and sii," l r f" Ik
arc told to
'

^

,

l"

1

sound the praise, of these
things in the ear of the
and delighted at the
prospect of being b"e t pick m a
bit of genuine old
a
rococo
china,
cabinet, a jar of ' Old (a
', d
per hap. a buckler or javelin owned by one of Ca>sar's
Icgi marie.
T
diplomatic guide or tout i. never gushing about the
,,ut
generally insinuates in an off-handed, distant kind of a

who

is

flattered

antiS"

way 'that

sRSKBsa^^
the bonne-mere,

who shows him' her collection and nar
how they were heirlooms from her
mother, who had

explanations to processes

^^^^^ ^V

The plates which illustrate this chapter show how
possible it is to make a working-drawing
that is thorough and workmanlike in the information it
gives, and is
a rebuke to those who feel that
any sort of rough and

"

to bid-for theimicles;
ind'Snally
a couple of jug., or a
rusty javelin, deeming himsc
found Ins curios himself. Next
the

day

incomplete
drawing will serve the purpose. A thoroughly-good workin-*-drawing is more valuable to both architect and clie'nt than the most elaborate of picture perspectives, for it has an
inspiriting effect on the
workman and enables him to go ahead with his part of the work with
the feeling that it is all plain
sailing before him, and that he has not
got to waste time in trying to guess what may bo the real meaning
of the imperfect
drawings which have been furnished him. The
thorough working-drawing makes the work of the architect vastlymore easy, too, in the matter of superintendence, for it enhances his
authority with the workmen, who, feeling that they are dealing with
a man who really understands his
business, are quite willing to follow his instructions to the letter, so far as
In "nothing
possible.
more than in the character of the
working-drawings made there does
the good office differ from the
poor one. Mr. Spiers's book is not
precisely an elementary treatise and it does not give all the facts
connected with the theory and
practice of constructing drawings of
different kinds.
It is
mainly suggestive and the suggestions are
carried to their legitimate conclusions
by the illustrations.
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briclbrac dealer (L,

receives notice of the successful
sale, and he at once
the pelf, to pay the usual
percentage to all his c,,,
place the curKH.it.es sold to the innocent and nnso,
by others. Thus the trade in the sham
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CASALS OF MARR. The canals of Mars
were carpfnll
at hi. last- opposition,
*
waj 0uru
r f ull.ivij, on
inn. by
i crrntin
uy M. Perro
April llth,
thT *ii
'
thr
'
of
under
observatory
the best condition, fo
Nice,
he sit'
"/ V"'
observatory is one of the finest in the world, and its teles on ^i
"'>'
size and excellent in definition.
P
'"
lllrtfe
M. Perroti n !.,
?
.
so-called canals at the
the
JS
of
opposition

M

'

S'.^ffW.obWwd

served in 1888 in general, in the same
characteristic features a. those of 1880
straight lines, some of them being sir, ,e
g
each other at various angle.. Their
i

anu o hers
t
object seemed to be
?i"i!
lwh
communications between the seas of the two
hemispheres oV betwwn
?
different parts of the same
sea, or between the ca a .,
n
>8
Perrotin saw something beside
correspondence in hfs, wo . P H
V '"
servations
He bears witness to remarkable
. tlmt ha
chang'
eOC CUrn (l
between the two oppositions, not
only in the can That
tl
*
of the planet.
He found that the continent
Lyb .' a 1
IH-ared.
Plainly visible two years ago, it no longer ex iiu
8
'
engulfed in the surrounding sea.
Mceris in (hi
"" y 8ltuated
on one of the canals, has also vanished
from si'irht
Tl
Xtent of tlle
region whose aspect is thus completely changed
i:!'
the surface of France.
new canal inv"sUJc in lf^ C J rreatcr than
about 26 north of the .ubmerired continon
appeared
,.
third change wa. ob.erved
&t T
SfTtodrfS? 1 on the
white spot that mark, the northern
pole of Man,
ct was a
parently to connect through the polar ice two
P"
Perrotin i. an astronomer who
P e
inures
confident
Hi,
'h
are no fiction of the
observations
but
faithful tran,
fancy,
L,
WOn< r8 *"
vealed to his practised
eye on the surface of the pfanet
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BACK-HANDKD RAILWAT Bun.mxc,

A

n? PERSIA.
The opening of the
from Teheran to Shah-Abdul-Azim, has
provoked more congratulation than ridicule in this
country, probably because the absurd side of the whole affair is not
properly understood.
Jhe concession for the line, which eventually is to connect Teheran
with the Caspian Sea, ig in the hands of a
in which a
Belgian
first

railway in Persia,

,

W^SSSS

T
'

tl
Mr

syndicate,

-

ftf.Sf^

T

Mr. Zaitchenko, Persian general-consul at
Odessa, and several other
Kussiansare concerned. The imbecility of the affair to which we are
about to refer, is due obviously less
the vagaries of whose rule are res
From the
a
sance o
miles, and seeing that there are no roads worthy of the name between
and the Klburz chain has to be crossed,
any European would naturally
have commenced at the sea end first and worked toward. Teheran
paras
the
rails
were
sent
to
the
ticularly
Caspian from Kurope via the
Trans-Caucasian Railway. However, regardless of the
cost, the Teheran
end has been
~,
started upon
and
it thus
luuo the
me ntiicuious
u|/ui first,
iob, ni
ridiculous spectacle has
nas
been witnessed for months past of
r
ismumam.
and
aim
horses
norses tii<"
donkeys,
JIIRCJB, camels,
i
j
t
tugging
mij
loads of rails and locomotives in sections from the
200
miles to
Caspian,
i eheran, in order that the lines
Teheran,
be built the wrong way. Thanks
might
<n
i.:.
.i>i..
1. .1
to this,
although there are no engineering difficulties at all on the section
just opened, the cost has exceeded 10.00W. a mile, or 100.00W. for the
ten miles opened. Of this amount, even after
substracting the 15 OOO/
which Russia charged as duty on the rails, etc.,
it is estimated' that
nearly half, or 45,OtxV , has been
entirely wasted in transport expenses

i
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M
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Cl " lr '
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*"">1
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tl
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conclusion that the house, though while upon the land a part of the
realty, when it was removed to another place, and thus severed from
the realty, became personal property, and subject therefore to lie replevined by the landlord. But he found that the replevin was barred
The woman, who still occupies the
by the Statute of Limitations.
house, though she was never a tenant of its owner, holds the fort,
without its having cost her a penny, and though a prosecution for larceny for stealing the house might have been at one time maintained,
such a proceeding is barred by the criminal statute.
Philadelphia Inquirer.

LKS AMIS DES MONUMENTS PARISIKNS.

The atrocious meteorological
has to be visited just now have not kept
away foreign visitors from the Boulevards. They arc arriving in considerable numbers from all parts, but particularly from Great and
Greater Britain, and they are what is termed by facetious chroniclers
" carted round" from monument to monument
every day.
Irimbale's, or
No ridicule can, however, be attached to their movements now that
the
to
discover
thousands of 1'arisians have themselves set to work
The big
sights and scenes of their wonderful city and its environs.
char-a-bancs that you see slowly dragged along the Boulevards laden
with people very often contain full-blooded Parisians as well as benighted barbarians from beyond the shimmering seas or the snow-clad
hills.
The time has gone by when a Parisian was ashamed to carry a
" Baedeker" under his
arm, and to explore the wonders of the Louvre,
M. Charles
the Luxembourg, 'the Gobelins, or the Musce-Carnavalet.
Gamier and the society of "Amis des Monuments Parisiens," which he
founded about two years ago, have changed all that. Before M. Garnier and the ladies and gentlemen with him took to periodical wandering all over medieval and artistic parts of Paris there were thousands of
old inhabitants who had never seen the inside of many of the metropolitan monuments and places of historic interest in their lives.
They
have visited the Engardine or the Tyrol for scenery, cursorily inspected
the frescoes and paintings of the Pitti or the Vatican to improve their
taste, but they would not he seen for worlds lounging about the corridors of the Louvre or penetrating the artistic or Arcadian recesses of
Versailles. At the present time, owing to the fashion that has been set
"
by the Amis des Monuments," it is no uncommon thing to see" a genuine Parisian wrapped in contemplation of "La Belle Jardiniere at the
Louvre, or wandering enthusiastically, like a foreign dilettante, through
the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles. As to the environs of Paris, such as
Marly, Montmorency, or St. Germain, they are rendered more fashionable than ever by the patronage of the opulent people who drive thitherward in mail coaches every afternoon for dinner. London Telegraph.
conditions under which

1'aris

M. Defontaine, doctor-in-chief to the
ELECTRICAL SUNSTROKE.
Creusot Sleel- Works, states that workmen employed in operating the
electric forges at Creusot are subject to a form of sunstroke which he
attributes to the intense light radiated from the focus of the forge.
These forges emit a light of more than 100,000 candles from a few
square centimetres of surface, producing on men exposed to their glare
Frequently after
physiological consequences previously unheard of.
two or three hours' work the men complain of pains more or less intense
and
the
in the neck, the face
forehead, simultaneously with which the
color of the skin is changed to a reddish brown. Notwithstanding the
use of dark glasses the retina is affected to such a degree that for some
minutes after ceasing work the operatives are totally blind, nor is perfect vision restored until nearly an hour after. The secretion of tears
is augmented, a constant flow being kept up for twenty-four hours,
during which the patient suffers from insomnia, due to pain and the abnormal flow of tears, and possibly also to fever. During the following
davs the skin peals off the face and neck, which become of a deep red
New York Star.
color, fading away about the fifth day.

THE RESULT OF DREDGING AT GHIRGENTI. In the harbor of Gliirgenti (the ancient Agrigentum), a dredge boat recently struck a
bonan/.a-of ancient coins and curios, including a cartload of plate and
numerous Grecian statuettes, Agrigentum having been, next to Syracorrescuse, the most flourishing colony of the sea-faring Greeks.
pondent of a Naples journal regrets that the municipal authorities of
Rome have thus far prevented a thorough dredging of the Tiber, where
untold shiploads of antiquities are supposed to await a day of resurThe chief objection seems to be the enormous stratum of
rection.
superincumbent mud, and the probable consequences of raking up the
Dr. Oswald in Drake's Mayasewer deposits of twenty-six centuries.

A

zine.

ECONOMY AS IT is UNDERSTOOD AT PANAMA. A correspondent of the
"I have referred to the shameful
Montreal Gazette writes as follows
way in which valuable plant is used. Now to cite a fact, to point a
moral and adorn an 'o'er true tale.' Quite recently a new 4,000 kilo.
went off the line near the Culcbra cut. They
i/rne, or movable crane,
The intellicost $2,500 each. Down the slight embankment it went.
that
of
section, instead of making any effort to recover
gent foreman
it by ordering in a train of
buried
cars.
The crane
it, simply
dumping
was buried and remains buried. Its burial simplified the whole matter.
Words fail to convey
It was not his, and the company had dozens idle.
any idea of how machinery has been used there. An engineer told me
that three-fourths of the 180,000,000 worth of machinery on the Isthmus is rusting and much of it is useless, valueless even as old metal,
owing to its location. The Canal company takes credit for $30,000,000
worth of machinery on the Isthmus."
:

Emin Pasha has discovered a race of dwarfs
AFRICAN DWARFS.
which inhabit Central Africa. They are only forty inches high, of a
and
brown color
very agile. They eat white ants and roots, and use
small poisoned arrows.

Springfiad Republican.
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TO RECLAIM THE ARII>HKOIONSOF THE WEST.

No. 658.
The Sen-

*

ate spent the greater part of July 30, in discussing an amendment to
the Sundry Civil bill which looks to the reclamation of lands in the arid
regions, for agricultural purposes, by means of a system of reservoirs
and irrigating ditches. The amendment was finally passed by a vote of
529 to 18, which is a substantial
victory for the friends of the amendment, since the proposition had not been favored by the Committee on
on
the
that
it would
Appropriations,
ground
open the doors to a scheme
which would involve the outlay of millions. The amendment
adopted
is only tentative
in character.
It provides for an
appropriation
of $250,000, to be expended under the direction of the
Geological Survey, in the examination of the whole subject, in surveys and other necessary preliminary work. According to the statement of Major Powell,
the director of the Geological Survey, the work of
surveying the arid
region alone will require $5,000,000. The work of constructing even
the simplest sort of a system of reservoirs would
require, according to
the estimates of those who opposed this
scheme, $20,000,000.

ONE of the favorable features of the hour is the decrease in the loss due to
competition. Trade and commercial combinations of all kiuds are helpinwto
bring this about through the restriction of production and the fixing" of
prices. Five years ago this would have been impossible, and efforts and combinations which to-day fail will in five years' time succeed. The
sweeping
bankruptcies of the past were losses only to individuals. The general public profited by the production of wealth.
has
exhausted
Competition
only
one field, viz.: that occupied by traders and manufacturers. There are
other fields for competition to till, such as competition between investors
for opportunities, competition between money-lenders,
competition between
railroad-builders for territory to use, and competition betweeu the seekers
after opportunities of all kinds wherein labor, skill and enterprise cati find
employment. Competition in this direction has only begun. So far as
mere cheapness is concerned, the limit has probably been reached. The
next thing to watch is that expanding demand will not force prices up too
high. Of this there is some probability. There is, of course, more producing capacity than is or for some time can be employed. Shrewd manufacturers who have seen the giant-like strides of American enterprise knowthat the nation may wake up some morning and discover stocks low and
prices advancing. Two or three influences that may bring this about are
these First, the enormous volume of money that is seeking investment,
nud second, the fact that immigration will be restricted and labor increased
in cost and value.
That railroad building will boom again into old-time
dimensions is probable. The entire system is gradually getting a stronger
foundation to rest upon. The capital foreclosed during the first six mouths of
this year was only twenty per cent of what it was for the first six months
of last year, but the volume of capital placed under receivership was six
times as much. There are several thousand miles of railroad iron in the hands
of receivers or threatened with that fate. Considering the rash way railroad building has been conducted, it is a wonder that there is not ten times
us much weakness. Raihond managers expect a sweeping improvement as
soon as these several thousand miles can be brought under their control.
There is a gradual transfer going on. Despite the unfavorable situation of
railroads, a great deal of new work is projected. The depression will be
corrected probably within six months. The best railroad management in
Boston. New York and Chicago looks forward confidently to a restoration
of harmonious relations and to a resumption of work on a large scale.
General construction work is progressing very well, and a great deal more
is being put in a forward condition.
Financial schemes are being worked
up to a practical point, so that when the safe time does come there will be
nothing to do but beein coustruction. An authority estimates that schemes
involving the expenditure of two hundred million dollars are all completed.
Money that otherwise would go into railroad building: will now go into
manufacturing. Dividends will decline on railroads, but increase in manufacturing. The purchasing power of the people will be, as it is being,
increased, and larger and more valuable interior markets will be built up.
Business men feel like drawing a long breath over the end of the tariff turmoil. The politicians' holiday is over and the questions are now relegated
'I he fear of harm
to the people.
coming to them will have more weight in
deciding the question lhau the possibility of advantage. Changes of (State
policy or economy have always been made only as the last resort. There
may be a vast amount of clatter about monopolies but the individual supply of bread and butter will be considered first, and whatever seems to best
secure these will be adopted and defended. The iron trade if getting into
good shape. The mills all over the country are starting up and spring
prices are ruling. The steel-rail mills have next to no business on hand and
but little early business is promised. The lumber trade is in as good shape
as it could be, considering the fact that market requirements have been
covered to their fullest extent. The textile manufacturers are hoping, with
some reason, for a further improvement. The paper-makers are generally
Boot and shoe makers have made and sold more shoes this
full of orders.
year than last. Boiler-makers and engine-builders, car-builders and locomotive-builders have done more work this year t h an last. The railioadbuilders have fallen away behind. The production of iron and steel is
about one million tons behind. The makers of machinery in general are
ahead. The agricultural interests are more prosperous because cost of
tiaftic in many sections has been reduced and cost of most articles of conThe mining interests have been well engaged.
sumption has declined.
Coal production keeps ahead. Industrial demand, railroad demand and
householders' demand all are g'-eater than n year ago. Prices for anthraThe production this year has been
cite are to be advanced September 1st.
one week's labor greater than last year. The banks have money to lend,
but find commercial paper less abundant than usual. A larger volume of
business is now done on less borrowed money than ever before in our hisBorrowers are fewer in numbers. There is less mortgaged indebtedtory.
ness throughout the East than in former years, more throughout the West.
The money market is in excellent condition. Speculation is at a low ebb.
Legitimate dea'ing is more general. Trusts have a hard time ahead of
them and legitimate business interests have fairer prospects than ever for
moderate earnings and less prospect for the enormous profits which in
years past have made the fortunes of the few in a short time.
:
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"

Since September, 1883, have worked with no obstructions and no inconvemonths of this time they have been in the daily service of certainly 80 per14
during
"As a sanitary fixture, every one acquainted with these closets will not hesitate to
sons, my pupils."
" I like them
"
"Acts admirably."
Very satisfactory in every way."
give the highest praise."
over
a year I
of
"After
a
trial
which
lam
with
considerably
better than any closet
acquainted."
nience whatever

:

"

have used several different kinds of water-closet and I con.
"
I think it the nearest to perfection." I have seen."
"
"
Have given real satisfaction."
They have
"In future, I shall certainly select the Dececo."
"
"I
it the best that I have yet seen."
consider
satisfaction."
They have
me
unqualified
given
worked most admirably and to my full satisfaction."

would not have any other closet."
sider this one very much superior

to

I

any
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Tlio Congressional Library.

ft

IIK Congressional Library muddle has been still moreconfused by a vote of the Senate, refusing to concur with the
House of Representative in ordering work on the building
to be stopped, and proposing as a substitute, that it should go on,
but for the future under the supervision of engineer officers of the
armv. While such supervision would be better than that of a
commission of amateurs perfectly ignorant of the work which
they control, it would be more costly, and much less suited to

to be modified the Government should bear the expense
not Mr. Smithmeyer, who has simply obew-il orders.
To bring
up tin; ideas of Mr. Poole, of Chicago, as a reason for depriving Mr. Smithmeyer of his great c-oinmi.-.-ion U both unfair and
mean. All architects know that Mr. Poole ami Mr. Spofford,
the Librarian of Congress, and a member of the original Commission which selected the plan, differ radically in their ideas
jf the proper arrangement of such a building, and if Mr.
Smithmeyer, as is not denied, followd tin- programme which
Mr. Spofford, both as the head of the Library itself and a
in inliiT of the Commission,
imposed u|>oii him, he has only
done his duty, and Mr. Poole himself, however erroneous ho
may think this programme, would, we are sure, be the last to
wish to see his criticisms used as a handle for dislodging the
man who faithfully and intelligently followed it. The Philadelphia Prett proposes the appointment of a mixed Commis-

sion of architects and librarians to prepare new plans, to 1>6
substituted for those adopted by the original commissioners ;
and there is some merit in the idea of retracing the steps that

have already been taken, and beginning afresh, with just such
a jury to decide upon plans as ought to have decided upon them
in the first place; but this can, and should be done without
injury to Mr. Smithmeyer, and both he ami Mr. Spofford, the
two men who understand the problem best, ought to be members of the new commission, if there is to be any.

TITHE New York

Architectural League has issued a very
its exhibition of work in architecture and
the allied fine arts, which is to l>e held next winter, com-

\j timely notice of

mencing December 27, 1888, and closing January 12, 188!), at
The League invites arthe galleries No. 3(8 Fifth Avenue.
chitects, artiste, sculptors, decorators, and workers in wood,
metal and textiles, to contribute examples, and reminds them
that a large space is at the disposal of the managers, and that
by g' vm S notice so long beforehand they will have ample timn
The League exhibitions have
to consider their contributions.
now become important events, calling out a great deal of interesting and beautiful decorative work, as well as architectural
drawings, and the next one promises to surpass all that have
preceded it. Detailed information, and blanks for intending
exhibitors, may be obtained from the Secretary, Mr. F. A.

secure creditable results iu the way of arrangement and details
of design than the supervision of the architect who is responsiThis is the sort of supervision which is emble for the plan.
ployed in all civilized countries in similar cases, and is found to
47 Liberty Street, New York.
It is, by the way, inbe most satisfactory and economical ; and no one has yet ex- Wright,
tended to establish the League in a house of its own before
plained why the same method should not be found most suitable
scheme has already been prepared for assuring the
In the debates in Congress it is darkly hinted long.
in this country.
income required for meeting rent and expenses, and the memthat "jobs" exist under the surface of the contracts for the
bers look forward to a future of greatly increased usefulness
Library, and the importation of army officers seems to be
for their energetic society.
In our own mind,
intended as a menace to civilian corruption.
we are satisfied that no dishonest intention has ever entered the
TITHE Sanitary News describes a new plumber's trick, which
minds of either the architect or the Commissioners. In read\j has been first discovered in Milwaukee, but may be known
ing the "charges" and counter-charges, rumors, hints and innuelsewhere, so that architects and inspectors will do well to
we
are
men
in
station
in
this
about
endoes
high public
country,
on their guard against it. In Milwaukee, as in many other
be
often reminded of Cardinal Mazarin's remark to an official
towns, all soil-pipes put up in dwelling-houses must be tested by
colleague, who was greatly disturbed by the accusations of
with water.
certain firm, knowing that a defective
"
Don't pay filling
corruption rained upon them in the newspapers.
" these
pipe had been used, contrived to plug it with clay, so that the
are
to
said
the
attention
them,"
minister,
people
any
water applied for testing it did not enter the pipe at all. It is
only showing what they would do if they were in our places;"
not stated how the inspector happened to find out this ingenious
and we have not yet seen, in the printed accounts of the
deception, but plumbing inspectors become wonderfully expert
indication
whatever
worse
of
affairs,
any
Library
anything
in observing suspicious indications, and the offending firm was
than foolishness and ignorance on the part of the Commissionreported, and punished by having its license revoked until
ers, and a lack of deference to the feelings of disappointed
The scandals about the the defective pipe should be replaced by a new one. Most
bidders on the part of the architect.
will say that the revocation of the license ought to have
employment of women as "drivers of carts," and so on, ought persons
been made permanent.
to
be
laid
at
the
door
of
who
to
are,
subordinates,
evidently
say the least, not too carefully selected by politicians anywhere, and least of all in Washington and the best way to TIT
Sanitary News mentions also a piece of public sanitaavoid them is certainly to give the architect the customary fees,
lion which ought to bo made as widely known as possible.
J.
and let him pay out of his own pocket such computers, tracers,
People who read the newspapers will remember the angry
and other assistants as he requires, while the contractors pay discussion over the employment of bromine by the New York
tlicir men, and are themselves paid
by the yard, perch, square Board of Health, to disinfect the foul earth thrown out of
or other suitable measure for the work they do, which can be
street excavations ; and the Sanitary News, in speaking of this,
recalls the fact that a few years ago, during an epidemic of
readily measured, and the prices approved by army, or other
engineers, if Congress is not willing to trust Mr. Smithmeyer,
diphtheria and scarlet-fever in Detroit, Dr. 0. W. Wight, the
before the payments under the contract are made. As to the plan famous health officer of that city, determined to disinfect the
of the building, which some of the newspapers still object to,
For this purpose seventy-four thousand pounds of
sewers.
we can only repeat that it has been chosen by the official repre- sulphate of iron were dissolved and poured into the sewers,
sentatives of the (lovprnniciit out of a considerable number
and three tons of sulphur were burned in iron pails, lowered
of competing designs, and authoritatively adopted, and if it is
into them.
Besides the cleansing of the channel, due to the

A

A

;

HE

The American Architect and Building News.
iron sulphate, the
sulphurous-acid vapors from the burning
brimstone penetrated the whole
system of sewers and house
connections, and the result was a great abatement of diphtheria, and the almost entire disappearance of scarlet-fever.

We

hope that

this experiment, which is not so
generally known as it
should.be, will be frequently and extensively
repeated in other
Even by the scale, of the political economists, an
places.
average American child is worth a great many tons of brimstone and copperas, and the whole cost of the Detroit disinfection would be returned with a
profit by the saving of a single
life
while, if the results should generally agree with those
;

Dr Wight, we might even hope, by systematic
made simultaneously in our great cities, to accomplish,

obtained by
efforts,

what physicians tell us is possible,
the complete extirpation
from civilized countries of diphtheria, scarlet^fever and membranous croup, three of the worst diseases that

TITHE New York Board

of Health,

afflict

which controls

work

mankind.

all

plumb-

in that city, has adopted a new
specification, or
code of rules, for
house-plumbing, which went into effect
July 1, and, as it will be strictly enforced, it is worth

ing

J.

something about.

The most

knowing

perhaps, the
ordinary soil-pipe from dwelling-houses in
New York, by a clause demanding under all circumstances the
" extra
quality known to the trade as
heavy," the minimum
weight of which, for four-inch pipe, is set at thirteen pounds
per foot. The rust-joints in iron pipe, once permitted, are now
forbidden, and it is not even allowed to use old lead in makinf
calked joints, the code expressly
demanding for this purpose
In other respects the rules are not
"pure, soft pig-lead."
interesting point

is,

total exclusion of

materially different from the old ones.

TTR. GEORGE AITCHISON,

a very good
authority, reviews in the Builder the discourse of Mr. William
Morris,
in a recent number of the
Fortnightly Review, on the
" Revival of Architecture."
It is hardly
necessary to say that
Mr. Morris does not think that architecture can be
suitably revived except by copying Gothic forms
again, and Mr. Aitchison,
while he is enough of an architect not to believe that architectural beauty is limited to
buildings with one peculiar set of
details, is inclined to think that the spirit of the present
age is
so much opposed to architectural art that there is no
hop'e of
its revival until
strong public feeling, excited by some great
event, or series of events, shall seek expression in great monuments and the best comfort he can offer to architects who
try
to train themselves to the utmost in their art is that
they do
well to be ready in case the wave of enthusiasm should occur
I

fll

;

in their time.

"At

present," he says, "the only question that
whether their buildings can be built
quickly, and are cheap," and, further, "So intent have we
been on our problems,
perfecting steam-engines, boring hills,
interests

mankind

is,

bridging valleys, producing artificial light, and communicating
so eager have
instantly with the uttermost parts of the earth,
we been to get rich, that we have overlooked
beauty, and so
surrounded have we been with
every form of ugliness that we
have grown callous."

TT7HERE

no question of the truth of the notion that
epochs
some period of peculiar exaltation of
J[
Without the terror and
public sentiment.
despondency
which fell upon the Athenians at the approach of the countless
hosts of the Persians, and the sudden revulsion to
joy at their
deliverance, and patriotic pride in their own bravery, and
gratitude to their divine protectors, which followed the victories of
Marathon and Salamis, we may be sure that the Parthenon and
the Erechtheum would never have been
built, and the remark
with which the Athenians appropriated to themselves the fund
accumulated by the allied States for the common defence
that their prowess had made the fund
against the Persians
is

of great art follow

shows, if not the honesty, at least the condition
of exultation and enthusiasm which was to find vent in the
purest architecture and the noblest sculpture that the world has
yet seen. In much the same way in England, the providential
dispersion of the dreaded Spanish Armada, assisted, perhaps,
Drake and his
by the immense plunder brought home

unnecessary

by
was followed by the wonderful period of Elizabethan
domestic architecture, and, midway between the two
others, the
great Gothic epoch of the thirteenth century was also particularly the age of emancipation from the ignorance and slavery
of the Dark Ages.
For all this, we cannot ourselves
friends,

quite

[Vou XXIV.
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believe that the people of the nineteenth
century are doomed
to wait for an incursion of barbarians
before
can build

they
beauUful houses and churches, and,
furthermore, we are not
entirely convinced of the unapproachable
superiority of the
antique and mediaeval architecture over our own.
We do not
always remember that the Greeks, the Romans and Free-

masons worked upon a traditional
type, in a way that is impossible for us.
Not having to trouble themselves about
anything
but the details that they were to
apply to a structure, the lines or
arrangements of which had been previously fixed for them, they
had time to bring those details to
We have
great perfection.
ample evidence that when they deviated much from the routine
in which
they had been brought up, they made slips in design
quite as bad as any that a modern architect would be
guiltv of
and that the development of a
style was a development by
small steps, each clever man
using what had been done before
him, but conveying into it a little additional
perfection from
Ins own taste or
That their example should disingenuity.
courage us is anything but reasonable. It is true that we have
no fixed type of architecture, but if we have
not that, we have
what is better, a far more catholic taste and cultivation
than
our ancestors.

A well-trained

architect of the present
day is
by his study of antique elegance, to give his buildings a
purity of outline which few of the medisevals had
any conception of, while his
enjoyment of Gothic light and shade enable
fitted,

him

to give to his Classical
designs a picturesque effectiveness
that would have puzzled a Roman.
Moreover, if he is one of
the very modern school, he will have
acquired from the Orientals a color sense which seems to have
been hitherto very little
cultivated in Europe, and, if his
knowledge of sculpture is not
equal to that of the Greeks, it is at least superior to that of
any
Gothic architect. To
bring these gifts and acquirements into
effective use, the main
needful
as Mr. Aitchison

thing
is,
and
Mr. Morns would
probably agree, a strong sentiment, in the
expression of which they should do their best to
cooperate.
lo be capable of being
with such a sentiment it

inspired
is not
necessary for an architect to engage in preliminary wars and
agitations, although these might give
intensity to his feelings.
All that is really
required is a sympathetic disposition, constant
and accurate observation to detect the relation of
architectural
forms and motives to mental
emotions, and a contempt for the
cynical worldliness which tries to prevent men from
their
To be a first-rate architect, as well as a showing
feelings.
painter,
or
sculptor
novelist, one must have a heart, and must also be
modest and truthful
enough to be willing to show what is in it
to other people, and earnest
enough to find one's purest reward
in
awakening a throb of sympathy with the sentiment one has

endeavored to express.
architecture to convey.

There

is

no want of sentiments for

The pure and tender domesticity of
or Mr. Norman Shaw's earlier
ones,

Mr. Nesfield's
buildings,
might be emulated in every house to advantage, and, jud<rin<>their
by
popularity, the effort would not be wasted.
In^the
design of churches, while the small mediaeval examples show
us often a quiet, hallowed
charm, and the large ones a solemn
gravity, which might be reproduced in other forms, the present
age has plenty of new and perhaps more active religious sentiments, which can be investigated in
evangelical society, or
among the heroic soldiers of the Salvation
or in the

Army,

deliberations of a
Pan-Anglican Council, or amid the privations of a
missionary station, and would well bear to be remembered in the fabrics which modern
Christianity is to raise for
the worship of Him who is the source of all
Christian sentiment
in every
age.

^ P' an f r a reat suspension bridge across the Hudson
River, twenty-seven hundred feet in span, which is now under
consideration before a Government
commission, and will
probably be carried into execution if the commission does
not disapprove it, is, it
appears, far surpassed, at least in span,
by certain telegraph cables, which have only their own
weight
to bear.
In the Madras
Presidency, in India, the River Kistna
is crossed
by a cable, swung between supports five thousand
and seventy feet apart, and one has
just been put up in China,
1

forty-six hundred and forty-eight feet in
span.
sine of the curve formed
this cable is five

The versed

hundred and fourteen feet.
The whole weight of the suspended
portion is onlysix and one-half
tons, and the breaking resistance fifteen thousand pounds, so that there would seem to be no
great difficulty,
by building the supports high enough, in
bridging almost any
chasm by similar ropes, and
establishing foot-ways between

by

them.
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and

for centur'n's have with
stately grace been stepping
space from their positions over the portico of St. Mark's.
They are notable works of art whoever wrought them, and
their fame has for age-, sounded through the world, so that
there was every reason why Napoleon in 17'.t7 should add them
"
to the " bag
ho attempted to make; of all the art-treasures of
Europe, with the object of making Paris the glory of the
world in this particular as he intended it should be in every
other.
How these weighty animals were dismounted our illustration shows,* and another* shows them as forming part of a
triumphal procession which is here shown entering the Champ
'!<
Mars on the Slth Thermidor, year VI of the Republic [July
The inscription on the car that bore them was:
27, 1798].
" Chevaux
transportes de Corinth a Jiome, et de Rome a ConVeiiise en
Venise, et d
stantinople, et de Constantinople a
France" and the further assurance "//< font enfin tur un lerre
Hire." It has not been possible to discover where the horses were
bestowed until they were hoisted to the top of the Arc du
Carrousel, which was not built until 1806, and harnessed
to a chariot of gilded lead, which was intended to l>ear the
emperor in his coronation robes. In this place they remained
for about ten years.
But one of the things that early
claimed the attention of the allies was to take steps for the return to their former resting places of the artistic spolia which
I

'Jus,

oil into

MII

i

K.I:-

i

-

From

;ST

OK

ST.

HAKK'S.

Ve.

existim; antiques which liave a corrclutivc iufj
tcivst for us are the l.ron/r horses of St. Mark's, sometimes
iiscril)e<l to Lvsippus of Sicyon, a contemporary of Alex.\K

i\(

ilir

f\

'

one of the most skilled of workers in
liron/e dial ever lived. His skill, to which these famous horses
hear witness, was fully equalled by his industry, for he is eredited
with the production of 1500 bronze statues whose character
may be interred from the size and artistic importance of those
which are known to us by name, such as the colossal figure of
Xeus at Parcntum, sixty feet in height, a colossal Hercules at
the same place, which was transported to Home by Fabius
while the Farnese Hercules by Glycon, and the
Maximus
Torso of the Belvedere are thought to be copies from originals
by him. The large number of his works rests perhaps on the
legendary statement that it was his practice to lay aside in a
particular place a single piece of gold for every statue he sold,
and that at his death 1500 pieces of gold were found in this
repository. If the tale be founded in fact there is here a record
only of those statues that he had the good luck to sell, and
Where are
there is no knowing how many remained unsold.
To what base uses have they
thev now, these masterpieces?
been put? In what unrecognizable forms do their imperishable
particles serve us to-day ? Coined into money to liquidate the
cast into medals
pay-rolls of the cohorts that destroyed them
to commemorate the fall of the cities which they formerly
ornamented, some of them to-day must be represented in the
ander

the

(treat, anil

:

;

;

cabinets of

European numismatists,

side

by

side with other

medals which record on their faces the actual appearance of
That so vast a number of bronzes
the perished originals.
should have vanished is extraordinary enough, but this marvel
must be multiplied a thousand-fold before it is possible to measure
the loss that in this particular alone the greed and ambition of nations have inflicted on posterity; for when we trace
the course of events

we

discover that the sculptured treasures of

were destroyed, and the selected ones preserved, by
the Romans under Mumming, Metellus and Sylla, and afterwards nt Rome endured the fate that befell native Roman
while those left in Greece first endured the
treasures ;
assaults of Christian reformers and at a later date the attacks
of the iconoclasts. Then, during the crusades, Baldwin, checked
in his passage to the Holy Land, not only subdued Byzantium
but overran parts of Greece, and his northern "hordes are credit-

Grecian

cities

ed with destroying the Jupiter Olympus, the Juno of Samos,
and the Minerva Parthenos, which had till then been preserved
at Byzantium.
Next, in 1312, the Spaniards attacked the
Grecian empire, and not many years later had to yield on the
same battle-fields to the victorious Venetians. In 1453, the

Th

Of them Goethe, who does not Ixiast a deep knowledge of the living animal, exclaims: "A glorious team of
I should like to hear the opinion of a
horses,
good judge of
horse-flesh.
What seemed strange to me was, that closely
viewed, they appear heavy, while from the piazza below they
look light as deer."

And Samuel
Old as

this

temple porch

lie

blind

:

'

'

!

He sailed away, five hundred gallant ships,
Their lofty sides hung with emblazoned shields,
Following his track to fame. He went to die
But of

his trophies four arrived ere long,

Snatched from destruction
the four steeds divine,
That strike the ground, resounding with their feet,
And from their nostrils snort ethereal flame
Over that very porch."

Another

the

Continued from No. 657, page 38.
There were at oue time In St. Sophia 426 statues.

:

was, so near his hundredth year,
his eyes put out
did Damlnlo
Stand forth, displaying on his crown the cross.
There did he stand, erect, invincible,
Though wan his cheeks, and wet with many tears,
For in his prayers lie had been weeping much
And now the pilgrim and the people wept
With admiration, saying in their hearts,
Surely those aged limbs have need of rest
There did he stand, with his old armor on,
Ere gonfalon in hand, that streamed aloft,
As conscious of its glorious destiny,
So soon to float o'er mosque and minaret,

And

and as these constant struggles caused men to turn their
thoughts more to arms than to intellectual pursuits the aesthetic
senses of succeeding generations became more and more blunted,
while the Greek of pure strain was either destroyed by the
sword, or so polluted by inter-marriage with the military scum
that succeeding devastators had left behind, that small wonder
can be felt when the resulting mongrel shows so little regard for
the works of those from whom he professes to claim descent as
to feel that to make lime out of sculptured marble is a
It is then a
legitimate, a natural and a praiseworthy act.
matter for gratitude that the earlier invaders removed some of

1

Rogers sings
" In

art,

*

of St. Mark's.

position.

Moslems under Mahomet II, had their innings and faithful in
the interpretation of the Koran destroyed what sculptures could
be found. 2 From that time onwards the constant struggles
between Turks, Venetians and Greeks carried war and rapine
into every part of the land that once felt the influence of Greek

plastic treasures of Grecian art, and among them the
Horses of St. Mark's, which were removed by the Venetians
from the hippodrome at Byzantium after the fourth Crusade, in

Honei

the great conqueror had gathered, and so in 1815 the bronze
horses of St. Mark were on their way back to Venice, stopping
at Vienna on the way, and were soon hoisted to their present

poet,

"

Owen

Meredith," has found this a noteworthy

in-

cident and in elaborating it he makes use of a method that haa been
followed by many of his craft, both ancient and modern, and endows
his beasts with speech.
3

From

"

Tableaux Hiitorique de la Revolution," published

in 1804.
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"At midnight,

in the murtherous streets, the dew
blood-red, and the heavens were hurt witli sounds
Of shriek and wail the ransacked region round.
So that men heard not, in the Hippodrome,

In conference, talking each to each.

:

'

!

?

'

" So
spake that voice
The others answered Whither shall we go ?
Our master being gone ? For who doth know

in air.

'

him

One form Of triumphal char- Suggestion as to Treatment of the Exonarthex of St Sophia's.
iot and now to another, until
Constantino decided to transfer the
capital of his mighty empire
to a new seat, and not
unnaturally packed up these much-prized
horses with the other works of art with which he
proposed to
adorn his new city on the Thracian
Bosphorus.

'

?

-

XII.

"AND THE LION OF ST. MABK,
Listening in the dark,
To these replied the Lion of St. Mark.
Power rideth on my wings. Come also ye
Whither I go, across the vassal sea.
And let us bear with us, to please him well,
Beauty, the spouse of Power. And we will dwell
Together.'
Then they answered Even so,
'

The pedigree of these steeds of noble strain is, then, of the
longest and it lacks only a few centuries of being complete
from the time of their probable
founding in the workshop of
Lysippus, about 350 B.C., to the death of Antony, 30 B.C.
By
what route they reached Alexandria,
by sea direct or overland

'

Lion and where thou goest, we will
So those Five Beasts went forth." 1
!

go."

by Asia Minor and Syria,

French Troopt removing th

Bronie Hor$e from St. Mark's, Venice,

These horses are commonly believed to have been taken from
the hippodrome at Byzantium, but
they may have occupied a
somewhat similar position to that they now hold, for the
accompanying sketch by Viollet-le-Duc, with which he illustrates his suggestion as to the possible treatment of the exonarthex of St. Sophia, suggests that the horses of St. Mark's

may once have
trance to
church.

held guard, even
or

some pagan temple

riderless, over
basilica of the

if

the

en-

Eastern

But though it is quite commonly known that
they came
from Byzantium to Venice, it is not so generally known that
these much-travelled steeds had visited
Italy before, and had
1

From Owen Meredith's ( R obert, Lord Lyt ton), "

ple."

a triumphal arcli at Rome
and used for this purpose
once, succeeding emperors,
Nero, Domitian, Trajan used
them in turn to adorn other
arches built in their own
honor.
At Rome, then, they
remained for some three, hundred years, harnessed now to
;

!

find

:

cording that Augustus Ctesar
brought them from Alexandria after his victory over
Antony, and set them up on

Thro' the thick night
For ever since the day
We followed that great Western Caesar home
To grace the glories of Augustine Rome,
We four have felt no hand upon our manes
Less great than their's, who grasp the golden reins
Of Empire; they behind whose chariot wheel
Yet burning ruts their burning course reveal,
Who rode the rolling world. We also, when
Power pass'd from Rome, his car drew here again,
And carried Conquest in his course divine
From West to East, to dwell with Constantino.

Where we may

No. 659.

the

Those Four Bronze Horses, that had come from Rome,

But now is Power departed, who knows where
Out of the East

XXIV.

been hoisted up and lowered down more than once to satisfy
whim or self-glorifying instincts of one potentate or another
from which it is plain that even in ancient times this famous
The chronicles of Scivos
quartet were held in highest honor.
and Magno give the earliest
information about them by re-

Was

" One said
Our purple-mantled master, Power, is fled,
And how shall we four fare ? Let us away

[VOL.

Siege of Constantino-

in

I

is

open

to conjecture.

Perhaps as

797.'

Antony met Cleopatra in Cilicia and there succumbed to her
charms, he may, if the group was a love-token, have scoured
the neighboring country for its choicest treasure and
may have
found these already travelled statues in some
neighboring
town or he may have sent agents to Corinth to secure
them,
for Corinth is by some believed to have been their
original
home. At any rate, the beholder
may please his fancy as he
will by
constructing an itinerary which will only add to their
renown as horses who have covered
less
than those
;

driven by the sun-god.

only

space

Apart from their artistic value, aside from their history,
these horses are singular in one other
Horses modparticular.
elled in the round are not
infrequently adjuncts of architectural
'From " Tableaux Hisloriques de la Revolution
Fraafaise."
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der-oration, so their position over the doorway of St. Mark's
<loos not especially attract the attention, but they an: amongst
equestrian statues unii|iie in the cliararter of tlieir support.

Jn his " lirick and Marble in t lie Middle Aget,"
George Kd" I never leave St. Mark's without
inond Street says :
taking
one look at least at the four bronze horses, which, placed as they
are on columns high above the ground, add so much to the
strange character of the west front, and are in themselves such
exquisite examples of their kind.
Strange ornaments these for
the facade of the chief church of a city where horse's feet have
hardly ever trod!
Equally strange, if you are to have horses
in such a position at all, is the way in which these are supported.
They stand balancing theni-chrs nicely on the caps of small
columns.
Extremes meet ; and I am not so sure but that this
extraordinary arrangement is not better than that which is
If horses are to be supported above
the
usually adopted.
ground, they may almost as well be so in this way as on the
ordinary pedestal, which looks equally unsafe if the bronze is
instinct with life."
Mr. Street seems not to have known that in spite of their
insular position the Venetians were great lovers of horses and
bred them
on the mainland
in great numbers, probably

brought to this necessity by their being so frequently embroiled
Renaissance times with the neighboring powers in the north
of Italy.
The fame of Venetian horsemen was such that they
were employed in numbers in the hippodrome of Constantinoin

and during the famous factional troubles that had their seat
hippodrome these Venetians gave their name to
one of the factions. At any rate, the Venetians held these
horses in special veneration and this fact was known to all
men, and when in 1379 the Genoese fleet under Pietro Doria
was besieging Venice and the city found itself in more desperate strait than ever before and sued for peace on any terms, he
could think of no more fitting taunt with which to couple his
rejection of their overture than to declare that he would not
make peace till with his own hands he had bridled the bronze
horses of St. Mark's.
But fortune turned against him, and city
and horses were spared this ignominy.
ple,

of action in the

[To be
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

1

II.

amount

work would produce in other metals that wroughtalways be a material for the artist or the amateur.
Quite recently, however, there has been made an important
discovery which bids fair to bring about a change in the use of
of

iron will

this metal.

and
it

Wrought-iron melts at a very high temperature

has, therefore, long been practically impossible to cast
in fine moulds ; but by the addition of a -small percentage of
it

aluminium
an alloy

to wrought-iron

when

in

a highly-heated condition

formed which melts at a greatly reduced temperature and gives the metal the degree of fluidity necessary to
successful casting.
It is claimed that the wrought-iron castings obtained in this way have all the sharpness and clearness
of cast brass and at the same time retain the structural qualities of wrought-iron.
So far as we can ascertain, cast wroughtis

not in the market.
wrought-iron has mixed with it a proportion of carbon
the structural nature
exceeding n. ">'/', but not greater than
of the metal is entirely changed and it becomes known as steel.
So far as relates to finished hardware, steel is used only for
springs and portions of detail, as the metal does not cast
In fact, there
readily, and the surface will not keep bright.
are the same objections to it that there are to wrought-iron
and almost the only use to which it is now put in hardware is
in the manufacture of nails and screws and some brands of
butts, which will be described later on.
When iron contains in its composition over 2% of carbon it
becomes known as cast-iron, a metal which melts at a comparatively low temperature and is capable of being cast with very
sharp lines. It is used a great deal for finishing work, though
from its brittle nature and lack of tensile strength it is not
utilized to any great extent for constructive purposes.
Iron hardware is finished in a variety of ways.
If left in its
natural condition as it comes from the file or hammer, it will
rust very speedily, and to prevent this, the most common
method is to heat the iron and paint it while hot with linseed
oil, colored with lamp-black and mixed with a quantity of dryer
or turpentine.
When this coating is dry, the iron is sometimes
roasted in a kiln
In this manner the
fired, as it is termed.
paint seems to be dried into the pores of the metal, and it is
left with a smooth, lustreless black surface, capable of resisting the action of the weather for quite a while, though by no
iron

is

When

2%

means

MKTALS AND VARIETIES OK FINISH.
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rust-proof.

instead of the foregoing, a bath is used composed of linseed oil and gum-anime or copal, the iron, on being finally fired
and polished, presents the appearance of bronze. The tones
can be varied to a considerable extent by the addition of color
in the shape of powdered alloys of copper and bronze, which
are mixed with the oil.
The " Tucker bronze," the " Berlin
" Boston finish " are all substanbronze," and the so-called
this
of
nature.
tially
Only rarely is a thin film of bronze or
If,

beginning

a

BEFORE
study of any portion of
the subject, an attempt
be made to consider
the metals used for builders' hardware and the various styles of finish possible
in connection with them.
Iron is naturally the first
material thought of.
In its
will

purest form it is known as
wrought-iron, a term which
is derived from the fact that
in the earliest processes the
iron was beaten while hot
and the impurities forced
out by the blows. Also the

name

indicates, to an extent,
the nature of the material,

which

is
yielding and pliable rather than brittle or
hard.
Wrought-iron is the

most available material for
constructive

met al-w o r k.

Nails, bolts, ties, anchors,
From La Scmaine des Constntctevrt.

etc.,

made

are more naturally
of wrought-iron than

any other material. Nearly all strap-hinges and the best
makes of common butts are made of it also, for some forms of
common bolts and any article of hardware which permits the
metal being punched or pressed into shape, wrought-iron is more
suitable than cast, and is much used on account of its superior
For finished work, such as knobs, plates, etc., there
strength.
is very little wrought-iron hardware in the market.
A good
deal of it is made to order in the shape of ornamental hinges,
straps and braces, but the amount of work involved in producing any given pattern is so largely in excess of what the same
of

;

1

Continued from No.

657,

page

39.

All
composition spread on the iron by the aid of electrolysis.
of the bronze-faced iron hardware is treated with the hot-oil
finish just described.
The cheapest forms of iron hardware
are japanned or even merely coated with ordinary black varnish, the quality of the japanning or varnish depending upon
the grade of goods.
Japanning is practically indestructible
where the iron is not exposed to scratches or rubbing. Hinges
and butts are finished in this way more than any other one
form of iron hardware, though of late years the best machine
lock makers have taken a great deal of care in japanning the

outer casings of locks.
Fine grades of pulleys are also sometimes sold with japanned frames.
Iron is galvanized by simply immersing in a bath of a
melted amalgam of zinc and mercury, containing a little sodium.
The iron is first cleaned with sulphuric acid, and before immersion in the bath, it is usually dusted with sal-ammoniac powder.
There is not a particle of real galvanic action about the
It is sometimes thought that the zinc and mercury
process.
form a species of alloy with the iron which prevents it from
rusting.
Galvanizing is, indeed, the best preservative of iron
applied in the form of a wash, but the color is not sufficiently
pleasing to permit of its being used for nice work.
None of the foregoing processes are especially suitable for
iron, as they all effectually disguise the nature of the material.
There has recently been invented a process for protecting iron
from rust, which is in some respects the best thus far devised.
It is known as the Bower-Barff process, a term used to indicate
two processes by which the surface of the metal is converted
into magnetic oxide of iron, in which condition it is absolutely
rustless.
In the Barff process the metal is simply subjected to
the action of superheated steam.
This process is peculiarly

62
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suitable to wrought-iron and highly finished work. In the Bower
process the iron is successively subjected to the action of

highly heated air and carbonic-oxide gas. The heat converts
the surface of the metal first into red oxide of iron, which is
filially reduced to the magnetic oxide by the action of the gas.
Owing to the simplicity of the process, it is claimed that its
is less than that of
It may be applied to any
galvanizing.
kind or style of wrought or cast iron or steel. The surfaces so
treated have a perfectly uniform blue-black color.
The sharpness of the lines is not affected in the least, and when the
work is polished the final color is a lustrous ebony black, such
as can be obtained in no other way.
This coating of magnei
oxide is so hard that it is removed with difficulty by an emerywheel.
few of the leading dealers are beginning to keep in
stock some fine grades of door hardware finished by the BowerBarff process, but the only parties making use of the patents
in the production of builder's hardware are the Yale & Towne
Manufacturing Co. This concern is beginning to put in the
market quite an extended line of Bower-Barff iron goods.
Iron hardware is also found in the market finished with copper-plating, the raised surface of the pattern being buffed to
show the natural copper color, while the background is left
black or strongly oxydized. There is quite a variety of goods
in this line.
Similarly ironwork is nickel-plated, being left
with either plain polished surfaces or with polished raised patterns on a black ground.
Both nickel and copper plating, are
laid on with the aid of a dynamo.
Brass and bronze are terms which are often confounded when
speaking of hardware, though the materials are quite different
in composition and are usually dissimilar in appearance.
Brass

cost

A

is an alloy of copper and zinc in
varying proportions, the ratio
for ordinary purposes being seven of brass to three of zinc.
Brass has a light yellowish appearance, is susceptible of a high
polish, and can be rendered more ductile by the admixture of
a small quantity of lead, which at the same time will diminish
the hardness of the alloy.
Brass tarnishes very easily if
handled or exposed to the weather, and is consequently gener-

ally protected

by a coating

of shellac, which, however, will not

The color of the
entirely prevent it from changing in tone.
brass may be altered slightly by changing the proportions of
the metals entering into the alloy, also by treating the finished
castings with acids or hot chemicals in the same manner as will
be described later for bronze.
Bronze is commonly an alloy of copper and tin in proportions varying from twelve parts copper to one part tin for
metals to be used in the fabrication of mathematical instruments,
to two parts copper and one
part tin, for telescope or speculum
metal.
Bronze is sometimes more complex in its nature, lead
being added in very slight quantity, and aluminium sometimes replacing the tin.
It is less malleable but harder and
more fusible than brass, and can be cast with greater ease and
It is oxidized more
perfection.
easily than brass, and because
of this

it

is

possible to obtain a greater variety of colors for

hardware goods.
Both brass and bronze can be cast with great ease, as compared with iron. The sharpness and delicacy of the casting
depends, of course, entirely upon the care bestowed in preparing
the pattern and the mould.
There is a great difference in the
quality of the work turned out by the various manufacturers.
In the best of work the mould is formed with
very fine sand and
is double-faced, that is to
say, after the pattern has been imprinted in the sand it is withdrawn, the matrix sprinkled with a still
finer sand, and the mould repacked.
After that, the moulds
are suspended in the fumes of burning rosin,
by which means
they are coated with a fine layer of impalpable soot. When
the molten metal is poured into the mould, the soot is
pressed
evenly into all the minute pores or interstices of the sand, and
the resulting casting is so smooth and sharp as often to
require
but very little hand-chasing.
Brass goods are usually finished in the natural color of the
metal with a thin coat of shellac. The same proportions of
tin and copper are usually used for all the bronze work of a
single firm, though the different manufacturers do not always
adopt the same alloy. Bronze is, however, finished in a great
variety of styles and colors, all produced essentially as follows
:

as

The bronze on leaving the casting-room, is trimmed or chased
may be necessary, and is then immersed for a few moments

in a strong acid bath which takes an almost infinitessimal film
from the metal, leaving the surfaces entirely free from any oxidations or impurities.
The piece of metal is then washed in
weak alkali and clear water, to make it perfectly clean. Then
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the bronze is suspended in a bath of hot acids specially propared with various chemicals to produce certain changes in the
This operation is a very delicate one, recolor of the metal.
quiring the care of trained workmen and a nice appreciation of
the proper time to stop the action of the acids, as the appearance of the metal changes very rapidly, turning first from a
bright copper red, to a pale gray and then into beautiful shades
of browns and rich purples with ultimate dark tones dependWhen the
ing upon the composition of the mixture or pickle.
desired shade is reached the bronze is removed, dried in sawIn
dust, and rubbed down to an even tone on a buffing-wheel.

some designs the raised portions are buffed down until the
natural color of the metal appears, the pattern showing on a
ground of the darker oxidized tone. Almost any color or
shade can be had with bron/e by a proper treatment. The
Hopkins & Dickinson Manufacturing Co. has even produced a
bronze as dark as iron, and in fact quite similar in appearance.
Of course ordinary hardware is simply left the natural color of
the metal, when made in plain bronze.
It may be said here
that plain bronze is as a rule more expensive than figured work.
The plain surfaces require a very even grade of metal and
smoothness of casting, whereas any imperfections are hidden
by patterns, and a cheaper quality of workmanship does not
expose itself. In the East there seems to be a decided preference for the plain goods, while in the West the figured styles
are more commonly used.
When exposed to rough usage a
patterned piece of hardware will in general show wear less than
a plain surface.
It must be remembered that the surface finishes produced in
the manner just described are not to be described as permanent.
The color is in reality laid on, and is superior to paint or varnish
only in that by the means of the hot pickle the color penetrates
somewhat deeper than if put on with a brush. Bronze hardware is sure to change in time, no matter how it may be finished,
and generally the stronger tones are the least satisfactory in
the end, fading out to unpleasant musty hues.
Shellac will
hold the color, but as soon as it wears off, which it is sure to
do on such pieces as knobs and door-handles, the exposed surfaces will turn while the shellacked spots do not.
When time
can be spared to keep the work polished brightly, a better plan
seems to us to be to avoid everything but the natural bronze or
brass color, omit the shellac, and polish by hand constantly.
have not yet reached
This, however, is seldom desirable.
the point where housekeepers will take as much care of the
hardware as of the silver.
The treatment of silver-plated bronze is of a similar nature.
The knob or plate is immersed in a silver-plating bath attached
to an electric dynamo.
very few moments suffice for the
The article is then taken from the
deposition of the silver.
bath and treated with hot acids and solutions until any desired
degree of oxidation is obtained, when it is dried in saw-dust
and the raised patterns slightly brightened on a buffing-wheel.
There is at present a great deal of oxidized silver hardware in
the market.
Most of it is oxidized but slightly, leaving the
raised figures a clear frosty white, but it can be had
quite black

We

A

if desired.
The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co., has an
oxidized silver finish which is as black as old oxidized
gunmetal.
Several very pleasing styles of finish are obtained by electroplating the bronze with copper and then treating with acids.
An old-copper color thus obtained is one of the most durable
finishes in the market.
When the cost is not a consideration it is sometimes desirable

have

bronze hardware, especially for such
things
gold-plated
which are exposed to constant handling. Gold-plate
is no handsomer than some shades of natural
bronze, but the
gold will not tarnish or be influenced by the weather. Goldplating increases the cost of bronze hardware nearly
to

as knobs,

twenty
and being so expensive is executed only for special orders.
Nickel-plating is applied more commonly to iron or steel than

fold,

to bronze.
This finish is but little used for nice work as the
nickel will tarnish by exposure to the
atmosphere after which
no amount of rubbing will restore its first
appearance. Nickeletc.
plating is best adapted for keys,

The

springs,

following list will give an idea of the great variety of
possible treatments of bronze hardware.
FINISHES FOB BRONZE HARDWARE.
I.

The Hopkins $ Dickinson M'f'g Co., finish:
A. Statuary. Dark background, light surface.
B. Statuary.
Medium dark background and surface.
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Suitable only for I'lnin or Lined Design.
Matted with (ireeu.

nr (iuld washed.

iili

(i.

I

II.

llcjlil

pialril.

Matted witli Enamel, in all colon.
(iold-plated.
K. (iold-plated.
Mattel! with Silver.
L. Silver-plated.
M. Silver-plated. Matted with Gold.
N. Nickel plated.
(). Nickel-plated.
Mattel) with Knainel.
I.

P. Nickel-plated.
Nickel-plated.

1{.

S.
II.

Hand-plated.

Silver, suitable only for perfectly plain patterns.

fr P. Corbin, finish:
1. Natural Color, Light Bronze.

P.

No.

Matted with Gold.
Matted with Copper.

2. Chemical Dark Brown or Statuary Bronze.
No.
3. Natural Color on Surface and Black Background.
No.
No. 3^,. Same as No. 3 Finish, with different arrangement of

colors.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
III.

4.

Natural Color on Surface and Dark Brown Background.

5.

Nickel-plated.
Nickel-plated Surface with Gold-plated Background.
Gold-plated.

7.

8.

17.

High Polish, Natural Color.
Sage Green Background and Natural Color on Surface.
Terra-cotta Backgro und and Natural Color on Surface.
Steel Gray Background and Natural Color on Surface.

18.

Japanese Finish.

19.

Oxidized-silver Finish.

10.
16.

16.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

22. Antique-Copper Finish.
The Ireland
'f'g Co. finish

M

,

:

[Contributor! are requested to send with their drawings full and
of the buildings, including a statement of cost.]

Light Bronze.
Light Brown.

aitft/uatf descriptions

Black Background, Polished Surface.
Brown Background, Polished Surface.
Nickel-plated Surface and Background.
Sage Green Background, Polished Surface.
Terra-cotta Background, Polished Surface.
Steel Gray Background, Polished Surface.

Britlan, finish

THE

Bright Surface, Natural Color.

3.

Bright
Bright
Bright
Bright

8.

12.

article

on " Equestrian Monuments," elsewhere

in this issue.

IIOK8E8 OF ST. MARK'S, DEFILING ON
PARIS, FHANCE.

THE CHAMP DE MARS,

Surface and Black Background.
Surface and Brown Background.
Surface and Terra-Cotta Background.
Surface and Green Background.
Nickel-plated Surface and Background.
Nickel-plated Surface and Black Background.

THIS view which is reproduced from a very excellent print in the
Rudder shows the bronze horses from an unusually favorable point

Gold-plated.

of view.

SEE

15. Oxidized-silver

article

on " Equestrian Monuments."

THE PORTICO OF

13. Steel Gray Bronze.
14. Old Gold Bronze.

ST. MARK'S, VENICE, ITALY.

SKETCHES FROM THE OLD BROOKS HOUSE, MEDFOKD, MASS.

Surface and Background.

GATE-LODGE FOR

E. H. JOHNSON,
MESSRS. CARKERK
WICH, CONN.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

2.

Dark Bronze.

3.

Light Bronze, Polished Surface, with Black Background.
Light Bronze, Polished Surface, with Brown Background.

4.

M.

PERCIER, ARCHITECT.

SEE

Dark Brown Surface and Background.

7.

THE ARCH OF THE PLACE DO CARROUSEL, PARIS, FRANCE.

:

1.

6.

[Gelatine print, issued ouly with the Imperial Edition.)

Iron Finish all over.

2.

5.

E. TIIAYER, ESQ., LANCASTER, MASS.
MEHKKS.
STUKGI8 * BRIGHAM, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

Oxidized-silver.

Nimick $

4.

HOUSE OF JOHN

V. Nashua Lock Co., finish:
No. 1. Natural Color, Light Bronze, Polished Surface.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

determine its durability, when i-xjiosed to the weather, as compared with the best brass wire. After lying on the damp
ground for that length of time the brass was found to be quite
brittle and worthless, while the phosphor-bronze, under exactly
It will bo
similar conditions was practically unchanged.
readily seen then how valuable a metal this is.
Unfortunately
its degree of elasticity is less than that of brass, and the springs
required for a lock when of phosphor-bronze are sometimes so
It is, however, by nil odds the
largo as to be impracticable.
best material for springs and is used by the Hopkins & Dickinson Manufacturing Co. in their best grades of locks.
Aluminium has recently appeared as a |K>ssible substitute for
bronze.
It is a metal not unlike lead or platinum in appearance, but is very light, having a specific gravity of 2.f>(>, equal
to about one-third that of steel and one-fourth that of silver.
It is very strong, will not tarnish, and is almost indestructible.
It melts at a comparatively low temperature and can be
cast with sharp lines.
Copper, brass, and bronze are improved
in strength, color, and durability by the addition of ten per
cent of aluminium. It is, however, a metal of the future and is
not yet in the hardware market.

20. Old. Brass Finish.
21. Ox idl zed-Iron Finish.

No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 4.
No. 5.
No. 15.
No. 10.
No. 17.
No. 19.
No. 21.
IV.

f.3

Nickel-plated, Plain Surface.
Nickel-plated Surface, with Black Background.
15. Hand Finish.

THIS
wood,

ESQ.,

&

ALT A CREST, GREENHASTINGS, ARCHITECTS,

lodge, or farmer's cottage, which is built of pasture-stone

will cost, including

and

heating apparatus and plumbing, $1,800.

5.

HOUSE FOR

6.

Besides the finished work, both brass and bronze are used

A

for screws, springs,
few locks are
lock-fittings, etc.
with cases of cast-brass and some manufacturers are

made

preparing

same purpose.
Brass and bronze together are used more than any other one
metal for builders' hardware and are the basis of nearly all door
and window fittings.

BETTS, ESQ., DENVER, COLO.

MESSRS.

J.

8.

4

.IAQUE8, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

ANDREWS

DINING-ROOM AND RECEPTION-ROOM IN HOUSE OF L. M. IIOHNTHAL, ESQ., NEW YOKK, N. Y. MESSRS. A. ZUCKER A CO., ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

to use copper-plated iron ore for the

An

important addition to the

list

of metals available for

hardware purposes has recently been made in the shape of a
composition designated as Phosphor-Bronze, an alloy of which
the constituent parts are not as yet made public, but which the
patentees describe as being a phosphorized alloy of copper
tin.
The chemical action of phosphorous on the metals
composing the alloys is claimed to be two-fold ; on the one hand
it reduced
any oxides dissolved therein, and on the other it
forms with the purified metals a most homogenous and regular
combination, the hardness, strength, and toughness of which
are completely under control.
No other metal combines, in so
high a degree as phosphor-bronze, the conditions of toughness,
Thus far phosrigidity, hardness and great elastic resistance.
phor-bronze has been used in the hardware trade only for
screws and for lock-springs.
In cities wherein soft coal is used,
it has been found that brass
springs soon lose their elasticity,
owing to the action of free sulphuric acid in the air. Careful
tests have shown that phosphor-bronze offers twice as much resistance to corrosion by acid as copper.
Further experiments
have been made, extending over a period of ten months, to

and

MILAN CATIIKDIIAI..
Apropos of the final architectural competition
for the Cathedral of Milan, Mr. Paul Cesa Bianchi, the architect of the
Cathedral, has been delivering an address at Milan on the origin of the
Cathedral. As to the much disputed question of the active part taken
in its building by Jean Galeas Visconti, Count of Vertu, Mr. Bianchi
declared himself a strong partisan of Visconti, and devoted the first
part of his address to the consideration of the foreign influences to
which the great monument had been subjected. In the second part the
lecturer spoke of the native and brought out in a most interesting
way
the influence of Tuscan art in the work. As in the first part he at
tached particular importance to the personality of Antoine de Saluce,
the archbishop who was prominent for the part he took in the development of the construction of the monument, so in the second he emphasized that of John of Milan, who worked on the Cathedral after
having
been the pupil and friend of Gaddi at Florence, and having there executed some remarkable works.
An Italian writer on art, Alfredo
Melani, in a recent correspondence thinks that the Tuscan influence
so highly praised by Mr. Bianchi should not be allowed to count for too
much. He also points out the impossibility of the identity of Andre'
degli Organi, the actual author of the Cathedral, or the person who first
proposed its construction and elaborated his idea, with the celebrated
Florentine architect, Andrea Oreagna, a nidentity that Mr. Bianchi
undertook to prove. The mere fact that Orcagna died in 1308, and that
the work of building the Cathedral of Milan was only commenced
twenty years later, is sufficient to show that Mr. Bianchi allowed his enthusiasm for Tuscan art to carry him too far. " However that may be,"
" it is to
be hoped that the address may be published,
says Mr. Melani,
for the resources it contains widen the field in which up to this time have
been concentrated the labors of all those interested in the cathedral."
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Light-House Depot at Staten Island it is of recent date and already
promises to extend the use of the stake-lights to places where formerly it was thought necessary to establish regular light-houses.
One of the simplest towers in the Light-House service existed for
many years at Edenton, N. C. As the sketch shows it was a tree,
whose branches supported a box for the lantern and a platform
reached by a ladder.
;

PIKR-HEAD LIGHTS.
the great lakes most of the
harbors are improved by

,N

building two parallel piers of
filled with stone out into
the lake until these piers reach a
certain depth of water the relief
afforded by them is but temporary

cribwork

I regret to say that this picturesque structure

perished through

;

and they have to be extended
from time to time.
The end of one pier is marked
by a small light of the fourth or
fifth order, supported on a frame
structure either square or polyIn the tower there is room
for the spare lamps,
supply of oil, etc.,
and a place for the

gonal.

keeper

When

to

sleep.

the pier

is

these
extended
towers can be readmoved out to the
The story
end.
ily

that

they

are

so

light that a schoon-

her b o wthrough one
and carried it from
er ran
spirit

Grand Haven

When

to

Chicago

is

current but not trustworthy.

entirely completed, the practice is to build a
separate foundation and to place on it a conical east-iron tower similar
to the one at the entrance to Portsmouth Harbor, N. H.
Quite a pretty light of the kind, but modelled after a small Roman
temple, is on the end of the Portland, Maine, Breakwater.

the pier

and was replaced by a prosaic pole to the top of which the
lantern was nightly hauled by a rope.
As soon as the energetic citizens of the neighborhood discovered
that the light-keeper was no longer condemned to the exertion of
Board received
climbing a ladder night and morning, the Light-House
a number of applications for his position.
old age

is

FLOATING-LIGHTS.
and lighted-buoys.
Floating-lights are of two kinds, light-ships
The former are very strongly built schooners, which show during
the day a colored disk from each mast to distinguish them from ordi:
nary vessels, while at night powerful lights are hoisted to their tops

RIVER-LIGHTS.

The total number of lighted aids to navigation in the United States
on the 1st of July, 1887, including light-ships and lighted buoys was
2034, of these 1232 are what is known as river-lights.
Congress has specially authorized the following rivers to be lighted
Hudson and East
N. Y.
Rivers,
Delaware
River
between Philadel:

;

and

Pa.,

phia,

Bordentown, N.
J.; Elk River,
Md. Cape Fear
River, N. C. Savannah
River,
;

;

Ga.

St.

;

John's

F

River,
Mouth

of

1

a.

;

Red

River, La. ; Chicot Pass and navigable

channel

along Grand Lake,
La.
Mississippi,
;

Missouri, Ohio,

Tennessee and
Great

Kanawha

Rivers; Columbia
and Willamette

Oregon
and Puget Sound,
Washington TerRivers,

;

ritory.

A

an

river-light is -r^, rt

.T

exceedingly

simple

affair,

-^

con-

V

sisting of a pole or

Captain Moody's Floating Light-house.

mast with an arm or a shelf at its top by which to support a lantern.
These are generally placed on the shore, but sometimes the light is
needed in mid-stream in which case a small crib filled with stone
forms a base for the pole. Or, sometimes, an iron spindle is inserted
in the rock as is the case in several places on the East River, N. Y.

these lights consist of eight or nine lamps with reflectors hung on
gimbals so that their rays will be projected horizontally.
They
are arranged in a circle and enclosed in a lantern during the day the
whole apparatus is lowered to the deck into a small house at the foot
of each mast.
Light-vessels are also provided with a fog-bell and

The lanterns in general use are known as tubular lens lanterns, they
are not liable to be blown out and will burn all night.
There are many places difficult and dangerous of access in stormy
weather where small lights would be of great value could they be
constantly maintained, this has been accomplished by a simple addition to the lens lantern of a reservoir containing a gallon of oil,
which is automatically fed to the lamp on the principle of the German
By this device the lamp will burn and give a good
student-lamp.
light for at least eight days and nights without attention and during
this time there is almost sure to be weather calm enough for the
keeper to attend to the light. This improvement was made at the

sometimes with a fog-whistle operated by steam they are stationed
on outlying shoals where it is difficult if not impossible to erect lighthouses.
There are twenty-three of these light-vessels in position on
the Atlantic Coast and one on Lake St. Clair there are none on the

1

Continued from No.

646,

page

221.

;

;

:

Pacific Coast.

As light-ships are occasionally driven from their moorings by severe storms or may in some way be disabled, relief
light-ships are
kept in readiness to replace them until they can be returned to their
stations.

Lighted buoys are comparatively of recent invention, they consist
a buoy filled with compressed illuminating gas on the top of the
buoy is a gas-jet in a lens, the latter is so arranged that neither wind
of

;
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nor wave can extinguish the light, while an ingenious governor dc
tcrmines a constant flow of gas to the burner irrespective of the
pressure in the buoy.
\Vln-n
lighted they
will burn for a long
time without attention, generally about
three months, though
this length of time
may be altered by

FINDING

WATER HY THE

reference to the
on " Modern

paper
WITH

Divinations^" which
appeared in this Journal
(February 18, 1888V we
have received the following
communications
:

You may perhaps

(hanging the size of
the buoy and the pressure to which the gas
is

DIVINING-ROD.

be sur-

prised to hear that there are
numbers of intelligent readers of your Journal that
believe
the
implicitly in

subjected.

"

"

This system of lighting by compressed gas
is, of course, also applicablc to stationary
lights and is used in
Ctpt. Hairit'i Flatting Light-haul*.
the lirauons in Currituck Sound, N. C., and also on the Roiner Shoal, New York Harbor.
Another kind of lighted buoy has just passed successfully its experimental stage and is now being actively pushed to completion as a
It is the joint invention of Lt. Comilr.
practical aid to mariners.
M. R. S. Mackenzie, U. S. N., and Lieut. John Millis, Corps of Engineer!, U. S. A., and in general terms consists of a spar-buoy supporting an incandescent electric-light connected to a dynamomachine on shore by an

armored

cable.

The incandescent
lamp

is

enclosed in a

cylinder of stout glass
to protect it from the
waves, and this cylinder is further protected
against the shocks of
ice or other floating
bodies by a kind of
cage of steel bars.
Six of these buoys,
three on each side, will

for finding
dowsing rod
water, and that those read-

include noblemen, genparsons,
bishops,
officers of the
army, engi-

ers

tlemen,

neers,
JrttV

others.

and
magistrates
chief " waterat present are

The
1

wizards
Mullens and Lawrence
and the first can, I
urns a volume of
know, furnish
testimonials to his powers from parties such as I have named.
John
Mullens has operated in very many places in England, and as far
north as Dundee and other places in Scotland. He belongs to the
same county as Lawrence, is a working mason on a gentleman's
estate, and an unpretending honest man, who, if desired, sinks and
builds his own wells, and charges nothing if the water is not found.
He prefers to be employed after long droughts, as water found then,
he reasonably concludes, will generally be from a |>ermancnt source.
In wet seasons, he says, " there is water everywhere," and the
good
He has been employed
springs are consequently worse to find.
here several times to find water, after much expense had been
incurred with engineers and others, and has always been successful,
although at first most of us doubted his powers. I have tested him
in
every possible way, and he has never failed. No one now hereabouts doubts his powers. The vicar was
perhaps the most incredulous until he had tested the man thoroughly, what convinced
t

John

be set to mark GedChannel, New
ney's
York Bay the house
:

containing the engine,

and dynamos will
be located at Sandy

boiler
Fotter'i
is

now under

Gs-lightd Buoy.

contract and will probably be in operation

by the

fall.

It

has been frequently suggested that, that portion of the Atlantic
lighted by a series of

Ocean most frequented by vessels should be
At our Centennifloating light-houses.
al

Exhibition at Philadelphia

several

drawings and paintings were shown exhibiting the methods by means of which
it

was

proposed

to

this

accomplish

object.

The

following are

some of the ad-

vantages claimed by the inventors the
light-houses could be anchored anywhere on the high seas and both guide
:

and

light

vessels

to their

destination

(one inventor showed his light-houses
strung across the ocean like streetlamps in a city) they could be used as

him most being that when Mullens was asked

;

post-offices, telegraph, signal
saving stations. Pilots would

and

to find water in
his flower garden, he set out
accurately the running sewer from the
house for a long distance
not a trace of which was discernible

life-

await on

them the

arrivals of vessels; in stormy
weather ships could moor to them and
outride the gale.
Captain Harris's
painting, quite a large one, showed

three floating light-houses and several
vessels in a violent storm, the latter are

much tossed but the light-houses are
steady and are assisting the vessels by
firing rockets and throwing life-lines
from mortars.
The supports of the light-houses are apparently
float is also of
can-buoys of large size.
Captain John Moody
wrought-iron and shows considerable originality. It has four immense rays or arms, these being intended primarily to
steady it and
could also be used for storage purposes ; the Captain claims that
its peculiar form allows it to be boarded at
any time and in any
weather and that in time of war it could be used as a fort.
It is needless to say that none of these
projects have been put into effect, perhaps the reason may be found in a remark
by one of
the inventors " The undertaking is certainly great, and to
carry it
out in a series of vessels across the Atlantic would cost a
great sum
'

:

of

money."

above ground, and which no one knew but the vicar. He did other
work of the same kind at the mansion here,
finding an old disused
sewer, the existence of which was suspected, but, although searched
for could not be found.
He has been employed, I believe, on similar duties by the London
authorities.
He discovered our water-mains and branches here
wherever he crossed them in the course of his
journeys, greatly
to the surprise of an engineer from Sheffield who constructd our
"
reservoirs, and who followed John " afar off

same engineer afterwards confessed

for several days.

The

to the writer that he was
puzzled; but he admitted the man's powers. Mullens used the hazel
and thorn " twig " only. No member of his family has the "
gift,"
hence everything has to be done by himself. He asks no assistance
save a " twig," cut close by, and a lad to follow behind and
put a peg
in where he makes a mark with his heel.
He charges his fare and a
modest fee, and is
to submit to any reasonable test.
He does
willing
not profess to explain his power, knows little or
nothing about
Not a few large breweries and manscience, and is rather illiterate.
ufactories owe their
water-supply to him. He does not profess to
find still water; it must be running.
In the case of the water-mains
"
"
turned up above the pipe in fields, woods, and
here, the
twig

fie
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highways where no signs of the ground having been disturbed appeared, the pipes having been long down, and no one knowing anything about their whereabouts but the waterman, and he depends on

map when

the

he seeks them.
do not attribute the man's

gift to anything supernatural, but to
natural causes not yet understood.
That water can be found by the
man in the way described, I have no doubt whatever; and I am
equally sure he will confound any sceptic who tries him. Mullens
"
"
says a
twig from a variety of trees will do, but the hawthorn and
hazel are the most active and the way the point whirls round in a
moment above water is marvellous. The " twig " is Y-shaped and
the man, holding a leg firmly in each hand and the point downwards,
On one occasion I held one end of
steps slowly forward, stooping.
the " twig," where it projected through his hand, the vicar holding
the other end, both firmly, Mullens simply holding it, but without the
power to move it up or down, yet it whirled round as before, except
where we held it, and consequently twisted the bark into wrinkles by
the force it exercised.
Another correspondent writes My attention having been drawn
to your article upon the use of the divining-rod in finding water, I
beg to give you my experience upon the matter. About four years
ago I was invited by a land-agent in a neighboring parish to meet
him and a man whom he had sent for from the neighborhood of BrisAt first I
tol, who, he stated could find water with a divining-rod.
decided I would not go on such a wild-goose chase, as I thought it
would turn out but afterwards I changed my mind and went to
meet them. The rod consisted of a small branch of white thorn
about eighteen inches long in the shape of the letter Y. When the

I

;

;

:

;

man
who was a mason
tried to find water, he walked slowly
over the ground clasping the rod firmly with both hands near to the
forked branches and when the branches moved upwards he said
there was a spring of water below, and gave his opinion as to the
depth of it from the surface. I was sceptical about the rod, and
thought he moved it by some sleight-of-hand but in the course of
the day I was convinced it was not so.
afterwards came to a
small stream of water by the side of a road caused
by a heavy
shower of rain. I asked the man to test it. I took hold of the rod
as well as himself, in order to prevent the stick from
twisting about
but in crossing the water I could not stop it doing so. I then held
it with a
pair of pincers, which had the desired effect as regarded
that portion of the rod, but not so with the forked branches in
twisting upwards, each branch was split in the middle of them.
I engaged the mason to look over an estate of which I had the
management, and some portion of which was short of water. I took
him to some deep wells of which I knew the depth. He was able to
tell me the
next proceeded to a farmdepth within a few feet.
yard where there was a short supply of water, and where I wished
to sink a well.
He fixed upon a place, and said there was water
about sixty feet from the surface. This proved to be correct, afterwards, I had a well sunk, and found a tolerable supply of water.
He was taken to two other parts of the estate where I was anxious
to get a supply of water but he could not find
any there. I afterwards tested him with places where I knew there was water, first at a
"
small spinney, when he
There is a large supply
immediately said
of water here and
bubbling near the surface." This was the case.
spring about fifty yards off, and which he could not see, as the
trees intercepted his view,
supplied this village with a constant supAfterwards we came to a field where water was conply of water.
veyed by a drainage-pipe from a fish-pond to the kitchen-gardens.
When the man crossed the field where the drainpipe was laid, the
rod immediately twisted about. Lastly, he was taken to another
pipe which was laid under the highway to convey water from a pump
in the wood-yard to the stables. When he crossed it the rod twisted
Chambers's Journal.
up.
;

;

We

;

;

We

;

:

A
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which

is some distance away from our
day. Moreover, Viollet-le-Duc
always adopted a point of view peculiar to himself and essentially
national.
As to everything that relates to the Middle Ages in
France, his dictionary will remain the most precious and the most
complete; but it is evident that the ages that followed and contemporary time are also very interesting to study, and offer the

modern architect much of inspiration. Moreover, however rich in
monuments France may be, there are many other countries where
architecture and the science of construction have given rise to original
formulas which the architect should understand. Hence the need
for a long time felt, of an encyclopaedia or a
dictionary which should
"continue Viollet-le-l)uc's and complete it.
Artists and students have
already attempted to fill this vacancy in part, but up to the present

time the new dictionaries, although presenting much of interest, indeed, did not wholly answer to the needs of the occasion.
M. Paul Planat, director of the journal La Construction Moderns,
has just published the first volume of an encyclopaedia of architecture and construction, which is worthy of
being seriously recommended. It is a valuable work to consult, and a curious one to read.
The words or heads will not be too numerous but all those which
are treated will be handled in a complete and
intelligent fashion and
in a very interesting form for the architect.
Understanding the
enormous difficulties of such a work, M. Paul Planat has, naturally
enough, surrounded himself with collaborators, requiring each one of
them to treat those subjects which each had already digested.
" Some of them have
consented to prepare abstracts of their archaeological studies into the origin and the ancient transformations of
architecture.
Others have traced the picture of the phases which
;

art has passed through in modern nations.
Others have reduced to
brief and substantial articles the rules of practical construction and
the laws of building, etc."
This method is
an excellent

evidently

one and should give a series of exact results. But these documents
must be studied with care. Verbosity must be suppressed, and
when it is a question of a special dictionary, such as a dictionary of
architecture, care must be taken to pass over articles which are
foreign to construction, or at least which have with it only a secondary connection. It is evidently easy to prove that mechanics, metallurgy, chemistry, geology, and even physics, are interesting to know
in matters of construction, and that the
application of these different sciences may be encountered in many cases. " A notion, at least
elementary and practical, of these sciences will make henceforth an
integral part of the training imposed on architects," says M. Planat
very properly. Still, in the list of subjects treated, too great departure must not be made from those acquirements which an architect
should possess which relate to architecture or construction
properly

The laws of acoustics it is certainly a benefit to know in
cases, as in the construction of a theatre, a concert-hall, or
lecture-hall, but then, it is likely that the architect entrusted with
work of this kind will consult technical works, where he will find in
so called.

many

and explanations of which he has need. It is not to a
dictionary or even to an encyclopaedia of architecture that he will
go when making his researches it is rather to books on physics that
he will apply. In the same way if he seek precise information concerning metallurgy and the making of steel, for example, he will seek
his information in scientific works.
This is a point on which we may
complain of M. Planat, in that he has given too great importance to
certain articles of this kind, not that they are absolu tely useless and
devoid of interest, far from that; but it is fair to ask one's self
whether they are properly in place and whether they are not treated
at too great length for an encyclopaedia of architecture.
Perhaps,
M. Planat has been brought within the reach of a criticism, also,
which is perhaps personal to me and may not be shared by other
by the method adopted by him in editing the articles. These
people
articles are signed.
This may have certain advantages and among
others
and this ought to be the most serious
that of giving more
authority to such and such interpretation of which an author known
and accepted as an authority takes in some degree the responsibility;
but this method may also have certain ill eifects which have their
base in the amour propre of the author of an article.
writer hefore being known would evidently make himself of as much
importance and use as possible, but his signature is an engagement of his
dignity not to give incomplete or too brief information, or such that
its modest tone would have the air of
ignorance consequently he will
be less disposed to allow the editor to revise and correct and cut
down his article, and the editor will have greater fear of wounding
the writer's self-love.
The list of collaborators on the encyclopaedia is published at the
head of the first volume, where we see the names of MM. Andre",
Member of the Institute, Baudot, Boitte, Corroyer, Daumet, Duranddetail the rules

;

A

not an easy thing to make a
dictionary or an encyclopaedia, but it
always an interesting thing, especially when this dictionary or
encyclopaedia touches on questions relating to the arts. In this connection I have already drawn attention to the "
Dictionary of Furniture," of which the second volume has just appeared, and which is
very valuable for artists and literary men. It is a pleasure to turn
over the leaves of such a work, to stop at a word taken at hazard
and there discover its real meaning, learn its
history, and study its
different applications.
It is very rarely that in the midst of
things
already known we do not discover one meaning of which we were
ignorant, an original explanation which clears away a mysterious
and inexplicable point, and from deduction to deduction makes us
understand the genealogy of a word, and its role in the
history of
is

is

IT

arts

and

literature.

monument of this kind in his
"Dictionary of French Architecture," from the eleventh to the sixthteenth century, and his " Dictionary of Furniture " remains and will
remain for long the most precious document upon this
epoch; but
unfortunately these documents stopped at the sixteenth century,
Viollet-le-Duc has left a valuable

;

Claye, Gaudet, Guillaume, Hermant, Laisnd, Pascal, Sedille, etc.
These names would give sufficient evidence of the serious and exact
character of the work. The editor could perhaps,
through the suppression of the signature at the end of each article, have reserved for
himself more liberty in the exercise of his
privileges as editor of the

This

only a slight criticism and may be disputed.
it is better to examine the
quality of M.
Planat's new work.
What will certainly make the book a success is
the large part devoted to the study of
German
foreign architecture.
and English architecture occupy in the first volume a
very important
The
place, and are treated in a particularly interesting manner.
well-considered text is illustrated by many cuts.
This is a most
an illustration is the document par excellence for
important point
encyclopaedia.

Without

is

insisting further,
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an architect, who has need to see but less need to read. The article
is illustrated by twenty-four full-page plates and a
greater number of cuts interspersed in ihe text, or whieh even oeeupy
a full-page; tliat is to say, the subject is treated as completely as
The different specimens of Gerpossible in a simple encyclopaedia.
man architecture, ably presented and judiciously chosen from the
different styles, give varied information concerning the structures of
that country.
Among the most curious may be mentioned the Hotel

on Germany

Ville of Schwalcnlicrg, at the end of the fifteenth century, where
Also the wooden
the timber-work is treated in a peculiar fashion.
houses at Hoxter and HilJeslieim. Wooden architecture is not the
only interesting feature, and we lind several characteristic structures
in stone, such as the Gewandhaus at Brunswick, an elaborate structure of the year 1590; and the porch of the Hotel de Ville at HalThis porch is rich in
berstadt, added in IfiGS lo a Gothic building.

de

admirable sculpture, and is very elegant in composition. German
Renaissance work is really very interesting to study. The art of
del-oration is carried to a great length, especially in northern Germain, where we discover a characteristic trait there the decoration
mnsists in covering the surface of the stone with little geometrical
ornaments of free design, the ornaments sometimes covering the
whole surface of a building as with tapestry the doorway of the
Chateau of Merscbourg is a curious example. In other places they
only decorate the alternate courses, or accentuate certain parts, such
;

7

form me through your columns if any other architects received such
a statement or card, and by what committee of architects such notice
was authorized to be sent. I am, dear sir,
Yours respectfully,
C. J. BATEMAX, Architect.

[WE have not seen any such card and can only nay that no movement of
the kind has been made by the Boston Society of Architects. The length
of the draughtsman'* working day i.< regulated by local cutttom to pome
extent, but each oHK' is free to e'tablish it- own rule-.
In Boston, the
oftVe hour* usually observed are from 9 to 5 o'clock, with " an hour out for
EDS.

dinner."
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A CORRECTION.
WATrRTowx

To THE

Kl>ITORS OF

AKSBXAI,, MASK., August

TUB AMERICAN

AltCIIITKCT

8, 188*.

:

Dear Sim,
In the article "On the Hygrometric Behavior of
Certain Woods," the words, " Notwithstanding there was a shower
of rain in the meantime," belong to the pwagraph
preceding that in
which tiiey appear. No. 658, Page 51.
Yours

.1

respectfully,

AMKS

E.

HOWAKU.

:

as pilasters, string-courses, keys, etc.
Finally, in this article is to be found rapidly sketched "a picture
of a school of architecture which has doubtless received inspirations
from foreign sources, but which none the less has preserved a character and originality peculiar to it. Less sober, less pure, perhaps, than
the French Renaissance, the German Renaissance of the North or
the South, by its original fecundity deserves to be better known in
France than it is up to the present time." These last lines of the arLambert and Stahl resume in a few words the interest
ticle by
of these studies of foreign architecture, now-a-days too much neglected
studies which will make the success of M. Planat's work.
The " Encyclopetlie Nouvelle " includes, also, biographical notices,
The complete work
studies on the great chateaux of France, etc.
will be contained in six large volumes of two parts each, and will be
about a third larger than the dictionary of Viollet-le Due. The
M. Planat, tosubscription price will be three hundred francs.
gether with the publication of this encyclopedia, carries on the publication of the volumes which will form the " Bibliothcque tie la
Construction Moderne," which will contain a series of more practical works and treating of professional matters such as apply to
mechanics, and others more specially devoted to architecture as an
In this second list belongs " Lea Habitations Particulieres," of
art.

MM.

which the first two parts have just appeared. "Our times, tormented
by the remembrance of too many examples whieh the past has left
to us, and which belong to the most varying styles, is making the
It is in our public
greatest efforts to devise a style of its own.
Without doubt
buildings that we can note the happiest successes.
we discover in them evidence of research, study, and care, a purer
and more refined taste than would have been the case thirty years
ago but there were not then customs and new needs which call for
peculiar arrangements fitted by consequence to excite a transformaBut during twenty years there has been develtion in architecture.
;

oped with the growth of public prosperity kinds of constructions
which have not their analogies in the past. Unquestionably there
were in the last century vast hotels occupied by the aristocracy and the
wealthy, but the customs of display and pomp have nothing in common
with our modern ways." With us comfort and hygienic convenience
are all-important.
Baths, boudoirs, toilet-chambers, are arranged
with a perfection entirely unknown formerly. It is in these numberless hotels of every style an 1 all sizes that our age will leave the
most distinct mark of its inventive spirit as well as of its fecundity.
it is
easy to comprehend but M.
praised for not limiting himself to the
study of French architecture alone. He adds to the engravings
colored plates, text filled with sketches and initial-cuts, when he
This is
in review the private architecture of foreign lands.
passes
can here compare the styles of
both new and interesting.
England, Germany and the United States, which are so charming in
and I am happy to mention that many of the illustheir originality
The " Hotels
trations are borrowed from the American Architect.
"
Prives
includes besides the cuts in the text, eighty full-page colored
plates, reproduced by a new process, under the form of architectural
rendus.

The

interest in this publication

Planat must once more

;

l>e

We

;

THE MONASTERY GARDENS OF ROME.

Next to the wilderness of the
monastery gardens laid out by contemplative
These spots are now nearly all government property. In some
cases a few old friars are left as care-takers and with a
half-melancholy
air, as if bearing about the consciousness that their day and generation is
show
the
and
old
done,
nearly
they
chapels
gardens, opening even refectories, cells and other sacred places to women, formerly closed from the
profane foot of the sex. One of the most beautiful of the old cloister
attached to the sumptuous church of 8t. Paul's outside the
gardens
walls.
You go to St. Paul's, now, by train from the Piazza Montanara
and after inspecting the new edifice, so grandiose and cold, with its'
splendid nave upborne by triple rows of marble columns, its marble
pavement reflecting the brand-new frescos like polished glass, after you
have looked at the 12th-century mosaics that were saved out of the fire
which destroyed the old church, it is a relief to get into the cloister
adorned with the delicate caprices of its fairy-like twisted columns and
fine inlayings.
The whole garden is filled with roses and sweet herbs
In the middle stand the old well and the sun-dial, but
everywhere the
pink buds and blossoms are turned toward the sun.
The mid-day
warmth brought the odors of lavender, rosemary and mint,
scents all
the brotherhoods seem to love by instinct. Such
depths upon depths
of peace and quietude filled this monkish rose
I
felt
I could
garden,
sit there for hours and muse on a skull, without
getting too strong an
odor of our mortality. For the glorious Italian spring
triumphed over
death and decay. I must confess to much sympathy for that side
of
ruins, I love the little

monks.

;

\

monastic

that runs to such inclosed bits of
beauty, full of clarified
sweet scents and lovely bloom.
The prettiest monnstic
I
have
seen
in
Kome
the
church
of San Pietro in Vincoli
garden
adjoins
where the " Moses" of Michael Angelo and the "Saint
Margaret" of
Guercino are to be seen. After you have sat a long time before
the
august figure of the Hebrew law-giver, with the feeling of the old
Greeks for their Jove of the Olympian Temple,
that he might rise at
it is a pleasure to stroll out
any moment and rend the roof,
into this
garden. The monastery is now turned into a school for engineers but
the polite attendant is always ready to open the glass
and
let" you
door,
into a grassy nook planted with tall old orange
trees, covered with the
golden fruit, into which the banksia rose has clambered with a perfect
tempest of blossoms, while spring flowers and blooming shrubs fill it to
overflowing, run riot over the paths and paint themselves in vast nose
gays against the dark green and golden background.
A pair of
rooks were fluttering in the shrubbery, the first I had
seen, and hriirht
green lizards slipped away between the stones of the old wall
The
silence and freshness were indescribable
and, as usual the vanished
brotherhood had left a savor of sweet, old-fashioned herbs'
behind them
Augusta Lamed, in the Chritlian liffister.
life

sunshine,

;

KEELY AS A TUNNEL-BORER.

As a specimen of mid-summer mad
we can recommend the following extract from the latest issue of
the
Iheosophical Publication Society (7 Duke Street, Advlphi London
"
r
ness

) iri

field

denly rose.

OFFICE-HOURS.
BOSTOK, MASS., August

4, 1888.

EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
About eighteen months ago I received a card
Dear Sirs,
(printed) which I infer came from some society of architects, stating

To

TIIK

the office, and the
the hours agreed upon for opening and
closing
hours arc the following Open at half-past eight A. M., close at
Will you kindly inhalf-past five r. M., one hour out for dinner.
:

W

which is an elaborate paper on Keely's
Secret8,' by Mrs. Bloom"
"
Moore, wherein the ethenc force is identified as " dynaspherie "
force, and one phase of it considered in its relations to the cure
of
disease. The secretary of the society, 11.
llartc, in an interesting introduction to the pamphlet, relates the
curious
following
anecdote
"A short time ago the mining world
in America was seized
with in
inexplicable excitement. The values of gold mines in particular sud
C.

Presently

it

leaked out that a syndicate of the
lonires

headed and wealthiest mining capitalists were
quietly buying up all the
cheap and apparently worthless gold mines they eoulu liear of and
people at once concluded that something was up. Then every one of a
speculative turn very knowingly began to buy worthless gold-mininif
shares at ever-increasing prices, and when the little
speculators hac
gorged themselves to the full extent of their financial capacity they aske
What next
No one knew exactly what he was after, and every
one looked to the syndicate for the next move, but the
syndicate
smiling put its hands in its pockets and whistled
After the fever ca
prostration. The small fry had not, like the syndicate bought to hold
so they got first uneasy, then alarmed, and
finally panic-stricken
A
few weeks before the panic occurred, twelve solid
men, millionaires' m< t
by appointment in a certain laboratory in Philadelphia to witness an ex
hibilion of thv disintegration of quartz
by a new method
Thev were
'

'

!

!
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mining magnates, who hail a tremendous interest in getting the gold out
The inventor obliged them by
of quartz rock quickly and cheaply.
simply touching some blocks of quartz with a little machine he held in
his hand; and as he touched each block it instantly crumbled into
atomic dust, in which the specks of gold it had contained stood out
Then the twelve solid men solidly said:
like boulders in a bed of sand.
.Mr. Keely, if you will in the same manner disintegrate some quart/
for us in its natural place we will each of us give you a check for
So off they all went to the Katskill Moun.ains, and there tindollars.'
twelve solid men pointed out a reef of quartz on the side of a mountain
as solid as themselves, and Mr. Keely took out his little machine and
said
Gentlemen, please take the time.' In eighteen minutes there was
a tunnel in that quartz mountain eighteen feet long and four and a half
'

'

:

Then Mr. Keely quietly returned to Philadelphia
with his checks in his pocket, and the twelve solid men went from New
York to San Francisco to gather in the seemingly 'worthless stock' of
mines long disused because of the working expense, thus producing the
disastrous effect upon the mining world which we have just seen.
[All
these men bound themselves to secrecy, and this is the first time that
How was the quartz disintegrated f
this incident has been made public.]
That is one of Keely's secrets."
feet in diameter.

A

CANAL LIFT. An engineering work of singular magnitude and
importance has just been inaugurated at Arques, near St. Omer, in
France. The undertaking so successfully inaugurated is the work of
Mr. Edwin Clark, C. E., of Great Marlow, and an associate of Stephenson in the construction of the tubular bridge over the Menai Straits.
The work comprises a canal lift, superseding the series of ordinary
locks, which at present so seriously impede the traffic on the large canal
system communicating with Belgium. The Continental canals are on a
much larger scale than our own, the canal boats usually carrying from
210 to 220 tons. The ground at this particular spot rising very rapidly,
there are five or six locks in close contiguity, involving great loss of
time and great cost in their management. By this invention of Mr.
Clark's the canal boats are now lifted the whole height of nearly fifty
feet at one operation, occupying only a few minutes of time, and no
This singular machine consists practically of
loss whatever of water.
a gigantic hydraulic press, whose piston is 3 feet 3 inches in diameter,
and 60 feet in length, by means of which the boats themselves, actually
afloat in an enormous tank or reservoir, are bodily raised or lowered,
water and all, to the required height. This reservoir is in reality an
actual length of the canal itself, made of wrought-iron plates, separated
from the rest of the canal by iron gates, which are opened when it is
raised into its proper position at the required height. There are two
such presses, the one descending while the other is ascending, and they
thus balance each other, and no steam engine or other mechanical
power is required, although the weight lifted at each operation, including the water and the loaded barges, is very nearly 1,000 ton?.
Sixteen hundred barges had already been lifted prior to the public inauguration, the task being performed by a single man, whose only work
is the opening and shutting of a small valve, and the
operation only occupies a few minutes. A smaller lift on this principle was erected by
Mr. Clark some years since in Cheshire, and was then patented, but he
has just completed a still larger lift in Belgium, which will be
opened
during the present month. The introduction of this system will in
future totally change the whole character of our canal systems, as a
range of high hills may be thus easily traversed without any loss of
water from the summit, and the same system is now being adopted in
Canada for transporting sea-going vessels across the isthmus which
intervenes between the Bay of Fundy and the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

The

Architect.

SOME OLD-TIME STRIKES.
In 1790, 1708 and 1790, the
journeymen
shoemakers of Philadelphia struck for higher wages and were successIn November, 1803, a strike occurred in New York City which is
ful.
"
commonly known as the Sailors' strike," and which has "been generally considered as the first strike in the United States. A number of
sailors struck for an increase of pay from $10 to $ 14 per month.
They
inarched around the city and compelled other seamen to leave their
work, but were put to flight by the constabulary, who arrested their
leader and lodged him in jail. The strike was a failure. A
very singular strike occurred in 1817 in Medford, Mass. Timelier Magoun, a
shipbuilder, notified his men that he would not furnish them with the
customary grog, and that "no liquor should be used in his ship-yard.
The men wrote the words. Ab Rum! No BUM! " upon each stick of
timber in the yard, and some of them refused to work, but finally gave
This was paralleled by a general strike of employes
in.
upon the railroad between Heading and Ha i.burg, Pa., in 1839, where the demand
was for an increase of pay from $1 to $1.12V per day, and for more
whiskey, the allowance being a pint and a half per day to each man,
dealt out in nine doses.
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TRADE SURVEYS.
THK

architects of the country have done as much work this year as
they
did last. The larger percentage of it has been of the cheaper
variety of
work where the commissions have not been up to the established rate.
Builders engaged in large operations found it to their interest to use the
"
skill of a reputable architect rather titan go
the rule-of-thumb." The
by
architects west of the mountains have been generally busier than the architects east.
have
been
They
giving attention to a range of subjects and
questions of practical value a little more removed from the strict line of the
architect's duty than usual.
In other words, the architects are making
themselves of more use to the builders and investors than they would be if
they simply made drawings and watched the construction. There is a wide
field to be filled in this direction and the more
practical-minded architects
are using the opportunities of increasing their earnings by becoming more
useful.
Advices from a number of interior points in the Western States
furnish the gratifying information that a large amount of small house-

building work has been undertaken within the past two or three months.
States wherein this activity is most apparent are between Ohio and
Kansas If we were to seek for the causes of this activity in house building
we would find them to be these: First, labor has been well employed for
several years past and the accumulation in the building and loan associations are being used in the erection of dwellings. Next, there is a more
general desire among the workers of the country to own their own homes.
Third, labor organizations, notwithstanding the harm they have done, have
done some good in directing the attention of the workers to the necessity
of economy if they would eventually become householders.
There are
some other influences, such as these: The industries have been spreading
themselves Westward and Southward. Railroads are opening up new
fields.
Land is appreciating steadily in value. The centre of population
is moving Westward, and builders and investors know that
money expended
in house-building is more safely invested than in
any other direction. At
present they count that the investments made have paid well. Industries
that have been struggling in cities are now going into rural places where
taxes are lower, wages are lower, and cost of living less and distance to
markets shorter. It will be an easy thing to multiply towns like these to
a great extent. Their objective point is that the inducement is
stronger to
build houses. The great body of wage-workers, take them
altogether,
rank higher than they did years ago. Reuters more
frequently become
buyers. The habits of the working people are also improving and that has
its effect.
Work is becoming more regular. Employers are more disposed
to accede and concede where justice admits.
Labor is becomiu" less arbiBoth sides are recognizing the existence of certain unwritten laws.
trary.
Thus it is that an immense amount of house-building is in
progress of
which the newspapers and the public generally seem to know but little.
The industries are spreading over the country. It would be a safe
guess to
state that there is at least ten times as much
capital invested in rural localities, or what we may so regard, as ten years ago or even less time.
All
this means that new houses must be built and that
they are bem- built.
This work is only begun. The construction of a transcontinental road a
few years ago was looked upon as a great thing for business. The construction now of a thousand little houses is looked
upon as an insignificant
affair.
Western architects have found their best fields of work in email
towns throughout Ohio, Indiana, Kansas, Missouri and Iowa.
If anything
should be done now to obstruct this spread of industrial
activity there will
be a larger amount of house building done next year and
year after. The
building trades throughout the country are very fairly engaged.
Confidence has increased since July 1st. At the
of
the
season there was
opening
some general apprehension that the limitof house building had been rrai-hed.
No such feeling is entertained now in well-informed circles. The
people of
the United States wish more and better houses than
they have. Rapid
transit in cities and towns is
preparing the way for building enterprises.
It is no longer necessary to be housed
up within a few blocks of a factory
Real estate is cheap and the owners of it are anxious to sell.
There is'a
disposition to encourage builders by reasonable prices
throughout the West
South. The lumber trade continues active in those sections
an;l
and full
prices as a rule are paid.
Throughout the East there is less demand and
the markets are more
largely overstocked because of the large supplies
from Southern markets from which
complications are feared. Shingles and
lain nave declined this year and manufacturers are
rnmplniiiinu that they
are barely making the two ends meet. Lake
freights have been Tow enouh
to encourage traffic if there were
any room for its increase. Yellow nine
is arriving in large
quantities from all North Atlantic ports and its distribution throughout the country is
encouraged by moderate prices and the
favor with which builders and architects reaard it.
The iron trade produces no new features this week. The steel railmakers held a meeting this week at Long Branch but did
nothing of importance
The merchant-steel makers are busier than the other
branches of the
steel trade owing to the multiplied uses to which steel
is put
Four or
immense steel-works are projected and will no doubt be built duriii" five
the
next twelve months. The policy on which manufacturers
have been going
for some time is to restrict
by keeping prices at a point which
will discourage competitors prodnciion
from entering the avenues of
In
some instances where better prices could be secured the production
advice of trade
organizations has been to keep prices down. There has been no further
1
" f r
ctlon "''
fl"'
!
? ,P
">. '""tl". Supply and demand are very
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Report of the Commissioner of Labor.

-which has been going on has

resulted in a con-

and is beneficial to ail interests. The
depression in pri.'es is
and not
destructive to the capital engaged. Outside capital is
Ultimate from
entering crowded channels by a law it cannot overcome
servatism,

THE LONGEST RECORDED SHOT.
States

Army nnd

AW/

Journal asks:

A

correspondent of the United
is the
of

"What

longest piece
ordnance that has ever been successfully fired f " and receives the fol" If
lowing answer.
you include in the" term ordnance everything that
carries a projectile, we should answer fourteen miles.
This is the
straight tube conveying natural-gas from Murravvillc to Pittsburgh.
To clear this tube out a projectile known as the giim ball was inserted
in the end at the gas well, closely fitting the interior; the
gas was then
turned on full force and the gum-ball fired through its full
length,
at
the
out
further
end
in
a
few
minutes."
coming
'

'

thing looks favorable for the rest of the year. The political campaign will
clear up two or three vexed questions and the
law-making parties will take
their cue from the verdict that will be given.
Our manufacturers of
pro-

it too much f >r granted heretofore that
foreign manufacturer* DOSsessed ad\autages which could not he overcome. The efforts of
the m^t
few weeks have weakened Ihis belief. Large houses are now conternnlVt
Inff a mure
nini-ft thoranun C.'UU.TXS.
thorough

taken

A MONUMEST

TO SEMPER.
Funds have been collected in
Germany
for a monument to the famous architect, Semper, to be erected at Dresden. It will adorn the Briilil Terrace, and will be the work of I'rofe-isor
Schilling, the autlwr of the NiederwaKl monument.
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CLOSET

SQUARE-TOP DECECO CLOSET.

late considerable attention lias

a considerable demand
the mind.

in the better

been paid to the aesthetic side of plumbing, and there lias arisen
for fixtures which shall please the eye as well as satisfy

work

In this connection closets with square tops hare b'.-eu called for and have to a certain extent
The above cut shows the model which we have designed in response to such

become the fashion.
demand.
It is made both

"
pure white (like the oval) and in a very delicate ivory
who have seen it as the handsomest closet in the market.

in

pronounced by many

It is precisely like

"

tint.

It

has been

the ordinary Dececo except aa regards the top of the bowl and the slight orna-

mentation about the foot.

THE DECECO COMPANY,
Sti-oct,

W
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peaceful part of the community, a few patriotic citizens have
taken steps to investigate the subject of electrical execution,
anil it is to be hoped that they will be able to devise an effecfew experiments
tive method by the time it is required.
were made, a year or so ugo, at Buffalo, by a commission
appointed by the Governor, to try to discover the most humane
nethcd of carrying out a death sentence, and the conclusion
cached by the Commissioners was that the dogs, which were
ised as illustrations, died most comfortably by being first chloroormed, and then placed in a tank of water, after which a wire
was wound around their noses, and the poles of a dynamo collected with the wire and the water.
Interesting as this obser-
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ation was, it shed very little light on the point to be studied,
or the obvious reason that criminals are by no means so easily
hloroformed as dogs, and without taking away their senses by

mvsthetics
lesirable,

to

it

would be next
put them

into

to impossible,

even

if

it

were

tanks of water, and wind wire

iround their noses, preparatory to administrating the fatal
hock.
Feeling that something still remained to be done, Mr.
ilarold P. Brown and Dr. Frederick Peterson made use of Mr.
70

Edison's laboratory at

70
77
78

ionic further

80
80
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relation of sewer-gases to scarlet-fever and diphtheria,
which has been regarded as obscure, if not doubtful,
seems to be strikingly shown by a letter from Mr. A. 11.
Carter, of the Health Department of Baltimore, to the ScienAmerican. Mr. Carter says that during a period of fiftytific
four years, from 1830 to 1883, there were twelve thousand,
one hundred and ninety-seven deaths in Baltimore from scarletIn
fever, an average of two hundred and twenty-six per year.
1883, three hundred and thirty-four fatal cases of scarlet-fever
__

occurred, and, taking into consideration the increase of the city
in population, this may perhaps bo taken as the normal number, under the conditions then existing. On the first day of January, 1884, an ordinance for the regulation of plumbing went
into effect, and has since been enforced with tolerable strictness.
During the year 1884 there were one hundred and four deaths
from scarlet-fever, or less than one-third as many as the year
In 1885 the number was sixty-eight, or about onebefore.
fifth that of 1883; In 1886 there were
thirty-two fatal cases,
and in 1887 thirty-six, the mortality for these two years, after
the administration of the ordinance had begun to produce some
effect, having been only about one-tenth as great as that of
This extraordinary suc1883, the year before it was adopted.
cess, considered in connection with the Detroit experiments in
disinfecting the sewers, point plainly to the way in which the
most dangerous of children's diseases may be kept under control, if not extirpated entirely, and the public will await
anxiously the next step which sanitary science may make in
this direction.
As at Detroit, the Baltimore Health Department found that the mortality from diphtheria was greatly influenced by the enforcement of the new law.
During the
seven years prior to 1883, the average number of fatal diphtheria cases in the city was four hundred and sixty-nine
Since 1883, although for the first year or two the
annually.
ordinance could not have received sufficiently extensive application to be very effective, the annual average has been two hundred and thirty-four, or almost exactly one-half of the previous

Menlo Park

for tho purpose of trying

experiments on dogs, and, with the help of the
at interesting
ippliances of the laboratory, they have arrived
It is found, among other things, that the resistance of
animals to the passage of tho current differs greatly,
one being not at all injured by a current of fourteen hundred volts
under a current of one
ntensity, while another died instantly
It seems that the resistance
lundred and sixty volts intensity.

results.

lifferent

.ies

chiefly in the skin,

and

is

much

increased

if

the skin

is

covered with hair, and, supposing a current of ample intensity
;o be provided, it may be difficult to get it to enter the victim's
shaved off at the jx/mt of applijody, unless his hair is at least
cation of the poles.
Moreover, the resistance increases with
;he area of the pole-terminations, so that the iron chair advocated by some persons, in which the patient was to be seated,
would be likely to present too large a metallic surface to enable
the current to pass freely into the body, while as Dr. Peterson
out, a strong current applied in this way would burn and
points

disfigured the skin.

The

result indicated

by the experiments

was that murderers would be most certainly and comfortably
the hair
disposed of by shaving the top of the head, or cutting
small electrode,
very short, wetting the scalp, and applying a
not more than a quarter of an inch in diameter, while the other
electrode, furnished with a wet sponge, should be applied to ono
of the wrists or to the small of the back.
charge would
then pass through the brain and upper part of the spine, instantly
rather agreeable than otherextinguishing life, in a manner
If carried out decently, such an execution would have
wise."
nothing objectionable about it, unless perhaps to the patient,
but if there were any uncertainly about the application of tho
current, the scene might be horribly prolonged by the struggles
of the person to be operated on.
Apparently, the best application of all would be a lightning flash, or a current of similar
without warning, and withintensity, which could be discharged

A

At
out the nervous agony of adjusting sponges and wires.
as indicated by
present, no one knows exactly the tension,
In fact, the
volts, of a lightning flash, but it is very high.
energy of the thunderbolt comes almost entirely from its intenfrom the quantity of electricity contained
sity, and very little
it it, a recent computation having shown that the electricity in
an average discharge of lightning would keep a single incandescent lamp, of the ordinary kind, in operation only two or three
minutes.

average.

*TTS most people know,

the penalty of death by hanging is to
be abolished in the State of New York after this year
and the few persons whom New York justice sees fit to
remove from this life as a warning to others are to be mad<
way with in the most modern, scientific and humanitarian man
I low the
IKT, by means of electricity.
electricity is to be
applied, no one seems to know, but the Legislature of the
State appears to have had a vague idea that, if any of it
constituents should ever need to lie executed, which, judging
the immunity extended to Chiara Cignarele, must be a ven
remote contingency, there would be something grand ant
modern in applying a tame thunderbolt to them, in place of tin
hangman's noose, and that, a way would be, found for makinj,
the application when required.
Fortunately, perhaps, for the
/"!_

regret very much to find that a contemporary for which
so high a regard as the Sanitary News wants
tho Commissioner of Patents to keep a loaded gun ready
to shoot us with, on account, as it appears, of the dangerous
mental disorder shown by our modest comments on the de

WE

we have

Bausset flying-machine which were printed the other day ;
and, as we should object to such treatment, we hope we may
a little further explanaassuage the Sanitary Newis alarm by "
" audacious idea of the
tion of what it considers our
possibility
of utilizing gravitation as a means of propelling air-ships, after
It is hardly
the method "said to be practised by some birds."
locomotion
necessary to say that every one interested in aerial
watches the flight of birds with anxious curiosity, to si* if anywhich may help in solving the
thing can be learned from them
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great problem, and observers have not yet been able to determine whether the propulsion in flying comes partly from the
With the larger birds, such
wings, or wholly from gravitation.
as the sea-gull and hawks of different kinds, the flapping of the
wings serves mainly to lift the body vertically, or nearly so,
into the air, the effect being produced by the arrangement of
the feathers of the wings, which, when the wings are moved
upward, open like blind-slats, allowing the air to pass between
them, but, when moved downward, lap upon each other in such
a way as to prevent the passage of the air, and enable the
wings to exert a powerful downward pressure, which lifts the
body in proportion to the effort. The familiar Arnott valve,
used in ventilators, the slats of which remain open so long as
the draught is into the flue from the room, but close against
the slightest down-draught, gives an idea of the action of the
wing-feathers in their alternate upward and downward move-

What might be done with it on
particularly for military use.
a large scale we will not venture to predict, but as a
suggestion
to those who laugh at the idea of
rising five miles into the air
at
York, and sailing thence to Liverpool, and who
cannot believe that an air-ship can ever be made
of

ment.

OOME of our readers will remember that Mr. Norman Shaw

S any one may

by watching a sea-gull rise from the
water, a violent and prolonged flapping is first necessary,
to lift it vertically, or nearly so, into the air.
When it
has reached a certain altitude, the flapping stops, and a slight
movement of the wings brings the bird into such a position
that, with its wings outspread but motionless, it slides down
the air, or in other words it allows gravitation to draw it
toward the earth, only utilizing the resistance of the atmosphere under its wings to change the movement from a fall
vertically downward to a gradual descent, at a comparatively
If the wings were immovable,
slight angle with the horizon.
the motion would continue in a straight line until the bird
plunged into the water, but they are both capable of the most
delicate adjustment, at the creature's will, and just before
touching the water, a slight muscular effort may turn them so
as to change the descent into a horizontal movement, which is
maintained until the impetus derived from the descent is exhausted, and renewed flapping is required to raise the body to
the necessary elevation for another aerial slide.
Very frequently, the bird, instead of skimming horizontally over the
water until his

see,

momentum

is

exhausted,

moves

his

wings

again, so as to direct himself upward with the remaining portion of the same impetus, and thus save himself a few flaps of
the wings in ascending for a fresh start.

although it is generally agreed that to equip an airship with machinery for driving it upward proportioned in
power to the wing-muscles of a bird would make it too
heavy for practical use, it is perfectly possible to lift one,
furnished with wings, by means of hydrogen to a height corresponding to that from which a gull or a hawk begins its long
flight, and then, by allowing the hydrogen to escape, leave it
resting, by means of its wings, on the air, just like a bird
balancing itself for a downward swoop. From that point the
direction, and even the speed of its movement, might be controlled, simply by setting the wings, until the structure reached
the ground ; and it would be perfectly possible, after its flight
had brought it nearly to the earth, to raise it for a fresh start,
by means of a supply of hydrogen brought in a compressed
condition, just as a bird would raise itself by flapping its wings.

NOW,

Of course, we do not expect immediately to see balloons soaring about the sky in this manner, and the Commissioner of
Patents need not lay in a store of ammunition at present under
the apprehension of a visit from us, but, simply as a piece of
science, there does not seem to be anything absolutely impossible in the notion, and no method of propulsion which we have
ever heard suggested for navigating the air offers anything like
the power which could be obtained in this way.
There is a
man at present exhibiting at the Northern seaside resorts, who
suspends himself by a belt, furnished with hooks, to a parachute some eight or ten feet in diameter, and has the parachute
taken up into the air by a hot-air balloon, made out of cotton
cloth.
On reaching a certain height, which is advertised as
two thousand feet, but which we are willing to believe a little
less, he detaches the balloon by pulling a cord, and descends,
sustained by the parachute, in safety to the ground.
Having
thus solved, like so many others, the problem of descending
safely through the air from a great height, it would not be
a very long step to the addition of movable wings, controlled
by cords, on each side of the parachute, by which the descent
might be varied in direction, without increasing the risk of
accident and it is quite conceivable that an apparatus of this
sort, cheap and simple as it is, might be found very serviceable,
;

New

capable

struggling against wind storms, it may not be amiss to say that
the gradient of a course from a point five miles above New
York to Liverpool would be a descent of nearly ten feet in a
mile, which is enough to give a tolerably rapid movement in
such a medium as air ; while, in regard to the speed attainable,
it should be remembered that if a little bird,
weighing two
ounces or so, with nothing but its weight and its wings to depend upon, can outstrip the fiercest hurricane, it is not beyond
possibility that a structure weighing a million times as much
might be so navigated as to pass through the currents of the
air as easily as a steamship does
through those of the sea.

O

a good deal of a connoisseur in matters of plumbing, and
published long ago some remarks on rain-water and soil
pipes which were of value.
Recently he has turned his attention to the study of drain-pipes, and, not
being satisfied with
drains as at present laid, has invented a new form.
The defect of the ordinary drain-pipes of cylindrical section, with
socket-joints, consists, as he says, in the difficulty of laying
them in straight lines, and the impossibility of ascertaining
whether they are properly jointed or not. In fact, it is very
difficult to make a good cement
joint with cylindrical tubes, as
the cement usually either fails to fill the joint, or, if the joint
is filled, the cement
projects into the pipe, forming an obstruction which is seldom removed at the
right time, if at all, and in
either case collects lint and sediment, and leads in time to the
complete choking of the pipe, when it is necessary to break up
several lengths of pipe, in order to get out the
offending one,
and replace it with another. To meet these objections, Mr.
Shaw has had made for him drains shaped in section like the
letter U, or, rather, with the oval profile which is recognized
as best for large sewers, but with the top open, a
groove or
rebate being formed in each edge.
The heading-joints have
"hubs," or sockets, like those of the cylindrical pipe, but open
at the top.
To use this drain, the lengths are laid in the
trench, and jointed with cement, and, the top being open, it
is easy for the workman to rub the joints smooth as the
pipes
are laid, and for the architect to see whether the
trough made
by the section of drain is perfectly smooth and straight, before
it is covered over.
The cover used is simply a series of fiat
earthenware plates, which fit into the sockets or rebates on the
edges, and, after being set in place, are plastered with half an
inch or so of cement. The small radius of the invert helps
to keep the drain clean, and, if any stoppage takes place, the
flat tile cover is easily removed where
So far, Mr.
necessary.
Shaw has used only drains of earthenware made in thi? way,
but he has had some sections made of artificial stone, of Portland cement, sand and small pebbles, and, although he has not
yet brought these into actual use, he finds the appearance of
them "most fascinating," and hopes for the best results.
is

grieve to hear that the imported laborer who works in
the Divine vineyard as rector of the Church of the Holy
Trinity, in New York, has been adjudged to hold his position in contravention of the laws of the United States, and the
corporation of the church has been condemned to pay a fine of

WE

one thousand dollars for inviting him to this country. The case
has been appealed to the Supreme Court of the United States,
and, in

added

making the appeal, the counsel

for the defence has

to his plea the extraordinary claim that the

Contract
unconapplies to importing clergymen, on the

Labor Law, under which the conviction was obtained,

is

stitutional, so far as it
ground that it restricts that free exercise of religion which is
shall be curigranted by the Constitution to every man.

We

ous to see what the Supreme Court will say to this idea, under
which, as it seems to us, a congregation might lay claim to the
spiritual ministrations of any other violator of a statute,
whether in or out of jail, and complain that it was balked of
" free exercise
its
of religion," if he was not immediately released to them.
The District Attorney, Mr. Walker, who has
a sharp eye for absurdities, and considerable courage in expressing his opinion about them, endeavored to avoid confusing
the case with this doctrine, but was obliged to yield.
Meanwhile, as the case will probably not be reached in the Supreme

Court for two years or more, Mr. Warren is likely to go on
with his duties, unless a new complainant should appear.
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li;i'i ben
advertised, and who, on offering to restore it to the
owner, was refused the promised reward, might lawfully keep

the article himself.
Unfortunately, the advertised "invitations to architects" to

make

designs in competition sometimes expressly stipulate that
the architects who accept them shall abandon all claim to fair
treatment, as, for instance, a recent one, in which the promoters "promised nothing, but would be governed by what
"
seemed to them for the best interest of the corporation which
they represented ; or make promises too vague to be enforced
but where the promise is definite, it will certainly be enforced
;

favor of those

in

who comply with the conditions which accomThe most noted case of the kind which has

pany the promise.

yet been decided, and one of very great importance to archi'<!-, is that of Walsh v. St. Louis Exposition and Music Hall
Association, 10 Missouri Appeals Reports, ;")02, and 9 Missouri (Supreme Court) 4;~>9.
This suit grew out of a competition instituted by the St. Louis Exposition and Music-IIall
Association, which issued an invitation in the following terms
"ST. Loins, April 1!), 1883.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of
"DKAiiSiR,
the St. Louis Exposition and Music-IIall Association, held on
the 18th day of April, 1883, the following resolutions were
i

:

adopted
" First.
:

That all architects, residents of this city, and five
non-residents, be invited to prepare and submit designs.
" Second. That from those
presented by residents, seven,

is the sort of
employment constituted bv the acceptance of terms of competition publicly offered is less
understood by all parties than it should be.
In the first
place, it ought to be remembered that whatever contract is entered into between the promoters of a competition and those who
agree to their terms is binding on both.
Although a promise
to do work for nothing is not a contract, and
performance of
the promise cannot be required, a promise to do work for an
inadequate or even a contingent remuneration is valid, and can
be enforced. Thus the chance of securing employment, such as
forms the inducement held out in competitions, may, if it is
clearly offered, form a valid consideration for a promise to submit a design, and an architect who promises to do so in accordance with the terms of competition offered is bound by his part
of the contract, and cannot subsequently decline or
neglect to
send his drawings, except with the consent of the party to whom

WHAT

the promise was made.
On the other hand, the party inviting competitive designs is
bound strictly by the terms of the invitation. It is well settled
that " an offer of reward or compensation
by public advertisement, either to a particular person or to a class of persons or
to any or all persons, is a conditional promise, and if
one

any

whom

such offer is made shall perform the service before the
offer is revoked, such performance is a
good consideration and
the offer becomes a legal and binding contract," and it has been
decided that the contract thus made is to be regarded as a
written one, and therefore not subject to the operation of the
Statutes of Fraud or Limitations.
If no one should accept the
terms offered, by doing the work in accordance with them, the
promise contained in them will be still only conditional, and
the offer, so long as it remains conditional, may be revoked, but
as soon as
one does the service specified in the invitation,
any
he has established his right to compel the persons who issued
to

to fulfil their part of the contract.
There are many cases
involving this point, but nearly all of them refer to services
rendered in response to public advertisement by finders of lost
property, or persons engaged in capturing thieves or reclaiming
it

stolen goods.*
Where, as in these instances, the finder of a lost article or
the captor of a criminal is compelled to sue for the reward

promised by advertisement, he is always successful, provided
he has complied with the advertised terms, and it has even been
held that a person who found anything lost, for which a reward
1

Continued from page

267.

No.

which shall be considered the most meritorious, shall be
accepted and awarded five hundred dollars (&iOO) each, and
the live presented by non-residents shall each be awarded the
same amount.
All designs for which are paid five hundred
dollars (500) shall be the property of the Association.
" Third. That it should be understood that
any foreign
architect may submit a design, but if not accepted as the most
meritorious of all, he will receive no compensation and his
designs shall be returned.
" fourth. The architect who is successful shall not receive
five hundred dollars, but he shall be engaged as architect and
superintendent and shall be paid for performing such duties the
usual commissions as adopted by the American Institute and
the St. Louis Institute of Architects.
"Fifth. That all architects entering for competition shall so
notify the president or secretary on or before May />, I8H3.
" Sixth. That said
plans and specification!* .-hall be placed
under seal in hands of the secretary on or l>efore July 2, 1883,
and that they shall be without names or marks to indicate by

whom

made.

" Seventh.

drawn

M

W

shall

to a scale of one-sixteenth of

000) exclusive of power, electricity and elevator machinery,
arrangements for which, however, must be made.
" Ninth. As to the
itself and what architects should
building

be requested to include
lowing features

in their plans,

we recommend

the fol-

:

'

First.

That building

shall not cover

more than 480 x 320

feet.

A

" Second.
music-hall, with seats 20 x 30 inches, to seat
four thousand people, and arranged so that it can be used for
That the stage shall be
balls, exhibits or dramatic purposes.
large enough to accommodate an organ and seat one thousand
The hall to be well lighted, ventilated and with perpersons.
fect acoustics.

" Third.
small hall to seat one thousand two hundred
persons, with suitable stage.
" Fourth.
basement under building, to be arranged for
machinery, carriages and other heavy exhibits, and for power-

A

A

shafting.

"
"

Fifth.
Sixtli.

displays.

650.

Kyer r. Stockwell, 14 Cal. 134; Symmes v. Frazier, 6 Masg. 344; Lorlng v
Oity of Boston, 7 Met. 411; Wentworth r. Day, 3 Met. 352; Qilmore . Lewis 12
Ohio 281; England r. Davidson, 11 A. & E. SBC; Lancaster r. Walsh 4
*
IB; Williams c. Cowardiue, 4 B. & Al. 621; Huut v. City of Utica, 18 N. Y. 442.

That there

be ground plans of the several
an inch to the foot,
and elevations and cross and longitudinal sections, drawn to a
scale of one-eighth of an inch to the foot, with descriptive
specifications. Elevations to be geometrical and in line simply.
No perspective drawings will In- admitted. All plans must be
No shaded drawings will be
.simply tinted in India ink.
admitted.
Eighth. The said designs and specifications shall l>e for a
building to cost not over four hundred thousand dollars ($400,floors,

Fine art rooms for display of pictures and statuary.
Floral hall that will provide for rockery and water

" Seventh. General exhibit-hall for all articles.
"
Kii/litli.
Dressing-rooms, closets, etc., for public use.
" Ninth.
Boiler-rooms, coal-sheds, etc., away from building.

72
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" Tenth.

Arrangements
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This invitation was sent to Mr.

Thomas Walsh,

HE

nails commonly used in connection
with building operations are too well-

known to require any description.
They are specifically designated as platenails.

suit for
damages, which, under the usual rule, that the measure of damages for the refusal of one party to fulfil a contract
is the profit which the other
party would have derived from its
complete execution, he laid at twenty thousand dollars, or five
per cent ou the estimated cost.
The Music-Hall Association did not deny that Mr. Walsh's
desjgn was placed first, but resisted his claim on the ground
that nothing in its proposal implied an unconditional obligation
to employ as architect or superintendent the person whose design might be found the most meritorious or acceptable of those
submitted, and no such promise being intended or made, Mr.

The

Circuit Court, in which
the case was first tried, sustained this view, and gave judgment
for the defendant. Mr. Walsh then took the case to the Court
of Appeals, which reversed the
finding of the court below, and
ordered a verdict for the plaintiff.
Another appeal was then
taken by the opposite side to the Supreme Court, which fully
affirmed the decision of the Court of Appeals, and probably
established the law on the subject in this country.

The stipulation on which Mr. Walsh relied for proving the
conditional promise, of which he, having fulfilled the conditions,
was entitled to the benefit, was the fourth, which read " The
architect who is successful shall not receive five hundred dol:

but he shall be engaged as architect and superintendent,

and

shall be paid for
performing such duties the usual commissions as adopted by the American Institute and the St. Louis

Institute of Architects."
The Association explained this by
" the architect who is successful "
saying that the expression
was not intended to mean necessarily the person who submitted the best plans, as this might be some one unfit to be
trusted with the responsibility of execution, but that it meant
the architect who should, on the whole, be considered
worthy

of the appointment.
It is surprising that such
transparent sophistry should have
imposed upon the Circuit Court, but it did not for an instant
blind the keener eyes of the
of the Court of

judges

Appeals,

their opinion, that " the whole tenor of the
proposal demonstrates that no such application of the words was

who

say, in

" Who is the
thought of in the framing."
person intended by
the expression, ' the architect who is successful ? "
they asked.
Twelve architects are promised a reward of five hundred dollars each.
It is obvious that to be one of these is not to be the
"
"successful
person, for the five non-resident architects receive
'

hundred dollars without any regard to the quality of
and the whole tenor of the circular shows that it
is intended to stimulate the
powers of competitors by promising
something to the one person who shall surpass all the others in
doing the work which the invitation specifies. This one,
" successful "
clearly, is the
competitor meant by the circular,
and " if the plaintiff, as he avers, did prepare and hand-in
designs, plans, elevations, sections and specifications which
were, upon examination and consideration by the defendant
and its Board of Directors, considered and declared as the most
meritorious of all those that had been submitted to it under
said prcposal, and the same were
accepted by said defendant
as such he thus became the successful architect to whom the
their five

their work,

fourth clause of the proposal distinctly promises the
superinteudency."
[To be continued.!

CATHEDRAL.
A pier of the Cathedral at
2d, causing a portion of the roof of the nave to
falling de'bris destroyed the organ and did other damage

ACCIDENT TO SEVILLE
Seville failed
collapse.

August

The

to the cathedral.

It is said that not less than $500,000 will

for the repairs, part of which
tion.

sum

will be raised

be needed

by a national

subscrip-

Up

to within a

time, nails were

comparatively short

made by hand almost

en-

by women and children, and it is
one of the best arguments in favor of the
introduction of machinery that the process
by which nail-making has been perfected
has released a vast multitude from the laborious and wearing occupation, besides givtirely

work of architect and superintendent of the building. On
their refusal to transfer the commission to him, he brought a

lars,

III.

of St. Louis,

submit plans in accordance with it, and prepared and sent in
accordingly two designs in compliance with the requirements.
One of these designs was, as he afterwards learned, decided to
be the best submitted, and was retained as the property of the
Association, but another person was appointed architect of the
Mr. Walsh then prebuilding, and work was commenced.
sented a claim to the appointment, and informed the officers of
the Associatioli that he was willing and ready to undertake the

of action.

1

No. 660.

NAILS.

notified the officers of the Association of his intention to

Walsh had no ground
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

for elevators to high parts of build-

ing/'

who

[Vox,.

Fig.

I

.

Common Na

(Half Size.)

ing a great deal better results.

The

applica-

machinery to the manufacture of nails is purely an American idea and so recent have been the innovations in connection
with this industry that we imagine many people would be surprised to know the changes which have been made both in the
form and in the character of the ordinary nails, during the past
It is only about fifteen years since iron nails were
generation.
annealed, or capable of clinching without rupture.
In the manufacture of nails the iron is first rolled into plates
tion of

having a thickness equal to the desired thickness of the
and a width a little greater than the length of a finished

nail
nail.

The plates ure cut so that the length is at right angles to the
grain, the idea being that when the nails are cut out the fibre
will run lengthwise the nail and thus make up much stronger.
Special machinery cuts the nails out in alternate wedge-shaped
slices so that the

metal

is

used without any

loss.

The wedges

are picked up, held in a vise, the heads stamped on them, and
the finished nails finally dropped out into the casks.
The
machinery is too complicated to allow of any description here,
but the process is very simple and easily understood. Nearly
all the common nails are made from
Hand nails are
plates.
still made
for special uses such as for horse-shoeing, but
the cost is too great and hand-made nails are really no better
than those which are made by machinery.
Nails are designated according to their length by pennies.
The origin of the designation is generally assumed to be in the
old system of weights, the nails being made with as many
This desigpennyweights of metal as the number indicates.
nation, of course, no longer holds good, as nails have changed
materially both in size and weight, but it is still retained for
common convenience and we believe the gradation is uniform
with the various manufacturers. The weights run from two to
seventy penny and the nails vary in length from one inch to
six inches.
Six-inch nails and larger are more properly designated as spikes, though the trade recognizes a special form of
nail of somewhat stouter proportions, made in several of the
larger lengths and technically sold under the name of spikes.
Trautwiue's " Pocket-Book" page 425, gives the sizes, etc.,
of nails as follows.

Name.
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The sizes of nails used for specific purposes is largely a
matter of judgment on the part of the builder, but tlie common
custom is to use four-penny nails for shingling and slating, sixpenny for claplxMirdiug, sixes and eights for finish, eights and
nines for flooring, nines and tens for boarding and forty-penny
and upwards for framing. Architects sometimes consider it
well to specify the sizes of nails to be used for bridging the
floor-beams, and for slating, but on general principles we would
suppose that a builder who would need any such restrictions
would not be a man to employ under any circumstances.

commonly sold by the cask of one hundred pounds
following are the net prices in the Boston Market.

Nails are

The

PRICES
CVMMOH,
60d
50d
12d
20d
JOd
8danit 9d
Hd and 7d

F<)R

ITIHfrB ANII

70ll
SOil

CUT-STEEL NAILS, JUNE

BHEATHIHIi.
per keg.
*2 80

-

40d

2 25
2 38
2 80

4.1

and 5.1
4d It. and 3d

265
288
325

3d flue

3 78

:

liox.

12daud

larger...:-

8dand*l
6d
Sd
4d
3d

.ui.l

..1

SPIKES, of all

per keg.
*2 75
2 88
3 00
3 15
3 35

lOd

20, 1888.

KLOOKixo.
12dand larger

per keg.
12 75
2 85
3 00

lOd

Sdand9d
6dand7d

3 15

FINE

KIM.-III

12d and larger
lOd

8d
6d
5d
4d
2d
2dflne

4.1

3 75

3d

per
3
3
3

keg.
15

25
40

356
3 75
3 75
3 75
4 20

SLATING,
...rm.l

335

..

7.1

and 5d

per keg.
$2 90
3 10
3 50
2 50

sizes

Common

nails can be had galvanized in all the ordinary
Galvanized nails cost 2 cents per pound extra.
Canada wrought nails are sold for $1(1.00 per cask. Clinch
nails (annealed) cost from $.'1.10 per cask for ten-penny, to
Swedes-iron nails are made from an
$4.50 for two-penny.
extra quality of wronght-iron, and are especially used for slatthe weather better than
ing, as they are supposed to stand
When
made
from
genuine Swedish iron,
ordinary plate-nails.
American-iron
four-penny nails are sold at $0.50 per cask.
Swedes are $3.85 per cask. Architects usually find it advisable to specify tinned Swedes-iron nails for roofing-work.
Tinning adds from twenty to fifty per cent to the cost, depending on the number of nails to the pound.
Finishing-nails are lighter and thinner than common platenails, and besides being made quite smooth, they have very
countersunk in the
slight heads, to permit of being easily
wooden finish. They are made in a number of sizes, from f to
sizes.

iu length.
Next
made with a head in

2^ inches

to finishing-nails are the

common

the form of a shank on one side.
The sizes are from 4, inch to 2 inches in length. Brads are used
for small finish, tacking on panel mouldings, etc., the metal being
quite thin and the brad driven edgewise of the grain so as not
Swedes-iron patent brads are manufactured
to split the wood.
by the Stanley Works, and sold at from 18 cents to $1.25 per
pound, with a discount. Common brads are listed at the same
Clout nails are made with broad, flat heads, and are
prices.

brads,

inches in length and
13
cents
with
a discount.
from
48
to
They
per
pound,
costing
are used about a building chiefly for tacking gutters, etc.
Hungarian nails are a species of large, rounded-headed tacks.
They are made from f inch to 1^ inch long, mid average 60
sold in sizes varying from f inch to 2

cents per pound, with a discount. Figure 1 illustrates the various
special forms of common nails.
All of the foregoing may be classed as common or plate
Nails of a very different kind, manufactured from steel
nails.
wire, have been in use for a number of years in America and
for a longer period in Europe, and in both places they have
been very favorably received and are fast superseding the
common cut-nails for many purposes. The advantages of these
For the same amount
over the common nails are many.
of metal they are much stronger; they can be driven into very
thin boards without splitting them, and can be removed without

leaving so unsightly a hole as is usually made by the common
Besides this, on account of their superior stiffness they
nails.
can be driven into very hard wood, where much caution is
They are also
necessary if common nails are to be used.
more easily produced and are handled with less lalwr. They
are manufactured by a simple machine which is automatic in its
action, a coil of the wire adjusted to it being cut off in even
if
necessary, ribbed according to
lengths, headed, pointed and,
The same sizes prevail for
the kind of nail which is desired.

these as for the ordinary plate-nails. The
following table gives
the lengths and number to the pound as listed
by the Salem
Nail Company, also the net retail prices per hundred pounds
in the lioston market.

TABLE or
Sire.

BBST- QI-ALITV
'

or STANDARD STKKI.-WIRE

NAII.S.
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their catalogue, Figure 5. These are made in iron and bronze, a
50 to 72 cents per dozen, or in brass at DO cents to $1.25 pe

dozen, list price.
In connection with nails may be mentioned the commoi
These arc sold ii
staples such as are used for blind slats, etc.
various sizes, from three-eighths of an inch to one and one-fonrtl
inch in length, costing from forty-four to twenty-eight cents pe
pound. The Florence Tack Company, as well as several othe
manufacturers, carries a line of steel and iron clinch staple
such as are shown by Figure 6. These are made in a, number o
sizes from live-eighths of an inch up, and cost from thirty cent
a hundred and down.

TACKS.

Tacks are of comparatively little value to the builder, bein^
used more especially for carpets, furniture, saddlery and the
like.
The various lengths of common tacks are designated by
ounces, the size of the tack indicating the number of ounces
1
The lengths are
put in a paper when packed full weight.
different
the
with
the
manufacturers
same
always essentially
for the same weights.
Tacks are cut by much the same kim
of machinery as is used in the manufacture of plate nails
Steel, American-iron, Swedes-iron and copper are used for
tacks.
Iron is sometimes galvanized and occasionally nickelplated or tinned. Figure 7 illustrates the relative sizes of tack

manufactured by the Stanley Works, and the following table
list prices of the same
company.

gives the

TABLE OF TACKS

(STANI.BY WORKS).
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Temple of Vrsta anil suddenly disappeared. Macaulay, who lias a
deeper knowledge than must how to make an historical incident immoi'lal, records that:

"

On

rode the strange horsemen
and lordly pace
And none who saw their hearing
Durst ask their name or race.
On rode they to the Forum,

With

slo'v

greater homage to the divinities, and the fart that they were intended
to be great works of art is shown by each being cut from a
single
block of marble.
Certain portions left originally in the rough iind
for the horses in
evidently cut away by the restorers
particular
have been much restored, only the head and a part of the left side
of the one assigned to Praxiteles being antique
show, in the opinion
of Fogelberg, a .Swedish sculptor, that the figures were
originally

The accompanying

Fell on their crests in showers.

hen

to

in jii

They

drew

they

down

century engraving
show the mutilated

their

condition in which
the groups existed
at that time.
The
horse here shown is
the one now at the
right of the s|>ec-

horses in the well

That Hows by
Vesta's fane.

And

straight again
they mounted,
And rode to Vesta's
door
Then like a blast,

tator,

and

is

known

as

the
work
Praxiteles.

;

away they passed

of

Well known but

And

no man saw
them IIIIIIT."
The Battle of Lake

not so famous are
the groups of Cas-

and Pollux at
the top of the
steps
leading to the Piazza del Campidotor

lieijitlus.

Most people

one after a sketch by Leonardo da
after

amain,

And washed

illustrations,

Vinci and the other
a sixteenth-

\ ''-la

vaulted

News.

sculptures in high relief and built into some structure, a tuppoiition
which is supported by the drill-holes, now filled up with nimble in
the shoulder-blades of the figures which were probably made for the
insertion of the metal dowels that held them in place.

While laurel-houghs and (lowers
From house-tops and from windows
\\

Jiuildintj

will

likely
that sooner or later

or Square of
the Capitol, and in
the
immediate

sculptors should do

neighborhood of the

that

agree

it

glio

is

much more

Marcus
Aurelius.
These statues are
believed
to
have

im-

to

something

mortalize

the

Twin

"Great

stood

who

Brothers,

originally
either in the theatre of Kalbus or in
that of
Pompey
but they were more

fought so well for
Rome," than that
they should find an

;

inspiring theme in
a bit of
vulgar
divination
with

or less lost to sight
till, in the time of

Gregory XIII. they
were discovered in
the Ghetto and
by
him
removed
to

which horses seem
have no possible

to

connection. Whether or no posterity

their present
tion in 1579.

right in ascribing these works to
Phidias and Prax-

is

iteles

,

trophies on
either side of them
are called the trophies of Marius and

they are

work
hands trained in

said to be the
of

the

same

were removed from

school,

n iclics in the
pavilion (cuxlellum) built
at the termination

and date between
450 and 400 n. c.,
and although between the time they
were actually executed and the earliest record we have
of them centuries
elapsed, there is a
chance that mouthto-inoiitli

of an aqueduct.

M''NTK C

The Ouirina) Palace,
formerly often occupii-d by the popes in
summer, but now the
residence of the King
of Italy and called the
Palazzo Kegio, wag begun in 1574, by Flaminio IViii/.io
continued
under Sixtns V and
Clement VIII by Fontana, and completed
under Paul V by Jladerna.
It
has liecn

tradition

may have kept

the
record true in this
case as it has in so

many other

At any

rate, no
to know

one seems
where they

came from,

if

;

in-

stances.

called "one of the largest anil ugliest buildings extant/'

THE Dioscrm.

they

The

Dioscuri were Castor
and Pollux, sons of Ju>iter
and Leda and

were trophies rapt
from some Grecian
city, and not works
executed in Ma<ma

brothers

Th * U '"UM

of tht Pii:z

Graeeia to the order of some dignitary in honor of the twin
gods
or the strolling " philosophers."
That they once stood before the Baths of Conslantinc and were
moved thence to their present position by Sextus V, is shown by the
inscription, which reads
:

"SKXTUS V PONT. MAX. COLOSSKA HJKC SIKXA TKMPORIS vi DKKOHMATA RESTITl'IT VETEKIlll'SlJCK KKPOSITI8 INSCRII'TIONIBl'S
K PKOXIMIS CONSTANTIAXIS THKIiMIS IN ql IKINALKM \l:l \ \M
TKANSTULIT ANNO 8ALUTIS MDI.XXXIX PONTIFICATES QUARTO."

The

|*si-

The

horses are subordinated in scale to the gods in order to do

del Quirinilt,

Rome.

of

Helen.

They recovered her

af-

ter she bait been carried

by Theseus, joined the ex|K>dition of the Argonauts, and fought with Idas and
Lynceus. Castor was killed by Idas, whom Jupiter then slew with a flash of
lightning. Pollux killed Lynceug and gained permission from Jupiter to join
his brother, so that he lived one day among the shades of the under-world anil
the next among the (jods. Jupiter rewarded their brotherly love by placing
them among the stars as Gemini, and Neptune so admired their affection for
each other uiat he gave them power over the waves, and they were especially
honored by sailors. They were also regarded as patrons of poets, president* of
public games, and inventors of the war-dance. They always rode on magnificent
white horses, which were named Cyllaros and Harpagos. One of toe most
famous temples of the Republic was in their honor, erected out of gratitude for
their assistance at the battle of Lake Kegillus. On the 15th of July, the Equites
visited this temple in a magnificent procession. Three superb marble columns
with other fragments of this temple, still stand in the Forum.
HOUSES OK MARLY. At the entrance to the Champs Elysees arc the marble
"11
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figures of horse-tamers by Coustou. They were removed in I7D4 from the palace
at Marly to their present position. During the siege of Paris in 1871 they were
dismounted and stored for safety luckily, since during the siege and the commune shot struck the pedestals and would prohahly have destroyed the statues.
"I stand at the break of day
In the Champs Klysdes.
The tremulous shafts of dawning
As they shoot o'er the Tuileries early.
Strike Luxor's cold gray spire,
And wild in the light of the morning
With their marble manes on lire.
Ramp the white horses of Marly." John Hay.

MARLY. The chateau at Marly, a favorite residence of Louis
miles from Versailles, was destroyed during the French Revolution.
|To be continued.
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1
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diameter, standing at the intersection of two streets, which for the
distance of] one block due east, west, north and south, broaden
out sufficiently to contain a rectangular central space or " parking"
To the south and east the ground
of grass plot and shrubbery.
falls rapidly, giving an extended view bounded by the effective
grouping of the great Hopkins Hospital in the distance, while to
the west and north the parks are quite level.
For many years these parks were simply enclosed with a low
stone curbing, surmounted by a heavy iron railing, similar to the one
still
surrounding the monument, whose carefully locked gates were
only periodically opened for the purpose of raking up the leaves
that fell from the stiff rows of trees that stood on the sidewalks,
just outside the rail, or to move the very ill-kept sod, that was the
only ornamentation the parks could boast of, except when at spas-

modic intervals certain generous and icsthetic persons in authority
would try the experiment of a few rustic bird-boxes and dwarf everwhich being carefully locked up to their own resources
greens
soon fell into disrepute and decay and were duly removed to make

and
[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full
a
statement
the
of
of
buildings,
including
cost.]
adequate descriptions

way

for the next feeble inspiration in landscape-gardening.

All this

THE GODDARD CHAPEL, TUFTS COLLEGE, COLLEGE
MR.

J.

HILL, MASS.
PH. RINN, ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.

[Helio-chrome, issued only with the Imperial Edition.]

BEVERI.EY
GOTHIC TOWERS AND SPIRES, PLATES 22, 23, AND 24.
MINSTER; LITCHFIELD CATHEDRAL; AND ST. MARY'S, SAFFRON
WELDEN, ENGLAND.
[Issued only with the Imperial Edition.!

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR A DORMITORY FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA, PA. MESSRS. COPE & STEWARDSON, ARCHITECTS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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SEE

article on " Equestrian

CASTOR AND POLLUX
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article on " Equestrian
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g

totally uninteresting and suggestively funereal enough, without
doubt, but, barring the bird-box detail, it did possess the merit of
repose and a certain consistency of general scheme with the surrounding buildings, broad front dwelling-houses with Classic details
and the
good of their kind in the style of some forty years ago
southeast corner occupied by the low and broad white marble
Peabody Institute, with its straight cornice-line surmounted by a
all the detail of crude Roman Classic to be sure, but
balustrade
the general effect not inharmonious with the monument as a centre.
And the final result would not have been unhappy if upon the remaining three corners there had been erected low and broad marble
buildings of somewhat similar proportions, and even no better in
These buildings might have been applied to various desiradetail.
ble and appropriate uses and a decidedly stately dignity of effect
would have been attained, perhaps more so than in any other grouping of our city architecture heretofore attempted.
The first loudly discordant note was struck when on one of these
corners was erected in so-called Gothic, built of several different
colors of green and brown stone, the Methodist Church, a building
that has not failed to obtain quite laudatory newspaper commendation, but which has acquired no impressive effect from either dimensions or proportions, and whose details are only florid ornamentation
with a rather frivolous spire, not too bad in itself, but which never
fails to impress one with the idea of presumption in standing so near
the severe dignity of the noble marble shaft.
in rapid
Very soon after the erection of this building, followed
"
the high iron
succession the reconstructions of the four "parkings

was

WASHINGTON
MOUNT VERNON PLACE.
MONl'MENT AND ITS SURROUNDINGS.
THE GARRETT HOUSE.
THE BARYE BRON/.ES.

[OUNT VERNON PLACE may

justly

be

looked u]x>n as the typical centre and
nucleus of tlie City of Baltimore, both
physically and morally, if one may use the expression in such a connection
a sort of concentrated
essence of what is best in both the social and architectural spirit of
It is now very near the actual geographical centre, and,
the city.
having for many years held undisputed sway from a fashionable and
aristocratic standpoint, after passing a crisis of imminent danger of
downfall, it has in the last few years under a spirit of loyal reaction
been substantially redeemed, and once more, and for a long time to
come, will continue to be the most prominent social centre also.
From its elevated position we may look eastward over one-half of
the city, and obtain a very fair idea of its general aspect.
Along
the broad streets in three other directions one may have a nearer
the
several
of
house
all
of
architecture
view of very nearly
styles
that are characteristic of the place, and while we stand there under
the shadow of that column which is one of the best bits of architecture in the land, anil notwithstanding the much to be regretted lost
and mistakes of treatment all about us, we are forced

opportunities,
to acknowledge that this is by far the most effective and monumental
and among the few such to be found anywhere in
spot in the city,
the United States.
The arrangement is perfectly simple and unstudied. In the cen-

the white marble Doric column, some two hundred feet high,
on its square base, all enclosed by heavy iron railings of conventional
classic form about a circular space of about one hundred feet in
tre

is

;

;

rails,

uneven sidewalks, and overgrown straggling trees were removed,

the last action (as to

tlie

trees) calling forth a large

amount

of re-

monstrance from the public, accompanied by sentimental reminiscences and even tears but all such disapprobation should, now be
;

by the replacing
and properly spaced. So far

entirely dispelled
ties

provement.

of the trees in appropriate varieso good, in the progress of im-

AUOUST
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for the whole scheme of landscape gardcnrchltecturaldetaili to In- applied to these four simple rectansunn- two hundred and fifty feet long and about fifty
.'ul.u- spares
as it stands
\\idt
by the overpowering influence of the monument,
that
the crowning feature of each
approached from any direction

clearly

and strongly given

in" and

lii(!?<tin<j
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recnaturally upon the granite, and needing the addition of a lower
tangular bron/e plinth as a base.
Fronting on this same west park is the broad facade of the Robert
(larrett house; a very architectural thon<:h not strikingly interesting
Mi Kim. Mcade and White; but quite famous on
piece of work, bv

A man whose artistic
it would have been difficult to go astray.
training in that line hail been of the French school, would probably
The .situation seemed most distinctly
not have hesitated a moment.
"
"
to call for a total abandonment of the
picturesque and the closest
"
" conventional " if
adherence to the " monumental
you will),
(the
with copings and parapets and terrace steps and balustrades
uniformly of granite or white marble, and the designs for fountain,
What has licen
or lamp, or pedestal of the purest Classic detail.

and but
account of its legal conlrovesy with its next-door neighUir;
a few steps from it is the very modest front of Mr. Walters'* own
house where, whoever passes under its small Classic portico with the
of its interior,
anticipation of keen artistic enjoyment in the treasures

a different spirit.
The spaces have generally been laid
curved and wandering forms of grass-plot and pathway, so
The
laruc iii scheme that the design is lost before one can grasp it.
rather fantastic forms of copings and parapets are formed of as
many as live different kinds and colors of stone and concrete preparations, while the smaller details of iron lamps and railings would be
more appropriately placed as part of the decoration of a " Cafe
"
chaiitante
and even the brilliant masses of flowers set into the
well kept turf
and changed with alternating seasons, however
charming as a detail in itself, do not perhaps add to the general
harmony of the whole, where the many parts already have so little

any special

done

is in

be

not
disappointed.
In the immediate vicinity have also lately l>een erected several of
the most pretentious and expensive houses that have lieen built in
the last few years, but whose architectural merits scarcely call for
will surely

criticism.

off in

;

THK NKWBKHKY
I

sympathy with 'each other.
While the south and east parks contain no other details worthy
of comment, we, may turn to those on the north and west and find
there certain special features of interest in the various bronze groups
lately given to the city by Baltimore's conspicuous art-patron, Mr.
W. T. Walters, and while we may not be willing to abandon all
criticism at this point we cannot but recognize with pleasure and
gratitude the disinterested generosity, public spirit and artistic impulse that prompted these gifts, so far outstripping, from the point of
view of art, anything of the kind that has yet been done in our
city; and we may safely assume that Mr. Walters is himself too
much of an artist in feeling not to recognize the fact of how rarely
such things are accomplished with absolutely |>ervery rarely
fect and satisfactory results, or to object to criticism made with full
appreciation of the dilliculties that stand in the way.
The last of these gifts, presented to the city some months ago
and the most conspicuous in size, is the statue of the late Chief Justice Taney, an exact reproduction of the bronze a short time previously placed in the State-House grounds at Annapolis from the original of the sculptor, Rhinehardt, a plaster cast of which also stands
in the gallery of the Peabody Institute.
Rhinehardt, as well as

Judge Taney himself, was a Marylander, and Baltimore was,

at
different times, the home of both, but, never having seen the Chief
Justice in life, the artist was forced to depend on photography as his
While the more intimate
only means of producing a portrait.

,

friends of Judge 1'aney are not unanimous in their opinion as to the
faithfulness of the likeness, the general effect of pose in the sitting
figure, naturally and gracefully draped in the voluminous folds of his
robe of office, has something in it of repose and dignity that is very
The statue is
satisfactory and typical of an ideal Chief Justice.
colossal and raised upon a rectangular granite pedestal, unfortunate
in the very commonplace and
heavy projecting mouldings at the top
that detract from the scale and detail of the bronze and have no
raison d'etre.
In the middle of the west park is a large circular basin with
granite coping, at the centre of which low and closely-massed water-

spring from

conventional cat-tail and lily-pad design.
some distance from it, on the diagonal
axes, are placed the four bronze reproductions of the Barye groups
on the Louvre, " Peace," " War," " Force " and " Order," considerably reduced from the size of the originals, though quite large
but so disenough to be very interesting bronzes in themselves,

jets

Around

the

this basin, but at

and standposed as to form no part of the design of the fountain,
ing thus isolated they become somewhat insignificant in themselves.
If they had been massed nearer the centre and made to form a
part
of a general scheme of fountain decoration, with the lamps etc.,
are
now
the
could
not
(which
utterly insignificant),
arrangement
have failed to be more satisfactory than at present. At the extreme
east and west ends of this park respectively stand, quite isolated on
their own pedestals, Barye's sitting Lion
typical of brute force in
" Warrior " as a "
repose, and Dubois's
pendant," suggesting human
force in repose, not the less beautiful perhaps from the suggestion it
" the
presents of close inspiration from Michael Angelo's Medici,
Penseroso." All these bronzes stand on granite pedestals, in form
severe to the limit of crudeness, with the same defect noticed in

1:1
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several years past the people of Chicago have licen looking
forward to the time when a commencement should be made up
on a collection of reference-books, which promises to IK- among
sum amounting to
the very finest in this or any other country.
something like two and a quarter millions of dollars, bequeathed for
the purpose of a reference-library by a late citizen of Chicago
named Newberry, has been in the hands of a board of trustees for
some time. All the city papers have at various time (noticeably
when more interesting subject-matter was wanting) lashed themselves
as it is
into states of great frenzy because the Newberry Library

FOR

A

was not pushed and everything done in a minute. The
however, have apparently been slowly, surely, and it would
appear wisely working all the time with a definite aim and end in
to be called
trustees,

view, so that at length the public now begins to see the first results
of this labor.
The trustees commenced by selecting as librarian the
eminent Mr. William F. Poolc, who besides making himself widely
known by work strictly in his own line, has also interested himself
deeply in library construction and written one or two pamphlets
upon that subject
publications that attacted more than ordinary
attention.
Since the appointment of Mr. Poole as librarian the collection of books has commenced, though upon a somewhat limited

and now the volumes already purchased are temporarily
housed in buildings directly opposite the square which is eventually
to be used as the permanent home of the library.
For over a year the members of the architcctiial profession have
known that the trustees were liable at any moment to appoint an
architect for the new edifice which they intend shall be the most
perfect building of its kind yet erected.
Very wisely it was decided
that competitions were, above all things, to be avoided, and that in
order to have a satisfactory library, the trustees and librarian would
have to work out. their problem in conjunction with an architect in
whom they should have perfect confidence. Although a decision was
reached sometime ago, it is only since the last Chicago letter that
Mr. H. I. Cobb,
the name of this architect has been made public.
of the present firm of Cobb & Frost, is the gentleman selected for
Mr. Cobb retires from the firm and for one
this important task.
year devotes himself exclusively to this building a portion of his
time to be spent in travel both in this country and in Europe, visitscale,

:

ing

all

libraries of importance.
selected for the location of this

The ground

important building is
one entire square which, it is expected, will eventually be completely
covered by the edifice. At present, however, only one wing (if it
may so be called) is to be built and it is expected that this will
afford sufficient accommodation for the collections that shall be made
during the next score of years, thereafter additions will be made
as the needs of the library may require.
The profession will await
with some curiosity for a sight of the accepted plans, since the librarian has ideas of his own on this subject which are totally at variance
with the accepted usages
in fact, if his conceptions are followed
out as a basis of general arrangement, it will be a veritable revolu;

other.

tion in library building.
And yet his general plans after much
opposition have at length received the support of the principal librarians of the country.
The air is again full of rumors about the Board of Trade Building.
One has it that the tower is to be pulled down, another, that the
entire building is to lie razed to the ground, etc.
The fact seems to
be that a port ion of the building will probably be held up on screws
and the foundations strengthened. Such a very common proceeding
as this, where we are always having something really remarkable
going on in the way of raising or holding buildings, would ordinarily
pass almost unnoticed, but in this case we are being treated to a

Also, the pedestals and the casts seem scarcely to belong to each
other.
The lower portion of each cast being merely an irregular
mass of bronze, forming part of the detail of the group, not resting

more than usually wordy discussion, and this time, unhappily, it is
stirring up bad blood amongst the architects.
Unfortunately, the
tower of the building was not built quite plumb, and certain parts of

the Taney pedestal of heavy projecting cap mouldings, which in these
smaller groups was so obtrusive that they were considerably reduced
after being placed in position.
The rather surprising fault has
been committed of placing a bas-relief on a much diminished scale,
of another of Barye's lions as a panel in the pedestal that supports the
big animal, so that we have the result, usually to be avoided, of
groups of sculpture of both man and beast to five different scales in
the narrow limits of the one park, and closely associated with each
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the building have settled more than was anticipated.
These and
several other things taken together have given the friends of certain
architects (who hoped originally to build the building) a chance to
call upon these same architects for
opinions, which, apparently, they
have hastened to give not only to members of the Board of Trade,
but to every one in general, and that in a most self-laudatory manner
and seemingly quite forgetful of all professional etiquette. They
criticise not only the condition of the
building itself, but also the
architect, the old building-committee and everybody in general who
did not originally favor their plans. Naturally, the architect feels
greatly stirred up, and he, in his turn, forgets professional dignity,
and writes an open letter to one of the daily papers, wherein he mentions no names but gives a most cutting reply, illustrating his point
that those who live in glass-houses ought not to throw stones, by
some examples more forcible than dignified. It is to be hoped that
this will end the affair, which is more than usually to be regretted
owing to the fact that all the parties are members of the American
Institute of Architects, which is supposed to represent the best
elements of the profession. At any rate, it is to be hoped that they
will not consider it
necessary to wash any more of their dirty linen
iu public.

Some

agitation has lately been aroused relative to the advisability
placing the Loan and BuiMing Associations here under some
supervision of state officials, and thereby, if possible, more effectually
guarding the interests of the shareholders. Owing to this agitation
of

some very remarkable statistics have been published, whereby it is
shown the enormous number of people who are connected with these
saving institutions and the vast interests that are at stake. There
are now said to he in running shape and nourishing condition over
one hundred of these societies in the city of Chicago alone, and the
suburbs are full of them. During one month, ending June 25 last,
'229 mortgages were recorded
by building-associations, while the
sums loaned reached the surprising aggregate of $385,000. This
would bring the annual total to nearly $5,000,000, which, it is said,
will probably be exceeded this
This, at the average loan of
year.
$1,250, means about 4,000 builders of homes who are furnished with
capital, while the whole sum of $5,000,000 represents the earnings of
nearly 60,000 families. Such a vast number of people as this implies is

a great surprise to most persons, although it was in a general way
recognized as a fact that large numbers were interested in these institutions.
This showing of home-builders is one of the most gratifying exhibits of the building-department this year, and when good
citizens think of the Haymarket riot
they arc duly thankful to see
that by the building-associations alone 4,000 families are
annually
being turned into capitalists, whose interests are to suppress lawlessness and anarchy, and so help see that order is
preserved and the
laws justly enforced.

THE METROPOLITAN

BOA]! D-OF-WOKKS SCANLIMITING THE 1IKIOHT OF 1IITILDINGS.
RESPONSIBILITY OF AN OFFITHE ITALIAN EXHICIAL ARCHITECT.

DAL.

-

THE
BITION.
ARTS PRIZES.
OKAI. SCHEME.

GOVKKNMKNT SCHOOL OF
THE LIVERPOOL CATHE-

HAVE

from time to time let drop hints
as to the existence of grave scandals in
connection with the Metropolitan Board
of Works.
Humors of a very disquieting
character had been flying about London till
at last Parliament appointed a
Royal Commission to inquire into the
whole matter, and see if these unpleasant rumors had anv foundation
in fact. The inquiry is now being held, and to
quote the words of the
noble lord, the Chairman of the Board, "is proving
painfully successful."

London

this huge, ungainly, overgrown metropolis of
England
has for many years labored under a considerable disadvantage
with regard to its government.
It is too large to be
grouped
together under one municipal authority, as are our other large towns,
therefore recourse has been had to what are termed the vestries.

These vestries are, in reality, the parochial councils of the various
parishes of London, but with somewhat enlarged powers. The
functions of these vestries or district boards-of-works
for they
are called by either title
are various.
The collection of the
rates, the maintenance of the roads, the efficient lighting and drainage of the district, and various questions of sanitation and medical
indeed, they are closely
inspection form part of their duties
analogous to such bodies as local boards-of-health and urban sanitary authorities. The jurisdiction of each vestry, however, is confined within its own boundaries, and, therefore, it was found necessary to form a central authority which should take up and discharge
those duties which the vestries were unable to perform.
Each
vestry, therefore, elected one or more of its members to form part of
this central executive body, which was termed the Metropolitan
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of Works.
As time passed on fresh duties were continually
given to this Metropolitan Hoard until at the present time, there is no
municipal body in England at all approaching it in power. It has the
control of revenues exceeding those of some of the small Continental kingdoms.
To it is entrusted the execution of many Acts
of Parliament.
It examines our theatres and controls our fireUnder the Artisans'-Dwellings Act, it can, by a single
brigade.
resolution, depopulate and raze to the ground large tracts of our
most densely populated districts. It can also, if it thinks lit, cut new
streets right through the centre of London,
acquiring the necessary
land by compulsory purchase. Vast engineering works, as for instance, bridges, sewage-outfalls and such works as the Thames Embankment, come within its domain. It controls our parks, determines our building-lines, appoints our district surveyors, in fact, it is
difficult to say where its powers end.
It will at once be seen what a
power for evil this body would
become if it exercised its functions in an unjust or partial manner.
Indeed, as one of our great daily papers recently observed, architects,
surveyors, builders, etc., wait on its very nod, for with one stroke of
the pen it can make or mar their fortunes.
YVith this preface, it will be at once understood what a sensation
the revelations before the Royal Commission have made.
The
whole Board seems infested with bribery and corruption of the
very
worst kind. First one official, then another is implicated, wholesale
intimidation is revealed, and now even some of the members
whose conduct should surely be above suspicion
are shown up
before the
in a light the reverse of
pleasant.
public
Worst of all, it is in the Architects' Department that all these deThe arch-offender was a Mr.
linquencies are being discovered.
Robertson, Chief of the Department, which supervised the letting
and sale of sites. This moilun ii/ieram/i seems to have been this
Robertson, of course, was aware of the sites which were about to be
let, and he kindly kept his friends outside the Board informed as to
those which were particularly eligible.
He was also obliging enough
to let them know the lowest
price the Board would take, and suggested that if they made a certain offer he would advise the Board
to close with the offer.
The Board usually did so, and consequently
Mr. Robertson's friend was fortunate enough to get the coveted site
many hundreds of pounds cheaper than he would have clone in open
Of course, it would be only the proper thing to
competition.
recognize Robertson's kindness by a little present, and a small
cheque, therefore, generally found its way into Robertson's hands.
It has been calculated that these small
cheques have amounted to
many thousands of pounds. Since the appointment of this Royal
Commission Mr. Robertson has thought it prudent to place the seas
between himself and his old business haunts.
Another official
one of those gentlemen who evidently combine
the suai'ilfr iu muilu with the J'artiter in re
who has been in the employ of the Board for, I believe, twenty-seven years, has proved as
clever as Mr. Robertson.
His son, evidently a chip of the old block,
whose duty it was to supervise the letting of the Board's public
houses, sorrowfully admitted that, during his tenure of office, one
tenant had actually obtained a lease without bribing him.
I could go on telling
you such stories for many a long page. I could
tell you how
plans were delayed on every possible excuse, if the
official palms were not greased
I
could show you how every conceivable obstacle was placed in the way of those who wished to do
business in an honest way
I
could tell you of many instances of
members using their position for their own pecuniary advantage, but

Board

:

;

;

I

refrain.

hard, no doubt, for those members who have managed to keep
hands clean in this slough of despond. The public is very apt
to judge the whole by the actions of some, and in its anger to condemn unheard those whose record is unsullied. All honor be to
those who have kept themselves clear, but I very much fear that the
somewhat cynical proverb, "Virtue is its own reward," will be found
It is

their

applicable in this case.
With one characteristic anecdote I will leave this subject. A Mr.
Villiers was about to erect a large music-hall in Piccadilly Circus,
lie accordingly went to an eminent and highly honored firm of
architects
Messrs. Isaacs & Florence
and appointed them his
professional advisers on one condition, viz., that they should find
some builders who would be prepared to carry out the whole of the
works, reserving payment till the conclusion. Air. Isaacs explained
that the condition was a somewhat hard one, but he would do his best.
He tried and succeeded, and accordingly proceeded with the plans.
Things went merry as a marriage-bell until sometime after Mr.
Isaacs's appointment, Mr. Villiers received an intimation from a
certain quarter that if he wished his plans passed quickly, he had
better go and see a certain architect, a member of the Board
otherwise very considerable delay might ensue.
To Mr. Villiers
time was money, and consequently an interview was arranged
between this member and himself. The member was quite surprised
to see him, but thought he might possibly undertake the work.
"
But," objected Mr. Villiers, " You cannot vote upon your own
"
No," replied this architect-member but, he
plans at the Board."
"
added, with a shrug of ".us shoulders, There are other ways of killing a cat besides hanging him." Mr. Villiers perfectly understood,
and this member was duly appointed architect to the building. The
matter was explained to Messrs. Isaacs & Florence, who did not,
however, quite acquiesce in the arrangement, and brought an action
:

;

against Villiers.

This was ultimately settled by Mr. Villiers paying
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compensation to In- olJ architects, which 100 was repaid
Mr. Villici s by his new architect member of the Board, and the
This member is a Fellow of the Royal Inplans were duly passed.
stitute of British Architects, an Alderman and Magistrate of the
and of the
city of London, a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries
Royal Geographical Society, and an aspirant for a seat in ParliaI am afraid that now he will not succeed either in lillin;; the
ment.
Lord Mayor's chair or in getting into Parliament. His conduct in
this and "other matters is liardly appreciated either by his fellowaldermen or by the Itoyal Insiitiitt: of British Architects, whose
Council have, in fact, applied to the Hoyal Commissioners for an
ollicial copy of the evidence with an obvious purpose.
\Vc have hail another little outcry aUmt high buildings. This
time it was sought to extend tho.-e enormous edifices, termed Queen
Anne's Mansions, near .St. James's Park Station. Certainly their
extension would be no great addition to London's architecture, for a
The
duller and more lifeless elevation can scarcely be imagined.
publie, however, seem determined to have no more high buildings,
for a bill has been introduced into Parliament for the pur|ose of
limiting their height proportionately to the width of the street.
Some such regulation is certainly needed, as there is now no restric11)0 as

to

upon the height of buildings.
interesting law case is promised us in connection with the
London School Board and their late architect, Mr. E. R. Robson,
F. S. A., now, I believe, the consulting architect to the Education
Department. Immediately after the passing of the Education Act,
a large number o-lementary, or board schools as we call them, were
It was notorious at the time that the conerected all over Loiidon.
" cut
tracts were rather
fine," but some recent excavations at a
school at Ratcliffe Highway disclosed the fact that the concrete
foundations were extremely defective, so much so in fact as to have
tion at all

An

This bad work was,
to the school.
threatened serious
damage
but
therefore, as soon as possible removed and replaced by better
now the School Board have passed a resolution stating that the
architect is personally responsible for the damage caused by this bad
work, and have instructed their solicitor to take action against him.
Mr. Robson's contention is that an architect is not personally
pecuniarily responsible for inferior work, and that, moreover, the
;

immense number of buildings whose erection he had to simultaneously superintend made it absolutely impossible for him to be responsible for the quality of each individual brick or hod of mortar.
It will be interesting to watch the progress of this case.
In speaking of the Italian Exhibition which is now being held at
Earl's Court, I should like, first, to congratulate the Director-General,
Mr. J. R. Whitley, upon the great success he has achieved in his
enterprise, which is the more remarkable seeing that he has not been
subsidized or even received moral support from the Government.
The Nineteenth Century, referring to the American Exhibition held
on the same site last year, asked " When was ever such an exhibition held in a foreign country, without Government assistance, by
any other nation in the whole annals of the world?" And I consider the Italian Exhibition more complete and representative than
the American.
The first thing that strikes one in a careful survey of the industrial products of modern Italy is the artistic feeling which has been
:

displayed in their manufacture. The artificer seems to have been
imbued with a desire to carry out his work in an attractive manner
altogether different in spirit from the mechanical, lifeless article that
we are unfortunately tc o accustomed to see in England. Indeed, the
national Italian character seems thoroughly displayed in these works,
and unluckily, their bad points are to ue seen as well as their good
We find symptoms of unrest and a desire, so to speak, to
ones.
attract more than to please.
The same spirit which animated Bernini and Borromini in their eccentric and unhappy vagaries seems
but too apparent in the modern Italian school, and they seem unable
to grasp the fact that there is a beauty and grandeur to be found in
a simple, even if severe work, for which no amount of roccoco ornament or artistic eccentricity will form an adequate substitute.
Precisely the same feeling can be traced in the pictures and sculp-

Here we find that modern Italian painting is impressionist to
a degree. Mr. Martin, in an interesting preface to the catalogue, is
evidently quite aware what line the criticisms on the pictures will
take, for, referring more particularly to the productions of the
modern Milanese school, he says " To the English public the works
of Morbelh and Legantini should prove of no small interest as the
creation of a new school of what is now-a-days so much misunderstood as 'impressionism.'
Whatever may be the criticisms to which
the works of these artists are open, here, at least, we have the genuine expression of the painter, the 'impression' of the scene which
presented itself to his eye as he sat down, brush in hand, to transfer
to the canvas his impression of nature.
in the spirit of
Approached
prejudice which too often influences us all in our appreciation of
works of art, it is not difficult to imagine that the works displayed
in the several rooms devoted to the Milanese artists will meet with
some degree of severe criticism, but judged from the standpoint of
genuine art, these twenty or thirty canvasses are worthy of much
reverence if only on the score of the genuine and unborrowed indiA clever apology, but an
viduality with which they are stamped."
apology all the same, and one which, I am afraid, will not suffice to
convince the art-appreciative public. One. plea of Mr. Martin's
deserves more than a passing notice, and that is where he dwells on
ture.

:
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the individuality of modern Italian art.
This is certainlv one of the
most striking features of this exhibition, for the vacillating and
dependent character of Italian art during the last century seems
likely to be replaced by something original, which may ultimately
develop into a really interesting school.
There are over a thousand pictures exhibited, but it is difficult to
account for the honor bestowed upon a considerable
proportion.
Unless it was the intention of the hanging committee to
provide us
with assorted specimens, good and otherwise, they might with advantage have reduced their collection by two-thirds, and gone in for
quality rather than quantity. Still, some of the pictures are painted
with great force and vigor.
I was struck
particularly with Joris'it
"
Flight of 1'ope Eugenio IV," and two pictures by Jacovacci and
Canmiarano, lent by His Majesty the King of Italy, are worthy of a
A very' powerful picture is one of Natale
place in any gallery.
Atlaiiasio's, representing some mad girls in chapel, and two huge

canvasses depicting ancient Classical scenes are painted with a care
unusual in pictures of so large a size.
The M-idpture is open to the same criticisms as the industrial art
and the paintings, and there are very few really good
examples of
earnest work. In the majority of 'instances too much attention
seems to have been paid to details to the detriment of the works as
a whole. Still, some of the examples are
remarkably quaint and
will doubtless please the taste of the exhibition
An
sight-seers.
interesting feature of the exhibition is a reproduction of the Colosseum of the exact dimensions of the original. Here a
display is
given of the old Roman games. Altogether the exhibition cannot
but prove beneficial to both the Italian and English nations.
I went into South
Kensington Museum this afternoon to see the
Exhibition of the Prize Works of the Government Schools of Art.
This is very interesting, more especially as regards the industrial
art.
Designs for lace, ironwork, tiles, wall-papers, carpets, etc., are
all exhibited, and it
certainly behooves the Government to foster
these mechanical arts possibly to a greater extent than the
pure arts
of painting, sculpture and perhaps architecture.
The architectural works were very unsatisfactory, and as I walked
up and down the screen upon which they were hung, I doubted very
much whether the Government is really conferring
any benefit at all
upon the country at large or the profession in particular by offering
the prizes that it does.
With the exception of a set of measured
drawings that had previously done duty at the Royal Institute of
British Architects and a design for a cathedral, I do not think* a
single one of the exhibited drawings would have stood the least
chance at one of the Royal Institute of British Architects or Academy competitions, and it is quite clear that the first-class men are
not attracted by this competition. There is no doubt whatever that
the funds used in the National Competition
might be employed to
much better
if used for
purjxises of instruction rather than
purpose
for prizes.
It does seem to me to be such a
pity that the great
establishments for architectural education do not combine their
forces and set this matter once for all on a firm basis.
Take, for
instance, what is, I am sure, destined to become, some day, our En"lish Ecole des Beaux-Arts, the Architectural Association.
Although
this school does so great and so valued a work, and
although nearly
all our architects ot the
present day have received their education
there, yet it gets really no help at all from extraneous sources, with
the exception possibly of the Royal Institute of British Architects.
Again, the Academy holds itself quite aloof from the other architectural bodies, and the Government Schools of Art are
very little
in sympathy with either the Association or the
Academy. Yet if
these three institutions and the Royal Institute of British Architects
were to join hands and work together for the good of the
profession
as a whole, the result would be
extremely satisfactory to all conand
cerned,
England would possess an architectural school second to
none.
I am indebted to the British Architect for
reminding me, with
regard to the Liverpool Cathedral Competition, that the" committee
never actually selected Mr. Emerson's
This is, I believe,
designs.
the case, but it will be remembered that Mr.
Christian, the assessor'
in his report summed up
strongly in favor of Mr. Emerson's desi"ii,
and it was pretty generally understood to the
profession that his
designs would be adopted. The point, however, that I wished to
lay particular stress on was the childishness of having a competition
for the design of the proposed cathedral before a considerable
proof ihe required funds were either in hand or in
prospect,
nrtion
icar, now, that the idea of building a cathedral has been
definitely
abandoned for the present, owing to the extreme
in raisin"difficulty

enough subscriptions.

CHIKL.

SILVER BELL METAL.
It has long been thought an excellent
thing
mix silver with the other metal when a bell was to be cast, says the
New York Hun, and many pious persons have rejoiced at the thought
that the silvery chime of the bell was in part due to their
Now
gifts.
comes a writer in an English scientific paper with this paragraph " I
once asked a foreman in a well-known bell foundry whether
putting
silver in a melting-pot was of advantage.
He replied, of great advanto

:

tage

pours

to the founder, as the silver sinks to the
off the

his pocket."

copper and

tin,
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;

the founder
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gourd, but it is believed that there is no record on the American continent of the building of a similar town, with all the improvements of
modern civilization, witlrn so short a space of time.
Boston lle.rald.

A
A

The propriety
NATIONAL RESERVATION ON THE Rio GRANDE.
bill introduced a day or two ago by Chairman llolman, of the
committee on public lands, into the United States House of Representa-

A new application of magnetism has been
connection with a crane for moving steel at the Otis Steel and

MAGNETIC HOOK,

ound

in

of a

Works at Cleveland, United
nagnet made out of two bars of

aside a large tract of land near Cochite, on the Rio Grande,
as a national reservation, on account of its many
archaeological remains, was illustrated and confirmed by the Honorable
Amada Chavez, one of the leading citizens of the territory who lives
not far from that section of country. He discovered a short time ago, one
mile north of the little town of San Maeto, the ruins of an extensive
before.
city, the existence of which had never even been suspected
The action of the wind had covered the larger portion of the ruins
with sand and other detritus, and converted the whole into an extensive
mound; and it was only a severe rainstorm and cloudburst, sweeping
away one angle of this mound and disclosing some heavy stone walls
that made the discovery possible. Mr. Chavez has since uncovered one
or two of the ruins and obtained a number of interesting relics
skeleton was found having three strands of beads around its neck
one of turquoise, one of jet and the other of bone. There were also
large ear-rings of jet and turquoise with the skeleton and remains of
the hair, which was not black, but light brown, besides ornamental pottery and arrow-heads, with a quantity of maize, partly carbonized.
This skeleton with the articles enumerated, was found in a small cham-

hree inches in diameter, connected
rire are wound upon the magnet, and are connected in a circuit of a
ynamo which is used to energize the magnet. The current is shunted
)ut of these coils by the means of a switch, operated by the person
irecting the movement of the crane. The various magnets used for
his purpose have an attractive force of from 150 pounds to 800
pounds,
iccording to the size of the billets of metal required to be carried by
he special crane. One peculiar point learned in connection with this
nagnetic substitute for the ordinary hooks used on cranes, was that
he magnet would attract the chain above equally well with the mass
jelow, and lifting chains used on the crane were consequently entangled
n the most puzzling snarl until ropes were substituted. It is quite
mssiblc that this apparatus affords an excellent field for the brass
jhain made by the electric-welding process of Professor Elihu Thomson.

ron

tive's, to set,

in

New Mexico,

A

Engineering,

ber of masonry built up with a very adhesive cement. The excavations
thus far made have discovered a large building with massive stone
walls and a tower at each corner. It looks more like the remains of a
The masonry is of the best kind,
citadel than an ordinary dwelling.
and the interior chambers are plastered and painted white. In the centre
was
found
a
water
structure
of this
reservoir, from which stone aquedim tradition among the native Pueducts led in many directions.
blo Indians located here a prehistoric city named Guato, which was
St. Louis
still in existence at the time of Cortcz's coming to America.
Globe-Democrat.

OLD STATUES FOR SALE. The sculptors
much discovered country. The world is

are rather playing

it

on

full of Columbus statues,
commissions in this line an enter-

and there being no chance of more
prising sculptor worked up the claims of Leif, the son of that old
pirate, Eric the Red, as a discoverer of America. Boston and Milwaukee were vaccinated with the Leif virus and invested in statues, which
are really beautiful to look upon as works of art.
Nobody else going
in for Lief statues, Sculptor Story is now engaged in preparing an
America
Jean
Cousin
of Dieppe, before
the
of
article on
by
discovery
This rivalry of the discovery claims will
the landing of Columbus.
doubtless go on until the sculptors have sold off all their old stock
There was that Welshman with the
to make way for the new styles.
hydrophobic name of Madog, who is said to have come over here with
a colony in 1170. He will have to be set up in bronze somewhere.
And also that John of Rolno, who was a countryman of the gentleMr. Kosciman over whose fall Freedom is said to have shrieked
This forerunner of ex- Alderman Rudzinski, John of Rolno,
usko.
is said to have come over here in 1477, some twenty-one years before
Columbus's third voyage, so a statue in his memory will probably be
set up at the corner of Pulaski and Sobieski streets, in this home
Nicolo /eno also should have a
of the oppressed of all nations.
show. He sailed from the open sewers of Venice in 1380, and discovered America. This is probably a lie, but it is a good enough story
to enable some sculptor to work off an old bust of Ben Butler for a
Milwaukee Sentinel.
bust of Zeno.

A

AN OLD COLONIAL

MANSION.
correspondent of the Richmond
describes a very old house in Rowan County, three miles from
Salisbury:
"This house, from a tablet over the front door, was built by Michael
Braun (now spelled Brown) in 1770, and is still owned and occupied by
The fireplace is eight feet wide, five feet high and
his descendants.
five feet deep
sufficiently large to roast an ox, and of sufficient size to
contain over a cord of wood. The house is 40 by 30, two stories, and is
windows arched with granite blocks
built of granite obtained near by
about the size of bricks, laid in mortar, now so strong that it would require a sharp pick and a strong arm to remove it walls three feet thick
doors and window-facings of black walnut, and the house covered with
cypress shingles, which were in such a state of preservation that they
have only been removed since 1880. Those shingles must have been
wagoned from or near Charleston, South Carolina, 180 to 200 miles.
The house was built on the then great travelled road from James River
This
to the Catawba Indians by the trading ford on the Yadkin River.
ford was the home of the Lapona Indians when Lawson, who was sent
from England by the proprietors, visited it in 1700.
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THERE are signs of a revival of demand in textile products', iron, lumber,
lotroleum also sigus of an improving demand for our cereal and cotton prolucts.
Lumber journals speak of an improving demand in most of the
Western and Southern cities. In Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Omaha and
iansas City the recent building operations have greatly exceeded this time
ast year. Great activity prevails in the far off towns in the West and
Considerable activity now prevails in the smaller towns in the
South.
Sew England and Middle States. Under this steady demand stocks ol
Building material have declined. Wholesalers have been slow about permitting stocks to accumulate ; within the past week or so a good many
wholesalers have concluded that now is a good time to begin to place orders
tor material to be used during the coming winter.
This activity extends to
Business men with one set of views say
traders in a number of directions.
;hat if the election turns out to suit them, it will result in a great increase of
business, while those with opposite \iewc make the same statements for
their side. The views will probably manifest themselves in this way that no
matter which way the national election goes there will be an improving demand for material. It is evident that there will be a large amount of
material needed for mill and shop building in those regions of the country
where building can be conducted in cold weather. It is an assured fact,
however, that a large amount of railroad-building will be done, for contracts have been placed within a. few days for orders to be deliured next
year in the Northwest and South west. The rolling-stocks on most of onr
roads are running down and requirements will he large, but leading railroad
managers intimate that there will be a general effort made to replace wornout stock next spring. Railroad managers will restrict expenses within the
narrowest limits possible. Most railroads are doing a better business.
Net earnings of leading systems, when compared with net earnings of last
year, show a falling off, and it is thus a motive of great economy but the resulting effects will be productive for good in the cheapening of the cost of
transportation to shippers and the general public, and to railroad stockholders themselves. According to the best information from reputable
railroad authorities throughout the East, it appears to be a reasonable statement to make that there will be a marked increase in railroad construction.
There is not much doing at present, but large mture possibilities.
The lumber trade has improved lately in order to cover large requirements in the winter. The prices have been well maintained. White and
There has been very little slashing
yellow pine continue in good demand
of rates or dumping of stocks on overcrowded markets.
A rise for September is probable. The certainty of a rise in the coal trade has stimulated
demand to an unusual point, and the weekly production is now about (iOO,000 tons. The bituminous production which is shipped southward is above
last year's production. The iron trade reports very little improvement, but
consumers every wheie are withholding all but absolutely urgent demands.
Textile manufacturers are slacker than a month ago, but there is a good
Boot and shoe manufacturers, though complaining
deal of business doing
of competition, are still getting out of the position which strikes have put
them in during the past two years. The in mnfacturers of staple hardware
are endeavoring to restrict production in order that moderate margins may
be maintained. Associntious throughout the vaiiou-< industries are most of
them in a healthy condition. They have succeeded in advancing prices
except in one or two instances, but they are accomplishing more permanently satisfactory residts in preventing the gorging of the channels of
Production and consumption were never more evenly balanced than
trade.
now, and traders are complimenting themselves ou the accomplishments of
these results. The bankers are prompt in their accommodations and moneylenders who loan on mortgages and who purchase stocks and securities are
holding back, although the rank and tile investments should furnish wool,
for the stock manipulators are keeping theirs where it belongs. There is
less speculation throughout the United States than has been known for
years.
Enterprise is more determined and therein more opportunity for
good investments than ever. The tables of stock furnished from week to
week for financial and commercial manufacturing and mining and in other
directions when carefully scanned and compared with reports of former
years, furnish the conclusion that the condition of wage-workers is better,
that prospects for investment are more encouraging, that manufacturing
interests will be more evenly engaged hereafter, even when compared wiiji
the booming years of the past. Trade is organizing itself, capital is becoming more conservative, labor is becoming more cautions. The underlying
laws which control all are being more clearly observed and obeyed. The
great underlying conditions of trade and commerce are being studied by
Itnders in industry and commerce, and the lessons which are taught are
not wasted. Important interests are arising before the
people, aid when
they Investigate them, there will be found an underlying inte.ligence among
ti.e masses which. will be able to deal wisely with them.
;

A

this

States.
It consists of an electrosoft iron fourteen inches long and
at the top by a third bar.
Coils of

;

How VANCOUVER WAS IHIILT. A gentleman who arrived in Bostor
yesterday fresh from Vancouver, the Pacific terminus of the transcontinental railway, gives the genesis of that city in terms which are as
Two years ago there was but one
startling as they are significant.
house in the locality. A year ago there were a dozen straggling log
huts. To-day there is a population of 5,000 persons; the Victoria
Hotel is one of the finest houses in the country, charging 4 a day am'
worth it; the main street, built through the virgin forest, as it stood a
year ago, is flanked by granite blocks that rest where stumps fifteet
feet or more in diameter have been blown out by dynamite; the towi
is lighted by electricity; there is semi-weekly communication will
China and Japan by steamship, and the Canadian Pacific keeps tin
northernmost city on the Pacific coast in daily communication with th<
Other place,
All this is substantially a year's work.
eastern world.
of this size, or even greater, have sprung up in a night like Jonah'
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THE SQUARE-TOP DECEGO CLOSET.
Of late considerable attention has been paid to the aesthetic side of plumbing, and there lias arisen
a considerable demand in the better work for fixtures which shall please the eye as well as satisfy
the mind.
In this connection closets with square tops have been called for and have to a certain extent
become the fashion. The above cut shows the model which we have designed in response to such
demand.
It is

made both

in

and in a very delicate " ivory" tint. It has been
handsomest closet in the market.
the ordinary Deoeco except as regards the top of the bowl and the slight ornapure white

pronounced by many who have
It is precisely like

seen

(like the oval)
it

as the

mentation about the foot.

THE DECECO COMPANY,
13

treet,
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of the most pro&nitng undertakings to which Congress
has this year voted aid is that by which the United States
extent of arid lands
.rological Survey is to ascertain the
in the United States which can be redeemed by irrigation, and
to devise means providing the necessary water-supply on an
As we understand it, a plan seems to he in
extensive scale.
view by which the surplus water of the tributaries of the
and
Mississippi are to be collected in overflow reservoirs,
utilized for supplying a portion of the dry district, while the
remainder of the territory is, we suppose, to depend U|K>II the
However the work of irriColorado and Hio Grande systems.

25, 1888.
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ILLUSTRATIONS:
Entrance to the Court-yard of the Hotel Ponce <le Leon, St.
Plans of tlie Hotel Ponce de Leon, the
Augustine, Fla.
Alcazar and the Methodist Episcopal Church, St. Augustine,
Entrance to Hotel Ponce de Leon, St. Augustine, Fla.,
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with " Portcnllis," leading from King St. to Court.
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Dome and Terrace of Hotel Ponce de Leon, St. Augustine,
Alcazar
St.
from
East
Tower.
taken
Hotel,
Fla.,
Augustine, Fla

may be effected, it seems likely, if thoroughly done, to
transform completely the southwestern territories. The vast
tract which was marked in the school geography of our boyhood,
as the " Great American Desert," is now, we believe, known to
have been, not many centuries ago, one of the most fertile
still
regions of the world, and its dry dust, properly moistened,
forms a deep, rich loam, perfectly suited for the highest cultigation

vation. , Through what influences the original water-supply
has been diminished, and the soil reduced to useless dust, is
not, perhaps, clearly understood, but the effect of restoring
moisture to it is seen in various places, where artificial irriga87
tion has been practised, and particularly in Utah, where the
88
IV
EQUKHTKIAN MONUMENTS.
farms alum! the Great Salt Lake are said to be the
Mormon
1H)
MILAN.
III
ITALIAN CITIKS.
most productive tracts of land in the world. If the whole of
02
NOTES AND CLIPPINGS
the desert basin, capable of being reached by irrigating canals,
02
TRADE SURVEYS
should be reclaimed, it is estimated that the area of cultivated
land in the United States would be increased by more than oneextraordinary story comes from Brooklyn, N. Y., to the half, and, even if the new farms were not of extraordinary ferthat a building is about to be erected there which
j\ effect
tility, their value, at a fair estimate, will be nearly three thou'
The sand million dollars, for
will have a tower five hundred and forty feet high.
agricultural purposes, without counting
" Union Biblical
structure to be so adorned is the
Institute,"
the value of the buildings, railways and other improvements
which is to be built for the excellent purpose of providing a which would be accumulated with the
development of the
non-sectarian place of education for young men intended for the
country.
Together with this development should, if what we
Why such a building should need a tower higher are told is true, come a curious modification of the climate,
ministry.
than the Washington Monument is a question which may be not only of the
irrigated region, but of a vast area lying near it.
debated in connection with that of the sort of theology which
It is said, we do not know how truly, that the Great Salt Lake,
but it seems that the upper portion is
will be inculcated in it
which, like the Caspian Sea and the other salt lakes of Asia,
To judge from the interest- had been
to be utilized for an observatory.
rapidly diminishing in extent by evaporatiou, until
ing design, reproduced from the drawing of the architect, Mr.
the Mormon settlement, is now, since its banks have been culFrank K. Irving, in one of our exchanges, we should say that tivated,
rising again, so that houses which once stood on the
this part, at least, of the programme has been somewhat hastily
shore have been moved back, to keep them from being suradopted. The top of the tower, instead of the hemisphere rounded by the advancing water.
If a comprehensive system
which indicates an astronomical purpose, is a high, pointed of
we might
irrigation should be followed by similar results,
dome, octagonal in plan, surmounted by a cupola forty feet fairly expect to see Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado and
high, which would effectually cut off the view from the obserUtah, which now, in the best portions furnish a bare subsisvatory of everything within a considerable radius of the zenith.
stance to twenty or thirty cattle to the square mile, converted
Notwithstanding this rather important astronomical defect, we into a moist, semi-tropical region, dotted with great lakes, from
are told that the observatory is to be equipped with a telescope
which balmy breezes would blow eastward all over the country.
forty-eight feet long, which, as the observatory, according to
the scale of the drawing, is only about thirty feet in diameter,
thinks that
TA
and as its use in a vertical position is precluded by the cupola,
the Argentine Republic carries off the palm for extensive
a
window
when
the students
we suppose will be stuck out of
While Philadelphia and New York, with
operations.
wish to sweep the heavens with it. or make computations of building
their two or three thousand new houses a year, seem to us tolerthe orbit of Mars, or engage in other scientific problems of the
in this respect, it is said that near Buenos
Such as it is, however, the plans for the building have ably enterprising
sort.
a whole town is being built at once, consisting of eight
Ayres
already been filed, land has been bought, and a million and a
hundred houses with a town-hall, jiost-olfice, court-house, library,
half is said to have been subscribed by "a few wealthy gentletheatre, and church, several hotels, office-buildings and restau"
men to carry it into execution.
The new
rants, a tramway line and a system of sewers.
town is intended for Italians, of whom great numbers emigrate
CURIOUS structure is said to be proposed in New York. to Buenos Ayres, and, out of compliment to them, is to be
There is already in that city a large colony of Chinamen, named Garibaldi, while the church is dedicated to Saint Rose,
who are governed by a sort of representative body of their the patron saint of Garibaldi's mother, and preparations have
own. This Chinese Municipal Council has for a long time been made for the establishment of a newspaper, the Garibali/inii. tin' first number of which will
occupied an old house in Mott Street, where a considerable
appear on the day that theamount of public business was carried on for the benefit of the new town is opened to the public.
Now, the house having become too small for the
Mongolians.
are often indebted to Le Genie Civil for curious statisuses to which it is put, it is to be torn down, and replaced by
tics.
another which is to be designed in the Oriental manner, and
One of the most recent ones which it publishes is
built mainly, if not entirely, by Chinese workmen.
Whether
the census of horses and mules in different parts of the
the New York Inspector of Building will approve the sort of
From this it seems that Russia is above all others the
world.
architecture current in Pekin remains to be seen," but if not,
country of horses, containing nearly twenty-two millions, or
It
the st>le can probably be modified to suit his requirements.
about one to every four inhabitants. The United States comes
is said that a temple, or "joss-house," occupied a portion of the
next, with nine and one-half millions, or about one to every
If so, a liberal part of the new one is likely to
and the Argentine Republic third, with four
old building.
six inhabitants
be fitted up for the same purpose, and architects and others million horses, the number of these animals in proportion to
who take an interest in the externals of religious beliefs will that of human beings. he ng large in all the South American
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countries, outside of Russia, Austria-
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Hungary supports most horses, the number being three and
one-half millions, or about one to ten inhabitants ; while Germany, with a larger population, has only about three and onethird million horses.
France possesses somewhat less than
three millions, and England about the same number, but France
counts three hundred thousand mules, while in England these
hybrids are so rare as not to be worth enumerating. In Spain
the mules outnumber the horses nearly four to one, the number of both sorts combined being about three millions. Holland,
naturally enough, possesses but one hundred and twenty-five
thousand horses, or one to thirty inhabitants, ordinary transportation being to a great extent effected by canal boats, which do
not even always need horses to draw them, women being frequently harnessed at the end of the tow-rope.

'TTNOTHER

interesting bit of information relates to an
In 1806,
/J. American industry, transported across the sea.
it occurred to Mr. George II. Page, of Dixon, Illinois,
that a manufactory of condensed milk might with advantage
be established in German Switzerland, the most pastoral of all
He built a little factory at Charn, at the outlet of
countries.
The
the Lake of Zuy, and engaged the milk of a few cows.
enterprise prospered, and in ten years the factory consumed

and sixty-three cows and
regularly the inilk of two hundred
in 1887, twenty years after the establishment of the business,
It
it used the milk from more than seventeen thousand cows.
would hardly have been practicable either to utilize so much
of such a perishable raw material in one factory, or to feed so
many cows within reach of a single group of buildings, and, in
fact, before this time six branch manufactories had already
been established, of which three are in England, one in Germany, and one in New York State. In connection with the
:

parent establishment at Charn, is a can factory, which supplies
That the
the tin boxes in which the condensed milk is put up.
consumption of these is sufficient to keep the can factory busy
may be inferred from the fact that last year more than twentynine million cans of the condensed milk were sold, the receipts
The parent
from sales being nearly two million dollars.
factory, or rather, group of factories, is managed according to
the most enlightened modern views. Schools, as well as houses,
are provided for the workmen and their families, and funds

for insurance

and

that, according to

is called the Cypriote apparatus, and is the
employed by the British administration in the
Cyprus a few years ago. The main element of the

Algeria

as that

island of

a roll of yard-wide cotton cloth, about sixty
apparatus is simply
across the route which a column of grassyards long, stretched
and held in a vertical position
hoppers appears to be pursuing,
lower
the
while
edge, by means of cords and smaller
by stakes,
stakes, is kept so close to the ground that the insects cannot
crawl under it. On the upper edge of the cloth is sewed a
or varnished material, six or seven inches wide and
strip of oiled
on the side next the grasshoppers, pits, a yard wide, two yards
with the screen, and three or four
long, in a direction parallel

dug in the ground at intervals, and the upper edge
of each pit is trimmed with a strip of zinc, ten or twelve inches wide, inclined downward. All these preparations are made
while the head of the insect column is still a hundred yards
men are sent out, who stand on each
away, and, meanwhile,
side of the column, and narrow it by flapping their clothes, so as
to frighten the grasshoppers on the outside, and make them
crowd closer to the centre, at the same time that they direct its
march toward the middle of the cloth screen, which, in the
case of a very large swarm, is made of extra length by joining
a wide V, with the opentwo, and is then set in the shape of

feet deep, are

insects.
ing toward the

with earth, to which, where practicable, lime or some
other disinfectant is added.
By this simple apparatus, if the
pits are made deep enough, and the whole is carefully set and
well attended, an entire army of grasshoppers may be exterminated in an hour or two, and the screen taken away for service
elsewhere.
Up to June fifteenth of this year, it is estimated
that four hundred millions of grasshoppers had been destroyed
by means of it in Algiers. Of course, there are hundreds' of millions left, but the Algerians are encouraged to persevere by the
knowledge that the British, in five years from their occupation
of Cyprus, and at an expenditure of less than three hundred
thousand dollars, practically extirpated the insects from the
refilled

island, which had
tions, and now, at

been annually ravaged by them for generaa yearly cost of about eight thousand dollars,

fields perfectly protected, much to the satisfaction of
the natives, who have come to regard their new masters as
In Spain although the
benefactors rather than invaders.
"
"
is
into
millions of the in-

keep the

use,
Cypriote apparatus
coming
have been destroyed with gasoline. Early in the morning, while the grasshoppers are benumbed with the night's cold,
and are lying in the furrows which are, in many cases, made
sects

purposely for them, squads of men walk beside them, pouring
As each comes to the
gasoline on them from a watering-pot.
end of his furrow, he lights the gasoline with a match, and the
grasshoppers are consumed in a moment. Of course, this
method wastes the gasoline which may soak into the ground,
and a watering-pot has been introduced by which fire is prevented from passing back into the body of the pot, so that the
gasoline can be lighted at the spout, and the grasshoppers
watered with fire.

MERICANS

are often said to enjoy nothing so much as
personalities in regard to people of note, and, judging
from the sort of news provided for them by the foreign
correspondents of the newspapers, there must be some reason

fl

for saying so.
We, therefore, make no apology for mentioning
that the widow of that remarkable architect and artist, Mr. E.

W.

Godwin, has just been married to the American artist,
The widow of another architect and artist of equal
Whistler.
talent, but very different temper, Mr. W. Eden Nesfield, has
happily escaped a cruel experience in the shape of a contest
Just two years ago
for the property left her by her husband.
Mr. Nesfield made a will, leaving property to the amount of
about one hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars to various
persons, including his wife, who was made residuary legatee.
One year ago, in August. 1887, another will was made, leaving
the whole property to Mrs. Nesfield, and constituting her
In March, 1888,
sole executrix and universal legatee.
On the presentation of the will of
Mr. Nesfield died.

1887 for probate, it was opposed by Henry Nesfield, brother
deceased artist, on the ground that the testator was
and the will of
not of sound mind when it was excuted
1886 was submitted as the true one. Three eminent lawyers
were engaged by each side, and preparations were made for a
long struggle, but, on the calling of the case in court, three
weeks ago, the counsel for Mr. Henry Nesfield rose, and said
that within a few days his client had had an opportunity of
looking through the documents in the case, and had come to the
conclusion that he ought to offer no further opposition to the
proof of the will of 1887, and that no evidence need be brought
forward except that to show the due execution of the will submitted by Mrs. Nesfield, in order that probate might issue.
The court accordingly confirmed the will of 1887, the parties
Whether
agreeing that each side should pay its own costs.
of the

;

means that the brother
or that he was really magnanimous enough,
after satisfying himself of the soundness of the will of 1887,
to withdraw his opposition from conscientious motives, we are,
of course, unable to say, but we prefer to believe the latter.
this singular termination of the dispute

the grasshoppers try to fly over it,
arriving at the screen,
but the precaution is taken to spread it during the early
morning, when their movements are sluggish, and their
will not carry them to the necessary height.
Failing in

6N

wings

No. 601.

the attempt to fly, the insects than crawl up the cloth, until
they reach the smooth, varnished edging, on which their claws
can take no hold, so they fall back again. After a few such
fruitless attempts, they decide to circumnavigate the obstacle
at the ground-level, instead of trying to surmount it, and a
Some of those who
jeneral lateral movement takes place.
first arrived have fallen directly into the
pits, and are prevented
from getting out by the zinc rim ; and the lateral march brings
the others to the same fate.
When the pits are half-full,
Arabs with heavy feet and strong nerves are appointed to get
in and trample on the grasshoppers, and, finally, the pits are

*f |

Professor Riley, this is
of the seventeen-year locusts
the
for
the
appearance
year
\j
in this country, while many of the western states, particuattacked by swarms of grasshoppers
larly Kansas, are annually
of other kinds, it may be of interest to learn from Le Genie
Civil how such insects are fought in Spain and Algeria, where
they are just now so numerous as to threaten the destruction
The most effective weapon now in use against
of the crops.
in

XXIV.

relief are established.
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file, a very laborious operation which resulted in a very poor
The screw-working machinery, as at presquality of screw.
ent in use, has very largely been designed by Americans
the
blanks are cut and headed from coils of wire on one machine ;
another machine takes the pieces, gives the proper shape to the

a

IV.

SCREWS.

:

THE

substitution

screws for nails

of
in

building operations
is one of the most marked
features of modern work,
and is, in a \\ .a indicative of the changes that
.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 10.

Fig.

II.

Fig. 12.

have come about since
Mediaeval times. In those

days men built for eternow, the object is to build so that it is possible to take the
work apart and nothing shows more clearly the extent to
which this idea is
nity

;

;

carried than the va-

of

riety

uses

Fio. 18.

to

with

tented

Co.'* Catalogue.)

Screw Gauge.*

the

poor productions of
half a century ago.

DIAMETERS OF WIRE.

(From American Screw

which screws are
put. There is, however, another
of looking at

head and neck, turns the shank, and finishes the screw. It has
been claimed that the entire operation necessary to turning out
a perfected screw is so economical in its action, that the fluctuations in the first cost of the crude wire will often equal the
total cost of manufacture.
The most important improvement which has been made in
their manufacture is the application of the gimlet point,
by
means of which a screw can be turned into the wood without
the aid of a gimlet or auger.
It seems so natural now to us
that it is difficult to understand why the world was so long con-

Wire Gauge.!

No.

way
the

16... .066

change, and a more

The

Diam.

17... .068

form

and

style of the ordinary screw, as at
in

present

use,
in

seem so perfect

practical one, too,
for screws certainly

16... .072

every respect that
it would be difficult

have a great many
advantages which
nails
never could

14... .083

to suggest any improvements. There
are, however, a few
forms of patent
screws in the market which may be

13... .005

They are
much more secure
when in place they
possess.

a

12... .109

;

neater in

are

ap-

pearance they require but little

11... .120

of

10... .134

connection.
Figure 8 illustrates a

;

more labor
ing than
can,

be

in driv-

nails,

and
9... .148

at any time,
removed with-

out
the
injuring
material into which
they are screwed.

who

Some

had trouble

8... .165

have
in

7... .180

re-

into

6... .203

6... .220

however, once told

4... .238

remove
3... .259

:

held

against

the
2... .284

20... .3210

heat will expand the metal,

1... .300

22... .3474

hold on the
wood, after which
it
can be readily
unscrewed.
in

00... .380

26... .4000

is

1 1

same

and

circular

it

has a

cutting-

Figure

1

2

wood -screw

provided with a cut-

and

point

in

such a manner as
to cut its way into

ture of screws have

even more
marked than those
which have been
been

000... .425

28... .4263

the

wood

pressing
side as

noted in regard to
nails.
The blanks
for screws were

instead of
it

is

to

one

the case

the ordinary
screw.
of
these varities, howin

30... .4520

formerly cut out by
hand.
The first

0000... .454

* American

improvement was
to cut them from rolled round

Screw Gauge.

iron, the heads being formed by
pressing the blanks into a die while hot, and the threads cut with

Continued from No.

ham-

ordinary

ter

cesses of manufac-

1

essentially the
as the

edge.
is
a

the pro-

into

Figure

tened,
0... .340

24... .3737

The improve-

be

to

screw, except that
the point is flat-

from

its

ments

screw

partly driven
place with a

mer.

the

loosening

-

wedge shaped
which allows

point,

the

is

head of the screw
for a few moments,

it

Figure 1 is a form
coach - screw,
having threads of a
curved cross-section
and provided with
a

even the most obdurate screw if a
poker

pitch from the
to the top.

of

us of a very simple

red-hot

the thread, how-

ever, diminishing
bottom

object to
the last statement.
An old carpenter

to

gimlet point. Figure 9 is a screw
with a thread somewhat like that of a

in

hard-wood

work may

way

screw, patented in
1873, fitted with a
drill point instead
of the ordinary

bit,

moving old screws
which had rusted

interest in this

660,

page

74.

None

ever, have

any very
extended sale, and
we are unable to say
by whom they are manufactured or controlled. Figure 13 illustrates about the best of the
It is a diamondpatent forms.
pointed steel screw, manufactured by Russell & Erwin. Screws
7

out .M.U.U.UU Birwiuguaiu uauge.
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form can be driven with a hammer their entire length
any hard wood, and then held by one or two turns as seThe head is made convex to
curely as the ordinary screw.
strengthen it and prevent its splitting when struck with a hammer.
The thread is of the ratchet form, which permits its
of this

into

penetration without tearing the wood fibres.
Ordinary gimlet-pointed screws are made in four styles, depending upon the use for which they are intended. The shank
and point are always practically the same. The head is either

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.

Oval-head
Screw.

Round-head
Screw.

Fig. 17.

Piano-head

Screw.

Figure 14; oval, Figure 15; round, Figure 16; or of the
form shown by Figure 17, which Russell & Erwin designate as
"
"
having a piano head.
The kinds of screws which are manufactured for various purposes are almost infinite in variety, but so far as relates to
flat,

TABLE OP SCREWS.
Abridged from Catalogue of the American Screw Co.
Gauge.

Price per gross.
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It would be easy to point out pretentious buildings of
which the rear blank wall is more impressive than the ornate facade
where " vaulting ambition has o'erleaped itself."
Among craftsmen the unscrupulous loafer, if favored with an oily

stone.

In
tongue, can often lead to slavery the skilled labor of the nation.
manner the youth who can cleverly render a ruin, and has command of a smattering of artistic slang, dubs himself " Architect,"
rides the Arab's tent and the Indian wigwam for novelties and dodges,
with which to stimulate a debilitated public taste that has been encouraged to demand the new rather than the beautiful, and is permitted to squander peoples' money and abuse honest bricks and mortar.
Art, like society, is afflicted with a plague of restlessness.
Many who recognize these evil tendencies are afraid to take a bold
stand against such abuses for fear of misconstruction or misrepresentation.
One is fearful of being thought lacking in this or that
accomplishment which may be temporarily in favor. There is not
enough patience and faith in the trial of time. Success must be
achieved by leaps and not by climbing. An architect of ability reintroduces an old style of which he has acquired control by long
like

Aided by an attractive personality and great persuasive
study.
powers he makes it a pecuniary and artistic success. He is at once
copied, not only by weak disciples in a weakly manner, but by men
of sufficient brains to lead in a path of their own choosing.
Cathedrals, castles and convents are pressed into service in bulk or
jumbled together with

little

regard for age, climate or previous con-

dition.

With such mixed and false application of design is united an
For an intelligent showing of a
equally false presentation of it.
building there is offered the sketch of the impressionist, or rather of
the visionary. The true purpose of architectural drawing
to enable
workmen to carry out a design and to realize in lasting materials the
is
conception of the architect
entirely lost sight of.
There were few if any architectural sketches, as we understand
the term, in the days of the work we profess to admire the most.
In real constructive art, every drawing is a working-drawing there
" exhibition " or " show "
is no such thing as
drawing. The power to
design has no necessary connection with the power to draw. Many
excellent pictorial draughtsmen are utterly weak in invention, combination and taste, and never produce a building worthy of respect,
unless they copy it outright.
The power to draw with accuracy and
facility is of great use to record and interpret ideas and facilitate
their expression. Without ideas the power is a delusion and a snare
;

both to draughtsman and employer.
An architect should be a true artist, that is, he should create by
necessarily slow and deliberate methods useful and beautiful structures.
But structures they must be and not the chaotic product of
An architect should
ill-digested and half-comprehended sketches.
not be an artist in the common sense.
He has no rivalry with the
easel painter and there is no ground of comparison between them.
The work of the latter ends where his begins. The only use of pictorial art to the architect is a
the
questionable commercial one
enticement and delusion of clients. It lias no more real connection
with proper architectural design than the cheap politician's trickery
has to do with statesmanship.
Architectural drawings, when true to their purpose, are utterly
When treated in a manner to
uninteresting to the general public.
excite popular attention they cease to be of technical value.
gallery of simple views of good buildings would be deserted for a collection of third-rate paintings or even first-rate chromos
if not labelled
as such.
And yet buildings erected from these verv drawings might
elicit enthusiastic praise.
The public are right in this. They recognize the unreality of the paper and pen-and-ink building.
They

A

always suspect some trick in it. And yet this sham is kept up by
ourselves at the expense of the permanent success and dignity of a
noble calling. It has become the fashion of late to rule out photographs from the galleries of architectural exhibits. Properly, they
should be the only representations of buildings allowed. What
matter whether the medium of the designer's control be a bit of
board and a pencil or a floor and a piece of chalk so that it produces
a worthy structure ?
The art of the architect is far above and beyond that of the mere
easel painter. The desire to be known as a
draughtsman, principally,
is a pretty sure sign of weakness in more
important attainments.
The great general has little ambition to play in a brass band. It is
one of the most singular and discouraging features of modern practice that so much stress should be laid on the mere power to render
drawings that men in the practice of a combined art and science
;

that for successful results requires the highest natural qualifications
developed by the most unremitting labor and study should be willing
to waste much of a short life on draughtsmen's tricks or even on
finished pictures.
It certainly shows a false tendency, but some of
its causes are sufficiently evident.
The building art of to-day has to deal with many new conditions,
among which are the various forms and varieties of competitions, the
business interests of the architectural journals, the exhibitions of
architectural drawings, the pictorial advertising, which is a part of
all these, and the division of labor in architectural combinations.
The evils of competitions have been repeatedly rehearsed and are
inseparable from their practice. In spite of the volumes written on
the subject and the experiments tried and regulations recommended
during the last fifty years, they remain to-day as fruitful of bad feeling, bad morals and bad building as at their first institution.
They

have no parallel
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in any like calling, and architecture can never be a
true profession while they continue.
client wishes a buildingHe is given a choice of pictures and is told, what is known
design.
to be false, that he is competent to obtain what he desires in such a
manner. The country deacon is patted on the back and encouraged
to think that he can discriminate between water-color washes and penand-ink hatching, or to choose between a "cooked" perspective and
a geometrical elevation. lie is persuaded to believe that he can see
through or smell through a system of ventilation by noting a few flue
sections and arrow-marks on plans, and determine acoustic qualities
by dimensions in feet and inches. His ears are filled with eloquent
gush about the interest of the problem in hand and the desire of the
architect to treat it regardless of remuneration.
He is encouraged
in the prevalent notion that an architect is a
composite creature, art

A

and magician, whose brain teems with graceful
must be promptly relieved or fail from a sort
of art apoplexy
who lives chiefly on fame and whose only ambition
in life is the pleasure of serving clients at
any personal sacrifice.
This phenomenal devotion to one's art in these practical days is perhaps characteristic of no other profession. Even the country deacon
finds it phenomenal and is apt to doubt its entire
sincerity.
Professional journals, when started by associations of architects,
have been but short lived. Even when they have begun as semienthusiast, speculator

designs from which

it

;

organs of the societies the connection has never been permanent.
No periodical of the kind has been, or perhaps can be at present,
devoted to the true interests of architectural art or advocate boldly
the highest standards of practice.
Subscribers and advertisers must
be had in large numbers and from all classes, and illustrations must
be attractive pictures rendered with an express view to processes of
reproduction and furnished for publication, so far as possible, free of
cost.
There is a constant rivalry in extent of circulation. Buildings of the meanest description and utterly devoid of interest must
be rendered and presented in as attractive form as may be to avoid

and to please the many. Influential practitioners and capimust be catered to. Popular notions must be coddled. In
short, the money interest must be kept steadily in view and no position must be taken likely to seriously imperil it.
In spite of these
conditions, the standard of the architectural press is far above that
of its daily contemporaries, and where the latter cater to some of the
worst elements, the former is doing much good educational work,
especially in the reproduction of buildings, old and new, from photographs, as they actually exist. Still, the business interest must be
paramount, and the subscription-list represents all classes, the best
and the worst. Publishers cannot be expected to evince much chivalric interest in the higher aims of the profession.
That which will
command a ready sale must be offered in a salable form. Competitions and exhibitions must be encouraged that the showy results
may
fill their
pages and attract patronage. Aided by a class of practitioners whose personal peculiarities or training and the organization
of whose offices favor the methods of the successful competitive
offence
talists

adventurer, they endeavor, with considerable success, to impress upon
the public mind that such tournaments are necessary and permanent
features of regular practice.
That which people have constantly forced upon them by persistent
and confident reiteration they begin to think must have some basis
of truth, and a considerable minority are dragooned, in spite of their
honest convictions to the contrary, to take part in the scramble or
to see themselves deprived of a share of certain desirable classes of
work that would otherwise fall to them in the ordinary course of
business.

Though individuals may profit for a time by the misuse of their
professional position, in the long run the degradation of their chosen
If the majority of compecalling will not prove profitable to any.
tent architects maintained a uniform dignity and consistency in
practice there would soon be little cause to complain of clients, and
even legislative bodies might be induced to treat them with as much
consideration as they would show to a builder perhaps.
Where do
people get the notion that the architect's service may be gratuitous
or given on a chance of pay, if not from architects themselves ?
Where do they learn that stationary and draughtsmen's work is the
basis of compensation and not the native ability and cultivated and
matured powers of which these are but the tools and implements ?
One of our leading journals advised us not long ago that " many
of the better class of architects have for years refused to take part
in any competition whatever."
"Whether this is the wisest course
for them we will not undertake to say, but a new class of architects
is now
growing up in this country, composed of men who long for the
fray of friendly rivalry, who feel that they learn more even by
defeat than by victory, and hold the mere selfish advantage of winning very lightly in comparison with the invigorating and stimulating
exercise in their noble art which the contest itself affords to all who
take part in

it
honorably."
be possible to parallel such a statement as this in a tech"
nical journal of any other profession ?
Is there a " Dodson & Fog
class coming up among the lawyers who want no fees unless
they
" can
get them out of the defendant," or, to be more accurate, who
for
the
of
If
this
be
only "long
fray
friendly rivalry."
progress
what sort of practice will the next set of juniors initiate? Again, a
reviewer of the published life of a distinguished contemporary says
of his course in an important competition, " It was, of course, an
immoral thing to do and the rebuff was deserved, but one cannot
help regretting that the attempt was not stccessful." This can

Would

it
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"
hardly be styled what is known in modern slang as Sunday School
architecpolitics," but it is altogether too common a way of treating
tural morals.
In treating of the effect of professional combinations it is not intended to include the simple partnerships of architect with archiThese may be entirely legitimate, and may produce as good
tect.
work as individuals. To such as shrink from meeting heavy refor personal
sponsibilities single-handed, and have no great care
achievement they offer certain inducements. But pronounced individuality of temperament would lead others to prefer the slight and
brief distinction that might come to them as John Smith rather than
a share of the reflected glory of Messrs M. Angelo, John Smith &
Co. There is no doubt that under given conditions good work car.
In some respects much serbe done by combinations of architects.
But the experience of
vice may be of positive business advantage.
tire world inclines one to believe that the greatest results must come
from the single master hand. Or at any rate, that the helpers must
be entirely subordinate to the master.
But these legitimate unions in no way injure the welfare of the
Their fame and their profits are divided by the number
profession.
of partners
and where one client prefers the advantages of multiplied talent and a large establishment, another elects to deal with the
one controlling head of all the departments of his building.
But a second form of combination has been fostered by the course
of some architects.
These have persistently cultivated the belief
that the groat building artist was above practical matters and the
;

work their full personal attention. Thus" neither employer nor
employed would be the loser. Make it clearly understood that an
architect is to be judged by his buildings only.
As Professor Kerr
says of an architect: "If his buildings will not stand
nay if they
all

are not manifestly stable
they fail in the first requisite of art
and it is the fact that the building is a structure, and not a mere
design, which raises architecture so immeasurably above scene-paint;

ing."

We

cannot eradicate selfishness by ordinance or the edicts of
But if architecture in the future is to be an art or even a
profession, the time is ripe for all who hold such convictions to unite
in an earnest effort to demonstrate its right to such distinction.
JOHN A. Fox.

societies.

[Contributors are requested to lend with their drawings full and
adequate deicriptiom of the buildingt, including a statement of cost.']

ENTRANCE TO THE COURT-YARD OF THE HOTEL PONCE DE LEON,
ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA.
MESSRS. CARRERE & HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS,

'

That his art was
small details of construction and supervision.
monumental and above the trivialities of convenience and healthfulness, these he must either neglect or employ various experts and
agents to devise and direct, leaving him to conceive great designs to
be reduced to everyday usefulness
humbler assistants. Or to

man

by

that has na qualifications assumes
the name of architect, and employs designers as well as other experts
The
to execute the work that he secures, and claims all credit for.
men of the world, looking at these positions from a practical standpoint, conclude that if an architect can be produced by combination
they can patch up one for themselves. Hence the grouping of the
man of business, or builder perhaps a decorator upholsterer or
cabinet-maker and one or more pictorial artists for the show business.
An engineer may be the head of the group or one of its
members.
the lion's share of the profits of this archiGenerally
"
tectural " trust
is taken by the manager or broker of others' talents.
One can easily see that with a large class of clients, and especially
with committees striving to get twenty men's work for the payment
of one fee through the medium of competition, the superficial advantages that can be put in evidence must far exceed the efforts of the
struggling young practitioner with but his own head and hands and
slender purse to rely on
to be sure he can " learn by defeat," and
his education will be ample if not profitable.
It is admitted that these peculiarities of modern practice are
endangering the standing of the profession with its employers, and
"
the question naturally arises " What are you going to do about it ?
review of the work of the American Institute of Architects
and its Chapters and kindred societies shows that membership has
increased, that many meetings have been held, and that on the whole
they have gained somewhat in interest. A large sum of money has
been expended in the publication of reports of proceedings and
other papers, and some useful information has been disseminated.
select

from another

class

:

a

;

;

;

;

:

A

The

local societies have in some cases done more thorough and
useful work, especially in an educational direction, than the national
one.
But when one looks for important results, as embodied in professional custom and practice, not much is found.
Something of im"
provement has been" secured in building-laws. A schedule of usual
and proper charges has been issued and amended. Its recommendations have been followed by the members when found agreeable and
in furtherance of selfish interests, but too often disregarded.
An
able committee prepared and printed " a tract on competition," in
which the reasons against the practice outnumber and outweigh those
in its favor ; and yet the report closes with suggestions for regulation
and not for abolition. And the effect of these suggestions, although
backed by influential names, led to no practical improvement and
has not even bound the members of the society that endorsed them.
An elaborate form of contract has been printed, but so wordy and
so obviously oppressive to the contractor that it has never come into

general use.
Open fraud has been usually condemned, but there has been little
loss of caste by those known to habitually indulge in practices oversharp or unwarrantably selfish. Those favored by temporary good
fortune or natural attainments have paid little heed to the rights of
weaker brethren. Professional union has been a rope of sand.
There has seldom been a case in court in which conflicting testimony
on usage and custom has not been given by men supposed to travel
by the same road.
The fact that so little has been accomplished by the societies should
not discourage associations. If the old organizations are defective
let new ones be started, and started with the determination to treat the
vital questions of
practice, and to neither ignore nor evade them. Six
good brave men in each of our large cities could do more to establish
the profession on a firm basis than any number of lukewarm societies
of the present order.
Let a minimum rate of compensation be established and recommended.
Let it be agreed that all men with exceptional advantages shall increase their rates, and shall continue to
give
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PLANS OF THE HOTEL PONCE DE LEON, THE ALCAZAR AND THE
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, ST. AUGUSTINE, KLA. MESSRS.
CARRERE ft HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

IffHE Ponce

de Leon

is

built in the style of the early

Spanish Re-

was strongly influenced by the Moorish spirit.
The coloring is as rich and varied as the outline. The main
material used for the building
towers and all
is a
shell-composite
of a light mother-of-pearl color, that glitters in the sun and turns to
dark blue the shadows cast upon it by the
deep reveals. In contrast
with the main coloring is the bright salmon of the terra-cotta, which
is the material of the ornamentation.
This is very rich on the
towers and in the court
indeed the balconies high up on the towers
are of solid terra-cotta and weigh five tons apiece
but the outer
J I

!

naissance, which

walls of the building are simpler, following a rule of this
style of
architecture, and the lively salmon coloring appears only in the
quoins, in the arches of the windows and verandas, and in the
corner towers. While we are speaking of color we must not
forget
the dark Spanish roof-tiles or the rich faience over the main entrance.
Before entering the court we must notice that the
building is a
monolith.
mile away, on Anastasia Island, there are
quantities of
tiny broken shells that you can run like sand through your fingers.
Thousands of carloads of this shell-deposit or coquina were brought
over and then mixed with cement, six
of shell to one of
parts
cement, the whole forming an indestructible composite. It is not
exact to say that the hotel was built ; it was cast. For there is not
a joint in the building ; the material was made on the
spot, poured
in while still soft and rammed down three inches at a time.
But we must now pass under the portico and enter the court,
which by the way is 150 feet square. The half of the court
towards the entrance being lower than the other, you ascend
by
various short flights of steps.
Around the court runs a corridor.
the
outside
is
entrance
the great, low archway
Opposite
" Ponce de
Leon " is the
through which you enter the hotel.
carved on shields, a letter to a
legend that runs around the arch
shield.
Above this arch is a brilliant mosaic. There are also two
entrances for ladies, one in the centre of either wing. On either
side of each entrance in a niche in the wall there is a fountain.
The water issues from the mouth of a dolphin, carved in high relief.
and there is plenty
Indeed, the ornamentation of the whole court
of it and all imbued with the rich Renaissance
spirit
suggests the
marine character of the main material of the building. Mermaids
sport among the shields of the great arch, and shells appear everywhere. Notice also the scrolls here and there, carved with
quaint
Spanish proverbs. But the unique feature of the court is the great
grille, or cage, rising from the top of each side entrance to the corridor of the third story.
These two cages are filled with climbing
plants and gorgeous flowers, among which flash birds of brilliant

A

plumage.
A broad

flight of steps ascends from the court to the platform
before the main entrance.
The vestibule is rich in marbles.
now enter the huge space occupied by the rotunda and the corridor
around it. The floor is an elaborate mosaic made of tiny bits of
marble in the Renaissance manner. There are two very large
marble fireplaces, contrasting with the elaborately carved oak
In two corners there are fountains.
wainscoting.
It is the rotunda itself that claims the attention.
It is supported
by four great piers and eight oak pillars, on each of which are
carved four caryatides of life-size. The rotunda is four stories
high,
and around each story runs a corridor with different arches and
columns. The great dome is decorated with figures carved in
high
relief and above these with
paintings after original designs, alleThe
gorical representations of the history of Spain and Florida.

We

The American Architect and Building News.
general effect of color is very rich. You look straight up through
an open space in the form of a star, formed by penetrations in the
dome, to the copper columns of the lantern.
a room 104 feet
must now ge.t a glimpse of the grand parlor
by 53, but divided practically into five rooms by arches, portieres and
noticeable feature is an immense mantel-piece rising to
screens.
the ceiling.
A flight of marble steps ascends from the rotunda to a mosaic
as
platform from which you pass through a short hall into a room
This is the great dining-room.
large as many an opera-house.
The central part is divided from its two rounded ends by rich oak
The
supporting a dome around which runs a clerestory.
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We

A

or no a
WHETHER
centaur

pillars

lighted by numerous bay-windows of stained-glass, illustratof the decorations in general
ing allegorical subjects. The coloring
carries out the Renaissance spirit that appears everywhere else in
The dining-room, like all the rest of the hotel, is
the building.

room

is

If dining is ever a fine art, it surely can be
lighted by electricity.
so here, if one is fortunate enough to get a table near a window
that overlooks the orange groves, sweet with flowers, brilliant with
leaves and fruit, and vocal with the hum of innumerable bees.
As to the part of the hotel devoted to the service, it is quite
the dining-room. When
separated from the rest of the building by
we say that the pantry is over a hundred feet long, we can leave the
bakery, the kitchen and the oven to the reader's imagination.
have
The dining-room can be approached from the gardens.
alreadv noticed the steps leading from the rotunda to the platform at
Underneath this platform and exthe entrance of the dining-room.
tending from garden to garden is an arched passage, twelve feet
Carriages can drive
hick, and richly decorated in terra-cotta.

made

We

may

be

consid-

an
he

ered

equestrian
is too gracefigure,
ful a creation of myth-

and literature to
and innumerable examples of the popularity of this theme have come down to us, most of them as more
or less fragmentary bits of
sculptured friezes which depict the battles
of the centaurs and -the
Lapithse, their destruction by Hercules, their
contests with the Amazons, or their abduction of both named and
nameless females. In these scenes it seems as if the
sympathy of
the observer must go with the hybrid.
He seems pathetically handicapped, as if he were always conscious that he is vainly struggling
with a too powerful fate. Yet get him alone
by himself, he seems
a most happy individual, a faunishly insouciant creature,
always able
ological art

be

neglected

From
this passage, which is really a great porte-cochere.
from which you ascend six
steps ascend six feet to the rotunda,
There is another such
feet more to the dining-room entrance.
through

it,

tunnel behind the dining-room.
Perhaps the most prominent feature in the grounds is the Cascade.
When the workmen were boring for water to be used for the
domestic purposes of the hotel, they came upon a sulphur spring of
such force and volume that it was decided to use the water for
driving the machinery. This spring emits ten million gallons of
water in twenty-four hours. The Cascade is 450 feet long and is
ornabuilt up in the manner of the great Cascade of St. Cloud

Pegasus and Centaur.

mented with fountains, statues, stairs, etc., and lighted by electricity.
But there is another garden to see, and this is a unique garden
Between the two towers and looking
sixty feet above the court!

into the court on the one side, while it opens toward the interior of the dome on the other, is a broad, paved terrace covered
To this elevators ascend from
with an arbor of vines and plants.
the "round-floor. This terrace is extended to the two sides of the

down

The view takes in
building, forming thus a splendid promenade.
the sea, the town, the gardens, and the Florida wilderness that
creeps up to the very door of St. Augustine. The width is forty
under the vines and flowers
feet, and offers a temptation to a dance
The great
of this similitude of the hanging gardens of Babylon.
towers can also be ascended and from these a yet more extensive
view may be obtained.
have now seen the public rooms of the Ponce de Leon, and
a word should be said about the rooms for guests. These are all
on the court garden, some on the logspacious some of them open
or on the balconies, while all are airy and command
gias of the court
The difficult problem of combining the best
charming views.
the best architectual appearplumbing and heating apparatus with
Indeed
ance ha"s been grappled with and successfully solved.
in hand, and
through the whole building comfort and beauty go hand
neither is ever sacrificed to the other.
The Alcazar serves the purpose of providing amusement and
it furnishes,
occupation to the visitors of the Ponce de Leon, while
at the same time, a dependence for those who cannot find rooms in
the main hotel.
Though very different in detail from the Ponce de
Leon, it follows the same general architecture. The great fa9ade
of towers, pavilions, minarets, arcades
presents a pleasing variety
and roofs of old Spanish tiles. First there is a crescent arcade of
or broad plaza that separates the
shops, opening on the Alameda,
Alcazar from the Ponce de Leon. Then you pass through to a
with numerous bazaars, gay with
square court, a sort of Palais Royal
a good place to spend a rainy morning, as a
all sorts of wares
covered arcade extends around the court in front of the shops.
This court is also a tropical garden. The Alcazar has a great sulphur swimming-bath, a salt-water bath, tennis-grounds, club-rooms
and all sorts of aids to merry-making. Besides all this it has 300
Connected with the
bedrooms and a large general restaurant.
Alcazar there is also one of the finest Turkish and Russian bathhouses in the world.

From

a Vase. 2

Engraved Sea! showing Medusa, Pegasus and Centaur

in

one. 2

to travel without

fatigue, untroubled by clothing, having fear of
neither bit nor harness, not having to endure the neglect and cruelty
of grooms, and withal able to read, to pipe, to talk, to eat delicacies,
to enjoy life, in short, as few created creatures can.
It is no wonder
that he was a favorite subject with sculptors who knew how to blend
the divine grace of the human form with the almost equally subtile
charms of the perfect horse. The two centaurs in the Museum at
Naples are, in their way, the most enjoyable of statues and amongst

Wo

;

;

ENTRANCE TO HOTEL PONCE DE LEON, ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA.,
WITH " PORTCULLIS," LEADING FROM KING ST. TO COURT.
MESSRS. CARRERE & HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.
TOWER, DOME AND TERRACE OF HOTEL PONCE DE LEON, ST.
AUGUSTINE, FLA., TAKEN FROM EAST TOWER. MESSRS. CARRERE
& HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

ALCAZAR HOTEL, ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA. H. M. TAYLOR, ESQ.,
MESSRS. CARRERE & HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS, NEW
OWNER.
YORK,

N. Y.

Reliefs from the

Temple

at Assos.

Sketched by

F. H.

Bacon.

the most famous, yielding in this respect to the black marble ones in
the Capitol at Rome only because more people go to Rome than to
The centaurs of the Capitol are said to have been exeNaples.
cuted in the time of Hadrian at any rate they were removed from
Hadrian's Villa to the Capitol in 1736. They were sculptured by
Aristeas and Papias Carian, sculptors. The centaurs of the Capitol incompletely reproduce the allegory of the joyousness with which
youth endures the assaults of love and the anguish and torment that
its transports bring to riper
age
incompletely, since these centaurs
do not bear the winged and tormenting cupids on their backs which
are found on the centaurs of the Louvre and elsewhere, and were
;
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possibly found on tbe original pair after which the Rome and Paris
statues were probably copied.
Liibke seems to think that the Capitol centaurs themselves originally had cupids on their backs.
Ag the centaur was altogether a mythical being, and more a creature of the imagination even than the gods and goddesses whom
ancient sculptors so often selected as their subjects, and for whom
they could conceive no more fitting presentment than to fashion
them in the semblance of perfect human beauty, greater liberty was
taken with them in deciding on the manner in which man and horse
should be combined ; but we are most familiar with the type which
shows the upper-half

human body

a

of

attempt the difficult task of portraying the one Fame, the other the
Cenius of the Arts, in the uncomfortable act of avoiding a hasty dismounting through the flourish of the

words

F,om.Va.e.>

raneously in the art of different epochs.
tions

Assos

at

In the funeral procession
of a monarch it is even in
The Genius of the Artt, over the Guichet
these <lays not unusual to
of the Louvre.
Mercie, Sculptor, 1
lead his favorite charger,
whose empty saddle adds more of
pathos to the scene than does
the elaborately bedecked funeral
car; and it is with some Indian
tribes the custom that beside the
grave of the dead chief should be

slaughtered the faithful
beast who had shared so
many of his master's
In the first
dangers.
case we feel that tbe

Until the recent excava-

this

dividing line was obscure, but there was
discovered there a tembas-relief

ple

unburdened charger is
one of the most impressive features of the

which

surrounding

showed centaurs of a

pomp, and

archaic

Hunting-ground.

A

hind-legs
still

is

equine.

more singular

that

another

pagans

close,

part

frieze

usual way.
the

first,

it is

ser-

vice of the horse could

then, centaurs

be traced a more or less
symbolic connec-

close
tion

?

Another type, supposed to be of Phoenician origin, was brought
to light in 1880 at the
Villa Benvenuti, near
Este in Italy, where
embossed on a bronze

and

have enjoyed the

Are

and the second hippocentaurs

is

singularly
not unlikely that in the customs of all races who

upon

of the
are centaurs fashioned in the

same

The

connection of this Indian custom with the
manners of the ancient

were human and only

fact

funeral

in the other

we understand that Indian superstition seeks
to provide the departed
chief with a speedy way
of reaching the Happy

model,
very
dating probably from
the sixth or seventh
century before Christ,
which had the striking
that the
peculiarity
fore-legs of the hybrid
the

artistic presenta-

shown

is

statue
of
Pegasus and
Bellerophon at Byzantium.

translated

what are usually called centaurs, in which the horse predominates
over the man, should strictly be called .hippo-centaurs.
Those
interested in such matters have known that these different forms
were represented in ancient art; but it was difficult to determine
when the earlier form, if it be an earlier form, became obsolete, or
whether there were really two forms of centaurs existing contempo-

and

has been possible to discover is one that merely
mentions the existence of a

meaning the same

creature, may really
indicate that the centaur was more man

Pegasus

upon the
reverse of a medal of
the Bembi, by Benvenuto
Cellini.
The only record
of a statue of Pegasus it

centaur," which
now

has

tions

"
"centaur,"
hippo"
centaur and " ono-

as

anil

bas-reliefs

like

set

the shoulders of
a horse.
The fact
that the Creeks and

are

sweeping wings.

But on gems, medals

been a favorite subject with
sculptors and painters, both
ancient and modern. One
of the most vigorous, life-

u]K)ii

different

89

between the

flit-

ting of a departing soul
and the horse.

The rude
represents

ntaurs of the

Capitol.
situla, or water-jar, was
discovered a centaur which differed from the common kind in that
he was furnished with wings, and thus seems to form a
connecting
link between the
winged bulls of Assyria on the one hand and the
classic Pegasus on the other.
So far as it is possible to determine the ancients rarely
attempted
to model in the round
Pegasus, the special servant of the Muses,
although he was a favorite subject with painters and poets. Whenever they did model the winged steed, it was
probably as an isolated

Aristeas and Papias, Sculptors.

cut

that

an

antique
bas-relief, a sculptured
metope from the temple
at Selinus
and now
in the museum at Pa-

lermo, which celebrates the decapitation of Medusa by Perseus, shows
under the arm of the victim a horse
Pegasus of course, since that
winged wonder sprang from the blood of Medusa, and it shows how
inappreciative this particular sculptor was of the proprieties of artistic truth that Medusa is shown as a monster and not as the creature

Archaic painted Decoration. 3

and unbestridden animal, for, with the exception of
Bellerophon, there
would be no man who could with appropriateness be
placed on his
back, and the difficulty of reconciling a rider's legs with wings growing from his horse's withers probably prevented any attempt to represent some favorite poet of the hour on the steed of the divine nine. It
was left to French artists of a later day, Coysevox and Mercie", to
1

*

Prom the Oaatttc den Beaux Arts.
From Miiller'8 nenkmaler der alien Kuntl."

Archaic Centaur Figurines. 1

of rare but fatal beauty that the closer interpretation of the
myth
shows her to have been : that a beautiful horse should spring from the
of
blood
a heautiftl woman is an appropriate climax, but that a creature endowed with such beauty and intelligence should spring from
the polluted blood of a monster is unlikely.
Although the sculpture is not, of course, a tombstone, it has so much the air of one that

90
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the first of the long series of
the Street of Tombs at Athens, the
Via Sacra at Rome, and similar avenues of the dead elsewhere, on
which the horse was sometimes introduced, first because of its symbolic connection with death, and afterwards as a conventional form

a temptation to consider it
sepulchral sculptures that lined

it is

among

[VOL.

XXIV.

No.

6(51.

the departed upon a journey, while in the paintings in the catacombs the horse is understood to symbolize the swiftness of life.
This connection of the horse with death makes it appear quite
natural that as consolation to the bereaved parents a gilded bronze
equestrian statue should have been set up in Brixia on the death of
a child only in his sixth year, a fact which otherwise seems merely
whimsical.

CHIRON. Chiron, the most famous of the centaurs, was a son of Saturn, and
lived on Mt. Pelion. He was instructed by Diana and Apollo, and so excelled in
medicine, hunting, music, gymnastics and prophecy that the most distinguished
Grecian youths were sent to him for instruction, such as Peleus, Achilles and
Diomedes. Chiron was a friend of Hercules and was immortal.

THE CENTAUB.

In one of the most common forms, though perhaps
not the simplest or the earliest, the symbolic element is represented
by a horse's head in the upper corner of a bas-relief as if looking
through a window from the outside at the friends of the deceased
enjoying the funeral-feast within.
On, at least, one of these reliefs
there is a muffled figure seated
somewhat apart from the feasters
which maybe intended to represent
the dead man for whom the horse
on the outside is waiting. In later
forms a greater variety of treatment was practised and the equine
symbol expanded till, as on a
sepulchral urn in the British Museum, it is represented by a fourhorse chariot driven by a winged
genius. In this last case the horses
seem to be introduced amid the
rather rich decoration quite as much
as a piece of conventional ornament
as because of its symbolic value.
of decoration.

.

Perseus and Medusa.

Metope from

Selinus.

"

The gallop

mounted horse is still a unique specperformed to display, in their moments of
most intelligent and finished creatures in
form that God has made. Separate them, and it might be said that each one of
them is incomplete; for neither of them has any longer his aximum of power:
couple them, mingle the man with the horse, give to the torso originality and
will, give to the rest of the body the combined attributes of promptness and
vigor, and you have a being of sovereign force, thinking and acting, courageous
and rapid, free and controlled. Greece imagined nothing grander or more
natural. She has shown in this that the equestrian statue was the last work of
human sculpture: and of the monster of true proportions, which is the audaciously represented alliance of a robust horse and a handsome man, she has made
the educator of her heroes, the inventor of her sciences the most agile of preFrom Jromentin's " A Year in
ceptors, the bravest and handsomest of men."
of a well

tacle, as is every equestrian exercise
common activity and accord, the two

Centaurs and Chimera. 1

Another type of equestrian sepulchral sculpture is found in the somewhat noted slab or stele which
formed the monument of the soldier

the

SaheL"

THE PATRONS OF THE HORSE. " The gods had often a liking to transform
themselves into horses
so much so that the sacrifice of the god, that is, the
god's death, is represented by the death of the horse. Every one knows that
and
heroes
gods
delighted in showing themselves good horsemen, or, at least,
good charioteers. On this account, it would be difficult to say to which god in
particular the horse is sacred. The Vedic Acjvinau, the Vedic Aurora who wins
the race in her chariot, Agnis, Savitar, Indras, victorious and splendid by means
of their steeds, the hippios Passidon, the hippeia Athene, the hippodameia
Aphrodite, the horsemen Dioscuri, Mars, Apollo, Zeus, Pluto and the German
Wuotan (like his alter eyo St. Zacchajus) never show themselves otherwise than
on horseback hence the horse was naturally sacred to all of them. In the
Christian faith, the innumerable gods of the ancients having become innumerable saints (when they were not so unfortunate as to degenerate into devils) the
horse is now recommended in its stable to the protection of several saints, from
the obscure Sicilian St. Aloi to the no less modest Russians St. Froh and St.
Laver, who take the horse, as well as the mule, under their especial protection,
not to speak of the glorious horsemen St. George, St. Michael, St. James St.
Maurice St. Stephen, St. Vladmir and St. Martin, especially revered by warriors,
and in whose honor the principal orders of Knighthood in Europe were founded."
Zoological Mythology by Angela de Gvbernatia.
[To be continued.l
;

;

ITALIAN

CITIES.'
MILAN.
I.

Dexileos, son of Lysanias, which was found in 1863 and reerected on
the very spot where it was originally placed 898 years before our
era. In this case the horse
Dexileos is shown as riding over a fallen enemy
was introduced either as being an appropriate
decoration
appropriate decoratio
for the monument of a soldier who fell at the Battle of Corinth, e

III.

Persian Sculpture from Susa.
Sepulchral Bas-relief.

The Funeral

Feast.'

Bellerophon and Pegasus.

An Antique.

because of the symbolic connection between death and the horse.
This bit of sculpture is of marble and still shows traces of color,
while the bridle and some other portions were of bronze.

The winged Mercury who

piloted the

dead

to

large city which one meets with in upper
Italy after leaving Turin.
Lombardy, of which Milan is the
capital, was formerly a lacustrine region whose earliest inis

Charon may have

the

first

MILAN

habitants dwelt in huts built on piles. The Etruscans, doubtless,
were the first who brought into this Cisalpine province artistic tastes
and manners.
Later the Gauls brought in their light-hearted
and turbulent moods, their gaiety and vivacity
and of all the people
who inhabit Northern Italy, the Milanese is the one, who, through the
delicacy of his intelligence and the enthusiasm of his nature, most
He is capable of irony, and declosely approaches the Frenchman.
a rare thing on the peninsula.
He thoroughly
lights in pleasantries
loves to eat, and does not despise the juices of the vine.
He enjoys
a reputation for gluttony, of which he is rather proud and, in fact,
there is a proverb which says that the Milanese always has a greasy
Almost all others of his compatriots
plate and a mantle full of holes.
generally prefer to have a fine mantle, even at the expense of an
empty stomach. The Lombard territory is well calculated, moreover, to determine in its inhabitants an immoderate appetite, for it
is
prodigiously fruitful, and its natural fecundity has been increased
tenfold by the work of man.
Works of irrigation make it possible to obtain from its artificial
meadows seven crops of hay each year. The Alps which bound the
plain on the north act the part of collectors, which bring toward
the plain clear and fertilizing waters.
This territory is more rich in
rivers than any other in
Italy the Adda, the Oglio, the Tessino,
the Adige and the Mincio, to mention only the most important,
traverse it from north to south, and form in their courses those
admirable lakes around which there are so many agreeable summer
resorts.
Broad canals connect these great water-courses, which flow
into the Po, and serve to distribute in
every direction the means of
These immense
irrigation from which the native reaps full profit.
works of canalization are due to the genius of the greatest architects
of Italy, and amongst them can be counted the great Leonardo da
;

:

Fresco from the Golini

Tomb.

The Soul quitting the

Earth.

Etruscan

Museum

at

Naples.'

who was not, so far as known, emsuggested the winged steed
and so brought about the adoption of the
ployed in a similar way
common horse as a funeral emblem. But some writers see in this employment of the horse only an intention to symbolize the entrance of
1

2
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Vinci, who was considered almost a mad man when Ue for the first
time spoke of connecting the Mincio and Tessino.
The monks of Clairvaux, who at the commencement of the twelfth
century founded, under the direction of St. Bernard, a branch of
their institution at a short distance from Milan, have contributed in
large measure by their colonies and their teachings to the development of the agricultural prosperity of this territory and the multiplication in it of the means of irrigation. Thus Lombardy can be considered
the real garden of Italy by reason of the importance and the quality
Catlleof its products, if not because of the mildness of its climate.
is here carried to its greatest development, and Lombardy
furnishes butter not only for the whole kingdom of Italy, but also for
Kven before water was used for fertiliza great portion of Trance.
ing the ground by means of artificial canals, this province was
already a great dairy country; for the historian* of antiquity recount
an amusing episode which took place when Julius Cicgar spread over
Valerius Leo offered hospitality
Cisalpine Gaul with his legions.
to the conqueror, and set Iwfore him asparagus dressed in butter.
(Vsar's ixencrals, who knew nothing about this substance, but were
wont In eai everything in oil, made faces at it, and one of them cried
" What is this foul
eat our asparagus in oil ;" but
out,
grease'.'

gra/ing

We

Ca;sar, overcoming gastronomic prejudices which rendered his companions in arms distrustful, ate the asparagus after the Milanese
fashion and found it excellent. This tale proves that even at the
table glory is never de trap.
They say that a well-filled stomach and
good digestion assure good humor, and it is doubtless because of this
not only in all
that the Milanese pass for being the gayest

people
but throughput the whole world. To them serenity is never
wanting, and in order to prove this, in order to satisfy their love of
hilarity, the ordinary limits are not sufficient, and they prolong by a
week the duration of the carnival, so that while through the whole
peninsula the people are already practising the privations of midLent, at Milan they still dance and rejoice for a whole week longer.
Finally, there is at Milan a marble statue which the people
"
designate by the sobriquet of Man of Stone," and which, to them, is
the very incarnation of Milanese wit. This statue has some analogy
with that of Pasquino at Koine, which, as we know, was in past time
the responsible steward of popular satire. At Milan, when any one
invents an epigram
the constituted powers, he goes and
against
hangs a placard about the neck of the Man of Stone. The next day
all Milan knows the epigram by heart.
The curious thing is that it
is not known surely what is the origin of this statue.
Some believe
they see in it the figure of a Milanese archbishop, but according to
the most plausible interpretation, it is a statue of Cicero, who really
thing which confirms
governed the city of Milan for some time.
this belief is that the statue is conceived in the purest lioman style,
and that on the pedestal may be read this sentence of Cicero's:
" Carers debet omni
vitio, qui in alhtm dicere paratus est," which
means that when one wishes to criticise another, he should himself be
free from all reproach.
Here is a sentence which would render the
exercise of criticism most difficult if it should be rigorously observed,
and one which Cicero has been the first to not always respect, for he
was more eloquent than virtuous.
The city of Milan has preserved the civic character of its past days.
Its irregular and tortuous streets, its narrow places recall to us
clearly the time when men huddled together as much as possible in
order to make the defence of a city most easy. It has been destroyed and rebuilt on several occasions, so that there remains in
the walls no trace of Roman architecture except the columns of San
Lorenzo, which will be mentioned later. The finest monuments
belong to the century which preceded the Renaissance, and to that
which marked the fullest blossoming of the arts in Italy. The feeling which rules in them (I s|>eak here of those of the earliest epoch)
is Gothic, but it is Gothic of a sort which is
already corrupted by
contact with Italian feeling, and which has undergone certain alterations.
The I, milliard artists are the ones who introduced into the
jxminsula the architecture of the North.
They served as gobetweens between the art of Scandinavia and the indigenous art, and
this specialty so distinguishes them from other Italian artists that
these latter designated them (probably in scorn) by the title of
Italy,

A

Germans.

The Cathedral
Northern

of

Milan

is

the most remarkable monument of
of St. Mark and the palace of the

except the Church
doges at Venice. So proud is the
while the Venetian travelling in
Grand Canal and the Lido, while
Italy,

Milanese of this, and justly, that
a distant country thinks "of the
the Florentine regards the Lun-

the Roman the Corso, and the Neapolitan Vesuvius, the
Milanese thinks of the Cathedral, and heaves a sigh. The Cathedral
it is Milan itself! and if
you encounter on the boulevards a
stranger who wears as a locket on his watch-chain a little jewel representing in miniature a Gothic cathedral glistening with pinnacles,
you may be sure that he is a Milanese.
I do not know why people have persisted up to the
present time
in classifying this edifice as a Gothic monument.
Strictly speaking,
it is Gothic because it is neither Greek, nor Roman, nor Italian.
On what other reasoning can it be a Gothic monument? Here is a
question to which many critics will be much embarrassed to give an
answer. I know many edifices which are considered as belonging to
the style which bears this name, and which, nevertheless, are as much
like one another as a night-cap is like a travelling-bag.
As to Milan Cathedral, in spite of the Gothic character which I
take the liberty of disputing, it is unquestionably one of the finest

garno,

ill

I'reuvre of architecture.
The fineness of the work, the
elegance of its lines, make it an agreeable and charming object.
Its facade, divided into five bays by means of six
pilasters which cut
it vertically, has a very imposing air,
although the ornamental part is
very much overdone and, bearing here and there traces of the taste
of the Decadence, injures the effect; but when we overlook the detail and only consider the general effect, we are
surprised and
ravished by the harmony which exhales from it, and
es|>ecially by
the air of easy grace which is given to this colossal mass
by the
thousands of pinnacles which surmount it, and which are dominated
in their turn by the central tower, which is itself surmounted
by the
statue of the Virgin.
Thanks to the unheard of finish of the design,
the marble, chiselled, cut and pierced assumes a
transparent fluidity,
and seems to liecome a vaporous and impalpable substance. The
towards
which
is
the
Heaven,
aspiration
proper aim of religious
edifices, is here realized and in an almost supernatural manner" and
the innumerable statues which people its pinnacles, and which show
themselves on the turrets, give it a mysterious animation and the
semblance of a mystie rite petrified by the breath of the
The
Deity.
statues which ornament the exterior of the Cathedral are in number
This figure may lie taken as
nearly six thousand.
nearly exact.
see them everywhere; every pinnacle is terminated en ecrotire.
If all these statues should be collected in a
gallery, there would be
formed thus one of the finest museums in the world, for
they would
serve to reconstitute the history of Italian
sculpture from the fourteenth century to the seventeenth.
Milan Cathedral is Gothic in this
the severity of its interior
ordonnance, which causes it to rank among the first edifices of the
epoch. It must be remembered that the churches of the Renaissance
did not reflect the religious sentiment as the
people before the
Protestant reform conceived it.
Art, from the time of Raphael and
Michael Angelo, gave to religion an outward fashion more
agreeable,
endowed with greater grace, more jocund. One would
say That man
had effected a reconciliation with God, and that the relation between
human beings and the Divinity had become more
easy, more affecIn the Church of St.
tionate, more loving.
Ignatius at Rome, where
we find united all the characteristics of the Renaissance
style, we
can recognize more than elsewhere the distinctive
signs of this new
architecture, which marked a radical evolution in the human
spirit.
Here the divine power appears to man surrounded with
pomp and
It is enveloped with all the attributes of
light.
wealth, and seems to
spread about it rest, and joyousness and gaiety, and to encourage
man to hope and believe in future happiness. Before the
Reform
or rather before the Renaissance, when
pagan Hellenism had not yet
the
corrupted
genius of Catholicism, the temple preserved its repellant air of severity, by reason of its
shadowy and

We

teriors,

and

it

is

perhaps

this

more than anything

ill-lighted

else

which

in

dis-

tinguishes Gothic churches from those which belon<r to other styles
Under the Gothic vault the spirit of God,
enveloped in

hovers

shadow

and only manifests itself by those
rays of IHit which
pass through the stained windows and cast their mysteriousli-ht into
the nave. In the shadows of the vault one feels
there wanders the
parting malediction of Golgotha; and these vast naves, supported 01
gigantic piers, are well arranged to shelter the meditation 8
dreams of the crowd which does not
yet dare to raise its eves
towards Heaven. From this point of view the
monuments which
precede the end of tiie fourteenth century are very curious studies
for they afford us the
of
a
image
religion and a kind of devotion
which disappeared after that date.
silently,

The body of Milan Cathedral, from the great
doorway to the end
of the apse, measures 148 metres and 10
centimetres, with a breadth
of 57 metres.
The total length of the transepts with the
chapels is
87 metres.
The nave is 47 metres high
by 19 in width, and the
total height from the centre to the feet of the
statue of the Vir-i
which crowns the central tower, is 108.5 metres.
By way of c
parison, here are some figures relating to the best known
reli"iou
monuments

:

The Cathedral

of

York, burned in 1828, and which had
already been rebuilt in 1075, has a length of 142
English feet a
breadth of 105 feet at the western
extremity and 109 feet at the
end.
The
total height of the nave is 99
opposite
feet the ceilin-r of
the centra tower is 213 feet from the
ground. A window which
opens at the extremity of the gallery, and which is
entirely fifed
with stained- ass, ,s 65
English feet in height
32 in width*
The Cathedral of Cordova, built in the by 792
year
by the Kinir
Abderame,is 134 eet long and 387 wide. This church
coiaa ius
nine naves formed by 1018
columns, the smallest of which are st
feet and the largest 11 feet and three inches
hio-h.
;

The

feet

Escurial,

iT

begun

n r

'"

h

f St"

in

1557, to which

Lawrence>

is

wasgi ve n

on 'y 51 fuet

'>

the form of a
height and C37

In the Alhambra at Granada, an ancient
Moorish fortress, the
is 100 feet
square.

Lion Court

Parlsf

The Church

St. Gencvieve,
to-day transformed into the Panthe'on
one of the most remarkable structures
by reason of the vas
ness of its proportions. The diameter of the
dome is 68 feet Th
32 columns which surround it are 34 feet in
height, and the highest
point of the edifice is 237 feet from the sidewalk
is

also
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The Cathedral at Rheims, winch Stendhal considers one of the
most beautiful churches in France, was built in 840, and measures
430 in length by 110 feet in height.
The Cathedral at Strasbourg, which is perhaps the only purely
Gothic monument on the Continent, was finished in 1275. The first
The tower, finished in 1439, is, without constone was laid in 1015.
Its
tradiction, the highest bit of masonry which exists in Europe.
height

is

42G

The tower

of St. Etienne at

146 metres.

of the Invalides, at Paris, reaches a height of 380 feet
above the ground.
The pyramid of Cholula in Mexico is only 162 feet high.
The towers of Notre Uame, at Paris, measures 240 feet in height.
The total length of this church is 409 feet. It interior width at the
40 feet. The nave
crossing is 150 feet; the width of the nave is
of the cathedral at Strasbourg is 43 feet, and its interior length is
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for shutting out observers.
At present a piece of coarse linen flaps its
ineffectual length over the arch as a concession to nineteenth-century
modesty, I suppose. During the afternoon the baths and gardens are
crowded with people. After their bath the women walk or ride home
on the street-car in decidedly neglige costume, and with their long,
black hair streaming in damp ripples over their shoulders, entirely unconfined by hairpins or head-covering of any description.
Ellen j\f.
Slaydcn, in Boston Advertiser.

ST.

MICHAEL'S, COVENTRY,

RESTORED.

The

restoration

of

St.

Michael's Church, Coventry, was practically completed recently by the.
replacing of the top stone of the steeple, which is. the tallest of the
three tall spires. The work was undertaken over three years ago, one
of the earliest steps being an appeal by the late vicar through the
columns of the Times for national help in restoring the structure. The
ceremony yesterday was performed by Mr. G. Woodcock, a contributor
of
10,000 to the fund, who after fixing the stone, assisted Mr. Thompson, the contractor, in replacing the weathercock, at an altitude of
303 feet. A short religious service was gone through, and there were
some brief congratulatory speeches, and when the weathercock swung
round with the wind the crowds who had assembled at the various points
to witness the ceremony cheered lustily.
There still remains some
carving to be done, and the statues have to be replaced and these and
other details, such as the removal of the scaffolding, will occupy the
workmen some months yet. The restoration has cost between 30,000
and 40,000.
The London Times.
;

feet.

The Church
feet in width.

of St. Paul, at London, is 500 feet in length
The height of the dome is 819 feet.

by 169

The most

curious figures are those connected with the proportions
Rome. The total length of the basilica, including
The foundation
the portico and thickness of the walls, is C60 feet.
The walls of the peristyle is
walls are 21 feet and 7 inches thick.
8 feet and 9 inches thick, and the peristyle is 39 feet and 3 inches
in width.
The interior length of the crossing of St. Peter's is 98
feet. The interior width of the nave, without the aisles and chapels,
is 82 feet.
The total height from the floor to the summit of the cross
which surmounts the dome is 408 feet. The height of the dome
under the key-stone is 249 feet. The interior height of the facade
of St. Peter's at

is

XXIV.

feet.

Vienna is 414 feet high, four feet less
than that at Strasbourg.
The tower of St. Michael at Hamburg is 390 feet.
The famous tower of Pisa measures 193 feet, but it leans toward
the south about 1 2 feet, which gives it a mean inclination of six feet
in the hundred.
St. Sophia, at Constantinople, measures 270 feet in length by 240
The height of the dome above
feet in width, from north to south.
the level of the ground is only 165 feet.
The legendary pyramid of Egypt, from which, according to the say"
ing of Bonaparte, forty centuries look down on the French Army,"
is
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feet.

THE GLASS WINDOWS

IN

ENGLAND.

It is

curious that England

is

mainly indebted to an archbishop and an abbot for the introduction of
the glass window. At the commencement of the seventh century this
"
At that period the windows of priglass-m'akers."
country had no
vate dwellings, as well as of churches, were filled with linen cloth, or
with wooden lattices.

In the latter part of the century, Wilfred, when

York, proceeded to effect extensive repairs in the
Cathedral, at that time in a ruinous state, and he is described as having
"put glass into the windows," a provision previous unknown. Possibly
lie derived aid from his friend and contemporary Benedict Biscop,
Abbott of Wearmouth, who about the year 074 brought glass manufacturers over from France to glaze the windows of his monastery and
church. The venerable Bede states that up to that time the making of
He also asserts that these French
glass was unknown in England.
artisans not only executed the work assigned to them by Benedict, but
gave instructions to the English "in the art of making glass for windows, lamps, and other uses." Five hundred years after the era of
Biscop and Wilfred, windows of glass existed in English houses, but
was
despite all that had been done to naturalize this industry, the glass
Five hundred years later on, we
still imported from the Continent.
hear of Venetian artists at Lambeth, under the patronage of Villers,
Duke of Buckingham, engaged in making "glass-plate" for coach
windows and mirrors. This brings us down to 1073. A century more
finds the French making great progress in the production of large
soon met with formidable rivals on this side the
plates, in which they
Channel. The manufacture of glass of sonle kind was fairly established in England more than a hundred years before the Venetian
artists produced "glass-plate" at Lambeth, this early manufacture
being located at Clutched Friars and the Savoy. But plate-glass was
the great achievement so far as windows were concerned, and to the
we owe important practical results, affecting
perfection of this branch
London Standard.
our everyday existence.

Archbishop of

THE BATHS AT MONTEREY, MEXICO. Scattered through the gardens of the Bishop palace of Monterey, are the most charming baths
which furnish one of the few pleasures indulged in by these plainare so few. Many of the baths are eviliving people whose pleasures
dently very old, judging liy their massive proportions and barbarous
seems to know their history. The bath
simplicity, but no one here
about four feet deep with its rim raised slightly
proper is a huge basin
above the ground. Around this is a wide paved space, and the whole
is enclosed by another thick adobe wall about eight feet high, making
a circular room more than twenty feet in diameter. All around the
inside are broad, low stone seats, and over one side is a trellis of grapevine which makes a dressing-room sheltered from the sun. Baths, walls
and seats are stained a soft, warm red, with patches of green moss here
and there, and the room is filled with sunshine, warmth and color in
such ideal combination that even Huskin would tind nothing to complain
Another suggestion of Arcadia is in the entrance to the bath which
of.
is a simple arch in the wall with no provision whatever by the architect

AN analysis of railroad, commercial and financial statistics for the past
month as compared to the same month last year shows some interesting
features which are ordinarily overlooked. A rearrangement of conditions
and earnings as compared to corporate properties as compared to the producing capacity of the country is rapidly increasing. The power of nilroad managers has contracted and rates almost everywhere have declined.
The volume of traffic as compared to a year ago is iu the aggregate heavier

according to the reports available, but it is the habit of those who control
the publication of information of this kind to withhold much information
that would be of a disturbing or disappointing character, hence it is impossible to present conclusions that conclude. Business men and financiers are
obliged to accept results the correctness of which they doubt; manufacturers can see more clearly as they gather their business as they go; but moneylenders, bankers, railroad-builders aud promoters of great enterprises are
The fog surrounding
obliged to grope in the dark to a certain extent.
our business affairs is very light but enterprise is unwilling to be expended
Tho talk in the trade circles to-day is that with
in an uncertain direction.
the termination of the political contest a vast amouut of new business will be
rushed in the market. The large manufacturers, East and West, corroborate
The manufacturers fear a disadvantageous decision of tins
this statement.
much more than they have occasion, for the necessities of the country are
such as to make it practically impossible for any permanent harm to be
done to our industries by any reduction of duties that can be made. The
reaction apparently has already set in against even moderate reductions.
A great many who theoretically favor reductions and who still believe in
that policy are so mixed up with the country's industrial prosperity that
they are weakening in their anxiety to see the great experiment made.
The manufacturers of the Northwester a great many of them have recently
expressed the opinion that with tiie greater control over railroad transportation and with a better prospect fora satisfactory disposal of their crops
they will be sufficiently satisfied to let other things go for the present.
Manufacturers and capitalists from the North who have very recently
scoured through there themselves to see what was going on. assure us that
there is an undertone in the Southern States decidedly in favor of pursuing
such a course as will keep mills and factories. bunv. If reduced duties are
necessary for that end their strongest support will be given to it. Their
desire is that American activity must be maintained and that they will advocate and staud by such Governmental policy as will lead to that consumaIn so deciding, the manufacturers and business men do not declare
tion.
themselves for or against this or that economic policy, but they simply place
themselves on practical good sense grounds and will let that pilot them
Further advices from architects arid builders within
to their destination.
the past two weeks show that an increased number of permits have been
taken out and that a great deal of work will be pushed through between
now and fall. As stated some time ago, house-building is being vigorously
pushed aud relatively more money is being expended in that direction.
There is an urgent demand for tenement-houses worth from $1,000 to $2. 000
in the States west of Pennsylvania than there ever Ins been.
Chicago lumber merchants have been doing a good business throughout the Western aud
Northwestern States all through, aud particularly of this fact nail-makers

speak of this same thing.

A

large amount of cast-iron pipe has been ordered recently for water-works
Tank-manufacturers are quite busy now aud large orders for
contracts.
the construction of gas-works are placed. Engine-builders are full with
work for small engine and boiler construction. Saw-miil work andiron-rail
manufacturers have started in recentlv on orrters for the fall and winter.
There is an excellent condition of affairs among the smaller industries.
The work of completing previously undei taken contracts amounts to a good
The houses and shops built last year are calling for a great deal of
deal.

furnishing this year. The large crops anticipated in the West have laid the
foundation of confidence for the heavy winter's business. The leading
clothing manufacturers of New York "and Philadelphia strengthen tlie
statement made as to the promised activity. Nearly all of them are overThe hosiery manufacturers would be oversold but for the extraordisold.
Those industries not
nary importations of hosiery and woollen goods.
affected by importations are quite busy. Even those who are affected by
heavy importations are gradually working themselves on safer grounds.
'J his state of
aiTairs is indirectly of benefit to the people at large who profit
by the distmbed condition going on in all our railroads and among money
The financial reviewers overlenders in the employment of their money
look these benefit* because they keep their eye upon the advantage of the
mill-men or manufacturers and overlook the benefit that a great body of
the people derive from tbe vigorous operation of the losses of trade aud
.

commerce.
S. J.
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THEoDECECO.

THE WASHOUT.

Din Will
cuts show at a glance the relative protection afforded by
Dececo and of the Washout closets.

The above
of the

m

j.vews.

CLOSET.

their water seals in the case

From its cheapness and apparent cleanliness, the Washout is probably the most popular closet in
use to-day. In one respect the two closets are alike they both depend for the exclusion of drain air
on the water in their traps. This is the season of the year when many families close their houses and
:

leave them for varying periods. As soon as any closet is left to itself, evaporation begins to steal
away its water. In the case of the Washout, when the water has been lowered less than two inches,
In the Dececo over four inches, beginning with a
this guard against drain and sewer air is removed.
considerable body of ponded water, must be lost before the same condition exists.
It will

part which
It

has

be noted that in the Dececo the outlet channel is entirely covered with water, leaving no
ever brought into contact with fouling matter to give off emanations.

is

also,

and

in the part

where

it is

most needed, sufficient water to submerge and temporarily

deodorize faecal deposits.

The
filled

trap of the Dececo

with water.

When

it

is

in sight,

and there can be no question as

appears to be right,

it is

to

whether or not

it is

right.
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F1IE Western State associations of architects show generally a very gratifying degree of activity, and there are
indications that many of the reforms and advances which

we look
future

for in professional life in this country are

to

be originally proposed and discussed

likely in

the local
organizations, and perhaps tried by them in practice, before
they are finally adopted by the great representative bodies of
The meetings of these societies are not too
the profession.
frequent, and are made as attractive as possible, so as to call
out a large attendance, and as the members soon form a somewhat intimate acquaintance with each other, any new scheme
is

considered,

first

great

associations.

in

and then officially, with a freedom
not possible at conventions of the
Illinois State Association has just

privately,

and thoroughness which

The

662

be accorded by most oppressors of architects to a body composed of their own fellow-citizens.

u lecond-alan matter.

^jHB58^3lSBSSaa^ai"
SUMMARY:

No.

CHURCH

tower

fell

in

Washington

lately,

under circum-

stances which will make the investigation of the causes of
The church was a new one
the accident very interesting.
f
.,
built of stone, and furnished with a square tower, one hundred
and fifty-eight feet high. At the ground-level the tower was
The main part of the
pierced with openings on three sides.

building was almost entirely completed, and the tower was
ready for the roof, when cracks appeared in the cut-stone
water-table of the tower, and in the main wall of the church
near the tower. The architects were notified, and on examination, concluded that the cracks in the water-table were due to
the settlement of the backing, which showed signs of having
forced out the water-table in front.
To remedy this, the joints
above and below the water-table were sawed out, to allow a
slight settlement of the facing, and no further movement showed
itself until a few day's ago, when the workmen on the buildThe only person to whom these indiing noticed fresh cracks.
cations seemed important was the watchman, who made up his
mind that the tower was about to fall, and stationed himself
on the opposite corner of the street to see the catastrophe.
After waiting nearly all night, the tower actually fell, fortunately
for him, instead of bending outward, it collapsed vertically,
the stones not falling beyond the sidewalk line.
portion of
the adjoining wall of the church, and of the roof, was demolThe cause of
ished, but the damage was comparatively slight.
the accident seems quite uncertain.
Although the piercing of
the lower walls of a tower in careless or ignorant hands is often
dangerous, the strength of the piers remaining had in this case
been calculated accurately, and a large surplus of strength
allowed, and if, as the Washington Star reports, the lower
part of the tower still remains intact, there can be no question
as to the sufficiency of its supports.
In this case it seems probable that the accident should be laid to that fertile source of
mishaps with stonework, the unequal settlement of the face
and backing of the walls in the middle portion of the tower,
but, until the ruins are cleared away, no definite explanation

A

can be offered.

is

taken up with vigor the important question of protective organization, and we hope will be able to accomplish something
before the meeting of the two conventions in October and
November next, which those conventions may find of great
use.
We are inclined to think that for the purpose of professional protection although the
meeting of the State Societies
are the best places to discuss the matter in, an
organization embracing the whole country would be more useful than a number
of local ones. The prosecution of such duties would soon
bring in
a mass of precedents, legal suggestions, and experience, which
would be far more valuable in the hands of a single body than
if scattered
among the records of the Executive Committees
of twenty State Associations, with,
an amount of

probably,

and a diversity of arrangement, which would make
it impossible ever to collect and
digest the material for the
common benefit. Moreover, while the amount of business to
be transacted by a State Protective Association would probably
only be enough to require a quarterly or semi-annual meeting
of its officers, and the dues collected, unless made
oppressively
high, would hardly furnish fees which would induce the ablest
lawyers to undertake the trouble of studying thoroughly questions so technical and so
strange to them as those involved in

repetition,

TTFHE New

Orleans Picayune has a new theory about buildAfter quoting at some length the provisions of
ing laws.
the building regulations of Berlin, apparently without the
slightest suspicion that nearly all the large cities in the Northern and Middle States have similar ones, it proceeds, with the
lofty scorn which used to animate our politicians of forty years
" Monarchical and
despotic governments apago, to say that
to
concern
themselves
a good deal with the private affairs
pear

A

of their subjects.
Republican governments properly concern
themselves chiefly with levying taxes and enforcing their colIn matters of personal protection the people must
lection.
take care of themselves." According to this doctrine, if a man
wishes to build houses in such a way that they fall down on the
heads of the passers-by, or to arrange his drain-pipes so that

they poison his neighbors, or to plan factories and school-houses
with a view to having the persons in them compelled to jump
out of the upper windows, in case fire breaks out in the basement, he must not be interfered with, as these are private
affairs, with which only monarchical and despotic governments
meddle. "In matters of personal protection," in the land of
the free and home of the brave, " the people," we are told,
must take care of themselves, by wearing iron helmets, and

to

respirators, and asbestos garments, we suppose,
and the government should content itself with applying the
screws to the tax-payers, to raise funds for buying votes
and enriching the members of the ring. We do not know

as

how

architects' cases, a national organization,
judging
rience of that existing iu France, would have

by the expeenough business

keep one or two first-rate lawyers interested in its work, and
it would have sufficient income to
pay them suitable fees,
they would be glad to acquire the special knowledge which
would render them most useful to their clients. How valuable
this knowledge would be in
shortening the duration of trials,
in selecting witnesses,
citing cases, and making explanations to
judge and jury, those architects who have had suits of their
own, or have testified as experts in those of others, will readily
understand, and, besides its superior facilities for commanding
the services of counsel thoroughly versed in
building matters
and architectural practice, a national association,
by its higher
prestige,

and

its

more impersonal

gain more respectful attention to

its

we think,
representations than would

quality, would,

germicide

it
may be in Louisiana, but in this part of the country
the republican government have brought the art of "
levying
"
taxes and enforcing their collection
to a point which would
a revolution within a year in most " monarchical and
provoke "
countries, and, at the risk of seeming to the Picayune
despotic

"

suborned by monarchical and
help thinking that the practice of
utilizing some of the surplus energy left after collecting the
taxes in looking out that the people who pay them are not
slaughtered with impunity by greedy builders in theatres, tenement-houses, hotels, factories and school-houses is one quite
worthy of the government of a free community.

un-American,"

despotic gold,

97

if

not, indeed,

we cannot
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interesting publication, the form of contract adopted
by the Joint Committee of the American Institute of
Architects, the Western Association of Architects, and

TI FIT
J.

AT

the National Association of Builders," has just been issued, and
is probably by this time in the hands of most of our readers.
The specimen copies sent to architects are accompanied by a
circular, which requests the adoption of the form in the pracand an arrangement has been made with
tice of the recipient
the Inland
Company, of Chicago, for furnishing the
;

Publishing
blanks, with or without the insertion of the name of the architect ordering them, at a very moderate price, copies without
inserted names being sent, free by mail or express, for eight
In general,
dollars per thousand, well printed on good paper.
the work of the Joint Committee deserves the highest praise.

We

must confess to having had some misgivings, after reading
the circular of a year ago or more, in which the Master-Builders' Association described its views on the subject of contracts,
lest the form adopted should introduce novelties of a kind very
inconvenient to the architect, and unpalatable to the owner
but the architects on the Joint Committee have taken good
care, not only of professional interests, but, as it appears of
;

those of owners ; and although, if the owners had been represented on the Committee, we imagine that they would have
claimed some of the authority given by the form to the architect, their rights have been so carefully defined and guarded
that they may well believe that their exclusion, for instance,
from the privilege of ordering extras, is intended, not, as Lord
Grimthorpe thinks, to enable the architect to run riot at his
expense, but to enable the former as the medium

employer's
through which orders for extras must come, to keep them proof them intelligently,
perly recorded, and to estimate the value
without the confusion, and, in many cases, the serious losses to
the owner, which follow from conflicting directions given, or
pretended to have been given, by architect and owner inde-

pendently to a crafty contractor.

one or two respects we think the form might be improved,
we should more modestly say, we do not see the advantage of the variation which it presents from the ordinary
In its first clause, the agreement provides that the
model.
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other two are

new

still in court; and its aid has been invoked in six
which have not yet reached the stage where their

ones,

circumstances can be made public, but which, we are told, involve two or three questions of great professional importance.
One other case, involving the ownership of drawings, which has

been long
It

seems

litigation is now decided, and the architectural
will hear the result of the trial with much interest.

in

community

to

be considered hopeless in France, as

in

England,
do not
pay for drawings, but for professional services in which drawings are instruments but this was a peculiar case, in which the
Society saw an opportunity to gain a point in the struggle for
architects' rights in the matter, and took
up the contest with a
zeal which deserved success. It seems that an architect was into try to

open the eyes of courts

to the fact that clients

;

vited to take part in a limited competition for a group of schoolhouses, the cost of which was restricted to eighty thousand
dollars, while the execution of the work was promised, at the
usual compensation, to the successful competitor.
The

appli-

cant for the Society's aid was placed second by the professional judges, but it was proved that his
design was the only
one which could be carried out within the limit of cost. Before
anything was done toward executing the design, the town
elected new officials, and the whole project was forgotten by
After waiting awhile, he sent
every one except the architect.
in his bill for services, and was refused payment.
He brought
suit, and recovered twelve hundred dollars, being one and onehalf per cent on the proposed cost of the work.
His drawings
had been returned to him, and before the town officers would
pay him what the court had awarded him, they demanded that
the drawings should be given up.
The architect declined to
part with them, and the town then applied to the court to know
whether the award of damages did not imply the surrender of
the plans.
The lower court held that it did, and an appeal was
taken to the Council of State, which decided last month that
" As the
damages awarded represented the architect's remuneration for his work, by paying them the town became proprietor
of his drawings," and decreed that they should be given up.

IN

or,

"
" well and
the
contractor shall
sufficiently perform and finish
"
under the direction and to the satisfaction of
work

required,
the Architect, acting as agent of said Owner."
suppose
that the Joint Committee must have had good reasons for inserting the words which we italicize, but it seems to us that
ones ought to be necessary for incorporating in a

We

very good

building contract an admission that the architect is the agent
of the owner, as against the contractor, instead of being, what
the law presumes him to be, a learned and impartial judge
between them. The courts are frequently called upon to consider arguments offered by counsel for contractors who wish to
to accept, to the
get paid for work which the architect refuses
effect that the architect is the agent of the owner, that the law
forbids any man to be judge in his own case, and that as, on

owner cannot avoid paying for work done for
him on the ground that it is unsatisfactory to him, the certificate
this principle, -an

of his agent, being his

payments

to

own

be made by him.

certificate, is not conclusive as to
this the usual answer of the

To

not the agent of the owner in
but an independent expert, who is presumed to
decide fairly between the parties, and whose award cannot be
regarded as the act of the party who wishes to avoid payment
and on this ground the certificate has almost invariably been
judges

is

that the architect

is

this matter,

;

sustained.
If, now, the accepted form of contract expressly
declares that the certificate of the architect is given, not as the
opinion of an impartial man of science, but as the device of the

agent of a person who presumably wishes to escape from paying his debt, although the clause can be enforced just as one
might be enforced which demanded the certificate of the owner
himself as a condition precedent to payment, it seems to us
the spirit of the law, and to
likely to be regarded as violating
be set aside on the smallest pretext, greatly to the detriment
of the dignity and authority of our profession.

tlTHE

French Architects' Protective Sois increasing, and its influence
It has now more than two hundred
rapidly extending.
members, including the most distinguished men in the profes-

\j

sion

last Bulletin of the

ciety

;

suits,

shows that

its

work

it defended the interest of its members last year in four
two of which were carried through successfully, while the
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E. R.

ROBSON,

the distinguished author of the best

XI work on School Architecture ever published, and until
*
recently architect to the London School Board, has been
I

drawn

into a controversy with the Board which is of great importance to the profession. Some time ago, under Mr. Robson's
direction, an important group of school buildings was erected
on Broad Street in London.
Lately, cracks appeared in the
walls, and on investigation it appeared that the concrete footings were of bad quality, and that much less concrete had been
put in than the specifications called for. Thereupon, after the
usual fashion of boards and committees, instead of
applying
for redress to the constructor who agreed to put in the foundation according to the specification, and got paid for
doing so,
Board left him to enjoy his ill-gotten gains in peace, and

the

made a formal demand on Mr. Robson

to take the amount out
pocket, and hand it over to them, on the ground
that, having certified that in his opinion the contractor had completed his agreement, it was for him, in case his opinion was
a mistaken one, to make good the contractor's fault at his own
expense, while the contractor might keep the money which he
had not earned, without being even asked to return it. In Mr.
Robson's case, the hardship, or rather, the insolent brutality of
the demand was enhanced by the fact that in the discharge of
his duties as architect to the Board he was called upon to carry
out so many buildings that it was utterly impossible for him to
This was perfectly
give personal inspection to all of them.
well understood by the Board, which appointed a clerk-ofworks for the express purpose of seeing that the specifications
was carried out, and in addition to this officer, an Inspector of
Works, which appointment was made on the distinct ground
that Mr. Robson's time was so valuable to the Board for other
purposes that he ought to be relieved of the bulk of the work
of inspecting buildings in progress.
The School Board does
not deny this, but claims that by signing a certificate for payment, relying on infi/rmation brought him by the agents appointed by the Board for the purpose of furnishing him with
such information, he rendered himself personally liable to
make good all faults which the Board's agents should fail to
discover in the work of the Board's contractors.
The Builder
"
pronounces this claim
morally "absurb," and believes that it
will be found " legally intenable
and we trust that the event

of his

will

own

prove

it so.

SEPTEMBER

1,
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ARCHITECTUAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

prescribed course is rigidly required for a degree. The course in
architecture, as at present laid down, extends through four years;
but this requires so much time, and so many draughtsmen and
young architects are unwilling to spend four years in this kind of
preparation, that the trustees of the University decided to establish
a special course for those who do not desire to take up all the
techuical studies.
This is known as the Builders' Course. Candidates must pass examinations in the common branches, but not in
the studies of the preliminary year, unless they desire to pursue
other studies later on. The Builders' Course ;s as follows, occupying a single year of three terms

1

II.

THE UNIVERSITY OF

95

ILLINOIS.

:

1.

Wood

Construction.
Projectlon Drawing.
Shop-Practice (Carpentry and Join-

2.

ery).
3.

Stone, Brick and Metal ConstrucWon.
ArchltecturaM>rawlng.
Shop-Practice (Stair-Building).

Graphical Statics.
Architectural Designing.
Shop- Practice (Cabinet-making).

This course is evidently quite superficial in its nature.
fortunately, it finds many followers, though the number is,
4
believe, decreasing from year to year.

The

regular course of studies

is

as follows

Un-

we

:

FIRST YKAR.
.

Trigonometry.
Projection Drawing.

2.

Shop-Practice.
Freuch or Qermaii.
3.

Analytical Geometry.
Descriptive Geometry and Lettering.
Shop-Practice.
French or German.

Advanced Algebra.
Graphical Statics.
Shop-Practice.

French or German.

SECOND YEAR.
1.

Elements of

Wood Construction.

2.

Calculus.

Elements of Stone, Brick and Metal
Construction.

Free-Hand Drawing and Modelling.
3.

Advanced Analytical Geometry.
Architectural Drawing and Designing.

Elements of Sanitary Construction.
Advanced Calculus.
Water-color Sketching.

THIRD YEAR.
Architectural Drawing.
Analytical Mechanics.
Chemistry.
3.

History of Architecture.
Resistance of Materials.
Physics.
History of Architecture.
Advanced Descriptive Geometry.
2.

Physics.

FOURTH YEAR.
1.

Wtr-tower detignd

1IPHE

by

Student

It the

Umvtriity of

3.

Illinoil.

University ot Illinois is

population of some eight thousand. The University was opened in
1868, and at that time had a nominal department of architecture,
which, in the fall of 1869, was placed under the direction of Mr. James
Bellangee, a graduate of the Science-Department of Ann Arbor
Mr. Bellangee had worked for some time in an archiUniversity.
tect's office in Chicago, but, we believe, had had no special technical
The special instruction afforded by the course was limited
training.
to architectural drawing, descriptive geometry and projection drawIn 1871 Mr. Harald M. Hausen took charge of the department.
ing.
He was a graduate of the School of Architecture in Christiana,
Sweden, and had studied two years at the Bau Academie in Berlin.
He remained at the University for only a year, and did little to
Mr. N. Clifford Kicker, the present inestablish the department.
cumbent of the chair of architecture, was at that time a student in
the so-called architectural course under Mr. Hausen, a course including a few engineering branches and a very slight smattering of
drawing and design, excellent of its kind, but very limited in extent.
During 1872 Professor Ricker studied in the office of J. W. Roberts,
architect, in Chicago, a pupil of Mr. Richard Upjohn, and in the
fall of the same, year assumed charge of the Architectural Department at the University. The next summer Professor Ricker went to
Berlin where he entered the Bau Academie as a special student,
and afterwards travelled in Europe. The department of architecture has since that time been developed entirely by his individual exertions, and he has been almost alone in the work, the funds of the
University not allowing him a very generous amount for equipment,
photographs, etc.. especially as the attendance has always been
rather small.
It would hardly be worth while to consider in detail the growth of
the system of instruction from the condition under which Mr. Hausen
left it to its present state, and for the purpose of comparison with the
other colleges it will be sufficient to consider the course of studies as
it now exists.
According to the by-laws of the University, the
studies are elective in the sense that a student may pursue a selected
course and graduate from the University, becoming an alumnus but a
49,

No.

Architectural Designing.

Heating and Ventilation.
Constitutional History.
Architectural Designing.
Estimates, Agreements and Specifi-

In order to more clearly appreciate the relative importance given
to the various branches, a summary may be of interest, as follows :
Under the head of pure mathematics we find that trigonometry,
geometry, algebra and calculus together occupy 360 hours. Applied
mathematics, such as descriptive geometry, graphical statics and resistance of materials occupy 480 hours; theoretical study of construction occupies 336 hours; languages, limited to either French or
German, have 180 hours; the theory of architecture, including history, esthetics, and lectures on color and the like, has 360 hours ;

drawing occupies 960 hours; shop-practice 360; and a few side
branches, such as chemistry, physics, political economy, etc.,
together take up 884 hours: making the total number of hours for
the whole course 3420. It will be seen by this summary that 28 per
cent of the time is given to drawing, and 31 per cent to studies which
are purely architectural in their nature, including the shop-practice,
so that altogether 59 per cent of the students' time is occupied
entirely with architecture, while 41 per cent of the entire course is
given to studies which do not bear directly upon the profession in
one way or another.
Let us now consider the method in which the instruction is communicated to the pupil. The first purely technical exercise of the
student is shop-practice, which comes into the first year of the
course.
Shop-work was introduced into the University by Professor
Rieker, in 1873, after having made some investigation of the Russian
system as illustrated at the Vienna Exhibition. This was the first
" The Builders' Course is
Prof. Ricker writes us as follows
primarily intended for the benefit of mechanics, who have loug left school, cannot spare the
time for preparing for the required entrance-examinations to the University, or
for young men with imperfect preparation, who wish to learn a trade afterwards,
and the students in this course have been almost wholly drawn from these two
classes. The number taking the Builders' Course rarely Is one-fourth that of
students in the Architects' Course, though now twice that In any previous year.
To guard against abuse of this course and prevent it from becoming a kind of
bye-pass around the entrance examinations, three restrictions are provided
1. A tuition fee of $5 per term is required.
2. Members of the class rank as preparatory students.
3. Attendance is strictly limited to a single year and to the studies of the prescribed course only
should a student wish to take other studies or remain
longer, he must pass the full examinations and matriculate.
I think the effect of the couise has been good.
1. Most of these students are skilled mechanics, who wish instruction In the
most essential branches, and it should be provided for them in this State

;

Continued from page

2.

cations.
Political Economy.

an institution which was organized
I* under the same conditions as Cornell and the Institute of Technology, although it differs from both of them in being practically
a free school. It is located at Urbana, 111., about one hundred and
twenty-five miles south of Chicago, lying near the boundary lines
between the cities of Champaign and Uibana, which together have a

'

Esthetics of Architecture.
Architectural Perspective.
History of Civilization.

:

:

;

University.
2. Most become foremen or builders, very few draughtsmen or architects.
So
think that we avoid most of the evils of the two years' or special courses
pursued in other colleges."

I
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use of the system in a school in this country. The practice at the
shop during the first term includes all of the ordinary roof-carpentry
and joining work, such as trussing, planing, splicing, joining, dovetailing, etc., the work being done on pieces about one foot long and
two inches square. In the second term attention is given to cabinetmaking, with glued joints, bead-work, chamfers, inlaid-work and
In the third term the student is employed in the constructurning.
tion of models of roofs, towers, window, door-frames, etc., to scale and
from drawings, to give him some knowledge of general construction.
During the last of the term some attention is given to stone-cutting

of plaster-blocks, three or four pieces being worked up
ordinary methods of dressing stone. Professor Ricker says he
does not feel entirely satisfied with the way in which this work is
handled in the shop, and hopes, eventually, to have real stone and
This shop-practice is practically several
stone-tools to work with.
degrees better than what one would get by apprenticing himself to a
regular builder, at least so far as concerns mere handicraft, although,
of course, students in the shop can get no idea of the mechanical construction of a large building.
As a necessary and natural sequence of shop-work comes the study
of theoretical construction occupying the greater part of the second
This is illustrated with models, photographs, etc., the lectures
year.
being type-written by the department on prepared tracing-paper and
blue-printed, so that each student can have copies of the lectures by
paying for the cost of the blue-printing, which the University does
at the rate of one and a quarter cents per page, making for the
A
entire work a cost of about three dollars and sixty-five cents.
pupil often uses a copy and then sells it to a member of the next class.
Each student in the class, however, is obliged to possess a copy.
The lectures are not delivered orally, but specified portions of the
topic are assigned for each day, and the students are required to post
themselves and be ready foi recitations. The study includes the
consideration of materials, seasoning, shrinkage, dry-rot, various
kinds of lumber, strength of materials, joints and fastenings used in
carpentry, methods of construction of framings, walls, ceilings,

by the help
in the

^^

trusses, groined- work, roofs,
etc., in fact all

that has to do
with carpentry
in

construc-

tion.

In

first

term's

the

work the
is
den t
twenty
of

re-

make

quired to
in

stu-

plates

illustration

the

topics,

selecting from
definite topics
given out. In

the
second
term's

work

some

time

given to
study of

is

the
stair-

building in so
far as relates
to the general
principles
planning,
students

of

and

are

admitted to a
special course for working-out the constructive details of stair-building,
though this is purely optional. In the latter part of the term's study,

brick construction is taken up and discussed in its various details,
also the subject of foundations, iron and steel as materials for building operations, stonework, tiles, terra-cotta, etc., and corrugatediron.
All the recitations, which are drawn directly from the professor's written notes, are supplemented by practical problems in
which the student has to use his knowledge and show that he appreciates

what he has been

reciting.

Closely involved with the theory of construction is that of sanitaryengineering in the third term of the second year of the course. Paul

Drainage and Sewerage of Buildings," and Staley's
of Sewerage," are used as text-books, with
lectures by Professor Talbot. the assistant in engineering.
This
study occupies only half of the term, the remainder being given to
practice with civil-engineering and surveying instruments.
The instruction in drawing is naturally one which is bound to
A certain facility in drawing is prereceive the most attention.
sumed to be possessed by the pupil before entering the University,
though practically it is found that the student knows little more than
Gerhard's
"

Separate

'

System

how

Architectural drawing, as such, does not
to hold his tools.
enter into the course until the second term of the second year, though
in the first term of the second year time is allowed for a certain
amount of free-hand drawing. It should be said, by-the-way, that
all of the free-hand drawing taught in the University, is under the
direction of Professor Ross, a graduate of the Normal Art School of
Boston, who has been doing some excellent work in Champaign, and

has built up a very interesting department there.
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1,

there are no requirements

made

of students in the

A SUGGESTION FOR RELIEVING OUR CROWDED

of vacation

way

work.

STREETS.

In regard to the equipments of the school, there is still a great
deal to be desired.
Professor's Kicker's
department is known as the
School of Architecture of the College of Engineering, and it forms
but a small branch of the University proper, so that it has been very
difficult to make the trustees
appreciate the necessity of providing
proper endowments and equipments for the architectural department
of a University, which in the Iniginning was intended to be chiefly
an agricultural college.
Professor Kicker has, however, fought
nobly and evolved a great deal out of a very little. The Architectural Department lias a number of rooms in the upper story of the
main University building, and for shop-work occupies the greater
portion of what is known as tin' Merhanical Building, a structure
devoted on the ground-tloor entirely to shop-work, the upper story
The University library
liein;: one large room used as a drill-hall.
is
All of the leading
fairly well equipped with architectural books.
For
publications arc represented, and many of the less noted ones.
periodicals the department receive Daly's Revue Generate, the
Builder, the Engineering and Buildiny Record, the American Architect, the Decorator and Furniture, the Art Amateur and the Portfolio,
London. Besides these, there is quite an extensive collection of
photographs, which are kept in the lecture-rooms, where they are
readily accessible for lectures.

The department

benefited by

is

ANY

important streets in
our older cities have become
not only too crowded for
comfort, but so much so as to
seriously interfere with their usefulness by limiting the amount of
business that can be done upon
them. The traffic u]x>n a street
may be considered under three
heads
the street-railway, the
wagons and the pedestrians.
In Boston so much has been
written upon the question of the
crowding by street-cars that little
need be. said here. The fact is
that street-cars are too much of a
convenience to be dispensed with.

That

its

proximity to a very fair collection of casts, presented to the University by citizens of the adjoining towns, comprising specimens of the
best sculpture from mil the European galleries. Professor Kicker has
also at his disposal a collection of casts presented by the Spanish
Government, and another of casts of various architectural details from
Lehr, of Berlin, together with models of ceilings, roofs, trusses, etc.
Applicants for admission to the School of Architecture are required to lie over fifteen years of age, and to pass examinations in

grammar, arithmetic, geography and

history, as

well

as

algebra,

geometry, physiology, botany, natural philosophy and rhetoric.
There does not appear to be any other limitation of age for attendance at the University, although we believe the average age of the
graduates is about twenty-one. The number of pupils in the Department of Architecture is at present forty-four, including those
who are
courses.
Of the graduates about half have
following s[>ecial
remained directly or indirectly connected with architecture; onequarter have gone into building operations as contractors, and the
rest have abandoned the profession entirely.
There have been
twenty-four graduates in all, thus far, without counting some thirty
special students who have gone out and since followed definite
lines of architecture, and about fifteen or twenty who have gone into
building, making in alt nearly seventy-five graduates or ex-pupils of
the department.
This does not include students in the Builders'
Course. The students come almost entirely from the West, and very
few of them ever leave that section of the country.
The degree of Bachelor of Science is given to those who complete
either of the courses of study in the College of Engineering, and a
post-graduate degree of Master of Architecture is given on the
recommendation of the Professor and preparation of a thesis.
In regard to the expense of attending the University, the tuition
is free.
Upon entering the University, however, the student is
obliged to deposit a matriculation fee of ten dollars, and beyond this
there is a fee for incidental expenses of seven dollars and a half per
term. In the Builders' Course the tuition is five dollars a term in
addition to the incidental fee.
For the shop-work there is no charge
whatever, not even for the material which is used. According to the
estimates made by the University authorities, the maximum annual
expense, exclusive of books, of a residence of thirty-six weeks at the
University is somewhat less than two hundred and fifty dollars. In
practice very few students go through on so little as this, and we
believe the average is considerably higher, though there is no necessity for a student's expending more than three hundred or three

hundred and
tc

Twelve hundred dollars ought
fifty dollars per year.
carry a student easily through the entire course.

FIGOKKS OF THIS TowKK BRIDGE.
The following technical description of the new bridge, which is rising east of the city under the direction of the corporation, and comparison with London Bridge, will

we believe, a considerable portion of our readers Total length of
feet total length of bridge and approaches, 2,040 feet openbridge,
ing s.ian width, 200 feet
opening span headway, when opened, 136
feet; opening span, headway, when shut, 29 feet 6 inches
side spans,
width, 270 feet side spans, headway, from 20 feet to 27 feet width beinterest,

:

WO

;

;

;

;

;

;

tween parapets, opening span, 60 feet; width between parapets, side
spans and approaches, (50 feet; steepest gradient of approaches, 1 in
40, (steepest gradient of approaches of London Bridge, 1 in 7;) deptli
of foundations, 00 feet below Trinity high water mark, 27 feet below
bed of river; sectional area of waterway, 20,040 square feet, (London
bridge, 1!),300 square feet ) depth of water in opening span at high
inches depth of water in opening span at low water,
water, 33 feet
18 feet
inches. Estimated quantities of materials in the bridge and
Bricks, 31,000,000; concrete, 70,500 cubic yards; cement,
approaches
;

;

111,500 tons granite and other stone, 236,000 cubic feet
iron and steel,
Two steam pumping engines for hy10,600 tons. Machinery, etc.
draulic machinery, each 300 horse power, eight large hydraulic
engines
and six accumulators, four hydraulic lifts in towers for passengers size of
each leaf of opening span, 60 feet wide by one 100 feet long weight
of each leaf of opening span, including
roadway and counterbalance
The London City Press.
weights, 700 tons estimated cost,
760,000.
;

;

;

;

;

their

number

might

be

greatly reduced by affording other
and more rapid means of communication between the suburbs and
the centre of the city is most probable, and there are able minds
now engaged in the evolution of
this means of lessening the overcrowding of the streets.
As to the overcrowding of the
streets by wagons, there seems to
be no immediate prospect of any
invention being put in practical
operation that would tend to lessen the number of them.
The
only well-known appliance for

transporting packages in cities is
the pneumatic-tube system. This
if well carried out, of
proper size
and power, might be made to do
a considerable proportion of the
transportation now done by wagons. In default of some such contrivance, the most obvious remedy for this kind of overcrowding is
to widen the streets, but the
expense of doing so would be enormous ;

indeed,
If

generally considered to be absolutely prohibitive.
of the principal streets of Boston,
u|x>n which the retail
now so concentrated, are not widened before long, it is

it is

some

trade

is

proba-

ble that the bulk of the finer retail trade will
gradually, and with
much friction and pecuniary loss, creep out from the centre of the
city into the broader avenues and streets which more liberal-minded

men have caused

to be laid out, radiating

from the city to the south
course, always be a wide distribution of
certain kinds of retail business, such as the
supplying of provisions,
but there are other kinds of retail business which it is a
great deal
wiser to have mainly concentrated in districts.
There may well be
secondary centres of retail trade, and, so far as width and convenient
location are concerned, Tremont Street,
beyond Dover Street, will,

and west.

There

will, of

in all probability, be well able to meet
every
subsidiary trade-centre for all time to come.

requirement of such a
The same may be said
of Huntington Avenue. The experience of New York shows clearly
that the broadest streets, even when at first
occupied by the bes't
class of residences,
ultimately become the minor centres of retail
trade.

But the question is as to the main centre of the retail trade.
By
the main centre of the retail trade is meant a
locality in which not
necessarily the rarest and most costly goods are exclusively sold, but
where the great bulk of well-to-do people, both of the
city itself and
of the suburbs, will always be able to find the
largest selection of
goods at the lowest prices. Boston distinctly has such a trade-centre, containing the largest stores and daily more crowded with
people making purchases than any other part of the city, but it is so
the
crowded, especially
sidewalks, that it seems to have nearly
reached the limit of its capacity, and it seems
probable that stores on
the outskirts of the district
thrive at the expense of those
may
already established in the most eligible spots, mainly because of the
approaches to them being less uncomfortably crowded. If what is
the most conveniently-situated
locality is thus gradually abandoned
to wholesale trade and other uses, it would be a real misfortune to
the community at
It would be so not
large.
only because of the convenience of the present situation of the main centre of retail
trade,
but also because it would, in
any other place, lose somewhat of its
concentrated character. Some of the advantages of concentration
of trade are obvious to
any one who is familiar with the great drygooda stores, which not only give the customers the benefit of the
reduced percentage of ex|>enses incident to a
large business under
one organization, but offer a larger selection, newer
goods, and lower
prices, due to the power of making larger purchases from manufacturers and other causes.
Much time and strength is also saved to
customers through being able to buy many different
things in a single
large store. But there are many other advantages in concentration,
even when not under one organization.
By concentration the greatest
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in the supplying of small amounts of power is rendered
possible; likewise of heat, of electric-light, of telephones, of pneumatic-tubes for despatching parcels from place to place in the city
and to distributing-stations in the suburbs, of fine fireproof buildings
and the best appliances for preventing or extinguishing fires, of
efficient policing, and so on.
I3ut perhaps the greatest economy of
all is in time.
To the community at large, as well as to individuals,
whatever arrangements tend to save time are of the utmost importance.
If it be true that the expense of widening some of the most important streets in the liberal way that has been done in Paris, and which

economy

TICE.!

XII.

ROOF COVERING.

has made that city famous as the handsomest, pleasantest and most
convenient for shopping of any in the world is prohibitive, there yet
remains a method of meeting the difficulty of overcrowded streets in a
far less costly way than even the usual moderate widening. That is to
add the existing sidewalks to the roadway and to build new and much
wider sidewalks through the fronts of the buildings in the form of
"arcades." Such arcades exist in the old town of Chester in England, much more systematically and extensively in Turin, and more
or less in many other European cities. Such a scheme could be
carried out at very moderate expense for construction and the damhad too
age to buildings would be slight; in fact, by raising such as
low a ceiling in the first story, not a single building would have to be
torn down.
The cellars under the arcade and the floors above it

would not necessarily have their usefulness at

all

interfered with.

The damage to property would, practically, consist merely in the
taking of so much rentable floor-space. The lessening of the light in
the stores on the ground-floor would be amply compensated for by
keeping the arcade brilliantly lighted by electric lights day and night
at the public expense.
No attempt at external architectural unity
of design would be necessary, as the finish of the arcade could be
made to accord with the style of the buildings through which it
The noise of the trampling of many feet could probably be
passed.
lessened by using a wooden-block pavement, with grain on end as
it would be under shelter, the principal objection to the use of this
kind of pavement in streets would not hold. The arcade could be
made thoroughly fireproof and automatic-sprinklers and automatic
fireproof curtains could be arranged to prevent a fire from spreading
along the arcade. The public, in walking through the arcade, would
be protected from snow, rain and sun. Many stores, reaching
through from street to street, would form covered ways across blocks
The new shop-fronts
in addition to the arcade on the cross-streets.
could be entirely of glass, as no heavy piers would have to be pro-

FRANCE

:

this

heading
generally included ererything to complete
the roof after the framing and
boarding or roof tiles are put on
is

aNDER

;

embracing slating, copper-work of decks, valleys,
work, roof-trimmings, hips, ridges and down-pipes.

flashings, tin-

On

the better class of Government
buildings the steep portions of
and the roofs and sides of dormers are covered with slate, and
the flat or deck roofs with copper on cheaper
buildings tin is used
on deck roofs.
The best known slates are from the Bangor quarries in
Slating.
Maine, Peach Bottom, Pa., and Buckingham, Va., but fine slate is
also found in other places, and is
generally of a blue-black or darkpurple color and sometimes red.
The steep or mansard portions of roofs, tower-roofs and roofs and
sides of dormers are covered with slate.
All roofs whether covered with slate, tin, or
copper should be
covered with heavy fibre building-paper, or sometimes in best work
a coating of one-half Portland cement and one-half coarse, clean
roofs

;

vided at the place where they would come to give the sense of support as well as the reality, an advantage which architects should be

quick to appreciate.
There would be a secondary advantage in the arcade scheme
hardly less important than that of affording more room to ordinary
street traffic; namely, that of economically providing an easily-accessible subway (by taking the portions of the private cellars that would
be under the arcade and partitioning them off) in which to place
pneumatic-tubes, steam, water and gas pipes, and telephone, telegraph and electric-light wires. It may even not be thought to be a
wild suggestion that some day the space under such arcades might
come to be used for some form of rapid transit.
The advantages of public arcades in crowded shopping-districts
are so obvious to any one who has seen them abroad that it is a
matter of wonder that they have not come into use in this country,
and especially in Boston, where the streets are so narrow and
crowded.
J. C. OLMSTED.

sharp sand about 1" thick is used over terra-cotta roofing tiles.
The slates for large important buildings are generally made 10" x20" x A" to f" thick, with sawn edges and tails laid with 3"
lap

waists by two broad headed galvanized wrought-iron nails
boarding, and by two A/' bolts on terra-cotta tiles
through with nut and washer on underside of tile.

on

The

'

long if
passing

on a great many large buildings have been secured
L r -L bar purlins by heavy copper wire passing
through holes in slates and tied around bars; also by Farquhar's
but since terra-cotta roofpatent slate-fasteners (see Figure 43)
tiles have been used this is discontinued, and bolts
passing through
slates and tiles are used.
The holes in slates for bolts or nails should
be countersunk for the heads, in good work.
The slates for circular and conical surfaces should be cut to radiate from the centre or apex, the courses decreasing in width towards
the top, and each course should be of a uniform width and
properly
break joint.
All the slates should have smooth split surfaces, out of wind, with
The lines of slates
edges and tails cut or sawn straight or square.
slate

directly to the

:

[ Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.]

HOUSE OF

E. V. R.

THAYER,

ESQ.,

LANCASTER, MASS.

MESSRS.

ANDREWS & JAQUES, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.
[Gelatine print, issued only with the Imperial Edition. 1

THE American

Architect for

August 4th contained a view

at valleys, hips, ridges

and eaves should be cut straight and the

slates

of this

house taken from another point.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR THE
YORK, N.
DESIGNS

SEE

V.

MR. CYRUS

K.

NEW MUNICIPAL

BUILDINGS,

NEW

DEAN, ARCHITECT, ERIE, PA.

MADE BY THE STUDENTS OF THE ARCHITECTURAL
PARTMENT OK THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.

DE-

article elsewhere in this issue.

DESIGN FOR A CHURCH AT WAKEFIELD, MASS.
MESSRS. WAITT & CUTTER, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

COMPETITIVE

END SCHOOLHOUSE, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
MESSRS. LONGSTAFF & HURD, ARCHITECTS, BRIDGEPORT, CONX.

DESIGN FOR WEST

Fig. 44.

Fie. 43.

have a double cour?e at eaves and ridges, and fit closely to hips.
Fitting-pieces should be provided at eaves and against chimneys, etc.,
to properly throw off the water.
Where slates come against masonry, copper or tin flashings should
be worked in between each slate and cap-flashed.
Terra-cotta roof-covering tiles should be secured by bolts or nails
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down-pipes from gutters if carried down on inside of wall in chases,
should be cast-iron hub-pipe 4'' diameter thoroughly tarred inside
and out, the joints to be made with oakum run with molten leail ami
caulked watertight; or in more expensive and better work wroiightiron screw-joint pij>es 3" diameter tarred inside
and out, with screw-joint connections.
The
iron pipes should have elbow at bottom and
rest on brick piers and secured every 4' 0" to
brickwork in chase by pij>e-hooks and connected either to horizontal drain and soil-pipos
in basement
or carried through wall below
first floor, with ornamental mouthpiece to discharge on drip-stone

in same manner as slates, and where the tiles are plain flat, they
should have a proper lap and be laid similarly to slates in every way.
These tiles have the advantage over slate, in that if the slates are
heated by fire and water is thrown on them, they are apt to split
and crack, but the tiles will not.
Copper ami Tin Work. Copper and tin are used for deck or flat
roofs, gutters, valleys and flashings, and are secured in place in the
same way. Copper is used for the better class of work, being much
more expensive than tin, and in any event is generally used for

gutters, valleys

and
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flashings.

Sheet-lead and nine have been seldom used and then they have not

;

proved satisfactory.
Copper for flat or deck roofs is generally made 12 ounces to 14
ounces per square foot, and for gutters, valleys and flashings 14
ounces to 18 ounces per square foot, being required heavier for

for surface drainage.

The pipes if brought down on outside of wall should be cop|>er or
galvanized-iron 3" to 4" diameter or squared 8" by 4" secured to
wall every 4' 0" and have mouthpiece for discharging on drip-stone,
or entering cast-iron pipes 5' 0" above grade for connection to drain
or soil pipes.
The roof trimmings, that is, gutter fronts,
Roof Trimmings.
crown moulds of cornice, hips, ridges, deck-cornices, dormer-cornices
etc., are most always made of galvanized-iron or copper on wood
roofs, and frequently on iron roofs.
Copper for these trimmings is

northern than for southern climates.

Tin for deck roofs is generally made IXX charcoal tin, sometimes
IX, in sheets 14" x 20", and for gutters, valleys and flashings IXX
in sheets to suit the widths required.
The joints for both copper and tin are generally made standing
for those running up the incline of the roof secured by either copper
or tin tags nailed to boards or terra-cotta plates, or embedded in
cement spaced every 12", and the upper ends worked into the seams
as per Figure 44, and in best work the joints riveted ever 2J" apart:
the horizontal joints to be flat double-locked, well-soldered and per-

more durable provided
support, but

is

not so

it is

stiff

and has strong framing for
more expensive than galvanized-iron.

well braced

and

is

The weight

of copper used varies from 16 ounces per square foot for
trimmings to 24 ounces, for heavy moulded and ornamental trimmings galvanized-iron varies from No. 26 B. W. G., about ^ of an

fectly watertight.

light

The joints in gutters and valleys should also be double-locked
and soldered. The standing joint is better than the flat for running
up the incline, as it allows more expansion and contraction, but flat
Great care
joints of course are necessary for the horizontal ones.
should be taken to allow for expansion and contraction where there

inch thick, for hips, ridges and small cornices to No. 16 B. \V. G.,
about ^j of an inch thick, for heavy crestings, cornices, finials, dormer fronts, etc.
The sheets of copper or galvanized-iron should
have the uneven edges trimmed off and should be perfectly uniform

is

;

much variation in the temperature of the climate.
The copper should always be tinned on upper

in thickness, and heavily rolled to remove any inequalities, cavities
or blisters from the surface.
AH trimmings should be thoroughly braced and supported by
and riveted to cast-iron brackets (if on an iron roof) every 3' 0" apart
riveted or bolted to the iron work or (if on a wood roof) should be
supported on wood blocking or cores on the interior closely following the moulded contours of the galvanized-iron or copper, which is
to be strongly nailed to the wood.
All joints and connections should
be properly lapped not less than 3", riveted wherever practicable
and thoroughly soldered. Galvanized iron or copper nails should Inused for securing to framing or woodwork, the heads to be capped
and soldered all perfectly watertight.
All the exposed galvanized-iron, tin and metal work
Painting.
should be painted one good coat of metallic paint, or red lead ami
linseed oil the portions which are ornamental to have two additional coats of approved tints.
The copper work when untinned
should not be painted, especially where the natural color of the
copper is intended to have an architectural effect.

side, where the
carried into a cistern for use, and as

drain-water from roof is to be
tinning costs only about 3 cents to 5 cents per square foot, this
should always be done, as at some future time the roof-water might

;

be used.
Against all masonry etc., flashings should be worked
between slates, or tiles turned up against masonry at least 4", and
have a cap or apron flashing let into joint of brick-work or into
chase cut in the stonework, caulked with lead on the underside, and
turned down over the under-flashing, the edge being at least 1" above
Flashings.

in

Projecting courses of stone or brick are frequently capflashed with copper, tin or galvanized iron the metal to be let into
joint above course, extend over and turned up under nosing or crownmold, or sometimes secured to galvanized-iron strip as hereafter described for gutter.
The valley flashing should be one piece of metal its entire width,
and should extend from 10" to 16" each side of angle, and have
slates.

:

slates

overlap

soldered,

it

and the

;

4", with the horizontal joints double-locked and
flashing nailed on each side to boarding or porous

MEASURKMKNT.
and roof-covering tiles are generally estimated by the
one hundred square feet of roof laid, the actual net roofsquare
surface should be obtained allowing only sufficient amount for wastno
age, caused by cutting at valleys and against hips for fitting
allowance is made for the double courses at eaves and ridges.
Copper and tin for roofs is also measured and estimated by the
square, taking extreme measures for surface and allowing for wastage at valleys and hips.
Copper and tin flashings and gutters are generally estimated by
the lineal foot, giving extreme measures at all external and internal
angles, giving the girth and method of securing.
Copper and galvanized-iron hips, ridges, crestings, cornices, etc.
are generally estimated by the lineal foot, giving
girth, contour, designs and manner of securing in place.
Slating

every 12 inches.
Gutters.
Gutters are generally formed on top of stone or brick
walls, by angle-irons set up for the front, secured to masonry by
expansion-bolts, or to wood strips built in the brickwork and nailed
roof-tiles

Fig. 45.

Fig. 46.

to look-outs, the lining should be in

one piece the entire width of
gutter, and in as long lengths as practicable it should extend up the
roof under the slates or roof-covering higher than the front edge so
that in case down-pipes become stopped up, the water would overflow
;

The front edge of gutter is generhaving a galvanized sheet-iron strip No.
W.
continuing the whole length of gutter
secured to stone every 12" by \" diameter expansion bolts or screws
leaded in, but these should be placed far enough from the edge not
to chip it off by expansion (see Figure 46).
The gutters should
have a grade, towards outlets formed in wood or cement, not less
than i" in 10' 0".
Gutters formed in stone should be lined, or have joints between
stones protected by metal, caulked on each side with lead into stone,
and jointed and soldered as per Figure 47.
and not get

inside the building.

ally secured to stonework by
16 B.
G., 3" or 4" wide

Wherever

nails are required for nailing gutters, valley
flashings

woodwork, they should be copper, galvanized-iron or tinned
nails, their heads cap-flashed and all soldered perfectly watertight.
All joints should be soldered, and riveted where possible.
Outlets.
Bell-shaped 16-ounce copper outlets should be formed
in gutters twice the area of down-pipes, securely
joined and soldered to
gutters, and to 16-ounee copper goosenecks which are to be properly
connected with the iron down-pipes on the inside of the wall the
etc. to

;

outlets to be covered with copper, or galvanized-iron wire hemisThe
pherical gratings to prevent debris getting into the pipes.

=

;

Dormer fronts in copper or galvanized-iron are generally estimated
by the square foot, taking net surface as near as practical and allowin" for wastage in cutting, in the price.
Finials arc estimated by the piece giving design and dimensions.
COST.
Roofing-paper which should form a base for all roof-covering is
generally 2 or 3 ply felt, well tacked down with 1" diameter tin
washers and coated with asphalt it costs from $2.00 to $2.50
per
square for 2-ply felt, and $2.75 to $3.00 for 3-ply felt.
costs
from
$9.00
for
small slates with cut edges
Slating
per square
nailed to boards, up to $18.00 and $20.00
per square for best quality
large slate with sawn edges and secured on terra-cotta roof-tiles.
The slates for the custom-houses at Albany, N. Y., Cincinati, O.,
:

Harrisburg, Pa., Philadelphia, Pa., and Memphis, Tenn., and for the
Barge Office in New York City, were 10" x 20" x |" to J" thick
sawn edges and secured by Farquhar's patent galvani/ed-iron fasteners, and cost from $27.00 to $30.50 per square.
Terra-cotta roof-covering tiles are made up from \" to j" thkk
the plain flat ones secured like slates cost from $12.00 to $15.00
per
square, and the ornamental ones cost a little more, dependent on
sizes, lugs, shoulders, etc., which are made on the tiles and the
;

designs,
Tin roofing costs from about $5.50 per square for

IX

charcoal

tin,

and $7.00 for IXX tin.
For flashings and gutters about $ to j additional cost should be
allowed for the labor and securing same in place.
to $6.50
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The cost of copper-roofs depends almost entirely on the price of
copper; the labor of working it is less than either tin or galvanizediron.
Copper was very expensive until 1885 and 1886, when the
cost fell to 15 cents and 17 cents per pound, when the cost of roofing was from $1 8.00 to $22.00 per square, dependent on the weight
per square foot, and the sizes of the sheets it has advanced again
in price to 28 cents and 31 cents per pound, and roofing now costs
from $33.00 to $36.00 per square.
Plain galvanized-iron for trimmings costs from 16 cents to 22 cents
per square foot, the trimmings put in place complete, cost from 30
cents to 50 cents per square foot, dependent on mouldings and ornamentation.
JAS. E. BLACKWELL.

(acting as Agent of said

tractor shall apply to the Architect
for such further drawings or
explanations as may be necessary, and shall conform to the same as
part of this contract, so far as they may be consistent with the original
drawings, and in erent of any doubt or question arising respecting the
true meaning of the drawings or specifications, reference shall be made
to the Architect
whose decision thereon, being just and impartial,
shall be final and conclusive. It is
mutually understood and agreed that
all drawings, plans and
specifications are and remain the property of the
Architect

OF THE COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, THE WESTERN ASSOCIATION OF
ARCHITECTS, AND THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BUILDERS
ON A STANDARD FORM OF CONTRACT.
Conference on a Standard

,

Form

.

Should any alterations be required in the work shown or described by the drawings or specifications, a fair and reasonable valuation of the work added or omitted, shall be made
by the Architect
and the sum herein agreed to be paid for the work according to the
3d.

Contract, appointed at their last Annual Conventions by the
several Associations above named, beg leave to present the accompanying specimen copy of such Contract as the result of their united
labors in that behalf, and respectfully ask its adoption by you in
of

,

original specification, shall be increased or diminished as the case may
be.
In case such valuation is not agreed to, the Contractor shall
proceed with the alteration, upon the written order of the Architect
and
the valuation of the work added or omitted shall be referred to
(3)
three Arbitrators (no one of whom shall have been personally connected
with the work to which these presents refer), to be appointed as follows one by each of the parties to this contract, and the third by the
two thus chosen the decision of any two of whom shall be final and
binding, and each of the parties hereto shall pay one-half of the expenses of such reference.
4th.
The Contractor shall within twenty-four hours after receiving
written notice from the Architect
to that effect, proceed to remove

your practice.

The

by the Committee was

object sought to be obtained

Form

to pre-

Contract which could be received and adopted generally by architects and builders as a Standard Form, and in which
the several provisions necessary to constitute an equitable agreement, as between the owner and the builder, would be incorporated.
The Joint Committee were empowered by their respective Associations to prepare and adopt such a Form of Contract, and this work,
as embodied in the accompanying printed copy, may be said to be
the authorized Standard Form of said Associations.
The action of the Committee in this regard was as follows After
an exchange of views through correspondence, an arrangement was
made to have the Committee meet in the City of New York. Accordingly such a meeting took place on the sixth of June ult., and an
organization was effected by electing a Chairman and Secretary.
This meeting was adjourned from day to day
daily sessions and
one evening session being successively held
until the labors of the
Committee were essentially completed.
The matter was then
referred to a sub-Committee, consisting of the Chairman and Secre-

pare a

,

of

:

;

,

from the grounds or building, all materials condemned by
whether worked or unworked, or take down all portions of the work
which the Architect shall condemn as unsound or improper, or as in
any way failing to conform to the drawings and specifications, and to

:

tary of the Joint Committee, to revise the manuscript for publicaIt was afterwards submitted individually to the several memtion.
bers of the Committee, subjected again to another revision, and
finally adopted as printed.
In order to preserve the Form from errors, alterations or interpolaIt is the general intention of the
tions, it has been copyrighted.
members of the National Association of Builders' to have it understood that in all cases where proposals for any work are submitted
by them, such proposals are made with the understanding that the
contract made upon this Standard Form is the one that is to be

executed by them upon such proposals.
The Inland Publishing Company, 19 Tribune Building, Chicago,
licensed to publish the blanks, and any number of
111., has been
copies, with prices, etc., can be obtained from them on application.
The blanks will be furnished at $1.10 per 100, $4.25 per 500, and
$8 per 1,000, free by mail or express. Architects can have their

names and the consequent pronouns

inserted, as they

may

order, at

small additional cost.
The members of the Committee of Conference, appointed by their
several Associations, are as follows
:

Of the American
Institute of Architects,

Of the Western

R

f
( J.
(

New

N. Y.

York,
" B HATKIKLD,
STONE
S"*"S V'

'

'

H. WINDRIM, Philadelphia, Pa.

VW r^' r^

&

-

Association of Architects, j ^( J. *

.

S

'

CLAY, Chicago,

ALEXANDER,

( JOHN S. STEVENS,
the National
Assocatn of Builders. GEORGE C. PRUSSING,

Of

111.

Lafayette, Ind.
Philadelphia, Pa.
111.

J. TUCKER, New Chicago^
York, N. Y.
O. P. HATFIELD, Chairman.

(JOHN

WM.
NEW

H. SAYWARD, Secretary,
164 Devonshire St., Boston.

YORK, August

8, 1888.

FORM OF CONTRACT ADOPTED BY THE JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, THE WESTERN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS AND THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BUILDERS.
THIS AGREEMENT, made the
day of
hundred and
by and between
part
inafter designated the Contractor
;) and
part (hereinafter designated the Owner
;)

Architect .
in the year one thousand
of the first part, (here-

part

of the second

,

,

:

,

the conditions of this contract.

The Contractor

shall cover, protect

and exercise due diligence to secure the work from injury, and all
damage happening to the same by
neglect, shall be made good
by
5th.
The Contractor shall permit the Architect
and all persons
to visit and inspect the said work or any
appointed by the Architect
part thereof, at all times and places during the progress of the same,
and shall provide sufficient, safe and proper facilities for such inspec,

,

tion.

6th.
The Contractor shall and will proceed with the said work, and
every part and detail thereof, in a prompt and diligent manner, and
shall and will wholly finish the said work according to the said drawings
and specifications, and this contract, on or before the
day of
in the year one thousand
hundred and
(provided that possession of the premises be given the Contractor
and lines and levels of
the building furnished him, on or before the
in the year
day of
one thousand
hundred and
and
in
default
thereof the Con),
tractor shall pay to the Owner
dollars for every day thereafter that
the said work shall remain unfinished, as and for liquidated damages.
7th.
Should the Contractor be obstructed or delayed in the prosecution or completion of the work by the neglect, delay or default of
any other contractor; or by any alteration which may be required in
the said work or by any damage which may happen thereto by fire, or
by the unusual action of the elements, or otherwise or by the abandonment of the work by the employees through no default of the Contractor
then there shall be an allowance of additional time beyond
the date set for the completion of the said work but no such allowance shall be made unless a claim is presented in writing at the time of
such obstruction or delay. The Architect shall award and certify the
amount of additional time to be allowed in which case the Contractor
shall be released from the payment of the stipulated damages for the
additional time so certified and no more. The Contractor may appeal
from such award to arbitrators constituted as provided in Article 3d of
,

;

;

,

:

;

this contract.
8th. The Contractor

shall not let, assign or transfer this contract,
or any interest therein, without the written consent of the Architect
9th.
The Contractor shall make no claim for additional work unless
the same shall be done in pursuance of an order from the Architect ,
and notice of all claims shall be made to the Architect in writing within
ten days of the beginning of such work.
10th. The Owner agree to provide all labor and materials not included in this contract in such manner as not to delay the material progress of the work, and, in the event of failure so to do thereby causing
loss to the Contractor
will reimburse the Contractor
that
, agree
for such loss; and the Contractor
shall delay
agree that if
the material progress of the work so as to cause
any damage for which
the Owner shall become liable (as above
shall make
stated), then
good to the Owner any such damage
over and above any damage for
general delay herein otherwise provided the amount of such loss or
damage, in either case, to be fixed and determined by the Architect ,
or by arbitration, as provided in Article 3d.
llth.
The Owner shall effect insurance on said
work, in his
own name and in the name of the Contractor
against loss or damage
by fire, in such sums as may from time to time be agreed upon with the
Contractor
the policies being made to cover work
incorporated in
the building, and materials for the same in or about the
premises,
and made payable to the parties hereto, as their interest
may appear.
12th.
Should the Contractor at any time refuse or neglect to
supply
.

;

,

Witnesseth that the Contractor
of the first
being the said part
part, in consideration of the covenants and agreements herein contained
on the part of the Owner , being the said part
of the second
in
covenant, promise and agree with the said Owner
part, do
manner following, that is to say

in the

2d.
Should it appear that the work hereby intended to be done, or
any of the matters relative thereto, are not sufficiently detailed or explained on the said drawings, or in the said specifications, the Con-

j

i

of

work included

,

of the said work.

j

The Committee

the

), all

made by the said Arehiand signed by the parties hereto, (copies of which have been
delivered to the Contractor
and
to
the
dimensions
and explanations
),
thereon, therein and herein contained, according to the true intent and
meaning of said drawings and specifications, and of these presents, including all labor and materials incident thereto, and shall provide all
scaffolding, implements and cartage necessary for the due performance
tect

CIRCULAR

Sir,

Owner

agreeably to the drawings and specifications

:

Dear

No. 662-

The Contractor shall and will well and sufficiently perform and
under the direction, and to the satisfaction of
Architect

1st.

finish,
1

XXIV.
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a sufficiency of properly skilled workmen, or of materials of the proper
or fail in any respect to prosecute the work with promptness
quality,
and diligence, or fail in the performance of any of the agreements
on
part herein contained, such refusal, neglect or failure beini:
certified by the Architect
the Owner shall be at liberty, after three
days written notice to the Contractor , to provide any such labor or
materials, and to deduct the cost thereof from any money then due or
thereafter to become due to the Contractor under this contract; and if
the Architect
shall certify that such refusal, neglect or failure is
sufficient ground for such action, the Owner shall also be at liberty to
terminate the employment of the Contractor for the said work and to
enter upon the premises and take possession of all materials thereon,
and In employ any other person or persons to finish the work, and to
provide the materials therefor; and in case of such discontinuance of
the employment of the Contractor
he shall not be entitled to receive
any further payment under this contract until the said work shall be
at
which
if
the
time,
unpaid balance of the amount to
wholly finished,
lie paid under this contract shall exceed the expense incurred
by the
Owner in finishing the work, such excess shall be paid by the Owner to
the Contractor
but if such expense shall exceed such unpaid balance,
the Contractor shall pay the difference to the Owner
The expense
incurred by the Owner as herein provided, either for furnishing
materials or for finishing the work and any damage incurred through
such default, shall be audited and certified by the Architect , whose
certificate thereof shall be conclusive upon the parties.
13th.
And it is hereby mutually agreed between the parties hereto,
that the sum be paid by the Owner to the Contractor for said work
and materials shall be
subject to additions or deductions on account of alterations as herein before provided, and that such sum shall
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THE EXCAVATIONS AT SYHAKIS.

,

-An

old

tiousr

i

,

.

be paid in curhMit funds by the Owner
i

nen

t

s

as follows

to the

Contractor

the discoveries at Sybaris have not been, as
those of the
WHILEbelieved,
they have disclosed
first

B. c.,

in instal

being understood that the final payment shall be made withii
days after this contract is completely finished, provided, that in
each of the said cases the Architect
shall certify in writing that all the
work upon the performance of which the payment is to become due has
been done to
and provided further, that before
satisfaction
each payment, if required, the Contractor
shall give the Architect
good and sufficient evidence that the premises are free from all liens
and claims chargeable to the said Contractor
and further, that ii
at any time there shall be any lien or claim for which, if established
the Owner
or the said premises might be made liable, and which
would be chargeable to the said Contractor
the Owner shall have
the right to retain out of any payment then due or thereafter to become
due, an amount sufficient to completely indemnify
against
such lien or claim, until the same shall be effectually satisfied, discharged or cancelled. And should there prove to be any such claim
after all payments are made, the Contractor
shall refund to the
Owner
all moneys that the latter may be compelled to pay in discharging any lien on said premises, made obligatory in consequence
of the former's default.
14th.
It is further mutually agreed between the parties hereto, that
no certificate given or payment made under this contract, except the
final certificate or final payment, shall be conclusive evidence of the
performance of this contract either wholly or in part, against any
claim of the Owner
and no payment shall be construed to be an
acceptance of any defective work.
lljth.
And the said Owner
with the said Conhereby agree
tractor to employ, and
to provide the
hereby employ
materials and to do the said work according to the terms and conditions herein contained and referred to, for the price aforesaid, and
hereby contract to pay the same, at the time, in the manner, and upon
It

;

;

,

,

the conditions above set forth.
Iflth.
And the said parties for themselves, their heirs, executors,
administrators and assigns, do hereby agree to the full performance of
the covenants herein contained.

In Witness Whereof, the parties to these presents have hereunto set
hands and seals, the day and year first above written.
In presence of

their

MR. RCSKIN'S MUSKL'M AT SHEFFIELD.
Half-a-dozen years have
passed since Mr. Huskin offered to Sheffield all Ins art treasures, prothe
town
would
find
a
suitable
viding
building for their preservation.
He even went further in his spirit of munificent liberality by undertaking to personally superintend the arrangement of the objects in the
museum, and be responsible for its management during his lifetime. It
was proposed that the new building should be built at Endcliffe, one of
the most beautiful spots within the boundaries of the old town. Money
was not wanting
10,000 were subscribed plans were prepared and
the design was admitted by Sheffield experts to excel anything they
had thought possible. Then an irritating obstacle occurred. Matter-of
fact municipal magnates intervened. They did not understand the
nature and purposes of the St George's (iuild, and distrusting its continuance, made it a condition of subscription that the museum should
be satisfactorily guaranteeil to Sheffield forever. Technical difficulties
arose as to the title and the nature of the guaranty that the museum
sin mid remain the inviolable and permanent possession of the town.
Mr.
Kuskin has a scornful contempt for superficialities, and he cannot
bring his mind down to legal hair-splitting. He declined to read any
further lawyer's quibbles, and his indisposition left the matter in abeyance. It is satisfactory, however, to know that the settlement of the
whole question will no longer be delayed, and that soon the new buildMr. Kuskin has deputed the
ing will rise in all its fair proportions
trustees to cut the Gordian knot by telling the lawyers to draw
up a
between
and
the
conveyance
mayor
corporation of Sheffield and the
St. George's Guild,
The pictures and objects, as well as the building,
are to remain the property of the public forever. The new museum
will be a splendid memorial to its founder, and a permanent embodiment of his ideas. May he long be spared to advise in all its counsels
and to direct its resources.
Magazine of Art.
;

;

was at

city destroyed five centuries
an interesting prehistoric fact
to the existence of the Greek
Sybaris there was

namely that prior
on the site which the Greek colonists, after the fashion of those
davs,
appropriated and built a new city on, an Italic city, the necropolis'of
which, in an apparently undisturbed state, has been found, and which
contains remains due to an archaic civilization so
precisely correat Vetusponding to those found in other parts of the peninsula
lonia, at Civita Castellana, Corneto, and various more northern points
as to add to the evidence of a general Italic civilization
prior to
the Etruscan, and extending over the entire peninsula.
I had the
pleasure not long since of visiting the excavations now
going on at Corneto with Professor Helbig, who is the official director
in that district, and saw, with the advantage of his elucidation, the
results of the late important explorations.
The discovery, on the site
of the well-known and long-explored Etruscan necropolis, of the
earlier form of tomb, the so-called pozzi or well-tombs with the
strange mingling of Or;cntal and native arts, the hut-urns, with
arms of scarcely
Eastern origin, seriously impugned
:

:

it

Greek

questionable
previous archaeological conclusions. The hut-urns containing incinerated human remains, and originally found on the Alban Mount under
two strata of volcanic ashes, were regarded as the earliest evidence
of human residence in Italy, and as belonging to the Latin as distinguished from the Etruscan inhabitants. They belong to the welltombs mainly, and have since their discovery in the centre of Lat him
been found in places so widely sundered that they must, at all events
be accepted as not merely Latin but Italic, whether this word
implies
more or less than Etruscan. The admirably systematic manner of
now
the
excavations
so
different from the old
followed,
making
system, gives each article found its proper value, and the absolute connection is thus made clear between the hut-urns and the objects of
bronze found with them. Among the latter are helmets of the most
skilful fabric and swords of both bronze and iron, while the former
are the rudest forms of pottery, hand-made and only half-baked, and
what is most singular, in some tombs are copies of the helmets in
clay, made as covers to the round urns, a use to which the original
bronze helmets seem to have been put after the death of the owner.
In the same necropolis with these are found the "corridor" tombs,
and the latest and best-known form of the Etruscan tomb, the
"chamber," the paintings on some of which at Corneto are celebrated,
and form a series coining down to Koman times.
The apparent solution of the puzzle is that here were three stages
of civilization following each other on one site.
Helbig, on the contrary, is of the opinion that the three are only phases of one civilizaand that to a certain extent they overtion, and that Etruscan
lapped in the manner of disposing of the dead, but that there was
in no case a break, such as would be caused by the intrusion of a
strange race introducing new arts. The bronze arms and implements he considers Phoenician and of Carthaginian origin, and, as
he would not admit a greater antiquity to them than about 900 n. c.,
they would nearly coincide in date with the generally assigned date
of the entry of the Etruscans into Italy.
But their identity with
the articles found at Sybaris, where the Etruscans did not reach,
and the evidences of a much greater antiquity in certain implements
found in the remains of the lake dwellings, which are almost or quite
identical with those found at Sybaris, though found in the extreme
north of Italy, make this solution very difficult to accept and though
one does not like to hold out against the immense erudition of Hel)ig, still the facts are there, and even when we owe them to him we
lave the right to draw our own conclusions.
At a recent meeting
of the Institute there were shown bronzes from a lake deposit which
the excavator assured me were, by the evidence of the geological
record, not later than 1500 B. c., and were of most exquisite casting,
and of form similar to those found at Sybaris. And tigainst the
opinion of Helbig we have that of all the Italian arch&olugistg, who
regard the evidence as conclusive in favor of an Italic civilization
London Time* Rome Correspondence.
>rior to the Etruscan.
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out a formula to express the variation in the
strength in the different
sizes of cubes.
The formula 2 he gives is
:

X
in

of tests of building materials are always
interesting to
architects, epecially such experiments as have to do with
When a series of tests is
masonry and masonry materials.
conducted and the results compiled by so eminent an
as

authority
the late General Gillmore, the results are such as cannot fail to be of
value.
In some respects the title of General Gillmore's recent work 1
is a misnomer in that it would seem to indicate a
larger series of experiments with actual masonry constructions than is actually recorded.
The experiments having to do with piers form of themselves a very
small portion of the volume, and the bulk of the work is taken
up
with experiments made on small cubes of various materials.
The tests were made at the Watertown Arsenal, near Boston, with
the aid of the 800,000 pound testing-machine.
In the introduction
there is a quite extended reference to a series of tests made at
Slaten Island in 1875 by General Gilmore. The results in this case
present some curious facts in regard to the nature of the bearing surfaces brought against the material to be tested.
Thus it was found
in testing such stones as
granite, East Chester marble and blue Berea
sandstone, that the ultimate resistance of the samples crushed
between either steel bearings, wooden blocks, lead sheets or leather
pads was in the ratio of: Steel, 100; wood, 94; lead, 65, and
With a series of stones which were less compact
leather, 60.
than the first, the proportions were Steel, 100 wood, 82 lead, 65,
and leather, 63^. General Gillmore explains the reason for these
differences by assuming that the softer materials such as wood, lead,
etc., under great pressures tend to force their way into the
pores of
the stone, and to act like wedges to split it
apart, whereas the steel
is more
nearly homogeneous and exerts nothing but a direct pressure
on the sample. The deduction which might reasonably be made
from this fact is in direct opposition to an old idea of
inserting
lead-bearing plates between the bedstone and bottom plates of iron
columns. If General Gillmore's assumptions are correct, lead
plates
so used would tend to weaken rather than increase the effective resistance of the pier.
In testing the samples, General Gillmore devised a
very efficient
way for bringing out the full resistance of the material. The bedplates of the testing-machine are as nearly absolutely parallel and
plane as human mechanism can make them, but it is almost impossible to make any
sample of stone absolutely parallel and plane
between their faces, and if there be any
inequality in the surfaces
the subsequent pressure of the machine would be
apt to split it
rather than crush it.
The device adopted was to place the sample
in position between the
bearing plates of the machine and bring
upon it only sufficient pressure to hold it from slipping, the testing
machine acting horizontally. Thin plaster-of-Paris
paste was then
poured in at the joints until every cavity between the beds of the
sample and the iron plates was thought to" be filled. The plaster was
allowed to harden for twenty-four or
thirty-six hours, and the pressure then applied.
In some previous experiments General Gillmore had ascertained
that the results of tests indicated not
only that the slabs of stones increased in resistance per square inch as their surfaces
increased, but
also that the strength per
square inch of cross-section of cubes increased with their size, although in a lesser ratio that is to
say, if
the 2" cube will break under an
average load of 50,000 pounds' per
of
twice the area of cross-section would stand
square inch, samples
considerably more than twice the load. General Gillmore worked out
a formula to express this
:

;

;

;

:

y

= ay~^

which a is the pressure in pounds
required to crush a one inch
cube; x the side of any cube expressed in inches, y the pressure in
pounds per square inch of bed-surface needed to crush it. In other
words, with cubes of the same material the crushing resistance
per
square inch of pressed surface increases approximately in the ratio
of the cube roots of the
respective cubes.
Subsequent experiments have not shown this rule to be absolutely
correct.
It is a theoretical
equation, and one which could hardly be
applied to large blocks or piers unless the material were as homogeneous in large masses as in the small unit block. A
comparatively Targe
cube ceases to be a unit, and is rather a
conglomerate of smaller

in

irregular pieces joined together by cementing substances of
varying
and perhaps slightly separated by minute cracks, cavities or
Under such conditions the stone" cannot develop the same
pores.
It is known, and has been
strength as if it were a true unit.
proved
by tests made at the Watertown Arsenal, that a cube built up in
several courses is inferior to a solid cube in
strength.
Another interesting fact brought out by the Watertown
experiments is that the compressive strength of prisms increases as their
diminishes.
The
same is true of the tensile strength of iron,
height
steel or other metals.
The breaking strain is materially affected by
the shape of the specimen.
General Gillmore has undertaken to work

"strength,

which

(A

\/P

:

W = crushing load of prism

in pounds.
crushing load of a cube having the same area of bed as the

C

prism.

=

"*
an average
crushing load of material per square inch
derived from testing a series of cubes of various sizes, and of the
same material as the prism.
p
quotient obtained by dividing the area of the bed by the sum
of the areas of the sides of the
prism.
h
height of cube of crushing strength C in inches.
h<
height of prism in inches.
By actual experiments it was found that with an 8" x 8" prism 4"
high the crushing load averaged 547,264 pounds, whereas an 8" x 8"
cube two inches nigh could not be broken
by the maximum load of
the testing-machine, 800,000
pounds. A 4" x 4" x 3" sample crushed
at 106,856 pounds, whereas a 4" x 4" x 1"
sample required 262,840
pounds to crush it. The deduction we would make from this, though
such deduction is not made by General Gillmore, is that
any such
tests as he has made are
absolutely of no value in determining the
strength of masonry piers, for it is very seldom that the height of
the pier is less than ten or twelve times its diameter, and in such
cases,
where the substance is perfectly homogeneous like granite or marble,
General Gillmore's tests would be no criterion of the
strength.
General Gillmore refers to the fact that the strength o? concrete
varies considerably,
the
conditions
of
depending upon
setting; and
he quotes some English experiments to show that twelve-inch concrete cubes rammed into moulds, resisted under
compression an average of thirty per cent more than concrete cubes of the same size made
in the
ordinary way. It was also found that twelve-inch cubes set
in water for one year stood a
greater weight than those set in air
during the same length of time while six-inch cubes were stronger
set in air than in water.
After making a number of tests of individual blocks of stone, one
;

=
=
=

;

interesting series of tests was made on
the bases that could not be broken

compound prisms formed

singly.

It

twelve-inch freestone cubes, which had
singly resisted the maximum
load of 800,000 pounds, when
compounded as a pier with dry joints
yielded with a reverberating explosion under an ultimate pressure of
10" x 10" which had been
748,000 pounds.
previously unbroken,
yielded when compounded with two 12" x 12" x 2" prisms each equally
General Gillmore does
refractory, under a stress of 654,000 pounds.
not attempt to draw any deductions from these
experiments, but
simply mentions them as interesting, and leaves his readers to draw
their own inferences.
If the stones had been
thoroughly bedded in
good cement, the results would have been quite different. There are
some valuable experiments recorded having in view to ascertain the
elastic limit of stones; and, as the result of this
investigation, it is
stated that the elastic limit of freestone cubes
averages about sixtyfive per cent of their ultimate resistance.
This would, of course, be
considered in determining the practical resistance of
building stones.
There are also some further experiments of great interest on the subject of the resilience of various stones from which General Gillmore
deduces the proposition that " when the area of impact is
equal to the
area of bed surface,the resilience of hard and rigid material like stone,
when in the shape of prisms of the samefotm anil area of cross-sections,
but of varying heights, becomes greater as the
height of the prisms increases.
On the other hand, the capacity to resist loads decreases
with the increasing height of the specimen, but increases when the
height or thickness is reduced, this increase being specially rapid
when the height of the prism is less than one-half the height of a
cube of the same cross-section."
It is to be regretted that the
part of the volume which, to architects would have the most practical value, that is to
say, tests of
actual piers should be so slightly treated.
The sets of piers tested
were all of the same size, one and one-half brick in cross-section and
six courses high, built up of common, hard, North River
brick, laid
in hydraulic mortar made of one
part Newark Company's Rosendale
cement and two parts sand. The mortar joint averaged about threeeighths of an inch thick. Each pier had a base and cap of North
River Milestone of same cross-section as the pier, with the bed-faces
rubbed smooth and plane. The height of the brickwork between the
bluestone varied from sixteen and one-half inches.
The length of
the piers varied from twenty-two to twenty-three and a
quarter
The age of the piers when
inches, including the end of the stones.
broken was one year and nine months. The
crushing strength
varied from 250,000 to 291,000 pounds and
averaged 266,587 pounds,
to
185
or
133
tons (119 gross)
equivalent
pounds per square inch,
per square foot.
While it would be impossible with any testing-machine at present
constructed to experiment upon larger piers than the size which
General Gillmore adopted, we cannot feel that the tests or records
are in any sense final or such as can be used as criterions for
piers
such as are customarily met with in
large buildings.

A

!

It

seems to us that the formula would be more correctly stated

written

Notes on the Compressive Resistance of Freestones, Brick Piers, Hydraulic
Cements, Mortnrs and Concretes." By Q. A. Gillmore, Ph.D. New York: John
1

Wiley

&
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was found that three

a slight difference which might
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make

a great difference in the result.

if it
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General Cillinore docs not state whether the brick piers failed by
reason of the brick crushing or the cement giving way; he states,
however, that the brick piers were stronger than concretes made
with Newark Company's Rosendale cement, and the mortars and concretes maile with Norton's cement, but weaker than those made with
National Portland cement.
General Gillmore's work

not of so practical value as his former
and Mortars." It is more tentative,
more pedantic in its argument and less direct ; but BO far as it goes
it is a valuable addition to the library of an architect or an engineer.
of the profession.
.Still, it really adds very little to the literature
Such tests as he made, are not very practical in their results. It is
not possible to reason from a small cube to a huge wall or pier,
neither lias the opportunity yet arrived for making more extended
tests on a scale which would give results as conclusive for masonry as
the tests made by Professor Lanza, of the Institute of Technolgy, for
wooden beams. In considering masonry structures loo much allowone and oneance has to bo made for imperfect workmanship.
The book, however,
half briek pier is no gauge for a five-foot wall.
is well worth
reading, with caution, but we fancy the results would
lie
misleading to young minds, and would be of not very much value
is

volume on " Limes, Cements

A

as to a

work of
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It is to be
hojied that ample time be given to
willing to compete and that then the committee
arrange an exhibition of all the drawings and models, in order that
the art-loving public be allowed to judge of their merits.

any

artist

who

art.

is

JUSTICE.
[THK date

for receiving roinnetltive designs has just been
October 10. 1888.
EDS. AMKKICAN ARCHITECT.]

chanced

to

A CORRECTION.
MONTREAL, CAN., Aug.

-1A,

1888.

To THE EDITORS OK THK AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
I notice in your issue of the 7th of
July, under the
heading of "Canadian Pacific Railway Station," that you say the
derrick plant was designed by me. I beg to correct that statement
and to inform you that this derrick
plant was designed by Mr. M.
P. Davis, a member of the firm of Messrs. Wm. Davis & Sons, the
contractors for the masonry of this station.
Yours truly,
P.

to practical builders.

ALEX. PATERSON, Enyineer.

V-SHAPED DRAIN-PIPE.
WORCESTER. MASS., Aug.

22,

law.

To THE EDITORS OK THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

Sirs,

Can you inform me

if

referred to in your issue of the 18th

the V-shaped drain-pipe,
as having been used by

inst.,
market V

BUILDING ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
l.os

ANGEL08,

August

CAI..,

14, 1888.

Norman Shaw, is to be found in our
It seems to me it would
be a very useful article in a great
many instances and a valuable
addition to the stock forms in general use.
Very

To THK EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

Some time ago a correspondent asked you

Sirs,

the best

West

Your reply was San
likely for an architect to locate in.
"
Diego reports said, a building boom was asserting itself," but your
advise was to make further inquiry.

city

Now 1 would take the liberty of saying a few words to all connected with the building-trades. I am an architectural draughtsman, and came here eight months ago, I have not been able to obtain
more than two months' work since. Architects are going away
these past three months for want of work. I personally know carpenters five months idle, and only could get a few days' work during
the past seven months. Bricklayers and all others are in a similar
way. The newspapers here make a noise about the great amount of
work on hand, but they do not have the honesty to tell all, and those
who are depending on their labor for their bread ought to stop away
as there are far more hands here than enough to do all the work on
hand, or likely to be for the ensuing five years. With reference to
San Diego, I enclose a letter from parties there which speaks for
that section.

In fact I have had letters from the entire coast, and
they
are all couched in the same language.
this
southern
has
been
overrun
My opinion is,
part
by real
estate fellows lying in wait to seize their
prey.
have succeeded well in their endeavors.

Many

purchasers

who bought on

Evidently they

the instalment-plan thinking to

at a profit, are most anxious to sell now at a loss. I
offer lately (just to-day) to take up two lots, and the
sell

sacrifice

135 per cent of the money paid to evade an instalment

due.
I could give
in just

have had an
party would

now

many

for

any

other evidences that this
in the building-trade.

is

now

not the place to locate

Your

truly,

DISAPPOINTED.

THE "SAFE BUILDING" PAPERS.
LOUISVILLE, KY., August

Be kind enough and inform through your journal or
Mr. Louis Berg's " Safe Building " is terminated with
the July number of the American Architect? and oblige,
SUBSCRIBER.
[The American Architect for July 7 closed the last chapter of what IK to
constitute the first volume of Mr. Berg's work on "Safe
Building." It
Dear

Sir.t,
if

has been decided to publish this first volume during the coining autumn, so
that the information may be in more accessible shape than it now is, scattered
through the issues of this journal for two rears passed.
EDS. AMERICAN

ARCHITECT.

STEPHEN

C.

EARLE.

not think this shape can be found in the market. Mr. Shaw
says, that he has had to get them made to order for him, as they could not
be had in England, and they would be still less
likely to be found here.
EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

I-OBCE OF NATURAL GAS.
Although the wells about Findlay are
under control, the tubing is anchored, and the awful force is held
under
by gates and levers of steel, it is impossible to escape a feeling of awe
in this region at the subterranean
which
seem
energies
adequate to blow
the whole country heavenward. Some of the wells were
opened for us
Opening a well is unscrewing the service-pipe and letting the full force of
the gas issue from the pipe at the mouth of the well. When
one of these
wells is thus opened the whole town is aware of it
by the roarini; and
quaking of the air. The first one exhibited was in a field a mile and a.
half from the city.
At the first freedom from the
clamps and screws
the gas rushed out in such density that it was visible.
Although we
stood several rods from it, the roar was so
great that one could not
make himself heard shouting in the ear of his neighbor. The
geologist stuffed cotton in his ears and tied a shawl about liis head and
assisted by the chemist, stood close to the pipe to measure the flow
The
chemist, who had not taken the precaution to protect himself, was quite
deaf for some time after the experiment.
A four-inch pipe about
sixty feet in length, was then screwed on and the gas ignited as it issued
from the end on the ground. The roaring was as before. For
several
feet from the end of the tube there was no
flame, but beyond was a sea
of fire sweeping the ground and
rioting high in the air
billows of red
and yellow and blue flame, fierce and hot
enough to consume everything
within reach. It was an awful
We had a like
display of power.
though only momentary display at the famous Karg well, an eiirhtmilhon-feet well. This could only be turned on for a few
seconds at a
time, for

15, 1888.

To THE EDITORS or THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
otherwise

respectfully yours,

[WE do

1

THE BROOKLYN SOLDIERS' MONUMENT.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
The competition for the Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument for Brooklyn, N. Y., is to all appearances a very limited one.
Although the committee by means of your valuable paper invites
architects and others for
the particulars for which
competition,
may
be obtained at the Mayor's office, none of my friends who are
willing
to send in a work received any answer to their
application for particulars.
Another striking feature in this so-called
competition is
the time given, not quite four weeks.
Either do the gentlemen who
form the committee know nothing about art, or
are indifferent
they

107

it is in connection with the
general system. If the irag is
turned off, the fires in houses and factories would
go out and if it
were turned on again without notice the rooms would be
full O f iras
and an explosion follow an
attempt to relight it. This danger is now
tieing removed by the invention of an automatic valve in the
pipe supplying each fire, which will close and lock when the flow of as ceases
and admit no more gas until it is opened. The
ordinary pressure for
house-service is about two pounds to the
square inch. The Kan: well
is on the bank of the creek and the
discharge-pipe through whicli the
gas (though not in its full force) was turned for our astonishment
ex^
tends over the water. The roar was like that of
Niagara all the town
shakes when the Karg is loose. When
lighted, billows of flame rolled
over the water, brilliant in color and fantastic in
form, with a fury and
rage of conflagration enough to strike the spectator with terror I have
never seen any other display of natural force so
.s this
When this flame issues from an upright pipe, the impressive
great mass of fire
rises eighty feet into the air,
leaping and twisting in fiendish fury For
six weeks after this well was first
opened its constant roaring shook the
nerves of the town, and by night its
flaming torch lit up the heavens
and banished darkness. With the aid of this new
agent anything s
Charles
in
possible.Dudley Warner,
Harper', Magazine for J$y
;

THE CHEMICAL

CLARIFICATION OF S*WAGE.
Dr. Pfeiffer of Wies
>aden ( Yierteljahr<xchrifl fur Sffenttiche
Getundheittpfleqe 1888 p 60)
has this to say on the
of
the
insufficiency
purification of sewage bv
means of chemical process "For some
incomprehensible reason this
entirely impracticable and, as regards its results, most
unsatisfactory
mode of treatment has during the last few years
grown much in favor
and the author is of opinion that the time has arrived
when a strenuous
:
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maybe accomplished in two ways, either by utterly
destroying all their germs, or by extracting from the sewage the whole
of the food substances which serve for their support."
" Before the influence of bacteria was so well-known as it now is, it
was thought all-sufficient of the effluent, from the sewage after treatment with lime, magnesia, alumina, or salts of iron, was rendered clear
to the eye, whereas it is no longer a matter of doubt that this clarification
is only a treacherous mask, and that, as the food-stuffs of the bacteria
remain in the water, i will soon again decompose and become filled
It must then be evident that, as no chemical
with these organisms.
treatment can comply with the requirements of modern science, it is
useless to compel towns to adopt costly chemical systems of clarification."

THE MEXICAN COURT-YARD. When one hears of houses built
around a court they involuntarily think of something Oriental and
magnificent, with cool arcades, palm trees and plashing fountains.
But as a matter of fact these Mexican houses, though frequently
picturesque, are anything but pleasant. The arcades are impressive
and pretty enough by moonlight, but the fountain, except in rare instances, doesn't plash, it only creaks and groans, because it is not a
fountain at all, but a well with black leather buckets and water unpleasantly suggestive of bacteria and consequent fevers. Then no one's
romantic fancy has ever compassed the number and variety of evil
smells which necessarily accumulate in a place so badly ventilated, and
where all the functions of the household are carried on. Now and then
a court-yard in the house of some rich person realizes your ideal and is
a very charming place, but as a style of building for the poor and unEllen M. Slayden,
washed I should vote to abolish it with all speed.
Boston Advertiser.

ELECTRIC CONVENIENCES.

A

friend

of Professor Elisha Grny's

:

Time was when one must hold

his ear
Close to whispering voice to hear
Like deaf men, nigh and nigher
But now from town to town he talks,
And puts his nose into a box
And whispers through a wire.
;

In olden times along the street
glimmering lantern led our feet
When on a midnight stroll;

A

But now we snatch, when night comes nigh,
lightning from the sky

A piece of
And

stick

it

No. 662.

This opinion is a safe one to entertain in a general wav.
or three points must be kept in mind to enable us to form any sensible
of
the
opinion
One is that if
probabilities for this winter or next spring.
the law-making branch of the Government is placed in perfect harmony
with the common-sense of the people, a great deal of confidence will be
gained. Another is, that if the outflow of capital from abroad continues, as
it has for years past, that an additional stimulus will be
given to the multitude of new enterprises which have been waiting for a clearing up of questions and policies affecting ourselves as a nation. The trade
reports of all
kinds in newspapers speak of a steadying demand and of low prices, as well
as of unsatisfactory railroad earnings, and of decreased bank clearings
they
unite in saying that the crop prospects are in the main favorable. They incline to the opinion that the manufacturing demand all over the
country
will increase from week to week.
They said that there is a better condition
in the petroleum market, an improving condition in the iron trade and
good
prospects for wheat exports and a quiet condition among the workmen of
the country, and a prospect of harmonizing of the interests of the warring
railway systems and an upward tendency in certain lines of manufactured
products. These reviews are mainly correct so far as they cover surface
In so far as they attempt to predict what may be the condition six
facts.
months hence they are not safe guides. The most patent fact in the situation to-day is that there is more capacity than there is employment, more
money than can be safely used, more labor in the market than is wanted,
and increasing weakness among the smaller tradesmen and manufacturers
who entered into business during the past two or three years. The commercial authorities are quietly predicting a general weeding-out within the
next year of these weaker traders. Jobbers and manufacturers who watch
the course of trade closely think that there will be a sweeping up or out of
trade channels of a great many houses and firms that have crowded into
already very crowded channels. These dangers can be obviated only by a
greater increase in commercial and manufacturing activity, in other words
unless we are visited within the next six months with an unusual activity
here will not be remunerative employment for all the capital, labor enter>rise or of looms, wheels and forges.
For the first time in three years the
country is coming in sight of a possible over-production or of an over-proera.
The
is
as
remote.
A number of influences may
ducing
danger
yet
ikely arise to hasten its coming. The leaders in commerce and transportaion are recognizing the danger, and, in a way, are endeavoring to avoid it.
fhe bulk of attention, however, is given to mere political trifles which
effect the success of one side or another of the political parties. The bulk
of the speculative element of the country are looking for immense
crops.
The average manufacturer of the country is looking simply for big fall
orders, the average farmer is looking for a heavy demand for his products.
The cotton-growers are agitating themselves to see how they can avoid
jeing fleeced by the Bagging Trust. The mining interests are looking forward with more confidence than they have for months to a heavy and more
remunerative demand. There are behind all these
great interests two or
three causes quietly at work which may strengthen the situation and imirove their chances, or which may destroy the anticipation of the controllers
of these great interests. The comparative steadiness of values during the
past year or two has been a source of considerable confidence. Some influences are now at work that may overturn this confidence.
The trade
organizations that exist to restrict production and fix prices have done
but
much,
they are reaching a point where their control is in jeopardy,
hence the organization of trusts. The supply of foreign capital is relied
upop by American managers to enable them to pull through safely another
year to steady values and create commercial activity. The banking interests predict that there will be no scarcity of money", and that there will
be no serious decrease in the ability of borrowers to pay their loans. The
exporters state tnat there will be fully as large a demand for our staple
products as there has been in any past year. They figure out that cotton,
wheat, oil, grain and our other articles of chief export will be in as great
demand as heretofore, and sell at as high prices.
The promoters of new enterprises throughout our own country estimate
that the demand next year for all kinds of products will be ten per cent
greater than this year. The rank and file of the manufacturers of the
country entertain the same opinion. It is shown in their quiet increase of
capacity and in their substitution of new machinery for old, and larger and
better engines for older and smaller ones. The manufacturers of textile goods
have steadily improved their capacity. Not in every town and city but in
the aggregate there has been almost as much increase in capacity as last
year. The boot and shoe manufacturers have more idle capacity this year
than last because they have put in more machinery and have increased their
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he says: "This

says in verse

XXIV.

time to come.

opposition should be offered to these so-called clarification processes,
and when, in the interests of municipal authorities, warning should go
forth against the excessive cost of the chemical systems of treatment,
as compared with the good they can effect."
Assuming that the main
object to be accomplished is the removal from the sewage of bacteria,

in
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on a pole.

In connection with the strikes
ARTISANS' DWELLINGS IN FRANCE.
France, and the general movement among the working-classes which
they may portend, it is interesting to note some recent efforts to improve workingmen's dwellings. At Rouen a society has been formed
with a capital of X20,000, which has erected six blocks in the centre of
At Lyons a
the town, capable of accommodating ninety-five families.
in

similar society has built five blocks, accommodating sixty families. The
rents are fixed at about the average rate of the several districts, but the

tenants have complete sanitary arrangements and a good water-supply
into the bargain.
In each case a Director of the company visits every
tenement once a week with a view of receiving complaints and entering
into kindly relations with the tenants.
The companies have succeeded
feature of
so far in paying four per cent on the capital invested.
the scheme at Lyons is that a portion of the capital was provided by
the local savings bank, and it is hoped to induce similar banks at Marseilles and elsewhere to do likewise.
But even so it will be a long time
before France can vie with England in provision of sanitary dwellings
the
Journal
des
Dtbats.
for
working-classes.

A

producing power. The paper makers and hardware manufacturers, electrical
machinery manufacturers, boiler and engine makers have all increased
their capacity and at the present time, according to the statements of some

of the leading authorities in these industries, there is a
stronger inquiry for
future supplies and stocks than there has been since the opening of the season. While there is dulness in the iron trade there is activity in the shops
where iron and steel are worked up into practical shape. In the West the

implement makers have been liberal buyers of steel. The
manufacturers of pipes and tubes have been during the' past two or three
weeks the buyers of a great deal of material. The manufacturers of woodworking machinery have been rather slack for some months but orders for
the past two or three weeks have encouraged them to increased efforts.
The building of elevators in the Northwest it is said will receive a sharp stimulus this fall through the heavy demand for cereal products. Western architects and builders give their favorable opinion to this
prophecy. The manufacturers of lake craft between Buffalo and Duluth are
making contracts
which will keep the boat and ship building capacity of the lakes remarkable busy in the next few months.
New pipe lines are to be built and this
will help the iron trade.
Quite a number of railroads in the far West will
place orders for cars to a large amount just as soon as their managers see
prospects of a termination of the present conflict of interests. The smaller
industries thoughout the West have during the past two weeks felt a little
improvement in the way of urgent orders for work for early delivery, jobbers in Boston, New York and Philadelphia have recently had some encouragricultural

SOLIDIFIED PETROLEUM, FUEL.
According to the Revue Scientifique,
the problem of reducing petroleum to a solid state, available for practical purposes, has been solved by Dr. Kauffman, who has followed up
the experiments made in the United States with the admixing of soap.
He heated the liquid, to which from one to three per cent of common soap
had been added, half an hour, until the soap was completely dissolved,
when the mixture acquired the consistency of tallow. The article thus
obtained may be cut into pieces of suitable size for feeding to furnaces.
Solidified petroleum, although it does not kindle readily, burns slowly
and steadily and without smoke. The residual ash amounts to only two
per cent. The combustion is only one-third as rapid as that of an
equivalent weight of anthracite coal, while the amount of heat evolved
is

more

intense.

agement in the way of duplicate orders for the early 'delivery of staple
goods, whether it to be for locomotives or for cotton goods there is a

I

IT is natural to look for an improving demand in trade and manufacturing
at the opening of September. This anticipation is strengthened at presen
by several facts, chief of which is, that buyers generally have very little to
go and come on. Should there be a sudden rush of orders an enhancemeu
of values would be the natural result. As it is the productive capacity o
The bes
the country will probably save us from any such apprehension.
informed authorities in the trade West and East are expressing the opinion
in
inbut
modification
but
littl
there
will
be
little
that
values,
at this time
crease in business, and but little expansion of producing capacity for some

into account last spring the vague
dangers of the campaign, ""file" country
has been a good buyer in all branches. The managers of our industries
have done exceeding well.
The workman have acted wisely.
Trade
has been seeking new fields and our general market has been
quietly enlarging itself. West of the Mississippi trade has doubled itself since 1885.
Southern trade has been quadrupled in four years, so sav some of our en-
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THE WASHOUT.

THE o DECECO.

Dm
cuts show at a glance the
Dececo and of the Washout closets.

The above
of the

iii

Will
relative protection afforded

C
by

their water seals in the case

From its cheapness and apparent cleanliness, the Washout is probably the most popular closet in
use to-day. In one respect the two closets are alike they both depend for the exclusion of drain air
on the water in their traps. This is the season of the year when many families close their houses and
:

jeave them for varying periods. As soon as any closet is left to itself, evaporation begins to steal
away its water. In the case of the Washout, when the water has been lowered less than two inches,
this guard against drain and sewer air is removed.
In the Dececo over four inches, beginning with a
considerable body of ponded water, must be lost before the same condition exists.
It will

part which
It

be noted that in the Dececo the outlet channel is entirely covered with water, leaving no
ever brought into contact with fouling matter to give off emanations.

is

has also, and in the part where

it is

most needed, sufficient water

to

submerge and temporarily

deodorize fecal deposits.

The
filled

trap of th

with water.

Dececo

When

it

is in sight,

and there can be no question a*

appears to be right,

it is

to

whether or not

it is

properly

right.

THE DECECO COMPANY,
Vv
..

I.
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comment has been made upon an

k^

lished in a Boston

*

certain

closed his

Effect of

.....,,

architect
office,

article pubnewspaper, which mentioned that a

of

considerable

and abandoned

Government

his

note in that city had

profession, to accept a
of twenty-five hundred

position, at a salary
dollars a year; while two others had made application for
official positions at salaries of fifteen hundred dollars a
year.
The newspapers seem to think that architects must be persons
of very little courage or manliness, if three of them in a
single
city, who ought, as the journal which published the story

informs us, to be "able to earn an income of five thousand
dollars a year," are willing to give up this attractive
prospect
for a certainty of half or a third of that sum ; and it seems

only

fair to

come

to their defence

by pointing out that the probaan American town will ever be able

bility that any architect in
to earn five thousand dollars a

year by the practice of his profession is extremely small, and that the gentlemen in question,
who were more likely to understand the circumstances than
any one else, probably did what was most prudent for them.

would do no harm

have the public understand a little
the smalluess of the pecuniary rewards which come to architects. There is no profession
whose members are so savagely plundered and cheated by

ITbetter
those

than

whom

it

to

now does

they try their best to serve, yet there

is

perhaps

no profession, except that of the ministry, whose members, in
this country, at least, have incomes so uniformly modest.

Although the great competition among lawyers keeps the
younger ones poor for a few years, they may look forward
hopefully, if they persevere, to revenues from fees and trusts
which will make them rich before their middle life is past,
while even physicians, whose income is said to be, on an
average, smaller than that of any other professional men, may
reasonably hope for a practice of ten or twelve thousand
dollars a year as the result of exceptional ability and
industry.

With

We

architects the state of affairs is very different.
are
strongly inclined to believe that the number of architects in
each large American city whose income from their profession
amounts, on an average, to five thousand dollars a year can be
reckoned on the fingers of one hand, and that the few architects who earn more than this are not
always those whose
careers do most to bring credit to their profession, or to
advance the cause of art. Why this should be so, it would be

The civil engineers, whose method of
interesting to inquire.
service resembles that of architects, are much more successful
rewarded for it. One reason for this is
that important engineering works are always left under control
of their designers, who are paid in proportion to the skill and
responsibility involved, while the execution of a large builiUiig

in getting properly

No. 663.

in this

interference
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country accompanied with an amount of gratuitous
and imposition which reduce the margin which an
ircliitoct can save for himself after paying his draughtsmen to
very small proportions, even if he has not been bullied or deceived into accepting an inadequate compensation at the outset.
It is impossible for us, Americans, not to feel a little envy of
It is true
the more prosperous practice of architects abroad.
that competition is greater there, but the rewards of the successful men are also far greater.
As the cost of building is
greater in Europe than in this country, the architect's income
From commissions of the same number and importance is larger
there than here, while the expense of living is much less.
Moreover, the excessively costly offices maintained here, with
their scores of draughtsmen at salaries ranging from ten to a
hundred dollars a week, are unknown abroad, where an architect of reputation can have his choice of articled pupils who
render him skilful and enthusiastic assistance, and pay him a
is

1888.

Boston,

and, distances being
large sum for the privilege of doing so
comparatively trifling, while clerks-of-works are always kept,
at the owner's expense, on buildings of importance, a busy
architect, instead of having to spend almost his whole time in
;

racing around the country in terror lest one of his buildings
should come to grief before he can see it again, has plenty of
leisure to do his own designing, even to the details of the
mouldings and sculpture. Again, not only are the architect's
office expenses light, hut his pay is more certain, and, in imThere are few architects in
portant works, usually greater.
this country who could command the full commission of five
per cent for a building costing ten or twelve million dollars,
which is given as a matter of course abroad to any architect
who should show himself capable of designing such a structure ;
and if it were given here, it would be so loaded with conditions compelling the architect to pay the clerk-of-works, or to
give bonds for the completion of the building within the contract price, or a dozen other matters, as to reduce the architect's profit to a small sum, and burden him with exactions

which would prevent him from doing more profitable work.
In England a man like Street has no difficulty in carrying on
simultaneously the Law Courts and several other important
buildings in different parts of the country, making all the perspective studies, and, in the case of the Law Courts, at least,
all the drawings for mouldings, capitals and details of every
kind, with his own hand, reserving at the same time leisure for
daily exercise and recreation, and, in the hot season, leaving
his buildings, safe in the charge of a clerk-of-works, for whose
actions he assumes no responsibility, to enjoy a month or
two of sketching on the Continent. With us such a professional life would be utterly out of the question.
The only way
in which an architect here could get a month's vacation from
his business in summer would be either to have no business, or
to divide it with a partner ; yet the reward of the best American architect's years of unremitting toil and anxiety, if he is
so fortunate as to find constant employment, is a decent living
for himself and his family, while Street, Scott, Water-house

and

others, by middle life, have become very rich, Royal
Academicians, and distinguished members of the most distinguished society, and their rivals on the Continent get, in

addition, orders,

and

titles

of nobility.

fTTIIE public is certainly to be congratulated on the resolution
'X which has recently been taken by the managers of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, to rebuild all its bridges of short
span in brick or stone, instead of iron. The weight of locomotives has increased so much of late years that iron bridges
which were built with a large margin of safety are now dangerously tried by the trains passing over them, and the expense
of inspection and repair of iron bridges represents a large
For these reasons the engineers of the
interest on their cost.
road have decided that brick or stone arches, although much
more expensive in the first instance than iron trusses, will be
Aside from their greater
cheaper, as well as safer, in the end.
safety, however, bridges of masonry have the aesthetic advantage of being usually interesting, and often very beautiful
objects, while iron truss bridges have never yet been endowed
with anything more than an engineering attraction. The roughest stone arch across a roadway presents a beautiful combination of Hues, a fine contrast of light and shadow, and a
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picturesque effect of landscape beyond, together with an expression of quiet durability which is more needed in our architecture than any other artistic quality, and the more important
examples, such as the viaducts which are sure to be soon required at the entrance of railways into towns, may become
works of the highest art. In many cases they are likely to be
made so, if we may judge from the present tendency of railroad
managers to seek the assistance of architects for giving their per-

manent

structures

an attractive

air.

Already our country

railway-stations, under

professional care, are fast becoming
transformed from hideous sheds, covered with clapboards, into
charming buildings of stone, picturesque, solid and convenient,

often quite richly decorated, and generally surrounded by
The better class of these new
pretty and well-kept gardens.
stations in this country are far more beautiful than those of
foreign roads, and if the design of the bridges could be brought
up to that of the stations, the line of every well-managed road
would furnish a route of considerable artistic interest.

DETAIN

La Semaine des Conslructeurs one
on granite, or rather on the causes of
discoloration of granite by rust, and the methods of preIn most granite
venting and removing this discoloration.
sends to

of his sensible letters

countries a certain amount of iron is scattered through the
rocks beneath the surface of the earth, usually in the form of
sulphide, crystallized in the well-known cubical, gold-colored
The crystals of pyrites occur in
particles of iron pyrites.

other rocks besides granite, more particularly, perhaps,
and coal, and are frequently supposed to be gold.
Wherever they occur, they decompose on exposure to the
weather, leaving ultimately a free oxide of iron, which is
washed by rain over the surface of the stone. Many white or
mottled marbles also contain iron, which slowly imparts to the
surface, under the action of the weather, a warm burnt-sienna
This is not a serious disadvantage to marble, but in
color.
granite the iron stain combines disagreeably with the natural
color of the stone, and granites containing iron particles should
be rejected. According to M. Detain, the French granites of
a dark-gray color are rarely, if ever, affected by rust. Those
with white ground are more apt to contain iron, but are tolerably safe while those with pink or red ground are almost sure
With us, red granites are no more subject to rust
to rust.
There are some red granites which constains than others.
tain iron, but there is at least an equal number of gray and
white stones with iron particles in them, and as these soon

many

in slate

;

assume an unpleasant appearance on exposure, new granites
should be tested. The best test, and one which cannot be too
strongly recommended to architects who have occasion to try a
new stone, consists in a visit to the quarry, where its merits
and defects may, with a little care, be ascertained with cerbut washing the suspected stone with muriatic acid, and
tainty
;

allowing the acid to dry on, will often bring out the color of
iron.
Singularly enough, the same means answers for removing the rust stains which have already formed on a stone. The
muriatic acid readily dissolves the rust, and if it is then washed
off with plenty of clear water, the stain will disappear until
atmospheric influences have produced a new coat.

do not often have occasion to reproduce legends in these
pages, and legends do not often have architects for
heroes, but having come upon a pretty one which will be
new, we imagine, to most of our readers, we reproduce it for
hot-weather entertainment. The story is Roumanian, and is
" Land
to be found in Madame Gerard's
beyond the forest."
ballads
familiar
all over the
to
the
province, the
According
great Hospodar Negru, one of the principal characters in
Roumanian history, while detained in Constantinople as a hostin studying Oriental architecture, and
age, occupied himself
became so expert that he himself directed the building of a
great mosque, which had nine hundred and ninety-nine windows, and three hundred and sixty-six minarets. The Sultan
was so delighted with his success that he set him at liberty,
aud presented him with all the rich materials left over from
the building of the mosque, so that he might construct a church
with them in his native country. Negru took with him, therefore, not only the materials, but nine master masons, and the
Greek architect Manolli. On reaching home, Negru, accordin search of a site for his new church.
ing to the legend, goes

WE
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A shepherd boy tells him that near the River Arghisch, in a
dark thicket, he has seen an old ruined wall, at
sight of which
his

dogs

ural

fled,

howling.

direction,

Work

Negru looks upon

and leads

his

this as a supernatto the spot.

band of masons

immediately begun, but the Christian ground refuses
Moslem materials, and whatever they build durThe Prince is furious,
ing the day is overthrown at night.
threatening the masons with instant death if they do not build
the wall so it will stand, and they are in
despair, when Manolli
has a dream, in which he is told that if the first woman who
comes near the next day is seized and built into the walls the
celestial wrath will be appeased, and the work will stand.
On
waking, he relates his dream to his assistants, and binds them
by a mutual oath to obey the divine direction. At sunrise
Manolli mounts the staging, fearing to see some victim. He
hears sweet singing, and a little way off his eyes fall upon his
wife, Annika, bringing him bread and wine for his breakfast.
In terror he falls upon his knees and prays for a flood to
keep
her from reaching the building. His prayer is granted, and a
torrent rushes down the river-bed, but Aunika
bravely presses
Manolli
on, wading through the stream to reach her husband.
is

to support the

prays again for a hurricane, and "again his prayer is granted,
aud a furious wind bends the pine trees, almost carrying Annika
away, but she resists and struggles on, until she reaches the
walls.
The other masons, relieved from their own fears,
piously rejoice at this heaven-sent sacrifice, and Manolli, sadly
kissing his wife, carries her up to the scaffolding, and places
her in a niche. The masons tell her that they are going to
pretend to build her in as a joke, and Annika stands quietly
until she is held fast.
Then she cries to Manolli to release
her, but the masons work on relentlessly, and the walls rise
rapidly, while her dying voice still sounds from within them.
The Hospodar. finding the work going on so prosperously, asks
the men if they could ever build a still more lofty and beautiful church.
At their reply that they think they could do so,

he begins to fear that they will go and work for some of his
rival princes, and makes sure of preventing them by
removing
the ladders.
The men, finding no other way to escape, make
for themselves wings out of the shingles provided for the roof,
and jump down, but the wings fail to work as they should, and
the nine masons on striking the ground are killed, aud turned
into stones.
Manolli also leaps, but at the moment, hearing
from within the wall the voice of his poor wife calling to him,
he bursts into a flood of tears, and striking the ground like the
others, he becomes a spring of water, which is still flowing,
and bears to this day the name of Manolli's Well.

T17IIE Prize of Rome for 1888 has been awarded to M.
\j Joseph-Albert Tournaire, of Nice, a pupil of M. Andre.

We find an interesting illustration of the system of the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts in the fact that M. Tournaire was second

Grand Prize in 1882, and, after so
nearly winning it once, has worked patiently for six years
before his final success.
Judging from the time usually
necessary to enable a student in the school to win even a
second Grand Prize, his course must have lasted at least ten
years, and he has five years more of student life before him at
For all this M. Tournaire, who is now in
the Villa Medici.
his twenty-seventh year, is rather a young man to have reached
the highest academical honor, and he must have been an exceptionally brilliant student to gain the second place six years
The second in rank this year is M. Sortais, pupil of MM.
ago.
Daumet and Girault, who gained the third position in 1886 ;
and the third is M. Huguet, pupil of M. Blondel.
in the competition for the

O^OME

venders of modern antiquities have come to grief in
It seems
Paris, greatly to the satisfaction of collectors.
'
that some time ago a quantity of objects of antique art in
gold and silver were imported into France from Germany,
where they had just been made. The French custom-house
officers, not knowing of any law to justify them in seizing the
counterfeits, as they had not been offered for sale, and were

O

presented to them under their true character, as German manufactures, were obliged to be contented with stamping on each a
mark by which it might be subsequently known. Sometime
later, specimens were ascertained to have been sold, in which
this mark had been altered into a sort of antique cipher, and
the sellers, three Parisian bric-a-brac dealers, were arrested

and heavily

fined.
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

V.

1

l>iirci-l:iiu

knobs, b

square
1>\

the coach or lag screws
bolts already ilescribed, the only constructive bolts
used by the builder are such as are nec-

[SIDE from

holts,

They

but heavier and

are often

made

]

less finished.

few

to order, but a

sizes are kept in stock by some dealers.
to 1 inch bolts are used, 8
Ordinarily

Fig. 23.

to 24 inches long, with a square head
on one end and a thread and square nut at the other. In any

other cases requiring the use of constructive bolts, lag-screws
are generally found to answer every purpose, though stove-bolts,
Figure 23, are sometimes useful. These arc made with flat or
round heads. They are manufactured in six diameters, from
'
f inch, and thirty-two lengths, from {j-inch to 7 inches.
The manufacturers' list-prices are from $0.85 to $4.20 per
hundred. Sink-bolts are similar to the stove-bolts except that
the shank is threaded the whole length, and provided with two
nut:
Tire-bolts are like flat-headed stove-bolts, but are without the cross-cut in the head.
Many other forms of bolts are
in the market, but even the foregoing are rarely used by

A

.

the Stanley AVorks.

There

is

also another form, Figure 31, in
uliieh tin' spring is on one side

stair-rail

ul tin- bolt,

holding

essary in joining header and trimmer
In runs.
These are similar to the stairr:iil

Figure 30 shows a form of
spring-bolt manufactured

knolis, etc.

BOLTS.

and the

107

JVi?tos.

the notch in the .-hank
bolt either open or

tlic

shut.

Fig. 99.

Straight cupboard-Ix>lts, Figure 32, and flat cupboard-lwlts,
Figure 33, are manufactured in a variety of forms of which
those shown are
types.
They are
in the usual
variety

of

styles.

Figure

34

shows

what

designated

is

as a ship-bolt. Figure 35 is a variety
of side tin si i-l MI] i
adapted for chests,
desk-tops, etc.

Figure 36 and
Figure 37 are two
forms of bookcase-

builders.

DOOR-BOLTS.
Figure 24 shows the most

common form

of wrought-iron

This is
door-bolt, designated specifically as a "barrel-bolt."
made to screw onto the face of the door. The jamb-staple may
be plain, as in Figure 24 ; bent, Figure 25 ; or necked, Figure

The

26.

latter

is

for

a door swinging out,
which is to be bolted
All
on the inside.
of these forms are

Fig. 35.

The former

Fig, 34.

screwed flush on the edge of the standingdoor at the top, while a flat plate is attached to the edge of the
bolts.

is

made in cast
The iron bolts

likewise
brass.

may

be japanned,
tinned or bronzed,
and the knobs are
sometimes nickel-plated, tinned, or

or

brass

made

27,

are

-

'

On closing the latter, the brass plate strikes
swinging-door.
on the knob of the bolt and throws the bolt up into the cloor-

of

porcelain.

Neck - bol ts,
Fig. 25.

Fig. 35.

used

Figure

when

the bolt-plate or sta
pie cannot be put directly on the line of
the face of the door.

The

style

shown by

the illustration

is

that

manufactured by the
Stanley Works, and

Fig. 26.

is made additionally
strong by a central rod running into the bolt and riveted to the
similar style
edge of the bolt-plate as shown by the figure.
of bolt with a flat bar and
a raised end instead of a
knob, Figure 28, has a
flat spring between the
bolt and the plate, serving to keep the former

A

in position.

Figure 29 shows a
form which is designated
as

and

a mosquito-bar bolt,
is used for a number

of light purposes.

It

is

made without any jambstaple.

Excepting Figure 28,
the

foregoing bolts are

Fig. 28.

made without any springs.

Much

the same patterns are found in the market under the
designation of spring-bolts, the bolt being held either open
or shut by means of a spring inserted under the bolt
against
the bolt-plate.
These are in a number of varieties, in-

cluding neck-bolts, straight^bolts, square or round bolts, with
>

Continued from No.

661,

page

85.

Fig. 38.

soffit,

Fig. 39.

Fig. 40.

Fig. 41.

the knob shank following the oblique cut in the plate

;

a
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spring throws the bolt down whim the door is opened. The
action of Figure 37 is somewhat different.
The bolt is mortised into the soffit or the bottom of the door-frame, and the
two plates are screwed to the tops of the doors. For a bolt as
shown by the figure, the right-hand door is closed first, when
the other door is closed it strikes the bevelled connection of the
bolt, forcing it up and consequently forcing the other arm of
The
the bolt down into the plate on top of the right-hand door.
doors can then be locked together with a key or catch, though
the friction on the striker will keep them closed.
spring
This form of
forces the bolt up when the left door is opened.

it

[VOL.
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Figure 45, shows another device in which the
thrown by turning the knob.
peg at the back of the

in position.

bolt

XXIV.

A

A

bolt

can be used for cupboards, wardrobes, etc., but we do not
of its having ever been applied successfully to large

know

double-doors.
Flat-tail-bolts, Figure 38, are intended for high doors requiring to be bolted at the top, and are made in a number of different lengths, from one to seven feet.
When the bolt is shot it
is kept from
slipping down by a rebate in the shank which
catches on the lowest staple, as seen by the figure.
Figure 39
is a form of bolt used for shutters
having a wide bearing on
each side. It is provided with a locking lever at the upper
The same form is made
side, catching in a notch on the bolt.
without the locking-lever. Canada-bolts, Figure 40, consist of a
long, square shank or bolt, with mineral or porcelain knob.
The bolt is kept from slipping by a short, flat spring underneath.
These are sold with several varieties of staples.
The following table gives the average retail prices of the
bolts previously enumerated.
Only the principal sizes are listed, but these will be sufficient to give an idea of the cost.

O

o

TABLE OF PLAIN BOLTS.
Prices per dozen.

Fig.

Length In inches.

24

Wrought-iron barrel-bolt

25

Wrought-irou barrel-bolt
bent staples
Wrought-iron barrel-bolt
necked staples
Wrought - iron
round,
neck bolts

common

26
27

-

Wrought

28

staples

iron

bolts

,

Wrought-iron,

31

Wrought-iron side spring

4.00

1.15

3.40

32

bolts
Brass straight cupboardbolts

Fig. 43.

Fig. 42.

knob works
3.10

3.50

2.45

3.65 4.70

bolt.

in a horizontal slot in a tail-piece attached to the
Raising the bolt brings the peg in the line of the centre

knob and so locks it.
There are several varieties of latch spring

of rotation of the

flush-bolts, iu

1.115

square,

spring bolts

flat

3.25

-bar

30

Brass

1.10
2.2.-,

O

square,

neck bolts
Brass mosquito

29

12

1

.20

1.110

1.7(1

2.40
5.!).-,

cupboard-

bolts

JUS

Brass ship flush-bolts
2.40
Brass side flush-bolts
Brass
bookcase - bolts,

one

37

size

2.10

Brass bookcase
one size

Wrought-iron

catch
2.10
flat-tail

bolts

Wrought-iron

10.20

shutterWrought-iron
bolts with lock
Canada
Wrought-iron
bolts

26.25

shutter-

bolts-plain

1.40

l.s:;

2.68

1.49

I

M

2.77

2.80

4.32

For front and vestibule doors in two folds as well as for
other double doors some form of mortise -bolt is
required.
These may be mortised into the edge or sunk flush with the
face of the standing door.
Figure 41 shows the ordinary sunk
flush-bolt.
This pattern is made with plates three-fourths inch
wide and bolts from six to twenty-four inches long. The retail
prices average from $5.60 to $9.52 per dozen in bronzed
Bolts of similar description but with a
wrought-iron.
square
rod, Figure 42, are made with plates one and one-fourth inches
wide and fifteen to sixty inches long, costing $9.80 to $23.60 per dozen in bronzed iron, with bronze knob. The same
styles of bolts are also made in cast brass ; a few dealers keep
them in stock nickel-plated. The pattern represented by
Figure 42, is, of course, used only on the face of a door.
mortise flush-bolt is one which is mortised into the thickness of the door and is operated by a knob or handle
working
in a face-plate, Figure 43, illustrates one
The bolts
variety.
are made from nine to forty-eight inches long, and the retail
prices are from $1.50 to $1.80 each, in bronze.
Figure 44, illustrates a form of self-locking flush-bolt.
lever on the bottom of the bolt catches over a shoulder on the
To release the lever it is
face-plate when the bolt is shot.
simply pushed inward, a coiled spring at the top otherwise holding

A

A

Fig. 44.

Fig. 45.

Fig. 31.

which the knob remains thrown out but can be drawn down by
a pull within convenient reach of the hand.
Figure 46 illus;rates one such
arrangeme nt. P. & F. Corbin also manufacture
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a latch-spring holt which is mortised into the edge of the door,
and in which the latch bolt is released by pressing on the face-

MILAN.

IV.

II.

plate.

For store doors it is customary to use bolta applied to the
face of the door instead of beIn this
ing mortised-in flush.
case the upper bolt is attached
a chain which hangs about
from the floor. The lower bolt is held up by a spring,
but can be pressed down into
place with the foot, a spring
catch on the face holding the
to

six feet

bolt

when down.

e

Monum.nt

at Mil.n to thtt*

there are

who

ftll

it

Mtnt.ni.

Belli,

Sculptor.

the world any religious structures which are
anywhere
larger than Milan Cathedral, it is nevertheless the largest among
those built of marble. The first stone was laid in 1386
by Jean
Galcas Visconti, who, having poisoned his uncle Barnabas, believed,
according to the opinion of the times, that by this work of piety he
would gain divine forgiveness. Many religious foundations of these
days had no other origin. The name of the architect who made
the design is not definitely known.
Commonly a German artist,
Heinrich Aries of Gmiind, is credited with it; but this
story
is
There was at that time
usually contradicted by the Italians.
at Coma, near Milan, a school of masons and architects who
played
an important role in the architectural history of Italy, and who were
employed on all important constructions from one end of the peninsula to the other.
On the register of those concerned in the construction of the cathedral are the names of many of the members of
this school, which allows us to suppose that the
building is the fruit
of a collective collaboration. Many foreign artists of
great renown
were also called from time to time to give advice and counsel, and
among them figured with some prominence Nicolas Bonaventure and
Mignot, Frenchmen, toward the end of the 14th century, and some
architects of Freiburg.
But the Italian artists always carried on a
smothered warfare against these foreigners, and forced them to withdraw. In 1486, the Duke Sforza, the successor of the Visconti, demanded that the magistrates of Strasbourg should send him the
architects of their cathedral, that they might eolve certain difficulties
of construction which retarded the completion of this
building.
in

T

IF

Fig.

4.

Fig. 48.

Figures 44 to 46 inclusive, are types of a great variety
styles manufactured in several different metals with all
kinds of finish and design. It is, therefore, impracticable to
give for these any average prices which could serve as fair
of

criterions.

The Hopkins & Dickinson Manufacturing Co., have recently
put on the market a form of flush-bolt intended specially for
Dutch doors, that is to say, doors in two folds, horizontally.
Figure 47 illustrates this. The bolt-plate is about seven inches
The
long, and is rebated to match the rebates of the doors.
retail price of a single bronze bolt is $2.50.
Engine-house bolts are made in a variety of forms generally
so as to permit of being opened easily, by a large catch or
latch which throws the bolts up and down from bottom and top.
These cost from $6 to $9 each, though it is impossible to give
any fair general price as the bolts are made only to order.
[To be contlnned.l

AN ARCH-SOLOGIST'S ACUTENBSS. As already announced, a remarkable archa;ological discovery has just been made in German Altenburg,
a small town between Vienna and Presburg, on the Danube.
From
further details now published it appears that Professor Hauser under
whose direction the Carnuntum excavations are carried on, ever on the
alert, had for a month past observed the color of an extensive cornHe found an elevated post of observafield, which varied in everyT>art.
tion, and, after a week's close attention, declared it to be his opinion
was
cornfield
over
the site of an ancient amphitheatre.
that the
growing
His drawings showed that the oblong centre piece was somewhat concave, and the corn was quite ripe in that part, because there was so
much soil between the surface and the bottom of the theatre. Elliptical
lines of green, growing paler the higher they rose, showed the seats,
and lines forming a radius from the centre showed the walls supporting
the elliptical rows of scats. The Professor waited impatiently for the
corn to ripen, and the moment it was cut the excavations began. They
have shown that the almost incredible suggestion was perfectly correct.
Six inches below the soil the top of the outer wall was found, and from
there the soil gradually grew thicker until the bottom of the arena was
reached, the pavement of which is in perfect condition. From the
theatre a paved road leads to the Camp of Carnuntum. As soon as the
theatre has been entirely freed of soil covering it, all the measurements
will be taken, and it will be ascertained what arena it is.
London
Times.

This variety of collaboration had naturally enough as a
consequence
the debasing of the style of the monument and destruction of the
of
the
without
which
there can be no perfect work of
unity
design,
architecture.
ach one wished to correct and modify and undo
that which his predecessor had done, and this
interrupted succession
of workers has completely destroyed the
purity of the original conIt was, nevertheless, an Italian artist who
ception.
gave the finishing touch to the monument, born under an evil star. In 1560
Cardinal Borromeo intrusted the direction of the works to
Pellegrino
Tibaldi, an artist of the post-Miehael-Angelesque school.
This
artist was educated in the principles of the Decadence, and finished
by giving to the monument that baroque air which prevents it from
Tibaldi held
figuring amongst the monuments of the best school.
the Gothic style in horror as a foreign importation, and
earnestly
set himself about disfiguring the edifice and
destroying so far as
He could not destroy the general
possible, every trace of its origin.
ordonance of the design, but he introduced changes enough to make
the incongruity visible.
It was he, for instance, who
opened the
five doorways in the facade, instead of
leaving them three as consecrated by long usage, and who decorated the windows in so inharmonious a manner. Thanks to his efforts the cathedral in some
ways looks more like a building of the Renaissance than a monument of Gothic times.
Napoleon I, when he arrived in Italy, also wished to take a hand
in the matter, since the fa.;;nl,- was not yet finished.
In eight years
it was entirely finished, but we
recognize to-day that it disfigures the
monument instead of completing it. The Italian Government has
'Continued from No.
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wished tliat this Gothic build(hould have a Gothic facade, and it is to be hoped that the selected
architects will know how to repair the injuries which their ancestors
did to this fine monument.
The interior of the cathedral is in greater harmony. Here the
The five naves covered
original design has been better respected.
by Gothic vaults are separated by 52 octagonal columns 25 metres
and 39 centimetres high. The capitals, elongated drums in form,
are conceived in a bizarre taste, but they are not wanting in majesty
and the windows which form the end of the apse allow entrance to
the interior of rays of light, mitigated and softened, which do no harm
On the left on entering
to the religious character of the place.
are the baptismal fonts. They say that the porphyry basin which
contains the holy water formerly belonged to the baths of Maximian
Hercules. According to the Ambrosian rite, which is followed in
the diocese of Milan, baptism is made here by immersion, as was
practised everywhere before the decisions of the Council, which
arranged things differently. The Ambrosian rite, which dates from
Barnabas, a disciple of St. Paul, was definitely regulated by St.
Ambrose, who governed Milan at the time of Theodosius the Great.
The essential difference between it and the Roman rite consists
mainly in baptism by immersion, in the details of the liturgy, and in
the manner in which are celebrated the holy mysteries, besides the
prolongation of the carnival up to the first Sunday of Lent.
On the right in the transept can be observed the tomb of Giacomo de' Medici, the design of which is attributed to Michael
Angelo. Not far from there the visitor's eye is caught by the statue
It is an anatomical study renof the half-flayed St. Bartholomew.
dered with such brutality of chisel that it would be more in place at
the entrance of a clinical lecture-room or in the court-yard of the
shambles than under the vaults of a church. The author had the
ingenuousness to engrave on the pedestal the following inscription:
" Non me Praxiteles sed Marcus
'Jhe statement
Jinxit Ayrates."
seems rather superfluous, for it would never have occurred to
anybody to attribute this statue of the amphitheatre to a celebrated
Greek sculptor.
short distance from the sacristy are the stairways which lead to the tomb, where sleeps clothed in his pontifical
Marvels of the goldsmith's art and
robes, St. Charles Borromeo.
the chisel of the sculptor have been combined to embellish this mausoleum but aside from the richness of the decoration, it lacks every
artistic value.
The chapel alone has cost not less than 4,000,000
lira.
The wood-carvings of the choir, as well as the designs of the
windows in the apse, are the works of foreign artists, brought here at
the end of the fourteenth century, and notably of Nicolas BonaThis is
venture, Jean Mignot, and Jean Campanios, a Norman.
the portion of the church where is to be found the simple and
archaic character of the early times.
As I have already observed, the Cathedral of Milan cannot be
rigorously considered a monument which indisputably belongs to the
Gothic style, but it is none the less beautiful for that. After all,
the purity of style which we ordinarily exact when we encounter
works of architecture is the result of prejudice and pedantry, rather
than of an exact conception of good taste. What we demand in an
edifice is that it should please the eye, should realize an esthetic conception of it, should incarnate in some form or other the beautiful
and, especially, should faithfully respond to its intended use.
theatre should inspire mirth, awaken ideas of worldly recreation, and carry the mind of the spectator to a contemplation
of fiction and poetry.
temple ought to awaken the sentiment of prayer and symbolize according to the spirit of the
religion to which it belongs the aspiration of man toward God.
In China, where religion is a very vague and very undecided manifestation of faith, and where the idea of God is found mingled with
superstitious beliefs and philosophical traditions, religious architecture
The pagoda, with its
lacks every indication of a pious character.
uniform type, is a public edifice whose beauty and richness can vary
according to the locality, but which is not capable in its structure of
revealing any religious idea whatever.
At Rome and in Greece, where paganism was only the humanization of faith cut up into many incarnations of which each was the
manifestation of one of the forces of Nature, religious architecture
had as many types as there were divinities on Olympus; and that
explains to us why the religious buildings were so numerous and so
The Christian religion is the only one which has endeavored
varied.
to put man en rapport with God through prayer.
Elsewhere it is
lak-ly held a competition, since people
ing;

;

A

;

A

A

sometimes terror, sometimes bestial superstition, sometimes blind subHere it is the
mission, which forms the base of the dogma.
necessity of constantly communicating with the Supreme Being of
imbibing at the divine source every rule of life's conduct, and of remaining constantly in communication with the forces of truth which
determines the exterior character of our religion. Thus, then, the
this inchurch must especially express this need of approach,
stinct of aspiring towards Heaven; and every race has expressed
this architectural tendency according to its temperament.
The
people of the North, deprived of sun and flowers and of that
splendor of nature which embellishes the South, have given to their
temples a calm, severe and meditative physiognomy, from which the
Gothic architecture has had its birth. The people of the South,
more easily moved, more impulsive, habituated to satisfy their eyes
with smiling and luminous landscapes, desired churches in which
should be reflected the joyousness and radiance of the southern

nature.
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exaggeration of these two tendencies has produced, as
pedants who always assert purity of type in those
monuments to which they accord their admiration, a manifest exaggeration in the artistic creations which have resulted from them. The
Gothic is poor and mournful. It suggests to the mind funereal and
despairing thoughts, and gives to religion a signification which it
ought not to have, since it is composed, before all, of love and hope.
The style of the Italian Renaissance on the other hand, which is the
only one which can be contrasted with the Gothic, removes from
Gothic architecture every severe and restful note. It accumulates
too thoughtlessly all kinds of ornamental motives, and with a purely
worldly intention of rejoicing the eyes and from a distance the imagination, it gives to the religious edifice a mundane aspect which does
not answer precisely to its intention. One seems to be more conscious of the presence of God under the vaults of the Cathedral of
Strasbourg than before the tombs of the apostles in St. Peter's at
say

the

Rome.
In reality, when one judges a monument, he ought to listen attentively to the sensations which it awakens; to ask himself if these
sensations are still in accord with the object to which this monument
dedicated and when the pleasure which one experiences in beholding it is found to be not in contradiction to the sentiment which
has compelled us to examine it, it may be admired without reservation and especially without asking one's self if the building can be
is

;

accredited to any particular style.
I have
attempted to state briefly these views, apropos of the
Cathedral at Milan precisely because, as a usual thing, this building
is accused of being not
exactly Gothic nor quite Italian. It shall be
whatever one wishes it to be. I will assert even, that it is one as
well as the other but that which it unquestionably is, it is, amongst
the edifices of Southern Europe, perhaps the only one which translates with the greatest eloquence the irresistible movement which
draws man towards God.
After the cathedral, the most interesting church which can be
;

is that of St.
Ambrogio. The personage who bears this
one of the most important figures in the history of the
Milanese. St. Ambrogio was born a Gaul, at Treves, about 340. He
followed the calling of barrister
but when Probus, the pretorian
prefect, destined him to the government of Liguria and Emilia, to
which at that time the City of Milan was attached, in the course of
a civil outbreak he showed himself animated by a lively interest in
the well-being of the people, so that he was elected bishop by acclamation. He desired to decline because he was not yet a Christian,
and up to that time had practised the religion of the Druids but he
was baptised and consecrated priest, and could then discharge those
episcopal functions with which he had been invested. The democratic sentiments which had captivated the popular favor did not
desert him after his elevation.
He opposed an heroic resistance to

seen at Milan

name

is

;

;

the outrageous pretentions of the Empress Justine, who favored
Aryan heresy. To satisfy the needs of the poor he caused to be
sold the sacred vases, and refused to admit to the church the Emperor Theodosius, until he had done penance for the massacre with
which he had soiled himself at Thessalonica in 394. He died three
years after. He was in some sort the torch of the church, which,
since the death of Lactantius had remained without light.
The
Milanese held him in great veneration, so much so that they are still
The church which to-day bears his name, and of
styled Ambrosians.
which the first stone was laid in his episcopacy in 387, rears itself
over the site of an ancient temple dedicated to Bacchus. It could
be likened to a museum, because of the variety of inscriptions, busts,
monuments, bas-reliefs, and other relics and historical curiosities
which it contains. Since its foundation it has been rebuilt, remodeled, and altered, and finally the same Tibaldi, who did so much
to alter the character of the cathedral, was also called in to complete
the architecture of this church. Such as we see it to-day, it offers
the perfect image of a vaulted Lombardic basilica, which hardly
dates back farther than the twelfth century, for the bay of the nave,
under which is placed the bishop's pulpit, fell for the last time in
1196.
It is in this basilica that St. Ambrose repulsed the Emperor
Theodosius, and it is here also that St. Augustine abjured his errors.
The church is preceded by a vestibule of the ninth century, surrounded by a vaulted portico without ribs, the walls of which still
bear traces of the inscriptions of the twelfth century and paintings
of the same date.
The temple is entered through three doorways,
the middle one of which, of cypress wood, is magnificently carved,
and is, according to many archaeologists, a work of the eighth cenThe interior is composed of three naves of Romanesque
tury.
architecture.
Over the meeting of the transepts with the apse rises
a dome. The columns which support the naves are covered with
The dome is octagonal, with pendenstucco in imitation of marble.
tives.

Under the grand nave may be noticed a porphyry column, bearing
on its summit a bronze serpent, which came from Constantinople, and
which, according to popular traditions, is nothing less than the famous
brazen serpent which Moses showed to the people of Israel, and
which must hiss at the end of the world. But the greatest artistic
curiosity which this church contains is the golden paliotto, or retable
of the altar, sculptured and enriched with precious stones, the work
of Volvinio.
It is the oldest piece of goldsmith's work known
in Italy
and this monument proves that this admirable art, which
Benvenuto Cellini was to carry in the sixteenth century to its highest degree of perfection, was then broadly known iu Italy and had
;
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made considerable progress
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at a time
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when

the other plastic

building, moreover,

is

a combination of several kinds of architecture.

in its columns,

Byzantine in

dome, and Lombard

its

the square towers which rise upon its flanks; but its principal feature consists in the Roman colonade which borders the Corso
di 1'orta Ticinese before a courtyard which lies l>efore the church.
These Corinthian columns still preserve, although damaged by a fire

It was
of St. Eustorgio is also one of the oldest.
erected by the archbishop of this name on the occasion when lie
transported from Constantinople the three bodies which are considered to be those of the three Magi. The facade which we now see
is modern, but the apse is older than the tenth century.
From the point of view of the history of modern art Santa Maria

The Church

in

in 1071, that grandiose aspect which distinguishes from ordinary
things the relics of the Roman period. They are more important
here because Milan, in spite of the leading role which she formerly

The dome and the sacristy
delle Grazie deserves special mention.
passed as being designed by Bramantc, the compatriot, the friend,
of Raphael.
indeed recognize in this ingenious
the

Roman

administration, has only preserved very few reare told that these columns belonged formerly
The name of the city also is found assoto the baths of Maximian.
ciated with the history of the most important act of the reign of
Emperor Justinian, for it was at Milan that was published in the
year 818, in the Church of St. Thecla the imperial edict which

played in

We

mains of the period.

protector
architecture, so gracious, so precious, so pretty, the style of that
architect who was just then the master of the destinies of the
Clnm-h (jf St. IVtcr at Home, and who had all the qualities of an
The great
artist of the first order, except grandeur of conception.
doorway which opens in the midst of the facade, is surely a chef-d'oeuvre of the Renaissance, and must even be considered one of the
purest, finest, most irreproachable fragments which this epoch, so
much discussed, so capable of being much discussed, has left to us.
It is in the old refectory of the convent that we go to look up the
" Last
Supper," by Leonardo da Vinci, that grand artist who had the
enviable happiness of surpassing all his contemporaries and survivof which he left us almost nothing.
ing almost all of his works,
There were only a few Greek or Roman artists who enjoyed this
kind of glory. The history of this mural painting is singular: Leonardo worked over it six years; sometimes he spent several conseeutivo days at his task ; sometimes he remained whole weeks without
adding a brush stroke. He mingled at night with the frequenters
of taverns in order to discover a type for the face of Judas.
It is
"
was painted in oil or in
not known whether the "Last Supper
fresco.
Certain is it that the master prepared the surface after a
process of his own, and it proved that his plastering was defective.
Half a century later the painting was already dropping off in scales ;
and today we know the " Last Supper "only by the copies which
were made before it was wholly destroyed. The neglect of the
monks greatly hastened its ruin. In 1652 they cut off the legs of the
Savior and his apostles for the sake of enlarging the door of the
refectory. In 1726 they gave the coup de grace by intrusting the restoration to a certain Bellotti, who daubed it over to such a degree as
to make it unrecognizable. He had the assurance to entirely repaint
it, so that what we see today, in the place where was the chef-d'oeuvre
of Leonardo, is only the imitation of the restorers. In 1 796 a French
general turned the refectory into a stable and then into a hayloft.
Finally, they attempted, but without result, a new restoration.
best copies are those of Marco D'Oggione, pupil of Leonardo,

Roman

It is

in their infancy.

granted

We

full liberty to

practise

all

forms of religion.

[To be continued.]

[Contributor! are requested to tend with their drawingt full and
adequate deicriptiont of the building*, including a statement of cost.
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houses Nos. 39 and 40 Beacon street as originally built were
and cornice carved in
solid wood.
The porches and door and window trimmings were
Another story of
of white marble, the body of the walls of brick.
rooms has been added, the cornice, which was very much decayed,
removed and replaced in marble, which material was also used in the
At the same time, house No. 39
decoration of the additional story.
was thoroughly remodelled internally, a wing in the rear rebuilt, and
in place of the picture-gallery which it originally contained, a ballroom has been made. This is richly decorated with woodwork delicately carved and with silk hangings upon the walls.
three stories in height with pitched roof,

The
and

the engraving by Morghen.

Milan possesses also a church in which we recognize the perfect
type of the style of the Decadence. It is called Santa Maria presso San
Celso, and it is attributed to Bramante, but I share the contrary opinion with Mongeri, who believes that it was designed by Dolcebono, one
In truth, the general disposition of the moof Bramante's pupils.
tives, the excessive exuberance of ornament, the odd mixture of

VIEWS IN MILAN, ITALY.
THE CATHEDRAL: THE ARENA:
MARIA DELLE GRAZIE: THE ROMAN COLONNADE.

obelisks, torch-holders, statues, and particularly the device adopted
of giving emphasis to the horizontal lines, perfectly characterize

SEE

Dolcebono's manner. AVe can say that this church presents one of
the most perfect models of architectural aberration which Italy fell
into after the death of Bramante and Michael Angelo, for all the
oddities of baroque taste are found united here, as can be judged
from the design which we will lay before our readers.
Five kilometres from Milan lies the Chartreuse of Chiaravalle, so
named because it was founded by the French monks from Clairvaux.
The history of this foundation is quite curious. In 1134 the Abbot
Bernard, w'lose reputation for great sanctity had already preceded
him, arrived at Milan, having been called upon to put an end to a
conflict which had arisen between the Aliianese and Pope Innocent
1 1.
He was received and lodged with great honor in the Monastery
of St. Lorenzo and as the nobility of the city were exceedingly satisfied with the manner in which he discharged his delicate mission
they besought him to found near the city an establishment regulated
by the same laws which had already rendered the Abbey of Clair-

on Milan elsewhere
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LIGHT-HOUSE ADMINISTRATION.
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vaux prosperous and celebrated. St. Bernard yielded to their desires,
and in a short ten years the colony of Chiaravalle had !>ecoiue the
centre of the agricultural prosperity of all Lombardy.
The abbey is
very remarkable because of the purity of its Gothic style and
for the grace and justness of its proportions.
It contains within
very remarkable paintings of the Lombard school, of which, we
know, Leonardo da Vinci was the founder. Its clock-tower is a
chef-d'oeuvre of elegance and boldness, and rises, with much vigor
above the imposing mass of the church without crushing it and
without diminishing its majesty
a thing which is always a very
difficult problem for an architect to solve.
It is octagonal in form
to the height of the upper roof, which sustains the spire, and is composed of several rows of doors and windows arranged with a rich
The readers of the American Architect will remark that
simplicity.
this tower is very similar to the type generally adopted
by a great
numl>er of American architects.
It would not be possible to leave this review of the chief churches
of Milan without mentioning San Lorenzo, which, according to tradition was a building erected by St. Ambrogio over the ruins of the
Baths of Hercules. The plan of the building and the structure of its
dependencies give much support to this tradition. The capitals, the
.sarcophagi and certain chapels all belong to the Roman epoch. The

j
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fifth-order lights two keepers each, and sixth-order lights one keeper.
The number of keepers is sometimes augmented when the light is
At sixth-order
situated on isolated points or uninhabited islands.
does not prevent, the keeper is
light's, where the nature of the service
allowed to have other occupation in addition.

HOLLAND.
of the coast lights, buoys and beacons of Holland is solely in the hands of the government, and rests with the
is an inspector-general
Ministry for the Marine, under whom there
and seven inspectors for as many districts, who arc charged with the
The
direction and superintendence of their branch of the service.
on the list of
cost of construction and maintenance is

The management

placed yearly

Government expenses.

of only local importance are exlights being generally
cluded from the care of the Government, being under the direction
Plans and specifications
of the communities where they are situated.
for the construction of light-houses are furnished by the Governbidder.
ment, and the work is let by contract to the highest
There are no general instructions for the district inspectors. The
of each district.
regulations conform to the local circumstances
In addition to the inspections by district inspectors, a general inat times not stated.
spection is made by the inspector-general
and beacons are maintained by contract.

The harbor
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special peculiarity of the Burgundian house, found nowhere
spiral staircase built upon the street front, and making
a vestibule for the ground floor.
At Avallon, at Flavigny, in the little town of Semur in Auxois,
and even at Uijon, there are still to be seen the remains of houses
planned as shown in Figure 12. In the middle of the front is the
else,

was the

staircase, A, corbelling out above the entrance-door, ZJ; to the left
or right, according to the enclosure of the staircase, is the door, C,
and F,
opening into the first room, D, which communicates with
the plan being the same on each floor.
From the middle room 1,
which is an ante-room separating the salons
and F, there is an
An elevation of the street-front is given
exit to the court or garden.

E

E

in

Figure 13.
entrance-door B,

The
case,

whose outer wall

is

sheltered by the overhang of the staircarried on the ends of the steps which

is

Buoys

BELGIUM.
construction of Belgian light-houses and harbor-lights is part
of the general administration of road and bridges (Ponts el Chausof the Minister of Public Works.
sees) under the superintendence

The

An

is appropriated for repairs and maintenance.
care of the light-houses is intrusted to the navy after they have
been built by the engineers of the Fonts et Chaussees. The navy is
"
under the control of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, and the bud"
for supplies and salaries.
get includes each year the sum necessary
on the coast of the North Sea are under the
The

annual sum

The

light-houses

authority of the Inspector of Pilotage at Ostend.
The inspectors of pilotage see that the lights are lit at the proper
The keepers, watchhours, and are kept in an efficient condition.
men, etc., are under the orders of these inspectors who have the
are inright to suspend them for five days; heavier punishments
flicted by the General Director of the navy, which can only be remitted by the Minister.
Public
Light-house apparatus is purchased by the Department of
Works from those makers who seem to offer the best guaranty.
The Departments of Foreign Affairs and of Public Works consult
of the
together concerning any proposed changes in the lighting
coasts.

AUSTRIA.

The superintendence

of all the Austrian light-houses, buoys

and

beacons belongs to the Imperial Royal Admiralty.
The deputies of the Exchange at Trieste attend to the manage-

ment

of light-houses

and instruct their

inferiors.

The

duties of

these deputies include the erection of light-houses, repairs, salaries
of keepers and their discipline; they also collect light-house taxes
and appoint the keepers.
All taxes levied on commercial vessels belong to the Treasury of
the deputation of the Imperial Exchange Commission, in order to
pay for the lights and all necessary expenses, repairs and renovations.
Every renovation or alteration of a light is first submitted for
approval to the Admiralty by the Commission of Exchange, and the
necessity for a new light is investigated by a commission.

.

Fig. 13.

form corbelling upon the front: the entrance to the cellar, O, is
practically under the sill of one of the windows on the ground-floor.
The cellars in Burgundy, have always been an important feature.
The plan of this house was simple, economical and roomy. On
the first and second floors E, was an ante-room between the salons
D and F.
Burgundy furnished a very excellent hard stone strong enough to

(To be continued.)

MEDIAEVAL HOUSES.'

III.

Fig. 14.

carry the small stair-tower, built in a curious manner on the outer
end of the steps of the first turn.

Fig. 12.

\ITIIE

influence of the different schools of art of the provinces was
as strongly felt in these dwellings as in the churches and public
house of Bourgogne is not quite the same as a
buildings.
house of Aquitaine, of the Isle de France, or of Normandy.
J I

A

1

Translated from the French of Viollet-le-Duc, by Mr. A. B. Bibb.

from page

309,

Ho.

653.

Continued

The dwelling of this epoch in each province had a certain general
common to all and adapted to the social requirements of the

plan

time, but, in the details, such as the shape and position of the openings, and that sort of thing, there was great variety.
The period was distinguished for great individuality of thought ;
every one consulted his own tastes or his personal wants in preference
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No municipality had then conto merely imitating his neiglilxir.
ecivcd the idea of imposing on all the proprietors in the same strcd
a uniform style of architecture. In those times of reputed great
of a
oppression, no authority had yet tried to mould the dwellings
thousand citizens after a common type. Each man's consciousness
of his own individuality and personal responsibility was too great
for him to suppose, for an instant, that men would allow themselves
to be enclosed, like animals in a zoological garden, in barracks of a
uniform style, designed only to please the eye of the sightseer.
Stone gutters inclining toward two different gargoyles and carried
on projecting brackets appear in the elevation, J igure 13. This
arrangement is still common in Burgundy and in upper Champagne,
where long and durable stones for the gutters may be had. Klsewhere hollow l>eams, or planks covered with lead, are used. From
the middle of the thirteenth century, in Burgundy and in Champagne, water from the roof was discharged through projecting gargoyles.

Several charming houses of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
standing at Vitteaux (Cote-D'or) some years ago, have been almost
One of them, dating from the second
all demolished or altered.
half of the thirteenth century, shows in plan life following arrangement on the ground floor (rig. 14) At A, under the enclosure of
the staircase is the entrance-door, as in the preceding example. The
door of the cellar opens on the street at B. The entrance-door
opens into the little vestibule C, from which one passes straight on to
the kitchen D, or, turning to the left, enters the salon. The plan is
n peated on the first floor and gives two chambers while in the
second, under the roof, is a large space divided in the middle of the
:

;

building.
The elevation (Fig. 15) shows, at A, the entrance-door, and, at B,
the door of the cellar. The stair-tower is no longer carried on the
ends of the steps, but on a flat and well-proportioned stone band.
At the top the stair-tower loses the cylindrical form and becomes
hexagonal, doubtless to lessen the difficulties of covering the roof.
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cost more, are less healthy and commodious, and are
remarkably
ugly imitations of the large
bourgeois" houses of the cities.
There was no richness of ornamentation in these buildings, and
they were generally entirely without carving previous to the
fifteenth century; nor had they the
vulgar symmetry so much prized
by the modern magistracy. What pleases and charms us in these
modest dwellings, is the impression of the satisfied wants and habits
of the family which they sheltered; the sincerity of their construct ion,

the forethought, skill and spirit with which the' architect has
profited
by the various accidents of the given problem.
Were one of our modern cities to be buried in ashes, like
Pompeii,
it would be
very difficult for the archai-ological discoverer, two thousand years hence, to get an idea of the tastes, manners and habits of
the generation which had built them if, on the
contrary, we go into
a fairly well-preserved house of the Middle Ages, everything
speaks
of the life of its former inhabitants, whom we find to have been
of
distinctive
character
and
varied
with
their own
people
tastes,
traditions and tendencies.
The hotels of the lords, and the houses of the rich and influential
commoners, were distinguished unmistakably from the dwellings of
the commercial or manufacturing citizens. The latter built their
fronts upon the street, while the houses of the nobles and
great commoners were retired from public gaze behind blank walls.
The Marquise of Kambouillet has been credited with
originating
the plan of
the house between the court and the
garden.
placing
des
who
alone
Keaux,
Talleyrand
among the contemporaries of the
Marquise, speaks of the pains she took in the building of her hotel,
does not say a word of this invention of hers; and the hotels built
before her time completely
disprove it.
long
The hdtels of Saint Pol, Touruelles, Bourbon, Tremouille, Sens,
Guise and of Clunv, at Paris? were, and still are, between the court
and the garden. The houses of the commoners themselves differed in
style according to the social status of their owners.
The houses of
the manufacturing, or mercantile towns of
Beauvais, Amiens, Kcinig
or Troyes were unlike those of towns inhabited
by land-owners
living on their rents, or by wine and grain merchants.
The commoner's house ia Kheims or Troyes
opened on the ground-floor, and
had a porch where the merchants chatted over business and other
matters, whereas, in Provius or Laon, there was usually a solid wall
on the street-front as high as the first floor.
;

[To be continued.]

A CORRECTION.
PIIILA iiELi'niA, PA.. Sept.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

Sirs,

We

regret very

much

3, 1888.

to see in our

advertisement
your issue of September 1st,
error in the 6th and most
wherein you show that our " Gilbertson's Old
important
" paragraph,
Method 1C 20 x 28 plates weigh only 220 Ibs. when it should read
240 Ibs. This is not a mere
typographical error that can be passed
over like some others, but it so
happens that the whole force of the
"ad" rests immediately in the figures referred to, and we would
"
"
much rather the ad should not be read at all than read in this
In other words, as it stands, it does us a
shape.
positive injury,
and we write now to ask you that you call attention to this error
in
next
issue.
Yours very truly,
your
MERCHANT & Co.

"Are You Aware" which appears
that you have

in

made a bad typographical

THE EFFECT OF LEAD PLATES

IN MASONRY.

WASHINGTON, September 4,

Fig.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sim,
On page 102 of your journal,
just

15.

interior court, or

more often a

little

garden gives air and light to

the kitchen and the back part of the salon.
The projection given by the corbelling of the stairs and a bracket,
reinforced by an iron stirrup, support a heavy overhanging roof
which shades the whole front. Water falling into the gutters is discharged at the left on the street by a wooden gargoyle, and on the
right into the court through a wooden pipe, falling into a little stone
reservoir at the corner of the kitchen.
On the ground floor and the
first story, the
chimneys are on the side walls, their tops being visible
in the elevation.
Thus in a space of about 100 metres, of which 49 metres were
reserved for the building, the architects of Vitteaux succeeded in
building a comfortable, healthy, well-lighted and
sufficiently

roomy

dwelling, of moderate cost.
Only the front and side walls are of masonry, and the floors
carried on the two side walls and on the wooden
partition in
centre.
building of this character and style would cost, including
cellar, 250 francs to the square metre; or in all 12,250 francs, in

A

are
the
the
the

provinces.

The

houses built to-day in the small towns of the
Departments

received, attention

called to the

results and conclusions of tests
by General Gillmore
on the nature of the
bearing-surfaces against the material (stone)
tried for compressive
It will be of interest to
strength.
compare
liem similar observations of a commission
engaged in the year
1855, in testing marbles for use in the extension of "the United
States
is

An

1888.

as communicated
Advancement of Science,"

Capitol,

the "American Association for
the
a paper read
by Professor Jos. Henry

to
in

Secretary of Smithsonian Institution:
"The specimens (cubes of Ij. inches in
were placed
between two thick steel plates, and in orderdimensions)
to insure an equality of
of
pressure independent
any want of perfect parallelism and flatness
on the two
a thin plate of lead was
opposite surfaces,
interposed
above and below between the stone and the
plates of steel, as done
by most experimenters in researches of this kind.
Some doubt
however, was expressed as to the action of
interposed lead which
induced a series of experiments to settle this
question, when the remarkable fact was discovered that the
yielding and approximately
equable pressure of the lead caused the stone to give way at about
half the pressure it would sustain without
such an
Cubes precisely similar to each other which withstood interposition
a pressure of
and
60,000 pounds
upwards when placed in immediate contact with the
steel plates, gave
way at about 30,000 with lead interposed Thii

The American Architect and Building News.
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interesting fact was verified in a series of experiments, embracing
samples of nearly all the marbles under trial, and in no case did a
The explanation of this
single exception occur to vary the result.
remarkable phenomenon is not difficult. The stone tends to give
way by bulging out in the centre of each of its four perpendicular
faces, and to form two pyramidal figures with their apices opposed to
each other at the centre of the cube, and their bases against the steel
plates.
" In the case

where equable rigid pressure is employed, as in that
But in
of the thick steel plates, all parts must give way together.
that of a yielding equable pressure, as in the case of interposed lead,
the stone first gives way along the outer lines or those of least resistance, and the remaining pressure must be sustained by the central
portions of the vertical axis of the cube."
After this important fact was clearly determined, "lead and all

other interposed substances were discarded."
The commission who thus broke with the practice of Rondelet,
Vicat, Rennie, etc., consisted of savans of whom this country may
Besides Henry, there were General Totten, Prowell be proud.
The writer
fessor Bache, of the Coast Survey, and Captain Meigs.
of this served as assistant to arrange details, and devised a method
for bringing the upper and lower surfaces of the cubes into perfect
The upper and lower surfaces of an iron frame were
parallelism.
wrought into perfect parallelism by a planing-machine. A row of
six specimens were fastened into this by a screw at the end, a small
portion of the upper and lower parts were left projecting and ground
down to a flat surface until the iron and the face of the cubes were
thus brought into a continuous plane. Care was taken that the surfaces thus reduced to perfect parallelism were parallel to the natural
bed of the stone, so as to preserve the actual exposure in properly
The crushing forces recorded before that time
laid cut stonework.
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Royal Exchange is for commerce. Even now, with the restricted
ght of entrance, we see beggars, men with burdens, women knitting,
arties eating luncheon, dogs, children playing, loud laughing and
liking, and every kind of scene incompatible with the solemnity
f
worship. The mischief and indecorum which takes place at St.
'aul's are very notorious
the Cathedral is constantly and shamefully
olluted, and the prayer-books torn up; the monuments are scribbled
11 over, and often with the grossest indecency.
The inference from
lese observations is that the right of entry must be restricted, or St.
'aul's must be opened as a gallery of sculpture, and shut as a place of
ther

;

orship."

Two points are to be noted which have been silently working in tlie direconof an enlargement of our trade foundations. One is the vast expansion of
ur interior markets, the second is the crowded production that has been
laintained in manufacturing establishments everywhere. The most careul observers of trade and trade movements who have recently returned
rom the far West and the South express the greatest surprise at the extent
f the first cause referred to.
New markets are springing up in fifteen or
ighteen states at a surprising rate. When railroad building fell off the
usiuess world held up its hands in surprise. That stoppage amounted to
ut little.
It permitted capital, enterprise and labor to rush in and fill up
le field which railroad construction has opened.
It has been doing this
ight along. The expenditures that have been made in these new sections
f the country are merely
preparatory to greater expenditures later on.
Vhere twelve months ago there was one enterprise involving an outlay of
5,000 to 50,000, there are now two enterprises involving an outlay of great
urns.
For tins reason the country is stronger. Its prospects are brighter,
t has wider enterprises, to-day has more
opportunity than twelve months
go, or at any time in history. Capital, also, has more opportunity.
ood many journalists and so-called staticians and economists are making a
real furore over the enormous indebtedness which new sections of the
were evidently all too low.
ountry have contracted and draw from this predictions of evil. The people
Professor Bausehinger, in charge of the mechanico-technical laboraf the West would not borrow unless they needed money.
This idle money
rom the F.ast is accomplishing miracles in the West. It is la.ving the
tory and testing-station for building-materials in Munich, has made
the most exhaustive tests of the compressive strength of buildingoundation lhat will develop valuable markets for our manufactured proucts.
Travelling-agents from our Eastern States who have been making
stones, in the years 1874-76, in which he has made use of the direct
areful tours of observation this season justify the statement that a vast
pressure of thick steel plates without interposed yielding surfaces.
narket is being opened up for manufactured products in the new regions of
ADOLF CLUSS.
ouutry penetrated by the railroad constiuction of the past three years.
Agents for lumber films doing business in Chicago and Tennessee have
furnished the information that the prospects for lumber in the
ecently
What is wanted, they say, is
Vlississippi region are brighter than ever.
hat railroads should make cheaper freight rates, and in some cases quicker
ransportation. The lumber manufacturers in all sections of the country
entertain very encouraging views as to the future. The requirements for
all kinds of lumber are steadily increasing even in the East.
There is no
appearance of a glut in any department. New stumpage is being bought
in.
Valuable timber lands are being purchased along new projected roads.
About 700 men are now constantly
CONCRETE FOR STRASBURG.
I'he value nf standing timber has increased in a number of localities where
employed in the famous quarries of red sandstone near Saverne, where
railroads and water facilities offer coutinuous and cheap shipment. The
concrete is manufactured for the extensive new fortifications of Strasumber trade in general is in a good condition. There is a shortness in the
burg and Metz. The German experts regard this concrete as the best
supplies of logs in Southern rivers. Trade throughout the Northeast is repossible material for such work, and the French have adopted it since
viviug. The building industry Is being actively prosecuted. Business in
London Truth.
the success of the elaborate experiments at Chalons.
umber in Minneapolis, St. Paul and Kansas City and the far South is heavy.
Southern yellow-pine is crowding itself into ail markets West and East.
Northern capital lias not been idle this season in picking up land in desiraThe organ of the LonPICTURES FROM THE TAILOR'S STANDPOINT.
jle tracts just as Pennsylvania iron capital has been interesting itself in
don tailors, the Drapers' Record, has taken to art criticism from a
Southern iron making. The only encouraging feature is the reaction of sawof
the
of
and
has
examined
the
view
tailor's point
Royal mills and plauing-uiills, not only in the South but in the regions along the
pictures
Academy. The verdict is that but one or two artists have painted their .Northern border.
Burne Jones is
sitters' clothes so that the material can be recognized.
The manufacturers of saw-mill machinery have been only moderately
the only one who receives unqualified praise. Poynter is complimented
busy this year, but recent reports state that Ihe mill-capacity will be
"in the name of the drapery trade," but in his portrait of the Earl of crowded with work from this out. The iron trade presents no new features.
Harewood he lias put " an outside breast-pocket on the right side of his Throughout the Ohio and Mississippi Vallevs there is great activity. East
of the mountains trade is sluggish.
There are no signs of increasing
of Earl Spencer in a coat with an
Lordship's coat." Holl's picture
In financial circles in New York
activity in railroad-building for this year.
Astrakhan lining is pronounced " a miserable failure." It looks more
and Boston great railroad schemes are being nursed. It is the opinion of
bears a nondeAnother " very bad example
like moreen than fur."
this
section
that
a
in
deal
of
new work will be undertaken
financiers
"
"
great
"
the neck
supposed to be like sable." Ansomething round
script
next spring. '1 here will also be a great deal of small railroad-building to de"
unlike
the
other picture contains
anything
shaggy-shoddy something
velop the territory by which profitable returns will be realized much quicker
As to " style, fit and than
critic has ever met with in the drapery world."
is possible than with long lines where traffic alone is relied
upon.
" the furnishFor
unfavorable.
io
the
In o her words, a great deal of railroad-building will be done in 1889 for the
decidedly
report
fashioning,"
much
is
of
the
This
will
and
be
the
selling
though,
expressed.
territory
approval
developed.
purpose
ing
upholstery departments,"
key-note to
The London News.
railroad-building for some years to come. There is a demand for agriculwill
tural land, and railroads
penetrate those sections. There is an urgent
demand for mineral territory, aud there are scores of enterprises now waitSHALL ST. PAUL'S REMAIN A RELIGIOUS EDIFICE.
Referring to an
ing which will be carried through for the puipnsa of selling the minerals
incident quoted in connection with Lord Carnavon's proposal to keep
which can be reached and sold. This spirit of enterprise is what controls
Hence it is lhat we hear of large land-purall our railroad enterprises
the churches open all day and every day, a correspondent of the London
" It is in some
iu 'he far off places.
chases
Railroad-builders intend to profit by the
delike
Smith's
Times says
respects, curiously
Sydney
value which their enterpiise will give to the surrounding land. The smaller
scription of St. Paul's in 1837, the opening of which at other times
industries aie feeling the effects of September trade. Throughout the New
I quote from a
than during Divine service he vehemently opposed
England States there is very little duluess among manufacturers. Carsix-penny pamphlet, published by the Free and Open Church Associariage-builders claim that they have had an exceptionally good season.
tion, of papers read at the Wakefield Church Congress of 1886 (p. 12)
Paper-makers point out a declining tendency in the prices of paper. Boot
referring to a House of Commons Return as to the Free Admittance to
and feel that there is less trouble
and shoe manufacturers are very
"The Dean and Chapter claim an from competition in the struggle busy,
Public Huildings (Febuary 6, 1838).
for trade.
The cotton-goods manufacentire right of shutting the doors of the church after the services of the
turers expect to put in a busy winter. The woolen and worsted interests
are disheartened over the ex'istiug conditions and trade prospects. The
church aie finished. All churches in England are shut when the ser
electrical interests feel that they are now iu a position where their invenvice is over: and whoever wishes to see any church at any othe
tions and improvements will be more promptly accepted by capitalists, and
him
s
officer
of
the
church
and
out
the
find
give
period must
that work will be more abundant. The manufacturers of cast and wrought
There pass by the gates of St. Paul every day
fee for his trouble.
pipe have been picking up a good many o ders during August to supply
about 100,000 persons, and on days of more than ordinary excitemeu
material for water, gas aud steam-using purposes. There is still a good
and bustle in the city more than double that number. If the doors o
deal of uueasiiiess among mill-men and transporters. Railroad managers
the church were constantly open, such numbers would come that a]
are not satisfied with the freight rates, aud mill-men are not satisfied with
idea of performing the service would be entirely out of the question
margins. The latter are maintaining very riyid rules iu respect to credit**.
It has happened in less than an hour between 2,000 and 3,000 peopl
Both these great interests, however, recognize that the evolution going on
will place our railroad interests on a firmer foundation, and that a demand
have entered the church, many of them of the lowest description, will
for all kinds of products by another year will have extended to a puiut
their hats on, laughing, talking, eating, and making an uproar, totally
where the productive capacity of the country will be more sttadily em...
If
doors
of
St.
Paul'
of
the
idea
religion.
incompatible with auy
ployed than it has been this year.
were flung open, the church would become, as it has been in times past
a place of assignation for all the worst characters, male and female, i
S. J. PAHKHILL & Co., Printers, Boston.
the metropolis; it would be a royal exchange for wickedness, as th
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Dececo

soafrsione, porcelain

or wooden sinks.

Flush-fiot

Our illustration shows the details of the Dececo Flush-pot, to be used with porcelain, soapstone
wooden sinks, either kitchen or pantry. It is made of brass.
The flange into which the top of the Flush-pot is screwed is countersunk into the bottom of the
sink and fastened with bolts. The same thing in iron is made for the Dececo iron kitchen sink.
When the pot becomes filled with water, the spindle and plug are raised and the contained water
rushes out, carrying all before it and with it and flushes the drain with
(in the case of kitchen-sinks)
or

much water

nearly as

During use the
drain

as

is

discharged by a bath-tub.

pot, with

its

plug and water, acts as an

efficient seal against the

admission of

air.

THE DECECO COMPANY,
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THOMAS DAY &

CO.,

G. K.

SAH FRANCISCO.

PAUL &

MILLER & COATES, NEW YORK.
BROWN, PHILADELPHIA.

CO., BOSTOK.
GEORGE F.
H. F. COOLEY, LANSING, MICH.
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statement comes from

New

York, to the

664
effect

that the insurance companies of that city have declared
war on incendiaries, and propose to drive them into secluThe way in
sion, where they can be kept out of mischief.
which this is to be done is, it appears, to identify persons who
arc in the habit of setting buildings on fire, and refuse to issue
"
to them ; and when an
incendiarist," to give him the

f\
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polite
into a
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It

We

should say that
best
New
York
the
than
other
way to get
community
any
rid of a known incendiary would be to call a policeman, and
have him marched off to jail, but metropolitan justice has
certain peculiarities, among which may be a disposition to let
incendiaries and underwriters fight out their disputes among
themselves ; and as, according to the newspaper accounts, there
are many persons, both men and women, known to the insurance companies, who get policies on goods which do not exist,
and set fire to the buildings in which they are supposed to be
stored, the only weapon available against them appears to be
some such system of boycotting as that proposed.
will help the underwriters to expel him.

in

:

TIFIIE removal

all policies

people.

The

A

on property in the building belonging to other
"
seems that professional " incendiarists like to hire
lofts in stores or tenement-houses, and there carry out their
schemes, and it is expected that the other occupants of a builda lodgment,
ing in which one of these individuals may gain
left without insurance,
finding themselves in danger of being
once

Fires.
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name invented for him by the New York papers, moves
new house or store, the companies propose to cancel at

of the vaulted ceiling of the

Albany Assembly

HE

English papers announce the death of
Eassie, one of the pioneers in the modern

Mr. William

movement

for

domestic sanitation. Mr. Eassie was born in Scotland in
1832, and was educated as an engineer. He was for a time

nearly complete, and the sky is visible from assistant to Sir Isambard K. Brunei, perhaps the greatest
the floor of the room between the timbers of the scaffoldengineer of the day, but, when still a young man, was sent to
As usual, the daily papers testify their interest in the Russia with the late Dr. Parkes, to superintend the construcing.
On his
proceedings by all sorts of anecdotes, most of which appear to tion of the British military hospitals in the Crimea.
be apocryphal.
One of these, in describing the way in which return to England he devoted himself to what was then a new
the great vault was built, represents Mr. Eidlitz as being much
It need hardly be
that of sanitary engineering.
profession
said that the specimens of drainage work which he was called
surprised to find, after the centres were removed, that the ribs
"
were rising at the crown. "
youngster in his office came in to examine at that time would be considered barbarous now,
to the rescue by pointing out that " the arches were
wrongly but they served very well as a contrast to the improved systems
loaded," and that this effect was inevitable.
Hereupon, accord- which were even then beginning to be well understood among
" never
"
ing to the veracious tale, Mr. Eidlitz protested that he
Healthy Houses" containing an exexperts, and his book on
heard of a groined vault rising at the crown," but he submitted
with
planation of the principles of modern house-drainage,
meekly to the counsel of the "youngster," who produced "a illustrations from his own practice, written in a clear and
book nearly a hundred years old," in which were given illustraattention
lively style, was so fortunate as to attract public
tions of arches afflicted with this
It passed through many editions, and
in a remarkable degree.
tendency, and advised him
that it would be best to check the aspirations of the
was undoubtedly one of the principal agents in bringing about
key-stone
by putting a weight on top of it; and the ceiling was accord- "the sanitary reform which began fifteen or twenty years ago,
His subsequent book, on " Sanitary
ingly loaded with iron.
hardly know whether to admire and is still in progress.
most in this picturesque narrative the figure of the distinArrangements for Dwelling*" is little else than an abridgment
His energy and reputation did
guished German architect and engineer learning for the first of the ''Healthy Houses."
much to promote the establishment of the Sanitary Institute of
time, after completing the widest groined vault in existence,
that some arches were disposed to rise at the crown, or that of
Great Britain, and his extensive practice did not prevent him
the patronizing " youngster," with his Rondelet under his arm,
from writing frequently to the technical journals. He was
lecturer on hygiene at the Charing Cross Hospital, and a
prescribing a load of pig-iron on the crown as a remedy for the
deformation of a pair of arch ribs eighty-five feet in span.
member of
learned societies.
is

A

We

many

of the most important incidents of the removal of the

the destruction of the pictures painted by William
ceiling
0NE
M. Hunt on the
under the " formeret "
is

tympana

the vault.

had

lost

arches of

The pictures, which were painted on the bare stone,
much of their beauty, and one of them was almost

entirely obliterated

by the dampness coming from a leak

in the

people will be sorry to lose even so much as is
and brilliancy, and several devices have been
One of the least practicable
proposed for saving them.
schemes is that for sawing off a thin slice of stone, with the
picture on it, which was proposed to some of the Vanderbilt
It
family as a suitable enterprise for them to pay the cost of.
appeared, however, that in this case the picture would have to
be repainted, and the sensible reply was returned that there
could be no great advantage in saving a slice of stone, on which
some one would have to paint Mr. Hunt's picture anew.
more promising plan is to remove the painted stones to another
part of the room, where they will not lie covered by the new
ceiling, and reset them there, without retouching, and this may
perhaps be done.
roof, but

many

left of their fire

A

IIFIIE natural

X

history,

or rather,

we

should

now

say, the

psychology and moral

philosophy of microbes, seems to
grow more interesting every day. It is not long since we
heard of a sort of animalcule which had a deadly hatred for
microbes, and would devour and destroy them in the system,
and it now appears that this beneficent little creature is in a
considerable degree a work of art, consisting, as we are told
" a little mass of
by Public Health, of
bioplasm," which has
been " educated " to resist the fell assaults of the bacterium.
According to this authority, many, perhaps most, maladies
" are
produced by parasitism," the attack being simply the invasion of the harmonious community of organisms which comThe
poses the healthy body by a colony of hostile strangers.
invading colony, which may be the ^offspring of a single germ,
finds its growth resisted by the healthy organisms naturally
The strangers, according to this
present, and a war follows.
theory, have the property of secreting a soluble substance,
which is poisonous to the native bioplasms. The latter, however,
are brave and intelligent, and in fighting the invaders they
learn how to resist the poison, so as to become in time almost
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by it. Where the piratical colony is small, and
vigorously resisted by the natives, it is exterminated without
coming to the perception of the individual whose body forms
the scene of battle.
If the invaders appear in greater force,
the contest grows so serious that disturbance of the functions
ensues, and the individual is then said to be suffering from an
attack of the disease of which the invading microbes are charThe gallant little home microbes fight hard, howacteristic.
ever, and gain by fighting strength and skill to resist; and unshow such force as to overpower the garrison,
less the
unaffected

pirates

life of the patient, the natives, with every
of successful resistance, gain in power, until they are
able to drive out the strangers, and recovery takes place. More

and extinguish the

moment

this, the domestic microbes, now become veterans in fightan attack
ing against that particular enemy, can easily repel
from a second colony of the same sort, and their owner is said
"
Even
to be " protected
against a recurrence of the disease.
for years afterward, as Public Health says, although the origi-

than

nal microbes have long since been replaced by new generations,
"
retain an inherited prowthe " descendants of the old heroes
ess, which enables them to beat off all attacks of the same disorder.
Although the power of the system to resist infection
depends upon the training of the bioplasms which inhabit it

to contend with the bacteria of that particular infection, this
training need not always be given by struggles with the disease
itself.
On the contrary, by arranging a contest between the
home forces and an army similar in character to that which we
fear, but of less destructive power, our bioplastic heroes may
be so well drilled in the tactics necessary for defeating this sort
of enemy that a subsequent onslaught of more serious charac-

be repelled with certainty. This, we are told, is the
philosophy of vaccination and inoculation with attenuated
virus of all kinds, and as the microbes transmit their warlike
ter will

accomplishments to their posterity, the theory seems to open an
unexpectedly brilliant prospect of the ultimate abolition of inIn fact, the homo3opathic principle of simifectious diseases.
lia similibvs curantur seems to have been nothing else than an
The followers of Hahneearly statement of the same notion.
mann claim that a drug which causes certain symptoms in
a healthy person will cure similar symptoms in a sick person
now they may go farther, and explain that by administering
small doses of a medicine which is known to cause certain
derangements in the healthy body, they train by degrees in resistance to such influences a force of bacteria which, when
it
grows large enough, will drive out the hostile bioplasmic
colony which has been causing similar derangements in the
body of the patient.
;

PIECE

of reconstruction worthy of Chicago is now going
on in Bremen. That city possessed, until last January,
an Exchange, dating from the Middle Ages, and much frequented by the merchants. On the first day of the year it was'
burned. As it happened, the cellar of the building, after a
common' fashion in Germany, was occupied as a saloon, where
beer and wine were dispensed to thirsty business-men. The
vaulted ceiling of the cellar saved it from injury, to the great
satisfaction of the merchants, who had a sentimental regard for
the ancient room, and it was resolved to keep it intact.
Unfortunately, the ceiling of the basement was considerably higher
than the present street grade, and in rebuilding the Exchange

'TT

rj

was considered

of great importance to keep the first floor
nearly to the street-level. The merchants were easily
convinced of the correctness of this view, but they could not
make up their minds to lose their beer-cellar, so a compromise
has now been agreed upon, by which the vaulted ceiling of the
basement is to be removed, the earth excavated to a suitable
depth below the present level of the floor, the walls and piers
underpinned or rebuilt, and the vault reconstructed at a level
enough lower to admit of entering the ground-floor directly
from the street. At first sight this seems an extravagantly
costly method of adjusting the matter, but it appears that in
ten days before the place was closed for beginning the alteration ten thousand persons visited it, and the sales amounted to
more than five thousand dollars ; so the proprietor is probably
it

down

justified in

wishing to keep his location at any

sacrifice.

IIE, celebrated antique marble quarries which were discovered some years ago in Tunis are now to be worked
with the aid of the wire-saw, a device which would proba Roman quarry-man.
On the rediscovery of
ably have amazed
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the quarries, after the opening of Tunis to civilization, a Belgian
of them, and made preparations for
scale, but the business did not prosper
as was expected, and the company has just been reorganized,
and changes made in the methods of extracting the marble.

company gained control
working them at a great

For this purpose an extensive system of wires has been provided, driven by an engine of sixty horse-power, and affording
facilities for sawing the stone in almost any part of the quarry.
The wire is used in the form of a cord of three strands, twisted
Each strand is a steel wire about one-sixteenth of
together.
an inch in diameter, and the twist makes a turn once in two
inches.
The cord runs over pulleys at each end, and is driven
at a speed of about fifteen feet per second.
The loops of endless cord are very long, and cross the quarry in various direcAt any spot where it is desired to use the wire for cuttions.
ting, an iron frame is set up, having pulleys at the upper end,
capable of adjustment in any direction, and two other pulleys
below, attached to a bar which slides up and down on the
frame, and is controlled by long screws. The wire cord is
taken into this frame, and carried down over the lower pulleys,
and, the frame being placed over a block of marble, or a fresh
portion of the quarry, the moving wire is lowered, as it cuts its
way into the stone, until the block is severed. Sand and water
are fed automatically into the groove cut by the wire, and the
sawing goes on, in hard marble, at the rate of six inches an
hour.
When used for cutting from the quarry, two holes are
drilled in the stone, in which the upright pieces of the frame
are set, and the wire cuts between them, down to the level of
the bottom of the drill-holes.
The wire-saw is found so effective that it is now used for cutting the larger blocks into the
special shapes that may be ordered, and the quarry company
It is a pity
supplies finished work as well as rough blocks.
that these beautiful marbles should not be better known here.
The antique yellow, which is found in great masses in the
quarry, is, to our mind, the most beautiful marble ever put into
the market, and a pink shade is found which is said to be very
There are various indications that the buildings of the
pretty.
next decade in this country will contain a good deal of marble
and other colored stones, used in novel ways ; and it is very
desirable that the architect's palette of marble, so to speak,
should be set with all the colors that can be procured.

TTTHE

English papers seem to contain an increasing number
of notices of historical estates offered for sale, and one
would imagine that the heirs of the great families had
been seized with a panic, and were abandoning their ancestral
property at any sacrifice. The most curious piece of real
estate now in the market seems, according to the Builder,
to be the Island of Foula, which lies in the Atlantic, thirty-

\J

five miles north of the Orkneys, and is generally supposed to
"
the extreme point
be the " ultima Thule of the ancients,
The
island
itself it a mere rock, two and a half
of the world.
miles long by something more than a mile wide, but it is inThe residence of
habited by nearly three hundred persons.
the
name of " Liorathe lord of the manor is known

by

pretty

field," but, as the house contains only four rooms, the
appears to be the principal attraction. Another estate,

name
which

seems likely to furnish more comfort to the owner than
" farthest
Thule," is the Echt property, the ancestral home of
the Lindsays, the Earls of Crawford.
Eight hundred and
has been refused for the estate, but as the
fifty thousand dollars
net rental of the farms is twenty thousand dollars a year, and
the owner enjoys, besides, the use of a magnificent mansion,
partly built by the late George Edmund Street, a private
observatory, and four thousand acres of forest and moor for
hunting, the property may be regarded as paying a tolerably
good interest on the investment.

of the useful practical suggestions of the Wiener Bauis that an excellent paint for walls may be
by dissolving, with the aid of a moderate heat, one
part of paraffine.in two or three parts of heavy oil of creosote.
The solution should be thick when cold, but not solid. In
use, the can containing it should be set in warm water, so that

0NE
industriezeitung
made

the paint may be liquid, and flow freely from the brush, and
the wall should not be too cold.
For brick walls exposed to
dampness, or liable to become soaked by driving rains, this

forms a useful application, either on the inside or the outside.
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VI.

FRENCH-WINDOW BOLTS.
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At one time it was considered quite essential that a front
door should be provided with a chain door-fastener, which
would permit the door to be opened a few inches to inspect any
doubtful character on the outside, while it could be opened no

Fig. 52.

Chain Door-fastener.

P.

&

F. Corbin.

farther.
Figure 52 illustrates a typical form of chain doorfasteners consisting of a slotted plate to go on the face of the
door, and a chain secured to the door jamb, with a dog on the
end of the chain which will slide freely in the slot of the plate.
holdfer is provided to which the chain can be attached when
not in use. There are many varieties of chain fasteners.
They
would average about SI. 00 per set in cast brass, and $2.50

A

P. & F. Corbin manufacture a rim door-bolt which
has a chain attachment, the dog of the chain working in a slot
cut in the barrel or plate enclosing the bolt.
Instead of a chain, some form of hinged bar is often employed, the fixture then being designated as a check-bolt or
door-fast. Figure 53 illustrates one form of door-fast
(Nichols,
Bellamy & Co., agents). The staple-shaped bar or rod works
in a standard which
is
screwed to the
silver-plated.

Fig. 49.
bolt.

Mortise French
J. B.

Shannon

Window-

&

Fig. 50.

Sons.

Hopkins

centre style of one of
FRENCH-WINDOW

&

French Window-bolt.

Dickinson Manufacturing Co.

door-jamb, and fits
over a knob secured
to the door.
The

bolts are usually mortised into the
the sashes and are so arranged that

a crank or handle on the face of the sash will throw a bolt
each direction, so as to lock the window at the top and the
bottom. Figure 49 is a form operated by
In setting it, the
a knob and spindle.

in

on
being
opened forces the
knob along between
door,

the prongs of

gearing-box or mechanism of the bolts
can be let into the door in the same

manner as an ordinary mortise-lock, and
the two rods dropped in through a hole
bored the length of the sash, the rods
screwing into the hubs on the gearing-

A

box.

y

The

retail price of this appliance

$4.00 in bronze, including a bronze
handle. Figure 50 is another form, similar in its action as regards the bolts, but
intended to plant on the face of the sash.
The crank handle drops into a catch on
the opposite sash, and can be locked by
turning the bar on top of the catch. The
retail price in bronze is $4.00.
is

bar until

Fig. 53.

French Door-fast.

When

Nichols, Bellamy

&

Co.

it

the

can go

no farther, permitting the door to

open only about

not desired to secure the door, the bar
is turned back
When the bar is turned at
against the wall.
right angles to the wall, or midway between these positions,
the shoulders are brought directly over the knob on the doorcatch, and the door is secured so that it cannot be opened at
This fixture retails at $2.50, in bronze.
all.
Figure 54 is another form of door-fast consisting of a
four inches.

it is

Espagnolette-bolts are arranged, like
the foregoing, with the shoot up and
down, but in addition the bolts are made
to turn so as to hook onto a post or peg
at the top and bottom.
They are much

used in France for double windows, and
have several advantages, as they not
only lock the sashes, but also draw them
up firmly against the window-frame,
thus making
the weather.

Fig. 51.

Hopkins

&

Espagnolette-bolt.
Dickinson Mfg. Co.

form of espagnolette-bolt.
There are many other devices adopted
for securing French windows.
In the
cheapest class of work an ordinary cupl,,vinl-c-ilrli
is nspd
-mil in tli.'. Keof
B
work they are sometimes secured

with a regular key lock.
<

Continued from No.

663,

them more secure against
Figure 51 illustrates one

page

109.

Fig. 54.

Door-fast.

Sargent

&

Co.

straight bolt working through a hinged socket attached to the
The bolt has shoulders at the end which fit into the
door.
catch on the door-jamb in such a manner that when the door
is opened and the bolt tilted the shoulders are held by the
jamb-catch, the bolt slipping through the socket on the door.
The retail price of this fixture, in bronze, is $2.00.
.Figure 55 illustrates a form of door-check which combines
some of the features of both of the foregoing fixtures, though
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taking up more space

when

It retails at $1.00 in either

applied,

nickle-plate or bronze.

MOKTISED DOOR-BOLT9.
In addition to the ordinary lock on a door, it is sometimes
found desirable to attach a plain bolt of some form, as an extra
The form most commonly used is known as a morsecurity.
simply of a barrel-bolt in a cylindrical
mortised directly into the door-style and is operated by a spindle with turn-button or knob on the inner face of
In external appearance the various makes of morthe door.
tised door-bolts are very much
alike though some are fintise door-bolt, consisting

case,

which

i&

ished so as to require no
other mortising than can be
done with an auger, while
hand
others require more
work in the application.
Figure 56 illustrates a com-

shows
bolt, and also
one form of internal arrangeWhen the bolt is
ment.
thrown, the shoulder on the
follow, B, is turned so as to
bring it very nearly on a line
with the centre of rotation of
plete

the spindle, thus locking the
The spring, 0$ tends
to keep the shoulder from
bolt.

rising.

The
Fig.

55.

Door-check,
mouth Wrench Co.

Perkins's

Port-

simplest and most in-

genious mortise door-bolt
which has come to our atten-

the one manufactured by Sargent
"Gem
ignated as the
tion

is

&

Greenleaf, des-

Jl

mortise-bolt," Figure 57.
consists simply of a

It

solid bolt completely filling the diameter of the
bolt-case.

The

cogged

spindle works over the
teeth cut across the bolt.
The last tooth towards
the back of the bolt is
smaller and projects less
than the others, and the
last cut is wider than the

intermediate
that

when

ones;
the

ce

so

bolt

is

thrown the COgged Spin- Fi e- 56. Cylindrical Door-bolt. Ireland
die wedges into the wide cut and locks the bolt,
making it

Ically

Mfg. Co,

practi-

impossible to throw
back by external pressure.
The beauty of this
bolt is, there is nothing
about it that can possibly
get out of order, and the
only effect of wear would
it

be to

&

F. Corbin, Eussell

&

make

it

work more

efficiently, if possible.

P.

Erwin, the Stoddard Lock Manufacturing Co., and the Reading Hardware Co., manufacture
door-bolts similar in the main to
Figure 56. The following
table gives the
average retail prices:

TABLE OF MORTISE DOOR-BOLTS.
Retail prices per dozen.
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a fine physiognomy and to indue it with noble gestures, he will never
succeed i'u lending to his work either nobility or originality. The
find strong
sculptor who busies himself with modern subjects can
and distinguished expressions for those subjects only which furnish
him a determinate manner of treating either the nude or the clothes.
There is an example of this in the monument recently erected by the
Here the author conradical party to the (iaribaldians at Mcntana.
the martyrs
ceived an allegorical work
Italy offering a crown to
to the national cause, and a personage richly draped, with shoulders
bared, serves to give to the monument an air of dignity and force:
about the peilesial is wrought in bas-relief military scenes relating to
the Garihaldian epoch, and serving to explain the historical connection of the

monument.

In religious sculpture the artist still finds sufficient resources.
Great men of the Church have always worn a costume which lends
The priestly
chisel.
itself to treatment, bv the brush or the
An archbishop's
robes give to the figure majesty and amplitude.
statue, if it be well cut, can bear comparison with those of antiquity:
that of Frederick Uorromeo, which may be seen at Milan, forms a
singular contrast with the bourgeois silhouette of Cavour and Manzoni. After St. Ambrose, Charles Uorroineo is certainly the individual
whom the Milanese hold in the greatest veneration. He belonged to a
noble family, and played an important role in his country at the time
of the Spanish domination, toward the last half of the sixteenth cen-

He was nephew of the Pope Paul IV. Rigid critics reproach
tury.
him for religious intolerance and the fury with which the fanatics, at
his instigation, persecuted the Protestant* of the Valtelinc; but this

the Spaniards who brought it from the South of the Iberian peninsula.
On the Place of the La Scala Theatre stands a fine monument
erected in the honor of Leonard! da Vinei. The statue rests upon
a pedestal whose four corners are decorated by statues of his four
most illustrious pupils, and has a fine effect, all the figures Ix-ing
dressed in the garb of the fifteenth century.
The head of Da Vinci
in particular is full of nobility and expression.
La Scala Theatre,
which is built on this place, is the largest which Milan possesses, and
one of the finest in all Italy, which contains several of the (irst rank.
Its name is derived from the fact that the site whereon it rests was
formerly occupied by the church of Santa Maria della Scala, founded
by the wife of Bernaho Visconti, a daughter of the Sealigers of
Verona. It was built in 1778 by the architect Picrmarini. It has
this peculiarity, that its construction was undertaken at the expense
of a certain number of amateurs who were joined together for this
purpose, and who recouped themselves for the outlay in less than two
years by the rental of the boxes. The habit has been preserved in
Italy, but especially in Milan, of holding a levee in the boxes; to
there receive visits and prolong conversation even after the end of
the performance, and in case of need to take light repasts, eat sweet-

meats and drink champagne. For this purpose behind each box at
the Scala is a finished room like a boudoir, with a divan, arm-chairs,

and so on.
Another curious Milanese structure is the Gallery Victor Emmanuel,
which is a glazed public promenade richly paved with marble,
where in winter-time people can promenade while it snows or hail*
without This gallery is as wide as a street, and as high as a cathetable

Monumwtt
Monument

to Cavour, Milan.

of

comprehending

religion

was quite

in

"
the most beautiful portions of Manzoni's romance entitled Lei FianThat which particularly appears worthy of admiration^ is
ces."
that in the midst of the terrifying occupations of this public calamity
he still thought of intellectual work, and founded a great library and
conservatory of science and arts. He collected 44,000 volumes,
which included 14,000 manuscripts. His statue is erected on the
in front of the door of the library founded by
public place directly
him, and which, under the title of the Ambrosian Library, has to-day
become one of the most important in Italy.
At the time when this cruel epidemic which decimated the population ravaged Milan, they were obliged to construct a lazaretto, to
which was given a very monumental aspect. In the interior we still
see a court-yard, three of whose sides are formed by a portico in the
Moorish style, which recalls the Spanish domination. It is curious
to note how the Arab style arrived in Italy upon two opposite sides,
and through
through the Venetians, who brought it from the East,

to Mtntoni.

In form it is a Greek cross, and is entered at each end of the
arms through glazed doorways. The central part, where the
arms of the cross meet, is covered by a vast octagonal dome
and ornamented at the height of the first story by
fifty metres high,
The pendentives of the dome
the statues of sixteen illustrious men.
are also ornamented by four frescoe, which represent Europe, Asia,
Africa and America. Farther up are to be seen other frescos repand Industry. The total length
resenting Art, Science, Agriculture
of the gallery is 295 metres; and its height to the beginning of the
Each arm measures about fifty metres
glass is thirty-two metres.
The gallery was built in two years by an English comin length.
The first stone was
of the Architect Mangoni.
pany after the design
laid in 1865. At night it is illuminated by more than two thousand
It is used as a general rendezvous in which the Milanese
gas-jets.
the news of the day and idle
gather to chat and loiter, and learn
away those hours of the day and evening which in Latin countries
their
hang heavy on the hands of those who are not through
The chief entrance of the
needs engaged on some daily task.
a vast monugallery opens on the cathedral square, through
mental doorway, a full arch in form, which is prolonged on either
side by porticos where the promenaders can easily circulate and
find a shelter on rainy days or shallow during the summer.
Milan passes as the intellectual capital of Italy, and shows itself
museums which
worthy of the name by the extraordinary number of
The student can here find something to satisfy every
it possesses.
dral.

accord with the customs of the times. When the plague devastated Milan in 1576, he
he showed the unfortunate and
distinguished himself by the kindness
the heroic zeal which he displayed during the entire duration of the
of the stricken. Frederick
epidemic. He was always by the bedside

manner
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The Palazzo Brera, which is also the Palace of the Sciences and Arts, contains unheard of treasures. Its architecture is
Very remarkable: the facade, imposing by its simplicity, impresses
the visitor favorably. In the court-yard is to be seen the statue of
Napoleon I, by Canova, who has represented the hero naked, holding
About the court are arranged
in his hands a sceptre and a Victory.
This palace contains a
statues of illustrious citizens of Milan.
valuable library, a numismatic collection in which are more than 50,000 coins and medals, eight rooms devoted to paintings and sculpture
and an archaeological museum. Besides the Palazzo Brera and
Ambrosian Library already mentioned, and in which there is a bust
of Byron by Thorwaldsen, Milan possesses also a municipal art
museum and a civic museum for collections of natural history,
a rare
mineralogy and ethnography, the Museo Poldi, which contains
collection of jewelry and ancient arms, and finally the Palazzo dclla
Ragione, where are stored the archives of the city, amongst which
are found documents dating from the seventh century. The amphitheatre of the arena is an imitation of a Roman structure, built by
the architect Canonica, the same one who built the Ionic arch of the
curiosity.

Porta Ticinese. This amphitheatre is elliptical in form, measuring
326 metres on the major axis and 152 metres on the smallest. It
can accommodate 30,000 spectators, and around the arena the architect has arranged a canal, which could be filled with water and used
for naumaehia.
In 1807 a regatta was given in this way in honor of
Napoleon I.
Like all the great cities of Italy, there is at Milan a royal palace,
formerly the residence of the rulers of the city. The royal palace
at Milan has nothing remarkable in its style, but it contains one of
the rarest curiosities of architecture which can be mentioned.
can still see here a little church dedicated to St. Gothard, which
The tower constructed by Pocoserves to-day as the court chapel.

We

raro, of Cremona, is a very
built in the time when

marvel of construction

Lombards excelled

in terra-cotta.
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the arms, utensils of his trade, the brush or
he was an artist, and who also added lamps of exquisite design, fruits and wine, in order that if the departed should again
awake, he might satisfy his wants and find at hand the objects with
which he had been familiar during his existence on earth. Thanks
to this the Italian cemeteries have always preserved a monumental
air and one full of poetry.
The Campo Santo at Pisa, the Campo
Verano at Rome, San Miniato at Florence, the Cimitero di Staglieno
at Genoa are necropoli which do not yield in beauty to those which
remain to us from antiquity.
At Milan, beside the common burying-ground, where arise mausoleums which families consecrated to their relatives, has been built
the Fancedio, destined to receive the ashes of illustrious men
whose busts we see above their funeral tablets. The architect who
constructed this pantheon very fully understood the kind of architecture which was suited to an edifice of this kind. The same architect built the crematorium in one part of the cemetery, which is used
for the cremation of corpses.
This building is constructed in a
Greco-Egyptian style, sufficiently in consonance with its uses, as cremation of the dead was, according to the historians who have treated

the

of

chisel

defunct,

if

by the Egyptians. The practice of disposing of the dead by cremation in these days was first propagated
in Italy and~besides Milan several other large Italian cities have crematories.
The Catholic Church has always combatted the idea as a
reestablishment of a Roman custom but an English review, which
voices the views of the Company of Jesus, published a short while
ago an article in which it was said that the dogmas of the Catholic
religion were not at bottom opposed to the destruction of corpses by
fire.
Nevertheless, those who remain faithful to the Roman faith
make it their duty up to the present time to follow the system of inhumation as introduced by the early Christians in the catacombs.
this question, first practised

;

It

[To be continued.]

kind of work,
but there now remain to us very few specimens of the kind, because

was
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Contributor! are requested to send with their drawings full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost."]
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HOUSE OF MISS C. O. JONES, OCHRE POINT, NEWPORT, R. I. MESSRS.
PEABODY & STEARNS, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.
[Gelatine print, issued only with the Imperial Edition.]

RESTORATIONS OF THE ROMAN FORUM BY LUIGI CANINA.

1TFIIESE plates will give an idea of the possible appearance of the
I
Forum at Ihe time it excited the admiration of Constantius as is
"
narrated in the article on " Equestrian Monuments elsewhere
in this issue.

"
Expose hisLuigi Canina, from whose famous work

torique et tnpogrnphique du Forum remain" (1834-45) these illustrations are copied, was born at Casal in 1793 and died at Florence
in 1856.
About 1829 he went to Florence and became architect in

ordinary to Prince Borghese and was employed by him on excavaAfter retions in the Roman Campagna and the Via Appia.
maining here several years he passed to Turin and became professor
In 1843, he
of architectuie in the Turin Academy of Fine Arts.
was elected Associate Member of the Institute of France. His most
" L' Architecture
antique decrite et demontree
important work was
par les Monuments," in nine volumes, published between 1830 and
1844.

SANTA MARIA PRE8SO SAN CELSO
PANORAMA; INTERIOR OF THE CREMATORY, MACIACCHINI,
ARCHITECT; ABBEY AT CHIARAVALLE; STATUE OF FREDERIC
BOKROMKO; INTERIOR OF SAN AMBROGIO.

VIEWS IN MILAN, ITALY.
Logzii degli Osj.

Milan.

Fourteenth Century.

It cannot defy
of the relative fragility of the material employed.
the ages as can granite and marble.
The traveller can also admine in the Plaza del Mercanti the remains of the Loggia degli Osj, of severe and classic architecture,
whose surbased arches of the ground story possess a rare boldness,
a little heavy because of their form. In the upper story we

although
It is regrettable that
still see a range of niches containing statues.
blinds have been affixed to the windows within the pointed arches
These modern wooden
and to the windows in the story below.
fixtures completely destroy the imposing sobriety of this design,
which recalls to us the faire'st ages of Italy and art.
The Italians inherited from their pagan ancestors a veneration for
The cemeteries which we meet in the great cities of the
their dead.
Peninsula give us a very poetic and very attractive image of eternal
The final catastrophe which befalls all is here mitigated by a
rest.
mise en scene full of seductive charm. The dead is not an inanihe sleeps, and
mate being, completely insensible to external things
art and love.
They
they protect his sleep with all the marvels of
create for him a shade they erect for him mausoleums they make
must
rise
with
a
smile
marble couches as if at the awakening he
of gratitude for all those who during his temporary effacement have
surrounded him with such tender cares. All this makes us think of
the Etruscans, who enclosed in their tombs the favorite belongings
;

;

;

;

COTTAGE FOR DR. EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, JACKSON,
J. P. PUTNAM, ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.
A MAUSOLEUM FOR MRS.

L. C.

HUCK.

N. H.

MR.

MR. A. CUDELL, ARCHI-

TECT.

MEXICAN MUSICIANS EXEMPTED FROM MILITARY SERVICE.

There
a law here that whoever will learn to play well on one instrument and
play on the plaza one or more evenings in the week shall be excused
from military duty. The result is that every little town has a band
is

that any of our large cities might be proud to own, and these public
concerts afford one of the greatest pleasures of a visit here. As I write
a fine band is at the door of the hotel serenading the black but comely
prima-donna of a monkey and dog show who is stopping here. The

semi-weekly concerts jn the plaza serve the purpose of our fashionable walks and drives in bring ng the people together to gossip and
exhibit their clothes. The music commences at 9 p. M., and continues
till midnight, during which time the plaza is crowded with people,
though, to an American, it seems anything but gay.
Exchange.
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EQUESTRIAN MONUMENTS.
|1I ERE

The vague

V.
was a

special appropriateness in making
an equestrian statue of
Caligula, for he was unquestionably extravagantly fond of the

and one of the

animal,

known

of his

many mad

was proclaiming
citatus a consul,

him with

best
freaks

his horse In-

and endowing

priestly functions also.

Naturally no treatment was too
i<wl for so noble and intellectual an animal, and ivory man*
Bellerophon killing the Chimera. A Terracotta Bas-relief in the British Museum.

ger and golden water-pail were
his to use, while the less exalted

animals of theimperial studfared less luxuriously.
this statue
Although
of Caligula, now in the British Museum, is but a piece of patchwork
the rider's head, arms and right thigh and the horse's near fore-leg
and hind-leg, one ear and part of the mouth are pure restorations,
while the off hind-leg contains only occasional fragments of original
make it stands high as a piece of art and would stand higher, and
in spite of its size
but for
it is
only 6 feet and 8^ inches high
the existence of the Marcus Aurelius. There is no sure proof that
the statue really is a Caligula and not some later Caesar it has,
however, been so styled since its discovery in the sixteenth century
and will probably always be so known. It is one of eleven marble
statues bought for $20,000 by the Museum authorities in 1864 from
the Ex King of Naples, ana before that time had a place in the Far:

nese galleries.
Amongft the less important pieces of antique equestrian sculpture
now extant may be enumerated briefly a bronze horse found in the
Baths of Constantine and now in the Palazzo Rospigliosi at Rome,
and another found at Herculaneum and now in the museum at Naples
a group which represents a horse attacked by a lion, found in the
bed of the Almo, and which very evidently served as the model for
a similar group which supports one of the columns of the pulpit
in the Cathedral of Siena; a horse in the grand ducal gallery
at Florence which, being found near the spot where were found
the scattered remains of the famous group of Niobe and her
sons and daughters, is supposed to have borne one of the sons
who is fabled to have been slain by Apollo, while engaged in ex;

ercising his favorite horse; a bas-relief in the Villa Borat
ghese

speculations

have been sketchily presented as

that

to the great losses" posterity can charge to the
or malicious mischief in the matter of scuplture

accounts of accident

assume more delinite
shape as soon as an attempt is made to give some account of those
equestrian statues of which little is left hut the mere name, and the
name is not a guaranty of the worth of thu subject, as more of them
are mentioned merely incidentally than formally described as art

works of

When

it is
brought to mind that
statues by the thousand "
three
thousand seems to have been the canonical number for a proof of
real prowess
it can
hardly be doubted that among them must have
been many equestrian.
It seems fair to assume that some of these
statues were small, perhaps nothing more than travelling gods which
the pious took with him in his bosom or amongst his impedimenta
wherever he went, and some of the early statues were probably not
imposing in size; indeed, it is recorded that the equestrian statue
which was erected to the honor of Cla?lius at Rome some four hundred years before our era was limited by law to a height of three
feet, so its destruction by fire need not be considered a proof of

Roman

prime

importance.

leaders brought to

Rome

a very great conflagration.
The art of founding made but slow progress, or else the early
Romans did not have a great love for the horse, as it is said to have
been a very unusual mark of honor that equestrian statues, at that
time " a great rarity," should have been erected to Caius Ma,-nius
and Lucius Furius Camillus, the consuls who completed the subjection of Latium about 338 n. c., but
nothing is said as to their being
big or little even the fact that the statue of M a-nins was placed on
the Columna Mu'nia at the end of the forum on the Capitoline does
not give any clue, for though the base was unearthed and identified
not many years ago, who can say how big an affair this column was.
But earlier than any of these is recorded a myth that Romulus himself celebrated his
victory over Fidenie by erecting at Rome, perhimself seated in a quadriga
haps about 700 B. c., a bronze group
and just to be crowned by a Victory. If this tale be true, this piece
of sculpture not only long antedates the first Grecian
quadriga which
was set up before the Temple of Pallas at Athens about 500 years
B. c., but shows how common a
thing working in bronze must have
been for it to be
to do such a work in a raw and recently
possible
founded town.
I'o be sure, it is generally conceded that bronzefounding was known to the Romans at an earlier date than to the
Greeks, but two hundred years is a long lead for the less artistic
nation to have gained over the other.
Vases and coins* show how common an element in design was the
horse and rider, and the many vases which were decorated with in:

Rome

which shows Marcus Curtius leaping
his
horse into a
marsh
the fabled

yawning chasm

to
destruction ; and another bas-relief of
the same hero in
the gallery of the
Earl of Pembroke
at Wilton, England.
To here speak of
the great number of
fragments of processional friezes in pSt"
which the horse is V^

save

Rome from

the

introduced

Panathenaic

a^

Hitro

1

frieze, 'a5,

the Phigalian
mar-.jjj
the Giganto-

bles,

machia, unearthed
by the Germans a

few years

ago at

and

Pergamon
the

still

number

of

greater
sarco-

phagi representing
battle - scenes
i n

which

appear

horses, most admi-

rably

modelled,

must be

left for fu-

ture treatment

one

;

fragment

but
of

merit
exceptional
Horse from the Tomb of Mausolus.
should
be
men;
tioned, the head and
shoulders of what is supposed to be one of the horses attached to the
quadriga which crowned the famous monument erected at Halicarnassus in memory of Mausolus, King of Caria.
If this bit of
sculpture may be taken as a sample of the whole, no one will feel
inclined to dispute the right of this monument to a place amongst
the seven wonders of the world. Just when destruction overtook it
is not known, but it probably fell a victim to an
earthquake in the
thirteenth century.

II.

Cams

Metellui.

Clcelitn Gins.

eidcnts that were common in the hippodromes and circuses, and the
knowledge that these great gathering-places were decorated with
multitudes of statues suggests unavoidably that if here were lo be
found statues of boxers, foot-racers, wrestlers and gladiators, here,
too. must have been seen many a statue of a favorite
jockey on his
no less famous horse, and many a charioteer in biga or quadriga
guiding his clumsy vehicle swaying behind the flying steeds.
Fragments that have come to us are, then, quite as likely to be parts of
the ignoble hero of the race-course as portions of some patrician
soldier raised to the rank of demi-god in honor of some
conquest
1
Continued from page 90. No. 661.
STATUARY AS PROJECTILES. During the siege of Byzantium by Septimiua
Severus the citizens "precipitated from the walls upon the heads of the
besiegers entire bronze statues not only of standing but of equestrian figures."
"When during the reign of the Emperor Justinian, Theodotus, King of the
Goths in the year 537 laid siege to Koine by his general Vitiges and the mole of
Adrian was assaulted the besieged defended themselves by throwing statues
down upon the heads of their enemies."
Winclitlmann'i " History of Ancient
Sculptures"
" 189 B.
' NUMBKK OF ASCIENT
STATUES.
c.. M. Fulvius Nobillor conquered
the Aitollans and Ambrakia, that city which had been the residence of the artloving Pyrrhos, King of Kpeiros. From this favored spot, as well HS from other
places in Oreece, the Roman general carried off an almost incredible amount of
booty which should make his triumph even richer than those which had preceded. We are told, that he also brought Greek artists with him to direct the
artistic arrangements of his celebration. In his triumphal procession were Keen
two hundred and eighty-five statues in bronze, as well as two hundred and thirty
"
in marble."
About twenty years later, Paulus A. Emilius made a most
brilliant entry into Rome, after having conquered Perseus of Macedonia, at
Pydna, 1G8 B. c. Three days long it lusted, and two hundred and fifty cht rlou
full of works of art, statuary and painting, could scarcely pass in on the first
Another twenty years passed and Metellug Macedonicus In 143
great day,"
Is. c., celebrated his victory over Pseudophilippos,
by a triumph in which were
very many statues from Dion in Macedonia. Among these was Lyslppos' celebrated group in honor of Granicos, representing Alexander and twenty-five
mounted warriors."
From Mitchtll's History of Ancient Sculfttwt.''
'Coins.
A coin which bears on its obverse an equestrian figure standing on a
base pierced by three arches with the legend M. JCMILIU LKP. is supposed to
commemorate the building of the Pons Lepfdi 179-142 B. r.. and may or may not
also be taken as proof that an equestrian statue of the projector finally adorned
his completed work.
Another coin Inscribed MAR. THILIPPVS AQVAM bears a mounted
figure supported by the many arches of an aqueduct and may indicate that the
Marcian aqueduct once upheld an equestrian statue of Qulntus .Man-ins Rex,
who in 144 B. c. began to build the aqueduct which when complete measured
'

some sixty-one

miles.
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which won him the applause of senate and people or they may be
parts of some ostentatious piece of decoration which some one took a
:
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work, as from most points of view it must have been distorted
through foreshortening. Moreover, a horse and rider elevated to
such an altitude can hardly be accepted as being naturally posed,
although there are many European towns where there exist legends
that once upon a time such an one rode his horse up the winding
stair of such a tower, and after accomplishing his aimless feat rode
A mounted figure crowning one of these historic
safely down again.
towers, such as the Giralda at Seville,

Church of the Savior at Copenhagen, would account for itself on the
ground of symbolic value. Mention
lias already been made of the statue of
Maenius that crowned the Columna
or the

Cassander.

Quintas Salienus.

Audoleon.

Amyntas.

his native town, such as the troop of gilded
horses that Scipio Metellus set up in the Capitol ; or the four gilded
the famous orator, presented to the
horses which Herodes

fancy to bestow

on

Attacus,

in the second century of our era,
city of Corinth at a later period
hoofs.
horses, by the way, which rested or pranced upon ivory

Attila Gens.

Horatius Codes.

Antiochus VI.

in the Forum at Rome, and
there are records of others, such as
the statue of Probus on the column at
Merten, near Metz, erected in honor
of his victory over the Germans, and
of which the annexed cut is a more
or less authentic record.
Hut the

Msenia

Nero Claudius
Drusus.

gilding of bronze statues seems a little like refining pure gold
about as ineffective, for to many people there is no pleasure in
at a bright bronze statue, which is often as effulgent as a

The
and

J

looking
have been, and modern taste requires that
fully gilded one could
the patina of antique bronzes should be simulated by a chemical
treatment of the surface. Whether the gilding was applied for the
or whether it was inpurpose of increasing the decorative effect,

The Column

of

Theodosius at Constantinople.

The Column

of Probus at

Merten near

Metz.

most interesting and elaborate structure, one which from its size
must have seemed dignified, was the famous column at Byzantium
one hundred and five feet high, which was erected near St. Sophia
in 543 by the order of Justinian in honor of his
victory over the
Persians, and is reputed to have existed in a more or less dilapidated
condition till as late as the sixteenth
century, when, it is likely, the

Mohammedans gave

coup de grace. The artist Eustathius, who
was probably inspired by a recollecplace of erecting a piece of marble
sculpture he built a brick core, covered it with bronze plate?, and
then placed on the
summit a bronze
it its

said to have been a Roman,
tion of Trojan's column, but in

is

Bronze Horse from Herculaneum,

in

the

Museum, Naples.

tended as a protective coating is not clear, nor if this last was the^inas a galvanic action
tention, is it clear that it was not a mistake,
and some of the bronze alloys may have been
between the

gold
At any rate
established to the injury of the surface of the latter.
the haunches of the horse bestridden by Marcus Aurelius are pitted
with corrosions which may have been caused by such- chemical
The sheen of the gilded statue certainly nullifies the effect
action.
of much of the modelling, as can be seen in the equestrian groups
which surmount the proscenium-wall of the Nouvel Ope>a, at Paris,
fine modelling would never be suspected, because in sunwhose
really

shine the glittering reflections entirely prevent one from perceiving
the true forms.
of a
By a stretch of the imagination the modern employment
horse for a weather-vane may be accepted as all that survives of a
custom, that had some vogue in ancient times, of setting an equestrian
statue as high aloft as possible on the summit of a pillar or column.
of a horse a few inches high cavorting on nothingA little
gilt figure

ness is absurd enough in its inappropriateness, and it would seem
that a large statue on the top of a lofty column would have been
and generally a most unsatisfactory piece of
equally out of place
i

GILDING.

"A

quadriga with the Rhodian sun-god, by Lysippos, so pleased

in a burRt ol barbarous enthusiasm he caused it to be covered with
this treatment so detracted from the artistic worth of the work, that
have inthe removal of the precious metal at a later day was considered only to

Nero that
But
sold
'

creased its value, even though ugly scars were left behind."
tory <\f Ancient Sculpture."

Mttchell

"His-

statue

of

Justin-

which is said
to have been some
ian,

thirty

feet

hi<;h,

and hence holds
a place amongst
the largest equestrian figures ever

modelled.

Other

authorities
say
that the crowning
figure represented

Theodosius.

What
might
have been the mer-

Horse-tamer. British Museum. 1
the equestrian
of
statue
Trajan which stood near to his triumphal column in the midst of his
forum may be surmised from the effect it had on Constantius IF,
when, in 357, he visited Rome and was overwhelmed with the magnificence he saw all about him.
Feeling that it would not be possible
to reproduce in his Eastern capital the glories of the Western city,
he contented himself with expressing a desire to have a replica of the
horse of this statue, and for his modesty was most cruelly snubbed
it

of

'From

Mliller's

" Denkmaler

tier

Alien

Kunt."
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who sugby a travelling-companion, the Persian Prince Hormisda,
" order a similar stable to be made for him,
gested that he must first
if that be possible, so that your horse may be lodged as magnificently
as the one we behold."
In 1878 much interest was excited at Rome and elsewhere by
the raising from the bed of the Tiber of fragments of a colossal equestrian statue in bronze, which, for a time it was thought possible
which
might be all that remained of the noted statue of Domitian,
stood in the forum where the base has recently been disformerly
the emperor as the conqueror of
covered. This statue

represented
the Rhine.
figure which represented
In the case of most of these lost works little is known but their
names, but as a mere matter of record it may be well to enumerate a few
of them, as for example, the one which Sulla set up before the rostrum
to celebrate his victory over Mithridates in 81; those which the
Roman merchants set up in honor of Verres; the one at Ravenna of
the emperor Zeno which was cast at Constantinople, and the statue
Of the famous
of Justinian that stood in the Augustseon at Rome.

Germany, trampling on a

chariot, in

in

pairs,

commonplace that

it

125

The custom became so
fours, or in sixes.
was a very welcome, innovation when dome

sculptor in the times after the African campaign, conceived the idea
of having his mimic cars of triumph drawn by elephant*, and thereafter the strange beast crowned more than one trophy at Rome.
The group, now in the Vatican, of a lion who has seized a horse,
is but one example of many pieces of sculpture in which the untamed and unmounted horse was the centre of interest, for there
were sculptors in those days who devoted themselves as exclusively to modelling animals as Barye did in our own time. Amongst
such sculptors may be named Calamis, of Athenr, and Strongylion,
who worked at Athens about 415 it. c., and there executed the famous statue of the Trojan Horse which formerly stood in the
Acropolis, and in the identification some years ago of the base on
which it stood, a passage in the "Birds" of Aristophanes not a little
This statue was of bronze, and was identified with its story
assisted.

Equestrian Groups on the Proscenium-will of the Pans Opera-house.

group of Alexander and twenty-four horsemen which was last
heard of as adorning the portico of Octavia, it is known that it was
modelled by Lysippus in honor of the
victory at the Granicus, and
was erected at Dion in Macedonia, whence it was carried to Rome
by
Metellus by whom it was placed before the
temple of Jupiter
Stator, and was thereafter probably shifted about from
place to
to the whim of the
ruling power, and at length may
place according
have been carried back to the neighborhood of its
place of origin
when the other works of art were packed off to
Constantinople. That
there should not be left one of the
of
eighty statues of Augustus
which some at least were equestrian
is not to be wondered
at, sec-

in one side a window, from which Menestheus, Teueer and
the sons of Theseus peered as if to see whether all Troy yet slept.
Menestheus was selected with much appropriateness for this purpose as he excelled all the leaders of the Greeks in the manipulation

by having

of cavalry.
The Trojan Horse was probably commemorated by
statues in other places also, at any rate one was erected by the
Argives at Delphi about 405 B. c., the work of Antiphanes of

The

Argos.

horse and

chariot

was

al-

ways a favorite
with both Greek
and

Roman

tors,

of

exist

such
for

sculp-

and records

many

as
instance, the

bronze

groups,

group/

modelled

by

Agelidas, the master
of
Phidias,
Myron and Polycletes,

which com-

mcmorated

the

f

!

\

\

\

\

of Cleisthenes at Olyrapia
in 576 B. C., and

victory

showed him standing in his chariot,
while his driver
guided the four
horses who shared
the immortality of
V"-*--"-

In the

Vatican

ju_

&~*,

From the Gallery of the Earl of Pembroke at Wilton,
victory by being inscribed with their
names. While Praxrespective
iteles, the grandsire of his more famous descendant of the same
name,
modelled the charioteer for a
group by Calamis in order that the

Muieum.

human

ing that many of them were of silver, and consequently likely to lose
in the melting-pot their value as works of art.
Besides the single equestrian figures there were
many groups of
statuary in which the horse was harnessed to the'

triumphal

figure might not be unworthy of the horses, in the portrayal
of which Calamis excelled, while as a
sculptor of the human figure
he ranked less
"
Pliny speaks of his horses as
high.
equis semper
sine amulo exprenLi,"
beyond all compare horses. This chariot is
supposed to have been the one which stood on the Acropolis, erected
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in

memory

of the victory of the Athenians over Chalcis in Eubcea,

It is
and its erection there is testimony to its superlative merit.
known, too, that Pythagoras executed a bronze chariot group at
Olympia in honor of the victory of Cratisthenes, a native of Cyrene.

In this group the victor
was his own driver but

he had a companion in
the shape of a Victory.
But the victors in chariot-races were not the
only ones honored with
statues.
Canachus, of
Sicyon, modelled a group
of boys racing their horDiedalus, also,
ses, and

modelled a boy who had
won a horse-race
evidence this that light-

just

weight jockies were val-

ued

An-

in those days.

evidence of the
popular esteem for horse
and horse-lover may be
found in the fact that a
bronze statue of Simon,
a man who not only rode
horses but wrote authoritatively about them, was
other

Caligula.

In

the British

Museum.

made by Demetrius

of

Alopece.
These antique equestrian statues did not always have to be of colossal
or even natural size, for Dionysius made a statuette in bronze of a
famous little mare with her groom beside her: the companion group,
a horse and groom, was modelled by Simon, an ^Eginetan sculptor.

VICTORS OF GAMES. " Glaukias executed for Gelon of Syracuse a chariot
and four horres (quadriga) in honor of a victory in the Olympic chariot-race, and
Mitchell's "History of
added a statue of the owner, that Sicilian tyrant." '
Ancient Sculpture."

"

On the acroterium of the temple of Jupiter
TERRA-COTTA QUADRIGA.
2
Optimus Maximus erected by Tarquinius Superbus, stood a quadriga of terraan omen
swollen prodigiously In the baking
cotta, which is related to have
" From
of the city."
future
the
to
Dyer's "History
greatness
portend
thought
of the City of Home."
PET HORSES. Lucius Verus when consul caused a statue of his horse
Volucris to be set up In the circus.
CALIGDLA. Caius Csesar Augustus, third Roman emperor, son of Germanicus
and Agrippina, born A. D. 12; succeeded Tiberius in 37; after the promise of a
beneficent reign, gave way to the caprice and cruelty of a madman; exhausted
'until murdered January
Italy by his extortions, and plundered the provinces,
;

24, 41.

PROBOS. Marcus Aurelius Probus, Emperor from 276 to 282 A. D. Born at
Sirmium. - Son of a military officer of moderate fortune. He early entered the
army and rose rapidly to distinction, finally becoming commander of the whole
East and on the death of Tacitus was by the army mane Emperor. His reign
was mainly spent in successful wars. One of his principles was never to allow
the soldiers to be idle and to employ them in time of peace in useful work. This
increase of duties was naturally unpopular with the troops, and while the
Emperor was urging on the draining of the marshes of his native place he was slain
during a sudden mutiny. Scarcely any emperor has left so good a reputation.
His death was mourned alike by senate and people and even the soldiers presmonument in his honor.
ently repented and raised a
DOHITIAN. Titus Flavins Domitianus. Born at Rome, October 52 A D. The
only tyrant among the succession of good and just princes from Vespasion down
to Commodus. Succeeded to the throne in 81. Erected many public buildings and
temples and restored the temple of the Capitol, on the gilding of which alone
of
He was cruel and
2,500,000.
(according to Plutarch) he spent the equivalent
the first part of his reign, he ruled well.
profligate though while popular during
honors.
Murdered
divine
96.
himself
to
September,
He arrogated
.

'

(To be continued.)
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THE GREEK ANTIQUITIES SCANDAL.
ATHENS, GREECE.
FIIE sensational suicide last
veek of M. Psimoulis, the

If universally

respected

Presi-

dent of the Police Department of
the kingdom, is only one of the
consequences of the extraordinary
revelations of what is now popuknown as the "
larly

,

Scandal

"

Antiquities

revelations

which have

spread consternation in every capital of
Europe, and which may
affect in an exceedingly
disagreea-

manner many public institutions
and private citizens in the United
ble

States.

Within the past month the
Louvre Museum at Paris, the British and South Kensington Museums
in
London, the Imperial Art
Museums at Berlin and Vienna,
together with a host of minor
establishments of kindred charac-

have been forced to surrender nearly all the most valuable specimens of ancient Greek art which have come into their possession

ter,

'

A part of

name was
*

King

the pedestal of this group, bearing an inscription with the artist's
discovered at Olympia in 1878.
Rome in the sixth century B. c.

of

.
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during the last eight years. In order to realize the effect of this, it
is only necessary to remember what enormous sums are
annually devoted by the various Governments of the Old World to the maintenance and increase of their national collections of ancient art. Baron
Alphonse do Rothschild at Paris and the Dukes of Sutherland and
Westminster in England have likewise been forced to follow the

example of their respective Governments in the matter, and, at the
present moment, all the well-known private art collections in Great
Britain, France, German}', Austria and Italy are, at the instance of
the Greek Foreign Office, being submitted to a most searching perquisition on the part of the police.
The fact is that it has been discovered that almost all of the best
specimens of ancient art which have been shipped from Grecian
ports since 1879 have been purely and simply stolen from the Roval
Central Museum of this city and from other similar Government institutions and collections in the provinces of King George's turbulent little kingdom.
The thefts have been perpetrated on a most
gigantic scale, and a ring of the most prominent olncials of the country has been found to be implicated in the matter.
Among their
number are the directors of the Central Museum at Athens and of
the other national art collections, several of the principal surveyors
and collectors of the Customs department, the Chief of Police, whose
death by his own hand has already been alluded to above, and four
of the mosteminent,professors of the University here
one of whom
by the way, was the ringleader of the band. Beginning in a very
small way some eight years ago, they gradually extended their operations, and soon accumulated large fortunes,
indeed, the magnificent
marble palace of the professor and chief of the gang is one of the
show-places of modern Athens. The disturbed and unsettled state
of the political affairs of the country contributed in a great measure
to their immunity from detection, and they at length grew so bold
and venturesome in their thefts that we actually hear of the late
Chief of Police proceeding three and four times a year to Paris and
London in order to effect settlements with the dealers to whom
the stolen goods were consigned.
The thefts might have gone on indefinitely had not the attention
of a Greek diplomat in London been attracted to the news of the
acquisition by the British Museum of a magnificent marble bust of
Adrian. On terms of acquaintance with the directors of that institution, he was invited quite incidentally one night at a dinner-party,

by one
had he

of their

number, to inspect their latest purchase. Hardly
on the bust, when he was startled to recognize it as
having been one of the gems of the Royal Central Museum here.
lie immediately began an inquiry as to how this almost priceless
piece of statuary had come into the possession of the art-dealers
from whom it had been purchased by the British Museum, and in
course of time succeeded in discovering that it had formed part of
a shipment which had been disposed of in London by a well-known
Athens lawyer, nearly related to the director of the Museum here.
It was just about this time that the great robbery was committed
at Paris on Messrs. Feuardent & Rollin, the well-known art-dealers
of the Rue Louvoi?.
The burglary, which made much noise at the
time, was so cleverly executed that the French police at first announced their positive conviction that it was the work of American
cracksmen." The losses of the firm were enormous, including an
immense number of ancient and exceedingly rare Greek coins of a
Elaborate and minute descriptions of the
particular date and style.
same were published in the French press and copied by most of the
set eyes

The very moment
foreign newspapers, including those of Greece.
the description of the missing coins was read here in Athens, it was
at once remembered that they had formed part of the most celebrated
finds of the past three years and that they had been placed at the
time for safe keeping and exhibition in the Royal Central Museum
There was no doubt as to the identity of the coins, for none
here.
other of the same date and style are known to be in existence. How
then could they have found their way into the possession of Messrs.
Feuardent & Rollin at Paris ?
The coincidence of this question, together with the arrival of the
confidential diplomatic report from London concerning the presence
of the famous bust of Adrian in the British Museum, induced Prime
Minister Tricoupis to make a most searching and minute examination of the national collections in the Museum here and elsewhere
throughout the country. The result, as might have been expected,
was simply appalling. Many of the ancient masterpieces, and, in
fact, almost everything of any value, had disappeared, and it is incredible that the absence of so many well-known chefs-d'oeuvre should
have escaped the notice of the public for so long. Of course, the
Director-General of the Museum here and several of his principal

were immediately placed under arrest, and, after much difficulty and persuasion, were induced by the authorities to make a full
confession of the names of the other members of their ring and of
the extent of their operations. This led to the apprehension of the
whole band with the solitary exception of the president of the police
department, who unable to face the terrible disgrace in store for hinij
blew out his brains in the presence of his wife and child at the very
moment when the warrant was about to be served on him.
of all the objects
startling in its length
comprehensive list
missing from the Museum here and from the other national collections, was most carefully compiled, and copies thereof dispatched to
the various Greek Legations abroad.
The latter were instructed by
Prime Minister Tricoupis to spare no efforts in effecting the discovery
and restoration to the Hellenic Government of the stolen masterofficials

A

SEPTEMBER

and in cases where the surrender thereof was refused, the
Legations were ordered to invoke the aid of the local police for the
Nor could assistance of this
ptirposr of compelling restitution.
nature be withheld by the foreign governments in question for in
every civilized country, the laws are clear and definite in declaring
that stolen property, no matter in whose possession it may be at the
time, must be restored without indemnity to the original owner thereIn the case of the British, Museum and, in particular, of the Paris
of.
Louvre, this compulsory restitution represents an exceedingly heavy
loss, not only from an artistic, but also from a financial point of
view, enormous sums having been spent by M. Waddington, when
Minister of Fine Arts, in the purchase of masterpieces of ancient
pieces
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(Jreck art.

Bad as all this is, there is still worse in store for the public and
The scandal above deprivate collections of Greek art abroad.
scribed has bad the effect of attracting popular attention to an important law passed by the (jreck Legislature mid sanctioned by the
King in 1872, which has hitherto licen far more honored in the breach
than in the observance. As it is of the utmost importance that every
purchaser of a Greek antique should be aware of what the risks are
to which he exposes himself, it may l>e of interest to give the following principal paragraphs of the statute in question, the terms of
which are almost analogous with the French laws on the same subject.

Sec. 6.
Any person who discovers an antique on or in ground
constituting either Government, Crown or public pro[>erty, is bound
hereby to immediately notify the Government thereof, all antiques
thus discovered being regarded as the sole pro[>erty of the GovernIt is left to the discretion of the latter whether or not to rement.
ward the finder, the matter being entirely optional to the Council of
Ministers. Any failure on the part of the finder to notify the Government of his discovery is regarded as an act of embezzlement and
theft, and punishable as such with penal servitude.
Sec. 7 (a)
If the antique is found on or in ground constituting
private property, the finder is bound under the same penalties described in the preceding paragraph to notify the Government of his
discovery within three days thereof. In such cases the Government
is regarded as owning one-half of the antiques
brought to light, the
other half becoming the property of the finder.
If the latter is anxious to sell his half of the find, he is bound
(ft)
to give the Government the option of purchase, and it is only in
case the Government declines the offer, in writing, that the finder is
at liberty to dispose of his half, but only to a purchaser resident in
the Kingdom. Neither the purchaser in question, nor the finder, are
allowed to export any portion of the find, unless provided with a
written and sealed permit by the Government.
Sec. 8.
Any antique, no matter to whom it may belong, which is

exported without being provided with a permit signed and sealed by
the Minister of the Interior, becomes, from the moment it passes

beyond the Greek frontier, and
the Hellenic Government.

ipse facto, the exclusive

property of

It may safely be asserted that not even ten per cent of the shipments of antiques which have left Greek ports within the past eighteen years have been provided with the necessary official permit.

That being the

case, their retention

WHY WK

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

AN

THE SPIRES OF STRASBOURG AND COLOGNE CATHEDRALS.
LOUISVILLE, KT., Aug.

2n, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
In the article " Italian Cities " of your last issue
that the highest piece of masonry, which exists in
passage
Europe is the tower of the Strasbourg Cathedral with 420 feet. I
take the liberty to state that there is a higher church building in
Europe namely, the Cathedral in Cologne on the Rhine, the spires
of which are over 500 feet high they are the highest church towers
in Christendom.
They were completed within the last fifty years
after having remained in an unfinished condition for several centuries.
The most remarkable thing about these towers, aside from
their height, is that they have been executed from the
original drawings, which were found by chance.
They are built in stone to the

Dear

Sirs,

occurs the

;

;

READER.

top.

by their present possessors con-

an illegal act, since they are the property of the Hellenic
Government, which is legally entitled to demand their restitution.
The latter cannot be denied. For when it can be proved that the
vendor was not entitled to the legal possession of the goods sold,
the rights of the purchaser to the ownership thereof become annulled,
and those of the most recent legal proprietor alone remain. The
law on this subject is exceedingly explicit in Great Britain, France,
Germany and Austria, and there can be no opposition thereto wherever the Greek Government chooses to demand its enforcement.
The popular demand for the stringent application of this law concerning the export of antiques has led to the very strictest kind of
watch being established by the revenue officers in the ports of the
In fact all travellers leaving the
Piraeus, Nauplia, Corinth, etc.
country are submitted to a most objectionable personal search on the
part of the authorities, with a view of preventing any antiques beNo person or object is allowed to
ing smuggled out of the country.
leave Greece without undergoing the closest kind of examination.
This, however, has led to the Greek Government being placed in a
most amusing quandary. One of the principal articles of export
from Greek ports is forged antiques, which it is asserted are mostly
shipped to the United States. Since the present strict watch has
been established on all outgoing freight, the Government can no
longer pretend to ignore the trade. By officially sanctioning it, King
George and his Ministers become parties to the swindle, while if it
is prohibited, a death-blow will be struck at one of the most
profitable branches of Greek industry and commerce.
Correspondence of

New

:

Whilst I fully appreciate the trials that beset the
Dear Sirs,
editor of an architectural journal and realize that endless patience
and tact are required to even approximately satisfy the importunities of ardent contributors I cannct believe that the exigencies of
suffer the inflicpolitic journalism demand that subscribers should
" Studies
tion of such reproductions as the
by Architectural Stu"
dents in your issue of Sept. 1.
That these studies are simply the wort of students is no plea for
their publication
nor for their suppression. Your paper has in its
day published student work of merit, showing ability, good training,
promise of development and good draiightsinenship. When these
students' or practitionqualities can be shown in anybody's work
ers'
let it be published ; but when none of these qualities are apparent I maintain that to publish the work docs a positive harm to
the author, to the reader and, most of all, to the journal itself.
I write this in no unkindly spirit, but as one interested in the
proper encouragement of architectural training and in the continued
INITIAL SUBSCRIBER.
good name of your journal.
"
"
seems to belong to the clans
Subscriber
[WE are sorry that An Initial
who subscribe for the sake of " the pictures" only, else it could not bare
escaped Ills notice that the print of which he coniplaios is nn illustration
of an article describing the work at one of the Institutions which undertake
to give instruction in architecture.
If our correspondent holds that it is not
ourduty to give full information concerning these institutions, we cannot
agree with him. Those who selected the material presumably picked out
the most praiseworthy drawings.
Bus. AMERICAN AHCHITKCTS.!

stitutes

the

PUBLISHED A CERTAIN ILLUSTRATION.

York Tribune.

TIIK Coux OF THE PHARAOHS.
Mr. David Drew of Plymouth,
planted last spring some corn taken from a mummy exhumed in Eygpt,
and estimated to be 4000 years old. The stalks are now about six to
six and a-half feet high. The leaves alternate on the stalk like common
corn, and have the white mid rib of sweet corn but the product of tinplant is the most singular part of it, for, instead of growing in an ear like
modern corn, there is a heavy cluster of small twigs in place of the
spindle which hands downward from its weight, and each twig is
thickly studded with kernels, each of which i in a separate husk.
Boston Herald,
;

A DISPUTE OVER IMPERFECT WORK.
NEW OBLKANS, LA.. August
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

!, 1Mb

We

Dear Sirs,
write to ask you to settle a dispute between a
The points in
building-committee and ourselves.
arc
these
A flat roof in which rest heavy timbers carrying question
large watertanks was built with so little fall that the water lies in the centre
and is calculated to rot the bearing timbers. The other
point is, galvanized-iron hip-rolls that are so constructed that
they leak and will
have to be taken off. The building is a very large one
covering a
were not allowed a clerk^fpiece of ground 160 x 250 feet.
the-works and had to superintend the construction without this
aid,
and these points escaped our notice. The building was
accepted
by us and by the building-committee, and now these defects show
themselves some ten months after acceptance of the
structure, and
"
" General
Condition
clause of specification
notwithstanding the
which reads as follows: "The builders must
give bond for therepairs of all roofs, gutters, and in short all of his work that may
require repairs for the period of twelve months," the buildingcommittee demand that we, at our expense, repair and make
good
this construction.
hold that the contractors are the
responsible parties.
Please decide and oblige.
S. & T.
:

We

We

[!F the roof-timbers were not properly levelled, it is the builder's dutv
make them right. If the hip-roll was improperly made or put on it Is
for the person who made it or put it on to replace it
It is absurd
properly.
to expect an architect to see everything that mnv be out of the wav
about
a building. If his plans and specifications are skilfully
"and

to

he
prepared,
looks over the work carefully during a reasonable number of visits of the
usual length, and orders the correction of such mistakes as lie sees be has
done his duty, and the owner has no claim against him for not
being omniscient.
His certificate or acceptance of the building does not alter the
case.
It is well settled that the architect's certificate is
an
simply
expression
of his opinion about the building, and not in any
way 11 guaranty of the
work. Even if his opinion was a mistaken one, he is not liable for any
damage unless the mi.-take was the result of gross carelessness or ignorance, and an erroneous certificate of the completion of the building does
not free the builder in the least from bis obligation to complete it
according
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Architects and owner would do well to remember that the
to contract.
architects' duty is to furnish proper and skilfully made drawings and speciand the builders' is to perform the confications, and scientific directions
The architect helps the owner by endeavoring with
tract to the letter.
reasonable diligence to detect violations of the contract, but he never in
;

the smallest degree takes the place of the contractor.

Eos.
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for improvements of the Upper Spree ca.nal, which will greatly faciliThe city railway costs enormous sums. The
tate the trade of the city.
ministerial palaces, though simple in style, have luxurious and com-

modious

Four monumental

interiors.

post-offices

and the rnagni fit-cut

Polytechnic at the west end of the Thiergarten are the boast of the
The new palace of the Reichstag in the Konigsplatz is rising
city.
from its foundations, and in less than three years it will probably be

A

the greatest ornament of the city.
striking illustration of the progress of Berlin is the almost unexampled increase of the students in the
University, who numbered in 1887 no less than u'888. At this moment
the University of Berlin is the most frequented in the world that of
Vienna comes next. The number of professors is about 300. The
pupils in the new Polytechnic number more than 1200, and all other
schools are in a flourishing condition.
;

THE CLAIM OF GREECE TO GRECIAN ANTIQUITIES.
Speaking of
the plea of ownership in everything dug out of her soil, recently put
forward by Greece, the Londun Telegraph says Once the principle of
the right of antiquarian capture, subject, of course, to the proper
lost sight of; once
provisos of the law known as "treasure-trove," was
the archaeologist, spending years of his life and labor in research of
buried truth to be brought to light for the good of all thoughtful mankind, was reduced to the level of a petty thief or a well-meaning
burglar, and there would be an end to the study of the past.
should have the Ptolemies crowding from Cairo to claim the mummies of
their ancestors, and some Babylonian and Assyrian gentlemen whirling
up to Bloomsbury to demand the winged bulls that once decorated their
forefathers' halls and palaces.
Moreover, the situation would become
still more complex
indeed, a European war could scarcely be obviated
if by any chance a "Queen Annie's farthing" were found on an
island of the Archipelago, or an Irish bronze Celt discovered among
have no
the curiosities of some travelled Corinthian collector.
wish to press the point that Greece seems to have taken of late to the
manufacture of her antiquities, and retell the story of the recently confiscated Piraen fragments of evidently modern workmanship, which
had been broken for the mystification of the credulous. It may, indeed,
be that Greece feels that her simple sons are rather tending to flood the
market with counterfeits, and that she has need of recovering her waning dignity. Nor is it needful to reiterate that some of the best "bits,"
:

We

;

We

Greek collections come from European Turkey and Asia Minor, and,
on a similar ground to that advanced by the Hellenes, ought to be sent
back by parcel-post to Constantinople; we rather base our objections
to this proposed cry of "Give them back" on the long recognized
right of skilled antiquarians to seek and find and store as they please.
If the "goods" found are of great intrinsic value, and the government
of the country where they are found never thought of digging them up
for themselves, let that country by all means be compensated for their
in

generally the case, only be allowed to
take place by virtue of a "firman," or some similar potent instrument.
But a sort of general redistribution of antiquities all over Europe, a
scientific sorting of artistic treasures, is a wholly impossible and ridiculous scheme.
loss, or let investigation, as is

THE ACCIDENT AT SEVILLE CATHEDRAL. Further particulars of
the fall of a pillar of the Seville Cathedral are now at hand. It was
about three o'clock in the afternoon when the people of Seville who
lived near the Cathedral (writes a correspondent of the London Daily
News) were suddenly startled by a loud report. They at first fancied
Soon a cloud
that it must be a repetition of the earthquake of 1884.
of dust filled the air, and those that rushed out were told that some
This
terrible accident had taken place in their beautiful Cathedral.
bad news astonished nobody, as it had been expected. Many, indeed,
for some time past, never entered the church without some misgivings.
Fortunately," no one was in the building at the time. It happened to be the
hour of the siesta," when only those who have something particular to
do are in the streets. It was ascertained that one of the stone columns
that had long been in a dangerous state had given way at last, bringing
down with it -a considerable portion of the nave over the choir. The
fine organ and all the beautiful carved "Silleria," once the glory of
the Carthusian monastery before it was transferred to the Cathedral,
were much damaged. The architects say that they had repeatedly
called attention to the condition of this part of the Cathedral, but that,
not expecting any immediate collapse, they had paid more attention to
other parts of the church, which are in an equally dangerous condition.
Even the lovely Giralda tower is reported to be in a very unsatisfactory
state.
The Cathedral has been closed by order of the authorities, and
it will probably be some years before strangers can again visit the greatest attraction of the Andalusian city.
BERLIN, GERMANY.

Under the heading of " New Berlin," many

in-

teresting particulars of the progress of the Prussian capital since 1871,
have been gathered together by Professor Paloczy, and contributed as
a feuilleton to the Neue Freie Presse. There are now, it seems, 25 public libraries in Berlin, with more than 100,000 volumes.
Vienna's 29
public squares are compared with 58 possessed by Berlin. Though
Vienna has its Prater and Paris its Bois de Boulogne, Berlin surpasses
both in its Grunwald, with its immense extent, its hills and vales, its
woods and lakes, villas and hunting-lodges. The northern limit now
lies close to the houses of Charlottenburg, the largest suburb.
Berlin
expends yearly more than 10,000,000 marks on the poor, and mendicants in the streets are unknown. The citizens take pride in serving
More than 12,000 of them are now thus
their city without reward.
working for the town, while the number of paid officers is comparhalf of the 31 magistrates who carry
More
than
atively insignificant.
" l?ed House" have
no salary, though
on the direction of affairs in the
their office is no sinecure. This unselfish devotion to the general wellbeing is the sure guaranty for the further development of the city. It
is only four years ago that the Prussian Landtag voted 4,000,000 nurks
for the increase of the royal museums of Berlin. Several millions of
marks have been recently voted for deepening the bed of the Spree and

BUILDERS complain that they have not been favored with the same concessions in prices on building-materials, that have been made on other
The falling-off in building-activity throughout
manufactured products.
the East, is likely to bring about, in a measure, a decided weakness in prices,
but it is a question whether any benefit will result. The opinions of builders
and architects vary as to the extent of the reduction in building activity this
season, in the six New England States
it is placed variously, at 10'to 15
per cent some authorities even naming 20 per cent. In New York State,
the decline is estimated at 25 to 40 per cent, some even placing it as high as
50 per cent. In New York City, a better condition of things is reported.
Most kinds of building material are declining the supply of brick is far
above the demand plaster and cement are very low, but manufacturers
continue production, in the hope that a heavy demand will relieve them
next season. Nails have reached the lowest point touched for several years.
Good nails have sold at New York and Boston, at $ 1.75. Laths are also very
low, while lumber maintains its average quotations, under a good steady
demand. The reason for this is, that Western markets have been absorbing enormous quantities of white and yellow pine, leaving comparatively
less for the Eastern markets.
Builders of high repute, and whose opinions
are worth quoting, give it out unreservedly, that a reaction will take place
in New England and New York next year, and the reasons they assign,
although they are based mainly on faith, are in all probability correct.
Capitalists and financiers are anxious to make liberal investments and improvements, but their course will depend largely upon the margin of profit
which is likely to be realized. Abundant crops will assist. Farther West,
a better condition of things is found builders have been very well employed
all this season.
A good many who found employment scarce in the larger
cities in the Spring, sought and found work in the smaller cities and towns
throughout the interior.
great deal of work has been quietly progressTowns
ing, which the trade and daily journals have entirely overlooked.
have been springing up all along the lines of nearly ail roads between Pennand
Missouri.
Kansas
has
been
well
in
several
of its
sylvania
doing very
larger towns ; certain sections of Missouri have been active in others, but
little progress has been made.
In Colorado, Montana and Washington
Territory, there has been great activity, especially in railroad construction.
to
attract a great deal of both foreign and
Washington Territory promise?
American capital next year. Montana also is opening up opportunities for
Railroad construction in the Southwest will be actively pushed.
enterprise.
British capitalists are interesting themselves in railroad schemes, and are
anxious to prosecute their work early in the Spring, even against the prudent counsels of American advisers, in favor of delay. The iron trade is
improving, throughout the country, but the full volume of demand will not
be presented until the elements of uncertainty are removed. The lumber
trade, as above stated, is very active in the West, and fairly so in the East.
Between 30 and 40 saw mills are now being erected along the South Atlantic
Coast. Industrial activity in the South still continues, and there is as much
projected work this September as there has been in any month in the year.
The returns to capital in textile enterprises, in mining, and in the larger
manufacturing establishments of all kinds, are such as to encourage additional capital to enter into the same channels of activity.
Speculators
are able to earn but a poor living at this time. Their most strenuous efforts
"
"
fail to attract the
A boom in railway stocks is alsheep into Wall Street
most an impossibility. Speculative talent will probably have but little
employment in the next few months. Values are too well understood the
earning capacity of railroads is thrown before the eyes of the public so frequently and thoroughly, that there is but little room for investors to force
up values by any kind of false figuring. There is, however, a wide field for
those who are interested in getting up corners, and there is danger from
this source despite the intelligence and alertness of the public.
Unpopular
as it may be to assert the fact, the growth of trusts at this time, is a sort of
necessity and no legislation, State or National, can do more than to make
the managers of these colossal combinations very careful how they proceed. Without theorizing on the subject, it must be briefly stated that the
enormous productive capacity of the country requires some form of control beyond that created by old trade associations and organizations. Existing commercial and industrial conditions nre beyond the reach of old
methods the growth of trusts may, for the present, threaten prices, and
promise great profits to the managers of them but the influences at work
within them, and which are sure to follow their growth, will protect
the people from harm. This assertion is susceptible of demonstration
and such demonstration occurs to the intelligence of many of those
who are now crying out against them. For all that, the trusts themselves are not organized for any charitable purposes, but will devour
all they can
of what comes within their reach.
They will be unable to gratify any large proportion of their desires. The shops, mills and
factories are adding daily to their labor force, and orders are dnily increasing for supplies for immediate, and also for winter delivery. No industry
is in a dangerous condition.
A healthy industrial activity for 1889 is assured in the continuance of the low prices, which the competition of the
past months has established. The only improvement in prices will be the
withdrawal of the very lowest quotations that hard-pressed merchants and
manufacturers have mnde for the sake of business. Apart from that, there
will be neither advance nor decline.
There will be very little anticipation
of want by consumers, because they have confidence that the productive
capacity of the country is siiftlcient to supply all wants as fast as they may
legitimately arise.
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cement, and we all know that some Roseudale cement is so
very bad that, as the Commissioners say in this case, its use
adds nothing to the strength of the mortar; but with good
Rosendale cement, and good lime, we have General Gillmore's
" the addition of lime to the
high authority for saying that
to
a
of
cement, up
proportion
equal parts of lime and cement,
does not materially injure the mortar ;" while, with any quicksetting Rosendale cement, in the climate of Washington in
summer, it would, we should say, be often necessary to add
lime to the cement to prevent it from setting in the tubs before
it could be used.
As to the foundation-walls, the Commissioners say that they would have been sufficient, if laid according to the specifications, but they think that the architects
ought to have presumed that the contractor would not keep his
"
"
promises, and to have provided a wider
margin of safety by

making them

thicker.
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IIE report of the Commission of Inquiry, appointed to exMini in- into the circumstances which led to the fall of the
tower of the new Church of the Covenant in Washington,
two or three weeks ago, has just been made public. The Commissioners, who are all experts, commend the general design of
the tower, in which, as they say, the various pressures and resistances were carefully ascertained and provided for, but condemn the workmanship, and a part of the materials used. The
specifications called for rubble foundations, and for dressedstone facings to the superstructure, backed with rubble, " well
bonded," " tied to the ashlar face with galvanized-iron

clamps
wherever necessary or expedient," and laid in mortar made of
" the best Rosendale
cement," and a certain proportion of lime
and sand. Instead of complying with these requirements, the
contractor built the rubble-work mostly of small stones, or
"
rather, as the Commissioners say, of
shapeless chunks and
"
chips,"
very badly bonded," tied only at rare intervals to the
"
facing, and laid in mortar which was
practically worthless."
The foundation walls were only four inches thicker than those
of the superstructure, and built in the same way.
The conclusion reached by the Commissioners is that the fall of the tower
was caused by the badness of the masonry, and this they lay
mainly to the contractor, but think that the architects were at
fault in providing in their specifications for the use of
any lime
whatever in the mortar, for not designing the foundationwalls thicker, and for not having watched the work more
closely.

were the relative proportions of lime and cement
we do not learn from the rethe requirements for the mortar in which the
port,
facing was to be laid were that only sufficient lime should be
used with the cement " to make the mortar easily workable."
Analysis showed that all the mortar, for facing and backing
alike, actually contained about one part cement to two parts
lime, but it was all of such wretched quality that hardly any
two stones in the ruins adhere together, and the mortar is
mostly in the condition of sand. Although the Commissioners
make some judicious remarks about the mortar,
calling attention particularly to the fact, which is not
always remembered
by architects, and is still less frequently thought of by builders,
that the mortar " is the great dependence for
in rubble

WHAT but

specified for the backing

strength

masonry," we are unable to agree entirely with them that no
lime ought to have been used in the work.
The mortar for the
church appears to have been made with bad lime and worse

TT
F\

the end of the report, the Commissioners say that it
"
appears that
largely for want of the intelligent supervision required of the architects, the contractor's materials

''

'

and workmanship were

inferior

and unsuitable," and that

" therefore the beautiful tower
fell," and they say elsewhere
that the " deplorable results were due in a great measure to an
entire absence of any continuous personal direction, supervision
or inspection by the architects or their representatives, other
than some occasional visits, for a few hours or a day each, at intervals of some six weeks ;" yet in almost their closing sentence
" in form and dimensions the tower furnishes a
they say that
thoroughly substantial and permanent structure, needing but
the simplest kind of good materials and workmanship for
its proper erection."
These two sentences illustrate with unusual force the standing controversy between architects on one

and builders and owners on the other, in this country,
which is every day becoming more serious for our profession.
To take what architects consider to be the obvious view of the
case, the report states that the architects of the church did the
work they engaged to do thoroughly, skilfully and conscientiously while the contractor deliberately broke his solemn promises, and slurred and neglected his work until the tower fell
down, yet the Commissioners leave him gleefully slapping his
pockets, in which he has safe the money which he gained by
not doing what he was paid to do, and say that they think the
"
"
"
"
to
deplorable results of his performances are
largely due
the architects, every one of whose wise and skilful directions he
side,

;

Most architects, we are sure, regard
intentionally disobeyed.
conclusions of this kind as monstrous, and consider it too
obvious for argument that the person to blame for not' doing
what he promfeed to do is the person himself; and that the in-

who ought

to restore stolen goods is the one who
yet in building matters the great mass of mankind
think with the Commissioners that if a contractor succeeds in
pocketing as profit half the amount of his contract by the simple
process of not doing what he agreed to do, it is the architect,
not he, who is to blame. The ordinary sentiment is in this case
well expressed by an editorial note in the Washington Star,
which says that " in the mind of intelligent and disinterested
persons there can scarcely exist a doubt that the architect is the
one who must, primarily and finally, be held accountable, both
In other words, according to our intermorally and legally."
pretation of his remarks, the editor of the Star thinks that the
man who was paid for building the tower properly, and did not
do it, ought to be allowed to keep the money, while the man

dividual
stole

them

;

who prepared good and skilful plans and specifications for it is
the one who ought to make good the damage incurred because
were not followed.

That the architect was
"
for " general supervision
of the work does
not, in the professional mind, alter the case at all, for the
reason that he knows that it is absolutely impossible for any
his specifications

paid a small

sum

architect, in the visits of supervision usually
hundredth part of the contractor's omissions

made, to detect a
and mistakes, any
one of which may prove fatal to the building, and he cannot
conceive that any sane man should expect him to do so but,
on the other hand, the public generally assumes that by paying
the architect a tiny fee he becomes individually responsible for
all the contractor's work, and can be called upon at
any
;
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time to

make good

the

contractor's

omissions, at

his

own

expense.

OOfaras

this country is concerned, the latter idea is altogether too well founded for the good of our profession.
"
" due
in
diligence
Although, if an architect exercises
supervising work under his charge, he is exonerated from liability on account of the contractor's failure to follow the specifications, it is far otherwise if he is found to have neglected
"
that " due diligence
which a jury may find to have been reIn that case, although the
under
the
circumstances.
quired

|^

contractor is clearly the person at fault, the law in this country
is that the owner may, if he chooses, recover damages in full
from the architect, leaving the latter to get reimbursement from
If there
the contractor, the real person at fault, if he can.
were any standard of the due diligence required of the architect, it might be possible to arrange a modus vivendi between
the architect and the owner which should provide a mutual understanding and complete security for both, but there fs in
this country nothing of the kind, and American architects are
in constant danger of being ruined by any vicious client who
may choose to accuse them of being the cause of his disIt is quite time that this danger,
putes with his contractors.
which presses upon responsible architects with a rigor unknown in any other profession, should be removed, and it might
In all other civilized countries the architect is
easily be so.
presumed to need most of his time for designing or directing
in his office, and a clerk-of-works, or " inspecteur des travaux,"
is always provided, at the expense of his client, to watch the
workmen from day to day, see to the mortar-mixing, report to
the architect, and, in general, to do just what would have
served, in the case of the Washington church, to detect the bad
work in time to have it pulled down and done over again. Here,
on the contrary, most architects are their own clerks-of-works,
and are compelled in consequence to devote themselves, for fear
of the terrible penalties which may punish a few days absence,
to unremitting toil, while their more fortunate neighbors, the
doctors, lawyers and merchants, are enjoying vacations all
about them. Occasionally an architect is found who refuses to
submit to such a burden. The late Mr. Richardson generally
demanded, and received, two and one-half per cent in addition to the regular five per cent on the cost of the building, in cases where his clients wished for more careful supervision than that which would be given in a monthly or
bi-monthly visit ; and it is not very unusual in the large cities
for architects to call upon their clients to furnish clerks-ofworks, to keep up the minute daily supervision which they do
not consider it their own duty to furnish. There is no question
It is for no one's real advantage that the
that they are right.
architect, the planner, the designer, and the deviser of methods
of construction, should be compelled to waste his time day after
day in seeing mortar mixed, or bricks laid, so as to be sure of
the exact quality of the work, nor can any architect pay half
"

commission to some one to do it for him.
If architects
are to be bound to supervision of this sort, they must be paid
for it if not, it must be generally understood that their clients,
if they desire it, must furnish it themselves.
There ought to
be no great difficulty in getting this understood, and acquiesced
in, by the public, and it would not be, perhaps, too soon for the
Conventions of October and November to take up the subject.
his

;

suppose that the American Public Health Association
wishes for nothing more earnestly than as full a discus-

WE

sion as possible of the subjects to which it gives its
and we therefore make no apology for commenting,
and inviting comments from other people upon certain matters
which we find in its prize essay upon "Building a Home," by
Professor Vaughan of Michigan University. After some very
attention,

remarks on soil and situation, Professor Vaughan
gives a chapter on Cellars, which is too brief to contain all the
exceptions to its rules that might with advantage be noted.
The first rule is that all cellar walls ought to be " air and water
tight," and this quality is to be secured by filling in a foot of
If the foundation-walls are
"gravel or clay" all around them.
" thin outer wall " is to be
" two or three
of brick, a
built,
inches from the main wall, and the floor is in all cases to bs
made of concrete about six inches thick covered with Portland
cement or asphalt." That such a construction will be expensive, Professor Vaughan admits, but he thinks that it should

judicious
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be insisted vipon, " even if it becomes necessary, on account of
increased cost, to deprive the superstructure of some of its ornamentation."
How many jig-sawed brackets it would be
necessary to dispense with in the cornice to pay for such a
cellar as his essay demands, Professor Vaughan does not
say,
and we doubt whether he has made an accurate estimate of
them. If he had done so, it is hardly likely that he would
have seriously proposed a structure of that sort as the only one
suitable for the dwelling of persons of the class to

essay

is

which the

addressed.

"
"
cellar walls
regard to the
perfectly water and air tight
that the recommendation of the essay is intended
to be taken with a liberal allowance, the cost of a cellar
wall really water-tight, enclosing a given area, being not much
less than that of an ordinary complete house covering the same
area.
Regarding this, however, as meaning simply that the
wall should be laid in cement mortar, without more than the
usual proportion of void spaces, we next meet, in the recommendation that a space of a foot around the walls should be
filled " with gravel or clay," a self-contradictory rule, which
needs explanation. It is hardly necessary for architects to
point out that gravel and clay, as filling materials, are of oppo-

INwe suppose

site nature,

and that where gravel

filling is useful clay is objec-

tionable, and vice versa, but the essay tells us nothing of the
way in which the kind best suited to the circumstances can be
selected, nor of the importance, in case cellar walls in clayey
or marly ground are surrounded with gravel, of providing an

outfall

below the

level of the cellar floor for the water

which

will collect in the gravelly envelope. Without this, the porous
mass will fill, after heavy rains, with water, which, hemmed in
by the impervious earth outside, can escape only into the cel-

and usually does

while a clay filling, although it promoisture coming from beyond, is itself
generally cold and wet, and keeps the adjoining stonework
damp. Our own idea is that a filling of gravel or cinders is
always to be preferred, on the condition, however, that unless
the soil beyond it is very porous, the water which runs in
lar,

so,

tects the walls against

stormy weather down the sides of the house, and sinks into the
gravel, shall be received, below the level of the cellar bottom,
into a pipe or stone drain large enough to carry it off rapidly
to some proper outfall.
Under this arrangement the air circulates outside the cellar walls as well as inside, to their great

advantage. Of the more artificial method of promoting dryness,
by building a thin screen-wall of brick outside the main foundaUnless
tion, we must confess to having a poor opinion.
defended by a filling of gravel or cinders, well drained, so that
water could not collect in it, such a screen-wall would, in the
climate of our Northern States, be torn to pieces after a few
winters, while in any climate and under any circumstances it
is liable to be crushed by the pressure of earth against it, and
to allow water standing in the ground outside of it to come
through and fill the air-space between it and the main wall.
If, however, Professor Vaughan's ideal of a cellar wall is ill
adapted to the use of modest householders, his model of a celWhile six inches of concrete is well
lar floor is hardly better.
enough for the floor of a costly building, three inches of good
concrete on a suitable foundation gives a floor sufficiently hard
for any ordinary dwelling-house and nearly as impervious to
ground air as a six-inch stratum. Neither is, however, entirely
impervious, and nothing but asphalt will make it so, but the
cost of this, amounting to about two hundred dollars for a small

In
house, is so great as to make it practically unavailable.
fact, the equipment of a cellar with six-inch concrete floor, with
asphalt over it, and screen-walls outside, would add from five
hundred to a thousand dollars to the cost of the house, without

any great corresponding advantage. In regard to keeping
ground air out of the cellar, a three-inch floor of concrete without asphalt will repel air better than an ordinary stone wall,
and there seems to us to be little use in asphalting the floor
unless the walls are also made air-proof by "boxing," or lining
with asphalt at an immense expense.
good deal may be
done cheaply to make the side walls of the cellar air-tight by
painting them on the outside with hot coal-tar, and in certain
cities, where the ground is polluted by cesspools, this is very
useful, but the most reliable of all devices is to have the cellar

A

windows large and keep them open, and if this is faithfully
done and water prevented by proper drains from ever entering
the cellar, as much has been accomplished as can be hoped for
in the basements of workingmen's dwellings.
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staples

ha.sps

^^^ be

are not properly to
classed with hinges,
but it seems convenient
to introduce

Fig. 59.

them

point. Ordinary
iron staples are

Hasp and Staple!.

at this

wrought-

made

thirteen sizes, from

in

Figure 59 shows the

with wrought-iron hasps.

commonest form, a
plain

with

hasp

F,g. 64.

one

inch to six inches long.
They are made both in plain and galvanized iron ai:d arc used in building operations chiefly in

connection

and are known as strap-hinges and second, those which are
mortised into the butt edge of the door and against the frame,
and are, consequently, designated as butts. Figure 6-t shows
the commonest form of a strap-hinge, such as is seen on barnThese hinges arc made in even sizes from three to
doors, etc.
sixteen inches long, measured when opened flat.
They are
;

HASPS AND BTA1M.K*.

HIMiES.
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two

staples. Hasps
are made in even

Strap-Hinge.

A

made

in various ways and widths to suit special necessities.
variety of strap-hinge is made by the Stanley Works, with the
same sort of solid link that has been described for Figure 63.
This form of hinge can be used only where there is plenty of
room both on the door and on the jamb for attaching the leaves

inches from five to
twelve inches in
length.

A

varia-

from the .common hasp has a
latch on the hasp
which catches into
one of the staples
tion

Hup

Fig. 60.

in place of a padlock, as shown by
natFigure 60.

Fig. 61.

A

and Staple with Double Hook.

Hasp ind Staple on

plates.

ural simplification of this devise is to do away with the hasp,
connecting the staples by a wrought-iron hook, the staples
being either driven independently, as in the previous examples,
or riveted to plates, as shown by Figure 61.
There is also a
form of hasp and staple intended to be secured with a padlock,
the locking-staple being swivelled on a back-plate which is
screwed to the jamb.
In place of the ordinary wrought-iron hasp and staple, Figure
59, hasps are made bent at right angles at the middle so as to lap
around the edge of a box or a door, if necessary. Bent hasps

Fit.

65.

Figure

considerably more than the

common

Fig. 66.
Fig.

62.

as hasps are always of

wrought
any desired shape.
The connection between hasps and hinges can be readily
illustrated by Figure 62, representing a hinged hasp.
This is a
natural outcome from the common hasp and staple, the
hasp
being hinged in the middle, one end screwed onto the door or
box-top, while the other end has a slot through which is passed
a staple for securing the padlock.
The figure shows one of
these, with an ordinary staple attached to a wall-plate.
They
are also manufactured with swivelled staples.
These hinged
hasps are made three, four and-one-half, six, eight, ten and

iron or steel, they can be bent to

The

twelve inches long.
or the

swivelled

market

varieties of

fancy work.
and the form

price

is

the

same

There are several special makes of strap and T hinges,
which are reinforced so as to afford greater strength. One of

for either the plain

Some manufacturers have in
hinged hasps made in brass or bronze

~j

the
for

however, not used very extensively,
strictly for rough work.
form of hinge-hasp shown by Figure 63 is sometimes used
for extra-heavy work, and for trap-doors.
In this, the hasp
works upon a solid link of wrought-iron, and considerable
gain
are,

A

of strength

is

so acquired.

STRAP-HINGES.

may be divided into two general classes
which are placed on the face of a door or shutter,

Hinges, proper,
First, those
1

Continued from No.

:

6C4,

page

120.

Chest-Hinge.

T-hinge with braced Leaf.

these is the Wells patent hinge, Figure 68, in which the metal
of each leaf of the hinge is carried completely around the bend
and back onto itself, so that it would be almost impossible to
tear it away.
The Hart patent hinge

Solid Link Hinged Hasp.

staples.

These
is more

are

about the same price as the ordinary strap-hinge. The Stanley
Works manufactures a T-hinge with a braced leaf, which is
very useful in some cases. This is shown by Figure 67.

Fig. 67.

Fig. 63.

The T-hinges

form.

Hinged Hasp.

can be had in the market from five to ten inches in length.
Besides this, there are numerous special forms which are made

by a few manufacturers, and

T-hinge.

of the hinges.
When the width on the jamb is restricted, as
is often the case, a
In some cases
T-hinge, Figure 65, is used.
it is
necessary to have the fixed plate bent, a form known as
the chest-hinge being then used,
66.
The latter costs

reinforced by a double thickness of
metal about the pin, and the Record
hinge is strengthened by two flangeplates, which are bolted to each leaf
and attached to the pin, as shown by
is

Figure 69.
forced
Fig. 68.

Well. Patent H.nge.

The

prices of these rein-

hinges are the same for the

different

kmdg

.

Figure 70 shows a hinge which is used when it is desired
that the pin should be well out from the door or shutter, so as
to throw it open away from the jamb.
This hinge is made in
sizes from six to eighteen inches long.

The

following table gives the average retail prices of the
foregoing hinges, in a few of the leading sizes.
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objection in the eyes of Eastern builders.
simplest forms is the Seymour hinge manufactThe essential princiured by P. & F. Corbiu. Figure 79.
in
this
includes
a
raised
cone
on the house hinge
ple
hinge
working into a socket on the blind hinge. The hiugo is shown
blind is
partially raised and in the position it takes when the

would be an

Oue

of the

TUB KAKITY OF NOTKWORTIIY BUILDA VIRGINIA TOWN TAKKA
INGS.
TO 8KCUKK A HI Me. \ FOR A 8OM>IKKs'
TI1K
INTERIOR VKCOKATIOX
MOM'MKNT.
OF T1IK 8TATK, WAU AND NAVY BUILDING.
-III--

1

N

assuming the advantages of a itort of architectural retrospect in the first of these Baltimore Letters, it was with the avowed intention
the way for a little more understanding
paving
into
the buildings of to-day, a looking-back
in

I

of

gradually

and"

Fie. 78.

Screw Brio Blind Hook.

Fig. 79.

Seymour's Blind Hinge.

When the blind is thrown back a lip on the upper
hinge catches on to a protection on the lower hinge and holds
the blind firmly in place, so that it can be released only by raisclosed.

ing the blind b,odily.

The Shepard Hardware

Co., of Buffalo, manufactures a number of varieties of window-blind hinges which are used quite
All of them are double locking and arranged so
extensively.
that the blind can be lifted off the hinge only in one position,
thus obviating any upsetting of the blind when trying to close
it.
Most of the Shepard hinges close by gravity when once
raised; that

is

to say, the

surfaces of

the upper and

lower

hinge are bevelled so that the blind will slide down of its own
weight and so close. Figure 80 shows one of the best of these
hinges and illustrates also the manner in which it closes by

interest
architectural pedigree, as it were, which has only gone to prove,
"
thoroughbred"
alas! how and when whatever once existed of the
And although
lias died out, and where the mongrel race caine in.
we also assumed at once the cheerful line of argument, and held
it
that we were gradually leading
desperately on to the thread of
and future
when
through a dark age to a more hopeful present
we really come to lay our hand on the conspicuous buildings that
have been erected in the last few years in other cities as well as in

there are, with some noted
exceptions
from not more than half-a-dozen different offices),
have
of
of a
architectural
view,
an
from
anything
point
which,
national interest, and, however imposing their dimensions may be,
offer anything more than a re-arrangement of oflrtised forms and
decorative detail in an effort after novelty.

Baltimore,

how very few

(that emanate

Eutaw Savings Bank, the Hutzler building, the Darby building
& Merchants' Bank but, notwithstanding laudato find in any of these the character that
tory local criticism, we fail
would make them objects of more than local interest, or place them
in the front ranks with the best work that is now being done through-

the

and the Farmers'

;

out the country.
The Mercantile Trust and Deposit Building, from the special
a certain
purpose for which it was designed, naturally acquired
character and interest, and has apparently attracted more than local
content with no
attention, and its architects would doubtless be
further criticism upon it than that of a contemporary French architectural journal, lately translated in the pages of the American ArchiWhen we turn to the consideration of the dwelling-house detect.
same conditions obtain much has been
sign we find much the
rescued from the " vernacular," from the hand of the carpenter and
builder, and the half-fledged architect, but, with one or two rare excepmarked intrinsic merit. The
tions, nothing has been produced of
" Belvedere Terrace " to solve the
question of the best
attempt at
arrangement for an eighteen or twenty foot house built in a row. produced the somewhat unusual result of an entire block, from Eager to
Chase streets, being solidly built up on both sides, with an effort at a
certain harmonious symmetry and balance in the whole length of the
street-fronts, the two sides of the street being given to two different
architectural firms to design, and the general effect of the whole
block is decidedly above the average for houses of such moderate
While that on the west side, as regards plan
cost and dimensions.
and interior arrangement, has met with general approval, and is far
the more satisfactory of the two, we do not find that the evidently
carefully-studied and somewhat academic design of its facade is any
happier than the rather careless and accidental style of its opfxjsite
;

Fig. 80.

Shepard's Noiseless

Fig. 81.

Shepard's Standard Blind Hinge.

Blind Hinge.

This hinge and nearly all of the Shepard make are
planted on the face of the blind rather than mortised into the
edges.
very simple form, and one quite good in its way is
shown by Figure 81. The two parts of the hinges are shown
The fold on the
separately so as to represent it more clearly.
right is attached to the blind and the hook rests in the socket
of the other fold of this hinge. The bottom of the socket is contracted to an ellipse and by reason of the lug on the blind hook,
the blind can be lifted off
the hinges only when standing at right angles to the
house. When the blind is
open the lug A catches
into fl and hold the blind
securely. In order to close
the blind it is lifted bodily
until the lug clears the
catch.
Figure 82 is another variety of the Shepard hinge which can be
used in case the blind is
set on the face of the casFig. 82. Shepard's Gravity Blind Hinge.
ing, the two arms of the
All of the Shepard goods are
hinge being unequal in length.
very nicely finished and seem like very durable and serviceable
There are many varieties but the foregoing will anarticles.

gravity.

A

,

swer for the purposes of general
ten cents per

set,

illustration.

or fifteen cents with screws.
LTo be continued. 1

They

retail

at

neighbor.
Such conspicuous buildings as the United States Post-Office, now
nearly completed, and the great Hopkins Hospital, alx>ut to be
opened, after a preparation of many years, call for a wider description and criticism in a later letter, so we may close this with a slight
digression to an analogous subject that is not without a somewhat
pathetically humorous side to it.
The erection and dedication of numerous commemorative monuments on the field of Gettysburg, on the occasion of the great celebraif
tion of July 3, suggests a recent incident, that would be
amusing
it were not for the discouraging element in it as a typical illustration
not very distant
of the art-feeling in certain communities.

A

trans-Potomac town (we will not designate more closely) determining to erect a soldiers' monument within its own borders, and having
appropriated some 84,000 for the purpose, applied to a well-known
stone-mason in Baltimore for a design, apparently quite ignorant of,
or wilfully ignoring the fact that such commissions were ever in-

more artistic training. The essential feature of
the design was to be a full-length figure of a soldier raised upon a
The stone-mason,
pedestal, the whole to be twenty-five feet high.
among the most prominent of his trade in the city, and a man of
with the prol>intelligence, somewhat doubting his power to grapple
lem, wrote to a young architect in another part of ,the city asking if
he. would kindly come to his itone-yard for about half an hour and give
him a drawing for the monument, and suggested the possibility of his
taking the train that night for the purpose of submitting the
trusted to those of
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completed design to (lie approval of the impatient trans-Potomac artThe young architect, while thoroughly appreciating the
patrons.
absurdity of the transaction, did not happen to be in such a position
that he was willing to refuse his services, when asked for any legitimate object that would sufficiently remunerate him, and having a
certain capacity for effective sketching, by the aid of such models as
he could immediately lay his hands upon, he produced a hastily conceived design to an inch scale, which, although he refused to undertake the further commission of bearing it to the art-committee and
revealing to them its occult merits, met with unqualified admiration
from the stone-mason. It was, however, duly submitted to the committee, and received with a very prudent reserve, non-committal of
either approval or disfavor, and their future action has only been
A
agucly surmised by certain questions to the mason, which seem to
suggest that he may only be required to furnish a pedestal for a
'metallic" statue from a manufacturer who keeps them in stock.
Under what different auspices was xmdertaken the somewhat analogous scheme of erecting monuments commemorating the battle-fields
around Paris, after the Franco-Prussian war, may readily be seen by
" L'lntime
referring to the pages of
Chtb," where are shown the
numerous designs submitted for the purpose in competition by many
of the leading architects of France ; and as regards Gettysburg, we
may feel that the probably numerous insults to art, resulting from
most of ihe monuments erected there, are largely compensated for
by the gain to the world of thought and literature in Mr. Curtis's
grand oration on the occasion. While we are in the spirit of pessimistic criticism we are tempted to refer to a recently published
article from a Washington correspondent, headed "An Artistic BuildThe following extract is taken from a mass of elaborately deing."
tailed

description

decoration, which

of

(having some belligerent

to fittingly apply to the Hoffman House restauand Navy Building of a
rant, perhaps, rather than to the State,

emblems) would seem

War

In redundant and superlative writing the author
" the Horrible."
fairly rivals Mr. Rider Haggard in his own field of
"
Nearly fifty artists have been busily at work decorating, the rooms
in the new wing of the State, War and
Navy Department Building,
which are to be occupied by the Secretary of War, and the higher
officers of the army.
The result is a scries of apartments which for
richness of ornamentation cannot be equalled in this country. Nearly
every color known to the painter's palette has been brought into
requisition, and the designs being all original and appropriate have
been prepared with an eye to rich and sumptuous effects.
Mr.
Endicott's (esthetic Boston tastes will certainly be gratified when he
enters these rooms.
The ceilthey are gorgeous chambers.
ing itself is almost covered with a wealth of frescoing in gorgeous
colors.
No words can describe the effect which the highlycolored splendor of these rooms produce (sit)
upon the visitor.
Another room on the same floor is a symphony in purple. ... A little
gem of a room in the third floor its mantle is of red marble, and
the dado is such a perfect imitation of the stone that it is hard to
tell where the mantel ends and the
painting begins. Thousands of
dollars have been spent in
beautifying these offices, and when comLet us hope for the
pleted each will be an art gallery in itself."
sake of our national art reputation, and also on account of their
possibly dangerous influence upon our future war transactions, that
these descriptions are not accurate.
great nation.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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PLUMBERS'

STRIKE.

ARCHITECTURAL

GUILD,

London Standard

of nearly four years

27, 1884) pointed out how rapidly England was
Continental nation." England cannot be conbecoming a
"
sidered now, as it was in earlier times, a group of islands, possessing
and
which
were either islands or surcolonies
dependencies,
great
rounded, at least, by barbarians, which were easy to repel and only
After saying that, "obeying the impulse
too easy to conquer."
which drove us to the establishment of colonies, not only one power,
but all the great powers are rushing outwards from their own dominions in streams either of conquest or colonization which must come in
contact with what we have hitherto considered as our natural development," the article goes on to show the result of this movement which
is that the EnglisI^ have become next-door neighbors all over the
world with one or another of the other powers. In India we have
Russia on our very borders. In Austria and at the Cape Colony we

r\ ago (December
"

Germany.

we

Four years have passed away and we see that this is more than
ever the fact, and in no part of the empire is there a more
important
country, strategically, than Canada at this moment.
Recognizing the importance of the position that Canada must take
as a portion of this
Continental nation," the Imperial Government
though slow to act is setting about the task of preparing her to protect herself.
The construction of fortifications, docks and harborage,
the development of towns and villages as
posts of communication
'

and bases

oj supply along the line of that railway, which, crossing
the Continent direct through British
territory, forms such an important link in the chain connecting the mother
country with the
colonies of Asia and Polynesia
all these works
bring men and
and
the materials must be quarried or manufactured,
materials,
transported and prepared, and so the country "goes ahead."
It is the gigantic enterprise of the Canadian Pacific
Railway
which has enhanced the value of Canada in the eyes of England,
said the Hon. J. A.
Chapleau, in his speech at Montreal (January,
1885).
England has learned that Canada is no longer a child, but
has reached maturity and can be made use of, and can make herself of
use.
The completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway has opened up
a route by which in a Westerly direction, as well as in an
Easterly,
we have a highway to the East. Heretofore, the Easterly route, the
Suez Canal, has been the only one, and it
a slender one at best,
into the bargain, a silver thread on the face of the
globe, but too
a canal, than which nothing would be easier to
easily snapped
obstruct and destroy, but of an importance to England of untold
value.
And so it has come to pass that a tide of increasing prosperity

appears to have set in for Canada. Look where you will, all hands
are engaged in the work of development.
Strange, if a country of
its possibilities should not
ultimately be able to hold its own against
all comers.
The recent fisheries retaliation cry has done one good
thing for Canada, it has made us open our eyes to the fact that we
can do without the States we can improve existing means of transit,
engineering can overcome most difficulties, and, in fact, it would be
rather an advantage to Canada if the threat were carried out. The
action would quicken the work of developing the resources of the
;

country.

have said a good deal about Montreal and Toronto in former
but some of the lesser towns deserve remark. At the present
moment Owen Sound stands out as an example. This enterprising
of some 5,500 inhabitants, situated on the south shore of
little^town
the Georgian Bay, east of Lake Huron, in most picturesque scenery,
1

letters,

proved

TORONTO

/

" Even
without the quesare unquestionably face to face
with France.
She is establishing herself at the mouth of the lied
Sea, and she calls all Europe to oppose English designs in Egypt."
" If
England holds certain detached fortresses in the Mediterranean,
France is creeping around the mainland and endeavoring to turn the
Southern waters of Europe into a French lake." It is then
urged
that the standards of both army and navy be raised, and the leader
concludes by saying that " what we have to do as a nation is to
grasp the idea that the future hope of Great Britain and her
colonies lies in a frauk acceptance of
Imperial Federation established
on a firm basis."

by side with
tion of colonization in Egypt,
find ourselves side

MoNTiiEAL.

:

ETC.
able leader of the

No. 665.

LAWRENCE ItlVKll CANALS.
ST. PETEIl's ROMAN CATHOLIC
CATIIKIlliAL,

CANADA
,

VERY

XXIV.

has long been used as a port, but now it is to become a great business centre. The Government has
recently voted $15,000 for improvements (principally dredging works) to the harbor, and a request has been forwarded to the Department of Railways and Canals,
that the stone from Owen Sound quarries may be used for the works
of the Sault Ste. Marie Canal, another
engineering work of great
importance. The Grand Trunk Railway passes by Owen Sound at
a distance of seventeen miles on one side and fifteen miles on the
other, and efforts are being made to induce the Company to connect
with the town on both sides, to give outlets in each direction.
Among the engineering works in progress may be mentioned the
widening of the canals on the St. Lawrence River, a much needed
The result of this will be that when completed there will
operation.
be a magnificent and unrivalled water-way, despite great difference
in levels and the unsurmountable
rapids, sufficient for the necessities
of traffic for years to come,
extending about two thousand five
hundred miles this waterway exists already it is now to be im-

RELATION OF THE COLONIES TO THE
MOTHER COUNTRY.
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY. OWEN SOUND. ST.

*TT

[VOL.

:

;

in part.

The railway bridge of the Canadian Pacific Railway over the St.
Lawrence River, above Montreal, is just completed, and affords a
" Victoria "
striking contrast with the
bridge, designed and executed
by the great English engineer, Robert Stephenson, nearly thirty
years ago (1859.) This bridge is constructed on the tubular principle, while the new one is a cantilever.
The Roman Catholics of Montreal are rejoicing over the work of

Church of St. Peter's. About $300,000 have been
spent upon it up to the present, and it is thought $150,000 more will
complete the edifice sufficiently for occupation and use. As the diocese
consists of 400,000 Catholics, it is thought there will not now be any
opposition offered, and that the money will be willingly subscribed.
The church is on the model of St. Peter's at Rome the dome rises
to a height of two hundred and sixty feet, and as it stands on the
brow of a short but steep hill, it occupies a very conspicuous position
from all points of the compass.
The Minister of Education for the Province of Ontario, has a
scheme for establishing a "chair of architecture." There seems to
be hardly room enough for such an institution, but it is a good tiling
finishing the great

;
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that any step should be taken in the right direction likely to be of
service ultimately.
The Toronto Trades and Labor Council and the Minister do not
agree on the suhjeet of manual-training in schools, as proposed by
Mr. Koss (Minister of F.ducation) for the a (vantage of timse who

have to earn their livelihood by
Labor Council sent a deputation

skilled labor.

Mr. Rocs
convince him by

case

to

The Trades and
who laid their

before him, but failed to
their arguments.
" that a course of
Secretary says
manual-training, if inaugurated, will result in no good commensurate with the amount of
certain harai in an aggravated form, which must ultimately ensue to
all who live by mechanic callings in Ontario."
This dictum is somewhat vague, but the " ultimately " saves the Secretary's bacon, pro

The

teninore.

The plumbers' strike is as far away from a
Masters and men firmly adhere to their own

settlement as ever.
opinions, each side

being convinced that in the lung run it must be successful.
The by-law enforcing examinations for masters and men before
practising the trade, and granting certificates to those who successlully pa>s, continues to send men up in batches for their unwelcome
The examiners are at present exercised over a clause in
ordeal.
the by-law, which states that licences or certificates shall only be
granted to Canadians cither by birth or naturalization. They consider they have nothing to do with a man's nationality, and that if
he passes a good examination, he is entitled to ply his trade. If
this clause is enforced, it would hardly be consistent with the notion
of im]X>rtlng skilled plumbers.
It is satisfactory to note that there is some
attempt at association
of architects now being made in Toronto.
The Toronto Architectural Guild, a somewhat informal institution of about twelve months'
age up to date, is already beginning to make itself felt as an influential body in professional matters.
At present the Guild is mainly of
the nature of a social club; the members meet once a month at
different places in the neighborhood of Toronto, dine together and
then discuss matters of professional interest. No attempt has been
made at definite organization except that each member pays a subThere is no president
scription and pays for his monthly dinner.
or council, but the Guild has an Executive Committee of three members, one of whom is Secretary and Treasurer, and to whom, as I
understand, the origin of the GuiM was principally due, Mr. S. G.
Curry, of the firm of Darling & Curry, architects of Toronto. The
Guild had something to do with the arrangement of the conditions
for the Board of Trade competition, and has made its influence felt in
connection with the proposed reduction in the size of bricks by the
Urickmakers' Association.
The brickmakers finally agreed that
their brick should be 8j" x 4|" x 2|", the architects
being satisfied
as these dimensions were very close to theirs.
Members of the
Guild agree to specify not less than 80 per cent of all bricks used in
their work to be hard brick.
The profession is apparently in a far more healthy condition in
Toronto than elsewhere in Canada. The Minister of Education intends to appoint a lecturer on architecture in the School of TechThe Canadian Architect and Builder says " there are so
nology.
many untrained men in the ranks of the architects, ana the public
are &o unable to judge good architecture from bad that the few
good
men receive but little recognition, and that only from the cultured
few." This is saying a
a
little
too
deal,
much, for
perhaps
good
although many "untrained" men have large practices, yet sooner or
later the few good men cannot fail to be recognized and known
An untrained man may make a considerable income
pretty widely.
out of his business, and always remain unknown, whereas a trained

man's first building even is bound to bring him some fame.
There is also in Toronto an Architectural Draughtsuians' Association for the mutual improvement of draughtsmen and students.
These efforts on behalf of the profession are highly commendable,
and it would be well if other places would follow suit.
In Montreal architects are horribly jealous of each other. The
English are jealous of the French and vice versa, and the English are
An architect was injealous of each other, and the French likewise.
troduced to another by a mutual friend a little while ago as " a
brother professional," and was greeted with the blunt remark, "Oh,
there are no such things in this country."
Students in the offices of members of the Toronto Architectural
Guild come in for considerable encouragement. They are invited to
compete this month for a prize' of $15 in books, for the best set of
measured drawings of one of the entrances to the University, a
building in round-arched Gothic, with some rather intricate details.
Toronto can boast a better library of professional or architectural
books than any other city in Canada, and it speaks well for the intelligence and wisdom of the Board of Management, that they so
freely encourage the study of art and do all in their power to help
The Free or Public Library is an excellently managed instudents.
The books on architecture and building number just
stitution.
about one hundred, not including some works, such as llawlinson's
" Fioe Ancient
Monarchies," which are catalogued as historical.
Among the books, and first in point of value, is Ferdinando Ongania's
work on the Basilica of St. Mark's, Venice, which consists of
several large folios of colored plates and twelve volumes of smaller
The price paid, I believe, for this book was $400, and duty in
plates.

Government has not yet got hold of the idea that
necessary for the education of the country.

addition, for the

such a thing

is

[Contributor* are requeued to tend tcith Iheir drawing* full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost."]
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V*"
SUIT OVER A RETAINING-WALL.

SUIT was recently decided by
Judge Drummond of the United
States Circuit Court which will
In.-

of interest to architects in general.

The

case in question was a suit by the
United States Government against the
estate of George A. Smith, and it appears from evidence that the
Smith estate was erecting an eight-story office-building parallel with
the United States Government building, with an alley ten feet wide
separating their building (which was one hundred feet long) from the

Government building.
Mr. Smith's wall went down twenty -one feet below the curb-stone
and was three feet six inches wide at the bottom, carried up a distance of ten feet, with batter of six inches, and the remaining height
of the wall was built of a uniform thickness of two feet six inches.
This wall acted as a retaining-wall and was carried around en Walnut Street as well as on the alley, tt'he wall on Walnut Street stood
all right and is still standing after a lapse of some two
years, but on
the .alley the wall for a distance of al>out fifty feet in length fell-in
before it was fully completed, and in falling carried all the earth in
the alley clear back to the Government retaining-wall and undermined their sidewalk, which was made of Portland cement. This
sidewalk stood for some two mouths afterwards, self-suiiportin", but
finally, owing to one cause or another, broke off and fell, and this
suit was for the payment of this sidewalk.
It should be stated that when the
caving of the alley took place
the filling which had been made by the Government was
coni|>oscd
of all sorts of debris, such as street scrapings, tin cans and what-not
for a depth of some six feet below the grade of the
Below
alley.
this point the filling was of thu projK-r material, to wit, gravel.
The
Government retaining-wall was thirty-two feet deep In'low the allev
and was eleven feet thick at the bottom, and was off-set on the alley
side in steps of about four feet in height and from nine inches 10
twelve inches thick. Mr. Smith's defence against the action of the
Government was that the fact that the Government in building their
wall in the way just dcscril>cd had made all the filling in the allev
act as a wedge against the Smith wall, thereby throwing on his wail
the entire burden of the support of the alley, and the defence further
claimed that the Government wall did not support any of the alley
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The defendant Smith claimed that the Government in
building their wall in off-sets did not tend to support the alley at
in their
all, as they were bound partly to do, but that these off-sets
wall simply supported so much of the earth as would form a triangle
on each ledge, which virtually amounted to nothing, and that all the
rest of the filling, as has been stated, was thereby thrown against
the Smith wall. The Government claimed that the Smith wall was
too weak to sustain its proportion of the filling in the alley, and that
the defendant should have taken in all the surroundings and should
have made his wall of a sufficient thickness to overcome these conto know of the plaintiff's
tingent circumstances, but the judge wanted
the
attorney how far he would carry that proposition. Would
defendant be required, the judge asked, to expend a large sum of
money to overcome such surrounding circumstances as the plaintiff
indicated? The plaintiff's attorney was forced to answer in the
And then the judge wanted to know if the defendant did
negative.
not have to spend a large sum of money for such a purpose, why
should he be compelled to spend one dollar over and above what is
filling.

nature?
usually necessary in building walls of this
Judge Drummond, in deciding the case, said the defendant had a
fdled ; that the
right to suppose that the alley had been properly
that the
was built as such walls are usually built
plaintiff's wall
defendant seemed to have used all diligence and care in the building
of his wall, and that he was not compelled to build his wall thicker
than was necessary to hold up one half of the alley, supposing it to
be properly filled and the plaintiff's wall properly built. He therefore decided in favor of the defendant.
;

THE FALL OF THE CHURCH OF THE COVENANT'S TOWER.
the morning of August the 23d I was
by the information that the
Church of the Covenant had fallen.
The evening before about seven o'clock I
had passed along Connecticut Avenue, and it was standing intact,
firm.
Shortly after hearing of the disaster I
apparently strong and
visited the ruins and found the church in the condition shown in the
illustration. A Committee, or Commission, consisting of Bernard Green,
Civil Engineer ex-assistant to Colonel Casey, Thos. B. Entwistle, In-

|N

startled

and Clifford Richardson, Inspector of Asphalt
spector of Buildings,
and Cement, was appointed by the District Commissioners [our
" to
executive rulers]
investigate all the circumstances connected
with and pertaining to the fall or the falling of the tower of the
Church of the Covenant." It is noteworthy that no architect was
on this commission, and that a chemist was the third man
appointed

where we would have expected an architect.
No one having been hurt, of course no criminal action could
be brought against any one, and it will undoubtedly be a question for

the courts to decide as to who is monetarily responsible. The investi^ation, one of the District Commissioners asserted in an interview, was to see if the Inspector of Buildings was in any way derelict
In fact, this was the only ground on which they would
in bis duties.
have had authority to order such an investigation as there was no
one physically affected the matter was a monetary question between
the architects, Messrs. J. C. Cady & Co., of New York, the builder,
W. C. Morrison, of Washington, and the Board of Church Trustees.
The Commission was badly constituted for its purpose. The Inon the plans, as well as
spector having already passed judgment
while a chemist was of little practical value in
representing himself,
making tests of pulverized lime and cement mortar. Mr. Greene
seems to have been the only one of the three who should legitimately
have been appointed for the purpose.
The report of the Commission was handed in on September G.
The long delay being necessary to have the debris cleaned away so
that the original foundations could be examined.
Although the Commission was poorly constituted, the report was
:

and clear.
First, the specifications and methods of construction called for by
the architect's plans were described, and then the method of construction and materials used by the builder.
Although cracks and signs of failure were noticed months before,
a few were aware of the fact.

full

only

The tower was one hundred and thirty-three feet and three inches
above the concrete footing.
I quote from the report, as the description is full, and most of
their conclusions seem to be correct.
The masonry of the tower had been finished excepting a few
last or coping course of stone and the four terminals for
pieces of the
'
When the
the corner-turrets, one or two days' work of the masons.
at
of
reached
the
the
was
the
feet
of
winter,"
beginning
hei"ht
sixty
a few slight cracks were observed in the water-table
report says,
and sill-course and in the joints of the rubble foundation just below
'
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As the work went on through the spring and sumthe water-table.
mer these cracks increased in size and others continually appeared
in various parts, generally distributed throughout the base of the
tower from the sandstone tablets down into the foundation walls.
The growing uneasiness of the contractor and building-committee
on this account became, during the last week or two before the fall,
real anxiety.
They did not fail to notify the architects, who made
examinations and assuring reports, as we show below, and who
allowed the work to proceed.
"Finally, in the afternoon of August 21, a large stone in the south
door-opening on the first floor, was heard to crack with a loud report, followed from hour to hour by other cracks, and especially a
vertical one in the west
jamb of the same door-way, which opened
several inches, the wall separating at its centre like a clam-shell.
This was observed at, its maximum about nine o'clock in the evening,
and several small pieces of mortar and stone were heard to fall from
an apparent height of twenty feet inside the tower at the same time.
Thoroughly alarmed by this time, the contractor and a member of
the building-committee caused the sidewalks and all approaches to
the tower to be barricaded, and directed the watchman to remain
outside of the building during the night.
High wind gusts had
occurred at intervals during the day and again about the middle of
the night sufficient to have produced a slight jarring effect
upon the
tower, and undoubtedly hastening the crumbling observed. The
watchman heard occasional cracks during the night until 4.25 o'clock
in the
morning. While he stood on the N-Street sidewalk, between
Eighteenth Street and Connecticut Avenue, in company with a
policeman, the two men heard continued sounds of cracking stone
followed quickly by the falling of several pieces of stone within the
tower, and in a few moments observed the lower portion of the
masonry crush and bulge, and the whole mass sink down vertically
upon its own base, crumbling into a pyramidal heap of stones and
It is significant,
sand, and filling the air with a dense cloud of dust.
also, that the sound of the fall was heard by few persons in the
neighborhood, beinij more like that of an avalanche of gravel and
sand than of a strongly coherent stonework requiring much force to
break it up. The eye-witnesses say that the belfry came down intact and erect until it reached the heaping pile, where it went to
pieces and was scattered uniformly over it.'"
" It must be said that the
specifications and designs themselves are
first, in specifying rubble-work for the walls laid in a
mixed lime and cement mortar, and then not making the foundation
walls much thicker and stepped up near the top with a capping of
large, flat stones to receive the superstructure walls or piers.
Furthermore, the masonry should have been required to be done
with extraordinary care and skill, such as to raise it well above the
class of ordinary rubble-work.
Although quite aware that excellent
mortar can be made of a mixture of lime and cement, we deprecate
the use anywhere, in a tower of this sort, of any but the best pure,
hydraulic cement mortar. In usual practice it is difficult enough to
get even this properly made and used, not to complicate the work by
admixture of lime. Therefore, while the statement would be untenable that the tower, and even the foundation walls in question, could
not have been built of the given dimensions with great security even
in rubble-work, by using the requisite materials and workmanship,
we must regard an ordinary specification, such as the one now under
A higher class of
consideration, quite inadequate for the purpose.
materials, workmanship and system of construction should have
been specified, involving, of course, a somewhat greater cost, but
none the less essential on that account. Rubble masonry is the
lowest and poorest class of mortar stonework and a fabrication
The stones are not prepared and assigned to
entirely by the mason.
The foundation walls should have been of hardpositions for him.
also at fault;"

burned brick, squared stone, or thicker in high-class rubble, as
stated, and the ashlar backing of hard brickwork or excellent stone
masonry, all laid in best hydraulic cement mortar. With proper and
more constant inspection, direction and supervision, very much
better work than was done would have been secured, even under the
specifications as they stood, and the tower would not have fallen, but
yet the margin of safety in it would have been too narrow for a
really substantial and permanent structure.
" In
short, the specifications, as to the tower masonry at least, were
too general in their terms, not even distinguishing between the comparatively dwarfed and lightly-loaded church walls and the lofty,
heavy, storm-beaten tower. They dwelt too briefly upon the details
pertaining to strength and stability, and left too much to the interpretation of the contractor, local building-practice and the specified
be
supervision of the architects. The clause that the ashlar shall
'

after the most approved system of random ashlar work
seems to refer to the appearance it shall present to the eye rather
than to its bond as an integral part of the wall. Nor did the drawings supply details of construction of the rubble or the ashlar masonry. They contained nothing whatever to indicate how or to what
laid

'

up

extent the work should be bonded, or the sizes, shapes and distribution of thorough or other bond stones, or the kinds and frequency
of anchors, clamps, strap-iron or other devices for tying and knitting
the work together.
"Even the specifications as they stood, however, were not complied
with by the builders, in several particulars, seriously affecting the
well
strength of all masonry. Thus the rubble work was not
'
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bonded,' and lie mortar did not contain best brand of Uosendalc
cement.'
Neither did the stones of the ashlar fulfil, in a pro|ier
sense, the specifications as to minimum thickness, depths and heights.
rni- that a considerable number measured somewhere within
It is
these ugly shapes the full thickness required, but very rarely at the
points meant namely, on the bed and build joints, and in almost no
instance on both in the same stone. The stone averaged less than
the minimum sizes, a large number being mere sharp-edged stubs
dillieuli to secure well in
place without iron anchors and incnpalile
The specifications of miniof good bond with the rubble backing.
mum sizes implied a goodly number <>t larger stones, but these were
almost entirely wanting. The specifications to use galvanizcd-iron
clamps, wherever necessary or expedient, to the ashlar and backing
'

t

i

;

'

was

also practically disregarded throughout.
" Therefore the work was not ' first class of the best
;
kind,' nor
performed in a thorough and workmanlike manner,' and of course
the contractor did not well and sufficiently erect the tower 'agree-

together,'
'

'

'

ably to the specifications, in a good workmanlike and substantial
manlier,' but did evidently do so to the entire satisfaction* al'
though not under a sufficiently close and continuous direction and
supervision of the architects because the latter were not exercised.
The deplorable results were due in great measure to an entire absence of any continuous personal direction, supervision, or inspection
by the architect?, or their representatives, other than some occasional
visits, for a few hours or a day each, at intervals or some six weeks.
In the beginning the church committee endeavored to secure local
superintendence of the work, but the architects naturally objected,
and positively reViised to entertain any such proposition, even to the
extent of timing their visits of inspection by any notice from the
committee or their agents, and the question was set at rest finally by
the following paragraph in a letter of the architects under date of
'
feel,
April 9, 1887, before work on the building had begun:
however, hat we cannot in so important a building as this take the
'

'

We

I

responsibility (of "absolute control of the building and work ") without using our own
judgment as to when and how often we should
visit it, so we
to our
propose to make such visits

according
judgment, and the committee can pay whatever portion of our travelinSsee
fit.
We had much rather assume a burden ourexj>enses they
selves in this
way (although it is entirely contrary to professional
practice) than to run the risk of so important a building miscarryAnd so this arrangement has continued from the beginning to
ing.'
the present time.
"

Masonry to be suited for a tower of this kind, and above all a rubble masonry, should have been watched
constantly by a competent
In this case it was all left to the masons
inspector.
one
excepting

inspection when started on the concrete footing, a second when the
water-table had been reached, a third at a few feet above the doorway arches, a fourth when the tower was at half height, and so on.
The stonecutters, mortar-makers and masons had their own
way the
rest of the time.
" When
the cracks appeared and as
they increased, the architects
were sent for and came and made examinations, which
they reported
upon to the committee. Thus, the following resolution was sent to
the architects on
January IGth last A resolution was sent to the
architects by the building-committee
notifying them that they had
learned that the cement and mortar used in the
building was not of
the quality called for, and in some other
respects the work had not
carried on according to the
provisions of the contract, and that
it seemed to the committee that these
defects would not have occurred
if there had been a
proper supervision of the work by the architect.
< )n
resumption of work in the spring the architects examined and
:

MM

approved

and allowed

it to
go ahead. Correspondence regarding
appearance and increase of the cracks followed"
together with some inspections by the architect' who, on June 6th,
it

the continued
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the work had reached the belfry stage, reported
that there
was no danger, that the tower would certainly not fall, nor any portion give way suddenly without due warning,' and on June 13th,
that they 'considered it safe to proceed slowly with the tower and

when

'

it according to the original plan, except,
perhaps, in the
matter of the heavy stone cornice at the top and the heavy tile termination, for which a lighter material may be used to lessen tbo
From this lime until the fall they relied on information,
weight.'
at short intervals, from the contractor, that the cracks were not
increasing much and there was no cause for alarm.
"
Thus, in brief, it appears that the architects' design of the foundation-walls and specifications for the construction of the tower were

to finish

faulty ; that, largely for want of the intelligent supervision required
of the architects, the contractor's materials and workmanship were
inferior and unsuitable, and that, therefore, the beautiful tower fell.
The manner of its fall and its complete reduction to a solid heap of

small stones and thoroughly disintegrated mortar showed its general
weakness so plainly that the wonder was not that it fell, but rather
that it stood so many weeks erect.
" In form and dimensions the
design of the tower furnishes a
thoroughly substantial and permanent structure, needing but the
simplest kinds of good materials and workmanship for its proper
erection.
There is no reason on thin score why it should not be at
once restored. Its proper construction involves no unusual difficulty
or expense.
Its height is but moderate, for there are numerous
entire buildings of equal height in the large cities.
The remaining
walls of the church were, of course, built in the same defective
manner as the tower, more pains being taken with their exterior
appearance than their strength. Being very low and
thick, however,

and carrying but

little

comparatively
weight except their own, we

cannot say that they are not perfectly safe, but we recommend an
examination at a few points to fully put their condition beyond
question."

The want of constant inspection necessary, of course could not be
expected from the Building Inspector of the district, but as the
character of the stonework, the shape of the rubble, and the bevelled
beds of the ashlar and the character of the mortar and cement used
was continuous from the footing to the
capping stones, it seems that
either the architects or
Building Inspector, particularly the archishould
have
noticed
its
tects,
faulty character, if not in" accordance
with the
and specifications, and called a halt. The defect*
plans
were not in some one piece of construction that could be covered
up
in an hour, a
day or a week, but the same faulty masonry was continuous for nearly a year.

The report tells us that the strains were
properly calculated for
the best character of rubble.
I do not think that much
dependence
could be placed on rubble piers two feet
by eight inches thick at
the base of a tower over a hundred feet
The corner projechigh.
tion had a vent-flue allowing a wall one foot thick around
it, includashlar
and
After
the tower was up some distance this
ing
backing.
was filled with concrete by order of the
Building Inspector. Instead
of strengthening, this concrete
by expansion may have weakened the
stability of an unstable pier.
The weights as given seem excessive to impose on rubblework.
Rankine says the resistance of common rubble to crushing is not much
The weight on these piers was
greater than the mortar it contains.
140 to 190 pounds per square inch, increased to 220
pounds in case
of winds,
according to the calculations of the Commission. So a
strain of 15 tons
foot
was
liable
to
bear
on some one of
per square
these piers.
Kidder says the granite piers of the Saltaah
Bridge
of
(presumably masonry
squared stones) sustain nine ami one half
tons per square foot, while the
highest pier of the Kocqucfavour
stone aqueduct, Marseilles, sustains a
pressure of 13 tons per
square foot.

Mr. Louis DeCoppet Berg

in his table, article "

Safe
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(in the American Architect, July 3, 1886), gives as crushing strength of Rosendale cement and lime mortar (the kind called
for in the specifications) 550 pounds per square inch, or the safe load
as 125 pounds per square inch. Nearly double this weight was liable
to come on the piers and this only allows a factor-of-safety of a fraction less than four and a half, while Kiddcr and Trautwine call for
a factor-of-safety of from six to ten.
Using a factor-of-safety of
six (the lowest for piers), the weight that the piers should have
borne safely is 91.4 pounds per square inch, or less than half the
weight that was actually on them according to computations made
by the Commission.
is to
replace the work is still an unsettled question, and it is
a question, I think, that the courts will be required to settle.

Building"

Who

The

subject being an unusually interesting one I have necessarily
my letter. The accompanying sketch of the church
before the failure, made from the plans, and the ground plan of the
fallen portion will show the extent of the ruin.

lengthened

IMPROVEMENTS AT EDGEWATER.

rVEN

Chicago people scarcely realize the
wonderful rapidity with which the
suburbs are growing and making of
the country within a radius of fifteen miles from the court-house
practically one great city, even if not under one central administration.
The opening about two years ago of a second railroad to
Kvanston (fifteen miles to the north) has brought into the market a
long stretch of country directly on the shore of Lake Michigan,
which was previously accessible only with great difficulty. To many
people the lake shore has irresistible attractions and is above all
else to be desired as a locality for residence, and, as a result, numerous little villages have either sprung suddenly into existence or else
been stimulated into lively growth by this new railroad.
Most of these new suburbs are as like as possible to imagine, with

E

their little

wooden cottages

built

upon twenty-five

to fifty feet of

ground. However, one of these towns has started out on a decidedly
higher level than anything attempted within recent years in the
vicinity of Chicago, and a very large sum of money has already been
in really permanent and desirable improvements at Edgewater, as the place has been called.
Philadelphia syndicate purchased quite a large tract of land at this point (which is something
like seven or eight miles from the centre of the
city) and two years
ago commenced a series of improvements which have caused several
of these acres to be changed from waste land and barren sand-hills
into pretty country-places, each house having all the most modern
conveniences. The scheme has been to make a model town and, as
a result, rules and regulations abound and flourish to such an extent
as to somewhat disturb the equanimity of the freeborn American
who fondly imagines that in buying a piece of property he buys the
Here, however, the
right to do about as he pleases with his land.
individual is apparently very quickly brought to his senses and duly
given to understand that he is a mere infant and that all his needs
will be properly attended to by the parental corporation which
knows what he should have and what he should not have. But however the rules and regulations may effect the feelings of the inhabitants, the results attained are extremely attractive to the eye of the
observer.
For something like a quarter of a mile from north to south the
sand-hills have been levelled, streets laid out, water-pipes and sewerage put in, and a town blocked out. Not only have the streets been
merely staked out, but they have been curbed with stone ami, at an

expended

A

evidently great expense, macadamized. Good-sized trees have been
planted at each side and broad stone sidewalks put down, so that
the roads within the improved district are similar to the citv boulevards.
Water is brought from the water-works of the town of Lake
View at the south, but the sewerage system is for the village only
and empties into the lake, a condition of affairs that will undoubtedly
eventually require some serious attention and probably a change.
The idea of the promoters of this enterprise has been to make a

thoroughly first-class suburb, and with this aim in view they have
laid out large lots and refuse to sell to parties who do not guarantee
to build houses equally as good as those already erected.
With one
or two exceptions all the work here has been under the supervision
of a single architect.
The buildings are all extremely picturesque
in outline, having a strong touch of the colonial, which is well carried out in the use of shingles much more lavishly than is usual in
this part of the country.
The railroad-station itself is a neat little
structure of wood, mostly covered with shingles, and while
quite
unpretentious at the same time has a certain prettiness about it
that elicits remark.
This station has a handsome and well-kept
"
"
lawn, with flower-beds at two sides, while the name Edgewater is
spelled out upon the green in beds of foliage plants, thus making a strong
contrast to the adjoining stopping-places and in a certain way giving
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the key-note to its superiority.
Moreover, it is a superiority that
seems to be maintained turough the whole town.
Evidently everyis
done for effect, but it is not with a splurge, for all is
thing
quiet,
dignified and in extremely good taste, breathing a spirit of refinement that is truly refreshing. Most of this effect is no doubt due to
the ability of one man, for, as noted before, one architect has done
the work.
The houses all seem to be well built, most of them having the first
story of cither red or white brick and the upper portions covered
with stained shingles. The interiors are
principally finished in the
natural woods, California redwood and Georgia
pine predominating.
Most of the houses are architecturally good, but two or three are
so
on
account
of
their
noticeably
particularly quiet and dignified

appearance and their charming outline. Had they been built anywhere but in a widely-advertised suburb they would have attracted
more than usual attention and a more just appreciation.
In all, about thirty buildings have been erected
by the syndicate
and they have been offered for sale at terms
unquestionably reasonable; but, apparently, quite a large number are still unsold and rumor
has it that the projectors feel
considerably discouraged by the small
number of sales during the past year.
To an ordinary observer it would seem as if the experiment of
putting upon the market so expensive a suburb was several years in
advance of the demand, and it cannot be greatly wondered" at that
many of their houses remain tenantless, for there is still an immense
choice of land for suburban homes in the
vicinity of Chicago.
People
willing to pay from six to ten thousand dollars or more for a house
are not attracted to an absolutely new
with
all
the
locality
possibility of malaria and the discomforts of being removed from friends,
schools, churches, etc., when there are a dozen other and older
suburbs that for that same money can offer nearly as much
elegance,
ami a certainty of agreeable society and good markets.
Each block has its alley running from north to south, and here,
with the regularity of a line of soldiers, are
placed the garbageboxes, all of exactly the same shape, size and color.
These alleys
are particularly intended to be used by the butcher, baker and candlestick-maker, so that all disagreeable traffic will to a very great
degree be kept off the streets.
One of the great features of Edgewater is the electric-light, for
gas is not brought into the village, but the streets and all houses are
and moreover all
lighted on the incandescent system by
electricity,

done at the expense of the syndicate. When
everything
lighted up the effect as viewed by the passengers on
the night train is certainly extremely pretty.
The lake beach at this point is unusually broad and composed of a
beautiful yellow sand.
Eventually this must be one of the features
of the place and evidently the syndicate is of the same
opinion for at
present it is impossible to buy any property directly upon the lake
shore.
One street, however, runs down to the water's edge, and at
that point there is a tiny little park which serves as a
post of obserof this at present

is

is

vation for those

who wish

to see the lake or the inhabitants of the

town when they take their swim in the surf of the lake.
Edgewater has four public institutions the town store, the
:

stables,

the electric-light building, and, last but not least, the lawn-tennis
courts.
The town-hall, if it may be so called, is quite a feature of
the place being a large and simple
It is
building of good outline.
the general centre of the village, and is at one and the same time
school, church, theatre, post-office, town-hall and the general store.
The assembly-room in the second story is a fine large hall that will
allow for a considerable growth of population before the inhabitants
will find themselves crowded at their
somewhat
gatherings.
similar remark might apparently be made in reference to the lawntennis courts for they never seemed to be
thronged, but, just the same,
notices are very conspicuous as to the kind of shoes that
players must
wear, as if with such a host (generally four people once a
day), common shoes would at once destroy this public institution.
At the extreme south end of the town is another of the
public institutions
the stables, for no one is allowed the
privilege of havin<*
a barn on his premises, but all the animals must be
kept at the pul
lie establishment and
telephoned for when wanted. This barn has a
court in the centre which is reached
through a broad archway, and
around this court are arranged the carriage-house, stables and car-

A

5

together with necessary living-rooms and office.
The
exterior of the building is very simple with brick below and
shingles
above, but the effect is decidedly pleasing, and everything about it
seems to be kept in as neat and proper a way as the rest of the settlement.
At the other end of the town is the fourth of the
It is conveniently
public institutions, the electric-light building.
located for receiving coal, etc., from the railroad and while built out
of the commonest material still has the same
general characteristics of
[n fact, with but
dignity and artistic effect as the other buildings,
one or two exceptions each and every
building in the place when
considered individually, is worthy of praise, but when taken collcc-

riage-wash

wi!l cease to

have a foundation, and

in due time all will lilend into a
whole, than in any other suburb, since the
start in this case has been so
exceptionally good that future builders
must take the fact greatly into consideration when makin" their

much more harmonious

designs.
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SAFETY FKOM

life

l

terrible loss

by the

of

confla-

gration at SpringMass., a few months
since, has aroused the
field,

mind

to a

degree
never before witnessed to
the constant peril to
public

which the people of all
places and conditions are
exposed from fire, and
consequence the

in

last

Legislature, in res|>onse
to the call of the
public,
passed some laws for the
further
of the
protection
people from destruction

by

fire.

The importance
subject

of

of the

protection

from fire cannot |x>ssibly
be overestimated, and
tin-

anxiety of the public

in reference to itis justly
very great, and now that
the Legislature of the

Commonwealth has taken
the

matter of safety in

hand and passed laws

pwn

the Union Brass~iArchikeh/ral \v6rKs

in

reference to it, requiring
certain kinds of fire-ap-

paratus to be provided
and used for the saving
of life at fires, it may be
well to examine the charof
acter
the various

kinds of life-saving apparatus which the law prescribes shall be provided and used by each and every organ ized fire-department in the
State, and to do so is the object of this communication.
In Chapter 426, stringent regulations are made in relation to the
means of egress and escape from buildings where there are many
as boarding-houses, hotels, apartoccupants and working people
all of which are to
ment-houses, tenement-houses, factories, etc.
be kept under the most rigid inspection by officers appointed for the
purpose, and these laws, if thoroughly enforced, will go far to prevent in the future the fearful holocausts of the past.
Chapter 310 is "an act to require the equipment of fire-departments with apparatus for the saving of life at fires."
The act prescribes the apparatus to be used by all the organized
"
fire-departments of the State, and it consists, first, of a
gun or
other suitable device capable of shooting or throwing an arrow or
other missile with a cord attached thereto over the top or into
any
window of any building within such city or town, together with all
noedful appliances for properly working the same."
This arrangement is for the purpose of enabling the
occupants of
the chambers of buildings on fire to establish communication with
the fire-department in the street, and to draw up a
rope or any
other means by which to facilitate their escape from destruction.

The act requires the use of jumping nets."
The plan of communicating by the " gun and arrow
'

"

has long
been known, several devices of the kind having been invented at
different times in Europe.
But doubtless the best one of all was invented many years ago by Moos. Delvigne, for use in the French
coast wrecking service.
A full account of this invention was published quite a number of years since, and of its
adoption into our
own wrecking service by Hon. R. 15. Forbes, whose earnest, long-continued and successful efforts in establishing the means of saving the
lives of shipwrecked persons have
long been known and appreciated
by the entire nation.
In an address upon the subject at a meeting of the Massachusetts Technological Institute, some ten or more
years since, Mr.
Forbes gave a full description of the gun and arrow invented by
Delvigne, and of its value in our wrecking service, and also proposed its use by the fire-departments of the cities for the purpose
of sending a life-line to persons in danger in the
upper rooms of
buildings on fire.
Had this, or some similar device as a powerful bow and arrow
been used at the burning of the Southern Hotel at St. Louis several years ago, and on other similar occasions, a
very large number
of lives might have been saved, for in almost all cases of
conflagration of large hotels and similar structures there has
always been
time enough to bring the gun and arrow, with life-line attached, into
use.

The act of the Legislature further requires that there be provided,
as follows "
chute, so called, made of canvas, or other suitable
material, rendered uninflammable, of sufficient length to reach at a
angle of inclination from the ground to any window in such
:

provided with one or more of each and all the
pieces of Dfe-MTlng apparatus above mentioned, and that the members of the various Bre-departmontl shall be periodically practised
and trained in the use of tin- s:imr.
It has been demonstrated in thousands of instances that a canvas
chute is of all things the best and safest as well as the quickest
in the State shall In

FIRE.
llffHE

Door Knocker
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proper

building, said chute being provided with proper means of fastening
the upper end thereof, and having a flexible ladder attached there^
to."
And the act requires that each organized

fire-department

1

means by which persons may descend from the windows

of hi^h

building*.
But the difficulty in using the

canvas chutes is that they will
quickly be set on fire and destroyed by the showers of burning cinders and the flames bursting from the windows around and below
them during the conflagration.
It is well-known that the most powerful fire-engine will not throw
anything like a solid, unbroken stream l>cyond the height of from
time to four stories. Above that distance the stream breaks and
scatters.
Consequently all portions of the canvas chute which extend beyond three to four stories will quickly be set on fire and consumed by the showers of burning cinders and the rush of flamui
from the windows Iwneath it
Nor can the canvas chute be thoroughly wet and kept so even to
the distance of three or four stories, for the
point of danger ii of
course, on the under side, where it is constantly exposed to the sudden rush of flame from the windows beneath it, for unless every part
of the chute is kept constantly wet the flauius would
quickly dry the
cloth in places and burns holes in it large enough for persons to
fall through to the pavement below.
To be able to wet the chute with the hose
from a ladder in at
pipe
"
best a doubtful thing for fire has an ugly habit of "
marching on
and at any moment the rush of flames from the windows may drive
the firemen, with their hose pipe, from the ladder and leave t]t
chute to be consumed. A few weeks since, at a large fire in Detroit,
Mich., several firemen were on a long ladder operating against th
fire
all at once the flames burst through the windows and thev were
obliged to slide down the ladder with ail possible speed, and got quite
badly burned at that. Similar instances are constantly occurring at
;

large conflagrations, and they demonstrate how little reliance is to be
placed upon the idea that the firemen can generally wet the canvas
chute constantly and effectually from ladders.
The act of the Legislature, Chapter 310, prescribes, under penalty,
the use of an " uninflammable canvas chute."

The language employed is, we think, highly misleading. Almost
"
"
every one would suppose that the term uninflammable signified
But this is a great mistake. It nuans only that the cloth
fireproof.
will not burn with a flame.
This is a point of very little importance indeed. The uninflam"
mable canvas chute, when exposed to contact with flame, will take
fire readily, will smoulder and burn and be
quickly destroyed not"
"
withstanding its alleged uninflammable character.
The tiling the public must have for safety is a fireproof canvas
chute.
This alone will meet their want. If any " uninflammable
canvas chute " exists or can be produced which is really
fireproof,
the fact can readily be shown by exposing it to the contact of a
goodsized fire and letting the flames envelop it for the
space of half an
hour or more. The test demanded is a fair one, and can
easily be
would remark here that the application of carbonic
applied.
acid gas, etc., to make a canvas chute fireproof, would
necessarily
be transient in effect and practically of very little account.
There is one thing only which will make a canvas chute
non-ignitable, non-combustible and absolutely fireproof, and that thing is
and
to
each and every portion
water, constantly
thoroughly applied
of the chute at whatever height it is
placed and throughout the
time of the longest conflagration.
The act, as we have said, requires also the use of "jumping nets,"
held up by several men on the street
upon which the persons in danger in the chambers of buildings on fire may alight. In Prussia,
where, we believe, this mode of escape was first introduced, the soldiers of the army, who largely constitute the
fire-departments of

We

"jumping

_

^__

same skill and courage also given by the brave
firemen of Boston and other cities.
But it should always be remembered that to perform these acrobaful exhibitions of the

_

broad daylight, when no conflagration is in
progress, is a
from performing the same at midnight, when the
very^different thing

tic feats in

fire is in full blast, the flames
leaping upward and around and rapidly
approaching, the stifling smoke obscuring the sight, the showers of
burning cinders filling the air and the tumult going on below.
At such a time the most skilful expert in jumping from
upper
windows would need all the nerve and self-possession which he Las
to take the fearful leap, and the most consummate skill would be required to clear the awning frames and other obstacles below and
reach with certainty the "jumping net."
What, then, would be the ' jumping net " to women and children,
and even to men, who are aroused at
and amid the scenes
midnight
we have described be required to leap down
from the dizzying height
"
"
to the
jumping net below 1
True, there maybe instances in which it could be used successfully,
and therefore, to meet these possible cases, by all means let the
"jumping nets" be provided.

The truth is that the public re too easily satisfied and altogether
too superficial in their investigations.
They stand by and see" " fire
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"
of different kinds operated by expert firemen
escaping apparatus
"
in the day time, and do not remember that it is one thing to
play
"
have a fire and quite another thing to face the stern reality, involvto many
ing, as it very, very often does, the question of life or death

hundreds of human beings.
adopted for the further security of human life from
destruction by fire, let it by all means be something which is as far
In this question there is no room
as possible real and trustworthy.
" fire
for any inefficient and uncertain
escaping "apparatus." There
must be no trifling with priceless human life.
Safety," in the Bos-

and perhaps

Whatever

to
is

ton Journal.

RUSSIAN BOOK COLLECTORS.

It will

be news to half the world that

the Russian nobles are sedulous collectors of books and manuscripts.
Prince Woronzoff, for instance, has a library of 12,000 volumes in St.
The PrinPetersburg, and possesses another equally large at Alupka.
cess Lunog's library contains nearly 13,000 books, most of which were
literature
it
is
In Slavonic
especially
collected by her father, Bibikoff.
on numismarich, and it contains about 600 works in various languages
had
a
Count
of
The late Minister
Panin,
library of
tics.
Justice,
11,000 volumes, which was remarkable for an encyclopedic series of
works relating to the legislation of the different European States. He
had also considerable libraries in the Crimea and at Marsino, near
Moscow. The library of Count Scheremetjeff, the foundations of which
were laid by the conqujrer of Livonia, contains 25,000 volumes, many
encunobula, and a perfect treasury of ecclesiastical music. The present
owner has himself increased his great literary heritage by the addition
He has been a diligent collector of books
of nearly 12,000 volumes.
Pall
bearing upon Russian and Slavonic history and topography.

Mall

Gazette.

About a year ago (January 7,
DESTRUCTION OF STAND-PIPBS.
was given of the destruction of a stand-pipe by an
upward thrust due to a faulty design in building a stand-pipe larger at
the base than throughout the main shaft. Two stand-pipes have recently burst in America which, although in different cities, by a strange
coincidence belonged to the same man and burst on the same day with1887) an account

an hour of each other. In one instance the structure was a steel cylinder one hundred and thirty feet high, thirty feet in diameter, containing
630,000 United States gallons, and made of boiler-plate five-eighths of
an inch at the base and one- fourth of an inch at the top. It was placed
upon a stone masonry platform made of three courses of rubble masonry placed on cement. The structure was not provided with any
braces, guys, or anchorage. The bottom plate was perforated with a
twelve-inch orifice to receive the pipe which served as inlet and outlet.
The total load on the foundations of the stand-pipe, when it was filled
with water, was 662,600 pounds, amounting to a pressure of 7800
pounds per square foot on the foundation. It has been computed that
the tensile stress per square inch of net section on the lower plates
amounted to 25,000 pounds. As is usual in such instances, it is not
known what was the exact cause accomplishing the destruction of the
stand-pipe, but as water had been flowing from the top of the pipe a
short time before this, it is probable that the foundation was somewhat
disturbed by the water flowing over it and in that manner there was
produced an unequal distribution of stress. In the other instance the
tank was forty feet in diameter and thirty-five feet in height. The
static head on the water-work system furnished by this tank, which was
situated on a hill, being insufficient, it was raised forty feet and two
circular brick walls constructed underneath it, the outer one being
thirty-six feet in diameter and the inner one being twelve feet in
diameter. These walls were sixteen inches thick at the top and three
feet thick at the bottom, and were further strengthened by buttresses;
the tank was also secured by wire guys made of wire rope. The water
was supplied to or withdrawn from the stand-pipe through a single pipe
entering at the bottom, but neither that nor the foundations appeared
to have been disturbed in a manner connecting them in any way with
the cause of the accident. A reservoir of water in Arkansas lately
burst just two hours before the formal dedication of the new works,
discharging more than 10,000,000 gallons of water over the ground
which would have been occupied by a large concourse of people a short
time later. The wall was built of stone laid in cement, being twelve
feet six inches thick at the bottom, six feet thick at the top, and thirtyIt is apparent that all these cases which have refive feet in height.
sulted in the destruction of property, in interference with all conveniences pertaining to public water-supply, safety against fire, ar,d in great
risk of danger to life, were caused by a lack of sufficient material to
give sufficient stability to the structures. The accidents would certainly
have been obviated by an employment of competent engineering serin

vices.

Engineering.

THE outcome of the utilization of natural-gas np to the present time lias
been the inventing of a number of systems for the manufacturing of artiManufacturers everywhere are giving more or less attention to
firial fuel.
the question of artificial fuel, and in hundred.* of establishments tlie change
been
has
successfully mnde. It has been estimated that artificial fuel in
now used in establishments employing upward of IiOO,0<K) linnds. Almost
every day new shops and factories are adopting one of the mauy new
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At the present rate of progress raw fuel will,
n a comparatively few years, be confined to a very small number of steamusers. There are some thirty or forty systems now in use more or less.
:here are perhaps almost as many new systems under trial.
Inventors,
mechanics, engineers and others are devoting themselves with zeal to a
more practical solution of this problem. The statistics published in
engineering and special journals from week to week throw a great deal of
that is being made. Even in the very best systems
iglit upon the progress
Ejections and defects are discovered which engineers are endeavoring to
emove as rapidly as possible. Manufacturing enterprises in natural-gas
ocalities are stimulated to effort by the probability, or, as some put it, the
Opinions differ as to this probability,
>ossibility of natural-gas giving out.
ind the question is about evenly balanced. One school asserts that naturaland
that
the
supply is unlimited and always will
fas is constantly generated,
The other school asserts the contrary. The gas-consuming
ontimie.
inblic is informed that the supply is limited, and already numerous inThe fact that natural-gas is
lications are given of coming exhaustion.
liscovered in widely separated localities does not lend much strength to the
The effect of the discovery of
issertion that the supply is inexhaustible.
iatural-gas has been the stimulating of the efforts to discover a substitute,
In time a new system will
.'he history of these efforts is very interesting.
The price of natural>e introduced which will easily drive out raw fuel.
The con;as is steadily advancing, and it is now almost equal to coal.
timers of gas prefer it because of its cleanliness and the ease with which it
manufacturers
look
at
it
The
from
an
s used.
economic standpoint.
simply
n some localities manufacturers have already gene back to coal. It is
evident that natural-gas will not meet the requirements of those who live
jntside of its belt. The carrying of this fuel long distances is not favorably
ooked upon by capitalists, although one or two experiments made have
iroven satisfactory to the parties immediately concerned. Gas-engineers
ire authority for the statement that an industrial revolution in this respect
s assured.
Competition will drive the unwilling to the adoption of new
methods. The cost of coal-mining has been reduced to perhaps the lowest
>ossible point at the present prices of labor. Coal-cutting machinery is not
bund possible for general adoption. Freight rates cannot be reduced below
he rates now ruling. Hence raw conl will not decline mnch below its present quotations. At no time has engineering and inventive enterprise been
so thoroughly aroused to our urgent requirements for a new and cheap fuel
Manufacturers are preparing for a change as though they
as at this time.
bought the exhaustion of the natural-gas supply was only a question of
time.
Engineers assert that artificial fuel can be made cheaper than
natural gas. And they have the arguments and the figures on their side.
Side by side with this progress comes the utilization of electricity as a
motor, and the highest authorities among the electric.il engineers assert
;hat it is only a question of time for the successful establishment of eleetriity as the motive power with competition with steam no matter how
cheaply the cost of the steam-raising may be made. The enthusiasts in this
new enterprise may be excused for their confidence and the assurance with
which they unreservedly give them. Their calculations and experiments
Schemes for economic steam-raising
entitle them to our consideration.
jower almost of a chimerical nature are now receiving indorsements from
engineers and attention from the capitalists. Out of all this is sore to come
radical improvements which will revolutionize the existing methods, and
result in economies which are not possible with the present steam-raising

methods upon the market.

method*.
Tiade and mannfactnring conditions continue slowly to improve. Financial authorities are somewhat disappointed at the unusual conservatism
prevailing among borrowers and promoters of enterprises. There is no
apparent scarcity of money, but many persons of a looking-into-the-fnture
cast of mind have apprehensions of certain influences which will in the
course of a year or two affect the business interests of the country with a

The basis for these predictions is that pursuits of all
sreat stringency.
kinds, from farm to shop, are obliged to render more service now for a
dollar than two, three or eight years ago. It will be time enough to take
note of these prophecies and the influences referred to when they actually
show themselves on the surface. At present the country is not suffering
from any stringency. The banks are well supplied. The rate of interest
New enterprises are not held back where
is low where returns are sure.
they recommend themselves to the judgment of good business men. Wages
are not declining with reference to the purchasing power of money.
Building has not been held back. Builders have not been discouraged.
New works are projected with as mnch confidence as ever.
It is probable that the favorable commercial condition of former years
As evidence of this fact it is to be noted that the
will remain with us.
gross earnings of 108 railroads for the past seven months show an increase
on nearly $700,000 over the gross earning of same time last year. There
is, of course, a great deal of unrest in financial and railroad circles over the
inability of the Western railroad managers to come to terms and advance
freight rates. The shippers are not concerned and would prefer to see the
present disagreement perpetual. Building throughout the West shows
very little falling off. So fur as opinions and purposes in reference to next
year have been expressed building will be undertaken on fully as large a
scale as last spring. Building enterprise has been in nowise discouraged.
All kinds of material continues low. There is a demand for houses in all
the larger i-itips and in the country, particularly in small towns along railroads North and Smith beyond the Alleshanies. The iron trade maintains
the strength which it manifested early in the month. Crude iron production has increased between six and seven thousand tons per day in three
months. The outflow of capital Southward still continues. Southern cotton mills are paying excellent margin*. New industrial establishments are
multiplying and real estate sells at a low rate to investors. The manufacturers of machinery throughout the machine-manufacturing States of the
North are at this time loaded up with about three months' work. There
are indications that ship-building will increase very largely to supply the
demand for vessels to ply between Northern Atlantic ports and the South

American and Pacific coasts A large amount of work is in sight. Companies are particularly formed to invest money very largely in this direction.
Capitalists see excellent opportunities for safe investments in providing vessels for the exchange of commodities between the various poits
of our own country and those of Central and South America. A large
amount of lake tonnage has been determined upon for next year's construction.
What we have lost in railroad building will be made up in other
directions. Investors are encouraged to pursue enterprises. The cost of
labor is in such a favorable condition and the cost of material of all kinds will
the condition of prices which followed
probablv continue low and regular
the markets thro'igh 1887.
hear of a great deal of projected work.
Now that promoters can rely upon a uniform cost of production it is safe to
presume that much work which was not undertaken this year will be undertaken next.
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THE DECECO SEAT- SUPPORTS,
(Patent applied for.)

,

Our device for hanging water-closet seats we believe to be the best in use. It consists of a pair
of nickel-plated brass crutches in which the trunnions at the rear of the seatrest when the seat is
down, and in which they turn when it is raised, and two supports of the same material on which the
front of the seat rests when it is down.

The

setting here

shown

is in

marble

;

it

may be

of other material, as wood,

tile,

slate or

enamelled

iron.

The advantages

of this arrangement, beside

its

attractive appearance, are:

First, the seat can be instantly removed, for any purpose whatever, and as quickly replaced.
Second, when turned back, there is nothing in the way to prevent the thorough cleaning of the space
around the closet.

Third, there

We

is

no woodwork needed

in front of or

around the closet to become stained

witli

sloppage

manufacture seats

to be used with these supports.
They are hand-made, of an improved pat.
tern, consist of five pieces mortised together, made of different woods, and are furnished in different

thicknesses and lengths, according to requirements.

This method of seating

is

applicable to any modern closet.

THE DECECO COMPANY,
12

Sigrla. Street,
i.
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the

Fire-Marshal of

the city of Boston, has just issued his Second Annual
*
Report, which is as interesting as the first one. There
is a special value to the observations of an independent expert
on matters which are generally studied only in the interest of the
insurance companies, and Mr. Whitcomb's statements in regard
I

upon subjects about which
He acknowledges that the

in

nl'

Incendiary firM

cities,

so that

(lie

an insurance authority, he

:

TTR. CHARLES W. WHITCOMB,

li^lit

U accurately knnun.

ttgt
knowledge by
The most
Hid lias been led to some interesting conclusions.
which is entirely supported
mportant ol these is the opinion,
iv his evidence, that the "moral hazard" about which insurance officials talk so much is very nearly a myth. An Ameri-

:

Report

little

666

in tin- rural districts is far greater
cases under his own jurisdiction
enili'cu-d onlv a partial view of the matter, but lie lias tried to
liis
investigations extended over the State.

teoond-olam matter.

him

SUMMARY

No.

observations shed a curious

29, 1888.

Entered at the Pott-Office at Boston

M

Jl

and other causes of fire, deserve to be carefully
compared with the statistics compiled by the insurance journals. For example, the insurance statistics present incendiarism
to incendiarism,

as the cause of a large proportion of the fires that occur, while

spontaneous combustion occupies in them but a comparatively
small space. The Boston Fire-Marshal finds, however, that in
the city under his charge there were last year more fires from
spontaneous combustion than from incendiarism, and only an
"

The
defective flue,"
percentage of either.
moreover, that arch enemy of the underwriters, which is, we
believe, credited in insurance statistics with being the cause of
more than half the recorded fires, plays a very small part in
Boston conflagrations. In fact, Mr. Whitcomb does not ascribe
any fires during the year to this dreaded agency, as commonly
understood, but classes together all the cases of fire arising
from the ignition of wood furring placed in contact with
chimneys, floor-timbers running into or near chimneys, or
woodwork exposed to heat from a furnace or stove smoke-pipe
" Defective
placed dangerously near them, under the head of
Construction," and attributes to this about four per cent of the
insignificant

the year.
fires^f

HE

cause to which conflagrations in Boston are most comis, we learn, not the "defective flue," or the
machinations of the " incendiarist," but the misuse of
matches, which are the source of twenty per cent of the
About three-fourths of these come from careless handfires.
either by children or by those who ought
ling of the matches,
to know better, and the others are brought about by rats, which
carry matches to their nests, and gnaw off the paraifine or
end.
It is a little startling to be told that rate
paste at the
cause more fires than either defective
with
matches
playing
flues or incendiaries, especially as many experts refuse to
believe that rats gnaw matches at all ; but Mr. Whitcomb
settled this point during the year by putting three rate in a

monly due

matches in the cage at night. The floor
large cage, and placing
of the cage was invariably found the next morning to be strewn
with partly-burnt matches, and one of the rate actually gnawec
the phosphorus end of a match held in the Marshal's hanc
until it was ignited, so that he considers his opinion as to their
destructive ingenuity well founded.
Although, as Mr. Whitcomb says, an "autopsy after cremation " is liable to some uncertainty, his method of investigation seems to be searching
and accurate, and in certain special classes of cases, such ai
those due to incendiarism and spontaneous combustion, his

tells us, ascribes ninety-nine per
ut of incendiary fires to plots to cheat the underwriters by
over-insurance, and, in his first report, falling into the prevailng current, he stated that a majority of incendiary fires unDuring the past year, howloubtedly originated in this way.
iver, finding reason to doubt the truth of even this moderate
tatement, he sent to the county prosecuting attorneys of New

for
England, to the directors of penal institutions, and others,
'nformation as to the motives which were shown by the
To
ividsnce in trials for arson to have led to the guilty act.
his surprise, he found that, instead of over-insurance, the
motive for the crime, in seventy-five per cent of the cases
a desire
occurring through a long period of years, was simply
'or revenge ; while, of the remaining twenty-five per cent,
vbout one-third were due to wanton mischievousness, one-third
to general depravity, and only the remainder, about onetwelfth of the total number, to a desire to rob the insurance
insurcompanies. In the cities, however, the proportion of

ance robbers is greater, and Mr. Whitcomb finds in Boston, as
has been found in other cities, that a large part of them are
Jews of the meaner class, to whom an attempt to insure worthless goods at a high valuation, and then destroy them, often
seems a legitimate speculation. Although the honorable and
in enupright Jews cooperate heartily with the authorities
be
deavoring to put a stop to these frauds, they continue to
practised,

and Mr. Whitcomb says that there are among the

their
speculators men who make a business of setting fires for
over-insured friends, receiving payment by a commission on the
amount of insurance collected. These useful individuals work,
we are told, with some sort of " volatile chemical," which is to
Mr. Whitcomb mysterious, but has the property, when scattered over the premises, of damaging the entire stock, although
"
"
the fire may be trifling.
mysterious
suggest that the

We

chemical reminds us very much of a solution of phosphorus in
This solution is very innocent in appearbisulphide of carbon.
ance, is easily scattered over inflammable substances, and produces no visible effect until the carbon bisulphide has evaporated when this has disappeared, however, the phosphorus left
behind begins to smoke, and soon bursts into a flame, together
with the combustible object on which it has been sprinkled.
:

regard to spontaneous combustion, the fires of the year in
have furnished some new observations, of considerIn one case, a quantity of feather dust in
able importance.
a bedding manufactory took fire without apparent reason.
It was found, however, that a piece of thick glass had been
lying on the feathers, and the sun's rays, concentrated in some
way by the glass, had set fire to them, although the day was a
In another case, a number
cold one, in the month of March.
of tarpaulin hate were lying, packed together, in a window.

INBoston

The high

temperature, with, perhaps, the close packing of the
them to burst into a blaze. Two other fires were
caused by putting paraffin? paper, such as candy is wrapped in.
into a refuse-barrel which contained a little sawdust ; and a
third, which destroyed twenty thousand dollars' worth of property, was occasioned by putting greasy paper, which had been
used to wrap lunches in, into a wooden refuse-barrel, which
happened to contain some sawdust and sweepings.
hate, caused

have before mentioned the scheme by which Messrs.
C. A. Pillsbury & Co., the proprietors of the largest
flour mills in the world, proposed some time ago to share
The plan was put in
their profits annually with their men.
sum
was divided at the
in
and
a
considerable
1884,
operation
end of the year. The next year was less prosperous, and at
the end of it the Messrs. Pillsbury & Co., instead of a dividend,
sent out a circular, explaining that there were no profits to

WE
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own

had brought in no interest, and
totally unrewarded, except by
the consciousness that their men had been kept employed, and
that no reduction in wages had been made.
The next year
there was no improvement in the business, and no dividend
but during the fourth year, which is just completed, the profits
were large, and the firm has distributed forty thousand dollars

divide
their

that their

;

capital

work and care had been

;

A

flour mill
share of them.
hands, and the dividends vary, in accorscheme by which they are reckoned, from
twenty-five dollars to twenty-five hundred, but none of them
are less than a month's wages, and some are very much more.
The firm accompanies the dividend checks with a note, pointing out how the men, by trying to diminish the risk of fire,
and keeping in mind the conditions of most efficient manufacture, may do still more to increase profits and avert losses, and
announces that hereafter losses, as well as profits, will be
divided among the men, to the extent that, if the year's business
results in a loss, no dividend will be paid until this loss has

among

its

employe's, as their

does not require
dance with the

many

been made good by subsequent

profits.
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was that as the Library building,
is to be three times as
and Navy building, which cost three

to the first of these accusations

according to Mr. Smithmeyer's plan,

large as the State, War
for our millions, it was obviously absurd to suppose that it
could be built for the same price, and the delusion of the
House on this point, if it existed, must have arisen from a
misunderstanding of the estimate given by Mr. Smithmeyer
and the Commission as to the expense of erecting a portion of
the structure for temporary use and the second was met
by
saying that Mr. Smithmeyer was, by his professional position
in connection with the
building, the final judge as to the cement
;

be employed in it, and if he did not consider the cement
him to be suitable, it was his duty to reject it, no matter
how many experts might have testified to its high quality.
to

offered

HE
of

counter-attack on Mr. Stahlnecker, who, as a
the Library Committee of the House,

member

probably had

something to do with the assault on Mr. Smithmeyer and
the Commission, also consists principally in two
charges ; the
first
being that he employed undue influence to persuade Mr.
near
Smithmeyer to use for the building marbles from a
quarry

LTHOUGH

most intelligent workmen,

in discussing the
to the idea that

profit-sharing systems, willingly accede
losses should be shared as well as profits,

and consider it
hardly fair or manly to accept one without helping to bear the
other, it may be doubted whether it is wise, in most cases, to
think that the
take this as a basis for such schemes.
experience of most business men is that, while profits depend
upon the slow growth of confidence on the part of customers,

We

and on gradual improvement

economy

in processes of manufacture, and
in administration, losses come most frequently on a

large scale, through the folly or bad manners or morals of some
While the efforts of employe's may do a
one in authority.
great deal to save unnecessary expenditure, and increase and
improve production, and thus make profits larger, they are of
no avail against the dishonesty or bad business habits of a
partner or confidant of the firm, and those who have done their
best to earn profits should not be saddled with any part of the loss,
if their superiors do not know how to make their work available.
Although there are some profit-sharing establishments where
losses are divided as well as profits, without allowing the men
any influence in the management of the business, American

workmen would

not long submit to the reckless administration

and ignorant junior partner if they thought they
were to suffer by it, and sooner or later the sharing of losses
with employes would involve the sharing of management
with them. We are inclined to think that this would be by no
means an unmixed misfortune in manufacturing business, and

of a conceited

workman, who understands every detail of the
manufacture, and has had to count his pennies all his life, and
to spend and save with discretion, is likely to be as good an
adviser in money matters as the college-bred sprig whose parents
have bought him an interest in the firm to keep him out of
"
mischief, or the
Napoleon of finance," whose genius lies
in
the
size
of the debts he can incur, but this view
principally
is not yet popular, and it is safest not to raise the question
where it can be avoided.
that a veteran

imagine that most of our readers are rather at a loss to
understand, from the unintelligible accounts in the daily
papers, the exact nature of the charges which have been

WE

brought against Representative Stahlnecker, of New York, in
connection with the Congressional Library building, and are
now under investigation before a committee of Congress. In
general, the movement against Mr. Stahlnecker appears to be
a manoeuvre on the part of the friends of Mr. Smithmeyer, the
Library Commission, and the existing state of things, to meet
the sudden assault made upon them by the opposing party a
few weeks ago, and so far as we can see, the tactics employed
appear to be about equally creditable on both sides. It will
be remembered that the principal grounds of complaint which
the House had against Mr. Smithmeyer, as distinguished from
the Library Commission, under whose direction he worked,
were that the execution of his design would cost ten million
dollars, while the House had been led to suppose it would cost
only three million, and that he had refused to use certain
cement in the building which he thought was unsuitable, but
which several other people thought was suitable. The answer

his

home,

in

be interested

which he or some of

his relatives are alleged to
asserts that he also used undue

while the second
influence to secure the adoption of inferior cement for the
In regard to the first accusation, it appears to be
foundations.
reasonably certain that Mr. Stahlnecker went to the architect,
and told him that in his district there was a quarry of marble,
called Tuckahoe marble, superior to all others for the
purpose
of constructing just such buildings as the new
He
;

library.

subsequently brought the agent of the quarry to Mr. Smithmeyer, and introduced him, and the pair joined in singing the
praises of the Tuckahoe stone, and Mr. Stahlnecker
strength-

ened
his

his appeal

home near

by inviting the architect to make him a visit at
this admirable quarry, and
informing him that

he was on particularly intimate terms with Secretary Lainar,
the Chairman of the Library Commission, and that the selection of the marble in which he was interested would be
gratiAs to the second charge,
fying to this very influential person.
it seems
that Mr. Stahluecker came to the architect, and
advised him " as a friend," and " in his own interest," to
accept
the cement offered by the contractor, which Mr.
Smithmeyer
had already rejected. The latter, of course, declined to comply with this advice, and explained to Mr. Stahlnecker that he
must insist on having cement which fulfilled the requirements
of the specification, and Mr. Stahlnecker departed; and not
long afterwards came the startling onslaught in the House on
the whole administration of the Library construction.
The assertion that Mr. Stahlnecker or members of his
family were
concerned as owners in the quarry was fully refuted, and
any member of Congress may naturally wish to secure a large
contract for

some

of his constituents, so that it is not necesto explain his imporMoreover, we have not seen any report that showed

sary to impute to
tunity.
that any attempt

owners

to secure

him a corrupt motive

had been made on the part of the quarryMr. Stahlnecker's endeavors in their behalf

by paying him a commission or lobbyist's fee. It is evident,
however, that the methods of persuasion he did employ were
such as to alarm the honorable instincts of Mr.
Smithmeyer,
who seems to have believed that he was dealing with one of
those men who think they can bore or bully professional
into subservience to their schemes.

men

TITHE

very latest intelligence in regard to the matter is that
House of Representatives have abandoned
their quarrel over Mr. Stahlnecker and the Commission,
and have agreed upon conditions of peace, by which Mr.
is
to be
and the construction
sacrificed,
Smithmeyer
of the Library building put under the direction of General
Casey, of the United States Engineers. We have the highest
admiration for Colonel Casey's ability and ingenuity, but we
must confess that we cannot see how his conspicuous skill as an
engineer is going to conceal the discreditable confession that
.1.

the Senate and

the Government of this great country, which boasts some of
the best architects and the most beautiful
buildings of modern
times, cannot get itself served by architects in whom it has any
confidence and, spending scores of millions upon the
public
architecture, is compelled to entrust its most important buildthe most costly and important structure now in
ing
progress
in the world, to the genius of an army
engineer.
;
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EQUESTRIAN MONUMENTS.

VI.'

THE DARK AGES.
Vandal are

in these days
thorough-paced barbarians,
they doubtless fully
earned their reputations, but they were
not all bad nor all mere barbarians. The

an<l

synonyms for
6OTII
and

of Italy under Odoacer and
Theodoric shows that after a period of
upheaval and tumult succeeded a season

history

uf

and quietness,
some measure of the

comparative peace

and a revival

in

polite arts, strongly flavored with liyzantine influences.
Rome at this time
was no longer the home of the alien
rulers
their rugged natures demanded
a more bracing atmosphere and found it
at Ravenna, which in time became a
rival in no small degree of the city on
Odoacer.
Odoacer was a mere
the Bosphorus.
military leader, to be sure, but he was a successful one, and the
Konian practice of honoring such men with monuments had not
become wholly obsolete in the peninsula, so that it is not surprising
:
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dismounted and then restored to a new pedestal. It would have
been still in existence had not the fates sent a new horde of modern
Vandals into Italy
the French, who effectually destroyed the

monument in 1796.
The identity of the

equestrian statue of Theodoric, the Ostrogoth,
originally erected at Ravenna, rests on somewhat better
authority, for it is first mentioned by the Presbyter Agnellus in
church records written about 838, about the time it was removed
and carried off to Aix la Chapelle, where Charlemagne was building
a magnificent palace into which were wrought all manner of columns
and sculptures brought from Italy. It it supposed that Charlemagne,
when he passed through Ravenna, after having been crowned by the
Pope at Rome, was impressed by the beauty of this statue, and when
that

was

Ravenna
a need for something of the kind sent especially
As the Gothic king is described as wearing a shield on his left
arm and brandishing a spear in his right hand, the statue evidently
did not belong to the strictly Classic school, but seems to indicate that
art had taken a new departure in the direction of realism.
It is not known just when this monument was destroyed, but it is
thought that it did not long survive its removal to Aix, possibly falling a victim in the game centurv to the bigotry of the Catholics, who,
perhaps, vented on the statue their distaste for the Arian doctrines
upheld by Theodoric, notwithstanding that during his rule in
Italy he did not meddle with the Romish Church and its practices.
In support of this possibility may be cited a poem, a panegyric on
Louis the Pious, the successor of Charlemagne, by Walafrid
ho

felt

for

it.

t

-

A

.'

.

31

Bronzt Statuette of Charlemagne. 5

Philippe

that a people accustomed to being surrounded by works of art
should, when peace was restored, on looking round and finding that
the invaders had destroyed the familiar monuments of earlier days,
seek to do something to replace them so far as their unaccustomed
hands might do, and what more natural than to seek to curry favor
with the despot by erecting a monument in his honor ?
The accompanying cut from the " Papi(c Sanctuarium" (1505), by
Jacobus Gualla, represents the so-called " Regisol " erected at Pavia
upon a column or columnar pedestal of brick. To be sure, some
authorities call it a Lucius Verus, others a Marcus Aurelius, others
an Antoninus Pius, and again others an Odoacer, and for our pur-

we

At all events, the
prefer to accept this last supposition.
statue stood at I'avia until 1315, when it was torn down by the
Milanese who had captured the city, broken in pieces and, seemThe Pavians, however, duly appreingly, carried off as a trophy.
ciated this venerable landmark, and taking up a subscription succeeded, in 1335, in ransoming the fragments of the gentleman who had
himself done so much damage to works of art, and patching tinpieces together regilded the whole and set it up once more on its

poses

former pedestal where
1

'

'

it

remained

until

Continued from No. m; page 126.
From Jalirbuchcr fur Kuanttciisauchaft.
I

From

the Gtuette

.

da Statue Art*.

1 78;">,

when

it

was temporarily

le Bel, in

the Choir of Notre Dame,

Pri.

Frabo, a monk, in the course of which the poet expresses the belief
that this monument to an Arian was the work of the devil.
^
During the Dark Ages, when the Christian world was preparing for
the final cataclysm, on the
sufficientrfor-the-day-is-the-evil-thereof principle, little heed was taken for the care and" preservation of statues
and still less for the production of new ones, so though the period
between the fall of the Roman Empire and the dawning of the
Renaissance was one which
witnessed the disappearance of
probably
many a piece of sculpture 5 that would have added interest to this inquiry, we probably have to mourn the loss of few created within this
time.

Whether or no during this debasing and filibustering period the
peaceful arts had outside of the cloister any practitioners, and these
any clients who cared to encourage them by entrusting to them commissions for large works of sculpture, it is certain that the Church
kept the arts alive if others did not, and amongst the works of the
"
Croti'i
tfaurt, Utngtt el Cottumri au Ifofen Age."
" As M. Juste
DlSAPI'KA RANCH OK PoST-KOMAJf SCULPTURE.
LabSrte so justly remarks
In the Ktiropean museums there exist no works of
the sculptor that hare been attributed to this fair epoch of Byzantine art.
Nevertheless It tines not eeem possible that of the Immense number of statues cat
under the rule of the successors of Constantino not one should have survived to
us. One Is tempted to believe that some of the works that have been preserved
from destruction are assumed to be works anterior to the decadence of arts.' "
"
H'ulmn da Sculpkuri Fran fait, " par ilarqutt de Vautlot, 1888.

From La

S
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churchmen must be sought the connecting links that unite the artworks of the Koman Empire with the works of the early Renaissance
and in the illuminated missals may be traced the continuance of the
traditions that later found expression in the mosaics at Ravenna, and
the crude sculptured work of early ecclesiastical buildings where the
horse and rider were introduced, as in the sculptures about the doorway of St. Zeno, at Verona, where, on the right, is illustrated the
chase of King Theodoric, a subject of some importance, for here, first,
according to Maffei, a horseman is shown riding in stirrups. If,
then, there were carvers capable of fashioning such work as this,
there may have been others who did better and larger work at the
same period, or even before.

quent to the

Amongst

Roman

domination.

these are to be noted the

steles which bear,
after true Classic manner, the figure
of the horse, the sepulchral emblem of the departing soul. Then,
too, are to be noted amongst the

rudely sculptured

gods which the peasantry cherished, it is said, invariably, each hut having a niche or
household

Th. Goddes,

of

Abundance.!

Roman type, cannot be

which

the tutelary
cupboard
deity was bestowed, certain mounted
figures such as that shown in the
annexed cut which represents the
goddess of Agriculture or Abunin

dance, which,

of very late date,

and

is

from

its

distinctly

XXIV.

No. 666.

Perhaps the earliest equestrian statues of the Mediaeval period which
known, and which, fortunately, still remains to us, is a bronze
statuette of Charlemagne, now in the Musee de 1'Hotel
Carnavalet,
at Paris, and which is credited to the ninth
century, and furnishes
that
secular
was
not
proof
sculpture
wholly neglected though it
seems as if it could not have .flourished with much luxuriance,
since,
in honor of the greatest potentate of his
time, it seemingly could
this
crude and miniature presentation. Of the
only produce
early
history of this statuette nothing is known, but Alphonse Vetault,
is

;

The relics that in chronological order naturally next attract attention are to be sought in the ethnological museums of France, which
have made a specialty of collecting Gallo-Roman remains ; and though
it is difficult to fix precise dates,
probably many of the finds date
from a period somewhat subse-

[VOL.

;

"
who, in his
Charlfmayne,"* credits it to the ninth century, gives
facts concerning its modern
It was at one time
history.
preserved in the Cathedral at Metz, and later fell in some
way into the
possession of M. Albert Lenoir, and later formed part of an English
collection, but finally was purchased by the City of Paris.
After
the Commune it was, in June, 1871, picked out of the ashes of the
H6tel-de-Ville, and, fortunately, was seen by some one who recognized
it, so that it fell once more into the hands of the
proper authorities,
who, on the formation of the collections at the Hotel Carnavalet,
it
there.
placed
The general collapse of art during the ninth and tenth
5
century
for one thing and for another, the fact that
Charlemagne could not
find any one sufficiently skillful to
engrave for him a seal of state, so
that he habitually used a seal
engraved with a head of Marcus
Aurelius, or another which bore the head of a bearded Jupiter, seem
to make it doubtful whether it is
possible that this statuette really is
as eaily as the critics try to maintain.
But art does not proceed by great jumps and bounds effort and

some

;

and

experiment, and opportunity, and practice
development, and between this work of
ninth century and the next
early work of which, though
now destroyed, there is good record, there must be
many
Until 1772, there stood in the
steps which have left no trace.
choir of N6tre Dame, Paris, an
equestrian statue of Philippe le Bel,
eleventh ruler of the House of Capet, who caused its erection, it is
trial

struggle,

are
the

needed

for

its

credited to the fourth

century.

The thoroughness of the Roman civilization in the north of
Europe, which is attested by the magnificence of the ruins of villas
which are so frequently identified and uncovered in these days, is

proved

also

by

the vogue which the
of
the
practices

Koman

religion also

obtained, for relics
that
clearly show
the impress
of
Classic
myth are
quite as common as

Druidic

remains,

which

they superseded in a measure.
In the rude frag-

ment, which is
known as the Hercules of the Vosges,
is a proof
of the
adoption of some obscure and possibly
local

myth

which

unites Hercules and
the horse, here

Hercules des Vosges. 2

shown trampling on a human

figure

which terminates with a serpent's

Philippe de Valois,

in

tail.

This trampling of a rider over a prostrate foe is common to
sculpture of all times and peoples.
The statues of Justinian, trami
*
T*
. Ti
*.
on a Persian, and Probus riding down a figure of the Rhine, have
been mentioned, and similar
episodes are recorded in the
"

.

of
Assyria and
Egypt, but in no place is this

bas-reliefs

incident more frequently introduced than in the carvings of
churches of the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, as at St.
Etienne-le-Vieux at
Caen,
Sainte Croix at Bordeaux, St.
Pierre, Aulnay, and at Autun,

Parthenay-le-Vieux and elsewhere.
Explanations of this

symbol are as varied as there
are instances.
Cathedral Capitol.'

Michael

George,

St.

Now,

is

St.

Martin,

or

it

now, it is Pepin-le-Bref riding down Waifre, duke of
Aquitaine; now, it is Charlemagne; and now the angel driving
Heliodorus from the temple.
But, perhaps, the most generally
St.

;

applicable interpretation is, that it represents the terrible "rider of
the Apocalypse with his dread white horse. But between these
sculptures and those of Gallo-Roman times, lie centuries of whose

work

little is

known, and

less is left.

After Du Cleuzions's " L'Art National."
'After Menarrt's " L'Art en Alsace-Lorraine,"
After Du Cleuzions's " L'Art Xational."
1

said, in

fulfilment of a

the Choir of Notre Dame, Peris. 8

vow such
a moment

as were so often made in those
times by persons who, in
of bodily peril, vowed that, should
they have safe deliverance out of their ill-plight, they would go on a
pilgrimage to the shrine of Saint This, or bestow a silver candlestick
upon Saint That; and as the story goes that this statue showed the
king clad as when he repulsed the last attack of the burghers of
Ghent and Bruges, that is, armed only with helmet, gauntlets, sword
and shield, but without coat-of-mail or greaves, it looks as if he had
been nearly the victim of one of the night attacks the stalwart citizensoldiers were so fond of
making, and being in sore straits vowed he
would erect a statue in honor of Our Lady
and to his own glory.
The legend has it that on reaching Paris, he, still half-armedrrode
his horse into the Church of Notre Dame, and there rendered
up
thanks for his escape, and in further token of his
gratitude granted
an annual allowance of one hundred pounds for the celebration of
the anniversary of the event, and gave orders for the erection of his
statue.
A Latin inscription on the pedestal vouched for the truth of
this legend and the scantiness of the
King's armor; but a wood-cut
published in 1575 gives the lie to both one and the other, for it
shows the King in full armor, but without sword or shield, while
horse and rider are quite obscured by the embroidered surcoat and
caparison of holiday full-dress.
But the same story is told of a later ruler, Philippe de Valois,
who made the vow at the battle of Cassel, in 1328, and caused
the erection of the statue.
Of this statue, also, there exists an

early

print,

here reproduced, which in

some ways seems

most

'

Published at Tours in 1877.
N?,'us trouvons
une lacune dans
ii!i
"
sieclcs

1' histoire de 1' art
it Xme
3
pendent les IXme et
Histnrie des Scu/pteurs Franfais," par Marnuet de Vasselot 1888.
1888
it tracers les
Ages," by M. F. Hoffbauer.

"From "Paris
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deserving of belief. At any rate, this cut agrees most closely with
the printed description of the statue.
Replicas of this statue were
also placed in the Cathedrals of Sims and Chartres.

Vows. "In the life of San Ollo we read that. In the time of King Pepln, a
to tin- Chnreh "f
certain Willimar, being 111, promised, if cured, to offer a
San Oallo. Having recovered his health, he forgot his promise, but passing one
before
the
gate and by no
day before the church of the saint, his horse itoMMd
hi*
possibility could It he induced to in we on till Willimar had at last declared
li
a rather gayer
intention'of fulfilling bin vow. In the life of St. Martin there
variation of the same anecdote. King (Jlodoveus, after baring become a Christian. when tljjliliiii! a.;ain-it tlin Vinii!"iliK. promises his own hone to at. Martin
him. II tring obtained it, Clo<loveus regrets being
if he grants the victory t
obliged to deprive bimiulf of hin KINK! charger and beseeches St. Martin to be
kin. enough to take ni.mej inst.-a.l, offering him a hundred pieces of gold. St.
Martin thinks III" sum iuiumVlrnl and asks for double, which Clodoveus gives,
Imt, ina*much as a little heretic blood still runs in his veins he cannot refrain
at him:
from aiming a point" \ntti. MSIII
Murtiimi, i/iKinlum vulea, anxilintor
"
"Z'joloyieal ifglkoloyt," by Angela de Hubrrftuiilii, aetl memitor dlffiMa.'

how

I

'

1

nalii.

He waa the son of a minister
< )tic Hi-Kit, commonly called King of the Herull.
to Attila, the II mi, and in his youth went to Italy and rose to a high oommaiul.
When Komiilus A u-nstiilns h came emperor, the barbarian mercenaries demanded as a reward of their services one-third of the Italian territory, and on
this beinjj refused revolted, with Odoaoer at their head, and after a short strugto abdicate in 476 A. D.
the last of the emperors
gle compelled itomulus
Althougu only a military commander. Odoacer governed Italy with full power,
Terr justly and, In the main, peaceably until compelled to resist the inroads
of the Ostrogoths under Theodorie in 489. Unable to oppose him In the Held, h
retired to Itarenna and there stood a siege of three years, finally surrendering
only on condition that ho should rule the country in conjunction with Theodorle.
The promise was made only to be broken, for in a few days after the surrender
Odoacer was murdered and bin troops massacred.
TIIKODOWC, king of the Ostrogoths (455-526); sent as a child a hostage to Constant Inople and educated at the court till eighteen years of age anil then returned to his father. Becoming king ill 475, he was for years the ally of Xeuo
the [saurian, until thx latter failed to keep his promises and war ensued, Theodoric ravaging the Byzantine territories at different times till at length he
marched to attack Constantinople. Then the crafty Zeno pointed out how much
better it would be to attack Odoacer and obtain the Western Empire for himself. Theodorle accepted the suggestion and marched with 200,000 men upon
Italy and finally captured Odoacer at Ravenna in 493. Thanks to bis training in
boyhood he appreciated the arts of peace, and under him the country prospered
in its internal and foreign relations.
PHILIPPE I.K BKL, eleventh king of the House of Capot (1268-1314). Secures
by diplomatic trickery the surrender of the English holdings In Guienne In 1292,
Which be held until 1303. Because of the alliance between England and Fland ers, he engages in a series of struggles with the Flemings, which continue till
Engages
1305,
305, when the independence of Flanders is practically acknowledged.
i n a contention with Pope Boniface VIII and his successors and finally accomplishes the removal of the seat of papal government to Avignon. He also accomplishes the dissolution of the order of Knights Templar and the confiscation of their property. His death is said to be due to the summons of the Grand
Master Jaques de Molay, whom he burned at the stake, who cited him to
appear, with the pope, before the judgment seat of God within forty days.
Both pope and king died within the time named.
PHILIPPE DE VALOIS, fifteenth king of the House of Capet, 1293-1360. Raised
to the throne through the action of the Salic law, which excluded the daughter
of Charles the Fair. In consequence of the aid he gave Robert Bruce, King of
Scotland, he became Involved in wars with Edward III of England, who laid
claim to the throne of France, and, making allies of the Flemings, carried war
into Franco, defeating the French at Crecy In IMS. As an offset to his losses to
Hi" Knglish he gained the province of Dauphiue. Married Blanche of Navarre
in I-.".
CHAULEMAONE, 742-814. Crowned emperor at Rome by Leo III, December 25,
800.

ITo be continued.)

A NEW ENGRAVING OF DA

VINCI'S

LAST SUPPER.

HE

first

of
Slang's engraving of the
" Last

copies

wnich

Supper,"
on exhi-

is

bition in the artist's atelier in

Amsterdam, are

being

eagerly

bidden for
Arab Tomb. iftr "Let Artl miconnut."

collectors.

Gaillard,

worked

by

M.

who

in competition with Professor Stang, died last year, so that
the engraving adds the advantage of an undivided field of attention
Comto its interesting claims as a work of very unusual worth.
ments uj>on it run too high and stormy as yet to tell where the final
judgment concerning it will rest. That it is a noteworthy production is not disputed.
The print has brought up the subject of Leonardo's painting and
the history of its decay. Tin- want of data for the latter explains
perhaps the insistence on the old and by no means verified story of
the French troops, at the end of the last century, having used the
" Last
of S. Maria delle Grazie, on the wall of which the
refectory
"
Supper is painted, as a stable for horses. Yet, how the picture,
which is so high up that its lower edge is on a line with the cornice
of a door, could be injured by animals standing below is incomprehensible.
No accusation has been made that racks were built.
Nothing touched the painting no hay or straw scratched against
The only harm posit; it was too high to be spattered by effluvia.
sible to accrue to it was from dust and the exhalation of the animals.
That these must have been injurious elements is readily granted, but
the indignation felt against the French must be modified by the
reflection that the place is given over at all times to dampness, and
it remains to be proved whether chemical disintegration of the painting
follows more rapidly in the presence of animal transpiration than from
the smoke and gas of tapers, the steam of hot viands, and from the
;
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other influences to which the picture was destined to be constantly exThe French occupaposed, as a decoration of a crowded dining-hall.
tion of Milan, moreover, was brief, so brief as to be ridiculous when
compared, so far as injury to the painting is concerned, to the four
centuries of dampness and time that has been silently but incessantly
ravaging it. The incident can be legitimately mentioned, but it is
The painting in the
folly to place too great an emphasis ii|K>n it.
beginning was an experiment, done in oil and not at fresco, so that
Vasari and lyomazzo
it held in itself the elements of early decay.
both describe it as being, even in the middle of the sixteenth century,
lamentably wasted. Since the beginning of our times the utmost
care has been taken for its preservation, hut all that piety has had
Not
for a century to preserve is a blotched and ghost-like vision.
even the little that is still visible is all Da Viuei's; much is but the
ancient and faded over-painting of his work.
So widely spread as engravings of the "Last Supper" are
more widely it is safe to say than any work of art in the Christian
not one is a production made direct from the wall
civilized world
as Da Vinci painted it
This, at least, is the opinion of careful
The finest and best^known engraving, that of Raphael Morcritics.
ghen, is known to have been completed after a copy of the painting
by Marco d'Oggionne. That Professor Stang, at this late day, could
engrave on the spot from the original painting alone was naturally
sheer out of the question. His plan had to embrace an extensive
study and comparison of materials in other places besides at Milan,
for, after preserving, in accordance with the idea hu started out on,
what is possible to he yet discerned in the original wall-painting,
there was yet to be gathered what is lacking from Da Vinci's
sketches for the picture, and of supplying, when these means were
exhausted, that which still remained wanting, by restorations of his
own in the spirit and the style of the master. His reputation, forLo Spostunately, was already become so great as the engraver of
alizio," that he secured the facilities which were needed for his
attempt. The municipality of Milan built the required scaffolds and
set no limits to his examination of the substance of the wall, to hii
experiments for getting back of the over-painting to the ground, to
his photographing of sections and use of lights; while he was favored
by the Grand Duchess of Weimar, who considered the undertaking
to be at last a rare promise of historic importance, and for the first
time caused the drawings in her collection to be surrendered for use,
and by the directors of the public museums in Venice, London and

Vienna.

The original material for study consists of heads drawn by Leonardo for his painting, hands and feet, and sketches of the composiOf these the most important are the
tion of the whole or portions.
pastel drawings at Weimar, which include the studies of the heads
of all but Christ and two of the disciples, all in good preservation and
of more value than their common reputation, which was founded, not
on the original drawing, but on bad photographs and prints of the
The missing head of Christ exists as a red-pencil sketch
drawings.
The studies for Simon and Thaddeus have
in the firera at Milan.
always been reported as being in an English collection. Protessor
Stang, however, exploded this tale. The drawings are not in England and he had to copy after Marco d'Oggionne in this particular
like

Morghen before him.
known studies

for the hands and feet of the apostles
to identify
London, Venice and elsewhere, Stang had the fortune
"
"
three drawings, marked as Of the Lombard School that hang in the
committee-room of the Academy in Venice, as original sketches by
Leonardo for the " Last Supper." In the same collection and
marked with the same unassumingness " After Leonardo Da Vinci's
School," is one of the drawings which has been held to be an original
by Leonardo for the composition of his wall-painting. It is in red
pencil, shows St. John as letting his head fall completely to the
table, and Judas, according to the old tradition, a; sitting at the
opposite side of the board from Christ. The deviations from the finished picture are striking they can hardly be considered proofs,
however, against the sketch being one of Leonardo's early concepThe expression of passion is so natural, direct and powerful
tions.
throughout the composition, and to such an unsurpassable degree in
John's sinking together, that some critics have always been inclined
to consider the drawing the master's own, and in recent years there
has been added as a weight in favor of its genuineness, the identification by experts of certain letters in the names of he apostles found
written over their heads, with the same letters occurring in Da
The Louvre study has never been questioned.
Vinci's handwriting.
That Leonardo always
It is held to be a leaf from a sketch-book.
carried such a book with him is known and this sketch it is reasonable to regard as a study from nature, taken while the artist was
going about seeking ideas as to the composition of his picture. A
horizontal lines.
Of the group
table is denoted in it by two
hasty
of men sitting about it. one, with legs crossed, leans his head upon
The latter ]>oints
his hand and listens devotedly to his neighbor.
with his finger to the farthest end of the board at a man who, to
hear better, leans forward over it. The connection of the scene

Besides the

in

;

t

with the
in Leowhich, perhaps, took place in a tavern
thought
nardo's mind, is shown by a sketch of a head of Christ in a corner
of the

same

leaf.

After these scattered studies had been copied and compared,
there remained the necessity of selection and even of restoration.
Da Vinci drew, for instance, several faces, like those of Christ and
He added these for the first time in
St. Matthew, without beards.
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the painting and here they arc faint or wholly erased. Of the right
of Judas and the left hand of James the Elder, several
sketches exist, each a little different from all the others. But it is
of difficult decision
impossible to record the countless small points
Several important and new discoveries were made
that came up.
by Stang that need to be noted.
The first of these is the fact that, contrary to what Morghen's
and all subsequent prints exhibit, the back-ground of the original
on the white stretch
painting was light. Instead of the eye falling
of table cloth, as we have got used to, it fell, in Da Vinci's picture,
colored porupon the dark figure of Christ. The air was the lightest
tion
it was not toned, as Morghen represented it, to ease the lack of
and flow of line there existed
engraving. To the wonderful rythm
inlhe original a rythm of illumination through the use of windows
in the background, alternating with spaces of wall, so that the
and again in lighter outline.
groups at the table were in darker
The differences in the expressions of the faces between those of the
new engraving and Morghen's are too subtile for description in a concise description.
Morghen's are weaker in characteristic. It is true
that Leonardo modified. There are so many proofs of this that the
Venetian study being different in the
very fact of St. John in the
direction of greater passionateness of expression than is found in the
final delineation in S. Maria delle Grazie, goes far towards accreditHe studied from life and modified
ing the sketch as Leonardo's.
from a sense and an ideal of beauty and grace. Modifying, howthat Morghen is seen to have
ever, is not taming, and it is taming
been guilty of. His mind and taste were possessed by the classicism
of the time and this mistaken classicism caused him to stamp a sort
of stereotyped mildness upon the expression of most of the apostles in
individualization of Da Vinci.
place of the exquisite
The discoveries made in respect to minor points were first that the
table-cloth in the original was not wrinkled by multitudinous fine
folds and that the salt-cellar, represented as overturned by the right
arm of the frightened Judas, was an introduction of some late
in the original painling,
engraver inclined to genre. It is not found
nor has it ever existed on the wall.
Morghen, or rather, why
it is in vain to guess.
d'Oggionne, should have introduced the folds
That they were studies from nature is quite probable. I once saw
which the cloth makes in Morprecisely the same singular spectacle
when our small steamer shipped
ghen's engraving, on an artistic tour,
a sea and the table was deluged with water from above, and again in
laid a cloth yet damp from the mangle.
Italy, where our hostess
"
As the adornment of the table by dishes is plain in the Last Supof line and small
per," the richness of folds added a modest variety
shadows to the stretch of flatness.
The size of Stang's engraving is one more point to be noticed in
as Morghen's, it is over an inch
it, for, while having the same length
his print to agree with
higher. Morghen was influenced to reduce
"
an engraving of Guido Reni's
Aurora," with which it was exhiin accordbited.
Stang's print, besides being an improvement, is
ance with the proportions of the original, in which the ceiling does
not press so near upon the heads of the apostles as is usually repre-
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length of time spent by Professor Stang over his work
was within two years as long as that which Leonardo is said to have
from 1874 to
used in producing the original, or fourteen years
COUNTESS v. KKOCKOW.
the present.
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hand

Why

XXIV.

report made by Robert Treat
Paine, and the late John Ayres,
at our Detroit general meeting,
in May, 1875)
attracted much
was followed by
notice, and
several other investigations by

Our
societies and individuals.
association continued the matter
by a paper read at the Brighton
meeting of the British Social Science Association in October, 1875

;

by an extended report read at
our Boston meeting of January,
1876; by several papers (which
were published) and a discussion
at our Philadelphia meeting in
June, 1876; and finally by reports at the Boston and Cincinnati meetings of our association in 1878.
At this last named meeting, the facts concerning co-operative building associations in Cincinnati were ascertained, as they had been ascertained and made public
for Philadelphia in 1875-6.
Philadelphia was the first breedingground of these associations in America; they were introduced there,
in a suburb of that city, about 1831, and by 1874 had increased in
number to at least 400 while they had also spread into New Jersey
and Delaware, and from Maryland had been transplanted into Ohio,
but with a system of management in some respects very unlike that
In Cincinnati, in May, 1878, we
of the Philadelphia associations.
found there were at least 15,000 members of these building associaand this had been
tions, paying in weekly not less than $60,000
going on, and the associations had been increasing in spite of the
Meantime the building-associa"hard times," from 1876 to 1878.
tions of Pennsylvania and Michigan had been suffering from these
" hard
times," and from certain defects in their State laws, involving
unfavorable to the whole system. In the light of
judicial decision
these facts the State of Massachusetts at the suggestion of Josiah
Quincy, Gamaliel Bradford, Robert Treat Paine, and other members of our association, and with the hearty support of many persons
of small means, who were desirous of forming such association,
;

;

"
passed its act of 1877, defining and regulating co-operative savingsfund and loan associations," as they were briefly termed by MassaThere had been much opposition in 1875-6, to the
chusetts law.
enactment of such a law, the old savings banks being fearful that
these new organizations would injure them but such has not been
the result.
May 14,
Scarcely had the organic law been passed
1877
when, in July, 1877, the first of these corporations in Massawith
our
was
"Pioneer
established,
chusetts, the
Co-operative Bank,"
former associate Gamaliel Bradford, as president, and D. Eldridge
Messrs
as secretary and we now have from these two gentlemen
a report on building-associations in MassaBradford and Eldridge
chusetts, which practically covers the whole of New England, and
may be summarized as follows
In January, 1879, Josiah Quincy, writing to Mr. Sanborn, said
" The
co-operate fund and loan associations are, I think, fully established in Massachusetts there are a dozen in the State that 1 understand are doing well. The two in Boston (the Pioneer and the
Homestead) have nearly 1000 members and loan $5000 or $6000 a
This was nearly 10 years ago. To-day Mr. Eldridge
month."
64 co-operative banks of which 13 have
reports in Massachusetts,
been organized since October 31, 1887. The 51 previously organized
are reported by the State Savings Bank Commission as having 20,735
members, an average of 400 each, with 134,164 shares, and assets
amounting to $4,211,949. The present assets of the 64 banks exceed $5,000,000, the yearly increase being nearly $1,000,000 in MassaOf these 64 Massachusetts building-associations, the
chusetts.
Pioneer Co-operative Bank is the oldest, and presumably the richest.
On the first of April, 1888, it had assets of $238,195.68 an increase
10 per cent. Its reduring the year preceding of $22,728, or more than
not quite $150,000, of
ceipts^ uring the year from all sources were
which more than $60,000 was from dues and fines. It had 776
members, with 59,955 shares, and 170 of these were borrowing members
a little more than one-fifth of the whole number; of its first
series of shares, upward of 1700 originally, only 36 remained outin October, 1887, 595
standing; while of the nineteenth series issued
;

;

their drawings full and
[Contributors are requested to send with
adnjuate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.']

CHAPEL OF THE EPISCOPAL THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE,
MABS. MESSRS. WARE & VAN BRUNT, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON,
MASS.
[Gelatine Print issued only with Gelatine and Imperial editions.]

NEB.

CITY-HALL, KEARNEY,

MR.

G.

W.

FRANK, ARCHITECT,

KEARNEY, NEB.

The building
THIB design was accepted after competition.
whose estimated cost is $22,000, will be of pressed brick and Colorado red sandstone on two fronts.
RINDGE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. MESSRS. ROTCH
& TILDEN, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

THE TOWER OF LONDON, AFTER AN ETCHING BY M. LUCIEN
GAUTIER.
MESSRS. DONALDSON,
ENGINE-HOUSE
& MEIER, ARCHITECTS, DETROIT, MICH.
NO. 15, DETROIT, MICH.

HOUSE FOR CYRUS

H. K. CURTIS, ESQ., CAMDEN, N. J.
DILK8, ARCHITECT, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MR. A. W.

ENTRANCE TO THE MOST HOLY REDEEMER CEMETERY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
PA.

MR.

J.

J.

DEERY, ARCHITECT, PHILADELPHIA,

:

:

;

are outstanding.

A

1
Report from the Special Committee on Provident Institutions, read at
Saratoga, September 7, 1888, by F. B. Sanborn, Secretary of the Committee, and
published in the Springfield Republican.
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(If the other 03 banks, about 10 arc in Boston, and the rest are
well distributed
the cities and large towns of Massachusttts,
through
there being 3 in Worcester, 3 in Taunton, 2 in Fall Kiver,
2 in Havcrhill, and 1 each in Lowell, Lynn, New Bedford, Cambridge, Chelsea, Somerville, Springfield, Holyoke, Westfield, Fitchburg, Waltham, Woburn, etc.
Scarcely 3 of the 25 cities of
Massachusetts arc without such associations, while several of the

large towns where skilled workmen are numerous, like Amesbury,
Marhlehvad, Natick, Plymouth, Sandwich, Stoneham and Wakefield,
have each one of these banks. They are now increasing in number
faster than ever before, and seem to be on a good financial basis
and well managed under a State law so good that it i.- taken as a
model in other States.
In Maine there 10 or 12 of these associations, mostly organized
within 5 years.
In New Hampshire there are 4, all organi/ed
since January, 1887.
In Rhode Island there are 3, the principal one
being at Providence. In Connecticut there are 6 or 7 in different
1 at New Haven, with a special charter, and
parts of the State,
the rest voluntary associations, without charters, at Meriden, New
In Vermont there is no law for such associations, and
Britain, etc.
none are organi/ed. In all New England, therefore, there are not
far from 1)0 building-associations or
co-operative banks, and the}
are fast increasing in number.
The largest proportionate number of these corporations is found
in the five Middle States, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Maryland; for it was in two or three of these States
that they were first started, and have been spreading gradually for
more than half a century. It was not until 1849, however, that the

incorporated building-association in Philadelphia was chartered;
although 50 or more tmchartered voluntary associations had existed
there from 1831 to 1849. After 1849 their growth was rapid, for 148
were chartered in the 10 years, 1860-69 inclusive, 317 in the 6 years,
1870-75 inclusive. In 27 years, then, 692 building associations were
chartered in Philadelphia alone, and at least 450 of these were in
active operation in 1876, when the great Centennial
Exposition took
place in the city of Franklin. Probably in the whole country, at
that time, there were not as many more in existence, for there cannot
have been 900 such associations in the United States in 1876. There
are now probably more than 1000, outside of Pennsylvania; and M.
J. Brown, of Philadelphia, estimates the number in all
Pennsylvania,
450 in Philadelphia, and 450 in the rest of the State.
now, as 900,
In- New
there
are
about
140
Jersey
associations; in Delaprobably
ware 30, in Maryland 50, and in the State of New York at least 200.
This would make more than 1200 such associations in the five Middle States.
It may be asked what amount of capital is invested in these associations in Philadelphia, and in all
Pennsylvania. M. J. Brown has
first

undertaken to answer this question, and his figures, though partly
He examined the sworn accounts of
estimates, have great value.
120 building-associations with the following results: Aggregate
capital, $8,749,337 ; average capital, $72,91 1 ; aggregate shares, 151,680 ;
average shares 1264. Applying this ratio to the other 330 Philadelphia associations, their capital becomes $32,810,017, and the
number of their shares 568,800. It is, therefore, probable that in
all Pennsylvania there are now
nearly 1,000,000, shares in these
associations, and that they represent a cash value of at least $60,000,000.
The whole savings-bank funds in
reach

Pennsylvania hardly
considered that the savings effected by the
building-associations are continually passing out of their hands into
those of the shareholders, in the form of occupied houses, it will be
seen that the actual savings of these associations must be much
greater than their capital at any one time. In 1876, Joseph Doren
estimated this sum at $50,000,000 in Philadelphia alone, and by this
time it must exceed $100,000,000, for mortgages were then
making
at the rate of 3,750 a year, at an
average of $2,000 each. This would
show an investment of 87,500,000 each year in mortgages, which in
12 years would l>e $90,000,000, and of this sum at least $60,000,000
must have been paid off by the natural operation of the system. It
is therefore
probable that $150,000,000 is none too mnch for an estimate of the now existing savings effected in Pennsylvania alone by
the building-associations. No other State can
probably show half as
this

sum, and when

it is

much.

New York

has only of late begun to develop the system on a large

some building-associations have existed there for
The old law. under which they organized
thirty years.
in 1851, and in the next year, 1852, the first Rochester

scale, although

more than
was passed

was organized and continued in operation for a few vears.
appeared in that city for nearly twenty years, when "many
sprang up which were used for speculative purposes, and checked
the growth of the better kind, then so numerous in Pennsylvania.
But in 1882 the Rochester associations began to " boom,"" as the
phrase is, and there are now said to be eighty of them in that single
In Buffalo, with a population
city of Rochester, of perhaps 125,000.
association

No other

number

of building-associations is nearly as great as
the largest of these being the Erie Savings and Loan
Association, which is less than five years old, but has issued more
than 5000 shares of semi-annual series, and now receives more than
of 225,000, the
in Rochester,

840,000 a year in dues and

fines, and more than $8000 a year in preIn the other cities of central and western New
in Elmira, Syracuse, Utica, etc., these associations have
York,
also been forming rapidly of late, and the Chemung
Valley Mutual

miums and

interest.
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Loan Association of Elmira, has existed for thirteen years, and now
has assets to the amount of $175,000, and about 450 shareholders.
In the cities of New York and Brooklyn, new associations have been
fast forming for two years past, and now for the first time the
system seems to be actually planted in that great commercial and manufacturing centre.

The New York Star has been devoting a column a day to the explanation of the building-association system, and one of its editors,
C. F. Southard, has prepared a small manual for the use of inquirers
and of members of these companies. It is impossible to say how
many of these associations now exist in the State of New York, but
they must be counted by hundreds. Most of them are organized
ander the old and faulty law of 1851 (Chapter 122) and there is an
unfounded impression that the more carefully drawn act of 1887
(Chapter 556) will somehow injure an association which organizes
under it. At the State Conference of Building-Associations, held at
Rochester, May 17-18, 1888, the impression seemed to be i-hared by
a majority of the delegates from about 100 associations there repre-

A

sented.
small minority of the delegates believed that the associations should be examined by the officers of the State
Banking
Department, anil it was over this question that the conference had
its most animated discussion.
resolution calling upon the Superintendent of the State Banking Department to make such examinations

A

was introduced but subsequently withdrawn, and no official action
on the question was taken. The settlement of the great majority of
the delegates was that such examinations, made annually or oftener,
would be both expensive and useless. The law of 1851 does not
provide for such examinations of loan-associations as are made of
banks, but it docs provide for an examination upon the request of
not less than five stockholders, and it was claimed that this was all
that was needed. It was further said that the business of the loanassociations is conducted publicly at regular weekly
meetings, that
the stockholders take an active interest in everything that is
going
on and consequently opportunities for dishonorable practice are
it
was
said
that
the
law
of
1851
has
worked
very slight. Finally,
successfully for thirty-seven years, that losses by reason of failure
have not equalled 1 per cent of the capital invested, and that the best
;

policy is to let well enough alone. There is force in these arguments ;
but the advantages derived from State supervision and public
report
far outweigh the disadvantages, and any extension of these associations in any State should be accompanied with
ample protection for
the investors by frequent reports from some public office and State
supervision of methods.

In New Jersey these associations have been reported on
by the
State Labor Bureau, from whose reports it appears that there are in
the State no less than 140 building-associations, with a
capital of
$7,000,000 or $8,000,000. In Delaware they are also numerous, but
in
and
its
chiefly
Wilmington
vicinity. In Maryland they are chiefly
found in Baltimore and its suburbs. The New Jersey associations
began before 1847, but it was in that year that the State Legislature
first recognized their existence.
An act encouraging their formation was passed in 1847, another in 1849, and the latter, as revised
in 1875, is now the State law on the
In 1880 the Labor
subject.
Bureau began to report on them in 1882 there were something
more than 100 associations in New Jersey, with nearly 20,000 members, who owned 102,075 shares, and paid in dues about $4,250,000 annually. In 1885 these societies had increased to 130, and
they
may now number 150. It was estimated by the New Jersey Labor
Bureau in 1886 that there were then in the whole United States 3000
building and loan associations, with 450,000 members, and an aggregate capital of $75,000,000. If this was so the capital must "now
equal $100,000,000.
For various reasons, some of which are stated by R. T. Hill, of
Texas, in his report concerning provident institutions in the extreme
Southwest, there have been few accumulations of savings in the form
of money in the greatest part of the South.
The number of savings
banks there is small, and
are recent and, as yet
building-associations
comparatively few. Mr. Hill estimates that there are fifty in Texas,
which is probably more than in any of the former
slave-holding
states, unless Maryland be an exception.
They are numerous in
a
few are found in Arkansas, Mississippi,
Missouri, and
Kentucky,
Tennessee, Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, the Carolinas and the Virginias. From these States, however, the committee have only scanty
There are twenty or more associations in the city of New
reports.
Orleans, several in Atlanta, one in Georgetown, S. C., one at
Key West, Fla., one at IVnsacola, one at Selma, Ala., one at Fort
Smith, Ark., one at Lafayette, La., one at Parkersburg, W. Va, one
each at Yazoo City and Columbus, Miss., and no doubt
many others
in the above-named States.
In Louisiana it seems that as
long ago
as 1873 a building-association was formed, which ran its course Tn
ten years and divided its profits among the members.
But the fin-t
of the existing New Orleans associations was
organized in September, 1882, and has since been very prosperous, having now about
600 members, who have built or purchased more than 100 homes during the six years of its existence. Several others of the 20 or 30
New Orleans associations have from 300 to 600 members. In Tennessee the associations organized in 1880-81 and in 1885, in order
to defend law to better advantage, formed a State union,
which, at
its organization, included six associations at
Memphis, four at Nashville, and four or five others in different parts of Tennessee.
There
are now five or six in Chattanooga, which during seven
years past
;
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Lave provided homes for 250 families, and in all Tennessee there
must now be upward of 30 associations.
In Missouri the number exceeds 40, and may be much larger. An
act passed in that State last year has led to litigation to test its conThe act in question was passed March 31, 1887, to
govern the formation of these associations, and in many respects difThe last enacted law claimed
fered from the statutes then in force.
such associations to be benevolent associations, and conseqently exempt, as mentioned in Article 10, Section 21, of the State Constitution,
from the payment of tax on the capital stock, there being already
an article in the statutes of 1879, governing the formation of benevolent, religious, educational and miscellaneous societies, which under
the constitution were exempt from payment of said tax on their
of State was of the
capital stock when incorporating. The Secretary
this part of the act of March, 1887, was void, and deopinion that
clined to issue certificates of incorporation until the tax on the capital was deposited with the State Treasurer, to be held until the
determination by the court of the question of the legality of that
part of the act of 1887. Under this arrangement 34 associations
the capideposited with the State Treasurer the amount of the tax on
If the court sustains the associations,
tal stock, aggregating $6608.
stitutionality.

be returned to them. This question in Missouri was
New York, and has there been practically decided
against taxation, because in that State savings banks are not taxed.
There are States, however, such as Massachusetts, where savings
banks are taxed, and there seems to be no reason why building-assoare inciations may not be, should the pnblic good require it.
clined to estimate the whole number of building-associations in the
this

money

will

earlier raised in

We

former slave-holding states, exclusive of Delaware and Maryland, at
200, but they are fast increasing.
In this section of the country, Ohio, and especially Cincinnati,
Dr. P. A.
was the pioneer in establishing building-associations.
Keck of Cincinnati has the credit of beginning the first one in that

where there are now perhaps 100. Three years ago
Dr. Keck wrote an account of his work in Cincinnati, in course of
" There are too
which he said
many building-associations. At the
time I started the system I thought that five or six societies would be
enough for the needs of the people of this city, but now there are so
the butcher,
many that I think a great many people suffer by it
the baker, the doctor, the tenant, the landlord, and almost everycity in 1867,

:

else.
Some of the members of the associations, instead of paying their debts, put their weekly earnings into these associations
and get their dividends every year. It is my opinion that societies nowadays pay too much in the way of salaries and current expenses, such as the purchase of safes, etc. The object of
such associations is the saving of small amounts by individual members, and the current expenses of the society should be reduced to
the minimum figure. When I started the first society here, we paid
our secretary $1 a night, and afterward $2. Now secretaries are
paid $5 a night, and even that amount is not considered enough by
some people. The whole number of these associations in Ohio can
only be guessed at, for the Cincinnati member of our committee has
been unable through ill-health to collect the scattered statistics.
or at least in
There are about 400 associations in that city alone
and in Dayton, Toledo and many smaller cities
Hamilton county
these societies exist. It is supposed that Ohio stands next to Pennsylvania in the number of its building-associations, and that they exceed 600 in Ohio, while there may be 1000 in Pennsylvania, large
and small. In Cincinnati the shareholders are estimated at 75,000
and the amount of weekly payments of all sorts is reckoned at $1,further estimate gives $300,000,000 as the amount in500,000.
vested in Cincinnati by these associations in 10 years; but this is
probably excessive. They far outstrip the savings banks of Cincinnati in the amount of their investments, however, and in the number
The majority of these are Germans, or of Gerof their depositors.
man descent, but there are also Irishmen, Americans, negroes and
men and women of every race among them. The Ohio law was
amended in 1886, after much discussion, but the financial system
there pursued is open to some criticism from Pennsylvania and Massa-

body

A

chusetts."
Illinois comes next to Pennsylvania and Ohio in the number of its
associations, there being nearly 300 in Chicago alone, and exceeding
400 in the whole State. The valuable report of Professor Jenks of

Galesburg, and the unique schedule prepared by him with great
more light on the operation of these Illinois associamodesty has allowed him to mention. It appears that
the 200 or more associations in Chicago alone have a much higher
average number of shareholders than the 250 or so which exist in
the rest of Illinois. Thus, while 16 Chicago associations average 589
shareholders, of whom 1 64, or more than 26 per cent, are women,
the 37 associations outside of Chicago average only 244 shareholders,
of whom only 54, or but little more than 22 per cent are women.
The loans to members in 24 Chicago associations average in a year
$210,690; while in 53 other Illinois associations they average only
$62,002. The average loan to a member in Chicago 'is $1329, in the
while the whole amount of Chicago loans in 24
rest of Illinois, $710
associations is $5,056,578, and in 53 outside associations $3,286,092.
It is probable that the most prosperous associations made reports, so
that the average of loans to the amount of $108,350 in each associaBut if we call
tion is doubtless too high for the whole 450 in Illinois.
the average loan only $80,000 in a year, this would give for Illinois
alone an aggregrate of $36,000,000 as the yearly amount lent to share-

labor, throws
tions than his

;
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holders by these associations.
This is twice the amount of savingsbank deposits in the State, according to Professor Jenks, while the
build ing-associations are increasing their business much faster than
the savings-bank business of the bankers of Illinois is increasing.
The early building-associations mentioned by Professor Jenks as
existing from 1849 to 1869 were rather speculative real-estate companies than co-operative loan-associations after the Pennsylvania
model. Such began to be formed in Illinois after 1869, and the oldest
now in existence dates from 1874. It was about the same time
and
(1870-72) that the building-associations in Missouri began
probably Indiana, lying between the two States of Illinois and Ohio,
did not have building-associations much earlier than 1870.
The
number in that State can only be estimated, and our member, Mr.
McCulloch, does not attempt to guess at it; but we may set it down
as between 100 and 200.
From Iowa we have no returns, and cannot reckon her building-associations at more than 100. The first
;

was formed at Burlington in 1870, the second and third at Keokuk
and Oskaloosa in 1872.
Michigan seems to have had an earlier experience with these societies, and one which for some years previous to 1875 gave the legal
and financial leaders of that State a very unfavorable impression of
and results. Consequently the State law of 1877, under
which perhaps 15 or 20 building-associations now exist, was far less
favorable to their formation than the laws of Pennsylvania, Ohio,
and finally of Illinois. This state of things was changed in 1887,
by the passage of a law more satisfactory to the association members
than the old law had been. Under this new law about 40 new
associations have already been organized, so that the whole number
in the State may be about 50.
Laverne Bassett, of Ann Arbor, who
has collected what information ho could (in place of Professor II.
C. Adams) about the Michigan associations, gives their average
"
membership as 180, and their "average authorized capital as $2,one
of
them
an
authorized
of
367,000;
$5,000,000,
having
capital
while a new and small association has but $100,000 nominal capital.
Minnesota though later of development than Michigan, has a much
larger nu niter of building-associations
probably not less than 125
at present, and fast increasing.
A well-known journalist, Albert
"
Shaw, of Minneapolis, writes, in the History of Cooperation in the
"
United Slates (published at Johns Hopkins University), the following statement: "Several of the most flourishing building and loan
associations to be found anywhere in the country are established in
the neighboring cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul and they have
been the means of providing many hundreds of workingmen's families
with pleasant homes of their own." He mentions eight of these
associations in Minneapolis, the first of which began in 1874.
In
the whole State of Minnesota, as we are informed by a citizen of St.
Paul, there are nearly 120 of these associations, and nearly or quite
50 of these are at St. Paul. Probably Minneapolis has 20 by this
From 8,000 to 10,000 homes in St. Paul have been secured
time.
to their occupants by this new system of borrowing and guaranteeing.
their nature

;

Whatever the

figures of invested capital may be, they are changing
so fast, from one day to another, that they give little real indication
of the present state of things, still less of the accumulations that have

made under the method of saving. As an experienced
writer (M. J. Brown, of Philadelphia) says
" It is fair to
suppose that about one-half of the income received by
building associations for dues, etc., is now being laid out on account
of matured shares and withdrawals, for many of these societies are
now maturing series of shares every six months or every year. The
capital increases largely until the shares begin to mature, but when
that point is reached, new shares admitted from year to year do not
contribute any more than enough capital to take the place of the
In the Philadelphia associations the cash inolder retiring shares.
come is more than half the capital, which would indicate an enormous
but the outgo is largely for matured shares and
capital growth
withdrawals, resulting in almost a fixed sum for the capital. This is
really a factor in favor of the societies, for they are now distributing
millions of dollars every few months to the members who have been
really been

:

;

saving for years for some cherished object."
What is true of Philadelphia has long been true, in this respect,
of Cincinnati, and is now true of Chicago and St. Paul.
The number of associations reported in the last named city three months ago
was 45 with an average of 3,000 shares in each one, and an average
value of $50 a share. Assuming that this is true of the 120 in the
whole State, this would give an investment of $18,000,000 in Minnesota alone but this may be an over-estimate.
The deposits in
Minnesota savings banks hardly exceed $5,000,000, and the rapid
growth of these associations has certainly checked the growth of
savings banks there, as it has in Rochester, N. Y., in Buffalo, in
Pittsburgh and in every State west of the Alleghanies.
From Wisconsin we have no information leading us to suppose
that there are 50 building-associations in the whole State, although
they began there in 1882 or earlier. In Minnesota, they began in
1869, though their great development has been since 1880.
They
exist in Nebraska, in Dakota and Montana, but from these we have
no returns. In Kansas they have lately made a very rapid growth,
and now exceed 100 in that State.
California has had these associations for some years, and for a
time maintained a monthly newspaper devoted to their interest. In
1887 there were in California 11 building-associations with 30,000
shares and with assets of $2,595,488.
This indicates large operations for each society, and points to a speculative element in the
;
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is very
apt to appear in that State or
elsewhere when real-estate speculations are going on actively. The
reports of some of the California societies show average loans of
$2,000, which is much above the Chicago rate, and, we believe,
Hut we have nothing to prove
higher than the Philadelphia rate.
that the California business is unsafely done and there are few
States where there is greater need of some method to increase the
number of small estates owned by their occupants. From the other
Pacific States and Territories we have no returns at all.
From all the information attainable by the committee, there is no
reason to doubt that there are now 3,OOO,
even 3,500, coj>erhaps
operative building and loan associations in the United States, and
that they provide for the investment, at any given time, of not less
than $300,000,000. The accumulated investments in the form of
bouses and land, which have been paid for by the occupants or their
families through the medium of these associations in a long scries of
Twelve years ago
years, must be much greater than $300,000,000.
Mr. Doren, a competent authority, estimated this accumulation at
$100,000,000 for Philadelphia alone, where the annual payments
then exceeded $7,500,000. There must, therefore, be an accumulation in Philadelphia alone at this time of 8180,000,000 at least, and
in the whole country there are now more than six times as many

California associations, which

1

IV.

;

We

associations as in Philadelphia.
may, therefore, safely estimate
the whole accumulations made by the aid of building-associations at
from $500,000,000 to $750,000,000 in a period of 40 years. The
savings banks of our country have provided for much greater
accumulations in the same period, but it must be remembered that
they are much older than the building-associations in the wealthiest
At the rate the building-associations
portions of the United States.
are now gaining, the time may come when their accumulated savings
at any one time will exceed those of our savings banks, immense as
Mr. Townsend's report shows that they are and~will be.
It is doubtful if any system for savings has ever been devised
which has such a tendency to produce a frugality among persons of
small income as the building-association methods.
There is nothing
to repel and everything to attract such persons who are paying rent
or board, and wish to avoid doing so. Borrowing, which in the
ordinary form is apt to discourage or demoralize the poor man, is
here an incentive to industry and economy, for he must earn and
save money to keep up his investment, from which he is taught to expect greater profits than are usually returned to him in cash. But
the return he gets in relief from rent-paying is itself a profit, which
also appears to his imagination greater than it commonly is.
The
excitement of betting, the pleasure of house-building, the companion
ship and competition which he finds in belonging to such a society,
all lure him forward in the way of economy.
There are drawbacks
and there are dangers in these petty financial ventures which in the
aggregate are so vast ; but these are no more than attend the usual
investments of money.
must, therefore, expect such associations
to increase in number and to absorb more and more of the earnings
of the people, just as life insurance absorbs more and more of the
surplus income of classes a little more prosperous than those who
make up the great body of shareholders in the associations we have

We

been enumerating.

Fig. 16.

16 gives a front in Provins in the Uue de Paris,
dating
from the second half of the thirteenth century. Here the inmate
shut himself up from the outside world. The salon and chambers
are on the first floor, the ground-floor being reserved for common
household uses, for provisions, the kitchens, etc. The stories are

FIGURE

high between floors.
Evidently, life in these dwellings was broadly simple. Great care
was bestowed upon construction, the openings were strongly arched
in stone, and the facade, though made up of very few
elements,

They knew how to put art into a
rough stone-wall simply pierced with openings, without decorations,
without expensive construction, and conforming itself to strict necesDoes not this predicate a very advanced social state and the
sity.
highest point of art, and can we say as much for our own century ?
For a great number of people to-day, art is only one of the expressions of luxury, a mere superfluity and, to them, a front not covered
with columns or pilasters, with mouldings and ornamentations in the
fashionable style, is by no means a work of art. The Middle
Ages
have left us very few books or discourses on the subject of their
have
but
built
with
art
the
richest structures
architecture,
they
equal
or the humblest dwellings, loving and respecting art in its modest
expressions, as well as in its most splendid conceptions.
A century which manifests its taste by multiplying ornamentation
and increasing expenditure, daily neglecting the first principles of art,
taking up one style after another and originating nothing, is only
wears a monumental character.

THE LIFE OF AN IRON ROOF. The Cincinnati Corrugating Company have obtained some valuable information from Mr. \V. A. Meninger, of Covington, Ky., who has had upward of thirty-five years'
experience in the roofing trade in that vicinity, on the life of an iron
roof.
Mr. Meninger stated that in 1856 he put up a corrugated-iron
roof on what was then known as the Clayton Young House, at No. 33
West Fifth street, Covington, which is now occupied by the Sisters of
Notre Dame as a school. This roof did first-class service and gave
good satisfaction until about ten years ago, when, upon some changes
being made in the building, it was taken off. The material composing
it has since been sold to different parties and is now in use for covering
various sheds, stables and cither small buildings in Covington and
vicinity. In 1801 Mr. Meninger covered the Charles Whitcomb House,
adjoining the Fourtli Street Presbyterian Church, with corrugatedThis roof is doing perfect service to-day. The expense for
In
repairs, and even repainting, had been hardly worth mentioning.
1803 he put a similar roof of corrugated-iron on a brick building
erected for Mr. George Phillips, who then owned the property, the lot
being now occupied by the Fourth Street Presbyterian Church. Mr.
Phillips manufactured and prepared the materials himself in his rollingmill.
The building has been used as a dwelling house most of the time
since then, and this roof has answered its purpose admirably.
It is
now in a remarkably good state of preservation, considering that it
has had no attention in the way of repairing for a number of years.
Mr. Meninger also cited the history of a number of old-time iron
roofs with which he is personally acquainted. The old Howe warehouse on Market space had over it for over thirty years an iron roof.
After affording complete protection for this long period, and over an
almost flat surface, it was removed about three years ago. The Licking Rolling-Mill has a corrugated-iron roof which has been on it for
over twenty-five years, and to Mr. Meninger's certain knowledge, it has
never had a coat of paint since it was first put on. The Kentucky
Central Railroad shops in Covington were originally furnished with a
corrugated- iron roof, which remained for over 23 years in a good state of
preservation, and was only recently removed on the occasion of some
Iron Age.
repairs and changes
iron.

;

hastening the decline of art.
The palaces and monuments of to-day display wealth of ornament
without order or reason^ while the smaller houses are
rough in
workmanship, ridiculous, uniformly vulgar, and with sins of construction which usually find a si>cedy retribution.
The only consolation which remains, in the midst of these miseries, to a lover of
art,
is a belief in the better
judgment of posterity.

When

art becomes only a thing of luxury its end draws near.
In
Middle Ages the vital power of art was manifested everywhere
its
The old
expression was a want shared by great and small.
[louses which still filled our French towns a few years ago and which
new wants have rapidly dismantled, were a living proof of this a.sertion.
We do not pretend that at the cost of the public health
and in the face of the prosperity of the middle classes, the old order
could have been preserved, but we would like to find in our own private building such signs of a population loving art and striving to
spread everywhere its true expression. But in the rich old Gallic
blood, which, freed from long repression, coursed through the veins

the

;

-

1

Translated from the French of Viollet-le-Duc, by Mr. A. B. Bibb.
115, No. 661.
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of the thirteenth century carrying life into all the provinces, covering
the soil with structures of all kinds, original, logical, free, fit dwellings
this blood, clear and pure, has
for a nation full of brilliant qualities
been enslaved again under a second invasion of strangers it has
;

become once more Roman, and under such Romans
Symmetry has
replaced logic the phanton of a dead art stands in the place of the
!

;

False methods, persistently
native originality of our country.
taught, have taken firm root, and an infatuation, which no one
comprehends and no one explains, because it cannot be exinnate
plained to minds naturally clear and logical, has replaced the
The
taste for that pure art, in the midst of which we feel at home.
house of the Middle Ages in France is the dwelling of one born upon the soil. The house of our day is a stereotyped dwelling, alike
for the lawyer, the soldier, or the lady of fashion, and uniformly
inconvenient for all. There can be no comfort in such houses, and
the passer-by observes only that the fronts are nearly identical and
that we ought already to be dead of boredom, if that malady were
But there is still hope in the fact that our time
ever fatal in France.
is not the first wherein they have tried to mould, let us say, the
set in a line
dwellings of a city into the semblance of a lot of boxes
and exactly alike in shape. The rulers of the Middle Ages understood little better than our modern magistracies the canons of art,
but they did not hinder the nation from developing its talent. The
English rulers especially do not seem at this period to have appreciated the French talent, but in their position as strangers they were
" In the last half of the thirteenth
century, a
perhaps excusable.
"
time of peace and prosperity," says M. Felix de Verneilh, a little
corner of one of the provinces was covered rapidly by new towns
called, in the ancient language of the South, bastides.'
Alphonse
de Poitiers, brother of Saint Louis, had become, through his marriage with the heiress of the Counts of Toulouse, the nominal Lord
As such, and notwithstanding that this
of a part of Guienne."
sovereignty was often reduced to a mere title he endeavored to secure his direct authority by building a capital city, Villefranche de
" In
Age'nois he founded Villeneuve d'Agen and several
Rouergue.

[VOL.

In Perigord, where he had some possesimportant bourgs.'
"
bastides.'"
These walled towns or " bastides
sions, he also built
were built on ground given gratuitously, laid out after the plans of
engineers, and enjoyed a liberal franchise.
By this means he
brought entire populations under his rule, and the scheme succeeded
notwithstanding the protestations of rulers and the excommunica'

'
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the planners of mediaeval towns proceeded.
Corners were cut off
the houses at the angles of the squares, to allow vehicles to enter the
"
"
easily on market-days.
place
Figure 18 is a plan of a quarter of
the "place" of the bastide of Montpazier, and Figure 19 is a
per"
spective view of the entrance to the place," taken from the point
A of the plan, showing how the angles of the houses are carried on
corbellings over the cut corners which give a diagonal entrance to the
"

place."

The houses
were

of these bastides at the

built of stone, brick or rubble

end of the thirteenth century
Wood was not used

masonry.

for the fronts.

Wood-

en houses were very

,

rare in the Southern provinces, though
from the end of the
thirteenth
century

,,^

we

see

them becom-

ing more and more
frequent in the provinces of the North.
First, only the upper

was

story

built

in

wood, then soon the
ground floor alone

was

in

stone; and,
during the fifteenth century and
the
commencement
of the sixteenth, the
finally,

'

less

XXIV.

entire

not

fronts

only

were

built

in

wood -panelling, but

Fig. 18.

often entirely cover-

ed with boards, like
great pieces of furniture, without an apparent trace of masonry.
Over and above the taste which the people of the North have
always preserved for wood-construction, and the influence which the
traditions brought by the Northern invasions from the
great forest

tions of the bishops.
" On his
part," continues

M. F. de Verneilh, " Edward I as duke
and afterward as king, multiplied endowments of this character,
which are among the best claims of this great prince on the remembrance of the ancient duchy of Guienne; Libourne, among others, owes
its existence to him (1286)
." Beaumont was also built for the
profit of the King of England in 1272; Marshal Jean de la Linde
commenced on his own domain the bastide of La Linde. The town
of Montpazier was built in 1284.
The plan of Montpazier has never been altered. Like all the
towns of this period in Guienne and Perigord, the town of Mont.

.

.

pazier is not only laid out with perfect regularity, but all the houses
are of equal dimensions and similar plan.
group of these houses
(Figure 17) shows with what cellular uniformity they were built.
The regularity observed in modern towns, such as Napoleon- Vendee
and certain towns of Algeria is mere disorder as compared with this
absolute symmetry.
It would
seem that all the people who
came to live in these free " bas-

A

which were a sort of refuge offered by the sovereign,
stood upon an equal footing;
tides,"

however that may

be, it is certain that they submitted to levelling conditions of fronts and
ground-plan, since these towns
were built all at once and had

attained a very high relative degree of prosperity soon after
their construction.
From which
it would
appear that those ideas
which are generally supposed to

Fig.

Fi.

17.

"
belong to our time, to working cities," and to centres of population
established on a basis of absolute equality, are not new after all;

and that the Middle Ages had even attained a practical application of them far beyond what we have done.
However modest these dwellings may have been, they were, at least,
suited to the wants and habits of the period.
They were all composed of a ground-floor, a first, and sometimes a second, story their
fronts were varied according to the tastes and fortune of each one,
and they were well built and solid. The " place " of a town, on one
side of which was usually built the market-house, was surrounded by
low, wide porticos, terminating on the streets giving entrance to the
"
place ;" the engineers who laid out the plans of these bastides were
very careful not to cut streets debouching upon the middle of sides
of this square, which would perhaps have conformed to academic
A " place " is generally an
rules, but not at all to those of reason.
area, more or less broad, where the people meet if two streets cut
the centre at right angles, it is clear that the people passing would
crowd those who rested there. To establish travel around the sides
of a " place " and leave the middle free was the scheme
upon which
;

;

19.

lands exercised on the people, wood-construction presented advantages which attracted all the inhabitants of the populous towns of the
French provinces, properly so-called, to the employment of this
method. In the large cities of the North, such as Paris, Rouen,
"
"
Beauvais, Amiens, Troyes, Caen, etc., the place was rarely found.
As these walled towns could not grow by spreading out as in our
day, they tried to gain in height the space they lost in the groundplan, and the houses encroached as far as possible upon the public
street by projecting the upper floors on corbellings.
Wood-construction alone lent itself easily to this arrangement, imposed by
The fronts were sheltered by overhanging roofs, whether
necessity.
they built guttered fronts or gables on the streets. The thoroughfares
becoming narrower and narrower as the cities became richer and
more populous, the windows were enlarged so as to obtain the
greatest possible
It is

amount

of light.

worthy to note that while in our time, and with good reason,

we try to gain plenty of light for our rooms, the oldest Romanesque
houses had comparatively narrow windows which admitted very
little light, the inhabitants
seeking darkness in their interiors with
as much care as we seek light, adhering in this to ancient traditions.

In the thirteenth century they began to enlarge their windows, at
This tendency increased as active life, industry
and commerce gained more importance among the city people, who
needed the daylight for their avocations. The house was no longer

least in the salon.
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the closed refuge of the
family, it was also the work-room, ami from
the beginning of the fourteenth century the houses in mamifacturin
towns opened on the street. Notwithstanding the liberal fenestration in the fronts of that period, it is wonderful how certain industries could be carried on in narrow streets crowded with overhanging stories it is inexplicable until we see, for example, the silk
weavers of Lyons working on the most delicate tissues in rooms
;

where one can hardly see to read. The sight accustoms itself to
obscurity, and the excessive natural, or fictitious, light that we require
everywhere to-day is not a necessary condition for works of great
fineness.

However that may be, from those mediaeval workshops, which
seem so dark to us to-day, came work of the goldsmith and embroideries and fabrics whose delicacy we do not easily attain with
all our modern illumination.
It is all so much a matter of habit
that an artisan accustomed to work from his infancy in a doubtful
Because our fathers saw the
light may be no mean workman.
" Cid " of
Corneille by candle-light, we must not assume that they
appreciated

less vividly this

chef-d'oeuvre of the dramatist.

So imieh, then, for the criticism which charges the mediaeval architects with having built small, dark, and uninhabitable houses.
Dark
and uninhabitable for us they may be, but their contemporaries found
them commodious and sufficiently lighted.
This is, however, aside from the question of art that the architectural quality of a house does not
depend upon the greater or less
breadth of the street on which it is built, is already proved.
;
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workmen, because they had struck for more wages in 188.'!. The
in the meantime gone to law with the executors, in order
to contest the validity of the second will, and out of 500 of them 160
have been dismissed from their employment.
New York Tribune.
his

workmen have

HKD TAI-K AT TUB PANAMA CANAL. The Panama Canal seems to
be suffering from red tape. On one occasion it took sixteen days' time
and 200 miles of travel for vouchers for some lubricating oil, which
was lying alongside of the dredges for which it was intended and
these dredges lay idle at a cost of $3000 a day until they could get the
oil.
Upon another occasion it took seven days to get five cents' worth
of vaseline out of the basement of the building in which it was needed
on some instruments of precision to prevent rusting.
Philadelphia
;

_

Press.

A

PECULIARITY OP GLASS EYES.
"The Kubbi family of Venice
have been famous glass-blowers for nearly four centuries," says the
"
London Hospital.
Their
er specialty
te manufacture
o glass-eyes,
manuacture of
ospta.
specaty iss the
gass-eyes,
which they
hey make in all varieties of quality. Common glass eyes, such
as are made for hospitals, are easily made, and cost about 8 < each.
But fashionable
hionable people are not satisfied with these, and some have halfa-dozen eyes manufactured for them before they are satisfied. Then
they require at least two sets of eyes, one for evening wear, with larger
pupils than the day ones, because the pupil of the eye is larger by
Think of the horror of a lady whom some accident has forced
night.
to wear a glass eye, on finding, after she had entered a ball-room, that
she had put in the wrong eye, and was going about with pupils of different sizes. The effect would IH> as bad as a squint, or even of chronic
wink."

(To be continued.)

PERUVIAN WHISTLING JUGS.

The silvadors or musical jugs found
the burial places of Peru are most ingenious specimens of
handiwork.
silvio in the William S. Vaux collection at Philadelphia consists of two vases, whose bodies are joined one to the other,
with a hole or opening between them. The neck of one of these vases
is closed, with the exception of a small
opening in which a clay pipe is
inserted leading to the body of the whistle.
When a liquid is poured
into the open necked vase the air is compressed into the other, and in
escaping through the narrow opening is forced into the whistle, the
vibrations producing sounds. Many of these sounds represent the notes
of birds ; one in the Clay collection of Philadelphia, Pa., imitates the
notes of the robin or some other member of the thrush tribe peculiar to
Peru. The closed neck of this double vase is modelled into a representation of a bird's head, which is thrush-like in character.
Another
water vase in the same collection, representing a llama, imitates the
disgusting habit which this animal possesses of ejecting its saliva when
enraged. The hissing sound which accompanies this action is admirablack tube of earthenware ornamented with a grobly imitated.
tesque head in low relief, to which short arms are attached pressing a
three-tubed syrinx to its lips deserves special mention, as it
suggests
the evolution of this instrument from a single tube to more complicated forms.
The Clay Worker.

among

LEAD PLATES IN MASONRY.
WASHINGTON, D.

C., Sept. 23, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs,
In your number of Sept. 8th, I read an article headed
"Effect of Lead Plates in Masonry," in which reference is made to
actual tests of compressive
strength of stone in 1855. It speaks of
a test on marble (1^-inch cubes), which showed a
compressive
strength of 60,000 Ibs. per square inch without the interposition of
lead plates between the steel plates of the
testing apparatus, and a
compressive strength of only 30,000 Ibs. with the interposition of
lead plates.
The cause in explanation of this difference of 50
per
centum of resistance seems to be somewhat obscure in the above
mentioned article.
The stone cube under pressure will in either
case and all cases give
away at the weakest place first, which is at
the sides, the central portions
being held firm by the outer portions
until the latter give
way. In case of interposed lead plates or any
other more or less elastic bodies the
question at once becomes a combined one of compressive
strength and tensile strength. The lead
under
plates
compression yield to a more or less degree this yielding must result in a flow of the metal toward the sides, where the
lead plates will then visibly
This side motion of the moleprotrude.
cules of lead under the enormous
pressure incident creates also an
enormous friction on the surfaces of the stone cube and the steel
It is the friction on the stone cube which
plate.
acts from the
centre of surface in opposite directions
(radial) and tends to tear
the stone cube asunder. The tensile
strength of stone bein" generally much less than 25 per centum of the compressive
it
seems evident that the stone cube must break or crushstrength,
as it may
appear, when lead plates are interposed, under a much smaller
pressure than that necessary to crush it without the interposition of
lead plates.
H. VON BAYER, C. E.
;

A BURIED DALMATIAN CiTT.-An Austrian Pompeii has
just been
unearthed near /ara
Zara is the capital of the Austrian
province of
Dalmatia. Thousands of coins of the Diocletian
period and of other
early times, rare specimens of Grecian and Roman sculpture and Bvzan
tine architecture were discovered
along the Dalmatian shore. Amphitheatres, temples, catacombs and other evidences of a
busy and hiJhlv
civilized community were unearthed.
Associated Press
Report.

A

CURIOUS PENALTY FOB A STRIKE.

known piano-maker

The

will of

M. Bord

the well-

of Paris, has given rise to some
remarkable
proceedings on the part of the testator's heirs and of the workmen
cin
ployed in the establishment, which had been organized
by the deceased
ancf conducted by him with
great prosperity for many years
Bord
died a few months since, and under his will he
left large legaciesto Ws
employe's of every grade, the smallest amount bequeathed
mVtaon
to each of those who had
only been five years
Afiw
the death of the testator his
nephews found another will in
" which no
mention was made of legacies to the
and this
employes,
ing Tate2
1884 invalidated the first document. M. Bord
had, in fact dis inherited

M
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A
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PERMEABILITY OP PORTLAND CEMENT MORTARS. A recent number
of the Annales des Fonts et Chaussees contains an
interesting article on
the permeability of Portland cement mortars,
by Messrs. I,. DurandeClaye and P. Bebray. In conducting a series of experiments on samples of cement mortar taken from various marine works in Engla nd
France and Belgium, the authors observed that all these mortars were
permeable". A block of the material placed in an earthenware dish in
such a way as to divide the dish into two
compartments was rapidly
penetrated by a
per cent solution of magnesium sulphate poured into
one of the compartments, leakage past the sides of the block
lx>ing prevented by a water-tight joint of plaster. As the solution filtered
through
it was constantly removed
by a siphon, and fresh solution poured in to
the first compartment.
At the end of sixteen days a fissure 3 or 4
centimetres long appeared in the block, and on the next
day another
crack was seen, the block swelling in the process. It was then
determined to carry out a number of experiments with
ordinary water a solution of chloride of magnesium and one of
sulphate of
The arrangement finally adopted was to close one end of amagnesium
glass tube
about 1 1-3 in. in diameter, with plugs of the cement
mortar, the other
ends of the tubes being closed with caoutchouc
stoppers through which
passed glass tubes about 40 in. in length connected with Marriotte flasks
containing the different solutions. The cement mortar used consisted in
each instance, of one part by weight of cement to four
of sand
mixed with quantities of water varying in different casesparts
from .07 up to
.12 of the total weight of the
mixture, and in all the experiments the
rate of filtration was at first somewhat
rapid, but diminished as time
went on, becoming finally extremely slow. The
glass tubes invariably
cracked after some days owing to the
swelling of the cement plug thus
an
end
to
the
putting
experiments. Three series of experiments' were
made: in the first the mortar prepared with 9
per cent of water was the
least permeable, that mixed with 7
per cent was extremely so as was
that prepared with 11 per cent.
In the second series the best results
were obtained with 11 per cent of water, and in the third
series with 10
The action of the chloride of magnesium, which was a 6
per cent.
ner
cent solution, was much less
injurious than the solution of macnesiun
sulphate, which was of the same strength. Chemical
analysis showed
that the cements after being acted on
by the latter reagent, contained
from .(5 to .80 per cent of sulphuric acid,
showing that in the double
decomposition taking place between the calcium and magnesium salts
a portion of the calcium sulphate remained in the
body of the mortar'
and it is to this fact that the authors are
disposed to attribute the dislo-'
cation of Portland cement masonry when
to
the action of sea
exposed
water, for whilst the magnesia produced is deposited in the state of a
thin cream without consistence, the
of
chalk
sulphate
solidifies more or
less completely in the crystaline form and
develops considerable internal stresses.

Engineering.
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FKANKFOUT-ON-TIIE-MAIN UAH/WAY STATION.

On Saturday the 18th
railway station at Frankfort-on-tlic-Muin was
to
traffic.
It
is
claimed
Frankfort
is now in possession
that
public
opened
of the largest railway station in Europe ami possibly also in the world.
The new buildings extend over a superficial area of 31,284 square metres,
thereby exceeding the railway station at Munich (hitherto the largest),
by 12,000 metres and St 1'ancras Railway Station in London by 16,600
A certain idea of the vast proportions of this structure
square metres.
ult.,

the

new

central

gained from the fact, mentioned by Kiililmr's Jieoicii', that the Frankfort Opera-House would not take up quite a third part of the vestibule,
in which the Mayence Town-Hall could be conveniently placed, and
that each of the three platform-halls could conveniently accommodate
the Cathedral of Cologne without its spires. The new station lies full
half a kilometre distant from the old Western Railway station. This
circumstance, which necessitates on the part of the public the expendiis

ture of additional time, trouble and money, might easily have been
avoided, and is, therefore, to be regretted. The town of Frankfort is in
consequence extended by about half a kilometre from east to west, and
doubtless a new town quarter will soon arise to fill up the intermediate
space.
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25 square centimeters of wall-surface, according to the character of the
wall, whether it was paper, oil-paint, or polished plaster, and also
whether the room was a bedchamber, a room in a hospital, etc. The
upper part of the wall is less rich in bacteria than the lower six feet,
according to M. Esmarch. He then used a process which destroyed the
bacilli and left the spores alive; or he exposed the gelatine of culture
to a temperature of seventy degrees C. for five minutes.
He found
hat in his experiments there was one spore to forty-four germs, and at
hues no spores at all. A jet of steam on the walls did not much
liminish the number of the germs.
A solution of phenic acid, of two
o five per cent, did not at once give absolute disinfection; but
repeatng the operation after twenty-four hours gave perfect satisfaction. M.
Ksmarch obtained the surest results by rubbing the walls with the
-rumbs of fresh bread.
One operation was sufficient, except in certain
bad cases where three or four were necessary, to remove all the living
;crms. But he cautions the user to be careful not to allow the crumbs
o lie on the ground; they should be destroyed by fire.
Engineering
News.

Invention.

FATAL ACCIDENT FROM AN ASCENDING LIGHTNING STROKE.

// Tele-

graphista gives a highly remarkable account of a fatal accident during
a thunder-storm. In the Isle of Farignana, at a height of one thousand
feet above sea level there is a telegraph station, a telephone office and a
semaphore signal post provided with a lightning conductor. These
three lines all make earth in a well. About three o'clock sparks were
seen to be passing from the telephone lines to the walls of the ironbuilding in which the instruments were placed. It appears to have
been raining at the time, but no mention is made of any other signs of
a thunder-storm. The telephone attendant sent for a lineman named
Auran ; on his arrival he noticed that the lightning conductor belonging
to the semaphore post had been fused at a point where it touched the
Auran carried in his hand a hammer, with
iron frame of the building.
a wooden handle, which was connected to the head by two metal strips.
He then touched the earth portion of the fused conductor with the hammer and immediately fell dead. It appears that the moment the unfortunate man touched the wire with the head of his hammer, he was in
metallic connecaon with it through the two metal strips, with the floor
of the building through his damp boots. It is suggested that a considerable difference of potential existed between the building on the
solid rock and that of the earth, with which they were only in communication by means of the earth-wire which had already been fused.
When the lineman touched the earth end of this wire a discharge passed
The Electro-Mechanic.
through his body from the building to the earth.

SOME DESERTED CITIES OF INDIA.
Those who found it difficult to
believe in the possibility of such a deserted city as that described by
"
Mr. Eider Haggard in
She," may, if one may judge from a London
Times letter, prepare themselves for greater wonders in the architectural line, even if he should confine himself to simple description of
actualities when he takes Holly and his friend to Asia. Says the letter
One of the strangest things in India is the multitude of deserted capiThere are three old Delhis, three successive capitals of the East,
tals.
all close to each other, all south of the present city.
One of the three
is Tugluckabad, a marvellous city on a hill, roofless, and absolutely debut
solid
and
The
second
is
serted,
gigantic.
Ferozebad, including the
fort of Indraput, with a handful of inhabitants. The third is the old
Delhi of Kutub, who was born a Turkish slave and died Emperor of India.
His name still survives in the Kutub Minar, the finest tower in
the world, springing aloft like a living organism, and in ^he oldest
mosque in India, the Kutub Mosque. There is Daulatabad, in the
Nizam's dominions, with a fort atop of a conical hill of black granite,
The fort is 600 feet above the plain*; the city lies
artificially scarped.
below, with European fortifications and dry moats; but almost the
whole of the city is a jungle, tall enough to hide a herd of elephants.
There we ate the best grapes we found in India, ripened naturally in
February, square-sided, black, delicious. Thither it was Tugluck, the
builder of that southernmost Delhi that still bears his name, dragged the
whole inhabitants of Delhi, 800 miles off. "Twice," says Hunter
(" The Indian Empire," p. 283), "he allowed the miserable suppliants
twice he compelled them, on pain of death, to quit
to return to Delhi
it."
It was Tugluck who called the city Daulatabad, instead of
Deogiri. He was a scholar and a soldier, and a very early, if unscientific,
bimetallist.
"Having drained his treasury, he issued a forced currency, by which he tried to make the King's brass equal to other men's
silver.
Foreign merchants refused the King's brass tokens, trade came
to a stand, and the King had to take payment of his taxes in his own
depreciated coinage." There is Golconda, once the capital of the
Deccan, rarely entered by the traveller now. It is surrounded by a wall
about four miles in circumference. The fortress is girt by a wall of
about one mile. The citadel has an innermost wall, and on the very
It is a deserted city,
highest plateau of rock rests the King's palace.
except the small garrison, with solid masonry of hewn stone, still firm.
wall
of
some
feet
runs
round
the zenana, with one breach
fifty
high
on the southeast side. Aurungzebe's soldiers made that breach Sepis
half
1687.
tember,
Hyderabad
visible, amid its trees, the Char
Minar and Mecca Musjid conspicuous above all. One side is the Mir
Alam Lake, on the other the Ausan Sagar, a dozen small artificial
lakes ; antelopes below you, nibbling grass where busy streets ran two
centuries ago. Grand tombs lie amid orderly gardens outside the city,
and granite hills bound the horizon.
:

;

A

INQUIRIES made among the managers of the great manufacturing estabishments, bring out the fact that there is a large amount of coutract-work
low coming in sight. The builders of hydraulic-mining machinery and
leavy steam-using machinery of all kinds, as well as electric-light machinery-makers, are haying more work coming in upon them this September
than they have at any time in their history. This is not exceptional. The
smaller establishments employing from 100 to 200 or 300 hand* are about as
well fixed. There are establishments in the New England States, aud in
Sew York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, which have from two to six months' work
mead guaranteed to-day. There are enterprises likely to be undertaken
next year involving the outlay of millions of money which will make an

enormous amount of work for those large establishments, which will create
demand for iron and for all the material they consume. The enargement of capacity in a number of these works is, therefore, contemilated, but there will not be anything done until every element of uncerSeveral large mechanical establishments are also pro.ainty is removed.
There are a number of establishments to be built for
jected in the South.
;he manufacturer of railway material aud appliances.
The States of
Georgia and Alabama will be favored; Tennessee comes third. Northern
capital will also embark very largely in iron-making in one or two of these
States. The makers of saw-mill machinery have a great deal of work
promised for this winter. Those who have been investigating this industry
iay that there will be something like a boom in saw-mill and planing-mill
The room for this enterprise has been made by the
building set in.
construction of railroads in the South which have opened up valuable
timber-territory. There is an improving demand for all kinds of Southern
hardwoods, as well as yellow-pine and North Carolina pine. Some millmen are quick to recognize an opportunity when it presents itself, besides
they are seeking an eligible situation where fuel and labor are cheapest.
The means for transportation are abundant.
The best authorities on
lumber state that a heavy increase will take place next year in the shipment of all kinds of Southern products to Northern markets, including iron
and steel. An arrangement is now being made by which the cost of carrying crude-iron from the Interior to Alabama to Georgia ports, and from
thence by water to Northern ports will be considerably reduced. This will,
of course, jeopardize in a measure the crude iron interests of Pennsylvania.
At this time Pennsylvania iron-making is barely paying, and any fresh
competition will necessarily interfere with the profitable operation of a good
many of the older style of furnaces. Pennsylvania furnace-managers have
been endeavoring to guard against this long expected danger by making
improvements, but high-priced fuel and stiff railroad freights are not to be
gotten over, and the Southern managers will not be slow to seize the ad-

a heavy

vantage offered.
The year 1889 will be a shop-building year as well as a year of building
small nouses in all the region of country where the new industries are penetrating and planting themselves. Several syndicates have been organized
within the past few months to conduct industrial operations aud manufacturing enterprises in the newer sections of the country on an enormous
As evidence of this, reference may be made to a company controlling
scale.
millions of capital, which is to be invested in the construction of short-line
railroads and manufacturing establishments of every possible character.
This individual scheme may be or may not be seriously contemplated, but
there are a number of syndicates controlling capital running up into the
millions which will be employed in all kinds of operations in the West and
As has been frequently noted, the construction
Soutli upon a large scale.
of short lines of railroads will engage the attention of railroad managers
next year for the purpose of holding out for an enhanced value on the land
through which they pass. The competitor of the Standard Oil Company has
already taken shape, with a claimed capital of 830,000,000. Even if its
claims are not what they appear to be, they truthfully indicate a tendency
in our commercial and manufacturing circles that is to form powerful combinations or syndicates for operating on a large scale. The pioneer? have
already shown what can be done and organized capital will now march in
solid battalions to take possession of the extraordinary opportunities which
are presented West of the Ohio River and South of the Mississippi. Trade
conditions continue sound. There is no increase in commercial failures.
A higher order of financial dealing is now in control of most of the industries and commercial houses. The commercial agencies are better managed
than ever and are rendering very valuable service to trade and patrons.
Reports now possess more value than they have had when the necessity for
exactness was not so generally recognized. A rapid expansion of trade has
obliged the leading agencies to employ more reliable agents to collect sound information.
The business men now think they can relv much

ly

M. Esmarch, in Le Ge"nie Civil, gives the re
MICROBES ON WALLS.
suit of some experiments in the detection of microbes on the walls ol
living-rooms, etc., that are calculated to alarm the timid reader not
booked in the new science of microbiology. He wiped a certain surface
on the walls of a room with a small wet and sterilized sponge, and then
with this sponge impregnated some so-called culture gelatine. As a result he claims to have found from 17 to 5,391 colonies of ni'crobes per

a number of coal-mining

operations have been formed for operating in the regions west of the Mississippi
namely, in the Northwest and Southwest. Orders for machinery,
coal-cars and Jl the necessary appliances have been placed within the past
month or two. A very rapid developing of the coal-producing capacity in
these sections may be relied upon. Coal is in urgent need, as freight rates
from the older sources of supply interfere with manufacturing requirements.
;

S. J.

PARKHILL &

Co., Printers, Boston.
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THE DECECO SEAT- SUPPORTS,
(Patent applied

for.)

Our device for hanging water-closet seats we believe to be the best in use. It consist* of a pair
of nickel-plated brass crutches in which the trunnions at the rear of the seat rest when the seat is
down, and in which they turn when it is raised, and two supports of the same material on which the
front of the seat rests

The

setting here

when it is down.
shown is in marble

;

it

may

be of other imperial, as wood,

tile,

slate or

enamelled

iron.

The advantages

of this arrangement, beside its attractive appearance, are:
can be instantly removed, for any purpose whatever, and as quickly replaced.
Second, when turned back, there is nothing in the way to prevent the thorough cleaning of the space
around the closet.

First, the seat

Third, there

is

no woodwork needed

in front of or

around the closet

to

become stained with stoppage.

We manufacture

seats to be used with these supports.
They are hand-made, of an improved pattern, consist of five pieces mortised together, made of different woods, and are furnished in different

thicknesses and lengths, according to requirements.
This method of seating is applicable to any modern closet.

THE DECECO COMPANY,
12 SigOa. Street,
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Johnson Monument, Frankfort, Ky.
remen's Monument, Greenwood Cemetery, N. Y.

Soldiers'

Monument,

Frankfort, Ky.

The Fenimore Cooper Monument.

MONUMENTS DESIGNED BY

Monument

R. E.

to Pulaski, Savannah,

Ga.

LAUNITZ, SCULPTOR.
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book on Persian

the explorer of
antiquities, in

SUM, has published a
which he presents some

associated with him, so that his opinions upon the sources of
the architecture of the Middle Ages are worthy of the
highest
As we know, Viollet-le-Duc recognized the similarity,
respect.
in many points of construction and decoration, between the
French churches of the twelfth century and the Syrian buildings of the fourth century, and supposed that they were due
mainly to the influence of the Oriental ideas and objects which
were brought back to Europe by the returning Crusaders,
although the way had been to a certain extent prepared for
them by the Venetian traders, who maintained a constant

.

ll.I.rSTKATIONS:

The Monument

No 667

interesting suggestions on the origin of the media-val
system of architecture, and its relations with that which existed
in Persia three or four hundred years before.
M. Dieulafoy
was once an assistant to the late Viollet-le-Duc in his labors in
the restoration of media-vat monuments, and was
very closely

i

rnji>iii>

MUM.

the hands of the Girard Trust Company, and repairs were at
It was found that the hemlock
once commenced.
footings were
reduced to a mass of crumbling fragments, and they are
being
replaced with stone, while the fronts will be entirely rebuilt.

M

Building >|i<TMiioiis to srriirr i^uirt for itself.
cm \Viniili-ii Inili rpiniiings.
M. Diculafoy's
liiiililitii,'
Hook on IVrsia.
The Sprrud of Oriental Art into Kurope.
The rii ticnKil Resistance of the Soil.
The best Hoofroveriiin for Kann-lHiildings.
Cooperative Building on a
-in.-il] Scale
158
\l!t IMTEc -n KAI. INDICATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
III..
165
AMKHICAN WINDMILLS
157
t'ciiirl

Bocton,

163
104

between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean coasts of
M. Dieulafoy, however, finds the mediaeval system
of vaulting, by means of a skeleton of ribs, filled-in with
traffic

France.

104

panels

of light stonework, so similar to Persian construction
dating

rjONTRACTORS

will

be interested

in

a difficulty which the

new Hall of Records in Jersey City has got
The new building adjoins the Court-house, and
into.
since the commencement of the September term, the judges and
other court officers have been much annoyed by the noise pro-

\j

builder of the

A few days ago, after
ceeding from the operations next door.
it had become necessary to suspend the trial of cases on account
of the racket, the judge summoned the contractor and his men
before him, and told them that the noise must be stopped while
the court was in session. The men were then allowed to depart,
but as soon as they got back to their places they began to work
with as little regard for judicial nerves as ever.
The judge
sent for them again, and threatened them with punishment for
contempt of court unless they obeyed his orders and on the
;

appearance of some signs of resistance on the part of the contractor, he had constables detailed by the sheriff to see that the
objectionable operations were stopped.
Naturally enough, the
contractor regards this interference with his work on the part of
the county officers as a violation of the contract, and proposes,
if he is prevented from
carrying it out in the usual way, to sue
If his contract were with a private
the county for damages.
owner, we should say that he had a strong case, as one party
to a contract certainly could not prevent the other from carrying out his argument without.forfeiting the advantage of it, and
becoming liable for damages to the other party but the application of the law to the officers of the law is a somewhat delicate process, and it will be interesting to learn the result of
the controversy.
;

'T SINGULAR piece

of

work has

just

come

to grief in Phil-

seems that eleven years ago a certain real-estate owner decided to build eight houses on Chestnut Street.
His lot had been filled in wi.h gravel, brick-bats, ashes and
other rubbish, and he wished to get a cheap foundation, which
should be sufficient to prevent his houses from sinking into the

ri

adelphia.

It

With the consent of the Inspector of Buildings
ground.
he arranged to build the cellar walls on a footing of hemlock
planks, the Inspector, according to the newspaper story, remarking that if the planks should rot, the mortar would have
become so hard that it would keep the houses from going to
There was no water in the ground, and the hemlock
pieces.
pieces were simply laid on the rubbish, to a depth of six inches
or more, and the houses were then built on the planks, of brick,
four stories high.
Last July indications began to be observed
that the hemlock had rotted, and that, contrary to the Inspector's anticipations, the mortar had failed to hold up the
Dislocations
houses without the accustomed aid from below.
appeared in the cellar walls, the drain-pipes broke off, the doorframes became distorted, and the walls of the superstructure began to crack in all directions, until the front wall of one of
the houses had become so cracked that, according to a reporter,
it looked as if overrun with
The property had passed into
ivy.

soft

from the fourth and fifth, and even from the second
century,
that he is compelled to find some
way of accounting for what
cannot be a mere coincidence.
a matter of history that, after the conquest
by the Musof the region on both sides of the Straits of Gibraltar, and perhaps long before that time, the passage of the
Straits was so unsafe for merchant vessels, on account of the
pirates who infested the place, that the Venetians, prevented
from reaching their richest customers, the English,
by sea,
established a caravan route from Aigues-Mortes, then one of
the best harbors on the Mediterranean coast,
northwesterly to
La Rochelle, on the Atlantic, where they embarked with their
is

ITsulmans

goods and carried them to England. On the long route across
France, some five hundred miles, they had regular haltingplaces, and one of these, Limoges, with the neighboring town
of Perigueux, became the great distributing point for such of
their wares as they might sell in France, and soon filled with
Venetian merchants. The Venetians, who traded
continually
with Constantinople, brought spices, jewelry, embroideries and
other Oriental goods with them, and Persian and Eastern brica-brac became tolerably common in the houses of the rich and
the treasuries of churches.
Naturally enough, the stone-carvers in that region, when they wanted an idea for a new ornamental design, would often take a hint from some Oriental
work that they happened to see, and the route of the Venetian
caravans is marked to this day with tolerable clearness
by the
palm-leaf patterns and the interlacing curves,
from

adapted
Persian embroidery, and cut in stone on the old churches.
There were other routes by which Persian wares entered
France. One frequented road was certainly
through Switzerland, probably over the Saint-Bernard pass and through the
Rhone Valley, and the church of Saint Maurice, between Martigny and Geneva, still possesses a Persian water-pitcher of the
seventh century, probably bought of a Venetian or Greek
pedler twelve hundred year's
The traffic between the East
ago.

and the West, indicated by these remains, was
very flourishing
long before the first Crusade and it seems more than likely that
some description of the Persian vaulted buildings
may have
reached the ears of the architects of that day. In fact, as
they
were quite familiar with Roman vaults, the fragments of which
still covered the soil of Southern France, the account of vaults

from the Roman principally in the use of ribs at
the groins would be perfectly intelligible to them, and
they
would recognize as readily as we should the
advantage of the
skeleton of ribs and the light filling of the panels.
In the year
717, on the accession of the iconoclast Emperor, Leo the Isaurian, a great many artists and artisans fled from
Constantinople
and took refuge in France and Germany. Many were
hospitably received by Charlemagne, and these emigrants, familiar
with the art and architecture of Asia Minor, which was to a
great extent copied from that of Persia, must have done much

differing

109
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Under Charlemagne
was too disturbed for
building, but M. Dieulafoy thinks that the artists, and particularly the architects, exiled from Byzantium must have found
congenial companions and attentive listeners to their instructions among the monks.
In some cases the monks probably
took written notes of what their new friends told them for

prevented by sheet-piling, but in most cases the only check to
such a movement is the friction due to the weight of the

to spread the knowledge of it in Europe.
and his immediate successors the country

column of earth pressing upon that just bordering the footings,
and tending to keep it in place and the deeper the footings
;

the heavier will be this column, the greater the resistance to any lateral escape and, consequently, the greater the
stability of the foundation.
are

future use, without knowing when they might be of service.
Nearly three hundred years later, in the midst of Burgundy,
where, ten generations before, Charlemagne had settled his
colonies of exiled Byzantines, an abbey church was built, which
still stands unaltered, and
presents so close a resemblance to
two Syrian churches of the fourth century that M. Dieulafoy
believes that the monk who designed it must have found in the

is

British Architect quotes from the Estate Olerk-of- Works
a discussion on the relative advantages of different sorts of
roof-covering for farm-buildings. Most of the participants in
the discussion approve of good tiles, as being handsome and durable, and giving, when well laid, a very perfect roof. One person,
however, prefers slate to tile, for the reason that tiles retain
moisture, and rot the woodwork under them, while the timbers
under slate roofs are almost always found dry and perfect.
Another speaks of oak shingles as forming a good roof material,
which when well nailed with zinc or copper nails will last for
while a third recommends roofs thatched with reeds,
centuries
_!_

the system of vaulting completely Asiatic and not

Roman, but the details of the columns and capitals are Oriental.
Only in the porch, where the architect's courage seems to

;

which remain good for fifty years or more, and form a covering
which is warm in winter and cool in summer, and is thus well
Another roof which is
adapted for stables and cattle-sheds.
mentioned is, we imagine, new in this country, and consists
simply of tarred felt, whitewashed outside. The whitewash is
made with lime and skim-milk, and is renewed every spring.
During the summer it reflects the sunlight, keeping the rooms
under it cool, and in winter it helps to preserve the felt from
the weather, besides, no doubt, checking in some degree the
radiation of the interior warmth.
So far as we know, shingle
roofs are the only sort which are ever whitewashed here.
These are occasionally treated with lime-wash and alum to preserve them, but the effect of the whitewash in repelling the
heat of 'the sun is little thought of, although in our hot summers the practice of painting roofs white, as is done in China,
and in Southern France, would certainly be advantageous.

have failed him, is there any return to the Roman system of
construction which had hitherto been regarded as the foundation of all art.
few years later similar experiments were
made elsewhere, and the new system of concentrated forces,

A

framework

unknown

and light tilling between them, which was
Romans, but had been familiar to the Persians

of ribs

to the

and Asiatics for a thousand years, rapidly spread through
France. If the way had not been prepared for it to some
extent by the previous intercourse of the people with the Eastern traders, it may be doubted whether it would have made its
way so rapidly, and even now it is not always easy to distinguish whether certain mediaeval forms are derivations from
Oriental patterns or are only accidentally similar.

CORRESPONDENT

set,

TITHE

convent library the notes and plans left by some exiled Byzantine architect during the reign of Charlemagne, and used them
as the basis of his building.
In the main part of the church
not only

No. 667.

makes, in La Semaine des Conwhich is new to us, and has a

strucfeurs an observation

very considerable importance for those who are obliged to
build in soft soil.
The. common idea of architects is, as we
know, that foundations in soft soil ought to be so arranged that
the pressure shall be the same under each square foot of the
ground covered by the footings. In Chicago, where the art of
building on -yielding ground is carried to great perfection, the
footings of piers and walls are calculated with precision, so that
the load on each portion shall be supported on an area of subsoil

proportionate to the load.

It seems,

WE

ing trades. In France, the cooperative building-societies
have quickly grown to a position of great responsibility, and
the United States, with its enormous demand for small dwelling-

however, that build-

way do not always show

the perfect
uniformity of settlement expected of them the smaller piers,
although transmitting the same load as the larger ones to each
square foot of earth under them, sinking considerably less, so
that in a building, for example, with two side walls, and a row
of columns through the middle, the side walls settle more than
the foundations of the columns, leaving all the floors higher in
the middle than at the sides.
In 1864, some experiments were
made in France to determine the cause of this phenomenon,
and it was found that, besides the resistance of the soil directly
compressed under the footings, a good deal of sustaining power
was derived from the friction of the surrounding soil. Of
course, the amount of friction is proportionate to the perimeter
of the footings, and this is greater, as compared with their area,
in small piers than in large masses of masonry. Thus a footingstone five feet square, under a given pier, will have only half
the area of a foundation five feet by ten, under a pier of twice
the size, loaded with double the weight ; but the perimeter of
the first footing is two-thirds as large as that of the second,
leaving a surplus of f fictional resistance in favor of the first,
which may hold it up, while the neighboring pier, loaded with
twice the weight,; and sustained by twice the area of subsoil, is
Just what is the ratio of the sustaining force exerted
sinking.
by friction to that due to the direct reaction of the soil, we are
not informed, but in important structures it would be of interest to know and we hope that some one may pursue the inings

planned in

this

;

;

vestigation further.

The whole

subject of friction in

soils,

as

affecting .their .resistance to a vertical pressure, is a very imall know that a footing of a given area exerts
portant one.
a greater sustaining power, the deeper it is set below the sur-

We

face, although the compressibility of the soil may be the
at all depths.
The reason of this is that a structure is

hope that the next step in profit-sharing enterprises in
country will be taken in connection with the build-

this

same
more

apt to settle by the lateral escape of earth from beneath its
foundations than from the direct compression of the soil, and
anything that prevents this lateral escape of earth assists its resistance.
In very loose or sandy ground, the lateral escape is

houses, offers a particularly favorable field for similar associations. For work of the cheaper sort, two carpenters, a mason, a
and
painter and a general helper could associate themselves
carry out houses complete, contracting only for materials, and
arranging their work so that each might be constantly emIt is true that the mason, in a small company, would
ployed.
have to be a bricklayer and plasterer also, but this combination
of attributes, although it is looked upon with horror by the
often found among country workmen, and it
trained in the multifarious duties of country
Once organpractice that such companies must be recruited.
ized, it seems to us that an unlimited business would await
The advantage to owners of finding the necessary men
them.
trades' unions,
is

is

among men

always at command to carry their buildings along to completion
without interruption, instead of subjecting them to the interminable delays, carelessness and indifference of sub-contractors,
would be so enormous that the work of a band of cooperating
mechanics might well command a premium, while the economy
of time and labor secured by men acting together, understandwhen
ing each other's ways and wishes, and knowing exactly
their work will be ready for them, must be very considerable.
We imagine that most architects would say that one-third, at
trades are
least, of the time for which workmen in the building
to do something.
paid is consumed in waiting for some one else
From the time the cellar is dug until the house is occupied
" the boss
there are always persons in or about it waiting for
"
" some one to set them at
to come," or
work," or the stock to

" the
carpenter to cut a
get there," or the "tools to arrive," or
hole in the floor," or "the mason to furnish a chip to level up
with," or a thousand other things, while the whole affair will
often be at a standstill for weeks together, waiting for some
carefullyirresponsible sub-contractor to fulfil his promises.
of the
organized though small association would save the whole
time spent in these useless delays, and would put in the pockIt
ets of its members the money represented by that time.
little favor by the leaders of the
would be
with

A

very
regarded
Unions, who desire anything rather than to see men independent and self-reliant, but, if successful, it would open a proslook
pect of employment and comfort to thousands who now
for either in vain.
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

FALL
German

WINTER TERM.
5
8
2
3
2

Alk"-I>ra

Khfi'irle

Free-hand Drawing

University

Drill

one of tbe State
Universities founded
under the Act of Con(jrcss which endowed the

Hygiene, six Lecture!

CORNELL
is

Cornell was incorporated in 1865, and opened in 1868. The
architectural department was created in 1871 through the efforts of
President White, who collected the greater portion of the library,
and was personally much interested in the subject of architecture.
The department was placed in charge of Professor Charles Babcock,
who had received his earlier architectural training in the office of
Mr. Richard Upjohn, of New York, and also had had considerable
experience in teaolung, aside from pure architecture. Professor
tions.

t
1

5

Bo Any

5
3

Free-hand Drawing
DrilL
.T..

8
1

SOPHOMORE YEAR.
FALL

TEIIX.

v,

5
3
3

Calculi!*

Descriptive Geometry

Mechanics and Heat
Chemistry

3

Drawing

1

Drill

..

IM

i

u

TERM.

Bnllding Materials and Construction. 6
3
Electricity and Magnetism
3
Chemistry
3
Descriptive Geometry
2
Physical Training

2

SFRIKO TERM.
Construction
Acoustics and Optic!
Blowpipe Analysis and Determinative
Mineralogy
Shades, Shadows, and Perspective. ...

6
3

9
3

3

Descriptive Geometry
Drill

2

Geology

3

JUNIOR YEAR.
FALL TERM.

WINTER TERM.

Mechanics Strength of Materials. .. 5
Egyptian, Greek, and Roman Architecture

8
6

Designing
Water-color Drawing

Mechanics, Trusses
Byzantine and Romanesque
tecture

5
7

Designing

TERM.

Mechanics, Arches
Decoration
Gothic Architecture

8
2

]>esigning

6
2

5

Photography

two

assistants to aid Professors Babcook and Osborne in the
purely
architectural studies of the course. The greater share of the work
having to do more especially with applied construction and design-

5
Archi-

3

SI-UINO

with books, photographs, etc., and Mr. C. Francis Osborne was appointed Assistant Professor. The department has also at present

ing is under the immediate direction of Professor Osborne, who has
developed many of the methods in use for awakening interest on the
part of the student and inciting to continuance in studies; while the
theory of architecture, aesthetics, etc., as well as the general management of the whole is supervised by Professor Babcock.
Students in architecture are required to follow a course extending
through four years. For the benefit of those who were unable to
take, or did not feel the need of, so extended a course of study, there

5
5
2
3

Rhetoric
Free-hand Drawing
Linear Drawing and Projection
Physical Training

SPRING TERM.

Babcock had begun

his studies with Mr. Upjohn in 1847, and was
for five years a partner with his master.
After having virtually
abandoned the profession for a number of years, he was drawn to it
again through the opening of an architectural course in Cornell
University. The department started with seventeen pupils. At
first, Professor Babcock was obliged to do all the work himself, as
the school was but scantily endowed with money and equipments, but
in 1880 some outside aid came to hand and the
College of Architecture was placed on a more secure footing, more liberally endowed

French or Germaii
Trigonometry

French or Grammar
Analytical Geometry

several States with thirty

thousand acres of hind
for each senator and representative, and enabled
a few struggling colleges
to rise at once to the
rank of universities. The
University of Illinois, the Institute of Technology, Boston, and Cornell University were all founded under
essentially the same condi-

VKAIt.

Ti KM.

SENIOR YEAR.
FALL TERM.
Renaissance Architecture
Stereotomy
Designing
Decoration

WIMTEE TERM.
3

Modern Architecture

8

Stereotomy applied to Stone-cutting.. 5
7
Designing

3

Military Science

3
2

SPRING TERM.
Acoustics,

Ventilation,

Warming,

Measuring, Contracts and Specifications. Professional Practice, etc

Dcmgning
Modelling
Thesis

5
5
2
4

A Student's Design.

A Student'i Design.

was formerly a special course, but at the close of the past school year,
it was decided to admit no more
special students in architecture, and
the course has, therefore, been discontinued. This
change was made

be seen by this statement that in the first
year there is
only a very slight admixture of anything pertaining directly to
architecture in the course.
Practically, there it nothing except
linear drawing and
projection, which occupy six hours a week
during the winter term. In the second year drawing is taught with
considerable thoroughness, and during the third and fourth
years
it is combined with
designing; so altogether the student gets considerable experience in drawing, besides which there is
always
abundant opportunity for any one who is willing to work to
get a

from a conviction that the advantages of a
school-training for architects have become generally appreciated, and that the time is
quite
ripe for the University to take the position that its graduates must

be thoroughly equipped, so far as preliminary
training is concerned,
to rise to the highest positions in the profession.
The regular course in architecture, leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Science, is as follows 2
:

Continued from No. 062, page 97.
Since writing the above Professor Babcook has made some
slight changes in
the curriculum, which do iiot, however, materially alter the
general conditions
1

of the course.

It will

_

great deal more practice in architectural training. The drawingrooms are open nearly all the time, and the students are
encouraged
to spend there all the time
they can.

"The number after each study Indicates the hours per week devoted thereto
each lecture counting 1, and 3 hours of drawing,
designing, etc., counting 1.

Ill
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Analyzing the college course with reference to the time given tc
each study, it will be seen that under the head of pure mathematics
algebra, trigonometry, analytical geometry and calculus togethe
occupy 220 hours. Applied mathematics, such as descriptive geometry
mechanics, etc., occupy 242 hours. The theoretical study of con
struction occupies 132 hours.
Languages, limited to either Frencl
or German, 165 hours. The theory of architecture, including his
tory, acoustics, ventilation, etc.,

3%

hours.

Drawing

is

nominal!;

allowed 2308 hours, and the general college studies, such as hygiene
rhetoric, drill, geology, chemistry, etc., together take up 479 hours
making the total number of hours for the whole course, 3943. I
will be seen by this summary that 58.5 per cent of the time is given
to drawing, and 770 hours or 19 per cent to studies which are purely
architectural in their character, so that altogether 77.5 percent o
the students' time is occupied entirely with architecture, while 22.5
per cent of the entire course is given to studies which do not bear
directly upon the profession in one way or another.
There is no instruction in shop-practice. The College does no
consider it essential, as it is not thought that an architect will ever
be called upon to use it in actual practice, and in any ease the time
of the students would be too limited to undertake any such study
except by taking time from subjects which are considered much more

[Vox.
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bring these up in the class, criticising them, pointing out why they
are successful or how they fail, teaching the pupil the raison d'etre of
the various solutions. During this term there is also instruction
given in perspective sketching.
During the third term of this year the students are required to
work out a complete problem in design, including all plans, elevations and sections of some large building of a public character.
These are not put into the shape of working-drawings, but are prepared as eighth-scale studies, together with two finished perspectives
of the interior and studies of the interior design.
During the Senior year the work in designing and drawing is
planned to give the student a practical acquaintance with the historical styles.
The first term is occupied with the study of the
round-arched Romanesque, together with sketches for important
buildings in that style and the preparation of essays, illustrated by
sketches, showing the development of -ome one feature in its relation
to the growth of the style in general, e<w.h student
being assigned a
different feature.
In the next term the pointed Romanesque, or

important.
Construction

is taught chiefly by lectures illustrated by a
very
complete set of models, together with a liberal reference to various

text-books.

A

great deal of thought has necessarily been devoted to methods
of teaching drawing.
Most of the students come to the University
quite unprepared ; indeed, the majority of them are not in any way
qualified to begin an architectural course, having had no previous
training of any kind in drawing. In the first year nothing is attemptet
but a little line work and free-hand sketching. In the second term ol
the second year some general lectures on building-construction are
given, to prepare the way for an understanding of what the studenl
will have to draw, rather than to exhaust the subject.
In the third
term of the same year, the student is taught the rudiments of work-

A

ing-drawings, and is shown how to construct a simple house.
larger house is then worked out by the student, the construction being
drawn in detail, and the working-drawings being elaborated to a certain degree.
No part of this year's work involves design the drawings being nearly all copied from models provided by the department, and the attention of the students is confined entirely to construction and to the preparation of working-drawings, specifications
and contracts, with a view to the establishment of a thoroughly practical basis for the subsequent work, as also to enable the students to
enter during their next summer vacation into practical office-work,
which is regarded as a necessary supplement to the course.
During the first term of the Junior year considerable attention is
given to analysis of the general principles of house-planning, porches,
;

entrances, halls, etc., with illustrations drawn from actual work of
the best architects in the country. About once every week, the
ideas which have been suggested during that time are
put into practical shape in a
design the problem being laid down pretty carefully in detail and the students required to bring in sketch-plans at
one-eighth scale, which are criticised before the class. During the
latter part of this term also, there are
weekly exercises in sketching
plans, forty minutes being allowed for the exercise, to develop the
;

Sf
I
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similarly taken up, while the spring

term is given to the
study of Renaissance.
Perspective designing is practised once a week, beginning with
small subjects, with limited conditions anj in a specific
in order
style,
is

to give the students exercise in sketching and to
strengthen them in
a knowledge of historic styles. During all the course the students
are constantly urged to read and to use photographs freely in connection with their work, and, so far as possible,
attempts are made to

recognize individual talent, distinctions being made in that the
classes each year are grouped according to the ability of the individual, and more extensive problems are given to those who show
greater ability. In this way a student who manifests a peculiar
talent for architecture is enabled to advance
just as rapidly as his
own ability will permit.
Practically, however, this distinction
between the students in regard to their ability is not made until the
Senior year, as the most of the time up to that year is occupied
by
drawing as distinct from designing.
As an adjunct to the Department of Architecture of the University
is the Department of Industrial
Drawing, in which those who choose
can obtain excellent practice in drawing from the flat copy and from

models. The students in architecture are required to devote two
hours a day to free-hand drawing during the first three terms of the
Freshman year, and two hours a day during one term of the Junior
year.
The history of architecture is taught entirely by lectures prepared
and delivered by Professor Babcock.
These are illustrated by
photographs, slides, drawings and models. The department has an
excellent equipment of photographic apparatus, and is supplied with
i
large stereopticon. The lecture-room is fitted with tightly closing
Blinds, so that after the main portion of the day's theme has been
elaborated, the shutters are drawn, and the best buildings in the
world, having connection with the subject in hand, are thrown upon
the screen and explained to the pupils. Besides this, Professor Babcock has a number of printed notes on the history of architecure, which the students obtain and use in following the lectures,
and the library is made very available and is always open to the
students, so that those who choose may extend their reading, under
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Gothic

N.V

-

direction.
A Student's Design.

student's capacity of
getting his ideas into shape in the least possible
time.

During the second term of the Junior year, there are lectures on
the general theory of
design as applied to portions of exteriors, such
as arches, walls, courses, roofs, etc.
These lectures are
once a

given
special problems are selected to illustrate the individual
features.
The practice is to gather a number of illustrations from
various architectural publications,
together with all available photo
graphs, to illustrate the given feature under consideration, and to

week, and

112

There seem to be no definite requirements in regard to vacationwork. The students are encouraged, whenever possible, to spend
he vacation in some architect's office and to supplement their
heoretical training by a degree of practical experience, which
annot be given them in the University, and we believe that many
the student? spend the greater portion of their vacation in this
cind of occupation.

:>f

In addition to the models, etc., previously referred to, the archiectural department has a fine library which was
presented by
'resident White, embracing over a thousand volumes
pertaining to
rchitecture and kindred branches.
The architectural collection
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also contains over two thousand photographic prims, most of which
are of large size, several hundred drawings, and soinr two hundred
models in stone and wood designed to illustrate the construction,
forms and peculiarities of the different styles of architecture. These
are all freely accessible to the students of architecture.
The rooms are not very large, but 'are quite sufficient for the use
of the department.
The requirements for admission to the College of Architecture include the ordinary English branches, algebra, plane and solid
of the rudiments
geometry, physics, trigonometry, and a knowledge
The student must be over sixteen years of
of French anil German.
There are. no restrictions as to sex, and we believe there have
iigc.
been three ladies who have pursued the course of architecture at the
For the special student*,
College, ami have graduated with honors.
the age must be at least twenty-one, and the admission is without examination, by vole of the faculty, on recommendation of the profescannot be candidates
s. ir in
charge of the department. Such students
for a degree, and their admission must be renewed every year.
have served at least one year
Special students of architecture must

HUE
New

resented by a single pupil.
The desree of Bachelor of Science in Architecture is conferred
Each student
after a satisfactory completion of the full course.
before taking the degree must submit to the faculty a satisfactory
a copy in the library.
essay upon some artistic subject, and deposit
There are no post-graduate degrees in tlie department of architecThe students are required to leave with the University all
ture.
their rough studies made during the Junior year, and in the Senior
Final
in a class is retained in each term.
a

single example
year
Each pupil must
drawings are required in order to graduate.
his examinations and in
average sixty, on a scale of one hundred, on
class-work, in order to graduate.
The expense of the course at Cornell is quite moderate. The fee
Besides this, a fee of $5 is charged to
for tuition is $25 a term.
The following is a
every person taking the baccalaureate degree.
fair estimate of the yearly expense
$ 75
Tuition, $25 per term,
800
Boom, board, lights, fuel, laundry, about
2S
Text-books, etc., about
:

400

The expense of living in Ithaca varies for board, room, fuel, lights,
from $3 to $7 per week. By the formation of clubs students may
reduce expense from $3 to $2.50 a week for room and board.
were founded
Scholarships and fellowships for Cornell University
in remembrance of financial aid once given in a time of need by its
trustees Hon. Ezra Cornell, John McGraw, Esq., Hon. Henry W.
Sage, Hon. Hiram Sibley and President Andrew D. White. One
hundred and fifty thousand dollars have been permanently set aside
to, provide encouragement and assistance for students of high character and ability of either sex in the prosecution of college-work.
The six scholarships of $200 each are awarded by com petition, open
:

in

long latticed spars, set
in the four sides of a
great shaft, stretch out
against the sky. It is
the wind-mill of our
forefathers. The tapering form of the graceful

tower, the radiating
arms, the quiet color of
the old shingled sides,
make of this hoary an-

office, and must be proficient in
to solve
to
plane and solid geometry and in algebra, so as
be_able
cubic equations.
They are admitted only at the beginning of the
fall term, and are required to take a prescribed and not an optional

course, as previously noted.
The number of students in the department at the end of the
This included nineCollege year of 187 was sixty-seven.
teen special students. The students come chiefly from New York
State. New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, together, sent forty-eight
It is interesting to note that during the College year 1886pupils.
Buffalo, Utica,
87, Troy and Rochester each sent three pupils.
Auburn'and Lockport, each sent two, while New York City was rep-

and there

England, up-

on the brow of some
windy hill, there stands
a low gray tower, from
the top of which four

as draughtsman in an architect's

Total,
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cient an

architectural

accessory of charming
value in the landscape.
The utility of most of
them is a story of the
the inventive genpast,
ius of busier times hav-

ing long since replaced

cumbrous machinery and comparatively-expensive construction
with lighter and cheaper, as well as more effective wind-motors. The
modern appliances have not, it is sadly evident, inherited the beauty
of form distinguishing the older
and the architectural treattypes,
"
ment of the " patent windmill still offers a problem of some inter-

their

est for the future.

On a hill-top behind the town of Nantucket stands a fine old gray
windmill tower, and I well remember the keen pleasure I felt on
I hurried
first catching sight of an arm of it over the house-tops.
off to hunt up the fascinating bit of antiquity, if one may use such a
term of anything American, and climbing the hill by a queer little
crooked lane through the rear premises of some old houses, I was
rewarded, on reaching the top, by a scene of quiet and restful beauty.
On a turf of freshest green stood the old mill upon its base of crumbling field-boulders.
Beyond a group of old farm-houses rose the
modest eminences of the historic Popsquateh Hills, and to the right
"
lay the heathered
plains," stretching away along the surf side from
'Sconset to Great Neck.
The sun was nearly set, and in the clear
purpling light the soft gray tones of the old shingled tower were
wonderfully in harmony with the color of the whole picture. On a
piece of broken millstone under the door I read the inscription
:

A. D. 1746.

The tower is eight-sided and has a roof, with two gables, the roof
bulging at the eaves to cover the widest part of the tower in quaintly
The top is movable. Through one of the gables
irregular fashion.
comes the shaft to which the arms are attached, and from the other
extends to the ground a long timber, the boom, with a wheel on the
ground-end by which the whole top is turned about to bring the sails
The old mill is a favorite subin proper position to catch the wind.
ject for the amateurs who yearly invade the island, and perhaps no
windmill in America has been more painted on big and little clamshells than has this sea-rimed veteran of old Nantucket.
The fabled prowess of windmills seems to have dwindled since
that memorable day when the mighty arm of the wind-giant

The scholarships continue
to all students, held every September.
for four years, provided the students maintain the same high
standard with which they enter. Students from the State of New
York have the additional advantage of being able, to secure State
scholarships which are awarded by an Act of Legislature to the
most meritorious applicants for admission to the University. The
a student the privileges of the
possession of a State scholarship gives
University without any charge. The number of State scholarships is
The Fellows are eight in number.
limited to one for each county.
Each one of these yields to the successful candidate the sum of $400
Felfor one year, and, in case of remarkable merit, for two years.
lows are expected to reside at the University, and to engage in work
Fellow
leading to a higher degree in their respective specialties.
need not necessarily be a graduate of the University. Each year

A

there has been an architectural student who has held a scholarship,
but there have as yet been no Fellows appointed from graduates in
architecture.
[To be continued.]

MADE BY EI.KCTROLYSIS. Steam pipes of copper are now
The pipe
electro-deposition from sulphate of copper solution.
formed
on an iron core in the depositing bath, and the deposited copis
per is pressed by a moving tool as it is deposited, so as to give a fibrous
strength to the crystalline copper. After the pipe is thus formed it is
subjected to hot steam, which expands the copper shell, or pipe, clear
These pipes have no joint,
off the iron core, thus separating the two.
and are said to be very strong, tests showing that they break with
strains of from twenty-seven to forty-one tons per square inch.
ExPII-ES

made by

chuuyt.

unhorsed the knight of La Mancha. Tramping about one bright fall
day among the hills of Orleans on Cape Cod I found three windmills of very good form, in a landscape which is admirably adapted
The hills are gently rolling and generally
as a setting for them.
bare of trees upon the tops. Down between them lie pleasant little.
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winding roads, a sedgy pond or two, and pretty farmhouses under groups of handsome trees. The golden rod was glorious among the sere fall grasses. The coloring in the fields and the
As I sketched away in
trees was everywhere delightfully warm.
great content at a very interesting conical-roofed tower near the
valleys, with

its
village, a mill on the high hill beyond made sail, and I watched
white wings flashing in the sunshine as the great arms flew round in
the freshening breeze.
At the north end of East Hampton stands the old mill-tower which
has become famous on canvas since the summer tide of artist life set
toward the Hamptons. The picturesque scene of which it is the
centre has been somewhat marred since the advent of summer board-

ers

and modern improvements

in the sleepy old place.

Two
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roof where the great beam turned by the revolution of the spars
comes in through the side and sets in motion the shafts and wheels
On the upper side of the plate is a strapof the rude machinery.
iron rail upon which the roof moves on little iron wheels when pulled
round to the wind. The hewn oak beams of the tower are large as
well as old and tough, and the construction has an appearance of

solidity.
an upper
window, through
the cobwebs and
dust which have
been accumulating
great

From

for generations undisturbed, I caught
a glimpse of the
arms of another

brightly

painted new houses disfigure the foreground. In old times there
was a low, mossy-roofed, tumble-down house, with its front smothered
in climbing roses.
The mill stands on a little hillock. The road,
passing on the left, descends into a group of ancient oaks. In the

windmill peeping
over the house-tops
at the lower end
of the pond, and I
shortly

way

made

thither,

mjy
it

turned out to be
the original of a
sketch of " Windmill

Cottage" by
Smed1ey
Harprinted in

Mr.
.-

This mill was hauled over from its
Hills and set up here on the meadow
for a windmill, a somewhat
pent and
still in
place, and a number of pipes

,

per's not long ago.
ancient site in the Shinnecock
behind the dunes, where it has,
smothered look. The arms are
showing about the roof suggest

middle distance roll away the long brown backs of the
uplands and
beyond are the blue hills of the North Shore. The shingled walls of
the tower have a wonderful charm of color. The
edges of the long
old cedar shingles have crumbled away with
age, the lines are all
softened down, and on the silver-gray ground-tone of their weatherbeaten surfaces are countless irregular patches of lichen, in
graygreens and brilliant reds and yellows, producing a mellowness of
color over the whole tower which is
This
quite indescribable.
efflorescence of lichen is so thick on a mill which stands
among the
houses of Amagansett as to lend the tower an effect of
having had a
wash of burnt sienna.
At Bridgehampton I found a tall and stately mill-tower, with a
conical roof in swelling lines of very
happy effect. This mill is
active, and when I saw it there was quite a busy air about the place.
The great spars, with their brown canvas full spread, were
sweeping
round in majestic measure, while from out the tower sounded the
deep rythmic rumble of the shafts and wheel?. On a platform at the
door was a mound of well-filled
flour-bags, which a quaint old islander

pumping water up into the tower for domestic purposes.
porch over the door and a two-storied, commonplace cottage on
the other side have not added to its beauty.
An old windmill looking out from the hill over Wellfleet Harbor
on Cape Cod has also been metamorphosed into a dwelling and a
very nice adjunct it makes, no doubt, to the house. Shorn of arms
it has lost much of the old grace, but still
groups effectively among
the houses and trees on the hill-top.
Down along the shores of Pamplico and Currituck Sounds in North
Carolina one meets some curious old windmills rather absurdly
their use in

A

was loading upon

his farm-wagon.
The air was pleasantly filled
with a floury mist, and a glimpse into the dusky interior revealed a
wonderful harmony of great dark-toned timbers vailed in a maze of
dusty cobwebs.
The westernmost wind-mill of all the Hamptons stands at the head
of Town Pond in Southampton.
Down under the hill are grouped
some fine old willows, under whose shade is the much-begrimed vil-

smithy. Beyond some cat-boats and skiffs ride at anchor.
along the sloping green shores of the narrow pond are 8ome
very picturesque modern cottages, rich in the russets and yellows,
faded greens and gloomy browns of shingle-stains, tones exasperatingly unlovely in the eyes of the natives, who have a strong affection
for paint in brilliant hues.
I saw the mill at work, with old
ragged sails stretched upon the
latticed spars which slowly moved before a light easterly draught.
The tower was silvery gray in the sunshine, with here and there a
darker blot where the old shingles had been patched. Going in
through a door in the stone base, which is about eight feet high from
the ground, I climbed from floor to floor until I stood up under the
lage

Down
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perched upon one leg, upon which the whole house turns with the
boom. At Dam Neck Mills, on the Virginia Coast below Cape
Henry, are a couple of them, picturesquely grouped on a wide sand
But, though interesting, these mills have not the
plain by .the sea.
charm of the New England towers.
How ivell the Block Island mills fit into the characteristic landGreen-turfed downs dotted with low stone houses, white
scape!
hilly roads winding between rough walls of field-boulders, here a
lumbering ox-team creaking along the way, there a squad of hissing
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tection from

geese in solemn march, and far away on the breezy hillside a tapering gray tower, with wings outstretched against the sky and hanging
ropes drawn from arm to arm in a sort of cobweb motive. So will I
always remember them.

fire.
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News.

anct Building

When

subjected to the test of hot

fires, its failure

was conclusive and the cause
The lower flanges of the iron
apparent.
beams, as the tie-member, and tlie most vital, being exposed directly
to the heat, expanded with it, causing the beams and floor U> sag
with every increasing degree of heat; at the same time it lost its
t'-n-il'strength, and failed utterly.
The next step, and the one generally practised at this time, was to
encase the lower flanges of such beams with terra-cotta, plaster-ofParis or other uon-uonducting materials, as Figure

2.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawing! full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.']

THE MONUMENT TO MAUIA THERESA, VIENNA, AUSTRIA.

-

na.* -

[Gelatine Print, luaed only with the Imperial Edition.]

FOR

description see the American Architect for

DESIGN FOR A CATHEDRAL BT MR.

J. B.

June

HAMMK.

Among other methods devised wag that shown in Figure 3, where
the beams are entirely encased in concrete, extending two or more
inches below and above the beams.

23.

While
this method of fireproof construction some
contemplating
twelve years ago, in England, the well-known inventor, Thadeus
Hyatt, was led to consider if the iron used in the lower flanges of
the beams could not be so united to the concrete as to work in unison

A THESIS

DRAWING.
THIS presents one of the thesis drawings required of graduates
from the Architectural Department of Cornell University.
DESIGNS BY STUDENTS AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

DESIGN FOR A COUNTRY HOUSE.

NEW

TECT,

HOUSE FOR CONRAD

MR.

R. H.

SEIPP, ESQ., CHICAGO, ILL.

ARCHITECT, CHICAGO,

BUILDING FOR THE
MESSRS.

ROBERTSON, ARCHI-

SOCIETY FOR

BURNHAM &

-ns-

YORK, N. Y.
MR. A. CUDELL,

and form a compound beam or girder, the iron to serve
only
or tensile member, while the concrete formed the
couipressive member and connecting web.
Mr. Hyatt made many experimental beams, with the iron introduced in a great variety of ways
as straight ties, with and without anchors and washers truss-rods in various forms flat
pieces of
iron set vertically and laid flat, anchored at intervals
along the
entire length.
These experimental beams were tested and broken
by David Kircaldy, of London, and the results published by Mr.
Hyatt in a neat form for private distribution, in the year 1877, for
the use of which the writer is indebted to P. II. Jackson, a member
of this Society, who, in a paper read before it on
August 10, 1884,
gave many of the results of Mr. Hyatt's experiments in detail,
together with some of his own. The final conclusion of Mr. Hyatt,
well demonstrated by his tests, was that iron could be
perfectly
united witli concrete, and could be depended upon under all condiwith

SAVINGS,

CLEVELAND,

O.

ROOT, ARCHITECTS, CHICAGO, ILL.

composed of
CONCRETE
broken stone,

fragments
brick,

pottery,

or slab, extending its entire length and bearing on the
supports at
both ends these vertical blades to be anchored at intervals of a few
inches by round wires threaded
holes punched opposite
through
each other in the vertical blades, thus forming a skeleton or

i

cut-stone.

The

cheapness, in most places, of the aggregates composing concrete, together with the fact that mixing and placing may be done
with cheap and unskilled labor, under intelligent direction its enduring and its fire-resisting qualities, together with its great compressive strength, all recommend it for use in permanent constructions.
Its low tensile strength and liability to fail without giving warning,
under tensile or transverse strain, has hitherto prevented its use for
beams, lintels or floors, unless supported by iron beams or other
;

means.

For thirty vears or more, so-called fireproof floors have been constructed in fingland, and some parts of this country, by means of
rolled-iron beams, with concrete or brick arches turned from the top
of the lower flanges, and levelled over the top, as shown in Figure 1.
This method of construction fulfilled all requirements of strength
and safety, except that for which it was especially designed pro:

O. W. Percy read before the Technical Society of the Pacific
Coast and published in the Transactions of tho Society.

;

tions for its full tensile
strength.
The method Mr. Hyatt fixed on as the best was to use the tie-iron,
as thin vertical blades placed near the bottom of the concrete beam

of

gravel and sand,
held together by
being mixed with
lime, cement, asphaltum or other binding substances, has been used
in construction to resist compressive stress for many ages.
The Romans used it n ore extensively than any other material, as
the great masses of concrete, once the foundations of large temples,
palaces and baths, the domes, arches and vaultings still existing,
together with the core or interior portions of nearly all the ancient
brick-faced walls found in Rome, testify.
In modern times, however, until the introduction of Portland
cement, concrete has been used generally for no other purpose than
for footings of walls and foundations underground.
With the introduction of Portland cement, concrete construction
has taken a more prominent part, and has advanced regularly with
the perfection and general use of that valuable material, until not
only foundations but the entire walls of buildings, piers and arches,
floors and roofs, have been constructed of it, while moulded trimmings and ornamental blocks are cast of it and set in walls similar to

'A paper by

tie

;

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF IRON AND CONCRETE
TO RESIST TRANSVERSE STRAINS.'

ns

it

as the

ILL.

;

grid-

shown in Figure 4.
This combination effected a saving of about two-thirds of the iron

iron, as
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web

and top flange was
dispensed with, the
same amount of concrete serving the double purpose.
Although this valuable discovery
was given to the world ten years ago, it has not been generally
adopted or extensively used either in this country or in England,
at least such use has not come to the writer's knowledge, and this
not from any failure in the application or defect in the system, but
from the general disinclination to adopt new and novel methods of
*

-n.*-

construction, however meritorious they may be.
For several years past Mr. Jackson, of this city, has experimented
with this system, and with variations of his own suggestion, the
testing of which has been witnessed by the author with great interest.
The results of three of such tests will be given in detail
from notes made at the time. The first test was made, on January
16, 1884, on a tile of sidewalk-lights 12" x 24" and !,," thick.
This tile consisted of four rows of bull's-eye glass, ten in each row,
with five blades of iron, i x f inches, extending lengthwise, and
eleven wires of steel
inches in diameter, threaded crosswise. The
concrete consisted of one part Portland cement to one part fine
screened gravel or coarse sand, and had been made forty-one days.
This was tested by being supported on one-inch bearings at each
end, leaving one foot ten inches between hearings. The weight was
suspended from a steel bar, bedded in plaster, across the centre of

^

the

tile.

The

deflection

was accurately measured at frequent
and recorded in 64ths of an inch.

the load was applied,
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intervals as
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ries

beams and arches.
In preparing the underground cisterns at the residence of A.
at San Mateo this method was employed with most satis-

Hayward

The

XXI Y.

In one other case, while constructing a brick building of two stoon very soft ground near our city front, the twisted rod and concrete combination was applied in the manner shown in Fig. 11.
The footings of the side wails were not allowed to spread out on the
adjoining property. Cross walls of concrete were built every 14',
3' wide on the bottom and 3' high, with two 1^" twisted rods in each
near the top, as it is evident the tensile strain would be in that member. On the centre of these cross walls rest the columns supporting
the girder of second floor, while the first floor beams are parallel
with the side walls and rest directly on the cross walls, thus distributing the weight of first floor and its load over the entire area.
Some settling took place during the erection of this building and
several of the cross walls were cracked before the building was
finished.
No settlement has been observed since and the brick
walls have not cracked. The results in this case were as good as
could be expected with a great depth of soft mud below. In such
situations the entire area of the building should be covered with con-

of the building, and
(Fig. 7). These lintels extend along both fronts
over the supporting piers are placed three 1" iron rods near the top,
thus giving the effect of a continuous girder, although they are not
needed for strength. The lavatory floors in this building are con"
x $" rods every 6"
structed as flat slabs, 6" thick, 10' span, with
and placed 1J" from bottom to centre of rods. Other fireproof floors
have been constructed both with Hat ceilings, beams and panels, and

factory results.

[VOL.

entire cisterns, filtering chambers, flat tops,

and the rods placed as high as possible.
Twisted rods of iron or steel imbedded in concrete walls, floors,
and ceilings of bank-vaults form a good burglar-resisting substance,
as well as being fireproof.
On one occasion, while building a concrete bank-vault in an interior town, several tons of worn-out steel
plow-shears were placed in the concrete in such positions as would
be most likely to discourage burglars in attempting to cut through
crete

the wall.

Enough has been said to show the practical character of such
combination of iron and concrete in building construction, while
many other applications will suggest themselves to the architect and
engineer, as in the construction of domes, spires and tall chimneys
in bridges, dams, aqueducts and reservoirs it could often be used to
To suggest one great
great advantage in strength and economy.
national undertaking where the writer believes better results could
be obtained at less than half the cost of the present work the
Eddystone Light-houses, both as built by Smeaton and the one
When one considers the great expense of the
recently completed.
;

curbs, and surmounting vases, were all executed in concrete, with
two IJf x 1^ rods in each of the deep beams crossing each other on
each side of the centre curb, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. These cisterns are each 27' in diameter and 15' deep. The top is covered

:

intricate dovetailing of the stones together, the trouble in
handling
and dowelling such masses and the comparatively shallow depth of
the anchorage, and then consider that if built with concrete and iron

could be anchored with any number of twisted rods extending to
any desired depth into the rock and grouted in with cement, holding
at the lower end like the deep and spreading roots of a tree, while
at the other end the rods could reach to the very summit,
holding
it

with an iron grip the cap-stone to the lowest depth furthermore,
for less than one-third the cost of stone, worked as was the stone in
the Eddystone, Bellrock and other light-houses of that class, a concrete could be prepared of Portland cement, dense stone and iron
shavings that would be 30 to 50 per cent heavier than granite and
better to resist the action of water, while the trouble and
expense of
placing in permanent or temporary iron curbing would not be so
great as handling the cut stone. It has been demonstrated on this
coast that good concrete foundations for large
engines are much
more satisfactory than those built of brick or stone. Now, the
writer would suggest that the bolts holding the engines to such beds
should be of twisted square iron, thus
taking a firm hold at all points
through their length and not simply at the lower ends. For setting
;

FW.9with 2' of earth and drays loaded with iron pipe have been driven
over them, although the top was designed to be in lawn and not
intended for traffic.
In 1885, Mr. Ransome erected the building for the Arctic Oil
Company's works in this city, and made the roof over a fireproof
warehouse in the manner shown in Fig. 10. Mr. Ransome describes
" This roof is 75'
it in this manner
long by 25' wide between the
It consists of a number of winged
walls, which are its sole support.
beams, which, being made and jointed side by side, form the roof in
a series of semicircular arches, having a diameter of about 3' and a
:

anchors, bolts or other fastenings in concrete, it is only necessary to
twist square or flat bars of iron and imbed where wanted.
Iron
thus imbedded in Portland-cement concrete, with sufficient thickness

cement around it, is perfectly protected from rust as well as fire,
and cannot deteriorate with age. The writer believes the discovery
to be of great value to the
building world, and that its application
will extend as its merits are
appreciated and before many years will
become general.
of

-FIG 1Qthickness of 4", each beam containing two twisted iron bars 1"
square and 26' long, placed about 2" from its bottom. Its calculated
strength, verified by experiment, is eight times its constant load.
Upon removing all temporary supports and scaffolding on the tenth
day, the roof did not show any deflection, although carefully measred to within an eighth of an inch."
In building a brick warehouse in Stockton in 1885 on
newly-made
ground, the hard-pan being from 12' to 15' from the surface, and
desiring to save
the
expense of
continuous foundations
of
such
ll

ll
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it

M

of
depth, piers
concrete were put
in about 15' apart

-HGU-

and with footings
on the hard-pan.
At the surface of the ground a base-course of concrete was
formed with twisted rods of proper size extending from
pier
to pier.
On this base-course and girder were built the brick
walls of the warehouse.
In one or two places slight cracks appeared
over the piers, which were
evidently due to uneven settling.
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MAINE AfeCHITKCTS ADOPT A UNIFORM SCALE OF PRICES FOR
THEIR SERVICES.

HE

Annual Dinner of Architects of Maine took
place at
Preble House, Thursday evening last. The most
important
business discussed was that of
a
uniform rate of
arranging
First

charges for architectural service. Previously the rate charged has
been two and one-half per cent for
plans and two and one-half per
cent for superintendence, this
percentage being reckoned on the total
cost of the building. This division of
charges was not in accord with
the rates adopted by the American Institute of
Architects, which
are three and one-half per cent for
plans and one and one-half per
cent for superintendence,
making the same total of five per cent on
cost for full services.
The rates fixed by the

American

were unanimously
This gives a just division
of charges, the old rate of two and one-half
per cent charged for
drawings and specifications without superintendence being' inadeThe
new
rates
above
quate.
quoted apply to work costinf more
than $5,000. For work
costing less than '$5,000 a list of "special
rates has been arranged.
It has been
erroneously stated that this new schedule of charges
Institute

adopted at Thursday evening's meeting.
^
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was made

after consultation with many of the leading contractors.
such consultation was needed, it being evident to thi' Bltbltoctl
themselves that a readjustment of prices was nei vssiiry in order to
ensure a fair recompense for architectural service.
The architects present at the dinner were Messrs. Fassett, Stevens,
Cobb, Dortieos anil Thompson, of Portland, and Mr. Coombs, ol
Lewiston. Letters were read from Mr. Lewis, of Gardiner, and Mr.
.Man-in', of Bangor, expressing tlieir readiness to adopt the schedule
Portland Sunday Telegram, Sept. 23,
agreed upon at the meeting.
1888.

No

SCHEDULE OF CHAKtlEH ADOPTED BY THK ARCHITECTS OF THB STATK OF
MAINE.
For

full professional

services, exclusive of time lost In travelling

and

travelling expenses:
For new work costing over $5,000, B per cent on cost; 3 1-2 per cent for
plans.
For warehouses and factories, 3 1-2 per cent on cost; 2 per cent for plans.

FULL SERVICES. FOB
For new work
and $3,000
For new work
and $4.000
For new work
and 3,000
For new work
and $2,000
For new work

costing between

5

1-2

per cent

costing between $3,000

"

"

61-2 "

"

"

"

6
costing between $2,000
costing between $1,600

7
costing under

I'l.ANS.

4,000

$1,500

71-2

"

4

41-2

per cent

"

".'

fi

8 1-2

"6

'

"
"

'

'

Preliminary studies for work costing over $5,000, 1 per cent on cost.
If preliminary studies only are made, and are used for building, the full
payment for general plans will be exacted.
For additions and alterations, an additional charge for measurements.
For monumentHl and decorative work and designs for furniture, 10 to 20
per cent on cost.
For fixed interior woodwork, 15 per cent on the cost.
Commissions are reckoned upon the total cost of the work, Including permanent fixtures necessary to render it fit for occupancy, whether these are
selected by proprietor or architect, valued as if executed entirely by new
labor and of

new

materials.

For purchase of stuffs and furniture, 10 per cent on cost.
Travelling expenses to be added to the cimrge.
Where full services are required, a payment of 3 1-2 per cent on contemplated cost is due on completion of the general drawings and specifications.
Drawings mast be paid for whether the work is carried out or not.
Drawings and specifications are instruments of service and the property
of the architect.
Huilder or contractor

all quantities.
No bills of quantities
as this is not within the province of the architect.
Architectural supervision consists of such occasional visits as may be
necessary to ensure the conformity of the building to the design indicated
do not agree to exercise the close
by drawings and specifications.
supervision of a clerk-of-the-works; nor to be responsible for the failure of
mechanics to conform to the standard of workmanship called for by drawings and specifications.

will

be furnished by

must compute

us,

We

ARCHITECTURAL LEAGUE.

AT

the

meeting of the League, held October 1st, over
In the absence of the president,
fifty members sat down to dinner.
F. Crowninshield presided. The Committee on Current Work
announced that the annual architectural excursion had been postponed to the winter season, and that Washington, D. C., had been
chosen. Meantime it is arranged to take short
trips around New
York once a month and give League members an opportunity to see
some of the best interiors the city can boast of.
It was voted to incorporate the
League at once, in order that any
subsequent steps as to a club-house or importation of foreign drawfor the exhibition might be more easily
provided for.
ings
The election for the jury for the fourth annual exhibition
resulted in the choice of the following: R. M. Hunt, C. F. McKim,
R. S. Peabody, T. P. Chandler, Jr., A. D. F. Hamlin.
The Hanging Committee was elected as follows: George A.
Glaenzer, E. M. Wheelwright, C. B. Atwood.
The jury for the League gold and silver medal competition, open
to draughtsmen under twenty-five, was chosen as follows: C. F.
McKim, R. S. Peabody, C. T. Mott, C. A. Rich, E. R. Tilton. In
connection with this competition it is understood that the
subject for
this year's competition is to be the tomb of an illustrious architect.
Definite action in regard to the club-house
project was postponed
f * *
until the November meeting.
first fall

BOSTON ARCHITECTURAL CLUB.

AT

a preliminary meeting held in the office of Messrs. Cabot,
Everett & Mead, August 2 7, this committee was appointed to
prepare
suggestions and make necessary arrangements for the organization
of an Architectural Club.
The committee would therefore report as
follows

a purely

aesthetic standpoint, no less than with the educated art
patron, who often judges of the work of our profession entirely by its
It is the belief of the committee that
practical efficiency.
only by so
extending the range of the organization can it ever attain to a |HTmaneney, or acquire the influence which we should all desire fur it.
It is not the intention that this club shall be in
any sense a rival of
the Boston Society of Architects.
are working on entirely
different lines and expect quite different results, besides being less
restricted in our organization.
Our interests and our sympathies are
one with the society, and it is the hope that our membership will
largely include the members of the Society of Architects, for this
club is by no means (imply an association of draughtsmen, nor are
there here any distinctions of persons.
are all united on the
common ground of our artistic sympathies, and our architectural in-

We

We

terests.
It is

self in

object of this organization is primarily to create and foster
artistic fellowship between those who feel an interest in the
subject
of architecture, and to aid the members of the
profession toward a
standard
of
and
The
aims
are
higher
therefore
thought
design.
sufficiently comprehensive to embrace not only those who are engaged in the practice or the study of architecture, but also those engaged in other branches of the fine arts, as well as the larger class
who would be one with us in instinct and tastes though engaged in
other pursuits. We are to organize, in other words, an artistic club,
whose chief direction shall be in the lines of architecture, the mother
art.
But that our growth be large and liberal in its
scope, we need
the association with the painter and the
sculptor, who view art from

119

believed that it would be a mistake for the club to involve itany extended machinery or to indulge in any more red tape

than is absolutely necessary for the pur|>oses of the organization.
Let the first thought be that of artistic intercourse, the mingling of
kindred souls, the rubbing of bright ideas against each other, the
cultivation of architectural sociability, and the constitution and bylaws will take care of themselves. Then, as the need therefor makes
itself felt,

we can have within our midst

classes in sketching, life
of these, however, being purely
voluntary, and limited therefore to those who feel a real interest in
such things and are willing to give the time to it.
In this way the
work will perhaps be small in Quantity, but it will l>e earnest and
faithful ; and when the interest flags, the life of the club will not be
necessarily diminished, as has been the case with so many clubs
which were restricted to sketches and competitions. For those who
have no time for studies, we hope to have pleasant reading-rooms,
with all the architectural papers of the world on file, with ultimately
a collection of photographs and a good reference-library. There will
be also, as a possibility, a comfortable
where the
classes, or competitions in design

members can meet

;

all

lounging-room

in the odor of architecture, smoke
friendly pipes,
slander each others' latest productions and gossip over the architectural oddities;
while the club-rooms would be at the disposal of
visitors from abroad, who could make their
headquarters with us.
Besides this the club would have receptions at stated intervals, with
occasional exhibitions, suppers, etc.
All of these ideas are entirely
in embryo, as yet, but are
perfectly natural developments of a club
established on such principles as this.
The influence of such an organization, if faithfully carried out, cannot be too highly estimated. What has been possible with the
Royal
Institute of British Architects and the Architectural
League of New
York can surely be accomplished in Boston. There is no lack here
of either a vacant field or public sentiment.
All we have to do is
to start the ball rolling in the
right track.

At a meeting held September 18, at which nineteen persons were
was adopted and the committee elected to the

present, this report

named. It was voted to call the organization the Boston
Architectural Club, and to take such steps as might be
necessary to
interest the profession generally in the
enterprise.
The club has the refusal of rooms at Room 10, No. 6 Hamilton
Place, where a meeting was held Thursday, October 4, at 7 p. M.,
to consider further action.
All interested are invited.
C. H. BLACKALL, President.
RICHARD G. SCIIMID, Treasurer.
W. T. PARTRIDGE, Secretary.
offices

MODERN HOUSE DRAINAGE.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
Probably no change in the art of house-construction
during the past ten years has been so great as that in the relative
importance attached to the arrangement of .apparatus for the convenient holding of water for its several uses and its
speedy and safe
removal after such uses.
Formerly the planning and construction of the plumbing of a house
was left entirely to the plumber. To most house-builders, the
including of plumbing with religion and thorough bass, as subjects
too sacred to be talked about, would have been
readily acquiesced in.
The mystery that hedged about the work of the man with
tongs and

ladle

:

The
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was rarely sought to Ixj penetrated. It is still true
to-day that
known by the owner of the drainage of his house than of
any

less is

other part of it, but the necessity for some
knowledge is much better
recognized than formerly.
The recent great awakening in regard to general sanitation has
borne fruit. This fruit is seen in the greater interest which houseowners take in their local
drainage, in the greater importance
attached to the subject by architects, in the
very considerable literature which has sprung up about it, and in the rise of a new
profes-

sion
that of men who make a
specialty of house and town drainage
under the general name of " sanitary engineers."
The foundation of a system of drainage is the
soil-pipe, the main
The fixtures in the house should be so grouped as to
artery.
give
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the least complication arid tin: *hortc.t runs of watc -pit*-, tin; connection* between the fixture* and the
The soil-pipe itself
soil-pirn-.
should be run full bore ibn/u^l, tin: top of I!K: roof.
As a rule, all
piping, whether "oil or waste pipe, should be put where it will be
Also, in case of
api to In: poor work.
by frost dr otherwise, tin: immediate and accurate, location
of sni-h injury in iinfiorlant ami economical.
The soil and waste
.'!',

l.'-in;'

iii|i"-

II.'-

.;,

fil

Water
lidM a

by

tlii-

i|i-<l'-'l,

-.aim: ot

tin: IIM:

of fixture-

-i-li-clioii

'.tli'-rwi-e

iin

M

;.">od

-t'-in
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demandi

be
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it is probable that the smallest stocks on record will be wintered over.
This will be an incentive toward reasonable activity in the woods, but
it i- believed the most of the lumbermen will take care that the market
is not overstocked, especially since 'tumpage is commanding enhanced
Vet from Montreal it is reported that big preparations are befigures.
ing made for the winter's operations, for should there be a removal of
the United States customs duty on lumber, manufacture would be increased at Ottawa and other important points, and logs would be in dePrices for lumber at the mills are reported lately increased.
mand.
The Canadians appear to be looking for a boom in lumber.
Nortlun ./.

of improper h'xn

perli;i|,- i-niin: fiiH in importance.
depth of wati-r to n-ccive deposit-* and

cloi'.etH

f'nni\
'

attiTitioii.

may

drainage

[VOL.

cxtrn-.i'Mi of drain air;

tln:ir rbapi:

should

l>c

.".in-h

ln-"i: should
prevent the
to prevent tin:
'I

to

a.-,

and tln:ir Ddfhilljl at, i-arli discharge, should In:
Their setting should IK: OJK-H, willi no concopious.

foulin;' oi lln-ir wall",

thorough
Inn-'!

:(,

Ml(l

,i"e alionl

lln:ni.

Wash-bowl* should he without, i-om-i-ali-d over/low or plug and
i-hain.
/,ali:
improvements in connection with standing overflown
maki:

latter device tin: only

proper one.
of snllieieni.ly heavy ropju-r or other material
Tin: standing overflow and waste, to the
to main- tin-in din-able.
exclusion of tin: concealed overflow and plug and chain, in here of
even more iminii lam-c than In the cane of wash-howls, and the HI/I:
of the until'.!, should lie no large as to deliver the water from the tuh
into iln: drainage system rapidly and with all the
scouring effect of
which such a large hody of water is capahle.
Sinks should he large enough to give ample room and should have
special provision for preventing the clogging of their waste-pipes by
tin:

iSath liihs should

lie

congealed grease. The so-called "grease-traps" do this partially,
in
only hy providing another receptacle to become clogged.
Where net laundry-tubs are used they should be of some nonabsorbent material.
Kach fixture (except the water-closet, whose trap should be in its
bowl) should be rapped, as close as possible to its outlet, with a trap
of good seal anil not subject to siphonagc.
,\
i.

I

I

.

SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE.
SKPT.

To

THIS

7, 1888.

Of TICK AlWKKlCAN AllCIIITKCT
Will you kindly inform me where the work on School

l.i.ri'.i:

.

:

Df.nr Sin,
Architecture by Mr. K. R. Robson, mentioned in
your issue Sept.
can be iiblained and the price of the same.

Yours

respectfully,

1st,

T-ScjUAHK.

|Oli|iKH through liny bookseller, or write direct to B. T. Batsford & Son,
Hi 'ii MiillMirn, London, for price.
fili
On receipt of money order for the
amount with enough to cover postnije, they will send It by mall, nnd the
duty will Im OOlleotM at the Post-Omce on delivery. The cost, will be from
$H to .1)112, Mondial to the condition of copy sent.
Kng. AMKHIOAN AIICHI-

TKOT.J

TUB most salient feature in American industrial activity is the decentralization of industries throughout all States and Territories. This movement
1ms been accelerated by the anxiety of American and foreign capital to seize
the advantages which are presenting themselves on every hand.
The
low prices of raw material and its abundance, low prices of labor and its disinclination for agitations for higher wages, low rate of money and expansion
of railway facilities into so many new quarters and abundance of the .-apply of fuel, raw and artificial, and other advantages have been stimulating
these movements also. The movement has only started. Capital now see's
more clearly than before all the opportunities in view. The depression in
prices which has taken place this season has been the deciding point.
Up
to this year capital was apprehensive that the limit of enterprise had been
reached for the time being and that the production was abundantly equal
to all requirements that might be presented for a year or two.
A multitude of things are at hand to prove that there are now five opportunities
where there was one three years ago for profitable investment and business capacity and enterprise of all kinds. The most encouraging feature
which has presented it-elf during the past three months is the projection of
a large amount of railway building. Some twenty or thirty lines of over
one hundred miles have been determined on in that time. One of these
enterprises worthy of notice is the construction of a four hundred mile road
connecting the Mexican National with Mexican Central, passing through
the Conhuila coal-fields nnd Laguria cotton-belt and the Sierra Mojada miuIng district. This mining district now produces fiO.OOO tons of traffic per
year, which can be vastly increased by proper railway facilities. Another
enterprise deserving of attention in Mexico is the projected construction
connecting the Atlantic and Pacific by a new line. It is somewhat longer
than the Tehuantepec line, but will cost less. It will profit
by the Guatamala coffea trade,
amounting to 50,000 tons per annum, and will reduce the
time between New York and Ban Francisco to sixteen or seventeen days.
This road is the precursor of other lines to build up a trade with Central
America. Preliminary surveys have been taken and very inviting chances
are said to exist for Investment of capital, but it is in our own country that
encouragement is to be found. A four hundred mile road is to be built next
season from a point in Indiana on the Baltimore & Ohio road to Lake
Huron. It will pass through a section of country now very sparselv supplied with railway facilities. The promoters are making inquiries for mateAnother road two hundred and twenty-five
rial! of all kinds, from ties up.
miles lone Is projected from Wisconsin to the Mississippi River. It will be
on
other
at
a
the
side
little later day to Council Bluffs.
completed
Another
road three hundred and seventy-five miles long will be completed from a point
in

Minnesota to Omaha.

Two

SUIT OVKII A UI.OCK.
The cane of Mrs. Amy K. Cole vs. Misses
Laurn (>. and Kmily Wheeler (better known as the Sharon hell
ease)
wns tried hel'ore the superior court, with Judge Torraiiee
presiding nt
In 1885, the Misses Wheeler, wealthy ladies
Litchlleld, <!|:., hist week.
from New York nnd having a summer residence in Sharon, leased of
Henry ,1. Taylor a small parcel of land in the village of Sharon, directly
In front of the Sharon Hotel and wilhiu about 120 feet of it.
Upon this
hit they eniised to be erected a handsome stone
tower, about (10 feet
In the top, which was uninclosed, was
hlllli.
placed a large hell weighing 2/ifiO pounds, and a clock in-ranged to strike (with a steel hammer
(10
between
and
70
weighing
pounds) the hours of the day and night.
The clock began striking in October, 1HHr>, at a time when
the guests of
tht hold had returned to their homes in the cities.
In the spring and
summer of 188(1 it was ascertained that the very loud noise made
by the
striking of the clock was annoying to the guests of the hotel.
In the
spring of 1HH7 the Misses Wheeler consented that the
striking of
the clock should be discontinued
lu July,
during the summer months.
a
HH7,
petition was circulated in Sharon, requesting the Misses Wheeler
" as
I" DWfln the strikingof the clock
soon as may be without inagain
In the hitter part of
jury to liny."
.Inly, 1887, the Misses Wheeler
notified the manager ot the hotel that the striking of the clock would
be resumed Sept. 1, 18H7.
On the thirty-first day of August, 1887, a
trinpiii-ary injunction was served upon the Misses Wheeler, restraining
hem from striking the clock.
A large number of depositions, 70 or
more, were taken by the plaiutilT and defendants in New York and
Sharon, and on Tuesday of last week the trial began before Judge Torriiiii-e nl l.itchllcld.
Itetween two and three days were
occupied in the
trial, and, after the arguments for the plaiutilT and for the defendants,
is
that
the
without
it
reported
judge,
intimating what his decision would
lie, suggested enclosing the west opening of the tower nearest the
hotel,
and that other steps be taken to lessen tile noise. It is understood that
I

the Misses Wheeler will consult their architect as to the best way to
lessen the noise, and Hint, acting upon the suggestion of the court, they
will Hy and remedy the inconvenience.
lloslim llrrnM.

PINK TIMIIKH AT IjrKHKC.
It is
that not a stick of square
reported
while pine remains unsold in the hands of lumbermen at Quebec, CanIs
in
nnd
nil
that
all
of
this
ada,
port
year's cut that is to arrive having
a condition of things never known
passed into the km. is of shippers
pas
It is also said that there are
ut that market before.
only 80,000 feet of
wauey board pine yet unsold to arrive, and that is this year's eut. Thus
,

'

foreign syndicates have subscribed some $17,000,000 to construct
railways in Canada to create new outlets for the products of the Dominion
Another at St. Johns aiming at the development of some territory west of
the Mississippi poorly provided with railway facilities.
The road between
Clmrlestowu and Milwaukee is now being pushed to completion. It will
develop rich coal territory between where it will cross the Ohio and Columbus. Some twenty or thirty roads are to be built throughout the interior of
the country. A road 125 miles long in Florida. Instances of this kind
could be multiplied to any length, but they serve to show that a new jailroad era is opening despite all the talk about over-construction and decreased earnings. The fact of the matter is, that at no time has there been
as much railroad enterprise shown as is now manifested.
A great deal of
money is to be put into bridge-building and into railroad and ship building,
nnd into the extending of roads into new countries where traffic can be had.
The Jersey Central is expending f 250,000 upon its purchases. The New
York & New England has improved its rolling-stock. The Pennsylvania
Company is ordering 1,500 box-cars. The Central, of Georgia, has negotiated
a $ 10, 000,000 loan, and has just ordered two new steamers to
ply between
Savannah and Northern ports. The Louisville & Nashville lias grand
schemes in view looking to the development of new traffic resources in the
South. An immense amount of railroad work is to be
brought into the
market during the fall and winter. During the past two weeks inquiries
have been made for 100,000 tons of steel-rails. A large system hns
inquired
for thirty thousand tons.
The Gould system in the West will be in the
market just as soon as some of its financial kinks can be untwisted.
Several of the leading systems of the Southwest will be in the market for
wheat and bagging cars. Competent authorities state that before the
close of this year freight-cars will be ordered to the extent of 20000 to
The reason for the placing of large orders is that iron and steel are
25,000.
at their lowest, and yellow-pine and oak also at their
cheapest points. At
least, railway malingers feel that they will be running
unnecessary risks if
they postpone further placing of orders for next year's facilities. The feeling exists that confidence may be strengthened within the next three months,
that the upward tendency of prices will be the result. The fact that we
have done, so far this year, about ten per cent less business than last is one
reason for anticipating that next year we will make that
It is probable
up.
that we will do much more.
The industries have been so compactly
organized that over-production bus been impossible, and, in fact, a good
accumulation of stock is hard to find. Pi ices are held firmly
everywhere.
The lumber trade is in excellent condition. Prices are steady and demand
Profits are fair and speculations absent. Manufacturers
strong.
express
satisfaction with the year's results. Northern Iron-makers continue their
Investments in the South. The Thomas Iron Company have
just been
building another furnace and rolling-mill that will employ 1,000 bauds. The
textile manufacturers are running along as though the wo'rld were
crying for
cotton goods. At this time 24*2, 000 spindles and 4.800 looms are beiii" added
to the mills now in operation.
At the end of the p:eseut vear the South
will

120

have

1,7;W>,000 spindles
S. J.

and

l-AKKim

118,800 looms.
i

&
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the Natural Enemy of the Librarian.
The
Proteblc Site of the Custom-house in New York.
Alleged Defects ill the New Texas State Capitol.
The TestThe Annual Competition for the Medals
ing of Soil-pipes.
of the Architectural League.
A Key to Etruscan Inscriptions found in the
The Snd in good
Basque Language.
and bad Ancient Mortar
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
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We

room and set off in search. The
way to the place indicated was up a narrow
This ended in a small
spiral stair.
alcove, encumbered with a table, a chair and some
portable
steps.
Thence, the path led along a balcony, some eighteen
certain

VII

inches wide,
overhanging the reading-room below, and guarded
railing about the height of one's knees.
At intervals the
way was obstructed by furniture, which had to be hoisted
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milE Convention of the American Library Association, which
1 was held this year in the Catskill Mountain region,
amused

itself,

as usual,

by

falling foul of the architects,

over whose prostrate forms
every scientific hobby is made to
prance. Beginning with the maxim laid down by the president
of the
that " the

Association,
architect is the natural
enemy of
the librarian," the audience
approved the plan of the rooms for
the library in the
Albany State-house, prepared by a librarian,
and then proceeded to "riddle" the
plans for the Howard
Library at New Orleans, prepared by the late H. H. Richard80n '
ot content with thi s, the Convention went
on to "rid(
dle" Richardson's library
in general,
designs
declaring that
"
"
they afford little indication that he ever " gave any thought
to the object for which his
buildings of this sort were intended,"
and that he " appears to have been satisfied if he drew a beau-

N

,

.

tiful design,

and to have

some draughtsman to fit in
and concluded by
inquiring earnestly for "an artist who will plan for use first and
beauty
next, who will see where his book-shelves and his
reading-halls
and his work-rooms ought to go for the
highest efficiency, and
will then mould his
library building around them."
Considering that no two librarians appear to be agreed as to " where
book-shelves and reading-halls and work-rooms
ought to go for
the highest efficiency," and that
any plan advocated by one is
generally laughed to scorn by the rest, it is not
surprising that
architects have not yet invented an
arrangement which suits
everybody, and that if they succeed in drawing a " beautiful
design," which gives the accommodation that the owners want,
and holds the requisite number of books in a convenient
and
accessible disposition,
they are apt to be content, without
troubling themselves whether all librarians would unite in a
concert of praise over their work.
In point of fact, Richard"
son, although he liked to draw " beautiful
for libradesigns
ries, and generally succeeded in
was
so,
doing
very far from
careless as to the object to which his
building was to be put.
As in all his work, the requirements of
the case, so far as he
could understand them, dictated the
plan, and this suggested
the rest, and to improve the
arrangement he was never tired of
studying methods of lighting, heights and widths of shelves,
left it to

the books and the service

;"

ease of access to the several
portions, quiet for the reading-rooms,
for the movement of the
public.
Although the
librarians may find in his work no indication that
he had
studied these points to
any effect, we will answer for it that
other people do, and there are few
persons, not librarians, who
do not find an attraction in Richardson's
comfortable, cosy
reading-rooms, with their open fireplaces and separate tables,
which the table-d'hote
arrangement of ordinary libraries, how-

and space
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ever well adapted it may be for
celerity of movement behind
the chairs of the readers and for
slamming piles of books suddenly between them, fails to present. Nor, although we speak
modestly of the arrangement of book-shelves, as a matter about
which we profess little knowledge, does the Richardson ian
plan
of successive alcoves, with no shelves
beyond reach from the
floor, each brightly lighted by a window, and all
communicating
by convenient doors through the shelving, seem utterly bad in
comparison with that adopted in libraries which have not been
molested by architects. Not
long ago we had occasion to look
for a book in a rather famous
were directed to a
library.

SUMMARY:
The Architect

EQUESTRIAN MONUMENTS.

No.

up
and deposited behind one to allow a
passage, and the balcony
ended in another spiral stair, which led to a room filled
with
book-shelves in stacks, with
only room enough to pass between
them. After
examining all the stacks, we came to one which
seemed to contain books
relating to the subject in which we
were interested, and the next
operation was to find the one we
wanted. There was a window, or a
skylight, somewhere in the
room, but only a few rays of light struggled so far as our stack.
We could read the names of the books on one or two
shelves,
but there were other shelves above filled with
books, the titles
of which were invisible, while the books
themselves, even if
the names could have been
read, were out of reach, except from
steps, of which there were apparently none nearer than the
balcony. We suppose that there was some virtue in the
arrangement, as the "librarian's enemy" certainly had had
nothing to do with it, but as compared with the roomy, light
accessible shelving provided
by Richardson and many other
architects, the collection, to the layman's mind, was
clumsily
and awkwardly accommodated.

kWING

to the smallness and inconvenience of the
buildings,
and the value of the site for business
purposes, the Customhouse and Sub-Treasury, on Wall
Street, in New York, are
be sold, and more spacious
buildings erected in some other

f
to

place.

What

that place shall

be

is

not yet decided.

Mr.

William F. Fryer, the skilful and
experienced Superintendent
of Repairs of the United States
public buildings in New York,
lias made a
report on the subject, in which he recommends that

land should be taken either in the
Bowling Green, or on Battery Park, but he prefers the
Green. The

Bowling
Engineering and Building Record seems to think that Mr.
Fryer
proposes to appropriate the
open space of the Bowling Green for
which
we
trust
is
a
mistake. It is
buildings,
hardly credible
that the City of New York could
convey, or the United States

acquire, the right to erect an enormous
building in the middle
of the modest expansion of
Broadway which goes by the name
of the Bowling Green, and the obliteration
by the Government
of this little
breathing-space, to save the cost of such land as
private individuals would have to buy, would
the
climax of the wanton meanness with which certainly cap
our Government
sees fit to conduct
The other site proposed
public works.
that bounded
the

West

southerly by
the open

Street, with

Battery Park, and westerly by
expanse of the Hudson River

beyond, and extending easterly to Greenwich
Street, closing
up Washington Street from Morris Street southward, is in most
finer
than
the other.
respects
Overlooking, as it does the
whole expanse of the
bay, the new building would form an
architectural termination to the
city which is greatly needed
JntU within a few years, the traveller
approaching New York
>y sea was greeted by a shabby common,
occupying the headand, in the midst of which stood the
huge, but dilapidated shed
t Castle Garden
the great business
buildings of the city showng their blank party-walls through the smoke, a half mile or
o away. Since the extension of the elevated
railways the
grass of the Battery Park has been kept in better
order, but
he black trestles of the railroad have made the
whole effect
worse than ever, and the
great Field Building beyond them is
ather too tall, and minute in
detail, to be imposing
With
lowever, an immense Government
building next door, the
* icld Building would show to
advantage as a part of a very
;
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noble group, facing the sea, and the building up of State Street
with handsome structures would probably follow soon. Although
water south
the Battery, on account of the shallowness of the
all the better
of it, does not furnish available wharfage, it is
in
suited on that account for the offices of persons interested
unobstructed view of every vessel
shipping, as it commands an
suppose that
that enters or leaves the port of New York.
in
took
who
pleasure
of
Amsterdam,
the merchant-venturers
and untheir vessels from Batavia or Guiana moored

We

having

of their parlor windows, or the
loading in the canal in front
Genoese princes, whose palaces overlooked every movement
these
in the harbor, would be considered old-fashioned
there
ever
revive,
should
commerce
if
American
days; but
of an
would probably be many persons who would be glad
as the
it from so advantageous a situation
watch
to
opportunity
streets around the Battery.

m

unsatisState Capitol at Austin, Texas, has proved
its construction in charge, and
Board
the
to
having
j* factory
to accept it or pay for
it has been unanimously voted not
of
It seems that the designer of the building, Mr. Myers,
it.

TITHE

its execution, and some
Detroit, was not employed to supervise
been
have
to
said
are
made, with the consent
curious changes
of the State officials, from what the specifications required.
The dome, for example, which was intended to be built of castin the drawings and specifications, and
iron, and was so shown
contracted for in accordance with them, is reported to have
been made of galvanized-iron, at a profit to the contractor of
while the drainage system,
forty or fifty thousand dollars;
which would have cost about fifteen thousand dollars, was
The question will occur to a good many
entirely omitted.
it would not have been cheaper to pay the
whether
people,
architect twenty or thirty thousand dollars for supervision than
to let the contractor escape with sixty or seventy thousand that
with a dome which will
the
he had not

earned, leaving
building
few years, but this question is as yet of
surely go to pieces in a
less interest than the inquiry whether the State will have to
it has not got.
Although the repay the full price for what
are very meagre, we are by no means sure
case
the
of
ports
If the Capitol Board
that it will not be compelled to do so.
the building is the same as that
which now refuses to

accept

construction, it is very poorly equipped to
resist the contractor's claim.
Certainly, if it allowed variations from the specifications to be made, it will find it difficult
to refuse to accept the building because its directions were followed ; and the Board can hardly excuse itself for such errors

which controlled

excuses for doing

Of

eyes being opened by
some expert, it finds plenty, but it is embarrassed, apparently,
by the fact that the defects in the building are mainly the reso.

course,

its

own orders. This, of course, makes no difference to
the Board, but, if the case should come to trial, it will make a
good deal of difference to the contractor and we shall not be
very sorry to have the battle fought out, for the sake of showsult of its

;

men
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This the associated manufacturers refused to do, and the
advertised in the newspapers that they wish
plumbers have now
who will test the goods before
x> find some maker of iron pipe
a manufacturer is found, they promise to
elivery, and, if such

For the interest of the public, we hope
juy of him hereafter.
hat this movement of the Plumbers' Association will succeed.
The manufacture of plumbers' cast-iron pipe, as now carried
who control it. There is certainly
on, is disgraceful to those
no more difficulty in casting double-thick soil-pipe, which the

^ew York law now requires to be used everywhere, as evenly,
ind with as few flaws, as water-pipe, and if the manufacturers
can afford to test water-pipe for imperfections, they can just as
well afford to test plumbers' pipe, which is sold for a much
The requirement of strength to resist five pounds
ligher price.
Such pipe ought to be
>er square inch is absurdly small.
to forty pounds to
ested, after putting into the house, at thirty
he square inch, and each piece should have a hydrostatic test
>f at least one hundred pounds before being allowed to leave
Nothing short of this will secure safety from the
of sewer-gas, which is now proved to carry
into
houses
eakage
scarlet fever and diphtheria infection, as well as the germs of
Dther diseases ; and if this cannot be had with cast-iron pipe,
,he sooner the use of such pipe is forbidden the better. Already
extent superseded that of casthas to a
,he

foundry.

great
wrought-iron pipe
ron for plumbers' use, and a general public announcement that
the makers of cast pipe had resolved not to take the trouble
it strong enough to resist a pressure equal to that
,o have
ixerted by a man blowing into it would soon close the market

jermanently against

it.

the circular of
publish elsewhere with much pleasure
the Architectural League of New York, calling attention
to the second annual competition for the gold and silver
medals of the League, open to all residents of the United States,
under the age of twenty-five, who may desire to try their
The subject for the present
strength in design and drawing.
is an admirable one.
Nothing could be better calculated
year
to test the real artistic capacity of the competitors, independent
of the effective tricks learned in offices, and we have faith
:nough in American talent to believe that the exhibition of the
competitive sketches will be well worth seeing.

WE

its

on the ground of ignorance of the subject, after the expression,
" he knew more
which is credited to the Governor, that he
The
fact seems to
about building than any four architects."
be that the contractor found himself under the orders, not of
an architect, but of a group of laymen, and played upon their
contractors know how to do, wheedling
ignorance, as many
them into consenting to changes in his work, and managing the
construction with enough show of zeal to deceive the amateur
On the comsuperintendents as to what was really going on.
the Board withholds the money agreed
pletion of the building,
upon as its price, on general principles, and searches about for

ing,

[VOL.

nothing else, how clumsily and wastefully boards of layconduct building operations.

persons have seen something of Etruscan monuments or sculpture, and probably know that until within
a few years the inscriptions accompanying the sculpture
had never been deciphered. Although the cuneiform writing

MANY

Mesopotamia, consisting of characters entirely different
from those of any known language, was soon understood, there
seemed to be no key to that of the Etruscans. Very recently,
however, a key has been found, strangely enough, in a modern
language, or at least, one which is still spoken by six hundred
thousand people and not only has this well-known language of
the Basque province of Spain served to interpret the writing
of a people which was ancient before the wolf nursed Romulus
and Remus on the Capitoline hill, but the relationship seems
of

;

plainly to connect the modern Basques with the Pelasgi, those
strange wanderers whose settlements extended from the EuSingularly enough, the Basques have
phrates to the Atlantic.
no ancient inscriptions or manuscripts, their language having
been written only for three or four centuries, so that the allied
portions of the Etruscan inscriptions are selected by comparison with words which have been preserved by oral transmission

only for at least three thousand years.

if

TTFHE

manufacturers of plumbers' soil-pipe, who are rather
*" prone to get into quarrels with the plumbers, are in hotwater again, about the testing of the goods they furnish
One of the regulations of the New York Board of Health re
used by plumbers shall be capable o:
quires that all soil-pipe
of five pounds to the square inch withou
resisting a pressure
leaking.

Quite recently, rigid inspections of soil-pipes have
to determine their quality in this point, and a ver;

been made

number have been condemned.

Naturally, the plumbers
the pipe for a high price, were indignant a
as worthless, and brough
finding about one-fifth of it condemned
the matter before the Plumbers' Association, which officiallj
the pipe before delivery
requested the manufacturers to test
large

who had bought

CORRESPONDENT

of the Builder describes an analytwo samples of mortar, one from a wall about two
'
hundred years old and the other from a neighboring wall
of about one-half that age.
The mortar in the latter was very
hard, while that of the other was soft, earthy and easily crumbled in the hand.
On analysis, the two mortars showed almost
precisely the same composition, the harder specimen having a
little more lime and somewhat more silicate of lime, as if a
chemical action had taken place between the lime and sand in

7J

t\

sis

of

A

one case, but not in the other.
microscopic examination
showed, however, that the sand in the good mortar was in the
form of angular grams, while in the other the particles were
rounded, as if they had been taken from the seashore or the
bed of a river.
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

1

VIII.

BUTTS.
previously stated, a
is
properly a hinge
which is screwed onto
butt edge of a door.

5

Imit

the

arrangement of the
is
governed
.somewhat by the direction
in which
the door is to
swing, and in order to disTin:

parts of a butt

properly doors,
and consequently the corresponding butts, they are
designated as being right or
left hand.
This distinction
is not
always clear even to
those who are somewhat
familiar with the subject of
builders' hardware; but a
tinguish

Fig. 85.

Lome-pin Butt.

very simple way to remember which is right and which left,
is to bear in mind that when a door, in
opening, turns on its
hinges in the same direction as is followed by the hands of a
clock, it is a right-hand door, and contrarywise a left-hand
In other words, the distinction is the same as is made in
door.
physics between positive or right-hand, and negative or

hand

left-

deflections.

All of the commonest forms of butts are so made that the
two leaves cannot be separated, the pin being riveted in place.
This constitutes a fast-pin butt. Nearly all of the strap-hinges
Such a form is not available
previously described are fast-pin.
for nice work, as it does not permit
the door to be removed without un-

0)

leaf, as

<D

CD

lines of

Fig. 86.

0)

Loose-joint Butt.

This form permits the
door to be removed with the greatest ease, it being simply swung
clear of the casing and lifted bodily off of the hinge-pin.
This

where the loose-pin butt

is

New

England, though

else-

more generally employed.

The obvious advantage of the loose-pin butt is, that the amount
of bearing-surface is increased to a maximum, and as the
pin is
distinct from the leaves of the hinge, it can be made of a metal
which will stand more wear than the
bronze or iron
ordinary

The loose-pin butt illustrated has eight bearingof the butts.
There are never less than four, but, even then the
surfaces.
butt has a considerable advantage over the form shown
Figure 86.

On

by

the other hand,
the loose-joint butt is more readily attached to the door and un-

S
,^-v

(^)

CD

'ig.

87.

Butt.

Improved
Loose-joint
Yale & Towne Manufg.

Co.

hinged, and it costs less, though
the difference in the latter respect
is but
The difference in
slight.
the amount of bearing is, in a
measure, lessened in the best

makes of loose-joint butts by accurately adjusting the length of
the pin so that it will bear at its
upper end against the top of the
socket, which is usually closed by
the false tip.
Figure 87 shows an
improved form of loose-pin butt
made by the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, in which the
pin and all the bearing-surfaces
are of steel.

be readily understood that, even with the most mulform of loose-pin butt, the bearing-surfaces would soon

It will
tiple
i

Continued from No.

666,

pag

133.

bright finish, japanned, bronze-faced, Bower-Barffed, or nickelFor nicer work butts are made of brass, bronze, or
plated.
silver.
All of these styles of finish are in the market, and the
different manufacturers so closely agree in their goods that it
would be impossible to make any comparison. There are

great varieties in finish and design of the portions of the butts
which show, and of the tips of the pins. Some of these will
be considered in a subsequent chapter.
The best butts for common or cheap work are made of
The following table is compiled from the
wrought-steel.
catalogue of the Stanley Works, which is about the largest
manufactory of goods of this description. The figures given
are the average retail prices in Boston :

Screw

the figure.

style of butt is usually preferred in

A

holes in

A

shown by the dotted

The Yale & Towue Manufacturing Company has
externally.
a device by which the bushings are imbedded in plumbago,
enabling the joints to lubricate themselves by their own motion.
pair of hinges so prepared has been attached to a motor, and
turned back and forth a number of times equivalent to the use
of over thirty years, without showing any signs of wear.
Butts are made of a variety of metals, the commonest grades
being of malleable-iron. The next grade is of wrought-iron or
Iron and steel butts are left either with a plain
wrought-steel.

each Butt.

fast-pin butt would
have exactly the same appearance as
this when put together.
Figure 86 is
a third variety, known as a loose-joint
In this the pin is cast or atbutt.
tached solidly to the lower hub, working in the hollow hub of the other

unhinged.

give out if not reinforced with some more durable material than
bronze.
Accordingly, in all but the cheapest kinds of goods,
the bearing-surlaco an- lilted with some form of steel washer.
In loose-joint butts the washers are exposed, as shown by the
figures, and, besides taking up the wear, are useful in adjusting
the butts to the doors, as tun or three washers may be used on a
butt if necessary, though, of course, a first rate mechanic would
fit the butts
properly without any washers.
Loose-pin butts
may have washers in the same manner, but the more general
custom is for the joints to be bushed, or provided with washers
which are countersunk in the hubs of the butt, so as not to appear

TABLE OF WROUGHT-STEEL LOOSE-JOINT BUTTS.

screwing the hinge. The better class
of butts are, accordingly, made with
a loose pin, Figure 85, which can be
readily withdrawn if the door is to be

167
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to this point the different accounts which have been substanaccord lx?gin to differ: some say that the horse alone arrived

tially in

from Italy and was at this time set up with great rejoicing and that
the figure of the king was not placed upon its back until 1635, and
was, consequently, modelled not by Tacca or Francavilla, but by
Duprd. The best support for this story seems to lie in the fact that
the statue was
called " /.' i-ltri-nl </> A;vm:c," as it was

commonly

if at first the king's figure hail surmounted
unless the merits of the horse far outshone the artistic- portraiture
of the king.
On the other hand, the Queen Regent would hardly
have written to Tacca, after seeing the statue, that it was "in all
"
if horse and man had not
verity worthy of the man it represents
been forwarded from Italy and an analysis of fragments of the horse
and rider now in the Louvre show that the composition of the metal

little likely

to

have been

it,

169

was found the proces verbal drawn up by Francavilla himself and
deposited there at the time of the erection of the monument, and
when people found time to read it, it was found to give the lie to
many of the fictions relating to the history of the creation of the monument and the truth concerning its sufficiently singular vicissitudes.
A similar account was later found placed under one of the horse's
The four chained slaves, the hands, the left leg of the king
feet.
and one of the horse's feet are now in the Louvre, and the head of
the king is rumored to survive in some private collection. 8 The basrelicfs represented the Battle of Arqucs, the Battle of
Ivry, the
taking of Amiens, the taking of Montmelian and Henry's entry into
The Latin inscription was as follows
Paris.
:

;

\NC
1:1 c;i. CHK1STIANI8S.
HKNIUCO. MAGXO.
ET. \ V u:l:
VICTORI. CLEMENTIS8. OALLIABUM. RE8TAUKATORI. ORBI8.
CHRISTIANI. PACATORI. OB. AVITAM. PERPET. <JUE. CONJONCTIONEM. UTRILL8. <JUE. LILI. FRANCI. ET. TU8CI. SEMU N \ \ Id -.
-c
PER. FLORENTI8.
MEDIC.ASN8. III.
!..
DUX. CCEPIT. C08MU8. EJU8. FII.IU8. ABSOLVIT. H. JSTERNUM.
HI I.I ic- I..
VIRTUTIS. IP8IU8. MONUMENTCM. MARIA. REG.
,,\ n ,,
OALLORUM. REGEN8. TANTO.
HEN. PAItRICIDIO.
-I HI
I.e.
MUME8. HIC. RECEPIT. LUDOV. XIII. M. PARENT.
MAO. INCREMENTO. PER. MAGI8TRAT. DRBICO8. CON8TITUIT.
POP. URBIQUE. DONO. DEDIT. A. 8. M. D. C. XIV.
I

I:

l

I

I

1

II

\

.

!

.

I

I

c

I

I

i

.
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Two other anecdotes serve to illustrate the feeling that was held
toward this statue and its original, one told by Carlyle of an ancestor
of Mirabeau who, a member of a troop passing by on its way to take
part in the ceremony attending the erection of a statue of ..mis in
I

the Place des
" bawled

spontoon to his shoulder and
he deserves it as
out, Friends, we will salute this one
" The other
well as some.'
is told of the eccentric Sterne, who, one
day, seized with an historic frenzy or overcome with artistic admiration, threw himself on his knees before the statue and was lost in
contemplation, till at length, perceiving that he had become the centre
of a wondering crowd, he cried out to them, " Qu' avez-vota tous a
me regarder! Quittez-mai tous," at which adjuration the crowd in
of obeying him followed his example and prostrated themselves
place
Victoires, raised

his

'

The Original

Stttuct of

Hcnty

IV,

on the Pont Neuf, Picii.

1

was identical in both parts. But there evidently was some great
delay in finishing the statue
perhaps it was merely in the matter
of adding the bas-reliefs and the figures of the four chained slaves
about the pedestal, finished by Bordoni, the son-in-law of Luigi
for the populace considered that their
Civoli, who designed them
idol was not properly treated, and, by some freak of unreason, laid
the blame at the door of the Italian Concino Concini, Marshal
d'Ancre, the intriguing favorite of Marie de' Medici, and practically
the prime minister of the kingdom. Popular detestation of this man
was such that when, owing to the influence which the Chevalier de
Luynes had over the young king, Louis XIII, his arrest was made
by the king's order as he was entering the Louvre, and he was incontinently shot on the spot, the people exhumed his body after
burial and dragged it through the mire to the Pont Neuf, and there
before the statue of Henry IV tore it to pieces and burned the
fragments, one savage tearing out his heart, half roasting and then swalit.
The
unfortunate
man's
the
former
maid and confiwife,
lowing
dante of Marie de' Medici, was afterward accused of witchcraft,
beheaded and her body burned.
At a later time, too, the people showed in their peculiar way their
respect for the good king, as when, during the year 1789, they
dragged aristocrats from their carriages as they passed over the
bridge and made them uncover and bend the knee before the statue.
Even Philippe Egalit^, Duke of Orleans, who voted as a member of
the Convention for the death of his cousin, 'Louis XVI, was forced
to make his obeisance in this way.
The same feeling of veneration
favored the statue through one short summer da}', for during this
short space the people hesitated whether to include this statue also
in the destruction decreed against all the statues of former rulers, a
decree which had resulted on August 11, 1792, in the overthrow,
amongst others, of equestrian monuments of Louis XIII, Louis XIV
and Louis XV. On August 12th, the crowd gathered on the Pont
Neuf again and looked and once more hesitated, but finally the leaders succeeded in inflaming their passions by harangues and tirades,
to have been that after all
the decisive argument
Henry was
seeming
not " a constitutional monarch."
rope was fixed about his neck
and horse and rider were soon on the ground and broken to pieces;
but the pedestal with its chained slaves was left uninjured.
In the hollow belly of the horse, wrapped up in a cylinder of lead

A

1

From M.

F. Hoffbauer's " Paris

it

travert let Ages."

;

before the statue.
After a time-hallowed custom this statue was made to play a r&le
in some of the pasquinades of the time, or mazarinades, as
they were
called in France, the interlocutors being the statue on the Pont Neuf
and the statue of Henry's son, Louis XIII, in the Place Royale, the
date of one that survives being the night of March 26, 1649.
Of the artistic character of the monument, the illustrations give
some indications, and the present monument which was erected by
Louis XVIII
the metal used being, through retributive
justice,
obtained from the statues of Napoleon from the Colonne Vendome
and the one at Boulogne, and the statue of Desaix in the Place des
Victoires
was intended to be, so far as possible to make it so, a
replica of the original. The fragments in the Louvre aid, moreover, in
completing the mental picture, for the present pedestal lacks the accessories of the original.
have the queen's testimony that the
likeness of the king was excellent, and the testimony of
contemporary
artists that the king was a better work of art than the horse, while
the horsemen of the day
that the best thing about the
protested
monument was the horse. The present horse has much of the sturdy
monumental character of the two horses at Florence, and so is
probably not unlike the original modelled by Giovanni. Some critics
maintained that the man was too small for the horse, and this defect
may have given support to the story that the horse was modelled
in Italy and the man in France, a score of years later.
Another indication of the popularity of Henry and the persistence
of the traditional love for him is, that when Louix XVI, from whom
the people hoped so much, ascended the throne, some one inscribed
on the pedestal of the monument on the Pont Neuf the word
"
RESURREXIT," while, to mark the antithesis, on the tomb of Louis
at St. Denis was scrawled, " Hie JACET
DEO GRATIAS."
During the Revolution, and probably about the same time, was deon a background of black
stroyed the bas-relief of Henry IV
marble
which was over the main entrance to the Hotel-de-Ville, at
" Sub
Paris, and over which was to be read the

We

XV

!

Ludovico
inscription,
an inscription which might be supposed to
indicate the approximate date of its execution were no other fact
concerning it preserved. Work on the Hotel-de-Ville, which had
been begun in 1583, was actively resumed duringthe reign of Henry,
and completed by the Italian Domenico di Cortona, Miron, the
Pr6vot des Marchandes, as the functionary now known as the Prefet
de la Seine was then called, pushing the work forward with much
As a finishing touch to the work, Miron caused an equesactivity.
trian bas-relief of Henry to be moulded in lead and fixed in 1605
upon a panel of black marble over the main entrance, the modelling
being the work of Pierre Biard, who succeeded in making of it the
best portrait of the popular original.
It is doubtful whether even a
nobler metal would have withstood successfully the unkind treatment
measured out by fate against this piece of sculpture. During the
last effort made by the Frondeurs, Condd marched
against Paris, and
sympathizers within the city threw open the gates to his forces, and
during the ensuing days of tumult siege was laid to the Hdtel-deVille, and, other means of obtaining access to the building failing, a

Magno

felicitas urbis,"

In that of M. Convreur.
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door which resulted, if in nothing else, in
Enough of the original,
partly melting the leaden image over it.
however, was left to make it worth while for Louis XIV to order
Pierre Biard fits, when quiet was restored, to also restore the sculpture, and this piece of rejuvenation was fairly successful and, though
not so good a portrait as before, was allowed to keep its place till the
fire

was

built against the

;

Revolutionists destroyed

it.

shows a portion of the fapade of the Hotel-deVille as it existed before the Commune, and over the door in the
be seen
place once occupied by the work of the Biards may
This, of
another bas-relief of Henry, executed by Lemaire.
course, was
by the Communists in 1871, when they blew

The

illustration

destroyed
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I at Leghorn (by G. dell'Opera) and (his best) the equestrian statue of
at Madrid. In this he was assisted by a wooden model made by Mon-

Ferdinand
Philip
tanes.

IV

PIKTKO FRANCAVILLA OR PIKHRE DE FRANCJUEVILLE. Franchoville or
Franqueville (Pierre de), sculptor, painter and architect. Born at Cambrai, 1548;
died at Paris about 1615; studied at Paris and in Innsbruck. In the latter place
he studied under a skilful "sculptor in wood." He attracted the attention of the
arch-duke Ferdinand who sent him to Florence and recommended him to John
of Bologna (1574), by whom he was (as a fellow-countryman) well received. He
studied under him for some time," assisting him " in many works. Francavilla 8
own works are: statues of " Janus and "Jupiter at the Grimaldi Palace, Genoa;
and statues of saints, evangelists, etc., in San Lorenzo and Santa Croce, Florence
Having made for Jerome de Gonde. a Florentine noble living in Paris, a
statue of Orpheus which was seen and admired by Henry IV, the King summoned Francavilla to Paris, gave him an apartment in the Louvre, and entrusted
are the two groups in the
to him several orders. The two most remarkable
" and " The
" Time
Rape of Cybele by
Tuileries Gardens
bearing away Truth
was appointed Sculptor to
Francavilla
death
of
IV.
After
the
Saturn."
Henry
the King Louis XIII who gave him the work on the pedestal of the statue of
IV for Pau. At the
Henry IV. He" made also "a pedestrian statue of Henry
"
Louvre are his Orpheus," David vanquishing Goliath and a bust of John of
Bologna.

PIERRE BIARD.

1559-1609.

Studied in Italy.

Sculptured a "Christ on the

Cross," and other figures for the choir of St. Etienne du Mont, Paris. He was
also an engraver.
Born probably at Paris; died at Paris about 1615; a
GITILI.AUME DurRE.
medallist and coin founder; not much renowned as a sculptor.
PHILTPPE-HENKI LEMAIRE. Born at Valenciennes, 1798; died, 1880; pupil
of Cartellier; Prix de Rome, 1821; first exhibited at the Salon, 1827. His "Head
"
His chief work is the large decoraof the Virgin
(1846) is at the Luxembourg.
tive group in the tympanum of the Madeleine. His other important works are
statues of Louis XIV, Kleber, Condd and Hoche for Versailles. Marshal Chevert
for Verdun, Napoleon for the Bourse at Lille, Froissart for Valenciennes, "St.
Isaac harangue I'empereur Valeria allant comlmttre lea (ioths" (composition des
frontons de i'eglise SI. Isaac. A St. PUertbovrg), and a relief of the "Death of
'Marceau " for the Arc de Triomphe, Paris. Member of the Institute; officer of
the Legion of Honor.
FRANCOIS FREDERIC, BARON LEMOT. Born at Lyons, 1771; died at Paris,
1827: pupil of Dejoux; 1'rix rfe Home, 17!)0; Member of the Institute; professor at
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts; officer of the Legion of Honor. Among his works are
statues of Cicero, Numa Pompilius and Brutus, the great bas-relief on the fronton
of the colonnade of the Louvre, representing "Napoleon in a Triumphal Car."
and an equestrian statue of Louis XIV (formerly) at Lyons. Also a group of
"La Religion soutenant la reine Marie Antoinette " for the Chapelle Expiatoire,
and the car with two allegorical figures which accompanied the horses of St.
Marks during their sojourn on the Arc du Carrousel.

LTo be continued.!
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adequate descriptions of the buildings, including
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REDPATH

MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, MONTREAL,
CANADA.

[Gelatine Print, Issued only with the Imperial Edition.]

MESSRS. WINSLOW
TENEMENT-HOUSE, ROXBURY, MASS.
WETHERELL, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

&

lirllTS tenement-house designed, in accordance with a general
J|t plan suggested by Dr. Arthur H. Nichols, consists of a central
portion and two lateral wings enclosing three sides of a quadrangle open on the front and towards the sun, each part complete in
itself,

the only inter-communication being through the cellars.

It is

in that part of Boston formerly Roxbury, and the lot extends 135
feet on Eustis Street and 75 feet on Adams Street, contains about

The Present Stttue

of

Henry IV on the Pont Neuf.

up the building and set it on fire. In the new buildins, dedicated a
year or two ago, the space over the door is differently treated, but
none of the later bas-relief have reproduced the female figures which
in the work of Biard attended the footsteps of the monarch.

THE POXT NEPF. The second bridge built over the Seine and the longest in
Paris was begun in 1578 by Henri III and finished by Henry I V, according to
different authorities, in 1598, 1604 or 1607. It was rebuilt in 1852 and injured by
a flood in December, 1885.

HENRY IV. ("The Father of the People " "The King of Brave Men.") King
of France and Navarre; founder of the royal house of Bourbon; born at Pau,
December 14, 1553; educated by his mother in the Protestant faith; married
Marguerite of Valois, sister of Charles IX, and narrowly escaped the massacre of
St. Bartholomew; became king of France, 1589. on the failure of the house of
Valois; was opposed by the Due de Mayenne; defeated the Roman Catholic
League at Arques in 1589 and at Ivry in 1590; became a Catholic in 1593; entered
Paris, 1594; proclaimed the edict of Nantes, 1598; divorced from Marguerite of
Valois, 1509; married Marie de' Medicis, 1600; encouraged manufactures, agriculture and learning; assassinated by Ravaillac, 1610.
JOHN OF BOLOGNA. Born at Douai, Flanders, in 1525. He went to Italy at
an early age, after an apprenticeship at Antwerp, and studied sculpture in Rome
and France, founding his style upon that of Michael Angelo.
prolific artist
and the best sculptor of his time. His best work is the "Flying Mercury" at
Florence. Others are "The Rape of the Sabines"; "Hercules and Nessus";
"
"
"Virtue chaining Vice"; the colossal Jupiter Pluvius at the Villa Pretolino
and the fountains at Bologna, Florence, Petraja and other places; "Samson killCathedral of Pisa, and a monument to Ferdiing a Philistine"; the doors at the
nand I in the same city; "Venus " and "St. Luke "; and the equestrian statues of
Cosmo and Ferdinand de' Medici at Florence and of Philip III at Madrid. He
died in Florence in 1608 and is buried in the Church of the Annunziata.

A

PIETRO TACCA. A sculptor of Carrara, who flourished early in the seventeenth
A pupil of John of Bologna, whom he assisted and some of whose
works he completed after the master's death. Tacca died at Florence in 1640.
Among his works are a statue of Jane of Austria, four slaves for the statue of
century.

The central build10,256 square feet and has a southwest exposure.
ing being as before said set back from the street leaves a fore-court
between the projecting wings, which allows the direct rays of the
sun to enter each tenement at some time of the day, and ensures an
ample supply of light. The basements or cellars are thoroughly
lighted by broad area-windows, contain two Buerkel steam-heaters
for warming certain rooms of the more expensive tenements, as well
as the halls, and air-shafts, and are fitted with coal and wood bins for
each family, communicating with coal-shoots so located that carts can
back up to them. Here are also capacious storage-rooms, a common
bath-room, a repair-shop supplied with benches and the ordinary
tools of the carpenter, mason, plumber and gas-fitter to enable the
janitor to attend to the incidental minor repairs.
The hall-ways throughout the building are finished in brick with
no lathing, and the stair-cases have frequent square landings with as
few winders as possible. Each kitchen is furnished with a sink of
iron or soap-stone, two set soap-stone wash-tubs, a copper boiler for
hot water, an ash-shoot with patent door and damper, also a portable
range with a ventilator set in the chimney. The water-closets all
open upon areas through which are carried whenever possible all the
pipes in plain sight and easy of access; and in order still further to
ensure an upward current of air, the smoke-pipe of the steam-heater
This
passes through the main area in each of the larger buildings.
also prevents freezing of water-pipes and no such
freezing has ever
occurred except where a window was accidentally left open upon a
kitchen pipe.
There is no paint inside except on kitchen walls, the
standing-finish being shellacked white wood.
Many of the rooms are quite small, but as they are conveniently
Rentals vary from $12
arranged this has proved no disadvantage.
to $21 per month, and the smallest tenements, those in the back
part
of the central building, being also the
cheapest, are always in demand.
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CHRISTIAN' ASSOCIATION BUILDING, LOS ANGEI.KS,
COXHEAD, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGKLES, CAL.

E. A.

building when complete will cost in the neighborhood of
It has all the appurtenances of a Y. M. C. A. building

with reading-room, library, reception-hall, recreation-room, classrooms, auditorium 6H' x 44', the space under forming the gymnasium.
There are also lockers for GOO in basement besides swimming-bath,
private baths, etc.
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the estate, built his house in the year 1737.
In the laving-out of
the estate is manifested a refined taste,
so perceptible in the
house itself that it appears strange that no architect's name should
be associated therewith. Alas, will the name of tin- architect ever
be of any account in this world?
should the fat and nourishing builder who polishes off all the plums alone be considered worthv
of mention with the proprietor in the criticisms of the daily press?
Were the name of the architect duly and justly appended to the
building itself, would not a jjrand stimulus be offered for his best

Why

endeavor ?

THE HOTEL DE VILLE, PARIS, BEFORE THE COMMUNE.
SEE

article on " Equestrian Statues" elsewhere in this issue.

SCENES ON THE PONT NEUF,

I'ARI*,

FRANCE.

illustrations are reproduced from " Tableaux Hatorii/ni's
Revolution Franyaise," in connection with the article on

THESK
la

ill

"

K(|ucstrian

Monuments."

THE ROYALL HOUSE, MEDFORD, MASS.

FOR

description see elsewhere in this issue.

COUNTRY HOUSE DESIGNED BY MR.
TECT,

NEW

YORK,

R. H.

ROBERTSON, ARCHI-

'.'

PLANTATION,"

MKDFORD, MASS.

Th

Royal

House 100 Ytars Ago.

I

do these

fine

old

houses of the past, some
the Revolutionary era,
dignity and mellowness of

charged with momentous associations of
ELOQUENTLY
with historic
in the silent
all

interest,

their age arrest our observation as we hurry by in these mercenary
How captious and offensive appears the intrusion upon their
days.
old acres of the speculative builder of to-day, and what a mockery
the display of crazy art in the encroaching villas of the city clerk
and commercial money-grubber.
hail with pleasure the slow
awakening of local authorities to their duty of withholding the destroying hand and the preservation of their historic and architectural
treasures.
Look at the house in question, with everything to commend it as
a fine specimen of domestic architecture of its period.
now see
its enriched cornices, bold fluted pilasters and entrance
doorways
crumbling away for want of a coat of paint. The old-time blinds
hang tremblingly aslant on their rusty hinges. The boundary wall

We

We

with its two gateways is gone. The drive-way a public street, and the
noble elms, which once were the glory of the place, reduced to kindLook at Elmwood, Cambridge,
that also is to be laid
ling wood.
out in building lots. There is a fine old house in Dorchester now
completely enshrouded by a belt, not of its own patriarchal foliage,
but of puffy, cheap " suburban residences," while several fine reminiscent buildings in the

same

district are in the last stage of dissolu-

tion.

In contrast to these note the Fairbanks House, Dedham, now in
the hands of the Dedham Historical Society, the Rumford House,
Woburn, similarly cared for, and the Vassal House, 1 759, (Longfellow's) is, we believe, to be put into the hands of trustees for preservation to future generations.
AH honor to this movement, not at all
too early.
New England and the Bay State especially should be in
the van to rescue her crumbling memorials of Revolutionary times and
of the men associated with the proudest chapter of her history.
As
club-houses or museums many of these buildings could be readily,
appropriately and economically converted to local requirements, with
the advantage of possessing intrinsic merit in their historic associations.

Isaac Royall, a descendant of William Royall or Ryall
mentioned
to this country as a cooper, or cleaver,
in 1629
after amassing a fortune in Antigua, most probably in the
traffic of Antigua rum, on returning to New England selected Mystic,

by Hazard as being sent over

now Medford,

The east front, named " the garden front " in the sketch, faces the
lawn, which slopes gradually down to the street, which used to be
the old Boston road.
Why is it that we now-a-days find the term
" road " too
ignominious and that every thoroughfare must be everlastingly called a "street"? There is a broad walk to the entrance on this
side, and a visitor arriving by carriage cither alighted at the central gateway or passed by the drive which bounded the estate on tinright hand, or north, under the shade of magnificent elms and
beeches to the court-yard and principal entrance. It is a curious
fact that the house literally turns its back to the public road and its
principal front demurely hides its face in the privacy of its own
acres.

N. Y.

THE ISAAC ROYALL HOUSE, OR THE

Returning to the house, we find it built of brick, though sheathed
on three sides with wood. The court-yard front faces west and also
the garden proper, which is a large enclosure directly opposite.

as a resting-place for his declining days,

and buying

Emerging from the western door, we can readily picture its goodmeaning proprietor mounting the steps of the family coach and rolling away to the Boston Town-House, where, as_ a member of the
General Court, he long served his fellow-citizens of Charleslown.
Be it here mentioned that Isaac Royall, the builder of this mansion,
died close upon its completion, his widow surviving him only eight
years and also dying here. Isaac Royall the second, an owner of
considerable property in Boston and Medford, and whose wealth was
also to a considerable degree accumulated in the traffic of Antigua
rum, appears to have justly estimated his patrimony and taken good
care of it. We may be sure his sidelward would be well supplied
and the hearty old-time hospitality dealt out with no niggardly hand.
There appears a very perceptible distinction in the architectural
treatment of the two fronts of the house, that facing the lawn and road
presenting a genial look of invitation and welcome, the western front
assuming a severe austerity which seems at once to bespeak the civic
magnate.
1 he interior reception-rooms are very similar to the guest chamber, with more height, and whose deeply-recessed windows, with
their ever-accommodating seats, seem still to whisper secrets of oldtime gossip or sacred trysts held in their ample seclusion.
Here we
may picture George Erving or Sir William Pepperell paying their
court to the merchant's two daughters with all the gallantry of that
age.
May we not follow them out into the hall, past the handsome
old staircase with its richly-turned balusters and newel, across the
pebbled court, through the quaint square garden, with its box-edged
flower-beds and walks, to the summer-house (now demolished), a
structure of no mean design, with its fluted Ionic pilasters and lantern roof surmounted by a winged Mercury? Here we will bid them
adieu amongst the columbines, sweet-scented briar and rosemary
"
pledged to remembrance."
The low brick building at the end of the court-yard formed the
quarters of the bevy of twenty-seven slaves Isaac Royall thought it
good to bring with him from his tropical home and until lately was
to be seen the large arched fireplace and oven, now altered for the
melting of maple syrup, but the substantial masonry is still there.
Colonel, or Isaac Royall the second, who served in King Philip's
War, made the greatest mistake of his life in evading the service of
his country during the time of the Revolution. His heart was here and
bound up in her future welfare, but, because of an insurmountable
dislike of contention and conflict, he left his estate, and after declining to serve as councillor, though summoned by mandamus, he managed to get away to England, only to have his new home and wellcultivated grounds confiscated.
Drake, in his "Landmarks of Middlesex," from which his history
has been deduced, sums him up in a kindly and very honorable
manner. " Peace be with the absconding royalist for an inoffensive,
well-meaning, but shockingly timid old Tory. He would fain have
lived in amity with all men and with his king too, but the crisis
engulfed him even as his valor forsook him. His large-hearted
benevolence showed itself in many bequests to that country to which
he was alien only in name. The Royall professorship of law at
Harvard was founded by his bounty. There was a town (Royalstone) in Massachusetts, named after him and he is remembered with
;

affection in the place of his former abode."
It is noticeable that
Penelope Royall, sister to Isaac, married
Col. John Vassall, had conMajor Henry Vassal!, whose brother,
"
"
Brattle House
and estate, Cambridge. When
veyed to him the

the New Hampshire "rangers" pitched their tents in Medford, Col.
John Stark found Madame Royall and her accomplished daughters
occupying the house, and they willingly took him in as a safeguard
against insult or any rough handling of the soldiery. Her confidence
was not misplaced, for the bluff old ranger, we learn, paid her and her
daughters every respect in return for their hospitality. Not long after
his arrival at the camp, General Lee took up his quarters in the Royall
Mansion, whose echoing corridors suggested to his fancy the name
of Hobgoblin Hall.
Washington required him to remove nearer to
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command. After Lee, Sullivan, attracted by the superior comforts of the old country-seat, fell into the same error and was remanded to his brigade by his chief.
In 1810, the mansion came into the possession of Jacob Tidd, in

his

whose family it remained for half a century, and is now better known
by the name of the Tidd house than by the old royalist's name. Ensconse yourself in any corner of the estate and look at it how you will,
a dreamy quiet will steal over your senses, while your imagination runs
riot in repeopling its broad walks and avenues, its echoing hall and
chambers with a quaintly -costumed company, who seem to look askance
at your look of surprise, yet bid you welcome to their memories and
associations.
You turn away with unfeigned regret and a sense of
pain that the iconoclastic hand of to-day should be so ruthless in its
haste to remove the old landmarks of our earlier country.

AUTUMN JOURNEYS

IN MEXICO.

II.
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the other cities. Mexican ladies generally are of slight build, but
the Vera Cruzanas are fully in accord with the vegetation of the
tropical land in which they live.
They adhere more closely to the
the mantilla of lace in place of hat or
typical dress of Mexico
than the ladies of the capital, where French dressmakin"
bonnet
and millinery have entered within the past few years. On the plazii
of Vera Cruz one's first lessons in the different races
composing the
be taken. All are represented in Vera
population of Mexico,
" may
Cruz. The " whites are the European residents or their descendants.
The Indians, or natives, are the opposite class. Negroes
abound and these three races are mixed as follows " Mulattoes,"
whites and negroes; "mestizos," whites and Indians and "zambos;"
Indians and negroes. Even at night the difference between Vera
Curz and the inland cities is quite marked, in population and otherwise.
Its resemblance to the West Indian cities is
The
striking.
Spanish spoken is more like that of Cuba than that spoken in the
:

interior of

Mexico.
the

first
object to which the attention is directed, is the
San Juan de Ulua, off the coast in front of the city, and
the traveller will not fail to take a boat and
go over to inspect it.
It is built upon an island on which the
great conqueror landed the
day before he established Vera Cruz, but the island has entirely disappeared under the masonry of the fort, which now seems to rise
It was begun in 1569, and not
directly from the bottom of the sea.

By day

VERA CRUZ.

fortress of

finished until 1633.
It is considered the
strongest fortress in the
western hemisphere with the exception of Quebec, yet, it will be remembered that General Scott, in 1847, got behind it and landed his
It is now used
troops in Vera Cruz.
principally as a prison, and the
prisoners set upon the traveller immediately upon his landing and
him
to buy grotesquely carved cocoanut-shells,
beg
upon which they
expend all their time. An intelligent guide is detailed to show the
visitor about the fortress and
point out the light-house, the weather
observatory, and, most curious of all, the black and dismal dungeons
in which the worst classes of
prisoners are kept, below the level of

the sea.
Vera Cruz.

Th

Nothing on this Continent could be more beautiful than the view
Vera Cruz from this great fortress
it is
suggestive of Venice.
If the day be clear, the mountain
ranges back of the low line of
buildings close to the water's edge, will be in full view, and among
them will be the beautiful snow-covered peak of Orizaba.
The city presents little that is architecturally
There
interesting.
are not many churches worth visiting, and churches are
generally the
most interesting features of Mexican cities. The Reform laid a
heavy hand on the Church in Vera Cruz. It was from that city that
the famous " Reform " decree was issued, and
many of the churches
have been turned to secular uses. One church tower has been
turned into a light-house, and bears the name of
Juarez, the author of
of

Sea-Wail.

fO

the Mexican, Vera Cruz speaks of wealth.
There was something prophetic in the name given by the Spanish conqueror in
1519 to the city which he proposed to build on the spot where
he had landed his men on Good Friday of that year
La Villa Rica
de la Santa Vera Cruz
the Rich City of the Holy True Cross.
Circumstances caused the removal of the city four times, but the
fourth removal brought it back in 1600 to the original site selected
by Cortez, and there the city was planted, and there it grew. It
became a rich city indeed, representing for the most part the wealth
of the country to which it belongs.
It is the principal
port of entry
in the Republic.
Before the Independence of Mexico (1821) its exports and imports aggregated about thirty millions annually, from
which Spain derived a large revenue. The business of the port has
decreased since railway communication with the United States has
diverted the course of trade, but it is still an
important commercial
town. It has something over twenty thousand inhabitants. At one
time, in the history of the Republic, when the country was overstocked with presidents
one of them being snugly ensconced in the
the other one set up his govbig presidential chair at the capital
ernment in Vera Cruz, and supported it out of the revenues of the
port until he could defeat his rival and open the way up to the

:

the infamous decree
confiscating the property of the Church.
former monastic building is used as a
city-hall.' The business houses

A

capital.

Vera Cruz being reached after dark, there is no chance until the
next morning to make observations of any of the features of the
city
excepting the hotel. The cool breeze is blowing off the Gulf, but the
fact that the traveller is in the hot lands is obtruded
him
upon
by
the construction of the hotel.
It is the " Hotel de Mexico,"
fronting
upon the mole and custom-house, and looking out over the water of
the Gulf of Mexico. It is of four stories
an unusual height for a
and the floors of the immense halls from the
building in Mexico
to the top story, and the roof as well, are of iron
gratings,
thus ensuring the greatest amount of ventilation
But these
possible.
iron gratings give to the traveller as he
passes over them a sense of
insecurity.
Crossing the hall carelessly in the fourth story, he is
apt to be filled with sudden alarm, when upon looking down he sees
the floors below him. He appears to be
standing upon a skylight
and makes haste to get off. Even familiarity with these
gratings
fails to overcome the nervousness.
It lasts as long as the traveller
remains in Vera Cruz.
There is one feature of the dingy Hotel de Mexico which won
my
admiration, and is worthy of imitation in other countries
the baths
were of blue-and-white figured, glazed tiles. How clean and cool
they looked! The bath is a feature of every Mexican town, but
those tile-basins were the most attractive of
any I saw in the country.
These and the kuachinango (red snapper) "fresh from the
Gulf,
served up for supper, were the
redeeming features of the Hotel de

ground

:

Mexico.

There may be time after supper for a stroll in the main
plaza,
which is particularly attractive at night when the band
plays, and
the Vera Cruzans come out for a promenade under the watchful
of

mammas

Cruzanas
1

is

eyes
or aged duenas.
One's first impression of the Vera
that they are more voluptuous
looking than the ladies of

Continued from No.

653,

page

306.

The Route

of the

Mexican Railway.

near the mole are substantial, but otherwise
unpretentious. In the
outskirts of the city the houses of the
poorer class are built of
bamboos and thatch. They are of the class of houses known as
jackals in Mexico. There is a suggestion of a northern seaside

summer

resort in the sandy soil and the well-ventilated residences
out a short distance from the business
portion of the city.
The Alameda is the most
picturesque feature of the Vera Cruz.
The pavement, the fountain and the benches, all of
masonry or a
sort of concrete, are
sadly dilapidated now, showing that the
Alameda is no longer a fashionable resort. But the
rowsof cocoanut
palms on both sides form a beautiful picture.
Vera Cruz is considered the cleanest of Mexican cities. In
my
next paper I shall mention a cleaner
city
but, nevertheJalapa
less,

Vera Cruz

slight grade,

is
remarkably clean. The streets are built on a
and have a drain running
through the middle. But to

the turkey buzzards,
constantly hovering over the city, is due most
It is well that Vera Cruz is
turkey buzzards, the vomito would

of the credit for the
city's cleanliness.
clean.
Without its drains and its

OCTOBER

be much more severe than

it

is,

and the unhealthy season would be
safe to visit the city any time

As it is, it is perfectly
between November and April.

longer.

ARTHUK HOWAUD NOLL.

T T COUGNY'S

is a capital book which ought to be read by all
engaged '"> or interested, in teaching. It describes
J
tlu> revival which took place some few years ago in the manner
it gives the programmes of the different classes
of teaching drawing
of schools, and it winds up with hints as to the arrangements of classrooms for drawings, and the budget of the municipality for this de-

M rs
'

1X1'

l

Ils

;

partment.

Two questions of moment are fully answered by the author the
error of the modern system of excessive division of labor, and the
necessity of teachinz the entire nation to draw not necessarily in
order to' execute pictures, but in order to learn to observe, and to be
able to carry out an idea.
People do not all, as a matter of course,
" fun ecoute
use their eyes many are as blind as others are deaf
sanx entendre, I'autre regarde sans voir," said Charles Blanc. " Le
monde se deroule devant Its yeux du plus grand nombre comme une
espece de fantitsmagorie oit Us formes changent, sans que rien vienne
imprinter un souvenir precis dans lew esprit," (discourse of M. Poubelle at the Sorbonne, 1886)
again, Decamps, in exposing the fallacy
" Faites ce
of Horace Vernet's pet phrase,
que vous voyez?" justly
" Voir la
nature, est une fonnule que le moinand correctly remarks,
;

;

;

dre etamen redvit presi/ue aux proportions d'une niaixerie. S'il ne
que d'ouaHr tes yeux, le premier runtre le peutfaire; les chiens
L'ceil est sans doule I'alamhic dont le cerveau est le
aussi voient.
Ilfaul apprendre a
recipient; mais it favl savoir s'en serair.
But how are people to learn to see? By learning to draw in
voir."
"Avant d' apprendre d I' enfant d lire, it faut lui
their childhood.
apprendre a voir," said Rousseau and Jean Jacques was right. The
earlier a child begins to draw, the quicker will be his power of observation and whether a person has to pass his life in service, or
whatever may be his calling, a quick
in trade ; in town or country
s'agit

.

.

.

;

;

;

perception will be an immense gain. Therefore, says M. Cougny, it
is necessary for every one that he should be taught drawing as he is
taught to write, whether he be an agriculturalist, a manufacturer, a
laborer, or a workman.
Drawing should be part of a compulsory
system of education, and as a necessary consequence, it should be
The Scales malernett.es are infant schools, modelled upon the
free.
What a
Frcebel system of kindergarten, but with slight variations.
much prettier name, by the way, than either the German kinderMotherly school sounds even
garten or the English infant school
At these, babes from two to seven years
inviting to the child mind.
I

of age learn to make straight lines and curves, and to copy simple
objects from the blackboard.
In the ecole primaire an advance is made. These classes include
children from seven to twelve years, and the time spent upon drawing is from half-an-hour to two hours twice a week, the lessons beinw
conducted by the ordinary teachers. The course consists of model

In the cours superieur (children from
and geometrical drawing.
eleven to thirteen) drawing from casts of ornament, from the round,
and the elements of perspective are added by a special drawing-masand manual, or technical education is commenced
ter
not with
the view of teaching a trade, but
simply to educate the hand in
skilfulness.
Boys are taught the use of tools, turning, black-smithing, and such like work girls, cooking, needle-work, cutting out, and
It is necessary to point out the usefulness of drawing in all
so on.
these works ? Would it be possible for a servant to put dishes all
awry upon the dinner table, or for a dressmaker not to see how to
cut out a costume from a sketched design, if one or other had
learned to draw ? The next step upwards, is the cours d'adulte for
children after leaving the
primary schools. These are held in the
evening, in the same buildings as the day schools, and number beThe ecole professionnelle was an idea of
tween fifty and sixty.
Eliza Lemonnier who founded the first for girls in 1848. These
now number three, besides five others subventioned by the city. In
the course consisting of classes for
all of them some fees are paid
geometrical drawing, ornament, the figure, the life, anatomy, perspective, art history, and modelling, besides certain technical classes.
In 1882 a commission was held, to enquire into the question of the
want of artistic feeling in the art manufactures of France and
the delegates of the various trades were unanimous in attributing the
downward paths that Frepch craftsmen had been pursuing, to
the want of a knowledge of drawing, and the excessive division of
labor.
Watch-making, for instance, from being' almost exclusively
;

;

;

;

a French art, had left France for Switzerland, England, and America.
This is true enough but M. Cougny need not fear the rivalry
of America in artistic horlogerie ; the fact of France producing no
more of the elegant watches and clocks of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, is mainly due to the absence of a demand for them.
Our watches are cheap (and I might say " nasty," i. e., ugly) and
as every man, women, and child now wants one, naturally they are
;

'
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" L
'rnteit/nanentprqfeitionnel del Beaux-Arti dan*

Paris," Par Qastou Cougny, Paris: Maison Quantin.

lei

Ecolet de la IVle de

produced to suit the pockets of the many. The same reason procheap (lowers and fans. The best artificial flowers still come
from France, indeed all others are wanting in taste but inasmuch
as all women and children, from the shop-keeper down to the street
flower-girls, feel it incumbent upon them to hoist glaring roses and
duc-es

;

geraniums upon the top of their dirty hats, the supply of common
and cheap flowers is necessary. A girl who loves finery, and can
give eight cents for a flower, obviously cannot give fifty cents, even
if she had the taste to prefer the dear one, which is highly improbaMe. And the same remarks apply to all art^trades, for there is
scarcely an industry in which the superior taste of the Frenchman
does not show itself. The Anglo-Saxon is ingenious and can produce cheap articles, but of taste he has, by nature, little or none.
His work is strong and solid and good, or cheap and common and
bad but in either case wanting in artistic feeling. Therefore,
from the art point of view, M. Cougny may be comforted France
holds her own still in artistic manufactures, unless cheapness alone
be required. But if people want spurious art at a low price, of
course America and England carry off the palm. As another exam;

;

is there
ple, observe the fans produced by the different countries
any comparison between those of France (and I ought to add Italy)
and those of England, America and Germany? Apropos of fans,
how many persons dream of the division of labor in that trade ?
It seems incredible, but M. Cougny tells that as many as fifteen and
twenty persons are engaged in the production of one.
The result of the enquiry was the establishment of technical
schools which should take the place of the old system of apprenticeIn these, boys and girls are taught trades professionally ; the
;

ship.

technical classes of the other schools only being intended to make
the children useful and skilful with their hands. But in the e'coles
professionnelles a boy, or a girl, serves a regular apprenticeship, and
after three years, earns a certificate of proficiency in the trade.
And here again, division of labor is as much as possible abolished.
girl who learns artificial-flower making, not only makes the parts
which is not the case in the
of the flower, but she mounts them
trade.
The silversmiths and blacksmiths learn each part of their
work, and a cabinet-maker not only makes the woodwork of his

A

chair, but he carves it, stuffs it, and covers
that is required in the different trades is

The

result of this teaching will be seen in

moreover, everything
in the
workshops.
next years' Paris exhibiit,

made

tion, as the pupils of the various schools are

up an entire room, and making

now engaged

in fitting

contents.
A great deal of the teaching is oral ; and the pupils in addition
to the subjects already mentioned, study designing for textile fabrics,
ceramics, wall-decorations, etc., in ateliers specially arranged for the
all its

purpose. As M. Cougny says, "of what use is a good design, if the
designer be ignorant of the processes of re-pi eduction? The motive
How can an
of decoration must be appropriate to the material.
artist design wall-papers if he knows nothing of the process of paper" "
Fut-il un genie, le resultat sera nul, et quand on lui
printing ?
montrera I'ejfet produit par son ouvrage, le dessinateur n'en voudra

pas croire ses yeux."
Boys between the ages of thirteen and sixteen, enter these schools
by passing a simple examination. The course of instruction at the
Ecole Diderot (which is typical of the others), consists of the following subjects besides what is obligatory at the primary schools French,
mathematics, technology, history, geography, book-keeping, and the
The technical
elements of physics, mechanics, and chemistry.
course consists of blacksmithing, engineering, carpentry, turning and
all the pupils j.assing through each atelier during the first
carving,
The daily work occupies six hours in the workshops, and
year.
four in the class-rooms for the first two years, and eight hours in the
workshops and three hours in the class-rooms, the third year. At
:

Paris only possesses five of these technical, or apprenbut it is intended to open more, and to include bookmaking (printing, binding, and the making of types) lithography in
black and color, building, and masonry, for in all these trades, division of labor is so thoroughly carried out that the workman is, at
present, only a human machine.
draughtsman designs a chair,
a carpenter makes it, a carver decorates it, (or rather one man does
the
while another carves the figures or flowers) then
simple work,
and not one of the
comes the upholsterer to stuff and cover it
men knows anything of the others* work. It is said to be better for
But is rapidity and
trade, as celerity is gained by this system.
cheapness of production everything ? Are there not many industries
in which it would be gain to all persons concerned, if the products
were fewer and more expensive? Besides, is man to be sacrificed to
the product, or the product to man? If a man turns out an entire
piece of work, if a woman makes an entire dress or bonnet, both feel
a pride in their handiwork ; but imagine the dreariness of always
making the legs of a table, the sleeves of a dress, or the foundation
of a bonnet It is true the masters are against the abolition of this
system but if the men choose to educate themselves to be craftsmen instead of machines, the masters will have to put up with it.
It is a workmen's question
and there is no doubt that when once
they see the charm of carrying out their own designs as did the old

present

tice schools,

A

;

1

;

;

craftsmen, they will be ready enough to change their system, and
abolish specialists.
And the cost of the various classes for drawing in Paris ? Nearly
a million of francs; and be it noted that the money is not absorbed
by the professors. Five inspectors receive 44,500 francs ; directors
receive 3,000 francs, masters 2,000 francs, and mistresses 1,200 francs
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rather an unfair arrangement considering that the
hard as the men. The budget is based upon an
from
economical foundation, but still the expenses are high, mainly
the fact that most of the instruction is free.
an
Mr. Cougny's book gives a list of subjects for examination,
closes
account of pr' zes to be won and various otller details; and
with a hope that before many years pass away, each school may
is
have a museum attached to it. As at present organized, there
de
some truth in the saying that "Les musees ne sont que les cimeUeres
Jans une promiscmte tvmulaire les
I'art, des catacombes ou t'on range
a cote d'une Vierge
restes de ce quiavecu: une Venus votuptueuse
as

>
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*

j
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THE

Twenty-Second Annual Convention of the American Institute
opened at the Buffalo Library Building, in the
City of Buffalo, New York, on Wednesday, October 17th, 1888, at
The Genesee Hotel (within two blocks of the meeting hall),
10 A. M.
of Architects will be

.s

suggested as the headquarters.

Rates to the Institute members, $3.00 per day, American plan, or
This hotel furrooms without board, $1.00 per day and upward.
"
nishes a "Headquarters
parlor free to the Convention.
Please notify Committee at Institute office, 18 Broadway, New
York, by return mail, what papers you propose to read.

W. W. CARLIN,
EMLEN T. LITTELL,

-

D i.,iv....v,"
anil V iollet-le-Lmc gives vein 10 a
This is only too
sont fakes lien plus pour la montre que pour I' etude."
and creatrue but many town-councils have acknowledged the fact,
to technical
ted what mifht be called industrials museums attached
the one at Berlin, which is
Mr.
schools.
gives an account of
.
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A. J. BLOOR,
Committee of Arrangements.

;

MASTER STEAM-FITTERS' ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO.

Cougny

German
a type of those existing at Munich, Nuremberg and other
towns.
Rousseau
In conclusion, who will not endorse the words of J. J.
toutes les condi"Savoir se servir de ses doigts est une superiorile dans
tions de la vie."
Why manual work should ever have been despised,
is
it is difficult to say; but the days when trumpery clerkship
^conare probably
sidered a more gentlemanly calling than a skilled craft,
;

S

numbered.

-

BE ALE.

The Master Steam-Fitters' Association of Chicago has been in
xistence for over a year and the benefits derived by the trade have
jeen so great that we believe it will be to your advantage to organize
a similar association at once. To that end we offer you the benefit
of our experience and will give you any assistance in our power and
answer any questions you may wish to ask.
When a sufficient number of associations have been started in the
Western cities, it is our intention to call a convention of delegates
'rom the different bodies to organize a National Association for our
mutual benefit, similar to the Master Plumbers.
Besides cultivating a friendly feeling toward each other by our
social intercourse, we have accomplished, among other things, the
strikers
following Successfully resisted the demands of the union
established uniform hours of labor established uniform discounts
;

:

;

and prices

ANNOUNCEMENT. 1

ARCHITECTURAL LEAGUE COMPETITION.

HE

Architectural League takes pleasure in announcing that
has instituted, in connection with its exhibition, an annual comit

petition,

open

to all

draughtsmen

in the

United States under the

the object of such competition to be the promotion
age of twenty-five,
of o-ood designs and the improvement of draughtsmanship.
As prizeslt offers to the design placed first a gold medal, to be

known

as the Gold

Medal of

the Architectural

League; and

for materials.
urge you to organize at once

We again

to the

and

when your

notify us

organization is completed.
If you already have an organization perfected, you will oblige us
other
}y sending the names of the officers to our secretary, and any
nformation you think will interest us. Our interests are mutual and
we feel that much good can be accomplished by united effort.

THE MASTER STEAM-FITTKRS OF CHICAGO.
C. H.

Silver Medal of the Architectural League.
design placed second, the
The conditions for admission to the competition are
That the competitors shall be residents of the United
First.
States, and under the age of twenty-five and,
That the drawings shall be made in conformity with
Secondly.
the following programme, and, in all parts and portions entirely by
the hand of the competitor.
The drawings will be judged by the jury appointed for the pur-

SIMMONS,

Secretary,
72 Market Street.

:

;

pose.

successful drawings, and such others as may be thought
the first and second prize
worthy, will be hung at the exhibition,
so indicated, and these latter shall thereupon become

The

drawings being
the property of the league.
FRANK A. WRIGHT,
Secretary, 47 Liberty Street,

JOHN BEVERLEY ROBINSON,

President.

New York

City.

PROGRAMME.
For the second annual competition the following programme has
been arranged
The drawing

:

shall exhibit

The Tomb of an

Illustrious Architect.
not to exceed in area 144 square feet ;

base-course of the tomb
25 feet.
the size of the plot, 25
Each contributor to exhibit two sheets of drawings one to contain plans and elevations at the scale of one-half inch to the foot, and
one to exhibit a perspective view. The plan and elevation sheet to
be finished in line with India ink and the lining-pen. No brush-work
on this sheet, except sections. No shadows are to be cast.
The perspective to be rendered at will. Each sheet to be cut to
32 inches, and to be white card or Bristol
the uniform size of 24
No colored
board, or Whatman paper mounted on a stretcher.
borders, frames or glazing will be allowed.
Each sheet must be distinguished by a motto or cipher. A sealed
envelope bearing the same motto or cipher must contain the name,
full address, place and date of birth of the author, and must be mailed
to the office of the Secretary, Mr. Frank A. Wright, 47 Liberty

The

X

;

X

Street,

New York

City.

CHARLES T. MOTT,
CHARLES A. RICH,
ERNEST ROLLIN TILTON,

Committee.

JOHN BEVERLEY ROBINSON,
FREDERIC CKOWNINSHIELD,
Ex-officio.
1

A copy of the above circular can be had by applying to E. E. Tilton, secretary
Medal Committee,
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BOSTON, Oct.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

4, 1888.

:

Your paper has been taken in the office of this ComDear Sirs,
pany for many years. It has been useful to myself and to the experts
who are employed in the supervision of mills for fire purposes or who
are engaged in making plans and specifications for the safe construc5four paper has contained
tion of mills, works and mill store-houses.
valuable treatises, accounts of scientific investigations, forms
of contract and the like.
May I be permitted to suggest, however,
that the weekly illustrations and inspections of many buildings, such
as churches, college-buildings, school-houses and the like would be

many

very much more satisfactory if they were accompanied by such plans
or working-drawings of the framing and of the interior construction
as would enable one to know whether they would be safe and suitable
buildings or whether they might not be examples of the common
practice of combustible architecture.
It is seldom that one finds either in your paper, or in any other
publication devoted to architecture, such a plan of the construction,
to decide
specifications, and description as would enable a student
whether the building had been or would be well-constructed or not
whether the timbers were rightly computed and adjusted whether
the computations on which the floors and columns had been specified
had been considered with a view to a true factor-of-safety whether
or not the timbers had been mangled by bad framing, by mortise and
tennon or other device for weakening the strength at critical points
whether or not there were suitable cut-offs in the walls to prevent
the passage of sparks or of fire behind the framings or in the partitions or whether or not the building might not happen to be a cellu;

;

;

;

Drawings are to be delivered flat, carriage paid, on or before December 5th, 1888, to Frank A. Wright, Secretary, No. 368 Fifth
Avenue, New York City. They will be returned at the close of the
exhibition at the expense of the contributor.

of the

WILL SOMEONE ANSWER, THESE QUESTIONS?

Warren

Street,

New York

City.

lar structure in

which

all

the

wooden

flues

from the cellar to the

hollow roof were well connected so as to assure the maximum of
loss from the minimum of cause, together with the unobstructed range
for incendiary rats and mice.
is it that churches are, as a rule,
the outer walls are of brick or stone ?

Why

bad

fire-risks

even when

there customarily an
do we
open wooden flue from hollow floor to hollow roof?
burn two hospitals, asylums or almshouses every month, with a large
is it that within a radius of half a mile
loss of life every year?
from the Old South Church, including what may be called the section

Why

is

Why

Why

OCTOBER

TJie

13, 1888.]
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to which the attention of architects has been given more than
any other, there is not one building in ten, probably not one in fifty
which if moved out into the centre of a ten-acre lot, detached from
all other buildings and fitted with all its present appliances for the
extinction of fire would not l>e refused by any or all of the Factory
Mutual Insurance Companies if asked to insure it without an almost
complete re-construction of the interior ?
Why is it that cotton and woolen factories, paper-mills and woodworking shops have been much safer and better fire risks than the

of

Boston

to

average church, hospital, asylum or college building V
Why is it that there is grave distrust on the part of those who propose to construct mills, works or other buildings for industrial purposes, of the competency of most of the professional architects?
Why is it that when due regard is to be given to strength, to safety
from fire, and to the disposition of the timber in the best manner to

meet the s|>ecial requirements of the mill, or of the factory storehouse, that the average architect is seldom consulted at all, except to
fit a design or outside elevation, to the conditions of the structure
already determined upon without such previous consultation ? What
which you print,
indications do you customarily give in the
designs
to show that any attention has been given to the conditions of stability, freedom from vibration, or safety from the ordinary risks of
fire?

I confess that when I so often read an account of the destruction
of a college building or a library by fire, I put to myself the question :
What has the education been good for in that college if the men in
charge of it are Incapable either of determining for themselves what
safe construction may be or of selecting an architect by whom the
rules of safe construction may be put in practice ?
When I read of the destruction of a hospital, ayslum or almshouse,
and when I know from the personal inspection of State hospitals and
prisons not far away, that many of them are nothing but costly
whited sepulchres waiting only for a spark to subject the inmates to
cremation, I am apt to ask myself if there are not more incompetent
people in this community who might be called feeble-minded than
nave yet been committed to asylums for that class.
When I find upon the school-houses of Boston apparatus intended
to secure the escape of the pupils in case of fire, which has been in

when

examined (after being
put on trial by newspapers) by myself and one of my inspectors
formerly on the Boston Fire Department when this rubbish was put up,
that is found to be a useless fraud, lean but ask the question whether
or not the true kind of education in building and architecture has yet
been given, after all the attempts that have been made to raise the
profession of architect above that of a mere draughtsman, pictorial
designer or copyist of art which does not suit our climate or our conI confess to becoming savage and
ditions.
cynical as I witness the
unnecessary destruction of property by fire which is due to incapacity,
ignorance or what may be called artistic imitation.
In this criticism I do not intend to refer to the very expensive fireproof buildings which are becoming common in the principal cities,
constructed without regard to cost and with a view to absolute safety.
What is needed is that the average structure which the owners cannot afford to make fireproof may be made very much safer than they
commonly are. I am well aware that the greater part of the difficulty
lies with the owners and not with the architects
but it is not always
I have reason to know that many persons who have been
so.
responsible for the re-construction of buildings after
they have been injured
or destroyed by fire, especially in several cases of college
buildings,
have immediately given instruction to their architect to adopt safe
methods of framing and building, on receipt from ourselves of some of
our official documents relating to the safe construction of factories.
It is now my common practice whenever I see a notice in the
paper
of the destruction by fire of a hospital, an asylum, or a college buildto
become
an
anti-combustion
and
send
these
docuing,
missionary
ments to the persons whom I may assume to be charged with
In several cases I have positive knowledge that these
rebuilding.
documents have been gratefully received and plan; have been immediately altered and amended and right methods have been adopted on
I have therefore good reason to attribute a
receipt of them.
very
position

many

years, which

practically
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I witness even in recent city warehouses, to which
great attention
seems to have been given to secure solid and safe construction, errors
which no skilful constructor of mill buildings would ever commit, es-

pecially in the disposition of the materials of the roof.
I am aware that architects meet these
suggestions with the

com-

ment

that the factory underwriters deal only with the skeletons of
buildings; with the naked walls, the timbering, the posts and the
floors.
This is very true; but there are many methods of clothing
this skeleton safely and suitably without excessive cost; there are
plenty of methods of carrying out the principles of safe construction
without losing sight of artistic design. None knew this better than
the late II. II. Richardson, and no one had greater skill in applying
safe methods to some of the best and most artistic of his later buildings.

hiving lately been called upon to deal with a class of buildings, in
the construction of which the underwriters had not previously been
consulted, I have again been painfully impressed with the costly and
wasteful system under which the art of combustible architecture is
1

EDWARD ATKINSON.
practised in many places.
[As we feel that there may be several Architect* who would like to answer
the specifications of this challenge, we will not throw obstacles In their way
EDS. AM ERIC AM ARCHITECT.]
by answering any part of It now.
still

A SCULPTOR'S STUDIO-GARDEN.
Commend me

to a

A

garden neat,

quiet modest small retreat,
With just enough of shrubs and flowers

To vary now and then my hours,
And cheer the mind and rest the eye,
With art when somewhat tired out,
Where, from my studio close by
With Nature I can walk about,
And rest and muse a little while,
A little space some twenty paces
From end to end
t'will make you smile,
For that is all its space embraces,
With gravelled walks, and little beds

Where little flowers raise their heads,
And little shrubs
for none are tall,
And vines and jasmine line the wall.

No

one admires more than

I

The gardens of Nobility,
With vast variety elate
In all their vegetable state :
Yet, not for me is multitude,

Each

flower scarcely known by sight
most but at a distance viewed,
Acquaintanceship by far too slight

And

!

O

not for me is aim so great,
But rather a homely tete-a-tete
With the few I love to tend,
Where every plant's my intimate
I

And

every flower

my

friend.
J.

B.

;

large part of the dangerous construction of such buildings to the fact
that, as a rule, the architect consulted usually follows an extremely
bad system of construction, and the persons who are responsible for
lacing the contracts have never bad their attention called to the
Stct that these costly methods are thoroughly bad.
Might not architects find out a way similar to the one which we
adopt in dealing with our members, to wit : to prove to owners that
safety and true economy go together ? That good construction of
buildings of a permanent character costs no more than bad ; often
less?
The large factories which have lately been constructed of the
most solid kind, brick, stone, timber and iron combined with a view
to strength, stability, light, ventilation and the like, cost on the average about seventy cents per square foot a floor above the foundation,
or less than $5 per foot of ground covered, six floors
high, including
foundations of average cost on good ground.
The basement floors,
when made use of, are laid in such a way as to be safe from what is
called dry-rot.
The roof is so constructed that the upper room, in
place of being an oven in summer and a refrigerator in winter, is the
best room in the factory. It may be alleged that the
problem of mill
construction is one for the engineer to cope with rather than for the
architect.
Is it so?
Are not the same rules which make the mill
safe, solid and durable, suitable to the city warehouse?

The apparatus which is most
burning buildings and also with the least
efficacy, is the human voice, notwithstanding the historical fact that
blowing has accomplished nothing since the days of Jericho. Yet there
are numerous instances where fires have been extinguished
through
causes connected with their origin, and so completely outside of
precedents that they serve as instances of the happening of the unexpected.
In this connection we do not refer to the fires extinguished by automaticsprinklers, where the result is clearly what has been expected to happen.
Notwithstanding the fact that when a fire occurs on property protected
by automatic-sprinklers, those present avail themselves of all the means
of grace in the shape of the usual fire-apparatus at hand, yet there are
numerous instances where fires have occurred at night or in rooms
vacant at the time, where the fact lias been made known only by water
percolating through the floors, or the sound of the automatic tire-alarms,
or from the sprinklers which have already come into active
operation,
the fire having called down means for self-extinguishment. But the instances which we have in mind are those where the means of
extinguishment were not expected, as in the well-known Cathedral Building in
Boston, where a fire, caused by spontaneous ignition in a store-room,
melted the lead water-pipes, and the water issuing from them extinuished the fire.
A similar instance happened in a building in Market
some sheet-metal pails were returned by the purtreet, Philadelphia
chaser to a tinsmith in Chester, Pa., with the complaint that they were
not tightly made.
The manufacturer resoldered them, and in order to
test his work filled them with water and hung them
upon hooks at the
While the men were at dinner during the noon hour, a fire
ceiling.
heated the upper part of the room so that the bails connecting the handles
to the pails became unsoldered, and the dropping of the
pails of water
dashed out the fire. Some waste left upon the top of a steam-pump at
Watertown, Mass. blazed from spontaneous ignition, and this in turn set
fire to the lagging around the steam cylinders and the
feed-pipe, where it
melted the soldered attachments of a continuous automatic oiler. The
steam from the feed-pipe was discharged through the small tubes
formerly leading to the oiler, and extinguished the fire. There have
been numerous instances of fires which have ceased for want of air.
SELF-BXTINGUISHMENT OF FIRES.

promptly used

in cases of

:

,
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of the rebellion attempts were made to burn New York
City, as the result of a conspiracy, fires being started in several hotels
but in order to prevent premature detection the culprits closed up the
rooms so tightly that the fires were smothered. At an hotel in Woonsocket the steam-pipes caused a fire in the spaces in the walls of the
building, which was extinguished for want of air to support combustion.
The time of the fire is unknown, as its occurrence was not discovered
until some time afterwards, when in the progress of an alteration to the

During the war

;

know
building the facts were made apparent. It may be interesting to
that in this instance the steam-heating service was ordinarily used at a
the coldest weather,
pressure of about 4 Ibs. to the square inch during
and that the safety valve was so arranged that the pressure could never
A spark of static electricity proceeding from a belt,
exceed 10 Ibs.
cotton on fire, which operated
ignited leaking gas and this in turn set
the automatic sprinklers and extinguished it. An attempt was made to
before the builddestroy a block of new dwellings at Brookline, Mass.,
alarmed by the smoke which
ings were entirely finished. Some people
was seen in each division of the structure, rushed in to save doors and
the fires did not appear to
portable fixtures, when it was noticed that
had entirely died away, it was
gain any headway, and when the smoke
found that the incendiary had placed lighted candles in sawdust and
other inflammable material in drawers and closets, but with such limited
could not be supported and the fires besupplies of air that combustion
came smothered.
Engineering.

THE BIGGEST FLUMES IN THE WORLD. The total length of the
flume, when finished, will be thirty-five and three-quarter miles, and
the thirty-fourth mile is now completed. The redwood came from HumRedwood was used excluboldt and vicinity, in Mendocino County.
It was strictly clear selected redwood,
sively in the box of the flume.
without knots or sap. The work of the contractors began early in June
of last year. On June 27 the first load of lumber was hauled out. An
idea of the gigantic character of the work that has since been done can
be gained by noting the number of animals and men that were employed. As high as 500 head of horses and mules have been in service
at one time, being driven in eight and ten horse teams. During a good
portion of the time sixty teams have been travelling back and forth
Besides the teamsters from seventy-five to 125
hauling the lumber.
men were constantly employed in the work of construction. With the
other
and
helpers it is safe to say that 200 men were conyard hands
stantly employed in the various departments of the work. Mr. Carle
estimated the amount of lumber used in the flume at 9,000,000 feet.
This is a very conservative estimate, and in all probability considerable
more was used. The vastness of this amount of lumber can better be
impressed on the mind of the reader by some comparative statements.
Had this lumber been all loaded on wagons at one time it would have required 3,000 wagons and 25,000 horses to haul it. The string of teams,
if drawn into line one after the other, would make a procession over
fifty miles long; the amount of lumber used in the construction of the
flume would be sufficient to erect over 200 large two-story residences
tree that will yield 1,000
and would load nearly forty large ships.
feet of lumber is a large one, and yet it would require 9,000 of such
trees to furnish as much lumber as was consumed in building the flume.
This number of trees, as can readily be seen, would make quite a forest.
In the course of the flume there are 316 trestles, the longest of which is
1,700 feet in length and eighty-five feet high. Its construction required
The Sweet250,000 feet of lumber. This is the Los Cochos trestle.

A

The main
water trestle is 1,200 feet long and eighty-five feet high.
timbers used in these trestles are 10 x 10 and 8x8. They were put together on the ground and raised to their position by horse-power.
There are eight tunnels in the course of the flume, the longest of which
The tunnels are 6x0 feet in size, with convex
is 2,100 feet in length.
shaped roofing. Each mile of the flume required, on an average, 260,
000 feet of lumber for its construction, and the redwood used in the box
The San Diego flume is pronounced by men exis all two inches thick.
perienced in such enterprises to be the largest ever built in the world.
So stupendous was the undertaking that at its conception many declared that it could not be built. Every obstacle has been now overcome, however, and by the 2d or 3d of September the last spike in the
flume will be driven. The water will then be brought to the reservoir,
about ten miles from San Diego, from which point it is proposed to pipe
the water to the city. In regard to the mechanical work done in the
construction of the flume, all who have examined it declare that it is
first-class in every particular.
Engineers have fixed the grade every
mile in order as near as possible to insure perfection in that important
The flume has a uniform grade of four and seven-tenths
particular.
feet to the mile. An idea of the difficulties that have been overcome in
the construction of the flume may be gained from a consideration of the
fact that much of the lumber had to be drawn 700 and 800 feet up the
The lumber was loaded on cars
sides of steep and rocky mountains.
that ran on a portable track. The cars were attached to a heavy wire
was
furnished
motive
The
cable.
power
by a portable cable engine.
The flume is now completed, and as the work of laying the pipes from
the reservoir is comparatively an easy one, it will not be long before
The San
the water from the great flume will be flowing into our city.
>iego (Cal.)

Sun.

"When Marguerite o:
RECOVERY OF A LONG-LOST TAPESTRY
France was married to Victor Amadeus of Savoy, she took with her to
Italy twenty pieces of the very finest Gobelins tapestry, illustrating
"This unique tapestry, which
classical legends," says London Truth.
was of immense value, disappeared mysteriously when Napoleon in
vaded Italy, for it had been hidden away in case the French migh
think proper to carry it off, which they would certainly have done. I
had been so carefully concealed that, after some years, when calm wai
restored, it was found impossible to discover it, and the two official
who had put it away were both dead. The tapestry had been almos
forgotten till about a month ago, when the Marquis Villamarina, the
master of the royal household, was making a thorough investigation o
the palace at Turin from roof to cellar, and behind some huge chests in
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storeroom in the highest story he found a secret chamber, in which
vas concealed the long-lost tapestry, and it had been very little injured
King Humbert has ordered that the
py its hundred years of hiding.
apestry is to be carefully repaired and cleansed, after which it is to be
ent to Rome and hung in the Quirinal in the apartments which the Emicror

William

is

to

occupy during

his visit

next month."

THERE is a growing sentiment in financial, business, railroad and manufacuring circles that the tariff question ought to be taken out of the domain of
as soon as possible. The tariff question is or ought to be a matter
Politicians have seized upon it to make ammunition,
>urely of business.
,nd they are making the most of it to the detriment of the business interests
f the country.
The question has been broached involving the possibility of
reating some sort of a commission which would be a permanent body which
honld investigate thoroughly into the merits of all tariff legislation, and to
make reports to Congress from time to time as to what changes are desirable. Such a commission going into and investigating the commercial
lecessities of the country, we would naturally suppose to be better able to
lecide upon tariff matters than can possibly be done in Congress where the
msiness interests of the country are made the foot-ball of politicians. The
lefeated party will, no doubt, prepare itself after the election to renew the
ontest. Inquiry among capitalists, large manufacturing interests and rai!oad interests show very clearly that there is a large amount of capital that
s held back till some solution is reached through investigations that their
nterests will not be tampered with by home or outside agencies. There is
a large amount of capital from abroad anxious to seek employment on this
The success of the copper syndicate has done much to attract attenide.
ion this way. The success of our own syndicates and trusts in cornering
>roducts, and in forcing up prices, has been drawing the attention of
oreign capitalists to the advisability of taking their money and putting it
where from 75 to 100 per cent can be realized. There is one point worth
illuding to
namely, the probability of a speculative craze in this country.
"t is the natural outcome of the compact organization of business interests.
:t will seek activity in landed
operations and in securing control of mining
Several schemes are under contemplation looking to the securing
iroperty.
)f control of a large amount of at present comparatively valueless territory
n the arid regions of the West. Representatives of foreign moneyed concerns are now making a careful investigation and a sort of inventory of resources of mining properties and mining resources all through the Southwest. There will be some large purchases made with the assistance of
'oreign capital which will lay the foundation of something like a monopoly.
A large amount of idle capital is obliged to seek some points where its em>loyment will be permanent. Many economists are inclined to look upon
,his tendency as fraught with danger.
However this may be there are a
number of important advantages to be secured, and in one respect a great
low of capital into the producing interests here. Reports from nearly all
commercial centres show that money is in good supply. Rates are stronger
partly in sympathy with the advance in rates in the Bank of England.
There is nothing to indicate the probability of a scarcity of money for all
egitiinate business purposes.
Leading railroad stocks have gained in
strength. Manipulators are endeavoring to stimulate a bull movement that
las manifested itself here and there. The outside public are nibbling and
the insiders are rolling out every possible bait they can. The increasing
volume of traffic is working in their favor. The general advance in freight
rates will strengthen confidence not only in railroad bond purchasing, but
in the belief that there will be more than a moderate revival in railroadwithin the next six months. The organization of a good many
building
railroad properties is in progress. Leases are being made, extensions are
being entered into and affairs between the Western and Eastern trunk lines
are assuming; a more harmonious attitude. Railroad builders themselves
are formulating plans looking to the building of some important enterprises
early next year.
The iron trade has retained the strength which It has been quietly accumulating since September 1st. Prices of crude iron have advanced from
Merchant iron has gained about 82.00 per ton and
fifty to $1.50 per ton.
all kinds of mill products are higher in price.
The coal trade is exceptionThe
anthracite production is 2,700,000 more than at this time
ally active.
The bituminous production from sources which mainly supply
last year.
the markets along the Atlantic Coasts was this year 8,990,211 tons as against
758,846 tons last year. The anthracite production this year over last will
be about 3,500,000 tons. The Reading Company has spent $1,700,000 in
improving its mining properties. This company is now about constructing
an enormous depository for coal in the heart of the coal region, which will
enable it to accommodate requirements in the case of unavoidable suspension of production at the mines.
A great deal of new bituminous coal territory is being opened up and in the far West a large number of orders have
been worked up. There will be a great saving of freight rates in the far
West and in the South from the supply of coal from local deposits. This
increase in the supply of fuel will mark an era in the development of small
manufacturing interests, which for years have been held in check by the
impossibility of securing cheap coal. The car-building shops of New York,
Pennsylvania and Ohio and one or two Western States have been pretty
well loaded up with orders within the past thirty days. Railroad managers
contemplate the placing of very heavy orders for cars, gondolas for cars of
The new car-building shops and railroad shops in the Southern
all kinds.
States are booking orders at the rate which authorizes an increase of carbuilding capacity next year. The managers of several Southern roads are
now negotiating for the construction of several large machine-shops, and
steps have been taken for the establishment of a locomotive works at some
point in the South. Trade combinations have gone very far to wipe out the
extremely low prices on staple goods. The textile ma'nufacturers of New
England are still leading. Foreign importations are threatening. Southern
textile mills are paying good dividends. Cotton planters hold to their
Stocks in the Northwest and similar satisfactory conditions exist among the
cultivators of the soil. They will hold their ground for the very best
possible prices that they can realize.
Speculators will probably not attempt a
cornering of the crop. The wheat victory, notwithstanding the advance it
has caused in retail markets throughout the country, brings with it some
compensating advantages. There is an improving tone generally throughout the manufacturing interests. Any further anticipation of wants will
most likely lead to a slightly higher range of prices. Manufacturers themselves desire to avoid this advance. Margins are now fair, but not hi'h
enough to stimulate additional investments in. channels of production.
jolitics
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The Dececo Goods.
A Plumber's

Opinion as to the Puro Washbasin, and his estimate as to the comparative
cost of the

DECECO CLOSET.
PERSONAL ATTEXTIOS TO SANITARY WORK.

JOHN WORrillNGTON. PLUMBER AND GAS FITTER,
No. 1721 CIIKSTNUT STREET.
Plans Prepared for Drainage and Ventilation of Drain and Soil Pipes.

THE PECECO

PniLADBLPHIA, Oct.

0,

1888.

CO.

GKVTS:
After usin? the Standpipe Overflow Basins amongst our best work, we
concluded,
upon examining the "Puro" basin, to give it a trial, and we are convinced of its superiority for the
following reasons:
First.

It is

without any regulating screws.

The

the standpipe, and is vertical in place of horizontal,
thereby avoiding
sometimes catch upon the strainer.
Third. The working parts being below the opening of the waste outlet, it is
necpsa-ily
cleansed each time the waste discharges; also the opening is much larger, giving quicker vent and
scouring of trap and waste.

Second.

chokage from

lint,

strainer

which

is in

will

In respect to the difference of average cost between Deoeco closet and tank and washout closet
in answer to your query, I reply that we consider llie difference in favor of the Dececo closet.

and tank,

The

Dececo and tank. 54150. Washout and lank, S40.00. Rut in fitting up the
prices are
clonet we are compelled to provide the anti-siphon pipe for trap, which increases the rosr on
an average of about $o.OO per closet ; this work is never necessary in connection with the Dececo
closet, hence it is the cheaper of the two by three dollars and fifty cents (S3 50).

Washout

After having u<ed about two hundred of the Dececo closets, we would always (rive it the
preference, even if the ilifl -rence of cost were not in its favor, as it has given universal satisfaction, satisfying even those who were never satisfied before.

Yours

truly,
J.

WORTHIXGTON.

The Dececo Company,
12 SigOa. Street,
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some

judge from Dr. C'hailwick'x figures, the
scheme, if used in abolishing the cesspools
and fosses of Paris and other French towns, and in administering soap and water to the inhabitants of the villages, would
increase the population, by saving French lives, more in a year
than the seventh-child device would do in a decade. So closely
connected are cause and effect in these matters, that Dr.
Chadwick utggHtM that an experienced sanitarian might make
a contract for the reduction, for instance, of the death-rate of
Manchester, which is now twenty-seven in the thousand, to
sixteen per thousand, receiving suitable concessions in the
way of permission to build sewers and disinfect houses. The
city would gain enormously by such a contract, not only in the
saving in population, but by the increased health and ability
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to not more than one-third the premiums annually
insurance against sickness and death. This is not.
so impracticable a scheme as might appear.
It would
be difficult to adjust the methods of making payment..
a contractor, or to persuade the life-insurance companies to allow anything from their premiums toward paying
him. but there is no reason why the life-insurance companies
should not do the work themselves.
great change has recently
come over the methods of fire insurance in this country, the
underwriters now in many cases making earnest efforts to ex-

amounting
paid for
perhaps,
probably
to such

182
182
181
186
180
187
187
188
186

A

amine and classify risks, to suggest measures for preventing fires,
and to keep the premises they insure under careful inspection.
They will undoubtedly be well repaid for their trouble, and the
After a
life-insurance companies might easily imitate them.
policy-holder in a life-insurance company has been examined and
accepted, it would not be very difficult, or extremely costly, to keep
the place where he lives under inspection, to suggest sanitary improvements, and, on occasion, apply disinfectant.-, or use other
means to avert danger. The list of preventable diseases n
already long, and is growing longer, and a study of the modes
of attacking them, with practice on occasion, is as legitimate
for a life-insurance company as the maintenance of a patrol, or

Sanitary Newt gives the substance of Dr. Edwin Chadwick's recent address before the Association of Sanitary
Inspectors of Great Britain, which contains much food for

One point which is particularly noticeable in this,
most other reviews of the progress of sanitary science, is
the certainty with which the death-rate can be diminished in a
given locality by well-known sanitary measures. As an illusthought.
as in

tration of this. Dr. Chadwick recalls the rigid system of inspection and disinfection adopted in England in 1881, when

the cholera had gained a foothold there, and points .out that,
judging from the effect of the pest in Sweden, which had then
a normal death-rate lower than that of England, but which
took no effective precautions against cholera, the saving to
England must have been at least fifty thousand lives. Since

provision of waterproof covers, is for the fire companies.
Moreover, a life-insurance company which interested itself
sincerely in the health of its policy-holders would gain greatly
However willing a business
in popular notice and confidence.
mau may be to sell his own insured stock to the underwriters,
no one over-insures his life, or tries to defraud the insurance

a

then, more experience, and larger authority, have enabled sanitarians to show the result of their efforts in the general deathrate, which, for England and Wales, has fallen from twenty and
live-tenths, in 1880, to eighteen and eight-tenths in 1887.
According to Dr. Farr's tables of the average value of lives,

the saving in money to the kingdom effected in this way now
amounts to nearly forty million dollars a year. Much more remains to be done. It is obvious that the country villages and
smaller towns, which have not yet come under the sanitarian's
authority, do, as yet, nothing to reduce the average death-rate,
and even in the cities the work of sanitation is hardly more
than begun, but the hopefulness of the prospect may be judged
from the fact that in London, where not long ago the deathrate was twenty-four per thousand, it was last year fourteen or
Dr. Chadwick modestly says that he cannot ascribe so
fifteen.
great a gain to sanitation alone, and thinks that it must have
been due in part to climatic causes ; but the fact remains that
there are living to-day in London thirty-six thousand persons
who would have died during the year under the old conditions.
To show the full significance of this, we will imagine the
death-rate of Great Britain to be now the same as that of
London twenty years ago, and assume that the population
under these circumstances remains stationary, the births just
making up for the deaths. Supposing a sanitary reform to be
instituted which reduced the annual death-rate, as in London,
from twenty-four to fifteen in the thousand, it is easily shown
that this saving of life alone would double the population in

about

fiftv years.

economists are not agreed whether this would be
to Great Britain or not, but there is no doubt
In France, for
in regard to less densely settled countries.
instance, where the population is rather diminishing than in-

an advantage
POLITICAL

the Government, as an encouragement to early
marriages and large families, now offers to educate at the public
expense the seventh child in every family. This may have
creasing,

this

to labor of all citizens, while the contractor might, Dr. Chadwick thinks, do the work at a profit for a compensation

Mm
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Boston.

companies by dying.
and insured are here

On

the contrary, the interests of insurer
The insurance companies wish

identical.

their policy-holders to live to extreme old age, and the
policy-holders are not only quite disposed to do so, but will be
and advice which the
grateful for all the warnings, suggestions
qualified experts of the companies may offer to promote
all

properly
What would be the
the object which both parties desire.
the first insurance companies to carry out such a plan
profit to
may be inferred from the fact that a reduction of the death-rate,
such as has been easily effected by sanitary measures in large
towns in England, corresponds to an addition of five years to

I

length of life.
Supposing that life-insurance
pay, as an average, twenty years' premiums,
which we imagine to be rather over than under the truth, a
lengthening of the average life of policy-holders to the extent
of five years would mean an increase in premiums received of
twenty-five per cent, and an increase in profits of at least twice

the

average

policy-holders

that amount.

TITHE

Wiener Bauindiutriezeitung is strongly in favor of
painting the outside of brick or stone buildings, as a means
It
of repelling dampness from them.
acknowledges that
many scientific persons oppose the painting of walls of masonry,
on the ground that ventilation through them is thus prevented,
but it believes that where the transfer of air through the walls
exists, its value is more than counterbalanced by the facility with
which the masonry becomes saturated with moisture. In supcites the example of two houses,
port of its observations, it
standing side by side, facing the rainy quarter of the compass.
One of the houses has the front painted in oil ; the masonry of
the other is left bare, and after a heavy rain is almost black
In this house dwells a
with the water which it has absorbed.
family of persons not constitutionally subject to rheumatic or

X
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pulmonary complaints, or catarrhs, but since taking possession
of the building every member of the family and inmate of the
house has been ill with rheumatism orcatarrhal affection while
the dampness of the air in the rooms is indicated by the peelin
off of the paper from the walls, and by the persistent smell of
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school year, or forty dollars where pupils attend both the morning and afternoon classes.

;

tobacco-smoke, a certain sign, we are informed, of a moist atmosphere. The painted house is inhabited by a family of consumptive tendency, yet no member of it, or other inmate of
the house, has suffered from pulmonary or rheumatic disease,
although, after a very heavy and continued rain, the cellar has
been flooded with water. So far as ventilation by open windows
is concerned, the two houses have been
similarly treated, and
the only difference between them appears to consist in the paint
on the outside walls.

TTFIIE same useful journal also mentions a device for keepX ing walls dry which may be of value. Where a brick
wall, plastered on the brickwork like all walls in Vienna,
shows dampness on the inside, after being exposed to rain,
the plastering should be removed, the mortar scraped out
of the joints of the brickwork to the depth of half an inch, and
the whole then painted over with hot coal-tar or asphalt.
After this is hard, a new coat of plaster may be spread over it,
and finished as if there were no coal-tar under it. If the new
plaster should not adhere to the asphalt, as often happens, a
rough surface should be given it by throwing sand over it while

the asphalt is still warm, or, we might add, by throwing hot
sand at it even after the coating had become cold and hard.
This gives a texture to which a hard-finish, or other second or
third coat of plaster will cling
If coal-tar is used,
indefinitely.
with ordinary plaster over it, the disagreeable smell of the
coal-tar or asphalt will come through the
plaster coat into the

room, but

this

plaster with

may

be prevented almost entirely by mixing the

cement or hydraulic lime.

Massachusetts State Board of Health once made an
investigation into the effect of the construction of dwellinghouses on consumption, and found that the proportion of
consumptive patients was greatest in stone houses, and next in
brick houses, and that it was smallest in wooden houses.
Dry
as our climate is, therefore, it is by no means
that

impossible
paint might with advantage be applied more to masonry with
us than it now is.
hundred years ago it was fashionable to
paint brick buildings white, and many charming old structures
remain to attest the value of the coat of paint in
the

A

preserving
masonry, and its pleasant and homelike effect as a foil to the
vines and shrubs with which even city houses are now commonly adorned. If it should prove, as might easily be ascertained, that the painted brick houses preserve their inhabitants
more effectually from sickness and premature death than the
unpainted ones, it would be worth while to revive the ancient
fashion, and, with our greater resources in the way of materials and ideas, exterior
coloring might become as important
an accessory to the architecture of the twentieth
century as it
was to that of the twelfth and thirteenth.

have received the announcement for the
coming season
Art Schools of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art,
which are to be, as before, under the
management of Mr.
Arthur Lyman Tuckerman. Mr. Tuckerman, in addition to

WE

of the

the general supervision of the schools, conducts the courses in
Architecture, which are so arranged as to prepare pupils, who
desire it, in three seasons for admission to the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts in Paris. For those who wish
only to perfect
in
themselves
drawing, design and
mathematics, while
regularly engaged in offices, lectures and exercises are arranged
to occupy only one-half of each day.
Besides the courses in
architecture, the schools provide classes in elementary drawing
painting and drawing from the antique and the round, as well
as from the life, and in modelling and
sculpture any or all of
which the young architect might pursue with great advantage.
The instruction is the best that can be obtained in New York,
the hours are divided between forenoon, afternoon and
evening,
so as to accommodate as many persons as
possible, and the cost
of tuition is extremely moderate, the fees for the whole course
in Architecture being but twenty-five dollars for the school
year, while those for the evening classes in drawing and modelwhich
ling are fifteen dollars each; and in the School of
;

is

under Mr. Cleveland Coxe, the price

daily

instruction,

either

is

painting,
thirty-five dollars for

morning or afternoon, during

the

are so pertinaciously called upon by politicians to
rejoice at the extreme prosperity of our own
country that it does not often occur to us to look about
and see whether any of the nations which live under a less
admirable government ever dream of emulating American enterprise and development ; and if any of us happen to notice a
foreign undertaking, such for instance, as the Trans-Caspian
Railroad, and to observe that it is intended to be about five
times as long as our Pacific road, and has been built about
four times as fast, he is so frowned upon and decried
by the
professed mouth-pieces of public sentiment that he finds it safest
to keep his eyes fixed upon the unapproachable material
felicity
which he and his neighbors are supposed to be enjoying at
home. For all this, there is instruction to be derived by sen-

WE

wonder and

sible

men

in

looking abroad once in awhile, and

it

is

curious

that, whereas America was once the chosen land of "booms,"
real estate speculations, and mushroom towns, while

Europe

was

conservatism and fixity of values, the conditions are
now rapidly changing, and while land throughout most of the
United States is stationary or retrograding in value, Europe is
"
full of real estate " booms
and speculations, and towns spring
and
with
a
To say
up
grow
vigor rarely approached here.
nothing of the extraordinary transformation of the desert
around the Caspian Sea, which followed the development of
the ancient Baku oil-wells by the Nobel Brothers, many other
portions of Russia, Germany, France and England are rapidlyall

The Black Sea, particularly, in
outgrowing the geography.
the changes which are taking place on its shores, reminds one
of our own lakes, with their great ports of internal commerce.
Odessa, which now attracts attention alternately to the ferocity of
its Christian inhabitants, its fondness to anarchist
plots, and its
great commercial importance, was, ninety years ago, a miserable little Turkish village, with a few hundred inhabitants, but
no harbor or shipping. Now it has a population of two
hundred and fifty thousand, and four thousand vessels enter
its port every
Its harbor, famous as it is, is almost
year.
purely artificial.
century ago the indentation of the coast
on which it lies was open to all winds from the southeast to
the northeast, and the waves driven by the
southeasterly wind,
which is the most violent one in the Black Sea, swept the bay
from end to end. hi 1794, under the Empress Catherine, the
first stone was laid of a small breakwater at the southeast
corner of the bay.
The work went on slowly and roughly,
but every stone added to the mole gave shelter to a few more
inches of harbor, and traffic kept pace with the safeguards
provided for it. Improvements were demanded, and made, one
by one, until now the southeast mole has become a magnificent
work, one hundred and forty feet wide awl nearly two miles
long, with stone pavement, cut stone revetment on both sides,
and a high stone parapet on the side toward the sea. This,
however, is but a small part of the engineering which has made
the present harbor of Odessa.
At the opposite extremity of
the city another mole projects about half a mile
northeasterly
into the Black Sea, then turns, forming
nearly a right angle,
and continues until it nearly meets a third mole, projecting
and
straight northeasterly from the shore, inclosing a basin
two more moles of less length divide the water-front of the
town into four distinct harbors, all protected from the southeast winds by the great Quarantine Mole and its extension,
and from the east and northeast by a work hardly less important, the huge breakwater, a mile long, which completely
shelters the entrance to the harbor,
leaving only a narrow,
protected entrance at each end.

A

;

seems that the Keely motor, which, after a very profitable

ITexperience

of several years in this country, suffered, a fewin the shape of a mandate from
court requiring that the principle of its operation, or
non-oper-

weeks ago, a cruel blow

ation, should be explained, has

sought consolation for this injury
manoeuvres in connection with its shareholders' pockets can be carried on without interference from
Pennsylvania courts. Singularly enough, the first announcement
of its appearance in France
couples it with Commandant
Renai-d's balloon, which it is said to have made
perfect by supbut we do not find that
plying the necessary motive-power
one
has
seen
the motor driving a balloon
any
yet
through the air.
and imagine that many French stockholders will bleed
severely
at the pocket before this
anticipation is realized.
abroad, where

its

;
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arc shaped like FigPAKLIAMKNT-butts

ure 88.
They are
intended to be used on
very thin doors or shutters

when- considerable,

-ileil
inr tin;
space i~
screws. They are made
in several varieties of de-

sign and finish.

Fig. 88.

Parliament Butt.

Figure

a hinge used almost
for
washexclusively

89

is

trays.
Figure 90 is a
form of chest hinge somewhat similar to that shown by Figure
67.
There are also several forms manufactured for hanging

inside-blinds.

Figure

9 1 is the common form
(
for ordinary blinds in
\

,

two

folds.

The same

is made with either fast (
or loose pin, arSJ there
are several varieties
with ornamented surfaces.
They are more

specifically designated

as "shutter flaps."
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a spring hinge to be planted on the face of the door and the
door frame, the spring being turned up by using a bar in the
hole through the bottom of the pin, and kept from uncoiling
Both of these
by the ratchets shown in the lower portion.
are for single swinging doors.

hinges

Figure 101 is a light form of double-acting spring hinge
and do
suitable for fly doors which are set up from the floor,
Its action will be
not extend to the top of the door frame.
to the figure.
readily understood by reference
of the
a
102
spring butt
double-acting
represents
Figure
same general form as the single-acting butt, Figure 99. The
and secured in essentially the same mansprings are turned up
emner and the appearance is the same. This form really
of
varieties
the
all
of
hinges,
spring
the
bodies
nearly
principles
of conthe differences being in appearance and in compactness

butt in which the force

is
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derived entirely from a single strong

the door is closed, working in
This hinge has generally proved
the thickness of the door.
is much called for, being very neat
satisfactory in use and
coil

which

is

concealed

when

very

and it is especially adapted for light
tidy in appearance,
the hinges shall be
interior doors, where it is desirable that
as inconspicuous as possible.
and

The simplest double-acting hinge, however, is the Champion" spring hinge, shown by Figure 107. This is about as con'

convenient and satisfactory a door-spring as is in the market,
for either swing of the door.
of
a
single spring operating
sisting
door
catch on the hub of the lower jamb plate resists the
one direction, while a
corresponding catch on
the upper plate resists the
tension in the opposite

m

A

These hinges
look neat in place and
are very easily applied,
direction.

and,

having no

compli-

Star Spring
Hinge. Van Wagoner
Williams Co.

Fig. 104.

&

07.
Champion Springhinge. Chicago Hardware Co.

Fig.

Garden
Fig. 102.
City Double Acting Spring Butt.
Chicago
Butt Co.

03.
Empire Spring
Van Wagoner &
Hinge.
Williams Co.

Fig.

Spring

I

cated machinery about them, are not likely to get out of order.
hinge which has the appearance of considerable complicaThis
tion is the Jewett spring butt, shown by Figure 108.
butt, however, has many excellent qualities. It consists of four
It will be seen by the
separate springs, two on each side.
plan that when the door is opened the tension is brought on the
springs by aid of the push-bar or pin, A, which fits on the
shoulder between the two springs and on a ratchet attached to
the central hinge-plate.

A

"

Two styles, the Emstruction rather than in the workings.
"
" Star "
1 03, and the
spring hinge,
spring hinge, Figure
pire
doubleserve
as
a
types of
great variety of
Figure 104, will fully
listed in the catalogues of the various manhinges
acting spring
"
In the "Empire spring hinge the coiled springs
ufacturers.
are exposed to view, and are tightened by inserting a lever in
it around until
and
at the bottom of the
the

The

springs can easily
be released from their
tension without taking
off the door, by simply
removing the push-bar,
and, owing to the manner in which the springs
are attached, they ex-

drawing
hinge
on the top of the hinge pin is held by a little pro"
"
In the
Star
hinge the springs
jection on the hinge plate.
are encased, though
they are set up in
cogs
the catch

A

essentially the

same

manner. Both these
hinges

are
their

lent of

excel-

kind

and are about
good

I

ert their greatest power when the door is

as

closed, the force gradually decreasing as the

as anything in

the market.

Figure 105 shows
"

door is opened. Another good quality is

hinge, a form which

that, as there are four

the

"

Crown

permits of a little
nicer adjustment
than the others in
that the ratchets
the
about
spiral
spring are quite

springs,

close together and
the tension can be
increased to any de-

a strong and duCrown Spring-hinge. Van Wagoner
Fig. 105.
alrable
& Williams Co.
hinge,
though none of the
foregoing hinges should be used for outside work, as they are
liable to rust

and

clog.

All of the preceding double-acting hinges necessitate two
coil springs.
Figure 106 shows a form of double-acting spring

their

power

com-

is

to any point.
also possible to

brought

sired strength. This
is

if

too
great for the door, any
one of them can be released singly, without
affecting the action of
the others, and the
tension of the spring

bined

It

is

replace a spring without taking the butt off
the door, something which can be done with very few other
makes. The only objection to the hinge in our mind is that it
is
complicated in its appearance and also that the springs are
held in place by a moveable push-bar, which, under some circumstances might be knocked out of position and lost, in which
Fig. losi.
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On tlte whole,
case the hinge would be practically useless.
however, it is a most excellent hinge.
The " Union " spring hinge. Figure 109, is a form in which
the resistance is derived from flat band springs. The peg shown
above the spring is moveable, and by turning up the hinge-pin

181

and thu dour c.-mnot be kept open except l>v
:i^;iln>t it.
Spring hinges which will
the door open or cause it to clo,r :uv peeiiliarly an
invention and one of the most ingenious of its kind.
There are four leading styles of hinges which have u holdback feature. They are the Hero, Figure 111
the Nickel,
Figure 112; the Devore, Figure 11.3, and the Wiles, Fi^undoor

to slam,

plaeini:

s

ctliing

;

114.
All of these hinges are necessarily single action. They
are alike in that they are planted on the I'M'-,- ,>> the door and
door frame, and are delivered ready to be set, with the tension

The principle on which they work is simply
spring is coiled about a shank entirely disconnected
from the pin of the butt and either united to the butt plates by
top and bottom pieces which hook on the opposite sides of the
fully applied.
this

Fig.

109.

Union

:

The

Spring- hinge.

M. W. Robinson.

1 1 J.
Oevore Spring. hjnge.
Freeport Hardware Mfg. Co.

I I 4.
1
Wiles Spring-hinge.
Freeport Hardware Mfg. Co.

Fi g.
j

Fig

.

hinge, as in the Nickel and the Wiles hinges, or with the
In
springs themselves directly hooked onto the hinge-plates.
the Devore hinge two springs are used, the ends
caught at the
centre on one leaf A, while the outer ends catch on hooks at

Fit.

I

I

Ou.

Fig.

I

I

06.

the peg can be set in any of the holes in the pin, as may be
necessary to retain the desired resistance. One end of the
band spring is fastened to the hinge-pin and the other hooks
The hinge illustrated
into a slot on the adjoining hinge-plate.
For heavier work a hinge is made
is intended for light doors.
with four such springs, two on each hinge- pin.
Figure 110 shows a form of spring butt which depends for
its action upon the torsion or twisting strain in a steel rod,

B, B. In this way, it will readily be seen that as the hinges
open, the hooks to which the spring is attached arc separated
from each other, and consequently the spring is drawn tighter.
But as soon as the hinges have passed through about threequarters of the distance they are to swing, the horizontal distance between the points of attachment, at top and bottom of
the spring Incomes less, and the tendency is to draw the door
open and hold it so. It is very difficult to show this action by
a diagram, but Figure 115 may help to make it understood.
Let
the door ; C, a double turn
represent the jamb and
of spring wire hooking on to the
two arms, D, 2), fastened respeo
7
_j
lively to the jamb and the door.
When the door is opened, the ends
of the spring are forced apart, but at
the same time the spring forces itself
out of centre, turning on the hooks
of I). D, until, when the door has

B

A

moved through 180 degrees, it is
evident that the spring has both
moved and turned so that the ends
tend to draw the arms D,
together, rather than to push them apart.
In order that the springs should

D

be free to move, as just explained,
the hinge-pins cannot extend through
the butt, and the strength depends entirely on the flanges of the plates to
which the pins are attached.
5.
Fig.
these cannot be made very
large
without rendering the hinge clumsy in appearance, it follows
that the hinges can be used only for comparatively
light doors.
The " Hero " hinge is rather neater and apparently simpler in
construction, and also has the advantage of having the hinge
cased, though all the hinges are on essentially the same prinI

A

I

ciple.
I.
Hard Spring-hinge.
Van Wagoner & Williams Co.

Fig.

which

I

I

Fig.

I

t

2.

Nickel Spring-hinge.

Coleman Hardware Co.

carried from the bottom to the top of the door.
of nearly all of the forms of spring
hinges previously considered is that they are apt to cause the
is

The disadvantages

The metal used for the springs in connection with doubleacting butts, is usually steel, in which case it is advisable that
the spring should be nickel-plated, to guard
against rust,
is the best and most durable material to
use,
Phosppr-bronze
all things considered,
though we are unable to state
any
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Some compositions
particular hinge in which it is employed.
The
of brass, bronze, etc., are used with varying success.
different hinges are generally made with but one kind of spring
throughout, so that a choice in the metals is implied in a choice
of a hinge.
The metal is, however, nearly always steel, as just
stated.

The

butts
following table gives the retail prices of the spring
For purposes of comparison,
the figures represent the prices in each case of the size of hinge
necessary for an ordinary door, from f to 1^ inches thick ; exfor a light
cepting, however, that the price for Figure 101 is
The hinges are in general made in a
screen-door hinge
number of sizes from those for the lightest kind of screen-doors,
to those required to move doors weighing several hundred

and hinges previously described.

pounds.

TABLE OF SPRING-HINGES.

Fig.

RETAIL PRICE PER PAIR.
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became quieter the place, now named no longer Place Royale, but
Place des Vosges, was adorned with a bronze fountain which remained there till, just before the Revolution of 1830, another equesThis time
trian statue of Louis XIII was erected in the year 1829.
the statue was of marble, and was the work of Pupaty and Cortot.
The day on which destruction overtook the great equestrian statue
of Louis XIV in the Place des Conquete*, or de Louis le Grand,
now the Place Vendome, is by some given not as August 11, bate*

Marble Statue of Louis

XIII

now

Place del Voiges. Prii.
Sculptors. 1

in the

belonffings.
Lister in his " Travels in
is

:

Model of Girardon's Statue of Louis XIV. now

XVI

was going on as the carriage containing them came up and a halt
was made that they might have full benefit of the sight and understand the love that their loyal lieges bore to the royal family and its

brass

remarkable that horse and rider were cast in one piece by a Swiss
It was erected August 'l.'i, 1691.
founder, Jean Balthazar Keler.
The pedestal which supported it wa of white marble.
Although Girardon 's statue of Louis XIV was very effectively destroyed, records exist which show the merits of this, one of the 'most
famous of modern equestrian statues first, there is a model some
three feet high in the Louvre which is said to he exact and
authentic ; next, there was exhibited in the Palais du Trocade'ro, in

Oupaty >nd Cortot.

and his family were
14, 1792, the day on which Louis
transferred to the Temple: and, further, that the work of destruction
August

the Louvre. 1

1878, a statuette of cast-iron, gilded and damascened, which is not
only interesting because it, too, 16 said to be a good miniature copy
of the original, but because it is one of the earliest pieces of cast-iron

;

II,

it

was

to be.'

Cist iron Statuette of Louis XIV, alter Giraidon.*

feet high, the feet of the king twenty-six

great, being twenty-two
inches in length, and all the proportions of him and the horse suitThere was 100,000 pounds weight of metal melted, but it took
able.
above 80,000 pounds ; it was all cast at once, horse and man.
not

up

told me he wrought diligently, and with almost
were two more
daily application at the model eight years, and there
The
vcars spent in the moulding and furnaces, and casting of it.
king is in the habit of a Roman emperor, without stirrup or saddle,
Whence this
and on his head a French large periwig a la nuxle.
I am much to seek."
great liberty of sculpture arises,
This statue which was the work of the sculptor Girardon was one
of the largest bronze statues of modern times and it was all the more

Monsieur Girardon

'

in

France" [1698] says: "This colossus of
it is
it was cast
surprisingly

yet in the very place where

Diniel of Volterra's Statue of Htnr!

>

183

Let Statuet de
From M. Paul Marmottan's
From Cicognara's " Storia delta Scultvra."

I'arit."

It is the work of
work, at any rate of a sculptural character.
Maximilien Fiton, an armorer who had a celebrated shop on the
Place de Bastille; and because of his connection with the Government it was prolwibly cast in the Arsenal, where was congregated all
the knowledge and experience of the age in the matter of working

metals.

In connection with Girardon 's work, the story

is

told that

he made

up first another statue which was found ton small for the
subsite, and so was given to the Marshal de Boufllcrs, who
sequently gave it to the city of Beauvais, a gift which was recei\ed
with enthusiasm by the young men of the city who went out to meet
> From CUrac's " Hitter tie
ficulpiure antique el modenu."
and

'

set

From

the Gazelle del Beaux Aril.
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and, during the last few miles of its transit, dragged it in triumphal procession with their own hands.
Another bronze statuette, believed to have been made during the
existenee of the original, is also known and varies only slightly from
the others.
There was also found in the cellars of the Louvre, which still
it,

[VOL.
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come

at length reconciled with her in 1624. Married Anne of Austria in 1615
Cardinal Richelieu wan his prime minister for eighteen years.
Louis XIV.
Eldest son of Louis XIII. Born 1638. Died 1715. Succeeded
his father at the age of five, under the regency of his mother, with Cardinal
Mazarin for prime minister. Assumed full control at the age of fourteen. In
1660 married Maria Theresa of Spain.

FRANCOIS GIRARDON.

Born at Troyes

1630.

Died

1715.

He was

assisted in

by Chancellor Seguier and became a reputable sculptor, being pensioned by Louis XIV while in Rome and receiving many commissions from him
after his return.
He was finally appointed Director and Chancellor in the
monument to Cardinal Richelieu
Academy. His works "include the well-known
"
in the Sorbonne and a
Rape of Proserpine in the Gardens at Versailles.
be
LTo
continued.l
his studies

CANADA

:

:

MINERAL
RONTO

PRODUCTS.
CANALS.
TOCOURT-HOUSE.
QUEEN'S
THE ROYAL VICPARK, TORONTO.
TORIA HOSPITAL, MONTREAL.
A
COMPETITOR SUES FOR COMMISSION
ON ACCEPTED DK8IGX. THE TRAFALGAR INSTITUTE COMPETITION, MONTREAL.
VANCOUVER.

TITHE

annual report upon mining and minerals of Canada for the
lf*87 has
just been issued, and furnishes us with some interesting statistics of the minerals in use by architects and

\J y ear
B/onze Statuette of Louis XIV, after Girardon. 1

forgotten treasure, a small plaster model of an equestrian figure clad in the costume of a cavelier of the period, and to
this has been assigned, on no very satisfactory authority, the name of
store

many a

Louis

XIV.

engineers.

The

total value of the products all told is, in round numThe following are some of the items taken

bers, about $15,000,000.

from the alphabetical

list

Product.

RICHELIEU'S INSCRIPTION FOB LOUIS xm.
Pour la glorieuse et immortelle memoire du tres-grand et tresinvincible Louis le Juste. XIII du nom, Koi de France et de Navarre.
Armand Cardinal de Richelieu, son principal Ministre dans tous ses
illustres et genereux desseins; Comble's d'honneurs et_de bienfaits
par un si bon Maitre et un si genereux Monarque, lui a fait elever
cette Statue pour une marque eternelle de son zele, de sa fidelite", et
:

de sa reconnaissance, 1639, (repeated in Latin).

Brick, thousands.'
Building-stone, cubic yards,

Cement, barrels.

Iron, tons.
in ore),

pounds.

Lime, bushels.
Marble and serpentine, tons. 1
Mineral paint, tons. 1
1

Pig iron, tons.

Sonnet by Jean Desmarets de Saint-Sorbin of the Academic, enin Latin and French on the
remaining faces of the pedestal
Que ne peut la vertu, que r,e peut le courage ?
J'ai domptc pour jamais 1'Hercsie en son fort;

graved

Quantity.
181,581
262,592
6'J.843

Copper, pounds.
Flagstone, square feet.
Granite, tous.

Lead (pure

:

Slate, tons.
Steel, tons.
Tiles, thousands.

3,260,424
116,01)0

21.217
76.330
204.808
2,269,887

212

Value.
652.267
81,909
342,345
11,600
142,506
146,197
9,216
394.K59
6,224

1011

1,600

24.S27
7,357
7,326
14,658

366,192
89,000
331,199
230,068

:

Du Tage imperieux j'ai fait trembler le bord,
Et du Khin jusqu'a I'Gbre accru raon heritage.

mon bras 1' Europe d'esclavage
Et, si tant de travaux n'eussent hate' mon sort,
J'eusse attaque 1'Asie, et d'un pieux effort
J'eusse du Saint Tombeau venge le long servage.
J'ai sauve par

ARMAND,

le

grand

1'orta de toutes parts

Et donna tout
Enfin,

il

1'e'clat

m'e'leva ce

ARMAND,

1'ame de mes
mes armes et mes loix
aux rayons de ma glorie.

exploits.

pompeux monument,

Ou, pour, rendre a son nom me'moire pour memoire,
Je veux qu'avec le mien il vive ineessament.

It would be a matter of considerable interest if some statistics of
mineral products of the United States were published in this journal.
There is always a quiet agitation going on for the further develop
ment of the mineral resources of the country, and there is certainly
room for it, and there is, apparently, a great field of mineral wealth
yet to be developed. If all the reports are true, we ought to supply
our own coal: the number of tons yielded last year was 2,368,891,
or $4,758,590 worth, while of gold 66,270 ounces, or $1,1 78,637 worth.
I have turned up some interesting statistics about the Canadian

canals and their lengths mentioned in my last letter as forming so
magnificent a waterway in connection with the rivers and the lakes,
of 2,500 miles length.
The total distance from the Straits of
the head of the inland navigation on Lake
Belle Isle to Duluth
is 2384 statute miles.
Ten canals of a length aggregatSuperior
ing seventy-one and one-half miles connect the rivers below and above
the falls or rapids the difference of levels amounting to 600 feet, of
which the Canadian canals, with fifty-three locks, overcome a height of
The Saulte Sainte Marie Canal, built by the United
532J feet.
The sizes of the
States, has only one lock, lifting eighteen feet.
;

DANIELE DA VOLTERBA, whose right name was Daniele Ricclarelle, was born
at Volterra in 1500, and studied under II Sodoma and Baldassare Peruzzi. He
tben went to Rome and found employment as assistant to Pierino del Vaga, and
afterwards gained the friendship of Michael Angelo, who frequently assisted him
with designs and instruction. Volterra's chief fame rests upou the series of
frescos in the Capella Orsini in the church of La Trinita de Monte, upon which
he labored seven years. The principal one is the famous " Descent from the
After the death of Pierino del Vaga, Daniele
Cross," the painter's masterpiece.
was appointed by Paul III, upon the recommendation of Michael Angelo, to fill
the post of superintendent of the works at the Vatican. His last great work as
a painter is "The Murder of the Innocents," now in the Uffizi Gallery, at Florence. On the death of Pope Paul 111. in 1549, Volterra was removed from his
office of Superintendent, and appears to have devoted the latter part of his life
to sculpture. He earned the name of " Breeches-maker " through having been
"
employed to add draperies to some of the nude figures in Michael Angelo's Last
Judgment." He died at Rome In 1566.

JKAN PJEBRE COKTOT.

Born at Paris, 1787. Died 1843. Pupil of the younger
Prix de Rome, 1809. Member of the Institute. His most noted works
"
The Soldier of Marathon," for the
Daphnis and Chloe," in the "Louvre
a statue of
Tuileries Gardens
Oasimir Perier," for his tomb at P4re La
Chaise " Marie Antoinette sustained by Religion, in the Chapelle Expiatoire "
The statues of the cities of Brest and Kouen, in the Place de la Concorde " The
Apotheosis of Napoleon," for the Arc de Triomphe "the sculptures in the the pediment of the Palais du Corps Legislatif a group of France and Paris," for the
monument of the Due de Berri and an equestrian bas-relief of Louis-Phillippe
in tlie Tuileries. He completed the equestrian statue of Louis XIII left unfinislu d by Dupaty.
CHARLES MERCIER DUPATY. Born at Bordeaux, 1771. Diedl825. At firsthe
studied painting, but at length devoted himself to sculpture under the teaching
of Lemot. He won the Prix of Rome in 1799. His works are " Ajax pursued by
the principal group of the monument to the Due de Berri, a group,
Neptune,"
" Venus
discovering herself to Paris," and the statue of the Virgin for the
of
Chinch
St. Germain des Pres, with others.
Louis XIII.
Eldest son of Henry IV. Born 1601. Died 1643. Nominally
succeeded his father in 1610, at the age of nine, under the regency of his mother,
Maria de' Medici, but, wearied of her control, he threw it off in 1617,
anil by the murder of her minister, Concini, became king, though compelled to
carry on a civil war against his mother and her supporters for several years; beBoridan.
are "

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

From

the Gazette des

Beaux

Arts.

locks on this system range from 200 to 270 feet long by forty-five feet,
and a depth of from nine feet to fourteen feet. The Government
undertakes to make the whole route available for large vessels.
The canal route from Montreal to Ottawa and Kingston, on the
Lake Ontario, has a total length of 246 miles with fifty-nine locks,
and this is exclusive of the Lachine Canal (near Montreal) ten
miles long and a lockage of ,533A feet.
The new works on this route
give nine feet of water in locks, forty-five feet by 200 feet. Canal com-

munication between the St. Lawrence River and the city of New
York is secured by means of the Richelieu River and the Chambly
Canal.
It has nine locks with seven feet of water, and is connected
with the Erie Canal and the Hudson River, giving a length
Of the Trente River Navigation between the Lake
of 411 miles.
Huron and the Bay of Quinte (Lake Ontario) is 235 miles, a part
only being navigable chiefly for the passage of logs or timber, and
155 miles are available only for vessels of small draught. Finally,
there is the St. Peter's Canal cut through an isthmus half a mile
wide between St. Peter's Bay on the Atlantic and the Bras d'Or Lakes
This canal has one lock forty-eight feet by 200 feet,
of Cape Breton.
and a depth of eighteen feet. A new canal on Canadian soil is contemplated at Saulte Sainte Marie, which will make us independent of

the American canal. These improvements will greatly facilitate the
national carrying trade and give it a stimulus.
Here is^omething further about that long-promised Toronto Courthouse " competition." It will be remembered that in the competition
1

Not

fully reported.
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it
was agreed by the
carried out for the stipulated
sum of 8200,000. The tenders for the new building, those already
accepted by the Committee, amount to $1,225,034, in addition to
which must be added $80,000, the estimated cost of plumbing and
steam-heating, for which no tenders were received; also $25,uoo
for contingencies, and $75,000 for furniture and the architect's comTo meet this there is
mission, etc., making a total of $1,405,034.
already in bank a sum of $823,ooo, the balance, $5*-.>,iioo, has to be
raised from the rates, and it is intended to submit a by-law at the

the drawings were rejected
committee that none of them could
all

earliest opportunity for voting on.

member

because

l>e

It

was

also

pro]x>se<l

by some

the Committee to submit the question as to
whether white or red slone should be employed for facework, but this
last piece of folly was voted down.
bright

of

The Canadian

Pacific Railway Company is making rapid progress
works both in Toronto and Montreal, whereby it will cuter
cities by a less circuitous route than at
present.
Nearly all the
laud has been purchased and the required facilities from the city
have been obtained, and we may soon Lope to see these much needed

with
both

its

reforms take place.
It will be remembered that in a former letter an account of the
serious trouble existing between the city and the University of
Toronto over the unfulfilled conditions on the part of the city, of their
lease of the Queen's Park, which is the property of the
Lniversity,
and how, for a time, the lease was ho]>elessly cancelled by the
thus
the
of
the
use
of
a
considerable
University,
depriving
public
area laid out as a park and taking away two principal thoroughfares
that happened; to cross this property.
The University authorities
have certainly behaved well in the matter, and have succeeded in
waking up the sleepy aldermen to a sense of their duties, and through
the energetic action of the mayor, terms have been arranged by
which the Queen's Park will remain as it is for the rest of
the
considerable
amount
years of the original lease.
of
has
trouble
been expended naturally, time and money
in legal advice, and
so on, but it has finally been agreed
that the pending action of the University against the city shall
cease, and that the entente cordiale, which should exist between the
Corporations, shall be restored. All previous breaches of covenant
on the part of the city shall be waived, and all existing street openings into the Park and avenues shall be allowed to remain without
This secures
objection being raised on the part of the University.
again to the citizens for 970 years (the remainder of the term of the
The University is to
original lease) the Queen's Park as it is.
dedicate in perpetuity two avenues valued at $350,000, one of which
is absolutely
necessary, as it is at present a main thoroughfare.
These and sundry clauses of agreement have been arranged, and the
citizens have to thank the University
Corporation for their courtesy
in allowing a settlement so
greatly to the advantage of the city to be
arrived at, when, apparently, it was for them to dictate terms and in
their power to demand what they chose.
The Toronto Free Public Library has on its shelves some two dozen
volumes of great interest recently " found " we are told by
the Libra"
rian.
They consist of MSS. containing records in connection
with the Government of the Province of Ontario, from its earliest
days, with special reference to Toronto and its immediate neighborhood. These books were originally the
property of a Mr. David W.
Smyth, surveyor-general of the Province in those early days they
contain records of all his property which was
very considerable.
plan is given of the city of Toronto and also the first known plan of
any building in Toronto; namely, the house of this Mr. Smyth, with
elevation in color and the plan of the garden and stables.
But what
is of
greater interest is that it proves certain changes to have been
made in the names of two or three streets, which discovery clears
away a dilliculty known to searchers of land titles, who until now have
been unable to account for the want of agreement between
descriptions of property and the actual plans.
For instance, a description
of a lot say on Duchess Street, corresponds with a lot on Duke S'trcet
and with no other, the old or original name for the street is now shown
to have been " Duchess."
When or why the change was made does
not yet appear. Original minutes of the Government Council of 1 79697 up to 1800, with original letters of Governor Suncoe and several
other interesting papers are among the MSS.
The long-talked-of Royal Victoria Hospital of Montreal is to be
built at last.
Over a year ago two wealthy citizens, Sir Donald
Smith and Sir George Stephen each gave the large sum of $500,000 to
build and endow a hospital to be erected on a certain site the
property of the city, if the city would give the site for the purpose.
little below this site is one of the
large reservoirs that supply the city
with water, and a great cry was raised by both English and French
that the water would be contaminated by means of the
Hospital if
erected there.
In their difliculty the Hospital Committee of the
Corporation referred the matter to two well-known doctors, one of each
nationality, who were separately to report as to the probable result of
It was a sensible step to take and
erecting the hospital on this site.
would undoubtedly set the matter at rest, deciding the
controversy
one way or the other. Not a bit of it. The Doctor's
reports were exthe
of
each other. The Englishman in a long and
actly
opposite

A

:

A

than before. There the matter stood ; Mr. Saxon Snell was sent for
to look at the site and prepare plans, a really excellent move on the
part of the Committee and one which, if the idea originated with
themselves, ought to redeem them at least from the chanieieristic of
pigheadedness of Corporation Committees in general. Nothing was
heard further for a long while
but the idea gained ground that
considering the diversity of opinion on the matter it would be wiser
at any rate, if possible, not to build there.
Fully recognizing the difficulty the most liberal donors have come forward again with another
offer.
They consent to a change of site and give a further sum of
$80,000 for the purchase of another site. Making this the final condition on which the total of $1,080,000 shall remain to be used for
this object.
Naturally this has been accepted and so the "Jubilee"
Such princely gifts
hospital will no doubt lie commenced at once.
do not occur every day and it is a pity so long a time should have been
allowed to elapse, but it was an awkward predicament for a corporation to be in.
The advent of Mr. Saxon Snell caused some disa|>It was at least
pointnient among the local professional men.
hoped
the hospital would have been competed for, but I fancy Mr. Saxon
Snell would really have been the author of the successful
design by
a local man, through the medium of his great work on hospitals, which
would have been largely consulted no doubt.
With regard to competitions they certainly have not
proved a
happy method of settling the matter in question, in Montreal particuA lamentable case was
larly, where there has been one advertised.
that of the competition for the Trafalgar Institute, a "
College for the
Higher Education of Women." The competition was advertised in
a feeble kind of away because the same Sir Donald Smith offered to
When
give $25,000 towards the building if begun by a certain date.
intending competitors applied for particulars, they were told there
were none the Committee did not understand that architects would
necessarily like to know something of what was wanted.
However,
the Committee put their heads together and a list was
produced of
the rooms, etc., required.
were
sent
in
and
as
usual
in rtttt
Designs
of this kind the good men on looking at them were
totally bewildered.
Afteralong time, however, a decision was arrived at, but when tenders
were in for the chosen design they exceeded the amount by so
great
an extent, that the design had to be thrown out. The next
chapter
bowled the Committee over. Mr. Sorby, the author of the
design, proceeded to take out an action against them to recover the amount of
commission on the building as carried out
to
his plans,
according
claiming that the wording of the instructions admitted of an interpretation as to cost which justified him in acting as he did.
The
action has not yet been gone on with, so far as I can learn, and the
new building is still where it was three years ago. What arrangement may have been arrived at is as yet not made public even toother
competitors, and in the meantime the architect of the chosen design
has moved from Montreal to Vancouver.
Mention of Vancouver, reminds me that it is the youngest
city of
the Dominion, and a child of great promise it
appears to be. Four
years ago it had no existence. In July, 1886, it had a population of
;

:

1,200, July, 1888, that had increased to 8,500 which leads
statisticians to hazard the remark that by
July, 1889, the

sanguine
population
be 20,000. It certainly has a good future before it. As the terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway and the new
port for communication with China, India and Australia, it ought to rise
rapidly and
in time become a very important
In connection with this I
city.
may
mention that Owen Sound on the Lakes, the inland
port in the route
from east to west, mentioned in my letter, last mouth, gives another
It U stated
sign of improving according to this morning's papers.
" that
owing to the increased traffic on the Main Street, the Town
Council have decided to open up and place in
proi>er condition the
street along the east side of the river," etc. ; this
ought to be a sign of
considerable progress.
will

CONSTITUENTS OF THE SUBSOIL.
DEFECTS OF PILE FOUNDATIONS.
IKON
AND CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS.

A

exhaustive report in which he submitted evidence of similar situations
in all parts of the world showed most
conclusively that the water
would not be in the least danger of contamination. The Frenchman's
report went to prove the folly of erecting the hospital on this site,
and so " when doctors differ," etc., the Committee were worse off
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the past season several extremely heavy buildings have
of putting
cannot but be impressed
footings
with the changes that have, taken place during the last ten
years in

been commenced here, and in watching the operation
DURING
in their
and foundations one

this

branch of building.

to the fact that the soil under that part of the
city where
the heaviest buildings have recently been erected is unusuallv
poor for
heavy foundations, probably more experiments have been made and
more experimental kinds of footings have been put in at Chicago than
in all other
In a general way the
parts of the country put together.
soil in this part of the city
may be said to consist of three strata, of
which the first is sand for a depth of some eight or ten feet. This sand
is
generally quite clean and fairly sharp, of yellowish color, and evidently a deposit formed under the water when in some, not very remote

Owing
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beneath the
geological period, this portion of the country was entirely
waves of Lake Michigan. In most parts of the city where the soil
has never been disturbed by previous building operations this sand
enters largely into the common mortar for brickwork, although not
coarse or sharp enough for rubble-work or of sufficiently good (juality
to be used for plastering or fine work. Continuing to a greater depth
beneath this stratum of sand is a clay, bluish in color, and for the
first few feet quite hard in composition, so that a piek-axe is often
few feet it
necessary to make any progress in it, but after these
like eight or
gradually becomes softer until at a depth of something
ten feet it has become about the consistency of lard, a formation that
continues of a practically homogenous character for a depth of nearly
fifty

feet until bed-rock

is
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year have been practically the same as during the last few
still no one would be surprised to have at
any moment some
entirely new scheme tried, for every one is on the lookout to see if
something still better and at the same time less expensive is not posthis

seasons,

sible.

reached.

the first heavy buildings were erected the only method of
it would be
footings that seemed to receive attention, or possibly
nearer the truth to say that the only method that was known as apof piling.
Very shortly,
plicable to such poor soil, was the system
however, it was found, principally owing to the nature of the clay,

When

tuat there were numerous and very important objections to this. In
the first place, it was very expensive and in the second place, piles
even when once driven into the clay were not fixtures until loaded,
for the driving of an adjoining pile had the tendency to cause No. 1
to pop up again.
Owing to the great difficulty of properly and acthe number and
curately proportioning according to their weights
distance apart of the piles, the buildings even when once placed upon
them had the tendency to settle unequally, and as these piles could
the soft clay an additional twenty feet
just as easily go down through
as tiiey had gone the first fifteen, they frequently started on this
downward career with anything but happy results for the building.
The system of piling was, however, practically abandoned within a few
but
years after the great fire, partially on account of the expense
more particularly because of the unsatisfactory results. This method
was employed in some of the public buildings, as among the last exrather
amples of its use, but the results as now seen have probably
the opinion already formed, and probably no architect

A PLEA FOR EXPERT ADVICE IN DE-

THE DREXEL

CIDING COMPETITIONS.
BUILDING.

THE

INCREASING

USE

:

emphasized
would now propose

to use,

under ordinary circumstances,

this system.

acted
principle gradually became recognized and was slowly
but
upon, that the foundations should not be sunk to any great depth
should spread out rapidly and as near as possible at the top of the
But as this idea was acted upon, it soon offered one
clay hard-pan.
value as they
great objection, that the cellars became of no practical
were filled up with a host of stone pyramids which received the columns and piers of the building proper. Even with dimension-stone
in the footings it was not found desirable to make offsets of more than
fourteen to eighteen inches at the very greatest, so that as the buildings

The

became higher and heavier, the pyramids became larger and larger
it was evident that some means must be found to enable greater
offsets to be made on each course, and consequently correspondingly
reduce the size of the pyramidal foundation. Probably one of the
first important steps in this direction was in the footings of the new
Board of Trade Building, where large timbers were introduced into
From timber to iron was but a step, still it was the
the concrete.
until

exgreat step that very materially changed the character of our
tremely heavy foundations. It was indeed a radical change which
was quickly taken advantage of and very quickly brought to
the point where now used. In the earlier uses of iron a heavy footing of concrete was first laid down and upon this railway iron was
tightly placed side by side until the entire concrete was covered, then
concrete was slushed in between and another course of rails similarly
laid but at right angles to the first course, and this in its turn
thoroughly slushed up with concrete, and a thin coat of the same on
This course of the footing was then complete and an offset of
top.
three feet was considered admissible.
Thus an enormous weight
could by means of several such large offsets very quickly be distributed over a large surface of footing.
This was the starting-point
and the main principle of our present system of heavy foundations,
but it has with slight variations, as necessitated by different requirements, been played up and down the whole scale of foundation construction until now scarcely a heavy building is erected but that the
If railroad- irons were good why
footings contain more or less iron.
were not I-beams better, and acting upon this principle many beams
as wide as 12 inches, have been used until the quantity of iron stored
away in some of these foundations, makes of them veritable iron
minus. The question had often been raised but never (certainly in

your correspondent's hearing) been very satisfactorily answered, what
will be the lasting qualities of the iron thus embedded in the concrete.
Isolated cases of iron in concrete are cited but the conditions are

generally different

and most

of

the parties contend, apparently more
than because they have any strong

because they wish it to be so
array of proof, that beyond a thin coating of rust the iron will remain perfectly intact for ages. Certainly it is to be hoped that such
will be the case, but as for the actual proof of using iron under similar
conditions it would seem as if very few actual examples can be cited,
and that the future architects only, will be able to judge more fully

upon

this point.
latest experiment that

The

seems to have been tried is to cover
before commencing the footings
the entire area of the excavation
of the building with a thick stratum of concrete laid directly upon
the top of the clay hard-pan. The depth of this course is nearly two
feet and its object seems to be to strengthen the clay so that the general settlement may be reduced to a mininum.
Aside from this experiment, as far as noticed, the foundations of all the new buildings

OF STRUCTURAL IRONWORK.

is not to be supposed that the complete satisfaction given to
connected with the Art Club Competition recently
everybody
IT
brought to such a successful close by Professor Ware will change
at once the existing system, or rather want of system, in conducting
competitions in Philadelphia. The architects can do much, however,
by taking a firm stand in the matter at the first opportunity. No
doubt there would be strong opposition at the beginning from the
building public, and from those architects who rely on their powers
but one can
of persuasion rather than on their powers of design
to the city if invited areasily see what immense good would result
chitects would refuse positively to go into any competition not based
upon expert judgment. This Utopian method of deciding on the
;

relative merit of designs submitted in competition will be slow of

general adoption mainly because the public has an unwarrantably
high opinion of its own judgment in such matters. In America peowith as much assurple are in the habit of criticising a new building
ance as though it were a new book. In the case of a book the average American's opinion would be worth something. He has grown
up among books as he has among buildings, but with this important
difference, that, whereas the buildings he is obliged to see are for the
most part bad, or, at least, without merit, it depends entirely on himself whether the books he reads shall be of the best or of the worst
that the world has ever produced.
Ignorance of the classics of literature is more or less a matter of choice to know the classics of architecture, an American must have had time and money in plenty.
When we consider that besides this the amateurs of architecture are
sensicomparatively few, it is all the more surprising that men, even
ble, hard-headed business men, who would not be willing to stake
much on the correctness of their judgment as literary experts, have
of late adopted the plan of holding competitions for important buildthe designs, when so far as
ings, and appointing themselves judges of
the probability of their choosing the best design is concerned, a jury
of shoemakers would be quite as likely to choose the best out of halfa-dozen landscapes, or a congress of dentists decide on the merits of a
steam engine. The folly of this kind of decision becomes all the
more apparent when the other requirements of the competition are
"
clause of the prosubordinated to the usual " handsome front
to
as
to what kind of deBut
it is
speculate
unprofitable
gramme.
sign can least afford to be judged by laymen, and this whole discourse on the harrowing subject of competitions would be unprofitable if it were not for the hope that some architects may be found
one that is not accorded but inwilling to demand the simple right
sisted on by the public in all professions and arts except architecture
;

the simple right of having their designs judged by experts. When
have come to pass that corporations
about to build shall put their work into the hands of some architect
of established reputation, or shall call in an expert to aid their judgment by pointing out in the competitive designs the merits and defects
that only a professional would notice until the building was under
way, then and not before will be the end of the numberless sham
competitions where the award is made to the man who has the strongest "
this ideal state of affairs shall

pull."

Some months

ago, in speaking of the causes that led to the dissolution of the Knights of Labor, I had occasion to mention the immense amount of marble used in the Drexel Building. This is one
It is just finof the latest of Messrs. Wilson Bros. & Co.'s works.
ished, and as it is the largest and most important office-building in
Philadelphia, a notice of some of the special features of its construcIn size it is very nearly the same as
tion will not be out of place.

the Equitable Building in New York, covering rather less ground,
but being three stories higher. The plan is like a huge letter H, and
the dimensions
according to the Public Ledger, which is authority
one hundred and fortyfor many of the following points as well
two feet by two hundred and twenty, and the elevations show a cellar, a basement story, ten other stories and an attic, bringing the
roof to a height of one hundred and thirty-five feet above the pavement. On the west is Fifth Street, on the north Chestnut, and on
the east and south Custom-IIouse Place and Library Street. In the
middle of the Chestnut Street front (the upper half of the " II ")
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stands the Independence National Hank, occupying the only part of
the block not owned by Mr. Drexel, who has torn down to make
room for liis new building, the Law Knilding, as well as the old Philadelphia Library, and the old post-oflice, the quarters of (lie last two
having been swept farther up town by the irresistible westward tide
of business.
The spare below the cross of the "II" corresponding
to that occupied by the Independence Bank is left as an open court.
The effect of the Chestnut Street front is somewhat marred by the
little bank tucked in between the two towering marble winns of the

Drexel Building, more especially as, owing to some disagreement
which light might be taken for the new building
above the bank roof, there are no windows in the marble facing of
the party-wall.
'I hat so
large a building should have been finished
so quickly as this one is almost phenomenal, for it was only sevenalKjut the terms on

teen months ago that the work of excavating was begun. The unusually open weather of the first part of last winter was of the greatest help, as was the now universal covering-in and heating of the building during the progress of the work, but a new method of construction
almost unknown before in this city
should have the largest
share of the credit.
In order to get the greatest amount of light
and room, the windows were made as large as possible, ami the piers
as small.
Up the middle of each pier runs an iron column, and on
these columns rest the floor girders, so that the masonry has nothing
but its own weight to carry. The four largest marble quarries in
the country were kept busy during the work, but even they could not
supply material fast enough, so that the building would have been
seriously delayetTif it had not been possible to go on witli the iron

framework without waiting for its marble covering. At one time, in
fact, the tioor l>eains were in position four stories higher than the top
of the walls.
The south-east corner of Fifth and Chestnut Streets
was, and still is, occupied by the banking-house of Drexel & Co.
It
was desired to incorporate it in the new building, and this has been
done witli tile utmost success, from an engineer's as well as from an architect's point of view.
The ceiling of the banking room reaches the
(ifth Hoor of the new
building, and the problem was to support the
six upper floors and attic of the latter on
top of it. Girders of sufficient strength would have been
greatly in the way, and no columns
could be set up in the banking-room without
being a serious disfigurement. The floors above are, therefore, held
up by enormous
trusses, running up through four stories, where they
help to make
The iron boxes on which the ends of
partitions between the offices.
these trusses rest are, to be sure, on the inside of, and anchored
to,
the banking-room wall, but as
they were put up at night and after
hours
in
the
banking
daytime, their erection in no way interfered
with business, and their
covering of colored marble makes them
rather an interesting feature than an
The rooms above the
eyesore.
Board of Trade room (which is on the second Hoor of the eastern
wing) are supported in the same manner. In the new building for
the Provident Life and Trust
Company, by the way, that is just
begun a little farther down Chestnut" Street, Mr. Furness has
adopted a similar method of construction, where a higher truss even
" A " holds floor
than this, the shape of the lower
part of a letter
upon floor suspended from its upper angles.
In spite of the enormous
advantages that the modern use of iron
ives to the architects of
to-day in

such cases as this, so that, as in
Drexel Building, we may have, with a
comparatively limited
ground area, four hundred rooms all admirably lighted, and without
an ounce of combustible material in their
construction, it is to be
doubted whether this increasing use of constructional ironwork is an
unmixed blessing. As to its artistic effect, it will
certainly be hard
in the future, if experiment continues to
open to us new capabilities
in ironwork, to
design a building that shall be really good if we are
to keep getting the stone shell of it divided into smaller and smaller
piers at the base, and the building itself towering higher than ever
before.
Perhaps it is not too conservative a wish to hope that the
same causes that have led the Pennsylvania Railroad
management to
le

discard iron bridges for stone in the
future, to the immense relief of
people who have the slightest regard for landscape beauty, will bring
about the abandonment of the wholesale use of iron in our
city

buildings.
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donor, where an unprejudiced opinion would force one even to admit
that only absolute perfection had not been attained, without suggesting a lack of appreciative gratitude antagonistic to the natural responsive feeling of the community, kept aglow, as it always is, In the
Such criticism should
unintelligent commendation of the local press.
only be written or read in the spirit that can completely separate the
sincerity and generosity of the motive actuating the gift from the
success or failure, from whatever cause, of the completed result.
It
is
not a common thing, even in these days when large gifts and !quests to public objects often seem to follow closely in the wake of
custom, or indeed of fashion, that an unsolicited and unexpected
donation of a million dollars, in round numbers, is presented to a city,
representing a large pro|H>rtion of the total wealth of the donor, who
in the course of one or two years sees his entire scheme embodied
and in complete working order. Very rarely indeed would such an
event be designated by an intelligent and unbiassed critic as "a calSuch, however, is the rather startling term we have heard
amity."
applied in this case, and we will let the facts
speak for themselves,
"
"
is really
questioning whether the word
calamity
misapplied to anyrare opportunity conspicuously misused, from the fad point of view
"
of
the might have been,"
the unfortunate influence of precedent,
the inevitable future recognition of the truth, and the consequent
dissatisfaction.

The

was accompanied by certain conditions relating to the
endowment that more or less influenced the development of the scheme, but which need not be discussed here, when
gift

details of the

merely an outline description of the building

itself will

serve the

purpose.
'I'll'-

location,

though near the centre of the

upon an unim-

city, is

portant, narrow street, which can never become a thoroughfare, and is
in the middle of a block with unattractive
surroundings, whereas
the acquirement of a portion of the block immediately
the

adjoining

present buildings, on which are only old dwellings, would have given
one of the best possible positions, on a corner, with a frontage on a
broad street, directly facing the great Ionic portico of the Cathedral
and the open space around it. The front [>ortion of the library
building occupies the entire width of its lot, some seventy feet, more
or less, with a dead wall at either end, abutting onto "the
adjoining property, which on one side is encumbered by outbuildof
character.
The
facade
is
a
two-storied
white
ings
objectionable
marble screen, with florid decorations, which has doubtless been designated as "modernized Britain Gothic," suggesting almost anything
but that a public library is hid behind it.
1 he floors and walls of
the entrance hall and stairway are covered with an elaborate
pattern
of various marbles and tiles in a style of design
frequently seen of
late years in many buildings devoted to less
dignified purposes.
Some half-dozen rooms in this front portion of the building are

appropriated to registration, to the delivery and return of books, and
to the board of management
while the rear, in the form of a long
rectangular structure on the main axis, narrowed sufficiently to obtain light on both sides, contains, in two
low-pitched stories, the
"nests" of shelving for the books, with a more lofty reading-room
above, at the extreme end of which is the librarian's sanctum and
some toilet rooms.
The completion of this building is a rather remarkable instance of
the very rapid
perhaps we might say more forcibly the very hastyconsummation of a benevolent scheme, in striking contrast to one or
two others now in progress in Baltimore, conspicuous
among which
"
is the
"Sheppard Asylum for the cure of the insane
apparently
those of a future generation, although the institution has
already
been in existence as a corporation for thirty-five years.
Undeniably
there is great need of
in the care of trust funds, hut, without
security
stopping to quest ion the details of the management in this particular case, one cannot help feeling that this and some other trusts in
the city are in the hands of certain men of undoubted
integrity, but
whose interest and pride seem to be rather in the safe and clever
financiering than in the active philanthropy of the schemes which
they have in charge.
The trustees of the Sheppard Asylum were incorporated as a
body
by the Legislature in 1853, with Moses Sheppard as president. Four
years later he died, at the advanced age of eighty-four. By his will
he devised the whole of his estate, with the
exception of a few small
bequests, to the "trustees of the Sheppard Asylum," absolutely without any limitations, instructions, directions o'r
His trus;

requests.

however, thoroughly understood his intention and design in
founding the institution, as they were his personal friends, in constant and intimate intercourse with him, and
among some written
memoranda the following extracts were found "My design is an institution similar to one near
Philadelphia, belonging to the Society
of Quakers, and, like that, under the direction of that
description of
tees,

:

THE PRATT KRKE LIBRARY.
ASYLUM.

THE 8IIKPPARD

persons principally.
the farm-house style

My
;

desire is, all for use, nothing for ornament ;
fireproof as far as practicable ; a ."mail and ex-

an experimental establishment
each person
pensive institution
have an attendant when it may appear useful first for the
poor of the Society, secondly for such of the Society as are able to
afterwards the trustees
pay, and then for the poor indiscriminately
will use their discretion.
My leading put pose ijt to found an institution to carry forward and
improve the ameliorated system of treat;

;

shall

;

more than local

interest aroused by the designs for such a structure as the proposed
Public Library of Boston, leads us to dwell

rHE

for a few moments on what is (or should have
been) one of the most important of the recently erected buildings in
"
Pratt Free Library."
Baltimore, the
It would be a difficult task to
criticise, or in any way describe, the results of the
gift of one million dollars, made in the lifetime of the

;

ment of the insane, irrespective of expense
an experiment in
a small way for about seventy-five men and
seventy -five women all
of them to have privacy, sunlight and pure air; and
every thing done
for the comfort of the
And he several times reiterated
patients."
;

;
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buildings are as fireproof as iron stairways, brick-arched ceilings,
slate roofs, etc.,

completion when

All the woodwork
plastering and flooring is about finished.
still to be done, also all the details
fitting-up of the interior remains
the

It is mainof heating, ventilating, plumbing, draining and lighting.
tained, too, that what has already been accomplished is most
thoroughly done, and is the best possible of its kind, both as to the
material and workmanship, and that the progress of such work could

the conditions of a fixed and limited
the possibility of hastening active
the energy upon the completion of
consideration, but finally abandoned
and it is now stated that it will require about four
as not advisable
years' additional ineome to complete the entire scheme. So that a review of the facts given at present would make it appear that in 1892
the institution will be ready to enter upon its good work with an invested endowment of considerably over half a million of dollars and
with its buildings and grounds representing nearly twice that amount.
For a long time its roofs and. towers have been familiar
and interesting features in the landscape.
Having grown so
not have been more rapid under
annual expenditure. Recently
operations by concentrating all
one wing was taken into careful
;

more immediate surroundings, its gate lodges, its driveshrubbery, have grown around and with it, have lost
all look of crude newness, and almost seem to be old landmarks.
Only the idleness and loneliness about the place seems unnatural and
weird, but perhaps not more so than, when in the future, it will
become the home of its unfortunate inmates
unfortunate surely
but, let us hope that this great institution, in the fulfilment of its
mission, will make them less unhappy.

slowly, its

ways and

its

TKCHNISCHEK VEREIN VON NEW YORK.
"

" Technischer Verein
(German
meeting of the
Technical Society) of New York, held October 13, the following officers were elected
President, G. W. Wundram, M. E. Vice-President, K. A. Gieseler,
C. E.
Corresponding Secretary, H. W.Fabian, Architect; RecordLibrarian, F. Knauer, C. E.
ing Secretary, II. Berg, M. E.
Trustees, A. Kurth, C. E., P. Gopel, C. E., O. Fuller, M. E., A.
Dorflinger, C. E., E. L. Heusner, M. E., A. v. d. Driesch, Architect,
Th. Breyer, Chemist.
The number of members at present are
Civil Engineers, 40; Mechanic Engineers, Jll; Architects, 36;
Chemists, 37; Total 233.

rT

the annual

:

;

;

;

;

:

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
UNUER GHOCXD

Focii MILES TO TUB THEATRE.
In some countries
it would seem strange for a party going to see a theatrical entertainment to make a dive into Mother Earth, travel four miles under the
mountains, and then dart up to the surface within a stone's throw of
the ticket office, but it is after such a fashion that some of our people
go to their regular dose of drama, comedy and tragedy. Last night a
party of ladies and gentlemen of the town of Sutro, who wished to see
"The Two Johns" at the opera-house, took the subterranean cut.
Starting at the mouth of the Sutro tunnel, at their own doors, they
came up the tunnel to the C.and C. shaft, a distance of a little over four
miles.
Dismounting from the cars they then boarded the cages in the
shaft and were shot upward to the surface, a vertical distance of 1,640
This way of going to the theatre is as much fun for our ladies as
feet.
going to a picnic. It is really a pleasure, but until a lady lias become
somewhat accustomed to life in the mines it requires a little nerve. It
The cars will not
is fine and cool the whole four miles under ground.
soil even the most delicate dresses of silk and satin, therefore there is
no trouble of changing clothing. In her room at the- mouth of the tunnel a lady may stand before her mirror and give the finishing touch to
flower or feather, and in just such shape as she turns from her glass she
is shot up to the surface in this city, ready to take her seat in the box
in the opera-house.
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has been made of the rapid utilization or artiiicial fuel in tha
manufacturing establishments of the country. Quite n competition is in
progress between them. There are ten or twelve methods in use, all of
them are valuable in their way. Engineers are working at various economies and extending the application of fuel to a greater variety of uses. One
of the most successful systems in use melts over 1,000 tons of steel, witli a
The price of artificial
consumption of three gallons of oil per ton of steel
Within a year the cost has
fuel ranges in price from !! cents to 5 cents.
been very greatly reduced, and engineers and manufacturers are confident
of utill further reducing it. Another interesting feature is that artificial fuel
is being introduced into a number of the smaller manufacturing establishments in the country. In a comparatively short time ten manufacturing
establishments will be using artificial fuel, where one is using it now. It is
.1 strong factor in reducing the cost of
production, and it is for this purpose
that we have made reference to it. The characteristic of modern manufacturis
the
decline
in
cost
of production in every department.
activity
steady
ing
A wide field is open to enterprise and skill in the reduction of the cost of
Authorities differ as to the permanency of the naturnl-gas supply, and
fuel.
this very feature is stimulating capital to tiint artificial substitutes.
Within
the past week or so two companies have been formed for the introduction
of artificial fuel upon a large scale in several of the large manufacturing cities. Natural-gas companies are not asleep: they have been extending their lines in Pennsylvania and Ohio. A tlrirty-six-inch pipe has
been laid a distance of five miles, and is the largest in the world; this pipe
has been laid in the city of Pittsburgh. Another line has been laid from
Murraysville, a distance of eleven miles. Several eight, ten and twelve inch
lines have also been laid.
A twenty-inch pipe, twelve miles long, connects
Murraysville with a town called Grapeville, which promises to be a thrifty,
Two ten-inch pipes have just been laid across the
industrial centre.
Alleghany River, near Pittsburgh. During the past year another company
made three thousand contracts to supply private houses. Schemes are
under consideration for extending the natural-gas supply from cities now
remote from sources of supply. A new field has been developed in Kentucky, and a pipe-line is to be laid at once to reach to the nearest manufacIn other directions there is no declining tendency.
The
turing centres.
cost of labor in nearly all industrial centres will likely remain the same.
The cost of iron, steel, lumber, petroleum, leather, coal, iron and woodworking machinery, shop work, including all kinds of boileV and engine
work, as well as tools and implement works, will remain at the present
level at least. In some directions prices are going upward.
The only
present advantages to be found in the direction of lower prices are in the
cost of transportat on and in fuel. Leading lumber authorities state that
the most encouraging feature of the present situation is the stability and
upward tendency of prices.
Surplus stocks are light. Throughout the
West the demand has been steady and large all season. Both East and
West dealers have reported a stead v depletion of their stocks. The distribution of lumber throughout the West is considerably hindered by the scarcity
of cars. The improvement in cities like Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis.
Minnesota and many other western and northwestern cities has been enormous and profitable for active building operations. Receipts of lumber at
Chicago this year have been more than 130,000,000 feet, more than up to
same time last year. Throughout the West there is a steady distribution
of lumber of all kinds. Southern supplies are coming forward liberally.
There is a very active competition in the southwestern section of the
country due to the multiplication of saw mills and planing mills. Throughout the country lumber manufacturers expect to maintain present rates of
prices throughout the wiuter, and enter upon the spring trade with moderate
The large crops of cereals
applies, a good demand and bright prospects.
is already having its effect upon those industries which look to the agriKor some months past there has been
cultural regions for their markets.
a lull in the machinery and implement branches. Within one or two weeks
several of the agricultural implement establishments in the West have
booked large orders for winter work. This is especially noticeable in woodworking machinery and in establishments which turn out small steam
It is also observable
engines.
throughout the Western shops where
machinery is supplied to be operated by gas or electricity. As so often
for
the
demand
machinery and mechanical appliances is fully as
"tated,
large at this time as it has been for years. There is a general displacement
going on of old machinery for new, because of the economies being brought

MENTION

The Asylum proper consists of two buildings separated by about
one hundred feet, each covering an area of about 25,000 square feet,
and each three full stories and basement in height, designed for the
is claimed that the
separate accommodation of the two sexes. It
its final
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the condition that " the income and not the principal is tn sustain
the institution."
The whole amount of the estate realixed was something less than
$600,1100, and the average net income, after all the expenses were
of which has been expaid, has been about $24,oOO per annum, all
pended in the purchase and improvement of the property, and the
erection of the buildings.
In lrtf>8, a farm of three hundred and seventy-seven acres, about
six miles from the city on Charles Street Avenue, was purchased for
$70,000, and there has since been expended on the buildings, and imin
provements of various kinds, $7.)S,oo(). The first stone was laid
In addition
1862, and the last brick on the main buildings in 1.S7!).
to this, a separate building has been erected for the water-tower,
a large
heating, ventilating and laundry purposes, communicating by
tunnel and various branching sub-ways under all parts of the buildetc.
ing, in which are placed all the necessary pipes, radiators,

can make them.
The work has reached the point towards
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about by improvements in machinery. The locomotive works throughout
the country have booked large orders during the past thirty days. Four
firms are working day and night. Within the past three weeks a number
of car-building works have started night-work. A great many orders are
coming in and railroad companies are in a position where they will be
obliged to place large car-building orders before the close of the year.
The railroad situation is brighter upon the surface than beneath it. The
The bulls have
gross earnings are large, but the net earnings are small.
been endeavoring for three months to so manipulate stocks and railroad reinduce
the
to
outside
as
to
rush
in
to buy
and
seek
turns,
public
They
have not accepted the invitation and there will be no participation in stock
speculation this fall by the outside public. A good deal of uneasiness arises
on account of the moderate earnings (net) but in the long run the influences
of the reduced earnings will be healthful rather than the reverse. As intimated recently, a good deal of new railroad work is going on. Large rail
contracts have not yet been placed. The managers of iron and steel works
are declining to enter into heavy contracts for late delivery. Textile manufacturers are generally complaining of small orders. 1 he desire of dealers
is to not go into debt, as long as it is possible for legislative interference to
suddenly depress the market value of stocks in band. Distributors of all
kinds of textile and manufactured products throughout the West are buying
and carrying as light stocks as possible on this account. There is a general
anxiety among borrowers and business men carrying stocks on credit to
make prompt payments.
The possibility of a reaction and a depression
seems to be widely entertained. Failures this year are in point of numbers
but little in excess of last year. The figures being 7,677 and 7,310 respectIn money markets there is a decided tendency toward a
ively to this date.
further rise of rates. The movement of funds to the interior is heavy and
for systems along the Atlantic coast. The demand for first-class bonds continues large among the professionals.
There is an abundance of money
throughout the East waiting permanent investment and less than usual seeking purely speculative channels. The total East-bound rail shipments of
bread stuffs frDin Chicago for last week reported was 30,331 against 25,373
tons for same week last year. There has been an advance in freight rates
between Chicago and other Western cities of from forty to sixty cents on
first class railroads.
Rates to intermediate points will be advanced next
Monday. There are prospects for a general harmonizing of interests since
the Canadian Pacific and the Soo lines have joined in the upward movement.
S.

J.

I'AKKiui.i.

&

Co., Printers, Boston.
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The Dececo Goods.
A Plumber's

Opinion as to the Puro Washbasin, and his estimate as to the comparative
cost of the

DECECO CLOSET.
PKRSOSAI. ATTENTION TO SANITARY WORK.

JOHN WORTHINGTON, PLUMBER AND GAS FITTER,
No. 1721 CHESTNUT STREET.
Plant Prepared for Drainage and Ventilation of Drain and Soil Pipei.
.

THE DECECO

Oct.

6,

1888.

CO.
After using the Standpipe Overflow Basins amongst our best work, we concluded
GKXTS:
upon examining the "Puro" basin, to give it a trial, and we are convinced of its superiority for the'

following reasons:
First.

It is

without any regulating screws.

The

the standpipe, and is vertical in place of horizontal,
thereby avoiding
sometimes catch upon the strainer.
The
Third.
working parts being below the opening of the waste outlet, it is necessarily
cleansed each time the waste discharges; also the opening is much larger, giving quicker vent and
of
and
waste.
scouring
trap

Second.

chokage from

lint,

strainer

which

is in

will

In respect to the difference of average cost between Dececo closet and tank and washout closet
in answer to your query, I reply that we consider the difference in favor of the Dececo
closet.
The prices are Dececo and tank, 511. 50. Washout and tank, S40.00. But in fitting up the
Washout closet we are compelled to provide the anti-siphon pipe for trap, which increases the cost on
an average of about $5.00 per closet ; this work is never necessary in connection with th
Dececo
closet, hence it is the cheaper of the two by three dollars and fifty cents ($360).

and tank,

After having ued about two hundred of the Dececo closets, we would always give it the
preference. even if the diff -renue of cost were no.t in its favor, at it has given universal satisfaction, atisthose
who
were
even
never
satisfied
before.
fying

Yours

truly,
J.

WORTHINGTON.

The Dececo Company,
12

KCigrls.

3V-Hi

Street,

w .fOIElT,
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the condition that
the institution."

the income and not the

principal

is

to

It is mainof heating, ventilating, plumbing, draining and lighting.
tained, too, that what has already been accomplished is most
thoroughly done, and is the best possible of its kind, both as to the
material and workmanship, and that the progress of such work could

the conditions of a fixed and limited
the possibility of hastening active
the energy upon the completion of
consideration, but finally abandoned
and it is now stated that it will require about four
as not advisable
years' additional income to complete the entire scheme. So that a review of the facts given at present would make it appear that in 1892
the institution will be ready to enter upon its good work with an invested endowment of considerably over half a million of dollars and
with its buildings and grounds representing nearly twice that amount.
For a long time its roofs and. towers have been familiar
and interesting features in the landscape.
Having grown so
not have been more rapid under
annual expenditure. Recently
operations by concentrating all
one wing was taken into careful
;
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sustain

The whole amount of the estate realized was something less than
$600,000, and the average net income, after all the expenses were
has been expaid, has been about $24,1100 per annum, all of which
pended in the purchase and improvement of the property, and the
erection of the buildings.
In 1858, a farm of three hundred and seventy-seven acres, about
six miles from the city on Charles Street Avenue, was purchased for
$70,OOH, and there has since been expended on the buildings, and improvements of various kinds, $>75S,i)00. The first stone was laid in
1862, and the last brick on the main buildings in 1879. In addition
to this, a separate building has been erected for the water-tower,
heating, ventilating and laundry purposes, communicating by a large
tunnel and various branching sub-ways under all parts of the buildetc.
ing, in which are placed all the necessary pipes, radiators,
The Asylum proper consists of two buildings separated by about
one hundred feet, each covering an area of about 25,000 square feet,
and each three full stories and basement in height, designed for the
separate accommodation of the two sexes. It is claimed that the
buildings are as fireproof as iron stairways, brick-arched ceilings,
slate roofs, etc.. can make them.
The work has reached the point towards its final completion when
All the woodwork
the plastering and flooring is about finished.
fitting-up of the interior remains still to be done, also all the details
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MENTION

been made of the rapid utilization of artificial fuel in tlia
manufacturing establishments of the country. Quite a competition is in
between
them. There are ten or twelve methods in use, all of
progress
them are valuable in their way. Engineers are working at various economies and extending the application of fuel to a greater variety of uses. One
of the most successful systems in use melts over 1,000 tons of steel, with a
The price of artificial
consumption of three gallons of oil per ton of steel
fuel ranges in price from ;! cents to 5 cents.
Within a year the cost lias
been very greatly reduced, and engineers and manufacturers are confident
of still further reducing it.
Another interesting feature is that artificial fuel
is being introduced into a number of the smaller manufacturing establishments in the country. In a comparatively short time ten manufacturing
establishments will be using artificial fuel, where one is using it now. It is
a strong factor in reducing the cost of production, and it is for this purpose
that we have made reference to it. The characteristic of modern manufacturing activity is the steady decline in cost of production in every department.
A wide field is open to enterprise and skill in the reduction of the cost of
lias

Authorities differ as to the permanency of the natural-gas supply, and
is stimulating capital to rind artificial substitutes.
Within
the past week or so two companies Imve been formed for the introduction
of artificial fuel upon a large scale in several of the large manufacturing cities. Natural-gas companies are nut asleep: they have been extending their lines in Pennsylvania and Ohio. A thirty-six-inch pipe has
been laid a distance of five miles, and is the largest in the world; this pipe
has been laid in the city of Pittsburgh. Another line has been laid from
Murraysville, a distance of eleven miles. Several eight, ten and twelve inch
A twenty-inch pipe, twelve miles long, connects
lines have also been laid.
Murraysville with a town called Grapeville, winch promises to be a thrifty,
Two ten-inch pipes have just been laid across the
industrial centre.
Alleghany River, near Pittsburgh. During the past year another company
made three thousand contracts to supply private houses. Schemes are
under consideration for extending the natural-gns supply from cities now
remote from sources of supply. A new field has been developed in Kentucky, and a pipe-line is to be laid at once to reach to the nearest manufacturing centres. In other directions there is no declining tendency. The
cost of labor in nearly all industrial centres will likely remain the same.
The cost of iron, steel, lumber, petroleum, leather, coal, iron and woodworking machinery, shop work, including all kinds of boileV and engine
work, as well as tools and implement works, will remain at the present
In some directions prices are going upward. The only
level at least.
present advantages to be found in the direction of lower prices are in the
cost of transportat on and in fuel. Leading lumber authorities state that
the most encouraging feature of the present situation is the stability and
upward tendency of prices.
Surplus stocks are light. Throughout the
West the demand has been steady and large all season. Both East and
West dealers have reported a steady depletion of their stocks. The distribution of lumber throughout the West is considerably hindered by the scarcity
of cars. The improvement in cities like Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis.
fuel.

this very feature

Minnesota and many other western and northwestern cities has been enormous and profitable for active building operations. Receipts of lumber at
Chicago this year have been more than 130,000,000 feet, more than up to
same time last year. Throughout the West there is a steady distribution
of lumber of all kinds. Southern supplies are coming forward liberally.
There is a very active competition in the southwestern section of the
country due to the multiplication of saw mills and planing mills. Throughout the country lumber manufacturers expect to maintain present rates of
prices throughout the winter, and enter upon the spring trade with moderate
mpplies. a good demand and bright prospects. The large crops of cereals
s already having its effect upon those industries which look to the agricultural regions for their markets.
For some months past there has been
a lull in the machinery and implement branches. Within one or two weeks
several of the agricultural implement establishments in the West have
:>ooked large orders for winter work. This is especially noticeable in woodworking machinery and in establishments which turn out small steam
It is also observable
engines.
throughout the Western shops where
machinery is supplied to be operated by gas or electricity. As so often
TKCHNISCHER VEREIN VON NEW YORK.
stated, the demand for machinery and mechanical appliances is fully as
arge at this time as it has been for years. There is a general displacement
T the annual meeting of the " Technischer Verein " (German going
on of old machinery for new, because of the economies being brought
Technical Society) of New York, held October 13, the followibout by improvements in machinery. The locomotive works throughout
the country have booked large orders during the past thirty days. Four
ing officers were elected
firms are working day and night. Within the past three weeks a number
President, G. W. Wundram, M. E. ; Viee-President, E. A. Gieseler,
of car-building works have started night-work. A great many orders are
C. E.
Corresponding Secretary, H. \V. Fabian, Architect; Record- coming in and railroad companies are in a
position where they will be
H.
M.
E.
F.
C.
E.
Librarian,
Knauer,
;
ing Secretary,
Berg,
obliged to place large car-building orders before the close of the year.
A.
C.
P.
C.
O.
M.
A.
The railroad situation is brighter upon the surface than beneath it. The
Trustees,
Kurth,
E.,
E.,
Fuller,
E.,
Gopel,
The bulls have
gross earnings are large, but the net earnings are small.
Dorflinger, C. E., E. L. Heusner, M. E., A. v. d. Driesch, Architect,
been
endeavoring for three months to so manipulate stocks and railroad reTh. Breyer, Chemist.
turns, as to induce the outside public to rush in and seek to buy
They
The number of members at present are
have not accepted the invitation and there will be no participation in stock
Civil Engineers, 49; Mechanic Engineers, 111; Architects, 36;
this
fall
the
outside
A
deal
of
uneasiness
arises
good
by
public.
speculation
on account of the moderate earnings (net) but in the long run the influences
Chemists, 37; Total 233.
of the reduced earnings will be healthful rather than the reverse.
As intimated recently, a good deal of new railroad work is going on. Large rail
contracts have not yet been placed. The managers of iron aud steel works
CLIPPINGS.
are declining to enter into heavy contracts for late delivery. Textile manIn some countries
UNDER GKOUXD FOUR MILES TO THE THEATHE.
ufacturers are generally complaining of small orders. The desire of dealers
it would seem strange for a party going to see a theatrical entertainis to not go into debt, as long as it is possible for legislative interference to
ment to make a dive into Mother Earth, travel four miles under the suddenly depress the market value of stocks in hand. Distributors of all
kindsof textile and manufactured products throughout the West are buying
mountains, and then dart up to the surface within a stone's throw of
and carrying as light stocks as possible on this account. There is a general
the ticket office, but it is after such a fashion that some of our people
anxiety among borrowers and business men carrying stocks on credit to
go to their regular dose of drama, comedy and tragedy. Last night a
make prompt payments.
The possibility of a reaction and a depression
party of ladies and gentlemen of the town of Sutro, who wished to see
to be widely entertained. Failures this year are in point of numbers
"The Two Johns" at the opera-house, took the subterranean cut. seems
but little in excess of last year. The figures being 7,677 and 7,310 respectStarting at the mouth of the Sutro tunnel, at their own doors, they
to this date.
In money markets there is a decided tendency toward a
came up the tunnel to the C. and C. shaft, a distance of a little over four ively
further rise of rates. The movement of funds to the interior is 'heavy and
miles.
Dismounting from the cars they then boarded the cages in the for systems along the Atlantic coast. The demand for first-class bonds conshaft and were shot upward to the surface, a vertical distance of 1,640
tinues large among the professionals.
There is an abundance of money
This way of going to the theatre is as much fun for our ladies as
feet.
throughout the East waiting permanent investment and less than usual seeking purely speculative channels. The total East-bound rail shipments of
going to a picnic. It is really a pleasure, but until a lady has become
bread stuffs from Chicago for last week reported was 30,331 against 25,373
somewhat accustomed to life in the mines it requires a little nerve. It
tons for same week last year. There has been an advance in freight rates
miles
the
whole
four
under
is fine and cool
ground. The cars will not
between Chicago and other Western cities of from forty to sixty cents on
soil even the most delicate dresses of silk and satin, therefore there is
first class railroads.
Rates to intermediate points will be advanced next
no trouble of changing clothing. In her room at the mouth of the tunMonday. There are prospects for a general harmonizing of interests since
nel a lady may stand before her mirror and give the finishing touch to
the Canadian Pacific and the Soo lines have joined in the upward movement.
flower or feather, and in just such shape as she turns from her glass she
is shot up to the surface in this city, ready to take her seat in the box
S. J. PA.RKHILL & Co., Printers, Boston.
in the opera-house.
Virginia City Enterprise.

more immediate surroundings, its gate lodges, its driveshrubbery, have grown around and with it, have lost
all look of crude newness, and almost seem to be old landmarks.
Only the idleness and loneliness about the place seems unnatural and
weird, but perhaps not more so than, when in the future, it will
become the home of its unfortunate inmates
unfortunate surely
but, let us hope that this great institution, in the fulfilment of its
mission, will make them less unhappy.

slowly,

its

ways and
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After using the Standpipe Orel-flow Bating amongst our bett work, we concluded
GBSTS:
upon examining the "Puro" basin, to give it a trial, and we are convinced of itt superiority for the'

following reatons:
First.

It is

without any regulating screws.

The

the standpipe, and is vertical in place of horizontal,
thereby avoiding
sometimes catch upon the strainer.
Third. The working parts being below the opening of the waste outlet, it is
necessarily
cleansed each time the waste discharges; also the opening it much larger, giving quicker vent and
scouring of trap and waste.

Second.

chokage from

lint,

strainer

which

is in

wilt

In respect to the difference of average cost between Dececo closet and tank and washout closet
in answer to your query, I reply that we consider the difference in favor of the Dececo clotet.
The prices are Dececo and tank, 941.50. Washout and tank, $40.00. But in fitting up the
Washout closet we are compelled to provide the anti-siphon pipe for trap, which increases the cost on
an average of about 95.00 per closet; this work is never necessary in connection with the Dececo
closet, hence it is the cheaper of the two by three dollars and fifty cents ($360).

and tank,

ed about two hundred of the Dececo closets, we would always give it the
After having
preference, even if the diff Tence of cost were no; in itt favor, at it hat given universal satisfaction, natitfying even thote who were never satisfied before.

Yours

truly,
J.

WORTHINGTON.

The Deceoo Company,
;

12

ZZigr3a.

Street,
,

n.. i.
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spector in charge of the district, who testified that he went
every other day to the building where the accident occurred,
and that ten days previous to the accident every thing was
going
on properly. The coroner seemed to think that the inspector
ought to know something about the work on the day of the
catastrophe, and questioned him, when it appeared that he had
two IHU hi red and ninety buildings to supervise, and could only
give a hasty look, two or three times a week, at each one.
Although it is obviously impossible for any man to see much

at the PmtrOfflee at Buston
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New York

Times has recently published an editorial
upon the price of iron beams, which shows the severity of the tax paid by American consumers of these allimportant structu-al members, partly through tariff legislation,
but much more through the combination of manufacturers, less
The duty upon rolled-iron beams is
forcibly than it de^rves.
article

now

a specific one, of twenty-eight dollars a ton.
This the
calls equivalent to an ad valorem duty of eighty per cent.
Instead of eighty, it is nearer one hundred and fifty per cent,
The latest quotations we have at hand for
as is easily shown.
rolled-iron beams, "fers a planchers," in France and Belgium,
In these the
date from the latter part of September, 1888.
French current price for such beams is given at thirteen francs,
per hundred kilogrammes. One hundred kilogrammes is two
hundred and sixty-eight pounds, and at live and one-fifth francs
to the dollar, which is about the present rate of exchange, the
cost of French beams, in our weights and measures, is ninetythree hundredths of a cent per pound.
In Belgium such beams
are cheaper than in France, the quotation at the same date being one hundred and seventeen and one-half francs per metric

Times

two thousand six hundred and eighty pounds. This, reAmerican standards, is eighty-four hundredths of a
We do not know whether the United States
cent per pound.
Custom House calls a ton two thousand or twenty-two hundred
If the former is the rule, the duty of
and forty pounds.
dollars
a
ton amounts to one hundred and sixtytwenty-eight
seven per cent on the original cost of Belgian beams if the import be reckoned on the "long" ton, it is about one hundred and
fifty per cent ad valorem, the average being nearly double what
It is understood, of course, that we have
the Times calls it.
ton, of

duced

to

;

nothing to say as to the propriety or impropriety of imposing
such a duty.
That is a question of the development of native
but while the
industry, with which we have nothing to do
matter is under discussion it is important to have the facts corThe Times further mentions that, as we all
rectly stated.
know, the American rolling-mill combination has fixed the
price of its beams at three and three-tenths cents per pound, or
about four times the cost of similar beams in Belgium, and
;

aftr paying duty, freight, insurance, brokerage and
charges, the foreign beams can be delivered in this country at
It seems to
about six-sevenths the price of those rolled here.
think, however, that they are rarely imported, which is a mistake, many tons of them being used in the seaport cities every
year.
They are easily distinguished, being, as a rule, less carefully rolled and smoothly finished than the best American
brums, and may be found in many new buildings by those who
that,

are curious enough to look for them.

'FT

GOOD

j\

tion of buildings

illustration of the worthlessness of official inspecis to be found in the report of the iuqui at

upon two workmen who were recently killed by the fall of
floor of a building in New York, upon which they
were at work.
The first witness calkd was the deputy in-

the

fifth

what

in two hundred and ninety buildings at once,
inspectors acquire a remarkable quickness in
Another inspector, being called
judging of what they do see.
in the same case, testified
unhesitatingly that in his opinion the
fall was caused
by piling too many bricks on the upper floor.
The foreman doubted this, and ascribed the accident to the
"jarring" caused by the hod-elevator; but by further evidence
it
appeared that the hod-elevator had been hired by contract,
and the contract of lease expired that day, so that it seems altogether probable that the last moments of the lease were utilized
to hoist as many bricks as possible to the
upper floor, and that
the inspector's surmise as to the result was the correct
explanation of the accident.

of

]M(l

X

No. 670.

the

is

going on

New York

REMARKABLE,

not to say suspicious, story of archseo-

comes from Sa'ida, the ancient Sidon, in
Phoenicia. According to the narrative, which La Semaine
des Conitructeurt quotes from the Botphore Egyptien, a certain
M. Durighello was recently digging in the ruins of Sidon, when
he came suddenly upon a wall, buried several metres below the
surface of the earth.
There was nothing whatever on the surlogical discovery

face to indicate that anything of interest lay beneath, but M.
Durighello, pursuing his investigations, came upon a door in the
wall, which had been blocked up with masonry, and, on being
cleared, admitted him to a very strange and curious place.
He
soon discovered that he had found his way into a subterranean
temple of Mithras, which had been purposely built underground
by the priests after the prohibition of the Mithraic

worship
by Constantine, in order to avoid the observation of the Roman
The concealment had been effectual, and after the
police.

on deserting the temple, perhaps to go in search of
worshippers, had built up the door, no one had entered it until
M. Durighello's good fortune had brought him to it. On breaking through, he found himself in a long corridor, partly filled
with earth which had fallen in from above, and lined with
niches, in which were fourteen marble statues, representing
warriors in menacing attitudes.
Not deterred by these objects,
the explorer passed through the corridor, and found himself in
a " vast circular hall," covered with a polygonal dome, springing
from twenty-four coupled columns. In front of each pair of
columns was an altar, and by each altar a sort of marble bedstead. The altars were ornamented with the signs of the zodiac,
sculptured in low relief, and on the walls, between the pairs of
columns, were represented scenes very inappropriate to the
stern military virtue enjoined upon the disciples of Mithras.
Around the room were scattered candelabra, in marble and
bronze, of wonderful beauty, and the floor was paved in mosaic
of colored glass, inlaid with gold. In the middle stood a
gigantic
bull of marble, with horns covered with gold plates, and in front
of. the bull was a staircase, which led dowu,
through a narrow
opening, to seven consecutive subterranean apartments, each of
which was a little smaller than the preceding one, while the
walls of all were almost concealed by altars, groups of statues,

priests,

and ornaments of marble, ivory, silver and gold. It is hardlr
necessary to add that a choice selection of these objects is now
on exhibition in Paris, and that a wealthy amateur might pos-

So far as architects are
sibly be able to secure specimens.
concerned, while few of them could afford to buy such costly
bric-u-brac, a good many would pay something for information
as to how the priests of Mithras managed to construct a "vast
polygonal dome" underground, without attracting the attention
of the "Roman police" on the surface, or how the excavated
material was disposed of without the knowledge of the same
vigilant officers.

1IFIIE opening of the great Asiatic Railway has just been
celebrated at Samarcund, in Bokhara, about three hundred
J[
miles from the Chinese frontier, and three hundred and
This is the present
forty from the boundary of British India.
terminus, but an extension to Tashkend, two hundred miles
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further north, has already been surveyed.
Although constructed for military purposes, the railway will probably be
utilized to develop the country commercially, and under the
have been made in
military administration some experiments
which show portions, at least, of the arid country
irrigation,

through which the road passes to be capable of extraordinary

Near some of the rivers, where systematic irrigation
fertility.
has been carried on, nine crops of clover are obtained annually,
and cereals produce a hundredfold. Although the ties, as well
as the rails, tools, rolling-stock and a part of the provisions
from Russia, the conconsumed
the workmen, were
brought
by
struction was pushed with great economy, as well as

rapidity,

laid in one day,
nearly four miles of track having often been
while the total average cost of the line, including land damages,
and teletrack, stations, rolling-stock and other equipment,
thousand dollars
about
been
twenty-six
line,
only
having
graph
a mile. One of the most serious items of expense was for the
in that desert
provision of a regular and sufficient water-supply
all the stations, repair shops, and workmen's settlefor
region,
ments, but everything was done in the most thorough manner,
all the stations, as well as the barracks for the military guard,
which were necessarily attached to the stations, being built of
The method of laying the track was devised with great
stone.
peringenuity, and carried out with military precision.
manent construction train was arranged, conveying two crews,
of four or five hundred native laborers, with a
each

A

consisting

act* as guards and overseers, and
fifty soldiers to
with sleeping berths, kitchen and hospital cars, travelling
blacksmith and machine shops, and provision-cars, and attended
by a private train of five or six cars, which served as the dwellEvery five or six
ing of General Annenkoff and his suite.
miles a siding was built, and when the day's work began, the

hundred and
fitted

construction train was transferred to the siding, to make room
for the track-laying train, which was pushed to the extreme
The track-laying train consisted usually of
front of the line.

nine platform cars loaded with rails, eight loaded with ties,
four with spikes, fish-plates and other accessories, and a dozen
or so with material for stations and bridges, and provisions and
water for the workmen the whole being just sufficient for a
mile and a quarter of track. These trains were loaded at
;

supply-stations

en the finished part of the

line,

and sent

for-

at regular intervals, and three of them were often reIn order to unload them quickly, and with
quired in a day.

ward

the least loss of time in handling and transferring materials,
General Annenkoff, after some experience with the usual
method, of taking the rails and ties from the sides of the cars,
loading them on carts, or on the backs of camels, and transporting them to where they were wanted, equipped all the cars
carrying ties and rails with runways on each side, fitted with
rollers, and nearly meeting at the ends of the cars ; so that the
rails and sleepers, instead of being thrown overboard, and then
picked up and carried where they were wanted, were simply
shifted to the runways, and rolled rapidly forward to the front
of the train, where they were immediately laid, or taken on
trucks, if required, and carried to some point in advance.

HE

work

of preparing the road-bed for the track

was

car-

With the true Rusried out mostty by native workmen.
sian tact in managing barbarians, General Anneukoff contrived to get very good service from the half-savage Tartars of
His
the country at a cost of about ten cents a day per man.
first step was to establish confidence by paying the men their

As few of them had probably
ever seen so large a sum as ten cents before, this proved very
attractive, and he found no difficulty in keeping a force, amounting sometimes to thirty thousand men, contented and industriAs with all savages, however, he found it necessary to
ous.
allow the nomads to carry earth for the embankments in bags
or rude buckets. Any -endeavor to persuade them to use more
efficient apparatus would have provoked a rebellion, and he was
wise enough not to attempt it. It is said that the engineers of
the Mexican Central Railroad, observing that their Indian
wages at the end of each day.

workmen moved material for the embankments by carrying it in
baskets on their heads, sent North for wheelbarrows, intending
at once to lighten the labor and improve the efficiency of their
men. The docile natives received the wheelbarrows gratefully,
but insisted on using them as baskets, filling them with earth,
hoisting them with great exertion on their heads, and carrying
them to the place appointed for depositing their burden. The
less amiable Tartars would have been likely to mount their
camels and desert their work in a body on the appearance of
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and unprecedented an object as a wheelbarrow,
and General Annenkoff was able to comfort himself with the
low rate at which his labor was purchased for the lack of scienThe cheapness of labor enabled him
tific economy in using it.
to try an experiment, which is worth remembering by those who
so offensive

are obliged to carry out such work rapidly, in the establishment
of a reserve force of men, whom he could send at a moment's
notice wherever they might be wanted, to supplement the work
In carrying out an extensive piece of
of the regular crew.
construction, both economy and rapidity
the certainty with which all parts of the

depend greatly upon

work are kept along
the
uniform
In
cases,
progress of operaordinary
together.
tions is continually interfered with by sickness or desertion
among the men in one crew or another, or by miscalculation
as to the difficulty to be met with, or the time to be occupied, in
some portion of the work, and one crew often cannot be restored to efficiency at the expense of the others without disloTo keep a few men in
cating the whole system of operation.
readiness to take the places of absentees, or to strengthen a
crew inadequate for its duty, would often be a wise economy,
but the reluctance of employers to maintain men in idleness
to provide against the possibility of their being needed is so
have
great that hardly any one but a military engineer would
thought of

it.

HE

that some experiments
Scientific American mentions
have recently been made at Alessandria, in Italy, to test the
It has long been
effect of colored light upon the insane.
known that a free exposure to sunlight or diffused daylight is
very tranquillizing to the nerves, but the physicians at the
Alessandria asylum have gone farther than this, and distincolors in the light.
guish between the effects of different
Rooms were selected in the asylum, having as many windows
as possible, and the sashes were filled with glass of various
colors, the walls and woodwork being painted to match the
who refused to
patient suffering from melancholia,
glass.
and windows
eat, was placed in one of these rooms, with walls
After three hours' exposure to this influence,
of a bright red.
he became cheerful, and asked for food. This, by the way, is
a more significant circumstance to a physician than it would be
Most of us would say that any one, sane or into a layman.
sane, locked up for three hours in a room of any color, would
be ready for some food at the end of that period, and would

A

show a certain cheerfulness at the prospect of getting it but
with the insane whose malady begins with melancholia, the refusal of food is the earliest and most common, as well as most
;

dangerous symptom, and is generally persisted in until nourishment has to be administered by force, so that the removal of
this fancy, and the restoration of a healthy and spontaneous
desire for food, in such a patient after a no more heroic treatment
than a few hours' exposure to a certain kind of light, is cerAs a
of medicine.
tainly a fact worth recording in the annals
further test, another melancholy patient, who always kept his
hands over his mouth to shut out food and air, was placed in the
red room, and soon began to improve, and the next day had so
far forgotten the hallucination which condemned him to selfAnother patient,
starvation that he ate with a hearty appetite.
a violent maniac, was placed in a blue room, and became quiet
in an hour
while a fourth was completely cured after passing
It is a pity that the accounts
a day in a violet-colored room.
of the experiments are so meagre, but we may hope that they will
be continued, and facts accumulated, until some reasonably safe
inferences can be drawn from them.
Although the medical
;

the
journals attribute the improvement of the patients rather to
novelty of the sensations produced by the colored rooms, which
distracted their attention for the moment from their own fancies,
it is by no means unreasonable to suppose that the color may
have been directly connected with the result in each case.
Apart from the soothing effect of light of any kind, we know that
the color sense may be the medium for the prpduction of strong
In a person iu whom this sense is
impressions on the mind.

developed, the sight of a beautifully colored object excites,
not mere intellectual pleasure, but a covetous appetite, which
is more than half physical, and pursues its object as selfishly
and impatiently as the other instincts of the senses. In fact,
the color-desire overpowers for the time all others, and its
can perhaps
gratification yields such intense pleasure that one
understand the sort of nourishment which the diseased mind
might obtain from it, and see how strong doses of one color or

another might prove useful where the condition of the recipient
mind was so disturbed as to be incapable of appreciating perfect

harmony.
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attached to the door, and is operated by means of a bent,
It is asserted that this
fa-leiied to the door-hrad.
spring has its greatest power just, as the door is opened, and
that the strain in the roil diminishes as the door is swung
around.
The following table gives the average prices of the doorsprings described :
is

hin^ed-lrMT

ll\N<il K-.

fllK simplest form of door-spring

is

a straight

door and
the jamb, and drawing the door shut by a

spiral coil of wire attached to the
.A

to
di-

reel pull.

on comsprings, of course, are used only
occasionally a spiral spring iu>ed tor i;ates in store-counters and railing-, the

Such

TABLE OF DOOR-SPRINGS.

mon work, though

to
spring beini; t[iiil.e tine and long, and attached
the outride of the gate so that when the gate
is closed the spring lies flat against it and does
The plain spiral spring is also a feanot show.
ture of many of the so-called door-checks ; but
in the line of springs which simply draw the
door to there are several forms which are more
convenient to use.
Figure 116 illustrates the
" Star "
spring, manufactured by the Van Wago-

ner

&

end

is

In application one
Williams Company.
screwed onto the door near the jamb, and
the other onto the jamb itself, the spring being
at ap angle rather than strictly vertical, and inclined towards the latch of the door so that when
the door opens the spring acts both by resistance
to compression lengthwise and by the uncoiling
Fig || 6
The spring can be tightened
star Door-spring, effect of the wire.
V' lg
"* in the same manner as the
u?.1i
^
spring butts previously
Williams
Co.
n
1-1
described, by turning the upper spindle to which
<

t

-

.

the spring
tion.

is

A holding the spindle in posianother form of door-spring not

attached, the pin

Figure 117

illustrates

unlike the foregoing in principle, though in this the spring acts
In the cut,
entirely by its resistance to a twisting strain.
the lower screw-plate and hubs are shown drawn slightly away
from the spring spindle, so as to expose the ratchets which
hold the spring at any desired tension.
Figure 118 is a very strong form of direct-acting spring, inAs shown by
tended to be used on fire-engine-house doors.
the cut, the spring would force the door open, which, of
course, is the intention in an engine-house ; but the same principle could be applied to springs which are to close a door.

Reliance DoorFig. I 7.
spring.- Chicago Spring-

Fig.

I

8.
J. B.
I

I

Engine-house Spring.
& Sons.

Shannon

Butt Co.

The

spring is tightened at the bottom, and the upper lever-arm
works through a staple and pulley-wheel on the door.
For light screen-doors a spring is sometimes used which acts
strain or torsion of a single steel rod,
Figure
side pieces,
A, are screwed to the jamb.
flange is fastened to the door and has a catch

by the twisting
119.
The two

The upper

A

fitting

drum attached to the rod. As usually
applied, the rod is not strictly vertical, but is at an angle with
the door jamb, so that when the door is opened the rod is subIf the rod is
jected to both a torsion and a bending strain.
well tempered, the bending strain, of course,
gives it an added
efficiency.
Figure 120 is a form of torsion door-spring which
into the ratchets of a

>

Continued from pace
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out removing tin- screws. Tin action of the spring will be understood from the illustration.
Figure 122 shows a different form
It has
of spring, though on the same principle as the Devore.
1

the advantages of the one described and acts in precisely
Both of these
the same manner, though it is slightly larger.
forms are exceedingly ingenious and efficient] and are sold a
great deal in some parts of the country.
all

XXIV.
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a check, but a stop
enough for any doors requiring the use of
is always needed, otherwise the arm G may be broken.
A form of " Norton " door-check is also made to close the
door from the outside. The action is exactly the same, except
that the arm G is bent up and attached to the soffit, while the
are attached to the door.
cylinder and
"
door-check is usually sold nickel-plated.
The " Norton

D

The prices are as follows
For screen-doors and doors not exceeding 2 feet 8 inches by
Doors not exceeding 2 feet 8 Inches by
Doors not exceeding 3 feet
by
Doors not exceeding 4 feet
by
:

DOOR-CHECKS.

A

door-check is understood to be anything which will hold
the door either open or shut, or which will keep the door from
slamming when closed. All the door-checks in the market are
combined, directly or indirectly, with some form of door-spring.
In some cases the spring is a part of
the check, but more often the spring
is a separate fixture, and is used as an
auxiliary to the action of the check.
One of the simplest forms of door-

Barlow Door-check

123.

Fig.

check is that shown by Figure 123.
This consists of a strong band or
spring of flexible steel which is at-

W.

S. Barlow.

Ij
2
2J
3

inches
inches
inche?
inches

$4.00
6.00
6.00
8.00

A

form of door-check, which has met with a great deal of
"
Eclipse," manufactured by Sargent & Comapproval, is the
125
shows this check in position. It consists of
pany. Figure
piston secured to the head of the door-frame and working in a
The piston-rod is
cylinder attached to the top of the door.
kept from lateral motion by a set-screw at one side of the foot,
and a spring on the other, as shown by the figure, so that it
can be accurately adjusted to meet the cylinder. When the
door is opened, the cylinder is drawn entirely away from the

tached by a proper holder to the
head of the door-frame, -so as to project about half an inch
The door, in closing, catches on the
below the soffit.
shoulder at the end of the spring, forcing it up against the
soffit of the door-frame, while the pressure of the spring on the
head of the door keeps it from slamming, and in a measure also
from opening too easily. The holder for the spring has slots
G, instead of screw-holes, so that the spring can be moved up
or down to any desired tension; while the upper slot If permits a further adjustment by moving the spring in or out.
The retail price of this check is twenty-five cents each, japanned,
or fifty cents, nickel-plated.
For all ordinary practical purposes this door-check is as good a device as can be found, and
is used a
great deal on railroad cars, where there is constant
It will be noticed that the spring
liability to violent slamming.
has a double power; first, by the friction of the door as it
closes, and secondly, by the door coming in contact with the
shoulder at the end of the spring. There is a special form of
spring used to close this door consisting of a straight coil, with
a hook on the jamb and a shoulder on the door.
There are a few variations on the " Barlow " door-checks, but
they all act on essentially the same principle, and this one will

be

sufficient for illustration.

is

that

A

very different kind of check
on the principle of a piston-pump, of
" Norton " door-check.
which, perhaps, the best known is the
This article has been on the market a long time, and is used
very extensively in some parts of the country. Figure 124
will give an idea of how it appears when set.
The check consists

which

acts

simply of a plunger or piston working in a cylinder.
is coiled a
strong

Between the piston and the cylinder head
spiral spring, and

is

tached

to

frame,

and

hinged

at

The

The

$2.10
2.40
4.20

Ordinary.

$

Heavy

$1.25
1.50

"

"

Eclipse

Heavy.
$276

Heavy

Very heavy.
$4.00
4.60
6.30

outside.

Very heavy.

$1.8

$2.52

2.10

3.00
5.00

check is applied to the outside of a door, if
form of holder securing the cylinder to the
soffit

of

the door-open-

ing, while the piston
fastened to the door.

is

and

prices

3.30
5.00

inside.

.90

1.10
3.00

desired, a different

It has

D

to the frame,

Ordinary.

A.

piston-rod

Co.

:

is

connected by a
hinged-joint with
a lever
hinged

Fig.

I

24.

Norton Door-check.

A. J. Wilkinson

&

opened only about 120 degrees.

This

is

usually

Co.

more than

is

been claimed

that after being used
for a certain time, the
bearings in both the

" Norton " and
the " Sar-

G

attached to the door. When the door is opened,
the piston is drawn out, the internal spring compressed, and
the air enters through the holes in the piston and the cylinder head, filling the space beyond the piston.
When the
door is released, the spring tends to close it, the air behind
the piston acting as a cushion prevents the door from closThe orifice in the cylining too quickly or from slamming.
der can be made larger or smaller, thus regulating the speed
at which the door shall close.
The spring is made sufficiently
strong to both close and latch the door after the air has escaped
from the cylinder.
It will be seen that this door-check permits the door to be

a lever

nickel-plated.

follows

Bronzed.
Bronze.

at-

&

arranged
be easily regulated. The piston in both the "Norton" and
"
"
the
Eclipse door-check have leather washers.
The " Eclipse " door-check can be used with
any suitable
form of spring butt, though the
door-spring, shown by Figure
125, is especially made for this purpose by Sargent & Company. It consists of a strong spiral spring, cased in a cylinder
and connected with the door-frame
by a hinged bent lever.
The " Eclipse " checks and springs are finished in either Tuscan bronzed,
The
are as
bronze-plated or

Door-springs.

the
head of the door-

Sargent

piston, while the compression of the air in the cylinder when
the door closes, prevents
any slamming. The air escapes
through openings in the end of the cylinder, so
as to

The

to escape.

Eclipse Door-check and Spring.

Fig. 125.

Door-checks.
Bronzed.
Bronze.
Nickel.

the piston,
as
well as the cylinder, is pierced
with a small hole
to permit the air
cylinder

i

gont" door -check will
wear loose, so that the
air will escape too
freely

from the cylinders to
form a reliable cushion
and several
attempts
have accordingly been
;

made

produce a doorwhich the action should be
regulated

check
26.
House's Liquid Ooor-check.
&'Brittan.

Fig.

I

Nlmick

by

to

in

the

flow

of

some

which would permit of metal instead of leather washers.
Figure 126 illustrates one device on this principle. It consists
liquid,
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The cylinder is
of a piston and cylinder attached to the door.
the
pivoted so as to admit of a slight rocking motion, and
bent-arm, also pivoted just above C, and
piston is hinged to
;

provided with a spring which serves to keep the piston drawn
The cylinder is filled with oil, which flows back and
forth through a small tube at the back, the rate of flow bi-ini;
regulated by a screw at G. When the door closes, the shoulder
on the door-head strikes against the bent arm and forces the
while
piston down, the oil preventing any sudden slamming,
the rate of the flow through the tube below C determines the
This fixture retails at about
rate at which the door will close.
out.

193

filled with oil, in which is also a very
heavy coiled
spring whose union tends to close the door, while the oil prevents any sudden movement.
The oil flows back and forth
through a narrow aperture, the size of which can be regulated
by a screw extending up through the covering of the box.

completely

A

SI per

set.

necessitates a spring-hinge, in order
that the door shall bo self-closing.
Figure 127 illustrates a
form of door-check manufactured by the same parties, which
inside the cylinder acting by means of the
has a coiled

Such a form of check

spring

Fig. 130.
Fray's Door-holder.
J. B. Shannon It
Song.

LOWER HINGE
27.
House's Automatic Doorcheck.
Nimick & Brittan.

Fig.

I

Tig.

I

28.

hinge.

Bardsley's Checking SpringJ. Bardiley.

hinged bent lever on the door-head. The interior of the
cylinder is filled with oil, which checks the action of the door
by flowing from one compartment to the other of the cylinder.
The retail price is from $3.30 to $4.50 each, according to the

Fig.

131.

Fig.

Door-holder.

A.

is listed at $17 per door complete for a door of
ordinary size.
Besides the door-checks which are automatic in their action,
there are a number of devices for holding the door open or in
any one position. Some of them are self-locking, but are
arranged so that the door can be easily drawn to by slight pres-

This check

sure.

Figures

130

and 131 are two va-

finish.

another form of combined door-check and
intended especially for double-acting doors,
though it can be used for any door. No regular hinges are required with this fixture. The top of the door is held by a

Figure 128

spring,

132.

G. Newman.

which

of this
of door-check.

is

rieties

is

t-

of-

(cntoct-.

*-^.

other kind

is

style

Anmade

absolutely hold
the door fast when it
is opened, so that in
Corbin.
Fig. 133.
Top Door-catch. P. &
order to close the door
the check must be released by hand: Figure 132 shows one of
the many varieties of this form. It is varied by having a lever
attached to the catch by which it can be more easily raised,
and also by the catch being placed so as to act sidewise instead
of vertically.
Figure 133 is a form of catch which is intended
to be attached to the jamb and to work over the top of the
door, nearly all the other forms being attached to the door and
working on a striker which is screwed to the floor. Figure
to

Fig.

134.
A. G.

Drop Door-check.

Newman.

I
Fig.

129.

Bardsley's Checking

Spring-hinge.

J.

Bardsley.

species of pivot, fitting into a socket mortised into the top of
the door, while the door-check answers for the lower
hinge.
The lever
is mortised into the bottom of the
door, acting as
a crank to turn the post B. The
checking apparatus is encased in a box C, which is sunk into the door-sill and covered
with a brass plate. Figure 1 29 shows a section of the
box, which

A

illustrate more clearly its
arrangement. The post B, when
turned either way, moves a piston which travels in a
cylinder
will

Fig. 135.
Fray's Door-catch.
J. B. Shannon
Soni.

&

136.
Ross Inside Catch.
Stoddard Lock & Manufg. Co.

Fig.

1 34 is a
self-locking form of door-check which is screwed to the
door, catching onto a hook projecting from the wall.
Figure
135 is a form of door-catch which is used for show-cases and
closets, acting by means of a spring coiled inside the cylinder.
Figure 136 is a spring-catch used only for light work or for

cupboards.
[To be continued.]
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HOUSE OF HENRY C. JACKSON, ESQ., BOSTON, MASS. MESSRS.
ALLEN & KENWAY, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.
[Gelatine Print issued only with Gelatine and Imperial editions-!

THE ATTACK ON CHANTILLY.
of this engraving, which
equestrian statue at the right
reduced from " Les Tableaux hisloriqves de la Revolution
been possible to find of the
francaise," is the only trace it has
statue of the Constable de Montmorency, and this does not corre-

THE

little

is re;

spond with the printed descriptions.
THE PLACE LOUIS XV AND THE STATUE OF THE KING.
THIS engraving, which is drawn from the same source as the one
above, is published in connection with the article on "Equestrian

Monuments," elsewhere in this issue.
FURNITURE FOR THE CLUB-HOUSE OF 'THE NEW YORK CLUB,
NEW YORK, N. Y. MR. R. H. ROBERTSON, ARCHITECT, NEW
YORK, N. Y.
DESIGN FOR A SUBURBAN HOUSE BY MR. T. M. KELLOGG, BOSTON,
MASS.

TWO TOMBS.

MR. A. CUDELL, ARCHITECT, CHICAGO, ILL.
HOUSE FOR P. T. BARNUM, ESQ., BRIDGEPORT, CONN. MESSRS.
LONG8TAFF & HURD, ARCHITECTS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

PROPOSED HOUSE, WORCESTER, MASS. MESSRS. BARKER & NOURSE,
ARCHITECTS, WORCESTER, MASS.

ANCIENT AND MODERN LIGHT-HOUSES.
LIGHT-HOUSE ADMINISTRATION (CONCLUDED).

1

XXIV.

THE UNITED

STATES.

XXIV

No. 670.

" The President shall
of
appoint two officers of the navy
officers of the Corps of Engineers of the army, and
two
rank,
high
two civilians of high scientific attainment, wlipse services may be at
the disposal of the President, together with an officer of the navy
and an officer of the engineers of the army, as secretaries, who shall
Board. The Secretary of the Treasury
constitute the
iii

with their drawings full and
[Contributors are requested to send
statement of cost.']
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a

[VOL.

force

:

Light-House

shall

be

ex-officio

Board." Act approved
president of the Light-House

31 August, 1852.
Further acts provided that the Board should e:ect one of its members as chairman, who should preside at its meetings in the absence
of the president; that the Board should meet on the first Mondays
in March, June, September and December, and at such other times
should require; that it should be
of the
as the

Treasury
Secretary
attached to the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, and under
his superintendence should discharge all administrative duties relatand superintendence
ing to the construction, illumination, inspection
of light-houses, light-vessels, beacons, buoys and sea-marks and their
of existing works, procuring
appendages, embracing the security
materials for building
illuminating and other apparatus, supplies and
and for rebuilding when necessary and keeping in repair the lighthouses, light-vessels, beacons and buoys of the United States; should
furnish to the Secretary of the Treasury estimates of the expense
which the several branches of the light-house service may require,
and such other information as may be required to be laid before
should make such
Congress at the commencement of each session
for securing an efficient, uniform
regulations as they deem proper
and economical administration of the Light-House Establishment,
and should arrange the Atlantic, Gulf, Pacific and Lake Coasts of
An officer of the army
the United States into light-house districts.
or navy was required to be assigned to each district as light-house
the Board.
inspector, subject to the orders of
The President of the United States was required to cause to be
detailed from the Engineer Corps of the army such officers as may
be necessary to superintend the construction and renovation of lightAnd all plans, drawings, specifications and estimates of cost
houses.
of all illuminating and other apparatus and of the construction and
were to be prepared by the engirepair of towers, buildings, etc.,
neer secretary of the Board, or by such officer of engineers of the
army as may be detailed for that service.
In conformity to the act of 1852, the President appointed, on
October 9, 1852, the following gentlemen to form the first LightHouse Board William B. Shubrick, Commodore, U. S. N. Samuel
F. Dupont, Commander, U. S. N. ; Joseph G. Totten, Colonel, Chief
James Kearney,
of Engineers, Brevet Brigadier-General, U. S. A.
Lieutenant-Colonel, Corps of Topographical Engineers, U. S. A. ;
Prof. Alexander D. Bache, LL.D., Superintendent U. S. Coast SurProf. Joseph Henry, LL.D., Secretary Smithsonian Institution
;
;

;

:

;

vey

;

Thornton A. Jenkins, Lieutenant, U. S. N., Naval Secretary; Edmund L. F. Hardcastle, Lieutenant, Corps of Topographical EngiThe Board
neers, Brevet Captain, U. S. A., Engineer Secretary.

Commodore Shubrick as its chairman.
The chairman and the two secretaries are

elected

the executive officers

Board and are members of all standing committees. Under
the direction of the chairman the naval secretary has charge of all
of the

IRIOR to 1852 the Light-House Service of the United States was
in the most inefficient condition; its shortcomings became so
an act authorizing the
glaring that in 1851 Congress passed
of two
Secretary of the Treasury to appoint a Board consisting

P

navy of high rank, two officers of the engineers of the
army, an officer of high scientific attainments, and a junior officer of
the navy to act as secretary, whose duty should be to inquire into
the condition of the light-house establishment, of the United States
and to make a detailed report to guide future legislation on the
With characteristic economy a further proviso was added
subject.
to the act, providing that none, of the above officers should receive
officers of the

any additional compensation for their services.
In obedience to the above act, the Hon. Thomas Corwin, then
Secretary of the Treasury, appointed the following officers to form
the above Board: Commodore William B. Shubrick, U. S. N.;
Commander S. F. Dupont, U. S. N. Brevet Brig.-Gen'l Jos. G.
Totten, U. S. Corps of Engineers Lieut.-Col. .lames Kearney,
U. S. Top. Engineers Prof. A. D. Bache, LL.D., Supt. Coast Survey Lieut. Thornton A. Jenkins, U. S. N., Secretary. It would
have been difficult to have selected a Board of more ability or proThey entered on their duties with a patience and zeal which
bity.
the importance of the subject required, and found that the existing
system demanded a thorough purification and reorganization that
that the light-houses were neither
it was inefficient and wasteful
;

;

;

;

;

;

nor distributed in accordance with the needs
that there was no efficient system of inspection and
superintendence that changes were constantly taking place in the
aids to navigation without any official notice being given to the pubthat the light-keepers in many cases were not competent, and
lic
they were never instructed in reference to their duties nor examined
as to their ability to perform them, and, in short, that there was no
proper system in the management of the light-house establishment
of the United States.
This Board made a detailed report and recommendations to Congress and in consequence the following act was passed and is still
properly

of

built, located,

commerce

;

;

:

'

Continued from page

114,

No.

663.

matters pertaining to floating aids to navigation, to supplies, to nominations and salaries of light-keepers, to inspection of the returns and
accounts of the inspectors and the appropriations, petitions, applicaThe engineer secretions and coiTespondence connected therewith.
has charge of all fixed
tary, under the direction of the chairman,
aids to navigation, the preparation of plans, specifications and estimates relating to them, the purchase and repair of illuminating
the
apparatus, the real estate of the Light-House Establishment,
the
manufacturing establishments of the Board at Staten Island and
of it relating to supgeneral depot at that place, except that part
and salaries of employe's of light-house engiplies, the nomination
neers, the inspection of the returns and accounts of light-house engineers, and the appropriations, petitions, applications and correspondence in relation to the foregoing.
The United States is divided into sixteen light-house districts.
The first to the sixth inclusive comprises the Atlantic Coast, the
seventh and eighth the coast of Florida and the Gulf of Mexico, the
thirninth, tenth and eleventh the Great Lakes, the twelfth and
teenth-the Pacific Coast, and the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth
the Ohio, Mississippi, Missouri and Red Rivers.
district is assigned a naval officer as inspector, who has
'4jpeach
of the lishtcharge of all the floating aids to navigation, the supplies
of funds relat.sfat'ions, the salaries of keepers, and the disbursement
to inspect the
ing to the above objects. The inspectors are required
which time they ascertain
lights at least once every three months, at
the condition of the station and report it to the Board. They also
furnish to the engineer of the district notes of such repairs as may

be needed.

Every district has also an engineer officer of the army as district
be in charge of two
engineer, though in some cases this officer may
or'three districts; his duty is to superintend the construction and renovation of the fixed aids to navigation; he visits the lights as
occasion demands, furnishing the Board with a report of the condition and needs of the stations visited, and sending to the Inspector a
copy of his notes so far as they relate to the latter's duties.
Both the district inspectors and engineers submit to the Board
monthly and annual reports of the work done under their charge.
Wbe'n the Board receives petitions for the erection of new lights,
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tliu matter is referred to both the district officers for their views a
to the necessity for the light and its proper location ; the distric
engineer also submits plans and estimates of cost of the proposet

structure; the Board then decides as to what should be done, am
makes a report to Congress througli the Secretary of the Treasury
If Congress makes an appropriation, the district engineer ii
charged with the erection of the light, which must be done by con
tract,

if

When

possible, after due advertisement.
the light-house is completed, the district engineer informs

the Board, the keepers are appointed and the light-house is placet
in charge of the district inspector.
Prior to completion, the Board issues a notice to mariners, giving
a short description of the light and the probable date on which ii
will tirst be lighted.
The annual expense of maintaining the light-house establishmenl
is approximately as follows, and is divided under the
following heads
$340,000. This is mainly for mineral-oil, but also in
Supplies.
eludes cleansing materials, books, boats and furniture for stations.
This includes the repairs of light-stations,
$300,000.
Repairs.
the building of pier head-lights and the purchase of
illuminating
apparatus to replace that already in use.
Salaries.
This
includes
salaries
of
$585,000.
light-keepers, fuel,
rations and rent of quarters where necessary.
$215,000. This includes all expenses of mainLight-vessels.

and repairing light-vessels.
This includes all
$325,000.

taining, supplying

expenses relating to
buoys, spindles and day-beacons
I*60,000. This includes all expenses relating to the
og-signals.
establishment and repairs of fog-signals and buildings connected
therewith.
This is to pay for the travelling ex$3,000.
Inspecting Lights.
pense? of the Board and for rewards for information as to collisions.

Buoyage.

$225,000. This pays for the establishment,
Lighting of Rivers.
maintenance and supply for the river-lights previously mentioned.
This is to pay for the preliminary examina$2,500.
Surveys.
tions of sites and for plans, for which estimates are to be made to

Congress.
Total.

$1,415,500.

The total sum is never exceeded and frequently
which case the balance on hand at the end of the

is

not spent, in

fiscal

year

is re-

turned to the Treasury.

Every new light-house is the subject of a special appropriation
which is available until the light-house is completed, any balance remaining is turned into the Treasury and is not available for any
other purpose.

The number of lights increases from year to year to keep pace with
the needs of commerce. The following table shows the aids to
navigation maintained by the United States Light-House establishment on June 30, 1887.
The Board at present has its offices in the Treasury Department
at Washington, and for a number of years past has complained of
lack of room.
The Board has had to move four times since its organization in
1852, each time with damage and loss to its archives, and delay and
inconvenience in the despatch of its business, which is yearly increasing in size and importance.
It has petitioned to Congress for an appropriation to erect, on one
of the Government reservations at Washington, a suitable building
in

which

its

office,

its

records,

its

library,

its

museum and

its

laboratory can find a permanent home.
Congress, so far, has not seen fit to grant this appropriation.
The Board has depots for supplies and buoys in various districts,
but the most important one is on Staten Island, N. Y., in the Third
It is the general depot for the whole United States ; all the
District.
oil is sent there, tested and distributed, and from it are furnished
nearly all the supplies for the other districts. The inspector of the
Third District has charge of the above, while the engineer has
charge of a well-appointed lamp-shop, blacksmith and carpenter-shop,
where lamps, lanterns and general metal-work are made and re-

and boxes for mineral-oil manufactured, illuminating
apparatus set up and tested prior to shipment, buoys repaired,
photometric tests made, and, in general, the multifarious work done
paired, oil-cans

which the light-house service requires.

A

large

"
Fern,'' distributes the
tender, the

supplies

from

this

T95

depot to the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. She is soon to be replaced
by a larger vessel, as the needs of the service are rapidly exceeding
her carrying-capacity.

The supplies for the Pacific Coast, for the lakes and for the rivers
are shipped by rail and distributed by the tenders of the districts.
Wherever it is possible light-keepers are furnished with commodious dwellings of five or six rooms where vacancies occur they
are filled by promotion from keepers in service of a lower grade, and
the Collector of Customs of the district nominates for the ultimate
vacancy; his nominee receives an appointment as acting-assistant
keeper, and if he proves satisfactory after trial, he receives an
appointment as assistant-keeper.
;
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stations difficult of access rations are furnished in addiof
tion to the salary, and most stations also recei\we an allowance

At some

Neat
stations

left at isolated
libraries, of about thirty books each, are
D. P- HEAP.
and changed from time to time.

[The End.]

EQUESTRIAN MONUMENTS.
PERISHED MONUMENTS

IX.i

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

[VOL.

XXIV.

No. 670.

olaced the word " Imperiale." Yet although some of the monuments of
Louis XIV survive, others perished and amongst these the equestrian
noniiment, the work of the sculptor Coysevox, which the Province of
[irittuny caused to be erected at llennes in 1726, in the Place du
L'alais de Justice, eleven years after the death of the King
though
All that remains of it are the
Jie order for it had been given in 1G85.
jas-reliefs which decorated the pedestal and are now in the museum
n that city.
Quite as much as his great-grandfather, Louis XIV, was his successor, Louis XV, fond of being immortalized in bronze and marble
and so great was the number of statues that were erected to the
"
u lory of Louis the Well-beloved," that their description and illus;ration furnished material enough for a very elaborate monograph.
The most celebrated of these statues was the equestrian figure that

was erected in 1763 on what is now the Place de la Concorde, a spot
which is one of the important milestones in the world's history for
lere the blood of some three thousand aristocrats was poured out
;

under the falling knife of the guillotine, in expiation of the gross
wrongs done by their caste upon the lower classes. But before the
Dr. Guillotin could be set upin the Place Louis
Bouchardon's bronze equestrian statues of "the Well-beloved"
must come down, and many of the men who helped to pull it down
that August day may have had personal feelings of spite and revenge
the
against the original which they could in this way mildly satisfy
Pare aux Cerfs at Versailles was supplied from all grades of society and
many a father, brother or lover had wrongs to avenge. What the
Place de la Concorde now is with its seated statues of French Cities,
ts fountains and the obelisk of Luxor in the middle all travellers
jnow what the Place de la Revolution was the horrid page of history
was the illustrations
allows us to imagine ; what the Place Louis
show. This latter name was
from engravings made about 1800
once revived on the final overthrow of the first empire, but probably
Louis XVIII did not think it wise to tempt another outbreak by
erecting a statue to the fifteenth Louis.
The statue was commissioned directly after the Peace of Aix la
Dhapelle, which terminated the Austrian War of Succession,
in
1648, when the people were not only grateful for peace
but still felt much of their original enthusiasm for the young king
whose vices and debaucheries were as yet somewhat veiled from public
knowledge his sobriquet had not yet been withdrawn from him.
'ateful invention of

XV,

;

XV

:

But

Statu* of Louis XV, by Bouchardon,

in

2
the Place Louis XV, Paris, France.

statue of Henry IV on the Pont Neuf was not the only one
that had to undergo the peril of shipwreck before reaching its
destined resting-place, for one of the many statues of Louis
endured the same fate.
In 1716, shortly after the death of Louis XIV, the Etats de
statue
Languedoc voted to erect at Montpellier a bronze equestrian

TTfHE
J I L

XIV

memory. The work was entrusted to two Flemish sculptors,
Mazeline and Utrels, who were settled at Paris. In due time these
men succeeded in producing an equestrian statue which measured
feet in height, and which, consequently, was no
nearly sixteen
to transport to the south of France.
However, the
trifling affair
in a strong framework, and by aid of capstans and
group was boxed
rollers was dragged through the streets and loaded on a boat which
was towed down the Seine to Rouen. There the statue was trandown the river and along the
shipped to a vessel and proceeded
coast to Bordeaux, when just as the vessel was entering the mouth of
the Garrohne it was wrecked and the statue was in danger of being a
It was at length recovered, placed on a boat and towed
total loss.
the Garronne and through the Canal Royal, ponds and other
in his

up

water-courses
which, owing to the farsightedness of Sully, already
to Montpellier.
formed a fairly perfect system of inland waterways
Here it was received with great public rejoicings, and the promoters
of the enterprise were in such haste that they could not wait for the
hoisted the statue to the top of the
completion of the pedestal, but
The place where
unfinished base, and then and there unveiled it.
this monument was erected, on the Promenade du Peyrou, is one of
the ideal situations in Europe for a monument, and its fame is

known

to travellers.

court, at Lyons, was destroyed in this same year an equestrian statue
of Louis
by Desjardins of which as to its merits or its history

XIV

known.
it happens that any

of the statues of royal personages escaped
How
the iconoclasm of the unbridled revolutionists is not clear; but in all
French revolutions the work of erasing the symbols of a previous
condition of servitude has been done in a very unsystematic way, and
though the traveller finds almost everywhere that the rabid subverser
has been at work he finds the work fortunately scamped, and so it is
that here and there on the Louvre still lingers the letter "N," and that
" Natlonale " has
not rein the inscriptions on public places the word
i
Continued from page 184, No. 669.
'' Monuments erlgts a la gloire de Louis

XV." par

Patte, 1765.

years that elapsed before the statue was finished

public feeling had probably undergone a great change, and though
the ceremonial attending the unveiling of the statue was sumptuous,
the enthusiasm of the spectators must have lacked the spice of personal admiration.
The work was entrusted to the architect Gabriel and the sculptor
Bouchardon, who labored, it is said, with much perseverance upon the
statue for more than twelve years, but if, as is likely, he was within
the circles of court life it is probable that he proceeded about his
task in a leisurely way. At his death in 1 762, the monument was still
unfinished, and had to be completed by the sculptor Pigalle to whom
are to be credited the accessory figures of Strength, Wisdom, Justice,

and Peace, which were placed about the pedestal and also, presumably,
the bronze bas-reliefs which decorated its sides.
The monument was finally dedicated June 20, 1763, and consewhich is said to
quently Louis in his classic garb, and his horse
had an existence of
have been really a fine piece of sculpture
nearly thirty years before it was melted up and coined into pieces of
two sous, on the theory, perhaps, that in this way the greatest number could profit by its downfall. The site was not allowed, however,
to remain unadorned and a terra-cotta statue, by Lemot, of Liberty
was soon set up where Louis's statue had been, and was at once
christened "

La Libert^ de Boue."
Belonging to the same school, the same style, the same epoch was
the statue of Louis XV, by Le Moyne, at Bordeaux, which was also
destroyed at this time, and of which there remain only some bits of
marble bas-reliefs preserved in the museum at Bordeaux. It is to be
noted that all the statues of the Louis were designed as the central
feature of a surrounding architectural treatment. It was the age of
Le Ndtre and Mansart, and grandiose formalism pervaded the arts
even as it did everyday life.
As Chantilly is not entirely beyond walking distance from Paris,
probable that some portion of the same mobs that destroyed the
of Henry and the Louis, plodded over the roads that led
thither, stopping at St. Denis on their way to vent their spite in demolishing the tombs of the many royal personages that had long
made the abbey famous. As the favorite seat of the Condes, one of
the most powerful and haughty families of the kingdom, there was
every reason why the sans culottes should have a desire to pillage it,
and there was even more reason, perhaps, why they should harbor
supposing that such a rabble had any real knowledge of past history
a grudge against the former and original owner of the place,
Anne de Montmoreney, Grand Constable of France, one of the most
famous of French generals, who had the fortune to serve with distinction under Louis XII, Francis I, Henry II, Francis II and
Charles IX. It is hardly supposable that the mob felt that they
were called on to avenge the brutality with which Montmorency in
1548 put down a revolt that an obnoxious tax on salt had given rise
to in Guienne; nor can any one believe that this rabble, whose follows would shortly publicly abolish religion, included a large contingent of descendants of the Huguenots burning to repay in some

it is

monuments

Another posthumous equestrian statue of Louix XIV, though it
was ordered before the King's death, was erected in 1725 opposite
the Palais des Etats, at Dijon by the Etats de Bourgogne. This was
modelled by Le Hongre, sculptor to the king. In the Place Belle-

little is

in the fifteen

OCTOBER
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which

meted out to those unfortunate hut
have been
greater in either of these two cases when they espied on the
-si/lanaile the equestrian statue of Anne himself, and they prohalily
accoinplishcd its destruction with despatch and thoroughness, for no
remnant of it remain!). It was clearly the rider ami not the horse
tlie liarsluirss

valorous I'rotcstants.

Yet

197

lie

their exhilaration could not

i

that excited their fury, for the horses in the beautiful high-relief
over the entrance to the famous stables of the Grand Comic were
not injured.
was the sculptor of the statue of the Constable is not known,
but as a description of it speaks of the horse as resting one of his
fore feet on a helmet Iviii',empty below him, it is probable that it
was the work of an Italian, or, at least, of one who was familiar with

Who

"

The

1

l.i

p

I

is in

ft

Christ

"
;

mine Mint,

in tin-

Invalides

I

;

lie

tombs of Cardinal

Fleury and Mignurd, and

many pi iniit l-u.-t>. Died in 177s.
ANNK in MnvrMoHKNcv. ]trn
Died 1B67. Served under Francis I
a marshal In lf(i. When the army of :h.irl,' V entered Proin
Made
Italy.
ll:i.'i.

(

rence in Ifttii, he effected Its destruction by mririlrsslv laying waste tlie country
through which it must pan. Retired to Chantilly In disgrace in IT41. I'nd.V
Henry II acquired great Influence and made a duke, defeated and taken
ii:iu:,nuel of
prlKHMt ill 1557 at St. Quentln by Philip It's General, I'hilil.. n
Savoy, and. consequently, assent*-,! io ihe unfortunate [.t-a<
<i-Oinhn%la.
Under Charles IX, he with the Duke of Guise and Marshal St. Andre practically
controlled the kingdom, and signalized himself by oppressing the Protestants.
In 1567, he lost his life in a drawn battle, near St. Denis, In which he led the
Catholics against the ProlestauU under Conde\
CHANTILLY. Anne de Montmorency, High Constable of France. (1493-1507)
was the real founder of Chantilly. He employed Jean Bullant as the architect,
whose design is duly preserved In Duoerceau's famous book, " Lett pint excellent*
fi&tintfntg de Printer."
In due course of time this magnificent domain came
into possession of the Grand Comic who settled m Chuntilly in I860, and rebuilt
the whole structure, except the little chateau (I,e Chatelet), in the style of the
time of Louis XIV with ganl.-n* laid out by Le N6tre. The Grand Conde died In
1480 And his grandson built the Immense and gorgeous stables near the cli&teau.
The monumental entrance with a great bat-relief of horses placed above It, is
gigantic; the drinking-trough, guarded byiplBodid sculptured horses, is ooloiul;
the vast stalls will accommodate 240 horses and ia the rooms overhead are suites
of apartments for fifty gue*U. The Revolution razed Chantilly and its
glories to
the ground, these stables, with the chatelet and the chateau d' Knghlen alone
being spared, under the plea that they would be useful for cavalry. At the Restoration the castle of Chantillv again came Into the hands of the Condes and
their descendant, the present Due d' A umale, about 1840 conceived the idea of
rebuilding it. His project was perforce deferred by the Revolution of 1848 and
Its attending events and it was not till 1816 that the work was
begun. The architect chosen was Daumet and the work was completed in 1883 at a cost of eight
millions of francs.
In the chateau have been replaced a number of precious
fragments of the old chateau, saved by Lenolr, and the rooms are filled with
(whitings of the highest rank and many other priceless objects of art.
In 1886,
the Due d'Aumale generously presented the chateau, with all Its collections, to
the Institute of France, to be preserved exactly as it stands and opened to the
public as the Conde Museum. The value of this gift is estimated at nearly fifty
I

>

millions of francs.

ITo be continued.]

THE TARIFF AND THE ARCHITECT.

Stltue of Louis XV, Bordeiux, France. 1

Donatello's studies for his statue of Gattamalata.
The rider was
dressed in classic style, and the group was placed on a very lofty
pedestal.
The Due d'Aumale, who acquired Chantilly in 1830, and lias spent
immense sums on its restoration, a year or two ago placed in the
same position an equestrian statue of the Constable, the work of the
sculptor Paul Dubois.

PIERRE MAZELIKK. Born

He executed a
Rouen,
Paris,
statue of " Europe " and other works at Versailles,
lu the Church of St.
Gervais, Paris, Is his tomb of Michel le Tellier, and, in the Church of St. Koch
his tomb of the Duo de Crequy. The equestrian statue of Louis XIV by Mazeline and Utrels was erected at Moutpellier in 1717, and destroyed during the
French Kevolutlon.
at

1G33.

Died

1708.

ETIEKKE LK HONGRE. Born

at Paris, 1628. Died 1690. Pupil of Sarrazin.
spent several years in Italy, and returning, was invited by Colbert to assist
works at the palace of Versalles, where he executed a ngnre of " Air," the
Vertumnus " and " Pomona," and a number of bag-reliefs. He destatues of
signed the bronze equestrian statue of Louis XIV, erected in the Place Koyale at
Dijon. Among his other works were a part of the sculptures in the Mazarin
College, now the Palace of the Institute.
MARTIN VANDKN BOGAERT (called Desjardins by the French). Born at Breda
Holland, 1640. Died 1694. Executed the celebrated pedestrian statue of Louis
until the revolution, wheu It
XIV, which stood in the Place des Victories, Paris,
was destroyed. Also made the statues of " Evangelist* and Fathers of the
Church " at the College Mazarin, Paris, a statue of " Evening " for Versailles,
"
Hercules crowned by Victory," now In the Louvre.
a relief of
Louis XV. (" Le Bien-ahneV') Great-grandson of Louis XJV. Born 1710.
Became king in 1715. Ten years regency of the Duke of Orleans. Married Marie
Lesczhiska, of Poland. Wars of the Austrian Succession, and with England.

He

in the

'

Kuled by his mistress, Madame de Pompadour. Died 1774.
JACQUES ANOE GABRIEL, The son and grandson of an architect; born
at Paris about 1710. He attained the position of first royal architect, and built
the Ecole Militaire at Paris, which was commenced in 1751. He erected a portion of the Louvre, also the two colonnades adjacent to the Place de la Concorde, which was also built from his designs, and was then called the Place
Louis XV.

Gabriel died in 1782.

EDIHE BOCCHARDOIT.

Bom at Chaumont (Haute Marne), 1698. Studied under

his father, a sculptor and architect, and the younger Coustou. Grand Prize,
His principal works are the " Apostles " in the Church of St. Sulpice, Paris
"
several statues at Versailles "The Fountain of Grenelle
Young girl holding
a stag by a cord," and " Cupid and Psyche " at the Louvre.
JEAN BAPTISTE PIOALI.E. Born at Paris, 1714. Died 1786. He was the son
of a carpenter, but having a taste for art, studied under Kobert le Lorraiii, and
then in Rome. His masterpiece is the monument erected by Louis
to Marshal Saxe, in the Church of St. Thomas, at Strasburg. At Paris, his principal
work is the tomb of Marshal Harcourt, in one of the chapels of Notre Dame. In
the Library of the Institute of France is a nude statue of Voltaire, by Pigalle.
He also made a statue of his patron. Madame de Pompadour, and one of Venus,
now in the garden of Sans Souci, at Pot tmlam. Pigalle was one of the most celebrated of the French sculptors of the eighteenth century.
1722.

;

;

;
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" Monument!

erigei

i la gloire de Louit XV," par Palte,

1765.

T TANY men, clever and
I

J

j^ amend

otherwise, presume to criticise, and would
to suit themselves the long list of duties on
imports to

this country, but only a few, comparatively, have,
by Ion" and
tedious work, been able to grapple
with the problems
intelligently
offered them, which, although not so great if considered
singly, and,
by men whose walk in life leads them by the road along which any
article endeavors to thrive ; still, when it is remembered that those
who introduce " bills " have to first acquaint themselves and become
familiar with many more things regarding every article or
commodity
that has been, is, or will possibly be imported, than most men know
about their single line of business, and the effect or non-effect
duty
or free entry would leave on it, the labor is seen to be no
slight one.
To introduce a tariff bill that will please all is literally an
impossibility, as there are many men and many minds, but the end is not
this: it is to give the greatest benefit to the
"country," f. e., to the
majority of the people.
How thankful those who are getting up a bill of this sort must be
to any one who will help them by giving to them honest facts can be

readily imagined
help them by giving them truths and realities
from a simple desire to benefit the people ; with no
thought of encroaching upon the time and work of those engaged in such an enfor
the
sake
of
their
own
terprise
furthering
selfish, and oft-times dis;

honest ends.
As it is with the makers of our

tariffs, so it is with any whose
and business in life embrace more knowledge of the various
arts and industries than they can naturally attain to.
The artist studies and practices his art, the engineer his engineering, and each finds a life-work and has all he can well "attend
to.
An architect has to embrace some part of both these in
his work, besides countless other minor details of construction and
knowledge of material used, besides an insight into liuman nature
for it is not only his desire to please himself and to work to his
the one who trusts in him
ideal, but he wishes to please his client
not only for the work done, but for the way it is done and for what

affairs

;

it is

made

of.

an impossibility for an architect to-day
the time
and advance in all mechanics and manufactures
to
keep himself thoroughly posted in the detail of the manufacture and
the quality of the material he builds his houses and his edifices
of.
It is absolutely

of progress
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honest help
to him is as much needed and as thankfully re
ceived, as it is to any one who has to deal with a multitude o
different classes and kinds of work, any one of which lie could aluios
spend his entire time on.
This is said to be an age of scepticism, but while this may be to

Help

severe a word, we certainly live in a time when we are apt to criticis
we an
things we see or hear, and we do not readily accept what
No man cares to be deceived. Hi
told for fear of being deceived.
his amour propre
loses confidence in himself as well as in others
injured along with his faith.
has recently become the custom for those having any thin:
worthy of attention to be used in the construction of houses anc
other buildings, to put the matter fairly and squarely before the only
In some (fortunately
the architect.
one to whom they can go
few) cases he has been known to object to this, not on account of any
imagined interference with him, but because he deems a fraction ol
his time too valuable to be given for instruction in something or
other by those he imagines have private ends to gain, and in whom
he lacks confidence. Whether this lack of confidence is justified or
not is a matter for individual consideration, but the representations
of an upright and an honorable business house can readily be disparties who
tinguished from the misrepresentations of unscrupulous
"
"
relative to their
offer inferior articles with a so-called
guaranty
"
"
being
equal to other goods well-known to all interested in good
material and work.
If the architects do not stand by those who have helped them and endeavored to introduce, or have introduced, better classes of material
of different kinds, used in or on our homes, they allow the results of
honest work to be enjoyed (for a time) by the crowd who always
follow in the wake of success, and defeat the very purpose and
nay,
object had in view by those who were ready and willing
anxious
to have the superiority of their material or wares tested
is

It

and proved.
If architects do not encourage the best materials, and insist upon
their being used, they will not find a place in their work, and while
it is, nevertheless, a fact that the best
goods will still continue to sur-

vive and be used by those who appreciate them, those
in the end find it react to their own disadvantage.

who do

not

may

IMPORTER.

ARCHITECTS AND LIBRARIANS; AN EIRENICON.
AMIIERST, October,

1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

different styles, I feel inclined to attempt to explain tliis
appearance
of conflict and say a word for peace and co-6'peration.

In the first place, I would like to say that in my intercourse with
architects I have always found them ready and
eager to get the
views of a librarian and quick to put them in practice as occasion
served.
Of course it is easy to say that architects, like other
artists, are impractical and ready to sacrifice
else to the

from

demands

everything

of their art.
But the architect is so constantly,
the first step in this career, put to the solution of the most

aesthetic

XXIV.

No. 670.

preferably from the higher part of the walls, and not from the
roof; the use of small tables and light chairs, instead of the large
heavy tables and the artistic chairs, conformed to the style of the
building but awkward in use, which have so commonly been put in
reading-rooms; the provision of ample, convenient and well-lighted
work-rooms for the librarian and assistants.
light,

much disagreement among librarians about these
cause for the trouble which architects liave fn
getting proper direction when they undertake to plan a library that
seems to me responsible for more of the trouble than any other. It
is this
libraries are generally built under the direction of a buildingcommittee, consisting of some members of a Board of Trustees, often dominated largely by the views of the donor of the
It
building.
is very unusual to find a librarian of
any experience either on such a
building-committee, or, in any proper sense, consulted by it. A large
share of all the new libraries are erected for
incipient libraries, or
for those which are not of sufficient
importance to'demand the services of an experienced librarian.
These building-committees are
more apt to accept plans which present a tasteful and showy appearance and also conform to the style of some existing, and
perhaps
famous, library, than to make sufficient study of the matter to learn
that a new era has fairly dawned in
and
to
library building
go by
the best light of that new era.
And in this state of things who can
wonder if but few architects become fully aware of the new demands
But if there
matters, there

is

is

not
a

:

in this

department of their profession ?
cannot forbear in this connection to refer to the honored name
of Richardson, which is used
I prequite freely in your editorial.
sume no librarian can be found who will fail to do justice to the excellence of the work of our greatest architect.
But on the other
hand, whatever disagreement there may be among us, I am equally
satisfied that no librarian, who could be
quoted as authority in the
profession, would express approval of the main features of Mr.
Richardson's library buildings in so far as the interior is concerned
or affected,
simply because Mr. Richardson's work in this line was
very largely done under such circumstances as I have described. I
bave the best reason for believing that had he lived but a few
years
longer, he would have come to build libraries no less beautiful and
appropriate in general effect than those he left, but better fitted to
neet the wants of the modern public
For while there may
x more or less conflict between "art library.
and use," in this department
as elsewhere, I do not believe that
any man of genius, alive to the
real needs of such an institution, will fail in the
attempt to meet
ihose necessities, while still
responding to the aesthetic requirements
peculiar to this class of work.
Fortunately examples of success with
;his problem are
multiplying, and many librarians are ready to point
to their architects as friends, not " natural enemies."
WM. I. FLETCHER, Librarian of Amherst College.
I

[MR. FLETCHER has accepted our invitation to develop with a little more
detail the criticisms and suggestions which, it
appears, are hidden from the
irchitects in the pages of a journal which
they are very unlikely ever to
have consulted.

EDS.

AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

With

the great increase of public libraries and the
growth in public taste, the architecture of libraries becomes daily
of more importance.
It is much to be regretted that there should
seem to be a sort of irrepressible conflict between librarians and
architects, as indicated in your recent editorial, occasioned by the
librarians' conference.
As a librarian of perhaps a little more than
ordinary experience with, and observation of library buildings of
Sirs,

[VOL.

and required to deal so largely with questions of
convenience and economy that such a charge can hardly hold
good.
Certainly there is no reason why this unpracticalness, if it existed,
should not interfere as much with success in the erection of a railroad station or a school-house as in that of a library. Nor would I
admit that the failure of architects and librarians to agree is due to
an uncommon development of " crankiness " in the members of our
Some of us are perhaps a trifle long-haired, with all that
profession.
the word implies, but, ma*k you, it is not from this
wing of our company that the sharpest criticism of the architect comes.
Where then shall we look for the reasons for this controversy ?
I will undertake to give a few and draw their moral.
Not the least
important is the one mentioned in your editorial,
the disagreement
among librarians themselves as to what is wanted in a library buildBut while there is this disagreement and while some of our
ing.
most heated discussions among ourselves are on this
very point, there
is now practically a consensus of
opinion as to a few leading princiAnd any one who cares to follow through the volumes of the
ples.
Library Journal the reports of our annual meetings, cannot fail to
perceive certain lines laid down with something approaching constantly nearer to unanimity.
Among these indications are theabandonment of lofty interiors with fixed alcoves and galleries, and the
practical problems,

substitution of iron stacks or portable wooden cases
placed near together in plain rectangular interiors ; the demand for abundance of

SOME ANSWERS TO MR. ATKINSON.
NEW YORK,
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

October, 1888.
.

Dear Sirs,
The inquiries of Mr. Atkinson in your issue of Oct.
3th, are very pertinent now when time is considered so much a
matter of money, especially in our
large cities.
Every serious fire means a loss in rentals of from six months to a
ear, and in a large six-story warehouse this is no
matter.
trifling

This, however, is not the worst of it many good tenants
may seure suitable accommodations elsewhere and decline to return to the
or
estored,
No doubt the cost is what
possibly, new
;

building.

leters

many owners from

putting up what are generally classed as
trictly fireproof buildings, and yet much may be done to lessen the
isk in buildings
largely composed of wood.
Possibly the difficulty students experience in getting the informaion they desire arises from the fact that the
architects, in whose
offices they may be
employed as draughtsmen, are not fully posted
as to the progress which has been made and what can be
obtained
rom manufacturers who are in the
fireproofing business. With a view
herefore, of supplying some information on this
point, a brief
description of what is in general use in New York may not be out of
nlace.

Partition-blocks of hard-burned
clay are generally used in places

where there seems to be most danger from fire, as for
example, li<rht,
vent, and dumb-waiter shafts.
These blocks are made from three
up
,o six inches in thickness and twelve
by six inches, thus requiring
wo to a square foot of surface, and either set on or
angle irons, or
Ise built up like
ordinary bricks with mortar or cement.
Mansard roofs, gables and towers are filled-in with roof-blocks
arymg in size and thickness according to the
are re-

T

uired to
eet

;

it is

spaces they

seldom over six inches in thickness nor
longer than two
best that they should not be more than
twenty inches in

fill,

?ngth.

Ceilings are protected by blocks from one-and-one-half inches up
o two inches in thickness and from one to two feet
square, fastened
o the beam by a nail and a washer or
by a staple which projects
nder the block far
enough to make it secure when it has once been
)ut in place.

OCTOTJER 27, 1888.]
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Girders and other large (warns may be covered by these blocks
When transportasecured in place in a somewhat similar manner.
tion makes it too expensive to use hard-burned clay, plaster block*
may be used, and, if large amounts are required, they may be m:nli

on the spot

The

to advantage.

great danger in most buildings is that they arc so construed'.!
that a slight fire in the beginning frequently starts in a vital part,
and before it is discovered] lias gained too much headway to be
checked. For example, open hatchways or enclosed wooden hoistways form chimneys when they catch fire and, igniting the several
floors as the llames ascend, it is a matter of but a few minutes before
the building is in a blaze from cellar to roof. If, on the contrary,
the ceilings and beams are protected from the flames, the smoke
frequently would make its way to the roof and give warning oi
"
danger before much actual damage had been done. In the Dakota,"
a fireproof hotel and apartment-house, it is said that one of the lightshafts was used as a sort of chimney and that a large amount of rubbish was brought to the shaft, before the building was entirely
finished, and burned up, to save the trouble of carting it away, without the slightest risk to the building.
SALAMANDER.

ITHACA, N.

T., Oct.

i,

1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
I have given no little consideration, on behalf of the
students in this department whom we are trying to adequately equip for
the practical duties of their profession, to the question raised in your
current issue by Mr. Atkinson. I must confess that I have met with no
little difficulty, whivh was not wholly
dissipated by a reply of Mr.
Woodbury, to my question whether he thought the method of slowburning construction was applicable to the problem presented in the
design of d welling-houses, that he could not yet see how it was to be effected. That much can be done in the construction of dwelling-houses
to better adapt them to resist fire than those built after our present
most prevalent method, I grant and 1 know that most, if not all, wellinformed architects are gladly availing themselves of the new light
thrown upon this object by the work of Mr. Atkinson's company.
But at the present stage of the problem two difficulties present themselves.
If we prepare a design for a dwelling-house which would be
accepted as a good risk by any or all of the Factory Mutual Insurance
Companies, we could not induce our clients to live in a structure
which is so radically different in external and internal effect from
the sort of house they -have been accustomed to; or else, if we
attempt to apply those principles of slow-burning construction to current phases of design, the cost is so great as to be prohibitive. At
the present stage of the progress of the problem, it is quite evident
then, that Mr. Atkinson's admission "that the greater part of the
"
is well
difficulty lies with the owners and not with the architects
founded.
C. FRANCIS OSBOHNE.
;

THE PRESSURE OF FOOTINGS ON THE

SUBSOIL.

CHICAGO,

Oct. 16, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

find

Ruilding News.

the work, f informed my proposed client that under the circummust decline his cutmni-siim, urging him to be guided
stances
by
the professional ability of the architects whom he had first emplo\cd.
I heard nothing further of the matter until Messrs. Y
&
Z
informed me that they had instituted legal proceedings
against Mr. C., to recover their regular commission on drawings provided by them.
Further information disclosed the facts, that after mv declining to
I

execute his work, their client had proceeded to Philadelphia, and
succeeded in obtaining a design for the front from a prominent
architect in that city, which he adapted to his use, in conjunction
with the plans and other details of Messrs. Y
& Z
,
who had not only designed a front with the expectation of its
being fully carried out, but had made five or more separate designs for the building as per Mr. C's instructions that the building
should not cost more than $16,000.
Mr. C., however, being of a
very nervous and undecided disposition, in his desire to add here
and there something unique or ornamental, made frequent and material additions, which increased the cost of the
building to $19,000,
according to the estimate of the lowest bidder. Without according
to (he architects the privilege of
reducing this estimate, Mr. C,
refused to pay the architects their commission, on the ground that
the building had exceeded the cost stipulated.
The architects claim, however, that subsequently Mr. C. erected
the building after their drawings, with the exception of substituting
this Philadelphia front.
Seeing that they had good cause for action,
and wishing to make a test case out of it, they commenced a suit to
recover their commission, and the progress of the matter seemed
in their favor.
I write with a lengthy newspaper account before mo for reference, and the most singular circumstance of the case follows.
Mr.
C. had a presentiment that the suit would be decided against him,
and on the day named for trial he asked for a postponement for one
In the meantime the architects secured
day, which was granted.
some valuable witnesses, which fact, being reported to Mr. C., seemed
to cause him intense uneasiness.
On the following morning, the
day appointed for the postponed trial, he was found dying in his
bed, having taken a fatal dose of morphia, as the coroner's jury deThe deceased had no other business
cided, with suicidal intent.
troubles, and this unfortunate matter was to him only a trifle, some
$1,200.
The above are the facts of the case which you can use at your dis-

Yours

cretion.

In No. 667 of your valuable paper you comment on a
communication to " La Semaine <le.i Constructeurs " wherein attention
is called to the fact that small foundation
piers will sustain more
weight per unit of surface than larger ones. I beg to say that this
principle of computing the area of footings is well known to Chicago
architects and builders and that to my knowledge nearly all our imThe result
portant foundations have been calculated accordingly.
may not be directly due to friction only, but also to the fact that in
consequence of friction the solid compressed by the bottom-layer of
the foundation is not a prism but a truncated pyramid, the sides
diverging towards the bottom.
F. WAGNER.
Very truly yours,

truly,

J.

A. DEMI-WOLF.

[WB give Mr. Dempwolf's letter In full, an Ilia oiirlons story hardly ought
to be abridged. The client whum he so
honorably giive up for the iuiko of
professional courtesy seems to have been hardly fa hu right miud from the
first.
EDS. AMERICAN AUCHITKCT.]

MISAPPROPRIATING ANOTHER'S DESIGN.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
Will you kindly answer the following through your
valuable paper
designed a house at
furnishing the contractor with fullsize details for every part of the structure, including mantels.
The
contractor (one of the kind who " furnish plans and estimates
cheerfully ") has, in a house built and designed by him at
duplicated a mantel from full-size drawings furnished him by us for
house at
Is he liable for thus using our
drawings, and can
we obtain legal redress?
:

X

We

Sirs,

10*)

,

XX

X

.

We remain

very truly,

HAMILTON & MERSKREAU.

f.WK doubt whether legal redress can be obtained for this mean trick. If
the authors of the design wished to retain their property In the design
itself,
they should have copyriahted it otherwise It is permitted to any one to imitnte their mantel at pleasure.
If It could be proved that the contractor
used for his own profit the full-size drawings which had been entrusted to
him for another purpose, we think that he could be made to pay d-imiiges
for tlie unauthorized use of property not
belonging to him but he would
probably swear that he had not used the drawings, but had only duplicated
the mantel which he had just made.
EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]
;

;

A SAD CASE OF AN AWAKENED CONSCIENCE.
YOBK, PKNK.,

Oct. 18, 1P88.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
A case has come to my notice, a reference
Dear Sirs,
:

to which
think, would be interesting and beneficial to your
readers, as illustrating some peculiarities of the profession in general, and of its clients in particular.
During last July a Mr.
C., a gent'emen of wealth and education, residing in
,
Pa., called at my office with the intention of securing drawings
for the front of a store and office building, and which I was led to believe was to be suited to an old building.
I exhibited to him a
number of fronts which are already built, that he might more readily
compare the relative cost and appearance of the designs, and I also
showed him some of the buildings as they stand. Although he was
very undecided and indeed incapable of deciding what amount he
should spend on the front, he left me with instructions to submit a
sketch of a front that in my opinion would best suit his requirements.
However, while the design was in progress, I learned that he had
architects of
,
previously engaged Messrs.
to design the entire building, who were then engaged
upon the
Feelwork, ignorant of the fact that he was seeking other designs.
ing that it would be a most unprofessional undertaking to continue
in

your journal,

I

X

Y

&Z

X

A LEANIXO STEEPLE AT COVENTRY. The following particulars concerning the steeple of St. Michael's Church have been published in the
Cwtnlry Hfrtild by Mr. Andrews, one of the city councillors
In the year 1818 the upper 24 feet of the spire was taken down and
rebuilt.
The builders at that time must have known that the steeple
was out of perpendicular, for they rebuilt the 24 feet exactly upright,
so that previous to the present restoration there was a bend in the
spire
where the portion which had been rebuilt joined the old work. Yet it
ould appear that all knowledge of this had perished, for the discovery
jy the contractor at the commencement of the present restoration that
:he tower was not upright came upon us as a surprise.
It will be recolected that when the discovery was made, I at once suggested that the
steeple should be plumbed from the summit, so as to ascertain the total
deviation from the perpendicular. A wire was suspended without deay, and an account of my observations was published in the local press
about three years ago. Now that the work is approaching completion,
and the steeple settled upon its new foundations, it seemed to me that
:

;
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can wash out about a dollar's worth of gold a day, at
while
present prices, from the clay ou which the town i* luiilt
an Artesian well driven in Boston disclosed the fan that this
city, also, rests on a stratum of auriferous quartz of considerIf any combination should double the value of
able richness.
gold in a few days, as the Soeiete de< Mi-tatix <lid that of copper, we might expect to see every Philadelphia!!, to whom an
income of two dollars a day was an object worth striving for,
digging up his garden to wash out the precious particles; and
tlnni<auds of scanty auriferous deposits, in all parts of the
world, would be worked until competition had brought the
city
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These are now in working
and furnish the most extensive example of sewage purification by irrigation in the world.
Berlin now contains more
than thirteen hundred thousand inhabitants, having trebled in
In the outlying dispopulation during the last twenty yean.
tricts the cesspool is still used, but the whole of the closely built portion of the city, containing eleven hundred and fifty
thousand inhabitants, is thoroughly sewered, and all wastematters from this part of the population are carried by water to
the pumping stations from which they are distributed on the
The method of distribution is very simple.
irrigation fields.
According to the account in Le Genie Civil, each of the twelve
sections into which the drainage system is divided is furnished
with a huge cylindrical reservoir, into which the crude sewage
Here it is allowed to settle slightly, and is strained
is pumped.
visited the irrigation fields at Berlin.

Eye211
212
212

Twenty-second Annual Convention of the American
which was held in Buffalo on the
seventeenth of October, although well attended, seems to
have been rather barren of results. About fifty members were

The principal
present, representing all parts of the country.
lui.siness was the consideration of the reports of committees
appointed by the last Convention, on the consolidation of the

by gratings, passing thence to a well, about ten feet in diameter,
from which the comparatively clear liquid is pumped directly
These consist of cast-iron mains,
into the irrigation pipes.
with branches of earthenware, most of which are mere open

professional societies ; on uniform building contracts, on forms
for Chapter reports ; on the provision of a permanent home for
Of
the Institute, and on the indemnification of Mr. Bloor.
these reports, that on the consolidation of societies was decidedly the most important, and a long discussion took place
it,

which seemed

to

bring

it

about.

In order to prevent breaking the pipes by the
pressure in case they should become clogged, stand-pipes, open
The height of these pipes
at the top, are attached at intervals.
determines the maximum pressure which can exist in the mains
connecting with them, as any greater pressure will be relieved
As the street wash is brought in the same
by overflowing.
sewers as the house drainage, the quantity of liquid to be disposed of is very large, and the ground, which rests on an impervious stratum three or four feet below, is unfavorable to
In the first experiments, one acre of
filtration.
irrigation fields
was allotted to four hundred inhabitants, but it was soon evident that this was not enough, the laud becoming soaked and
muddy, and the effluent being imperfectly purified. More laud
was bought, and an acre set apart for each three hndred inhabitants, but this was not sufficient, and the irrigated fields
channels.

show

for such a consolidation, but

that nearly everybody wished
that no one knew just how to

One gentleman thought

able, but believed that the

members

level.

order,

208
200
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Instit uK' of Architects,

upon

normal

anticipation of the proposed utilization of a large part of
Paris, by irrigation on the fields of Acheres, a
Commission, appointed by the French Senate, recently

?.
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the union very desirof one society ought to

join the other as individuals, not as a body, to which another
replied that if the requirements for admission to both societies
were the same, there was no very obvious reason why the two

bodies should not unite directly, without a previous dissolution
of either, which would be unpleasant, and rather mortifying, to
The result of the debate
the members of the one dissolved.
was that a resolution was unanimously adopted, '-amid applause," to the effect that a union of the societies was desirable,
and another year allotted to the task of trying to bring it
Whether the next year will be more fertile of results
about.
than the past one remains to be seen.

now comprise about
more remain

eight thousand acres, while six thousand
to be taken into service as the population of the

city increases.

IIE

NEW scheme

liquid is applied to the ground by means of the open
channels, which are barred by wooden gates, to
change the
flow as required.
The separate patches formed by the
conduits are laid out with ridge and furrow, and all sorts of
vegetables are successfully grown, together with flowers, prinOf course, the neighboring citv
cipally roses and violets.
furnishes a market for the products of the fields, which are o'f
In the low lauds, which are devoted to
excellent quality.
grass, seven crops of hay are secured in a year, and great numbers of cattle are maintained.
So far, there has been no instance of illness of any kind traceable to the
sewage. The air
is so fresh, that, besides the Cadet School, which existed in the
neighborhood before the sewerage system was laid out, two convalescent hospitals have already been built in the middle of the
irrigation fields, and other establishments of the sort are in con-

on foot, suggested by the operations of
the syndicate which now monopolizes copper production,
having in view a combination of all the gold mines in the
is

world for the purpose of advancing the price of the precious

At least, that is the ostensible purpose, but the
prospectus of the company which is to be formed to carry
out the project, as we find it in the Chronique Financiere of Le
Genie OiM, reads to us a good deal as if the profits of the
promoters would be derived from the pockets of the stockThe
holders, rather than the more refractory quartz rock.
It
fact is that very few gold mines are profitable in any case.
is said, we do not know how truly, that the richest gold mine
ever discovered, the Ophir, on the Comstock lode, which is now
exhausted, never paid its stockholders in dividends enough to
make good what they had invested in it and there are
metal.

;

hundreds of mines which produce a certain amount of gold, at
a loss to their owners.
syndicate which would succeed in
advancing materially the cost of the metal must control these
unprofitable mines, to cut off competition from them, and gold
is much too widely scattered a substance to be easily monopoIn Philadelphia the very mud of the streets contain it,
lized.
and it is estimated that any industrious real estate owner in that

\

:

|

'

j
'

I

A

.

templation.
Typhoid fever, which might be expected occasionally, a all the people on and about the irrigated farms drink
the effluent water, is unknown ; and the
underdraining of the
fields has diminished the number of cases of intermittent
fever,
which was once prevalent in certain portions of the
territory.
Although the system is not self-supporting, the receipts of the
farms are nearly a million dollars a year, and it is not unlikely
that in private hands they might be made to give a profit, while
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the work of purification is so thoroughly done that at one of
the stations the eflluent water is collected into a pond, in which
of the
trout, perhaps the most sensitive of all fish to impurity
water in which they live, are successfully raised.

ROGER SMITH

delivered a lecture before
Architecture at University College the
other day, which, as reported in the English technical
The title of the
journals, is worth reading by all architects.
lecture was " Mistakes in Architecture," but it might just as
the students
PROFESSOR

in

well have been called " Mistakes in the Conduct of Life," for
its substance applies to all professions, as well as that of architecture.
In general, Professor Smith condemns carelessness
in carrying out professional duties ; sharp or doubtful pracsolicitation of employment,
tices, among which he includes the
and offers to do work at less than the usual rates ; want of

caution in giving orders, or making and noting contracts, and
haste or bad temper in business dealings.
Especially does he
warn his hearers against writing angry letters, which, as he
and excite lasting resentment
says, are read in cool blood,
where hasty verbal expressions would be readily overlooked.
" Never write a
sometimes think that Talleyrand's rule,
for a profesone
safest
is
the
letter, and never destroy one,"
but as he cannot always avoid expresssional man to follow
he may with advantage reing himself in black and white,
member a story which Professor Smith tells about Sir Robert
friend of this hero,
Peel, or some other noted statesman
whoever he was, had been affronted in some such way as we
all are occasionally, and had written a letter in reply to the
insult.
He had worked hard over the letter, and had concocted
a masterpiece of stinging sarcasm, which, after a final polish-

We

;

:

A

The
his distinguished patron.
ing, he brought to show to
statesman read it through without a word, and then inquired
whether any copy had been made of it. On learning that
"
there was no duplicate, he remarked,
Very injudicious letter
sure of his advice being
make
much better burn it"; and, to
followed, he put it in the fire himself, and held it there with
the poker until it was consumed.
;

TITHE

Engineering and Building Record publishes an interjj esting letter in regard to the expansion of ice by heat,
which explains a good many phenomena that most people
have observed, without being able to account for them.
According to the letter, a short railway was once built in the
Province of Ontario, which crossed a fresh-water pond, known
The
as Rice Lake, by a bridge two and one-half miles long.
bridge was mostly composed of trestle-work, very strongly
built, with uprights driven to a hard bottom, and thoroughly
The middle portion, over the deepest part of the lake,
braced.

was composed

of trusses, eighty feet in span, supported by piers,
measuring twelve by twenty-four feet, and filled with stones.
Early in the first winter after the bridge was built, the lake
froze over to a depth of about seven inches.
Before snow
came to protect the ice, the weather moderated, the sun shone
out brightly, the ice expanded, and in a few minutes the bridge
was in ruins nearly its whole length, the trestles being pushed

over in the direction of the principal expansion. The destruction of the bridge caused the temporary abandonment of the
railway, but years afterwards the trestles were repaired and
filled in with an embankment of gravel, the top of which is
eight feet above the level of the water ; yet the expansion
of the ice during sunny days is so great that it frequently
creeps up the embankment, and, by successive movements, is
pushed upon the rails. It is evident that such movements as
these of vast sheets of ice, urged by the irresistible force of expansion by heat, are of great importance to those who have to
build in places exposed to them, and Mr. Dumble, the author
of the letter, made recently some experiments to determine the
exact amount of the change of volume under different circumFor this purpose he selected a mill-pond near his
stances.
house, and marked off a certain area of ice, which he kept isolated from the ice about it by a canal eighteen inches wide,
kept open by constant attention. Near the ends of the floating
block, which was one hundred and three feet long, were set
pieces of plank, and on these was laid a long pole, carefully

By means of marks on the rod
spliced, and resting on rollers.
and its supports, any variation in their relative lengths could be
immediately observed and measured, and a rough shed was
built over the place, to prevent the rays of the sun from fall-
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and complicating the effects due to atmospheric
ing on the ice,
variations in
Although there were considerable
temperature.
the weather during the first few days of the experiment, the
ice showed no movement until it had attained a thickness of
three inches, the explanation of this being undoubtedly, as Mr.
Dumble says, that up to this point the ice shared the temperaAs it thickened, howture of the water on which it floated.
to heat and cold, reaching its
ever, it became very sensitive
maximum dimensions at a temperature of thirty-two degrees
Fahrenheit, and contracting uniformly as the thermometer fell
below this as far as four degrees below zero, which was the
So long as the ice,
lowest point reached during the season.
frozen under cover, and perfectly clear and homogeneous, kept
its character, the contraction and expansion were at the rate of

one-three-huudredth-thousandth of its length per Fahrenheit
decree, or about fifteen one-hundredths of an inch in the length
of the sheet under observation for a range in temperature from
zero to the melting-point of water.
During February a thaw
took place, and the character of the ice was altered, the surface
becoming moist, and the substance probably somewhat spongy.
When cold weather returned, the rate of expansion and contraction of the ice was found to have more than doubled, the

movement due to a variation of one degree in temperature
being now about one-hundredth-and-thirty-one-thousandth of its
length, or three-tenths of an inch in the length of the floating
mass for a range of thirty-two degrees. This, it must be remembered, was simply the excess of expansion and contraction
of the ice over that of the wooden rod, which would also ex-

pand and contract, at a rate which Mr. Dumble did not determine, and made no allowance for.
Strictly, however, the rate
of expansion and contraction of the wooden rod is not far from
that of the ice, so that the apparent expansion of the ice, as
measured by the rod, was only a fraction of the true movement.
According to Brunner, the true coefficient of expansion of pure
ice is three hundred and seventy-five ten-millionths for every

degree Centigrade, or about six times as great as Mr. Dumble's
uncorrected observations indicated, so that the actual lengthening of his floating cake of ice, if measured by two fixed points,
as, for instance, points of rock projecting from the bottom,
would have been nearly nine-tenths of an inch, and a sheet of
ice a mile long would expand and contract nearly four feet.
Moreover, as skaters know, movements of the ice on ponds,
These fill with water, which is soon frozen
cause long cracks.

volume, and causing it to creep up
banks, or push with irresistible force against a wall or
other structure which may be in its way.
into the mass, increasing its

the

curious to observe

is

ITgetting

how important

canal navigation

is

comparison with its condition here.
As every one knows, Manchester, which is only thirty
miles from Liverpool, and has unlimited facilities for railway
communication with the seaport, has just determined to build,
at an enormous expense, a ship-canal to the Mersey, through
which ships from New Orleans will be able to convey cotton
In
directly to the factories where it is to be spun and woven.
this country, where it has been seriously proposed to abandon
the Erie Canal, on the ground that wheat can be carried more
to be abroad, in

cheaply by railroad trains from Buffalo to New York than by
boats on a canal owned and managed by the State, such a
scheme as the Manchester Canal, which, besides immense land
damages, must be burdened with locks, would seem preposterous yet the English promoters, after spending more than
half a million dollars in surveys and estimates, are convinced
that the investment will be profitable, and, judging from the
experience of other canals in Great Britain, they are right.
The Leeds and Liverpool Canal, which occupies with respect
;

Leeds much the same position that the new one will in relaManchester, pays twenty-one per cent annually in dividends yet this is a small canal, only four or five feet deep,
and thirty feet wide, and is obstructed by a hill, over which
boats must climb by means of a chain of locks, ascending to a
to

tion to

;

It may be that the
height of more than eighty-eight feet.
distances in America are too great for successful internal navigation, and that a highly cultivated farming country, like England or France, gives greater
to the slow and

encouragement
cheap canal traffic than a territory like ours, sparsely settled,
and with cities far apart but in cases where there is to be an
obvious and immediate gain, as there would be with the Cape
Cod and Florida Canals, experience shows that the value of

122
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work

will increase, rather

than diminish, with time.
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TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
THE AMERICAN- INSTITUTE OF A15CII ITECTS.

Till;

HE

22d Annual Convention of the
American Institute of Ari-liitrcts

began

in

members

fifty

attendance.

city yesterday, about
of the Institute being in
President K. M. Hunt, of
Iliis

New

York, presided.

sion

li"^;m

in

the

Buffalo Library at

The morning

ses-

I.ectiin-riiom of the
ID A. M.
After call-

ing the Institute to <ii-der. President Hunt
delivered his annual address, as follows:

Fellows and Associates of the American
Institute of Architect!
When consider the duties and rcsponsiliilites of the position
which you have
conferred upon me, and recall to mind the
:

I

ability of my predecessors, it is with feelings of gratification and solicitude that I

address you upon this occasion. I beg you to accept my sincere thanks
for the honor done me, and, relying upon your indulgence, will submit
a few suggestions for your consideration.
But first it is my painful duty to record the loss of our late president,
Thomas U. Walter, whose absence at our last convention was noted
with profound regret. Mr. Walter was a man of sterling qualities, well
A!
fitted to carry out the many important works intrusted to Ids care.
one of the founders of this Institute he was ever diligent in furthering
its aims, while his great experience, sound judgment, and genial manner
To no one is the Institute more deeply inendeared him to ii all.
debted. The Nation, too, owes him a debt of gratitude for the grand
He was a noble
monuments from his hand which adorn the Capital.
example of a life devoted to high professional achievements, even to
the sacrifice of personal interests and let us hope that his claim, now
before Congress, will be considered in the same conscientious manner
We have, furthermore, to deplore the
as his services were rendered.
loss of John II. Sturgis and Carl 1'feiffer, Fellows of the Institute, and
among its most zealous supporters, whose works testify to their uncom;

mon

ability.

During the past year much has been done to elevate the standing of
the profession. The many public and private structures throughout the
land show marked improvement in design and construction, attesting
not only the earnest zeal of the architect, but also the deep interest
The higher culture of the public in
taken by the public in our art.
matters ot taste and art has led to certain improvements in that muchvexed question of competition. It is already not unusual to solicit professional aid in those matters, to lay down the rules and award the
prizes, so that all that is now required to insure its universal practice is
the adhesion of the profession to those principles of self-respect which
preclude the practitioner from taking part in any competition not properly organized. This condition of affairs is due in part, also, to the
stand taken, for years past, by certain members of the profession who
have uniformly declined to respond to invitations to compete, except on
Such action must eventually command the respect of
proper terms.
the public, and ultimately secure the desired end.
An unfortunate event of recent occurrence affords convincing proof,
if any were needed, of the necessity of the employment of a clerk-ofthe-works on structures of importance, undertaken at distant points.
The extra cost of a superintendent is trivial as compared with the risk
attending the erection of a building where only an occasional supervision is given.
firm stand taken on this point would undoubtedly
insure the employment of a clerk-of-the-works, as is usual in Europe
It is to be regretted that no signal success has been gained, during
the past year, toward the much needed improvement of the method followed by the Federal Government in the design and erection of the
public buildings. It would seem as though the mere fact of calling attention to the present method would insure a total reorganization of
this department, where BO many millions are yearly expended.
The
wonder is that any person of good professional standing should accept the
position of Supervising Architect, so absurd is it to expect any one man
to properly fulfil the varied requirements of that
be he ever so gifted
office.
Besides, the Nation has a right to expect that the public buildings should be at least fair examples of life architectural talent of the
country, while the profession has no less a right to the Government
patronage. The establishment of a Department of Public Works, as
exists in other countries, would remedy the existing evil.
standard form of contract
a great desideratum
has been prepared by your committee appointed for that purpose at the last convention, to act in conjunction with similar committees of the Western
Association of Architects, and the National Association of Builders.
Among other benefits secured hy the introduction of a uniform contract,
is that of diminishing the chances of misunderstandings
arising between
the owner and the contractor, and possible consequent litigation.
At the last convention your attention was called to the desirability of
members furnishing all the information possible to the board of trustees
Too
concerning candidates proposed for admission to the Institute.
great care cannot be exercised in this matter, as with increased memour
Another
which
matter
bership
responsibilties multiply.
important
demands your attention is that proper compensation should be provided
for the executive officer of the Institute,
the secretary,
whose
duties, already very onerous, are daily becoming more so.
The reduction of the annual dues a few years since increased our financial difficulties.
Might it not be advisable, therefore, under the circumstances,
to augment the initiation fee and annual dues of the Fellows, if not of
both Fellows and Associates, and might it not be wise to require that all
members of the Institute shall bo members of some of its Chapters,
thereby strengthening the Chapters, and equalizing, while diminishing,
the burden on individual members ?
Let us now consider briefly the present condition of the profession,

A

A
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noting what has been accomplished, and what remains for us to do.
Since the foundation of the In-tinite in |s.',7, the standing of the prolias greatly improved.
This is due in a great measure, if not
chiefly, to the establishment "f that good fellowship among its iiicinl>ers which has led to professional esteem and healthy rivalry in
place
of a certain distrust formerly existing among memhers of the profession
with
each
other.
If
no
other
result
had
lieen
personally unacquainted
accomplished, we should have reason to congratulate ourselves. The
establishment of mutual respect and personal consideration among the
members of the profession has led to the following, among other benefits, to the community, and to the profession, viz.
Progress in archithe establishment of a proper
tecture, its cognate arts and industries
schedule of charges, and improvements in the building laws. While the
growing interest in architecture shown by individuals and corporal ion*
has led to art publications and the establishment of technological and
art school!,, still much remains to be done to secure for our noble profession that high position which it justly holds in the Old World.
Toward this end, it is of paramount importance that all architectural
societies of the country should be under one direction.
The old adage
"
" In
is especially applicable to us.
Our united
unity there is strength
efforts to reorganize the Government method in regard to public buildings should be unceasing until crowned with success.
A bill " To establish a National Art Commission " to report on plans
for public buildings, monuments, and works of art lias passed the Senate and is now before the House of Representatives. It is to be hoped
that it may become a law.
A similar commission should be established
in every community to insure correct designs and good construction.
of
the
striking proof
necessity of such a board is furnished by the
present chaotic state of the proposed library at Washington. The Capitol at Albany furnished another
example. Such a condition of affairs
would hardly have been possible had these buildings, from the start,
been intrusted to a competent commission comprising one or more experienced men of our profession. Striking blunders of this sort are of too
common occurrence of buildings costing double the amount proposed
to be expended, others unfit oftentimes for their intended uses, etc.. and
although the architect is not (infrequently blamed for these mistakes,
the fault generally is attributable to the incompetency of the committee
in charge.
The attainment of these two phjccts is of the greatest importance, and we should do all in our power to accomplish them. It is
a duty we owe to the public, who should be ever ready to give us aid
and support, and who should rightfully expect us to direct in matters
ii

:

;

A

relating to our craft.
more direct and lively interest should betaken by the profession in
the architectural and technical schools, which have already attained to
a high degree of excellence under the able direction of those in charge
of them. Lectures and conferences by the active members of the profession might accomplish much in the training of those who so soon are
to take our places.
In conclusion, we have reason to be satisfied with the results of our
Let us therefore take renewed courage and steadfastly
past labors.

A

pursue our good work, each and every member remaining loyal to our
motto, "Truth and Unity."

The

was devoted to the reading of reports from the officers
The special committees submitted respecial committees.
ports on these subjects :
On consolidation of architectural societies on a bill to provide improved methods in the architectural service of the Federal Government, jointly with special committee of the Western Association of
session

and the

;

on the uniform building contract, prepared
jointly by the
Western Association of Architects, and the National
Association of Builders; on a formula for
Chapter reports; on providing a permanent home for the Institute, and on indemnification of
Architects

;

Institute, the

Mr. Bloor.
Mayor Becker next delivered a brief address of welcome, tenderin" the visitors the hospitality and freedom of the
city.
The afternoon programme included a trip to Niagara Falls, the
visitors being the guests of the Buffalo architects.

In the evening the exhibit of drawings was
opened and attracted
attention.
A portion of the Fine Arts Gallery was given up
for this purpose, and 118 different
drawings were exhibited. The
largest was a design map of the proposed South Buffalo Park.
Several Buffalo architects are w^ll
represented. The exhibit of draw-

much

for

church

interiors, windows, and Tiffany's plans for parlor
ings
decorations in Persian, Moorish, and
English Renaissance styles are
notably fine.
The evening session was given up wholly to a discussion of the report of the special committee on consolidation. Mr. W. W. Carlin
of this city is a member of the committee.
They submitted a lengthy
of consolidation of all the architectural associations in "the
plan
United States, and the convention decided to take up tho
report and
act on it seriatim.

Mr. Adler, of Chicago, President Smith of the Western Association
of Architects, and others favored consolidation, and after considerable discussion the first proposition, the name of the
proposed federation shall be " The American Institute of
Architects," was

The second

adopted

proposition was as follows:
Any archiwhich snail adopt the " condition of membership "
which has prevailed in the old A. I. A., viz., "the honorable
practice
of the profession," may become part of the new
organization. This
drew out a very animated and extensive debate, and was not acted
upon. Mr. Briggs provoked the discussion on the advisability of consolidation by suggesting that it would be better for the Western
Association to come in as individuals.
Mr. Adler, representing the Western society,
instantly jumped to
his feet and declared that he was a member of both
organizations,
but that the Western society had three times as
many members

unanimously.

tectural association

123
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the Institute and had vitality enough to exist witlioiit tlic Institute.
Association did not ask, but was asked to join the Insti-

The Western
tute.

Mr. Briggs feared the new members would dominate the Institute.
Mr. Cutler, of Rochester, thought that Mr. Brings was mistaken.
The Institute had taken the initiative, and was committed to amalgamation.
Mr. Carlin said

it would be unfair to
compel members of other
pay initiation fees.
Mr. Adlersaid the Western society would not join the present Institute, but was willing to join hands with the Institute and form a
confederation, retaining the old name in honor of its age and presThe Western society sought a more democratic government
tige.
than the Institute affords, and would not consent to be ruled by a
Board of Managers.
President Hunt, as one of the original founders of the Institute,
said they would run a dangerous risk in admitting any association as
a body.
It took the Institute thirty jears to get 200 members, and
the Western Association had received a greater membership in three
or four years.
There would be danger in admitting so large a num-

societies to

ber.

Messrs. Adler, Gibson, fihipman, Cutler and others debated the
matter thoroughly and several resolutions were offered and withdrawn. Finally a resolution, sustaining the action taken at the last
annual convention held at Chicago, in favor of forming a confederaThe report was again
tion, was carried unanimously amid applause.
taken up, and went over as unfinished business.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
To

the American Institute of Architects

:

Since the twenty-first Convention, held in Chicago in October of
last year, your Board, under the chairmanship in most instances of
the "President, Mr. Hunt, have held eight regular meetings, two
adjourned meetings and one special meeting; their regular time for
holding the monthly ones having been changed, to suit the convenience of Western members of the Board, from the third to the first
Wednesday of the month.
Mr. Wm. A. Potter having positively refused to accept the
Secretaryship for 1888, to which he was elected, Mr. Bloor has so
far remained at the post; and Mr. Congdon having declined his reelection as Trustee, the Board, at its first meeting in the current
year, appointed Mr. Littell (who has a number of times been elected
to and served in that office) to fill the vacancy.
Since the last report of your Board, four (4) Associates, Messrs.
Fred. H. Gouge of Utica, N. Y. Jas. R. Willett, of Chicago Warren
;

;

R. Briggs, of Bridgeport, Conn., and F. W. Humble, of Buffalo, have
been advanced to the upper grade of membership, and thirteen (13)
candidates have been elected Fellows bv first election, viz. Messrs.
:

"Wm. W. Clay, of Chicago;
;
Will. A. Freret, of Washington,
Supervising Architect of the United States Treasury Department;
W. W. Carlin, of Buffalo; A. F. D'Oench, of New York, Superintendent of Buildings ; Louis De Coppet Berg, of New York ; Jas. G.
Hill, of Washington, ex-Supervising
Architect, United States
Treasury Department ; Edward Clark, of Washington, Architect in
charge of the United States Capitol; Chas. E. Colton, of Syracuse ;
M. J. Dimmock, of Richmond, Va. ; H. A. Macomb, of Philadelphia,
and Geo. J. Metzger, of Buffalo. The accessions to the Associateship have been seven (7) in number, viz. : Mrs. Louise Bethune, of
Buffalo, and Messrs. S. Gifford Slocum, of Philadelphia; A. C.
Elzner, of Cincinnati ; Albert II. Kipp, of Wilkesbarre, Pa. ; Jno.
A. Hamilton, of New York ; Willis G. Hale, of Philadelphia, and C.
F. Wilcox, of Providence, R. I.
number of other applications from candidates for professional
membership are before the Board, as also letters from various parts
of the country, making inquiries in reference to the possible formation of Chapters ; several of which are in continuation of correspondence opened by the writers of them last year, but while the
question of consolidation is pending, it has not been thought desirable to push the matter of new accessions.
To the list of Honorary Members have been added the names of
Charles Chipiez, of Paris, architect and author of several valuable
works on architecture and general art, and of Comandatore Rudolfo
Lanciani, archajologist and Director of the Excavations in Rome ;
while Signor Giacomo Boni, of Venice, Architect in charge of the

W.

Bleddyn Powell,

Geo. F.

Hammond,

of Philadelphia

of Cleveland

;

A

Ducal Palace and the Campanile of St. Mark's, has been enrolled,
by first election, among our Corresponding Members and Mr. Jno.
Murdoch, of Baltimore, has been transferred thereto from the Fellowship grade. The first three gentlemen have shown much courtesy
to the Willard Commission, now, in connection with the New York
Chapter, engaged in adding an Architectural Department to the
;

Metropolitan

Museum

of Art.

Mr. Murdoch, for many years a Fellow of the Institute and the
President of its Baltimore Chapter, and latterly filling the position
of Engineer of the Light-House Board, United States Treasury Department, having announced his intention of resigning, on account of
devoting himself altogether to engineering practice, your Secretary
asked him to reconsider his determination, for the sake of the interests of the Institute

and

his local Chapter.

Mr. Murdoch

in his
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on what he conrejoinder improved the occasion to animadvert
sidered the mischievous action of the Institute in having repealed,
some years ago, the law requiring its Associates to be such through
the Chapters, instead of, as now, irrespective thereof; the option
thus left to candidates causing them, in his opinion, as in that of
others, to rest content with a title derived from the Institute at
large, and, as concerns the local branch of it, to which they
that active interest in it which only
geographically belong, to lose
would ensure, in maximum degree, the benefits derivable from
of one fraternity.
Mr.
freij-ient intercourse between the members
Murdoch's resignation was accepted with much regret, and it was
by an immediate and unanimous vote that his continued, if comparatively slight, connection with the Institute, through the Corresponding Membership, was secured.
The resignation of Mr. E. F. Baldwin, Fellow, of Baltimore, which
had been at the disposal of the Board for some time previous, was
accepted at its first meeting after the last convention, thus rendering
inoperative the instructions issued at that convention with reference
to a solution of, and termination to, his controversy with a member
in his

own

locality.

At

the last convention the precarious condition of the President
of the Institute, Dr. Thomas U. Walter, was a matter of grave concern.
Ten days after its close, he died in Philadelphia, bis funeral
being attended by the President elect, and other members of our
organization.
At the first meeting of your Board, Dr. Walter's pupil, Mr. N. Le
Brun, and the President of the Philadelphia Chapter, Mr. T.
P. Chandler, Jr., were appointed a committee to prepare suitable
resolutions in reference to the melancholy event, and this Conven-

and with an admirable memoir of Dr. Walter's professional life, prepared by an exSecretary of the Institute, Mr. Geo. C. Mason, Jr. At the June
meeting was presented a copy received from the Western Association
of Architects, of
appropriate resolutions passed by that body in
memory of Dr. Walter.
The necrological list for the year includes two other names
one
that of Mr. Jno. II. Sturgis, a Fellow of the Institute up to his decease, and the other that of a past Fellow, Mr. Carl Pfeiffer.
The
Board passed suitable minutes in their honor, that of Mr. Sturgis,
prepared by Mr. Kendall, as follows
tion will presently be favored with these resolutions,

:

"The Board

of Trustees desires to express its appreciation of the
great loss the profession has sustained through tl^e recent death of Mr.
Jno. H. Sturgis, at St. Leonards-on-Sea, England.
" Mr.
Sturgis, who was one of our early members, and a Fellow for
nearly a quarter of a century, always took a deep interest in the welfare of the Institute, and, whenever practicable, was present at its
annual conventions, and took an active part in them.
" For
many years he was the Vice- President of the Boston Chapter,
to whose service he was always ready to devote his social
accomplish-

ments and his professional talents.
" His
works are characterized by intelligent treatment of mass, and
by especial thoughtfulness and refinement of detail, and it may, without hesitation, be said that his influence, from first work to last work,
has been increasingly a salutary one; so great, indeed, has it been, that
we may well wish to leave to those who follow us, so good and fruitful
a record toward the artistic, constructional, executive and social advance of the profession, as Mr. Sturgis has left to us."

The following in memorial of Mr. Pfeiffer was prepared by the
Secretary
:

"Resolved, That the Board of Trustees of the American Institute of
Architects have heard with deep regret of the death, five days ago, of
Mr. Carl Pfeiffer, for several years a Trustee and, for two years the
Secretary of the Institute, and the architect of the Presbyterian Church,
Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street, the Unitarian Church of the
Messiah, the Roosevelt Hospital, the insane Asylum at Middletown,
the Colored Orphan Asylum, the Berkshire Apartment-House, and
many other important structures."
cor. Fifth

In both cases the resolutions were forwarded to the widows of the
deceased members.
Dr. Walter's widow has endeavored since her husband's decease
to collect a claim of his to a large amount
against the United States
Government for professional services rendered by him in designing
and executing the completion of the National Capitol at
Washington
and a number of other Federal buildings, and your Tioard, feeling
the justice of the claim, has afforded her all the assistance in its
power, the Secretary having had much correspondence on the subject
with various parties, and sending to all the
Chapters suggestions
toward influencing a favorable consideration of the
subject in ConThe
gress.
present status of the matter is that some time ago the
Committee on Claims of the House of Representatives reported in
favor of a settlement by the
payment of a sum considerably less
than a quarter of that claimed, and that Mrs. Walter's
attorney had
advised against further action by the Institute in the matter until it
should be taken up in the Senate.
The Secretary has, during the year, been called on to furnish the
editors of two well-known
cyclopaedias with biographical details of
American architects, and has furnished them in the cases of
parties
deceased, but, in the case of living practitioners, has referred his inquirers to the parties themselves.
At an early meeting Messrs. Littell and Kendall were
appointed a
Special Committee, with power, to make a fitting response to the
propositions offered by the promoters of the Grant Monument Com-

NOVEMHEU
petition.

They

did

so *in

American Architect and Building News.

TJie

3, 1888.]

a

letter

to

ex-Governor

latch exhibited there to their spacious

Cornell,

Chairman of the Committee that have the matter in hand
(which was acknowledged by Secretary (irrencr), and copies were
forwarded to each Chapter of the

Institute.

The

letter

museum.
Tin- overcrowded condition

was

New

York State Association of Architects.
For the current information of the Hoard,

Committee.

Tin- services of the Hoard in settling a dispute Ix-twccn an architect and his client have a^ain been asked for and refused, in accordance with the rule confining advice and adjudication on the part of
the Hoard only to meml>crs of the Institute.
The Secretary la-ing informed by another architect that he had
recovered by legal process from a recalcitrant client the principal
and interest of a bill for partial service to its full amount of nearly
$2,MOO, the arciiitect's charges being made in accordance with the
Institute schedule, his
opponent's counsel had endeavored to influence the court and jury by making the point that the schedule
was the production of a combination of architects existing for the
purpose of insisting upon an extortionate rate for services. The
Secretary, in his rejoinder to his correspondent, had pointed out
that it was very fortunate for him and others that the Institute had
so firmly established its prestige and its schedule ; that it is an easy
if the latter is suffithing for a reputable architect and bis lawyer
to go into court and collect to the
ciently competent and tenacious
full on its several items, as, also, that the
reputation of the penonnel
of the organization is so high that the false charge that it is a combination of architects for the exaction of extortionate rates for professional services has no effect on a jury.
Two of the foreign Honorary Members have enriched the Library
of the Institute during the year one, Mr. P. J. L. II. Cuypers, of
Amsterdam, having made it a donation of fifty-eight engravings and
;

;

;

East Indies.
letter from Secretary Normand S. Patton of the Western Association of Architects, on behalf of that Association's Committee on
the Metric System, advocating its use for weights and measures, and
referred by the last Convention to your Board with power, has
several times been presented, laid on the table, taken
up at a subsequent meeting, and occasioned some discussion, but without further

A

A

Secretary was referred, by a member of the Institute, a
letter from a clergyman connected with the
proposed Babylonian
Expedition, and asking where a young architect might be found who
would be willing to accompany the expedition as architect, without

salary and at his own expense. The Secretary communicated his
request to several parties, but without result.
At the June meeting the Board appointed two of its members,
Messrs. l^ittell
Messrs,
Littell anil
and Bloor,
nloor, to act as a Committee of Arrangements
Arrangements
for the current convention, to be held in Buffalo,
the
preferably in the
third week in October, and at the September
Carlir,
meeting Mr. Carlin
was appointed local coadjutor thereon.
Your Board would call the attention of the Convention to the fact
that the experiment of a reduction of the dues made some years
ago
has not proved to be a financial success, and that, in order to
properly perform the work of the Institute, the revenue should be at
least double the amount that it is at present.
It is well known that
the dues of other like associations are greatly in excess of those of
the Institute.

This convention will probably yield to no previous one in the importance, so far as Associative interests are concerned in the questions that will come up for discussion, and it is to be
fairly expected
that they will meet in that broad public spirit which can alone deal
with themes involving more than local conditions and individual
preferences.
Respectfully submitted for the

Board

of Trustees

by

A. J. BLOOR, Secretary.

To

be equally finished.

will
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years past,

tin-

ings of detail, photographs and works of reference.
number of estimates were obtained from specialists, and contracts were made with a skilled
sculptor of Paris for the production
(as a commencement) of models of the Parthenon, and of the Cathedral of Paris, made to the uniform scale of one-twentieth full size.
They are well-advanced, and from photographs lately leceived of
the portions already finished, promise to be very successful.
In
these models, all the applied sculptures and carving are to be faithOf Notre Dame Cathedral the exterior only
fully reproduced.
will be shown, but of the Parthenon both the exterior and interior

result.

October

for

enlarged

The construction of the Museum additions having apparently
progressed last autumn siillicicntly to warrant the purchasing of
casts, your agent made his second trip to Kuro|>e, under your direcOf the casts lie then secured, the larger portion, for this- piirpo-r.
tion, or two hundred and fourteen cases, Lave arrived
leaving
about eighty cases yet to come.
These boxes remain still unopened in the cellars of the Museum,
owing to the lack of space required for projierly distributing and
sorling their contents and putting together the larger objects, which
are mostly shipped in many parts, requiring a careful readjustment.
And, as it is the intention of the Museum authorities to reo|x;n their
collections to the public with the inauguration of their new extension, about the middle of December next, it will he impossible within
that limited time to mount and prepare the Willard casts for exhibition.
Much as this is to be regretted, it seems to have been
unavoidable.
Since my last report, the Museum has added the West Court
to the uses of the Wilformerly devoted to the modern sculpture
lard Collection.
This and the placing of the principal entrance to
the Architectural Court in the centre of the south side of the main
room have brought about a few unimportant shiftings of the arrangement outlined in that report, but its main features will remain the
same, and the collection will be distributed likewise with a view to
its extension northward, when the additions on that side are built
as will be inevitably required in the future.
Within the limits of this communication it will be unnecessary to
allude specifically to any but some of the more prominent
objects
thus far purchased. In the scheme of the collection,
typical models
of entire buildings, made to a
sufficiently large scale to permit of the
accurate reproduction of detail, were assigned an important, position.
They are to form central crowning illustrations of the peculiar features of each important style, around which are to be
grouped cast-

This information, in
ing Architect of the Treasury I)e|>ai-ltm-ut.
condensed form, will presently be laid before you separately in the

wood-cut?, illustrating eighteen churches designed and executed by
himself in various localities in Holland the other, Professor Gottge" Lehrbuch der Hoch
trcu, of Munich, contributed a copy of his
Konxtruktionen" with accompanying atlas. The American Society
of Civil Engineers, the Royal Institute of British Architects, and
the Societe Centrale des Architectes continue to forward their transactions while copies of architectural and engineering serials are
regularly received from various points in Europe, and one from the

that institution

in the

the fund, placed at ynur disposal hy the term- of the
the
liecpicst, in
accumulation of four years' interest on the money dc\ i-ed.
It li.i
also perniilted a more dclilx-ralc maturing of the work of selection.

the S|>e,cial Committee
on Improving the Architectural Service of the Federal Government
reported the result of their interview with Mr. Freret, the Supervis-

rc|Kirt of that

of

new quarters

postponement of tin: selecting and purchasing of ilie
easts, until provision was assured for their pro|ivr disposition and
This enforced delay has, however, IM'CII of advantage lo
display.
necessitated

pul>ollieial

lished generally in the architcetural si-rials, and received the
of several of the Chapters and of the Western

commendation
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P. L.

ESQ., AGENT OF THE WILLARD ARCHITECTURAL COMMISSION.

LE BRUN,

Ni:w YORK, October 10, 1888.
Messrs. N. Le Brun, Pres., A. J. Bloor, Sec., and Emlen T.
Littell, Willard Architectural Commissioners:

I have at last the honor to
Gentlemen,
report to you that the installation of the Willard Architectural Collection in the main hall of
the older portion of the Metropolitan Museum of Art is a matter of

the immediate future, an.1 only awaits the transfer of the
objects

it is

architectural fidelity of these models may be estimated, when
stated that they are being made under the direct
supervision of

that distinguished French architect, Monsieur Charles
Chipiez, who
stands among the first of living authorities on architectural archaeol-

ogy and history.

This gentlemen, with a generosity and fraternally

artistic feeling that cannot be too highly
appreciated, placed his services, on
application, at the disposition of the Willard Commis-

my

sion,

and has supplied the sculptor with the drawings necessary

to

elucidate doubtful points in the construction of the Parthenon, as to

he has made extended special and original researches
with his work (in collaboration with Monsieur
Perrot)
on the forthcoming volume of their " Ifistoire de I'art dans d'AnHis
solution
of
the
tiquite."
disputed points as to the manner of
admitting the light to the interior, and of the external and internal
polychromy of the building, will prove most interesting and valuable.
And we may confidently share his expressed hope, that the Willard
model of the Parthenon " will give of that superb edifice, which is so
capital for instruction, an exact and complete idea and that it will
produce a certain impression on the public." To heighten the
realistic effect of the work, in addition to the
reproduction of the
Phidian statue of Athene Parthenon, the temple will contain a number of portable votive offerings and other artistic
treasures, lists of
which have been handed down to us.
The educational value of such an exhibit may be estimated, when
it is
pictured surrounded by casts of the various architectural members of the building, the large pedestal of the model
hung with resto-

which

temple

in connection

;

rations in tint and black and white, and
photographic views, the
reference library near at hand, with the standard works of Michaelis,
Botticher and Penrose and others. And in a contiguous court
(provided by the munificence of Mr. Marquand) a
complete collection of
casts of every known fragment of
of
this noblest edifice,
sculpture
friezes, metopes and pediments.
Could the study of its subtle
aesthetic beauties be possibly better facilitated ?
As to the magnificent model of the cathedral of Notre Dame, its
execution will be facilitated greatlv by the sculptor's access to the
numerous drawings and studies of Viollet-le-Duc
made at the time
of the restoration of this
building
drawings which the kindness of
the diocesan architect has
placed at his disposition. All the sculptures, in the round and in relief, and the carving will be rei dere.l
with as strict accuracy as the scale admits ; and the
photographs of
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the lowest section of the facade, with its rich, deeply recessed triple
and the' sallery of kings above, when compared with photographs taken directly from the building, show a remarkable fidelity
to the original, not only in the general feeling, but in the minuter details of the sculpture.
As to the " bits,"
among the larger pieces are a full-sized reproduction or cast of the Erectheion Portico of the Caryatides; a model
one
of the Choragic monument of Lysicrates, one-tenth full size
complete bay of the Cloister of St. John Lateran, With the mosaics
colored as in the original the pulpit front of Sant' Ambrogio, at Milan
the celebrated choir-screen of St. Michael's, at Hildesheim; the
interesting carved wooden doorways of Aal and Flaa, Norway the
pulpit of Siena Cathedral; the Shrine of Saint Sebaldus, Nuremburg;
the doorway of the large hall in the Palazzo Vecchio, Florence the
tabernacle of Sta. Maria in Trastevere; Monument of Count Bougiportals

;

;

;

;

;

Breda; Jean Goujon's dsorway from St. Maclou, Rouen; a
model of the fa9ade of the Knockenhauer Amsthaus (called the
finest carved wooden building in Germany), made in finest style at
one-tenth scale, and colored as in the original.
Numerous smaller bits have been also secured to the number of
about nine hundred and fifty. But the work of selecting and purchasing may be said to be only fairly begun. The easts already
the bony framework, as it were
bought represent but a portion
of what will eventually form the Willard Collection, whose formation
val, at

be necessarily the work of time. The completing of the series
of models alone will take several years.
The commencement which this report outlines should, however,
prove a sturdy start in a most important undertaking, and should
wake up architects and artisans and the architecture-loving public of
New York to a realizing sense of the duties which the inauguration
of such a collection imposes
the duty, profit and pleasure of study
the duty and privilege of patronizing and enlarging its scope.
For, to carry out fully the ambitious programme of its initiator and
public-spirited testator, the means yet unexpended will, from present
indications, be exhausted before the Willard Collection acquires such
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by Congress to sit in judgment of the plans submitted to competition
by twenty-eii ht architects from the United States and England.
This Commission was composed of Senators Morrill and Howe and
A. R. Spofford, Librarian of Congress. This Commission selected
at that time the design of Architects Smithmeycr and Pelz as the
best.
It has since passed through the ordeal
tion with three selected competitors, and an

of a limited
competi-

open and continuous
one with thirteen competitors, lasting for several years, and resulting
in its final adoption by Congress in 1886, and in the commencement
of

its

erection.

As soon as the transfer of the property purchased by the Government for the library site was effected, actual work was commenced.
The drainage of the site was at once laid, the excavations were made
for the cellar and trenches, concrete work was done, and a
large quan-

tity of the dimension stone for the cellar walls was delivered on the
premises, ready for putting into the structure.
At this stage of progress Congress abolished the Commission,
rescinded all former acts and contracts
bearing on this subject,
stopped all work, and placed the entire management in the hands of
the Chief of Engineers, U. S. A., who was authorized to
prepare a
new design for a building, the entire cost of which is to be limited
to four million dollars
(84,000,000), exclusive of the five hundred
thousand dollars ($500,000) already
appropriated and partly ex-

pended.

will

HOUSE OF

A. J. KENNEDY, KSQ,, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
MR.
BUFFINGTON, ARCHITECT, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

BEARING POWER OF SOILS.
T is scarcely necessary

r that

L. 8.

to say

soils

vary greatly in
their bearing power,
ranging,
as they do, from the condition of

organic completeness and rounded fulness as will make of it truly
historical epitome of the art.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
P. L. LE BRUN.

hardest rock, through all intermediate stages, to a soft or semiliquid condition, as mud, silt, or
marsh. The best method of determining the load which a specific
soil will bear is by direct
experiment but good judgment and experience, aided by a careful study
of the nature of the soil
its compactness and the amount of water
contained in it
will enable one to
determine with reasonable accuracy its probable supporting power.
The following data are given to
assist in forming an estimate of the
Joad which may safely be imposed

an

;

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.]

SEVER HALL, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

H. H.

RICHARDSON, ARCHI-

TECT.
[Gelatine Print, Issued only with the Imperial Edition.]

upon
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:

ultimate crushing

strength of stone, as determined

by crushing small cubes, ranges
from 180 tons per square foot for

,J.

INGTON,

different soils

Rock.

THE REJECTED DESIGN FOR THE CONGRESSIONAL LIBRARY,
L. SMITHMEYER, ARCHITECT, WASHWASHINGTON, D. C. MR.
D. C.

the softest stones

HE

design contemplates a structure in the Cinquecento style,
built opposite the south wing of the United States Capitol, and
about one thousand (1,000) feet to the east of it. The site is
nearly five hundred and seventy -five (575) feet square, and the
building is about four hundred and sixty (460) feet by three hundred
and thirty-seven (337) feet.
Its capacity for storing books, when the outer rooms will have
been filled with books, is estimated at from seven (7) to eight (8)
million volumes, at the rate of eight books per foot.
Until then,
these rooms may serve as galleries for the exhibition of articles of
the graphic arts in the Copyright Department, and also as a nucleus
for the collection of a future National Art
The central
Gallery.
reading-room is one hundred (100) feet in diameter, is octagonal in
form, and covered with a dome-shaped roof of iron and terra-cotta.
It is lighted by large windows in the sides of the
octagon, and by a
The proportion of the illuminating surlarge sky-light in the dome.
face to the space illuminated is as one (1) to one hundred and
ninety
The walls around the reading-room are provided with
(190).
which
will
hold
two
hundred
and
alcoves,
sixty thousand (260,000)
volumes. This room connects with the adjacent book repositories.
will
There
be a spacious gallery for spectators all around that room,
above the alcoves, which is a height sufficiently above the floor of
the reading-room not to disturb the readers and students below.
The entire building will be absolutely fireproof. Each book repository will be isolated from the others by heavy walls and doublethick iron doors filled with asbestos.
The building will be heated
by steam and ventilated by the down-draught system, which prevents
the heat and dust from rising and accumulating in the upper strata
of the rooms and on the upper book-shelves.
The floors will be in
marble and tiles, and the roofs, floor-beams, galleries, book-racks,
'

be of iron.
book-shelves will be of rubbed slate. No combustible matewill be used in the library proper.
The arrangements of
. rials
rooms, their sizes, etc., are strictly in keeping with the " Pros"
pectus
prepared in 1872 by the Commission of Judges appointed
etc., will

The
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easily

such as are

worn by running water or

exposure to the weather
toj,800
tons per square foot for the hardest stones.
of slabs, i.

The crushing

strength

of prisms of a less
height than width, increases as
the height decreases.
prism
one-quarter as high as wide is
two or three times as strong as
a cube of the same material. If
a slab be conceived as being made
up of a number of cubes placed side by side, it is then easy to see
why the lab is stronger than a cube. The exterior cubes
prevent the detachment of the disc-like pie'ces from the sides
of the interior cubes
and hence the latter are greatly strengthened, which materially increases the strength of the slab. In testing
cubes and slabs, the pressure is
applied uniformly over tire entire
upper surface of the test specimen ; and, reasoning by analogy, we
may then conclude that when the pressure is applied to only a'small
part of the surface, as in the case of foundations on rock, the strength
will be still further increased.
That a unit of iron has a much greater power of resistance when
it forms a
portion of a larger mass than when it is isolated in the
e.,

A

;

manner customary

making experiments on resistance to compresproven by the following experiment A one-inch

in

sion, is conclusively
round bar of soft

:

Lowmoor

iron, eight or nine inches long, was
planed on two opposite sides to a thickness of three-fourths of an
inch, and pressure was applied on one side of it with a steel die onehalf an inch. square.
The compressive strength of the iron, as determined in the usual manner, was

27,000 pounds per square inch;
but, under the conditions stated, a load of 53,760
pounds per square
inch was required to produce the
slightest perceptible indentation, and
89,600 pounds per square inch produced an indentation
only about
one sixty fourth of an inch
deep. Essentially the same thino- is shown
railroad
by everyday
The pressure at the point of contact
practice.
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tin- drive-wheels and the rails is, at least, twice the comprcssive resistance of the metal in the rail, ami yet the latter is not
evrn indented, however long the wheel may remain at rest.
Clay, which for years has safely carried one anil one-half to two
tons per square foot (twenty to twenty-eight pounds per square
inch), when tested in the form of cubes, crushed under four to eight
pounds per square inch.
Therefore, we conclude that the compressive strength of cubes of
a stone gives little or no idea of the ultimate resistance of the same
material when in thick layers in its native bed.
The safe bearing power of rock is certainly not less than one-tenth
of the ultimate crushing strength of cube* ; that is to say, the safe
bearing power of solid rock is not lex-" than eighteen tons per square
It is safe to say
foot for the softest nx-k, and ixo for the strongest.
that almost any rock, from the hardness of granite to that of a soft,
crumbling stone, which is easily worn by exposure to the weather or to
running water, when well l>edded, will bear the heaviest load that
can he brought upon it by any masonry construction. It scarcely
ever occurs in practice that rock is loaded with the full amount of
weight which it is capable of sustaining, as the extent of base necessary for the stability of the structure is generally sufficient to prevent any undue pressure coming on the rock beneath.
<
The clay-soils vary from slate or shale, which will support
'lay.
any load that can come upon it, to a soft, damp clay, which will
squeeze out in every direction when a moderately heavy pressure is
brought upon it. foundations on clay should be laid at such depths
as to be unaffected by the weather, since clay, at even considerable
depths, will gain". and lose considerable water as the seasons change.

between

bearing power of clayey soils can be very much improved by
drainage, or by preventing the penetration of water. If the foundation is laid upon undrained clay, care must be takeu that excavations
made in the immediate vicinity do not allow the clay under pressure
When the clay
to escape by oozing away from under the building.
occurs in strata not horizontal, great care is necessary to prevent
When coarse sand or gravel is mixed with the
this flow of the soil.

The

supporting power is greatly increased, being greater in proWhen they are present to
portion as these materials are greater.
such an extent that the clay is just sufficient to bind them together,
the combination will bear as heavy loads as the softer rocks.
The following data on the bearing power of clay will be of
assistance in deciding upon the load that may safely be imposed
From the experiments made in
upon any particular clayey soil
connection with the construction of the capitol at Albany, N. Y.,
the conclusion was drawn that the extreme supporting power of that
soil was less than six tons per square foot, and that the load which
might be safely imposed upon it was two tons per square foot.
" The soil was blue
90 per cent of
clay, containing from 60 to
alumina, the remainder being fine siliceous sand. The soil contains
from 27 to 43, usually about 40, per cent of water; and various
samples of it weighed from 81 to 101 pounds per cubic foot." In
the case of the Congressional Library, the ultimate supporting power
"
was 13J tons per square foot, and
of "yellow clay mixed with sand
the safe load was assumed to be 2 tons per square foot. Experiments made on the clay under the piers of the bridge across the Missouri, at Bismarck, with surfaces 1J inches square, gave an average
ultimate bearing power of fifteen tons per square foot.
The stiffer varieties of clay, when kept dry, will safely bear from
four to six tons per square foot ; but the same clay, if allowed to
become saturated with water, cannot be trusted to bear more than
two tons per square foot. At Chicago, the load ordinarily put on a
thin layer of clay (hard above and soft below, resting on a thick
stratum of quicksand) is 14 to 2 tons per square foot; and the
settlement, which usually reaches a maximum in a year, is about one
inch per ton of load.
Experience in central Illinois shows that, if
the foundation is carried down below the action of the frost, the clay
to 2 tons per square foot without appreciable
subsoil will bear 1
Ilankine gives the safe load for compressible soils as 1 J to
settling.
1J tons per square foot.
Santl.
The sandy soils vary from coarse gravel to fine sand.
The former, when of sufficient thickness, forms one of the finest and
best foundations; and the latter, when saturated with water, is pracSand when dry, or wet sand when prevented from
tically a liquid.
a foundation.
spreading laterally, forms one of the best beds for
Porous, sandy soil's are, as a rule, unaffected by stagnant water, but
are easily removed by running water in the former case they present no difficulty, but in the latter they require extreme care at the
hands of the constructor.
Compact gravel or clean sand, in beds of considerable thickness,
be loaded with 8
protected from being, carried away by water, may
In an experiment in France,
to 10 tons per square foot with safety.
clean river-sand, compacted in a trench, supported 100 tons per
if prosquare foot. Sand well cemented with clay and compacted,
tected from water, will safely carry 4 to 6 tons per square foot.
The piers of the Cincinnati suspension-bridge are founded on a
bed of coarse gravel 12 feet below low water, although solid limeif the friction on the sides of the
stone was only 12 feet deeper
on the gravel is 4 tons
pier be disregarded, the maximum pressure
are
per square foot. The piers of the Brooklyn suspension-bridge
founded 44 feet below the bed of the river, upon a layer of sand 2
feet thick resting upon bed-rock ; the maximum pressure is about 5J
clay

its

:

;

;

tons per square foot.
At Chicago, sand and gravel about 15 feet below the surface are

207

At Berlin the
successfully loaded with 2 to 2J tons per square foot.
safe load for sandy soil is generally taken at 2 to 2J tons per square
foot.
The Washington Monument, Washington, D. C., rests upon a
bed of very fine sand 2 feet thick underlying a bed of gravel and
boulders, the ordinary pressure on certain parts of the foundation
being not far from 11 tons per square foot, which the wind may increase to nearly 14 tons per square foot.
With a soil of this class, as mud, silt, or
Siini-lii/iiiil Snilit.
quicksand, it is customary (1) to remove it entirely, or (2) to sink
piles, tubes, or caissons through it to a solid substratum, or (3) to
Soils of a soft
consolidate the soil by adding sand, earth, stone, etc.
or semi-liquid character should never be relied upon for a founda-

when anything better can be obtained ; but a heavy superstructure may be supported by the upward pressure of such a soil,
in the same way that water bears up a floating body.
tion,

According to Hankine, a building will be supported when the
pressure at its base is u> h [
per unit of area, in which the

\1

V

sin

x/

'

expression w is the weight of a unit volume of the soil, h is the depth
of immersion, and z is the angle of repose of the soil.
If x
5,
then according to the preceding relation the supporting power of the
soil is 1.4 wh per unit of area ; if x
10, it is 2.0 w h ; and if x
15, it is 2.9 w h. The weight of soils of this class, that is, mud, silt,
and quicksand, varies from 100 to 130 pounds per cubic foot. Rankine gives this formula as being applicable to any soil but, since it
takes no account of cohesion, for most soils it is only roughly approxThe following experiment seems
imate, and gives results too small.
to show that the error is considerable.
10-foot square base of
concrete resting on mud, whose angle of repose was 5 to 1 [x
11^], bore 700 pounds per square foot. This is 2J times the result
by the above formula, using the maximum value of u>.

=

=

=

;

A

=

Large buildings have been securely founded on quicksand by
making the base of the immersed part as large, and at the same time
as light, as possible.
Timber in successive layers, or grillage on
generally used in such cases. This class of foundations is
frequently required in constructing sewers in water-bearing sands,
and though apparently presenting no difficulties, such foundations
often demand great skill and ability.
It is difficult to give results of the safe bearing power of soils of
this class.
considerable part of the supporting |x>wer is derived
from the friction on the vertical sides of the foundation ; hence the
bearing power depends in part upon the area of the side surface in
contact with the soil. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine the
exact supporting power of a plastic soil, since a considerable settlement is certain to take place with the lapse of time. The experience at Mew Orleans with alluvial soil, and a few experiments that
have been made on quicksand, seem to indicate that with a load of
J to 1 ton per square foot the settlement will not be excessive.
Summary. Gathering together the results of the preceding discussion, we have the following table
piles, is

A

:

BEARING POWER OF
KIHD OF MATERIAL.

SOILS.
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filled in by panels of
pressed vegetable fibre.
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WITH THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT BATH.
HE monotony of the Bath

In his inaugural address, the
President, Sir Frederick
Bramwell, C. E., reminded his
hearers that science cannot be

mankind without
engineer was to apply

the discoveries of the scientists, and that, in this application, success
to the minutest details.
greatly depends on the attention paid
The great feature of the meeting was Professor Ayrton's address
on the " Electrical Transmission of Power," the various applications
etc.
were
of which
lighting, signalling, propulsion, welding,
Not
exemplified by brilliant and thoroughly successful experiments.
only did the Professor weld iron and steel bars by the electric
In speaking of
current, but even that refractory metal, aluminium.
electric lisrhts, he said : "
laugh a good deal at the rough-andready manner adopted on the other side of the Atlantic, but every

We

English engineer who has travelled in America comes back fully impressed with the enterprise of the people and their happy-go-lucky
success.
They have twenty-two electric tramways, carrying some
four million passengers annually, to our four electric tramways.
The American plan of basing a conclusion on experience, rather
than on anticipation, is not a bad one and, if we follow that plan,
taking into account that there are 75,000 arc-lamps alight every
night on the Thomson-Houston high-potential circuits throughout
the world, and the comparatively small number of people that have
we are comsuffered in consequence
not one outside the staff
pelled to conclude that high potential now is what thirty miles an
hour was half a century ago
uncanny, rather than dangerous."
Professor Bonney's lecture on " The Foundation Stones of the
"
dwelt chiefly with the structural character of the
Earth's Crust
gneissic and schistose rocks of the Laurentian and Huronian systems
of Canada, and of the pre-Cambrian period of the British Isles,
which were considered to have been formed under peculiar conditions
incidental to the first deposits of sedimentary strata upon the still
hot material of the previously fluid globe. The lecture was illustrated by microscopic enlargements
of rock-sections about a
quarter of an inch in diameter. Sir John Lubbock, Bart., lectured
"
to the operative classes on the
Customs and Ideas of Savage Races."
There were two soirees in the Assembly Rooms, one given by the
Mayor, and the other by the Organizing Committee. The latter
was particularly successful, as a great number of microscopes were
shown by their makers. Edison's phonograph formed a great attraction all through the meeting, members, especially the fairer portion, patiently waiting their turn for hours together, as only a certain
number were admitted at a time.
In the Zoological Department of the Biological Section, Professor
Marsh, who has devoted the greater part of his life to the exhumation and restoration of the remains of numerous extinct animals
found in the Western States of America, gave an interesting account
of the nearly complete restoration which he had been able to make
of the Brontops rubuxtus, or Cuban horse, an animal allied to the
modern rhinoceros, and a life-size sketch of which he exhibited.
In the Geographical Section, presided over by Colonel Sir Charles
Wilson, the Rev. J. Mackenzie, missionary traveller, suggested
several explanations of Stanley's silence and Sir F. De Winton reassured the members by naming the many obstructions to intelligence
Mr. H. J. Mackarriving from the interior of the Dark Continent.
inder gave an outline of M. de Lesseps's paper on the Panama Canal,
it
was
to
which
proposed
open early in 1890 with ten locks, to be
afterwards superseded by excavation when the traffic should afford
sufficient funds.
To the Economical and Statistical Section, Mr. M. G. Mulhall contributed a paper on "The Growth of American Industries and
Wealth," in which he showed that the development of the States
a single generation
since 1850
was unparalled in the history of
nations, the increase of wealth in thirty years being 514 per cent.
The paper which caused the greatest amount of interest in Section
Mechanical
was that on "
;

;

(

Science,
G,
Underground Railway Communication in Great Cities," by Colonel Rowland R. Hazard of the
United States Army, Chairman of the New York Underground
Railway Company. Colonel Hazard advocated the formation, immediately under main thoroughfares, of subways, the foundation of
which would be a two-foot bed of concrete about twelve feet below
the surface of the roadway. On this would be erected the external
boundary walls and five rows of steel columns, tied together and supporting the buckle-plates of the roof, covered-in by two inches of
Trinidad asphalt the space between the columns longitudinally to

and com-

;

to the

New

excursions

Barry Dock

in

;

;

useful to

civil

of steel wire

way

were made to the Severn
South Wales to Berkeley
Castle and Church; to Bristol, Clifton, and the Avon (Jorge, and
other places of interest. One party visited the Roman camp at Sodbury, and another the Saxon church of St. Laurence, at Bradfordon-Avon, founded by Saint Aldhelm, Abbot of Malmesbury and first
Bishop of Sherborne, A. D. 705. The church consists of a nave 25'
2" by 13' 2", and 25' 5" high from floor to the wall-plate
a chancel
13' 2" by 10', and '18' 4" high, and a north porch.
The building
had received modern additions, and was used as a school until " dis"
covered
by the late Canon Rich-Jones, Vicar of Bradford. The
chancel window is as perfect as when first erected. This is not a
bad testimonial to the weathering properties of Bath stone, confirmed
by the wonderful preservation of Laycock Abbey, visited by another
party of members. This structure, called Locus Beata? Maria;, was
founded in 1232 by Ela, Countess of Salisbury, whose monumental
stone, with inscription in Latin hexameters, is still to be seen in the
fine cloisters.
The Abbey is now used as a residence, and was
shown by its owner, C. H. Talbot, J. P., whose father had more to
do with the invention of photography than he has had the credit for.
There is documentary evidence that Laycock Abbey was built of
stone from the Box Hill Quarry, which was inspected by this section
of the visitors.
Bath stone, though it has been used for building in
the neighborhood since the eighth century, was not worked for more
than local consumption until the driving of the Box Tunnel of the
Great Western Railway in 1841 revealed the extensive beds under
Box and Corsham Downs. At the present time, between two and

Tunnel

new

made

In this

unanimously.
On Saturday, half-day

pictur-

esque surroundings, presenting
a complete contrast from the
busy hum of last year's meeting
at Manchester.

being applied; that the business of the

composed

No. 671.

eulogized the paper, commented upon it at length, and concluded by
proposing a hearty vote of thanks to the author, which was carried

has been numerously attended,
the old Roman city of Aqu;e
Soils, with its numerous archaeo-

and

ferflax,"

XXIV.

arc afforded four lines of track
for up and down, fast and slow trallic, and also two galleries for
The advantages
sewers, gas and" water pipes, electric leads, etc.
claimed are a minimum of excavation, a maximum of capacity, the
of points of support, and
greatest number anil more equal distribution
consequent maximum strength and stiffness. Sir Frederick Bramwell

off-season has been relieved
by the annual meeting of
the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, which

logical associations

"

[VOL.

three million cubic feet are quarried annually.
Bath freestone is of
the Mesozoic epoch
but the theory which gave it the name of
" oolite " is now
superseded by a more reasonable one, in accordance
with what is observed to be now going on at some of the German
springs. The water issuing from the earth, and strongly impregnated
with lime, gives up that substance in minute particles as it comes in
contact with the atmosphere. These particles, kept in suspension
by
the force of the issuing water, attract more lime by affinity until the
successive accretions render the particles too heavy to be maintained
by the water, and they sink to the bottom to be joined by others.
Observation by a powerful microscope of a section of one of these
grains reveals concentric rings, bearing out this theory of their formation. An analysis of the Corsham variety of this stone by Professor Attfield, F. C. S., shows
carbonate of lime, 97.2 oxide of
iron and alumina, 1.6
and cai-bonate of magnesia, 0.2
silica, 1
while Mr. Kirkaldy has found a six inch cube to stand a
pressure of
over three thousand pounds per square inch before cracking. The area
over which the stone extends is several thousand acres, but the beds
vary greatly within short distances, from six feet in one solid layer
to twenty-six feet in several strata.
The method of working has
been but little improved since the stone was worked
systematically,
because no mechanical means have been found to give such
good
;

:

;

;

;

results as the primitive
getting-by-hand
tions, the stone is got by mine drifts

;

labor.

With

and workings.

slight

A

excep-

six-inch

holed with the pick in the parting at the top of a layer to
groove
a depth of five feet, permitting of the introduction of a hand-saw,
with which a vertical cut is made at right angles to the face, down
to the parting at the bottom of the
Another vertical saw-cut
layer.
is then made about five feet from the
other, but inclined towards it
at the back.
A slightly wedge-shaped block is thus detached on all
sides but the back, and it is broken off here
by driving wedges in at
the bottom parting, and drawn out
by a crane, assisted by crowbars.
The hole thus made permits of the next block being sawn at the
back, as well as side, when it is drawn out in the same way, and so
on right and left. The great success achieved
by Bath stone is due
to its remarkable
weathering properties, combined with its warm,
It has been
pleasing tone and the ease with which it is wrought.
selected for a church at Brisbane, and has been sent to
Sydney,
is

Melbourne, and Cape Town. A consignment was once shipped to
New York, but was neglected, owing to the want of a good aent

to look after it.
During the meeting the old

Roman baths were shown to the members by Major Davis, F. S. A. These extensive remains are of
quite recent discovery, though the modern baths were to a large
extent built over them,
utilizing the same springs, which now yield
more than three hundred gallons a minute of water at
nearly 120
The British Association has voted
degrees Fahrenheit.
100
towards the excavations, which have
already revealed five large
basins, showing that the Roman baths
probably extended over six
or seven acres.
Contiguous to the baths is the fine Abbey Church, the lineal successor of a
monastery founded by Osric in 676 A. r>., and be<nm,
probably, by King Offa in 773, xEthelstan granting estates tothe
convent in 031.
charter refers to the church in 957 as a " mira

A

;

128

i,"

and King Eadgar was crowned there

in

973.

Though
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genius are wanting in the details, there is nobility
mhr_;lc<l merits and defects

of conception in tin; whole structure
df tin- period in which it was erected.
tin- Alilie\

mi

ilie

Sunday morning
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r
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filled

when Dr. Harry,
that there was no antagonism
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GERMAN NATIONAL

INDl'STRIAL EXHIBITION
IN MUNICH.

;

town on the Continent, perhaps, possesses the decorative instinct and habit
in so trained and so widespread a degree as Munich. It is, indeed, little short
of astonishing what a hold the styles of
ImiUing and furnishing have upon the

A

NO

carved cupboard from tfie well-known house of Kimbel, in
is a fine example of what worth the relief and free round
ornamentation of Japanese bronzes can be as hints for a sister art.
Schbnthaler of Vienna exhibits Japanese paintings arid glazing as
the decoration of a pretty writing-cabinet set of cheap pine and fir
wood.
Breslau,

adpopular imagination. Wine shops are
"
vertised as being in a certain " style
the
"
"
of a tenement-house is mentioned
style
in notices for renting or sale small eatinghouses even stick a placard in a window

Among the separate single objects of modern celebrity that are
displayed amidst the tens of thousands of competing articles without
names, are the gold chiselled table ornaments, given to the present
Emperor William II, from the contributions of the cities of the
Empire, on the occasion of his marriage, in 1881 ; the crystal-glass

;

;

" old
calling attention to their
"
rococo," or new-style rooms.

And

German,"

goblet, designed

a stranger, he is no
impressed the longer he stays in the
of decorative furnishing
city, at the solidity
In place of the cramin private homes.
"
"
ming of old things into rooms, the stickif

wit and easy dash that murk high-bred occasional intercourse; while
tone of culnrin^ and fewness of pieces neighten the
effect of warm flesh tints and leave the company what it ought to
Hut while Munich takes a stand
be, the chief thing in the mom.
for rococo, other jortions of the Empire retain the old German style,
and rococo is hardly more cultivated than mixed or foreign styles: a
"
so-called " English
style, and attempts at the Japanese.
I say attempts, because as the Japanese people have no furniture
in their rooms in our sense, it is only an application of patterns of
design, color, or technique that is practicable the construction of
pieces of furniture, such as chairs, tables, beds and sofas, must
always be essentially European.
its cool, light

of the iuectiir_',

ISishop of Sydney, told the nu'inliers
between true science and religion.

TIIK

A
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this strikes

the Austrian

less

by Eisemenger for Ix>bmcyer & Co., of Vienna, From

Museum

Ludwig II.
The Exhibition
tensive, yet

;

and the

building

was completed

bed-of-state of the ill-starred

itself, finally, is

worthy of note.

in fifty-six days, the style

It is exbeing an early

rococo. The bulky white length of connected pavilions rises from
the low, green bank of the Isar river, the water being reached with
ease, by a broad flight of steps, at whose base, on either hand, reclines a marble water-nymph.
In the midst of the river three giant
geyser-like fountains are constructed which are illuminated at night
a bold artistic effect of
by colored streaks of light from the shore,
uncommon beauty. The electric lights used for illumination are engineered on the ground from the current of the same river.

ing up of cheap fans, bits of drapery, and
so forth, on the walls, which is frequent
elsewhere in the glimpses he gets into the
parlors of average middle-class families
with ambitious daughters, there is seen in
Munich a measured and sterling aim in decoration, set by the men of
the family.
They are artists, children, brothers, relatives or friends
of artists, or workmen in business houses that patronize artists, for
Munich, to small as the city is, possesses nine hundred professional
painters and sculptors, besides innumerable students and amateurs.
For a century the fine arts have been magnificently patronized and

COUNTKSS vou KKOCKOW.

EXCAVATIONS AT CYPRUS.

Decorative taste comes, in consequence, from
above downward, and is stamped with the indelible trait of a high
unremittingly studied.

HE

work of the Cyprus ExploraFund, carried on by mem-

tion

origin.

Ami what

characterizes the city marks the National Exhibition.

bers of

from being what one sees every day In shops, the objects
displayed are, for the most part, of especial worth. They are perfectly "beautiful examples of their class, or successful attempts towards
There is little heaping up
victory over a difficult technical process.
of miscellaneous and indifferently good or bad wares.
And, although
a price is attached to articles, the instances are few where business
firms place agents on the spot for selling. Selling is done through the

For

King

secretary of the Exhibition at the Fine~Arts. If the accusation that
Munich means to make herself the centre" of industrial art in Germany be a fact, she opens her competition with measure and dignity,
while the visitor gains through the rivalry that has stimulated the
towns of the empire to send their very best.
Dresden sends the interior of a room ornamented with her specialty
porcelain ; with enough besides to make her display of
A rumor runs to the effect of the interior being a
priceless value.
portion of one of King Ludwig II's marvellous chambers. But it is
only similar in style. The room of Ludwig II is of polished, sweetscented violet, whereas the wood portion of the Exhibition display is
a cheap substitute. What are duplicates are the wonderful garlands
of porcelain flowers suspended about the grand mirrors, and mantlepiece, and substituted in place of painted patterns in the panels of
the doors.
Rococo interiors are many, especially among the" native Munich
salon exhibited by an Augsburg firm is a timid acceptdisplays.
ance of rococo in construction, with a retention, however, of the preremarkable adoption
vailing warm deep tones of the renaissance.
of walnut wood, that has gone out of favor with Americans, is seen in
a display of the famous firm of Ballin, where it is rmplgyed in a
polished form for a state bed-room set, in the style of Louis XIV.
Oak remains the favorite wood for dining-rooms and gentlemen's
salons.
Mahogany, that has a color harmonious with renaissance,
but not the tone when polished to suit the prevailing shades of
lustrous draperies, so that it has long been out of use, appears in an
etched condition, in a boudoir set, covered with gray plush.
White painted soft woods, on the other
Ebony is hardly seen.
hand, once one of the ruling factors in the white-and-blue stuccoed
halls of German castles, at the beginning of the century, come in
again this time with rococo fayence stoves. The apartment at the
exhibition is not furnished in full but in Eastern Germany I have
seen these old-fashioned halls, and they make almost the best possible background for the warm-tinted toilettes of modern fashion.
reaction against the renaissance style, which is plainly proclaimed at the exhibition, if towards the rococo alone, would necesIt might free our
sarily abolish the tendency to over-furnish.

A

A

:

:

A

society-rooms at least from vulgar competition through their crowd
The rococo is par excellence
of objects with the number of guests.
the style for apartments destined for formal, social receptions; its
inconsequences and delicacy being the very embodiments of the light

the British

School

at

Athens during the past winter and
spring, has been more than once re-

far

ferred to in these columns.

now

We

are

a position to present our
readers with a more detailed record,
based upon the reports of Mr. Ernest
Gardner, the Director, and of Mr. R.
Elsey Smith, the architect of the exin

pedition.

A

preliminary tour of exploration

was made in December bv Mr.
Gardner and Dr. F. II. II. Guillen 1:1 i':l, who visited the ancient sites
of Cerynia, Lapithus, Soli, an early

Phoenician temple on the Limniti
Hirer, Polite's Chrysokhon (probably
Arsinoe) and new and old Paphos.

a later occasion Mr. Gardner also visited Amathus and
Various circumstances delayed active operations until
February, when Mr. M. R. James conducted the excavation of a hill
called Leontari, near Nicosia, containing traces of
early houses and
walls, deep cuttings in the rock, a massive fort and archaic tombs.
No decisive evidence was forthcoming as to the date of the massive
walls of the fortress, which are attributed by some
competent
authorities to Roman times, but are more probably medieval.
The
of
the
was
on
the
north
a
hill, however,
network of
top
occupied
by
mixed
with
primitive walls,
early pottery and other objects pointing
to a remote period, and by an early wall of fortification,
replaced in
later times by the massive one still extant.
On the south of the hill
lay tombs of an equally archaic period, which yielded about 200 vases
and other objects in bronze, lead and silver. The rock of Leontari
is a
remarkably elevated tableland of sandstone formation rising 180
feet above the surrounding plain, and 520 feet above the sea level
;
it has a
steep cliff at the top running all round the hill, which
renders access difficult. The hill, having a circumference of
nearly
a mile, offers too long a line of defense for the men who could find
on
it; advantage has, therefore, been taken of a narrow neck
refuge
of land, which divides the hill into two unequal portions, to form an
inner citadel of the smaller northern half.
It is here that all the
traces of building were found; the tombs all lie beyond the wall on
the southern half of the hill. This arrangement recalls the
general
plan of the fortress of Tiryns, but at Leontari the inner citadel itself
has a circumference of almost the same length as the whole fortress
of Tiryns.
Relying for the most part on the natural slopes of the
hill for defense, the inhabitants
only raised a wall across the isthmus
at one exposed point.
This wall, like all those in the northern hill,
was built of small, unhewn stones, laid without mortar and
carefully
fitted.
Nowhere, however, is there more than a single course flush
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times.

The

principal

work of the season, however, has been the excavaTemple of Aphrodite at old Paphos. As one of the

and with no columns

.

.

.

level
consists of a geometrical mosaic,
carefully laid in marble of delicate
natural tints.
This was
probably the portion of the temple to which

worshippers would be first admitted, ami would thus answer to the
outer court of Solomon's
Under this mosaic floor were
temple.
found several inscriptions, the marble head of
Eros, and various
fragments of bronze and terra-cotta. North of the stoa comes the
central hall, also of Roman
and
so
construction,
arranged that its
south side is formed
by part of the north wall of the stoa^cm which
no doubt it was entered direct. This hall was
probably covered by
a root, and had a double line of
columns, as in the great stoa on the
at
Athens
between
the two theatres.
Acropolis
But the walls as
they stand are very imperfect. Both this hall and the stoa were of
tone order, and some architectural
fragments were recovered.
The hal is of much smaller dimensions than
the stoa, and seems on
the north side to have
opened into a great court without roof
Here
probably, and in the hall stood many of the
bronze statues
of which the bases were found buried in a dedicatory
The whole of
large pit.
the space east of the hall and court was
occupied by a series of
chambers of considerably earlier
with
walls much more re-udate,
ar y built of
carefully-prepared stones of moderate size, -ronerally
laid without mortar
to
the curious analo at which the
Owing
wns set the south stoa to the earlier
buildings,' the southernmost

hamberis of an

perfect.

The central chamber is the most
..-regular form.
All the walls are of
early date, though the south wall has

in

it.

The

floor is mosaic, but

much

coarser

A

;

tablet bears an elegiac
inscription recording that at the suggestion
of King Nikokles the town was fortified; Nikokles

conspired with

Antigonus against Ptolemy

in 310, B. c.

number

But by far the greatest

of inscriptions were on the
pedestals of statues dedicated in
the temple in Ptolemaic times.
The titles, both of the corporate
bodies that dedicated them and of the officials in whose honor

were

thev

throw much light upon the constitution of
Cyprus
during that period. Many of these bodies seem to have been" milicolonies
established in the island.
The officials usually bear the
tary
title suggenes ton basileos, with
commonly the addition strategos. The
offices of Admiral
or_high priest are sometimes associated with that
of Military Governor. Several other officials of the
Ptolemaic service
are mentioned, e. g., tropheus basileos,
arkisomatopjiulax, an officer
described as of the great
library at Alexandria, and a mysterious
official called the arkedeatros, of whom we hear
nothin<r more.

A

construction is Roman, there is good
ground for believing that the
general character of earlier buildings is here, as elsewhererretained
of such earlier and smaller chambers sufficient traces
remain to allow
of fairly accurate restoration.
The stoa was probably roofed and
entered from the south by a
Runnino- round
projecting portico.
the walls inside is a broad
platform two feet above the "-eneral floor
level; from the low wall which supported this
platform project a
series of small corbels to
carry a seat. The floor at the lower

No. 671.

than that in the south stoa. 1'he walls are
partly Roman, partly of
earlier date.
Outside this stoa, which apparently formed the north
of
the
boundary
temple site, occur detached fragments of walls and
small courts of Roman date,
belonging, no doubt, to residences or
offices for the priests or attendants of the
temple.
brief account must now be
given of the antiquities discovered
at Kuklia and elsewhere.
On the site of the temple itself the most
numerous and important finds were the
inscriptions, amounting to
about 150.
Three or four, more or less fragmentary, were inthe
Two
marble
tablets
call for especial
Cypriote syllabary.
mention,
one containing a letter from Antiochus to
Ptolemy Alexander the
other the list of contributors to the Elaiochristien, doubtless a feast
connected with the ceremony of
anointing the sacred cone. Another

two or three, great centres of worship in the ancient world this site
seemed almost certain to yield important results. It had never been
excavated, although such an authority as the Central Archieological
Institute at Berlin had long held its excavation to be most desirable.
Digging was begun upon February 3, and carried on without intermission until May 5. The actual site of the temple having been
ascertained by the cutting of deep trenches in various directions, the
whole of the accumulated earth was gradually removed, so that not
only was the plan left clearly visible, but the inscriptions and other
antiquities scattered about could not fail to be discovered.
First, as
It is known to have been of
to the temple itself.
great antiquity and
of Phoenician origin, and it was apparently but little altered
by the
Greeks when they became the ruling power in the island, for
nowhere on the site were found traces of any building at all re-

sembling the usual Greek temple. In Roman times it was twice
in the early part of the first
damaged by earthquake
century and
toward the close of the second. Each time it was restored with
great magnificence, but although the Romans made important alterations and additions they do not seem to have wished to
change the
main character of the building, or even to any great extent the
arrangement of the various parts. Coins exist of Roman times
giving a view of this temple, and showing a tall central chamber or
cella, with lower chambers or porticos on either side and a court in
front inclosed by a wall with gates.
coin of Byblos, a town on the
Phoenician coast, shows a temple of very similar
structure, with a
large court surrounded by a wall containing the sacred cone and entered on one side through a lofty portico.
We have a tolerably full
Solomon's temple at Jerusalem
description of one building
which may practically be considered a Phoenician
temple, though, no
doubt, modified by the circumstances of its construction.
In the
main there is a
between the temple at Paphos
strong correspondence
and the account of Solomon's temple given in the Second Book of
Kings. In both we get a series of large outer courts; in both a
lofty central chamber of small dimensions, flanked by lower ones.
Every part of the site which could be examined at all has been explored down to the rock level.
The temple stands on a considerable elevation above the sea on
ground which slopes gently seaward for some distance and then dips
suddenly down about a mile from the coast.
Though the

XXIV.

been partly rebuilt in Roman times. Remains of a late stone floor
are interesting as giving the probable iloor level.
Under it, besides
fragments of a Cypriote and other tablets, were found a very fine
bronze gilt pin and a crystal cylinder belonging to a sceptre. In default of direct evidence as to the position of doorways, the difference
of floor level shows that there oan have been no access to this
chamber on the north side. The main entrance was probably on the
east.
North of the central chamber is a broad passage or chamber,
with no wall to east or west.
This may have formed a great entrance for special occasions, and might thus be identified "with the
central feature represented on the Cypriote coins as
giving a view
from the open court. Two large base.s for piers actually exist at the
east end of the passage where
The west
piers occur on the coins.
end was probably open. The chambers north and south
corresp'ond
to the lower buildings on the coin with the
court-yard extending in front
of them.
The chambers were probably connected with the administration of the temple, or formed residences for the
priests.
Finally,
along the north side of the open court and overlapping part of tlie
chambers is the north stoa, of smaller dimensions than the south stoa

with the ground. The wall was six feet broad, and had a large
tower sixty fe'et square at its west cud, and possibly another at the
A few feet south of this wall are extensive remains of a far
east.
more massive structure, consisting, likewise, of two great towers and
a curtain-wall. The west tower, which is the most perfect, consists
of a single chamber thirty-two feet by fifty-seven feet, with walls sixteen feet thick. The curtain-wall is ten feet thick. The inner
while the outer
lining of the towers consists of good ashlar work,
rustifacing of the walls, above a plain base, consists of very fine
with a broad
cated work,
e., blocks having a raised centre panel
The core is entirely of stone, set in a hard
chisel draught all round.
white mortar, and laid in courses about two feet high, containing
here and there stones of the full height of the course, but mostly
To sum up, we seem to have in Leontari
built of smaller stones.
Vouno traces of a very early settlement, as evidenced by the tombs,
to which we may refer the slighter early walls, while the more
massive walls belong to a later occupation, probably in mediseval

tion of the great

[VOL.

set up,

Other antiquities were hardly so numerous as
might have been expected, but were still of considerable importance.
Naturally, on this
site there were found several rude
images of Aphrodite of primitive
but
not
a large number of the Cypriote statues and statuettes
form,
which have occurred on other temple sites in
Cyprus. On the other
hand, there have been found some important
examples of purely
Greek work
a small marble head, of later archaic
style, about the
beginning of the fifth century and, above all, a marble head of a
boy, about life size, which may, perhaps, be known in the future as
the Eros of Paphos.
This is of the finest Greek work and in
perfect
condition.
Various heads and other
fragments were found
but,
second
in importance, comes a
perhaps,
very richly-worked "old
hairpin, the top of which is adorned with four goats' heads and above
them four doves.
The whole is a beautiful specimen of goldsmith's
work.
The bulk of the tombs examined in the neighborhood of
Paphos had been rifled in ancient times, and even what" was left was
later than the date of the tombs.
The pottery found in the few
tombs undisturbed could not be
assigned to a remoter period than
the seventh or eight
With this, however, were somecentury, B. c.
times found vases of unmistakable
Mycenae type, seeming to show
that the very remote
epoch commonly assigned to these vases is to
some extent erroneous.
In later tombs a considerable number of
glass vessels was found, some of them remarkable for their
shape or
. On the
coloring.
whole, however, Kuklia is not a tomb site
probably because its ancient fame and wealth have in all periods attracted
riflers who have left but little for the
of
The chief
gleaners
;

;

result

then, of the first season's

to-day.

work of the Cyprus Exploration
fund has-been the plan of the
great Temple of Paphos, built according to Phoenician traditions, and so adding to our most
scanty knowledge of the Phoenician temple, as famous in the ancient world, and as
otten mentioned
literature, as any known to or built by the
Greeks. Since the
completion of active work Mr. Hogarth has' been
engaged in a careful archaeological survey of the island, and his report
will help to guide the committee in
future operations.
In the meantime a site has
already been decided upon for next season's work,
which is confidently
expected to yield a rich harvest of antiquities.

m

London limes.

IT is reported that settlement has
occurred in the piers supporting the
north staircase, in the
Capitol at Albany, owing to false bearing
the
found t:on, and that
they have been strengthened by putting iron-bcams
under them.
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THE GAMBETTA MONUMENT,

211

In tliis monument M. Itoilcau lias
put in execution his principles
ciim-eniini: tin- pivsrntalion of decorative figures on tin- stmie it-elt
without plinths.
1
have alwavs understood in this way, " said he,
in his monograph,
for Inures ot this kind
consider the

PAKIS.

I

employment

of a plinth, puerile as it may appear at first sij-lii. a> a certain sii_'M
of weakness of decorative perception.
In a monument, a statue of a
hero can be presented at a particular plan- made for it, isolated
II|>M
a pedestal which bears it alone. It can be conceived as an
entirety
existing by itself, having its value complete to the exclusion of an\

pedestal whatever upon which it may be placed; but if the |H-ileM;il
decorated with accessory figures, why should we wish that these in
their turn should be treated like heroes?
With such a scheme there
could be made from a mass of statuary a perfect exhibition of works
of art upon an etay'ere.
perfect whole will never be made at a
This theory is ingenious and is not wanting in
single stroke."
truth, and his application of it in the composition of the monument
of Gambetta is very ably developed. The crowning
piece, particularly, is superb; the movement of the winged lion is impressive in
its truthfulness.
The theory of M. Boileau in this morsel is fullv
that it must be absolute.
demonstrated, but it is not
It could
proved
even \- pointed out to M. Boileau that in his competitive
design for
his monument at Versailles
the monument of the Constituent
he made a most unfortunate application of his
Assembly
theory.
Upon steps of granite at the foot of the pedestal supporting tile
column which formed the monument, he
placed, flat ujx>n the stone,
two bronze statues of Miralieau and Bailly, who had an air of
being
two personages entirely independent of the monument, like two
"
statuettes
placed upon an etagere," and not in any manner forming
" a
whole formed at a single stroke."
This criticism cannot be applied to the monument of Gambetta,
which is a good composition and a good whole.
Perhaps fault
might be found, that the seated figures assume too much importance,
and that the details of the
of the crown are a little
meagre.
capital
'I'll is
lacks projection, and the volutes are
very small. "As to the
M. Boileau, in his monoprincipal group, it is of a fine movement.
a very interesting work, in which we only
graph of the monument
regret that we do not find a little more modesty
compares it to the
group by Rude on the Arc de Triomphe. This is evidently an exaggeration; but, really, it is a fine bit of sculptuie and full of movement. The allegorical figure of La Patrie has a little too much
proThe
jection, and seems about to fall upon the principal figure.
whole monument is carefully executed, the inscriptions are well engraved, the lines in the upper part of the monument being large and
diminishing in proportion as they descend, go that they may Ueasily read.
In short, the monument of Gambetta
brings to the Place du
Carrousel an important decorative feature. While new, it will l>e
very fine. Time alone will show whether the employment of bronze
in the construction,
exposed to the changes of the season, is prudent,
and whether the stone will not soon be covered with black and
dirty
stains, such as are unfortunately seen on the Grand Opera House.
Finally, this is the total cost of the work
Masonry, carpentry and
metalwork cost 141,500 francs; statuary, 951,905 francs; ornamental
sculpture, 28,500 francs marble and inscriptions, 6,500 francs ; comis

A

FHE

competition for the monument of Gambetta was opened in
1884.
As the result of the first competition, M. Boileau, filft,

architect, and M. Aube, sculptor, were admitted to the second
competition, and were successful over the other competitors. It is
the work of these two artists that was
inaugurated on the 14th of
July. M. Boileau presented in competition four designs for different
sites, one on the axis of the Avenue of the Kepublique prolonged,
near the Cemetery of Pere LaChaise the second, before the Cbambea
of Deputies, fronting the Place de la Concorde the third, in the
Place Medicis, fronting the Luxembourg and the Pantheon and the
The design adopted was
fourth, on the Boulevard de Belleville.
finally placed on the Place du Carrousel, backing upon the small
garden of the Louvre and facing the Arc de Triomphe. The monument is in form a pyramidal pilaster. On each side of the base are
two seated figures in bronze, Truth, hol&ing a mirror in her hand,
and Force clad in the hide of a Classic lion and with fasces in
hand, replacing die traditional hammer that is to say, force growing out of union in place of brute force. Lower, seated in the same
way, are two naked infants holding medallions, upon which are inThe principal group is cut in the block of the monument,
scriptions.
near the base of the pilasters. Gambetta is represented
standing,
his arm outstretched at his feet combatants, whose
courage he re;

;

;

:

;

missions, 18,000 francs; models
000 francs.

;

and

casts, 8,595 francs; total, 850,-

;

and

somewhat above him and bearing a flag, the
La Patrie. Above the group are engraved
these words, pronounced in November, 1870:
enforces,

flitting

allegorical figure of the

"Francois, elevez vos antes

et

vos resolutions

THE PRESENT PRACTICE OF SLOW-BURNING CON-

a la hauteur des

STRUCTION.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

II depend encore de nous de
"perils qui fondent sur la patrie.
" mvntrer a I'univers
ce qu'est un grand peuple qui ne veut />as perir et
" dont le
courage s'exalte au sein meme des catastrophes."
The lateral faces, simpler in design, are only decorated by
at the right, Truth, at the
allegorical figures on the sub-basement
The faces of the pilasters are covered with inscripleft, Force.
tions recalling the chief points of his
Force
principal orations.
underlines the speech at Cherbourg in August, 1880, and Truth the
advice to the young men of the schools in April 19, 1870. The rear
facade, upon the square, is ornamented at the base of the pyramid by

Dear

scription ; finally, a crowing cock, emblem of patriotic vigilance, the
fasces of the Union, arms and oak branches.
This bit of work is good and deserves attention. Before the
tablet, which bears the inscription, are two seated infants holding

are flags bearing the inscriptions " Liberty," " Equality " and
"
Fraternity," with proper emblems.
Finally, above and crowning
the structure is a figure of Democracy borne on a winged lion, which
places its two forepaws upon a stone socle.

In

and suggestions of Mr.
seems to me that, perhaps, more
is being done in the
interests of good construction and protection
from fire, than would seem to be the case, in view of the
great mass
of reckless and unscientific
building always in progress about us.
The higher cost of good construction over that which is
flimsy and
like that of most other good
dangerous
is, admittedly, a
things
most serious drawback in the progress of the movement for better
buildings, and where insurance can be so easily and cheaply obtained,
owners are discouraged in investing money for their own security
against fire, when they can throw the risk upon the insurance companies and save considerably in first cost. Still, there are owners
who are willing to listen to advice for better construction, and fol-

a marble flag with an inscription surmounted by a trophy in high relief; in the centre of this trophy are a roll of manuscript and a
crown, on the right a book, and on the left a shield bearing an in-

one another by the hand, one- personifying Labor, and the other
Military Art. Finally, above the trophy, is engraved a fragment
from the speech at Grenoble, September 26, 1872. The monument
is finished
by an entablature supported by a decorative capital with
four volutes at the angles.
Upon the front, between the volutes, is a
shield with the letters " R. F." the fasces and a crown of ivy.
Upon
the lateral and rear front, above garlands which unite the volutes,

Sirs.

Atkinson

;

low

in

reply

to

your October 13

the queries

issue,

it

it.

my own practice I have been able to carry out several pieces of
construction, recently, of an improved type, and the owners' appreciation, seem to show that in some instances, at least, a wish for
In

letter building is developing.
The Chadwick Lead Works, on High
Street (Fort Hill Square) in Boston, is a
six-story building, covering
ibout six thousand feet of land, and
having three street frontages.
The construction is almost entirely such as would satisfy the insurance inspectors of the mills.
All floors are of " mill-construction." The roof is four inches
,hick and without concealed
spaces ; none of the walls are furred ;
there are no wooden cornices nor cornice
furring.
Although the
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floors

were

various forms, each floorAfter a section

to
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NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
TIIK GREAT.
According to a Berlin corfrom' Egypt to the effect that the
respondent news, has been received
tomb of Alexander the Great, which Dr. Schliemann sought in vain last
The coffin is of
in Alexandria.
winter, has now been discovered
with beautiful decorations. Its breadth is about
marble
'e, and is covered
The skull of a man was
feet and a half and its height three feet.
three f^found in it. The coffin was found in a brick vault, about twenty feet
The keeper of the museum
feet of earth.
high, covered by about eight
at Boulak is going shortly to make a thorough examination of the
Pall Mall Gazette.
tomb.

THE TOMB OK ALEXANDER

'

warehouse purposes.
floor is entirelv practical for heavy
has a ffmllai
A building for the Otis heirs, on Otis wharf, Boston,
construction, and

is

heavily loaded.

building, on

The Boston Terra-Cotta Company's
built in

1

Federal

treet,

.

a disastrous
the same wav. and what would have been

fire

fire among a lot ot di
in a building of ordinary construction (a
after 11
wood patterns on the third floor) was extinguished
to the building.
well underway, with a minimum damage
on
The Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics' Association building,
so far as the manager
Huntino-ton Avenue, is of mill-construction,
well-known then ami
would consent to its use. The system was less
o
carrying out but a portion
my
divided counsels permitted
"
" slow
construction.
in
burning
buildi.ig
larThe Lincoln Library, a gift to the town by Geo. Grosvenor
of heavy planking,
underside
to
close
wire-lathed,
bell, has ceilings
Vaulted outer walls plastered directly on the
with timbers in

sight.
and as tar as
of plank on widely-spaced heavy rafters,
in the building.
stand-pipe ami
possible not a concealed space
and although, ot
hose are provided for basement and first floor,

Roof

brick

A

course, not fireproof,

its

destruction by

fire

OWNER.
LONDON ROOKERIES AND THEIR ENLIGHTENED
"

A

would be almost an im-

P

is
the School for the Feeble-Minded, at Waltham,
Tbe.bBUding
Partifurred with porous terra-cotta.
stone
with
walls,
constructing
mill-construction, a
tions, brick or 4" porous terra-cotta; floors,
floors asphalted on
and
kitchen
of
3"
laundry
wood;
plank; loof,
iron.
corrugated
The succeeding buildings are to be of similar construction.
the ceiling
In several dwelling-houses I have found a mill-floor for
fire and vermin.
of the cellar an excellent precaution both against
Bv usinf a roof of four inches of wood, in the Savannah Cotton Exto decrease their fire
chance, th"e directors were enabled not only
handsome rental for a series of offices in
risk, tut to obtain a very
this position,
the attic story, over the Exchange Hall. Offices in
under the roof, were considered as absolutely impracticable by
which had
residents of Savannah, on account of the excessive heat
a ventilated air-space and a
always penetrated a 1" board roof,
I was permitted to build the offices, howplastered ceiling below.
wood between the tin roof and the
ever, and put "four inches of
occupants' beads beneath.
The result has been a success. The first of July, 1888, I found
in temperature between the street
only a difference of one degree
and that one degree in favor of the upper
one
floor and the

f r

There seems

"
Lord Salisbury's rookeries
be a prospect of the scandal caused by
too.
The
and
a
at
en.l,
end
an
dilapto
last,
very appropriate
coming
at last
idated, rickety, unsanitary tenements in Cecil Court have
reached such a stage of decay that thwy can hold together no longer.
The roof of one of them collapsed last week. At a meeting of St. Martin's Vestry, the surveyor stated that he had obtained the necessary
certificate that it was dangerous to pass through the court, and accordhad been placed on
ingly the traffic had been stopped, and policemen
duty to keep people out of danger. When a few more formalities have
been gone through, what is left of the wretched structures will be
demolished by the Board of Works.
pretty state of things, this,
of England, and a leading
truly, on the estate of the prime minister
London Truth.
authority on the housing of the poor!
to

TRADE SURVEYS.
A VERY

work of an engineering character is being; placed
machine shops, foundry and machine-making establishments of the
This branch of industry is assuming a magnitude that is surcountry.
to keep run of extensions aud imprising even to those whose business it is
provements. The expenditures for machinery-making facilities are quietly
made in all parts of the United States and their aggregate is not even susThe cost of freight
pected, till something like a rough calculation is made.
from far points in the far East to the far South and West, is such an item
that new manufacturing establishments have been forced into existence to
furnish the newer sections of the country where fuel, raw material, cheaper
to
labor, lower freight rates and nearness to consumers all act as incentives
large

amount

of

in the

the establishment ot new works. The organization of iron works, mills.
furnaces, the establishment of pipe works, terra-cotta works and general
machinery establishments, bridge works, electrical supplies, hardware
factories, carriage works, nail factories and a hundred and one industries in
localities where heretofore dependence for supplies was placed upon the
older cities is one of the encouraging features of the past year. This decentralization of industries is a necessity for many reasons. The departure of
these manufacturing establishments, starting up in these new sections of the
country is one which will grow in magnitude year after year. It is to be
noted that the development of coal mines in the West and South is responsible for a large amount of this enterprise and within the past two years
upwards of 100 mining companies have established themselves successfully
in localities where a few years ago the existence of co:il was hardly supposed. Excellent deposits of fine manufacturing and steam-raising coals
upper
are found to be at moderate depths below the surface. It is found by use to
rooms
be adapted to domestic, manufacturing, railroad and all general purposes.
in Savannah with 3" of wood for its roof, is much
Eastern promoters of industrial enterprises throughout these new sections
privateliouse
have all been giving a very good account of their industries and attach
of the pleasantest rooms in the house
appreciated by the occupants
much of their success to cheap fuel and some of it to more equitable freight
those in the upper story.
In addition to this, discovery is made, 'that
rates that are now
The foregoing are some of the instances which occur to me, of the labor in these far prevalent.
Western towns is more contented than in the East.
in
construction
and
use of mill-framing
my practice, One explanation of this contentment is shown to be that the wage-workers
slow-burning
have more houseroom, more pure air, greater liberty and are less subjected
and other architects have, doubtless, been equally active.
and terra- to vexing agitations which find rise from overcrowded surroundings. They
iron
of
"Fireproof" construction at the present prices
are satisfied to work along quietly with such rates of pay as their employcotta is practically prohibitive in most cases, and we must develop as
ers find it possible to establish. Besides this there is a great deal of quiet
"
"
methods. The insurance companies
far as may be
slow-burning
railroad building going on in the West developing localities that in the far
can immensely aid us in the good work by a generous discriminaEast were never heard of. The effect of all this is to create a demand for
methods of construction.
tion of rates in favor of
every kind of machinery turned out. Accordingly, shop labor is in good de!

.

A

improved

mand.

WM. GIBBONS PRESTON.

All of our locomotive works are booking orders from week to week for
more and larger engines. The variety of engine work demanded was never
so great. Machinery is wanted for well-boring purposes throughout the
arid regions of the West. Engines are in demand, and there is a demand

EYE-BUOW DORMERS.
CEREDO, W. VA., October

To THE EDITORS OK THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

also for street-paving material, to say nothing of the endless demand for
vast amount of sewerage work was
electrical supplies and equipments.
undertaken this year, and will be completed next. The Western and
Southern people are looking particularly after their sanitary interests.
Large water-supplies are being established all through the West large
irrigating companies are being established, and the demand from these
sources is being reflected in the increased activity for larger machinery
and in our larger machinery establishments all the way from St. Louis to
Boston. In a few years what we have heretofore regarded as a purely
agricultural region, and stock-raising region of comparatively little value at
that, will become a thickly populated region and fertile portion of the
United States that will attract capital with more force than it is even now
doing.
Capitalists throughout our Eastern States are offered excellent
opportunities for heavy and permanent investments in the region of country
between Montana and Northern Mexico. The capitalists have found in the
first place that there is an abundance of coal there, and some recent
developments have shown that the mineral resources of that region have
been very little understood, much as we imagined we knew. Within the
past thirty days the makers of mining machinery in Chicago, Philadelphia
and at other smaller towns East have booked the heaviest orders that they
have ever had for machinery to be delivered during the first half of next
It is in these newer sections of country that balancing effects to
year.
maintain industrial ctivity are to be found. Reactionary influences which

A
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;

some information in regard to manner of slating, as practised by slaters in and about Boston, for "eye"
" Crane
brow dormers similar to those shown by Gelatine print of
with
N.
American
issued
Architect,
Mass.,
392,
Qniney,
Library,"
June 30, 1883. I believe this style of dormer was first introduced in
your vicinity, and presume by this time your slaters have demonstrated the best and neatest way of covering them with slate. I have
enquired of slaters in this vicinity, and some from Cincinnati and
Columbus, at work upon buildings under my supervision, and they
all admit they have, never covered any, but suggest various ways in
which they think it might be done, but I have little faith in securing
an effective job by the methods proposed by them. Believing that
I can get the necessary information from your office, I make the
that yon reply by mail as soon as conapplication with request
venient, informing me of any charge attending same and I will re-

Dear

Sirs,

I desire to obtain

mit.

Very

respectfully,

S.

.

FLOYD HOAIID.

"
"
[MosT of the eye-brow dormers in this neighborhood are covered either
with shingles or tiles, either of which are more tractable than slate. Whatever is used, to cover them as they ought to be done, the curves are made
as gentle as possible, and the tiles, slates or shingles carried over without
any break in the courses, just as if the roof had been slated in the ordinary
way, and then bulged slightly upward. Roofers are generally disposed to
make the curves much too sharp, so that slate will not lay well, and metal
is needed in the valleys, which spoils the appearance of the whole affair.

.

i

might otherwise develop themselves throughout the East will be nullified
by the extending demands and opportunities of markets which railroadconstruction and individual enterprise is opening up away to the West of us.
The trade conditions of the eon ntry have not changed materially during the
past month. A very heavy distribution is in progress. Jobbers throughout
all our Eastern States have a
good account of business prospects. In
leather =
._ ,._
an advancing
goods there is
^ tendency. In lumber, prices are firm.
In dry "goods, and textile goods of all kinds, the distribution is keeping
stocks restricted, and manufacturers are sailing close up to market demands.
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what they

all need so much, leisure to study their
designs and
hink over their plans, instead of spending their days in climbng ladders and inspecting caulked joints, and last, but not
east, a very extensive field of employment would be opened to
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the Pott-Office at Boston

u aeoond-olata matter.

and assistants who must depend now only
In Europe nearly all young architects get their
most valuable experience as clerks-of-works for some master
f the art.
They are well paid, are in constant communication
with their principal, and enjoy the opportunity, which they can
;et in no other way, of seeing every consecutive step in the
>rocess of building, from the laying of the footings to the soting of the vane.
In
in

SUMMART:
Tin- British

Arr-liiiii-t

on one

1'liasc

of Architectural Practice

in

State*.
Tin' Possibility nf introducing the
The heat Material from
Clerk -ot '-work- into our Practice.
tin'

I'niti'il

which

make

ti)

Washington

these Functionaries.

Aqueduct under

The Building of the
The
Engineers.
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HE

British Architect, in commenting upon what we had to
say about the burdensome and unreasonable load of responsibility placed on architects in this country by the curious
condition of the law, and the unwillingness of the profession to
insist upon the employment of clerks-of-works, thinks it very
singular that the American architects should allow such a conIt says, what we all know, that
dition of things to continue.
to circumvent the rascality of a dishonest contractor, nothing
but the constant supervision of a clerk-of- works is of the least
avail, but it considers that it is unjust to the architect, and unfavorable to the interest of his client, to expect the architect
either to furnish such supervision himself, or to pay some one else
"In England," it says, "it is difficult to
for furnishing it.
imagine the provision of an efficient clerk-of-works as"being a
and it
luxury to be provided at the expense of the architect ;
adds that " No English architects, with any practice at all,
would ever dream of trying to do without a clerk-of-works, nor
would they ever dream of paying his salary out of their own
pocket," and counsels American architects to unite in putting
'"
such an absurd practice."
are glad to
an end at once to
the
recent
Convention of the American Institute of
that
know

We

Architects took up this matter, and adopted what may be called
a resolution preliminary to beginning to do something about it ;
and we hope that the Convention of the Western Association,
to be held this mouth, will take a long step further.

IIERE would

be, we think, very little difficulty in getting
In fact, there are
new system generally adopted.
symptoms that the public is ready to meet us more than
Most men are tolerably reasonable in such matters
half-way.

the

and the conviction that the anxious, harassed architect cannot,
and ought not, to be expected to give a building the daily
supervision necessary to secure the owner against the conquite widely spread among owners, in conwith the corresponding conviction, that
nothing short of daily supervision is required for the purpose
and that as architects cannot fairly be expected to furnish or pa}
for it, the owner, in his own interest, should do so. If our archi
tects would give up the struggle to please the greedy persons
who think that a professional man cannot do too much for
them, or be paid too little, and acknowledge that they cannot do
justice either to themselves or their clients under the present sys
tern, we thitik the change which we all so much desire would be
easily and quickly accomplished, with great benefit to al
The owners would certainly profit, by the securit;
parties.
they would gain against the hidden vices of construction whicl
ultimately cause them so much loss; the architects would gain

nection,

is

moreover,

1

young

architects

office-work.

discussion about clerks-of-works, it will be well for
architects to remember that there are several
varieties of these functionaries.
The best, of course, are

the

Military

Tombs recently
Congressional Library and General Casey.
The Milan Cathedral Competition. 213
discovered at Mycenae.
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architect* and assistants, who, if they have any talent,
ielight in the occupation of seeing a good design executed in
>riek and stone, and take
pleasure in looking out that everyNext to these come the prothing is carried along smoothly.

young

who have a good deal of practical
knowledge, and are often very faithful and useful, but are less
to be depended upon than men of higher theoretical attainments in cases where an unusual construction, or an unfamiliar
Under such circumstances the
material, is to be employed.
educated man interests himself to study from books, or other
fessional clerks-of-works,

examples, the conditions necessary to success, and consults, as
in honor bound, his principal, to make sure that the information
he has acquired meets with the hitter's approval, and to gain
such additional knowledge as he can ; while the mere practical
man is apt to be afraid of showing his ignorance, and goes along
blindly, often changing the design, without orders, to suit his own
narrow experience, or involving the architect in some other
way in annoyance and loss. After the ignorant practical man,
and a long way below him in usefulness, comes the conceited
person, who is sometimes a practical man and sometimes a
We have seen
theorist, but is equally worthless in either case.
some of these gentry in various positions here, but the most
conspicuous specimen yet described seems to have been the individual who acted as clerk-of-works for Mr. E. R. Robson, the
architect to the London School Board, whose controversy with
the Board in regard to certain improperly executed contract
work, for which it sought to hold him responsible, is fresh in
our readers' minds. As an illustration of the depth of insolence, inefficiency, and unfaithfulness to which this sort of
assistant can descend, we know of nothing more striking than
the sworn testimony of the person in question.
It is

hardly
necessary to say that he, having been, by his own story, the
one to whose negligence and incapacity the imperfect workmanship complained of was chiefly due, appeared as the principal witness against Mr. Robson, whose intentions he was
hired to see properly carried out.
The way in which he per-'
formed this duty can be best judged from his own words. He
found, one day, as he alleges, that the plan sent from Mr. Robson's office for the school-house which he was supposed to be
supervising showed a staircase in the upper story with insufficient head-room.
Instead of making himself the insignificant
alteration necessary to gain proper headway, or
returning the
plan to have the error rectified, if any existed, which the assertion of such an expert by no means proves, he sent a
message
to the office that there was "a mistake in the
He
plans."

seems to have thought that Mr. Robson would
immediately
hurry to the spot, to bow the knee before his superior knowland
listen
to
his
edge,
humbly
suggestions for putting the
matter straight. Unfortunately, Mr. Robson had
something
else to do, and sent one of his assistants to see what the trouble
was.
The assistant came and inquired for the plan, and asked
to have the mistake pointed out to him.
The lordly spirit of
the clerk-of-works could not bend so far as to tell a mere subordinate what fault he found with the plan.
He "did not care
to furnish him with brains," to use his own expression on the
witness-stand, and the assistant returned to the office without
No further effort was made by this
discovering any error.
valuable person to have any correction made, and, when the
time came, he had the staircase built as he conceived it to be
shown on the plan, with such narrow head-room that people
could only get through by crawling on their knees and completed his remarkable services in regard to this portion of the
;

building by trying to

damages on account of

have Mr. Robson compelled

to

pay

it.

now some instructive
and disadvantages of doing
As we have learned from
Library, there is an

furnishes just

city of Washington
illustrations of the advantages
civil work under military care.

THE

the discussions about the Congressional
idea prevalent at Washington to the effect that building operaare always carried
tions, if supervised by an army engineer,
and
out with inconceivable economy, perfection and dispatch,
a
civilian
enable
can
or
training
that no amount of experience
who makes architecture or engineering his profession to comActing upon
with a West Point graduate.
pete in efficiency
this notion, the direction of the Congressional Library Building
was
was recently wrested from the architect to whom it
as another
a
to
over
man,
handed
and
just
military
awarded,

was completed.
work, under the charge of another military man,
the construction
last-mentioned
the
work,
that
it
Now,
appears
such brilliant
of the Washington Aqueduct, has not reflected
as the debates in Conits warlike

superintendents
Instead of
the Library would lead us to expect.
shows in many places immense voids,
masonry, the aqueduct
it was put in with about onewhile, where stonework was used,
of
allowance
cement,
the
sixth
by unskilled men, so that
proper
it is
it is of little value, and, according to the last accounts,
the most important part of the aquethe
that
tunnel,
probable
built at an enormous cost, will be abandoned, as unfit for

that each
and often many more. The appearance
of that family
a
member
When
a
to
chamber belonged
family.
died he was placed in the tomb, where slow decomposition took
On the death and burial
the bones were left.
piace, until only
of a second member of the family, the remains of the first were
often moved aside, to make room for the new-comer, and in
many cases, after the tomb had become uncomfortably crowded,
a small pit was cut in the back of the chamber, into which were
which had become detached, so as to clear the
piled the bones
it neat.
make
and
Very few manufactured objects have
place
few necklace-beads, of rockbeen found in the tombs.
have been found, together
or
ornamented,
rudely
onyx,
crystal
with two gold rings and some bits of ivory, one piece being
carved into a human head, and a few weeks ago was discovered
a large vase, nearly eight inches in diameter, with one handle,
all of silver, with eight human figures in gold inlaid around the
ornaments underneath. It is believed that
top, and inlaid gold
these antiquities date from at least the twentieth century B. c.,
and the ornaments on them show a marked Oriental character.

A

HE

the rebuilding
great competition for

of the

front of

duct,

Milan Cathedral has terminated in the award of the first
thousand dollars in money, to Signor Guiseppe
prize, eight
Brentano, of Milan. The first competition, which was open to
all the world, ended in the selection of fourteen plans, the
authors of which were invited to take part in a second contest,
and this second competition is the one which has just been de-

use,

cided.

and too bad to be worth repairing. Of course, we know
well enough that General Casey will prevent any such mishaps
with the Library Building, but he is said by the newspapers to
have made a remark in regard to it which is worth reflecting
those who think that architects are advantageously

upon by

Some rebusiness by military men.
replaced in their own
of his inquiries, asked General Casey
course
in
the
porter,
whether the modified Library Building, which he is now, by
direction of Congress, engaged in carrying into execution,
would accommodate the books after it was done. The General
that he did not know, and
replied, with soldierly promptness,
His orders were, he
did not care, whether it would or not.
not cost more than four
said, to erect a building which should
These instructions were perfectly definite, and
million dollars.
he proposed to carry them out. Nothing was said in his orders
about having the building accommodate books, and it was not
for him to concern himself with matters not commended to his
attention.

would be interesting to hear what Congressmen would say
an architect who announced that he did not care whether
the building he was about to erect for the Government
would accommodate the service for which it was intended or
not, yet there is no question that General Casey is right
An architect would be bound to
in his view of his duty.
tell the Government, what is certainly true, that four million

ITto

.

No^672.
is

two,

renown upon
gress on

XXIV.-
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dollars, the present limit of the appropriation, will not cover the
and substantial building large enough to accommocost of a

good

date the Library of Congress, with the additions which it will
very soon accumulate. Mr. Smithmeyer informed Congress of
this obvious fact, and was ignominiously driven out of office in
consequence, but General Casey is not asked about that point,
very properly contenting himself, as a military man, with the
instructions issued to him ; and the effect appears to be that
the United States is being rapidly endowed with a building not
large enough for its purpose, incapable of alteration or increase
of size without enormous expense, and thus practically useless,
except as a temporary shelter for some of the public books,
simply because Congress has seen fit to decree that a ten-million-dollar building shall be built for four millions, and has
ordered an army officer to carry out its mandates, so as to get
rid of the expostulations of an architect conscientious enough
to tell the truth about their practicability.
interesting explorations have been going on at Myunder the direction of the Greek Government, which

cense,

took up the work at the point where Dr. Schliemann
abandoned it. It has been discovered that the city is nearly
surrounded by groups of tombs, cut in the rock, much like
Each tomb consists of a gallery, sometimes
those of Egypt.
excavated in the side of one of the
sixty or seventy feet long,
rocky hills, from which open chambers ten or twelve feet
These chambers contain skeletons, never less than
square.

Out of the fourteen designs, the judges unanimously
selected four, those of Beltrami and Brentano, of Milan, Nordic,
of Trieste, and Deperthes, of Paris, which were then voted
that of M. Deperthes,
upon separately. One of the designs,
showed towers, with spires, on each side of the main front
first question put to the judges was whether
with
spires should be considered eligible to the first
any .plan
Nothwithstanding the eloquent advocacy of a Milanese
place.
member of the jury, the majority voted that no designs with
towers or spires should be approved, and, M. Deperthes being
thus eliminated from the race, the choice among the remaining
M. Deperthes, who himself
three fell upon Signor Brentano.
writes to La Semaine des Gonstructeurs a fair and temperate
account of the competition, says that he is not convinced by
the result that a pair of towers would not improve the facade,
and we are very much inclined to agree with him. Although
we did not greatly fancy the towers of M. Deperthes's original

portal,

and the

most people would say that the present
design, we think that
front of the Cathedral is low and insignificant, apart from its
of well-studied spires might be made
ugly detail, and that a pair
to

improve

it

very much.

TTOWEVER that may be,

we can console ourselves with the
a
that
competition has been deinteresting
very
[_
thought
^
cided in the most careful manner by some of the best judges
in the world, and the result is sure to be satisfactory.
Signor
Brentano will much belie the reputation which he has gained
the competition, as one of the most distinguished of Italian
by

architects,

if

the detail of bis

work

not beautifully designed

is

and executed, and he has ample inspiration in Milan for success
In rein the semi-Northern Gothic in which he must work.
viewing the original competition,

it

is

curious, as well as in-

which the unsuccessful comerred
have
to
seem
by the adoption of some
generally
petitors
eccentric motive or detail, which has destroyed the value of a
For example, the
meritorious.
design perhaps otherwise very
of Leipsic, one of the simplest
plan of Hartel and Neckelmann,
and best of all in our opinion, and adorned with a pair of noble

structive, to notice the

way

in

by putting a triangular porch in front of the
that at Ratisbon, which we
principal door, after the fashion of
should not have supposed that any architect would wish to
Mr. Brade's front, an effective piece
imitate. In a similar

spires, is spoiled

way,

Genoa or Orvieto Gothic, comports
dome behind it, and the want of
the
fantastic
with
poorly
harmony is only made more conspicuous by the attempt made
in the published drawing to conceal it by representing the
hidden behind
building in perspective, with the dome nearly
one of the flanking towers of the faqade.
might go on and
that it is the
point out various other illustrations of the maxim
details that the architect did not think about, or got over too
not time enough to study them,
easily, or left until there was
that generally insure defeat, but any one who has preserved
the published sketches of the designs can find them for himself.
of

what we might

call

We
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UOOU-STOI'S.

OME

form of stop

always desirable

is

which the door in suspended from a track at the top. The
only objection which is to be urged against this manner of arranging a slidin^door, is that in case of a violent wind the door
would be forced inward. This difliculty c;in !>< in :i measure
obviated by the use of some form of stay-roller, such as Figure
140, which can be attached so as to prevent any lateral motion
in

in

order to keep the door from striking the
finish when swung open, or breaking the

The commonest form consists of
plastering.
a wooden knob screwed straight into the base
and tipped with rubber. The variation from
this is a wooden-knob, which is screwed into
the floor and has the rubber-tip on the side, to
be used when the door does not swing against
the wall, but has to be stopped at some point.
These stops are made in birch, maple, ash,
oak, chestnut, cherry, walnut and mahogany
and are listed at $o.OO per gross for birch to

mahogany. They are made in two
and 3 inches long the wood is turned
and a gimlet-pointed screw is firmly attached
$6./)0 for

Fig, 137.

sizes,

Door-

bumper. J. B. Shan
non & Sons.

2

to the stop, so that it can readily be put in
The prices are the same whether the rubber
place by hand.
or the end. They are also made with a rubtip is on the side
ber ring entirely encircling the knob, the list price being $12.00

per gross.

The Meriden Malleable Iron Company manufactures elasticheaded screws which are used more for furniture than for doors,
but which might be desirable in some cases.
They consist
simply of a half-round head which is covered in upholstery of
some kind and fitted with a gimletrpointed screw. These cost
from $11.00 to $17.00 per gross, list price, depending upon the
J. B. Shannon & Sons,
material with which they are covered.
manufacture a door-bumper shown. by Figure 137, which is intended to prevent jar and noise in shutting the door it consists of a cup with a brace attached to be screwed to the face
:

a rubber ball is pressed into the cup so that it will
not fall out.
piece of rubber made fast to the jamb casing
over the door, for the ball to strike against, completes the conThe rubber over the door may be increased or
trivance.
lessened in thickness so that when the rubber ball comes in
contact with it the compression will allow the door to latch.
This device effectually prevents any slamming of the door.
The list price is $1.00 each. The only possible objection to
its use would be that the head might prevent the door from beof the door

;

Fig. 140.

;

A

ing latched properly.

Fig.

I

39.

Nickel Barn-door Rail.

Victor Stay-roller.
Victor Mfg. Co.

Coltman Hardware Co.

This form of stay-roller is also used .for doors
which slide on sheaves at the bottom, taking the place of an
overhead groove.
There are really but two distinct varieties of barn-doorhangers the first is represented by Figure 141, and consists of
a single wheel running on an overhead-track and atof the door.

;

tached to a hanger

which is screwed
on to the inner face

The

of the door.

same

i

'

form of

hanger is made to
be used with an
This
rail.
iron
form is rather old
but is very good
and we should imagine would give
trouble.

It

made with

anti-

little
is

friction

bearings.
varie-

The second

DOOR-HANGERS AND ROLLERS.
The commonest form

of door-rollers are those used for barn-

Usually a barn-door slides on rollers or sheaves which
are applied to the inner face of the door and run over a metal
There are
track secured to the floor.
many kinds of large sheaves and rollers manufactured for barn-doors, which
doors.

ty of hanger is one
in which the axle

Fig. 141.

Climax Barn-door Hanger.

Moore Mfg. Co.

not fixed but travels along a single bearing beam, as in the
142, which is one of the simplest of
In this the axle bears on two bars, and the uprights
this kind.
to which the bearing bars are secured, are placed sufficiently

is

'Moody Hanger," Figure

are too simple to require any illustraThe commoner kind consists of
wheel with a steel or metal
/ a large
axle.
The better kind of barn-door
rollers are provided with anti-friction
axle bearings ; that is to say, the axle
of the wheel revolves in a cycle of
s%all pins or rollers by which the friction is considerably reduced, and the
wear on the bearings very materially
diminished.
Figure 138 is an ingenious device for a barn-door-roller, the
working of which will be readily apparent from the drawing. The inner
plate, A, is screwed directly to the
door, through the openings in the
wheel, B, which revolves on the antii

Ition.

Fig. 138.
Roller.

Acme Barn-door

frictional bearings.

Moore Mfg. Co.

Figure 139 shows a form of barnbe used with a wheel which shall rest on
In this
the flanges and not bear at all on the upright portion.

Fig. 142.

door-rail, intended to

way the wheel will clear away any collection of snow or ice by
its own action and enable the door to roll easily.
The standing objection to barn-door-rollers which are applied
bottom of the door, is that they are too easily thrown off
the track by obstructions and also that the track itself is apt to
The greatget in the way and be a bother in driving over it.
est amount of ingenuity has been expended upon door-hangers
to the

'

Continued from page

19.1,

No.

670.

Moody Barn-door Hanger.

Victor

Mfg. Co.

far apart to admit of the axle having enough play for the openof steel
ing of a single door. The rail and brackets are made
and the wheel has a steel axle.

The "Victor Hanger," Figure 143, is a slight improvement
"
Moody in that the bearing is on a single bar instead

over the "

of on two ; and that the wheels work on each side of a high,
off or becoming
ridged track which prevents them from slipping
interfered with.
The "Lane Hanger," Figure 144, is very similar to the

216
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"

though the arrangements of the supports

is

somewhat
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A

the two sides by springs inserted at intervals in the track.

form of wheel

manufactured

to

go with

this

different.

special

All of the foregoing hangers are made of trough t-iron or
with steel or chilled-iron bearings.
Several kinds o
hangers are made with malleable iron, such as the " Nick-

The wheel, in passing along over the rail, presses down the
central strip, forming a groove for the wheel to run in.
When
the door is opened, the springs force the flexible central strip
up again, so that when the doorway is entirely clear the

steel,

is

el," Figure 145, which follows
the pattern of the "Moody

Hanger."
"

Hanger

is

rail.

appearance is of a single
brass plate perfectly flush
with the floor.
The list

The " Nickel
made in steel, -

price of this rail is sixty
cents per foot in brass.

also

with a slightly different shape. _
The "Hatfield Hanger," Figure 146, also in malleable iron,
is a form after the
pattern of
the "Lane," on which the
patent seems to have run out ;
at any rate, a similar form is

Besides

the

common

of
mortised
pattern
sheaves, shown by Figure
147, there is another form

made by

which works more easily,
the same principle as the "Hatfield"

facturers,

barn-door

made on

several of the manuVictor Barn-door Hanger.
Fig, 143.
and the principle
Victor Mfg. Co.
embodied in the "Hatfield"
and the " Moody Hangers " is the one which is usually consid

ered to be the most satisfactory ; that is to say, one in which
the axle bears on two parallel plates and works in slots indeed

five

the most successful hangers, both for barn-doors and parlor-doors.

nearly

sizes,

one-half

;

this principle is applied to

This

hanger.

shown by Figure 149.
This sheave is made in

is

Fig.

all

146.

H.tfield Barn-door Hanger.

j

nches

from two-andinches

;

n

to

six

d ; ameter

of

wheel and costs from $1.50 to $4 per set of four sheaves.
Parlor-door hangers are usually arranged to run on a
wooden or metal track which is bolted to the side-studding.
There are one or two points which should be considered in
In most
judging of any door-hanger as ordinarily applied.
houses the studs which form one side of
the sliding-door pocket are made to rest
on something pretty solid, a foundation wall, or, at least, a
heavy timber,
while on the other side of the pocket
the studs are supported on the floorare left to settle with the F| e- l47
siiding-door
joist, and
leave
Russe " * Erwin
shrinkage of the timbers, thus bringing
about a difference in level of the two sides of the pocket. It
may, then, be stated as a general rule that the best form of
hanger would be that which is supported on one side only,
since if any inequality of settlement takes place, it does not
affect the hanger.
Another consideration is, that it would be
well to have the door-hangers so
arranged that in case the door
-

'

Fig.

I

44.

Lane Barn-door Hanger.

Lane Brot.

For parlor doors many builders and

architects still prefer
sheaves mortised into the bottom of the door.
The rail, which
is a
necessary part of this arrangement, is admitted to be a
trouble, but the rollers are so easily taken out that the rail is
retained.
There seems to be an idea with
many people that
the overhead
hanger

more

easily gets out
of order, and that it
is

more

This

is

complicated.
a mistake, for

there

is

hanger

in the

hardly

a

market

that will not
give satisfaction

if

properly
while
any
one who has had experience with sheaves
applied,

and
can

rail at

the bottom
to
the

testify

trouble
which
will
sometimes occur, with

the

settlement of the

woodwork

throwing

the door out of
or obstructions

plumb

Fig. 148.

Climax

Rail.

Climax

Rail

Co.

should not hang
perfectly plumb, there would be no inequality
of bearing on the axles of the wheels.
It will be seen that
this is
perfectly possible, and that it has been considered in
some of the forms of
door-hangers.
One of the earlier patents is the "Moore"
parlor-door

getting
the
track
and
throwing the wheels
off.
Some of the overhead hangers require more care in setting, and others have some special adjustment which must
be understood; but the principle on which
they all work is
so simple that, to the
uninitiated, there seems to be but little
choice between the various kinds.
145.

Nickel Barn-door

Hanger.
Hardware Co.

Coleman

on

The ordinary mortised sheave, of which
Figure 147 is a
type, runs on a brass rail, which is generally made with a
raised section, though a form is sometimes used which
is channelled instead of
being raised. The former will be something
to stub the foot
against the latter will collect dust.

The only
market, which presents neither of these
"
difficulties, is the
Climax," Figure 148. This consists of a
double brass track with a central
strip, which is held flush with
;

form of

rail

in the

Fig. 149.

Hatfield Anti-friction Sheave.

This
langer, Figure 150.
a single rod

a very good form in the main,
which is mortised into the top of
he door. The adjustment
may be obtained by turning up the
ut at the bottom of the
rod, through a hole cut in the edge of
is

jemg hung by

he door in the same manner as a stair-rail bolt is turned
up.
difficulty is, that the hanger cannot readily be readjusted

n he

-
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whim once set. Another of the early forms which has since
"
been but little improved upon, is the " Warner
hanger,
Figure 151. This consists of two sets of double wheels connected by a rod, and working directly on the double tr.-u-k
secured to each side of the door-pocket.
The manner of supporting the door
" Moore "
is much the same as with the

it

requires considerable width of

217

pocket

four-and-one-half

inches.

Figure 155

illustrates

"
the " Richards
hanger, which, with

"

" Warner
hanger, except that in the
the supporting rods can be got at after
the door is finished by means of a
face-plate on the edge of the door.
The wheels are made perfectly flat,
and it is claimed that under no combination of circumstances can they run
off the track.
The axles of the wheels
are attached to the connecting rod by
means of a universal bearing, thus
enabling the weight of the doors to
bear equally upon both tracks, no
matter how much out of plumb.or level

A

somewhat similar
they may
door-hanger is that shown by Figure
152, manufactured by the Reading
Hardware Company. In this variety,
be.

Fig.

I

Pnndle Parlor-door Hanger.

S3.

Prindle Mfg. Co.

the " Prindle," rather leads the market just at present.
The
principle is almost exactly the same with both forms, except

however, the adjustment is entirely
from the top of the door, and no mor-

The axles are not
tise is required.
attached to any part of the hanger,
but work in the slot somewhat on the
" Victor "
principle of a
hanger.
f

Anti-friction
ISO. Moore
Parlor-door Hanger. s. H. it
E. Y. Moor*.

Fig.

Figure 153 shows a door-hanger
which is very popular, and which for
simplicity and perfection of construction is one of the best
The wheels run on two flat wooden tracks,
yet produced.
one secured to each
side

the

of

stud-

The

ding.

bear on

axles
short
rod

the

connecting
which

is

made

Fig.

suffi-

to al-

ciently long
low for the run of
an eight-foot door.

The

rod

round

Nickel Parlor-door Hanger.

54.

Coleman Hardware Co.
flat

instead of a round
"

The " Prindle

manu-

being

there

never be

I

"
the axle has a
that in the " Richards
bearing, and the wheels are grooved.

will

an even

bearing. The hangers are adjusted by
means of a sliding
screw-joint which is
operated from the
edge of the door,

fie-

1

5

1

Warner

Parlor-door Hanger.

and which, by forcing the hanger away or drawing

E. C. Stearnj

&

Co.

it towards the edge of the
door, raises or lowers the bearing rod.
very simple" application of the same principle is embodied
" Nickel
This conin the
parlor-door hanger, Figure 154.
sists of a double set of flanged wheels, which run on a double
track suspended by iron hanger-roils attached at intervals to a

A

Fig.

I

52.

Novelty Parlor-door Hanger.

the track bodily.

One

I

55.

Richardt Parlor-door Hanger.

Wilcox Mfg. Co.

facturers claim, that the flat wheel is preferable ; the " Richards," on the other hand, maintain that the flanged wheel is

Reading Hardware Co.

The axles of the
cross-piece at the top of the door-pocket.
wheels bear against a half-round bar, which is secured by
upright bars to the top of the door. The hangers are adjusted
by turning up the hanger-rods in the top of the pocket, thus
lifting

Fig.

objection to this form

is

that

Fig.

I

56.

Paragon Parlor-door Hanger.

Dunham Mfg. Co.

more desirable. There is really very little to choose between
the two kinds.
The American Manufacturing Company has a parlor
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door-hanger on the market which is essentially the same as the
" Richards "
The " Paragon " door-hanger, Figure
hanger.
"
is on the
of the "
barn-door
156,

which the wheels travel back and forth from one end to the
other, thus continually changing the strain OH the screws.
The following table gives the relative prices of the various

viously

door-hangers that have been described

hanger preprinciple
Moody
described.
It consists of a single grooved wheel
running on a rail secured to one side of the pocket, the axles
It would seem as though
bearing against two fiat surfaces.
this fulfilled the conditions of a perfect door-hanger more fully
than anything else in the market. It can be adjusted with
very little trouble and as the centre of support is directly over
the centre of the door, there is no tendency to bind ; while as
the track is secured to only one side of the door-pocket, the
possible effects of shrinkages and settlements are reduced to
a minimum.
;

A

form of door-hanger which is essentially the same as this,
but in which the axle of the wheels work in a slot on the prin-

Fig.

I

57.

Emerlon

Parlor-door Hanger.

B. D. Washburn, Agent.

" Hatfield "
sheave, has been manufactured by
Burditt & Williams, for one of the Boston
builders, but has received no patent, and is not
really in the market.
"
"
The
Emerson
door-hanger, Figure 157, is yet another
variety, and represents in some respects a different
principle
from any of the former, in that the rollers are
entirely separate
and distinct from each other, being connected
merely by a thin
ciple

of the

:

TABLE OF DOOR-HANGERS.
Fig.
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or the other.
Figure 160 shows a compound hanger ou
The differthe siiiiu! principle for use in very wide doors.
ence is simply that there are two hangers joined by bolts
instead of one.
Figure 161 shows a trussed hanger, which is
used for doors that are wider than they are high.
It may be
said, incidentally, that these door-hangers can be exactly reversed ; that is to say, the fixed ends may be at the top instead
of the bottom.
The " Prescott " hanger is used to great advantage for
elevator doors, as it permits of an opening the entire width of
the car, if desired, while the ordinary width would be half that
In such a case, a door across half of the opening is hung
size.
with ordinary hulls, and the rest of the space is closed with a
door hung by " Prescott" hangers to the first. The whole, or
;i
purl id' tin- opening, can then be left unobstructed for the removal of boxes or trunks. Hangers for this purpose can be
made of bronze, so as to present a neat appearance. These
hangers are also used to advantage for barn-doors, car-doors,
The
etc., and for any places where the hangers are exposed.
only objection to their use for parlor-doors, is that they have
to be put on before the plastering is applied, .-mil they are
somewhat less easily adjusted. They also take up considerable width in thickness of the pocket; still, they work so
beautifully that they deserve all the popularity, that they have
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enjoyed.

The prices of the ordinary
inside doors, are as follows :

form of Prescott hangers for

Doors.
21 x

8} x

4J x 10 x

1

indies,
inches,
inches
inches,
inches
inches

x 10 x

1

Inches

3x
3} X
4x
4
5

1,

9

x 10

.
.

.

x2
6'xl2 x2J

SJB

..
.

.

.

.

.

.

Inches.
inches.

.

.

4.25
5.25
6.25
6.75
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50

ITo be eoutlnned.1

Fig. 20.

a house of masonry and wood, sketched at Chateaudun, in 1841. Tim ground-floor and first-story are built in stone,
the party-walls in rubble masonry, and the rear wall on the court
in stone.
On the ground-floor (see plan I,) and opening upon the
street is a large store, with columns through the middle and a partitionwall B, in the rear. A large beam, carried on the cap of the pier in the
middle of the front, on the central posts and on the partition-wall,
supports the Joists. A lighted spiral staircase ascends to the first
and second floors. From the passage, C, one enters the court, I),
and a back room, /.'. On the first story the plan is the same, a large
beam being carried across the front wall to bear the floor-joists. To
obtain the greatest possible amount of lisht on the street-front the
builder has joined two rclieving-arches in the thickness of the wall,
under which broad windows are set. There are two rooms on the
top floor under the roof. A pair of rafters projects beyond the wall
and shelters it. They are carried on the ends of the plates, relieved
by brackets, and on the end of the middle purlin, similarly supported.
The floor-rafters are laid at H, and G. The construction of this
house assigns it to the beginning of the fourteenth century.
Figure 21 gives the plan and elevation of a house in Laval, of a
more recent period, in which the wooden structure has more im|w>rtance and rises in successive corbellings above the ground-floor.
This house, whose front is on a steep slope, is intended for two
families.
The slope of the street has enabled the builder to give an
to the occupants of the left side, floor-levels being at /.',
entresol,
and C ; those in the right have only a high ground-floor and a firststory, the floor-beams being at the level, C.
As is indicated by the plan, /', each house has its own stairway
A wooden beam is carried
leading from the shop to the first-story.
up the middle of the front and divides the two dwellings from top to
bottom. The panelled front of the first story projects over the plain,
half-timbered ground-floor, and rests on three corbelling-beams.
The front wall of the first^story is protected by the projection of
the rafters carried on the ends of the plates, S.
The corner-posts on the front are there only to protect the wooden
panelling, for behind these posts are party-walls of rough stone
carrying the chimneys. The masonry of the front ceases at the
ground-floor in the left dwelling, but is higher for the one on the
The panels in this example arc filled-in with rough masonry
right.
between the posts. The two examples bear witness to the free and
frank application by mediaeval architects of the simple and sensible
methods of their art, and to their good judgment in profiting by conditions of site and quality of materials, carrying out the programme
given them without keeping to conventional forms, but scrupulously
20

[Contributor* are requested to tend with their drawing! full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.']
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UNION CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, ROCKVILLE, CONN.
MR. W.
H. HAYES, ARCHITECT, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
THE basement of this building is now under way. The completed
structure will cost $60,000

Monson

granite,

ENGLISH

GEORGE
F.

and

Ixj

finished next season.

Long Meadow brownstone and red

D. C.

cost of these buildings will be about $65,000.

THE STATUE OF CHARLES
SEE

:

BASEMENT DWELLINGS FOR COL. R. W. TYLER AND
A. WOODWARD, U. 8. A., WASHINGTON, D. C.
MR. T.

SCHNEIDER, ARCHITECT, WASHINGTON,

THE

Materials

brick.

article

II,

IN

THE STOCKS MARKET, LONDON.

on " Equestrian Monuments " elsewhere

OUT-BUILDINGS NEAR A COUNTRY HOUSE.
SON, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK,

HOUSE FOR
MR.
Y. M. C. A.

MR.

in this issue.

R. H.

ROBERT-

N. Y.

8.

E.

MR.

O.

BUILDING, BRIDGEPORT, CONN. MESSRS. LON8TAFF
A HURD, ARCHITECTS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

OUR MOTHER OF SORROWS SCHOOL-HOUSE, PHILADELPHIA,
J. J.

PA.

DEERY, ARCHITECT, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

RAISING A SUNKEN VESSEL nv GAS.
A somewhat remarkable thing
took place in the river just below Evansville, Iml. recently. A few
days before, the steamer Robert B. Carson collapsed and sank in forty
feet of water, together with thirty head of cattle confined on the lower
deck. For two or three days an effort was made to raise the boat, but
the project was abandoned.
On Saturday morning, however, to the
surprise of one of the harbor boats, the pilot-house and hurricane-deck
of the Carson suddenly appeared above the water. When a crew was
sent down, the steamer was floating along, uphold by some mysterious
agency. This was subsequently traced to the cattle 'themselves, whose
bodies had become inflated by gases generated in the carcases, and
./V. Y.
actually had lifted the steamer to the surface.
Evening Post.
,

FIGURE

.

.

CLOUD, ESQ., WALNUT HILLS, CINCINNATI,
DE8 JARDIN8, ARCHITECT, CINCINNATI, O.

F. H.

is

i

I

,

Translated from the French of Viollet-le-Duc, by Mr. A. B. Bibb.
150, Mo. 666.
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observing the principles of solid and durable construction and that
they had mastered those principles there can be no doubt, for the
houses they built by such simple and inexpensive means have already

and

;

lasted five centuries.
The fashion of corbelling wooden fronts was
followed mainly in the cities, and that system of construction was
not in vogue in all the
the France of to-day.

provinces comprising

was rarely met with north of the Loire, and reached in the midand the east a very imperfect development. In Bresse, for example, the wooden houses of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
had wooden fronts in which the system of building with squared
It

dle
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In our time inspectors of the highways protect the
for his city.
interests.
In those times the rules of inspection were less

common

complete and

less provident, but each citizen thought a little more of
the general interest and tried to assure the well-being of all.
This
alliance of general and private interests between all the inhabitants of a town is more*ffectual than the most complete and bestexecuted ordinances. From an artistic point of view the result is
very interesting in other respects, and as is the case with private
benefactions as compared with public charity, if the latter is more
regular and perhaps more efficacious, the former are more delicate

and

intelligent.

"
construction of houses by " empilage
becomes more characwe approach the Alps. At Nantua (Ain), there arc still
to be seen several houses of nearly the same period as that of
Annonay just given, whose structure approaches more nearly to that
of the Swiss " chalet."
trace in them the most ancient traditions
The manner in which the wooden panelling of the
(see Fig. 23).
first-story is laid on the masonry, the double beams under the roof,
belong only to certain people who employed solely the method of
timberwork by empilage, whilst the outline of the rafters,
forming a
penthouse, and certain parts of the wood panellings resemble the
joined timber-work so common in the north of France.
complete
and critical study of these old remains of dwellings on the soil of the
Gauls would materially aid in a classification of the races
spread
over this territory. The religious edifices and the chateaux were
often built under influences foreign to the soil where
are
found
they
to-day, whereas the dwellings preserved the primitive native traditions.
In England, for example, all constructions of wood of the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries have a certain
analogy with the
art of naval carpentry the mixture of woods, their relative
strength,
the frequent use of curved timbers,
suggest the combinations of timberwork used in ship-building, while at the same time we find in the
north of France a system of timber-work which uses wood
only for
framing. In the cast a more ancient system, belonging to the original population of the
region between the Haute-Loire, the Saone,
the Alps and the Jura, and in the west and south a
very limited sys-

The

teristic as

We

A

:

Fig. 21.

followed to-day in Switzerland,
appears in conjunction with the
more advanced processes of carpentry.
This system of piling up squared timbers,
belonging to certain
populations whose ethnical character is recognizable, is also dependent upon the abundance of resinous trees,
straight like the pine of
the Vosges, of the Jura and the Alps. Oaks,
requiring much troublesome squaring are seldom used in that sort of
timber-work, but
the naturally straight and
easily squared trunks of pines accommodate themselves readily to log
In the eastern and middle
building.
provinces, at this time, large areas were covered with splendid forests.
In Haute-Loire, in Loire and Ardeche, a
part of ancient Lyonnais,
the mountains, bare to-day, were four centuries
ago covered with forests of an hundred years
growth protected by the feudal laws.
In the little town of
Annonay there are, or at least there were
several years ago (for the old
buildings disappear like the leaves in
autumn), a few houses of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
which had survived the fires of the sixteenth
century, almost entirely built of wood in a mode of construction which deserves to
be studied. Figure 22 represents one of them which
may be classed
among the houses of the fourteenth century. Above a oround-floor
built of large blocks of stones, is laid a
deep furring of pine, the
third row of which, forming the floor,
projects from the front in corbelling and carries the panelled front of the first story, which has
three beams carried across the face with their ends
framed into the
corner-posts, between which are other vertical timbers framed into
the beams. On the sides the
ordinary wooden panels, filled-in with
rough stone and mortar, formed the partition-walls. Above the first
a
second
story
projecting floor receives a second story, also with
panelled front, surmounted by a deeply-projecting roof, the combination of which our illustration
The projection
sufficiently explains.
of the roof over the wall of the
ground-floor is about 3.50 m., and
the front was thus perfectly
protected from rain and snow, the
arrangement being well suited to the climate of that countrv, which
is hot in summer and
cold in winter.
logs,

very
These wooden houses differed somewhat from those built
north of
the Loire, where other traditions and different wants were
felt. The
of
people
Lyonnais wanted less lights and more perfect shelter. At
Annonay they not only protected the house-fronts from sudden
storms of snow, but also the streets, so as to allow
the circulation of
the inhabitants in winter. In the Middle
Ages, no matter what may
be said by the detractors of that
period, the citizen did not shut himseit up in the brutal
egoism so common
In

house he remembered that he was a

to-day.

citizen,

and he

buildin<* his
built for himself

Fig. 22.

which wood was used only fpr floors,
joists and rafters and
masonry for the front, side and partition walls are also found.
tern, in

We are

much inclined to believe that houses of certain countries
the Middle Ages differed but little from those built
by their
inhabitants before the Roman domination. The Romans had exercised an influence over the
building of dwellings only in some few of
the provinces, in Provence, a small
part of Lyonnais, Languedoc,
Saintonge, Angoumois, Perigord and part of Bourgogne.
in

Everywhere else traditions going back to
great antiquity were preserved,
and toward the fourteenth
save
in
Provence and Languedoc,
century,
there was a definite anti-Roman
reaction, so far as the buildino- of
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dwellings was concerned. It seemed that at this i-|x'li the old
Gallic nation was restored and with it the architecture whose princiSecular feudality, so far fron
ple.* had lain dormant for a time.
impairing this movement, seems, on the contrary, to have aided it
not certainly from a
particular tasty for any form of art, but U-caiiM
of an incurable aversion to monastic institutions, which, as we have
said, preserved the Gallo-Homanic traditions purely enough.
The Medieval period is one composed of very diverse and often
opposite elements and it is difficult without entering into a long ex-

found in grouping tln-ir houses as much as possible, so as to put their
Timlwr-work lent itself
inmates into immediate communication.
more easily than masonry to this contracted disposition and system
beside taking up less of the precious ground-spare.
It is
Iiglitiii2,
not snrprfsing that in cities which near the fourteenth century had
acquired a certain independence and privileges, and had liecoinc inof

;

Fig. 2S.

dustrious and rich, wood-construction had been almost
exclusively
adopted. In the southern towns, where the traditions of the Konian
municipality were never entirely lost, and where there had not been
that fierce
struggle against the feudal power and the might of the
Church which had borne even more heavily upon the cities than
the power of the laity,

Fig. 23.

position to describe the singular effects produced all at
breasts of a people who were unceasingly active.

once

In the dwellings of town and country, as well as in political his-

fronts.

reign of Saint Louis,

and

continued with
marvellous activity
through the fourteenth and fifteenth
of

The

clerical

feudal power was felt
more heavily in the
towns of the north
than elsewhere. Toward the end of the
twelfth century the

movement which commenced durins* the

centuries,

archi-

and, relatively, wider
streets, anil did not
adopt the very open

in the

tory, do we find traces of that national

times

domestic

tecture adhered to
stone-cons truction,

bishops in an effort to
the exaggerated importance o? the
monastic institutions,
lessen

and during
invasions,

which had absorbed

wars

and miseries
without number. In
towns where the arts
were practised, the
methods of construction departed
from

to their profit a great
part of the diocesan

authority,

the
teaditions
preserved in the convents
returning to
Pig. 24.
wood - constructions
into
bold
combinations
which
they plunged
permitted timber-work
they enlarged the openings in the fronts of their houses, so making
the streets almost a part of them, and the lives of all the citizens
almost a common one. There resulted necessarily from this intimate
neighborhood a perfect union of the citizens. Without descending
to the public street they could talk from house to house.
In certain
streets of the fourteenth century the people formed a conventicle by
simply opening their windows. The struggle of the people against
the secular and clerical powers brought into use many architectural
forms which seem very odd to us to-day. The houses of the times,
;

;

however open their fronts, formed between them impenetrable
alleys, whose walls almost touched at the top, leaving at their base

The strength of the citizen lay in
easily barricaded passageways.
concentration, in union of means and cooperation.
Safety was

and

desir-

ous also of encroaching on the laic feudal
power, connived with
most of the large
towns to the north of
the Loire to build
cathedrals
which
should
become the
monuments of those
which the
cities, in
citizens could assemble at their will to at-

tend to public

have

affairs,

their

law-suits
adjudged, and to plot,
fondly hoped, the destruction of tlie"colossal power
Fig. 26o.

as the bishops
of the abbeys and the barons.

This attempt, although seconded with extreme ardor
by the cities,
of the protestations of the four barons sent in
1246 to the King, Louis IX, and
partly as a result of the establishment of the royal bailiffs and the common
people, forming a closer

Bed partly because

;
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these dwellings particular arrangements which in France pertain
only to the twelfth century, or to the beginning of the thirteenth,
such as, for example, chimneys carried on corbelling upon the front
walls from the first floor.
Figure 25, gives the front of one of these
old houses in Treves dating from the beginning of the fourteenth
century, which has a chimney on the middle of the gabled wall on
The fireplace is built where shown in the plan A and the
the street.
are carried on three brackets,
Hues topped by the crown
shaped
like capitals and on two arches, between the windows of the first
whilst
It
must
have
been
very agreeable,
story.
warming oneself to
be able to enjoy the outside view. Windows so placed enabled one
to work before the chimney-place and to keep warm without
being
annoyed by the reflection of the flame. The people of that epoch had
learned to secure their comfort; we, of to-day, do not seem to have
gained so much, a fact which not unnaturally makes us somewhat
dubious of our superior skill and wisdom. However primitive this

whose protecting power they felt at that time
soon ceased to submit to the erection of these immense basilica
which had been looked upon as fortresses of their future liberty, am
began to oppose the feudal power of bishops and chapters, whos
greatest strength was always in the cities.
This struggle, helped on by the lay lords and tolerated by the roya
power, the king finding it a means of extending his authority, kep
the people of these towns in a constant ferment, while at the sann
time it gave them an idea of their power if united. From this tinn
until the end of the fifteenth
century, the dwellings we have been
alliance with royalty

B

comfort may have been, contemporaneous architecture, at least, entirely subserved it, while our own architecture (at least that which we
wish to persuade ourselves is ours) is in perpetual discord with our
indoor habits. Let us return to the houses of the French cities of
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, in which period wooden
houses were in the majority. They generally showed their gables to
the street, building-lots being rather deep than wide, for the reason
which always rules in cities that the street-front is the most valuable
ground. However, if the site were on a corner gables were raised
on the side walls, and the wood-panelled street front was guttered.
Figure 26, is a house of Beauvais which shows this arrangement.
On the ground-floor is a porch with stores at the back, such as can
be seen at Rheims. The first story is composed of two rooms, to
which access is gained by a spiral staircase built at the back of the
Under the roof is a large room lighted by two
passageway A.
dormer windows, one on the street, the other on a little court. This
dwelling dated from the beginning of the fifteenth century. There
still exist at Orleans several houses of this
kind, though without the
After the war of independence in the fifteenth century, when
porch.
the English were forced to abandon the north and west of France,
there were, during the reign of Louis XI, unmistakable evidences of
among the city people. A great number of private

Srosperity
wellings were erected at Paris, Rheims, Beauvais, Rouen, Orleans, in
all the cities of
Normandy, in Picardy and in the He de France,
round in the cities acquired considerable value. Full circulation
on the street was secured by suppressing even the
porticos whose
pillars or posts were an embarrassment, and
they built the fronts
over the streets from the beams of the first-story. These
Corbelling
'ronts became thus true " brete'ches," wide and
having at the floors

two metres
jection.

market places, which
were almost always
surrounded with porticos.
There is still

A

to be seen at

Rheims

a house whose front in

wooden panels, perfectly preserved from
top to bottom, is carried

on corbellings

of

five

strong supports
and is projected 1.65m.
over the public street
(266).

On

one side a par-

A of stone,
carried the chimneys
and supports two
brackets, on the other
tition-wall

side

is

a simple wood

partition. The wooden
statues
which were

carved on the cornerposts on the wall side

;

,

pro-

of construction
obtained in those streets
which opened on the

Fig. 26*.

describing as being closely joined, very neighborly and almost exactly alike in plan, characterized the architecture of the towns.
study of the customs of the Middle Ages helps us to find the
reasons of their architecture. The Romans
passed a great part of
their time in public monuments or basilicas, under the
porticos, in the
hot baths and the games, in theatres, circuses,
amphitheatres and
the like, and though we have in our own
day a multiplicity of public
buildings, the modern student looking over a plan of ancient Rome,
wonders where the inhabitants of that populous city could have lived.
The Romans, excepting the owners of immense palaces, did little
more than eat and sleep in their own houses. In the Middle
Ages,
on the contrary, each family lived in its own domicile, the citizens
had no time for assemblies, and even had the towns been rich enough
to build public edifices, the
principles of feudal Government would
have opposed them. The church was the only
building in the town
where public meetings were permitted, which explains the
eagerness
with which the populous towns came to the aid of the
bishops when
the
cathedrals.
But when this scheme was
they projected
great
suddenly thwarted and the people found in the royal protection a
real security, they set themselves to
building dwellings with an ardor
altogether new. Wood lent itself marvellously to the ready satisfaction
of their wants, combining the
advantages of rapidity of execution with
cheapness, and, what was still more important, economy of ground.
Everywhere, then, until the end of the sixteenth century architecture followed its regular course it
improved the dwellings, made
them lighter and more commodious, but continued to
employ the
Roman methods. The shape alone was modified. There are in
Bourgogne, Lyonnais, Limousin, Perigord, Auvergne and Languedoc
houses of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries which differ from
those of the twelfth and thirteenth
only in the style of their architecture.
Neither the construction nor the disposition of these dwellIn the still more southern
ings is modified in a sensible degree.
provinces, which, in the fourteenth century were not French, there
were built at this period many dwellings whose style
very closely preserves the Roman character.
There is, for example, one a'mono-5
several houses in Perpignan, used in late
as
a court-house
years
which shows a front of a style almost antique, in
of details
despite
borrowed from the " Aragonais " school of that period
In
(Fig. 24).
the east the traditions of Roman house-construction were followed much
is
that
to
later,
Certain houses in
say, until the fifteenth century.
Treves, Cologne and Mayence, built in the beginning of the
thirteenth century, were they in the He de France and
Champagne,
could pass for Roman houses. There are still found in severat of

of

This system

no

longer exist, but
the two end brackets

show carvings in
round relief, on
side
lion
St.
Fig. 27.

half-

one

Samson killing the
and on the other

Michael overthrow-

This
ing the demon.
panelled
projecting
ront with side lights is finished and carved with
great perfection, and
must have been splendidly framed to have so
long maintained its
liape, although in its whole height there is not a single cross of St.
indrew. The spaces between the posts are filled with
masonry and
lucco.
At Figun 27, is given a timber-work house at
Rouen, four
tories high, a little older than the
preceding example, belonging in
act to the first half of the fifteenth
It stands at the
century.
Angle of
wo streets. The wooden fronts of each
story are corbelled one beond the other (see the cut, A) so that the third
story covers a sur:
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face sensibly larger tlian the ground Moor. The cornice at the basi
of the gable, represents a sort of machicoulis.
In the fifteenth eeiiturj
the windows were niimeroiis and small, a necessity of construction
when the woodwork was carried to a great height, such construction*
by reason of the material employed Ix-in;; Mihjeet to movements
The window-frames were often put out of place, M ruined or warped
by the shifting of the timbers. It was frequently necessary to take
them out and replace them.
The smaller sanies were much less
sensible to changes of tem[>enitiire or followed more easily the move
mi M s of the timber-work. Tlie
panels strengthened by cross-braces
prevented the warping of the window-jambs and the weights of the
front were principally carried on the corner-i>osU.

published and not merely affixed to the pedestals of the statues.
In
1G7-I, Andrew Marvel!, who seems to have had little love forthe Stuart
family, wrote a clever skit which piir|n.rts In In- a dialogue held between the horses which nplim-e these despised unman h-, anil each

The

dialogue

Pasquino doing?"

The

!

:

sans cteur et sans entrailles."

was simply

:

statute."

A somewhat closer analogy can

be found in the case of the
equesCharing Cross, and of Charles II, in
the Stocks Market, London, though in this case, the pasquinade was
trian statues, of Charles

'

Continued from No.

1 After

670,

I,

at

page

197.

Fairholt'8 " Itambtes of an Arcltsenlogitt."

have represented Menelaus trampling on Patroclus
Bernini declared that it wan the finest piece of ancient sculpture In Rome.
The public opinion of Home, has only one traditional organ. It is that mutilated block of marble, called Pasqulno's statue, ... on which are mysterious1} affixed by unknown hands the frequent squibs of Koman mother-wit on the
events of the day. That organ has now uttered its cutting joke on the Fathers
of the Council. Some mornings ago there was found pasted in big letters outhifl
defaced and truncated stump of a once choice statue the inscription " Littrm
come it Concilia." The sarcasm is admirably to the point.
London Ttmet, Jan.
*

ignoble

:

horses, I mean, of Woolchurch and Charing
told many truths worth any man's hearing,

and the white marble steed
night came together, by all 'tis agreed.
When both kings were weary of sitting all

said

:

"Grotesque monument, infame piddestal!
"
Les Vertus sont a pied, le Vice est a cheval "
And a short time after the following appeared
" II est ici commc a Versailles.
third epigram, of the briefest,

thus introduced

is

the Koman Church, good Christians
oblige yo
beliove man and bean: have pnke in efHgie,
VVkjy should we not credit the public discourses
In dialogue between two inanimate horses.

The
The

:

" Statua

own

his

If

X.

;

II est

at

Since Viner and Osborn did buy and provide Ym
For the two mighty monarch* who now do bestride 'cm.

" I am takMarforio, one morning.
ing care of Rome that it does not go
away to Urbino," was the satirical rejoinder
that Pasquino made twenty-four hours later.
This particular interchange of wit was intended to express resentment at the partiality that Clement XI showed to his native
town, Urbino, at the expense of the citizens
of Rome, and was but one of a series of epigrams that the early riser might read posted
on the pedestal of one or the other of these
famous statues which indignant or discontented citizens had selected
as the mouth-piece to give expression to their dissatisfaction at the
existing state of things, a dissatisfaction mainly directed at the venalism of the reigning pontiff. The statue known as Pasquino 8 was a mutilated figure set up at the end of the Palazzo Braschi, near the Piazza
Navona, a neighborhood where, in the latter part of the fifteenth
century, was the shop of a shrewd-tongued, gossipy tailor which was
frequented by the upper classes, who gathered there to interchange
the news of the day and laugh at the brilliant sallies of the witty
-:i
j t was a f ter j^ death that the statue, which had
tailor.
long lain
half embedded in the ground, was set up, and at once the fiction was
established that it was Pasquino who had come back to life again for
the purpose of continuing at the old stand the agreeable task of
launching in writing those bitter epigrams which the hand of death
had prevented his voicing orally.
However keen a watch was
kept, some one was found skilful enough to affix the skit without detection
and as in life the tailor's wit was drawn out by some clever
interlocutor, the colossal reclining statue of the river-god Marforio
was selected as his gossip.
Free speech was not for those days and
the populace delighted in this early attempt to perform the work that
is now carried on by the unbridled morning newspaper. 4
The scandal, for the, epigrams and verses were often scurrilous in the extreme, 8
at length reached such a pitch that at the close of the sixteenth century the statue of Marforio was removed to its present position in
the Capitol. As for Pasquino, Adrian VI threatened to have him
thrown into the Tiber, but a friend, Ludovico Suessano, dissuaded
him from it by declaring that if he did the very frogs would croak
pasquinades against him. Pasquino knew his power and did not
hesitate to flaunt it in the face of the victim of his corrections, and
once his pedestal bore this question, addressed to Paul III [1534" Great sums were
49].
formerly given to poets for singing how
much will you give me, O Paul, to be silent Y "
This particular form of pasquinade has been used also in later
times ; thus when the equestrian statue of Louis XV, by Bouchardon,
was set up in what is now the Place de la Concorde, Paris, the
pedestal being adorned with statues of Strength, Wisdom, Justice
and Peace, by Pigallc, there appeared one morning on the pedestal
the following couplet

While a

lie fell

To

PASQUINADES.

"

shame

the.

service, by casting rulle-iinns on the rider of his fellow.

Who

EQUESTRIAN MONUMENTS.
is

to militate

quadruped sought

[To be oontlnued.1
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Tills statue 10 Bald to

16,, 187"..

'When in the time of Plus VI, the loaf of bread was greatly reduced In size
one
e of these little morsels was hang ho/e, willi th inscription
Hfuni/ircnlirt fit
Sex
exti," a take-off on this Popo'a practice of labelling with this statement all

stately brass stallion

They

Am!

stole olT, incognito,

each

day

his

own way,

then the two jades after mutual
salutes,
Not only discoursed but fell into disputes.
in the course of these
disputes that they indulge in mutual reItjs
criminations, one attacking the
of the second Charles, the
profligacy
other reflecting on the despotic acts of the first. The bronze horse
apropos of the report that Charles II had embraced tho Catholic
religion, said that it was wondrous

"That he should be

Who
And

adds
"

'

styled Defender of Faith
believes not a word that any man saith "

'

:

Though changed his religion, I hope he's so civil
Not to think his own father has gone to the devil "

The
pressed

conclusion reached in their
midnight discussion

'

is

thus ex-

:

" But canst
them devise when things
'

'

When

will

the reign of the line of the Stuarts

be mended?'
is ended."'

The statue of Charles I at Charing Cross still
endures, but the
other party to this midnight
colloquy has, with his rider, disappeared entirely, or, at least, sought such seclusion that, if it still
exists as a whole, its
resting-place is unknown; while if it has undergone a third step in its career of transubstantiation, it is not possible
to identify either horse or rider as
parts of any now existing statue
The devotion that the Stuart kings were able to arouse in the
hearts of their followers was the cause of
many of the most romantic
incidents of their times, which
story-writers in prose and verse have
not been slow to take advantage of, and the
vivid-colored lives of
the leading cavaliers are in this
way as familiar to us as their particolored clothes are through the portraits that still
hang in private
and public galleries. At the Restoration this devotion had
free
vent, and he was surest to win tho monarch's favor whose wit could
evoke the most taking form of flattery.
Robert Viner, a worthy goldsmith, and
by consequence one to
whose purse the ever-necessitous Charles
may have more than once
had recourse
and money-lenders were
generally pretty sure of their
cent per cent in dealing with him
was in lt>08 Lord Mayor of
London, perhaps as a reward for his complacency in holdin" his
pursestrings with a slack hand when the King was his visitor, and seekin"
perhaps, how he might glorify himself and secure further advance!
ment, determined to erect a statue to the honor of the recently
restored monarch. But having been bred
up in mercantile ways,
he knew the value of his money better,
perhaps, than he understood
art, and having in the course of recent travels in
Italy come upon
at Leghorn, an unfinished and
neglected statue, he
procured

a bargain.

infidel.

keeping
1 his marble statue, which Viner at first wished to
set up before
the Royal Exchange, but which he was not
allowed to place there

"
because of the
of the
bignesse
Stocks Market on May 29, 1672,
feet high, ornamented with niches
iron fence; and the water-conduit
'

day poured forth

moved

claret.

in order to

Here

group, was finally set up in the

on a freestone pedestal,
eighteen
and dolphins, and enclosed by an
near which it was placed on that
stood

till 1738, when it was
reMansion House, and was for
an inn-yarj, where the rider was
probably as

make way

many

it

for the

years stored in
out of place as his steed.
The following rhymes on the occasion of
taking down the statue
allege that the figure on the horse had represented Cromwell also
but this is an anachronism, the Protector
being dead before Sobieski
ittle

won

his great battle

:

"

s

erected by him.

it

As to his practical mind there was no unseemliness
in
giving the order to convert the figure of stern and
upright John
bobieski, King of Poland, into the wine and woman lovin< Charles
Stuart, the Pole's head was removed, and the
Anglicised Scot's
substituted in its place by Latham, and the Turk
upon whom the
horse was trampling was rechristened
Cromwell, though so little
heed was taken to conceal the Hebraic character of the
proceeding
that this figure was allowed to retain its
It is
original turban
there
barely possible
may have been in this a further mcrrv iest in
the
ascetic Roundhead leader in the
representing
guise of a haremat

The connection Is not clear, a> the statue was erected in 1*72
years
Rtratlon. and before the siege of Vienna, which took place
?
oure the statue never represented Cromwell

after
"oil

tl.
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HORSE AT STOCKS
THE LAST DYING SPEECH AND CONFESSION OF THE
MARKET.
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names of the parties to
Will you kindly in your next issue give the
to by the judge can
the suit and also where the French law referred
be found, and oblige,

I

Yours

fair town,
people of London's
one day put up what the next you pull clown;
Full sixty-one years have I stood in this place,
And never till now met with any disgrace.
What affront to crowned heads could you offer more bare,
Than to pull down a king to make room for a mayor.
The great Sobieski, on horse with long tail,
for sale
1 first represented when set up
A Turk as you see, was placed under my feet,
To prove o'er the Sultan my triumph complete.
Next when against monarchy all were combined,
was designed.
I for your Protector, Old Noll,
When the King was restored, you then, in aoftrice,
device,
Called me Charles the Second, and by way
s face
Said the old whiskered Turk had Oliver
the disgrace.
felt
ne'er
he
Though, you know, to be conqueredhorse to ride Three such persons as these on one
A hero, usurper, and king all astride forced to retire,
Such honors were mine; though now
be something still higher.
1'erhaps my next change may
a
From a fruit-woman's market, I may leap to spire
As the market is moved, I'm obliged to retreat,
where 1 d nothing to eat
I could stay there no longer
Now the herbs and the greens are all carried away,
1
find me in hay.
I must trot unto those who will
mind
in
been
had
it
by the descendkept
If lost to public sight,
and in 1779, on the petition of
ants of the worthy ex-Lord Mayor,
the group to
Robert Viner, Esq., the Common Council presented
to his family countryhim and it was at once moved from London
of the Viner family is
What became of it on the extinction
seat
"
"
at the final auction mb
not known. Very likely it became a lot
and it is not unof family-plate, furniture, pictures, and bric-a-brac,
auctioneer
the
were
records
glib-tongued
if
the
imperfect,
likely that,
which one of the lately deceaseds
'may have hesitated long to
feat of trampling upon
forbears he should ascribe the uncommon
undress of Class*
turbaned Turks, while himself arrayed in the
a
what
The prints of the period do not give a very clear notion of
there was so obvious
the artistic nierits of the statue really were, and
that the real
an invitation to jest in the turban-covered Cromwell
when
nierits of the sculpture may have been overlooked, particularly
who did
there were added the flouting gibes of the free-tongued wits,
in 1676,
not hesitate to follow the example of Lord Rochester, who,

Ye whimsical

Who

respectfully,

A

SUBSCRIBER.

Mutual Defenre Society gives only the
in which the Society interp.irties to the disputes
- architect,
M. P.
venes. This particular suit is given as beins between
I he decision was
Ch.
and the Hospital, or Asylum, (Hospice) of Ch.
The text of the decision con<M\-en by the Council d'Etat, July 15, 1887.
EDS. AMKKICAH ARCHITECT.]
tains no references to other cases.

ITHK Bulletin of the
initials of the names of

Architects'

,

;

AUTOMATIC VENTILATORS.
CINCINNATI,

18, 1888.

A.

ELZNER.

O.
Yours very truly,
ventilators with slats hung so as to close against an inward current,
but open to allow an outward current to escape, were made in Boston years
which has now gone out of existence, and we do not
bv a

[THE

company

ago

know 'that they can be had anywhere. Perhaps au ingenious galvamzedEos. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]
iron worker could make them to order.

:

"

October

of the manufacturers of automatic opening and closing louvre ventilators (made
You would greatly oblige,
of sheet-iron, I think) ?

:

in his

O.,

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Can you give me the name and address
Dear Sirs,

OLD ROMAN PLANK ROADS. The Prussian Minister of Education,
von Gossler, having learned that Prof. F. Knoke had lately found
and
traces of old Roman plank roads on the moor between Mehrholz
in Lower
Hanover, invited that
Bragel, not far from Diepholz,
He has just completed
the matter.
gentleman to fully investigate
He was able to trace the lines of two parallel plank
the task.
roads right across the moor, presenting all those distinctive features
One of them shows
which are found in Rowan works of this kind.
evident signs of having been demolished by force, the boards, which
were originally fastened with pegs to the bearers, having been
the bog to the right and left of
violently torn away and buried in
the track. The other road seems to have fallen into decay, but there
in
are signs of repairs executed even during the Roman period. For
fastened over the original planks, the
places boards have been found
fashion of both being the same. Those repairs seem to have been carried out hastily, for in one place a mallet, employed probably to drive
home the pegs, was found on the track, forgotten, no doubt, by the
workmen. The local archaeologists feel assured that they have here the
used A. D. 15, by the Roman commander, A.
ponies longi which were
London Times.
Cajcina, in his retreat from Germany to the Ems.

declares that:

The Hittory oftlie Insipids,"
lampoon,
" Could Robin Viner have foreseen
The glorious triumphs of his master,
The Woolchurch statue gold had been

Which now is made of alabaster
But wise men think, had it been wood
:

Do RAILROAD LOCOMOTIVES CAUSE FLOODS AND STORMS ?

T'were for a bankrupt king too good.

" Those that the fabric well consider

Do

it diversely discourse.
the rider,
pass their censure on
Others their judgment on the horse:
Most say the steed's a goodly tiling,
But all agree 'tis a lewd king."

of

Some

"The Mansion-House and many adjacent buildings
of stocks,
from a
on the site of sVocks Market which took its name near thispair
spot, as early
iinciit of offenders erected in an open place
for the mints'
P
centuries.
This was the great market of the city during many
as the y ea"
in honor of Charles II.
In it stood the famous equestrian statue erected
Mansion-House.
'statue was removed in 1738, to make room for the

THE STOCKS MARKET.

S

8t Jifd

;

.

The
t
Fe
"The Stocks Market

.

.

removed in 1737 to Farringdon Street, and was then
Old and Xw> London."
V.'alford's
called Flee!^Market." -From Thornbury &
" The Mutton-eating King.")
"
,
n ("The Merry Monarch
of Charles I born May 29, 1630 landed in Scotland, 1649.
Kmg o* England atson
France
Scone defeated at Dunbar and Worcester; fled to married
ami wascrowned
1660
wa's

;

;

!

;

the English throne by General Monk.
alliance against Louis XIV, with whom
cSthariiie o! Bragaua joined the triple
he soon made a secret-treaty died 1685.
Died
1624.
TOHN SOBIESKI
{"The Wizard.") King of Poland. Born
He sent the Mussulman
in 1683.
Raised ?he siege
1696
g of Vienna by the Turks
I
I
came.
the
with
message.
captured b efo re that city to the Pope,
W'IB restored

to

;

'

;

;

Sards
saw.

God conquered."

The
THF WooLrHi'Rni STATUE. Sir Robert Viner was a famous goldsmith.
as the Woolchurch one, because
statue ^sretarSrtohy Rochester and Marvell
of St. Mary's Woolchurch which formchurch
the
of
site
the
to
of iuVrotimity
It was burnt in 1666.
erly stood in the Stocks Market.
[ To be contlnued.l

A

cor-

for
respondent of the Northwestern Railroader advances a curious theory
the increasing prevalence of floods and rainstorms. He says that there
are over 30,000 locomotives in use in North America, and estimates
that from them alone over 63,000,000,000 cubic yards of vapor are sent
or
into the atmosphere every week, to be returned in the form of rain,
" to
"
over 7,000,000,000 cubic yards a day
quite enough," he says,
Estimating the
produce a good rainfall every twenty-four hours."
number of other non-condensing engines in use as eight times the number of locomotives, the total vapor thus projected into the air every
week in this country amounts to more than 470,000,000,000 cubic
Is
"sufficient for the floods of terror ?
yards. "Is this not," he asks,
"
Age
there any reason to wonder why our storms are so damaging ?

of Steel.

"A

A

boiler for the instantaneous generation
NEW STEAM BOILER.
manufacof steam is the very newest thing in our line," said a leading
" The
apparatus
turer to a Mail and Express scientist the other day.
consists of a thick wrought-iron tube of any convenient diameter, which
till its internal
is flattened at a temperature below the welding point,
walls are almost in contact, a section of the tube showing oVily a
The tube is then coiled into any
straight line the thickness of a hair.
convenient shape and is exposed to the direct heat of the furnace.
Cold water being forced in at one end by a pump issues out from the
other as steam, the pressure and dryness of which depend on the temclaimed that no furring or scaling up of
perature of the tube." It is
the tube takes place, as the high velocity with which the steam passes
through breaks up and carries along with it any deposit at the very
The largest boiler yet constructed on this
instant of its formation.
and has proved so satisfactory
plan has been a ten-horse-power one,
The government has experts
that the system is about to be extended.
at work examining the system, expecting to adopt it for use in the construction of torpedo boats.

FRENCH LAWSUITS.
MONTREAL, CAN., October 20,

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

1888.

:

an

In your issue of the 28th of April last, there
Dear Sirs,
"
in
on " A case in France of Architects' Mutual Defence Society
a
certain
of
hospithe
officials
between
suit
a
which there is mentioned
is

arti-

cle

tal
>

and their architect
From

;

the verdict resulting in favor of the architect.

"
Chambers's Book of Days."

The French papers,
DEATH OF M. FELIX ROUQUET, ARCHITECT.
announce the death of the able architect, M. Felix Rouquet, who was
in
1822.
He
took
with
Ballu in the resborn at Chalon-sur-Saone
part
toration of the church at St. Germain-l'Auxerrois, the Tour de St.
Jacques clc la Rouchine, the churches of St. SSeverin, Ste. Clotilde, and
La Trinitc, Chateau de Chcnonceaux, the Hotel Carnavalet, and other
He was the author of an excellent monograph on the
buildings.
Cathedral at Khciins, and one of the best architectural draughtsmen
France has produced. He received a Medal of the Second Class at the
Salon of 1871; another at the Exposition Universelle of 1878.
Birmiwjham Post.
*
S.

J.
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1I711E Engineering and Building Record
*jj in answer to a correspondent, which

brings*

up a

point,

well worth discussing, if the discussion will elicit the results of the experience of architects or builders. The correspondent asks
how much the lower half of a brick wall one hundred feet high
will settle while the upper half is being built ; and the editor,
while calling attention to the importance of the question, mentions, as the only definite measurement which had come to his
knowledge, that nine feet at the bottom of a high wall settled
three-eighths of an inch during the completion of the building.
think most persons of experience would consider this a
Where a new building is constructed by the
small settlement.
side of an old one, using the old wall as a party-wall, and
erecting a new wall parallel with it to enclose the opposite side
of the structure, the floor-beams, if laid level from the holes
cut in the old wall to their places on the new one, would, when
the house was finished, be lower at the end next the 'new wall
It is usual with masons to allow a correction
than the other.
for this, laying the beams higher at the end on the new wall,
so that when the weight has been added they will be found to
have settled to a level. If we are not mistaken, the allowance
made for this purpose is five-eighths of an inch for each story,
where the new wall is of common brick, with joints of the
ordinary thickness. This, of course, is only a rude approximation to the exact correction, as the settlement goes on continuously while the wall is in process of erection, and for
some time afterward, but it answers a tolerably good purpose,
and with different mortars, or different methods of bricklaying,
the compression might be more or less.
One thing which
should not be forgotten, and which is, perhaps, more easily determined with accuracy than the compression of fresh mortar,
is the settlement of old brickwork under a
newly added load.
All architects have seen old party-walls extended upward, and
seen, also, that the old brickwork settles materially under the
is

discussion of the dispute between Mr. K. K. Kobsou
and the London School Hoard has called out a letter in
the Hiiililrr from one of Mr. Robson's clerks-of-works, of
a very different stamp from the individual whose description,
as given by himself, we mentioned recently.
The Jiuilder't
correspondent, Mr. Phillips, explains the matter of the staircase which was built witli insufficient head-room, by saying
that it was an ingenious device, or, rather, an adaptation of
an old plan, for getting two staircases in the space of one, by
providing a mez/anine at half the height of the story. He had
himself carried out staircases of the same sort in others of Mr.
Robson's school-houses successfully, the minimum headway
being six feet and a half, but the ingenious person who "did
"
not care to furnish other people with brains
seems to have
got hopelessly muddled over the plans, and to have been too
egotistical to conceive the possibility

that the mistake might
Besides the
himself, instead of the drawings.
trouble with this, and possibly other incompetent clerks-ofworks, Mr. Phillips says, what is well worth noting, that the
practice adopted by the School Board of paying contractors
every month enabled builders of little capital or credit to obtain

have been

in

which they carried out after the manner of their
one case under his charge the proposed site of the
school was partly occupied by a brick cottage, which, under
the contract, was to be torn down, and the materials removed
by the builder. Coming to the place late one forenoon from
other buildings under his care, he found that the cottage, which
the day before was intact, had disappeared.
The foreman, on
being asked how it was got away so quickly, answered, with
"
many smiles, that they had a lot of carts there early, and
carted it all away."
Mr. Phillips, who appears to have the
tact of a born superintendent, thought there was
something
abnormal about the foreman's cheerfulness, and looked about
with special care.
A trench had been dug for the concrete
footings of one of the walls, and this he found filled and nicely
levelled up with fresh concrete.
He ordered some of the concrete dug out, and discovered that it was only six inches
deep,
and that underneath lay what he calls " the grave of the old
cottage," consisting of a mass of bricks, plaster and other rub" carried off
bish, which, instead of being
early in carts," had

contracts,
kind.
In

been simply dumped into the trench, previously prepared for it
by daubing a little concrete over the bottom and sides, and
covered with a layer of concrete over the top.

We

We

remember one instance where an old
additional weight.
party-wall was lined up, and built upon from the top upward to
The old brickwork settled,
a height of some sixty feet.
apparently throughout its whole extent, but the effect was
naturally greatest at the top, where a movement of nearly two
inches seemed to have taken place, dislocating the stone
cornice and the upper window-dressings nearest to the partyThese walls were built
wall, so that they had to be rebuilt.
with a large dose of cement in the mortar.
How the effect
would have been modified with more or less cement is an importamt question.

TT QUESTION

is

sometimes raised as

fjL the five per cent architect's fee, and

to the
it

is

antiquity of
interesting to

know that it had been established by immemorial custom
In February of that year, the
early as the year 1800.
twelfth Pluvidse of the eighth year of the millennium ushered
in by the French Revolution, the Conseil des Bailments Civils
" a custom
reported to the Minister of the Interior that it was
as

which had always served as the rule, and which ought to determine the rulings of the courts in such matters," that the architect was properly entitled to five per cent on the cost for
"

making

plans, directing the

work

(conduite des ouvraget),

and examining and adjusting the accounts for ordinary
buildings
in Paris, but that for buildings at a
greater distance than three
miles from his residence double fees should be allowed, the

his own travelling expenses"; and that
if,
"as sometimes happens, drawings or models were
required

architect paying

which occasioned unusual expense, the value of these should be
estimated and paid separately."

NEW English

trick

is

described in the Builder, against

which some of our readers may be glad to be warned
before it becomes acclimated in this
As decountry.
scribed by Mr. W. H. Bidlake, an architect who has been made

a victim, the fraud is a simple one.
The inventor of it, a man
about forty, with " a sandy moustache," whose "
writing
and spelling are emphatically bad," makes his appearance in a
town and buys a lot of land. He then calls on some architect,

of

whom he employs to make plans and specifications for a buildThese are procured, and
ing on the lot, and to obtain tenders.
a contract signed. The architect is particularly
requested to
have as much material as possible delivered on the ground
ready
"
for use,
to avoid obstructing the roadway." The work is
begun
under the contract, and pushed by the builder, to whom,
however,
the speculator thinks it imprudent to make
until
any payments
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the roof is on.
By the time the building has reached this
a large
the
proprietor has made arrangements for placing
stage,
the money
mortgage on the building and ground, and as soon as
is in his possession he disappears with it, leaving the mortgagee
to take possession of the estate, and the builder and architect
to console themselves with the reflection that they have gained
a valuable experience in return for their time and money.
Mr. Bidlake says that the individual whom he describes has
carried out similar schemes in at least six different towns, to
his

knowledge.

" Great Eastdemolition of the gigantic steamship, the
of the sinsome
recalls
is
now
which
nearly complete,
ern,"
which attended the early
gular hopes and disappointments
adventures of that wonder of our boyhood. Although several
" Great
Atlantic steamships now in service nearly approach the
"
and
Eastern's dimensions, none have yet reached them,
thirty
At that
the wonders of the world.
years ago she was one of
time emigration to Australia was increasing rapidly, and it
seemed as if a ship large enough to take out a whole colony at
With this idea the
once would be popular and profitable.
" Great Eastern " was
designed, for a company formed expressly
For some reason,
to build and use her, by the younger Brunei.

HE

the estimates of cost which had been made proved very inadeher was ruined before her
quate, and the company which owned
after spendcompletion, winding up its affairs in bankruptcy,
unfinished.
After much
ing eight million dollars on a ship still
trouble, money was raised to complete and equip the vessel ;
but she was unfortunate from the first. On one of her earliest
trial trips a serious accident took place on board, and her enormous bulk made it difficult to manage her, or even to enter
most harbors. The idea of sending her regularly to Australia
was abandoned, and she was tried on the route between LiverShe made one or two trips successfully,
pool and New York.
and the spaciousness of her decks and saloons would have made
her popular with travellers, if it were not that her size made it
difficult to get her over the bars, both at Sandy Hook and at
the mouth of the Mersey, while, if we recollect rightly, she
could not be brought to any pier in New York, but had to
anchor in the Hudson River, off Twenty-third Street, and
After it was found untransfer her passengers to tenders.
profitable to use her as an Atlantic liner, she remained idle for a
time, until it occurred to some one that her immense hull would
be well adapted for storing the coils of telegraph cables, which,
after the success of the first Atlantic cable, were being laid
The earlier Atlantic cables, in default of
all over the world.
vessels large enough to carry the whole of a rope three thousand miles long, were laid from two ships, each carrying half
the line, and moving from mid-ocean in opposite directions.
The objection to this, aside from the expense of the double
equipment of ships, instruments and apparatus, and electricians,
lay in the danger that the two vessels might drift or be blown
This happened several
asunder, so as to break the cable.
times, and the opportunity for doing the whole work with a
" Great Eastern " seemed
single ship like the
very advantageous.

The demand
and the huge

for such service was, however, only temporary,
vessel was soon laid up in idleness again.
After

resting for several years, she was sold, at a disastrous sacrifice,
to be used in carrying coal from the mining region to London.
Her unwieldly size seems, however, to have interfered with
this sort of service, and she was soon put out of
again, and moored in Liverpool harbor, where she

as a curiosity,

and served

to attract

many

visitors.

commission
was shown
The income

derived from this source was too small to pay for the care of
the ship, and she was finally sold at auction, some six or eight
months ago, as old junk, with the understanding that she must
be broken up as soon as possible, and got out of the way. Some
enterprising contractors were bold enough to bid a hundred
thousand dollars for her, and her plates will soon be scattered

through the English rolling mills whence they came.
~Tf

CURIOUS

/j[

made

f

'

illustration of the

progress which has been
furnished by the fact that her
dimensions and construction were such that she could not
in naval design

is

be adapted to modern marine machinery. Unlike the great
ships of the present day, which measure in length, as a rule,
" Great Eastern "
ten times their breadth, the
was eighty-three
feet wide, with a length of six hundred and seventy-nine feet.
She was originally fitted with side-wheels, as well as a screw.
The latter was driven by an engine of sixteen hundred horsepower, while another engine of one thousand horse-power

[Vot.

XXIV.

Mo. 673.

moved the side-wheels. The two sets of engines together
exerted only twenty-six hundred horse-power, a force which
would be thought in these days very inadequate to the proto the wastefulness of
pulsion of such a mass, while, owing
the old marine engines, her consumption of coal was three
hundred tons per day. Jt is true that such ships as the
" Etruria " and " Umbria " burn
very much more than this,
while at high speed ; but their triple-expansion engines
enable them to get far more work out of a ton of coal than
was possible with the " Great Eastern's" engines, while the
comparatively light construction of the latter vessel made it impracticable to fit her up with the powerful machinery which
serves to drive the strong and thoroughly braced steamers of the
present day through the water.

HE

daily papers interest themselves a good deal in the
twenty-eight-story building which it is proposed to erect in
do not know whether the scheme is a
Minneapolis.
serious one, but, if so, we are decidedly inclined to agree with
the persons who believe that such inordinately lofty structures
are not likely to prove profitable to their owners.
There is no
doubt that, with care and skill, a very lofty office-building or

We

apartment-house may be so constructed as to be safe against
ordinary sources of danger, but it is also certain that very few
buildings of the kind are so constructed, and nearly all the
twelve or fifteen story structures that we know have, within a

few years after their erection, shown signs of movements which
must inevitably lead to speedy deterioration, if not total ruin. In
most cases, the cracking and twisting, which the observant eye
readily detects, appear to come from unequal settlement in different portions of the walls, and in the substance of the walls
themselves, and such unequal settlements would be increased by
carrying the masonry to a greater height, unless the usual
system of building were modified, by abandoning close jointed
facings to rubble or rough brick walls, and constructing all exterior and division walls of block-stone, of nearly the same
dimensions throughout, and laid with mortar joints of uniform

This would add considerably to the cost of the
building, and increase the amount which must be charged for
rents in it.
Moreover, even if properly and safely constructed,
thickness.

such a building would have many objections, from which more
modest structures are exempt. We ought never to forget that we
live in a country where
earthquakes are tolerably frequent.
Probably each one of our readers has felt one or more shocks,
strong enough, perhaps, to shake bricks off a chimney-top, and
the effect of such shocks at the top of a
building three hundred
feet high would be so vigorous as to
frighten the tenants of the
More than fifty years ago
upper stories, if nothing worse.

there was an epidemic of lofty buildings in New York, and,
although elevators were then unknown, six, seven or eight
stories were not considered too much to place over the valuable
lots in the lower part of the
Between 1830 and 1840
city.
some earthquake shocks were felt in New York, and the owners
of the taller buildings

and reduce them

to

made

more

haste to cut off the upper stories

stable proportions.

What would

be

the effect of a lively earthquake shock on the tenants of a
twentyeight-story building may be imagined, and the fall of a person
from an upper window, or any one of a dozen
probable accidents, would depopulate all the structures over a certain height
in Minneapolis, or in other town that
follow its

might

example.

engineer knows something of the cheap coating for

EVERY
steam-pipes, made of sour flour and plaster-of-Paris, mixed,

allowed to ferment a little, and spread on the hot
pipes to
bake, which is often used here.
This, we should think, might
tend to corrode the iron pipes, and a useful substitute
may be
found in a sort of sawdust
pudding, which has long been employed in the great pen manufactory of Blanzy, Poure & Company, at Boulogne, and is described in the Revm Industriette.

The dough

is

compact mass.
grease,

it

may

made by mixing

flour paste and sawdust into a
If the pipes are of iron, clean, and free from
be applied directly, to the depth of an inch.

A

mixture of two parts wheat to one of
rye flour gives the best
paste, and, when prepared with fine sawdust, freed
by sifting
from lumps, it adheres
For brass pipes a wash of
perfectly.
clay, mixed with water, should be applied before putting on the
3aste, or twine may be wrapped around the
The paste
pipe.
should be put on in two or three
layers, each being allowed to
dry before adding the next, and when all is dry, two or three
coats of coal tar, put on with a
brush, will prevent deteriorafrom dampness.

NovEMUKit
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XII.

PULLEYS.

'FTLMOST

tin- only forms of
pulley
used by lii|i|i>rs are those whirli
arc employed for cluublc-IiJiii^iii^
windows. These are made with ca-iiron frames for tlie cheaper styles of
work, or frames of malleable iron for
a better class of 1500 Js ; while somo
manufacturers use wrought-iron enThe wheels arc usually made
tirely.
of cast-iron, with a groove shaped to
r
ive the sash-cord or chain.
The
pulley >s fitted in a mortise cut into
the face of the hanging-style of the
wiudow-frame, and the part visible, or
the face, is made of almost any mabut most often of bronzed,
terial,
nickel-plated, painted or japanned iron.

j\

1G2.

Ordinary Axlepulley.
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The commonest form is bronzed
The axles of the wheels are
iron.

of
steel or gun-metal, and the wheels themselves in the
better class tti goods are turned to accurate dimensions, though
some cheaper grades are simply cast and polished. Some
manufacturers finish pulleys with plain or ornamented bronze

which case the face is made of a separate piece of
There are also
metal, riveted to the iron frame of the pulley.
in the market, a few fine grades of pulleys made with brass
wheels and cast-brass frames. This is, however, a needless expense, and such pulleys are used more in connection with
faces, in

furniture than with building.
The essential qualities of a good pulley-wheel, are simply
There should be
that it shall run lightly, smoothly and easily.
a broad hub on the axle in order to prevent the flanges from
jarring or rattling against the pulley frame, and the wheels
selected should be of such a size that when the face-plate is
mortised-in flush with the face of the hanging-style, the inner
edge of the wheel will be over the centre of the box, so that

sash-weights will not strike against the frame when raised or
lowered.
Sash-pulleys are usually made in five sizes: 1J inch, 2, 2J,
2
and 3 inches, the size referring to the diameter of the
The two-inch wheel is sufficiently
wheel.
for
most cases, but for heavy, platelarge
glass windows larger sizes are used, though
the chief advantage of a large pulley is
not so much that it will wear better, but
that it will throw the sash-cord farther
away from the hanging-style, and so perWhen the
mit of larger sash-weights.
expense is not an item to be considered in
the selection, it is well to employ some
form of anti-friction, ball or pin bearing
over fifty
pulley for all sash weighing
poor pulley will soon wear
pounds.
If antiloose so as to rattle on the axle.
friction wheels are not advisable, the next
best form is one with a large gun-metal
axle.
Some, compositions of phosphor-

market, and whieh will serve to give an idea of the lines the
attempted improvement^ ha\e followed.
"
Figure li'il illustrates a form known as the
Kmpire sashpnlley, in whieh the case is eorrug.ited horizontally so that it
will exactly lit into a series of holes li >rcd into the; frame with
an auger or hit of standard si/e, a gr.-at reduction in the labor

The a Ivantages elaim-<l for
of morlisiii'_' thus being ellVcted.
than any oilier pulley.
it are that it cuts away less of the fram
is held more securely, does not require any
screws, and can be inserted much more readily
It is claimed
and quickly than any other kind.
that these pulleys can bo fitted to the window
frames at the rate of sixty per hour.

A pulley requiring even less work in setting,
though somewhat more complicated in construc<!.5.
This consists of
tion, is shown by Figure
two. small wheels set in a cylindrical case, and
Fig. 161.
requiring no more labor to fit in place than is
S:i-h-pullfy. kinShoulr e
Portable involved in the boring of a single hole.
Forge Co.
ders or flanges at top and bottom of the case
serre to plumb the pulley properly, and kept it from twisting.
It is claimed that this pulley will hold its pjsitiou quite as well
as any other form, though it would seem more apt to work
1

11

1

loose

by reason of the leverage of the
weight over the inner wheel, than the ordinary form.
Another style of pulley which does
not avoid cutting the mortise on the
frame, but saves somewhat in the screws,
and has a finer appearance than cither
"
the " Empire or the " Corey," is shown
In this pulley the
by Figure 1G6.
face-plate and frame are cast together,
and the frame is made with a wide
shoulder or flange at the bottom, which
is cast on a bevel, so that when
placed
in

165.

Fig.

Corey'*

wheel Siuh-|>ulluy.
B.

twoJ.

J> ill nn tun.

rebate, the pulley
or out, by reason of
the bevel wedging into the mortise.
single screw at the top of the pulley holds it securely in place ; but
it will be seen that it does not
depend

position

cannot

slip

in

the

down

A

A

bronze would seem to be peculiarly well
suited for pulley axles, though not at present in the market to any extent.
There are a great many varieties of

\g.

lux

Anti-diction

Siwli-piilley.

Moore

Mfg. Co.

sash-pulleys, though the differences are so
will serve to illustrate the whole.
slight that a few examples
and FigFigure 1G2 is a fair type of the ordinary axle-pulley,
ure 1G3 is a type of the best form of anti-friction sash-pulley.
All of the most commonly used forms of sash-pulleys arc

on essentially one or the other of these lines.
The only i'rnportan^deviations from the common types of sashview to reducing the amount of
pulleys have been made with a
labor required to properly set the fixtures in the window frames.
It should be said that none of the patent forms have thus far
met with either very wide sales or general approval, whieh
would seem to indicate that the common form answers pretty
There are, however, a
of the case.
all the

requirements

fully

few
i

<

styles
.

mi

in iu-ii

which have met with considerable favor
from pago

2111,

No.

672.

in

the

fig. le.

Norria Pilllny.
C. Sidney Norris Jit Co.

Vtg.

It.?.

Smith

Singlo Saab-chain.
EBJO Mfg. Co.

Si

With an ordinary pulley, the
for its stability.
heavier the sash the greater is the possibility of the wheel
" Norris "
being forced out from its mortise, whereas, with the
the
the
the
more
is
it
load,
securely
pulley,
greater
wedged in
Another obvious advantage is that it requires just half
place.
the quantity of screws an.il amount of labor to set this pulley as
it does the ordinary pulley ; and it is saitl that the carpenters
who have ued this, have liked it very much. The labor of
mortising is slightly more than for the ordinary form, but the
company controlling the patent also manufactures a uiortisingn. ai -hi lie specially adapted to this kind of work, by which the
Aside from the labor of mortising,
labor is greatly reduced.
the only possible objection to this sash-pulley seems to be that
it would
require a pretty heavy hanging-style to the window
frame, and would cut away the wood a good deal, the bevelled
flange being three-quarters of an inch through for an ordinary
This patent is manufactured in the same sizes
sized pulley.
and styles as the ordinary pulleys, including those with flatgrooved wheels for sash-chains.
The following table gives the average retail prices of the
principal marketable varieties of ordinary sash-pulley wheels.
upon the screw
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Bash-chain requires no special pulley, but will run over an ordi-

nary grooved-wheel.

An

entirely different kind of sash-cord is shown by Figure
This consists of a steel wire spring so closely anil
strongly coiled as to have the resistance necessary to sustain

172.

any sash weighing

It has a stretchingsixty pounds or less.
It enables the sash to
capacity of only about five per cent.
rest easily and lightly on the pulleys, and enables it to be
raised or lowered with half the effort required with rope sashIt is fastened at one end to the >a-h by an eye or ring,
cord.
and ID the weight in the in-inner shown by the (ignrc.

The

following

lalih;

gives

prices per foot of the various

the

TADLK OF SASH-CHAINS.

Description of chain.

a\erai;e. e.imp iraiive, retail
sixes of sash-chains:

makes and

PRICES IN CENTS.
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The whole design lacks originality and lias been
proportion.
'1 lie
promoters of the Bchem
favorably criticised in every direction.
have tliemselves hesitated, but they have eome to the deterniinalio
to complete the chancel suflieiently at any rate to enalile them t
hold service there, and as they are, under the existing arrangcmen
with their architect, bound to nothing, intend to leave the nave am
other parts to look after themselves. Probably by the time mono.
subscribed lor the nave the grandchildren of these good men ma.
like to have another design, for it is pretty certain this generatioi
will see no nave.
It is sincerely to be hoped that the Minister of Education will b<
able to carry out his scheme of founding a Chair of Architecture.
course, it is' to be presumed that before doing so he will consider we]
AVi
the best way of making it suitable to the needs of the Province.
want something to be done which will not merely educate student
but which will turn the attention of the already educated to what i
true architecture.
\Ve have, as it is, far too many exponents of wha
is not true architecture and examples everywhere of the appearanci
Let him take th>
of false art or rather that which is not art at all.
advice oflhose who are trained in the art, else it is to be greatly fearei
Le will do more harm than good.
The alterations to St. James's Cathedral, carried out at a cost o
$40,000, are progressing slowly and now that the building is dis
mantled it is dishearteninc to see the "shams" that have beer
false effects -produced by means o
resorted too in its construction
paint and plaster. The pillars of the nave have a stone core but the
shafts attached to the four faces, the moulded caps and bases are al
wood painted the color of the stone.
Youssoirs of nave arches, the
heavy cornice at the eaves, the dark panelled ceiling, of wood to all ap
pearance, are all of plaster cheap and effective but utterly false, in a
place where above all other places, the work should be honest ant
in

all

i

;

This was executed some years ago it is to be hoped, and no
a fact, that the architects engaged in the alterations now
know better and have principles above such shamming. It is just as
easy to decorate in color as to paint one material to represent a
better one and we have none too much color in the materials at hand
as it is.
It is to be regretted that color decoration as a part of the
architecture has become a secondary consideration not to be thought
true.

doubt

:

it is

of except in special cases.
Now that it is so conclusively proved
that color decoration lias been used for every style of architecture at
all dates and by all peoples from the rudest tribes to the most
highly
cultivated nations, to omit color from a finished building is like omithalf
the
effect.
But
to
color
without
the
to
correct
shades
ting
regard
and patterns is as bad as coloring stone to represent wood or galvanized-iron to look like stone.
The Parliament Buildings are slowly rising but they will hardly be
above the first-floor level this autumn.
very large body of men is
being employed but the building extends over so large an area that
to the uninitiated it seems to go on very slowly.
There was a good
deal of trouble about the settlement of the competition for this building which took place several years ago. It was supposed to have
been decided and one firm of architects appear to have' counted on
this supposition and believed their design was chosen.
It was
rumored that an action was to be taken out against the Government
for the amount of the commission but apparently nothing has been

A

The proceedings were certainly questionable, though had
yet.
the matter been ventilated the ugly rumors afloat might have been
proved groundless but the fact that the professional referee is carrving out the building and not one of the competitors looks peculiar,
no explanation being offered to the competitors. All the designs sent
in were returned, the referee finding grave faults in each.
It is one
of those matters which it would have been better for all parties concerned to have cleared up. It certainly is time that concerted action
should be taken in the matter of architectural competitions by architects of standing: it must be concerted and it must be general.
If
men, however, will enter into competitions without sufficient guaranty
of the fairness of, the awards, they must take their chance.
So far,
general competitions have proved'for the greater part unsatisfactory,
and those who have had much to do with them know \<yy well that
with the best conducted there is always more than a chance that the
sealed-envelope plan will not be rigidly adhered to to the end. It
still remains to be seen what will be the result of the
Competition for
the Board of Trade Building, in Toronto the feeling expressed
by the
is
the
daily press
very strong agiinst
appointment of an Ameri"
"
architect.
can
President Cleveland's desire for
Retaliation
has
awakened in the breasts of the Canadians in general a desire to show
"
two can play at that game." The Board of Trade made a
that
great mistake in not limiting the competition to architects in Canada;
but the intention at the outset was that the competition should be an
entirely fair one and it is to be hoped it will be to the end.
Nothing
had been heard or made public by the end of last month as to the
that
Professor
Ware
had
made
with
the
progress
designs under his
charge. I hear incidentally that sixty applications for particulars of
the competition were received by the secretary.
The new paper, The Canadian Architect and Builder, is filling
:

a long-felt want of intercommunication between architects, builders
and manufacturers in the Dominion. It seems to have set out in a
right direction and gives local items of a character consistent with
the objects of the paper in a concise form,
though some of the cor"

"
respondents are apt to be rather too local in news they forward. It
"
takes up the matter of " importing
for buildings verv
designs
It
an
of
all
the
strongly.
gives
epitome
building news of the country,
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and has been taken up by the "Toronto Architectural Guild" who
at a recent meeting passed a resolution expressing interest in its success, so that it may fairly be considered an authentic dispenser of
It gives one large illustration monthly;
this
professional news.
month it is tin- design for the Toronto Court-House and City-Hall,
that has been written about in former letters, the
building which
should be historical, as among architectural competitions, because of
the peculiar management of the whole business. ] would only say
that a building for 9200,000 was competed for, and all designs
thrown out because it was supposed none could be carried out for
the sum named.
The design now to be carried out is to cost over
$1. 250,000.

Another subject
tects,

is

that requires united action on the part of archiFive per cent is
remuneration for professional services.

certainly too much for some classes of buildings, as it is as certainly
far too little for others.
It is very good pay for factories and warehouses where there is no special amount of art or science required ;
but for the higher class of houses, for which the best and newest

and decorative works introduced.it
does not pay; and, when the work to be paid for at that rate is for
heavy and extensive alterations and additions that often take far
more time and trouble than a new building, an architect ought to be
able to secure an amount that will pay him.
If, as seems to be the
case, five per cent is a recognized and sufficiently remunerative
amount for the last five and twenty or thirty years, the character of
the work an architect is now called upon to do for the same sum has
materially altered, and both in construction and design a far greater
amount of attention has to be given, deserving a proportionate increase
in the amount of remuneration
at present but few can command
Architecture at present
higher pay, and fewer are ready to pay it.
is a poorly
paid profession, but the real comfort of living depends as
much on a good architect as upcn anything else. "Is life wortli
"
Not if your house lias been carried out by an ignorant
living t
architect.
To obtain gccd quality a good price should'be given, and
as the quality provided by a
great many is undoubtedly good, -it
should be paid for accordingly.
articles in littings are required

;

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.]

DOORWAY TO HOUSE OF
BOSTON, MASS.
BOSTON, MASS.
ST.,

F. P.

BRADBURY, ESQ., MARI.BOROUGH
WHITNEY LEWIS, ARCHITECT,

MR. W.

[Helio-chrome, issued only with the Imperial Edition.!

GOTHIC TOWERS AND SPIRES, PLATES 81, 32 AND 33.
ST. CUTHHEHT'S, WELLS; ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST, KEYSTONE; ST. ANDREW'S, EWEKLY; ST. ANDREW'S, HECKINGTON; ST. MARY
MAGDALENE'S, WAUBOYS.
[Issued only with the Imperial Edition.]

done

;
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, CINCINNATI, O. MR. JAMES W.
MCLAUGHLIN, ARCHITECT, CINCINNATI, O.
lS building which has just been completed,
occupies a lot 55
on Third Street by 75 feet on Walnut Street. The lower
story or basement is of Missouri granite, the remainder of the exterior being built of Obsidian brick, of a dark chocolate
color, trimmed
with Iowa red sandstone. The building is 100 feet
high to the top
of the parapet.
The ceiling of the banking-room on main floor
being
22' G" in the clear.
The entrance-hall is wainscoted with marble
and the interior finish is of quartered oak. The structure is
entirely
fireproof, iron-beams and fire-clay arches being used throughout, and
columns and girders protected with porous terra-cotta and finished
with Krone's cement. The roof is of Neuchatel
asphalt laid on
lollow fire-clay slabs fitted between the iron T-s.
The staircases are
of iron, the railings being treated with the Bower-Barff
process,
ind having treads of red marble. All halls and the
public space in
>ank are tiled with marble.
feet

OFFICE-BUILDING, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. MR. L. 8. BUFFINGTON,
ARCHITECT, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

DESIGN FOR

-A

LODGE.

MR. F. L.
DENCE,

V. IIOPPIN,
R. I.

ARCHITECT, PROVI-

DESIGN FOR LADIES* DORMITORY, WELLS COLLEGE, AURORA, N.
Y.
MR. W. II. MILLER, ARCHITECT, ITHACA, N. Y.
5APTIST CHURCH, SANFORD, ME. MESSRS. STEVENS A COBB, ARCHITECTS. PORTLAND, ME.

HOUSE ON LOCUST ST, WALNUT HILLS, CINCINNATI, O.
DES JARDINS, ARCHITECT, CINCINNATI, O.
IIURCH OF THE MESSIAH, BROOKLYN, N. Y. MR. R.
SON, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

It.

MR.

S. E.
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the Mate of affairs that this Arts and Crafts Exhibition
trying to alter, and it is for this purpose that this exhibiillus'I lie
tion hii." been inaugurated.
principal subjects which are
1. textiles: 'J, decorative
trated by exhibits, are
painting and ilcf ign
;i.
-I,
fictilcs; :>, metal-work; 6, stone and woodwall-papers
table "law; 10, bookcarving; 7, furniture; 8, stained -glas>

nggNgSNis

This

is

Society

is

:

:

;

;

THE ASSOCIATION CONVERSAZIONE.
inoVK.VKNT IN nitAtCins^lANMUI'.
THK IBTI \M> CRAFTS KX IIIII1T in\.
STAINKD-OI.ASS.
DKAT11
Tl'NNFI..

IM-

XLW

THAMES

OK JAMKS

SKLI.AHS,

TIIK

AHCIIITF.CT.
I.OMHJ.V, October 12. 188X.

Sl'I'I'OSK architecture
like everything
<lsc
must have its season of rest. At
I all
events, >uch has been the case here
the past two or three months.
Society has

in
England, during
The picture-galleries have
taken ittelf wings and flown away.
dosed their doors. The Institute of" Architects has been given over
The merry laugh
lo he tender care of the painters and decorators.
and head of the student is sought for in vain at the Association.
The very newspapers are at their wit's end to fill their columns with
readable matter. All is silent, dismal and dull. But, with the
advent of October, come brighter da'ys. There is already a movement visible among the dry bones, and before the month is ended
everything will be progressing as merrily as ever.
One of the si^ns of this returning life is the opening conversazione
of the Associatii n which took plaee on Friday last, at Westminster
Town-hall and the occasion this year was a somewhat interesting
one, inasmuch as an agitation has been proceeding among the
students in favor of a dance, on a large and extensive scale, being
I

;

substituted for the frigid, stately reception whbh generally takes
The Committee of the Association were,
place at these meetings.
however, quite proof against such frivolous suggestions, and the
usual reception was, therefore, held. Perhaps it was a degree more

a degree more stately than usual.
Hut, what matter
and English
dignity of the Association was duly maintained,
architects may yet thank God that they are not as other men are.
By far the most interesting part of the evening's entertainment
was "the exhibition of students' drawings, and it was simply marvellous
td sec the perfection to which draughtsmanship is carried nowadays.
Indeed, unless a man is not only of first-class abilities, but also content to plod on night after night, long past midnight, he can never
hope to achieve much distinction in the academical field. The successful competitor for the silver medal of the Association, Mr. B. F.
Fletcher, son of Mr. Banister Fletcher, tells me that he has had
to his work, and
practically to devote the whole of the long vacation
!

frigid,

The

has postponed his holiday week after week till far on in September,
when the short days and cold weather deprive them of half their
Another student whom
pleasure, and altogether prevent sketching.
1
know, in his determination to get the prize of a certain class,
worked on through the winter, sometimes to two or three o'clock in
the morning, and, for once for a whole fortnight, cutting his sleep
down to four or five hours a night. The consequence was he
became very ill. I might give you other instances, but these will

examples to show you what evils this system of intense
competition is producing, and it is a little difficult, at the moment, to
]f men are prepared to sacrifice anything
prescribe a remedy.
rather than be beaten in a struggle, how are they to be prevented ?
Another sign of life is the Arts and Crafts Exhibition which has
new gallery, Regent Street. This is the
just been opened at the
rather ambiguous title of a most excellent exhibition, based on
the following idea Jt is a well-known fact that in the various handicrafts, the purchaser of an article rarely comes in contact with its
The connecting-link between
designer, rarely ever knows his name.
the two is the proprietary manufacturer or middleman, and as it is
to his interest to keep the artist in his employ as unknown as
of recognition for really artistic
possible, there is very little chance
can recognize a painting as the work of a certain
power.
for his work, but, as legards the crafts,
painter, and give him credit
Here the artists are very often poor,
it is altogether different.
struggling men, without capital and destitute of the means to make
The result of this state
their own productions known to the world.
which is only the natural outcome of a refined civilizaof affairs
The manufacturer has generally
tion
is greatly to be deplored.
his conneconly one object, viz., that of making money, and, indeed,
To attain this object, he
tion with the arts is only for that end.
aims at producing articles which shall attiact the masses. His one
idea is to produce a good first impression, and whether the design is
pure in its conception, or whether it is executed in a truly artistic
indifference to him, so long as sensational
spirit, is a matter of
effects are produced, the uneducated taste of the general public
suffice as

:

'.<.

A perusal of this li.-t ill show at once
binding, and 11, printing.
the comprehensive character of the exhibition; indeed, to my mind.
the Executive Committee has been a little too ambitious, since they
are not able with the limited space at their command to quite fairly
Short prefaces upon each subrepresent these various handicrafts.
Cohdcnject by such master!! of the arts as Waltir Crane, I. J.
Sandcrson, Somers Clarke and others are added to the catalogue,
and, 1 believe, it is the intention of the Committee to arrange for
lectures on the various subjects to be delivered during the progress
of the exhibition.
1 have not
space here to notice the exhibits in detail, indeed, I
think a few general remarks on the exhibition would be of more interest to you than a dry detailed critique.
The first thing one notices is the difference, the extraordinary
difference, between the exhibits and the ordinary show articles in the
shop-windows. One has been done for the love of the thing, the
other to sell, one is full of artistic interest, the other is mechanical,
lifeless.
Another point which is very apparent, is the wonderful
advance that has been made in these arts during the last five-andtwenty vears. Take, for instance, wall-papers, and compare the
beautiful" and delicate combinations of form and color that are in use
in our best houses at the present day, with the fearful and horrible
Indeed, the advance
productions of a quarter of a century ago.
of wall-paper in artistic merit during the past decade, is very remarkable, and reflects all honor on those who are responsible for
Stained-glass, too, is another subject which has
lately shown great life and spirit, thanks mainly to such masters of
the art as Mr. Burne-Jones. Mr. Somers Clarke, in his preface upon
their productions.

waxes very indignant with the producers of paint cdwindows. He stigmatizes Munich glass as "transparencies no better
than painted-Minds," and states that "at the best the painted-window
becomes an indifferent picture badly placed"
1
am afraid Mr.
Clarke has permitted his feelings to* run away with him, and,
although I agree with him in his statement that the stained-glass
stained-glass,

window "must play

its part in the adornment of the building in
" it is not an
placed," yet, it by no means follows that
I cannot sec that a stainedobject to be looked at by itself."
It is the
glass window is merely a feeble attempt at a picture.
product of an art in itself and should lie criticised on its own merits,
and not from the picture-painter's point of view.
Some most admirable examples of figure-work, cartoons of a large
size, are exhibited by Mr. Burne-Jones, notably a figure of St.
Michael, which forms part of a mosaic for the decoration of the apse
of the American Church of St. Paul, at Rome.
The whole scheme
is
extremely interesting, but the figure I have alluded to, in its vigor
of form and expression, is extremely good.
For the last year or two, a work of some importance has been taking
I refer to the new tunnel which is
being
place in the City of London.
driven under the Thames, near London Bridge, to accommodate an
the
with
Brixton
and
the
city
underground railway, connecting
ot'.ier southwestern suburbs.
The City station is situated close to the
monument erected in 1671-77, to commemorate the Fire of London,
and a few days ago, a large block of stone from the top of the monument gave way and narrowly escaped injuring several people. The
city authorities have taken steps to investigate its condition, and it
is not yet known whether the underground works of this
railway
have been instrumental in causing the damage. At any rate, there
has liecn a very serious subsidence on the other side of the road
which will involve, I expect, the demolition of several shops.
I regret to have to inform you that I heard last night of the comparatively sudden death of the eminent Glasgow architect, Mr. James
Sellars, who has, as you doubtless know, done some very excellent
work in that northern city, and was the architect to the Glasgow
Exhibition Buildings.

which

it is

We

and his own pockets well filled.
then, any wonder that under these circumstances the original
skill of the designer becomes stifled, ground out of him, and he,
feeling that his efforts to throw a little artistic feeling into his design are worse than thrown away, sinks to the unenviable position of
the producer of those dull, lifeless objects that we see in the ordinary
satisfied

Is

it,

shop-window.

Houim.i.uc THE SCULPTOR.

Houbilliac wasa native of Lyons, where
the trade of stonpcuttirig
Showing considerable
taste as well as skill, he devoted himself to the ornamental branch of
that
would
his craft.
there
be
Hearing
larger scope for the exercise of
his skill in England, lie came to London, and was employed liy a builder
for the ornamental part of the work.
One evening he found a purse
with gold, and containing the address of the owner, Edward Walpole,
Mr. \Valpole was touched by the honesty
Esq., to whom he restored it.
of the workman, and asked him about his occupation.
Having made
further inquiry, Mr. Walpole got him into the studio of Cheer, a noted
sculptor of that day, and lie always afterwards patronized the French
artist.
Having set up for himself as a statuary in St Martiu's-Lane,
the first work of public interest from the chisel of Koubilliac was a
statue of Handel, from a singl ; block of fine white marble. This was
purchased by Mr. Tyers, the manager of Vauxliall (iardens. where it
was erected, and attracted much notice. It is now in the possession of
the Sacred Harmonic Society.
This was the beginning of his celebrity.
It is remarkable that the latest work from his chisel was the statue
of Handel in Westminster Abbey. To have produced the best statues of
Handel and of Shakespeare may well entitle Koubilliac to the high place
Leisure Hour.
he holds in the records of art.

he was brought up

:o
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in the details of stairways, passages, etc., a great paucity
"
of closets, and a total absence of the modern
buttery." The various
of buildings were roofed with simple gables or
the
of
group
parts

economy

the windows and doors were only symmetrically arranged
if at all, only with some refined,
openings in the walls, ornamented,
carved mouldings around the frame, and the universal outside
Venetian blind while the towers and turrets and bay-windows of
more modern times, in all their innumerable fantastic forms and unhips;

;

THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY AND
"

ITS HOUSES.

HAMPTON. THEIR TYPICAL PLAN.
A MODERN HOUSE ON SIMI"BELVEDERE."
LAR LINES.
of the features most noticeable in connecinterests
tion with architectural and building
about Baltimore just at this time is the de-

0NE

of suburban improvements parvelopment within the last decade
all the relations ot home
ticularly in regard to dwelling-houses and
its
that is diiefl v interesting not so much from
life, a development
ot change,
extent but because there is in it a very distinct element
of design,
not only a progress, but a transition from an old style
are perfrom an old form of life to a new a change whose causes
and natural, and which becomes more strongly

expected places, were unknown.
"
"
and of
Such is the type, in a modified form, of Mt. Vcrnon
the majority of old Virginia mansions, now rapidly falling to ruin,
but still proudly boasting of their ante-bellum splendors, when even
" Old
the sun and the stars shone with a greater glory over the
"
Dominion than in these degenerate days. In Maryland a few have,
been entirely destroyed to make room for a new architectural generasuffered chietly from the illtion, and the old ones still standing have
advised and incongruous touch of modern alterations and improveThe most important, probably, were " Hampton," the seat of
ments.
"
"
the Kidgclys,
Belvedere," of the Howards, Doughoregan Manor,"
"
"
of the Carrolls, and
Wye House," on the Eastern Shore," the

;

fectly recognizable

marked year by year.
With a climate whose midsummer

is

never too

warm

tor health,

a foliage
or even for all the enjoyments of country life, producing
but
the same in kind and as freshly green as that of New England,
whose greater luxury of growth tells us we are on the border lands
Balof " the South," the natural beauty of the country surrounding
is singularly attractive in
timore, particularly to the north and west,
Elevated and rolling, from the
its general aspects of quiet interest.
hio-her points we obtain an extended view over the luxuriously
with here and there the roof and towers
wooded valleys and hills
down to the
of some prominent building showing above the trees
distant city itself, half hid under the hills, and dim behind its hazy
waters of the
all, the bright
cloud of smoke and mist while,
;

beyond

Our forefathers seem to have
these advantages, and we find scattered through
fully appreciated
the surroundiug country many houses built from seventy-five to a
hundred years or more ago, some of the earlier ones being conspicuous as centres of social "life when Baltimore itself was still a small
in some cases, of
town. An aspect of refinement and elegance
and the suggestion of a rather lavish mode of
actual stateliness
Chesapeake Hay

glisten in the sun.

characterize these houses, which were designed upon a
seldom seen in later buildings
thoroughly in
certain typical plan
and
harmony with the natural surroundings, and with the habits
an age
customs of an age very different from our own of to-day
when slavery existed, when the life of a man of wealth and of high
social position was much more one of careless ease and idleness, and
more distinctly separated from that of his less fortunate neighbors
than is possible in the neighborhood of a large city under the social
conditions of the latter part of the nineteenth century.
The typical plan of these old houses was based upon an idea of
no economy of space was
proportion, symmetry, and simplicity;
the sonecessary, and the exterior effects were usually inspired by
called "classic revival" that was then the ruling spirit in nearly all
extended its influence
English domestic architecture, and naturally
to America, where social customs, particularly in Maryland, were
But, unforstill closely modelled after those of the mother country.
an imitation of
tunately, as the English was in many respects only
not always
the classic Italian, so the American became often
sham masonry of wood
only a weaker imitation- of the English, and
and plaster too frequently took the place of marble, stone, and brick.
living,

home

of the Lloyds, this last of frame, the others of brick and stucco.
of these houses are still in excellent preservation, and still
owned and inhabited by the families whose ancestors built them.
"
"
"
Belvedere," the former
Hampton and
give sketch-plans of
-and
situated about nine miles from Baltimore, and built in 1783
in Downing's "Rural Architecture," the edition of 1859, he thus
'
" It has been
truly Bald ot Hampton that it expresses
speaks of it
more grandeur than any other place in America. It belongs to the
The facade
stately order of places unknown here at the north. . .
of the houfc is one hundred and eighty feet in length, with offices
The entrance-hall, of
attached, erected soon after the Revolution.

Three

We

'

:

.

great width and dignity, passes'the visitor to the south front, where
is a terraced garden of great antiquity, with clipped cedar hedges of
most venerable appearance. The formal terraces of exquisitely kept
grass, the long rows of superb lemon and orange trees, with the
adjacent orangerie and the foreign air of the house, quite disturb
one's ideas of republican America."
the
Of " Belvedere," alas! not one stone remains upon another
levelled to the
very ground upon which it stood has disappeared
grade of the encroaching city's streets some dozen years ago, and what
was once far below the lowest depths of its vaults, is now the bed of
North Calvert Street, where all that survives to recall what once
This
stood above it is the classic name of " Belvedere Terrace."
type of house is built no more, and as it was the result of conditions
that will never exist in the future, it will probably never be built
said to have changed her geographical
"
though the old Mason & Dixon" line had moved down
from the Susquehanna to the Potomac, and swept with it many of
the details of practical life which had long obtained on her soil,
leaving the voids to he filled
by a rapid influx of ideas and

again.

Maryland may be

position, as

practices

that

had

already

been adopted with more or
less care and deliberation by
her more northern neighbors; but these were sometimes found not to fit the new
condition of things in the border State without a certain

amount

of readjustment

adaptation.

"eneral scheme usually comprised a large central building of
two or three stories' height, containing a wide hall with large,
with porsquare rooms opening upon it, and a main staircase, and
ticos of more or less stately proportions at either end. On either side
of this large central building extended long, low wings, of only one or
one
two stories, and symmetrically arranged for the exterior effect,
containing the kitchen and various rooms for domestic purposes, the
other a library, billiard-room, or business office of some kind.
note in the interior arrangement little thought of concentration or

The

We

The

and

houses

needed to be smaller and more compact, and, except for persons
of more than average wealth, not only to cost less in construction,
but to be less expensive to live in and keep in order; to be well
heated and to have sunshine in the principal rooms for winter comfort, and at the same time to be adapted to four or five months
of open-air summer life, when wide doors and the protecting shades of
deep porches is important and in all cases rooms not too small for
The Eastlake anil
large pieces of furniture were a desideratum.
Queen Anne Villa, even in its most attractive form, has fulfilled its
mission and has had its day, and is still having its waning twilight,
;

'
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owns two-thirds of the street-car system.
sew-ral 'lays all trallie was stopped on the West Side, and for
over a week the ]>cople of the North Division were obliged to limln-r
out their aristocratic le'4s. or ha\c recourse to all sorts of antediluvian coim-vaiicc that no one imagined vet hung together.
Naturally, business of certain kinds was seriously interfered with;
hither and thither in p.itrol-w.i
police detachments were flying
Philadelphia syndicate that

and
dying hard under the hands of the progressive property-auent

Its unliinited possibilities of \H-\n>s tlimn
intelligent carpenter.
together in all conceivable irregularities and eccentricities was ten.
destructive of ipsthetie repose, and its concentration of plan too un-

For

tin'

suitable to the climate, to find lasting favor with the more thoughtful
of the community.
The arcliitects have lately awakened tn the act
that what is needed are moderate dimensions, and simplicity and
symmetry of plan and elevation, combined with the relineincnt of
The accompanying plan (made on
classical or colonial details.
"
about the same scale as those of
Hampton ami Belvedere ") is
of a recently erected house on the outskirts of Baltimore, which,
among others, is an attempt to carry out this scheme. Its outline
I

house as it is actually constructed, but
se\cral possible elevations, in frame or masonry, developing the idea
of simplicity and balance of proporti<
will suggest not only the

while the few cars run were loaded principally with jioliccmcii. No
any real importance took place, but conflicts with the strikers
were numerous, and the city for nearly two weeks, if not at the
mercy of gangs of lawless" men, was certainly not far from it.
At length " the union was forced to give in, which it did with
the worst grace possible, and the men went back to work, or, at
least, such as could get a chance did, and now affairs are once more,
riot of

j

at least outwardly, quite serene, although fisticuffs between union
and non-union men are said to be of frequent occurrence. Such dis-

turbance of the street-railway trallie makes the advent of the elevated
more than ever earnestly desired by those who have suffered,
and, without doubt, this last strike has done much towards bringing
several schemes of overhead transportation to the more favorable
notice of the public.
Already several ordinances have been passed
by the City Council granting rights and privileges, and one company
is even said to have made such progress as to have
acquired several
pieces of property, and to have consulted with architects in a preroads,

THE EXPOSITION.
ITS AKT-UALLEKIES.
THE SALKS MADE.
THE 8TREETCAR STRIKE.
THE PROSPECTIVE ELEVATED ROADS. OPENING THE ART INSTITUTE ON SUNDAY.

llfHOUHII

probably unknown to the general public who live more
than a couple of hundred miles away from here, every twelve
J|
months there takes place a display of Chicago life and activity
that is commonly spoken of as " The Exposition." Actually, it has
some quite lengthy official name, but to the populace at large and to
the great unwashed it is only known by the above title. This exhibition takes place in the fall, and continues during the greater part
of the months of September and October.
In the main, it is an exhibit of manufactures, manufactured products, and fancy displays bv
the principal merchants of the city. The omnipresent folding-bed,
the parlor-organ and the family sewing-machine jostle the terracotta exhibit and the display of sidewalk vault-lights a flourishing popcorn business is not in the least disturbed by an exhibit of brick-making machinery on one side, and a corset factory on the other, while, in
the midst of all, a band dispenses music upon the just and the unjust.
As a matter of course, in its main features, the exhibition is, year after
year, much the same, being, as it is, an exhibit of the thousand and
one industries, both great and small, that centre in and around
Chicago. Still there is always one department, and that of the fine
arts, that is different and is always crowded with visitors.

liminary way as regards depots, etc. However, all is as yet in quite
a chaotic state, but it is promised that within six months, rights-ofway will l>e obtained and preliminary surveys finished, so that a
long-suffering public even now commences to see with the eyes of
faith the long-promised

means

of rapid transit.

In the last month the Trustees of the Art Institute have, owing to
the generosity of one of our citizens, found themselves enabled to
throw open the galleries to visitors on Sundays, free. The hours
have been fixed between 1 and 5 r. M. This has long been desired,
but the difficulty has been the additional expense of attendants.
Tliis has now been removed, at least for one year, by Mr. James W.
Ellsworth, who takes upon himself to defray the extra cost. The
hours have been chosen as above to avoid the criticism that it would
interfere with church-going, and it is believed that a
very large class
who are not at liberty other days, and, who especially need art-improvement, will take advantage of this privilege.

:

MISTAKES IN ARCHITECTURE.! I.
V T E are all of us wrong
"

surroundings. This collection, though rarely portraying subjects in
a manner especially calculated for a picture-gallery, was still pecu-

enjoyable to architectural students, as showing Japanese architecture, with its accompanying bright-colored landscapes and brilliant
flowers.
As usual, the daily papers had column upon column devoted to a more or less intelligent criticism of the art-gallery but,
sullice it to say, that the exhibit, while containing no very extraordinary pictures, has been generally very greatly admired for the good
and hi'_r li average standard of the work. Among the purchasers of
liarly

;

paintings

is

mentioned the Detroit Art Museum, and, as tlu total
have exceeded $16,000, the artists cannot complain

sales are stated to

greatly of not being appreciated.
During the past month two parts of the city have been more or
less disturbed by a strike on the street-car lines directed against the

some-

so
in the
spoke,
hearing of a friend of mine,
:

one of our best-known humorists and

men

of letters.
They were together
on a steamer, and were watching the
floundering of a sailing-boat being
navigated by a mariner who clearly
had made a mistake in handling his
The famous man had a young
craft.
daughter with him, and she asked,
"
is he
What,
pray what,
doing,
"
father
and got the reply, " He is

The twenty odd

railroads coming into the city make the exhibition a pretext for selling half-rate tickets at this season of the year,
and the result is that, in the aggregate, a really immense number of
people visit Chicago either on business or pleasure, and always take
at least a peep at the Exposition.
Consequently, no exhibit in the
AVest begins to have the same direct art influence over the great
mass of people as does this display. At the Art Institute, the duration of the exhibit is ordinarily short, and, unless there be some veryextraordinary attraction, the visitors are chiefly from the city or
immediate suburbs ; while at the Exposition the vast majority are
people from out of town, who rarely see any exhibition of any
artistic excellence ; and all this renders the exhibits of the Exposition
more far-reaching for art education than anything in this portion of
the country. No commissions being charged on the sale of pictures,
added to the eare that is taken of the canvasses, make this exhibition
a favorite with artists, even if the fact that, ordinarily, more
pictures are disposed of here than at any other display in the United
States would not of itself make it desirable to send pictures.
Thus the committee find their task comparatively easy, and
almost always, at least, fairly successful. This year, the number of
exhibits shown in the catalogue was over four hundred and fifty.
Several of the walls nearly appeared as if this year's Paris salon had
been transported bodily. On one of the walls, at least ten of the
pictures had figured there, while the total number that had been exhibited there cither this year or previously must have been nearly
one hundred. One of the extremely curious and interesting features
of the picture-gallery was a series of paintings (which have been
already exhibited in several cities) illustrative of Japanese life and

times

]

'1

wrong,

my

dear

;

we

are

all

of us

wrong sometimes."
No truer word was ever spoken
and, if for no other reason than l>e;

cause

it

is

so universal a fate to
get

wrong sometimes, mistakes would be
justified as a subject for a lecture.
better reason for my selection of this subject.

But there is a much
Forewarned is forearmed
and, though I cannot promise you an
immunity from all mistakes, I can, I hope, point out some into which
there might perhaps be some danger of your falling, and again.-t
which you will be likely to guard if your attention has been called to
;

them.
A mistake is always an evil, and often a most serious evil. There
are mistakes which a man may mako inadvertently, and without
blame, but which yet entail consequences more, serious and lasting
than those which follow many a crime. Shakespeare paints
Wolsey
as arrogant, unscrupulous, shrinking from nothing so that he might
his
is
ends
it
not
of
the
dark
deeds
with
which
he is
yet
compass
any
credited that ruins him, but the blunder of laying a paper intended
for his own
eye alone before that of the king. It is only a mistake
when a signalman gives the wrong signal, or a pointsman turns the
points the wrong way, but it may lead to the slaughter of a score of
innocent persons or, to come nearer home, it is only a mistake to
miscalculate a girder, or misjudge a foundation
yet it may lead to
the ruin of a fine building and of its architect's career.
If, then, you succeed, hereafter, in steering clear of even a few mistakes in consequence of their having been pointed out here, that will
be ample justification for our spending an hour together about this
somewhat uninviting subject. 1 propose that we sludl take up in the
first place students' mistakes, and secondly, those of architects; and,
though I will try to be orderly, I greatly fear that, as mistakes are
;

;

;

'A lecture delivered by Prof. T. Uogi-r Smith. F. U. 1. It. A..
ueiicuuieut u( tbu susskm 1S8-8J at I'uivcrsitv College, London.
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subject to no rules that I know of, a discourse on them must of
shall, of course, have
necessity be rather an irregular lecture.
misto leave unnoticed far more mistakes than can lie considered
takes will therefore be selected which are, in the nature of things,
not unlikely to occur. Many of them will be such as have actually

We

;

come under my notice; and, in clearing some of them up, I shall ask
leave now anil again to borrow a hint from the proverbial wisdom of
our forefathers.
There is one peculiarity about mistakes, and that which originates
them, which makes it not a little difficult usefully to consider them
in a mixed assembly.
[ allude to the difference in mistakes traceable
to the wide differences in temperament, training, quality of mind,
and habits between different men. Put two men to the same test,
and they act differently. If that test be some circumstance in architectural study or practice, where there are several ways of going
wrong, and but one of going right, each of them may make a mistake ; yet it is all but certain that they will not both make the same

mistake they may each take a wrong road, but the roads will go in
In acting as assessor in architectural competiopposite directions.
One designer, for example,
tions I have again and again seen this.
who is timid and perhaps inexperienced, with but cramped ideas,
falls into the mistake of producing a formal, cold, spiritless design,
correct perhaps, and possibly economical, but showing so little invention, and with so little worth remark about it, that it has no
chance. His neighbor lets loose a fancy and fertility of design of
which he is the fortunate possessor, utterly regardless of considerations of expense or suitability, and produces a splendid plan for a
building that could not be put up for three times the money, and
that, if erected, would be quite inappropriate to the site and purpose, and of course his failure is as complete as that of his rival.
Kach of these two competitor! has made the mistake of failing to
understand what was wanted, but the failure has been in opposite
directions.
No. 1 has fallen short, No. 2 has overshot the mark. I
shall have occasion in the course of the lecture to mention other mistakes which, so to speak, hunt in couples from this reason, and we
may rest assured that many a man who is safe not to make a mistake
in some one definite direction may be in great danger of running to
the opposite extreme.
Student's Mistakes.
To turn now to students' mistakes. The one
;

which

when

first

seems to present

wilfully done,

is

pure thoughtlessness.

itself is

This,
neglecting opportunities.
a mistake often made out of
a youth fails to realize that when he left

vicious; but

Many

it is

school or college and entered an office he embarked upon a quite new
career, and that he has to acquire knowledge in a different way, and
to enter upon a totally distinct education.
At school or college the
schoolmaster or the professor teaches ; in an architect's office the principal gives opportunities. The schoolboy, or, to a certain extent, the
collegian, gets into difficulties if he omits or neglects to learn. There
are no equally immediate uncomfortable results if a pupil neglects his
in some
opportunities but, nevertheless, the loss to him is serious
cases irremediable
though in most instances, as I have said, I
believe this neglect to arise entirely from failing to comprehend the
situation, and not at all from wilfulness or idleness.
Every chance of taking part in what an architect or his assistant
have to do in actual practice is an opportunity
even copying
a letter, making a tracing, or entering a message in a call-book, is a
lesson if the pupil chooses to learn from it: much more valuable are
the chances of seeing work and materials.
The nature and use of
these opportunities have been dwelt upon very thoroughly in some
of the published addresses of recent Presidents of the Architectural
Association, and, to some extent, by myself on a former occasion of
so that I hardly need pursue the topic further, but
this sort
may
turn to mistake number two.
;

;

to lose heart and give
I believe there
up.
most young men a time when the novelty of their change of
occupation and position has worn off and the irksomeness of routine
is being felt, with possibly the
depression due to being in lonely
lodgings, instead of at a bright home or the sixth form of a busy
school, and the wish to give up rises.
Fortunately, in most cases
this is practically impossible, and the student feels obli/ed to stick to
his work, gets over his difficulties, regains heart, and
But
goes on.
time and tone are often lost in the struggle, and it is a
thing to fight
Rest assured that, if your profession has been chosen with
against.
any degree of care, you are not likely to better yourselves by a
change, and that to begin business life by losing a year or two, and
starting afresh with the consciousness of a failure behind you, is, to
It is

comes

a great mistake

to

say the least of
turns up of

it,

whom

Of course, occasionally a student
honesty say that the greatest mistake

unfortunate.

one must

in

was adopting the architectural profession. If a man is
thoroughly unfit for a calling on which he has entered, by temperament, training, and habits, and he and his friends become honestly
and deliberately aware that this is so, of course the only wise thinBut for one person who has really made such a
to do is to stop.
mistake, there are probably a score who, for a time, fancy they have
done so; therefore it is far safer to urge you to resist giving up than
to suggest it as a good thing to do. Remember that " A
rolling stone
" Faint heart
never won fair lady."
gathers no moss," and
It is not, however, only the pupil who is apt to lose heart.
There
is a good deal of discouraging and difficult business to
begot through
men
in
the
interval
between
their
articles and thiir
by many young
of his life

start in practice, and again in the early days of
In all
practice.
these difficulties, whatever you do, do not allow younelves to be cast
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down.

Constancy to a career is a matter to some extent, nay, to a
very great extent, under a man's own control, and the man who suecetds is the one who resolves stoutly that, be the rebuffs or disappointments or perplexities never so trying, he will not allow them to
master him, and who carries out that resolve.
The young man, perhaps fresh up from the country, who "oes
round to the offices of one architect after another, and who answers
every advertisement in the papers, in the hope of getting employment, is on a very trying quest. But he is doing what most of us
have had to do before him, and he is engaged in a way which has
procured for many a man the opportunity of earning his daily bread,
and for some has proved the first step in a career that has led to
brilliant success.
One of the most distinguished professional men of

London career, when an unknown foreigner in
by answering the advertisement of a leading architect who
wanted a young man to do nothing but trace in his office. This
humble post he took, and filled sturdily till it was found how well he
could do very much better work, and now his name is on every one's
The proverb to take up when seeking for employment is
tongue.
" Leave
no stone unturned."
To the more advanced man, who is feeling as who among us
does not sometimes feel?
that it is very hard to get on, I mav,
perhaps, offer the suggestion once made to me by a very successful
man when I was complaining that I found it difficult to get on.
" Do not
a considforget that the difficulties are your security"
eration which has so much in it when one comes to turn it about in
one's mind, that I do not think any words of mine can add to its
the day began his

our

city,

:

force.

One more proverb occurs to me " Everything comes to the man
who can wait." Everything that can come of itself seems to obey
:

this law.

Success

not quite included here, because
at any rate,
success can only come to the man who is lit to
succeed. But, granted the fitness (and I trust you will all fit yourselves for success before your student career comes to a
close)
granted the fitness, I repeat, even in so crowded a profession as
ours, and so enormously difficult a place as London, success may
fairly be expected to reward each man who can go on bravely struggling for a sufficiently long time, and who will not lose heart.
Once more, it is a mistake to lose heart if any particular attainment seems to elude you. Say you decide to draw the figure, the
most valuable auxiliary to high-class architectural draughtsmanship,
and you find it very difficult, or you decide to draw perspective, and
you find it very perplexing. The thing to do is not to give up, but
to go on
and if the difficulty takes twice the time and twice the
trouble which it appears to have .cost some comrade, believe me, the
acquisition is more than twice as advantageous to you, and, indeed,
more than twice as necessary for you as for him, so that your double
trouble and double time have been well bestowed.
It is a mistake, if you have the
opportunity of choosing what work
an opportunity which to some extent a pupil often
you will do
to stick too close to one thing.
enjoys, though an assistant seldom
As far as possible, try to get a share in each sort of work that is in
the office, and if it is work that you are not used to, and find difficult to perform, so much the more instructive is it
likely to prove.
It is also a mistake to shirk the work
you do not fancy. A young
'riend of mine complained to me once that he was
given a good
nany letters to write when he thought he ought to be drawing.
I
pointed out to him that when he was in practice he would
lave shoals of letters to write, and that the art of
writing a good
jusiness letter does not come of itself
far from it
so that he
ought not to object to have the opportunity given him of practising
lis hand
upon what is as necessary a piece of attainment as draughtsis

in professional life

;

;

manship.
It is a mistake to take up too much that is outside
your profession.
Every young man ought to have some athletic pursuit
cricket,
But it is dis:ennis, cycling, walking, riding, boating, swimming.
to
take
tracting
up or keep up too many such pursuits, or give too
much time to those you select. Similarly, some hobby or pursuit
Jiat is not exactly architectural, such as a certain amount of reading and a certain amount of society, are good, and, in moderation,
desirable.
But learning a profession is an arduous task, and the
men who will succeed best are those who give up their evenings,
night after night, to pursuits akin to architecture, such as a school
of art, the Architectural Association classes and
meetings, or working up privately book after book on construction, materials, etc., or
or
drawing, or working at the joiner's bench.
practising^ design,
You will find in many other professions the demands made upon the
time and attention of students leave them for
years little leisure for
any outside pursuit whatever and I do not think architecture
requires less thorough devotion of time and power than does medicine, or law, or commerce, or that there is less to learn in architecture than those other professions.
It is a mistake not to sketch.
Going and looking at architectural
juildings is just a little better than not seeing .them, but not of much
;

permanent service. Photographs, whether you buy them, or, what
worse (because it takes so much time up), make them, are almost

is

worthless as substitutes for the results of
your own sketching and
What you draw you look at you, to some extent,
measuring.
understand, and you generally remember, while the drawing will

always remind you of what you saw and tried to fix on your paper.
Some young men are disposed when they get a summer holiday to
boat or bathe, or ramble about, as if their
daily occupations as archi-
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were of no more interest to them tli:in thoM' <>f a linen-draper,
and ought to be forgotten, instead of being ioMrivl at lioliday limes.
tects

else to

Jiitiu/nnj

make
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the difference between the

mere draughtsman and the

accompli -lied architect.

architectural study possible,
Holidays are the best opportunities of

t'i'o

and, let me add, as soon as the first ditliculty of sketching architecmost enjoyture from buildings is got over, sketching tours are tinMore can lie learned in a fort night's wellable holidays possible.
directed sketching than in months of work over books and drawing.
and I will engage to say that the architectural traveller gct> twii
as much enjoyment out of any trip which takes him to cities and
towns of interest as any of the ordinary travellers he will fall in with

becoiitlnueil.l

>

on his route.
It is a mistake

study alone, if it can" lie avoided.
Birds of a
Noncilur a. lociix, which, being freely Englished, is,
"
feather flock together
and, though a man's books and drawings
are not bad companions, human comrades and friends are more
The best comrade for a
useful, if only they be of the right sort.
beginner is one who is more advanced than himself, and, fortunately,
the tyro, if teachable, is far from being the worst companion for the
advanced student.
Habits, circumstances and opportunities, of
course, differ, and under certain conditions a man must study alone;
but much time is often lost, and mistakes are apt to be made by
those who work alone, and especially if they work without guidance.
to sketch or to

;

and of
opportunities of getting good instruction
associating
with other students are, fortunately, on the increase, and are so well
I
known that I need not recapitulate them here but will add that
as I have reason to
studying together in this class-room has been,
know, a beginning of student friendships, some of which have lasted
through life.
On the choke of subjects of study I have not much to point out,
but I cannot forbear saying that it is a mistake to despise surveying.
Many students consider that they ought to prepare themselves for
and that everything
purely architectural practice, and for that only,
which can go by the name of surveying is unnecessary, if not beneath
them. They believe surveying to be, at any rate, wide of their line,
and that it is to be accordingly shunned; but when they come to
amount of surveying work will
practice they will find that a certain
come in their way, and must either be done or handed over to
the
better-prepared persons. I am not now speaking of quantities,
but of all
preparation of which is to a large extent a distinct work,

BOSTON SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

AT

the last regular meeting of the Boston Society of Architects,
held Friday, Noverrber 9, the following officers were elected for the
Vice-President,
President, Edward C. Cabot ;
ensuing year
Charles A. Gumming* Treasurer, William G. Preston
Secretary,
A. Fox, F. W.
John
Arthur G. Everett; Committee on Elections:
:

;

;

Chandler,

Edmund M. Wheelwright.

The

SLOW-BURNING CONSTRUCTION.

;

-

If
that relates to the examintion and care of existing buildings.
there are
you reflect that in any city or town for one new building
hundreds already in existence, and that each of these hundreds is

now for alteration
likely to be repeatedly surveyed, now for repair,
or rating, and possibly
or enlargement, now for sale, or
purchase,
mass of surveying
again after injury by fire, you will see that the
work in the aggregate is considerable. Much of this can be better
an architect than
done
any other person, and from time to
by

by

asked to make surveys under circumstances
clear that if he cannot or will not, valuable connec-

time every architect

is

which make it
Nor is this all. Architectural practice is
tions will go elsewhere.
always fluctuating, and not infrequently the question of surveying
work or none is a question of bread-and-butter or none. So do not
consider that surveys are nuisances or interruptions, but pick up
what you can about them, and, if a chance offers, by all means try
A very few days in the field will
to see a little land-surveying.
make the methods of working clear to any one who has not forgotten
his trigonometry.

BOSTON, MAS!., October

To THE EDITORS or THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

In rejoinder to the communication from " Salapublished Oct. 27, I beg to say that the questions which I
lately asked relating to construction, were not intended to apply
very closely to dwelling-houses. The risk of loss by fire in dwelling-houses, especially of the second and third class, is very small for
the reason that they are nearly always occupied by many persons
and the fires are discovered quickly enough to be customarily exThe heaviest losses in dwellingtinguished without severe loss.
houses occur in first-class or palatial dwellings where the injury to
the decorative part of the structure is often very great.
The mill methods might, however, be applied to dwelling house*.
One has been constructed in this way at small cost by a gentleman

Dear
mander

Sirs,

"

formerly an inspector of this Company, to whom I have
written for working plans and specifications. The cost did not exceed that of ordinary construction in any considerable measure.
somewhat costly dwelling-house has been built after this method in
the neighborhood of Philadelphia, under the supervision of Mr. H.
W. Brown, formerly President of the Philadelphia Mutual Fire Insurance Company, by whom, also, an office-building on Walnut Street
was constructed in the same way which he afterward sold at an extra

who was

A

price on account of its great security from fire.
I would ask the following questions as this seems to be the best
method of bringing out the facts :
Given a country dwelling-house to be covered-in either by a pitched
"
roof, hipped roof, French roof or
crazy roof," of the ordinary construction ; rafters eighteen inches to two feet on centres ; covered with

boards nut customarily matched but laid open-jointed occasionally
back-plastered between the joist but more often plastered only on
inside to be covered with shingles or with slate.
the line of the
joists
Although the inter-spaces between the joists are mostly stopped at
the plate, are there not apt to be many means of communication between these hollow spaces and the hollow spaces in the walls of the
house, these also being^ connected with the hollow spaces in the
floors and partitions ?
Does not this convert the whole house into a
series of connected wooden cells ?
When the heat passes through the thin outer covering of the roof
from which there is no ventilation at the top, does it not force its
way down through the hollow walls of the house, thereby rendering
the house much hotter in summer than it need be ? Is there not an
analogy between this sun-heated oven for the concentration of heat
on the roof with the over-head system of heating by steam-pipes
within the rooms of a factory, which has proved to be the most
effective method of raising the temperature and distributing the heat
within the factory- itself ?
piHJ
Does not this cellular structure give opportunity for the free
course not only of fire but of vermin of all sorts, no matter what precautions may be taken in putting stops above the sill for the purpose
of keeping the vermin out ? Would not this roof serve the purpose of
keeping out heat, rain and snow very much more effectively if
the inside timbers were worked of suitable size by computation of the
load to which they may be subjected and were placed eight feet to
ten feet apart on centres if two-inch plank, grooved and
splined,
were then substituted for the thin, unmatched roof-boards, and if good
shingles were always used in preference to slate ? Or might not
good one-inch boards grooved and splined be put on, then threequarter-inch mortar, and then the shingles? According to our experience with factory roofs this would be the best method we hare
specimens of shingles in good condition which are more than fifty
years old, which were originally laid over mortar, the mortar being
laid over the roof-boards.
What would be the difference in the quantity of timber and in the
cost of this mode of constructing the roof of a dwelling-house as com;

;

There is a companion mistake, one, I mean, of an opposite character, which is sometimes made, and which may as well be noticed.
is the mistake of neglecting design.
Designing is the highest
he must be able to
part of an architect's work, and it is work that
I am quite aware that it is of no use for a beginner to try to
do.
He has no materials yet, and it would probably be more
design.
than good if he attempted to originate out of
likely to do him harm
the emptiness of his knowledge something that should represent a
But designing does not come of itself, and yet many
building.

It

students go on for years accumulating knowledge and experience,
and make no attempt to exercise themselves in design. Whenever
one has made a piece of architecture one's own by studying, sketching,
and measuring it, it is a wise course to try to design a variation upon
of the same features, details, and ornaments, but reit, making use
a single
arranging them. This may be done, if you like, upon
feature and an extremely small subject, and from such beginnings
hat I wish to urge here is that
there are many ways of going on.
it is a mistake not to begin.
The last mistake with regard to study that I feel bond to name
This is, perhaps, not
is the mistake of not goinw on the Continent.
so prevalent as it was in the height of the Gothic revival time, when
that if they could thoroughly master
many good students believed
Gothic they need not attempt more. Now that Renaissance

W

English

some sort is being more generally practised, more men go to Italy
and Greece, but still the number is small in comparison with the
number of pupils and students. This, I repeat, is a great mistake,
and if you say that it is a serious expense and absorbs much time
which are 'the two things that can be said against a Continental
the answer is that, as to time, it cannot be better spent, and,
tour
as to money, there are few liberal professions where some expense is
not absolutely necessary at some time, while the scholarships and
studentships obtainable give to a few students in each year substan-

of

Certain it is that this period of continuous study in
tial assistance.
other countries, and under other suns, seems more than anything
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;

;

pared to the ordinary method ?
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and boarding-house combined in one
Holl'as an excellent example of the solid
timber and plank construction, plastering laid directly on the plank,
secured by dove-tailed lath. This large building was built under the
Prof. Spencer F. Baird, the original specisupervisio'n of the late
1 may refer to the
fications having been furnished from this office.
larwe building lately constructed by Professor Morris at Cornell
the lower
University, on the principle of slow-burning construction,
rooms of the two-story building being occupied as workshops, the
upper room for drawing: the top floor of the second story consists of
one-inch boards, the under floor of two-inch planks grooved and
Professor Morris assured
splined, with a layer of mortar between.
me that this arrangement completely stopped the passage of sound.
At the time when I visited the building the workshops were unoccuthere were a large number of young men
pied and perfectly ijuiet
and women engaged in drawing in the room above I could hear no
sound although they were moving about in their ordinary manner.
It is for the purpose of inducing students to take
up these problems and to develop the crude methods by which we have secured
safety from fire in factories, to warehouses, churches, etc., that I have
these questions are specially
put the questions lately submitted
pertinent with respect to the construction of almshouses, hospitals
and asylums.
Can the construction of a hospital, almsliouse, asylum, collegebuilding or library now be justified on the cellular principle? Hollow-floors, hollow-wall, hollow-roof, each connected with the other by
wooden flues through which fire may pass from cellar to attic, thus
assuring the maximum of loss from the minimum of cause? How
many of the buildings of which you have given plans and elevations
in the American Architect are stone or brick shams or veneers conE. A.
cealing this bad and dangerous mode of construction?
I

may

refer to the laboratory

large building at

Woods

;
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of the cupola of St. Paul's, has suggested to many that the column
should be strengthened below the surface of the earth. The recent fall
of a portion of the cap had, we suppose, nothing to do with the tunnel.
The nature of the stone may account for it, and we have no expectation
Cracks would warn the custoof the Monument suddenly collapsing.
of the emdians, who may possibly remember that the disintegration
lias been associated in a popular legend with the downfall of the
pire

Monument. To remove the column from its present position, where it
combines with the neighboring buildings (as the great Roman columns
did when they were erected), and is, therefore, alone of the metropolitan columns, appropriately placed, would be a folly no other time than
could be
when every meddling simpleton has his say
the present
the proexpected to discuss. It would, however, have its parallels in
which the
posal to widen London Bridge on cantilevers (an outrage
energy of Street and Sir F. Leighton hardly averted), and the removal
of Pecimus Burton's arch from Hyde Park Corner, which Mr. Shaw
London Athena-urn.
Lefevre actually carried out.

;

;

A CORRECTION.
NEW YORK, N. Y., October
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

31, 1888.

Dear Sirs,
Allow me to call your attention to the fact, that in
the editorial in your issue of October 27, in computing price per
pound of French and Belgian iron-beams, you assume a metric ton
(tonne) to be 2680 pounds avoirdupois, whereas it is only 2204.7
pounds.

The metric ton of one thousand kilogrammes is about equal to
2680 pounds Troy.
The above-mentioned wrong assumption alone makes a great error
in the price in cents per pound, as shown
by you, and renders your
comments upon, and deductions therefrom, useless, so that further
comment

is

unnecessary.

your quoted prices per hundred kilogrammes (13 francs
for French and 11.75 francs for
Belgian beams) refer to the smaller
sizes of inferior quality, but as I do not know
your authority for these
As to your doubts
quotations this last is only a belief as stated.
regarding the ton recognized by the United States Custom House, I
can say that the customs due on building-beams is one and one
quarter (!) cents per pound, thus making a rate of $28.00 per ton
of 2240 pounds.
TRAVERSE.
I believe

[WE took the formula for converting kilogrammes to pounds which hapthat inCooke's " Chemical
pened to be nearest at hand,
which
was Troy pounds. This would make a difference of about Physics," cent
twenty per
in the figures, and would reduce the ad valorem
equivalent of the specific
duty to one hundred and twenty per cent, in place of one hundred and fifty.
Our prices for French and Belgian beams were taken from the Chronioue
Commercials et Financiers of Le Genie Civil, us the market rates for
fers a planchers," nothing being said about dimensions or quality
EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.!

OLD signs for measuring or prognosticating commercial or industrial
The new conditions into which the country is
activity are proving unsafe.
The business inpassing, are calling for new standard* for calculation.
terests have been surprised with the results so far this year. The railroad
companies have been doing a larger business than they had anticipated.
Gross earnings have been more satisfactory and net earnings have been far
better than in last May or June, when the maximum point in cutting of
rates had been readied in the Northwest.
Notwithstanding so much was
said about excessive railroad construction, the facts and statistics now show
that the evil was overestimated.
The numerous statistical tables and statements all converge on one point, namely, that traffic has been
expanding
week by week and month by month and that net earnings, while
on some
systems they have been very low are as a rule much better thau we expected
at the opening of the season. Railroad managers are
encouraged, when the
results of the season are all averaged up.
Very careful railroad authorities
in Chicago, announced last week that steps would be taken to
put their
various systems into an excellent condition of repair. That both locomotive
would be largely added
e for
or nex
capacity and rolling-ftock
next season, tat
that a
reat deal of mileage
mileae would
woul be entered upon to complete and round out the
great
various systems
stems conv
at
that
n.
Fiuancial
uanca an
and raroa
converging
railroad auorauthoripoint.
ties in New York City have within the last few days announced their determination to enter upon the work of constructing new railroads, none of them
very long but in the aggregate making a large amount of mileage, much
more than was contemplated earlier in this year.
There will be more
North-and-South roads built next year than ever. The increasing intimacy
between the States north and south of the Ohio River, is opening up opportunities for the expenditure of a great deal of money in the construction of
lines which will expand the industrial conditions of the
regions of country
through which they pass. The out-flow of capital into these States south of
the Ohio River which has assumed phenomenal proportions for two or three
years past will exceed the volume of those years. The rank and file of investors who formerly invested in railroad building or in stocks are now
crowding into other channels, principally manufacturing, where they are
finding better returns. A system has been partially developed for the cooperation of small investors where for a small commission thev can be
furnished with opportunities to place their
In this wav a ereat
money.
deal of manufacturing capital has been well located in the
region o'f country
beyond the Mississippi and south of the Ohio.
Steel rails dropped last
week
Pennsylvania. Upwards of 100,000 tons have been sold
witbm ten days.
The rail-makers are undecided whether to accept the
lower rate and book orders or to resist it
to allow la^e allotby
ments for the coming season. The makers ofrefusing
all kinds of iron arf now in
sight of a heavy demand for the coming winter, but the demand w"u
not
be sufficiently strong to advance prices. This is in
their favor rather than
against them. The coal-producing interests are still
holding production to
the utmostcapacity.
The anthracite output last week
exceeded ;i2 000 000
tons or 3,300,000 tons in excess of the
production at same date last vea?
Coke has been advanced and all buyers of coke are
anxious to seVure as
C
n
Penn8yl ni!l C0al and coke tonnagefor ?he past
rZt,uT/ls 1
1 ? t
toD8> an ln ease ov er last year of 1,460.477 tons.
SSfl
? ?traffic
ffl
1
Ihe lumber
of the
country when aggregated shows a reu^rkahlp
crease over last year in a few of the
large? cities
The nmnufactarers of
wood-working machinery in the Western States, have bee" doine a rather
moderate business for three months past but
within a few davs
of the
heav.est manufacturers have
given out the opinion that t7,ere wil bl a rush
of work during the coming winter. At certain
points in the West D ?rtto
larly Minnesota, there is a large accumulation of
lumber but tl.^ who
know most about the market, among both
buyers an? dealers
no depression in prices on this account. The
movement
oMumber f?om
mil Is to market on the Great Lakes is enormous.
Stocks are accumuKth,
rapidly at all Jake ports. So far the increase over last vear
S ] TO 000 008
feet at Tonawanda and Buffalo.
There h;
een a iiii,V tl\r
ir^
fall in the demand for lumber in
the
eastern lag Yut
compensated for by a heavier demand in the interior there the s
towns are thriving under the stimulus of an
increased
ed P roducts
The i3 seneral scarcity of cars dem-ind for m
upon nearly a
e

foMMOta

ra

^
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INDIA-RUBBER PAVEMENT.

The

authorities of ihe city of Basle,
says The India-rubber and Gutta-percha Journal, intend re-paving their
principal thoroughfares, and are now considering the material best
In one street a trial was given to wood
suited for the purpose.
pavement, but somehow it does not give satisfaction. The decision, thereturns
or
India-rubber.
fore,
The latter was invented by
upon asphalt
the German engineer, Busse, in Linden, near Hanover, and was first
practically used about fifteen months ago for paving the roadway over
the Goethe Bridge in Hanover, which required about 1,000
square
metres of material. This first experiment proved so successful that
during the present year another street in Hanover was paved with
India-rubber, to the extent of 1,500 square metres. Berlin is already
considering the advisability of availing itself of the same pavement,
and has given it a fair trial by laying it down over a considerable
distance near the Ltttzow bank, which example is being followed
by
Hamburg. The India-rubber pavement is said to combine great elasticity with the hardness of stone, to be completely noiseless, and to
suffer neither from cold nor hot weather.
Moreover, it is not slippery
like asphalt, and is more durable.
Invention.

aStmte
'

^e?

%

-

.

erne
kinds of hardware for the
equipment of a good
Tho
? many shons
have immense interests at
stake, the success o wWch deDend unon ^fh^

all

THE LONDON MONUMENT IN POSSIBLE PEBIL. The danger to the
Monument arising from the vibration caused by the trains on the
Underground Railway, which is much nearer than Wren would have

and against which he would, had provisions been granted him,
have provided as he did for the shaky foundation of the northeast pier
liked,
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Mr.

W.

R.

EMERSON,

of Boston, desires

us to publish the fact that he is using
our stains continually, and that he
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between the cost of doing it after the discovery
and what it would have cost to do it
it h:td

24, 1888.

of tin- OIII'I-MOII,

Ix-i-n
originally
the -pcciiicaii'Ui or contract.
In most cases this
dinVriMiei- is nothing, and tli--iv U. theivi'iire. no damage to bo
claimed; and even if there should be a real dii)'.-n-nr,.. ;m<| r.,rP -i.niidin;,' <lamage, the architect woul<l not have to bear it
unless the omission showed lack of reasonable cure and -kill.
It should lie reniciii!iiTi-d that the architect does not guarantee
it'
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NOTKS AND CLIPPINGS
.

should be expected to know all the law," and an architect is no
more to be expected to remember every item about a building,
in writing his specification, than his counsel is to know all the
If IK; makes glaring mistakes, such as architects of good
law.
ordinary skill and diligence would not make, he is liable for
any damage that his employer may suffer in consequence, but
that is the extent of his liability.
The idea that an architect
gives a guaranty to an indefinite amount with everything that
he does or says, however hastily, is much favored by the persons who look on all business transactions as traps, by which
weak or unwary people are to be caught and fleeced, but it has
no sanction in the courts.

247
248
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the contrary, a case recently decided on appeal in Enghas established the rule that even a quantity-surveyor is not responsible for the correctness of his quantiin the case in question, a
ties,
quantity-surveyor was employed to take out the quantities for a certain building, from
the plans and specifications, and the tenders for the work
were based on these quantities. It is the custom in England
for the bidder whose tender is accepted to pay the surveyor's
fee, and on the completion of the contract the surveyor, who
had not been able to get bis money before, brought suit against
The contractor refused to pay, setting
the contractor for it.
up a counter-claim that, on account of the inaccuracy of the
quantities, which were less in several instances than the actual

0Nland

architects, in a place which
to make plans and

were instructed
CERTAIN

we

will not mention,
for a

specifications

house, to cost a certain sum, and to contain accommodawhich could not possibly be provided for that sum. As

tions

we

all

know,

this

method

of giving incompatible directions

who

is

are thereby enabled, what-

very popular among
ever the architect may do for them, to resist paying his bill, if
they happen to be so inclined, on the ground that he disobeyed
some of the instructions, which he was, of course, obliged to
do in carrying out the others and, like the rest of us, the
architects in question devoted themselves diligently to finding
out what their patron really wanted. This was a house costing considerably more than the proposed sum, as they told him.
Bids were obtained, the lowest of which was more than the
client wished to spend, so he himself took the lowest bidder in
hand, and with him modified the drawings and specifications so
The
as to bring the cost of the building within his means.
architects were informed of this agreement, and requested to
draw up contracts in accordance with it, which they did.
When the outside of the house was done, the contractor
notified the owner to send some one to paint it, as the painting
was not included in the specifications, or in his contract. The
clients,

;

owner, as usual, proceeded to the architects, and demanded
that as they had forgotten to mention the painting in the
it themselves, which they
specifications, they should pay for
declined to do. As it happened, their side of the case was
at the
complicated by the fact that they had inserted a clause
end of their specifications, reciting that "all work necessary to
the complete finish of the building should be done by the contractor without extra charge, whether specially described in the
The other builders who had estimated
or not."
specification
on the house told them that under this clause they had included the painting in their estimate, and the contractor told
them that he should charge no more for painting the house at
the stage where it had already arrived than if he had included
was conit in his original estimate, so, as far as their work
had suffered any
cerned, they could not see how the owner
from the omission. As to the point whether the con-

damage

under the saving clause in the specification, was bound
to do the painting, they took legal advice, in the owner's inarchitects who depend upon blanket
terest, and learned, what
clauses should remember, that such a stipulation is with
with special sorts of work not expressly men-

tractor,

difficulty applied
tioned in the specification,

and that there was no probability

house.
it could be stretched to cover the painting of a
also took legal advice as to his claim on
Apparently, the owner
the architects, for he abandoned it, and paid for the painting
as he would unquestionably have been compelled to do

that

himself,

he had been so foolish as to carry the dispute into court.
the omission of anyihing
is perfectly well settled that
from a contract or specification, by an oversight of the archi-

if

The law
tect,

renders

him

liable, at

worst,

only for the difference

amount

of work required, he was obliged to do more work than
he had estimated upon, and had suffered much damage in conThere was, apparently, reason to suppose that the
sequence.
contractor's claim was well founded, but both the lower court
and the court of appeal refused even to listen to the evidence
which he offered. They admitted the surveyor's witnesses, to
prove that the custom was for the contractor to pay for the
quantities, but barred out the counter-claim entirely, on the
ground that the law was established that a quantity-surveyor
did not guarantee his work, and evidence to prove its inaccuracy could not be admitted. It is true that the English

comment rather severely on this decision,
and quote another, where an owner recovered damages from a
and thereby
surveyor who made his quantities too large,
unduly enhanced the contract price but the decision shows
that if a surveyor, on whose data are based the contractor's
mistakes in them, it would be prefigures, is not liable for
an architect suffer for not being inposterous to try to make
fallible and omniscient, where no damage could be shown to
have resulted from his errors or oversights.
architectural journals

;

country do not often act as valuer*
which they are trained to do in England,
but builders are sometimes employed by banks, insurance
companies, and other lenders of money on real estate security
to give estimates of the value of houses or other Buildings, and

fJRCHITECTS
j\ in the way in

in this

it is well to know how far they are responsible for the accuracy
In a case recently decided in England, and
of their estimates.
known as " Cann vs. Wilson." the defendants were employed by
a man who had been asked to lend money on mortgage to make
a valuation of the property on which money was to be advanced. The lender told the defendants what he wished the

made for, and also, apparently, told them how
much he had been asked to lend on the estate. However that
may be. the defendants, instead of inspecting the building and

valuation to be

measuring the work and materials in it, assumed a figure from
the plaintiff's statement, and sent it to him as their valuation
The plaintiff, relying on this estimate, made
of the premises.
The borrower did not pay his interest,
the loan as requested.
and the mortgage was foreclosed and the estate sold. It
brought less than the mortgage, and the lender, hearing something, apparently, of the way in which the valuation had been

238
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made, sued the valuers for the difference between the price fo
which the estate sold and the amount of the mortgage. If th
defendants had faithfully measured and inspected the building
and had given their honest opinion as to its value, there seem
to be no question, judging from the example of the case cite(
above, that they would have been held harmless, even though
their opinion might have been a very mistaken one; but in thi
instance the judge held that " they had incurred a duty towan
the mortgagee to use reasonable care in the preparation of tin
"
valuation ; that they had " failed by their negligence to fulfi
this duty, and were," therefore, liable for. the consequences.'
Moreover, as the judge said, they had made a statement reck
be acted upon, and had taken no
lessly, expecting that it would
care to ascertain whether it was true or not.
This, he consid
" fraudulent
misrepresentation," and
ered, amounted legally to
made them responsible for all damage resulting from their
conduct.

intercourse between
possible that the rapidly increasing
the
and
republics may have
Spanish-American
country
an important influence upon our architecture, which has
hitherto been derived almost exclusively from English anc
Dutch prototypes. One of the first Latin habits to be dois

IT

this

mesticated among us will, we hope, be the use of the court-yard
For small houses in closely built towns the
in city mansions.
slice of building, with a narrow front and rear, must, we
suppose, continue to be employed; but for the city dwellings oJ
rich people the entrance by a ports cochere into a private courtyard like that of a large Mexican or South American house, or
a mansion in the Faubourg Saint-Germain in Paris, with its
fountain, its orange-trees and azaleas, and its faithful concierge
to keep the gates closed against intruders, gives an air of
aristocratic exclusiveness, as well as an impression of happy
and well-bred home life, guarded from insolent intrusion, which

not conveyed by a much larger area on the outside of the
buildings, as in the Vanderbilt or Stewart grass-plots in
York, or the doleful, high-walled front yards of the great
is

New

London houses. There is one house in New York, the wellknown Tiffany mansion, which boasts a court-yard and a porte
cochere, with an iron gate, but the court is paved, and is so
irregular in shape, and so dark and gloomy in appearance, that
the principal source of enjoyment in it consists in the conand anything like a house
templation of its beautiful gate
" entre cour et
uujardin," after the Paris fashion, is as
;

known

yet

here.

little touch of
quiet, smiling
their houses, which is, we hope,
reserved for the rich citizens of the future, should be in-

the provision

of

a

nature in the middle of
WITH.

troduced something of

the

Spanish-American

construction.

While our towns are being continually swept away by fire and
replaced, a Mexican or South American city grows by accreEven in
tion, such a thing as a conflagration being unknown.
Buenos Ayres, a city rivalling in population, wealth and enterprise almost

any of those in the United States, a destructive
impossible.
Although wood is used, as with us, for
floor-beams, the floors themselves are of large, thin bricks,
about thirteen inches long, laid on the beams, and covered with
fire

is

tiles set in mortar.
This makes it next to impossible to burn
through a floor, and the walls, which are of brick, without
furring, wainscoting or bases, and with solid frames for
windows built into them, are even more fireproof, so that a
bonfire might be kindled in any one room in the house, with
very little probability that the flames would extend farther.

1~CVERYTHING

in the

way
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other inexpensive amusement.

There is no reason why these
be extremely pleasant. As a rule,
architects and their families accord very well in
regard to education, tastes and income, so that the first essentials of pleasant
social occasions should not

social intercourse, mutual respect and
sympathy, with the
absence of any occasion for patronizing or envy, are provided
for
and the rest would follow easily with a little effort. To
;

any one accustomed to general society in this country, there
would be a grateful relief in meeting a room full of people, all

whom could be depended upon to know that a Tintoretto
was not something to eat, that the clerestory of a cathedral
was not the same as the crypt, and that Queen Anne never saw
a shingle, and none of whom would be either
willing or able to
of

crush their newly-made acquaintances by hints of their own
enormous wealth. In such company, and only in such, can a
man who loves his profession allow his mind to expand freely,
and to find itself refreshed by the
sympathy of others, and
strengthened by the effort which he will make to deserve both
sj'mpathy and approval.

'/TNOTIIER way which the
f\ their meetings interesting

Swiss societies have of
making
is to choose as a

and profitable

subject for study and discussion some desirable municipal
as, for instance, a scheme for a chain of parks, a
bath-house, a street widening, or a new public building.
At
the worst, the study of a project of this sort is very useful to

improvement,

who have the advantage of getting in one evening
an amount of expert instruction on the subject which
they
could not otherwise accumulate by a month of
reading and
inquiry in case they should be suddenly called upon to undertake a work of the kind
and in many instances the results of
the deliberations of a body of specialists would be
regarded
with great curiosity by the municipal officials or by publicspirited citizens, and, if the time were favorable, might be
the members,

;

carried out.

have all seen the beautiful Austrian bent-wood chairs
and furniture, which owe their popularity, perhaps, as
much to their charming design as to their strength and
durability; and most of us have had some curiosity to know
how they were made. The Revue Industrielle ex'plains the

WE

matter
the

at least, so far as the processes could be observed at
exhibition at Budapest.
Within the last few

industrial

years the methods of treating the wood have been improved,
and the application of the material much extended;
carriagewheels, for instance, having their rims made of a single piece
of ash or oak, bent to a circle, with great advantage in
point of
strength and cheapness over those made with felloes sawed in
small sections out of straight pieces of wood.
The material to
bent is, for furniture, usually red beech, which grows
very
abundantly in the Hungarian forests. The timber is sawed
nto strips one and one-half to two inches square,
according to
the work for which it is intended, and then turned in a lathe
nto smooth, round rods.
These rods are placed in an air-tight
case, where they are exposed for fifteen minutes to the action
of superheated steam.
They are then so soft and pliable as to
>e easily bent by hand, and are in this condition fitted to iron
The drying takes from
>atterris, well secured, and left to dry.
wo to eight days, according to the size of the piece. When it
s complete, the wood is detached from the
pattern and is ready
o be joined with other pieces, varnished, polished, and sent out

n the shape of finished furniture.

TfHE

great Eiffel tower in Paris, notwithstanding all the
rumors about difficulties in its construction, has, at the last
advices, reached a height of five hundred and fifty-three
eet, and is therefore the highest structure in the world,

X
making the

meetings of professional societies interesting is of value,
and our entertainment bommittees might perhaps with advantage observe the doings of the Swiss and German associa-

J_

tions of architects and engineers, and see if some of their
devices for promoting mutual acquaintance cannot be acclimated
here.
Unlike the French, who view with horror the idea of
admitting ladies to professional meetings, or the English, who
invite them only to formal conversaziones, the Germans and

Swiss make their relations with their professional brethren a
source of pleasure for their families, as well as themselves.
The architects and engineers of Berlin possess a spacious clubhouse, where entertainments of all kinds are given, and even
the smallest societies manage to have frequent soirees familieres,
where the wives and children of the members meet, to be entertained with friendly gossip, and games, theatricals, or some

being
hree feet higher than the Washington Monument. Its
growth
rom this point will be very rapid. Even now, the gang of

me hundred and

forty men employed on it carry it forward at
he rate of more than three feet a day, and as the diameter of
he shaft diminishes it will develop faster
few
vertically.

A

ays ago there was really some trouble with the men, who
>retended to be frightened at the height at which
they had to
work, but a financial remedy soon relieved their fears, and
they
ow find no reason for apprehension. If the weather continues
avorable, the tower will be complete by the first of January.
Although it is as yet little more than one half its intended
eight, eight-ninths of the ironwork has been put in place, and
ie slender open shaft which forms the rest will be
quickly
uished.
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l>e rrgiilutt-d
by a brake on top of the wheel, which
tightened or loosened
by
turning a screw in the face-plate.
The " Shumard " sash-balance is made for runs of from
thirty-two to forty-six indies, ami for sashes of from eight to
The price per pair* for a sixteen-pound
forty pounds' weight.

can further
is

sash, is $1.40; for a forty-pound sa.sb, $3.25 per pair, and
other weights in proportion.
One advantage which all of these spring-balances possess is,
that they act most strongly when the sash is down, enabling
one to move a binding window more readily than if it were
hung with ordinary weights and cords, while, when the sash is
up, the springs barely suffice to hold it in position and do not
oilVr resistance to drawing down, as is the case with weights.
The objection, of course, is, that the springs are in constant tension, and will, in time, loose their elasticity.
They can be replaced quite as easily as worn-out ropes ; still, most people
seem to prefer the old-fashioned weights and pulleys.

SASH-CORD ATTACHMENTS AND WEIGHTS.
There are several devices for attaching the cords to the
The commonest method is to cut a groove on the side
of the sash with an enlargement towards the bottom, and then
simply knot the end of the cord, the knot holding in position.
It is better to use some form of sash-cord iron.
Figure 176 is
sashes.

one of the simplest forms.

and held

sash
Anderson Stub-balance.
Win. Q. Anderson.

Fig. 173.
1

in

It is mortised into the side of the

position

by a screw, the sash cord being

Ormsliy Basil-balance.
Orinsby Sash-bolder Co.

Fig. 174.

1F1IE inconveniences attending the use of weights and pulleys
for raising sashes, while in most cases due to bad workmanship in setting the pulleys and imperfect arrangement

X

of the boxes rather than to

any intrinsic deficiencies in the system, have given rise to several so-called sash-balances, which
are. intended to
permit of weights, boxes and ropes being entirely
Indeed, the natural outgrowth from the idea
dispensed with.
"
involved in the " Acme
sash-cord would be that a plain
could
be
made
to
answer
the purpose of both weight and
spring
cord.
This has been done with the " Anderson " sash-balance.

Fig. 176.

Sash-cord Iron.

Fig. 177.

Figure 173, which consists simply of a steel, spiral spring for
each sash, from f inch to $ inch in diameter. The springs are
fastened to the hanging-style of the window-frame and to the
sashes, and are made of just sufficient strength to sustain
the sash in any position, so that a very slight exertion is sufficient
to move it either up or down.
The springs are made the same
length as the sash ; and, being secured near the bottom of the
sash, are drawn out to twice their length when the sash is
down. When a sash is hung with this kind of balance, it has
to be fitted with some form of self-catching sash-fast, as otherwise the window might fly open as soon as the hand was with"
drawn. Anderson uses the " Attwell
sash-fast for this purpose, which will be described in a subsequent chapter, though
any other self-locking form would answer equally well. The
retail price for the four springs necessary for two sashes weighFor forty-pound sashes the
ing fifteen pounds each, is $1.35.
When the sashes
price is $2.50, and other sizes in proportion.
weigh over fifty pounds, the size of the spring required
becomes so large as to render it rather too conspicuous for

ordinary use.
The "

"

similar

to Figure 176,
though requiring a deeper
mortise and being driven
in on a slant, so that it
cannot work loose.
It
retails at $1 per gross.
Figure 179 is different
from either of the preceding forms, consisting of a
Fig. 178.

Jackson's Sash-cord Iron.
Mfg. Co.

shown.

This

fix-

$1.60 per gross.
Sash-w eights

window-head, the sashes being suspended
therefrom by thin brass bands which coil
around the roller.
The price of this
sash-balance varies from 75 cents for a
window with fifteen-pound sashes, to $1.75

cast

for fifty-five pound sashes.
third type of sash-balance is illustrated by Figure 175.
This has the general appearance of an ordinary sash-pulley, being mortised into the hanging-styl^

in

same manner.

Inside of the pulley,
however, is coiled a strong band-spring of
steel, attached to the axle, which is fixed,
and to the outer edge of the wheel, in the
groove of which is wound a narrow brass
ribbon serving instead of a sash-crd, so
Shumard Sashig. 175.
balance.
Co1em an
that when the sash is drawn down, the ribHardware Co.
bon is uncoiled and the spring acted upon.
The spring can be set to any desired tension, and its action
in the

1

Continued from page

229,

Mo.

673.

cartridge-shaped cylinder,
closed at both ends, but
with an opening at the

retails at

ture

are usually made
of cast-iron, to
order.
They are

A

Ireland

top and the bottom, through which the cord is passed and
wedged by the eccentric cam shown by the figure. The cord
is released by inserting a wire, as

Ormsby sash-balance, Figure 174, is on exactly the
principle as the ordinary shade-roller, consisting of two
strong spring-rollers which are concealed in a pocket over the

same

Double Sash-cord Iron.

knotted under the hook. This form retails at 35 cts. per gross.
Figure 1 77 illustrates an iron used when the sash is hung with
two cords on each side. This retails at 52 cents per gross.
Figure 178 is a form quite

in

plain

with

round-bars

an eye at the
substantially

has

top,

as

shown

been

170.
the sashes

Figure

When

are very heavy,
or the space for
the box
is
restricted, lead
weights are used,

Fig. ISO. Raymond's
.Sash-weight. Ray-

mond Lead

Fig. 179.

Co.

Kmlgers Sash-cord or

Chain-fastener.

Nimick

&

lirillan.

as

they
occupy
space than iron. They are usually made to order, and
can be had in any desired shape, but are manufactured in
Figure 180 is the
regular weights by a few of the lead-works.
less

form adopted by the Uaymond Lead Company. Each section
is cast on an iron rod extending through the weight, with a
hook at one end and an eye at the other, so that as many sections

may

be hung to each other as

may be

necessary.
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Iron sash-weights cost
7 cents per pound.

cents,

and lead-weights from 6

to

Sash-locks may generally be said to be devised for the moral
encouragement of the faint-hearted, who cherish a fond belief
that when the lock is turned no intruder can possibly enter
the market are
through the window. Most of the forms in
sneak-thief, but while nearly
claimed to be strictly burglarmust be a novice,
proof, and advertised as such, the burglar
indeed, who would let even the best of them keep him out of a
house.
When the window is secured with a fast which cannot
be opened by slipping a knife-blade between the meeting-rails
and pushing back the bolt, an enterprising burglar would
simply break out a pane of glass, which can be accomplished
with less noise than is made in picking a lock so that, after
all, the protection afforded by a sash-lock is more in sentiment
than in fact. Still, that the timid be cheered and the stray
tramp kept out of the silver closet, some form of sash-lock is
always considered a necessity for all windows.
The requirements of a perfect sash-fast or lock, are that it

protection

XXIV.
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with a spring, so as to be self-acting, and by means of the key
can be locked, thus permitting the sash to be left partly open
and secured against intrusion. This lock is light and strong, and
well adapted to be used on screens as well as sashes.
Figure 182 is a type of several varieties of sash-locks which
mortise into the sash and throw out a bolt in the same manner
as an ordinary door-lock. In this example the bolt works with a spring,
it

SASH-LOCKS.

sufficient

[VOL.

against

every sash-lock in existence

which makes the lock self-acting after
the bolt has been thrown; that is to
say, if the bolt were pushed back it

a

is

;

shall fulfil the following conditions :
First, it must be so constructed that it

cannot be opened from
without by a knife, or by jarring the window. Second, it
should, in closing, draw the two sashes tightly together, and, at
the same time, should not be affected by any small inequalities
of adjustment.
Third, it should always remain either open

or shut, with some sort of spring-contrivance to hold the lever
in position, so that it will not be possible to leave the lock
partially turned, thereby running the risk of breaking the
muntins when the window is raised. Fourth, it should have no
projections which could possibly tear the sash ; and fifth, and
perhaps most important of all, it should be simple in construction

Fig. 181.

Sash-fast.

Yale

& Towne

Mfg. Co.

Fig. 182.

would not remain closed until the knob or handle were turned.
This lock may be operated with either a movable
key or a flat

knob or button.
Of course, any mortise drawer-lock can be applied to a sash,
if desired, or
any other lock sufficiently narrow to fit the thickness of the sash, though the two forms just described are
about the only ones especially made for windows, which can
properly be termed sash-locks.
LTo be continued.l

THE PROPOSED CONSOLIDATION OF THE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

and

in its operation.
not essential, though it is generally very well that the
fast should be self-locking.
It is not well to trust to anything
which acts by gravity, or which depends on any perfectly fitted
It also is
sash, as such appliances are apt to get out of order.
well that the lock should be as inconspicuous as possible,
though neither is this essential. Some sash-fasts are provided
with rebated appliances which fit down between the two
sashes this is not necessary, though it is perhaps a greater
security, as in this way the fast can be more securely screwed
onto the sash.
In selecting any form of rebated sash-fast,
however, it must be borne in mind, that sashes are made
In the vicinity of
differently in the East and in the West.
Boston, it is customary to rebate the meeting-rails where they
come together, but elsewhere, we believe the meeting-rails are
It

is

.

;

usually simply bevelled.
Much ingenuity is to be observed in the line of patents for
sash fasts and locks.
This might be interpreted as an indication that either the sash-fastenings at present in the market are

I1E discussion that attended the introduction of the committee's
report on the consolidation of the architectural bodies during
the second day's session of the Convention of the American In"

quite insufficient for their purpose, or that there is an extraordinary necessity for the species of protection which such
contrivances can afford.
This chapter, however, will but
faintly indicate the variety of devices having in view the
of sashes.
One must wade through the list of Patent
securing

was as follows
Mr. .it ell.
I ask for the admission of the
report of the Special
Committee to consider the report on consolidation. I ask for
stitute of Architects, at Buffalo,
I

general
consent to introduce this before we take
up any other business.
General consent having been given, Mr. Littell
proceeded as follows
The Special Committee to consider the report of the Committee
on Consolidation entered upon its labors, and found it would
require
a very long time to fully work out a plan or
suggestion in connection
but
Committee
therewith,
your
unanimously agreed to present to
this Convention a provisional
report on a different line from that
in
the
suggested
report of the original Committee. Your Committee

Office reports in order to fairly appreciate what has been done
in this direction.
great many of these inventions never get

:

A

beyond the Patent Office. Still, there are all sorts and kinds
of sash locks and fasts in the market.
Each one appears to be
covered by a patent, yet somehow or other, the best locks and
fasts are to be found in the
catalogues of nearly all the manufacturers, so slightly disguised it is easy to see that" such ideas
are in a measure common property.

Article 1 on page 2, as amended last
night,
Article 2, also as amended last night; to strike out Section
3,
" Associations
and for Section 4 substitute as follows
in States
or parts of States may be formed with the
approval of the Convention of the American Institute of Architects, with
power to make
laws and regulations for their own government. The local societies
called Chapters of the Institute
may be formed with similar powers,
but in all cases the standard for admission into these subdivisions
must be, at least, as high as that fixed by the Constitution of the Institute, and they must not conflict with the requirements of the
body
in which they are included.
No person shall be elected to the Institute who shall not
previously have been elected a member of the

propose to retain

The terms sash-lock and sash-fast have been used synonymously, though a distinction should be observed between them.
sash-lock is understood to be some contrivance which
actually
locks a sash by means of some form of key.
All of the other

:

A

numerous devices which, by means of levers, catches or springs
hold the sash either open or shut, are technically termed sashfasts.

The

distinction,

however, cannot be rigidly adhered

to.

all of

the self-locking fasts might be classed with sashfasts, while, with equal propriety, the sash-locks can be said to
possess the essential qualities of sash-fasts ; though, with very
all are
designated by the hardware dealers, as
fe_w exceptions,

Nearly

local society covering the territory in which the candidate resides."
It is then proposed to strike out Sections
5, 6, 7 and 8, and to
amend Section 9 to read as follows " The Convention of the Insti:

sa'sh-fasts.

Figure 181 illustrates a form of sash-lock which
to the face

tervals

in

:

i

tute

is

secured

of the sash, the bolt
working into staples at inthe window-frame or stop-bead.
The bolt work

I

at large

be annual. Unless ordered otherwise at the
previous Convention, it shall be held in the official metropolis of the
nation, the city of Washington."
It is proposed to strike out Sections
10, 11 and 12, and substitute
shall

NOVEMBER
for Section
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12 as follows

:

"The American

Institute of Architects

have two grades of membership, Associates and Fellows, as
defined by the Constitution of the present Institute. The Western
Association may elect at a day previous to the proposed reorganization as many of its members to the grade of Fellow in the American
Institute of Architects as there shall be Fellows in good standin<; in
the present Institute at the date of reorganization, and all other
practising members of each society shall enter the new Institute as
Associates.
After reorganization, no person shall be eligible to the
grade of Fellow unless he shall be at the time of balloting an Associate, or unless he shall receive the unanimous vote of the Institute
shall

in convention assembled."

Thru it is proposed to strike out Section 13, and substitute for
Section 14 as follows " The officers of the American Institute of
Architects shall hereafter be a president and as many vice-presidents
as there are chapters, an honorary secretary, a general secretary, a
secretary for foreign correspondence, a treasurer, and a board of
The board of trustees shall consist of the above-named
trustees.
officers and twelve members; the twelve members to be selected at
the time of organization, shall serve, four for three years, four for
two years, and four for one year ; and thereafter four members shall
be elected at each annual convention to serve for the term of three
Section 16 is
years." Section 15 remains substantially as drawn.
stricken out, and the final clause is as follows " These provisions
shall take effect when ratified by a two-thirds vote of all professional
members of the American Institute of Architects, and a two-thirds
vote of all professional members of the Western Association of
Architects, but when the same person is a professional member of
each association, his vote shall be counted as only one-half a vote."
Mr. Cutler.
In regard to the Fellows of the Western Association, the proposition of the Committee is that the Western Association may elect to the grade of Fellow in the new Institute as many
of its members as are at present Fellows of our Institute.
I move that Mr. Carlin, the Buffalo member of
Secretary Bloor.
the Committee of Arrangements, be requested to have Mr. Littell's
report printed at once and distributed, and that the consideration of
it be made the
special order of business for to-morrow morning.
Mr. I. tell.
This is not a perfect scheme; it is merely an outline.
To perfect the scheme will require weeks of work.
all
want information, and want to see which direction the Institute
:

:

i i

We

prefers to move in.
I think we would get on
Mr. Adler.
just as well if this committee were made permanent until the next Convention, and tf it
were directed, as was the committee which preceded it, to cooperate
with the corresponding committee of the Western Association. I
should, perhaps, like

to see,

if possible, this consolidation effected
practically before the annual conventions of 1890 of the two organizations, and it appears to me that if these two committees will go to
work at once, and will within three months from now
I think it
can be done within that time
or within six months, at the latest,
formulate definitely the scheme of unification, and if this report
were printed and a copy sent to each member of both organizations,
either to call an extra
and, next, if one of two things were done
session of each body to consider the project of unification ; or, what
I believe to be better, still, to make
preparations for a letter ballot.
It will be impossible to get a two-thirds vote of either the Western
Association or of the American Institute at any convention, because
we cannot get two-thirds of our members together. I don't know
whether it is practicable under the statutory limitations of the Institute to resort to a letter ballot, but, if it is possible, that would be
the only effective way to arrive at a conclusion, and, before making
a motion that I contemplate, I would like to ask Mr. Bloor whether
we can, under the present Constitution and By-Laws of the Institute,
determine upon any action by letter ballot.
I don't recollect any provision in the BySecretary Bloor.
Laws which would prevent the use of a letter ballot and it cer-

tainly is the most convenient, and I think the only practical,
way of getting at the sentiments of the whole Institute. Unless we
find something in our regulations showing that we cannot do this I

withdraw my previous motion and second Mr. Adler's motion
made.
Mr. Stone.
Before putting that vote I think it would be a good
idea to get an expression from this meeting. If this convention
thinks the thing we have proposed is all wrong we would like to
know it. If they think on the whole it is in the right direction it
will be a practical endorsement of the general idea which is embodied in the report, and if any further questions were asked some
of us would try to answer in regard to the matter, or a more general
outline could be made of what the scheme is.
It seems to me that the proposition to have the
Mr. Kendall.
meetings annually is one of the very best propositions of the scheme.
If we should meet only once in three years I think that would be the
beginning of the end. We have got to get together every year in
order to keep up the interest in our work, and I don't think by
sections meeting in their own localily every two years and then
meeting altogether every three years that that is the way to keep up
our interest in the work, and I think the meetings must be held once
a year in order for us to feel the im|>ortance of our work and take
the interest in it which we should.
will

just

A
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Member.
I think the meetings should be held in different
States as it will afford a change and give an opportunity for local
architects to interchange hospitalities and civilities, and I don't think

we always meet

if

of the great

in

Washington

it

will serve

the same end.

inducements of our coming together

places.

is

One

to visit different

We

Mr. Stone.

provide for their meeting in Washington simply
case they don't meet anywhere else, or in case there is no uthrr
place appointed.
Mr. Nickerson.
I understood it was to be in Washington unless
it was provided at a previous meeting where it should be hi'lil.
Mr. Adler.
I think the difficulty about that has always l>cen due
to the fact that the attendance at the conventions of the Institute
has been very limited and also to the habit of the Institute always to
lean upon its board of trustees and not dare to take any initiative
action.
Now we have no trouble in the Western Association in
in

determining where our next yearly convention is going to be, and
you can make up your minds, if you only will emancipate yourselves
from the idea that it is not your duty to make up your minds, but it
is
your duty to remain in a state of infantile dependence upon your
superiors.
Mr. Cutler.

I am quite sure I voice the sentiment of this comsay it was the intention that this board of trustees
proposed in this report should merely have the control of the Institute at such times as the Institute was not assembled in convention ;
that the convention would have full power to decide upon the place
of meeting, or any other question which might come before it, or
direct the trustees. I am entirely in favor of going here and there
and everywhere in the country. I want to go to San Francisco, and
I want to
go to Kansas City, and I don't wish to go always to Wash-

mittee

when

I

ington.

Mr. Gibson.
Most of the changes made in this report are different in the matter of Chapters
that U, the Chapters should not be
limited one to each State.
Some States will require two, and others
will not be able to support one Chapter.
In the matter of Fellows
and Associates, I agree with it perfectly, and I may remind you that
I, last night, proposed a similar scheme, namely, that the Western
Association should choose from among its members an equal number
of Fellows to be Fellows of the new Institute with the number of
those in the American Institute of Architects at the present time.
I
think both of these changes are better, and I think the committee
will find that this meeting generally indorses their actions.
Mr. Adler.
I offer the following resolution
;

:

Resolved, That the committee of the American Institute of Architects
upon consolidation of architectural associations be continued, and that
it be directed to act with the corresponding committee of the Western

Association in determining a definite plan of consolidation within the
next six months. It is further
Resolved, That when this plan of consolidation has been determined
upon and approved by the boards of trustees and directors of the A. I.
A. and W. A. A. the same shall be printed, and copies of the same distributed among the practising members of both bodies. It is further
Kesolved, That within one month from the distribution of these
printed copies of the committee's report there shall be a letter ballot
upon its adoption by the practising members of the A. I. A. and W. A.
A. and that if approved by a two- thirds vote of both bodies it shall be declared adopted, and the two bodies consolidated under its provisions.
The board of trustees of the A. I. A. and the board of directors of the
W. A. A. shall, in case of such adoption, at once issue a call for a convention of the members of both bodies, to be held at such place and at
such time as may then seem most expedient, and a reorganization of the
A. I. A. shall be the order of business of said convention.
,

(Motion put and carried.)

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE OX CONSOLIDATION.

To THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS:
At the last Convention the following resolution was unanimously
adopted

:

Retolved, That a Committee of five members be appointed, of which
the Chairman of this Convention shall be a member, ez-officio, the other
four members to be selected by him, to act jointly with one of similar
number appointed by the Western Association of Architects at their next
general meeting, and to report as to the best and speediest method of
consolidating all the Architectural Societies of America into one
organization ; the report to be full regarding form and constitution for
local societies, and also regarding form, constitution, permanent place
of meeting and proper quarters for the national, or representative,
body. That the Western Association of Architects be and they are
hereby cordially invited to unite with us in this work, and to appoint a
Committee as above.
The other four members appointed by the Chairman, Mr. Kendall, to
serve with himself, were Messrs. Buraham, of Chicago T. P. Chandler,
T. M. Clark, of Boston, and Bloor, of New York.
Jr., of Philadelphia
Since a formal preliminary meeting in December, at which all the
members were present except one, and at which a skeleton report was
adopted as the basis for consultation with the corresponding committee
of the Western Association of Architects, consisting of Messrs. Adler,
of Chicago ; Ferry, of Milwaukee ; Carlin, of Buffalo ; A. Van Brunt,
of Kansas City, and Root, of Chicago, the work of your Committee has
been carried on partly by personal interview, but mainly by correspondence between Mr. Adler, of Chicago, a member of the Institute as
well as of the Western Association of Architects, and the Chairman of
the Association Committee, and Mr. Bloor, the Secretary of the Institute Committee, and the result of their labors and communication
with their respective committees is the following project looking
toward that Association being, in the future, united with the Institute,
for the good alike of each Society, of the profession and its art, and of
;

;
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name and organism no less than, as heretofore,
aims and mutual helpfulness, while at the same time it indicates what is believed to be a practical method by which all other

the American public, in
in spirit,

American architectural societies may receive the greatest associative
and
benefit possible to themselves, by being partakers in the historical
national and international prestige of the American Institute of Archiable and useful
tects, the mother and pioneer of them all, as of all the
interests in
serial literature representing the profession and building
that experienced body whose conthe various sections of the Union
all of
stitution and ordinances have already been virtually adopted by
these Societies as far as the differences between national and sectional
conditions would admit, while its schedule of fees and recommendations

for professional practice, in their main items, now over thirty years old,
and inand directly the basis of the business and social standing
have mof the profession
directly the basis of the artistic standing
variablv been adopted verbatim et literatim.
of the
It is" a proof of the wise choice made by the Committee
Western Association of Architects, in leaving to Mr. Adler the correshis Association
pondence on this important topic, that he. carrying
with his broad-minded views, has met the claims which, as the society
of old standing, of large experience and of exclusively national aims,
the Institute has felt itself called upon to make, in a spirit of recogniand that some of the best provisions proposed as to
tion and

comity,
organization were formulated by himself.
Before reducing the suggestions of your Committee to items, we beg,
on the difficult subject of a practical standard of professional requirements in candidates for membership, to quote bodily the following remarks submitted last year to the Western Association of Architects by
Mr. Louis H. Sullivan, the Chairman of a Committee of members of
that body to whom the question had been committed. This question
has been one of frequent formal or informal discussion in the Institute,
and is indeed as old as the history of art societies in any epoch or
country but the grounds of it, and the perplexities involved in it, have
never, so far as our observation goes, been expressed with greater
terseness and lucidity than by him.
"The difficulties which arise in connection with this subject are
manifold and perplexing. If the standard for admission to membership
be fixed with sole regard to what is supposedly an ideal, the numerical
growth of the Association would be seriously cheeked and its usefulness in many ways impaired for it is evident that such a policy would
preclude the admission of those of average capacity, and of the many
bright ones who are contending against the difficulties which beset a
;

;

beginner.
"On the other hand, if the standard be fixed so low as to make
possible the admission of all, it is evident that the standard of the
Association would degenerate, and, through the prevalence of a low
tone, its influence for good would cease and its career be short-lived.
"It is assumed by your Committee that the policy of the Association
that it should not set
in this regard should be broad and democratic
up factitious barriers against those who ask for admission that the
Association wishes to count among its members every thoughtful,
that it desires its strength
earnest, ambitious man in the profession
and stability to be derived from the standing and capacity of the average man that it welcomes the fervor of youth that it cherishes the
honorable record of old age that, above all, it should not place its
;

;

;

;

;

;

standard for admission higher than it is itself prepared to exemplify.
"It is assumed, as a paramount consideration, that the applicant's
second, that he
record, be it short or long, should prove honorable
evidence fair artistic, constructive, or executive skill third, that his
admission shall necessitate an expressed pledge upon his part to sustain
by individual effort a sound standard of professional bearing."
It is understood that the same gentleman is chairman of a committee
(supplementary to and complementing that on requirements in candidates), which is now engaged on a Code of Ethics for professional
practice in the nature of an itemized declaration to candidates of the
rules by which they will be expected to govern themselves. It will
necessarily be but an itemized formulation of the brief rule which for
thirty-one years has made "the condition of membership" in the Institute "the honorable practice of the profession," but it will be
awaited with interest by all intelligent and public-spirited practitioners.
The following are the items of the formula now submitted to your
;

;

consideration and discussion
" The American In1. The name of the proposed Federation shall be
stitute of Architects."
2. Any Architectural Association which shall adopt the "condition
" which has
of membership
prevailed in the American Institute of
Architects, viz.: "the honorable practice of the profession," may
become a part of the new organization.
3. For the purpose of securing greater convenience of administration,
the Institute shall be divided into three Sections, viz.: (a) the Eastern
Section embracing all the New England States, other States lying on
the Atlantic Oeean, and the States of Pennsylvania, West Virginia and
Ohio (6) the Central Section embracing the region westward of the
above as far as the Western boundary lines of the States or Territories
of Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Indian Territory and Texas; and (c) the
Western Section, embracing the region westward of the last mentioned
section to the Pacific Ocean. These three Sections shall be again
divided into State Associations, and the State Associations may be subdivided into local organizations at their own pleasure and convenience.
4. The State divisions shall be called Chapters of the American Institute of Architects, and the sub-divisions of these State Chapters may
be called Lodges thereof, and said divisions and sub-divisions shall be
free to make laws and regulations for their own government, excepting
only that the standard of admission to membership must be at least as
high as that fixed by the Constitution of the Institute, and that they
shall not conflict with the regimen of the body in which they are included.
5. There shall be an Annual Convention of each of the three
Sections. The members of all Chapters within the limits of each
Section shall be entitled to seats in such Convention, but in voting, an
apportionment of votes proportioned to the number of members of each
:

;
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Chapter shall be made, and the members of each Chapter present at
such convention shall cast the votes of their respective Chapters.
0. The officers of each Section shall be a President, a Vice-President,
a Treasurer, a Secretary and five Trustees. These nine shall constitute
a Board of Trustees, who may, for convenience of administration, elect
from their Board an Executive Committee of three, which between the
meetings of the Board of Trustees, shall have all of the powers of said
Board.
7. The President, Vice-President, Treasurer and Secretary, shall be
elected each to serve one year. Of the five Trustees first elected, two
And after this,
shall be elected for one year and three for two years.
successors to the Trustees, whose terms expire, shall be elected each
time for a term of two years.
8. The duties of these officers shall be as is customary for officers
bearing these titles in similar organizations.
9. The conventions of the Institute at large shall be triennial, and,
unless ordered otherwise at the previous convention, shall be held in
the official metropolis of the nation, the City of Washington. The
right of participation in the deliberations of these Conventions, and the
assignment of votes to individual Chapters, shall be the same as at
the Conventions of the Sections.
10. The newly-organized Institute shall be deemed formed whenever
its organization shall have been agreed to by a two-thirds vote of all
the professional members of the present American Institute of Architects, and by a two-thirds vote of all the professional members of the
Western Association of Architects. But when the same person is a
professional member of both the Western Association of Architects and
the present Institute, his vote shall be counted as only one-half.
11. As soon as such votes shall have been had, the officers of the
American Institute of Architects and of the Western Association of
Architects shall hold a joint meeting, and shall issue a call to the
members of the Western Association of Architects, and to the members
of the American Institute of Architects, fixing a date for the convention, and inviting to said convention all of the members of the two
organizations before mentioned, as also all members of all other architectural associations of good standing throughout the United States.
At this convention th.e constitution shall be adopted, based substantially
upon the principles herein set forth. And at this convention the voting
power of the different organizations represented shall be proportioned
upon their actual membership, and shall be exercised in behalf of each
association, prorated as above stated, by the members present to
represent the same.
12. Inasmuch as the present American Institute of Architects and
other architectural societies affiliated with it or otherwise, have two
grades of professional membership, while the Western Association of
Architects and others have but one, only tJiose Fellows of the Institute
who have been in good standing for ten years or over shall retain the
title of Fellows, all others entering the new organization as Associates.
But at this convention there shall be elected, by ballot of all the professional members, a number of Fellows not to exceed in number onetwentieth of the entire membership outside of the old fellowships of the
new organization. And in counting votes the names of those who are
members of more than one of the old organizations shall be counted
but once.
13. At each subsequent Triennial Convention of the newly organized
Institute there shall be elected, by general and by letter ballot of all
Associates and Fellows, additional Fellows to the number of onetwentieth of the existing lower grade professional members.
14. The officers of the American Institute of Architects, as newly
organized, shall be a Board of Trustees embracing in its membership
all of the officers of the three Sections, and from among these the Convention shall elect a President, Vice-President, General Secretary,
Secretary for Foreign Correspondence. Treasurer and three others who
shall be Trustees, who shall all hold office for three years, or until
their successors are appointed, and who, by virtue of such election to
the Executive Committee of the American Institute of Architects, shall
remain Trustees of their respective Sections, until the next triennial
convention of the American Institute of Architects.
15. The duties of these officers shall be as is customary in similar
organizations. The General Secretary, Secretary for Foreign Correspondence, and Treasurer, shall be salaried officers, the amount of their
salaries to be fixed in proportion to the revenue left after providing for
expenses of publication, rent and other current outlay, and the General
Secretary to be paid on the basis of the fact that if his work be
adequately done, it must necessarily absorb all, or nearly all, of his
working time.
16.
In the year of the occurrence of the Triennial Convention of the
Institute, the annual Conventions of the Sections shall be merged into
the meeting of the Institute; the members of the Sections during such
Conventions constituting themselves a sub-convention for the election
of officers for the ensuing year, and such other business as may be
peculiar to their Sections and not included in the transactions of the
Convention of the Institute.
At each Triennial Convention there shall be an exhibition of the work,
since the last convention, of professional members, and a jury of
seven members, four of whom shall be of the higher grade, shall be
appointed to adjudicate on the merits of the renderings exhibited and
a gold medal, inscribed with the name of the Institute and Of the party
to whom it is given, shall be awarded by said jury to the most approved
design; and a silver medal, similarly inscribed, shall be appropriated
for the design adjudged the next best.
When a large membership and consequent sufficiency of revenue
shall warrant it, the Institute shall, with safeguards and under conditions to be prescribed by the Governing Board, undertake the defence
in law of its members against injustice, in cases
involving principles of
general interest to the profession.
The question of increased revenue for the Institute, apart from the
last conditional proviso, and for general purposes, was
specifically
referred by the last convention to this Committee, which sees no other
immediate means of increase than raising the annual dues of members
to the same amount, or
approximate thereto, assessed in former years ;
;
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warrant
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it,

the federation acquires a sufficiently large

membership

MISTAKES IN ARCHITECTURE."

to

Your Committee presumes

A.

J.

BLOOB, New York.

[Contributor* are requested to tend with their drawing! full and
adequate description* of the building*, including a statement of coil.']

HOUSE OF

BRADBURY, ESQ., BOSTON, MASS. MR. W. WHITNEY LEWIS, ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.

E. 'P.

[Gelatine Print Issued only with Gelatine and Imperial editiona.1

THROUGH

an unaccountable blunder, while the name of the
of this building was correctly printed in the text of last
week's issue, it was incorrectly printed upon the hello-chrome
plate of the doorway which appeared in that issue.

owner

ST.

PAUL'S CHURCH, BUFFALO, N. Y. MR.
YORK, ARCHITECT.

R.

w. GIBSON,

SEW

THIS church was destroyed by an explosion of natural-gas and
consequent fire in May last. It is now being rebuilt, with considerable changes and improvements.
The chancel is considerably larger

new plan, and porches, vestries, etc., are re-arranged, and
large tracery windows are introduced in the place of some of the
lancet windows of the old building.
The tower and spire remain
The interior was formerly -without a clerestory, but
uninjured.
with wooden columns and wooden arches supporting the roof. In
the new design, stone columns and arches of masonry support a
handsome geometrical clerestory, and the roofs are built at a
higher level to accommodate it. The stone used is chiefly Medina
stone, quarried in the western part of New York.
in the

DESIGNS FOR A WROUGHT-IRON GATE.

THIS

plate shows the prize drawings of the Fourth Competition
of the Detroit Architectural Sketch-Club, the problem having been a
design for a double-swinging wrought-iron gate for an office-building.
First place was awarded to A. Kahn, designer of "Quill Pen"; second
place to J. B. Nettleton, designer of "Jumbo "; third place to Rich.
"
Mildner, designer of Arm and Hammer "; and fourth place, G. Har-

vey,

"Forge and Hammer."

THE PALAZZO APARTMENT-HOUSE,
STEM, ARCHITECT,

MR. A. H.

ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. PAUL, MINN.

THIS buildjng, owned by Messrs. J. R. McMurran et at., at the
corner of 10th and St. Paul's streets is now nearly finished.

HOUSE OF SENATOR PHILETU8 SAWYER, WASHINGTON,

D. C.

MR.

W. H. MILLER, ARCHITECT, ITHACA, N. Y.

THIS house now being
trimmings

AN

built

of dark 'brownstone

with darker

will cost $75,000.

In a certain town in New Hampshire,
provided with a supply of water for fire purposes, the water
has been obtained from a reservoir about one hundred feet square,
situated on an elevation near the town. During the winter, a fire
occurred at a time when the reservoir was covered with ice nearly two
The water issued from the hose in very sluggish
feet in thickness.
streams, which soon ceased altogether, and it was suspected that some
obstruction had got into the pipe.
Suddenly one wise man called
several to accompany him to the reservoir.
There, with their axes,
cut
a
hole
the
and
at once an abundant supply of
ice,
they
through
water issued from each of the hose attached to the hydrants. The ice
over the reservoir was so strong that it did not permit the pressure of
the air to be exerted on the water therein, and, therefore, the air-pres
sure at the nozzles would balance a head of water nearly thirty-three
But when the hole was cut through the ice, the
feet in height.
pressure of the air could be exerted upon the water there, as well as
at the nozzles, and the supply had the full advantage of the difference in height between the reservoir and the hydrants. Engineering.
whicli

ICE-SEALED RESERVOIR.
is

II.

EXAMINATION MISTAKES.

that Section 12 of this report will induce
probably as much discussion as any herein submitted; for the questions involved in it are apt to be regarded from two very different ami
sharply separated points of view. Some of the oldest and most successful practitioners would doubtless be willing to sacrifice personal
feeling to the common cause, and to start in the new federation from
the lowest rung of the associative ladder as the youngest; while some
of the latter will be among the first to allow that as regards practitioners
far advanced in life who have done the hard pioneering work from
which has been built up the platform offering so secure and honorable
a foothold to those beginning their professional career
some of these
juniors will doubtless lie among the first to allow that there would be not
and
unseemliness
but
positive injustice in subonly great incongruity
stituting in the case of their seniors the insignia of a lower professional
grade for those of the higher one which they have through the heat
and burden of their long day borne with honor not only to themselves
but to the Institute and the profession.

Respectfully submitted,
E. H. KENDALL, New York.
D. H. BCRNIIAM, Chicago.
T. P. CHANDLER, JR., Philadelphia.
T. M. CLARK, Boston.
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VERY

profes-

sional student has

now

to look

ward, more or
examinations.
art;

many

for-

less, to

There

callings

in

which these have been
pushed too far
pily,

that

case,

at

is

hapnot the
;

any rate as

with architecture.
We have, however,
enough examinations
yet,

and competitions
prizes

to

bring

for
mis-

takes in examinations well within our scope this evening. The prime
mistake is to go up unprepared, in the hope that one may succeed
by a fluke; or. perhaps, in the mistaken belief that one knows the
I- have had a rather
subject so well that no preparation is needed.
long and rather wide experience as an examiner in architecture,
and I oan assure you that the degree of unpreparedness with which
some candidates are content is perfectly astonishing. Perhaps a
specimen of the worst papers I ever had to correct might be more
amusing than impressive ; but I am sure that many students of
schools of art offer themselves for examination simply on the chance
that by a fluke they may get through, and have signally and dismally
failed accordingly.
In the case of the Institute

Examination for the Associateship,
or that for the District-Surveyorship certificate, long and careful
preparation ig needed, and for each of these a spice of practical
training is wanted. The would-be Associate must have some practice in design, and must make himself personally familiar with some
specimens of ancient architecture, and the would-be District Surveyor
must have some experience of the supervision of building works.
Similarly, where drawings have to be made with a view to prizes
offered by the. Institute or the Association, a candidate, in order to
have any chance, and to gain any good from entering on the competition, ought to have some experience of drawing, and, if the prize
be for a design, some notion of designing before he ventures to compete; though, as these are competitions, and not pass examinations,
failure to succeed does not involve the same discredit, and ought not
to have the same discouraging effect on the candidate as failure in
a pass examination.
It is a mistake, let me very emphatically say, for any student
attending the courses about to begin here to avoid the final examination or any intermediate examination. Of course, the prizes are
only few, and, as far as they are concerned, the examination at the
end of the session is competitive but the certificates are given to as
many as get more than a certain proportion of marks without limit
of number, and so there is for each one a chance of having his ability
and diligence recognized, and the opportunity which the class examinations offer of proving to yourselves that you have learned and
retained a fair amount of what I try to teach is, in my opinion, of
;

great value.
In the examination-room, it is a great mistake to fire off a piece
of knowledge that has nothing to do with the question, simply
because you know it
as, for example, suppose you have carefully got up the tracery of windows of different periods of English
art, and no question ig asked about tracery, but a question ig
asked about mouldings. If, in answering that question, you drag
in the tracery and spend half an hour over it, you do more harm
than good. No examiner who knows his work will give a single
mark for statements that are irrelevant and do not answer any part
of the question, so you get no marks for your tracery ; meantime,
the writing and sketches have wasted you half an hour, during
which time, had you been answering other questions to the best of
;

your

ability,

you would have been earning marks.

Next

to the mistake of lugging in irrelevant matter by the head
shoulders comes the mistake of giving too much time to one or

and
two questions. A paper in which there is no proportion among the
answers is one very difficult to mark, but which, from the very
nature of things, is sure not to get so many marks as one containing
the same amount of writing and sketches, but where more questions
are taken, and a clear, .condensed, yet correct answer given to each.
It is a mistake, also, in architectural examinations, not to illustrate
the paper of answers by sketches whenever possible. If, unluckily,
you cannot make tolerable sketches, it is very much to be regretted,
and you had better stick to written replies; but, if you have any
reasonable mastery of the pencil, do not forget to introduce sketches,
and the better they are, the better your paper, and the higher will it
be marked. It is a mistake
and one often made, I fear
to
suppose that examiners in our professional examinations are anxious
to trip you up, and that they lie at the catch and will be heartily
glad if, by some clever and misleading device, they unfairly entrap
you into a blunder. The object of the examiners is to bring out

A

lecture delivered by Prof. T. Roger Smith, F. B. I. B. A., at the comof the session 1888-89 at University College, London. Continued
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what you know and what you do not know, and

it is

with an anxious

sense of serious responsibility that they carry on this important
fit
work. Rely upon it, they had rather be convinced that you are
But rely, also, upon it
to pass than that you must be turned back.
that they will not pass you till they are so convinced.
answer which is not
Ao-ain, it is a mistake to suppose that any
answer which
wron<r will do. If a question involves a difficulty, the
considered from that which
is
that

evades

very differently
difficulty
For example,
fail to solve it perfectly.
attempts it, even if it should
of a bay of flooring
in a recent examination I gave the dimensions
and required an iron girder to
fit to carry a certain weight per foot,
that bay.
be calculated of a fixed span, and strong enough to carry
was attempted,
I <rot more than one reply in which the calculation
did
and was carried out on the right method but the right result
I got one
not come out, owing to errors or omissions in calculating.
the number of tons to be carried, the
reply, in which, after stating
" I should
a rolled-iron joist, so many
on
;

adopt
answer went
saying,
answer was probably arrived at by some
pounds to the foot." This
from being practically correct,
not
far
was
it
rule-of-thumb method
but there was no attempt made to work out the calculation, which
;

not give
difficult part of the question, and, of course, I could
such good marks to this reply, which avoided the difficulties, as to
those In which the students liad tackled them to the best of their
methods.
ability and by proper
We have now reached architects' mistakes,
Architects'" Mistakes.
and there seems to be good reason for occupying such time as is left
Still, there are one or two
with mistakes in practice.

was the

chiefly

remarks on design which I am tempted to hazard, and which, I
Remember, then, that it is a great
think, can usefully be made.
mistake to attempt to use in designing what you do not understand.
Just as in Egypt the captive Israelites could not make bricks without
i. e., without
being
straw, so you cannot design without materials
familiar with the forms, features, and ornaments of the style in
which vou are working, and with the manner in which those elements
have been put together by successful architects before your time,
and without, moreover, being practised in the application of that
knowledge.
If you want to see examples on a large scale, numerous, costly,
and distressingly instructive, of what making architectural bricks
without this sort of straw comes to, just walk through the various
Side by side with some of
streets and courts of the city of London.
the best buildings' of some of our best architects you will see costly
works, substantial and pretentious, designed by men who can have
had no intimate knowledge of, and scarcely any training in, our art,
and who have in most cases been employed because they were known
Such have doubtless
to moneyed men as trustworthy surveyors.
built soundly, but their works are, architecturally, failures.
Getting
is no easy task.
to return to the old figure
together this straw
information
of
to
It takes a long time and a good deal
gather
pains
enough, and to develop skill and experience enough, to make a
it out in all its detail;
really good architectural design, and to work
done. Sometimes
yet it is unwise to start practice till this can be
circumstances or the offer of work render it almost necessary for a
student of only a few years' standing to begin on his own account
;

very rare for those who start prematurely to succeed in
doing good architecture, unless they have the resolution, after completing their first works, to stop and go abroad and finish their
studies, and then come home and resume.
I am tempted to add that a new style is a mistake not that a
new stj le is in itself impossible, but that it is impossible to you or
me. It is idle to suppose that the genius of any one man could successfully work out a new style which his fellow men would feel to be
appropriate. Looking round on the motley variety of styles which
but

it

is

;

prevail in modern Europe, we are tempted to believe that it is a
matter of no moment what style be brought in and used. Yet a
No architectural
little observation will show you that is not so.
style is practised in England (to limit our notice to the country
under our eyes), various as the styles that are or have been in vogue
may be, unless its roots are deep and wide in the history or the
sympathies of the English people. Greek, which was the style of
our grandfathers' time, was welcomed at a time when every man of
education in England was, or wished to be thought, a classical
scholar.
Scholarship is on the wane, and there is now scant encouragement for the practice of Greek architecture, though to learn it is
Italian Renaissance is intimately connected
as needful as ever.
with modern as distinct from mediaeval feeling and life, and has
become universal in this, as in other countries of Europe, just
because it is identified with that which England has in common with

every modern European country. Gothic is the architecture which
was a native of this country during the whole of the Middle Ages.
Queen Anne is Dutch architecture, and belongs to a set of things
which became incorporated into our national life at the Revolution,
when Holland gave us a king. There have been, on the other hand,
various attempts to introduce other styles with which there exist no
such links, but the attempts have failed. For example, no permanent result followed the efforts of that most able architect, Owen
Jones, to introduce Mahommedan architecture into this country
efforts in which he was virtually without followers.
If there is
any
truth in these views, and I believe there is no gainsaying them, we
have no reasonable ground for supposing that a new style could live
and thrive, even if a great man had the genius to devise such a
If it comes it will grow, not be made.
thing.
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Every apparent novelty in architecture should be viewed with
That
great distrust, as more likely to be a mistake than a success.
novelty is both possible and desirable is self-evident, but beware of
what seems

to

you to promise to be extremely and strikingly novel.
been tried before, and given up as less good than

It has, probably,

the received way ; or, if that be not the case, still there is great risk
a
of its being the blemish, instead of the blossom, of your work
mistake, instead of a discovery. The one defect of importance in
St. Paul's Cathedral occurs at the crossing of the main avenue and
the one part where its great architect has departed
the transepts
most widely from the practice of other church-builders, and has, in
the search for novelty, sacrificed more than he has gained, clever
though the disposition of the piers that carry his dome undoubtedly is.
Practice.
In practice
that is to say, in the practino more grievous
on of the profession of architect
as taking
mistake can be made
nay, I think, none so grievous
bribes.
An architect who accepts illicit commissions, or does nominal work for large fees, or who allows any other of the expedients
by which receiving a bribe is made to look as if it were a business
transaction to be practised upon him, has sinned against the very
first duty of a professional man ; he has sold that independence
which ought to be his most cherished possession, and has put himself
under the thumb of the very persons whom he ought to control.
The wisest of mankind says, "
gift destroyeth the heart," and it
There
is not possible to be more forcible, more terse, or more true.
are sure to be times when very specious proposals will be made to
most of you, and when it may appear almost Quixotic to decline
money which you sorely need ; but whenever any case occurs in
which you honestly doubt whether the transaction is one for you to

Mistakes

in,

cally carrying

A

agree to or not, I will suggest a practical test. Imagine yourself crossquestioned as to the entire affair by some such master of the art as
Sir Henry James, before Mr. Justice Hawkins and a jury in open
court, and if you at all doubt whether you would come off with
credit, pray take that as an indication that the doubt is well founded,
and the proposed transaction should be declined with thanks.
Anything that is in any way unfair is a mistake, as well as repreIt is wrong
it is also bad policy.
Believe me, there is
hensible.
no truer word than that " Honesty is the best policy." It is both
dishonest and a mistake to get work away from a professional
;

brother, or to undersell the profession by working at a rate below
the recognized and fair rate, and it is equally a mistake to overcharge a client. Either of these may be expected to bring an ineviIt is.
table train of bad consequences, a retribution, in its wake.
generally speaking, a mistake to work for nothing. You may occasionally do it in the case of charities in which you are interested,
but I think a guiding rule should be not to do it in any case, except
where the work is so in your own connection that under any circumstances it would come to you.
To do work for nothing, and thereby
deprive some other architect both of the work and the fees, is ex-

tremely bad.
I think there remains no worse mistake to note than temper.
Temper is a mistake a ship without a rudder, a horse without a
rider, or a stream that has burst its banks, are apt illustrations of
the condition of a man of business who has lost his temper. Above
Make it a rule never to
all things, an angry letter is a mistake.
write a line while you are angry for, somehow, an angry man's pen
seems dipped in permanent gall, rather than ink, and his written
words, unluckily, have not the same chance of being either promptly
answered and then forgotten, or good-naturedly overlooked, that
hasty spoken words often have. A letter written in heat is read,
you must remember, in cool blood. If something raises your wrath,
and you sit down and fire off a withering epistle, the best thing you
can do is to put it in the fire there and then the next best, to keep
it twenty-four hours and then reconsider it
and the next best, to
show it to a judicious friend.
One in high station, who had been much irritated, and had
writtenw, splendid and stinging reply, took it to the most influential
man whom he knew. The chief
I think it was Palmerston
read it right through without a word. " Got a copy of this letter?"
"No." "Not even a rough draft?" "No. I wrote it straight
"
"
off."
and, suitVery injudicious letter. Much better burn it
the
action
to
the
it
into
the fire and
the
man
word,
ing
put
great
coolly held it there with the poker till there was no shred left.
That was the action of a true friend.
I must, at the same time, point out that just anger is not the same
;

;

;

thing as giving way to temper. The ability to exhibit indignation
at the right moment, if kept perfectly under control, is very useful
to one who has to supervise works or direct men.
The just anger
of a superior is generally dreaded, and to an extent far beyond
what one would expect or can quite explain. If, therefore, you are
able at the proper moment to show an offending artisan, foreman,
contractor, or tradesman that you are justly and with good reason
roused to anger, it will generally help you in the control of the

works under your direction.
My reference to an angry letter as a mistake makes it suitable
here to add that we are liable to make mistakes by writing where we
ought to speak, and speaking where we ought to write. Writing is
therefore it is far more fit than our fading
quite permanent
memories to record anything that sho-ild last. It is quite inelastic,
quite unyielding so it is unfit for anything of the nature of giveand-take.
In all negotiations, explanations
above all, whenever
there is a difficulty or ground for dissatisfaction
see people, at all
;

;
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At such times it is a mis
sacrifice?, in preference to writing them.
take to write.
the other hand, if any specific order has to be

On

if
any definite objection or complaint has to be made, or if anj
agreement has to remain in force for any length of time, it is eqnalh
a mistake not to put it in writing. Your order, your complaint, your
contract may often be originally done by word of mouth; but, ii

given,

such cases, they should be afterwards repeated in writing, for
accuracy's sake.
In architectural practice
It is not always
posdelay is a mistake.
sible to be prompt, but it is far more possible than persons win
habitually procrastinate are willing to believe, and from first to last
it will
At
greatly add to your chance of success if you are prompt.
the first inception of an undertaking, whether the client be eager or
the reverse, it is equally prudent to do something at once.
The
eager client is baulked if he find nothing done after a short time
perhaps changes his mind as to doing the work at all, or more pos-

changes his architect. The lukewarm and indifferent client,
who might by a promptly-prepared sketch have been encouraged tc
sibly

go on, is disheartened, or turns to something else, or postpones or
abandons his intention. Were I to trace the work of an architect
all through, it would be
easy to show that at every succeeding stage
delay is a mistake, though I am bound to admit that it often can
hardly be avoided.
Carelessness is another mistake, and one into which not a few men
are apt to fall. The saying is attributed to Goethe, that li Genius is
the art of taking pains." The common notion of genius is that it
can do without taking pains. I do not ask you to accept this definition of genius as exact, but it covers half, and more than half, of the
truth, and it would, I think, be perfectly true if you altered the
"
wording and said, The secret of success is the art of taking pains.'
Watch a successful man in the exercise of his art or pursuit, whatever it may be you will see him all attention, all devotion to the
business in hand. Consult an eminent physician, and you see by his
;

questions, his air of concentration, his whole method, that for the
time being your constitution, your ailment, and what to do for you in
order to relieve you, occupy his entire and undivided attention and
thoughts. It is chiefly this habit and power of' concentration which
has made his pursuit of medicine successful, has enabled him often to
baffle disease and restore health, and has gained him reputation.
Read any good life of any prominent public man (as, for example,
read Mr. Street's life lately published), and you will see what incessant, eager toil and watchfulness occupied every hour of his day, and
his night, too.
Nor is it less easy to remark in recreations that success can only be secured by great pains, however clever you may

Watch an angler who is known to be habitually suckeen attention, his constant thoughtfulness about tackle,
flies, water, the long hours he will devote to fishing, and the eager
pursuit of his game. A champion player in any athletic game, rownaturally be.

cessful, his

what constant practice
ing, cricket, tennis, football, rifle-shooting
what a watchful eye for every turn of the game, every detail of the
Now if you are to be successful in architectural practice,
pursuit
must set about it in the spirit, temper and method of Grace at
!

!

is cricket,
E:ou

or

Renshaw

at his tennis, or a

Queen's prizeman at his

rifle-range.
It is, however, possible to

throw one's self into the interesting part
of a pursuit, and to remain indifferent to details that do not of themselves attract or that seem insignificant. This though, of course, better
than being languid and careless about the whole business, is likely
to lead to trouble.
In the conduct of works, then, it is a mistake to
In
neglect small matters, though it is equally a mistake to fuss.
every building there occur a certain number of apparently little
points which must receive the architect's careful attention, but which
one is naturally more inclined to leave to others or to chance than
the questions that affect large parts of the fabric. The difference
between the important and the unimportant does

not,

however,

lie in

their magnitude, or their cost, or their conspicuousness.
The main
walls are a co? tly part of the building, but they may be considerably
damaged, decayed, or mutilated without a tithe of the inconvenience
to the inmates which will occur if their chimneys smoke, their taps
yield nothing but lukewarm water, their ovens will not heat, or the
water runs off from their cisterns. The same thing is often true of
the artistic effect of your work. You have, let us say, a Gothic
church in hand, and labels over the windows springing from carved
bosses.
You carelessly place the bosses below the springing line
instead of above it, or you in ignorance draw them so.
That small
blunder produces exactly the effects on the eye of a cultivated
observer that would result to his ear from your talking about " hart " or
"
harchitecture," and, in its way, the proper placing of that one detail
is as essential to the success of the
design as the most ambitious or
elaborate of its features.
It is, therefore, a mistake to consider that
any single thing essential to your building is unimportant or may be
safely neglected.

There is, however, an opposite ; fussiness is a mistake. It is
fussiness to visit a building too constantly, or to interfere for the
sake of interfering. You must not forget that if, as architect, you
have the power of making alterations, every alteration, even if it be
an improvement, means delay and expense, and that delay and expense are among the worst evils that can afflict a building. One of
the most troublesome and unsatisfactory disagreements I ever had to
unravel grew out of the architect, a man of real ability, having little
in hand, paying a visit at least every other day to the
other

wok

works, and never going without ordering something to be done or
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undone. The accumulated effect of these orders was months of
delay
and claims without end for extras, while for nil practical pur|i>t"s
the building would havi- been quite as serviceable if carried out
exactly as shown in the original plans and specifications, without any
of the modifications and improvcmcuti*.
I am quite aware that one cannot expect
people's minds to cease
working when once a contract has hern signed, and that it is proverbially "never too late to mend"; but, on the other hand, "you
" A
may buy even gold too dear."
rolling-stone gathers no moss,"
and there are few improvements which are really worth the cost,
and
that
of
come
delay
annoyance
interfering with a contract which
has once been settled and accepted. In short, generally speaking,
variations are a mistake.

Mistakes in dealing with your clients are especially to be guarded
against, because they generally injure your prospects in life, yet they
may occur in so many different ways that it is impossible to catalogue
them. Many, if not most, instances of miscarriage between clients
and their architects appear, however, to start from one root,

namely,
from mistaking the duty you have to discharge, or forgetting to
keep
up the proper relation of architect and client. Your duty may be
described thus to form a correct idea of what your client wants and
Your relation to
wishes, and to do your best to obtain it for him.
him is purely professional, and not that of friendly intimacy, or
There are
equality, or good fellowship, or boon companionship.
cases where an architect forms an idea of what a client wants, but
one which does not correspond to his wishes, and then there is sure
to be dissatisfaction.
There are cases where an architect forms a
:

notion of a client's wishes, but fails, till too late, to realize that it is not
what he wants. The result again is dissatisfaction. There are
cases in which the architect troubles himself little about either the
wants or the wishes of his client, and works out what in his

judgment

they ought to be. Same result. Lastly, it has sometimes happened
that the architect and the client, or one of them, have
forgotten to
maintain their intercourse on the proper professional
footing, and if
cause
of
any
disagreement arises these cases end in the bitterest of
Professor Cockerell
a prince of architects
used to
quarrels.

" Be a
say to us,
gentleman among artists and an artist among
gentlemen."
As one illustration of, perhaps, the most common form in which
this sort of misunderstanding of the architect's duties
develops
The architect busies
itself, I will take the case of a dwelling-house.
himself to learn what his client's wishes are, and he takes no tmall
pains to put them into shape, and he, perhaps, designs something
which is very near to what his client would like. But he neglects to
realize exactly what his client wants.
Let us suppose that his client
is a man of moderate means, who cannot trench
upon his income, and
who has, let us say, 2,000 to spend, and that what he really needs
is the best house that can be had for a
couple of thousand pounds, all
which his architect might have found out had he taken the trouble.
When the lowest estimate for the design comes in at over four thousand, the whole thing is abandoned in chagrin and disgust, and the
architect too late realizes that he ought to have found out what his
client needed as well as what he wished.
The relationship between client and architect involves the necessity sometimes of very plain speaking, and the more thoroughly professional the bearing of the architect has been, the more
thoroughly
is it
possible for him to discharge this sometimes painful duty with
effect.
For
in
the
case
I
have suggested, had the
perfect
example,
architect quite realized the case, he would at some
period have had
"
to say,
You cannot within the limit of expense that is prudent build
anything either so ornamental and so roomy as you want ; the design must be plain, some rooms given up, and" the others kept
Whenever any such necessity arises, believe me,
small," and so on.
it is a mistake to shirk or
postpone the unpleasant duty. Meet it
squarely and fairly and with good temper.
In dealing with those employed on your work, it is a mistake to
suppose that every contractor, tradesman, or artificer is a thief or an
extortioner, and every quantity-surveyor a kind of contraband agent.
I have put it
strongly, but the suspicious temper of mind at which
this remark points goes sometimes far towards a tone of
feeling as
exaggerated as this. The fact is, that your contractors and tradesmen are engaged in one of the most complicated and difficult businesses possible.
Their motive for carrying on the business is to
make a profit, and you should look upon it as a matter for sincere regret if a profit is not made by the contractors on your works.
You
ind they are engaged together on the difficult task of
erecting a
)uilding, and if originally you know them to be
by all
means treat these people as cooperating with you, respectable,
and aiding to give
reality to your designs, which is their real position, and do not BUSject unfair dealing till some proof of it
begins to show itself. Such
i course will be much nearer the fair and
proper mode of administerng a building. While I recommend this tone of mind, I do not
recommend that you should cease to be vigilant and careful. It
would be quite as great a mistake to abandon watchfulness as to
abandon confidence gratuitously, and it would be a
departure from
he line of conduct which your duty to
your client prescribes to you.
It is,
perhaps, hardly necessary now to say anything about quantityurveyors, but I know that when I began practice, there was a kind
}f uneasy
feeling in the minds of some of us, as though quantities
were' a kind of illicit trading, and those who
prepared them akin to
smugglers. If any of you share these notions now, permit me to
assure yon that they are a mistake, that the
profession of a quantity
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work
surveyor is a most honorable and confidential one, and that the
they do is now indispensihle to the conduct of building operations of
any magnitude or complexity, and the assistance they render to the
architect very valuable.
Tliis mention of contractors and surveyors will serve to introduce
another subject that should be noticed. It is for a beginner a mistake to employ second-rate or unknown men, either as builders,
manufacturers, or quantity-surveyors. When you have established
exyour position and gained a reasonable amount of reputation and
afford to emperience, do as you like, but in early days you cannot
to run
ploy people who are not first-rate. It is of vital importance
no 'risk of failure in your early works, and the employment of
and their
thoroughly reliable persons will g'reatly diminish that risk,
known position and trustworthiness are a great safeguard and help
to you if any part of their work should go wrong and to some extent, the same caution is a prudent one as regards new materials and
A fortunate accident in the very
untried modes of construction.
first matter of any importance ever put into my hands revealed to
me the value of employing known men. The work came from a man
of business in the country, and I was, I know, looked upon with dis-

student.

If there be

it

sion of

everywhere

with the perfection of

At

joinery.

period

this

wooden

con-

structions

begin to
lose the character of
carpentry and to take

on the semblance of
great pieces of furniture.

In
ings

Figure
of

28

fill-

masonry be-

tween the timbers are
still
but
apparent,
they soon disappeared
behind panels of joinery and the whole
front showed only a
collection of wains-

men

;

wooden panels

finished

cannot be

helped; but in nine cases out of ten there are brother professional
available.
Just as you, gentlemen, as students, can learn a
great deal from one another, and will lose much of the stimulus and
encouragement which make work go well if you do not in some way
work in company, so in after life also you will derive great benefit
and great pleasure from the society of those who are working at the
same profession as yourselves, pursuing the same aims, encountering
the same difficulties, delighting in the same studies and you will be
able to render assistance to your professional friends as well as to receive it from them.
There are many circumstances under which two

fifteenth cen-

tury they had become
perfect lanterns, as
in the
example here
given (Fig. 28), the
exact reproduction of
a house in R|ouen.
Only the cross-braces
interrupt the succes-

much a mistake

no suitable associates within reach

was always
more open
At the end

fronts.
of the

for a practitioner of
architecture to isolate himself as I earlier pointed out it is for a
to be as

of

northern

cities

life.

me

tendency

toward

London

appears to

VI.

the

agent, who saw me for him, as young and untried.
Fortunately, after making out some drawings and a specification, I got an estimate from a contractor of good repute, and I well
remember how, when I went with the whole to my new client's agent,
his face brightened up when he saw the signature of a man whom he
knew well as competent and trustworthy, and by whom, ultimately,
by and by, the work was excellently done. I urge this the more
because young men often are more exposed to the temptation to get
their work done in the very cheapest way than they will be in after
It

No. 674.

HE

;

trust by his

XXIV.

cotings.

After

this

design
of
the houses of the end of the fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth centuries.
Figure 29, which is a portion of the dwelling of the Abbot of St.
Fi

28

were

built,

many

have to meet as representatives of two clients differently
some building operation. You can hardly imagine till
you have had experience of it how much better all this class of business is got through if the two professional men know one another
or if even they only know each other as members of the Institute or
of the Architectural Association, or in some such relation, than if
they meet as absolute strangers. There are also many circumstances in which it is of inestimable importance to an architect to be
favorably known to the members of his profession, and I strongly
urge you all to begin in this class-room and the Association and
Royal Academy schools to wrk together, and in after-life to belong
to the Institute, and not only to
belong to these societies, but give
some attention and time to their work. An architectural hermit is
architects

affected by

;

a mistake.
It is not
necessary, I hope, for me to offer proofs that most of the
mistakes named deserve the name. I think your own good sense
will have
recognized, as we went through them, that they merit, each
of them, a place in the list of
Some of these
things to be avoided.
mistakes IJiave myself made, and have found to my own cost that
they are what I have described them to be. Others I have happily
escaped, but I have seen them made, and know that their consequences are not good.
To steer clear of every error is impossible, but what I wish to say
that good sense, right feeling and
thoughtful attention to your work
go far to preserve you from any very serious slips. Years ago
a pupil of mine acted as clerk-of-works on a
job of mine where there
was a great deal of masonry, and something which he told me about
that masonry seems to convey a lesson.
He noticed that some of the

is

will

masons, as soon as they got a block of stone out of which to cut a
feature of the building, set to with mallet and
chisel, and in ten
minutes were hard at it. Others would
spend an hour or two, or
possibly a whole morning, studying the block of stone on every side,
considering 'exactly how best it could be utilized, and, in short,
laying out their work befoi-e they put their hands to it. The men
who made mistakes in their work were masons of the first
group, not
of the second.
Perhaps this observation may suggest to us a method
by which we may avoid mistakes in our work.

A

TALL CHIMNEY.

What

described by American papers as
probably the tallest chimney in the world is being completed at East
Newark, N. J. The diameter at the base is 28 feet, and the ultimate
height of the brick structure will be 310 feet, with a diameter at the
cast-iron rim 20 feet in diameter and a bell surmount
top of 9 feet.
is

A

the whole, and will make the total height of the
chimney 335 feet. In
construction 1,700,000 bricks were used, and the total cost will be

its

$85,000.

The Builder.

Fig.

stories

29.

Rouen, shows above the ground floor of masonry, two
of wood,
entirely covered on the outside with carved wooden
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with the Renaissance, the use of stone

custom was so firmly rooted that they still built a
of wooden houses, in whirh, however, are found pillars
and bands whose forms do not belong at all to wood instruction. In the
street of the Grosse Horloge, at Rouen, may lie seen two houses (if
this elass covered with costly details.
Figure 30 gives a part of one
of them.
this

<

<

The sixteenth eenturv witnessed the building of a number of these
After
pretty houses, a hist reflection of the art of the. Middle Ages.
the disasters which occurred at the end of tins century, dwellings returned to a simpler style, while the plans were very slightly altered.

individuality

and

personal
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hut,

responsibility,

on the contrary,

developed with energy these natural tendencies of the Western
It brought about the struggle for permanent
people.
government
and left, as a lasteifort again>t oppression, the employment of feudal

mechanism

the victims of the oppression of the lords could

itself; for

always apply to the sovereign and each municipality, by throwing
its fortunes with the
party of the bishops or of the "barons, or
ing both, by renewing

in

repellallegiance to the sovereign, could make a last

appeal against tyranny. This condition was certainly not indicative
of an orderly and civilized government, as we understand those
terms, but it was not opposed to the intellectual development of the
individual, who was in the towns of the Middle Ages a distinct
factor in the social problem, and whose domicile preserved a
definite,

recognizable character. The absolute government of Louis XIV
stilled almost entirely this sentiment, so
actively felt up to the end
of the sixteenth century, and the house of the French citizen of the
seventeenth century had lost all its individual character.

Uniformly

built, uniformly lighted and arranged, it absorbed the citizen,
lost as he entered there all individual
physiognomy and no longer

who

knew

himself, except by the number of his house and the name of
the street.
In England, where the feeling of personal
responsibility and individual distinction is much stronger than in France, the inhabitants
of large cities have preserved the
separate life of the families and
seldom follow the system of mingling several families in one
dwelling.
This appears to us to have a moral significance of the
highest
and
it
is
not without a lively satisfaction that we see
importance,
this feeling of
family distinction, of individualism, reviving and
reacting against the enervating system introduced in France undur
the government of Louis XIV.
Each one wishes to have his own
house, and while the large majority of the inhabitants of our
_

great

cities

cannot satisfy this ambition in town, they can at least
escape

the disagreeable conditions of a common
dwelling by building those
myriads of small houses which fill all our suburbs and in whicS families of small means can
pass a great part of the year.
It will be one of the
glories of the present government of France
to have taken the most radical means to
tenpromote this

healthy
our judgment, a country cannot call itself
morally
day when each citizen may possess his own dwellrear his family and leave behind him some
remembrance of the good he has done or the services he has rendered
The walls speak and the man who would do an evil
his^neighbor.
action in rented lodgings which he is to vacate in' six months will
hesitate to sin between the walls of his own and hig children's home.
The hotels or city houses of the lords and
wealthy commoners
occupying extended spaces and surrounding courts and even some-

dency,

for, in

civilized until the
ing in which to

times gardens, did not affect the defensive
arrangements of the
seignoral palaces and were not provided with towers and battlemented walls. As we said in the beginning of this article, the hotel
had not usually its living rooms, but oftener the servants'
quarters
and offices and sometimes only a
plain wall with a small entry door
the
street.
upon
The merchants as well as the common people
mingled in the daily
life of the street, a
necessity for the most of them, while the nobles
and the nabobs who maintained
large retinues, shut themselves up
in their city homes and lived an isolated feudal
life, holding no regular communication with the outer world.
These houses were natuFig. 30.

rally

plan of the interior

was decidedly changed.

ple.
I

JJ

change
peo-

Occupying larger spaces

and
belonging successively to
rich owners, they were altered
with the fashions of the
day.

We

period
are of
mediocre value. One of the
oldest of them, still to be seen
at Provins,
belonged to some
rich canon of Saint
Quiriael

which remain

We

with temporary brillancy for a time only to be thrown down never to
In those civilizations the citizen has noplace; below the
rise again.
sovereign and the theocracy or aristocracy there are masses of men
whose passage through life is marked only by immense monuments
created by their labor, like those of Egypt, India and Asia Minor.
Under such a state the house does not exist, between the palace
and the hut there is nothing intervening, and the huts are all alike.
The Northern warriors emigrated into the West, bringing their
families in great chariots, actual houses on wheels, which
they fixed
to the soil where the tribe conquered.
To these races, the Greeks
of antiquity at their head, it was given to build houses,
dwellings
indicating the habits and tastes of individuals, changed little by
little by the changes affecting these habits and tastes.
The feudal
system, though imposed upon France by conquest, and opposed to
the traditions of the Gallo-Romanic population, did not
suppress

to

common

find in France no hotels
of a date prior to the fifteenth
century, or, at least, the ruins
of those of an earlier

The

place of the halls,
which we have found in all dwellings, until near the beginning of the
seventeenth century, was used for chambers. Interiors were more
divided, each member of the household being assigned to separate
quarters, and the custom of a life in common disappeared.
From the strikingly individual character of the city dwellings
already treated in this article some interesting inferences may be
are among those who believe that the moral force and
drawn.
vitality of a people are more or less the result of individual responsiTrue civilization, fertile and active, is that in which the
bility.
citizen preserves the fulness of his own individuality.
The theocratic and despotic civilizations of the" East have shone

more subject

than those of the

Many houses in the reigns of Henry IV and of Louis XIII reproduced exactly the plans of dwellings of an earlier period. It was
not until the reign of Louis XIV that the houses (we do not speak
of hotels), began to lose their exterior character and to display
only
plain walls or wooden panels filled-in with rough-cast, with square
windows and very little to attract the eye. At this time, also, the

to

us

groups of buildings separated by an

To

the

left ,. the
great reception salon on the first
story, reached
from the court by an outside wooden
staircase.
Three double windows p,erced the front toward the
church and lighted this room it
as warmed
by a great stone fireplace and wainscoted with woodwork apparently panelled
en berceau." On the rMit o tlj
?
sage are the kite-hen and two rooms between the
court and the
which
served as living rooms.
garden

[To be continued.!

TUB TARIFF ON IRON-BEAMS.
PHE EDITORS OF THE
Dear Sirs, -In your

TRKSTON, N.

J. t

November

10. 1888

AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

leading article of October 27th appear .ome
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statements which, even though it may cause you some mortification
to have the ignorance or carelessness of the writer thus noticed,
should be corrected.
" One hundred
ia two hundred and
article states

The

kilogrammes

The truth is that 100 kilogrammes equals
220.5 pounds, and this error effects all the subsequent calculations.
do not know whether the United States
The article says:
Custom House calls a ton two thousand or twenty-two hundred and
sixty-eight pounds."

"We

forty pounds."
If the writer had informed himself of the facts he was discussing
he would have learned that the duty on rolled beams is not levied by
the ton at all, but is one and one-quarter cents per pound.
I quite agree with the statement in the article in question that
" while the matter is under discussion it is important to have the
"
It
and hope you will see that this is done.
facts correctly stated
does seem to me that an editor owes it to his readers to understand
that which he is writing about before he undertakes to instruct the

[VOL.

VIKNNA'S WALLS TO BE TAKEN DOWN.

XXIV.
The Viennese

No. 674.
are in great

Linienwiille or boundary walls of
clight at the prospect of seeing the
These walls, making a complete circuit of the
he city demolished.

the last century, while
apitafand girt by a moat, were erected during
ienna was still afraid of Turkish invasions. They were not fortincalortiions but merely a barrier against assaults, encircling the regular
of a mile from their gates.
cations, which rose about three-quarters
and
it is
'he razing of the fortifications was decreed thirty years ago,
Railways and
o this improvement that Vienna owes its superb Ring.
ew boulevards have also swept away many portions of the Limenwalle
ut the circuit is still marked by gates where octroi dues are levied, and
of walls,
t is to these imposts, rather than to the crumbling fragments
hat the Viennese object.
Yesterday in inaugurating the new park at
his reign might
Vahring the Emperor hinted that the fortieth year of
e signalized by the removal of the walls.
To-day the happy citizens
This,
re concluding that the octroi duties are about to disappear too.
owever, is by no means sure, for the Town Council draws 12,000,000
lorins a year from the duties on food and drink which it levies at the
The London Times.
ity gates.
T

public.

enclose copy of a letter I addressed to the Editor of The Times
bear on the subject and which may interest
stating some facts which
FRED J. SLADE.
Yours truly,
you.last week, our
[As is shown in the rather more polite letter published
error came from using the coefficient for transforming kilogrammes into
illustration of the
an
that
for
of
instead
pounds
avoirdupois
Troy pound.",
use
advantages of having two or three different ports of pounds in common
Otherwise than in this, which makes a differwhich has a certain value.
evidences
not
fiud
such
we
do
in
the
or
so
results,
cent
ence of twenty per
of ignorance or carelessness in onr modest screed as to cause us severe
if our correspondent will look at
agonies of mortification, and we think that
the Revised Stitutes of the United States he will fiud the duty on rolledbeams stated exactly as we quoted it, and not as he describes it, although
a pound,
twenty-eight dollars a gross ton, and one and one-quarter cents
are of course equivalent. As to the substnnce of our article, we do not see
dail y
York
that
the
New
our
main
affect
letters
that either of the
point,
builders and
papers have not put strongly enough the case of engineers,
owners who use rolled-iron beams, in stating that the duty amounts only to
even with avoirdupois
eighty per cent ad valorem. Instead of that, it is,
cent on the Belgian price, and
pounds, about one hundred and twenty per
the latest advices indicate that the foreign prices are falling, and the duty
Slade
consequently rising. In the copy of his letter to the Times which Mr.
the
is obligins enough to send us, he enters into a long discussion about
" American rates of
wages American rates of
merit of the system of paying
interest, American salaries, and American prices for American goods,"
As our
and, we might add, American profits to American combinations.
to soar into the realms of politiignorant and careless mind does not venture
cal economy, but only trots around in its own narrow circle of practical
but we
experience, we will not attempt to discuss the theoretical question,
must confess that we cannot see. how American interests are benefited by
it
keeping the price of those all-important building materials so high, that
is cheaper to get them in Belgium, pay foreign insurance and brokerage,
of
our
to
them
them
than
over,
and hire foreign steamships to bring
buy
friends and neighbors, or, perhaps we should say, of the foreign owners of
our mills, who are amiable enough to hire some of our friends and neighbors to work for them, if they cannot get any one else to do the work more
Era. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]
cheaply.
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COMBUSTIBLE STEAM-PIPE COVERINGS.
BOSTON, MASS., November

21, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

Sirs,

The composition

for non-conductor of heat of steamAmerican Architect of November

on page 226 of the
pipes, described

has the advantage of cheap17, answers its purpose very well, and
ness.
I saw the receipt in an English paper some twenty years ago, and
Lave used it and suggested its use to many others ; but a recent ex-

to its combustion has caused me to abandon both
perience in regard
its use and commendation.
The cylinders of a very large engine in a mill in Lawrence were
and on the llth of last September the
protected by this covering,
covering was found to have been set on fire by the heat of the steam.
The fire gained sufficient headway to cause the automatic sprinklers
in the room to operate, and they were the chief agents in extin
guishing the fire.
Although this is the first instance that I know of its combustion,
yet I believe the circumstance to be of importance enough to cause
the abandonment of this material for use where any hazard can

from its ignition.
There are a large number of steam-pipe coverings in the marke
which are composed of combustible material, and which are set on
It is im
fire from time to time by the heat from the steam-pipes.
define the exact conditions under which a steam-pipe can
possible to
produce fire. There are numberless instances where combustible
material has been in contact with steam-pipes heated very hot
without ignition and, on the other hand, there have been instance
of ignition caused by steam-pipes at a pressure as low as seven
pounds to the square inch, and in one instance to my knowledge bj
the boiling solution used in bleacheries, which could not reach a tern

result

;

over 232 degrees Fahrenheit.
perature of
It is, however, well known that there are a large number of in
combustible and inorganic substances which are efficient protector
against radiation, and, therefore, questions of economy do not rende
it necessary to use combustible material which may be
ignited b
the heat from the steam-pipes.
Very respectfully,
C. J.

II.

WOODBURY.

THE

chief unsettling factor at this writing in trade and manufacturbusiness
circles is the uncertainty as to the probable volume of
hat will be placed in the manufacturing establishments throughout
that
exists
in
favor
of
a large
The
full
confidence
he country.
olume of business is helping to maintain prices at a high level.

ng

Manufacturers of all kinds entertain the opinion that whatever delay
vill be shown by consumers and distributors and projectors of work
H placing orders is simply an act of prudence. They believe that in a very
hort time a large amount of business will come to their shops for winter
xecntion and spring delivery. There is no sound reason for explaining the
orrectness of this belief. If there were any its chief cause would* be in
he railroad situation. While gross earning as it has often been pointed out,
ire large, net earnings are small and railway managers have less confidence
n their ability to harmonize their conflicting interests in harmony with the
A movement will be undoubtedly made in
nterstate Commission law.
Congress to secure some modifications of this law by which the intense
If railroad managers were
riction created by this law can be lubricated.
able to live in harmony and increase their net earnings it would have an
railroad
building during 1889. It is not probable
mportant bearing upon
hat Congress will modify the law notwithstanding the powerful railroad
nrluences that will be brought to bear, to bring about such modifications.
Whether any modifications are absolutely needed is uncertain. Some railway systems are certainly suffering but the law makers know the strong
feeling among the masses of the people against any mistaken leniency to
railroad managers and they will not be quick to obey the behests or
isten to the importunities from those who are now suffering from this law.
Just at this hour it is impossible to say whether there will be much less railroad building on this account or not. On Monday of this week the Pennsylvania Railroad Co., contracted for 45,000 tons of steel rails at $28. 00 per ton,
to be furnished by three rail-making companies in the State of Pennsylvania. This, it is thought, will induce the placing of a large number of
orders by managers who have been watching for the cue from those whose
If there should be an active
judgment they had every confidence in.
demand for steel r.-iils it will materially help, all the dependent interests.
Reference has heretofore Been made to the active demand for machinery,
mill and shop equipments for ships, locomotives, lake-craft, rolling-stock,
All the statements made do not represent the magnitude of the
tools, etc.
It is uncertain how much
inquiries made or the requirements which exist.
of this business will be placed within any given time.
have
had
their
own way in the price
coal
The anthracite
things
producers
of coal but they are now brought face to face with a reduction which they
cannot control or resist except in restricting production which they will
probably do on -!:<? first of December. This year's production will probably
The largest output ever reported.
reach 37,000,000 tons.
Consumers
throughout the region of county supplied with anthracite are all better
supplied than they ever have been at this season. There is a very active
demand for bituminous and the miners of cc-al are opening mines and inThe textile manucreasing facilities for supplying customers next year.
facturers are very much encouraged by the orders for goods that have come
to hand within the past two weeks.
Southern textile managers 'ire speaking hopefully of their success in selling the larger part of their winter's
This is calculated to still farther increase the building of
production.
Fall River manufacturers are able to declare good
factories in the South.
A considerable expansion of capacity in now contemplated. Boot
tidings.
and shoe manufacturers have settled down to accept present, prices for the
next spring's goods and business ha< improved. The strong points in favor
of the expansion of industrial operations next year, are the abundance of
money, low rates of interest, the confidence of capitalists in the ability ot
Western and Southern borrowers to pay their loans
the strong probability of considerable railroad building which will probably reach three
thousand miles more than this year, the development of a great many
mines, the building of a number of small industries in the West the condition of labor with regard to wages and hours of labor and a generally
satisfactory account of investments in almost all channels. Labor organizations will not likely endeavor to unsettle existing friendly relations with
employers but it is to be remarked that organizing is being pushed not only
among the knights but among the old-time Trades-Unionists. Labor
organization is making every effort to increase its strength, readers of newspaper comments must not take it for granted that the Knights are on the
eve of dissolution but while it must be admitted that in the point of number
it is weaker, it is in reality stronger in the fewer numbers of earnest men
than it was in the hundreds of thousands whose only motive was to strike.
The federated trades are stronger than they ever have been and it is their
intention if possible at their next Convention to formulate and demand and
endeavor to carry out the inauguration of the eight-hour system. Labor is
stronger to-day than for years. It may be divided into an army of regulars
and an army of volunteers. The volunteer side are those who have been
members and have withdrawn, and of those who have never identified
themselves with organization but who are willing to use all their powers in
the cause.
The various wings of the labor party understand each other
better. .Too much importance should not be placed on the allegations and
factional contentious. Considerable disturbance exists but it can be easily
silenced.
Those who are now apparently the enemies of those in power will
become their staunchcst fi lends and supporters.
;

;

8.

J.

PARKHILL &

Co., Printers, Boston.
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sanitary
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every case
back from the intxke limb of the siphon to instantly seal its mouth
to a greater depth than the average depth of seal in a washout closet, so that under the
most unfavorable circumstances (when the closet is discharged without the aid of a tank,
express

and when no water

is

supplied to

refill

the bowl) the Dececo will offer greater
security

than the washout does uuder its best conditions.
against sewer gas
comparison of the two cuts will show that the Dececo has the greater scouring
effect, and that it has no surfac&iexposed to fouling to become dried and polute the atmos-
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SUHMAKl
The Supervision

oj Building Operation!
an Architect's Career.

A

in

A IK

plumbers' and tinmen's and carpenters' and painters' and
mortar-mixers' "spotter," in the obvious injustice done
by the
present state of the law in regard to their responsibility.
Tt is
not many days since a lawyer, who had Imd a
good deal of ex-
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Kernochan, Esq., Newport, R I.
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School-house, Erie, Pa.
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Store and
Memphis, Tenn.
Office- Building on School Street, Boston, Mass.
Design
for a Tower.
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print in another column a letter which, although not
intended for publication, serves better than anything we
could say to show how much strength the movement to
architect in a better position than he now occupies
the
place
in regard to supervision has already acquired in the profession.
It is only by letting people, in some such way, understand how
many others are ready to support them in any definite step
which may be taken in the matter that a movement can be
made with unanimity and success, and we hope that there will
be enough architects willing to take the lead in each locality
to carry it out firmly and judiciously.
As we have already

WE

we

and ready to provide
minute details of
supervision, so that architects may have time to do the higher
work of planning and design to which they have been trained,
and in which they can be of most service to their clients. To
cite a single example, Mr. Keely, of Brooklyn, is said to have
had more than fifty churches in progress at one time, and it is
due to his industry and talent to say that all of them, if we
may judge of those we have seen, were very far above medisaid,

believe that the public

and pay for clerks-of-works

ocrity in design.

the country,

it is

is

willing

to attend to the

Now,

his buildings
being scattered all over
probably quite safe to say that his visits of

If
superintendence occupied, on an average, three days each.
he did nothing else but superintend, he could not see his
churches oftener than once in six mouths all around, and, if he
devoted half his time to designing, the visits of supervision
would be annual. This would be practically no supervision at

would amount to only one, or, at most, two inspections
the
whole period of the execution of the work, yet there
during
can be no doubt that his clients, if they were consulted, would
wish him to give less, rather than more, time to supervision.
all,

as

it

They would say, with reason, that if he could not both plan
and supervise, they preferred to have him keep to the former.
They could easily hire some one to show laborers how to
mix mortar, but only one man could design Keely's churches;
and, as they wanted his design at its best, it was good policy
for them to relieve his mind of the burden of a duty which he
could not properly attend to, and thus gain time for him to
devote to perfecting his special work. Although few architects have so many professional engagements as Mr.
Keely,
most of them are distracted in the same way between the necessity, enforced by a terrible responsibility, of sacrificing all
other work to visits of supervision, and the desire of their
artistic nature to study over their designs and work them
up
gradually toward perfection. At present, a few men, like Mr.
Richardson and one or two others, have been bold enough to
refuse to undertake responsible superintendence, and to claim
the whole of their own time for the artistic
development of
but the public certainly has not deserted them,
we think, be at all likely to desert other archimight follow their example.

their ideas

nor would
tects

who

;

it,

675

is, moreover, another consideration
which would
lead the public to look with favor on tin- iicnnancnt abandonment by architects of the rfile of l,r!rkla\.-ix' and

New r.nghuid Artist Painters.
Condemned for a Fatal Krror of Judgment.
A Naval PanoThe History of Panoramas.
rama.
Payment for Kxtras
for

-lii)i

No.

IIKKK

1888.

Pout office at Boston an second-claw matter.

Rntareil at th

cial Perils of

i,

TICKNOR & OIMPANV, Boston, Ml

perience in building cases, told us emphatically that, if he were
an architect, lie should put all the money he earned into investments in his wife's name. The risk, he thought, that an architect ran of being reduced to
poverty at any moment bv the
whim of a client who chose to visit on his head some real or
pretended grievance that he had suffered from a builder was
too great to make it safe for him to holrt
any property in his
own name. We venture to say that many other
lawyers would
say the same thing, and the" intelligent part of the public
would agree with them and. as the natural sense of fairness
and justice which prevails in the
community revolts at the idea
that any class of men so useful and
hard-working as architects
should be debarred from
accumulating property for themselves
by the imminent risk which they ran of having it taken away
from them and used to fill voids in other
people's pockets which
they did not make, an effort to set the profession right in this
respect would be heartily seconded by all decent persons.
As
we have already said, the present system of
expecting American architects to be their own
and to be
;

clerks-of-works,
personally responsible for the testing of every barrel of cement,
the mixing of
batch
of mortar, the laying of
every
every brick,
and the quality of every timber in all the
buildings they" design,
is ruinous to the
architects, whose time it consumes with pettv
details with which
they should have nothing to do, while it
wears out their lives with anxiety; it is in the
highest degree
injurious to American art, since it forces the skilled architect,
by a sense of the risks to which he is exposed, to spend nearly
all his time in such
supervision, and to leave the design of his
buildings, to which no pecuniary penalty is attached, to his
draughtsmen ; and it is detrimental to the client, whose work
would unquestionably be better done if it were under constant
supervision, but who does not and cannot get such attention
from the architect himself, while the frantic efforts of the latter
to
come as near such supervision as he can, diminish
greatly the
care and study which he is able to
"have
give to the plans.
seen, since the present discussion began, an article in a
daily
paper, informing its readers that the architects had in contema
scheme
for
plation
extorting money from the public bv means
of clerks-of-works, and
calling upon all persons interested to
combine to force the architects to furnish clerks of-works on

We

all their

buildings at their own expense. Tt is hardly necessary
to say that the editor of the
paper in question is
the

who

probably

holds the views he
In all other
expresses.
and to an increasing extent in this, clerksof-works are appointed and
paid by the owner, to guard certain
of his interests which the architect is not asked
or expected to
take care of.
If architects were to be
required to pay clerksof-works out of their present
meagre fees, the profession would
be vacant in a week, and would remain so until the
public came
back to the idea that architects could do
for it

only person

civilized countries,

that
something
wished to have done, and would do so on
being properly
treated and properly
paid, but not otherwise.
it

would be singular if Boston, which is not at all
an artistown us compared with New York, should
become more
favored by artists than
any other place in the country yet
it is
by no means certain that this may not happen. It is unquestionable that the establishment of the Rotch Architectural
Scholarship, by the generous children of the late
Benjamin S

ITtic

;

Rotch, has brought to or retained

in Boston a considerable
of the most earnest and able students of
architecture in
the country, who have
sought an opportunity of qualifying
themselves, by the necessary two years'
employment in a Massachusetts architect's office, to
compete for this splendid prize.
As a result of this, the Rotch
Scholarship has been taken, in
three years out of the four in which it has been
awarded,' by
men from out of the State, who have
spent little more than the
minimum of time allowed in Massachusetts
offices, while scores
of others, who have the
scholarship in view, are working industriously at their professional studies, to the
advantage of the city
and State, as well us of themselves. Within a short
time a sijn-

number

News.
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accustomed to the feeble light, and the
under the direc- his eyes have become
scholarship has been established
so much as to be quite overwhelmed with
has
Boston
pupil
expanded
of the
tion of the School of Drawing and Painting
on emerging upon the
residents the brilliancy of the great cyclorama,
Museum of Fine Arts. This scholarship is limited to
students
are
who
platform.
of New England, under thirty years of age,
lives to the practice ot
of painting intending to devote their
serves as the text for an
description of this cyclorama
on their own ex- T1f
this as a profession, and who are dependent
Their first
of panoramas in general.
history
examination
interesting
an
in
\1
ertions for support. The successful candidate
Robert
Barker,
who,
a
to
Scotch
is
due
invention
painter,
a
which includes drawing from the living model, sketching
the light
in prison for debt, attempted to read a letter by
while
an
be
will
paid
a head from lite,
of his cell, and was struck
composition, and painting
for three years, on that came through the tiny loop-hole
allowance of six hundred dollars a year
illumination
the
of
effect
upon the paper. He
the
in foreign by
singular
condition of passing this period in diligent study
in
studied the phenomenon carefully, and on his release from jail,
done
been
ever
has
To our mind, nothing
schools of painting.
his observations by exhibiting a
utilize
to
undertook
he
in
America.
1796,
art
which will accomplish so much as this for
Three years later he
ot picture under artificial illumination.
Some one once said, in remarking upon the high degree
of London, which had great
a
out
in
picture
panoramic
England, brought
talent and learning among the Episcopal clergy
views of Portsmouth Harwere no better paid than success, and was followed by similar
that although the great body of them
and other scenes. Robert Fulton was in England at the
the
of
ber,
ranks
the
ministry
the clergy of other denominations,
the London picthe small time, and, immediately on the production of
were kept full of men of ability and education by
on the Consuccessful
be
would
idea
the
that
and other ture, conceiving
number of great prizes, in the shape of bishoprics,
He had several
a patent for it in France.
took
out
to
the
were
tinent,
which
open
dignified and well-paid appointments,
hundred of the panoramas painted in Paris, by Pre'vost and Constant Bourgeois,
best among them.
Although not one in a
Rome, Naples, and so on,
become a bishop or a dean, the possi- representing the cities of Amsterdam,
clergy would ever really
In 1810,
the Battle of Wagram.
and
the
of
this
and
Boulogne
Camp
possibility
to the humblest curate,
bility was open
to his
in
characteristic
with
converting
as Napoleon,
quickness
would cheer and encourage all the curates in the Church,
obidea that might be of service
new
own
benefit
bo
choose,
to
any
a
had
to^him,
profession
well as the young men who
in Fulton's battlethe
taken
interest
the
public
find
by
who
discourage- serving
the students of painting in New England,
of scenesT ordered the architect Cellerier to prepare a scheme for
ments enough in that inhospitable clime to chill the courage
his own victories, which he prolive
and
to
hope seven panoramas, representing
a Michael Angelo, will now have something
exhibited all over France.
and
about
carried
have
to
their ardor and determination tenfold. posed
for, which will increase
himself
in pen-and- Unfortunately, just as the plan was matured, Napoleon
workers
the
or
of
It is not the decorators
teapots,
the demand for
that
so
to
off
carried
and
was
a
Elba,
such
for
lists
captured
ink upon holly-wood fans, who will enter the
and Provost, who would
of their female friends panoramas of his victories declined,
They much prefer the adulation
prize.
been
the painter of them, was obliged to content
have
clear
field
the
leave
will
and
probably
to the fierce tumult of competition,
how hard they himself with exhibiting, as a private enterprise, some views of
to the people of real ability, who will know
Since then, panoramas have
in certainty of Athens, Jerusalem and Antwerp.
of
in
mind,
will
and
must work to win,
vigor
gain
such renowned artists as
and
in
been
alone
Paris,
In
these
efforts.
popular
always
hand, and in habits of industry, by their
and Alphonse de Neuville, among others, have taken
will secure a great prize, but for the winner Detaille
every competitor
The best of the
world has to pleasure in painting them for the public.
the scholarship offers as unalloyed happiness as the
or are sent to
this
to
come
either
French
ones
and
draw
to
country
usually
bestow. To draw and paint is enjoyment, and
as Russia, after the Parisians get tired of them, and the English
so
well
and
draw
to
but
a
paint
great pleasure,
paint well is
and Germans have some of their own, which they find pleasing.
to have earned the right to go and live for three years among
without
the best pictures, and learning from the best masters,
answer to a question of a correspondent, M. Collet-Corthe sordid cares and anxieties which disbeing hampered by
biniere writes in La Semaini des Constructeurs an interestbest
the
out
to
call
tress so many students, is an object worthy
France in regard to payment for
ing essay on the law of
of the
efforts of the ablest men, and we should certainly add,
The correspondent in question, a builder,
extras on contracts.
few
are
there
the
exhibitions,
ablest women, for, judging from
contracted to erect a house according to certain plans and
women students are not already as
points in which the best
and described a fence sixty feet
specifications, which showed
skilful as any of the men.
As the work went
stories high.
long, and a corner tower, two
the owner wished to have the tower made higher, and the
ExhiParis
the
at
on,
is
to
be
provided
7J CURIOUS panorama
He
builder carried it up two stories more.
bition next year, by the Compagnie Gdnerale Transatlan- accommodating
wished also to have the fence extended to one hundred and
'
The
its fleet of steamships.
to
panorama,
represent
tique,
which was done. The
to call it, cyclorama, is to be fifty feet, and three gates put in it, all of
or, as we have been taught
told by Le Genie Civil, has builder then asked, on his side, to be paid for all this extra
we
are
M.
who,
Poilpot,
painted by
had been given for
to illustrate the War of Secession work, and was told that no written orders
already painted such views
to pay for it.
bound
was
not
the
owner
the
under
identical
be
it, and,
law,
in the United States, and, for all we know, may
with the contractor,
with the eminent M. Philippoteaux, familiar to the American M. Collet-Corbiuiere naturally sympathizes
"
" Battle of
a man
of the
Siege but replies that the law is plain. Under the Code Civil
Gettysburg," the
public as the artist
made
the who contracts to build according to a definite plan, and for a
of Paris," and other cycloramic works which have
The Compagnie Transatlantique's fixed price, cannot demand any increased price, under any pretour of the United States.
in a circular building by itself, and text, on account of changes or additions, unless such changes
cyclorama is to be mounted
The spectator, on ascending the or additions are ordered in writing, and the price for them
affords some novel effects.
The only occasions
of the agreed upon beforehand with the owner.
what
appears to be the deck of one
stairs, emerges upon
"
Touraine," on which the courts have varied from this rule have been those
newest and largest steamers of the fleet, the
so that it
which is now in process of construction. Around him are the where the contract was not a perfectly definite one,
these
and
in
the
shrouds
did
not
to
the
the
answer
hold
can
and
he
Code,
excepthe
vessel,
description
by
masts and rigging of
not to try to
and look over the bulwarks at the sea, which extends to the tions are rare. He therefore advises the sufferer
On one side can be discerned the red roofs of Havre, evade the law, but to set himself to examining his plans and
horizon.
or marginal
and lying at anchor at different distances are the other ships papers, to see whether he cannot find some letter,
to the Company, while the illusion is heightened by note on a drawing, which will answer as a written order under
belonging
In order to surprise the law, or will, at least, so far imply an order that the written
the mists which obscure the background.
in court, and,
and'dazzle the spectator, which is important to the_ effect of a memorandum may be explained by oral testimony
M.
is used to detain him in the dark so explained, be enforced as if it were written out in full.
device
an
ingenious
panorama,
to the fictitious ship's deck, in the shape Collet-Corbiniere does not say whether drawings or sketches
passageways leading
are in France considered to be written orders within the meanof dioramas, or illuminated pictures, to be looked at through a
are
of
these
a
box.
Seven
of
side
the
in
provided,
ing of the law, but we infer from certain points in his letter
fixed
lens
In this country they would be so conthe ship-building yard of the Company at St. that they are not.
representing
and
various scenes on sidered, and if the builder could find sketches made by the
of
embarkation
the
emigrants,
Nazaire,
All of them owner, and showing the modifications as carried out, he would
board one of the great vessels during a voyage.
are interesting, and the visitor moves slowly through the dark- be pretty sure of getting his pay, whatever the contract might
successively into the lenses, until say about requiring orders for extra work to be in writing.
ened
ilar travelling

HE

IN

H

passageway, looking
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HITECTURAI, EDUCATION IN THE UNITED
STATES.
IV.
COLUMBIA COLLEGE, NEW YOKK.

To aid in the study of s|>ccifieations, a model has been prepared
after consulting a great number of
S|>ccilications which have been
used on actual work.
This model is copied
each student into a

1

by

the year 1881, Prof. William K. Ware,
at that time in charge of the Department
INof
Architecture at the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, was invited to undertake
the formation of a similar department in connection with the School of Mines, Columbia

Previous to this there had l>ecn no
College.
regularly organized school of architecture in
New York City, though the necessity therefor had lung been felt, and the Trustees of

Columbia College were quite ready to do anything in their power to place the department
on a proper footing, and to equip it in such a

manner as to enable Professor Ware to carry
out his ideas and to give the
proj>cr stability
to the institution.
Mr. Augustus Schermerhorn, one of the Trustees,
provided the means for the greater portion of the equipment, something like ten thousand dollars being expended under Professor
Ware's immediate direction. The portion of the College buildings
in which the department is now installed was erected
subsequently
to Professor Ware's
appointment, and was, consequently, arranged
in deference to his wishes, so as to
the
best
results
for drawgive
ing-rooms, library, etc., and was intended to be as nearly perfect as
A Roman Fountain.

l>ossihle.

The department has two
certain lectures, etc

,

assistant-professors, who have charge of
one draughtsman, and one librarian.

The attendance is obligatory in all cases. For convenience, the
course has been divided so that the students are
grouped in three
classes, the third and fourth year men studying together.
There are
no special students or special courses, as such but any one
entering
the College on advanced standing may be allowed to
pass examinations upon the studies of the first
year, and, during the remainder of
the year, can follow any studies he chooses, as extras.
He may
thus, though not recognized as a special student, pursue special
;

studies.

The

regular course of study during the first year is practically the
departments of the School of Mines, and involves
simple mathematics, physics, and a certain amount of elementary
drawing but the latter is entirely separate from that of the other
courses, and includes shades and shadows, drawing from the cast,
and brush-work. The studies for the succeeding years are as follows

same

for all the

;

:

COURSE IN ARCHITECTURE.
SECOND YEAR.
Graphical Geometry.
Graphics
descriptive geometry.
Elements of Architecture forms and
proportions of the five orders and of

Applied Chemistry

air, water, artiillumination,
photography,
cements, timber and its preservation, pigments, glass, etc.
:

ficial

:

balustrades, doors, arches, etc.

Drawing

tracing ornament, plans,
sections and
elevations, details,
perspective.

Ancient Architectural History.

:

THIRD YEAH.
Mechanics.
Sanitary Engineering.
'MediiBval Architectural History.
1
History of Ornament, lectures and

Theory of Architecture.
Specifications and Working-drawings.

*

Architectural Design.
Geology.
Drawing from the cast, ornament

exercises.

figure.

FOURTH YEAR.
:

8

lectures and
;
excursions.
The Theory of Architecture the
theory of color, the theory of com:

stones.

Architectural Design

:

problems.

Project.

In regard to what might be termed the practice of construction, as
distinguished fro.n the study of theoretical construction, the ground
is taken that ifc is not the business of the school to teach what can
be
better learne 1 in architects' offices.
Still, an hour a week is given
to a course of lectures upon specifications,
estimates, etc., as shown
in the programme, and there is in the
department a carefully pre-

tion

in figuring, estimating, etc.
The study of scientific construcpursued mostly in connection with the

is

engineering departintended, subsequently, to bring
these into the architectural department as far as
possible.

ments of the School of Mines.
'Continued from No.

667,

page

It is
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* For
convenience these subjects are given In alternate years, the third and
fourth year student* taking them together.
In 11)87-88 both classes take tinwork here set down for the fourth year in 1880-87, that set down for the third
;

year.

For convenience these subjects are given

fourth year students taking them together.

In alternate years the third

and

in

the

to architecture,

same manner as the general

report
written sheets are
hektographed and distributed to the members
of the class.
In the study of the " History of Architecture," ancient
work, including the early Christian epoch, is taken up during the second
year, Mr. Clarke's translation of Von Weber's "History" being
used as a text-book. One hour's lecture and one hour's recitation is
given to this each week. To fasten the dates and the facts in the
minds of the students, Professor Ware has prepared a set of architectural tables, which are
given to the students to be committed to
memory. In the third class, extending through the third and fourth
years, Gothic and modern history are taken up alternately.
In this
department Professor Ware met with a difficulty which every teacher
has doubtless encountered. The students, while
faithfully following
the mere lessons, would
utterly fail to grasp the sequence and signifi"
cance of what had been put before them; so that while the "final
examination papers showed a considerable degree of
book-learning,
the students had little real
knowledge of the history of architecture.
better way was accordingly devised, and is now followed. In the
first term the whole subject of either Gothic or modern architecture
is skimmed
very hastily by topics, without dwelling on special points,

The

pared series of drawings illustrating all the ordinary constructions,
which the students copy and trace at their leisure,
by way of preparation for office-work, though no examinations in "this work are
exacted. The lecture on specifications is followed
by an afternoon's

work

and discussed

Color,"

In the second

A

:

Modern Architectural Hlstorr.

in shades,

The third and fourth year students
The drawing consists of illustrations

principles previously considered.
The lectures on " Ornament " are prepared in a manner which
commends itself at once as being calculated to draw out individual
thought on the part of the pupil.
syllabus covering the general
Each week, one
points of the lectures is prepared and printed.
student is assigned the lecture, and is
expected to consult his classmates' notes, as well as his own, to examine such authorities on the
of the lecture.
subject as he may desire, and write a full

position.

Kst imates.

shadows, and perspective.
are united in a single class.
of the " History of Architecture," drawn after the lectures in the same manner as during the
second year, together with a stated number of problems in
design,
carried forward in much the same manner as is followed in tile
School of Fine Arts, Paris, the problems being stated to the
class,
sketches submitted and rentltm studied out in
regular order, the
work of each student being discussed and criticised in such manner
that the whole class gets the benefit of the
training of each individual.
Besides this, there is a considerable amount of drawing from the
cast.
The department is supplied with a number of small casts,
which are given out to the students once or twice each week to take
home to draw from by gas-light. This exercise is found to lie of
great value.
The first of the purely theoretical studies taken up in the course
is the
"Theory of Architecture." This is intended to be more
negative than positive in its nature, and is designed to help the
student to discriminate and to use his
judgment. One hour each
week is given to the study. In the first term the line of
beauty is

problems

illustrated

;

Literature and Criticism
themes,
reports ; abstracts of books.
Economic Geology clay, limestones,
cements, building and ornamental

;

white drawings, and the student is instructed in the use of
drawing
instruments and in simple |>en-work. All of this is during the first
year, and is in addition to a limited amount of cast-drawing, shades
and shadows, and pcrs|>ective.
The architectural drawing in the second year is carried on as an
adjunct to the theoretical instruction. The orders are studied very
thoroughly in connection with lectures on the elements of architecture, so that the student has careful drilling in proportions, forms,
The subjects illustrated in the lectures are subsequently drawn
etc.
out on the black-board by the pupils, criticised in the class, so that
each gets the advantage of the work of the whole, and
finally are
drawn out in pencil, but not inked in. This is varied by exercises
calling for the application of principles previously discussed in
lectures, such as the drawing out of a portico, an arcade, or a vault.
At the same time, there are lectures and illustrations on practical

with illustrations from the Department of Physics.
term the allied arts arc brought up in their relations

Painting and Sculp-

The Decorative Arts
sketching

:

;

;

of

ture.
'

Sanitary Engineering.
Sewerage.
3 Business
relations between archiand
tects,
clients,
mechanics,
comdraughtsmen office papers
petitions
legal obligations
superintendence.

every

year, lectures on quantities and estimates, given by some regular
practitioner; and a part of one year is given to the study of Professor Clark's work on " titii/rJiiiy Superintendence" which is read
and commented upon by the class.
In the first year, as previously stated, the only architectural work
is in the line of
elementary free-hand and mechanical drawing. In
order to start the. students in right lines, a numlnir of methods are
followed.
The first exercises consist in copying drawings in plain
washes. Then, in order to relieve the monotony of plain
copying,
and to encourage the students to think for themselves and to use the
different mediums, they are
to
it
make, as
were, translation
required
drawings ; that is, an engraving or photograph is given to be copied
in India ink or
reproduced in crayon, so that the students' appreciation of the values of different mediums will be developed.
'I here is,
also, a certain experience given in water-coloring from black and

given

The History

Civil Engineering
theory of strains
and strength of materials continued.
Graphical Statics.

book, the copying lx.-ing put on one side of a sheet only, and subsequently filled in with notes, queries, etc., which sugges't themselves
to the student at the time, or may come
up later as a result of intercourse with practical work.
In addition to this, there are,

discussed, the theory of proportion, symbolism, and the use of natural
forms in their relation to architectural
The lectures are
design.
fully illustrated, the aim being always to awaken thought in the
mind of the pupil. In alternate years lectures are
on "

:

and
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Matriculation fee
Annual Tuition
Text books, first year
second year

85.00
200 00
15.00
30.00
50.00
20.00
25.00
30.00

third year

fourth year
Materials, $15 to
Graduation fee, with diploma

Total

Add

$375.00

board outside of the college at from $6.50 to $10.00
per week and the total expense for the course is from $560.00 to
to this,

8700.00.

Free tuition

is offered
upon the following conditions
applicant must present a certificate from some person of
good repute, stating that he is of good moral character and studious
habits also that he is unable to
pay the tuition fee.
2. fie must exhibit a
proficiency in every subject of examination
for admission of six on a scale of ten.
3. He must maintain an
average standing of seven in every subsequent study, or an average of eight in all the studies for the year.
4. He is not
exempted from fees for matriculation, for extra examination, and for graduation.
:

The

1.

;

LIBRARY BUILDINGS.
READILY

accede to your

request for a further treatment of tbis subject, in the
interest of a better understanding between architects and libra-

I

A

rians.

In answer to the statement
that librarians disagree
among
themselves on this subject, so
that no consensus of the views
of the profession is available, I
asserted that certain well-de-

;

fined principles

have been

laid

down by a practically unanimous agreement of librarians,

which principles are
constantly
violated by architects and buildtheir
ing-committees through
failure to learn of these
facts,
or to appreciate their
bearings.

criticised.

Besides the lectures on
hygiene and kindred topics which are "iven
to the entire third
college class, a special course in Sanitary Eno-ineermg is given .to the students of architecture. This covers, in the
third year, the
drainage of buildings, the arrangement of pipes and
fixtures, the disposal of household refuse, and the drainao-e of cellars
and grounds. During the fourth
year, the ventilation and warminf
ot buildings is taken
up, and discussed from both the practical and
the scientific points of view.
In view of the circumstances under which the
department was
founded, it will readily be understood that the
is all that
can be desired. Professor Ware has not been equipment
stinted in money nor in
encouragement, and he had everything he could need to make the
work a success.
The drawing-rooms are
large, well lighted, and
arranged to give the students the best facilities for consdlino- the
in
th'e
library working
modelling-room or attendino- recitations
Modelling, however, is purely an extra at present, though the opportunities are open to those who wish to avail
themselves
The
mam library of Columbia College contains 80,000 thereof.besides
volumes,
American and foreign periodicals, etc.,
forming a very rich collection
tor general reference.
In addition to this the
department of archiicture has a special
library of about 300 volumes, carefully selected
by Professor Ware, intended to be exhaustive in its nature and to
include all of the best professional works.
Tliese are kept in a room
adjoining the drawing department and are at the disposal of the
students at all times.
Books may be taken away from the buildin"
under special conditions and
everything is done to encourage the
students to use the volumes
constantly and to draw from them as
as
There
ere is also a collection of water-color drawireely
reey
possible.
posse.
ings and colored prints, used for copies, and about eleven thousand

No. 675.

photographs, which are mounted on loose sheets and kept in port'I he students are allowed to use these
photographs as they
please, to take them from the shelves, and to have them beside their
work, but are not allowed to put any of them back on the shelves.
One of the attendants goes around the room at stated intervals and
collects all the photographs not in actual use, restoring them to their
proper places, so that they do not become misplaced, but can readily
be found when wanted. The department has also a limited Dumber
of models, mostly of the orders.
The requirements for admission to the department include a
knowledge of arithmetic, geometry, algebra, rudimentary physics and
chemistry, French, German, book-keeping, and free-hand drawing sutlicient to sketch ordinary objects.
The number of students at
present is fifty-four, and there have been about sixteen graduates,
three of whom are practising architects in New York City and all
the rest are in New York State.
The graduates' degree is that of
Bachelor of Philosophy.
The expenses for attendance at the school are as follows

but simply outlining the study. The subject-matter is then divided
into half as many topics as there are students in the class
and, as
the end of the term approaches, two students are assigned to each
topic, to study it up, examine it and write essays upon it.
The next term, these topics are taken up in succession week by week,
the essays read by way of introduction, and the whole class gives its
time to further elucidation and illustration.
To this end, the books
and photographs in the library bearing on the general subject are
divided into groups, to each of which two students are assigned, to
exhaust it and report what they may find at the end of the week.
The next week two more essays an; read, introducing another topic;
the students move on to a fresh group, and another series of reports
are prepared.
In this way, each student is obliged to know
thoroughly at least one important topic of the period of history the
class is studying
and, as the groups of books are moved along from
week to week and assigned to different pupils, it follows that at the
end of the term each student has looked through the entire contents
of the library relating to the period under investigation, and is
reasonably familiar with what can be found there.
A very interesting feature of the department is the attempt which
has been made to encourage work on the part of the students during
the long summer vacation-.
According to the regulations of the
School of Mines, each student is obliged, at the beginning of the fall
term, to present a thesis upon a certain amount of work done during
the vacation. In the department of Architecture, instead of a thesis,
each student is required to present on the first of October, one
hundred sketches made during the vacation.
No restrictions are
made as to the kind or nature of work
simply that there shall be
one hundred sketches of some sort. The results" have shown that the
students are not inclined to slight the work, but, on the
contrary,
exert themselves to see who can present the best, and some of the
summer work thus prepared has been of considerable artistic value.
The only limitations are that the student shall include the plans,
sections and details of some one house.
If the student, instead of
sketching, prefers to spend his time in an architect's office, he is
encouraged to do so, and each day in an office is counted as equivalent to one sketch.
The results thus far in regard to vacation work
have been entirely satisfactory.
There are a few special features in connection with the
department which are worthy of note. Columbia College
requires a certain
knowledge of French in order to pass the entrance examinations, but
students seldom are able to
properly use the French books in the
To aid them to a better acquaintance with the
library.
language a
scheme has been devised which has been found to work
Two hours a week have been given to it during the admirably.
first year.
"
Maspero's
L'Archaeologie Egyptienne" was selected for reading.
is
to
each member of the class, and at the recitation,
page
assigned
is first read aloud
by the pupil, then translated and then re-read.
Each student is required to have his
copy of the book with him and
to make marginal notes
and it therefore follows that very few expressions will fail to be appreciated. In fact, it has been found that
in this
way the student acquires a familiarity with the language
in a
5
very short time, as each is enabled to profit by the other's mfstakes
and is also obliged to
thoroughly study a definite portion of the work
each week.
An exercise which has been found of great value, is somewhat as
follows.
Photographs of buildings are given to the members of the
class, each of whom is required to write out a careful
description
the
character of the building before him, the kind of
stating
windows,
the mouldings, etc.
Then the students exchange descriptions, and,
without knowing the
original, make a drawing from the description.
Finally, the drawings and descriptions are compared by the class,

and
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In the Library Conference
held in Boston in 1879, Mr.
Doubtless we made a false start bv enHenry Van Brunt said
deavoring to adapt our largo public collections to the traditional and
"

:

architectural library halls, surrounded
several stories."
And again " The

by chapel-like alcoves,

in

purposes for which our own
public libraries are established are new to the world of literature
:

and books, and naturally

affect the question under consideration."
In just this line the
Library Association voted two years later,
1881, at Baltimore (and without a dissenting
voice)
"
Resolved, That, in the opinion of the Association, the time has
come for a radical modification of the
prevailing tvpical style of
library building, and the adoption of a
better suited to
:

economy and

style

.

.

.

practical utility."

Unless both

my memory and my examination of the Transactions
oi the
Library Association are at fault, no one member has since, by
voice or vote, favored in our conferences the " traditional
and architectural library hall "
style of building, and it should by this time be
well understood that that
style is not in favor with those most conversant with modern
library wants.
Perhaps the reply will be that
it is
easy to condemn that form of building, but more difficult to find
But substitutes have been found, and
satisfactory substitute.
winle there is a difference
among librarians as to which is best, they
Have features in common that
represent the settled views of the
mass of librarians.. Mr. Van Brunt's criticism of
the ancient style
building, quoted above, was made in connection with an account
"
lie was
giving of the then new "stack at
an
Harvard,
arranoement
he had planned for
v
""^ objectionable
features 01
of tiie
obviating
*"o the
the
T
"ujcunuiiauK; itiuures
i_
In the stack, we have rows of iron
style.
bookcases placed as

icli
i
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near together as is consistent with convenience of passing between
them, and running from floor to ceiling of a room some fifty feet
of
lii<_'h
light open iron-work floors being introduced at intervals
seven and one-half feet, so that every shelf may be easily reached

|

;

;

'

from them, avoiding altogether the use of step-ladders. The walls,
not being used for shelving, are pierced with numerous large
windows, pouring a flood of lateral liglit into the stack, which is also
Space for readers' small tables is provided
lighted from the roof.
on each tloor, distributed so that facilities for the use of the books
may be found very near every shelf in the library. As compared
with the old conventional library building, the stack has the advanbook-room per cubic foot of space within
tages of griMtlv increased
hr walls, increased facilities and improved condition* for the use of
the books, and a much greater supply of light.
Km the stack-svstcm is only one way of gaining these advantages.
Another method is prominently before, the library profession, largely
through the able advocacy of Dr. W. F. Poole, of the N'ewberry
Library of Chicago, a method which lias not quite all the advantages
claimed for the stack, but which claims others that are wanting in it.
one
It is what mav be called the
single-floor system, allowing only
range in height (say seven feet) of shelving to be placed in one
room, an equal or greater space being left above for the proper diffu-

:

l

sion of air

and

light.

In the great majority of cases, library buildings are erected where
Where this
land is not expensive and a large floor-area is available.
is the case, a library of very considerable size may be shelved so as
to obviate entirely the need of steps and stairs; and, where land is
more expensive^ne such floor may be placed above another indefi-

|

|

253

better
arranged to enlarge the scope and usefulness of a single
attendant. Kxeept as pressure of work calls for assistance, he easily
attends to all the three departments of reference, circulation, anil
moral is that this could not have been provided
reading-room.
for without intelligent understanding of the administrative functions
of the library, and it should be stated that the architect was a
graduate of the college, who had freely used, and taken a deep
interest in, the library.
Hut when the different departments of a library have Ixt-n
arranged with reference to an efficient and economical service, there
is yet to 'be made provision for the work which must l>e done
" behind the scenes."
Hooks will be received in cases and parcels.
They must be delivered at a rear or side entrance, opened in a suitable room, where some dust and dirt will not be seriously objectionable, spread out on tables in an adjoining room for examination,
cataloguing and labelling, and then sent to their places in the library.
No problem is more difficult, perhaps, in the arrangement of a
library building than that of placing the librarian's own ofiico or
desk, which on some accounts needs to l>e in close contiguity to the
public part of the building, accessible to those needing his guidance
in their reading, and on other accounts should be near the
place of
receipt of new books.
Hardly any two libraries or two librarians
would agree in their requirements in this line ; but, if it is once
clearly seen by architects that no library building can be a success
in which some
provision, in accordance with the circumstances of
the particular case, is not made for these various needs, they will
soon fit themselves to deal with the problems involved, and will doubt-

My

less

elevators putting them practically
nitely at intervals nf fifteen feet,
on one level. It is claimed for this single-floor system that the
its admission by high
superior supply of light afforded through
of the book-cases, with nothing to intercept
windows above the

WM.

handle them successfully.

I.

FI.KTCIIKK.

WATERHOUSE ON RICHARDSON.'

top

between and around them, and the fact that no books are
heat and gases,
placed near the top of a room to their own injury by
and to the serious discomfort of the users, more than atone for the

other biography I would allude to is
that of a very different but also very

its fall

ll,

remarkable man, Henry Hobson Richardson, of Boston, U. S. A., an Honorary
Member.
Street was the

failure to utilize, as does the stack, every foot of perpendicular space
for book-storage.
However this may be, the discussion among librarians now is
between these two systems in their main features, and all agree in
that a library building shall have, in one or the other form,

requiring
the advantages

common

in some degree to both
viz., great capacity,
convenience of use.
It is when we turn from our little differences of opinion as to
which ways are best for securing these ends, to such buildings as the

abundant

;

light,

;

Win n Library at Woburn, Mass., and the Howard Library at New
Orleans, that we leave our mutual bickerings and join in deriding
In these two beautiful buildings we find the old
the poor architect.
" traditional "
with its alcoves, its
in its

glory,
high step(and even step-ladders in the galleries), its
narrow windows, one in each alcove, shedding a dim religious light
into the interior, its large tables running down through the nave.
In the Howard Library (unless recent changes have been made) the
windows are eighteen inches wide, and pierce a three-foot wall (two
feet of stone and one of bookcases), and a person to go from the
alcove behind the desk to the gallery immediately above it must
travel the whole length of the room twice, besides ascending the
Well might he say to the
stairs, and perhaps a step-ladder, too.
"
In
book just over his head, " Thou art so near, and yet so far
this same building, I believe, the only way a place could be found
for the librarian and assistants to work was to fence off one alcove.
Provision for efficient and economical administration is one point
with regard to wlrich it is plain that no architect could go right
without definite instruction as to the method of administration to be
employed in the building. Such instruction architects are quite apt
to be without, for the reason that no one is on the ground who is
Almost every public library has these departcom]ictent to give it.
ments more or less fully developed reference-department, circulating-department, and reading-room. The erection of a new building
should facilitate the due development of these three departments, in
strict relation to each other and to the special wants of the particular
community, and with a due regard to the means likely to be at hand
If one person be expected
for supporting the administration.
to supervise more than one department, these departments should be
I hope I shall be pardoned if
so arranged as to make that feasible.
I attempt to illustrate this point by commending the arrangement of
the Amherst College library, especially as it was all done before I
ever saw Amherst.
Our present library building is a re-arrangement of an older one,
with the addition of "a new wing for the book-stack. The library
and reading-room are on the second floor, the lower floor being used
At the top of the staircase one enters the
for secondary purposes.
delivery-room, facing the counter of the attendant, who has been
At
able to observe him almost from his entrance upon the stairs.
his right he finds the large reading-room, nearly the whole of which
(the wide doors always standing open) is under the eye of the same
attendant, At his left are the card-catalogue eases and a shelf of

laddors,

its

;

style
galleries

!

:

little space for their convenient use, furnished
with tables and chairs. Through the counter is a gateway, admitentrance
ting, under the surveillance of the same attendant, to the
of the stack, which (being on the second floor of the main building)
he enters midway of its height, and finds himself as centrally located
as he could be in the library itself.
Never, I believe, was a library

indexes, etc., with a

Corresponding
king of draughtsmen, and drew every detail
Richof his innumerable buildings himself.
ardson, on the other hand, was supposed
never to have designed one of his later and
more perfect buildings with his own hands
his name to strucyet no architect ever put
tures which were more unmistakably his own
arch the
Street made the
creation.
pointed'
key-note of all his construction Richardson
Capital from St. Lger, Solssaw the capabilities of the round arch, and
sons, France.
his work in great measure was based upon
Romanesque, though he treated it in his own original fashion. His
works are so remarkable that I feel sure you will allow me to say a
little more on a subject which has for me a singular fascination.
Richardson was a student of the ficole des Heaux Arts. He
remained in Paris six years, working as a student and draughtsman,
for he had to earn a living as well as to study, and lived practically
two lives in one. In those days his great ambition was to go to
Athens and Rome. He never, in fact, went to either, and, in spile
of his training, never was architect less influenced by what these two
centres of past art would have had to teach him. On his return to
America in 1806, his first designs were in thirteenth-century Gothic,
and in no way remarkable. Hut in 1870 he gained in competition
the execution of Hrattle Square Church in Hoston, a building remarkable for its campanile with deep sculptured frieze, a tower so original
as to be like nothing he could have seen or heard of elsewhere,
though it has about it a certain Romanesque air. The neighboring
Trinity Church followed soon after, with a central tower of excellent
proportions, both in itself and as part of the conqiosition of which it
was, of course, the crowning feature. In construction it is no less

I

Its weight of 8,500 tons is supported
bold than its detail is beautiful.
by four granite piers with a collective area of UK) square feet. His
public libraries, of which he built several, have a family likeness in
their plan and style, though each proclaims its distinctive character.
His Pittsburgh Court-House, Field's Chicago Huilding and Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce are buildings of a monumental character,
and give evidence of an original creative mind, free from prejudice
and unfettered by precedent. Richardson's peculiarities may be seen
These peculiarities appear to be chiefly the discarding of the
in all.
orders, the Romanesque feeling, admirable planning, appearance of
strength and solidity, the value put upon mere wall-surface whenever
attainable, the treatment of this surface by the varied coursing of the
stonework, and the contrast between tooled and rough surfaces ; the
use of colored materials, especially of stone of different hues
battered bases, sparing use of string-courses, the introduction of
deep voussoirs, the rounding of salient angles, and a leaning to
In his later work his corbels are rounded
circular forms on plan.
and covered with delicate incised carving instead of mouldings, and
All these peculiarities
his capitals are convex rather than concave.
appear to l>e based on sound judgment, and to be excellent in every
way. On the other hand, if criticism were in such a case allowable,
there seems, to my eye, almost an affectation in the shortness of
;

i
From the opening address uf the President of the Royal Institute of British
Architect*, Mr. Alfred Waterhonse.
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wide in extreme dimensions,
building is 270' long and 136'
x 38', two
contains 24 school-rooms of an average size of 24'
rooms of 25' x 100', four rooms 24' x 24', all of which are supwith cloak-closets provided with outside light. The central

plied

a hall 80' x 9i>', with stage, scenery, and
part of third story contains
the
four dressing-rooms, each 12' x 20'. The building is heated by
Rutan-Smead system, and the system of Smead dry-closets is used.
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THE PRESENT ASPECT OF LAND-DRAINAGE.

I.

pWENTY-FIVE

years ago, land-drainage hardly
had a recognized position in this country, except in connection with that much derided art
"
called
Fancy Farming." Most of the farm-drainwas
done with stones or with horse-shoe tiles,
age

t

The

The

Trinity.

which can hardly be called tile-draining. There is
no better evidence of the value and extent of the
influence of agricultural books and papers, of Book
Farming, than the degree to which they have made
known and acceptable to the farming community
the results of isolated examples of work done mainly
at the East.
At the time spoken of, draining-tiles
were made in few places and at rather high prices.

cost of their transportation prevented their extensive use in the
It was at that time asserted that the great garden spot of

interior.

now

more works

in

was

It
formerly
on which fertility so largely depends.
constituents of the soil and the applied
the
that
organic
supposed
a coninto
manure, as well as the mineral constituents were brought
dition fit for the use of plants by the mere chemical effect (oxidation)
It has been demonstrated within the
of air circulating among them.
of organic remains and organic
the
conversion
that
ten
years
past
manures into a condition available for the feeding of plants is the
soil

This work results in oxidation it is
of bacterial action.
but the process is very different from that resulting from
immediate chemical contact. That Oie development of the fertilizing
mineral constinuents of the soil is also due to a corqualities of the
has not been demonstrated, but
responding action of living organisms
the growth of rhizopods on the surface of minerals, and the conseof the inorganic structure itself and the
quent change of character
solutions would
peculiar to certain mineral

work

cryptogamouj vegetation
indicate that such action

HIS

HOUSE FOR A. li. GOODBAR, ESQ., MEMPHIS, TENN.
ALBERT SWASEY, ARCHITECT, ST. LOUIS, MO.

case, is

Illinois,

true,

the Imperial Editlon.l
[Gelatine print, issued only with

CENTRAL SCHOOL-HOUSE,

in single counties, in

course,
many
The methods adopted are,
duction is general.
the general result has been to secure a
cases, rather crude, but
excessive
marked increase of product, immunity from the effect of
malarial conditions
wet and drought, and a great mitigation of the
In these respects, we have but repeated the
formerly prevalent.
is hardly to be
Agricultural underdrainage
experience of England.
regarded now as an element of professional engineering work.
Those who carry on the trade of tile-draining understand suffia tolerably good method for
ciently well for practical purposes
with regard to
seem-in" the end in view. The same may be said
is much more effective than, in the days of
which
surfacedrainage,
I he
disposed to admit.
my first advocacy of underdrainage, I waslands
is required are better
reasons why any drainage of agricultm al
understood now than they were then. Probably the great advantage
it
derived from the prevention of a condition of saturation is that
favors the continued and effective action of those minute organisms
in the
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gravely changed.
for the manuwere drained farms in the State
facture of draining-tiles than there
that State i
The total length of underdrams
twenty years ago.
now over 700,000 miles.
In the best agricultural regions of the
Illinois is not exceptional.
the underwhole country, especially east of the Mississippi River,
for the best prodrainage of lands not naturally sufficiently dry

There are
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his
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time
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of which he had not seen,
best
the
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style
i
.t
a Romanesque wave ha
indeed,
unless,
traordinary,
He seems
American architectural mind before his advent.
in America, perhaps by
created a new-born interest in architecture
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is

possible.

SURFACE-DRAINAGE.
While the effect of aeration in the subsoil increases porosity r and
the withdrawal of the water-of-saturation from the lower strata of
the soil is as important as it was originally supposed to be, there is
no doubt that the most valuable effect is produced in those parts of
the soil which are near the surface and are by underdrainage kept
do not have their
always in suA condition that their living organisms
a saturation that excludes
activity suspended for long periods by
In
air.
cases, this more important effect of drainatmospheric

many

soil may be secured, in measurably
ing the upper portions of the
useful degree, by surface-drainage, that is, by affording the surplus
water an opportunity to flow freely away over the surface instead of
the soil. As compared with its cost,
lying to be slowly absorbed by
much of the most useful effect will be produced by the use of catch
drains to divert the flow of surface and spring water from higher
lands and by such a regulation of the surface as will prevent water
from standing in pockets or lying on level tracts after a storm has

ceased.

The removal of water from the surface of level lands which arc
not underdrained is most economically effected by the opening of
If the ditches are reasonably near together,
ditches for its removal.
a good result will be produced by giving them a water-level of from
twelve to eighteen inches below the surface.
They should be so
to hold the
arranged as to receive the water of the surface freely
water of a heavy storm at a level slightly below the surface of the
level within twenty-four
ground, and to run down to the indicated
in which water stands
hours.
Rolling lands, with swales and pockets
and accumulates, may be relieved often much more simply and
economically by the running of single lines of depressed water-ways.
These need not even be ditches, only continuous artifical depressions
with broad banks, susceptible of cultivation and of machine-mowing
and leading to a proper point of discharge. To provide such a means
of drainage is easy and inexpensive if a proper point of outlet is at
:

hand.
In many cases, and it is these that call for the intervention of t!ir
lie too low or
engineer, tracts sometimes of many thousands of acres
These are
have too little inclination for the removal of rain-fall.
sometimes actual swamps and sometimes lands lying so near the dead
water-level as to be too much saturated for the production even of
the best grasses.
In these cases large and deep district drains or
canals are required.
Many of the States have drainage laws
of State or
authorizing the execution of this work under the direction
County Commissioners at the charge of all who are to bo benefited.
These draining canals are sometimes of such width and depth as to
be excavated by floating dredges working in from the body of water
into which they are ultimately to discharge, and carrying a depth of
water sufficient to float the apparatus quite to their upper ends,
miles away.
to constant saturation
In this manner, districts
subject
are enabled to obtain the full benefit of their slight grades and to
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sources of the water in the soil are various.
Either it falls
upon the land as rain; rises into it from underlying springs
or reaches it through, or over, adjacent land.
The rain-water belongs to the field on which it falls, and it would
be an advantage if it could all be made to pass down
through the
first three or four feet of the soil, and be removed from lielow.
Every drop of it is freighted with fertilizing matters washed out
from the air, and in its descent through the ground, these are given
up for the use of plants; and it performs other important work among
the vegetable and mineral parts of the soil.
The spring-water does not belong to the field
not a drop of it
and it ought not to be allowed to show itself within the reach of the
roots of ordinary plants.
It has fallen on other land, and,
presumably, has there done its appointed work, and ought not to be
allowed to convert our soil into a mere outlet passage for its removal.
The ooze-water that which soaks out from adjoining land
it
subject to all the objections which hold against spring-water, and
should l>e rigidly excluded.
But the surface-water, which conies during rains over the surface
of higher ground in the vicinity, should be allowed
every op|M>rtunity,
which is consistent with good husbandry, to work its slow course
over our soil
not to run in such streams as will cut away the surface, nor in such quantities as to make the ground inconveniently
wet, but to spread itself in beneficent irrigation, and to deposit the
fertilizing matters which it contains, then to descend through a welldrained subsoil, to a free outlet.
From whatever source the water comes, it cannot remain

their drainage outflow nearly at the level of the water into
which their main drainage canal delivers. Lateral branches of the
canal, extending on either side carry an effective drainage level
throughout all parts of the district.
In other cases, lands of great area,
requiring drainage, are dependent for their outflow on tortuous and sluggish creeks or rivers which
are Inadequate for the prompt removal even of the water of ordinary
rains.
The difficulty is often aggravated by the existence of milldams holding prescriptive rights along the lower reaches of the
stream.
In such cases, the mill rights have to be extinguished, and
the water-course straightened and cleared, if not enlarged.
Again, wide areas of riparian marsh are rendered useless by their
low level as compared with the tidal waters with which
they are
liiii-dered.
These are to lie drained by excluding high floods, cutting
off upland waters, and discharging on the fall of the tide.
In all
of these cases, the assistance of the engineer is in
request and he
will often liml his
knowledge, ingenuity and tact severely tried by an
attempt to meet the difficulty effectively and economically. It is a
simple matter to make a canal large enough, or dikes high enough,
or to give ample water-way to obstructed water-courses, but the expense of all of these operations, and the charge for maintenance fall
upon a class of men of little capital and of limited means for bearing
the cost of the work. It becomes
necessary, therefore, not only to
ili-liver

make the ditch large enough but to make it not too large to make
dikes effective but neither too
high nor too broad, and to limit the
Improvement of the natural water-courses to what is really necessary.
A just balance must be struck between immediate effective drainage
of the whole district, and such
inadequate works as would drain the
land too slowly for considerable
It would, of
practical benefit.
course, be an advantage to place every acre of the whole district in
such condition that it would be dry and firm within a few hours
after the heaviest rain, but it would often cost five times as much to
do this as to make such an outlet as will drain distant
portions
sufficiently for the production of good and wholesome grass, though
too wet for reliable use for
The owner can better
plough crops.
afford to take his chances of
securing a fair crop of corn, with a certainty of good grass crops, than he can afford to pay the extra tax
required to put his land always in condition for perfect tilth.
In the present condition of the
agricultural district of the United
States, there can be no doubt that a better return will be ensured foi
the amount of money laid out in the
reasonably effective surfacedrainage of lands now saturated, or, at times approaching a swampy
condition, than an equal amount expended in the
underdrainage o"i
lands lying sufficiently high to make
underdrainage profitable." In
saying this, I would by no means be taken to imply that underdrainage is not largely profitable, and is not to be recommended in all
cases where it is possible
only that while underdrainage increases
and insures the product of lands now
largely tillable, the surfacedrainage contemplated gives value and product to lands now worthin
the
sense of not producing a sufficient return to
less,
pay the cost

directly

;

;

of cultivation.

UNDKKDltAINAGR.
a rule could be adopted which would cover the varied circumstances of different soils, it would be somewhat as follows:
All
lands, of whatever texture or kind, in which the
spaces between the
particles of soil are filled with water (whether from rain or from
springs) within less than four feet of the surface of the ground,
except during and immediately after heavy rains, require draining
Of course, the particles of the soil cannot be made
dry, nor should
they be; but, although they should be moist themselves, they should
be surrounded with air, not with water. To illustrate this:
Suppose
that water be poured into a barrel filled with
chips of wood until it
runs over at the top. The spaces between the:
chips will be filled
with water, and the chips themselves will absorb enough to become
thoroughly wet this represents the worst condition of a wet soil.
If an opening be made at the bottom of the
barrel, the water which
fills the
spaces between the chips will be drawn off, and its place will
be taken by air, while the chips themselves will remain wet with
the
water which they hold by absorption. A drain at the bottom of a
wet field, in like manner, draws away the water from the free
spaces
between its particles and its place is 'taken by air, while the
particles
hold, by attraction, the moisture necessary to a healthv condition of
If

255

;

stagnant
without permanent injury to its fertility.
The only sort of drain to which reference is'here made is that
which consists of a conduit of burned clay (tile) placed at a considerable depth in the subsoil, and enclosed in a
compacted bed of
the stiffest earth which can
conveniently be found.
A well-laid tile-drain has the following essential characteristics
1. It has a free outlet for the
discharge of all water which may run
through it. 2. It has openings, at its joints, sufficient for the admission of all the water which
may arise to the level of its floor. 3. Its
floor is laid on a
well-regulated line of descent, so that its current
may maintain a flow of uniform, or, at least, never decreasing
rapidity, throughout its entire length.
Land which requires draining, is that which, at some time during
the year (either from an accumulation of the rains which fall
upon
flow or soakage from
it, from the lateral
adjoining land, from
which
within
springs
it, or, from a combination of two or all of
open
these sources) becomes filled with water that does not
readily find a
natural outlet, but remains until removed
by evaporation.
If such land is
furnished with ti'le-drains (having a clear
properly
and sufficient outfall,
offering sufficient means of entrance to the
water which reaches them, and carrying it,
by a uniform or increasing descent, to the outlet) its water will be removed to nearly, or
quite, the level of the floor of the drains, and its water-table will be
at the distance of some feet from the surface,
leaving the spaces
between the particles of all the soil above it filled with air instead of
water.
fater.
The water below the drains stand at a level, like any other
water
rater that is dammed
Rain-water falling on the soil will
up.
de
lescend by its own weight to this level, and the water will rise into
the drains, as it would flow over a dam, until the
proper level is
again attained.
Spring-water entering from below, and water
oo/ing from the adjoining land, will be removed in like manner.
The water which reaches the soil mav be considered under two
heads
1. That which reaches its
surface, whether directly by rain, or
in^any

soil

:

:

the surface-flow of the
adjoining land.
2. That which reaches below the
surface, by springs
age from the lower portions of adjoining land.'

G. E.

by

and by soak-

WAKING,

JK.

;

the

INJURY TO COAL BY SPONTANEOUS IGNITION.

soil.

There are vast areas

of land in this
country

which do not need

The whole range of sands, gravels, light-loams and moulds
draining.
allow water to pass freely through them, and are sufficiently
drained
by nature, provided, they are as open at the bottom as throughout
the mass.
sieve filled with gravel will drain
perfectly; a 'basin
filled with the same gravel will not drain at all.
More than this, a
sieve filled with the stiffest
clay, if not puddled, will drain comand well-drained subpletely, and so will heavy clay soils on

A

porous
draining such lands as do not require the
ration is, of course, wasted and, when there is doubt as to
operation
the
requirement, sufficient tests should be made before the outlay for so
costly a work is encountered.
There is, on the other hand, much land, which
only by thorough
draining can l>e rendered profitable for cultivation, or healthful for
"
and
much
residence,
more, described as ordinarily dry land,"
very
which draining would greatly improve in both
productive value and
s.

Money expended

in

;

salubrity.

A Peruvian Wooden Seat.

mi IE questions pertaining to spontaneous

ignition of coal

have

re-

ceived the most extensive treatment from the various
boards of
investigation which have considered the subject.
A recent
American fire due to this cause
brings to light a new feature in regard to the subject. The facts in the case were that about five
nousand tons of semi-bituminous coal, which were
kept in two brick
nouses, ignited spontaneously in the early autumn, about the middle
September, the fire being discovered in the two houses within a
:ouple of days of each other.
From the indications on the top of
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Consistent steps should be taken without delay towards
relieving
J
'-jg interests

from an isolated position

tly

i-

do; but the method adopted by the underwriters in the sett
of the loss was certainly outside of the usual course taken in such
This is, we understand, either to settle the loss on the
matters.
basis of a lump sum, which one party tries to increase and the other
to diminish, until in the spirit of exhaustion rather than compromise,
they settle on an average and the other plan is to pay for the coal,
and then sell it to small consumers by forcing the consumption by
means of ruinously low prices, which do not reward the seller, and
uiismufs in
111 the
me vicinity.
j lie
WHII the
me retail
reuiu business
The
interfere injuriously with
also inieriere
vicinity,
method used in this instance was to take a sample of the coal from a
portion which was uninjured, and subject it to chemical analysis,
which gave

---

at

.79
.69

:

Carbon
Hydrogen
Mineral matter

74.13
3.95
13.18

The calorific value of this sample of coal amounted to 13,230
thermal units, or 2.68 per cent as the depreciation of the value of
the coal by heating, and it was upon this basis that the loss upon the
A sample of partially coked coal, which
coal itself was reached.
represented an average sample of the coal actually injured by heat
so as to make a noticeable change in its appearance, showed
upon
analysis

stitutions

calorific value of

the average composition of the coal throughout the whole slope.
This analysis gave

:

Carbon
Hydrogen

65.77

Mineral matter
Sulphur total

26.13

1.3C
.82

The calorific value of the coal amounted to 10,409 thermal units,
or 22.7 per cent Ies3 than that of the uninjured coal.
The cause of
the heating was undoubtedly due to the presence of
sulphur in its
combination with iron, forming iron pyrites. A defect in the consideration of the liability of various forms of bituminous coal to
spontaneous ignition, has been due to considering the total amount
of sulphur as the measure of hazard, an
assumption which contains
two errors sufficient in themselves to render that process of
forming
an opinion entirely unreliable, because the sulphur liable to
produce
heat by chemical changes under normal conditions is the
sulphur in
combination with the iron, forming iron pyrites. Th's disintegrates
under the most ordinary conditions, while the sulphur in
organic
compounds is not liable to such changes.
Secondly, a measure of
this liability is not shown by an ordinary chemical
analysis, which
represents a sample selected by averaging up a large number of
specimens, but the danger is due to the greatest concentration of
iron pyrites, and not to its average
presence in the whole mass.
Engineering.

A GOVERNMENT TESTING-STATION.
TITHE
|
'

following memorial was submitted to the Wash-

ington Chapter by Mr.

and it was unanimously determined that
it be
incorporated in
our annual report, with
the request that the
Board of Trustees, or
the Convention, take
Cluss,

the

necessary preliminary steps to bring the
matter before Congress
:

MEMORIAL ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A CENTRAL TESTINGSTATION FOR BUILDING MATERIALS IN THE UNITED STATES.
The building interests of the country have assumed such vast

proportions and important bearings on 'life, limb and health of the
as
to
demand
a
commensurate organized recognition from
people,
the. Government, such as has been awarded in
the3 past
LU commerce
H/IIUlll. It C
(JtlBt to
shipping, manufactures, agriculture, mining, education,
t.-ansportation, and, sporadically, to specialties, such as
ores, metals, victuals
drugs, etc.

all.

difficulties, though in a minor degree, have been encountered in the older, long-explored,
principal countries of Europe
since the present wonderful
activity in works of architecture and
engineering has set in.
The solution has been found in the establishment of
special in-

76.BO
3.98
12.13

a pound of this coal as computed from the
Other samples were obtainet
above, equals 13,5!)4 thermal units.
from the average of the pile when about half of the coal had been
removed to a yard, leaving an oblique plane, which cut through approximately the centre of the mass. These samples were collected
from regular points over the slope, and taken to a clean pavement
where they were crushed and thoroughly mixed over to obtain a
smaller sample for the purpose of analysis, which should represent

midst of a prosperity in
building
without any precedent in the

----- s,

The same

:

The

-

world's history.
While fully appreciating the valuable work of the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, of Prof. Tburston in
Hoboken, the wholesale
crushing of specimens of cements and stones, with the 200-ton
Government testing-machine at Watertown Arsenal, and valuable
tests made by officers of the
Engineer Corps, United States Armv, it
cannot be denied that much valuable information is scattered so as
to be inaccessible, in many cases
forgotten, wasted or lost, and, on
the other hand, that the ground is, in various
directions, not covered

;

Carbon
Hydrogen
Mineral matter
Sulphur combined with iron
Sulphur inorganic compounds

-

antiquated hand-books,

by private enterprise, with
late financial and technical
1
keeping abreast the exacting de-

testing-stations for building materials,

which have proved

be safe regulators for the restless work.

to

For

safe building, the statical coefficients of
strength and elasticity
the materials must be ascertained and
controlled, whenever a
case of importance occurs.
The hardness and durability of building
stones from newly-opened
quarries, or new strata of old quarries,
must be tested and steadily observed. The
construction, into which
different materials are combined, must be considered in
connection
with the magnitude and action of the
opposed forces, and the best
conditions for using the obtained factors must be determined.
The practising architects cannot attempt to
perform such labor in
order to obtain needed information. The
quarry and other materialmen need likewise facilities for
obtaining reliable tests of newlyopened deposits of raw materials, as guides for the best methods of
producing and manufacturing them. All these data, experimentally
determined, form the basis of the judicious use of the buildinomaterials.
of

In our case, a central head-station
ought to be founded by the
Federal Government as a nucleus for harmonious methods and
guidance of local institutions to be maintained
by States, or larn-e central
cities, East, West, North and South.
This central station, too, is
under the lead of professional
of
__

specialists
highest standing, so as to
insure at the outstart, the confidence of authorities and
citizens in
the straightforwardness of the tests and
experiments. Liberally
fitted out with
and
apparatus
laboratory accommodations, the
technical expert, physicist and
chemist, are to promote each other's
ends by mutual support, and, at stated
intervals, bv consultations
with practitioners, called in for the
purpose.
Besides attending to the tasks delineated
above, the officials of the
stations are
generally to determine, according to a moderate scale of
rates, the quality of materials for interested

parties,

from

their

uniform points of view, and, in case of litigations, may be called to
give opinions or make decisions of weight.
To protect the interest of
inventors or other private
parties, the officials of the station are to
be sworn to
keep such orders private, unless the interested parties
give their assent to publicity, when they may be
published in the
annual reports of the station, if of sufficient
public interest.

Strength and properties of quarried stones,
flagging, burned and
imbiirned artificial stones,
cements, limes, plaster-of-Paris, builders'
.elts asbestos fabrics and other
fireproof materials, pipes, wire-ropes
tor elevators,
and cast iron

columns and beams, corrugated

wrought

metal, strength of brickwork,
masonry and joints, stability of brick
and stone piers, are
among the objects within the ran^e of the
station.
lests on the
lasting qualities of paper and ink for public
locuments and similar work
may come in as incidentals.
Based on the initiative of the Institut
Statistique of France, imcentral
stations with branches in
proved
large cities, are in successful
operation in Switzerland, Germany, Austria,
Prof
Russia, etc.
.etmeyer in Zurich, Dr. Boehme and Martens in Berlin, Prof

Bauschinger in Munich, and others here have
already made their
nark in developing the resources of their
countries, and in advanc:ig sound knowledge of universal
importance. It is for the proposed

station to scan

the vast field, add to the stock
by original eiperinents with the resources available in this
country, and brine
results
in
the
best shape for use in
keep
practice.

wd

'

It

is

essential to arrive at
recognized uniform
under
which systematical gradations of the different classifications,
of buildinngroups
material are to be
arranged according to their most important pro".es, and to establish
binding rules for tests of quality and precise

onditions for the
delivery of materials.
The testing-station, in Berlin, is
equipped for tests of material in
lot cold,
dry, wet or changeable state.
It owns hydraulic
presses
vith varied
capacities up to 320,000 pounds, and facilities for insertit
pieces from-.the minutest sizes to
sized
columns
of
large
brickwork, masonry, etc.
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for

<leu r "
'

iinins

spedfie

Machines based on combined
leverage system for tests of
impressive, transverse, sheering and torsional
strength.

tensile,
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The,
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Machines for testing materials tinder ufti'ii repeated strains.
Atwood's machine! for testing resistance to live forces.
Presses for testing pipes exposed to internal pressure up to 500
pounds per square inch.
Machines for determining the abrasion of paving materials by wear.
Apparatus for microscopic tests and pLotOgrapuy.
Apparatus for analyses of organic and inorganic substances, fuels,
oils, etc.

institutions are

due

to the initiative of the National

of Architects and Engineers.
It is suggested that the
American Institute of Architects ask the cooperation of the
American Society of Civil Engineer*, and, perhaps, also, the Society
of Mechanical Engineers, in memorializing and prompting Ccin.'n -~

Societies

this

important subject.
Kespectfully .submitted,

GLKNN BROWN,

Secretary

W.

C. A.

I.

A.

TR. GARDNER'S

ideas on buildings of any sort are always
a well-read and experienced architect, applied with
much ingenuity and success to the problems he sets himself,
and, above all, expressed with a simplicity and clearness which seem
For
peculiarly adapted to carry conviction to the layman's mind.
this reason, principally, all his books have done the profession good
service as tracts, opening what we may call the heathen intelligence
to the light of good taste, adaptation to circumstances, and solid construction which so many of us, less gifted than Mr. Gardner, have
hitherto preached in vain.
It is possible that his book 1 on school
buildings may prove less popular than one on dwelling-houses, since
every one takes an interest in his home, while most people know
nothing and care less, about the structures in which their children's
souls and bodies are being trained, but that does not make the subject less important, and if Mr. Gardner's earnest and attractive
writing shall serve to call public attention in some degree to it, he
will have deserved well of his fellow-citizens.
We need hardly call
attention to the details of the advice which he gives his readers, as
nearly all the points mentioned are familiar to architects who have
made any study of school buildings, but something should certainly
be said in regard to the pretty sketches which form a large part of

XL
J
I

of

;

The European

(iii

of

tnose

the illustrations.

"
Catechism 2

GRIMSHAW'S "Pump
is a
handy little volume of 230
pages, intended not so much for specialists as for those who have
occasion to use technical knowledge only at rare intervals, and feel
the necessity for a ready-reference book on the subject. It is a good
work for that ubiquitous character found around all large buildings
and dubbed " the engineer," for lack of a better name, who is
supposed to know about everything that has to do with machinery
in any form.
It would also be of service to employers who know
nothing themselves, but like to ask posing questions of their
employes, and need some good authority to back them up in case
the employe should turn about and pose the questioner. The information is imparted entirely in the shape of questions and answers
relating to nearly all the pumps in the market, their construction,
how they are set up, repaired, taken apart, etc. There are also
points in regard to the general subject, the kinds of pumps, valves,
principles of atmospheric action, calculations, and kindred topics.
The answers are concise and complete as far as they go, and are
supplemented by quite full illustrations and a cross index. The
value of the work as a scientific treatise is quite small, and it would
"
"
probably be of more interest to the so-called
practical mechanic
who usually
a minimum of real knowledge
than to
possesses
any one else still, for its purpose, the book is well worth all it costs.
;
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Woltmann ami Sclmaase are known only to a few. The chief
German art critics parsed through a long time of obscurity and

want of favor. Kugler is tlmn^lit. to have enjoyed an enviable
Yet Kugler's " History of Painting," after
success in his time.
going ten years before a second edition was called for, met with
failure in the third, published in I*>i7, thirty years after its first
apl/!.</nryofArt," in which the attempt was made
pearance; and his
for the first time to represent tiie development of art in connection
with the great epochs of political history, did not become popular
until three decades after its publication.
Dr. Lubke's books have met with an exceptional fate. His " II is"
seven editions in sixteen years, and his
of Art went through
"
five in twenty years.
History of Architecture
The " History of German Renaissance," less known in America
and England than the last mentioned, and its companion, the " ///lory of Sculpture," found a public as soon as they appeared and later,
when Germany revived her industries on recovering from the exertions and the ruinous results of financial speculations that followed
"
the wars with Austria and France, the " German Jienaisitani-e
was
even made a text-book, and the authority for the movement that
swept over the country and incited the present reigning taste for
Alt-deutsch: all without detriment to his reputation in the regard of
scholars, the proverbial good luck of Liibke hindering the many exaggerated and absurd outgrowths of the movement from being laid
tory
'

;

at his door.

Dr. Lubke's enthusiasm for things German, while unremitting, is
tempered. Nor has he any impassioned votaries. Rather, he is left
apart in the contention of champions over the historians of their
special affections, as claiming absolute devotion from few or none,
but having his compensation in the respect of all. Not striving for
the first place at the head of learned archeologists, he takes a second
by general consent. Those who would rank him on a level with the
first two or three living German historians and critics of art are
hardly fewer than those who would refuse to place him next after
them. The appreciation he meets with is of a popular kind, while
the extent of it is declared by the successive editions his books all

go through.
It is Dr. Lubke's merit, while not gifted with
poetic

talent, to have
cultivated a clear style.
The objects of his dissertations are works
of creative genius, so that, with this medium of
expression, they furnish often of themselves the warmth and glow that inheres in art,
and which is justifiably looked for in descriptions of works of art.
He is far from conveying the sense of unabating, joyous research
and appreciation that forms the charm of Winklemann ; as far, perhaps, is he, on the other hand, from the dry antiquarian babits of
mind in which an object loses its attraction as soon as it has been

capably dated and labelled. Lubke's research is rather that of the
modern author; it is undertaken with a practical aim, and, when
this has been conscientiously fulfilled, he is done, not with the thing,
but with the relation in which he had for the time being set it.
Unlike the mere antiquary, he is able to return to it again with fresh
He changes his points of view, and a new perspective
interest.
incites

him

to further attentive investigation.

The

results of his

study he uses to exhaustion but he has the journalistic economy, so
to speak, and does not give too many of them at one time.
His
popularity has no other secret than this practical division of his
material.
Each of his histories is divided into a few parts only, and
;

the examples and descriptions that are furnished, although abundant,
are never excessive and drawn out to a tedious length.
Whatever
knowledge remains over from onj work is embodied in another, local
and antiquarian details being often given to the world of specialists
in the form of
monographs. Dr. Liibke, in brief, is content to use
his learning, rather than bent upon
Readers
displaying it.
of his books feel that his last word is determined by the measure of
his sense of propriety, not by his
conception of their superficiality
nor by his own ability to give.
These reflections occur in respect of Dr. Liibke. A review of the
"History of Germanic Art" recalls them the more readily, perhaps,
because the virtue of economizing material is stretched in this, his
latest work, to a point beyond that of
any in his previous produc-

and beyond which no historian can go and retain anything like
fulness of composition with clear relief of
parts.
The subject of jewels of gold, silver, bronze and iron, found in
and
that
of
miniature
the
chief characteristic of
graves,
painting,
which is variation of geometrical designs, together with the flat sur" a
faces of the metals
peculiarity to be traced back to the habit
"
of carving in irood
may be illustrated by a restricted series of
examples, which, in their turn, are concisely described. But so important a work of early architecture as the monument of Theodoric
at Ravenna, with its flat stone roof,
composed of a giant monolith of
Istrian limestone eight thousand centners in
weight, merits, we think,
a fuller exposition than that it was a "thought
originating in the
Germanic times of yore." This is especially true when, as is the
" Germanic times
case, the only mention previously made of the
of
"
in respect of architecture is that the houses of the
yore
early
Teutons were of wood, and not of stone. Indeed, Dr. Liibke here
:s
betrayed by his conciseness into obscureness, and even into contradiction ; for Germans, he tells us on an earlier
were natural
tions,

DR. LiiuKE, in his latest undertaking, 8 continues in a field that
has been much worked, especially in recent years and in Germany.
"
Contemporaneously with his History of German Art" there are
appearing under the same title carefully prepared publications by
Dr. Janiteschk and Professor Knackfuss, the latter's richer in illustrations than Lubke's work, and affording a practical aid to rapid
reference by the employment of smaller print for detailed description than is used in the text.
The name of Dr. Liibke, however,
assures a ready welcome for his history, and it is not surprising to
learn that the subscriptions (all works on art in Germany are published by subscription) have reached already in a few weeks a
number that is highly gratifying to author and publishers.
Dr. Lubke's reputation has risen with a steady and equable growth,
and has spread into countries and among classes where the names
"

Town and Country School BuMingt." A collection of plans and designs for
schools of various sizes, graded and ungraded, etc. By E. C. Gardner.
New
York and Chicago E. L. Kellogg & Co., 1888.
'The I'ump Catechism," by Kobert Orimshaw, M. E. New York: Practical
Pub" lishing Co., 5 Dey St.
>
Gesc/tichte der Deutichm Kuntt," von Win. Ltibke. Stuttgart: Ebner und
Seubert, 1888.
1

:
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page,
and not masons, in support of which, among other facts,
mentions the philological proof of the words that are connected
with carpentry being Germanic by origin whereas such as describe
the material and labor of masonry
Thor, Dach, Mauer, Kail;
.arpenters,
le

;
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The

are derived from the Latin tongue.
Cement, Strimse, Pflasler
illimitable forest offered abundant raw material, and "our ancestors
have felt doubly comfortable in a shelter won from the familiar

may

wood."
no mention made of earlier examples of stone roofing
sudden assertion that the monolithic covering of
Theodoric's tomb was a Germanic idea, so Dr. Liibke fails to refer
elsewhere.
by way of chronological illustration to early example*
The date of Theodoric's monument falls within the first two decades

As

there

is

to support the

"
of the sixth century.
If a roof of stone belonged to the
arrangeof German architecture at that period, it would be of interest
to hear how Dr. Liibke would explain the fact that in England the
introduction of stone for roofing occurred so late for, if we except
the Druidic remains, the first appearance of stone roofs dates in the
twelfth
when Alexander caused Lincoln Cathedral to be

ment"

;

century,
restored with such subtile skill, as John of Huntingdon declares, that
seemed to be fairer than when it came from the builders' hands,
" the first to receive
and which, Giraldus expressly informs us, was
the firm and noble covering of stone vaulting."

it

We cannot have mistaken Dr. Lubke's word aoordnfuiq as applyof the
ing to the roofing, whereas it refers to the general " plan
monument. The plan, he says, is essentially Roman in Anlage und
Construklion." The ground-Moor forms a cross inside, but shows
without a decagon. The wall is composed of immense blocks of
limestone, the plain and solid construction of which is enlivened by
round-arched niches of considerable depth. A single door opens
The upper story is round, and is smaller in circuminto its interior.
ference than the lower portion. Originally, it was girt by an arcade,
the joints of whose arches are still visible, and gave, no doubt, to
the dignified anil massive pile the look of life and the touch of grace
which the present building is wanting in.
The cornice of the roof is a bone of contention between our author
and the learned director of the royal archives in Berlin, Dr. Dohme.
The latter gives it over with the rest to Roman art, and calls the
ornamentation " misunderstood Classic details." Besides the familiar
head and ovolo patterns that occur, there appears a form as the prin-

Very

No. 675.

BUFFINGTON.

"GIANT METAL."
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., November

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

20, 1888.

:

We

Dear Sirs,
do not think you properly represent us in the
statement on page 228 of " The American Architect and Builiiim/
"
News that the "Champion " Metal is probably the same essentially
"
as our " Giant
Metal.
The Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., claim that
" Giant " Metal is
essentially different in its superior fibre and anti-

frictional qualities, and claim, also, that their " Giant "
rolled exclusively for them, costs about
forty per cent

ordinary metal before

made

into chain.

We

Metal which is
more than any

only suggest that
not ask that you should vouch
for it, we know it to be true, however, and take
exceptions to your
admissions that Champion metal is probably the same.
it is

you publish what we claim.

Respectfully yours,

We do

THE SMITH & EGGE MFG.

Co.

SOME INITIAL CUTS.
HARTFORD, CONN., November

Two flights of stone steps
pattern, accordingly, for German art.
outside the monument lead in a broken range from the ground to
the arcade above, where they meet in front of a doorway in the circular upper story, directly above the portal in the massive angular
wall of the basement below.
Although restored in the past century,
the structure of this stairway is antique in the main.

17, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
Will you kindly explain the interesting initial cuts
on pages 206, 208 and 209 of your issue dated November 3 ?
Yours very truly,
H.
[As the titles of these cuts were unintentionally omitted we are glad that
H. has asked his question. The cut on page 20t> shows an iron door-knocker
and bell-pull handle at Nuremburg; the cut on page 208 shows a typification
of the Trinity as painted on the wall of St. Pol de Leon. The cut on
pae
209 is styled the " Altar of the Twelve Gods " by the author of "La Vie
"
Privte des Anciens from which we borrowed it.
Eos. AMERICAN ARCHI-

The sarcophagus

of King Theodoric, which, according to a tradisame that is now seen built into the face of the palace
wall at Ravenna, is supposed to have originally occupied a place in
the middle of the ground-floor.
An opening in the centre of the
vault formed a connection with the upper portion, so that we have
in the monument "the first example of the double-thapels of the
Middle Ayes." Small slits in the masonry allow of the faint passage
of light into the tomb, while miniature arched windows, single, and
tion, is the

TECT.'!

TO DEMAND A CLERK-OF-WORKS.

separated by spaces not at all too great, illuminated the interior of
the upper or chapel floor.
The latter was provided at first with
light from above, according to one old account, but the opening was
covered later by a cenotaph of slate under a baldachino that was
exalted on pillars.
The only existing building in Germany of the same epoch as the
monument in Ravenna is the Cathedral of Triers.
The illustrations of this, as of the tomb, are good whereas those
of the monuments of Charlemagne's time, such as the Cathedral of
Aix-la-Chapelle, seem to be from old plates that are somewhat worn.

BOSTON, MASS., November

12, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs.
We want to thank you for the editorial in the
American Architect for November 10, on the
question of "clerk-ofthe-works." The subject has been
uppermost in our minds for some
time, and we have arrived at a point where we have decided to make
a break whether the others follow us or not, and
frankly say that we
do not superintend and that we are not
paid enough for "the work

;

v.

L. S.

respectually yours,

Germanic jewelry and miniature ornamentation, and claims the

COUNTESS

XXIV.

I think accurate calculations show the entire weight of the .structure to be less than one of the same area twelve stories high and
built in the usual manner.
As to the cost, which you seem to think would be excessive, considering the result, the estimates of the various contractors show it
to be about fifteen per cent less than an ordinary building of the
same dimensions.
The solicitude which you display for the nerves of the tenants, 1
think hardly warranted as, owing to the peculiarly ridged construction, the effect of the ordinary earthquake would, presumably, produce
only a motion akin to that of the mast of a vessel at sea, and a shock
which might overturn the building would have of a certainty arranged the surrounding buildings as a nice soft spot for it to fall upon.
As to the matter of the man falling from one of the upper stories
I do not think that the party would very much care whether he fell
from the twenty-eighth or the eighth story, and, in case he did, we
probably should not know it unless by spiritualistic media.

cipal decoration of the upper portion of the cornice, that is described by
Dohme as the pincers pattern. Dr. Liibke sees in the form an example
in sculpture of the play and combination of lines that is characteristic
of

[VOL.

that

we

do.

We

feel that most architects
pretend to superintend
although they say they do not. Your remark some time ago that
an architect spent his time
J'
running about from town to town to see
"
if his work had tumbled down since he was
last there
first set us
thinking. Then Mr. Atkinson's letter as to " Why architects did not

KKOCKOW.

show more energy

in
looking into new methods of construction," the
"
Engineering Record on the Compensation of Architects," and the controversy over the
Washington tower have all, in
our mind, been due to the same cause that
is, that the architect of
to-day is called upon to do so much for so small a price that he is
to
his
work or starve.
compelled
neglect
We have written a new schedule which we propose to have well discussed before printing it, and which P
& Q are now mulling over
and they propose to join hands with us.
Curiously enough,when
going into Z 's office to talk the matter over with him, we found
there for the very
of
the
purpose
discussing
question of compensation of architects, so that
you see there is a strong current in favor
of the new movement.
Your editorial seems to us
extremely well

editorials in the

:

TWENTY-EIGHT STORY BUILDINGS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

Sirs,

In your

last issue, in

an

editorial

which has

for its

text the contemplated twenty-eight-story building in
Minneapolis,
you speak at more or less length of the difficulties arising from unetc., evidently assuming that the structure is one
equal settlements,
'
of brii
brick, stone and mortar, whereas this is exactly what it is not.
As has been before described, it is a braced and riveted rolled-steel
frame not unlike four bridge trusses stood on end and fastened together at the four corners, and having sway bracing in the shape of
stiff floors once in eleven feet from the foundation to the
To
top.
prevent the contraction and expansion, sure to be present in a mass
of such huge proportions, it is
wrapped, so to speak, with a thick
covering of a non-conducting substance and this in turn by a thin
veneer of stone. This stone is prevented from settlement
by being
carried by shelves at each story
making each twelve feet in height
independent of the balance of the stonework and reducing the settlement to virtually nothing. As a further safeguard
careful, and
;

X

All classes of work must receive
put.
daily superintendence e'ven if
confined to a short period of each
day, and'all important work should
have and must have a elerk-of-the-works
constantly on the ground.
could enumerate no end of
botches, careless work and criminal
work which occurs, and goes unconnected
simply because the architect does not see them, while the owner feels that
everything is all
right because the architect is looking after it, and the architect feels
easy in his mind because, he says, "I am not paid to see every brick
laid and every nail driven."
In our office when we stated to a client that a
contractor was dishonest, whom he wanted to have figure on his
he
said

We
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work,

coolly

DKCKMBEK
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"

Well, what is the advantage of having a reliable architect
not to look after a dishonest contractor?"
I. i-t us all
pull together and make the public come to us.

Yours very

if

he

is

COMMISSION ON A PARTY-WALL.

;

IT, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OK THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
Will
to the following

you kindly favor us with your advice

in

regard

:

Two land owners who we

A and B, own adjoining lots
and agree that A shall build a party-wall and 15 will pay one-half the
A employs architect Y, who makes plans for his
cost of same.
building and lets the contract for building the same, including the
1$ employs architect Z, who makes plans for a building
party-wall.
on the adjoining lot, showing one-half the party-wall and arranges
vent and smoke flues, corbies and ledges, etc., on his side of the wall
which are built according to his plans and directions. Now the
question is Has architect Z a just and legal claim for commission
on that part of the party-wall which is a part of the building for
which he has made
but at the same time contracted
drawings, etc.,
for by architect Y?
A reply would greatly oblige,
Y & Z.
will call

:

[IT is usual to nay the architect of each building a commission on the cost
of the party-wall, so that this part of the building pays two commissions
which is fair, since each architect must go to considerable trouble in looking
out for his side of the party-wall. Whether each architect gets commission
on the value of the whole wall, or only on the half that his client uses, is
decided by circumstances. It Is quite common for the owner who builds
first, and who. of course, builds the whole wall, and pays his architect the
usual commission on the full value of it, to charge his next-door neighbor,
when he settles with him for the joint use of the wall, one-half of the architect's five
per cent on the cost of it, as a part of its value. '1 he second man
then pays his architect five per cent on the cost of his half of the wall only.
In this case the first architect receives his fee for the whole value of the
wall, and the second for only half of it, which seems to us a very good arrangement, as the first architect superintends It, and thus performs an important service for the owner of each half of it, while the second architect
Eos. AMERICAN ARonly has to adapt to bis plan, what is already built.

CHITECT.]

THE PRESCOTT DOOR-HANGER.
CHICAGO,

ILL.,

November

26, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
Please note that in your article on door-hangers,
commencing on line nineteen, first column, page 219, November

" The
you say
only objection to their use for parlor-doors, is
that they have to be put in before the plastering is applied and they
are somewhat less easily adjusted."
In answer we say
Our hanger " The Prescott " is the only one that is never applied,
even in part, (all other hangers must put in track) before the
plaster is put on, and is, further, the only one that can be put on old
doors without disturbing plaster. Every day we take off the track
hangers from old sliding-doors and apply our hangers instead, without disturbing the plaster or anything else.
do not drive a screw
in the pocket, but do all our work on the face of the jamb.
It takes our carpenter from ten minutes to a half hour to
adjust
our hangers when the doors do not work freely, and so seldom is this
at all necessary that we guarantee our hangers (in all cases where
we apply them) to work smoothly and easily for at least five years
from date they are applied and always repair, free of cost, any of
our hangers that may be faulty in their working.
think in common justice to us you should contradict this
statement, as, from the large circulation of your paper, it will do us
much harm.
had a case in point to-day
a gentleman building here looked over your paper to find proper materials for his
house
seeing your article on door-hangers he decided from the
clause above quoted not to use the Prescott.
However, we finally
convinced him of your error and he will use the Prescott Hanger.
issue,

grimage for the visitors to the exhibition, for Mulmaison is to many
ninn memorable than the Trianons at Versailles. Malmaison saw the
"
ereole girl," who became
triumph, the downfall, an the death of the
Empress of the French. It wa-. there that Jo>ephine |uv>iiled over the
Consular Court, and it was thither that she repaired on the 1'ith of
December, 1801), when the divorce was promulgated at the Tuilerics
which gave her place to the Austrian Archduchess.
There, too,
Josephine died in May, 1814, while Napoleon was at Klba and when
the conqueror himself was defeated at Waterloo, it was to Malmaison
that he repaired, amid disaster and desolation.
The property called
1'i-iite Malmaison is
It is the summer seat of
luckily in good hands.
the Count dc P.ari, brother of the ex-King of Naples and of his
Countess. The new occupant of the place has refurnished it in Firstl-'.mpire .stylo and has paid particular attention to the garden, in which
Josephine used to amuse herself by planting flowers or pruning leaves.
In this garden is still extant the gate through which Napoleon passed
when he left Malmaison forever on his way to Kochefort, in order to
give himself up to the English and to embark for St. Helena.
I

truly,

November
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We

;

THE LATE T. GAMHIER PAKRY.
Many of our readers will liave
heard with great regret of the death, on the 28th September, of Mr. T.
Uambicr Parry, at his house at Highnam Court. Mr. Parry wag, as
every one knows, one of the most noted and gifted of the band of
amateur ecclesiastical artists and art-lovers wiio were part of the production of the great church revival movement of this century. Mr.
Gambler I'arry, however, was more fully and truly an artist than most
of his compeera in the same band.
Ills decorative painting at Ely
Cathedral was a very important work, as well as his decoration of the
church which was built at his own cost at Highnam and his development of the spirit fresco process of painting was an important practical
contribution to the technique of the art. It must be admitted, however, that the work at Ely and Highnam must be judged by a different
standard from that which we apply to the leading artistic work of the
day it is essentially amateur painting, though amateur painting of an
unusually high class. Mr. Parry's rather recently published volume of
artistic essays
contained much beautiful writing OB art, and is the index of a highly refined, sensitive and cultivated mind. Mr. Parry's
manner
and appearance harmonized remarkably with his artispersonal
tic repute: he
impressed one, as we heard it remarked, with the idea
that he was one of the Italian Honaissancc artists come to life again in
the nineteenth century.
He leaves a wide circle of friends by whom he
will be regretted, both on public and private grounds.
The Builder.
;

;

'

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF AN ELECTRIC SHOCK.
Thinking some of
the readers of The Electrical World might be interested in a personal
experience of a shock by an intermittent current, I will give an account
of one that occurred to me. On touching two terminals to close a circuit on some experimental apparatus, I thought of course I had grasped
the insulation, but the bare end of a flexible wire managed to touch my
right-hand fingers while I held the binding screw in the other hand. I
was instantly thrown down and held perfectly rigid, unable to speak, it
seemed to me, for two or three minutes, but probably twenty or thirty
seconds would be nearer the actual truth.
I felt unconsciousness
coming on, when suddenly I became loosened and I lay perfectly limp a
moment or so. I got up, but was scarcely able to walk, the pains being
greatest in the hips.
However, I got a voltmeter and found 140 volts
on the circuit, and the alternations or intennittences were 160 per second, while I found my resistance, under the same conditions, to be 4,600
ohms. The wire that slipped out of my hand left a burn on my forefinger in the shape of an elliptical hole about 5-32 inch deep, and
scarred the flesh about the hole at a radius of one-quarter inch. During
the contact I felt difficulty in breathing, but five minutes afterward my
skin was all aglow, as if a bath-brush and Turkish towel had been used
vigorously, while the respiration became full and a trifle quickened.
Two days afterward I was all right, except a little soreness all over.
T. D. Bottome, in The Electrical World.

We

ODE TO AN ELECTRIC LIGHT.

We

Yours

truly,

Twinkle, twinkle,

little

Arc,

Sickly, blue, uncertain spark
Up above my head you swing,
Ugly, strange, expensive thing.
;

PRESCOTT HARDWARE & MFG. Co.

When across the foggy air
Streams the lightning's purple glare
Docs the traveller in the dark
Bless your radiance, little Arc '

MALMAISON.
Malmaison, the famous chateau of the ill-fated Josephine de Beauharnais, is simply going by piecemeal to the dogs, or
rather to the rats, and it has been admirably suggested that the place
should be converted into a museum containing historical relics of the
In the beginning of the present summer Malmaison was
First Empire.
offered for sale at an upset price of .10,000; but no bidder could be
found. The nark is now let out in small lots to builders, and hideous
villas arc arising around the chateau.
The two facades of the mansion
that of the court-yard and of the garden
arc intact, but the interior
is like a barn.
The talon of Josephine still exists, with its mural decorations of birds, and gilt flowers and so do the dining-hall, the counciland the library; but the furniture is
chamber
shaped" like a tent
all gone, and the
pleasure-house" of old, is a melancholy wreck. It
is to be hoped (the Paris correspondent of the London Teleymph remarks) that something will be done for the place in view of the
for Malmaison was given to the State by
approaching exhibition
"
"
Napoleon III, and was converted into a Napoleonic .Muviim during
World's
Fair
of
the
1807.
The spot will be an interesting place of pil-

;

When you fade with modest blush,
Scarce more bright than farthing rush,
Would he know which way to go
If you always twinkled so ?
Cold, unloving, blinding star,
I've no notion what you are;

How
Who

"
"
your wondrous system works,
controls its jumps and jerks.

Yours a

lustre like the day
Ghastly, green, inconstant ray,
No where'er they worship you
All the world is black or blue.
!

;

;

Though your light perchance surpass
Homely oil or vulgar gas,
Still (I close with this remark),
I detest you, little Arc !

St.

;
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FROST-PROOF MortTAR.
According to the Bnutnjmlker, Ilerr Ilcinrich Hausleitner, of Vienna (Meidling, Sclmlgasse No. i:J), by adding a.
certain substance, renders gypsum, hydraulic lime, and Portland
cement perfectly frost-proof. The effect of the addition is that those
materials, even during the most severe frosts, set without freezing.
The frost-proof ma:erials, which are suited to have been found efficient,
are used in the following manner in mixing mortar:
(\) Frost-proot
Three parts of good white lime mortar arc well
Gy/isuiii Murt/ii:
mixed with 1>^ or 2 parts of frost-proof gypsum, but the quantity
mixed must be used quickly, and the interval from the time of mixing
to using the mortar must not exceed ten minutes.
(2) Proatfroy
M'n-inr.
Three parts of sand are mixed with 1} part of
hydraulic cement lime, the necessary quantity of water is added, and
the mortar mixed as quickly as possible, so that from the time of adding
the water to the complete using up of the whole quantity of the mortalprepared no more than ten minutes elapse. If it is desired to add frostproof hydraulic cement lime to white lime mortar, so as to cause the
latter part to set and resist frost, one part and a half of frost-proof
hydraulic cement lime is added to three parts of thin white lime mortar,
the whole quantity of the prepared mortar to be used up within ten
minutes of the time of adding the frost-proof hydraulic cement lime.
This is treated and used in the same
(3) Frost-proof Portland Cement.
way as frost-proof hydraulic cement lime. The frost-proof materials
must be stored in a dry place, for damp causes them to stick to the
The Builder.
barrel, and to become worthless for further use.
-

THE SOUND OF THUNDER. One of the best descriptions of a common
natural phenomenon is that recently given by M. Him, in which he
says that the sound which is known as thunder is due simply to the fact
that is, a flash of lightning
that the air traversed by an electric spark
is suddenly raised to a very high temperature, and has its volume,
moreover, considerably increased. The column of gas thus suddenly
heated and expanded is sometimes several miles long, and, as the duration of the flash is not even a millionth of a second, it follows that the
noise 'bursts forth at once from the whole column, though for an
observer in any one place it commences where the lightning is at the
In precise terms, according to M. Him, the beginning
least distance.
of the thunder-clap gives us the minimum distance of the lightning,
and the length of the thunder-clap gives us the length of the column.
He also remarks that when a flash of lightning strikes the ground, it is
not necessarily from the place struck that the first noise is heard.
Again, he points out that a bullet whistles in traversing the air, so that
we can, to a certain extent, follow its flight, the same thing also happening with a falling meteorite just before striking the earth. The noise
actually heard has been compared to the sound produced when one
It is due really to the fact that the air rapidly pushed on
tears linen.
one side in front of the projectile, whether bullet or me.eorite, quickly
rushes back to fill the vacuum left in the rear.
Iron.

A GAS HAMMER. John Bull uses a lot of iron in making tools, but
he makes some mighty good ones
sometimes. A Scotch branch of
an English machinery house has recently brought out a gas hammer
which must prove very handy in the shop. Instead of steam furnishing the motive power, a mildly explosive mixture of common coal-gas
and atmospheric air is employed.
It is used to propel the hammer
Softer blows are
piston very much as in the cylinder of a gas-engine.
of
the
movement
of the hand-lever, and the
given by reducing
range
force of the blow can be regulated as easily and accurately as with the
steam hammer.
The hammer is that known as the three-fourth
hundredweight size, but the ordinary blow struck by it is equal to a
weight of three hundredweight falling through a height of one foot
3,000 blows only use thirty-three cubic feet of Birmingham gas which
at 2s. Gd. per 1,000 cubic feet costs one penny, or 4,500 light and heavy
blows can be struck for the same sum. The hammer is always ready
for work at any moment, day or night, for short or long periods, anil it
works at the same economical ratefor one blow asfor 1,000. It is only
necessary to light the Bunsen flame, open the gas-cock, and it is ready
for action.
The hammer is arranged to work with hand-gear, but if
Yankee inpreferred it can be arranged to work with foot-gear also.
genuity has no business to let cousin John get ahead. We can find an
excellent use for gas hammers where there is no steam-supply available.
The Boston Manufacturers' Gazette.
;

Mr. Ketchum, engineer and promoter of
CANADA'S SHIP RAILWAY.
the Chiguecto railway, which is to connect the waters of the Bay
of i'undy and straits of Northumberland, is trying to complete arrangements with the government in connection with his works, for which
Parliament at its last session granted him a subsidy of {170,000 per
annum for twenty years. Mr. Ketchum says that all contracts in connection with the enterprise have been awarded and operations commenced all along the line. The railway is estimated to cost 5,500,000,
and is expected 'to be finished by September 1, 1890. Docks are to be
constructed at either end for the reception of vessels before they are
That at the Bay of Fundy end w'ill be
transferred to the railway.
360 x GOO feet, and the one at Chignecto will be 800 feet long, in addition to which there will be a lifting dock 200 feet in length.
At the
Bay of Fundy there will be an hydraulic lift which will lift and lower
vessels forty feet. The construction of the docks will be more costly
than that of the railway itself at Baie Verte, where the water is at
present very shallow. The channel will have to be bridged at the Bay
of Fundy, and there will be a gate to impound water sufficient to float
The railway altogether will be
vessels of twentv-five feet draught.
seventeen miles long. When the vessels are lifted from the locks they
will be placed upon cradles made to adjust to the side of the vessels,
and these will extend over four steel rails of the weight of 110 pounds
Under a large 'Vessel there will be about 200 wheels.
to the yard.
Boston Herald.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY. The English University of Oxford has
twenty-one colleges and six halls. The halls differ from the colleges in
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not being incorporated and having little or no endowments.
There
were at one time more than a hundred halls. The colleges are as follows
University, Merton, Balliol, Exeter, Oriel, Queen's, New,
Lincoln, All Soul's, Magdalen, Brasenose, Corpus Christi, Christ's,
Trinity, St. John's, Jesus, Wadham, Pembroke, Worcester, Hertford
and Keble. The halls are New Inn, St. Edmund, St. Mary,
Charsley's
and Turrcll's.
The Christian Observer.
:

:

STICKING PAPER TO METAL.
Paper pasted, gummed, or {'ued on
metal, especially if it has a bright surface, usually comes of* on the
slightest provocation, leaving the adhesive material on the i>ack of
the paper, with a surface bright and slippery as ice.
The cheaper description of clock dials are printed on paper and then stuck on zinc but for
the
was
to
the
and
the metal to adhe:
years
It is,
difficulty
get
paper
however, said to be now overcome by dipping the metal into
strong
and hot solution of washing-soda, afterwards rubbing perfectly dry
with a clean rag. Onion juice is then applied to the surfac
of the
metal, and the label pasted and fixed in the ordinary way.
It is said
to be almost impossible to separate paper and metal thus
joined.
Ennlish Mechanic.
:

'

WITH

scarcely an important exception, business in all branches lias
November 0. No reasonable explanation has been offered

fallen off since

bv those writers who are ordinarily so quick to detect undei "ing causes.
Prices have not suffered in any direction. Distribution at retail'is progressing finely. The markets are all active. No advance will be made on
standard articles of consumption for the spring. The point at present in
dispute in trade and manufacturing circles is: Will prices decline between
LOW and spring? This uncertainty is the real cause of the lull. So many
interests are preparing to increase capacity and output, that
buyers take
both hope and alarm at the prospects. If there is anything tc be gained
by delay they intend to have it, and hence stocks of nearly all kinds of
merchandise and raw material in second hands are going down, and are not
being made up. This policy may continue up to the close of the year.
Jobbers and manufacturers complain at it because it leaves them in the
dark, whether to push business and accumulate goods or not. If they
adopt the first alternative and manufacture ahead of orders, buyers will
take advantage of this fact to crowd down prices under threats of buying
elsewhere, and under intimidations that entirely too much has been manufactured. Manufacturing interests do not accept the possibility of lower
prices, but, in many quarter?, believe a higher range is probable.
Dry
goods, clothing, carpets, boots and shoes, hardware and } juse-furnishment remain where they were, though manufacturers have agreed to
advance carpets two and one-half cents, which means ten t retail. The
conviction among manufacturers is that an upward tendency will do barm,
and in textile channels they are endeavoring to guard against the effects
in the advance on wool at home and abroad.
In the heavier industries,
there is no room for doubt as to the future satisfactory condition of trade,
as
to
railroad
never
before was as much
excepting
building. Perhaps
engineering work on hand and contemplated. All our great machineshops, car and locomotive works, and most of the merchant steel works
continue crowded with orders. November railroad earnings show a falling
off on fifty-nine roads of 4.10 per cent cotton exports to date, 1,365 ,432 bales,
against 1,725,131 bales last year. Bread-stuffs expoi ts are also far behind
last year, the decline in flour being as 28 to 20, whtat 11 to 4.
Traffic rates
will probably be restored on many Western lines, though matters are far
from being on a permanently friendly basis. A meeting of trunk-line
presidents was held at New York this week. The inactivity in funds is
shown in an increase in surplus reserves at New York to double the
amount held a year ago. Currency is equal to all requirements, and foreign
investments continue on a liberal scale.
.

Leading agricultural and implement manufacturing authorities West
have expressed the belief that there will be a greater increase in the agricultural area next year than ever. Fanners and
cotton-planters are buyers of
and lookers after a great deal of special machinery and appliances. The
leading agricultural-implement people West and Southwest of St. Louis are
preparing for a go^d year. Possibly, the activity is no more than what is
usually to be expected, but it is of such a magnitude as to excite comment.
Another evidence of healthful conditions is the active demand for crude
iron, especially in the West. Southern furnaces are selling all they can make.
Of course, the possibility of getting ahead of the market is always to be
kept in sight. Users of copper are watching syndicate operations with increased interest, in consequence of the accumulation of European stocks
from 48,503 tons October 1, 187, to 93,988 tons November 1. They do not
lose sight of the fact that new sources of supp'y are
adding to the stock
available. Observers of commercial and industrial movements have, of
late years, been struck with the timely action of
recuperative agencies that
come just when needed to prevent or allay some evil threatened. Last
spring, as if with one accord, production was widely restricted and with
advantage to all interests a like dulness has set in at this time, but it
may not last longer than the holidays. The greater controlling intelligence
prevents blind expansion and production.
Meanwhile, new interior
markets are being developed and the
purchasing-capacity of the people
at large is greater. This self-correcting
tendency is noticed by those who
;

nels than they ever have been, and reputable railroad authorities in Boston
predict that within a few months American investments in railroad securities will increase very much.
Much, they say, depends upon the harmonizing of the theory and the practice of railroad legislation. The railroad interests are at present passing througli a
trying ordeal, and if railroad
managers can obey the laws and prosper, a new field for investment will
open up There are signs of movements among various brandies of manufacturers to perfect their organization and to extend them into new manuWhat has been gained will be rendered secure.
facturing sections.
Manufacturers see great advantages in future political contests
by bringing
the new industrial communities up to their standard. An educational work
will be carried on as far as possible so that the
leverage of the mere
politician will be shortened through greater enlightenment when it comes to
decide again what shall be the fiscal
policy or the economic policv of the

Government.
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architects

could think of many building appliances for which a white,
To
strong metal, not subject to corrosion, is greatly needed.
say nothing of locks, keys, bolts, hooks, chains and other items
of builders' hardware, the portions of plumbing apparatus now
commonly formed of brass, plated witli nickel or silver, would
be very advantageously replaced with aluminium. The brass
used for these purposes is soft and weak, while aluminium is

Knteretl at the Poet-OfBco at Bocton as gocond-claM matter.

Knliu -neinem

A COMPANY, Bwton, Mam.

lip! K committee

nearly as strong as steel, and is much better in point of permanent beauty of appearance. As every one knows, silver-plating
is soft, and soon wears off by polishing, while the fumes of a
match, or even long exposure to the ordinary atmosphere of
Nickel plating, while harder,
dwelling-houses, turns it black.
does not cling so tightly as silver, and sometimes peels off,
while lemon-juice, or other acids, attack it energetically.
There are people enough who can pay for the best material to
be had, and are willing to do so, and who dislike extremely to
see the basin-cocks in their houses turning black and yellow
from corrosion and wear, or the bath-tubs and sinks showing
red streaks of copper through the tinning.
In one of the
Vanderbilt houses there is said to be a bath-tub of solid silver,
and we have known an order given for a pantry-sink of German
The cost
silver, so as to avoid the unpleasant effects of wear.
of a pantry-sink stamped out of sheet aluminium would certainly be no more than of one cast in German silver, and would
probably be very much less, while an aluminium bath would be
inexpensive compared with one of silver, and would be better

*_!_

and handsomer.
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in charge asks us to draw attention to the
competitiou announced in another column for the enlargement of the State House at Boston and we comply, with
regret that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts should have
such good cause to be ashamed of herself.

AND WATER

calls attention to the increased risk
attending the use of the strong shutters and solid
roofs now so commonly .used on warehouses.
At a recent fire in
Australia the firemen found the shutters so securely fastened
that the inside of the building, filled with valuable goods, was
nearly burned out before they could get a stream of water into
In a similar manner, at a fire in New York a week or so
it.
ago, the firemen, knowing that they could not get into the
windows, climbed to the roof, and attempted to cut a hole
They found that the roof was laid with brick and
through.
concrete, and it took so long to make an opening in it that the
stock in the building was almost destroyed, and it was finally
necessary to cut through the brick party-wall from the adjoinAs a remedy for
ing building in order to get a hose through.
the bad effect of fortifying buildings so successfully against
friends and foes alike, Fire and Water proposes that the practice common in Chicago, of leaving one shutter on each story
unfastened, so that it can be opened from the outside, should

T^IRE

from

fire

be adopted

in all large cities.

*TTRCHITECTS can undoubtedly do something toward assistr\ ing the introduction of the metal aluminium into common
'

The present price of aluminium is about eight dolpound, or about one-half that of silver by weight, while
us the specific gravity of aluminium is two and one-half, while
that of silver is more than ten, one can exchange a piece of silver
For many purposes
for one of aluminium eight times as large.
this would make the cost of an article of solid aluminium no
larger than that of one of brass plated with silver, while the
advantage would be all on the side of the former.
Many
years ago drawing instruments were occasionally made of
aluminium, in place of German silver
although then very
use.

lars a

;

costly, they

were so

light to use, and BO strong
could afford them thought their

and handsome,

that those who
money well inAt present prices, the use of the aluminium should
vested.
add only two or three dollars to the cost of an ordinary pocket
case of instruments, and the interest on this outlay would be
repaid many times over by the superior delicacy which would
be possible in handling the lighter tools, the avoidance of much
of the risk of blotting valuable drawings by the fall of heavy
dividers from the fingers, and the lessening of the fatigue from
which the hands of very busy draughtsmen sometimes suffer.
Opera glasses are very commonly made of aluminium at present,

and drawing tools, which are in the fingers
day, have quite as much claim to be made light as an object
Beonly held for a few moments in the course of an evening.
for lightness in use,
all

TIT I! ERE are many indications that the day of huge apart\j ment-houses has gone by in New York, and, while people
who like to live in flats will probably be able for a good
many years to obtain pleasant and well-planned ones at a low
The first blow
rent, there will be few or no new ones built.
at them was given by the State law limiting the height of
As flats on Fifth or Madison
dwelling-houses to eighty feet.
Avenue were always the most attractive, and, in so fashionable
a location, must be built high, in order to gain renting space
enough on a given area of laud to pay interest on the iuvestr
ment, the passage of the law put a stop immediately to the construction of the best and most desirable houses of the sort, and
compelled those who wished to build them to find cheap land
for the purpose.
Many of them were still built, but the character fell off, and the reputation of the old ones suffered unMoreover, the
deservedly from the defects of the new ones.
supply of apartments in the region above Forty-second Street
ran ahead of the demand, and tenants enough to fill them could
not be had at any price.
Several large houses, built with borrowed money by men without means enough to carry them
through a period of depression, were sold under foreclosure
and rented for anything they would bring, and the competition
of these brought down the income from the others.
Finally,
the largest enterprise of the kind in New York came to grief,
and the so-called Spanish Flats, which cost more than six
million dollars to build, were sold at auction not long ago, and
bid in by the mortgagee.
These enormous structures, which
were well planned and very pleasantly situated on the Park,
were begun about eight years ago by Mr. Navarro, and we're
intended to furnish perfect dwellings for about one hundred
and thirty families. Mr. Navarro's intention was to erect the
buildings in his own name, and sell the apartments absolutely
to those who wished to occupy them by means of trust-deeds
and perpetual leases. In this way he expected to be able to
build, one by one, the eight sections into which the structure
was divided, reimbursing himself so rapidly by sales that he
would not be obliged to keep a very large capital invested.
Home Club was formed of persons who wished to become

A

and many of the apartments were sold and paid
Unfortunately, the original estimate of the cost of the
whole building, two million dollars, turned out to be entirely inadequate, and long before the rough shell of the first
four sections of the building, had been completed, the
money
intended for it had been spent.
million was borrowed on a
first mortgage to finish the
building, and, this proving insufficient, six hundred thousand more were borrowed on a second
mortgage. All this was used up, and still the house was unfinished.
No one else would lend any more money, and the
second mortgagee, fearing lest he should lose the six hundred

proprietors,
for.

A
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thousand dollars he had already invested, advanced six hundred and fifty thousand more, and completed the building,
ready for occupancy. It proved very popular, and the persons
interested decided to build the second half, in the hope of makThis
ing up by the profit on this for their losses on the other.
portion, including the Fifty-eighth Street sections, called the
Granada, Salamanca, Valencia and Tolosa, was built in 1885,

the second mortgagee, as before, advancing three hundred and
For a time it proved
thousand dollars to complete it.
The apartments rented readily, and the rents paid
profitable.
fifty

About two years
all expenses and interest on the mortgages.
ago, however, the general decline in apartment-house property
affected it, and the rents failed to provide for the mortgage
interest.
The first mortgagees foreclosed, and, after a good
deal of adjustment of claims, the whole property was recently
This sale cuts off all the rights
sold to the second mortgagee.
of the original proprietors, who paid for their apartments as
members of the Home Club, and the new owner, regardless of
their certificates of perpetual tenancy, is said to be intending
to

compel them

to

pay

rent, just as

if

they had no

money

in-

vested in the buildings.

ff N

architect in Berlin has just received a criminal sentence
Aj[ on account of an error in judgment, by which the lives of
workmen were lost. The architect in question, M. Hiller,

had designed a hospital, with a terra-cotta cornice. The upper
members of the cornice overhung considerably, and the problem of supporting it, which is always a serious one with projecting members of terra-cotta, was solved by laying an iron
plate on the lower portion of the cornice, held down by bolts
three feet long, placed six feet apart, near the back edge of the
plate, and extending down into the backing of the cornice,
which was composed of brickwork fourteen inches thick. The
terra-cotta blocks for the upper portion of the cornice, which
projected fifteen inches from the face of the wall, were delivered
irregularly and were set in place as they arrived.
Apparently,
this prevented tying them properly
together, for, before the
cornice was finished, sixty feet of it gave way, carrying to. the
ground with it nine workmen, of whom eight were killed. It
is hard to tell, without
seeing the testimony, just how the blame
was apportioned between the architect and the contractor, but

both have been sentenced to six months' imprisonment.

NEW and promising light has been

invented and patented,
which is likely to come into extensive use for contractors
and others who have night work on their hands. The principle is something like that of the famous Lucigen, in which a
jet of crude petroleum, driven in spray by compressed air, is
made to give a light rivalling in intensity an electric arc-light,
but steam is used instead of compressed air to drive the
jet of

The apparatus, ready for use, consists of two
spray.
cylinders, one containing oil and the other water.
They are
filled from the bottom, so that the air in the
cylinders is coma small
pressed in the upper portion ; or air may be forced in
oil

by

condensing pump. When the lamp is to be used, the condensed air from the top of the cylinders is allowed to
begin to
The
escape through the jet, and the oil is then turned on.
spray of oil and air is lighted, and burns with a light equivalent
to that of twenty-five hundred candles.
Just above the flame
is a coil of pipe,
communicating with the water cylinder. As
soon as this coil is hot, the water is turned on, and,
passing
through the hot coil, is vaporized, and enters the jet in place of
the compressed air, which is then turned off.
The steam serves
to maintain the blast begun with compressed air, while it
greatly increases the light, through its decomposition into
oxygen and hydrogen, which assist the combustion of the oil.
As there is no wick, no choking can take place with any kind
of oil, and crude or refuse petroleum, or creosote from
gaswastes, can be burned, while the apparatus is portable, and the
lamp can be lighted in a moment.

LAMOUROUX,

a counsellor of the city of Paris, has
written a curious report upon the movement of
population in that city, the average rents in the various
quarters,
and other statistics. As the boundaries of Paris are very distinctly defined by the line of fortifications, it is particularly
easy to collect reliable statistics of the kind there, and as the
Parisians are never tired of studying their own town, a
great
deal of information is collected in that way.
Two or three
years ago an alarm was raised that the population of Paris

M

,
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was declining, and we believe that it did fall off about ten per
cent within a few years.
Whether this movement still continues seems to be now uncertain, but M. Lamouroux's
figures
certainly do not indicate that the city has begun a new career
of prosperity.
Although the rich foreigners flock to Paris as
much as ever, the working people are deserting it, as is
plainly
shown by the tables of vacant tenements. In the whole
city
there are now eight hundred and six
thousand, one hundred
and eighty-seven dwellings, most of these
being, of course,
small suites of rooms in a
At the end of 1887,
large house.
nearly forty-seven thousand of these, or almost six per cent,
were vacant. In 1885, about
thirty-three thousand were reported vacant by the police, so that the number of empty
dwellings increased in two years by fourteen thousand.

During
1886 and 1887 fifty-six hundred
dwellings were demolished,
and eighteen thousand new ones built, so that the number of
dwellings added to the city in those two years was twelve
thousand, four hundred yet, if there had been no new houses
built within the two
years, the number of empty tenements
would have been greater by about fifteen hundred in 1887 than
it was in 1885.
This would seem to show
conclusively a dimi;

nution in population, especially as the
tendency in all great
present is to crowd families together less, and to mulThe official
tiply the number of small, independent households.
returns distinguish between
dwellings renting for one hundred
dollars a year or less and those which cost
more, and it will
probably surprise persons not familiar with the modest way in
which the real Parisians live to learn that six hundred and
twenty-two thousand, or more than three-fourths of the whole,
belong to the former class, while it is in this class that the depopulation of the city is most marked, the number of vacant
small flats having increased in two years from nineteen to
thirty
thousand, while the number of unoccupied tenements of more
than one hundred dollars rental value increased in the same
time only from fourteen to sixteen thousand.
cities at

N

connection with his report, M. Lamouroux gives a
map,
La Semaine des Constructeurs reproduces, showing
present average rental value of a tenement in each quarter
of Paris.
The most expensive^ quarter is, as might be expected,
the region along the Champs-Elysees, where the
average rent

r which
the

of an apartment is eight hundred dollars a year.
Next to this
comes the Madeleine quarter, where the average between the
rent of the splendid dwellings on the Boulevards and the
shabby
rookeries on the back streets is five hundred dollars a year ;
and the third is the territory about the Invalides, where the
rents average about the same as in the quarter of the Madeleine.

This last is the ancient aristocratic quarter of Paris, while the
others are those affected by the foreign residents, and between
these and the districts inhabited by the great mass of middle-

and working people there

is a
striking difference in rents.
place to live in all Paris is the quarter of the
Maison Blanche, south of the Gobelins factory. Although this
is
by no means an unpleasant or inconvenient place, being
almost the highest land in Paris, and connected by the Belt
Railway and various omnibus and horse-car lines with the other
portions of the city, the average rent of an apartment is only
forty-three dollars a year, or not much more than one-twentieth
"
the average rent in the " English quarter around the Champs-

class

The 'cheapest

The next cheapest region is Charonne, near the
Elysees.
cemetery of Pere Lachaise, which is also on high ground, and
affords tenements at an average price of forty-seven dollars
a year.
Dwellings averaging from sixty to seventy dollars a
year can be had, or could be had in 1887, in the quarters of
Grenelle and Necker, close to the Exposition buildings now in
process of erection, and in various districts in the northeast
part of the city while for one hundred and fifty dollars a year
one may have an apartment under the shadow of the Sainte
Chapelle, or of the Sorbonne, or the School of Medicine, or
the Polytechnic School, or the Hotel Cluny, or the Law School,
or the Hotel de Ville, or almost any of the hospitals,
according
to taste.
As to the style of living expected of a tenant in the
various quarters, a curious indication is given in a supplementary table of statistics given by M. Lamouroux, which shows
that the number of domestic servants kept varies about in
proIn the district of La Maison Blanche
portion to the rent paid.
in 1886, in one thousand households, each
composed of not less
than two persons, only twelve domestics were employed while
in the quarter of the
Champs-Elysees, the same number of
households, of the same minimum size, kept sixteen hundred
and forty servants.
;

;
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1IFHERE

^

of

are so

many

sash-fasta to

varieties

be consid-

ered, that, in order to make
the descriptions less confusing,
will be well to classify the
it
sash-fasts

Fig. 183.

Sash-fast.

P.

t

F. Cofbin.

according

to

While some of the forms just
II. Spring lever iaih-fatts.
described might be classed under this category, none of them
actualh luive >pring levers, as the springs are not so arranged
Figure
as to force the lever open or shut from any position.
" Boston "
sash-fast,
189 shows what is known as the ordinary
which is used a great deal in
Boston, and

pivoted

bar,

attached

to

simplicity
This
action.

their

A

connection at A. so as to lock
the lever when it is closed.
Hopkins & Dickinson manufacture a variety of this form,
in
Fig.

which presses against a strong

ets.

stiffen

the action of the lever, which
is further protected against
intrusion, in

some

cases,

by

dovetailing the bottom plates,
so that the lever cannot be
begot at through the joint
tween the meeting-rails.

Fig. 184.

Suh-fait.

Russell Jc Erwin.

Varieties of this same form
direcare made with the lever swinging only half around in one
the back spring can be made
tion, the gain thereby being that
the size of the sash-fast.
longer and stiffer, without increasing
a variety of sash-fast, in which the
Figure 184 represents
levels on the lower sash and hooks over an inverted peg on
The "Judd" sash-fast, Figure 185, has a
sash.
the

Metropolitan saaMait.

is

bevelled, so that

has several cuts or ratchets on

will

be held by any one of the ratch-

j^
it

which the spring-catch, A,

A.

G. Newman.

lever

back.

88.

1

shown by the figure, the lever
made with a broad, flat end,

spring, A, at the
The spring serve* to

liked for

made by almost every
manufacturer of builders' hardware in the country. There is
a coil spring around the hub
of the lever tending to throw
it back, and a simpler spring
which bears against the ratchet

the

is

much

and sureness of
form is, appar-

ently,

which works over a catch

knob, often of porcelain,
Figure 183 illustrates this
In the oldest makes of this kind, the lever was simply
type.
between
pivoted on the upper sash, and a knife-blade, slipped
the meeting-rails, could push the lever to one side and unlock the
window without the slightest
In the sash-fast
difficulty.

is

its

most prominent characteristics.
I. Old Style of plain leverThis consists of a plain,
fatt.

upper sash, with a hook on the end,
or raised plate on the lower sash.
is fastened to the end of the bar.
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^^

ftnd

^ ^^ ^
on

The advantage claimed for this is, that if the lever is drawn
around hastily, it will be more likely to catch on the ratchets
and be locked, than the ordinary pattern, which has but a
"
This is known as the " Ladd sash-fast.
single ratchet.
The "Boston" sash-fast has to be set pretty carefully in
order to be effective, and in the case of very excessive shrinkthe
age, the space between the plates might be so reduced that
ratchet would not hold the lever.
Such difficulties would, of course,
arise only in a third-rate building.
The form is believed by many of the

upper

Fig.

I

89.

Boston Pattern Salh-faat.

190.

Sash-fast.

Hopkins
son Mfg. Co.

It

Dickin-

dealers to"be the best in the market, and it surely answers very
sash-fast.
fully the requirements of a perfect
is shown by Figure 1 90.
scarcely less admirable sash-fast
The lever is on the lower sash, hooking under a tooth on the

A

bevelled so as to draw the sashes more
the axle of the lever
tends to throw it open, while a small bolt, inside the lever, locks
into a concealed catch on the post or axle of the lever. The bolt
ends in a knob, A, and is fitted with a spring which keeps it
the lever is caught
pressed tightly towards the centre, so that
and held when it is turned clear around through 90 degrees.
On pulling the knob, A, the catch is released and the lever flies

upper sash, which
Fig. 185.

closely together.

Judd Sash-fast.

shoulder on the side of the lever so arranged that a knife-blade
would catch on it and be broken before the lever could be
moved sufficiently to open the window. Figure 186 shows a

is

A strong spring about

open.

Figure 191 illustrates a sash-fast which works in very nearly
the same manner as the preceding, except that in order to reThe Hopkins
lease the lever the knob is pushed in.

&

Norwich Lock

Fig.

187.

Sash-fast.

P. tcF. Cat-

bin.

with no spring of any sort, but with a
strong form of sash-fast
lever by dovetailing the plates together, as
protection for the
described in the previous paragraph ; while the sash-fast, as indicated
187, works in exactly the same manner, but

by Figure

the plates are rebated together. Figure 188 is yet another
not only dovetailed together, but
variety, the plates here being
also lipped down into the joint between the meeting-rails.
The lever works in the same manner as the first sashfast noticed.
i

Continued from page

240,

No.

674.

Fig. 191.

Sash-fast.

Co.

-Stoddard Lock

Fig.

1

92.

Favorite Sash-fast.

Raiding

Hardware Co.

Dickinson Manufacturing Company also has a sash-fast which
hooks around a pin, like Figure 191, but is otherwise the same
P. & F. Corbin manufacture two forms of
as Figure 190.
sash-fasts which are essentially the same as Figure 1 90.
This includes
III. Lever tath-fasts with locking lever.
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those in which the lever works without a spring, but is held
cither closed or open by means of an auxiliary lever.
Figure
192 gives one variety of this kind, the lever being pulled down
in order to permit the bolt to turn.
The locking lever here is
held in place by a spring, and catches into a slot in the bedplate, preventing the lever from being turned.
Figure 193
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The attachment of the lever is such as to
back on the upper sash. This sash-fast is not
liable to get out of order, it draws the sashes together, and is
as burglar-proof as would ordinarily be desirable.
The only
objection to it is that the connection between the lever and the
end of the
permit

it

lever.

to fold

locking-post does not allow for much shrinkage in the sash.
V. " Cam"
The sash-fasts of which

Figure 199

sash-fasts.

a type,

is

are

quite

difficult

to

represent

by a drawing.

The action of the fast is as
follows: The levers are
fastened to the lower sash.

When the upper lever is
turned, the lower, or locking
lever, is first thrown out
until released from the hook
Fig. 193.

Sash-fast.

Yale

& Towne

Fig.

I

94.

Mfg. Co.

Morris Sash-fast.
Mfg. Co.

Ireland

on the upper sash, and then
in toward

drawn around and

has a lever which works in the same manner as that of Figure
It is locked in place when
191, except that it has no spring.
turned, by a catch which is released by pressing the knob on
top of the hub.

Figure 194 represents a form of sash-fast which lias met
with considerable favor, as being one of the first which had any

The action
right to the qualification of being burglar-proof.
The lever is on the lower sash, and is
perfectly simple.
held either open or shut by a smaller hinged lever which drops
is

by gravity into the rebates of the bed-plate. Figure 195
shows a fast which operates in exactly the same manner, the

the hub, until both levers are
line with the edge of
the sash, the upper lever

on a
Fig. 199.

Ives Sash-fast.

H. B. Ives

&

Co.

moving through 180 degrees,
while the lower lever is moved only 90 degrees.
Though the
action sounds complicated, the sash-fast is
perfectly simple in
its construction, and there is
nothing about it that can get out
of order, or even wear loose, except by such excessive use as
would practically never be given it in a house. There are no
springs about it, consequently it has no automatic action, and
in unlocking, care must be taken that the
locking lever is turned
clear around, as otherwise it will project beyond the
meetingrail and catch on the sash-muntins.
This is really the only
objection to

it.

is a very similar sash-fast manufactured
by P. &
F. Corlbin.
It differs only in the internal, eccentric
arrangement. The Reading Hardware Company also manufactures a
sash-fast very much like the " Ives."

Figure 200

VI. Self-locking sash-fasts. The "Boston" sash-fast flies
open of itself, unless properly locked. Many people believe
Fig. 195.

Triumph Sash-fast.

Ireland

Fig.

I

96.

Sash-fast.

P.

&

F. Corbin.

that a sash-fast should lock itself the moment the sash is drawn
to leave no chances of the windows being unlocked,
and, accordingly, there are in the market several varieties of

down, so as

Mfg. Co.

smaller, gravity lever being raised to release the main lever
and Figure 196 is a type of a number of similar forms manufactured by P. & F. Corbin.
The lever in this example is released by raising the secondary lever at the rear.
IV. Locking lever sash fasts.
This class includes those
sash-fasts in which the lever locks itself when turned.
Figure
197 is a form which has been on the market for some- time, and
;

self-closing sash-fasts.

For general house

use, it is believed,
that such fasts would prove a great
nuisance, as the window would, of
course, have to be unlocked

time

it

was

to

every
be opened; besides,

nearly all of these self-locking appliances are much more liable to get out
of order, either through rust or
negthan the ordinary sash-fasts ;

lect,

still, in some cases, there seems to be
a necessity for them.
P. &
Perhaps the simplest form of selfacting sash-fast is that illustrated by Figure 201. This consists of
a spring bolt, acting not unlike the latch-bolt of an
ordinary lock,
which flies out whenever the sash is closed. It is mortised into
one of the styles of the upper sash, or into
the hanging-style, and the bolt bears on a
plate on top of the meeting-rail of the lower
sash.
The figure shows one of the caseplates removed, to illustrate the construc-

200.

Sath-fast.
F. Corbin.

A

Fig. 198.
Payson Sashfast.
J. B. Johnston.

Fig. 197.

is

Mathet's Sash-fast.

Nlmick

it Brittan.

now

comparatively little used, though the chief objection to
it is
only in reference to its size. It is as near to being
absolutely burglar-proof as any form of sash-fast which has
been devised. Half the axis, about which the lever is rotated,
forms a part of the upper and of the lower sash portion of the

The figure shows the position when the sashes are
locked, the lever hooking down under both half-axles, and not
only drawing the two sashes together, but binding and holding
them so they cannot be moved. To unlock the sash, the lever
fast.

is

thrown up

to a vertical position.

The "Payson"

sash-fast, Figure 198, is very simple and
ranking as one of the best in the market. The lever
is on the
top sash, and locks itself over the opposite post with
the help of a small
spring-bolt, the knob of which shows at the
effective,

tion.
very similar fast is shown by
Figure 202. This, however, is not selflocking, as the top of the lever must be
pressed in to force out the lower portion.
Both of these appliances might almost be

classed as sash-locks, instead of sash-fasts.
self-locking fast of the description of
Figure 201 has the disadvantage that the
bolt must be held back when the window is

A

be raised, and, if the sash should bind, it
rather awkward to attempt to hold back
the bolt with one hand and move the sash
with the other. There is a device, the Seto
is

urity Self-locking Sash-fast, which obviates
difficulty, this consists of a bolt simiar to that of Figure 201, but with a

Fig. 501

Jiis

lockingout when the bolt is pushed back.
This holds
,he bolt flush -vith the sash and allows the sashes to be raised
or lowered, but when the meeting-rails pass each other, the
ocking-lever is raised, releasing the bolt, which flies out as
soon as the window is closed, thus locking the sashes.

ever which

falls
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Figure 20.'{ is a self-locking sash-fast on a different principle.
Tin- cut shows the lower wish partly raised, the loeking |xirtin
When the window is Hosed
being attached to the upper sash.
the hook. D, strikes against the catch, C,
it
away from B, until, when the
is hooked
meeting-rails are on a level,
forcing

D

between (J and li. A spring at A
keeps the two parts pressed against each
in

oilier.

with all sash-fasts of this description is that, of necesthey operate on one side of the window, instead of in the
centre of the meeting-rail, and that, consequently, every attempt
to open the window when it is
locked, wrcnche-, the sash so as
to, in time, make it loose in the
Also, with nearly all
joints.
the forms, the mectytnism is
concealed, so that the sashes are
ditlietilty

sity,

A very ingenious sash-fast, which works
almost entirely l>y gravity, is shown by
The cut shows it in the
Figure 204.

to
many unnecessary
The advantage-, are
wrenches.
that the window can lie left
partly open and still be serum!
liable

takes when the window is
The mechanism is attached to
is
hung on each side
upper sash.
it

p<>>ition

from intrusion, and that, in most
cases, either sash can be locked

locked.

the

. I

It, which hooks over the post on the
lower sash.
To open the window, the
thumb is placed under />' and the forefinger on top of A. Both pieces are lifted
until
assumes a vertical potogether
V.
sition, and A catches over the hook
The sash can then be opened freely. On
closing the window, however, the lower
rail strikes against a hidden lever or cam
at the back of A, lifting it from its hold on
C, so the piece />' can descend to hook in

to

independently of the other.
Figure 206 illustrates a very
primitive

Sa.h.fast.

B

Robinson.
is

The
the position shown by the figure.
only spring used is one which pushes out
when

A

is

This sash-fast

released.

appliance,

consisting

simply of a ratchet rail, with a
spring-catch on the bottom sash.

B

Fig. 202.

265

Figure 207 shows a more comis mortised into

plete form, which
the face of the

hanging-style,
the levers working into holes in
Sash. fastening.
J. B.
Tig. 206.
each sash. The sashes are fitted
Shannon it Sons.
with other holes on the edges,
at intervals, so that they can be locked at various heights.
In
the cut the section shows more clearly the working.
single spring, coiled about each lever, serves to throw them

A

very nicely made, and is about as good a self-locking
It has an added advantage in that
is in the market.

form as
it

locks itself before the sash

is

entirely closed, the post,

being double notched on the face so that

A

will slip

(7,

down and

tf*f

Davit Silh-fast.

Silt,

Gibion

fcCo.

Fig. 203.

Shaw'l Sash. fast.

Nichols

Uscru

(CuJ4u.iV
Fig. 207.

it

fl

Tlmby

Sash-fast.

Jenkins

&

Timby.

Bellamy Agents.

wedge the hook

B when

the

window

is

within about a quarter

It will be observed that the lockof an inch of being closed.
is brought over the
ing is effected entirely by the piece A.

B

Pushing up the knob on the inside bead draws back
the upper lever, releasing the upper sash.
Pushing the knob
down releases in the same manner the lower sash.
Figure 208 represents the Attwell sash-fast, which differs
both out.

Fig.

Fig. 205.

Byam's Sash-fast.

hook on the lower sash merely
rails more closely together.
"

Byim, Stewart

in order to

Si

Biker.

draw the meeting-

The " Byam sash-fast, Figure 205, is a very simple device
acting entirely by gravity, the central bent lever being so
counterbalanced that the lower arm will always project over
the lower sash.
The section will show how this lever is hung.
VII. Sash-fast* which lock in different position*.
The

208.

Atwell Snh-f.it.

from the foregoing chiefly in that the levers are worked by a
single spindle, coming through the window-frame onto the face
of the finish, and so arranged that when the spindle crank is
turned up, the upper lever is drawn back without moving the
lower, and vice versa.
There are a few forms of sash-fasts which will hold the window in any position. Figure 209 is a very common form, consisting of an excentric cam which screws to the face of the sash
and wedges against the stop-bead, holding the sash by friction.
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Figure 210 and Figure 211 are used chiefly for car work, the
former acting in the same manner as Figure 20!), while the
latter works into slots in the jamb.
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THE PROPOSED NORTH RIVER BRIDGE AT
YORK CITY.

sash-fasts thus far considered include all the principal

T

NEW

is aware
manner of
landing passengers in New York City,
from any of the railroads now terminating
on the New Jersey side of the Hudson or
North Rivers. There is annoyance, and

forms commonly known to the hardware trade, as well as types

r

is

presumed, that every one

of the present antiquated

even danger, to the landed passengers on
the overcrowded and nasty streets, and

demand for better facilities has repeatedly and urgently been made.
It has led to the attempt of tunnelling
underneath the river, but the difficulties
were found to be great, and it is obvious
that two tunnels, such as proposed, would
not accommodate more than, perhaps, one
It is estimated that, at least,
railroad.
ten tunnels would be needed to meet the present demand alone, to
say nothing of the future growth of the traffic. The reason for it is
that the trains through such tunnels would necessarily have to be
short, and have to run slowly for the sake of safety, because heavy
grades are unavoidable to reach the safe depth under the bottom of
the river.
The tunnels would, however, be very convenient for the local
traffic, by means of cable cars, between Jersey City and lower New
York City. The obstacles to the construction of a bridge across the
North River seemed insurmountable. The only kind of a bridge
thought of was one with piers in the river. The foundations to rock
would be very deep, nearly 200 feet, but the greatest objection was
that such piers would greatly damage the large, and steadily increasing
commerce over the most nmgnificient river highway in the United
the

Fig. 211.

Eccentric
Fig. 210.
Sash-fast.

Sah-lock.

Brown't Window-lock.
Brown.

Fig. 209.

S. A.

It would be
sales.
styles which have only limited
all the sash-fasts
of
enumeration
to
an
attempt
impracticable

of

many

which have been put on the market throughout the country,
nor would any such list be of great value. The forms discussed
and illustrated, will, it is believed, serve every purpose of comselect to advantage,
parison, and will enable the retail buyer to
and to know the worth of what he is choosing from.
[To be continued.!

States.
It is true that some fifty or sixty years ago an enterprising and
remarkably ingenious builder proposed a wooden bridge in one span

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.]
J. J. MINOT AND DR. RUSSELL 8TURGIS, MARLBOROUGH STREET, BOSTON, MASS. MESSRS. 8TURGIS & BR1G-

HOUSES OP DR.

HAM, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MAS8.
[Gelatine print, issued only with the Imperial Edltion.1

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING OF THE 8'OLWAY PROCESS CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y. MR. DOUGLAS SMYTH, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

YTfHIS

almost completed; it is 44' x 114' and cost about
an administration building for a large concern
manufacturing soda ash and includes offices, laboratories,
draughting and photographing rooms. It is built of native or local
buff brick, limestone and Perth Amboy terra-cotta.
I "

building
It
$30,000.

is

is

over the North River; but this project, described in quaint verse, is
more remarkable for boldness of thought than for practicability.
The first one to propose to bridge the North River, at New York
City, in one single span, and to present fully workcd-out plans, is
Mr. Gustav Lindenthal, Bridge-Engineer, in Pittsburgh, Pa. He
addressed the American Society of Civil Engineers, last winter, in a
paper on the subject, and showed on that occasion how he had
arrived at his design by the process of selection and exclusion from a number of designs made for the purpose.
Together, with
a description of the details of the colossal structure, he presented a
of long-span bridge systems in general, from which it
appeared that the so popularly assumed merits of cantilever bridges
for long-spans are more than doubtful, and that they are certain of

discussion

being superseded by better and stronger construction, as soon as
their grave faults become more generally understood.
The matter of realizing Mr. Lindenthal's plans has since been
taken in hand by a number of prominent capitalists, who have
applied to Congress for the required legislation, and who hold out
every promise of building the, great bridge and the necessary
approaches, together with the terminal stations at both ends, so that
all railroads may use it on
equal terms.
The importance of this enterprise, its benefits and far-reaching
consequences to the city of New York and vicinity, can hardly be
over-estimated.

THE PROPOSED NORTH RIVER BRIDGE. DESIGNED BY MR. GU8TAV LINDENTHAL, ENGINEER, PITTSBURGH, PA.

FOR

description see article elsewhere in this issue.

LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, AND THE STATUE OF GEORGE

THIS

is reproduced from
Thornbury and Welford's
London."

illustration

" Old and

New

THE STATUE OF GEORGE
THIS

I.

illustration

is

I

IN ITS LAST STATE.

reproduced from the London

Illustrated

News.

HOUSE OF JAMES

F. BOYD, ESQ., ALBANY, N. Y.
MILLER, ARCHITECT, ITHACA, N. Y.

MR. W. H.

ARCHITECT,

NEW

MR.

YORK, N.

R. H.
Y.

;

coming into

DINING-ROOM IN HOUSE OF H. MUNNIKHUYSEN, ESQ., BALTIMORE,
MD. MR. C. E. CA88ELL, ARCHITECT, BALTIMORE, MD.
DR. WEBB'S OFFICE, SHELBURNE, VT.

The bridge is designed for six tracks, but will be built to carry
four additional tracks, or, ten in all, should it become necessary.
Another bridge over the North River, at New York, should never
become necessary, and should never be built. Only a fraction of the
combined capital required for a number of double-track bridges will
build a single structure, stronger and more enduring for the same
number of tracks. For instance, a double-track bridge in one single
span, over the North River, is estimated to cost $9,000,000 for construction alone, while a bridge, capable of carrying six tracks, is
estimated to cost $15,000,000 and one million dollars additional will
provide for four more tracks or in all, ten tracks, on the same
structure.
Five single bridges for double tracks would therefore cost
about $45,000,000 for construction alone, without the approaches,
This will show the economy as
stations, and without right-of-way.
well as the necessity of providing one bridge large enough for all
present and future needs, and one station for all the western roads,

ROBERTSON,

A

IN demolishing an old building in Stockton for the purpose of erecting a new one it was found that the foundation rested upon the hull of
a vessel, which, upon investigation, proved to be the Peruvian brigan"
tine
Adelaide," 300 tons burden. She was anchored at her present restSan
ing place in 1850, and now lies several blocks from the water.
Francisco Call.

New

York.

The number

of trains which can be run on ten tracks onto Manhattan Island will be about the limit for which terminal facilities

can yet be provided, without absolutely destroying the most valuable
business quarters in New York City.
Careful investigation and estimates show, that a bridge of the same
strength and capacity and for the same trackage, but with a pier in the
middle of the river would cost not less, on the contrary slightly more,
than a single span-bridge.
This is principally on account of the
great depth to rock for such a pier, which has to be of a certain size
for a safe bridge intended for fast trains.
Therefore the obstruction of the river with a pier could not be
justified even on the ground of the smaller cost of such a bridge.

The

construction of the proposed bridge, gigantic and
unprcce-
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dented as :iri' its proportions, is considered bv all competent engineers
a matter of much less relative ilitlimlty than was tin- construction, at
tin' time, of either the East Kiver
Bridge or of the St. l.nuis Bridge.
In -neb a degree have the niannl'actniimj: and constructive facilities

and increased, that the cost of the proposed
bridge will he only little more than one-half of what it would have
cost twelve years ago.
Mr. Lindenthal's plans are workel-out not only for the bridge, but
also for the approaches and terminal stations at both ends, without
which the bridge would be of no u.-e.
The lar^c pa-scngcr station, in New York City, to be located in
the most central part of it, is for two decks, a commodatThis arrangement has
ing together thirty tracks, I, mm feet long.
been chosen on account of the very oxtly right-of-way, which makes
it advisable to use height, rather than width for obtaining the required
room. The track-platforms will be reached by stairways and numeron> dc\ aiors at al>out the, same height as the present elevated-railroad slalicnis.
The approachet will be on iron viaducts of the most solid construction, with buckle-plate floors and stone ballast, and partly they
will be (for the portion next to the station) on stone arch-viaducts,
On the New Jerseysimilarly to those for the Kast Hiver Bridge.
side, the approach will begin from the meadows between the Hackensack Kiver and Bergen llill.
This latter ridgo will be crossed in
an open cut, ninety feet wide. The stone quarried out of this cut
will not be sullicient by one-half to furnish the concrete material for
the tower foundations an I anchorages, which are both to be faced
of the country improved

witli granite masonry.
It will be seen, then, that

there is other large work to be done
besides building the bridge, and an idea of the cost can be obtained
from the following estimate
:

The North Kiver Bridge Including the anchorages 6500 feet long.
The approaches of atone and iron and the connecting railroad switch;

anis. engine-houses, the

appurtenances.
Right-of-way, interest duriug construction and incidentals.
Total cost.

Great as

915,000,000

graud Terminal Station Building aud

11,000,000
<
14,iK)0, 110

$W,IKK),OW)

this cost, it is fully justified by the traffic in sight,
without increase of the present rates. But the undertaking is feasiis

ble only when all the railroads can cross over; for not one of them,
even the great Pennsylvania Railroad, could build the bridge and
terminal improvements single-handed, because for the financial burden
assumed, it would certainly, by law, be obliged to let the other railroads cross over on the same terms.
There are nearly 900 trains arriving and departing every day
from the terminal stations in New Jersey, opposite New York City,
with nearly 50,000 passengers.
This travel is growing all the time, and by the time the bridge
will be finished (say ten years) the traffic will have doubled in anticipation of

its

completion.
the Broad Street Station of the Pennsylvania
Railroad in Philadelphia, with the Brooklyn Bridge, with the elevated railroads in New York, with all of them, was that the most
liberal estimates of probable tratlic were largely exceeded, and that
it
keeps growing steadily to unforeseen proportions.
This points out the necessity of providing on the largest scale
attainable, in the plans for the bridge and the terminal station, for a
traffic, than which a larger and more important, will not be in
any part of the Old or New World.
No other engineering project was ever proposed of such great
merit at its inception, and so carefully studied in its preliminary

The experience with

stage, nor of so great and pressing necessity.
Mere figures would not give an adequate impression of the gigantic
work, but some idea of it can be obtained from a comparison with

the great East River Bridge, as will be seen from the following data

:
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It lias nail guide lines on its surface to direct carpenters in following
the course of beams and timbers to aid them in laying the sheathing
uniform and straight. No other sheathing has nail guide lines on.

Yours,

M

etc.,

P

AND

M

PAPER WORKS.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
PHILADELPHIA, PA., November

Dear

am

15, 1888.

I conreceipt of the enclosed this A. M.
sider it a burning shame that we should be compelled to submit to
this sort of a thing.
The time, has come when I, for one, abstain
from specifying any certain brands or makes of goods, as far as
possible, because of the charge that is likely to be made, that there
is a money interest in it.
Circulars of this kind fall into other bands.
Statements such as are contained in the fir>t paragraph create the
impression that the acceptance of commission, or brokerage, is the
usual thing, thereby casting a slur upon the whole profession.
There is not an architect in this country worthy of the name who

Sirs,

I

in

would accept any remuneration from any other than his client, who
expects him to secure for him the best materials possible, and supposes the commission he pays him sufficient to enable his architect
to decide upon that which is best, uninlluenced by any other considerations.

Respectfully,

ISAAC PURSELL.

[VOL.

XXIV.

No. 676.

whose specification contains most precise and definite instructions as
to brands, makes, styles and qualities of all the materials that are to
enter into the construction of the building, and the inclusion of such
directions will be understood by honest men to mean, not that the,
"
architect will receive " a commission
on the articles enumerated but
that he is giving his client the full benefit of his special
knowledge
and the possession of such special knowledge is one of the things that
make it worth while to employ an architect rather than to undertake
to get along without him.

Some architects abstain from mentioning special goods, because
they do not feel sure that some of the latest inventions, which they
have not yet had time to investigate, are not the best to use; but it is
better to call for a fixture that will surely perform the required
service, even if a little old fashioned, than to leave it to the selection
of a builder whose chief aim may be immediate
gain rather than lasting good repute.
Boycotting, even in the mild and negative form adopted by those
who feel with Mr. Pursell, is to be deprecated, and architects should
still use in the fullest
degree their special knowledge of building matters in the true interest of their clients, even if
they are so unlucky
as to have clients who can be brought to believe that the written
evidence of care and thought contained in a thorough and complete
specification is merely proof of fraud being perpetrated upon themselves.

PHILADELPHIA. PA., November

15, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
The inclosed
Sirs,
like to give the parties

Dear

has just come to hand. Perhaps you
a little free advertising with comments.
It is about as plainly worded as any circular of the kind that I have
seen.
GEORGE C. MASON, JR.
Very truly yours,

would

PHILADELPHIA, PA., November

In refreshing contrast to the course adopted by those who feel
that architects possess but little moral balance is that pursued
by
such men as Mr. Merchant, of Philadelphia, who has been known to
travel forty miles or so to make a contractor
apologize, on the works,
for the statement that Merchant had
paid the architect a commission
in order to secure the introduction of his
goods.

EQUESTRIAN MONUMENTS.'

15, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

LEADEN STATUES, DESTROYED.

I received the inclosed circular
to-day and intended
to return it with a few remarks but, upon a second thought, concluded
I think such
to send it to you.
things should be made odious as soon
as possible.
Yours truly,
WILLIS G. HALE, Architect.

HE

Sirs,

PHILADELPHIA, PA., November

most commonly used material
from which to make equestrian
statues was bronze, at once the
most imperishable and capable of taking
on only less of delicacy than the most
perfect of fine-grained statuary marble,

20, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

We

Dear

submit the inclosed circular for your kind conSirs,
It seems remarkable to us that the dishonorable
prac"
"
tice of
Architects' commissions
should be advanced in such a way
as this.
Subject to your good judgment, we would suggest that you
comment editorially upon this matter.
sideration.

Yours very

truly,

SMITH & PRICHETT.

A Crockery Statuette of Boy and
Pony. By a follower of Palissy.

think it likely that the persons who were indiscreet
enough
to put their names to the
foregoing circular, have credulity
robust enough to believe that all of the
copies which have not
their way to our office table must have been preserved

WE
found

architects

who

by

are willing to

become

their pensioners at $25.00
per

"
month, and that consequently their " enterprise is to be rewarded by
a large demand for their goods.
The waste-basket, however, should not be left out of their calculations.
If these people in course of time find themselves
nearing bankruptcy and not wealth, we believe that they will be able To trace

their disaster to the issuing of this circular, the effect of which must
and inevitably will be, to cause the entire
building community to
" Good wine
"
avoid the material thus advertised.

be.

needs no bush
must be a poor thing, indeed, that cannot find a market
except through underhand and disgraceful methods.
The statement made by Mr. Pursell, in the note
accompanying one
of the many copies of this circular which
indignant architects "have
sent us, that it is becoming his practice to avoid
calling for specific
articles in his specifications in order that lie
may avoid even the
shadow of a suspicion on his professional good name, shows
clearly how
manufacturers who believe in the
"brokerage" of architects are
about
a
bringing
rupture of the relations which should exist between
the makers of building supplies and the men who,
through their control of so vast an amount of
building operations, can" increase or

and

XI.

it

diminish their consumption.
Although we emphatically feel that Mr. Pursell's attitude is not
the right one
since it may prejudicially affect the interests of his
clients
we cannot wonder that he and many others have been
forced into it bv the actions of dealers and manufacturers. It is one
of the few means of defence that an architect has
against the common innuendo that he takes a " commission " from the dealers
whose goods are mentioned in his specifications, to be able to
say that
he " never calls for a definite make or brand." An architect who
for
a
calls
lock or a window-fixture, a water-closet or an elevator in
a generic way, or with simply a stipulation that the cost shall not
exceed a given sum, might properly be classed with a
physician who
should add to the recipe just written for a
patient, the recommendation that, if the druggist do not
happen to have in stock the drug
called for, he may " use any other
equally good provided the price
does not exceed
cents per dozen."
On the contrary, that architect does his fullest duty to his client

which was used next in the order of
frequency. Other materials have also
been used, iron once or twice, wood
occasionally, brass also, but more often
than these lead, which, from its cheapness, low degree of fusibility and ease of
working was, at one time, a favorite
medium.
Naturally, this material was
most often employed by the least artistic
and most mercantile of nations
the

although they appreciated the econcould satisfy the fashionable cravings for
artistic surroundings, which were imported
by returned travellers
who had made the tour of the Continent, yet were themselves
obliged to lean upon the greater skill of foreign artists whom chance
had brought into the kingdom. After the Restoration, and in the
early days of the Hanoverian House, the impulse given to art by
those who, during the Commonwealth, had sojourned in France or
who had followed in the train of the imported German court, was not
inconsiderable, and it was more possible to meet its demands by entrusting the work to those already skilled, than to try to discover
and foster native talent. But, as these would-be patrons of art were
English, the desire of obtaining the most show for the least money
was omnipotent, the virtues of lead were appreciated as never
before, and an "art industry" of no small dimensions sprang up to
meet the demand. At one time, there were in Piccadilly, several shops
hardly to be called either studios or ateliers
employing many
hands in the production of leaden statuary, which was either made to
order for, or purchased ready-made by, the wealthy nobles for the
adornment of their country seats and parks, or for setting up in the
public places of large cities.
Chief amongst these workers in lead were Van Ost (or Nost), probably a Dutchman, and his pupil Charpenticre, who had probably
practised their art in Holland, where every householder's ambition
was to have his yard or garden a perfect curiosity-shop of
ingenuity
and misapplied art,
where a painted wooden or leaden statue in the
midst of a bit of shrubbery was almost a matter of course. The
leading patron of these men were James Brydges, who, like the great
Marlborough, made his fortune during the wars of Queen Anne by
the peculiar ingenuity with which he handled, for his own
benefit,
the money which, as paymaster of the
troops, he was supposed to disfor
the
pense
pay and maintenance of those who bore arms. Created
Duke of Chandos, Brydges set about spending with a most lavish
hand the wealth he had secured, and as a first step set about
building
a mansion suited to his present magnificence
not only one house
but two, a town-house in Cavendish
and
a
Square,
country-seat at
Edgeware, three miles or so distant. To this last was given the name
of Canons, and the architect, James Gibbs, and his assistants made
of it, between 1715 and the death of the Duke in
1744, a very successful palace, in the Classic
It was the
style adopted by Palladio.
English,

who,

however,

omy with which they

'Contiuued from page 244, No. B72.
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ambition of the owner to acquire all the land lying between hi:
town-house and Canons, and in pursuit of this vast sums were e\
pended. all to satisfy the Duke's ambition to be able to say that
when he went down from London to his country-seat he rodi
only through his own estate. Not only was the palare magnificent
but the surrounding park was laid out in conformity with the best
advice of trained landscape-gardeners, and here, as well as about am:
in the buildings, statuary was introduced without stint.
Most ol
these statues were presumably of lead, and the work of Van Ost
and his followers. Amongst tMM statues was a gilded leaden equestrian statue of George I, the horse modelled on that
by Le Sueur
for the statue of Charles I, at Charing Cross, and the Kinu'
arrayec
in

Classic drapery.
This statue was thought by Henry, second
of Chandos, good enough, when Canons was dismantled about

Duke

1747, to be brought to London and set up in Leicester Square, in
November, 1748, where, owing to an uncertainty as to the ownership
of the Square and its surroundings, it, together with the buildings,
fell during the prolonged litigation into
decrepitude and decay,

From a

fashionable quarter the Square passed through the phases oi
something worse, and each succeeding stratum ol
society treated the leaden efligy with less of respect than did its
It was, apparently, no one's business to see that the
predecessors.
King and his steed had an occasional coat of gilding, or even {jaint,

shabby

gentility to

though in 1812 it was regilded. Long years of exposure had their natural effect and persistent oxidation caused the group to
gradually
now and then propped up temporarily by some
drop to pieces
more careful hajrtd which, like enough, may have been raised to drive
away the obnoxious small-boy of the neighborhood, who ha<l al
length so far mastered the traditional veneration for royalty as to
consider the august alien as a mere cockshy, and with stick and stone
and broken bottle helped on the work of time. At length George
dismounted with little of royal grace, one leg falling to one side, the
other on the opposite, and for a time lay beneath the
belly of his

2G9

ueek and the group was pulled to the ground and cut to pieces.
tail of (he IIOI-M' and the
cap of the pedestal,
after serving both as tomb.-tmie and doorMep
are now in the
-

The (supposed) mane ami
rui

ii

i

is

statue

of :he

wa

New York

sent to

The

Historical Sieiety.

Litehtield, Conn.,

where the

'jrealer part of the
ladies ol tin-

loyal

town melted it down and from it cast 42,000 bullets, mauv a one of
whieb doubtless found a billet in Knglish or Tory supporter of the
Of the fatcof the head of the king the Mii//,i.iin nj .1 merioriginal.
t-tin I
littary says that "Colonel Montresor tells a curious story of the
fate of the head of his Majesty's statue that was pulled down by the
Liberty Boys at Bowling Green, New York, in July, 1771!.
Hearing,'
he writes, 'that the rebels had cut the King's head off the equestrian
'

statue (in the centre of the Kllipps, near the Fort) at New York,
which represented George the Third in the figure of Marcus Aurelius,
and that they had cut the nose off, dipt the laurels that were
wreathed round hig head, and drove a musket bullet part of the way
through his head, and otherwise disfigured it, and that it was carried
to Moore's Tavern, adjoining Fort Washington on New York Island,
in order to be fixed on a spike on the truck of the flag-staff as soon
I immediately sent Corby
as it could be got ready
through the
Rebel Camp in the Ixsginning of September, 1776, to Cox who kept
the Tavern at King's to steal it from thence, and to bury it, which

was effected, and was dug up on our arrival, and I rewarded the
men, and sent the head by the Lady Gage to Lord Townshend in
order to convince them at home of the infamous disposition of the
"
ungrateful people of this distressed country."
(Evelyn's In Amer'

ica.")

The House of Hanover
that

is

nothing

if

more was not done by the family

not clannish, and it is strange
to preserve the statues of the

horse, till at length his carcass was probably sold for old junk.
For
a time the riderless steed, broken-kneed and foundered, stood alone,
a decrepit and meaningless wreck, which was at length concealed
from view by a great model of the globe which was built about it,
and covered it from sight between 1851 and 1861. In 1865 the
Metropolitan Board of Works assumed possession of the Square,
and finally, in 1874, Baron Albert Grant bought the place, rejuvenated it entirely, and deeded it afresh to the Board of Public
Works as a public pleasure-ground for the people. During these

the monument disappeared.
use of it, a photograph of the statue has been
found which shows the horse spotted with paint by some local
genius after the manner of the rocking-horses of our nursery days,
while George, sans feet and legs, is crowned with a fool's
cap and
armed with a broom in place of sceptre, and an attempt has been
made to revive the memory of the regal character of the group by
binding upon the forehead of the horse
propped up in front, but
as to his haunches allowed to droop towards the ground
a horn of
portentous size, thus converting him for the nonce into the national
unicorn.
Grouped about the battered base the photograph shows a
score of boys all on the broad grin, some one of whom was
probably
the leading spirit in carrying out this piece of insular wit.
Another equestrian statue of the same monarch, also by Van Ost,
is mentioned as having been set
up in Grosvenor Square in 1 726 by
Sir Richard Grosvenor, and as it, too, was of lead and
represented a
not too popular sovereign, it is small wonder that it was hewn limb
from limb not long after it was put up.
Though set up in turbulent Cork where one would think the statue
of a Protestant king would not be likely to have a
prolonged existence, the equ.strian statue of George II placed on the Parade
survived for nearly one hundred years but it, too. at length
disappeared between two days, though it was at length found in the river
where some laborious party, inspired by spite, playfulness or artistic
disgust, had taken the trouble to deposit it.
Still another leaden
which has a peculiar inequestrian statue
terest for Americans
is known to have
disappeared. The Princess
Amelia caused an equestrian statue of her father in the character of
Marcus Aurelius, to be executed by Beauprd under the supervision of
Joseph Wilton, R. A., and placed in Berkeley Square. This statue,
of indeterminate but probably mediocre merit, is of much interest to
us since it is the original of the first
equestrian statue that was
erected in this country, unless perchance it was the
original itself and
not a duplicate that on August 21, 1770, was set up in the
Bowling
Green in New York City
but this is not likely seeing that lead
statues were to be had so cheap.
As might be supposed the statue,
set up in a time when the
revolutionary ferment had already began to
work, was received with scant applause from the citizens who, before
long, began to inflict upon it those indignities to which its base com-

changes the

Too

last lelics of

late to

make

;

;

statue should forfeit

500 or endure a year's imprisonment.

How

damage had been done before the night of July 9, 1776, no one
can tell and it does not much matter, for that night saw the destrucgreat

tion of the first equestrian erected in this
Knflamed by the
country.
reading of the Declaration of Independence, the news of the signing
of which had but just arrived from
Philadelphia, a party of forty
picked men under the leadership of Captain Oliver Brown, afterwards
an artillery officer of the Revolutionary army, fixed
ropes around the

Leicester Square !!

I

A-rt-n the (B)

flatttr mytelf

I

really

-dil.

" H.

do understand

!

!

"

Now

that'j a ityle of art
I'unrli.

I

Georges, which, if Thackeray may be believed, could hardly have
been less attractive than their originals.
Thackeray found so much
matter for his satire in the lives and characters of the
originals that
he seems not to have thought it worth while to
fling a passing gibe
at these leaden monstrosities, but in a "Small-Beer Chronicle" in his
"
" Roundabout
Papers he pays his respects to another of the family,
William, Duke of Cumberland, son of George II
" Look at
William, Duke of Cumberland, with his hat cocked
1
over his eye, prancing behind Lord
George on his Roman-nosed
:harger ; he, depend on it, would be for getting off his horse if he
had the permission. He did not hesitate about trifles, as we
know,
aut he was a very
and as for
truth-telling and honorable soldier
leroic rank and
I
would
a
dozen
of
'20
statuesque dignity,
wager
port against a bottle of pure and sound Bordeaux, at 18. per
dozen (bottles included), that he never would think of
claiming any
such absurd distinction."
As in the case of his father, whose horse ran away with him at
,he battle of
Dettingen, after which episode he dismounted and
in
'ought afoot, there was some
representing William
appropriateness
on horseback, for he was a soldier of considerable
ability, but of uncontrolled ferocity, which earned for him the
soubriquet of the
'
Butcher of Culloden," because of the atrocities he visited on the
bllowers of the Pretender after that disastrous battle.
In his " Hisory of London" Knight makes a plea for the preservation of this
:

:

statue in these
1

words

Bentiuck statue

in the

:

same Square.
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MEDIEVAL HOUSES.

that purification of our puhlic statues, which there is so
to hope for, shall take place, and none be left standing
that do not fulfil the conditions which morality and art are alike interested in demanding from the men whose effigies are to adorn our
we trust one
may he made the Duke of

When

XXIV.
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VII.

much reason

several of the

then

IN

exception

high places,

;

GEORGE
GEORGE
Died in

1080. Ascended the
line, in 1714. Died 1727.

Born

I.

II.
1760.

Son of George

I.

Born

throne of England, the
in 1683.

first

bine the

and ordinary house. The
rich merchants of
these

planted, built their
hotels with shops

Sou of George

II (1721-1765).

("The

so called from his cruelties in suppressing the rebellion
incited by the Young Pretender in 1745.) A brave soldier but an unfortunate
one. Fought at Dittmgen. Defeated the Scotch at the battle of Culloden, 1746.
Defeated at Fontenoy, Laifeld and Uassenbeck.

Bloody Butcher

"
THE STATUE OF GEORGE I. "Old and New London
says the statue was
"
"
modelled by C. Buchard and was regilt in 1812. Timbs's Curiosities of London
of the Square.
the
inhabitants
also ascribes it to Buchard. It was purchased by
Built by James Brydges Esq., afterwards Duke of Chandos.
CANONS.
"
grand Duke," was a liberal man and the
Chandos, commonly called the
patron of Pope, Hogarth and Handel. The former wrote some well-known lines

on Canons, which he termed " Tunon's Villa," in his " Epistle on False Taste,"
addressed to Richard Boyle, Earl of Burlington, and Hogarth introduced Pope,
as a whitewasher on a scaffold, bespattering the magnificent Duke of Canons,
Canons cost between
in his satirical print, "The Man of Taste/'
200,000
and a quarter of a million. It was quite a wonder of its age; but in 1747 the
family, having lost heavuy by the South Sea Bubble and being cramped with
the enormous expense incurred in buying so much land (between the town and
country mansions), was forced to break up and sell the house. The [pedestrian]
statue of George II in Golden Square, London, came from Canons.
GEORGE II, GOLDEN SQUARE. Knight's " London," speaking of the pedestrian statue of George II (as a Roman warrior) in Golden Square, which came
from Canons, says that at the sale " a gentleman, an acquaintance of the
auctioneer, came in, and catching his eye, nodded in token of friendly rememdown went the hambrance. 'Thank you, Sir,' was the immediate comment
mer
The statue of that excellent monarch is yours.' What could the posses"
sor do with such an immense piece of sculpture but give it to the public ?
" LEADEN STATUARY.
In imitation of the French and Dutch gardens there
were few of those in the vicinity of London or in the provinces, the squares or
oblong grass plots of which were not embellished by correspondent images, but
of pastoral and domestic characters, and rarely borrowed from the heathen
myth. The lead has been long since converted to useful purposes. When the
demand for them was so great, the trade of making them was very lucrative.
story is told of a Dorsetshire gentleman, whose father had brought two
antique marble statues from Italy.
Upon his marriage with a city dame, who
was determined upon modernizing his old family seat, she ordered that these unfortunate statues should be painted, in order that they should look like lead.
But Van Ost (or Nost) was an artist capable of much better things and was probably induced by profit to undertake such mean subjects" or, to superintend the
From note by Dallaway to Walpole's Anecdotes of fainting
manufactory."
in England."
" STATUES in lead or mixed
metal, after the Dutch taste, were all the rage then,
and the makers of these works often clever designers drove a roaring trade.
From Tom Taylor's " Leicester Square."
Piccadilly was full of their yards."
'

A

;

is the
plan of one of them in the main street of the town of
" Bride."
At the right
Cordes, overlooking the promenade of the
and left of the entrance A are the stores or stalls opening on the
At
is the principal court, and at C a small court reached
street.
served probably as a stable.
by the passage D. The open room
is a, store-room.
A large spiral staircase G gives entrance to
the great salon of the lower floor
raised seven steps above the
ground of the court. A passage / communicates with a garden
situated outside the old ramparts against which thrt hotel is set.
Buildings of a more recent date have been constructed over the
garden from n to 6. The stores L L had no access to the court,
and probably those who occupied them lodged elsewhere, at least
when these stores were not used by the proprietor of the hotel. The
leads in the upper story into a room situated over
great staircase
the salon H, and communicating by a wooden passageway
with
the rooms in front, which are only divided by partitions.
There is
a second story above these front rooms, reached by the great staircase and a second passage. The stable and store-room were on the
little terrace, N, with steps, descends to the court
ground-floor.
from the front of the salon H. This dwelling, which dates from the
first years of the fourteenth century, is
typical of the hotel of the
Middle Ages. Stores opened on the street, and the lodgings were in
the front rooms of the first and second stories. The remains found
of hotels of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in the northern
towns are not complete
enough to indicate the
plans of those dwellings.

R

E

F

H

K

G

M

A

We

will only state that
they contained courts with
porticos on one or two
sides, a number of retired
rooms opening on the

courts

the

street.

The most

This

was

Made monuPupil of Schumakers.
ments to Admiral Hardy, Archbishop Boulter and others in Westminster Abbey.
[1703-1781.]

THE FINISH OF YELLOW

continued.!

A

PINE.
yellow pine dealer from Alabama
not do to apply oil to that wood in the finishing process.
shellac filling, and a subsequent application of shellac varnish
is the proper treatment according to this authority.
He says that oil
causes the wood to turn a dark and disagreeble color, which is precisely
natural
to
the
of
which
is bright and
appearance
opposite
yellow pine,
cheerful. This Alabama man's opinion is not indorsed by some of the
dealers and wood-workers of this city. Yellow pine is often finished in
oil here and thus treated is considered richer and handsomer than when
finished with shellac varnish only. It is true that oil gives a darker
appearance to the wood, but its richness and tone is thereby secured,
and that staring, vulgar, cheap appearance, that is sometimes alleged
of yellow pine is obviated. It is ail a matter of taste. You can finish
your yellow pine in oil or shellac, and have a handsome effect in either
Northwestern Lumlterman.
case.
says that

A

it

will

edi-

splendid
dwelling
on the old wall
the
town,

built

surrounding
which Jacques Conir
owned under a fief. The
plan of the ground-floor is
shown in Figure 33.
The towers R, S, Q,
formed part of the ram-

Master of Roubilliac.

To be

ancient

of this kind still existing is the Hotel of
Jacques Coeur, at Bourges.
fice

proper authority."

f

gardens, and
placed in
neighborhood of the
or

common rooms

of general orders issued
THE NEW YORK STATUE OF GEORGE III. In a book
"
by Washington in 1776, under date of July 10, it is said, Tho' the General doubts
not the persons who pulled down and mutilated the statue in Broadway last
night, acted in the public cause, yet it has so much the appearance of riot and
want of order in the army, that he disapproves the manner and directs that in
future these things shall be avoided by the soldiery and left to be executed by

,

street,

d'Agen.
Figure 32

CHARPENTIERE, " A statuary much employed by the Duke of Chandos at
Canons, was for some years principal assistant to Van Ost, an artist of whom I
have found no memorials, and afterwards set up for himself. Towards the end
of his life he kept a manufacture of leaden statues in Piccadilly, and died in 1737,
From Walpole's " Anecdotes of Fainting in England."
age above GO."

HENRY CUEBRE.

the

either for their own business or to rent. Such buildings were frequent
at Toulouse, Alby Saiut-Antonin, Cordes, Gaillac and Villeneuve-

;

SIR

on

32-

:

OF CUMBERLAND.
WILLIAM, DUKE
"

municipali-

on the borders
of the Garronne,
the Aveyron, the
Tarn and the Lot,
in whose breasts
the
Gallo-Komanic traditions had
been deeply imties

;

GEORGE III. Grandson of George II. Born 1738. Ascended the throne in
1760 died 1820. Imbecile during the last ten years of his life, so that the Government was placed in the hands of the Prince of Wales [George IV] as regent.

com-

features

of hotel

King of

Ascended the throne, 1727

which

ries

;

the Hanoverian

flourish-

ing cities of the
south, now little
known, there still
exist dwellings of
the thirteenth and
fourteenth centu-

Cumberland's statue. Let not that be destroyed keep it, if it be
but to inscribe on it, for the good of the people, the people's own
Who
short summary of his character, and thus leave it to posterity.
shall say what suffering and disgrace may not be spared in future
an exwars, if wars there must be, by so" decisive and permanent
pression of a sound public feeling ?
This statue, which by some is said to have been of richly-gilt lead,
and by others to have been executed in marble by Cheere, was set
up in Cavendish Square, London, in 1770, by Lieutenant-General
William Strode in acknowledgment of benefits received at his hand
was interestand, though generally considered a poor piece of work,
the full military costume of the
ing because the Duke was shown in
The group was either destroyed
period, and not in Classic undress.
or removed a few years ago only.

parts of the town and were
by a rich battlemented
The
pavillion, and a staircase gave access to it as in the tower Q.
rampart upon which the front wall was laid formed a very obtuse
angle, and obliged the architect to give to his buildings the irregular
shape which we observe upon the court; in those days they thought
less of symmetrical combinations, and they profited by the accidents
of the ground as much as possible.
The entrance to the hotel, on the street at A, has a porte-cochere
at the side; the staircase
with a postern
leads to the chapel
Fig. 33.

in condition to

be

B

utilized.

S was crowned

F

Translated from the French of Viollet-le-Duc, by Mr. A. B. Bibb.
from page 247, No. 674.
1
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Architect

situated above the entrance.
Friiin tin- outside it was thus easy to
reach the chapel without going into the interior of the lmu>e.
From
the entrance .-1 fur carriages or horseback-riders, and from tlie
postern II the great court C is reached, and the walled porticos

D

and K.

The

latter portico

was lighted by the court

having a
well at G".
At // is the great stairway giving entrance on the
ground-floor to a large dining-room / and to a passage J, communicating with the kilehens at A and A'. The kitchen A'' had an
From the. street there was a
oven, a fireplace and a cooking-stove.
direct entrance into the kitchens through the passage L and the
servants' small court L', communicating with the great court by the
passage L".
The great dining-room, heated by an iuuneiiM- lin-placc < had a
Miiall gallery for musicians who reached the gallery without
pas>ing
On the floor of the
through the diuing-hall by a staircase f.
a
into
the
cellar?.
Whether
this trap
dining-hall
trap-door opens
was intended for the use of the butler, who could thus have fresh
wine brought in during the repast, or whether it was intended, as
'/,

',

and

News.

liullttiny

be obser\cd ihat
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he living-rooms, a-idc from the
great apartsupplemented by numerous clo-cts and wardrobe-,
which could not have been very large and that all thee
apartmentand MIL ill, were lighted.
in
mic
the
towers
of
G*Ilo-B
the ramCoeur,
Jacques
utilizing
parts had not, perhaps, been sorry to give to his hotel tin- appearance of a feudal domain, and the pi v-i -\ ation of these town-sitated the irregularities of the plan.
The architecture was adapted,
however, to this lack of symmetry, and nothing is more pictun-M|n.
more brilliant, than the interior'of the conn, with its stair tow.-,
and many roofs, surmounted by chimnev-tops, spikes, dormers and
leaden ridges decorated and painted. U'e^iveat Figure I!. ) a bird'seye view of this hotel taken from the point I" in the plan of the groundwill

ments

I

were

-i

i

.

1

some think, to allow the silver to be quietly thrown into the cellar in
caM- of lire, is not quite elear.
The great fireplace C, with an opening of six metres, was richly decorated, its mantel showing a fortified
town and its sides two nude statues of Adam and Eve, separated by
the tree of knowledge.
was a pantry from which by the opening
in the dressed-dishes could be
passed into the dining-room. The

M

small, straight stairway in this pantry descends to the lower story of
the tower A', which served as an annex to the, pantry. Opening out
of the small kitchen A", and below the bake-house, is a vaulted washroom fed by pipes from a hidden well. Latrines for the servants
were placed at the side of this wash-room under the masonry of the
staircase.
A stairway n, puts the kitchen in communication with
an entresol of the tower S, and the first story is gained by the spiral
stair

t.

The

little court L' has a beautiful well, fitted with
pipes which supply the reservoirs in the large kitchen, K. From the kitchens the
meats were carried into the pantry through the passage, J, by a private door under the great staircase //. Under the staircase, 0, is a
passage which puts the great court into direct communication with
the Place de Herri, J'. At T, T', are two large rooms, whose use is
not known, but which seem from their arrangement to have been
used as chambers, with wardrobes in the square tower, R. All this
angle, including the tower, Q, constitutes a complete independent
apartment, whence one could, from the great chamber, T', descend
to the small court, G, by the staircase,
y, or mount to the upper stories.
The conciergerie was at V, and the gallery, D, served as a
place of reunion for the poor, to whom the remnants of the feast
from the table of Jacques Coeur were distributed. The poor had no
access into the hotel, but could wait under shelter until they received
from the kitchen what was saved for them. The staircases X, H,
0,o, ascend from the ground to the upper floors.
This plan is irregular and of great extent. Each department has
its own place and is
independent of the rest, while communication
between them all is easy. At the right of entrance, the culinary

department has

its

court, its

own entrance and

its large portico for
the distribution of alms. In the
front is the principal staircase
for the upper apartments and the
dining-hall of the ground-floor.
At the left is a complete independent apartment with its own
court and portico, allowing the
occupant to go in and out in pri-

vacy.

Few of the hotels of

the sevenboast ar-

teenth century can
rangements so commodious and
well studied. Figure 34 is the
plan of the first floor of Jacques
Coeur's house.

The

Fig. 35.

The

was treated with extreme care, and the
carving is charming in style and appropriate to each division. The
sculptures include many devices of hearts, feathers, shells, etc. In
the groups over the three arches of the chapel staircase, the
sculptor has placed a priest dressed in his robes
blessing the water
behind him a young priest who rings for mass, while in the background comes a beggar on his crutch, symbolic of the accessibility of
floor.

construction

;

the holy rite to all. The second bas-relief
represents priests dressing the altar. In the third, women come to confession preceded by
a child, who opens the door. At the top of the
stairway is a fourth
bas-relief, representing the Eternal Father with two adoring angels.
Above the door of the stairway on the kitchen side is carved a large
fireplace, before which roasts a chicken, a child turns the spit, a
woman washes dishes, and the cook pounds spice in a mortar.
Among the carved or painted devices we read these " To valiant
hearts nothing is impossible."
Afterward, the enigmatic words
" Dieu.
faire. taire.de. ma.joie"; and this: "Into the shut inouth
the fly does not enter." Jacques Coeur had
adopted for his arms
blue on a fesse of gold, with three shells sable and three hearts
gules placed two in chief and one in point.
The vaultings of the chapel were painted in each of the triangles
of the arch is an angel clothed in white,
holding a phylactery and
relieved against a blue background starred with
These paintgold.
are
well
executed and passably preserved.
know how
ings
dearly this celebrated parvenu merchant of the fifteenth century
:

:

:

;

We

must have paid for such magnificence.
The man was, in fact, one
most remarkable personages of our country, and his
dwelling
is
interesting from all points of view.
of the

(To be continued.)

principal

A, gives entrance to
the great salon, B, which has a
stage or platform like the great
salon* of the chateaux. T4ie living-rooms were at C.
They
communicated with the great
salon, B, and with the gallery,
D, by side passages and direct enFig. 3 4.
trances.
From the gallery, D,
the chapel, E, was entered, and it could also be reached
directly from
the lower floor by the staircase, jF*. Another
gallery, G, joined the
chapel, and the salon, I, and the separate apartment, K, which had
a private staircase, L. The principal apartment, C, is reached by
or
.
The salon, I, has an exit by the stairway,
the staircases,
N, the great salon, B, itself beside the grand staircase, having a
second stair at O.
On the first story, as on the ground-floor, the different departments
of this hotel were independent, so that the rooms for reception did
not encroach upon the private life of the inmates. As in the chaIt is
teaux, the programme was one of complicated requirements.
certain that these numerous and dissimilar arrangements seemed
indispensable, and that they sacrificed all idea of symmetry to the
necessities of the dwelling as they then comprehended them.
It
staircase,

M

X

FROST-PROOF MORTAR.
BOSTON, MASS., December

1,

1888.

To THE EDITORS or THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

Sirs,

Noticing

in to-day's issue of the Architect

the para-

graph about frost-proof mortar, it seemed to me that an experiment
made last winter might be of interest to those engaged in
building
Last winter, it was necessary to lay
operations
up some granite
piers during the coldest weather, and, as piers were small in section
and heavily loaded, it was thought best to use clear Portland cement,
so as to avoid unequal settlements that might be caused
by shrinkage
of lime-mortar.
After some preliminary experiments with salted
cement-mortar exposed immediately after mixing to
temperatures
of ten degrees to twenty degrees Fahrenheit, I directed the mason to
add eight per cent of rock-salt to water used with the cement; and
although during the time that the piers were being laid up the temperature at night was often as low as ten degrees Fahrenheit, in no
case was the cement injured so far as could be
observed, and even a
:
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from some of the
thin wash of cement running over face of pier
to stone as to
ioints was found, six months later, to adhere so firmly
Ihe
a knife.
be removed with some difficulty when scraped with
from your paper, but until I tried
idea, as you know, was one I got
used for that
the experiment I did not know whether salt had been
low range of
with the
or
whether,
purpose in this country,
the thermometer, it would prove successful.

extremely

Yours,

ARCHITECTURAL SCHOOLS.
ZANESVILLE,

O.,

November

24, 1888.

To THE EDITOKS OF THK AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
me which
1C not too much trouble, will you inform
Dear Sirs,
to attend in
school you think the best for a first-class draughtsman
order to fit himself for the profession.
BENJ. S. HUBBKLL.
Respectfully yours,
will find the ArchiIlF vou can afford to spend the necessary time, you
New York, the best. -LDS.
teetoral Department of Columbia College,
AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

A curious phenomenon
DEAFNESS CAUSED BY THE EI-ECTUIC LIGHT.
was recently related by M. D'Arsonval before the French Academy of
intense
Medicine. After gazing for a few seconds on an arc-light of
and remained so for nearly an
brilliancy, lie suddenly became deaf,
hour and a half. Surprised and somewhat alarmed in the first instance,
but reassurred by the disappearance of the symptoms, he repeated the
When only one eye was exposed to
experiment with the same result.
Sanitary News.
the light no very marked effect was produced.
HATS AND LEAD PIPES.
Fully one-half of the unexplained cases of
burst or leaking lead pipes, says a St. Louis plumber, are due to rats,
and not to flaws in the metal. In a well-cemented basement, with
cement floors, etc., as nearly vermin proof as can be, the annoyance
from rats is the greatest, as, being unable to find water, they are driven
frantic by the sound of it flowing through the pipes, and they proceed
The aforesaid plumber, much against the into eat their way to it.
for
terest of his profession, suggests that here is a modest opportunity
the inventor to contrive some coating for the pipe which shall kill the
rat before he taps the water.
Exchange.

AN

A correspondent of our contempEXHIBITION CATALOGUE, 1851.
a comic catalogue written in connection

orary, Fairplay, has unearthed
with the Great Exhibition of 1851.

It certainly is

rather entertaining.

had a private view of the Exhibition book,
I mean the authorized catalogue, and from it straightway took
The names and numbers of the curious things to see,
I've

And

curious you'll say they are,

if

you'll attend to me.

" All's
well,"
No. 1's A bucket of water taken from
"
2's The coat that's worn by the Ocean's heavy swell,
3's The weight exact of a grain of common sense,
4's Some of the tar with which once Israel pitched their tents,
5's A pat of butter, made from the cream of a joke,
6's The tail of the pig that was got into a poke,
7's The gingham queer that Louis Philippe did borrow,
8's The saucer with which to match the cup of sorrow,
9's The loaf from which the crumb of comfort fell,
10's The brush that paints the sign of the times so well,
ll's The marrow from the bone of contention taken,
12's The rasher of the man who saved his bacon,
13's The strap that sharpens up the water's edge,
14's The apple of the eye of faith, so they allege,
15's The two original stools thro' which the chap was floored,
16's The soap that washed the captain overboard,
17's The nose cut off our noble country's face,
18's The naughty gander caught in a wild goose chase,
19's A splinter taken from the River Styx,
20's From the house that Jack built, twenty bricks,
21's
22's
23's

The teeth from the Mississippi's mouth,
A Scotchman who never travelled South,
Some coins from the change of the moon,

24' s

A

in pence,
link froip the chain of evidence,
25's The wheel of fortune, spokes and staves,
26's The pen with which Britannia rules the waves,
27's The baby's mouth that was born with a silver spoon,
28's The swarm of bees that made the honey moon,
29's The bow that shot the shaft of ridicule,
30's
grammar from adversity's old school,
31's The bit of steel that made the Iron Age,

A

"

The livery worn by History's page,
The rock to manufacture flinty hearts,
The barb from one of wicked Cupid's darts,
Some bits of daylight, picked up when morning broke,
The cork that fits into the bottle of smoke.
sung in numbers, and of numbers up to thirty-six

32's
33's
34's
35's
36's
I've

;

Success to Albert and the Queen, and all the little Vic's
With parting directions, my ditty shall be done,
But when you go to see the numbers, look out for number one.
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NEITHKR the national law-makers nor the people will listen to the
the Interstate Law, nor
appeals of railroad-managers to radically modify
The railroad-managers
will any serious evading of that law be tolerated.
war-dance
of
are dancing a sort
among themselves, preparatory
preparatory
to the attack upon Congress for such modification of the Interstate Commerce
Law as will allow them to cut each other's rates iu the old-time way. The
law will stand with such modifications as the Commission in its forthcoming report, it is understood, will suggest. The mueh-talked-of scheme
for concentrating almost one-half of the railway system of the United
States into practically one, is neither practicable nor reasonable, and is not in
accordance with the spirit of the law, or with the instincts of public sentiment which is behind the law. The difficulties of the railway-managers,
whatever they may be, must be fought out upon the present line, and the
people will accept the opinion of the Railway Commissioners, that by
The
honestv of purpose and energy all obstacles can be removed.
Bessemer steel-rail capacity has been so much increased within the past
year, that the managers of that vast interest have been unable to establish
harmony on quotations for the business of the ensuing season. About
50,000 tons of rails have been sold at below cost; namely/at $2(>, some say
a little less. Eastern makers are endeavoring to establish bottom quotations at $28 to $2!), and, iu consequence of this uncertainty of prices, a
large amount of business that would otherwise be placed is being held back.
Nothing new can be safely stated this week concerning railroad-building
relied upon to
probabilities next year. Only general considerations can be
point to the probable constructions of the next year, which will probably foot
less
than
of
as
main track,
8,000 miles this
against something
up 10,000 miles
year. In financial circles there is every confidence in the continued abundance
of currency, and in the paying ability of financial and commercial affairs
which are managed with more skill and circumspection now thnn in years
gone by. Money invested failed to pay rent or interest, and there are
more opportunities of making money than years ago. Opportunities for investment are still multiplying all over the West and South. An Emigration
Convention is to be held next week at Montgomery, Ala., and will be
attended by representatives from fourteen Southern and Western States.
The purpose is to formulate a scheme by which desirable immigration can be
increased from Europe and from the Northern States. One agency for this
purpose has been established already by a Chicago concern, and a sort of
house-to-house canvass is to be inaugurated in all the larger cities and
towns in search of industrious persons in possession of small means, of
from Sl.OOO to $5,000. The recent trip of the Agiicultural Commissioner of
the State of Alabama into the Northwest, stimulated a great deal of interest among the people of these States, and within the past few
weeks several delegations of business men have visited Tennessee and
Alabama and Georgia with a view of identifying themselves with the
Enterprising
promising possibilities of that locality, to some extent.
travellers tuink that there are opportunities for transferring the tide of
population from the West to the South, and the railroad-managers, the
educators, the manufacturers, the land-owners, the money-lenders and the
thinkers of the Southern States are preparing to join hands in some welldirected effort to bring about this very desirable result.
Leading authentic advices from leading builders and architects in States
between St. Louis and New York point to the possibility of a more active
building season than for years past, although, so far, the expressions of
opinion are not numerous enough or exact enough to justify a decided
opinion. In New York the season has been backward, but lumber-dealers,
mill-men, investors, and architects are now speaking very hopefully of
next year. The crisis of unwise building has been reached there, and a reaction is setting in. In Philadelphia the season has been an exceptionally
busy and successful one, and builders are already laying plans and buying
building sites for an increased activity in building operations next year.
In several towns in Pennsylvania, where general industrial pursuits are the
chief employment of the people, a great deal of house-building and shopbuilding will be done: notably, Beading, Harrisburgh, and Pittsburgh.
Advices from Chicago point to the strong probability of an active year iu
building, especially for houses and small shops. At Kansas City and some
smaller towns in that section of country, a great deal of work will be undertaken in the way of developing the country through which railroads have
already been built. Machine-shops, factories, saw-mills, and a multitude
of smaller industrial establishments are to be built, and the makers of
machinery who have contracts in hand believe that there will be an increased volume of business of this kind between now and spring. The development of coal mines continues to be a very attractive feature of Northwestern enterprise. The development of the coal-bed is equal in its effects
now to the discovery of a gold mine ten or twelve years back. For one
person then attracted, there are twenty now induced to go thither. There
is a demand for machinery for mines and for workers of machinery, house
builders and furnishers, and a score of other artificers. While nearly all
other producers of wealth have been complaining of slow trade and narrow
margins, the producers of anthracite coal have been barelv able to meet
the pressing requirements that have been coming in upon" them from all
points of the compass. Tfle production was in round figures, this year,
35,000,000 tons, as against 31,000,000 last year. The bituminous production
shows a corresponding increase.
One company in Pennsylvania has
carried, this year, a million and a half tons of coal and coke more than last.
All the railroads in that State have profited by the extensive demand for
fuel. The anthracite region are now on three'-quarter time.
The bituminous mines will run full. The Monongahela region has shut down. The
coal regions of the Western States are running as full as ever. The output of natural-gas is increasing, and an offer to control the supply in

Western Pennsylvania is now under consideration. Too many interests
are to be consulted, and it is not probable that the scheme will succeed.
New gas-lines are projected, and a pipe-line from the Lakes to the Ohio
River is also under the consideration of capitalists. In a general
way,
prices are good for all kinds of manufactured products.
Manufacturers,
themselves, are taking a wise view of the situation, and are endeavoring to
guard against an advance, which would restrict the market and create opportunities for shrewder competitors to undersell them. The trusts are
endeavoring to take advantage of the crop-scarcity, particularly in suar,
and are buying up the crop iu Louisiana, and are looking after
agricultural
products as well; but, taking it all through, the people are sufferin
from combinations of this character.
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"JTelly was a Lady" is one of the sweetest
and most touching of the old-time songs of the Southern plantations, and has been a favorite poem with
many thousands of people all over the Union. The
illustrations in this
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new

edition (the

Holiday edition of this poem ever made) include characteristic and interesting scenes on the
Mississippi River and in the slave-quarters, and
first

vividly bring back the spirit of the unreturning
days; and the lines of the song are illuminated
amid borders of Southern flowers and landscapes.
Nelly was a lady,
Last night she died ;
Toll de bell for luMy Nell,

My dark

V'irginny bride.
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The journey was made at the season when the river begins to rise by

Bourges

Poitiers

L. L.

Journey
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calf,
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scenes from Twin Island and Alexandria Bay, and the Thousand Islands,

Bonnie Castle, and Point Marguerite to Montreal and its overlooking mountain, Quebec and Cape Diamond, and the lone glories of the Saguenay.

Some critics have likened
Owen Meredith's " Lucile."
American

life

and

social

it

to Dr. Holland's " Kathrina,"

and others to

a strong and striking story of -"n'tn
conditions, and rich in its descriptions of scenery.
It is

Full, not only of deep, poetic feeling, but of the true spirit of consecrated

Then the scenery described is picturesquely grand and impressive.
scenes are largely laid among the islands of the St. Lawrence.
The
passing of the Lachine rapids is read with trembling interest and, as the
reader enters the serene waters below, he breathes easier, as though he had
trust.

The

;

passed safely a
tion.

As

real danger.

There are

a story, too, this book will

command

atten-

subtile delineations of character, tinged with philosophy

and

Christian Register.

poetic feeling.

The pages glow with rich imagery, and in describing the scenery along the
at Lawrence or among the Sierras of the West, there is a power of wordpainting almost unequalled by any of our minor writers
Boston Traveller.
prose.
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PAINTERS, SCULPTORS, ARCHITECTS, ETC.
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biographies by C. E.
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WAV.

By C. E. CLEMENT and KATHEBINE E. CON-

Fully illustrated.

$2.50; half-calf, $5

STORIES OF ART AND ARTISTS.
CLEMENT.

8vo. Illustrated.

$4;

;

morocco, $7.

By CLARA

E.

75 fine copperplate engravings.

2 vols.

8vo.

critical labors

In cloth, $7.50

morocco

;

of William J. Rolfe have been given to the task of freeing
incrustations of error that have grown up about

poems from the

Mr. Rolfe has also added to the volume a rich body of commenand notes, covering 70 octavo pages.
There is also a Glossary
and an Index of 15 columns.
them.

The ILLUSTRATIONS
American

of ^25,000.

half -calf, $15
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tree-calf,

$25
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and

lochs, with all the delicacy

and strength

POETS AND ETCHERS.
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Farrar,

full-page

and
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A DREAM OF FAIR WOMEN.
By ALFRED TENNYSON.
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edition for 1888-89.

8vo.
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are 350 in
artists
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M. F. SWEETSER. (Raphael,
Leonardo, Angelo, Titian, Guido, Claude, Reynolds, Turner,
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With 60 full-page heliotypes. 5 vols. In a neat
Allston.)
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and unequalled treasand songs of love and
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for the first time with purity of text and richness of illustration.
The

ARTIST-BIOCRAPHIES. By

box.

of Sir Walter Scott, that wonderful
and heroic legends, ballads, epics,

in half white vellum, $4.50.
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With
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SAINTS.

SCOTT'S POEMS.

ury of romantic
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3 vols., in half-seal,
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Royal 8vo. Inbox. With 350 illustrations. Fulleilt, $7;
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Fully illustrated.
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Recollections of a

Drummer-Boy.
By Rev. HARRY M. KIEFFER. Copiously
Revised and enlarged.
trated.
This admirable book

is

illus-

particularly adapted for

youths, and should be placed

hands

in the

of

every

lad in the country, to stimulate his patriotism and

impart a knowledge

The author
advance

of the old

describes the

war days.

war fever and enlistment, the

into Virginia, the battles of Chancellorsville,

Gettysburg, the Wilderness, Petersburg, and the end,
with a simplicity and straightforwardness that are full
of pathos.
The evening camps, the frugal "hard tack,"
the long marches over "the sacred soil," the Biicktail
cantonments under the dark Virginia pines, the whirr of

FROM

"

RECOLLECTIONS OF A DRUMMER-BOY."

the long roll, the silent watch of midnight pickets, the songs of the camp, the moans of the hospital, the white tents on Maryland
all these and a thousand
hills, the joyous rush of artillery coming into action, the imposing splendors of Presidential reviews,
other phases of that exciting era are reproduced here with picturesque fidelity; and once more its readers are "Tenting on the

Old

Camp Ground."

Washington Herald.
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Wonderland
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Richly illustrated.
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most fantastic children's

stories that

we ever

Carryl might easily have written what he has written if he had never
he has the same whimsical cast of mind as Lewis Carroll, the same

ready invention, if indeed not more of it, and an uncommon brightness of manner. There is
nowhere the least strain on his invention and imagination, which appear to be inexhaustible.
Davy
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and the Goblin is a remarkable story, which in its way is the perfection of what childish fantastic
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writing should be."

Thus speaks Richard Henry Stoddard,

in the
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New York Mail and Express.

Illustrated.
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extraordinary series of adventures; and with all the essential facts true, it has the rush and
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foot,
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thrill

of a tale entirely imaginary.
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You
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to

too
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capital
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Illustrated.
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charming collection of wise and witty verses
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The Fate

children,

of

a Face-

very popular, and have been copied all over the
and are household words in thousands of families, where

r.iaker," *etc., are

country
this
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complete and beautiful edition
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be eagerly welcomed.
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By
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poems

1 vol.

Square

Illustrated.

4to.

all

who

care for

Uniform with
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a remarkably interesting account of a growing boy and girl, with their temptations and
and the patient wisdom of their mother, at once consoler, adviser, and inspiring
"Little Helpers "is full of snap and go, with immensely droll stories, and bits of homely

It is

victories or defeats,

leader.

Helpers.

pathos and tenderness. The movement is rapid, and adventure succeeds adventure so trippingly that
every reader, old or young, cannot choose but follow the narrative.

Nora Drag's
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Books
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By NORA PERRY.

Illustrated.
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book
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8vo.

Gilt top.
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$3.

illustrations include

fac-similes of
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Songs without Words," etc. and
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;
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3 vols.
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I vol.
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A MAN STORY.
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By E. W. HOWE, author
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I2mo.

etc.

"The
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life,
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Story of a

$1.50.

LOOKING BACKWARD. By

E. BELLAMY. $1.50. In paper, 50
That remarkable and fascinating novel.
E. C. STEDMAN.

half-

Bellamy's wonderfr.l book.

box,

A
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E. E. HALF..

thoroughly fresh, bright, original, and
emarkable romance.
Home "Journal.

Immensely interesting and immensely
Boston Advertiser.
suggestive.
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Is it a beautiful dream ?
suggestion for the most practical as well as
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War-Sketches.

WILKIE.
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etc.
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Illustrated
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vivid record of our
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An
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and deeply interesting
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injure its influence by undertaking to speak too confidently for
a profession of which its members formed so small a part.
With a quadrupled membership, however, it cau justly claim

DECEMBER
Entered it the Pot-Offloo

Bocton,

15, 1888.
at Uoum u Booond-clau Blatter.

represent the profession in something like an adequate
manner, and, as its suggestions or remonstrances can no longer
be met with the sneer that they proceed only from a small local
body, it can offer them more boldly, and may be sure that atto

will be paid to them.
If its Council, for instance,
should send a note to the Government of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, pointing out that all its members had pledged
themselves not to enter competitions where the execution of his
design, at the usual fees, was not to be the reward of the one
placed first by expert judges, and expressing a belief that seven
weeks was too short a time to prepare designs for a State-House
extension, that note would be read, instead of being thrown
into the waste-basket, as would probably .be one from the
Trustees of the present Institute; and, if attention were not

tention
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the Convention of the Western Association of Architects,
last month, the action of the American Institute in
favor of accomplishing consolidation within a year, if pos-

INheld

was cordially seconded, and a committee appointed to
act with the corresponding committee of the Institute in preparing, within the next five months, a definite plan of consolidation, which, after approval by the Trustees of the Institute
and the Directors of the Western Association, is to be submitted to the members of both bodies, and a ballot taken upon
If two-thirds of the members of both bodies vote
it by letter.
in favor of it, the plan is to be forthwith adopted, the two
bodies declared united under the name of the American Insti-

paid to its suggestions by the party in power in the Legislature, the opposing party would come to its aid with energy, in
the hope of making a political point.
successful defence of
professional principles by the new body in a few instances of
this sort would soon attract new members, who would see substantial advantages in a relation which had
previously, as they
imagined, offered only an empty honor, and with membership
influence would increase, and membership again with influence.
Of course, hasty or ill-judged action may destroy the authority
gained by slow and wise steps, but this is not to be expected
from the experienced men who will control its affairs, and a
prudent zeal for the interest of the profession will find ample
opportunity for exercise for many years to come.

A

sible,

tute of Architects, and a call issued immediately for a convention, at which the business shall be the reorganization of the

body now

bearing that title, to conform to the new plan of
There seems to be little doubt that this proconsolidation.
gramme will be carried out, and that the next year will see the
complete formation of a new body, strong in its large membership, which, including the present Fellows of the Institute and
members of the Western Association, will comprise nearly five
hundred of the most conspicuous men in the profession, and

we may

hope, for the work which will at once be placed
ready,
upon it. Among the members of the Western Association,
particularly, there seems to be a disposition, which is much to
be encouraged, to call upon the new body for various services

which it will be in a position to render effectively. For
example, the question of the employment of clerks-of-works on
all important buildings, which was one of the most serious
matters to be considered at the recent convention, was immediately referred to the Consolidation Committee, with, apparently, the well-grounded idea that the united body could deal
far better with it than any local association, however large.
The same action was taken in regard to the proposed formation

of State Defensive Leagues, which would certainly, advocated
as they are most earnestly by many members of the Western
Association, have taken up a good deal of the time of the .convention if it had not been at once perceived that the new
national body could do this work best.
If the persons who
have these or any other important movements at' heart will be
diligent in keeping them before the reorganized Institute, they
will confer a double benefit upon the profession.
It has long
been a reproach to the Institute among the younger architects,
and among many of the older ones also, that there was nothing
to be gained by joining it, and men who contributed liberally
in zeal and money to the local professional
organizations have
taken a certain pride in holding aloof from the general body,
which, as they said, could do nothing for them but put their

names on

its

membership

extent this has been true.
ful

enough
and

public,

in
it

numbers

list.

The

To a certain, though small,
Institute has not been power-

to exert a very great influence on the
has necessarily and wisely been careful not to

TITHE Commonwealth
J

A

of Massachusetts shows a singular ignorance of architects' work by advertising for competitive

plans for the extension of the State-House, and allowing
January 20, or about seven weeks, for the completion of
the drawings.
Three premiums are offered, of fifteen hundred,
twelve hundred, and nine hundred dollars, which the Committee
probably supposes to be liberal, and, indeed, they are too
liberal for the sort of plans that are likely to be made in the
until

The problem is an excessively difficult one, the
ground on which the extension is to stand being on the side of
a steep hill, so that there will be many feet difference in level
between the entrance-floor of the new and the old part, and
seven weeks would be little enough time, even if an architect
had nothing else to do, to devote to the plan alone, without
thinking of the elevations, any one of which would need weeks
allotted time.

We

for proper study.
trust that the matter will be reconThe Commonwealth
sidered, and at least six months allowed.
of Massachusetts ought to be sensible enough to reflect that it

poor economy to spend two million dollars in carrying out a
crude, ill-considered plan, and, if it is not, architects certainly
are, and few of the better class will have anything to do with
the competition on the published terms.
To say nothing of the
impossibility of doing anything creditable within the time
allowed, as well as of the strong feeling in the profession
is

against entering competitions for money prizes simply, there
have been so many instances of pretended competitions for
public buildings, where the offer of prizes for designs to be
prepared in an unduly short time served merely as a cover for
the award of the commission to some favored individual chosen
long beforehand, that architects have learned that it is for
their interest to avoid any contest not carried out
according to
the terms approved by the profession ; and,
although we are
inclined to think that intentional fraud of this kind is less
common than is generally supposed, and do not imagine for a
moment that anything of the kind is to be imputed to the
Legislative Committee of Massachusetts, there ought to be no
reason why the Commonwealth should not have the service of
the best men in the profession, which it certainly cannot
get
on the terms which it proposes.

TTTHOSE

who intend to take part in the Paris Expo1889 must be getting ready. The buildings for
the exhibition are nearly done, and some of the articles to
be shown must soon be on the ground, to be svre of complete
arrangement before May 5, the opening day. There is now no
doubt that the affair will be extremely successful so far as the
J,.

persons

sition of
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pleasure of the spectators is concerned, for applications have
been received for most of the enormous space available, and
many official exhibits will be made. The German Government
is almost the
only one which has declined to take part, but we
understand that it does not forbid its subjects to show their
goods, so that its own participation will not be much missed.
One very interesting feature will be the exhibits from the South

As

almost no commercial communiand
South America, we know
country
much less of the extraordinary development of portions of the
continent than the Europeans do, particularly the Italians, to
whom Buenos Ayres has become almost what New York is to
the Germans.
The greatest of all the attractions of the show
will, however, undoubtedly be the Eiffel tower, which is almost
completed. The latest news about this is that M. Eiffel has
sold the right to manage and utilize the tower, during the
period of the concession, to a syndicate, of which the principal
member is the Franco-Egyptian Bank. As, by the terms of
the concession, the tower becomes the property of the Govern-

American

cation

States.

between

there

is

this

in twenty years, M. Eiffel could not sell it outright, but,
being, as he says, an engineer, and not a showman, he does not
wish to be troubled with the details of attracting people into it
and gathering their five-franc pieces for the next twenty years,

[Vou XXIV.

No. 677.

" the acid of the
apples immediately started the gas out of their
stomachs," and they were soon able to drink some coffee and
walk home.
similar method of " starting the
gas out of the
"
stomachs of his men with acids had been tried
a third

A

by

member, who, however, used vinegar instead of the acid of
The fourth remedy mentioned was not an amateur
apples.
device, but the prescription of a physician, who was said to
have on two occasions treated men overcome with gas by inWhether this application' was
jecting carbonate of ammonia.

intended to " lubricate the breathing apparatus " or " to start
the gas out of the stomach " we are not informed, but it is not
surprising to hear that the patient was ill for eight or ten days
afterward.
much-disputed point, that of the relative poisonous effects of coal and water gas, was touched upon by one of
the speakers, who said that the effect of the inhalation of water"
gas was a very serious matter indeed," and "entirely different"
from the effect of coal-gas. In his practice extra precautions
were taken in dealing with water-gas, and men did not recover
from the effect of inhaling it for some weeks.

A

ment

so that he

syndicate
property.

is
is

probably as glad to dispose of his rights as the
what seems to be so promising a piece of

to secure

HE

English Institution of Mechanical Engineers has inAmerican Society of Mechanical Engineers to
hold a week's meeting in London next May, and has made
promises of entertainment which are calculated to make archiTo begin with, an offer has been secured
tects envious.
vited the

from the Inman Steamship Company to transport members of
the Society for one hundred and ten dollars each for the round
trip from New York to Liverpool and back, if all the members
go from New York on the same steamer. Returning, roundbe available for any steamer of the line during
If the party going out numbers
the remainder of the year.
one hundred and fifty persons or more, the Company will re"
serve a steamer, either the " Oily of Chester
or the " City of
Richmond" for its exclusive use, retaining for it the whole
On the arrival of the visitors in England, they are
first cabin.
assured invitations from various scientific bodies in France and
England to inspect works of interest, and the lines of railway
from Liverpool to Paris have promised to convey the party as
their guests by special trains, while private hospitality will be
It is expected that this very kind and
cordially extended.
sincere invitation will be enlarged, as soon as the necessary
arrangements can be made, to include the American Society
of Civil Engineers and the Society of Mining Engineers, and
in that case the party of one hundred and fifty is pretty sure
trip tickets will

to

be made up.

OOME
k^

extraordinary science seems to have illuminated the
recent meeting of the American Gaslight Association at
Toronto, during a discussion upon the remedies to be

applied in cases where persons were suffering from the inhalaIt is not uncommon for the workmen of the
tion of gas.
gascompanies, in looking for leaks or digging up broken pipes, to
be overcome by the gas, and, according to the accounts of the
treatment to which they are subjected by the surrounding philanthropists, they seem to be fortunate if they escape with
nothing more than a temporary loss of consciousness. One of
the participants in the. discussion had had the prudence to ask
advice on the subject from a physician, who gave him a sensible
set of rules, consisting mainly in directions to give the sufferer
plenty of air and administer a little brandy and water, assisting
Another one had
respiration by artificial means if necessary.
heard, also from a physician, that sweet oil might be administered with advantage, and had used this remedy in many cases
with excellent results, which he attributed to the efficacy of the
in " lubricating the
oil, when swallowed,
breathing apparatus,"
followed
Another gentleman had
so that recovery
rapidly.

had a somewhat different experience. On one occasion, when
seven of his men were found insensible in a trench from an
escape of gas, he had them carried into a purer atmosphere,
sprinkled with water, and dosed with whiskey and water until
they were sufficiently restored to eat, and then gave them
After they had devoured these, it was found that
apples.

OINCE

the recent explosion of a petroleum vessel in Calais

experiments have been made to determine what
proportion of petroleum vapors mixed with a given
amount of air will form explosive compounds. In mixing
ordinary illuminating-gas with air, it is found that one part of
gas to eight of air gives the most violent explosion, and with
the vapor of the volatile portions of petroleum nearly the same
observation is made.
With one part petroleum vapor to five
of air no explosion takes place.
With six parts of air there is
a feeble explosion, and with from seven to nine parts a
very violent one.
With twelve parts of air the detonation is still
violent, but with sixteen parts it becomes feeble, and with one
part vapor to twenty of air there is ordinarily no explosion.
The conclusion which the Revue Industrielle draws from these
observations is that accumulations of stagnant air in petroleum

k^ Harbor,

ships are very dangerous, and

it
suggests further that if fires
should occur in them, they might be advantageously treated
by
the method now used in oil refineries, where pipes and
pumps
are always ready for forcing water in at the bottom of the
great tanks, while a siphon extends from the upper portion of
the tank to a place of safety.
If one of the tanks should take
fire the pumps are started, and the water forced in from below
raises the level of the oil, which begins to run off
through the
As the opening of the siphon is below the surface of
siphon.
the oil, the flames which rage above cannot get into it, and the
unconsumed oil is drawn quietly away from within a few inches
of a conflagration which the bravest firemen cannot face, until
most of it is safely transferred to another receptacle, and the
portion which is left in the original tank is so small that it is
soon consumed, and the fire goes out for want of fuel.

CURIOUS

device for testing the dryness of walls is
described in the Wiener Bauindustrie-Zeitung.
The apparatus for the purpose consists simply in small sheets of
gelatine, which are made by taking the sheet-gelatine of commerce, selecting the thinnest pieces, soaking them for a quarter
of an hour in water until they are quite soft,
spreading them
out flat on a greased sheet of glass, and
stretching them with
the fingers until the folds and creases are smoothed out, and the

whole made as thin and uniform as possible. The sheets are
then thoroughly dried in the air, the edges, which are
rough
and uneven, are trimmed off, and the whole cut into
pieces
about two inches wide and four inches long, for use in
testing.
If kept flat in a
dry place, these gelatine strips are very sensitive to moist air.
If a wall is suspected of
being damp, a strip
is moved
slowly over it near its surface, but not touching it.
If any damp spots exist,
they are immediately shown by the
curling of the gelatine as it passes near them. Although every
one takes some interest in knowing whether his house is
dry
or not, this simple test is likely to be of more
practical use to
fresco-painters and paper-hangers than to any one else.
Both
of these, to avoid disappointment and
loss, need to know with
certainty whether the walls and ceilings on which their art is
to be exercised are dry or not, as their
papers and colors will
often change on

damp plastering. In the case of a wall of
masonry, particularly, plastered on the brickwork, it is difficult
to tell by
ordinary inspection whether the moisture has dried
out or not, and the gelatine sheets
may give the desired information with such certainty and precision as to be of
great
service.
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SASH-HO1.DKUS AM) Sl'KlMiS.

HE

sash-fasts
which
have been described up to this point, have been those
intended for use in connection with donhlchung windows; and, while any of them could
be used with a window having double sashes
which are simply set in the frame, without
weights or balances of any description, there

are a few appliances especially intended for
-v.
i-i
-I
windows without
weights, which can best be
" Hammond's "
considered ,in this connection.
so extensively for this purpose that
are
used
window-springs
The springs are simply Hat bands
they are almost standard.
secured to the hanging-style and catching in ratchet cuts on
the edge of the sash, each spring having a bent handle or
thumb-piece coming out in front of the sash. One spring is
different form of spring is shown bv
used for each sash.
This is mortised into the hanging-style and
Figure 216.
catches into square cuts on the
edge of the sash, the thumbWindow

r

Fig.
ig. 216.
spring,

p.

Si.

F.
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consisting of a round peg mortised into tin- sa-h ;md pressed
constantly against the hanuin^-st vie liy means of a strong
Still another form is shown
spiral spring.
by Figure 221.
Thi- is morti-ed into the hangini!-si\ le, and consists of a small

wooden cylinder, or roll, laid loosely in a slot and against
a heavily milled surface which prevents it from rolling down.
The milled plate is harked by a heavy steel spring. When the
sash is lifted, the roll turns easily in the slot ; but, when the
sash is leiiig lowered, the wooden roll wedges between the
railled-plate and the edge of the sash, offering a resistance in
proportion to the stiffness of the spring.
Figure 222 illustrates an appliance which can be used as a
sash-fastener, but which is intended more especially to bind
the sash so it will not rattle.
It consists of a
plain bolt
sliding in a case attached to the window, with a lever working
in an oblique slot, so that when it is drawn down, the bolt is

A

piece showing in front.
Figures 217 and 218 show two

forms of window-springs on an
entirely

different

principle.

The

portion containing
'spring is mortised into

the
the

Fig. 223.

Wedges.

Clauson's Anti-rattling
Sise, Gibson & Co.

Fig. 224

Ideal

Anti-rattler.

pressed out with considerable force, and holds by friction
against the jamb.
Figure 223 shows another anti-rattling
device, a metal surface on the sash which wedges against an inclined plate on the jamb and Figure 224 is the simplest of all,
a metal wedge, suspended by a small chain attached to the
sash, which can be inserted in the joint between the sash and
the stop-bead.
The following table gives the average retail prices per
dozen of the sash-fasts, etc., referred to in this chapter :
The prices are for plain goods, when such are manufac;

Fig. -it 7.
spring.

Sweet's Window-

Fig.

218.

Stanley Works.

Northrup's Window-spring.
Stanley Worki.

lever showing in front of the glass.
In the first
instance the spring is exposed, and catches on posts set in
mortised plates at intervals on the hanging-style. In the
latter example, the spring is concealed, the end of the lever
hooking into plates of the shape shown by the figure, which
sash, the

Fig. 220.

Ayer'
Sash-holder.
Aytr's bath-holder

Co.
Fig. 222.
Fig.

roller.

P.

&

Sash-fastener.

Stoddard Lock
Co.

Sash-

219.

F.

&

Mfg.

Corbin.
Fig. 221.

Byam's

Sasn-balance.

Byam, Stewart

&

Baker.

are mortised into the hanging-style.
These springs also serve
as holders, the ends of the levers pressing strongly against the

hanging-style and holding the sash from slipping.
sash-holder is something intended to keep unweighted
sashes in any given position by friction on the jambs of the
frame.
Besides the two previous forms, there is a very simple
device consisting of a wooden or vulcanized-rubber roller,
Figure 219, mortised into the sash and bearing against the
window-frame. There is also the "Ayer" sash-holder, Figure
220, better adapted to its purpose than any wheel could be,

A

1

CoutiuueU from page

2ti6,

No.

676.

American

Mfg. Co.

tured.

TABLE OF 8A8H-FA8T8, ETC.
Fig.
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There is also a very satisfactory and simple device consist
ing of a plain, hard-rubber button with a milled edge which i
screwed on to the bead and against the sash, so as to tun
when the window is opened. This is known as " Patten's
It is manufactured by the Portsmoutl
window-tightener.

is

[VOL.

XXIV.

No. 677.

can serve as a lock, by turning a button which
from moving.
Figure 234 shows two of the common forms of casement or

closed the

lift

will prevent the lever handle

'

Wrench Company, and
The same, or a much

4 and 5 cents per hundred
is manufactured by the

retails at

similar form,

Ayer's Patent Sash-Holder Company.
" Nelson's Perfect
Fastener,"

is

a

name

applied to a devic(

it consists o:
for screwing the stop-bead to the window-frame
metal eyelets which are sunk into the bead, with an ecliptica
As the longes
instead of round hole to receive the screw.
dimension of the screw hole is in a horizontal direction, the
;

bead can be set so as to permit of a play of quite a quarter o:
an inch. Such a contrivance must prove a boon to those who
are suffering with windows which bind in summer and rattle in
The fasteners cost from $2 to $3.25 per gross, in
winter.
eluding either round or flat headed screws.

and Lock.
Erwin.

Sash
Fig. 231.
Russell

lift

Sash

lift

&

SASH-LIFTS.
Sash-lifts are often omitted from architects' specifications
though they are usually very desirable, and when properly
The
applied, will save a great deal of wear on the sash.
common form of lift is shown by Figure 225.
form
which is not quite as convenient to use, though sometimes preferred, is the flush lift, the type of which is similar in the

A

Fig. 225.

Fig. 232.
P.

&

and Lock.

Fig.

Byam, Stewart

Fig. 227. Sweet's Reversible
Sash-lift.

&

Stanley Works.

Fig. 228. Wigger's Sash-lifters.
Brainerd & Co.

Baker.

main

TABLE OF SASH-LIFTS.

Figure 225. Both of these are intended to be attached
to the bottom-rail of the lower sash.
Figure 226 is a species
of sash-lift which is applied over the
mouldings of the sashstyles, in the shape of a concave strip of metal, with shoulders

Flush Sash

lift

Ireland Mfg. Co.

and Lock.

Sash lift and
Fig. 230.
Ireland Mfg. Co.

Lock.

Figure 227 is in the form of an angle-iron, likewise secured to the sash
mouldings, and Figure 228 shows a
form which can be applied either over the
mouldings or on the
at intervals.

face of the sash.

Figures 229, 230, 231 and 232 show four styles of combined
lift and lock.
No. 231 works by gravity. The others are
each fitted with a spring which forces out the catch so that it
will hold on the sill-plate or catch.
Figure 233 shows a very
practical form of sash-lift so arranged that by pressing down
the lever handle a great
lifting power can be applied, sufficient
to start and lift a
heavy sash, or to start a sash that has become
wedged or frozen in. After the sash is started, the lift is in
the right position to raise it with ease, and when the window
sash

Sash-openers.

hinged sash-openers. These are best made to order, but can
be had in stock, 12, 15 and 18 inches long, and cost from 50
cents to $1 each, depending on the metal and the finish.

to

Fig. 229.

Anderson Sash-starter.

Ordinary Sash-lift.

Fig. 234.

Fig. 226.
Byam's
Sash-lifter.

233.

F. Corbin.

Fig.

AVERAGE RETAIL PRICES PER DOZEN.
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THE HITTITE REMAINS.
the year 1K7!> the

on the
IN.leratilous,
six hours below

mounds

liiridjik,

Identified

English
i

site

In

of

Euphrates,

were

Mr. Hendenon, the
Counsel at Aleppo, as
of "Carchemish,"
the
l>y

capital of the ancient but long-lost
nation of tin- Ilitiites. Soon afterwards the American missionaries
visited those mounds :in<l rx:iiiiiin-d

them with deep

interest,

and as

they toured through their mission
fields
from time to time, they
scrutinized
every fragment of
chiselled stone in search of llittite

sculptures and inscriptions.
were found on the top of the wall of the
old Genoese Castle, in the city of Marash, guarding the entrance.
Their workmanship was so unlike the other ornamentations of the
wall, that it was but natural to infer that they were made for some

Two

lions of black basalt

other purpose.

One

of

them was covered with hieroglyphics in the same character
They were found also to be identical with

as those at Carchemish.

blocks in the museum at ConThe inscriptions are in raised characters, arranged in
stantinople.
horizontal bands, four inches wide, extending from left to right and
then right to left, with a raised line separating the bands from each

the mysterious- writing on the

Hamath

It is well known that tin- plains of CYntral
Turkey are scattered
over with mysterious inniiiids of earth. They are of different si/es,
lint gencrall/ covering from two to four acres and are tiftv to
seventy-live feet in height, with a level acre on the summit.
They
are seen only on the plains, in all cases several miles from earii

other and in nearly every instance close by a fountain of water.
Some supi>ose they were watch-towers, others that they supplied the
place of a fort, the people gathering on the summit to" defend themselves from the attacks of horsemen who could not ascend the sti ep
sides; still others hold that they are monuments over the tombs of
buried kings, while there are not wanting those who think that they
arc merely natural formations; but the fragments of pottery and Uie
alluvial soil that compose them prove their human origin.
In modern times a rude Turkish village often appears at the base
and pan of the way up the side of a mound in other cases the
whole mound is covered with a vineyard or a wheat field, or its steep
sides are perforated with the dens of foxes and jackals.
No light is to be found concerning them in written history, except
in the Assyrian department of the British Museum, where, upon an
immense block of stone, the representation of a multitude of men
actually engaged in building such a mound may be seen. Some of
these mounds, which are very regular, may have been built for a
special purpose now uncertain, but others, irregular in form and
larger in area, must have been formed by the de'bris of mud walls
;

and

roofs.

One

of this latter class of mounds on the plain near the eastern
base of the Amanus Mountains, about fifty miles south of Marash,
has attracted the attention of the American missionaries for some

and at their suggestion several travellers have visited it. The
Turkish village of Zenjirli is built on the side of a mound.
The special interest connected with it was a dozen slabs of black
basalt four feet high and two feet square, at the ends forming a reentrant angle at one edge of the mound near the base and apparently
extending farther in towards the centre to complete the basement
walls of a building.
On the face of each block were Hittite basyears,

other.

little

Among the characters appear the heads of men, oxen, goats, hares
and other animals, human hands, feet and faces with rings in the
lips, and many other similar figures and others still, which, in their
present form, do not seem to represent any natural object. The
smaller characters are written one above another between the lines,
but the larger forms extend nearly from line to line.
The faces and feet on the first band all look toward the right, but
on the second they look toward the left and continue alternately in
the same order, indicating the direction in which the writing must be
read.
These inscriptions bear very little resemblance to any known
system of writing, and no attempt to decipher their meaning has

reliefs.

thus far been successful.
Near the base of the fort was found the colossal trunk of a human
statue or an idol, which must have been nearly eight feet in height.
The head and both feet have been broken off. This large trunk
now serves as a step in the stairway of a mosque.
On a grave in the Christian cemetery was found a slab of black
The
basalt, four feet in length, two in width and one in thickness.
upper surface only had been trimmed, and contained in bas-relief a
human figure dressed in a long tunic fastened by a girdle. In the
hand was a wand or staff. The beard resembled that of the
Assyrian sculptures, but the hair was long and gathered at the back
of the neck in a peculiar roll turned upward.
The shoes were
painted and turned up at the toes. These peculiarities are characteristic of

nearly

all

Hittite sculptures.

This slab also contained an inscription covering its entire face,
the bands of hieroglyphics extending back and forth across the
human figure, but the characters differ from others in being incised
instead of in relief.
They were, however, much defaced. Fifteen
to twenty other slabs of the same general character have been discovered in Marash. One is the door-step of a minaret, another is in
the pavement of a door-yard, another still, containing the figure of
of a chariot, serves as a horse-block at a street door.
One
part
heavy slab was found lying on its face four feet under ground in a
vineyard, on which was represented two human figures sitting in
chairs on either side of a cross-legged table, on which were plates of
bread and fowl. These slabs are all of black basalt, having only one
face of the stone trimmed the figures are in bas-relief and the inscriptions all in the same characters, though there is variety of form
corresponding to the hand-writing of different men or possibly of
;

different times.
The lion on the fort has recently

been transferred to the Royal

Museum, Constantinople, and. two or three small slabs have been
carried away by European travellers. Others remain where they
were discovered.
The lions on the
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The

attention of American antiquarians was called to this mound,
was hoped that American enterprise would undertake its exThe past winter a party of Germans, under the patronploration.
age of their Government, have commenced the work- of excavation,
and one hundred laborers in a few weeks' time laid bare a large
number of blocks forming, as had been supposed, the basement of a
Hittite palace.
They were nearly all in situ, resting upon rude

and

it

A

line of blocks extends along the entire
foundations of masonry.
front, then opens mid-way into an entrance-hall, which soon widens
narrow hall connects this
into a court about forty feet square.

A

court with another large court farther within, which has been uncovered only in part, but seems to be several rods square. These
halls and courts are lined by a single row of basalt blocks, each
standing on end and nearly every block contains on its inner surface

a Hittite sculpture.
At one place is a hunting scene continued along a dozen blocks.
The men are armed with daggers, spears, and the bow and arrow.
Deer, rabbits and birds represent a variety of game. At the entrance to the main court on either side are the bas-relief sculptures
of an immense lion looking toward the outer door, and behind each
lion

stands

a heavily-armed soldier.

The

superstructure, restinz

upon these Hittite blocks, must have been made of sun-dried brick
and perhaps in part of wood. The stones bear evidence that the
The pile of earth that forms the
buildings above them were burned.
mound must be the debris of mud roofs and walls from llittite
palaces to the peasant hovels of modern times.
No Hittite hieroglyphics have yet been discovered, but the most
"
remarkable " find
is the colossal statue of Sardanapalus,
King of
Nineveh, eighth century, B. c., standing on a pedestal in the smaller
court of the palace. The workmanship is very fine. The face
speaks like the finest Grecian statues. The statue had been thrown
down and broken, but the fragments are all there and the whole
On this sta ue were several square
figure can easily be restored.
yards of Assyrian inscription in cuneiform hieroglyphics, from which
the name was determined.
But how this statue of an Assyrian king came to be placed in a
Hittite palace is not easily accounted for.
It is presumed that when
Sardanapalus made his expedition through Asia Minor he conquered

and erected his own statue in the centre of the
palace, carefully preserving intact all the productions of Hittite art.
Several shafts have been sunk in different parts of the mound, but
thus far no other important results have been reached.
few feet
below the surface in various places were found the rude foundations
of medieval and Roman peasant huts with stone band-mills, mortars,
One shaft reaching to the
jars and other relics of those periods.
level of the plain disclosed a colossal image of an animal designed
for a lion, but its rude workmanship belongs to an early period in
the art of sculpture. There are traces also of a wall and moat a few
rods distant inclosing the mound. Opposite the entrance to the
palace a dozen sculptured blocks have been uncovered.
They mark
the gate-way in the city wall.
The Germans propose to continue their excavations three years
and turn over with the spade the entire mound.
The great desideratum in Hittite discoveries is a bilingual inscription to be used as a key to interpret the mysterious hierothis Hittite city

the trunk of the idol, and several other
blocks near its base suggest that the natural mound on which the
fort was built may once have been crowned with a llittite palace or
temple, and a block found on the side of the mound
perhaps a
piece of an altar containing on two sides a beautifully cut inscripbears silent testimony to
tion, but charred and cracked by heat
the method by which the building was destroyed. There seems
abundant evidence that Marash was an important llittite city, and
many relics of its ancient buildings doubtless lie buried under the
present streets and walls. Several interesting Hittite slabs have
been discovered in the Albustan plain, eighty miles north of Marash ;
also a fine inscription near Room Kala, sixty miles east on the
fort,

Euphrates.
Other blocks with the peculiar chiselling of the Hittites have been
found in different places on the plains from twenty to fifty miles
south of Marash.

A
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brief
Nothing of the kind has yet appeared, except a very
glvphics.
for
silver bos?, which a few years ago was offered
inscription on a
the original has
sale in Constantinople and fortunately copied, but
The languages were Hittite and Assyrian
mysteriously disappeared.
the name of a king and "of his country, but both

cuneiform, giving

were unknown

to historv.

The Germans have also discovered in a Turkish cemetery near
in
statue with nearly a square yard of Inscription
Zenjirli a human

to be Phoenician characters.
in Centrr
Hittite remains have been discovered at different points
and east
and Southern Asia Minor extending as far west as Smyrna
Bible history also speaks of these people at
to the Euphrates.
menin Southern Palestine,
they are not only many times
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VIEWS AT WISBY, SWEDEN.

WISBY

is

HOUSE OF

the capital of the Island of Gottland.
C.

LOUDON, ESQ., AVOXDALK. O.
JAKDINS, ARCHITECT, CINCINNATI,

MR.

F.

DBS

E.

S.

O.

what seems

Hebron,

tioned in the Assyrian inscriptions

exhumed from the mounds

JOSEPH PENNELL, ETCHER AND ILLUSTRATOR.

W

of

ditional

and courage of those whom he calls "the despised Hittites," whose
It is an interesting fact
power he overcame with so much difficulty.
is
that the treaty of peace between the Hittites and the Egyptians
engraved upon a stone tablet in the walls of Karnak, and is the first
The Hittites were known at Jerusalem,
treaty of peace on record.
Thebes and Nineveh for the period of one thousand years.

-

of

distin-

II.

L. Stephen:*, l)arley,
Abbey, Frost, F. B.
E.
B.
Schell and
Bensell such etchers
as Parrish, Thomas
;

Moran and
Mrs. Mary

civilized world.'

at Zenjirli suggests possibilities of the deepest

-

moment. Hundreds of similar mounds in southern Asia Minor ami
in Mesopotamia are waiting for the spade to reveal their treasures.

contain the ruins of palaces, temples, stone
art, but it is a remarkable fact that the first
mound opened in Central Turkey contained a genuine palace, a
statue of a king of Nineveh with an extensive Assyrian inscription,
and also nearly or quite as many works of Hittite art as all others
that have hitherto been discovered.
There is here surely a wide and intensely interesting field for inThe American missionaries, the only Americans on the
vestigation.
to prosecute such enground, have neither the time nor the means
desired that the American people
terprises, but it is earnestly
assume a share in the search for the records of this long-lost nation.
all

works of

BEIRUT, September

of

James Hamilton,

by

S.

tra-

!

as
It is not surprising that these mementos of such a lost nation,
one
come to
one, should awaken a deep interest in the

ERIIARD BISSINGER, U.

to

adopted, are, or have
been, for death, alas
has
claimed some,
such illustrators as

enemy
library.
brand into the palace halls.

They may not

sobriety

number

This mysterious nation has now been lost to history for twentyhundred years, and it is very remarkable that all traces of its
are inscribed
existence, except the few brief references in the Bible,
on tablets of stone. These people chiselled their bas-reliefs and
even the most durable stone in the
hieroglyphics upon black basalt,
and palaces these precious
land,"and in the destruction of the temples
slabs were buried deep under mounds of earth and kept for distant
have been in any museum or
ages more safely than they could
did not take in all this when he threw his fireThe

libraries, or

it

guished artists in
" black and while."
Among her sons and
daughlers, native or

five

The experiment

a

is

tone
characterizing
the old Quaker City,
1 know not, but Philadelphia is, undoubtedly, the home of a
1 a r
e
remarkably

record of their valor than the repretemples, could find no prouder
Rameses II, at
sentations of their victories over the Hittites.
Karnak and at the Ramesemn, thus not only records his own
to the strength
brilliant victories, but undesignedly bears testimony

light

ET HER

there

cause for
be found in the

but also the mightiest of the
Koyounjuk and Khorsabad at Nineveh,
thenPharaohs of Egypt, when to glorify themselves they delineated
the lofty pylons at the entrances of their
personal achievements upon

they

II

his wife,

Ninimo
Moran, Peter Moran
and his wife, Mrs.
Emily Moran, S. J.
Ferris and his son
Gerome Ferris, Wil-

Anna

Mrs.
Surtain,
Lea Merrill,

Miss

Edith

liam

Loriug
Mrs.
Getchell), Miss GabrielleClcmenls, Miss
Blanche Dillaye and
Miss Mary Cassall,
Peirce

with
such

(now

others

;

and

steel-engravers

as Longacre, Alexander Lawson, llin-

Consul.

Whiteshelwood,
church, the veteran
John Sartain, his son

22, 1888.

Samuel

and

his

daughter Emily. The
femfrequency of
inine

A
with their drawings full and
[Contributors are requested to send
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.~\

HOUSE OF HENRY

NKW

YORK,
YORK, N. Y.

II.

N. Y.

COOK, ESQ., COR. 78TH ST., AND FIFTH AVE.
MR. W. WHEELER SMITH, ARCHITECT, NEW

[Gelatine print, issued only with the Imperial Edition.!

HOUSE OF GEORGE COMSTOCK, ESQ., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
W. NORTHROP, ARCHITECT, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

TT?HIS

MR.

J.

is a frame building, the exterior shingled and clapboarded
The interior is finished in natural woods, the first
roof slated.
story in oak, mahogany and cherry, the second story in white
wood. The house is heated by indirect steam. Cost a little above
;

J I L

$10,000.

CHANCERY LANE, PHILAETCHINGS BY MR. JOSEPH PENNELL.
DELPHIA, PA.; AN ALLEYWAY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.) THE LANDING-PLACE, LEGHORN, ITALY.
SEE

article

elsewhere in this issue.

A Sienese Street.

lists

names
is

in these

significant,

and one more can be
added, thai of Miss
Alice Barber, who is

both wood-engraver and designer. Another Philadelphia!!, able to
charm without the aid of color, was William H. Furness, whose
refined crayon portraits are treasured in many a home.
Mr. Joseph Pennell has already made a distinct and valuable
addition to the sum of monochromatic art achieved by the artists
noted in my hasty and, doubtless, incomplete survey, and his youth
warrants us in expecting much more. Born in Philadelphia thirty

years ago, he studied at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, the
oldest instilution of the kind in the United States.
Beyond this, he
does not appear to have received any regular instruction, but worked
from Nature, aided byexperierce
expensive but most impressive
taskmasler
and so far as Ihe technicalities of etching are concerned, gathered ihem from the treatises of Hamerton and Lalanne.
At first Mr. Pennell etched both out-of-doors and from sketches, but,
I believe, that he has long since abandoned the latler method, and
now works only directly from nature on the plate. His earliest
etchings date from 1880 or 1881, and were reproductions of quaint
old bits of his native city.
These were followed by some etchings of
scenes in New Orleans; and, then, in 1883, he went abroad, where he
still remains.
It was towards Florence that he first turned his
"
steps, and some of his best plates were done there, the
Swing of the
"
Arno and olher prescnlments of the river, with its bridges, and the
roofs and streets of the city of Uante, of Savonarola and of Michael
Angelo. These were supplemenled by etchings done at Siena, at

rx
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anil oilier Italian cities,

which complete

tin' tale

published plates, except one or two dune lor the 1'nrtj'nlio,
in all about forty-live.
Ol lute Ah Pcum-ll's time ha.- been alj.-urljc-d
iu illustrative work, but we shall hope to see -i.nn- new etchings
from his needle before long. Tin- prune qualities ul hi.- etched work
lli.- print:- arc- full of vivacity and
are freedom und beauty ot line,
force, and as far as can be from the labored and conventional, and
warrant us in placing their author with the foremost of our etchers
one of that brilliant group of young artists who are fast raising
his

dl

1

.

to a place alongside of American wood-engraving.
in
quality of Air. IVnneil's work was early recognized
England, where he was elected a member of the London Society of
also belongs to the 1'hiladelphia Society of
Painter-Etchers.

American etching

The high

H

New York Etching Club.
'onccrning the etchings wlii<-h are here reproduced by the kind
permission of Air. IVnncll and his publishers, Alessrs. F. Kuppul &
Co., of jS'ew York, 1 should mention that the "Chancery Lane" is
Elchcis and

to the

t
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ISunyan, the third Sterne anil the

la.-t

t

not withhold praise of Air. lYnncll's drawings of the places so clo-i-lv
identified with his stories.
A happy fancy it was that associated these pleasant journey ings
with those of other famous travellers (not all of whom, however,
voyaged in the flesh) and shows us Oban and lona, Calais,
Aloutreiiil and Nampont, and the gray old Cathedral town as they
are in this decade, and not as they were in the days of ISoswell, of
Desscin's Hotel and Y crick's grisette, and of the gentle "nonne"
and the " younge squire."

WALTER ROWLANDS.

photographed from a "clean-wiped" proof.
and it is of great extent
Mr. Pennell's work as an illustrator
has been done mainly for the Century magazine and comprises
what 1 suppose may be considered as his most serious and important
i mean his illustrations to Mrs. Van Kcns.-cundertaking thus far.
Durham and Salislaer's series of papers upon English cathedrals
bury and the rest of those rich architectural jewels in the churehly
and 1 think it would not be easy to say more in
crown of Albion

MEDIEVAL

HOUSES.*

One

of the

task)

if

they
places

will,

tels

class,

lat-

was La
which

1840 in
iles Bourdon nais. This was
a regular fief, created at Paris under Charles VI,

and proceeding

from

rectly

the Bishop.
rebuilt

as

we

who

moille,

born

in

was

this

la

;

1460.

from

tricycling, like life, is full of ups and downs and yet has its
level spaces, is shown in the charming little records of these
trips which, written by Mrs. Pennell and illustrated bv her worserThe names of
half, have been published within the last few years.
I hope we shall fee
these bright and dainty little books
many

That

fair

and

are " A Canterbury Pilgrimage," " Tw > Pilgrim* Progress" (from Florence to Koine), and "Our Sentimental Journey
Ikrouyh France and Italy." The first recalls Chaucer, the second

more such

who

become
France,

conferring

upon him the command of the arm v

;

with her a Pilgriming did go,

It

Louis de

Trthnoille

Valois,
of

Fig. 36.

He who

was

captured the Duke
of Orleans aj, the
battle of Saint-Aubin-du-Cormier in
1488, which did
not prevent the

king

That was her Husband. A.- this Book doth chow,
Rare skill be hud hen he would Sketches tnke,
And (rum these Sketches pritte Pictures make."

see

about 1490, by
Louis de la Tre-

it

;

"

di-

the

later, from
It was

King

lie has distilled into printer's ink the essences of

the smoke and grime of many-chimneyed Sheffield, and the bridges,
His latest
the towns, the chateaux and the. island of the Saone.
published work in illustration is a number of drawings of Lon> on,
Air.
which embellish even the brilliant text of Henry James.
Pennell has been fortunate, indeed, in being chosen to illustrate the
travel-essays of writers like James, Howells, Cable, Hamerton and
Vernon Lee.
One of the earliest papers in the Century, for which he furnished
drawings was "A Ramble in Old Philadelphia" written by Miss
The artist had
Elizabeth Robins, a niece of Charles (i. Leland.
accompanied the author and her uncle in their walk and since the
lady became Mrs. Pennell they have travelled many long miles toMrs. Elizabeth Robins Pennell is now well-known as a
gether.
"
writer, especially in the magazines, and has written a life of
Mary
"
Wollstonecraft for the Famous Women series. .Both she and her
husband have made tricycle tours on the Continent, and French and
Italian peasants have stopped their work in the fields at the sight of
"
a lady sitting on a " sociable in front of a rather tall gentleman in
a Scotch cap "coasting" merrily down hill or wearily climbing
another in the rain. As Mr. Charles U. Leland says in his amusing
"
rhymed apology which prefaces the Two Pilgrims Progress:"

still

stood in
the Rue

of the chief

Massy piles of old munificence
"
At once the pride of learning and defence

Tr<5-

moille,

gloomy monasteries of the Order of the Solitary in
Pennsylvania, those strange reminders of one of the most curious of
the many faiths that have found a footing in this wonderful country
of ours
old taverns and tumbledown-houses, crumbling away from
age and the march of improvement, which shamefacedly huddle together in some of the back streets of the city of William Penu
ancient JJcw Orleans with its reminiscences of the rule of liienville, its Place D 'Armes and Cathedral and its Creole houses; Tus"
" fair
can and other Italian cities
Florence,"
pitiless Pisa,"
"industrious Lucca," Siena, Pistoja, Prato and Fiesole, ducal Urbino,
fierce Kimini, Venice and Rome ; the Four Courts and Sackville
Street, St. Patrick's Cathedral and the Phoenix Park of Dublin on
"
"
the Litley, and the " reverend walls and " college fanes of Oxford
"

most

er days of the fifteenth century,
which was so rich
in buildings of this

charms iu his illustrations
This everybody can see, but not
is their unfailing pieturesqueness.
all will appreciate the admirable use of the pen in the line-drawings,
which make up by far the greater part of his work, or notice how
very tew strokes are wasted or uncalled for. At times it almost seems
as if more could have been used with better effect, but a second inspection will show this to be doubtful and every line added would
tend to weaken their fascinating suggestiveuess.
Air. Pennell
always has a linn hold of the character and spirit of the subject he
draws and others may render it more elaborately (often a dillicult

many

VIII.

charming ho0XK
of the

The
their praise than that here the artist is worthy of the author.
admirable styln of one well accompanies and gives the last touch to
the work of the oilier. The drawings, which are deserving of the
closest attention and which show that Mr. lYnucll handles brush or
pen with equal facility and success, have detained the artist in England for several years.

joint-work of this clever pair

It
is a iketvb <>I
a (walking) tour to
reminds us of Dr. Johnson.
the Hebrides and contains some of Mr. lYnnell's l>e-t drawings.
But no need to say more of it as e\cry one has enjoyed it in [InWilliam Black, though he lias shown disn]>pages of Harper*!,
some opinions expressed iu the lli-liridean serii-, docs
proliali

He was killed at the battle of Pavia.
the ground-floor plan of this hotel. The entrancedoor, A, and the postern, a, opened on the Rue des Bourdonnais,
and gave entrance into a spacious court. From the entrance, a
To the left, under a tower carried on
portico led to the buildings.
two columns, was a passageway, /'. putting the court into communication with a garden which extended back to the Rue Tirechappe,
and had a common gate on the left, and one on the right for
equipages and horses. A broad stair, C, led to the grand salon, D,
into the principal staircase, E, into the salon F, by the door, G,
and into the little arched room, //, by the descent of a few steps.
Underneath were the well-arched and spacious cellars.
Another
door, /, with stairs and a horse-block, K, gave direct entrance from
the court into the two rooms,
and L. A second staircase, JV,
ascended to the upper stories and the roof. At
was a little court
with wells. The kitchens and their adjuncts were at P. They were
in great
part destroyed and enclosed in a neighboring property.
portico, R, extends to the entrance portico on the Rue Tirechappe,
giving also a covered way from the kitchen and servants' quarters
to the principal apartments and,
by crossing a lower landing of the
common staircase, to the dining-liall, D. The conciergerie was placed
on the Rue Tirechappe at V. At Y a well-constructed sewer was
found, which formerly collected and carried rain-water under the
street.
In the first story, the arrangement of the large apartments
was the same as that of the ground-floor; the partition wall b, was,
however, left out, thus enlarging the rooms L and M, of which the
latter opened into an oratory or study in the tower.
The portico A, extending on the first floor between the points S
and T, was well lighted on the court, but had only three small
windows on the street. The large single apartment between the
court and the garden on the second floor was reached by the two
of the Milanais in 1500.

Figure 36

is

M

A

'
Translated from the French of Viollet-le-Uuc, by Mr. A. B. Bibb.
from page -M, No. V76.
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E ami N. The kitchen-buildings, servants' quarters,
and the portico K were not carried above the ground-floor. At A"
is a general view of the H6tel Tremoille, with the garden and the
servants' ollices and quarters.
The architecture of this hotel was

staircases

one of the most beautiful creations of the

latter part of the fifteenth
tower, the great staircase, and the porticos, with
The front
their upper story, had suffered very slight mutilations.

century.

The

left
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dations were hardly above the earth. Jacques D'Amboise, who
united at the same time the titles of Bishop of Clermont, Abbe" of
Cluny, Abbe of Jumieges and Abbd of Saint-Alyre, restored in 1490
the work of his predecessor, and conducted it to entire completion."
More fortunate than the 116tel de la Tremoille, the Motel Cluny was
preserved, thanks to the collection which Dusonimerard placed
there, and to the reputation which this collection of mediieval
In 1842, the Governobjects soon acquired throughout Europe.
ment botiiiht the hotel and the collection which it contained, and
ceded it, with the rest of the Baths of Julian, to the city of Paris,
and to-day the Museum is the Mecca of the medievalist.
At Figure 38 is the ground-floor plan of this hotel. The apartments
are larger than those of the Hotel de la Tremoille, but the garden
is not so extensive.
At A is the principal door on the Rue Mathurin-Saint-Jacqties, with

B

farther on

H,

is

its postern, A'.
The porter's lodge is at
a portico, C, which gives entrance into the rooms,

Fig.

;

38.

on the ground-floor, rooms into which there are also entrances
by
the large staircase, F, and by the little door,/.
The kitchen is at
with
its front steps and its
/),
to the
private staircase, P,

leading
kitchen and into the sails, H'.
A door, g, gives direct
entrance from the court into this kitchen. At / is a room overlooking the garden, with a staircase in the an^le R, having a door into
the room, 7, and into the passage, L.
At
is an open room, a sort
of covered yard under the chapel, which is on the first
is
Fig. 37.
story.
a court, with an entrance, 0, into one of the rooms of the ancient
of the apartments on the court had been much damaged, but the baths.
is
also an ancient hall, in which were
probably the
The gallery L formerly communicated with the latrines.
principal decorations were preserved in fragments under the modern stables.
On
the
side
the
front
was
The
wall
on
The
the
street
is
battlemented, and had a wooden patrolplastering.
very simple.
garden
most admirable thing about this charming bit of architecture was walk carried on corbellings, which have been destroyed and replaced
the delicate taste of the artist. The mingling of plain and decorated by iron props.
little staircase, 6', leads down from the
salon, I,
The hotel was demolished in 1840. Con- into the covered yard, K, and up direct to the chapel. The
surfaces was most happy.
garden,
witli the Historical Monument Commission, I made at the G, 17 metres wide
by 35 metres long, was bounded by private propjointly
time the most pressing appeals for the preservation of this master- erties. The principal staircase, F, ends upon a platform which is
reached by a small spiral
gained, howpiece.
ever, only the privilege of
staircase coming from the
carrying off several fragstory under the roof.
ments to the Kcole des
The Hotel Cluny, like
Beaux-Arts, where they
the Hotel Tremoille, had
be
set
in
still
to
are
seen,
cellars, a ground-floor, a
the wall on the left of the
first
story, and a story
37
At Figure
entrance.
under the mansard roof.
is the facade of the great
These buildings are very
rooms between the tower
well preserved. The anand the staircase.
cient floors, formed of
All the world knows
beams supporting the
the Hotel de Cluny,which
in use,
joists, are still
is built over the thermal
and several of the chimbaths of Julian, and conneys date from the first
tains to-day the Museum
construction.
Relics.
Thi<
MediiEval
of
While the architecture
edifice is of the same
of the hotel has not the
la
Hotel
de
epoch as the
elegant delicacy of La
Tremoille. and shows a
it
Tremoille,
lacks
similar arrangement. On
neither grace nor style.
the Rue des Mathurin
The windows are happily
rises a plain battlemcntcd
placed, the staircases well
wall, and the buildings
Fig. 39.
planned, and the chapel
are between the court
is a
little ckef-cTceuvrs.
"
and the garden.
from
the
Baron
this
quote
Guilhermy
summary It has an absidiole" carried on corbelling beyond the outer piers
" In the first half of
of the history of Hotel Cluny
the four- of the covered yard.
Like this yard, it is arched, and its four
teenth centurj, about 1340, Pierre de Chaslus, Abbe" of Cluny, pointed arches are carried on one central column.
Figure 39 gives
bought the site of the Palais des Thermes, with the intention of a bird's-eye view of this hotel taken from the entrance side.
There still exists at Paris a hotel of the end of the fifteenth cenbuilding a dwelling near the college of his abbey, opposite the Sorbonne. This project does not seem to have been carried out, and it
tury, the Hotel of Sens, which was the residence of the Archbishop
was not until the end of the fifteenth century that Jean de Bourbon, of Sens when he
sojourned in Paris.
(The Bishop of Paris was,
one of the successors of Pierre de Chaslus, began the construction until the seventeenth
century, subject to the Archbishop of Sens.)
of the edifice, which still exists.
When this prelate died, the fotm- This hotel is built on the public place formed by the intersection of
floor of the
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the streets, Hotel-de-Yille, Fli'iiicr. L'Etoile, Harris and Fauconnier.
]t was Imilt liy the Archbishop Tristan ilr Salaxar, between 1I7.~>
and 151!i. The numerous mutilations which it has suffered have
almost entirety obliterated its original character.
There are still to he seen pretty hotels <>f the. Renaissance and of
the beginning of the seventeenth century in several provincial
towns. The Hotel 1'ince, at Anders, is a charming edifice of the
sixteenth century
that of Vauxliiisant, at Troyes, which dates
from the first years of the seventeenth century, is remarkable for its
At Toulouse there are
plan and the happy outlines of its building!.
still a number of hotels of the sixteenth century.
;

The work of Ducerceau ("Lea .l//i/i.< </'.< Vdles") gives numerWhile
ous examples of good plans and buildings of excellent taste.
the houses of the seventeenth century were only common lodgings,
in which it is difficult to find a trace of art, such is not the case with
the hotels.
I'nde.r the reigns of Henry IV, Louis XIII, Louis XIV and Louis
XV, in Paris, Lyons, Toulouse, Bordeaux, Caen, and Nantes
number of Ix-autifu] holds were built, which still preserve the arrangements of the dwellings of the nobles and rich merchants of the
The Hotels Lambert, CarnaJliddle Ages and the Renaissance.
valet Mazarin, the Imperial Library, I'imodan and Soubise (the
Archives of the Empire) are models of grandeur and of good taste
which put to shame all that we have done in this style in our day,
so much easier is it to acquire wealth than to develop the sentiments
of dignity and, good taste.
f To be continued.!

THE PRESENT ASPECT OF LAND-DRAINAGE.
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being cut off, the hind below the header, if to be drai
at all,
may
be .-t In- drained by the perpendicular system.
To grL the full effect
de-ired from the header drain, it is often necessarv to go deeper
than the level, at which it is proposed to lay the tile by which the
water is to be carried off, filling the ditch Udow with stun
gravel, allowing the water to rise from the intercepted stream to the
line of exit.
If the ditch crosses a rather free M-aiu of water, the
lower side of it should be well puddled with cl.iy to cause the How to
ri-e to the line of the tile.
If the tile can be laid at the' bottom of
the porous stratum, thU, of course, is not necessary.
If the
purpose
is to drain
away water which now appears at the surface in the form
of springs, the proper plan is not to try to circumvent the spring
and cut off its source beyond, but to drive straight into it and
through it at a depth which will withdrawn all of its water to a
sufficient depth to be out of the way.
The oldest, and
Druinlitij-tili x have been made of various forms.
the least desirable, is the horse-shoe tile which was made before the
introduction of the tile-machine by moulding a flat cake of clay over
a former, and which being largely in use, because originally the only
tile available, continued
to be made after the introd'uction of
machines. This tile is not to be recommended for use under any
circumstances.
The next step was to make what is called the sole-tile, being a
round or egg-shaped pipe with a flat bottom, sometimes also with a
flat top, so that it might be laid either side
These are used conup.
siderably, but they are objectionable because of the difficulty of proI

i-

tecting their joint's properly, and because of their liability to warp
The best for all uses, especially with the smaller
out of shape.
sizes, are the round tiles which are now chiefly made.
They can be
laid on any side, so that if warped they will still have a true llow

Their joints may be protected by encircli.ig collars, or, better
by a wrapping of muslin which will last, at least, until the earth
perfectly compacted around them, and is no longer likely to enter

line.
still,

work

perhaps, that which
general principle,
which holds good in ordinary soils,
that drains four feet deep may be forty feet
In very heavy soils, they should be
apart.
best

fl IE.
is
based

on

is,

is

the

them.

at less intervals, in lighter soils they may
be at wider intervals, if deeper they may be

farther apart, and if shallower they must
be nearer together. The range according
to quality of soil would be perhaps
for
after all there is no lixed rule
for threefoot drains, intervals from fifteen feet to
thirty feet; four-feet drains, from thirty feet to sixty feet; and five
foot drains, from forty feet to one hundred feet.
It is sometimes
wise to construct the drains at double intervals. For example, if
the ground is rather light than heavy, four-foot drains may be laid
at intervals of eighty feet with a view to the future construction of
intermediate drains, reducing the intervals to forty feet, should the
first prove in lime to be insufficient.
Concerning this, as with other
details of the work and with all work that cannot be based on fixed
rules, the experience and judgment of the engineer are of the greatest
importance, especially in securing a good result without excessive
cost.
It is not fair to a client to make him
pay for fifty per cent
more work than is necessary for the sake of securing one's reputation absolutely against failure.
This is true everywhere, and it is
especially true in underdrainage where intermediate drains may be
introduced subsequently without the loss of work already done.
Underdrainage as ordinarily carried on may be divided into two
classes :
(1) Thorough drainage, where the object is to give a free and
prompt discharge to rain-water falling on the surface and percolat-

ing through the

soil.

(2) The removal of spring and seepage water due to sources outside of the area to be drained.
In the first case, the drains should be laid as nearly parallel as the
conformation of the ground will allow, and as nearly as practical at
It was long considered
right angles to the contour lines of the land.
best, and it is even yet not entirely obsolete, to lay underdrains
diagonally along the slope of the land, with a view to catching the
flow from above. This is not the way to secure the best effect from
the work, as will be understood if we will consider the ground to be
drained in small sections, say a yard wide, running along the hill at
tor a short section like this, the slope is
right angles to the slope,
of no account.
It may be treated as level land.
As level land, it is
most economically drained by
it at intervals of
forty feet
crossing^
(more or less) by lines of drain-tile. The next yard in width above
and
the
next
it,
yard in width below it are similarly situated, and
they may best be drained by continuing the same tiles across them,
and so on for the whole hillside.
If we run a drain across a
slope, it will have a good effect for a
certain distance above it, but the land below it soon becomes too low
to drain toward it, and nearly the whole interval between the
parallel lines must send its water to the drain at its lower side.
In the second case, where the object is to intercept extraneous
water, it is much the most effective plan to carry drains across the
slope in such a manner as to cut off seepage from land beyond.
Usually, one such drain at the upper edge of the tract, to act as a
header, is all that is required for this work. Tr.e extraneous land
'Continued from No.

675,

page
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The Size of Tiles.
There is no special reason, save for the question of cost, for using tiles smaller than two inches in diameter, but
the difference in first cost is considerable, and if transporation is an
important item, it would be better to use one-and-one-half, or even
one-and-one-fourth inch tiles. The latter size, if properly laid and
if
jointed securely together at its ends, will give ample outlet to the
drainage of an acre of land. The calculation is usually made accordWhen tiles are placed forty feet apart, one-and-oneing to lengths.
fourth inches is ample for the removal of the water that will be received by a drain one thousand feet long. In nearly all cases, it
would suffice for twice this length, or for two acres, but in view of
the irregularity of form and the necessary construction of the
channel at the joints where two tiles of irregular form come together,
it is better to adhere to the former limit.
If the tiles are well laid,
the larger sizes will furnish a sufficient outlet for the areas given in
the following table
:

11 inch tile, 2 acres.
"
"
2

2J
3
4
6
6
8

"68

"

"

"
"

"
"
"

"

15

"30
"40
"50
(or

two

"
"
"
"

"

6 inch) 100 acres.

not pretended that these drains will immediately' remove all
the water of the heaviest storms, but they will always remove it fast
enough for all practical purposes, and, if the pipes are securely laid,
the drains will only be benefited by the occasional cleansing they
will receive when running " more than full."
Obstructions.
If tile-drains are properly laid,
properly jointed
and properly covered, they are not likely to become obstructed
(unless in exceptional cases by soil) by any other accident than the
intrusion of the roots of water-loving trees.
If the tiles are covered
by, or imbedded in, porous material with the mistaken idea that this
will cause them to receive water more freely, they are
always in
danger of having dirt washed into them by runnels of water through
the loose filling.
They should be closely packed in the Jirme.it earth that
is taken out of the ditch,
every precaution being taken to prevent
water from entering them in any way but by its gradual rising from
below.
However careful you may be, a drain that carries water at
any time when the ground about it is dry, will be quite sure to be
entered by the roots of elms, willows and similar trees, standing even
at a considerable distance.
There is, apparently, no remedy for
have to take our
this, short of the destruction of the trees.
choice between losing the trees and running the risk of a frequent
need for taking up the tile to free it from roots. Gisborne, one of the
Tt is

We

best writers on land-drainage, says :
"
own experience as to roots, in connection with deep pipedraining, is as follows I have never known roots to obstruct a

My

:

pipe
through' which there was not a perennial stream. The flow of water in
summer and early autumn appears to furnish the attraction. I have
never discovered that the roots of any esculent vegetable have
obstructed a pipe. The trees which, by my own personal observa;ion, I have found to be most dangerous, have been red willow, black
Italian poplar, alder, ash and broad-leaved elm.
I have many
alders in close contiguity with important drains, and, though I have
never convicted one, I cannot doubt that they are dangerous. Oak
and black and white thorns, I have not detected, nor do I suspect
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The guilty trees have, in every instance, been
free-ero wine ; I have never convicted an adult."

them.
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To

Jit.

study the subject thoroughly we must start with the early
history of the art and I shall here quote from a former paper of mine
The very earliest structures that have
treating on that subject
"
"
any claim to the term Art are discovered in Egypt and date as
far back at 3900 B. c.
It was then that the people first conceived
the idea of erecting for their chiefs and rulers indestructible edifices,
wherein the embalmed bodies might repose undeeaying in security
and peace, until they should again be called into life, as their
traditions led them to believe would ultimately be the case.
may contemplate with amazement the great monumental excavations,
elaborately decorated with hieroglyphics by which each chief sought
to hand down to eternity the record of his good deeds
and as time
proceeds we find in place of rock-cut tombs, enormous temples and
pyramids and lofty obelisks and in each is seen an ever increasing
development of what may truly be called the "the germ of art."
But how and whence did the Egyptians get their ideas of these forms
for their buildings.
It is not necessary to go back 6000 or 7000
:

ARCHITECTURAL EVOLUTION.

L

INTRODUCTORY.
llE world

is

in

a continual

There
of evolution.
so near " perpetnothing
"
as the development
ual motion
few cenof the human race.
state
J1P is

A

turies

have changed a nomadic

tribe, into

a stay-at-home,

civil-

community and that community has gone on developing
internally and externally until
It is
it has become a nation.
ized

impossible

to

separate

a

man

from his surroundings and if we
would write a biography, we see
at once

dswfell.Que.f ormat i

Curious o)d Slove.
OM to< p*me*

ARArtmentt. being fed from

other

how

great a part in the
n of a man's character

surroundings have had and

id-

,

how

/.

far

more he

'

is

a
influenced

than they by him.
A man is not developed without his mind. Natural instinct sets
the mind to work and thus a man learns by the integral parts of his
own being how to supply his wants. And as a man developes so
does a tribe, a nation. Civilization is evolved from savagery. Inthe intellectural
stinct acts on the mind, and the mind on the body,
Instinct
the educated upon the ignorant.
upon the muscular,
shows the savage the advantage of a sheltering roof, mind suggests
Instinct makes him cover his
to him a method of constructing it.
nakedness, mind shows him how to paint his body or put on skins,
and in each case the body, enlightened through the mind, sets to
work to accomplish the end. There are three kinds of beings in a

by

his surroundings

who may be compared sever illy to instinct and mind and the
body or muscular part. There are those who see a necessity those
who show how that necessity may be relieved, and those who by
animal strength carry out the work. The first and second may be
one, so nearly are the instinct and mind allied.
By instinct the
the number of his toes,
savage counts, by the score
twenty
the mind teaches him to make twenty marks
fingers and thumbs
and to put twenty other marks by the side of the first twenty, and
so on he counts and comprehends the expression of numbers.
Further enlightenment makes him put a cluster of marks or lines, totribe

;

:

and thus

gether, to denote particular quantities

is

evolved our

123_
_

So with the covering of the body, a cincture becomes an apron, the
apron a skirt, which lengthened upwards and downwards becomes a
vest and from the vest arises every garment.
From the texture of
clothing, a great part of the ornamentation of a building is derived,
patterns of the stuff having suggested forms for decoration.
The progress is slow, but development may be traced inch by inch.
A tree trunk becomes a post, a pillar, a screen, a wall, of wood,
stone, brick or iron a bough becomes a lintel, an arch, a roof and so
from the tangled bough of the wilderness are evolved our palaces
and cathedrals.
But the theory of architectural evolution does not exclude Divine
intervention, indeed there would be no such thing as progress, without superhuman interference. Instinct would have been as a dead
thing and never have suggested to the savage the necessity of a roof
over his head or a covering to his body. Mind would have been a
blank, in fact, instinct and mind or, to speak of them as one, soul
would never have existed at all without God; for soul, spirit, life itself is direct creation and never was evolved.
;

Evolutionists,

who

like to believe that

their species

had

its

origin

in a bit of matter like

an oyster, cannot tell us how, when, or where
started on the journey of improvement.
They only
But that cannot be satisfactory to themselves and

protoplasm first
say it did start.
certainly will not satisfy the inquiring public, and therefore the inquiring public has to fall back upon the idea, with which it was
brought up, that there was a "something" more intellectual than
the oyster to start with whose origin none can by any
possibility
trace, and they, happily for themselves, have to be content with the
" In the
dictum
God
created
man."
And
simple
beginning
created man into whose body was infused a soul and who has by this
vehicle of Divine guidance been taught to make use of everything in
this world, has also been taught, by an innate sense of the beautiful,
that through his instrumentality that beauty of form and color which
"is the expression of the mind of God seen through a material
medium " may be developed and perfected. The soul of man puts
life into material
dead walls may live through effective colorinosolid stone through carving.
A whole building may be alive though
in repose, through the true proportions of its component
parts.
And now having glanced at man's origin and noted that he has in
him a " spark " not of himself and that owing to that spark he is
capable of improvement himself and of improving his surroundings,
I will take him as I lind him 4,000 years before Christ and see how
the art and science of architecture was developed through his means.
.

;

.

.

We

;

years from to-day and to go to Egypt to learn this, we have examples
of it in every country, "prehistoric remains" which we can see for
ourselves.

From living in boles and caves in the rocks, some of the people
would stray to the flat country, perhaps in search of food and water ;
and here they dug holes in the ground and covered them over with
branches of trees, and so formed themselves a secure retreat. Remains of this kind I have seen in England, and the excavations, circular on plan, would average about nine feet diameter at the surface
of the ground and, sloping downwards four feet, would leave but a
small level place at the bottom.
We can then imagine them desiring
greater height and raising the covering for easier access and greater
convenience when inside.
The next development would be the
erection on the ground, without excavation, of a tent-like arrangement of branches covering an area sufficient to shelter a man and
his family, and here is the origin of the pyramid.
Then would
follow the suggestion of raising the tent, propping it up on posts so
as to form a roof, putting the posts so close together that they
would form a protecting wall all round; and then the wooden posts
would give place to stone walls, and, strange to say, the stone walls
of such dwellings, sometimes a couple of feet out of ground, are
found standing even now.
Every tribe would have its chief or leader, perhaps the head of
the family, and a single post, bough, or trunk of a tree shorn of its
branches would be stuck up on end to mark the chief's hut. This
ustom of setting up a post or a rock to mark particular sites or
events has come down to us from time immemorial, and gave rise to
he Egyptian obelisk. From the circular form of habitation, the
square and the oblong would soon be reached increase of width in
;

oblong necessitated additional support to the roof inside, and,
ay the introduction of posts to meet this necessity, we have the
;he

origin of pillars.

Because of the inborn desire for ornamentation, the rude pillars
were gradually shaped and the common objects around, such as
foliage, flowers, stalks, fibres and shoots of plants, the texture of
drapery, and even the curling shavings of wood, gave suggestions for
;

decorative treatment.

Neither were they satisfied with mere form. As color existed in
natural objects, so must it be part and parcel in the representations
of them the exaggeration of tone in the colors used in the wellmeant attempt to copy the harmonious effect of colors in nature can
for the art of coloring required as much develop36 easily explained
ng as did architecture. But in the use and application of the forms
they adopted for decoration, a very striking instance of their comprehension of the fitness of certain forms for particular positions is
The top of the pillar, slowly developed into a capital
;o be seen.
and later made a separate and distinct feature, upon which the
weight of the superstructure came direct, was ornamented in an upward direction, thereby signifying resistance to the downward pressure and in the base or foot, when this feature was developed, this
ornamentation was reversed as the weight of the pillar was distributed by means of its foot over the foundation below; or again,
the pillar would be ornamented at its head and foot, where no base
xisted, leaving the greater part of the length of the shaft plain,
:hus emphasizing the strength of the pillar to resistance where it
:omes in direct contact with the object it supports or that which
supports it, leaving to the rest of the shaft the simple dignity of its
own outline and the form this ornamentation of the lower part of
the shaft took was a cluster of foliage, as if the shaft rose out of the
ground with the plants growing round it.
post supporting a horizontal piece of wood with considerable
weight upon it is apt to crush into the fibres of the lintel to obviate this a short piece of wood would naturally be inserted, of the
width of the top of the post, to preserve the lintel and distribute
the pressure of the post. The diameter of the capital generally exceeded the width of the entablature to be supported if it did not
it looked weak, and, indeed, was so,
although at the neck of the
column the diameter was often less than the width of the beam, and
in order that the weight should be borne
by every part of the capital
equally, the short piece was widened till it covered the top of the
The
:apital, thinned and made a square, instead of an oblong.
heads of the columns became very elaborate, as the wood was easy
to work and carve, and when the attempt was made to use stone
;

;

;

A

;

;
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instead of wood, these, forms were wrought in stone witli considerKrom copying inanimate
able trouble and with ultimate success.
Nature as ornament, a rise to a higher type of art is to be noticed in
"
on tin- faces of the
the painting of the head of the deity " Isis

but in Gothic architecture it
although, as a favorite form,

Painting led to curving
in relief, and w soon tind animals introduced into the ornamental
The Persians took up the
parts of the architecture boldly carved.
idea, and put horses' heads and shoulders, two and two back-toback, on the summit of their columns, but the hi^Ucst art was not
attained until the attempt was made to reproduce human figures in

tion.

square-headed

pillars,

with

its

;

The Romans took it and set it
passed through many stages.
upon a pedestal, and even made it do duty as a monument, standing
But when they thus set it
alone, as did the obelisks of Kgypt.
up on a pedestal they fell into a great error, for they acted conNot content with the honest beauty
trarily to the spirit of the art.
(than which there is no greater beauty) of ornamental construction,
they began to construct their ornament. They made the pillar a
useless adjunct
clapped onto the face of the real work, they made it
do an imaginary duty of giving support to a heavy cornice, which,
in reality, was supported by an arch and piers behind.
This was
the Roman order, but it was not true architecture.
The Goths
understood this, and took the pillar down from its pedestal and
;

it

to its proper use.
caps of the columns

The

deserve our attention now.
The
were the horse-top caps of Persia.
These are
particularly interesting because they mark distinctly the change
from wood to stone architecture, and are probably the first
executed in stone.
They are not suitable for stone caps,
as the
detail is so thoroughly characteristic
of
wood-work.
The ornamentation is very peculiar the projecting scrolls on all
four sides would seem to have no meaning in them ; but, I think,
they point to the wooden origin, and that this curious form is nothing
more nor less than the curling ends of shavings of wood not comfor it is exactly the appearance of a whittled stick.
pletely cut off
Scrolls play an important part in the history of all capitals, and the
beauty and simplicity of the device at once commends itself to the
It might have been supposed that the Greeks would
imagination.
have introduced these into the caps of their first order, as they
appear to have admired them so much and were at such great pains
to adopt them successfully in the Ionic order.
But, the fact is, that
the Greeks obtained every one of their ideas direct from Egypt in the
first place, and their Doric columns are simply
copies of pillars
erected in Egypt centuries before the Greeks ever saw them.
The Greeks improved them, but, that these forms had their origin in
the supposed peculiarly fertile minds of these ingenious people, I
suppose no one really believes nowadays. When they saw the scrolls,
they tried valiantly to make use of them, and in their earnest
attempts produced some of the most ungainly caps one could well
wish to see. The scrolls would not fit the four sides of a square cap
alike, so with the scrolls on two faces and the ends of the scrolls on
the other two the corner columns of a
temple would present a
different appearance from any of the others.
They were determined
to have the scroll, and a bold and ingenious expedient was resorted
to
they put scrolls or volutes on the two outer faces of the corner
caps, letting them run against each other and project beyond the
faces of the caps at an angle, thus giving to four caps each a
single
But this was so evidently a makeshift that it was
projecting corner.
soon abandoned, although their struggles with it were not to be
lastrinentioned

;

;

wasted.
The ultimate result of it all was, the Corinthian cap with its four
similar faces and four projecting corners at the
top, each composed

two scrolls, so arranged that wherever placed, each side would
present the same appearance. It was the Romans who perfected
this order, and Romanesque architects were
very fond of the volute,
of

is

columns there is not so much to demand our attenthe specific object of distributing the wi^ht of the
shaft and its burden upon its foundation, but, beitr.; below the
eye
line much decoration was inadmissible. ;uid ljcin<_' so low down on the
In the hasc

I

of

They had

any ornamentation would have been in (Linger of damage. For
carving or deep recesses, besides being easily
damaged, would have been but rain-holders and of no practical use.
The simplest form of base was, naturally, a square block the
circular shaft coming down upon it, left large, useless and awkward
spaces at the angles imagine these rounded off at the corners and
the upper part of the block so treated, cut off from the rest of the
block and used as a distinct base rounded to follow the circumference
(loor

pillars in the open-air,

;

The grotesque is always easier to accomplish than a real imitation
or copy, and, as the human figure is tin: most beautiful of created
For centuries the huge, silent
things, it is also the hardest to copy,
watchers of tombs had sat carved out of the solid rock, grim and
stolid, rough in design and execution, towering above the heads of
the human visitor.
The gods of Egypt were represented more than
life-size over and over again, and so were the heads of many of the
Pharaohs, which were handed down for generations carved in
marble.
But it was a long time before any attempt was made to
copy the human figure, life-size. It is the Greeks to whom we are
indebted for sculpture and for a more truly artistic treatment of
color-decoration, for to the Boric order these sister arts eminently
The pediments of the temples were enriched by groups of
belong.
statuary, and the faint indications of what at one time must have
been very rich, coloring are still to be seen on the ruins. Human
figures cut in slone and marble arc soon to be seen taking the place
But I have not yet done
of pillars as a highly decorative substitute.
with the original pillars. The well-known reeded shafts of Egypt,
copied conventionally from a bundle of plant-stalks, are the forerunners of all shafts treated decoratively, and from the convexity of
the reed-stalks is derived the reverse
namely, the concavity of the
flutes.
From the (lutings of the classic shafts are evolved all moulded
and clustered columns. The fillets attenuated and the flutes deepened, the fillets widened and the hollows narrowed, till at last the
fillet becomes a separate shaft with its cap and base, the back of the
recess or hollow becomes the outer edge of an inner central shaft,
and the sides are merged into the new fillet-shaft. The column

put

by no means so prominent a feature,
constantly introduced in stone and

i?
it

color.

attributes.

relief.
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:

and, then, by slightly undercutting this new member,
the torus which is common to bases of all ages, since it was
introduced.
R. W. GAMBIER-BOURKIKLD.
of the shaft

;

we have

(To be continued.)

PHILADELPHIA CHAPTKR

A.

I.

A.

TRAVELLING-SCHOLARSHIP.

the second competition for the Travelling-scholarship of
FiftyDollars for the best
submitted by any junior member of the
design
Philadelphia Chapter of the American Institute of Architects,
the award was made to Mr. Howard Spruance.
The programme of
the competition was as follows
Subject, a City House Front sixteen
feet wide, style Flemish, drawings required
elevation and section, one-fourth in scale.
RendPaper, bristol-board 18"x28".
Almost half of the drawings were barred from
ering to be optional.
the fact that they were not in the style called for
competition by
by the programme. The committee were Frank Miles Day, Lind-

IN

:

ley

Johnson and T. Roncy Williamson,

architects.

CHINESE GRAVEYARDS.

But as soon as China was reached, the
dead came again to the fore, with greater prominence
One stands on the walls of Canton near the Five-storied

silent cities of the

than ever.
Pagoda, and sees the hills to the north all covered with graves. It is
the same near any Chinese city.
The living occupy the city and the
level ground, the dead the hills.
No corpse is allowed to be buried
within the walls of a Chinese city, and without, the vast cemeteries
cover the hills with no fence or other limitation about them.
The
Chinese family which can afford it, builds a "horse-shoe grave," or
bricked vault on the hillside with the end built up in the horse-shoe
form.
Poorer people stick their dead in shallow graves on which a
small tablet of wood or stone is put. In some districts of
Quang-tung,
near the headwaters of the Pe-Kiang River, the cemeteries consist of
big jars set in niches of the rocky cliffs of the Mae-ling Mountains.
As you pass along the foot-trails you see the steep rocks above thickly
studded with these big earthen jars, in each of which is a human
body
in a sitting position.
In the rich alluvial plains, where no uncultivable
hills are available for burying the dead, a graveyard resembles
very
much a white ant village in Africa. The graves are sugar-loaf mounds,
clustered
While
John
Chinaman pays great respect
thickly
together.
to the dead, he takes care that they do not
appropriate much ground
that is of value to the living.
The cemetery of a Chinese village among
the rich rice-fields, covers very little ground in proportion to the
number of graves. It seemed to me that bodies must have been placed
one on top of another, or stood upright, so thick were the
tapering
mounds. The Chinese graveyard is, on the whole, a less disreputablelooking place than the Turkish or Persian yet the horse-shoe vaults
are sometimes seen in a very dilapidated condition.
When passing
through them I have frequently peeped in and seen the crumbling
coffin and the skeleton.
In some parts of China one seems to be travelling through cemeteries most of the time.
Particularly is this the case
in thickly populated districts, where the
topography is undulating plain.
The ridges, where the soil is thin, are then the cemeteries, and a rigid
spirit of economy has relegated the alignment of the public roads thereIn such a district the traveller is
to, rather than through the fields.
in the company of the dead all day long.
Among some of the aborigines of China their cemetery is a bamboo grove. The dead, swathed inmatting, are lashed in an upright position to the stems. Here they remain until the ravages of time, birds, insects, and the elements have
reduced them to skeletons, when the bones are washed in hot water and
buried.
These people tie up the male bodies in one grave and the
female in another.
Thomas Stevens, in the New York Evening Post.
;

THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT.

The November number of Stone says
taken to note the movements of the Washington monudoes move.
The law of contraction and expansion of
material by heat and cold operates here as elsewhere. When the sun
shines full on the eastern face in the morning, the stones on that side
expand and throw the shaft slightly to the west.
Then the sun goes
around to the south, and the apex of the monument makes a corresAs the orb creeps about the sky to ite
ponding swing to the north.
great care

is

ment, for

it

final setting in

the evening, the glittering point on the top of the

ment makes a contra-mpvement around half a
back

gradually

monu-

settling;
lost their

normal position after the rays of the sun have
This movement has never been calculated, but is
undoubtedly

to its

power.

circle,
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The wind, too, has an effect
slight.
upon the structure. From
the centre of gravity of the
shaft, located 174 feet and ten inche"
from the floor is a cross-bean, from winch
is
suspended a fine steel
w re protected by a galvamzcd-iron tube about four
inches in diameter.
This hangs to the floor at the north-west corner of
the elevator well
bottom is a plumb-hob
weighing twenty-five pounds, suspended
by means of the wire, and hanging in water. An iron
cylinder protects
the instrument from
injury, and a little iron house four feet high keeps
off the draught.
Through the cylinder is a telescopic eye-piece, in one
end of which are two vertical wires about
of an inch apart.
When a candle is held at an opening in theone-quarter
side of the box and the eye
is applied to the outside end of the
tube, the plumb-line can be seen
fine line between the vertical marks.
Any movement in the shaft is
recorded by a corresponding movement in the line.
When the structure
is atrest andin its normal
the
line hangs still, midway between
position,
the others; but when the shaft is disturbed
by the action of the wind
it sways back and forth like the
pendulum of a clock, always coming to
rest in the centre
This is observed every
day, and if the custodian
should ever notice the line
hanging still at any point outside of the two
cross mes he will then know that the monument
has been permanently
moved from its level position. Until then,
however, no one need be
alarmed by the oscillations of the shaft from the action
of the wind or
the influence of the sun.
The Architect.
very

:

THE EFFECT OF MOISTL-RE ON WOOD.
Dr. Hildebrand has carried
on investigations into the action of moisture
upon various kinds of
wood the results of which he publishes in Wildcman's
"
Annalen der
Phystkund Chem,e." We learn from the article on the
subject which is
a lengthy one, that the author confined himself in
his experiments to
observing the extension of the longitudinal fibres of
wood, leaving out
of consideration the well-known
phenomena of the swel ing and the
shrinkage of wood, which take place in a direction
perpendicular to he
The author finds that, within
ongitudmal fibre
certain 1m ts

the length of wood in the direction of its
fibre depends
of water present in its membranous tubes.

upon the amount

Supposing a wood absorbs
water (which is the
range of the in
crease of weight dried under an
air-pump), the increase of length "ares
between one-tenth and two per cent. The
greatest length is attained
when wood is kept in air saturated with
or when placed in water
The weight and length of wood increasesteam,
with 'the relative moisture of
the air and diminish with the decrease
of moisture.
The kinds
of wood named below, which were
exposed to the natural variations of
moisture in the air during
summer, showed the following changes

from twenty

to thirty per cent of

The author says that great care should be exercised
in selecting wood
for measuring-rules.
Mahogany and oak are entirely unsuited forces
and the best woods to be used for the
are
purpose
mple fir red'beech
and lime- ree. He also states that the
usual treatment of wood wih
or
polish oil,
lacquer does not protect wood from the act,
of
r
saturate.] with steam. The best
protection is afforded by lacquering
but the ac employed should be most
carefully selected if the wood fs
intended for rules to be used for exact
Th^BuUder.

^^

" Ot fre fr

THE CROSS ON THE PANTHEON AT

measurement.
The author
the actio " of moisture

^

m

-The

PARIS.
Municipal Council
of Paris has given orders for the removal of
the iron cross on rhl

hardly was a model raised on the dome,

in 1838,

than the hfsses of the

put UP the iron cross which has now been ordered
wilv the
TwTy
cross should be taken down can
only be explained on tYe hyTothes
that the City Government is
opposed to any religious symbofs

PAVEMENT MATERIAL AND

LOCOMOTION.
It may be tbouo-ht thf
the material of which a sidewalk is
constructed is of smal mwrtance
so long as a s.dewalk ,. there. This is a
great mistake
TheTfluence

[VOL.

XXIV.

No. 677.

that the surface of a sidewalk has
upon the ease with which a pedestrian
gets about can only be realized by close observation and
experiment
lake a number of sidewalks, all
slightly undulating, and experiment
It will be found that a
polished stone sidewalk requires fully one half'
more exertion to traverse than an equal distance of
granite pavement
Walk V
h 10SS fatlgUe ' While
!
-afk cas
-""^
wia httle projections,
is by far the easiest of
any to walk upon.
attention was called to this while
a
making series of walking races w th a"man
|

wTrS

A

^

f 7 "T

My

who

invariably passed me on going home.
Do what I could I
d
not keep pace w,th him on the smooth stone.
One
chanced to take to the iron walk that was inside the night, however I
stone and to mv
surprise found that I excelled him in speed, with far less
faHgue thar
on the

cu

TRACTION OVER DIFFERENT

PAVEMENTS.
It is stated that if o
one
horse can draw a certain load over a eve , roa(]
Qn
one and two-third horses to draw the same
load on asphalt time and
one-third horses to draw it on the best
Belgian block, five on the ordi
nary Belgian pavement, seven on good
cobblestones, thirteen on bad
an ordinary eart " road and

^

,

'
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it for
granted that a European trip is desirable,
J; and that there are many who would take it if they could
secure the needful money, it has occurred to us that we
could help not only one student, as in the case of the TravelTo secure
ling-Scholarship, but an indeterminate number.
1
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Free Ocean Passages.
The Competition for the Enlargement of the Massachusetts State- House.
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one has so good a reason for making the necessary effort
spend a year or so in European travel as the architectural student, there is no one who can derive so much real
benefit through such a trip, and, again, there is no one who can
bring a larger concourse into partnership in this benefit, since
his executed works will stand for years before the eye of the
The number of architects who sooner or later accompublic.
plish a trip through Europe is very large, but in many cases it

NO

to

follows rather than precedes the years of active practice
it is
"
the long-promised " treat
earned by faithful endeavor, and
not a necessary and legitimate preparatory step. There are
:

some young men able

to take this finishing step without stopping to count the cost, but there are more to whom the cost is
a matter of utmost consequence, who must economize for
years before they have laid by enough to pay for even a flyingtrip, who, when at last the necessary sum has been secured, may
find themselves confronted with the necessity of
abandoning
either their long-projected trip or foregoing the chances of a
promising business which is just opening before them. It is
for the benefit of this class that the American Architect has
decided to establish a travelling-scholarship to be awarded in

July next.

THE

benefit of scholarships

is

usually so restricted by condi-

from which

beneficiaries can be drawn
Thus the Rotch Travellingreally a very limited one.
Scholarship is open only to those employed in Massachusetts
the new scholarship of the School of Drawing
offices, and

tions that the field
is

and Painting offers its hospitalities to New Englanders only.
The American Architect Travelling-Scholarship will, on the

other hand, be as untrammelled by restricting conditions as
It will be open to architectural students, draughtspossible.

men and

between the ages of twenty and twentyany part of the country, whether they be male
or female, white, red or black.
The amount of this scholarship is to be five hundred dollars, and, as one object of
its foundation
is the
greatest good of the greatest number, its period is limited to one year, though we shall feel
at perfect liberty to increase either term if circumstances
warrant.
The scholarship will be awarded after examination
in drawing,
construction, the history of art and
designing,
architects,

five years, in

one foreign language. This examination is to be both oral
and written, and to take place during the coming month
of June.
A contestant for this benefit must have had two

this help, the

only prerequisite is a quantum of the "grit"
that enabled a former classmate to carry back to his father in

Oregon the same one-hundred-dollar bill that had been with
self-sacrifice provided to help him through the seven long
It seems to us that there may
years at Exeter and Harvard.
be several young men who have the necessary pluck and determination to seriously undertake the somewhat difficult task of

much

canvassing for subscriptions to this journal, when the object
to be achieved is a glimpse of the architectural glories of the
Old World. If there are any such young men, who will
attempt the work in the same spirit that our old classmate
"
sawed wood, carted ice, built fires and, later on, " coached
less able fellow-students in mathematics and Greek, we have
no doubt that we shall be called on several times next summer
to provide ocean-passage for those who have succeeded in their
This is hardly the place to state the particulars of our
task.
offer, but those who feel like making the trial can obtain the
required information on application to us.

one can seriously question that the architects of Massachusetts are quite as desirous that the enlargement of the
State-House shall be a credit to the State as are the
Governor and Council, and that in abstaining from taking part
in the competition which is offered them they are actuated by

NO

principles of real weight and importance, and are not "behaving
" won't
because
like a parcel of boys who declare they
play
will not say that the Comcan't have their own way.

We

they
mission

should not have dared to so trifle with their high
powers, to so put the honor of the State in jeopardy, to squander
even the meagre sum that is offered to architects as prizes, by
proposing terms of competition which the profession and no
small portion of the community understand to be rankly improper; but we will say that we feel and believe that, finding
that they have been ill-advised, they will be willing to seek a
way by which, with honor, the blunder can be saved from be-

coming irreparable. If they will bring to mind the result of
the Boston Public Library competition, which also was organized by a politic body who thought it was unnecessary to
heed the advice of men who, besides their citizenship, had more
at stake in the matter than any other class, they will be saved
from wasting their $3,700 as the city of Boston wasted its
$10,000 on an indifferent and wholly unusable lot of designs.

Having publicly advertised the competition, they cannot with
safety wholly abandon it, but they can extend the time, revise
the conditions, give the $3,700 to the second and third designs
in rank, and the work to the best man selected by and with the
This they can do
advice of a competent architect as adviser.
without loss of dignity, and this they should do as efficient,
though temporary, guardians of the dignity of the State and
trustees of the funds raised by the taxation of the citizens of
The Boston Society of Architects trusts
the Commonwealth.
that all architects practising in the State, and all others who
feel inclined so to do, will join in the effort to convince
the Commission that delay, waste and immediate failure, if not
lasting regret, will be the only result of adhering to the present

may

The chance of finding a satisfactory design
programme.
amongst those which may be sent in by draughtsmen willing
to gamble for the money prizes is too slight for a business man
The buildings at
like the Governor to seriously consider.
North Easton were not secured in this way. Think of it
Massachusetts, with more of State pride than any State of them

who stands highest in the average intelligence of her citiwho lays claim to the highest degree of cultivation in the
arts
Massachusetts, God help her seeks through her Govall,

years' practice in offices of members of the American Institute of Architects or the Western Association of Architects,

zens,

but a graduate's diploma from a technical school will be
accepted
as a substitute for one of these
As there are
years' work.
some minor particulars to be decided, such as the possibility of
conducting the examination by mail or holding auxiliary examinations in other cities than Boston, it would be a
help to us if

ernor and his Council to bargain and chaffer like a Jewess, to
browbeat an honorable body of citizens, and, if successful, stands
ready to echo the speech of a legislator at the State-House the
" It is all well
other day, who said
enough to talk about your
schedule of five per cent, but you know very well that you

!

:
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work for anything you can get." Do you,
Will you do this work for anything you can get ?

architects

will

gentlemen

?

have this week to regret the loss of two architects who
honor to the profession in America, and both of
whom were shining examples of the courtesy, faithfulness and sincerity which, it is our pleasure to believe, are more
cultivated among architects than, perhaps, in any other lay
came to both very sudprofession.
Singularly enough, death
cannot
one
and
and
help thinking of Mr.
painlessly,
denly
few months ago, and of
Pfeiffer, who died in the cars a
Mr. Sims, who expired in his office, after a few moments of disa quick and merciful removal
tress, and wondering whether
from worldly anxieties is to become the usual reward of the
toil which is imposed upon
ceaseless, and generally unselfish,
The earlier death which we
the profession in this country.
must chronicle this week is that of Colonel Arthur Crooks of
New York, who was seized with paralysis of the heart while on
Colonel Crooks
his way home, and lived only a few minutes.
was born in England, in Exeter if we are not mistaken, about
and began the study of architecture there
fifty-one years ago,
he joined the Union
to
this
just before the war,
country
coming
After
four
served
and
peace was declared, he
years.
Army,
entered the office of Richard Upjohn, where he found plenty of
he liked best, in designing church work.
occupation, of the kind
After Mr. Upjohn's death he practised successfully on his own
denomaccount, building nearly a hundred churches of various
inations in and about New York, as well as many dwellingHis most noted work, perhaps, was
houses and other buildings.
St. Thomas's Church, on Fifth Avenue, in New York City, a
but effective and convenient
very rich design, on an unusual,
after the death of Colonel Crooks in New
Some
days
plan.
York, Mr. Nathaniel .1. Bradlee, of Boston, while in the cars
on a business trip, was seen to gasp once or twice, and fell
dead into the arms of a friend who was sitting beside him.
and appointments which
Although of late years the trusts
were showered upon him had withdrawn him almost entirely
from professional practice, Mr. Bradlee was one of the most
He was born in that city in
experienced architects in Boston.
at
the
after
and
Chauncy Hall School, a
1829,
graduating

WE

did

:

noted private academy there, entered the office of George
He reDexter, then one of the principal Boston architects.
mained with Mr. Dexter until his death in 1856, and succeeded
Three years later he was appointed, on behalf
to his practice.
of the city, to superintend the moving of the Hotel Pelham, a
work which any building-mover would undertake now, but
which at that time excited the greatest interest and appreFrom that time business flowed in upon him, and his
hension.
name is connected with hundreds of the finest buildings in the
At the same time public office sought him with imporcity.
He was for three years President of the Boston
tunity.
Water-Board, and was twice nominated for Mayor of the city,
and served as president or director in a score or more of corporations.
Personally, Mr. Bradlee was perhaps the most
modest, as well as the most trusted and respected man in
His kindness and desire to oblige were as inexhaustiBoston.
ble as his conscientiousness and sense of justice, and he joined
with his honesty and unselfishness an industry which made him
In
in business, for himself as well as others.
very successful
his professional work he was for many years assisted byMessrs. Winslow and Wetherell, who became his successors
after his retirement from professional practice, and, as he was
always careful to explain that a large part of the credit of his
later buildings belonged to them, we can do no less than follow
him in saying that their names should be joined with his in the
most meritorious of the works commonly attributed to him.
Among these are the Ria'lto Building on Devonshire Street,
the Hemenway Building on Tremont Street, the Commonc

Building on Devonshire Street, the Bank of
Mutual Redemption on the same street, and many other struct-

wealth

Bank

ures, public

and private,

in all parts of the city.

take much pleasure in calling the attention of those of
our readers who may be interested in the matter to the
earnest invitation of the National Association of Builders

WE

members of that profession to join in the work it is doing.
are represented in the Associapresent, twenty-four cities

to all

At

tion,

and send delegates

[Vou XXIV.

to its meetings, but there are

No. 678.
thousands

of builders of the highest character and abilitv, who do not live
in the towns possessing organized builders' societies or ex-

changes, or whose business does not demand membership in
the local exchanges, and have thus had no part in the formaThe preliminary work of
tion of the national organization.
establishing the national body on a firm basis has been very
well done by the representives of the larger local societies,
who were immediately available for the task, but the officers
desire to extend its constituency without delay, to include the
profession throughout the country without regard to local lines,
and, with this object, they call upon the builders, in all towns

where such a thing is possible, to organize associations which
can put themselves in communication at once, by means of deleWhere no local association
gates, with the Federal body.
exists or can be formed, the circular of invitation requests individual builders who may be interested to meet informally
and appoint representatives, who may take part in the proceedings of the next convention, even though their appointment
proceeds from a body without any definite organization whatever.
Although this may seem a little irregular, it is probably
a wise plan, for the informal delegates can certainly do no
harm, while their attendance at the convention will be sure to
inspire them with ideas which will make them effective missionaries on their return in promoting the establishment of a
The National Convention
local society before another year.
meets this year on the second Tuesday of February, in Philadelphia, and those who wish for extra copies of the circular in
question, or any other documents on the subject, may get them
from the Secretary, Mr. William H. Say ward, 164 Devonshire
Street, Boston.

gives a curious account of the new high exthe invention of Mr. Carl Lamm, of
" rackarock "
Bellite is not very unlike our
Stockholm.
powder, being a mixture of dinitro-beuzol with a solid substance ;
but the solid portion of rackarock is chlorate of pot'ash, while
that of bellite is nitrate of ammonia, mixed with the nitrobenzol in the proportion of five of the former to one of the

TITHE Engineer
JL

plosive,

latter.

bellite,

Thus prepared,

bellite

is

a yellowish powder, resem-

It is furnished
bling nitrate of ammonia in taste and smell.
either in the powder form or compressed in cartridges, and has
the great advantage over the nitro-glycerine preparations that

can only be exploded by means of a detonating cap. In
tests of it made in England, a mass of iron weighing half
a ton was dropped from a height of twenty feet upon a packet
of bellite cartridges lying on a thick iron slab without causing
any explosion and a pound of gunpowder, fired inside a bundle
of unprotected cartridges, simply scattered them about, without
When thrown upon a hot fire the bellite carigniting them.
with hardly any appearance of burning.
melted
away,
tridges
it

some

;

Properly used, however, the energy developed by the new exThree pounds o it, exploded under
plosive is very great.
ground, threw earth to a height of at least one hundred feet,
and excavated a pit eleven feet in diameter and nearly eleven
feet deep
and one or two ounces, exploded on an iron rail,
tore and bent the rail over a space nearly two feet long.
;

'7T

CURIOUS

f\

town

engineering difficulty was encountered in a
Canada a few weeks ago. According to Fire and
Water, the inhabitants of the town of St. Ambrose noticed
that the water drawn from the street pipes had a peculiar
taste, and it occurred to some one to see if anything out of the
in

'

way had got

An examination of this was,
and the bodies of eleven infants were fished

into the reservoir.

therefore, made,

One would not think that the inhabitants of a small
up.
village in which eleven children could be murdered within a
short time without any one inquiring what became of them
need be squeamish about the taste of the water in which they
were drowned, but there seems to be dissatisfaction, and the
As
prospect is that the reservoir will have to be cleaned out.
a security for the future. Fire and Water proposes to have the
should say that a still
reservoir covered, o i- watched.
better security, which would have its effect over the surrounding judicial district, as well as in the village itself, would be
to catch the people who murdered the babies, and hang them
in conspicuous positions around the reservoir.

We
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AUTUMN JOURNEYS

IX MEXICO. 1

III.

The

given the choice of two cars in which to make the
car is cushioned and therefore more comfortable than the second-class, but both are equally exposed to dust
which is apt to be excessive. The mail is carried in the second-class
The guard
car, which is consequently under guard of four soldiers.
is changed at the dinner-station to obviate the necessity of
imaeclimated soldiers of the mountains spending a night in Vera Cruz
and nice vena. Such frequent and sudden changes of climate as the
guards upon these railway trains and trams would have to undergo
were not this plan pursued would soon result disastrously to the
traveller

journey.

JALAPA.

287

The

i-

first-elasB

Mexican army.

The

track follows most of the way the old highway from Jalapa
Mexico built by the Spaniards soon after the Conquest, traces of
which remain and may be seen in substantial bridges and in solid
One of the bridges
walls of masonry supporting the roadway.
a
to

has given the name of Puente Nacioiial,
very picturesque one
National Bridge, to one of the stations on the road.
Jalapa has not been so isolated and secluded as to avoid participation in the turbulent history of the Mexican Republic, particularly
as it was the birthplace and home of Mexico's greatest political
schemer, General Antonio Lopez de Santa Ana, whose career began
with the Independence of Mexico, in 1821, and closed in 187G. His
ranch, to which he often retired to concoct new schemes for the
gratification of his almost insatiable ambition, is one of the points of

Pnente del Toro y Orizaba, Mexico.
is

probably because Jalapa can only be reached from Vera Cruz
that so few tourists in

a tramway rije of fifty-seven miles,
ITby
Mexico ever see the cleanest and most

picturesque town in that
make the journey thither
and another to return, few there are, even among those who hear of
the beauties of Jalapa, who feel that so much time can be spared, especially as the weather never can be counted on in that locality. The
town lies on the mountain range nearest the gulf coast, and the vapors
rising from the gulf and meeting the cooler air of the mountain tops,
produce many days of mist and rain in Jalapa, and one's chances of
finding a good day for sight-seeing at the end of the long tedious
journey are not good. It was my good fortune to make the journey
country.

Taking as it does an entire day

to

interest along the route.
When the patience of the traveller, even the most enthusiastic, is
wcll-ni"h exhausted, the tram makes a turn around a hill and comes
out in full view of the town of Jalapa.
It is built upon a number of
hills, its

through

Clmivli of San Fruuujwu, in the

on a cloudy day and to see Jalapa under the brightest sky imaginable,
so that I feel amply repaid for my two days' of tramway riding be
tween Vera Cruz and Jalapa.
'"
To reach the " City of Jalap (for that is whence the famous
old drug derives its name, the same being extensively produced
has to arise very early and take the train out
there), the traveller
of Vera Cruz at four o'clock in the morning.
Stopping at the second
to a
station, about thirteen miles from the city, a change is made
tramway and the remainder of the journey is made by that mode of
of mules and a stop
conveyance. The trams make frequent changes
of one hour at Ilinconada for dinner.
They toil wearily up long hills
and run rapidly down steep inclines and around some sharp curves.
The road is bu'ilt through tropical jungles, and forests filled with the
The banana, orange, cocoanut palm and
most brilliant orchids.
other tropical fruit-trees abound. Frequent views of the gulf are to
the Sierra
be obtained and the mountain range on the west
is in full view all the way, dominated by the beautiful,
Madre
snow-capped cone of Orizaba. Yet to any one but an enthusiastic
must be monotonous and extremely tiresome.
sight-seer the ride
'Continued from No.

668,

page

173.

streets so steep and irregular, that the tram-car, which runs
it
by a series of wide curves, is the only vehicle possible

Maiu Plaza, Jalapa, Mexico.

The buildings are white, with roofs of red drain-tile. Everything is scrupulously clean, and cleanliness is not generally considered
a prominent characteristic of a Mexican town. The houses are of
the Spanish style, the windows nearly on a level with the pavement,
but protected by iron gratings. In the centre of the city stands the
immense Church of San Francisco, once a convent, erected by the
Spanish conquerors, and apparently designed to fulfil a military as
well as a religious mission.
From the traveller's first point of view,
the other buildings of the town appear to be nestled around the
church as if for protection. On all sides rise blue mountains. On
the west is the Co/re tie Perote,
a chest-like mass of porphyry.
The beauty of the scene is enhanced by the verdure of the mountain
side? and by the cool summit of Orizaba overlooking the whole.
In the town itself the spotless white of the buildings is relieved by
the brilliant green of the graceful tropical foliage. Over each white
wall hangs a broad banana leaf.
From each enclosure towers a
cocoanut palm. The buildings present an almost endless variety of
form.
tvery picturesque feature of architecture is to be found ;
there.

|

buttresses, flying-buttresses, oriels, arches, towers, turrets, pinnacles,
all in artistic confusion.
Those artists who have recently
domes,
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the

illustrated

cities

of

Spain and Northern Italy might have

But it an artist were to visit
they desired in Jalapa.
Jalapahe would[never be willing to leave. Jalapa is the capital of
the State of Vera Cruz. Its public buildings, State and municipal,
are of comparatively recent construction, and conform to the substantial simplicity which characterizes such buildings throughout
obtained

all

Mexico.

A

curious feature to be noted in the architecture of Jalapa is that
made to conform more or less to the slopes of the hills on
which they are built. 1 first noticed this in the Church of San Francisco, where the floor rises gradually from the front entrance to the
chancel rail. I afterwards noticed the same thing at my hotel, with
its
strange effect upon the furniture in my room.
Jalapa is" called by its citizens the "Garden" and the "Paradise
of Mexico
and many are the proverbs which attest the beauty of
floors are

;

[VOL.

XXIV.

No. 678.

house facades have sprung up in a night, but little worthy of notice
if it were not for the fact that they show the
exaggeration of the
peculiarities of better work, and so accent an eccentricity that it
becomes a vice. This is sometimes to be taken as a warning, c or a
parody will often be the best criticism of an original and, by virtue
of their manifest unsightliness, it might be well to consider if arched
entrances off centres (where no other openings have arches), squat
semi-detached columns, and too heavy split-face lintels and voussoirs might not, with advantage, be discarded altogether.
Amongst public buildings, the Court-House has gone on steadily,
simplified considerably from the original design, and has gained in
consequence. It is impossible to overcome the heavy dulncss of the
;

first story, or the unfortunate consoles and balconies of the end
pavilions ; but the long Pemberton Square arcade has a certain
dignity about it, and the openings above the cornice are now in scale
with the rest of the building, which they would not have been if left
in threes as proposed.
The Museum of Fine Arts is nearly ready for the roof. The
mullious seem thin, but this may be helped by the sashes, and the
simplicity of the work is a great advance over the frippery of the
older building.

The Algonquin Club has had its opening reception, and the inis very successful.
As usual, there are minor criticisms which

terior

can be made, but, as these are of so small matters there can well
be a difference of opinion about them, such criticism can be classed
as individual opinion merely, and not as based upon
anything more

the women of that city. They are blondes, a style
the oilier Mexicans who are very dark.
The
Jalapenas have fair hair and eyes of light brown or blue. Their
complexions may have been rendered more brilliant by the peculiarities of their climate. They are said to be descended from Andalusian
colonists
the fairest and most beautiful of the Spaniards.
In
appearance they are more English than Spanish, and upon meeting
the daughters of my landlady, they looked so thoroughly English
that it was something of a surprise to find them unable to speak a

the Jalapenas,

much admired by

word of my own language. During my visit in Jalapa I heard not
a word of English spoken.
If the visitors choose to
spend more than one day in Jalapa there
are two pretty little Indian villages Jilotepec and Cuautepee in the
If he
vicinity, to be reached by tramway and well worth a visit.
have already seen as much of the magnificent scenery of the Mexican Railway as he desires, a ride by diligencia from Jalapa to San
Marcos, through wild mountain passes, and scenery rivalling that of
the railway in grandeur, would amply
repay for the fatigue incident
to it.
From San Marcos the Mexican Railway can be taken for the
rest of the journey, either to the
capital, or to Puebla.

ARTHUR HOWARD NOLL.

permanent or irrefragable. For instance the reading-room, which is
a very fine room, with a beautiful ceiling, looked better and had
greater scale when the walls were white behind the dark oak
columns, than since they have been covered with dark red, into
which the columns sink. This will be improved greatly when the
ceiling, which is now only tinted, is picked out in deeper color.
The triple-fireplace motive (the Pole-tiers motive) at the end of the
dining-room, fine as this marble end is, needs more and richer detail
about each fireplace. Three holes in a sheet of marble is hardly
enough to give the effect desired. The ladies' rooms and the cardrooms are especially successful.
Hastings-Hall, at Cambridge, has its walls completed of the long,
speckled brick, which is becoming so familiar. This brick varies in
its general tone and color, and in this case is not as
satisfactory as
that used in the Andrew house.
The effect of the hall, built around
two sides of a rectangle, promises to be excellent. It is very simple,
and good in consequence.
The Boston & Providence station at Roxbury is completed. It
occupies a peculiarly shaped triangular lot, but even this does not
justify quite so much picturesqueness of form as has been used here.
Divisions of a small building into picturesque masses is apt to make
the result petty
even a large building will not stand picturesqueness
all
along the line at regular intervals, as Street's London Law Courts
plainly exemplify.
Picturesqueness in details or in spots, if one
pleases, but a governing mass underneath, a body of more compactness than the arms and legs. This the Boston & Providence
station has not.
The Fisk Building, on State Street, presents a simple, frank and
effective facade.
The mouldings of the string-courses look a littlu
but maladroit.
heavy-handed, not too large
The Niles Building, on School Street, repeats the old story of
split-face work, which is getting to be a mere set of spots of broken
How long will it be before
light and shade on so many buildings.
architects understand that split-face work is a b istard
thing, something between dressed-work and carving ; that it will always be of
a different color from the dressed-work, and will
always depreciate
the value of adjacent carving, and that it is
only good when used
as the dominant-surface in the whole
and
that Mr. Richbuilding;
ardson, master as he was of it, found it, at times, a most troublesome
thing.

Used

in small surfaces or quantities,
nothing so vulgarizes

and cheapens a building.
The narrow fa9ade of Ohio-stone, farther down School Street, is
an example of what Classic work can become, if detailed without
special study and deprived of a cornice.
The building at the corner of Park Square, on the site of Mr.
Hunt's old studio, is also finished, and is,
perhaps, the thinnest,
most papery piece of work in the city. As for the pediments over
the windows, a sense of
pity for their impoverished, flattened existence, is the only emotion produced on the mind. This building is
manifestly a good investment.
The large building, next the New York & New England
depot, is
to be congratulated

upon

its color.

The State-House dome, which had taken a color to artists most
agreeable, has been favored with a new coat of very yellow gold, and

COURT-HOUSE.
MUSEUM OP FINE
ARTS EXTENSION. THE ALGONQUIN CLUBHOUSE.
OTHER NEW BUILDINGS.
SPLIT-FACE STONEWORK.
THE CRISPUS
ATTUCKS MONUMENT.
has been several months since the

last notice of work in Boston
written, and in the meantime much of the work then in
process of erection has gone on or been
and new work

ITwas

commenced.

The

usual

amount

completed,

of

unkempt dwelling or apartment-

the fence has been
painted orange, probably as a novel color
other reason suggests itself.

The Crispus Attucks Monument

no

completed, and is a piece of
for one point of view only, placed where it can be
seen from all sides. The result is what
might be expected. It, also,
has the usual patchiness of bronze upon light stone, an effect which
never seems to occur to sculptors modelling in clay
until it becomes
a matter of speculation whether they have any sense of color. The
a little melofigure is pseudo-Classic, with a smack of Bavaria
dramatic, but better than much that is within stone's throw but the
eagle is, manifestly, ill at ease, as well it may be, having nothing to
do with the composition.
is

work designed

;
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no embarrassment,
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for it is no secret that, after going through the
usage necessary to put up a building, a set of original plans and
elevations (which often are not even inked in) is not a very artistic
sight to behold; but in this case it it not entirely the artistic side in
them that one is looking after, but more the practical side and the
resolution of the practical questions involved, and it would seem that
if the committee had asked each architect for some one set of working-drawings of a building, finished within, say, the last ten months
and had even suggested some one building known to them, or the
particular class of building desired, that for architects a much
more entertaining and interesting exhibit would have been the result,
for it might have included all classes of work from the largest com-

mercial buildings to the most modest cottage, all with plans, elevations and constructional drawings.
course tin- most important event in the architectural world
The only part of the proceedings whore there was anything aphere clnriii'.' tlie past month has been the annual meeting of the
Western Association of Architects. The speeches made and
proaching excitement was at the election of officers, and here it was
caused by what appeared to many as an effort to force a certain canthe work accomplished have already been so fully and widely
but it may
didate upon the convention by heading both tickets with one name.
reported as to need no comment or enlarging upon here,
As a result, when a member not on tlie committee of nominations
not be out of the way to jot down a few personal impressions of the
do not had the courage to place the name of another party before the conproceedings and to notice some of the minor details which
vention it was received with evident satisfaction, and the result of
seem as yet to have appeared in print.
The weather during the convention was fine for the season of the the balloting which showed his election was productive of considerable excitement.
year, and allowed of considerable sight-seeing, so that the building
examined.
On the Monday evening before the convention, the Chioperations of Chicago, and vicinity were quite thoroughly
The room of assembly, although not as handsome as the Literary cago Architectural Sketch-Club held its annual banquet add
exhibition of work done during the past year.
There were more
Cluli Rooms in the Art Institute, where the American Institute of
than two hundred numbers in the neatly-printed catalogue, and a
Architects heliTits session at the annual convention last year, was
still most convenient, being large, light and easy of access, upon the
very great majority of the subjects were landscape- in water-color
had a class of work to which the Club seems to have especially devoted
ground-floor of the hotel where the majority of the delegates
itself in the last twelve months.
rooms. Most of the arrangements of the committees seem to have
Most of the sketches showed considerable ability, while the work of two or three of the members was
licen well made and successfully carried out to the general satisfaction
As remarked, very many of the works
of the members, but as is usually the case, those whose work passed
es|>ecially praiseworthy.
were upon subjects so far removed from architecture as to make it
off smoothly received but little credit, thank*, attention or criticism,
while others who may have worked much harder, but whose labors
scarcely seem the work of an architectural sketch-club, but to those
tied down in ollice-hours to strictly professional subjects a little redid not come up to the self-imposed standard of gome persons, are
either justly or unjustly blamed.
Upon entering the hall where laxation in this direction is undoubtedly extremely advantageous.
the sessions were held one's attention was immediately attracted by
During the past month, the results of a competition that seems to
have had something of a "go-as-you-please " character have been exthe numerous drawings on the wall, and naturally the first thought
hibited to the public at the rooms of the Historical Society on Dearwas, how entertaining this would be, but after the first cursory view
As an exhibit intended only born Avenue, and it is apropos of this display that a late number of
it was, to many, very disappointing.
for
for architects it can safely be said to have been scarcely ideal
one of the Eastern architectural publications remarked: " The Historical Society is about to select plans from several hundred in comwhile, as a matter of course, architects are interested in perspectives
Whether " several hundred " be a misprint or not, it
of buildings and at such a display would very naturally expect to see
petition."
more of such drawings than plain elevations, still their interest certainly is a biting piece of sarcasm. Consider the fathers of the
would centre almost as much in seeing the various methods of render- Historical Society wildly examining several (say four) hundred sets
which most members of plans and then think of the fact that not one of them was paid
ing, as in the actual form of the building itself,
of the profession are perfectly capable to judge of from the geometrifor)
However, it was not quite so bad as that, for the facts seem
The Society owns a large and valuable corner-lot,
the finished perspective as a rule only being made for
to be as follows
cal elevation
But to see, as in this collection, absolutely nothing but upon which the members are anxious to erect a building, and up to
the laity.
this point all parties seem to be agreed, but beyond that there is
perspective without the sketchiest intimation of the interior arrangeno such thing as harmony. But, just the same, designs have been
ment, becomes as uninteresting as the conversation of an inveterate
There were asked for, not formally by the Building-Committee, with certain repunster, and almost as devoid of practical utility.
some fifty of these productions in frames perspectives from every quirements to be filled by all at a given scale, but different members
natural and unnatural (mostly the latter) point-of-view perspectives
of the committee have worked up their own pet schemes with certain
in pen-and-ink; perspectives in monochrome, but most notably perarchitects, who, so far as can be learned, take their chances without
There have been four coni|>etitors,
all members of the
pay.
spectives in colors that could not by any possibility exist, and conseAmerican Institute of Architects, which would certainly make it
quently perspectives that could only give the most false impressions.
There were the wonderful effects in purple, reds and oranges, with look as if the subject of professional etiquette needed a thorough
nowhere and there were the per- shaking up. So far as can be discovered, this competition is about
wonderful shadows
coming from
with
as bad as it is possible to imagine. There was no programme of requirespectives representing buildings in the centre of a vast expanse
the point-of-sight an eighth of a mile away, and the horizon line in the
ments, no fixed scale and method of rendering drawings, no particular drawings required, and no competent jury, nor any promise
second story, while in reality these buildings when executed would
be on a narrow street crowded between other buildings so they could of one, while all designs are shown to tlie public before any award
In fact all the old
can be made. Moreover, the Society as yet only have something
only be seen under very different circumstances.
"tricks of the trade" for the client's benefit were here "on tap."
like sixty thousand dollars pledged, and a portion of that is a bequest
With the exception of one or two really unusually clever things, the requiring to have a special building or wing of its own while it is
drawings in pen-and-ink, though not numerous, far surpassed those more than doubtful if any one of Che designs could be built absolutely
in color; but after studying the different methods of rendering, the
fireproof, as demanded, for twice or three times that sum, and, so far
most satisfactory perspectives were the photographs, and the few as a cursory examination would permit one to
one design
judge, only
could possibly be built in sections, as money is subscribed, and still
displayed probably attracted more real study than most of the other
have anything like a finished air, or give any prominence to the
drawings. The exhibit represented, what it was probably impossible
to avoid, the work of only a comparatively small number of archiportion supposed to be built by the legacy referred to. As a matter
tects and from few cities but there does not seem to be any good reason
of course, the perspectives received almost exclusive attention and,
why among this number there should not have been a single plan or also as a matter of course, the largest and most brilliantly colored
A complete set of designs of even a ones were the most favorably commented UTKMI.
a set of working-drawings.
That the outcome of such an exhibit will be of no earthly good to
small dwelling or a common store would have been a perfect mine of
the profession or to the public is evident, for the Society is now pracpleasure to nine-tenths of the delegates. Few architects are fortunate enough to often have immense buildings, costing hundreds of
tically as far from knowing what is wanted as before, and at the
thousands of dollars, but all will have many times a year moderate
same time is under at least moral obligations to several different
cost residences, and it must always be a pleasure and undoubtedly
architects; but the committee, apparently, is much like all other
often a profit to see how others have met the same general requirecommittees of the kind, composed of gentlemen of no professional
ments, and at the same time to see and examine the methods of ofliceexperience, but possessed of great ideas of their own abilities to
work that a set of drawings show. Also, nearly every one would be judge architecture, since they have been extremely successful in
glad to see a few full-size details and larger working-drawings, even
doing something else which has no relation to architecture. Cerof the simple parts, while if to these a jierspeetive or fine photograph
tainly, if we in America ever hope to equal in our public buildings
could be added, then so much the better as forming a complete study
those of foreign countries, the committee must do as the foreigners are
of the artistic parts and at the same time showing the office methods,
ask the assistance of disinterested, but educated arwilling to do
the practical and unartistic side of the profession. Naturally any
chitects, who have had experience in judging drawings, both from
one architect alone would dislike to display a set of working and
an artistic and a practical point of view, and are not to be mislead by
full-size drawings, battered, torn and
false or over-colored perspectives.
If a competition is necessary,
dirty, and have them surrounded by brilliant colored perspectives in gorgeous frames, but if why can it not be arranged with some reference to the feelings of
those who were particularly requested would do it, there should be
the profession, to the advantage of the Society, and the general edu-
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In such a Society there must certainly be on
membership some scholarly architect of modern education, who would be willing to assist the committee and help it judge
the
intelligently; but, if any assistance were required, most likely
committee would greatly prefer to ask "practical men," who usually
possess nearer the minimum of real knowledge than any one else.

cation of the public ?

the

of

list

ar.d
[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost."]

ENTRANCE TO THE " BERKSHIRE
AVENUE, NEW YOIiK, N. Y.

"

APARTMENT-HOUSE, MADISON
CARL PFEIFFER, ARCHI-

Hit.
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Notwithstanding the general dulness, the year will be remembered as
the year in which the Chamber of Commerce, by Richardson, was
erected this building is now about completed and the date of dediThe facades are familiar
cation lias been set for January 29, 1889.
to the. readers of the American Architect and so a description will
add nothing; suffice it to say that the building is eminently satisfactory in an architectural way, and every part seems to have been
carefully studied out and the building has, moreover, been erected
with care and great dispatch by the contractors, Messrs. Norcross
Brothers.
The year will also be remembered, architecturally, from the fact that
This building is in charge of
the new City-Hall was commenced.
Samuel Ilannaford & Sons, architects, and is now above the street
It is located on the square bounded by Central Avenue, Vlum
line.
the building is to cost $700,000
Street, Eighth and Ninth Streets
and will rank high among the architectural monuments of the coun:

:

try.

Besides these two large buildings the only armory ever erected in
was begun this year and is now nearing completion.
There is generally an element that can be relied upon to (ill up the
measure of dull years and that is work in small towns within a
radius of two hundred miles tributary to Cincinnati, and this element has been a very considerable one this year and perhaps larger
than usual. In this class of work the architect has really a better
opportunity than in regular city work. There is not so much trouble
getting your full commission, and you are allowed to have your own
way n ore than you do in regular city practice; especially is this so
from the fact that your client is quite remote and therefore cannot
drop in on you at unseemly moments and propound all sorts of
questions and make architectural suggestions that are past finding
out.
Take it altogether your out-of-town client is to be cultivated, as
he has to take what is sent him, and is content to accept his archi-

this city

TECT.
[Helio-chrome, issued only with the Imperial Edition.]

ST.
GOTHIC TOWFRS AND SPIRES, PLATES 34, 35 AND 36.
ALL SAINTS', WICKHAM-MARKET;
LAWRENCE'S, STANWICK
ST. STEPHEN'S, BRISTOL
ST. MARY'S, CASTLEGATE, YORK
ST. WOLFRANS, GRANTHAM.
;

;

;

[Issued only with the Imperial Edition.]

CANCER HOSPITAL, NEW YORK,
TECT,

TOWER OF

ST.

NEW

MR. C.
YORK, N. Y.

N. Y.

C.

HAIGHT, ARCHI-

CHARLES BORROMFO, ANTWERP, BELGIUM.

OVMonumcnt

The

of the
old ^Powtler Tcrwier.

TOWER OF THE HOFKIRCHE, DRESDEN.

TOWER OF THE HOTEL DE

VILLE, ALOST, BELGIUM.

AN ENGLISH COTTAGE.

INCINIKIATI
THE YEAR'S WORK.
THE CHAMBER
THE NEW CITYOF COMMERCE.
HALL.
RECENT COMPETITIONS.
season of 1888 just
^IIE building
drawing to a close has been a
somewhat peculiar one in several
It will be remembered in the first place as being in a
respects.
The general
general way one of the dullest years of the decade.
complaint of all architects has been lack of work of a local nature.

advice as he is very desirous of having his building as much
metropolitan as the money will allow, and so it is that one will often
find in towns of 3,000 to 10.000 inhabitants more real architectural
merit proportionately than will be found in the larger cities.
The feeling and outlook for the coming year is unusually good and
unless some untoward event takes place the season will be an unusually
busy one.
already bear of three important "corners to be im"
proved and of considerable work for the hill-top as well as in the
valley beneath.
Cincinnati has had several architectural competitions during the
past year and whether or not they are beneficial to the profession is a
question to be considered. Of course the successful competitor will
maintain that competitions are all right, and that the owner gets the
benefit of the concentrated wisdom of all
competitors who are willing
to enter the arena of unremunerated services.
The first competition of note was the Chamber of Commerce (this
was really last year, but we will count it in this year) and this competition was fairly well conducted, was in the hands of a fair-minded,
honorable committee, but it was well-known that they had for the
tect's
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most part a prejudicial leaning toward a Richardsonian monument;
and notwithstanding that the competition was hedged about by notiude-plume it is hard to believe but that big dinners, wine-suppers,
carriage-drives and entertainments will count for something,
especially if the giver of them is backed up with a fine design and
well-rendered drawings of course, if a man has all these elements
and advantages he is just that much ahead of his more unfortunate
ii-llows, and if a splendid building (somewhat deficient in light but
in most other respects all that could be
expected) is the result, why
should not all tlu disappointed
competitors proclaim, as it were from
;

j

the house-tops, that the architectural competition is not a failure but is
a consummation devoutly to be wished especially should they so proclaim it, as a tub was thrown to five of the whales in the shape of
$500.00 each for the privilege of being beaten, as it were, by a forgone
conclusion.
Do not infer that any injustice was done the unsuccessful competitors by the honorable gentlemen of the committee, as we
are all agreed that they selected, without doubt, the best plan submitted. But would not the result have been the same if the successful
competitor had been selected without the formality of a compeNow count up the actual money expended, to say
tition?
nothing of time and heartaches, and decide for yourselves whether
or no architectural competitions are a failure. But while you are
making up your mind on this point do not hesitate to go into the
very next one that offers, for you might win and that would aid you
in deciding that architectural competition is not a failure.
The next competition of note was the new City-Hall now hoisting
its head abov
the dirt of the cellar. This competition was not as
fairly conducted as the other one, at least not to the competitors,
for there were no tubs thrown out to the whales great or small, but
it was a free for all, go as you
please, catch as catch can sort of an
Common fame (which is,
affair, but it nevertheless had its votaries.
of course, to be relied on at all times) says that this competition was
as much decided on before as after the decision w;is made.
Next was the Armory competition which was distinguished above
its fellows in one
particular at least, i, e. one of the commissioners
;

openly and candidly informed one who offered himself as a lamb to
be slaughtered upon the, architectural altar, that he had no information for any one except a certain architect
(naming him), and who
afterwards proved the successful one. In this case as in the others a
good building is being erected, and who is so bold as to say that it
is not better than it would have been had not the
competition taken
A recent competition the Mount Auburn Presbyterian
place.
Church
a building to cost $40,000, was in charge of a committee
consisting of lawyers and merchants, and this like the others was
decided
so says our friend common fame
before the decision
was reached the committee asked for plans and obtained ten sets
of sketches before they were sure that any could be executed.
Ltt each one of us brush away the cobwebs of our memory and see
how many competitions have been successfully and justly awarded
and then decide whether or no architectural competition is a failure.
;
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with various smaller subordinate features of somewhat domestic
The interior strongly sviggests the conventional idea of the
concert or lecture hall, if not the theatre, and no detail of sacred
emblem is conspicuous, if even anywhere visible about the building.
Notwithstanding what one who had never seen it might naturally
infer from this outline description, we will state at once that Messrs.
McKim, Mead & White have undoubtedly succeeded in producing a
building which, though open to criticism in some points, if, in its
massiveness and simplicity, deeply impressive, and which to the
majority of men will suggest a church and only a church, and (with
a due consideration for the somewhat complex practical requirements) even on the interior the careful treatment of details has reThis fact received a
sulted in a feeling that ia eminently religious.
somewhat practical demonstration very recently when a public meeting, merely for a s|>ecial benevolent object, was held in the building.
The audience assembled in reverential silence, and the proceedings
seemingly almost involuntarily, under the influence of the surroundings, assumed a religious character. The view of the exterior is familiar
to readers of the American Architect where a gelatine print of it
was shown a short time ago. It is very severe Romanesque in design,
in local gray stone and granite, with no detail of carving or ornamentation of any sort, all the effect coming from very frankly trusting
The mass
the massing and proportions to take care of themselves.
of red-tiled roof and extinguisher-shaped cap to the tower give a
tone of color that would otherwise be much needed while the terrace
on the south side, with its heavy retaining-wall and broad granite
The point at
steps, adds much to the dignity and im[>osing effect.
which the tower approaches the main building, the manner in which
the several forms of the roof join each other, and the half columns
of smoothly-dressed granite at the ends of the arcades, built in sections and merely placed against the rough wall behind them, but in
no way tied to the construction or forming any part of it, are not
the best points of the design. This last defect almost leads one to
imagine that it was owing to some error or oversight in carrying out
the work rather than that it could be a part of the architects' origiaspect.

;

nal conception.

The church with the buildings and grounds
when completed, will occupy two blocks on

of the

Woman's

Col-

Paul Street, from
Third to Fifth Streets those already nearly completed being the
Bennett Memorial Hall for the physical culture of women
also by

lege,

St.

;

McKim, Mead & White

and the College building proper, the latter
by a different architect, and, while following the general scheme,
showing a different hand in the design. The good effects obtained,
however, in the whole group of buildings by the frank and consistent
abandoning of all exterior ornamentation, simply as such, is very
1
At the Episcopal Church, for example, two blocks
satisfactory.
below, and still only partially completed, the architects are probably
grateful to the kindly offices of the Virginia creeper and Japanese ivy in covering the details of some ten years ago, which, if
made to-day, we fancy would be quite different.
The Bennett Memorial, though small, has much character and
interest in

its

simplicity.

It

covers a

little

over four thousand square

and was erected at a cost of about $35,000. It contains, besides
amain hall, to be fitted up with all the most improved appliances for
feet,

ORE
CHUKCHES.
THE NEW BUILDING OF TIIK
METHODISTS ON ST. PAUL STREET.
THE
WOMAN'S COLLEGE BUILDINGS. THE BENNKTT MEMORIAL.
THE SECULARIZING OF
RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS.

gymnastic exercises, a large swimming-pool, a bowling-alley, a walking-track, and various other smaller departments, all in charge of a
young woman, who, as Professor of Physical Culture, has been perfecting her studies in the various methods taught in similar schools
in Europe.
It is proposed in the future to add a library, a chemical
and physical laboratory, a music-hall, and an art department. 2
In one of the addresses at the inauguration, on November 13, it
was truly said " that the state of liberal education in this country
during the last thirty yeais lias shown a great progress in two directions
the development
colleges for women."

of universities

and the establishment of

however, the treatment of the interior of the auditorium of
itself that is, perhaps, the most interesting feature archiThe form is approximately that of an
tecturally of the whole.
ellipse, with Ion" and short diameters about eighty-four and fifty feet
Ihe pulpit and platform, with gallery and organ over
respectively.
it, are placed at one end of the ellipse, the rest of the space being
arranged as an amphitheatre surrounded by a gallery, and the light
is chiefly obtained by high windows
disposed in a colonnade of Sat
The gallery,
pilasters, treated as a deep frieze around the room.
organ, etc., are of black birch-wood, with columns, pilasters, balusThe walls, floor-covering, and
trade, etc., of Doric or Ionic details.
It is,

the church

using the

word "church" we may not ignore the

fact that
people in the Christian world who
may
rightfully applied, from an archideny
tectural point of view, to any building that is not at least a modified
form of either the ancient basilica or the Gothic cathedral, or from
a religious point of view, to any other form of worship than that
practised by those who hold strictly to the doctrine of an unbroken
Apostolic succession, if not indeed to the still narrower limits of
those alone who acknowledge allegiance to the Church of Home.
To
the rest of the world are permitted synagogues, chapels,
temple?,

are many thousands of
INthere that
be
the term

meeting-houses, congregations and societies, of any architecture, of
any form of worship, but no "churches."
To this by no means small minority of Christian people it possibly
setms not only a misnomer but almost a profanation to apply
"
the word " church
to such a building as that very recently comthe
Methodists
on St. Paul and Third Streets in this city,
pleted by
where in the general scheme not only have some of the most important of the usually accepted essentials been entirely omitted, but
other forms and details have been added, forcibly
recalling strictly
secular usages.
The general impression of the exterior is of a grouping of
two amphitheatres of different dimensions, meeting at a common diameter line, and a great square tower, one hundred and
eighty-six, feet high, crude in its severe simplicity and boldness,
and bearing but little relation to either campanile or spire, together

seats are all of

deep red, the walls relieved only by some stencilled

classic details in dull gold, and the entire colonnade of the frieze is
also of dull gold.
The ceiling is a flat dome in pale blue, apparently

from behind the cornice that crowns the whole, and upon it
are placed with mathematical accuracy, it is asserted, all the visible
stars of heaven as they appear on a certain night and at a certain
hour. The whole is lighted at night by a continuous and closelyplaced band of gas-jets on top of the cornice.
Without regarding the matter in any way from a denominational
point of view, one might say that the revival of active interest in
church construction in the nineteenth
a reaction from the proverbial lethargy of the eighteenth
century seems to have progressed
rising

A

1
result much to be aimed at. in preference to any exterior carving, unless
of special appropriateness in application and merit- in execution.
'This Woman's College owes its existence chiefly to the generous endowment
of the Rev. B. F. Goucher, who is also rector of tue church.
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upon two quite diverging

lines.

The one might be termed

the ex-

The one shows an increasing tenelusive, the other the inclusive.
dency to emphasize the distinct parts of the building, as recalled
from the tradition of more ancient customs, marking the special uses
which they are appropriated and the relative sacred character
the sanctuary,
assigned to each, from the nave, the choir, the chancel,
Those officiating in the services are more and
to the altar itself.
more separated from the people. AH that can conduce to the
effectual performance of the rituals is more carefully considered
than is the convenient disposition of a large congregation for
reason that has been
hearing or taking part in the services. One
asserted for this is that the age is again ripe for receiving impresHand-insions and religious instruction through object-teaching.
liand with the rapid progress of modern art comes the richest adornment of the interiors, centring in elaborate details about the chancel
and altar. But equally rich and elaborate, and with the same materials and processes, has become the interior decoration of both public
even to the details of costly textile
buildings and private houses,
stuffs and art needle-work, and no distinction of kind or degree is
any longer apparent, except in the application of the forms of certain
sacred emblems, often so small in scale as to be lost in the general
this often under the care and control
impression produced, and all
of those whose daily life is apparently not distinctly separated from
Great
the frivolities, or, indeed, from the graver evils of the world.
should be and might be exceptionally grand.
religious ceremonials
As a rule, they are not so.
The other line of development is altogether from the congregaNot only is there a great auditorium, but detional point of view.
for social and convivial
partments for charity-work, and even
reunions, are given prominent places either under the very roof of
the church, or else made conspicuous in the general plan while every
convenience and comfort of the conappliance that can add to the
with buildings approgregation, even such as are closely associated
are availed of and given imporpriated to distinctly non-sacred uses,
tant consideration. The building tends to become essentially secular
to be the great meeting-house of a society more or less
and domestic
to

;

and social in its objects.
the church
Regarded, therefore, from either line of development,
edifice of to-day, of whatever denomination, does not seem in many
above all other buildings as the
points to be exceptionally exalted
and worship of the Deity.
great sacred temple devoted to the glory
He would, perhaps, be no false prophet who would declare that
the religion of the next century, now closely pressing upon us, will
" church "
not admit as its conception of a
anything narrowed by
the definitions and dogmas of the Romanish, the Episcopalian, the
Methodist or the Unitarian, but will demand only a great Christian
mere supertemple, where sectarian differences will be resolved into
ficial matters of form and taste and expediency, accidents, as it
If we
were, of government, of locality, or other material conditions.
might venture to picture such a great temple, we would say it will
be, architecturally, the most important and the most beautiful buildSuch was the temple of ancient religions
ing of each community.
now dead and of the Middle Ages. Modern Christianity will not do
Its materials will be the richest, the rarest, the
less than they.
most durable the earth can produce; its construction based on truth
without a single sham ; its architect the greatest artist in the land
its ritual comprehensible in its simplicity, imposing in its grandeur
its divinity the God of the universe.
its worshippers all humanity
religious, benevolent,

;

;

;
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For the protection of the Freedmen, Congress created a Board of
Trustees for Colored Public Schools: a portion of the taxes were
allowed them to build and maintain such schools. Mr. Adolph Cluss
was employed by this Board, and received in payment a voucher for
his fees.
The Board kept its accounts with the Freedman's Bank,
and as the Bank was in the habit of cashing such vouchers at a disWhen the
count, the architect got his voucher cashed by the Bank.
District Commissioners were substituted as the ru'ing authorities in
the city, the Board of Audit threw this voucher out, and Mr. Cluss
was called on by the Bank to bring a suit against the District.
The District, pleaded extortion in the charges, and other technical
reasons why the bill should not be paid.
Air. Justice Field delivered the opinion of the Court.

"In 1870

the Board of Trustees of the Colored Schools for the
Columbia employed the plaintiff, who, is an architect by
profession, to prepare the plans and specification for a school-house
in Washington, and to superintend its construction, agreeing to give
him for his services five per cent on the cost of the building. This was
the ordinary rate of charge for compensation for similar services in
the District.
In 1872 the building was constructed, and cost, about
The Board of Trustees approved of the work and paid
$00,000.
the plaintiff $1,100 in cash, and gave him a voucher for $2,155
more, being for superintending repairs upon other buildings. This
voucher the plaintiff sold and delivered to the Freedman's Savings
and Trust Company, for whose benefit this action is brought.
" The Board of Trustees of Colored Schools has since been
abolished and a new board organized to take charge of all the public
But when the
schools, whether of white or colored children.
original board existed, it was the agent of the District for the
purposes entrusted to it, and could bind the District for the services
rendered by the plaintiff. The building constructed, and the other
buildings upon which the repairs were made under his superintendence, belong to the District, and are used by it for colored
schools; yet, the amount due him for which the voucher was given,
has never been paid. The jury were of opinion that the District
should pay it, and we agree with them.
" The disallowance of the claim
by the Board cf Audit, if such had
been allowed to be proved, would not have concluded the plaintiff.
That Board was not a judicial body, whose action was final; it
exercised little more than the functions of an accountant.
A claim
allowed by it was not necessarily a valid one a claim disallowed
was not, therefore, illegal. Its action either way left the matter
District of

;

open for contestation

in the courts.

"

Though the contract of the plaintiff with the Board of Trustees
was made before the act creating the District into one municipal
corporation, the work was not completed until afterwards, when it
was accepted and approved. The new corporation succeeded to the
property of the two former ones, and also to their

liabilities.

Judg-

ment affirmed."

There seems to be a persistent effort made by the engineer clique
in this city to belittle the constructive and business
capacity of the
architectural profession
their idea is that the architect should
confine himself to the draughting-board, apparently forgetting that the
essence of a good design is in proper proportion according to, and use
The fact is that engineers are very
of, constructive necessities.
deficient in the details of building-construction, and in all the little
The army
have
things that go to make a good building.
;

engineers

proved themselves very inefficient in their conduct of the WashIf they are not capable under conditions
ington Aqueduct Tunnel.
where they should be more or less perfect, why should they be
in charge of the
Congressional Library and other public
buildings where it could not be expected that they would be efficient.
I quote an extract
showing the opinion Mr. Green, civil engineer,
has of the duties of an architect. Pie was recently appointed
Supertendent of the Congressional Library under Mr. Smithmeyer, and
continues under General Casey, and is,
considered
an
apparently,
authority by Congress.
His ideas were brought out in a statement made before the Committee on Appropriation, in these terms.
Questions by Senator

placed

THE WASHINGTON CHAPTER, A. I. A.
A CASE BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE UNITED STATES.
ARE ARCHITECTS ONLY DRAUGHTSMEN?

HE

Washington Chapter

of the

American

Institute of Architects

October meeting elected the following officers Adolph Cluss,
President; W. M. Poindexter, Vice- President C. A. Didden,
Treasurer; Glenn Brown, Secretary. Committee on Admissions:
C. H. Read, Jr., J. R. Marshall, O. Von Nerta. This
Chapter has
been in a thriving condition since its organization in September,
1888.
It was consulted
by the District Commissioners when the
building regulations of the city were remodelled last spring. It made
an effort to have Congress insert a notice clause in the District Lien
Law, without success. Questions of interest to the profession are
at

its

:

;

discussed with considerable zeal at the different
meetings. On the
fir.- 1 of
January the Chapter will have its own meeting-room at 906
F Street, where the Chapter will be pleased to see other members of
the Institute who may be in the city.
Recently my attention was called to a legal case decided by the
Supreme Court of the United States on appeal, when the Court
allowed the five per cent commission as the ordinary professional
rate.

Hale; answers, Mr. Green
"
From whom do you take your instructions, if I may call them
Qso? A.
From the Commission generally. I am under the architect, but we have not our duty very well defined yet.
The idea is
that I shall have charge of the outside work
entirely of the construction, but the architect makes the plans and I get what I can from
him. The Commission has never
given me any definite instructions
where I shall begin or leave off. They have rather wished to let
matters go along smoothly without
undertaking to define very
accurately what our relative duties shall be.
"
That
has got to be done some time ? A.
Q.
Yes sir it must
be done some time. There should be one head of the whole business.
There should be a superintendent and engineer of construction,
:

;

who

but the designer and architect. Then the
responeverything
the style of the
building would be with the architect, and
the responsibility as to
and
and
strength
economy
quality of construction and business
management would be with the superintending engineer."
is

sibility of

'This case can be found in " Knifed States
Kepnrts
.Supre me Court" Vol
103.
Cases argued and adjudicated in the Supreme Court of the United Stales
October term, I860. Keported by W. J.
Otto, Vol. 13, page 705. Little, Browu &
Co., Boston.
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Mich Matciiicnts should be- accepted witlinu
our lc'_;Mators. showing, as it docs liv their action,
iiln>u
agreement with the assumption. All should know thai
in- itraii'.'e that

comment
tacit

2:2,

liy

the eomli inaiion of design, eoii.-trnctioii ami biiHiic.-s
lie architectural art would soon deteriorate into
|>urc
I

ship, and poor draughtsmanship at that. The architect
should certainly have charge of construction.

management
draughtsman

who

originate

have taken the lead: and there is little doubt that with tiiis
abroad we may ex|xv
to see, at no great distance of
time,
Mime rapid de\ elopments towards the formal ion uf a more general
said to
lei liiiL'

in

The wish of the Mini.-ccr of l.diicaliou for the Province.
tumid a chair of architecture will, no doubt, give a stimulus in

this direction.

The I'ruuncc

of Quebec, however, will not come in for
any advanby this proposed associating of the Ontario men.
Indeed, it is doubtful when they will learn wisdom, for ccrtainlv
nothing could l>e more childish than the jealousy existing beiWVMI
The difference of nationalities, no
the various firms in Montreal.
doubt, has something to do with it; but even those of th,- same
race and nation keep as much aloof as if there were poison in each

TORONTO BOARD OF TRADE COMI'ETl
TION.
MM,-.
PARLIAMENT In
ASSOCIATIONS.
PROFESSOR ROGER
-Ml II.
ANOTHER EIGHT-STORY
BUILDING.
RAISING THE EMBANK
MENT AT MONTREAL TO CONTROL
II

I

THE SPRING FLOODS.
has, at the time of writing, been

i

association.

la^c-

decision
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reached by the

Property Committee of the Board of Trade for the City o
Toronto, as to the design they will accept for their new build
It is over two months since the drawings in competition were
inr.
sent in, and fully four weeks since Professor Ware returned them
with bis re[)6rt, selecting three from which the committee shouh
finally make their choice.
Many meetings have been held by the
committee, some of four hours' duration, and the deferred decision
has raised the interest of the population generally. Out of sixty

NO

applications twenty designs were sent in, and of these, it is reported
twelve were from the States. Various reports have appeared in tht
"
"
of the members of the committee
daily papers of the
feelings
a few days ago they were all llatU
this
or
that
but,
concerning
design
contradicted by the secretary, who gave no hint as to the real state
of the matter.
But things will leak out, and there is a rumor
apparently founded substantially, that the authors of the designs arc
known, and that the choice lies between an American and a Canadian firm. However, those interested can live in hope, and wirepullers, if there are any, must go on pulling.
There is a rising feeling of indignation in the profession generally,
against the architect who has the building for the Ontario Provincial
Parliament Building in hand. As the mass rises, even the public
begin to fear that, after all, their building will not be so much to
IOOK at, except as to sizj, as they hoped.
cheap print has been
published of the design, which, like all cheap prints, cannot be ex
peeled to do justice; but, the design is one very meagre in conception, so much so that even a good print would hardly improve its
appearance, and it does not of itself do justice to the importance of
the building.
American architects certainly have not shown to advantage in
Canada. Their designs, as a rule, have been poor and, apparently,
Toronto and Montreal have examples of
hurriedly considered.
American talent on exhibition. The great building for the New
York Life Assurance Company, in Montreal, eight stories high
above ground-level, has a most stunted appearance, as if it were
afraid of knocking its roof against the clouds.
It looks as if it had
;

A

been subjected to compression under a steam-hammer, every story
flattened out as much as possible.
These proprietors have met with
some kindness on the part of the Corporation, who were not slow to
utilize the citizens' money to please so wealthy a society.
The basements of this building go down 30 feet below the street-level, and consequently are far below the level of the drains of the streets on which
it faces.
Happily for them, a hundred yards to the north there is
a street, Craig Street, 50 feet at least below the level of Place
D'Armes Square. The Corporation courteously constructed another
drain to connect with the Craig Street sewer, to enable this Life Assurance Company to have water in their basements. Even corporations bow low before " the man with a gold ring." The house in Toronto which was built of white brick and white stone dressings, and
to which I alluded some time ago, is, now it is finished, something
absurd no other word is really so suitable. It was to have produced
a new effect," but the " new effect " of white brick and white stone
;

'.'allied

other's touch.
It is curious to notice how one or another firm of architects get*
all the principal work in Montreal each year, to the exclusion of
other firms.
few years ago one firm, not particularly well-known
previously, suddenly found itself called upon to execute houses
for more than one millionnaire, hotels and public buildings, and
nobody else had anything in particular to carry out. Last year
another firm had all the work, and in the season just ending, the
same thing has happened. Of course, this leads every one to hope
his turn will come soon, and raises the hopes of (lagging spirits.
I am sure that it is a matter of considerable satisfaction to those
who take any interest in the professional education of young
students, to be able to read word for word the admirable lecture of
Professor lioger Smith, at the University College, London, as published in the American Architect on this subject.
Years ago I had
the satisfaction of attending his lectures.
He is one of thosu

A

kind-hearted gentlemen, whose heart is in hip subject,
is never tired of making matters clear to his hearers and
elucidating any passages that may jx)ssibly have been misunderstood.
In a word, he is the very man for students
thoroughly
genial,

and who

understanding the difficulties which beset them, and always ready to
A point in his advice to
give his kindly advice to those who ask it.
students, published in the No. 673 of this paper, deserves particular
It is that
notice, and students of all ages should take it to heart.
"even copying a letter, making a tracing or entering a message in a
call-book is a lesson, if the pupil chooses to learn from it."
have all noticed the tendency of pupils to look glum when asked to
do any simple thing which they consider it " not their place to do,"
and cases sometimes come under our notice where an architect
more or less of the Pecksniffian order gives his pupils too much of
this kind of thing
to the exclusion of more important opportunities of learning; but, it will- be better for a great many
pupils to
remember these words of the Professor's, and act accordingly.
The Uoyal Insurance Company, Montreal, not content with the
rentals of their present building in Place D'Armes Square, are
about to put to a pretty severe test the stability of the present walls
and foundations. Montreal not being a particularly eartlujuakey district, and the building being a substantial and solid one of four or
five stories, it is intended to add four new stories, with elevators to

We

each them by, making another tower for this little Square.
For the safety of the public, it is to be hoped the architect who
has the work in hand will make a very thorough and exhaustive
examination of the building as it stands, before proceeding with the
work. When the extensive alterations to the Bank of Montreal, in
the same city, were carried out a couple of years ago, the back wall
of the building, having a total height of nearly 80 feet, although three
feet thick was very little more than an inner and outer shell well
jotided together, but with the middle filled up with stone-chipping*
he quality of the mortar was so bad that at the time, 40 years after
it was built, there was no adhesion between the stones, and
they
were loose. The whole wall had gone over (about two inches at the
worst part), but there were no signs of further movement. This
shows what great caution should be taken before heavy addiI might add another
ions are made to old buildings.
discovery that
was made in connection with this wall, which is also a warning. As
he wall went over, it drew with it the floor-joists that were built
nto it, for there was no spiking done originally to secure the joists
o the beams into which they were mortised, over the large area of
he banking-room ; the mortises of these joists were about two-andme-half inches deep, with tongues to correspond, and the tongues or
en, nis were drawn out of the mortises until
they only rested on the
ic-ams one-quarter of an inch
To these joists a heavy panelled
:

I

'

did not answer apparently, for it was painted red all over.
A child
could hardly have drawn a more miserable building; it looks like
the first production of a pupil. On the roof have been stuck meaningless globes or balls of ungainly proportions by way of finials that

have caused some speculation among well-meaning neighbors, anxious
to give even " the devil his due " as to what they could be there for.
They are so large and awkward as to attract the attention of even
ordinary citizens, who are not supposed to know much about the
"correctness of things."

There seems to be a general feeling in the principal places of
Ontario, that there should be some kind of amalgamation of the profession.
A letter irom an Ottawa architect calls upon all the architects of the Province to join hands, and suggests that the architects
of Toronto take the lead.
The Toronto Architectural Guild, now
consisting of some 30 members, and which from a social gathering is
rapidly becoming an influential professional body, may already be

>laster-ceiling

was secured, so that the timely discovery probably

averted a very serious accident.
The Cor|>oration of the City of Montreal, together with the Dolinion Government, after many experiments, appear to have
rrived at last at a definite and apparently successful scheme for
The surplus water in the spring
preventing the annual spring floods.
s a "terror" to deal with, and the cost of the works
contemplated
rill be
very great. At summer-level the water of the river is some
ft ecu
feet below the wharves and steamboat piers, and on these
rharves, every spring, the different steamboat lines have their
reight-sheds freight-cars are run on permanent tracks from tl e
;

way companies' stations the steamboat companies put up their
nces and ticket-offices, and the whole river front on the wharfevel is crowded with merchandise.
At a distance of a couple of
undred feet or so back from the edge of the wharves rises the stone
iver-wall, another 15 feel or 18 feet, on the top of which is the roadail

way

;

all

along the front of the city, with a slight iron balustrade of
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stancheons, or posts set in sockets on the top of the wall. As the
winter season approaches, freight-sheds, freight-cars, fences, offices,
etc., even the iron railing just mentioned, thirty feet or more above
the river, are removed, and the scene is changed to desolation and
dreariness.
The winter sets in, and gradually the floating masses

on the rising surface of the great St. Lawrence get jammed
The massive piers of
together, and in time the river is frozen up.
the Victoria Bridge catch the ice, and it piles up, freezes
together,
and freezes down deep below the surface till a solid wall of ice is
formed, in some years sufficient to change the Lachine Rapids to a
smooth and level sheet of water. What with extra water and the
accumulation of ice, the wharves are buried deep, and the surface is
but a few inches below the edge of the revetement-wall. Spring
eomes on, and the daily question is, how long will the ice-bridge
stand against the tremendous weight of water on its upper side? in
an instant, crash upon crash, an awful roar, and the tearing and
grinding mass of ice rushes down, heaping up, washing over the
river-wall, driving far up into the streets, and the water of the river
bursts all restraints and, flooding the lower parts of the city to the
first floors, invades the
upper streets, and soon forms them into
canals averaging four feet deep.
As a last experiment, a great embankment was raised along the top of the revetement-wall some six
feet high, posts were sunk deep into the ground, cross-beams were
laid, and the whole space filled in with earth, presenting a sloping
face towards the river ten feet wide, and rising vertically from the
roadway on the inside. Last winter this proved sufficient to keep
out the river, and for the coming season it has been determined to
keep the channel open, by means of dynamite, as long as possible, and
if the embankment answers the
purpose next spring it will be removed and a stone wall will take its place. The winter before last
(1886-7). the river rose forty-four feet above summer-level.

UR

professional societies are once more in
full swing of work, and the papers
once more filled with reports of
speeches more or less tedious, delivered by all sorts of men on
all sorts of
You remember I told you, in one of my former
subjects.
letters, that the new President of the Royal Institute of British
Architects was Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, R. A., a gentleman who
holds, perhaps, the first place among our English contemporary architects. There was a very good attendance at the opening meeting,
which was as enthusiastic as the dignity of the members present permitted it to be. Mr. Waterhouse, in his speech, did not suggest any
new or startling reforms, but contented himself with a general retrospect, incidentally giving utterance to his ideas on certain debatable
He referred with great satisfaction to the
points as he passed on.
fact that the numbers of the candidates for the compulsory examination for the Associateship of the Institute showed a very appreciable increase year by year, and gave it as his opinion that the course
pursued by the Institute in establishing this examination was far
more likely to conduce to the welfare of the profession than any
This will doubtless be the
hastily-conceived registration schemes.
case in London and other great cities, for there large bodies of
students are wont to congregate, and the sight of other men preparing for an examination has a very stirring effect on their comrades
who would fain seek repose. Besides, it is becoming necessary for
architects to pass this examination, and I personally know of two
cases where men have scoffed at the examination, but, finding that
the fact of their not being members of the Institute severely handicapped them in the race of life, they yielded to the inevitable, and
are now busy preparing for the next examination.
So vou can see
from all this that the Institute only wants time to virtually achieve
"
"
of a much higher and nobler type than was attempted
registration
by the memorable bill of last spring. What I am afraid of is that
the new radical " Society " will strive its utmost to force the Institute's hands
even an attempt in this direction cannot but have a
lamentable result, and, as it is pretty certain to be made, it is the
opinion of a certain section of the Institute members that some action
in the direction of a compulsory examination of the whole
profession
ought to be made. Whether this be so or not, it will be necessary
for the Royal Institute of British Architects to be
strictly on the
alert.
The very commendable idea of holding examinations in the
provinces is being actively followed up, and one will shortly be con-

the
are

:

ducted at Liverpool.
Among the other matters which Mr. Waterhouse referred to were
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the constitution of the new County Councils under the Local Government Act, the progress of the Imperial Institute buildings, the vexatious restrictions with regard to compensation for interfering with
rights of light, the recently-published biographies of G. E. Street
and II. II. Richardson, and other questions of interest to English
architects at the present time.
very significant reference was

A

of ice

THE
EXAMINATIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS.
METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS SCANDAL.
FASHIONABLE APPROVAL OF OLD
PROPOSED DEMOLITION OF THE
WORK.
CHURCHES IN THE STRAND.
AX EXHIBITION OF PASTELS.

[VOL.

made

Board of Works scandals in the Presidential address,
the following noteworthy and strikingly applicable extract from Mr.
to the

Whichcord's (a former President) address being given
"

:

be elected members of that Board just as barIt would be ridicuristers, solicitors, and doctors may be so elected.
lous to say that professional men shall not sit at that Board because
they may have had a pecuniary interest in some of its building transactions.
But 1 shall run no risk of censure when I say that a
Fellow or an Associate of this Institute, if he be elected a member
of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
ought not, from that moment,
to have any professional connection whatever with the
purchase of
land offered for sale or lease by the Board nor should he be professionally engaged in the superintendence of buildings to be erected
on land which is the property of rate-payers, whose agent and representative he is."
Architects

may

;

The Commissioners

of the Board have issued an interim report,
which the conduct of Alderman Saunders, about whom I have
told you some little anecdotes in my previous letters, and a brother
professional, Mr. Fowler, is condemned in unmistakable terms
although the Commissioners find that, except in one instance, there
is no evidence to show that the fact of their
having been professionally employed caused them to act at the Board in a manner different,
from that they might otherwise have adopted. The verdict was,
however, quite strong enough to cause the Institute to publicly expel
Alderman Saunders from its ranks, Mr. Fowler not being a member
(so I understand), and it is a noteworthy fact that the City Press,
the semi-official organ of the Citv of London, regarded this expulsion
as more important than the action of the Commission itself.
It has
been a matter of no little comment in the City that Alderman
Saunders has deemed it advisable to cling to his official position in
the corporation in the face of the evidence that has been disclosed.
A public appeal was made to him to resign in to-day's City Press,
but, in case he does not see his way to take action, the Court of
Aldermen have referred the matter to their Privilege Committee for
an obvious purpose.
The Commission otherwise, I am glad to say, acquits the members
of the Board from any direct cognizance of the
irregularities which
were taking place among certain officials, but condemns strongly the
system under which such irregularities were possible. This must
not be taken, however, as the final report, but simply one issued at
in

;

a certain stage of the proceedings, to prevent too long a period of
time elapsing between the evidence and the verdict.
The Board of Works now is drawing near its end, and it will soon
be superseded by the new London County Council, created under
the provisions of the Local Government Bill.
Mr. Appleton, the new President of the Architectural Association,
as was his wont, save his audience something to think about.
As
you know we architects in England are so dreadfully conservative.
You doubtless remember the anecdote of a party of architects on
tour visiting a fine church in one of the outlying districts which
had recently undergone the process of restoration. Our searchers
for the beautiful were charmed by a certain window which was
covered with lichens and moss, and really exquisite in form and in
It must be sketched, was the verdict, and sketched it
proportion.
duly was. On the other side of the church was another window
exactly similar to its brother, but, sad to relate, it was new
"
Look," said some one, as he passed by, " what a shame it is to put
such a window in such a church as this. The architect might at
least have tried to catch the spirit of the old work." Then a sorrowful
tear trickled down from the traceried head of the neglected one at
"
these hard words.
Why am / so treated," it sadly seemed to say,
"when we are exactly alike in every respect." " Why am I called
"
such a window ?
Ah, little window, you seem to forget you
may be exactly like your brother, but your crime is not that you
are new, and nobody has the bad taste to admire
anything new.
Millais said that the great allies of the old masters were time and
varnish, and a parallel alliance might not be difficult to find for our
art.
And yet, notwithstanding this feeling, our architects do not go
to old examples for their inspiration
they guiltily look up the back
numbers of the professional papers and thence get their ideas.
Now, said Mr. Appleton, why not do this in the open; why not
admit publicly that the study o'f the works of modern architects is a
potent factor in the conception of modern architectural designs;
and why not give up the practice of liking or pretending to like a
thing just because it is old and gray. Judge architecture from its
intrinsic merit, and not from its age and if a
piece of design strikes
your fancy, and a neophyte suggests that it might with advantage be
sketched, refrain from smiling in a lofty way and saying: "Oh, we
don't sketch new work."
Perhaps you in America, where architecture is altogether a comparatively modern
development, will
hardly appreciate the depth of the feeling that Mr. Appleton is contending against but it does exist, and exists strongly in our English
offices.
1 am glad tc say that the Presidential address met with a
far more favorable
reception than the President expected, and will
doubtless do a great deal of good,
provided that it does not give rise
to reactionary sentiments.
1

'
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Society (if Architects gave their annual Convcrsa/io
anil Crafts Exhibition last week.
I did nut attend,
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a- a

judicious solution of the diliicult

problem.
The winter exhibition at the ir.^vcimr l.allerv is of a rather
It is an exhibition of
peculiar nature.
pa-teN. and from its novelty
iia> been attracting an unusual amount of attention.
It
ha- heeii
-tated that this is the lirst time that pastel- have ever been
pnblielv
exhibited in this country, but
believe llii- is hardly the ea-e.
Mr.
Whistler at one time collected a number of these particular works of
art for this purpose, and one or two other minor exhibitions have
Sir I'outts Lindsay lia*. howei cr. far
taken place.
surpassed in a
numerical sense all previous efforts.
l'a*ti>l-paiiitiug, as vou know,
is a somewhat new movement, and has taken
permanent root in
France rather than in England, indeed, a society for the pnrpo-e of
encouraging this particular form of art has been formed ill Paris
and many eminent artists are mcml>crs of it.
The great fault, to my mind, of pastel-painting is its want of \tvrmanence. The colored" crayon- are apt at any time to In; removed
from the drawing, and I believe I am correct in paying that the
material is apt to Hake off leaving great white patches.
Under these
circumstances we can hardly hope to see any real masterpieces exe"
cuted in this material, at all event*, not until some reliable
fixatif
has been discovered. Yet it is to be Imped that this difficulty may
be surmounted, as the material possesses a wonderful softness in tone,
lending itself in an eminent degree to portrait painting and similar
w>rks of art, and moreover the artist can get an excellent effect
with but a tithe of the lal>or he would have to bestow
upon an oil<

promoter-' expec-

tation-.

Two new theatres have l>cen recently opened in London and two
It is diliicult to SIT how they are to
others are in course of erection.
pay in the present slate of London thcalie life, Inn the proprietor* of
At the Sbaftesbury, recently, the patent iron
course, know hot.
l'nder
fireproof curtain prou-d refractory and would not ^,0 up.
these circumstances lie performance would not have liven appreciThese erratic |>orated and eonsecpiently it did not take place.
fonnanees of tin-proof curtains arc certainly to he deprecated from
the managers' point-of-view, Hot to mention the andii'tn-e's. and

I

I

well to bear this fact in mind.
patentees would do
The cverlastin-.; controversy about the demolition of the two
churches in the Strand has been ai;ain set on foot by an appeal of the
Kcrtor of St. Mary-Ie-Strand for funds to put his church in order.

/liiiiftiiifj

1

painting.
of

Alderman Saundcrc, the erring architect
member
Works, tendered his resignation to his constituents

of the

this
but at their request consented to reconsider his decision.

Ixmdon, November

Board

morning,

Cm EL.

22, 1888.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CONDUCT OF AKCIIITEC-

TECTURAL COMPETITIONS.!
EMPLOYMENT OF ARCHITECTS.

COMPETITIONS.

llE best way to obtain good results in the design and construction of any building is to employ a
competent architect outrighf,

The Strand

choosing him

The Daily Teleyraph immediately took up the parable and published
if the rector had asked for subscripchurch and carting it away, he would be
far more likely to meet with a generous response.
Manv of my

a leading article declaring that
tions for

pulling

down

his

readers doubtless know the locality, but for the benefit of those
do not I send a rough sketch of the district in question.

who

in the same manner that
experts in other profeson the ground of general or special fitness for the
proposed service, as shown by his character and education, big

sions are chosen

:

knowledge of the constructional and decorative arts, and his business-capacity and training; these qualifications to be ascertained by
investigation, examination of his executed work?, and his reputation
with competent judges.
If, for imperative reasons, this course cannot be pursued
by the
committee or others having in charge the Erection of a public building, and a competition is considered necessary, it is for the interest
of all parties that it should be so conducted that the best men shall
take part that they shall be encouraged to do their best that the
best they offer shall l>e selected, and that the author of the successful
design shall be employed as architect on the usual terms; provided
the building is built and he is competent.
To insure such results it
is necessary that the conditions shall be clear and
adequate, and
alike for all, and that there be absolutely fair
play in judging the
designs and in awarding the work, and that the decision shall rest in
the hands of competent persons.
The following paragraphs contain practical suggestions for secur;

rut

;

ing the best results in competitions:

OPEN OR PUBLIC.

ALTCR/iATlve
n

^TO

P E_ pE/AOLIJHCp.

JKOPOJAL

The Strand and Fleet Street form together one of our two great
arteries connecting the City and the West End, and the traffic is conBoth the streets are fairly wide and faitly
sequently enormous.
straight, but their connection is to a certain extent blocked by a row
of some dozen or so tumble-down shops flanked at either side
two
by

churches, called St. Mary-le-Strand and St. Clement
Danes, each of which stands out almost in the centre of the street.
This obstruction causes a sudden diminution in the width of the
roadway, and leads to numberless blocks of passing vehicular traffic,

good-sized

which cannot be denied to be a great nuisance, especially when regarded from the point-of-view of the omnibus -driver or casual
But while this personage's claims must receive full attenpasser-by.
tion, we must not forget that we should have but little beauty and
picturesque effect in our streets if his clamorous demands were
There is no doubt that a curved street is inalways yielded to.
finitely more interesting and picturesque than one in a rigid straight
line, and however much critics may carp at the architectural merits
of the church, it at least
possesses some dignity and forms a fitting
finish to the view down the Strand, which would be
entirely lost if it
were bodily cleared away. I earnestly hope that the London
County
Council will consider this matter very
seriously when it comes to
deal with it, and if they do, I feel sure that the alternative
proposal
of removing the rookeries on the north side of the assailed churches

SECTION

I.

ADVICE.

absolutely essential to a successful issue that the projectors
of a competition should employ a competent architect as
adviser, and
he should be named in the advertisements and conditions. The adviser
should neither be a competitor for the work, nor should ho in
any event
have any professional interest therein, except that he should receive
from the projectors a proper fee for his services.
The duties of the adviser should be
(a) To aid the projectors to make a clear and definite statement of
their wants, and to draw up proper term* to regulate the
competition.
(6) To select from all offered the designs which conform to the
terms of the competition, and to reject all others.
(c) To advise the projectors on the relative merits of the designs
admitted to the competition.
1.

It is

:

SECTION

II.

CONDITIONS.

In a public or open competition,
whether or not the invitation to compete
1.

it

should

is

issued

be clearly stated

by

parties having

authority to employ an architect and erect a building.
2. The number and scale of drawings
required should be distinctly
stated, and they should not be more in number nor to a larger scale
than necessary to clearly explain the design. If perspective views are
required, they should be taken from a fixed point of view and distance,
and be uniform in size, number, and mode of rendering, without
imaginary accessories, and with no shadows except of the building itself.
3. The absolute requirements of the
should
be
building
fully stated,
but a distinction should be made between those conditions that are imperative and those which are simply advisory, and the terms should be
such as to hamper the judgment of the competitors as little as possible.

A tract issued by the Boston

Society of Architects, December, 1888.
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If any limit of cost is set, it should hi clearly stated wliat is to lie
included in it.
4. A type-written description of tlie building should accompany each
set of drawing, which should give us clearly as possible such intorniittion as cannot be shown on the drawings concerning materials, methods
of construction and decoration.
No writing should be allowed on the drawings.
5. Each drawing anil the description should l/e distinguished only by
a motto or device, which should be repeated on the outside of a sealed
envelope containing the author's name and address.
6. No alternative designs or other drawings than those called for by
the conditions should be received or considered.
7. The time for preparing the design should be made long enough
for adequate study of the problem and the proper preparation of the
necessary drawings and description, and proper allowance should also
be made for the ordinary occupations of competitors.
If possible, the time for rendering the decision should also be stated.
8.
design should be excluded from a competition
to
(a) If any attempt is made by its author, directly or indirectly,
disclose his identity or to influence the decision of the projectors or
1

A

I'LKRK-OF-THK-WORKS.

A QUIET consolidation of commercial and manufacturing interests is
progressing. The railway interests are making vigorous efforts in the same
Since the Interstate Commerce Commission took hold 06 raildirection.
roads have declined in value $221,000,000; though it is net intimated that
the two facts have any necessary connection. The spirit of organization
will grow during the coining year for a variety of reasons.
The everpresent danger of excessive competitou and over-production will compel
aud
all
railroad
other
interests
into
a
closer
unification
of
manufacturing,
interests, or, at least, at efforts in that direction; all the straws are pointing
A small one shows itself at Savannah, where
to this result everywhere.
Georgia and Florida lumbermen held a sort of convention to organize the
the
Atlantic States. A syndicate will control the
of
South
interests
pine
annual output of 400,000,000 feet of lumber. A Southern Pine Exchange
will be formed, and prices will be controlled in the interest of better prices
for both; a fact which Northern users of yellow-pine might wisely make
note of before the opening of next year. IJiisine.-s in lumber is improving
rapidly at lake ports. At Tonawanda receipts from all points for the past
year foot up 548,000,000, against 531,000,000 last year. At all lake ports an
increased business has been done over last year, and in the far West a distribution of Northern aud Southern lumber is roughly estimated at 25 to 33
per cent in excess of last season. The supply of hardwood is increasing in all
markets, but not in excess of the apparent requirements. Lumber manufacturers and dealers in all markets, North and South, are able to report an unusually active season; and, in a general way, stronger prices than were
realized last year, notwithstanding the great increase in output. Something
like a building boom continues throughout the West; the greatest activity
showing itself at Kansas City. Everything points to a renewal of manufacturing and building enterprise throughout the entire region of country
between Duluth and El Paso. During the past thirty days makers of
mining-machinery have booked some large orders. Rail-makers have,
within thirty days, booked orders for 100,000 tons. Prices are still low, but
The combination is fighting with more serious
are pointing upward.
difficulties tnan ever before beset them; the chief one is the enormous producwith
which
demand
does not keep pane. In other branches of
ing-capacity
the iron trade there is a fair activity, although orders are not crowding
capacity. During the first quarter of next year large orders will be placed
for ships, cars, boats aud suipping-mill machinery. Some ship-yards have
work ahead for from one to two years. A barge-line will probably be
established, which will run between Pittsburgh, Nashville, St. Louis, St.
Paul aud intermediate points. It is believed by a great many that the time
has about come when a profitable inland traffic by river can be established;
aud that considerable of the traffic now controlled by railroads can be
diverted to the river lines. The demand for iron ore is greater than anyformer year. Nearly all blast-furnace interests who Use Lake Superior
ores have about decided to make large season coutiacts during January
and February lest prices will harden. The year just closing has been the
best year that anthracite-producers ever had. The production foots up, in
round figures, 38,500,000 tons. Upwards of $3,000,000 is being expended in
improving aud extending facilities for both mining and shipping. The increased Western shipments this year over last year foot up nearly three
quarters of a million tons. A proportionately large increase has been made

;

dster architects of position from entering the competition.
11. In an open competition prizes should be awarded aggregating not
less than two per cent on the proposed cost of the building.
12. As all drawings are the property of the architect, those of the
unsuccessful competitors should be promptly returned as soon as the
award is determined. The projectors to be furnished with complete
copies of all premiated designs. Rejected designs should only be used,
in whole or in part, by agreement with and compensation to their
authors.

CLOSE, OR PRIVATE COMPETITIONS.

1. Close, or private competitions are always preferable to open, or
public ones, from which they differ in that the architects to take part
are selected for their supposed special fitness for the projected work.
In these competitions the names of the competitors are usually known
in connection with their designs, and it is customary to consult them in
the preparation of the conditions, and to pay to each unsuccessful one
a fee in accordance with the importance of the building and the amount
of work required from each giving the execution of the work outright
to the successful competitor on the usual terms.
A professional adviser may profitably be employed in these competitions also if the number of competitors is large.
;

BIT

THE BOSTON

1. For full professional services, except as hereinafter mentioned, the
customary charge is five per cent on the total cost of the works executed
from the architect's design.
2. For works of less value than
10,000, and for alterations, a special
charge in excess of the above is made.
3. For monumental work, and for all works in which the expenditure is
mainly for skilled and artistic labor, as fittings and furniture, decoration,
sculpture, stained-glass, or the like, and for selection of stuffs and other
materials, the architect's charge is regulated by special circumstances and

When

several similar but distinct buildings are erected at the same
time from a single specification and one set of drawings, aud under one contract, the commission is charged on the cost of one such building, and a

executed of

is

new

j

!

made

in respect to the others.
5. The commission is reckoned on the total cost of the work, including all
fixtures
necessary to render it fit for occupation, and as if
permanent

special charge

|

i

I

materials.
j

In case preliminary sketches only are prepared, the charge is one per
cent of the estimated,cost.
7. In case of the abandonment of a project after the drawings and
specifications have been prepared, the charge is in proportion to the work
done, and is at least one-half of the full commission.
8. If material alterations in the drawings are made by the direction of
the client, the additional charge is in proportion to the work done.
9. The architect is entitled to payments on account, one-half of the commission on estimated cost at the signing of contracts or the beginning of the
work, and other payments successively as the work progresses.
10. Full professional services include: Preliminary studies, workingdrawings aud specifications in duplicate, general supervision, examining aud
6.

passing accounts.
11. All necessary travelling expenses are to be paid by the client.
12. Drawings and specifications are the instruments of service, and the
property of the architect.

SUPERVISION OF WORKS.
13.

The supervision or superintendence

of an architect (as distinguished

Southern points.
The Western demand for anthracite is gaining, and it is supplying the
bituminous and block coals of Western States. The Pennsylvania Railroad
Company has just placed one order for 1,500 cars, and other companies are
about placing orders which will increase the car-builders' work for the
winter by 3,500 cars. Within the past thirty days, railroad-building coutracts amounting in all to between $5,000,000 and
6,000,000 have been
heard of.
Within that time railroad-building requirements for about
700 miles have been projected
Important railroad-building schemes
are in contemplation in Mexico by which the existing rail-connections will
be extended 300 miles farther south, and which, when completed, will
shorten the time from Europe and New York to South America and Pacific
from a week to ten days for the former, and from four to five days for the
latter.
Quite a number of short lines are projected in a dozen different
States, all aiming at local traffic.
Notwithstanding all the talk in financial
and railroad circles about the disagreements for the railroad-building next
a
deal
of
work
will
be
done. An increase will be forced by
year,
great
to

I

conditions.
4.

all

G

The decision of the projectors should be announced at or before the
time of exhibition.
10. The work, if carried out in any shape, should be placed in the
hands of the architect selected under the terms of the competition, and
at the usual rate of compensation (five per cent on the full cost of the
building). But if, on the disclosure of the names, the successful competitor should prove to have had slight experience in building, the
right may be served to associate with him a consulting architect, to
whom a proper proportion of the fees shall be assigned. But in event
of the reservation of either or both of these rights it should be clearly
stated in the conditions
as such reservation would inevitably tend to

PROFESSIONAL PSACTICE AND CHARGES, AS APPBOVED
SOCIETY OF AKCHITKCTS.

On

ARTHUR
EVERETT, Secretary.
60 Devonshire Street, Boston.

award.

III.
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buildings of considerable importance it is for the advantage of
the owner or owners to have constant superintendence by a clerk-of-theworks, in addition to the regular and necessary supervision of the architect; the remuneration of said clerk to be paid by the owner or owners, in
addition to any commissions or fees due the architect. The selection or dismissal of the clerk-of-the-works is to be subject to the approval of the
architect.
EDWARD C. CABOT, President.
14.

:

SECTION
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from the continuous personal superintendence which may be secured by the
employment of a clerk-of-the-works) means such inspection by the architect, or his deputy, of a building or other work in process of erection, completion, or alteration as he rinds necessary to ascertain whether it is being
executed in conformity witli his designs and specifications, or directions, and
to enable him to decide, when the successive instalments or payments
provided for in the contract or agreement are due or payable. He is to determine in constructive emergencies, to order necessary changes, and to
define the true intent and meaning of the drawings and specification, aud
lie has authority to stop the progress of the work and order its removal
when not in accordance with them.

their adviser.
(6) If sent in after the limit of time named in the conditions.
(c) If in any particular it violates the conditions as already stated.
(d) If it exceeds the limit of site.
or by an ex(e) If, after its cost has been estimated by the adviser,
perienced contractor employed by the projectors to estimate on all the
designs, it shall be found that its probable cost will exceed the limit
named in the conditions by more than twenty per cent.
9. It is advisable that all the designs admitted to the competition
should, with the consent of the authors, be publicly exhibited after the
final
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actual traffic facilities, existing lines and systems. The interior of the
country is rapidly filling up. Hundreds of new cities are springing up
hundreds of little communities are in need of railroad facilities, and the
extensions will be made. The strongest sources of activity are overlooked
by the average newspaper writers and trade writers. The little industrial
requirements, the hundreds and thousands of little shops, the thousands of
small houses, ,md the multifarious requirements of shops, factories, and
mines will, in the aggregate, create a demand for supplies of material to
which railroad-building owes fresh impetus.
;
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The Competition for tlie Enlargement of the
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German technical papers about a
Portland cement," made by Heiiirich
We do
Hausleitner, 13, Schulgasse, Meidling, Vienna.
not give this gentleman's address to advertise his material, but
>ecause it seems to us that a frost-proof cement would be
mortar is exposed to
jarticularly useful in this country, where
deal

is

said in the

"
frost-proof
patent
HGOOD

in every year, and if Mr. Hausleitner'a
'reezing six months
cement cannot be imported, it would be well worth while for
some one to try to impart anti-freezing properties to our RosenThis could undoubtedly be done, as the Vienna
dale cements.
manufacturer produces frost-proof plaster-of- Paris, as well as
cement. The cost of the prepared Portland cement in Vienna
s a little over one cent a pound.

torian Architecture.
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CERTAIN

shrewd worldly wisdom is shown by those
who have fixed the beginning of
publishers of periodicals
'
their subscription years in any other month out of the
twelve than in January, when the temptation to practise unWith us, however, other considwise economies is strongest.
erations overbalanced this advantage and our subscribers are
once more invited to renew their subscriptions at a time when
'TT

r\

We
will find the request unwelcome and unseasonable.
have done what we might to gild the pill, by arranging certain
"club-rates" which will be found set out on one of the adver-

many

tising pages.

draw attention to a document in another column, which
has a bearing on the competition for the enlargement of
The opportunity is so
the Massachusetts State-House.
not
on the Commission in
an
for
only
impression,
making
good
charge of this particular competition but on the public gener-

WE

we propose to publish this declaration of principles
weekly, adding to the list of signers the n.imes of those architects and draughtsmen who may from time to time authorize
It is a first-rate chance for the
us to append their signatures.
"
"
itself openly for or against improper
range
profession to
conditions of competition, and we ask architects in every section
of the country to send us their authorization to add their names
and that there may be no verbal
to the roll of. protestants
inconsistencies in the way, we have interpolated two words,

ally, that

;

bracketed, in the preamble.

of the most extraordinary groups of buildings in existis certainly that belonging to the Institut Pasteur,
which has just been inaugurated in Paris. It is not that
the architecture is particularly strange, the buildings being
rather plain brick and stone structures, designed with true
French refinement, but the purposes of the various portions, as

ence

plans, which we find, with an interesting account,
Le Genie Civil, are startling enough even for Parisian taste.
The Institute itself, as every one knows, is the fruit of a public
had
subscription which was opened in 1886, after M. Pasteur

marked on the
n

already inoculated three hundred and fifty patients, and in two
years and a half reached the amount of five hundred thousand
The quarters occupied by M. Pasteur in 1886 were
dollars.
multitude of patients
altogether inadequate to accommodate the
who flocked to him, and, as soon as it was found that the subscription would be successful, the Commission appointed by
the Academy of Sciences secured a large piece of ground in
the Vaugirard quarter, on which has now been constructed a
group of ten buildings, surrounded by a pleasant garden. The

main front, on the Rue Dutot, is ornamented by a group in
bronze by the sculptor, Truffot, representing one of the great
Behind this agreesnnint's patients fighting with a mad dog.
able work of art, which is the gift of the city of Paris, rises
of the main building, containing the apartment of
f.u;:uli'
Pasteur, with kitchen, laboratory, rooms for students and
assistants, library, and so on.
Beyond this, and connected with
it by a wide corridor, is the building where patients are treated.
The ground-floor of this is divided, one side bearing the suggestive title of the hydrophobia wing, while the other is the
In the hydrophobia wing we find a receptiongeneral wing.

the

M.

for patients, offices for registration and for archives, an
inoculation-room, a bandaging-room, a room for patients requir" maring temporary rest, au operating-room, a lavatory and a
row-room," this being, of course, the storage-room for the inoculating virus, which is obtained from the spinal marrow of
Over these rooms are various subordinate services,
rabbits.
with a laboratory of "applied microby," and the rest of the
building is devoted to other laboratories, chemical and microThe grounds about these two
bial, collections, and so on.
buildings, the entrance to which is guarded by a porter's lodge,
are laid out in promenades for patients, and in the rear is a sort
of zoological garden, containing a large stone building for mad
dogs; a group of kennels for healthy dogs intended as food for
science ; an aviary, the object of which we are unable to guess ;
an aquarium ; a building for animals of various kinds under

room

and stables, sheds, keeper's lodging, and storeThe whole plan is laid out with much care for the
houses.
Few persons
active service which it is called upon to perform.
in this country realize how great a work M. Pasteur has done
since his first inoculation for hydrophobia in 1885.
have
heard arguments, sneers, and assertions of all sorts about him,
and we imagine that a good many people have concluded that
his discovery has proved a failure, and that after killing a large
number of patients his treatment has been abandoned. Instead
of this, the records of the cases show that in two years and a
half, up to July 1, 1888, five thousand, three hundred and
eighty-four patients had been inoculated for hvdrophobia in
In many cases the treatment came
the Paris laboratory alone.
too late, and the sufferers were seized with hydrophobia before
the inoculation could take effect ; but, including all these cases,
the mortality in 1886 was only thirteen out of every thousand
persons treated, while in 1887 it was eleven in a thousand, and
in Ie88, to October 1, only eight in a thousand.
As the period
of incubation for the virus, before the inoculation takes effect,
treatment

commend

the attention of the Legislative Committee
on the Extension of the Massachusetts State-House the
terms of the competition, which was recently announced,

WE

to

new Italian Parliament-House. The building is not to
cover an extremely large area, but a year is given for the
preparation of the designs, and the execution of the work is
promised to the successful competitor, unless the Government
should fail to agree with him as to the terms of his employment
and remuneration. In that case he is to receive twenty thousand dollars for his sketches, and the Government is to retain
The authors <>i
them, and carry them out as it may see fit.
the five designs placed successively next to the first are to receive money prizes, five thousand dollars being set apart to be
divided among them as the Committee may think best.
Un-

for the

fortunately the competition is limited to Italian architects, or we
should advise our brethren in Massachusetts to try their fortune
in

Rome, where what they can do appears

appreciated than

among

their

own

people.

to

be so much better

;

We
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it is fair to eliminate from the mortality those
died of hydrophobia within the fifteen days before the
treatment could take effect, and with these cases excluded the
mortality for each year would be reduced about one-third.
Certainly, if a person who has been bitten by a mad dog, by
going to M. Pasteur for inoculation, can have the chances of
his dying ot hydrophobia reduced to one in a hundred and fifty,
the Institiit Pasteur will never lack patients so long as dogs are
xllowerl to run at large
and the annals of the affiliated establishments show that similar results follow the treatment in
other hands.
It will surprise many readers to learn that there
are now more than
"hydrophobia institutes," on the

is

fifteen days,

who

;

twenty
Pasteur system,' in various parts of the world. Of these, seven
are in Russia, a country where hydrophobia is very common
one at Bucharest, in Roumania; five in Italy, at Naples,
Palermo, Milan, Turin and Bologna one at Vienna, one at
Barcelona, one at Rio de Janeiro, one at Buenos Ayres, and
one at Havana and two more, one at Chicago and the other in

;

;

;

At some of these alliliMalta, are in process of organization.
At the one iu Odessa
ated stations many patients are treated.
eleven hundred and thirty-five persons have received inoculation
at Warsaw six hundred and sixty-five had been treated
;

at last accounts, and at Moscow six hundred and thirty-three.
Many of the cases in Russia come from the bite of mad wolves,

and are terribly severe, but the treatment, under which the
mortality was at first from three to eight per cent, has been
modified by experience, so that now the deaths average conIn Italy, seven or
siderably less than ten in one thousand.
eight hundred persons have been inoculated with remarkable
success, but the statistics cannot be compared with those of
other countries, owing to a freak of the municipal government
of Naples, which, hearing some of the familiar arguments of
Pasteur's opponents, summarily cut off supplies to the establishment in that city, so that it had to be closed after curing

two hundred and thirty patients. In seven months afterwards
nine persons died of hydrophobia in the city, and the establishment was called into existence once more.

TTR.
|al

J.

tion,

A.

GOTCH,

who

is

of the English Architectural Associaone of the best of authorities on Elizabethan

domestic architecture, read a paper last month before the
Association on " Elizabeth and Victoria," which contains an
unusual amount of common-sense in dealing with his subject.

As we know,

archaeology, particularly architectural archaeology,
As Mr. Gotch himself
a sore point with most Englishmen.
said, when he began, twenty years ago, to interest himself in
the domestic building of the sixteenth century, an architect

is

who looked at anything but Gothic work was regarded as being
disordered in mind, if not hopelessly perverted iu morals, and
"
although Mr. Ruskin, with his fervid nonsense about the foul
flood of the Renaissance," and other things that he happened
to like or dislike, has long been forgotten as a critic of architecture, there are plenty of lesser preachers, who have now
adopted this or that Dutch, Italian or other style, and belabor
people who do not know or do not care about their particular
hobby with a zeal which leads the average student of architecture to imagine that his spiritual condition must somehow
depend upon the mouldings which he permits himself to notice.
In amateurs this state of mind is a matter of no particular importance, but, in young architects, the notion that all beauty is to
be looked for in a particular style is the precursor of paralysis
of the faculty of design, and such men as Mr. Gotch, who can
trace the origin of particular forms and criticise them dispassionately, do a great deal of good iu the profession.
Every one
remembers that during the reigu of Elizabeth England was
An immense amount of money
seized with a building fever.
had accumulated in the hands of people of rank, partly, perhaps,
from the income of 'the church estates confiscated by Heury the
Eighth and distributed to his favorites, partly from the plunder
brought into the country by the privateers which preyed on the
commerce between Spain and her new American colonies, and
partly as the natural result of a long period of peace and prosperity under a strong government. While gentlemen and noblemen were liable at any time to raids from their neighbors, and
were obliged to keep permanent garrisons in their castles, '.here
had been little opportunity for making these anything better
than extensive, but gloomy fortresses
but the wisdom and
energy of Elizabeth and her ministers, joined with the exultation
which followed the defeat of Spain, then the most dreaded
power iu Europe, combined to develop a sense of security and
patriotism, which showed itself, as such a feeling has in repeated
;
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instances in other countries, in a passion for erecting buildings
better suited than the old ones to the new thoughts and hopes
that had arisen in their owners.

TITHE number and

richness of the mansions erected within a
few years is almost incredible.
Many noblemen and
gentlemen ruined themselves by their building operations,
and it was not uncommon for a man of fortune to spend half of
what he had on a house. At that time, we must remember,
and secure investments were almost
living was very simple,
unknown, so that it was natural for a man who found himself
with a large amount of cash in hand to use it in building, without feeling that he thereby imperilled his own comfort or the
income of his children, and the rivalry between the richer proprietors soon became keen. As might be expected, in planning
the new palaces, nearly everything was sacritted to show.
People who lived contentedly with their dogs in rooms carpeted
with rushes, which were changed once a week, could hardly be
expected to be very squeamish in regard to niceties of arrangement, and it is common to find the bed-rooms opening from
each other, after the fashion of a New York tenement-house,
without any corridor for reaching them separately, while in
some very magnificent mansions the suites of rooms allotted to
visitors could only be reached from the reception-rooms by
crossing the court, which, it is needless to say, had no provision
for sheltering from the rain or snow the festal clothes of the
So inconveniently planned,
persons who walked through it.
according to our notions, are the Elizabethan mansions in this
respect, that they can hardly be used at all by a modern family.
One or two of them have been remodelled by the rather heroic
treatment of building a corridor around the courtyard, like a
cloister, so as to reach the farther bed-rooms without going
through all the others, but this darkens half the windows, beIn other cases a portion of the house
sides spoiling the court.
has been rebuilt, at a great expense, according to our ideas, but
most of the Elizabethan palaces, splendid as they once were,
have been allowed to go to ruin, simply from the impossibility
of utilizing them for a modern family without very costly al-

X

Even the reception-rooms, magnificent as they are,
with the habits of the present representatives of the
Three hundred years ago aristofamilies which built them.
cratic hospitality was less exclusive than now, and the lord of
the manor, who feasted with his most honored friends at the
high table on the dais at the end of the great hall, and looked
with complacency upon the crowd of less distinguished guests
who struggled for their dinners at the tables which occupied
the rest of the immense room, could count on having the "long
"
which opened out of it well filled with dancers and
gallery
promenaders in the evening, after the banquet was over, while
his descendants are chilled by the contrast between the huge,
dark rooms and the small company which now gathers in them.
In a few instances, as at Hatfield House, Lord Salisbury's
favorite residence, the ancient mansions will probably be kept
in habitable condition for many years longer ; but the great
terations.

accord

ill

majority, like Haddon Hall, the most beautiful of all, will inevitably be abandoned, sooner or later, by their owners, from
the impossibility of being comfortable in them, and they will

Whether this will be a
fall, one after another, into decay.
The plans
great loss to architecture is not altogether certain.
have been recorded in many books, so that we shall not lose
the recollection of their stately and picturesque arrangement,
but the details of the designs are rarely of a very high order of
merit.
The rich ceilings, made of plaster modelled by hand,
are often the best portion, and it is much to be hoped that some
one will secure and publish measured drawings of all those now
but the woodwork is no better
existing, before they disappear
than that done now, while the carving, both on wood and stone,
is of little value, either in
design or execution, and would hardly
be noticeable except for the lavishness with which it is used.
According to Mr. Gotch, moreover, the houses of that period
contained glaring faults.
Symmetry being, in the minds of the
architects of the time, necessary to correct taste, windows and
bays were distributed almost without regard to the interior
planning, and a bay illuminating the great gallery might be
balanced by one of equal size in the buttery.
Where real
windows could :iot be used, false ones were put in without comaunction to preserve the symmetry of the composition, and
;

^obham

one of the best examples, is, as he says,
with sham-windows, put in with real mullious and
trans-oms and glazed, but closed behind the
glass with a wall.
riddled

Hall,
"
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IN MEXICO.*

worth sceiif.' cither in the way of architectural features,
One of these, the
paintings, wood-earvings, statuary, or rdic.-s.
Church of Sau Francisco, built in Hit;?, possesses an arch for the
support of tlii- choir-gallery, which is so flat that no one believed it
would remain in place. The architect who planned it had less faith
thiuz

IV.

PUEBLA.

Pyramids of San Juan Teotchnacan.
'

KBL \ is reached by a branch of the Mexican Railway running
from Apizaco, about eighty-five miles from the city of Mexico,
and one hundred and seventy-five miles from Vera Cruz. The
is made from the capital about the middle of the forenoon
journey
if from Vera Cruz, late in the afternoon, reaching Puebla about night-a delightful time of the day for travel in Mexico. An English
fall
compartment-car is provided for the comfort of the traveller, and
the road runs down a broad valley, about thirty-live miles, with three
snow-capped mountains, Popocatepetl, IztaccihuatI and Orizaba, con-

P

I

;

stantly in view.
Puebla is a city of about seventy-five thousand inhabitants which
no tourist in Mexico should fail to visit. In the character of its
buildings, and in the number and magnificence of its churches, it is
the rival of the capital. Unlike nearly all other cities of Mexico, it
is of Spanish origin, having been founded in 1530 by about forty
families of Spanish colonists, under the leadership of the Franciscan
friar, Torribio Benevento, better known as Alotolinio, or the poor
and humble. It was called La Puebla ile los Angeles, or the town of
the angels, until after the French invasion of Mexico, when it was
renamed Puebla de Zaragoza, in honor of General Zaragoza, who
commanded a gallant defence of the city against the French army in
This battle of the 5th of May (Cinco de Mayo) has given to
1862.
It was by no means
the republic one of its principal national fiestas.
a decisive battle of the war which it began. The French troops
were on their way to the capital, and, after this repulse, retired to

Orizaba, then advanced again, captured Puebla and occupied the
capital, causing the Republican Government to retire to the northern
The French held the capital while the monpart of the country.

party organized and established an Empire, electing the
of Austria, Emperor. Puebla remained in the
hands of the Imperialists until towards the overthrow of the Empire
in 1867, when it was taken by the Republican General Porfirio Diaz,
now President of Mexico. For a long time I sought an explanation
of the enthusiasm which greeted the annual return of the Cinco de
Maijo. Once I was told that it was the only victory ever won by
Mexicans over a foreign foe. Every other victory won by Mexicans
on Mexican soil was over their own countrymen. Perhaps that is as
good an explanation as any. But there may be another reason why
so much is made of Cinco <le Mayo.
Many of those at present in
power in Mexico (the President among them) were in the battle of
Puebla on the 5th of May, 1862. It was tor their sakes that the
day became famous.
The city is attractive in its situation and in its general characteristics.
Being the see-city of a Roman Catholic diocese, it possesses
archical

Archduke Maximilian

Maltrata y

la*

it than any one else, and fled to escape criticism and. perhaps, less
bearable punishment. Yet the arch remains, at the end of two

in

hundred years,

as firm as ever.
characteristic of the architecture of Puebla is the extensive emupon street fronts.
pictorial tiles frequently
ployment of tiles
The entire front of a building will sometimes be a mosaic of glazed
tiles.
The city is well kept. Besides a main plaza (characteristic
of every town in Mexico, however small), it has several smaller
plazas, and its two fashionable drives or paten*, as they are called,
Near the town are quaries of lecali, Mexican
are very attractive.
onyx (or Puebla marble, as it is there called). This material is
worked up into ornaments of every description, and may be obtained
It is extensively used in the interior
at very reasonable prices.
decoration of churches in Puebla and elsewhere.

A

To most tourists a visit to Puebla would be incomplete without
It is only seven
including a trip to the famous pyramid of Cholula.
Readers of Prescott wilt
miles distant, and is reached by horse-car.
not fail to remember the conspiracy which Cortes discovered in
Cholula, and revenged by the massacre of three thousand Cholultecas.
Of the pyramid then existing there remains what appears to
be an irregular hill, crowned by a church. It has been referred by
archaeologists to a period antecedent to the conquest, and to the race
At the time of the conquest a temple was
of Toltecs or Olmecs.
"
found upon its summit, dedicated to Quetzalcoatl. the " Fair God
This was thrown
of General Lew Wallace's charming romance.
down by the Spaniards, and a Christian church was built in its place,
but not the one now standing there.
If the tourist be only interested in what appears to the eye of the
ordinary observer, he will ascend the mound and enjoy the view
from the summit. At the foot of the mound appears the city of
Cholula, regularly laid out, containing a market-place, to which still
I attempted to count the
clings the old Aztec name of Tiangues.
churches in sight from the summit of the pyramid, but the view is so
extended and the churches are so numerous that I gave it up. Cholula itself contains over twenty.
Puebla, which is in full view, con-

more than thirty, and scattered over the broad valley are many
There are other mounds in the immediate neighborhood to
suggest the possibility of other pyramids, but they do not appear to
receive any recognition from the Mexican savants.
The boys of Cholula are not lacking in enterprise, and beset the
tourist with fragments of idols and other clay figures, which they
tains

more.

claim to have found in excavating around the base of the pyramid.
Their genuineness may be questioned. Bat, in climbing around the

Cumbres, Mexico.

a cathedral, which happens to be much handsomer than that at the
It was begun prior to the year 1636, and was consecrated
capital.

Church of Guadalupe, Jalapa, Mexico.

It is possible that a building of a hundred years earlier
date is comprised within the mgraria or parish-church which adjoins
the cathedral. The cathedral contains some handsome paintings by
Mexican artists, and the interior decorations are worth close study.
'1 'here are other churches
equally interesting, each possessing some-

pyramid, I found what might be called an Indian arrow-head, but
what was more probably the point a of maquahuitl or battle-axe of

in 1649.

1

Continued from No.
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page
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the primitive races.
It was of obsidian or volcanic glass, perfect in
shape, and well preserved. The genuineness of such a relic, or its
value, could not be questioned.
Alay other visitors at Cholula be as
fortunate as I wan.

ARTHUR HOWARD NOLL.
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MEDI2EVAL HOUSES.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
HOUSE OF JOSEPH

CHOATK, ESQ., STOCKBRIDGE, MASS. MCKIM,
MEAD & WHITE, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.
H.
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1

was said

[Gelatine Print issued only with Gelatine and Imperial editions.!

we must

lord of the

Fig. 40.

the clergyman, and a large

those of the fourteenth.

;

CHURCH OF THE ASCENSION, SIERRA MADRE, CAL.

The lower we go in the social scale, the less difference we find
between the country houses of the Middle Ages and those of
to-day.
In travelling through those French provinces which have been
parwithdrawn
from
contact
with
the people of large cities,
ticularly
such as certain parts of Languedoc, Correze, Auverne,
Berry,
Saintonge, Bretagne, Haute -Marne, Morvan, Jura and the Vosges, we still find secular dwellings which have been only slightly
altered, and furnish us, probably by transmission, examples of dwellIn these dwellings we recoo-ings of of the Gallo-Romanic rustics.
nize the employment of certain methods of construction which
preserve all the characters of a native art and,
though the material be
coarse and the workmanship rough, the application of the
principle is
true, and, above all, stamped with that subtile charm which attaches

MR.

E. A.

COXHEAD, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES, CAL.
church which seats about 1 70 persons was
broken granite boulders.

It is built of roughly

THE BILLINGS MEMORIAL LIBRARY, BURLINGTON,

VT.

MR. H. H.

RICHARDSON, ARCHITECT.

THIS building has been lengthened during
now has a somewhat different air from that of

the past summer and
the small sketch we

;

published two or three years ago.

to all primitive arts for those

HOUSE OF CHARLES

A. PILLSBURY, ESQ., MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
BUFFINGTON, ARCHITECT, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH AND CHAPEL, LOS ANGELES, CAL. MR. 8.
I. HAAS,
ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

MR.

which
would

:

;

Bas-Languedocien. I have chanced to stop in certain French villages
where each house is built on a pattern o'f its own, quite
primitive^in
character, and remote from the methods of our modern civilization, in
which everything tends to obliteration of
It would be
individuality.
the houses of the peasantry into
epochs, as has
and, in fact, the transmission of several marked types
through the whole mediaeval period
would render the attempt quite useless.
are almost inclined to
believe that in some provinces the same kind of rural house has been
building since the invasion of the barbarians, and it is difficult to
distinguish a dwelling of the tenth from one of the fourteenth cendifficult to classify

;

been done

conditions announced are faulty
First.
In that they are not drawn up in accordance with the best
custom, and no assurance is given that an expert adviser will be
employed to aid the Commission in their choice.

:

WHEELWRIGHT & HAVEN.
JOSEPH R. RICHARDS.
JOHN A. Fox.
GEO. M. YOCNG.
E. A. P. NEWCOMB.
LONGFELLOW, ALDEN & HARLOW.

EDWIN J. LEWIS.
ANDREWS & JAQUES.
H. LANGFORD WARREN.
WALKER & BEST.
WM. ROTCH WARE.
HARTWELL & RICHARDSON.
CUMMINGS & SEARS.
T.

M. CLARK.

WM. G. PRESTON.
L. WEISSBEIN.
FRANZ E. ZERRAHN.

CARL FEHMER.
ARTHUR LITTLE.
PEABODY & STEARNS.
WINSLOW & WETHERELL.

in the case of city
dwellings

;

We

The

ALLEN & KENWAY.
RAND & TAYLOB.
THOS. O'GRADY JR
STURGIS & CABOT.
SHEPLEY, RUTAN & COOLIDGE
ROTCH & TILDEN.
SNELL & GREGERStoN.
SHAW & HUNNEWELL.

Morvan

to-day are very much alike, the reverse is true in the country the
cottage of Picardy has no resemblance to that of Brittany these differ essentially from the cabin of the Morvandian,
which, in turn, is not
at all like those of the Franc-Comtois, of the
Auvergnat, or of the

;

CABOT, EVERETT & MEAD.

of

and we have seen, ourselves, on the borders
and in the Vosges, peasants living in grottos
hollowed out by the hand of man, which are preserved as
they were
when first seen by the Roman armies.
The variety of these country dwellings is one of the proofs of the
While all our city houses of
preservation of the ancient traditions.

of

Second. That no assurance is given that the successful
competitor will be employed, but, on the
contrary, it is distinctly stated that
all premiated
are
to
competitors
relinquish all ownership in their
plans to the State, without any further claim to compensation or employment.
Third. Even if the first prize in the
competition were as it should
be, the execution of the building, the actual
prizes offered would
still be entirely insufficient
compensation to the authors of the drawings placed second and third.
For the above reasons, we, the undersigned architects, citizens of the
State of Massachusetts [and
elsewhere], protest against this form of
competition, which, in our opinion, is not for the best interests of the
State or of our profession, and we, therefore, decline to- enter it

wood

find no change ;
of the Loire, the Seine,

BOSTON, MASS., December 18, 1888.
Massachusetts has, by its Commissioners,
advertised for designs for the State-House extension, said
designs to be furnished in open competition. The conditions
of the competition, as announced, have
evidently been framed without due regard to the best custom in the conduct of such
matters,
the sole end and aim of which should be to secure to the State the
best service by making sure that "the best men shall take
part; that
they shall be encouraged to do their best that the best they offer
shall be selected
and that the author of the successful
design shall
be employed as architect, provided the building is built and he is
competent."

Commonwealth

who know how

to see it.
There still
several dwellings of the
peasantry in
an ancient countryman,
returning after sixteen centuries,

exist in the

L. 8.

PROTEST AGAINST THE COMPETITION FOR THE
MASSACHUSETTS STATE-HOUSE.
THE

much
IliUCll

than the poople of the towns, because they are too
poor,
and because their wants vary little. The citizen of our day has
preserved none of the habits of his ancestors, while the
peasantry in
the midst of the nineteenth century lead nearly the same life as

;

little

Country people
their
M1VUJ ii<JUC:s
houses

less often

MR. W. D. KIMBALL, ARCHITECT, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
THIS block of eighteen houses was built about two years ago.
Outside material, two colors of Dresbach stone inside finish, hardwood cost (including the boiler-house with laundry and electric-light
plant and tunnel connecting same with building), $150,000.

cost of this

peasant.

remodel
it-llluu^l

and concerts.

CENTRAL PARK TERRACE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

THE

manor personal

military service. The coun"
try house, the
masure," is
the dwelling of the tenant,
the planter, the farmer, the

to the street is what is called the parish-house.
In the three stories
of this building, space is provided for a
dispensary, a girls' industrial
club, rooms for the Sunday-school, and sewing-schools, a boy's read-

$4,500.

article,

not confound

country houses with manors.
The manor is the
dwelling of a gentleman, a
chevalier, who does not
possess the right of high
and low jurisdiction, but
who is a landed proprietor,
and who owes only to the

church architecture. It has long been felt that to combat the
moral difficulties of modern city life the church must provide
something more than Sunday services, and hence most of our churches
have many benevolent and educational agencies connected with
them. Trinity parish in its off-shoot, St. Andrew's, seeks to furnish
room in one group of buildings for these agencies. The church, the
porch of which is the principal feature of our sketch, is withdrawn
some seventy feet from the street to avoid the noise of a busy
thoroughfare. At right angles to the church and extending forward

oflice for

at the be-

ginning of this

ANDREW'S CHURCH AND PARISH-HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
MESSRS. ALLEN & KEN WAY, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.
HESE buildings represent in some respects a new departure in

hall for lectures

IX.

COUNTRY HOUSES.

ST.

ing-room and gymnasium, an

No. 679.

tury.

We

will content ourselves, then, with
discussing
characteristic types, without assigning them to
any
precise period. These do-

some of the most

built generally
with the aid of the most
simple means, have with- ^-i
stood the modifying effects /""
of time, and
preserved
their primitive character
only by the constant reproduction of the same L,
processes, the employment L
of the same materials, and
jjf
a remarkable conservation
of old customs.
The oldmiciles,

^

:

est houses, or at
least,
those which seem to have
undergone the least alteration, are found in the
middle country or in the
Fig. 41.
East. In Morvan, the old
houses of the peasantry are mere masses of
heaped-up stones. The
walls are built of great blocks of
granite, and are broken only by
small openings.
There is a very low ground-floor, servin<r as
cellar,

f

rom^elst N

.

by Mr. A. B. Bibb.
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Btort-liousi', lion-house, or pig-sty; a door raised one or two metres
above the ground, with stairs and landing built into the wall and a
ceiling of heavy beams, a garret above, protected bv heavy timberwork, covered with layers of stone called "laves" (fig. 40).
Each house contains only one room, with its chimney. If one
wishes two rooms he builds two houses, joined by the gables. In
this dwelling there is no decoration, nothing which shows a taste
for even the rudest art.
The wood is hardly squared; the floor
is covered with earth beaten down over a layer of stone, sand, or
;

clay.
In

Nivernais and Up[>cr Burgundy, on the contrary, we find
The lintels of the doors are
traces of art in the peasants' houses.
laid with care, the posts are well finished, the interiors are plastered,
and sometimes covered to their full height with a wainscot. The
timbers are carefully squared, and even chamfered, tiles from very
The outancient times having replaced the pude covering of stone.
side staircase is well placed, the landing has beautiful railings of
ptone; the timbers of the ceiling project over the front and are

*

framed into the rafters, forming a pent-house (Fig. 41). These
dwellings of the Burgundian country-side are often ornamented with
care, and affect certain architectural forms.
The well-preserved peasants' houses in the village of Rougemont,
between Montbar and Aisy, furnish proof of this. These houses,

which date mostly from
the beginning of the thirteenth century, having
their gables to the road,
are built with remarkable
care (Fig. 42), and almost
all have a story above the
ground-floor; but it must
be added that this village
was the dependency of a

301

of a comparatively recent date (sixteenth century) which exactly
reproduce the forms and processes of a much more ancient art. In
these dwellings, as in those on the Bayeux
tapestry, we remark, for
example, the richly decorated finials on the ends of the roof-ridge,
bound above the roof by pieces of wood cut in the shape of a crest.

There were until recent times, in the country of the Eure, some
traces of this tradition remaining (Fig. 43).
These Norman houses
of the eleventh and twelfth centuries contained only one room,
quite high, lighted on all sides and sheathed with woodwork, coarsely
The fireplace was near the middle of the room, and the
panelled.
smoke escaped by a wooden flue in thick tiles through the roof.
In the central provinces, as Auvergne, Velay, and the northern
part of ancient Aquitainc, the Celtic traditions were preserved far
into the Middle Ages.
The houses of the country people were sometimes hollowed out of the earth and covered with a sort of " tumuformed of earth and heaped-up stones, on pieces of wood radiAn opening cut on one of the sides of
ating from a central post.
this heap served as door and window, the smoke of the
fireplace
" tumulus."
have seen in the
escaping by a hole cut in the
mountains of Cautel dwellings of this kind which seemed very
lus,"

We

It is unnecesancient, and were certainly of a very remote fashion.
sary to say that art did not enter into any of this class of dwellings.
Certain cottages of Bocage and Brittany have some resemblance
to these, in that the interior floor is lower than the ground o-itside,
and the roof covered with thatch descends almost to the ground.
But these are not conical in form, and they are covered with douhle-

sloped roofs, which have two gables of rough stone or timber panels
filled-in with clay.
As we approach the borders of the Rhine, in the eastern provinces,
in the mountains of the Vos<;es, and near the small lakes of UeVard-

rich abbey.
In the neighborhood of

C

establishments,
the houses of the country
people are found better
constructed up to the fourteenth century, and commonly built of stone. Suenon says that the ground

religious

Fig. 42.

intended for the dwellings of the peasantry around religious agri"
cultural establishments was divided into equal parts.
think,"
" that this
says M. L. Delisle.
example has been often followed in'
our province ^ Normandy), where for a long time the word ' boels
'
has had the sense of yard or hovel. The ' boels were ordinarily
long, rather than wide, whence the widely-spread term of 'longs
At one of the ends of the ' boel ' each one built his cottage.
boels.'
All the doors opened on the same side on the road, which thus
became the street of the village." This arrangement is observable
at Rougemont, as in several other agricultural centres
belonging to
abbevs during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. In the North,

We

"

Normandy and Picardy, the country dwellings, the
masur,"
mansura, masura, masagiurn, mesagium, masnagium," was an enclosed field, with the house usually built of wood.
On the borders
of the lower Seine, the Orne, the Dives, on the Channel coast from
Eu to Cherbourg, the Normans have left still apparent traces of
The houses of the peasants have timber-work, panels
their genius.
filled in with earth mixed with straw, and are covered with thatch
in

Fig.

"

or shingled.
In late years the ancient houses of those countries have begun to
and
disappear,
to be replaced
by the small
brick house, covered with slate.

There were still
a great number
to be seen up to
1830, which restructure

the

woodwork
of
DenNorway,
mark, and that
shown on the

very pronounced overhang.
parallel

mans, like all the
Scan d n a v i a n
i

people, built only
in wood, and
were good carpenters from the

Fig. 43.

time they established themselves on the shores of France.
Navigators as they were, they preserved in their houses some traces
of naval architecture.
The reputed Saxon manuscripts of England,
preserved in great numbers in the British Museum, show in their
vignettes some specimens of houses, which also resemble naval construction in

still

exist several

wooden buildings

wooden

walls.

A

floor of joists is

borne on the three

These hovels are only lighted

at the gable
are evidently of a very old
architecture, closely resembling that of the very interesting old Swiss houses.
On the borders of the Garonne, in Languedoc and Provence, are
found the prettiest rural dwellings, of the sort much affected
by the
old painters.
The Roman tradition has survived in
purer form in
these countries than in any other
of
France. The peasants'
part
houses here are large, roomy, low, set toward the east in the most
favorable manner, with porticos, or, more
often, low sheds, to protect the inhabitants, who, in this mild
climate, do their work outside
of their houses.
In the plains of Toulouse, in
Ariege and Aude, on
the coast of Limoux, one sees, in the midst of
groves of century-old
trees, houses built in this way, relatively very ancient
that is to
from the fifteenth century. However, houses built here
say,
dating
to-day in plain brick or pebble-dash follow exactly the same plan. The
people of these provinces have always been agricultural and attached

ends.

Bayeux tapesThe Nortry.

some respects.
In Norway and Iceland there

of Retournmer, we still see houses of the
peasantry displayLow and
ing all the characteristics of the early log-construction.
made
to
resist
storms
and
to
broad,
support snows, they look very
all
these
houses
have
three rooms on the
strong.
Nearly
groundfloor, and four under the roof (Fig. 43 b).
The plan, A, of one of these houses, taken on the ground-floor
level, shows the entrance-room, It, from which we pass into the
large
room, <?, or into the back room, D, in which the only staircase
mounts to the first floor under the roof. The room C, lighted at
both ends, is used by the family as an eating and
sitting room, and
in this room, also, the food is
prepared. A large chimney with
and
of
stone
is
carried up through the roof.
piers, back, mantel,
f|ues
The chimney is the only part of the building, except the base, which
is not of wood.
TJie roof is made either of tiles or sandstone schists
or slabs cut out of sandstone ; on it are
These
piled heavy stones.
houses are raised on foundations one metre high all
round, formed
of large blocks of sandstone.
wooden partition composed of the
trunks of trees very roughly squared separates the
dwelling in the
middle of its length, and supports the extremities of the"rafters.
The ends of this partition corbel out on the two gables and form a

mer and

A

by their

called

43 b.

They

;
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to the soil, and have made few modifications in the local customs
since the fourteenth century.
Figure 44 is one of such rural houses.
The system of working the fief farms on shares was practised in
the provinces of Languedoc in the Middle Ages exactly as it is
The peasants who held these forma ran fewer risks than
to-day.
those who farmed for a season, or who obtained a territorial grant
by paying a stated rent, and they lived in a state of complete
This explains the character of ease observable in the
security.
rural dwellings of this country, and was the reason of their uniformity

during several centuries.
In the North, and particularly in Normandy, the system of owning on shares, or of
.jf.f<i\
perpetual grants at
Ifc-y..
a fixed rental, was

^
j

replaced
generally
by the system of
limited leases in the
thirteenth century.

The barons

pre-

owner-

served

the

ship of

their lands

and

simply

ceded

the

of
cultivation
to husbandmen for a limited
time and on settled

them

Fig. 44.

" favored the
" Several causes,"
says M. L. Delisle,
development of these holdings and made them preferable to perin the first centuries of
petual grants, which only were known
In the end, however, it became evident that the rent
feudalism.
with time, the greater
stipulated by the contract of enfeoffment lost,
not only of the
part of its value. It was an inevitable consequence,
which affected
depreciation of moneys, but also of the revolution
the relation of money to the article of consumption. On. the other
side, the waning strength of the feudal regime tended to deprive the
lords of the principal means which they formerly possessed of. plun.They were led to treat with the
dering their enfeoffed domains
farmers, and so relieved themselves of the expense of improving and
of plundering their lands, and were no longer dependent on the
fortune derived from their rents, whose nominal value was not
altered, but whose real value became more and more insignificant."
Sometimes the needy baron forced the farmer to pay down on the
conditions.

signing of the lease the total amount of his rental for several years.
It is evident that these were in truth terms onerous for the proIn Normandy the rural
prietor, and tending to enrich the laborer.
dwellings became of considerable relative importance, and were
modified more rapidly than in any other province.
On the Mediterranean coast we occasionally find country-houses
in the shape of a tower or small turret belonging to a very ancient
epoch, but these domiciles were more often inhabit-id by pirates

XXIV.
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The first floor has no opening except the door. From this floor,
that of the machicoulis is reached by means of a wooden ladder.
The twisted ornaments which decorate the lintels of the door indicate a very ancient epoch.
At Cannet this tower is known by the name of " the brigands'
house." The upper story under the roof is arched in rough stone.
There are still to be seen at Corse several buildings of the same
character.
Country dwellings, arranged so as to be a refuge for men living in
isolated places, and probably at odds with their neighbors, are found
also on the western coast.
One of the best preserved and most inis found near Bordeaux (Fig.
It was formerly sur4G).
rounded by a fosse filled with water. From the level of the water,

teresting

a staircase of twelve steps laid in the wall led to the raised door.
Probably a plank was thrown across the fosse when any one sought
to enter.
The door opened into the single salon, which was provided
with a chimney and lighted by a small window and six loop-holrs.
They reached the cellar through a trap cut in the middle of the

room.

The spiral staircase ascends to the second story, which has a
chimney like the first a sort of cage, with loop-holes and machiThere are
coulis, hangs from the wall above the entrance-door.
several of these dwellings on the coast between Bordeaux and
Bayonne, and even beyond as far as Saint-Jean de Luz. It is very
In
probable that they date from the English occupancy of Guienne.
;

Suffolk County, in Kngland,
in brick after this

same

is

style,

a small place (VVenham Hall) built

which dates from the end of the

thir-

teenth century.
It forms a parallelogram, with a
spiral staircase in
a tower at one of the angles. The entrance is raised, and is reached
by steps set in the wall.
The "maisons croisees" of the cemeteries are worthy, too, of note.
They were free and beyond the reach of the secular laws, being
under the guardianship of the monasteries, and were famous as the
refuge of pilgrims or sick persons. Their distinguishing mark was
a cross of wood upon the roof-ridge.

THE END.

THE DEMAND FOR THE CLERK-OF-WOKKS.
EAST OBAKOE, N.

December,

J.,

1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
I am glad to see a
disposition in the profession

to reservices of clerks-of-the-works, at buildings which its
may be required to superintend, and that you are ably

the

quire

members

advocating the measure.
The present fee of five per cent is barely sufficient to pay for a
well-considered design, with the necessary detail drawings and
specifications, and without an additional fee, the architect should not be
to
devote
the
to
time
which
the
expected
supervision
average client
now demands, and which he thinks he is liberally paying for. The
client should pay the salary of a clerk-of-the-works
the architect
would be relieved from much that is disagreeable and vexatious
and as a result could devote more time to studv, to the proper de;

velopment of his plans, and ultimately, to the best interests of his
client.

A conscientious

architect will often pause and consider whether he
best following the dictates of duty by devoting more time to
supervision and less to proper thought and consideration of detail in the
office, or vice versa, and frequently, when it seems imperative, from
is

Fig. 45.

Fig. 46.

than by agriculturists. There are several of them between Toulon
and Cannes. Figure 45 gives one of these, which is still
entire,
built on a bluff at the entrance of the
village of Cannet, near Cannes,
and about four kilometres from the sea. It consists of a
square
tower having two stories and a
ground-floor, without communication
with the outside. The door, raised three metres above the
ground,
was accessible only by means of a ladder, which could
easily be taken
in to avoid troublesome visitors.
The first story, or, more often,
the second (for there is no communication with the
ground-tloor,
except by a trap in the floor of the first story), is broken by six
machicoulis in the form of scuttles, and there are no windows.

circumstances, to take the former alternative, it is at the cost of
time which should be devoted to study, relaxation
evening work
or social intercourse.
An architect has not only to deal occasionally with dishonest contractors, but with ignorant or incompetent ones, and their careless
To maintain his reputation, or to satisfy himself that
employe's.
the work is being properly performed, he will often find himself
devoting more time to one building than is just to himself or other
clients; and when the contractor discovers that he understands himself thoroughly, he will leave his men to the
general instructions of
the architect, when visiting the work.
An architect frequently has
a client who is unscrupulous,
fault-finding, and who thinks he "pays
one for his whole time during the erection of a
building.
As supervisor, the architect is supposed to be and to do about as
follows
to be an expert in every material and work that enters
into the construction of
any building, competent to judge quickly
whether the contract is being complied with to see that the different trades follow in prompt order, and that each branch of the work
is
completed to such point that there be no delay in general progress to look after the construction of interior or other works in
the shops; to instruct divers mechanics on
points where they may
be at fault
to have general care of the
building that it be not
t!ie
elements to attend to correspondence (under certain
damaged by
circumstances considerable, even for a house of modi-rate
expense)
"
in
to be
spotter," general foreman, clerk and janitor.
^short,
There are architects most able in design and ingenious in
planning,
yet who have not the slightest mechanical or constructive skill,
:

;

;

;

;

;

DKCKMHER

Tlie
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most successfully passed in the office among their
IInw can such a one make a complete -urcc-s in loperlo
tending? Another may be so engaged at his otlice, by an extcnsivi
practice that he has absolutely no time, had he the taste and inclination, to devote to constant supervision.
An architect should be spared the petty annoyance.* outlined
above
they should be relegated to one fitted by experience am:
taMe io undertake the task, and being in accord with the architect
would, under his general instructions and occasional inspection produce more satisfactoiy results than is often achieved now, be the
]
architect ever so faithful and conscientious in his superintending.
trust that the lime is not far distant when clients will concede not
onlv the necessity but the advantage to themselves of employing
clcrks-of-ihc work, and thus afford the architect more time in his
office, where he rightfully belongs and where he can evolve his designs to the best advantage "f all concerned.
\\lm-r whole time
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A CORRECTION.

i.s

designs.

;

Yours

respectfully,

S.

W. WIIITTEMORE.

CHICAGO,

ILL..

December

>',';-,

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT.

Sirs,

The

New York

I

eering standpoint.
Another objection to the design of the towers is that the upper
cable is made to rest on a slender mullion while the massive corner
Of course any architect
piers have apparently nothing ta support.
knows that the cable must be supported inside independently of this
mullion, but it is not sufficient to say in regard to an architectural
design that it is actually strong. It must look strong and the piers
or columns that support heavy weights must appear sufficient to perform the duty imposed upon them or the design will be a failure no
matter how strong the actual construction may be.
The difficulty of giving artistic forms to constructive iron-work
has long been recognized and the problem is one worthy the study
of the best engineers and architects, but it is well-known that scccess
does not lie in the direction of concealing the construction by a mask
of cast-iron which in turn is made to imitate stone.
N. S. P.
Very respectfully,

THE TRAVELLING SCHOLARSHIP FOR NEW ENGLAND ARTIST PAINTERS.
To THE EDITORS OF

THF,

AMERICAN ARCHITECT

:

you will kindly tell me how long a student must
reside in New England to qualify himself for the " TravellingScholarship for New England Artist Painters," spoken of in your
issue for December 1, 1888, you will very greatly oblige one who
hopes to be benefited by it.

Dear

If

Sirs,

Respectfully yours,

THE OWNER'S ACCEPTANCE OF A BUILDING.
December

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

design for the proposed North River Railroad
City, published in a recent number of your
paper, is so striking as an engineering problem and will be so graceful and dignified a monument if erected, that I cannot forbear to
criticise one of the minor details which seems to be out of harmony
with the other portions' of the work.
refer to the attempt to make an architectural composition by
The construction of
putting architecture on top of the towers.
these towers is of steel, over which is placed an architectural cap
of cast-iron in imitation of stone, the naked constructive work showThe effect reminds one of the African chief who adorned
ins; below.
himself in a European costume consisting of a stove-pipe hat and
linen collar.
It needs no argument in this day to prove that this
cast-iron work is in bad taste, either from an architectural or engin-

Dear

Bridge at

PICTOR IGNOTUS.

[WK have referred tins question to the authorities of the School nf Drawins and Tainting cf the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and receive the
following "Resident of New England is understood artistically ; that is,
pupil of a New England School or master, and is perhaps not very well exBut the examination is over for this time.
Eos. AMERICAN
pressed.
:

AKCHITKCT.]

IMS.

1

18, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

::!,

i:

notice an unfortunate error in the last letter from
Washington. The answer of Mr. Green, ('. K., to Senator Halc's
question in reference to his position as sujierintendcnt of the Congressional Library, should read "1 am nut under the architect,"
whereas it was printed, I am under the architect. This oinis>i.ni
makes the difference between the architect as the head, and the
engineer as the head. His advice that a building should have one
head is good ; while the supplemental clause, making the sujicriutcnding engineer that head, is radically wrong, and likely, if unnoticed, to eventuate in the army engineers monopolizing public building-, and the country being filled with more uncouth, (inartistic and
monstrous masses of stone, brick and mortar, than is now the case;
as well as the educative effect of good work being lost to the community at large, and the architect on guch work In-ing turned into the
!>,<u

draughtsman.

THE PROPOSED NORTH RIVER BRIDGE.

i]il-r

I'

To THK EDITORS OK THK AMERICAN AIM nine

21, 18*8.

I would like to have some information in regard to taking possession
of a building. A contractor had plans drawn for a private school-house
with residence and took the contract. It being in another town, so
he put there a foreman to attend to it and build in accordance to
plans and specifications (the other party had also a set of plans),
the party representing the owner sent from time to time parties to
inspect building, making changes, the owner calling there also several
The local builders made complaints
times, also making changes.
to the owner, but on examination they were not verified
the owner
made no complaints during the work.
Fi.ially the owner was notified by contractor that the building was
:

completed, and to call and accept it. The owner called, moved in,
and did not object, and lives in the building. I understand threefourths of contract has been paid, but he refuses to pay any more.
I
am called in as an expert, but I am under the impression that after
having been there himself, and having had other parties there to inspect work, and taking the keys without any objection, that he formally accepted the work and has to pay balance due to contractor.
After having taken possession, he made all kinds of changes, without
notifying contractor, and wants me to charge it to contractor's account.
By letting me know the customary rules or referring me to similar
cases, you will confer upon me a great favor.
I

am

SUBSCRIBER.

yours respectfully,

well settled that the owner does not accept a building by
taking the keys and living in it, nor does he thereby waive in the slightest
degree his right to hnve the contract fulfilled to the letter before nepayi
the contractor. His visits to the building while in progress do not alter tiie
contract, or put him under any obligation to accept work not in accordance
with it; and if he orders changes at tho*e visits, he only makes himself
liable to pay a reasonable price for them. If they increase the actual cost of
Whether, after moving into the house, he ran have
doing the work.

[THK law

is

changes made by other parties, without notifying the original contractor,
and charge them to the contractor's account, is a different matter. If the
changes are altogether outside the contract, he is, of course, not entitled to
make the contractor pay for them. If they were necessary in order to
hi ing the building into conformity with the contract, he ought to have notified the contractor that they were required, and hate given bim reasonable
opportunity for making them himself, before employing other persons to
make them; aud it has been held abroad that where this notice was not
given, the contt actor was not liable fr any part of the expense. Aside
from legal technicalities, however, it would probably be fair to both partie" to have the contractor pay what It would hare cost him to make the
work conform to the contract, as nearly as this can be estimated, nnd let
the owner pay whatever it actually cost beyond this.
EDS. AMKKICAN

ABCBITKCT

]

LAYING MASONRY IN COLD WEATHER.
December

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

21, 1888.

:

Can you tell us anything about laying masonry in
Dear Sirs,
cold weather, whether it is or is not desirable to use much or any
cement, and if the addition of salt would help to keep out the frost
From the mortar of the foundations?
are just about to start a
arge warehouse, aud the probability is, that most of the work will be
lone in very cold weather as the building must be done by early
Also, what is the experience of Barton architects with colspring.
ored mortar in cold weather; Can or cannot ibis lie used? Bv an
'arly answer to these questions you will greatly oblige,

We

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE ARCHITECTURAL
COURSE AT COLUMBIA.
BOSTON, MASS., December

17, 1888.

To THK EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs,
December 8,

Referring to the item in the American Architect of
which "Columbia" is given, unquestioned, the first
I wish, as a subplace as an American School of Architecture
If
scriber, to ask why the editors are so decided on this point.
not inconsistent, will it be possible to give some reasons
why that
question admits of no doubt?
T. R. KIMBALL.
Respectfully,
in

[Ot'K correspondent could answer his own question after thoughtfully
reading and comparing the descriptions of the several architectural schools
which we have recently published. The special advantages of the course at
Columbia are: a corps of instructors who have had a long and wide experience
a compulsory course of study of four years' duration ; a superior
equipment a Board of Trustees and Faculty thoroughly broad-minded and
EDS. AMKKICAN
piogrcssivfl. and, uot least, the advantages of location.
;

;

ARCHITECT.]

Very

truly yours,

ROGERS & M A

[Foil a brick building, built rapidly, and with the thin walls and poor
uortar commonly employed here, cement is practically a necessity, although
the more cement a mortar contains, the more it is injured by freezing. The
addition of salt will considerably diminish the expansion and disintegration
of the mortar y freezing, bat it is likely to cause white "sa'tpeteriug " on
he walls, aud will tend to keep them permanently damp. For the founda.ious we suppose ceiueut alone will be used, and here much the best way
will be to heat the stones, lay them on a mild day, and immediately cover
with hay, tanbnrk, manure, e^rth. or some other substance which will keep
out the frost. In any case, we strongly advise the architects to warn the
>wuer, at the outset, that if he insists on having masonry done in the winer, they will take no responsibility for the consequences; aud that while
hey will use such skill as they possess in the direction of the work, n interi

im It brickwork cannot be made as good, under any circumstances, as that
)iiilt in summer, and if the season should be tiniiivorab.e,
with sudden
changes of temperatuie, it may be very much worse.
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As to the use of colored mortar in cold weather, if tlie joints of the facing
are of the colored mortar for four inches or so from tlie face, the work can
be made to look tolerably well by repointing the worst places in the spring.
If only an inch or HO of the colored mortar is put on, at the front edge of
the joint, as is sometimes done, it is likely to fall out in places next summer
and show the white behind it. One thing, which those who build in winter
should bear in mind is, that the sun is as much to be dreaded as the frost.
In February and March new walls expesed to the East or South are very
liable to freeze at night, and thaw by day, on the side facing the sun, bending over toward the sun in consequence. It is not easy to prevent this, but
it should be carefully looked out for, by frequent plumbings of the walls,
and coverings or shading employed. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

In all countries death and the cereFUNERAL CEKEMONIES is PARIS.
monies of burial are sad and repulsive. In France, perhaps, decency is
observed as well as in any country, thanks to the excellent organization of the Compagnie des Pompes Funebies, which forms, so to speak,
the administration of all the churches in Paris, exercising on their beThis company, whose
half the monopoly of funeral ceremonies.
is regulated by law, is a vast enterprise, possessed of excepresources, an immense number of horses and carriages, a
numerous and well-disciplined personnel. Every year it takes charge
of about 50,000 funerals, about half of which are those of the poor.
Thanks to this enterprise, even the poorest citizens are buried with
some show of decency and in conformity with strict rules. The administration of the Pompes Funebres is situated in Paris in the Quaie
d' Aubervilliers.
It is a big, heavy, white stone building, built round
a vast glass-roofed court-yard. To the right and left of the entrance
doors are the offices of the director and the bookkeeping department.
In the court-yards are the store-rooms, the stables, the coach-houses
and the harness-rooms. Everything is black, sombre and silent; everything is rigorously numbered and ticketed, classified and arranged for
immediate use. The porteurs, or bearers commonly called croquemorts,

monopoly

tional

have a big room furnished with oak benches, where they assemble
every morning, 400 in number, to await orders
gloomy, serious, clad
in various styles, some with blouses, but most of them in jackets.
Over this room are other rooms with cupboards, running down the
middle in double rows. Each cupboard is numbered and fitted with a
lock, the key of which the correspondingly numbered croquemort keeps.
In these cupboards are kept the uniforms of the bearers, who dress before going out on service and undress when their service is over, only
wearing their regulation costume while on duty. The masters of ceremonies have each a private room to dress in. Their uniform consists of
a cocked hat, coat, knee-breeches, silk stockings, buckled shoes, a
court sword and a wand. This personage is paid by the day, so much
for each funeral. His duty is to arrange the procession in proper order,
to fix the order of the precedence among the mourners and to start the
funeral. Beneath the vast building of the Pompes Funebres are cellars
dimly lighted with gas-jets and full of rows and rows of coffins of all
sizes and qualities.
This cellar contains a stock of 15,000 coffins ready
for use, varying in length from six feet two and one-half inches down
to twenty-seven and one-half inches, which are the regulation maximum
and minimum sizes of dead French humanity. For persons taller than
six feet two and one-half inches a coffin has to be built on
purpose and
to order.
On one side of the cellar are the lead coffins, and in one
corner a stock of square boxes in which coffins are packed for travelling
by rail or steamer without attracting attention. Near the door of the
cellar are some huge coffins, with a circumference of six or nine feet,
destined for the accommodation of very obese corpses. Likewise near
the door are thirty hand-carts of peculiar form, on two wheels, painted
green and lined with black these carts are used only when some terrible epidemic is decimating the population. The price of the coffins, of
the inner lining and of the covering pall, are all regulated by an immutable tariff. In 1870, during the siege, the little hand-carts, painted
green and lined with black, had to serve universally as hearses, for all
the horses had been killed for food.
New York Mail and Express.
1

;

WAY

ONE
TO SECURE A COMMISSION.
The selection of M. Chapu as
the sculptor for the statue of Honore de Balzac, although
approved by
Frenchmen, has caused bitter disappointment to M. Marquet de Vasselot, who for twenty years has had one fixed idea, viz., that he was
destined to make a statue of the novelist.
The committee having
charge of the subscriptions avoided a competition, and sought a sculptor by visiting the ateliers of a select number of
sculptors, and discussing the subject with the owners. Finally, it was considered that the
wisest course was to offer the commission to M.
Chapu. The decision
He had prepared himself for
dispelled all M. de Vasselot's dreams.
the work by making four or five busts of Balzac, he had made models of
a memorial, and had so constantly studied the novels that he considered
himself confident to create figures of at least three hundred of the
characters.
M. de Vasselot would not be called a very successful
sculptor, for he has; obtained few medals, and, when an artist has
formed a definite plan as he did, he is not likely to care about
any
other. For M. de Vasselot believed that if he could make his mark
by
the monument of Balzac, then the future was secure. The committee
the
has
turned
to
his
successful rival and has
having failed,
sculptor
put the circumstances before him with an appeal to his generosity. To
a man in M. Chapn's position, what is one monument more or
less,
while the victory means loss to M. de Vasselot and
misery to his
family? In a case of the kind, what is to be done ? If M. Chapu gave
up his commission, would the committee give it to the sculptor who was
so eager to obtain it 1
Many claims might be set up, and the task of
the committee would become oppressive.
The narrative recalls the
which
was
felt by Benjamin Haydon under similar cirdisappointment
cumstances. All his life he was insisting on the duty of the State to
give commissions for mural pictures, and he was dreaming of the time
when he was to receive them. His joy was great when it was announced
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that the Houses of Parliament were to be adorned in that way.
He
took part in the competition, and the smallest prize was not awarded to
him.
M. de Vasselot is, therefore, not the first artist who has been
foiled in the ambition of his life.
The Architect.

TRADE SURVEYS.
THFRK

could be no better time than the present to note two or three of
the fundamental difficulties with which business interests, high and low,
are obliged to contend. The worst feature of these difficulties is, that they
promise more complications. The first one is the enormous producing
capacity of the country, the excessive supply of railw.iv facilities, the large
volume of capital not particularly employed,' and further, the growth, dail" ,
of power capacity, etc.
Without theorizing, it may be said that extraordinary abundance of production and productive capacity ought to be occasion
for rejoicing, but as trade is organized it is, not always so. The capacity to
consume does not increase with the capacity to produce, and here the
trouble starts, pointing to periodic over-production, depression and disarrangement of trade and financial machinery. \V:iys must be found to increase consumptive capacity before the commercial perturbations will
cease that upset all calculations and make trade more or less of a lotterv.
Tlii-. is fundamental.
The world has given iiself over to the workshop, to
production, to the harnessing of power in every shape, forgetting the end of
effort was individual development and progression.
Without talking book
or theory, or getting away from stern everyday facts and conditions, it
must be said that too little attention is eiven to markets and to selling, and
too much to shops and buying. The volume of business is limited by the
buying capacity of the people. It is the business of no one to make markets or to see to it that the
people have two dollars to spend where they have
one now. But it is just this problem that confronts us. Purchasing power
can be greatly increased. Trade and traffic is overdone, is over-supplied
with talent and energy and capital. This is seen in extraordinary railroad
building, in enormous shop building, in three million tons rail-making
capacity when demand calls for half this amount, in architectural capacity
sufficient to transform every house in the land into a palace, but not the
means among occupants to have it done; in store-keeping capacity so abundant that ten thousand traders are crowded out or tramped down every
year. The fundamental evil of the age, to reiterate the fact, is over-capacity,
over-energy, when compared to purchasing and consuming capacity. Social evils in past ages were corrected by wars, and in these later
days by
commercial upheavals and depressions. Causes are still at work iii that
direction.
wisdom
can
eradicate
these
Only far-seeing
causes, but tliev
cannot be cured by theorists in educational cloisters. The masses are
doing
this work for themselves as well as untutored energy can do it.
The slavishness of our industrial system must in due time go as black
slavery went,
for the very highest and best economic reasons. The masses produce in a
certain sense too much and consume too little, for two reasons,
first, compensation forbids greater consumption, and next, lack of time or leisure, or
the
formation
of
that
habit and those desires
daily opportunity prevents
which underlie a greater consumption. Economists are now
willing to
accept the theoretical truth of such statements, but say there is no available remedy.
What the country needs to increase its prosperity is an extravagant working class, who are able to be extravagant in the use of food, clothing,
houses, books, etc. The foundation for this extravagance is being laid
through the scattering of the millions over the land, and in the consequent
diversification of employment and the multiplication of industries. The
second fundamental difficulty, which, however, is now only a
possibility, is
the money question.
At present money is abundant, interest is low,
credit easy, collections readily made, money is begging for
employment,
all is right.
But a transition is to take place, and in the step lies the
crisis.
The banking interests propose to inaugurate it by retiring the
people's greenback, and to legislate to themselves, through their servants in
Congress, the right to handle the nation's money. The mighty business interests as usual are too busy making profits and margins out of their dollars
to pay much attention as to who make the dollars, or how
tluy are made.
The recent Rival Commission votes, six to six, for and against the gold
and
thus
leaves
it
both
an
and
a
closed
standard,
open
question. American
banking interests lean to the gold basis and would stop silver coinage,
while purely business interests would increase silver coinage and silver
certificates as fast as possible.
There are no clouds in the sky, and,
therefore, there is to be no storm is the popular logic, which seeks to evade
this question which is thundering along behind the horizon.
The unexpressed business sentiment favors Government issues in accordance with
the decision of the United States Supreme Court in speaking as to the functions of the Government.
The banks will fight this position, and ft will be
the great political issue in the near future. Mere questions of policy affectthe
management of railroad propeities, the adjustment of tariff duties,
ing
the question of Internal improvement and of coast defences and a merchant
marine will all easily and naturally settle themselves in conformity with
evident business and national interests; but the deeper questions of national
finance and a social political economy cannot be settled by legislative enactment. They call for the higher education of the whole people.
To-day the
situation is better than it ever has been for progre-s in the
right direction.
There is no slave power.no moneypower.no railroad power.no political
power to shake their rods over the people. Never had the people so strong
a grip on Government and on the control of their interests,
despite the cheap
talk of trusts and monopolies.
Labor has been disciplined into proper subhas
ordination; capital
been taught that there is a dead line drawn around
its operations, and syndicates are learning that the driftwood of
past age<

and

has left snags in the commercial streams they are
sailing up and down. Yet
we are only in the infancy of trade-combinations. They must, of necessity,
are
the
"sinners
of
the
multiply. They
body politic. Their spread caii do
no permanent harm: each will find its counterpart like the
intercliangable
parts of modern machinery.
The great engineers of" the world's business will in the future not be
supreme, but will run their trains and combinations on the block-signal
system, and their switches will be turned fur them by the people's agents
in the signal-towers, no matter how
long their trains are. nor wbnt they
carry.
Every engine, to continue the figure of speech, will have a sort of
interstate commerce air-brake under its boiler. As a
people, we are simply
learning how to do business on a larger scale. Under this progress individualism will grow, but a better set and class of men are needed in State
affairs. The quality of our law-makers has not
improved as has the quality
of our mechanics and business men in all channels from the little
counting-

brains that run and control the
mighty business interests of the country.
S.

J.

PARKHILL &

Co., Printers, Boston.
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MODERN HEATING.
peculiarly vulgar and out of place. But it has
FATIIEK TIME as he journeys on his weary begun now to show artistic features of a very
way in the twilight of this 19th century might high order. The best specimens are scholarly
We hope this reformawell be surprised at the progress the world is and refined in detail.
making

in every sinew of its industrial struc-

and stop and wonder how and why we
mysterious and active people are so different
and more practical and less romantic than our
predecessors were of a century ago.
Why do we want to change so wonderfully
and rapidly, he asks? Why not be content with
ture,

the good days of long ago ? He
would have us grow more in the

Vi.i.rn.

1888.

tion will continue.

times as

from 32

a solid body red hot by daylight, and still the
steam produced by it has only 212 of sensible heat.

New York

Barron,

agents for

Steam Heater,
made by the Weston Engine
Co., of Painted Post, N. Y.,

the

"
fant to the soldier
seeking the
bubble Reputation at the can-

Bronson

have just closed with a large
contract to steam heat twentytwo apartment-houses uptown,

non's mouth," and not advanc-

and en-

New

we would and

York.

The

tinctly says that

must have it. Reputation in a
peaceful and industrious manner, protecting ourselves

shown that the use of

we need merely to
mention that Messrs. Clapp &

and entrances, advancing
in life from the in-

lightenment as

is

suburbs,

With our

civilization

it

To prove to you its popularity esNecessarily we must make ample and safe ar- in use.
in
New York City, where so many
rangements for such trying contingencies.
pecially
Scientific men tell us that as an agent for blocks of homes and stores are being erected
every year, uptown and at its

our growth

ing into

Thus

This country is particularly severe in its steam as the agent for heating in no longer an
winter seasons, with its snow and wind storms experiment, but is accepted by the public as
which come to us unawares oftentimes. the most healthful and agreeable agent now

of Shakespeare's description of us as mere players on

exits

much heat as is required to raise it
212. This increase would render

to

way

the World's ftage.

XXIV.

No. SM.

well-known

contract dis-

none but

this

"

Improved Bronson," must be used in every
house. The manufacturers of

when

necessary by Brotherhoods, La-

well-known and

this heater are

bor and Trades Unions when
properly managed and under

representative business

right-minded leaders, against
the monopoly of Trusts and the

a well-deserved reputation and
highly respected for their integrity in every detail in the

Western

concentration of Capital of now-

New

businesi world.

adays.

In this enlightened century

cilities

men

of

York, a firm of

They have

which are

fa-

unequalled

as the rising generation grow

for producing heaters in large

and progress in
social reforms and life, they
feel that they must bend all
their energies and thought with
each other to provide more to

and small orders promptly, and
always prepared for any demand in this line. Their New

the comfort, welfare and happiness of the home, and have

men, and are

in civilization,

York representatives are active
pushing business young

and

in a position to

the convenience and ease of

provide for the comfort and
happiness of the many and

travel as a luxury, and true we
do find that the home is show-

crowding
erected

ing the touch of the hand of

The Bron

Dame

Progress in our crowded
cities.
Houses are being built side by side
in as friendly a way as space will allow.
All

down the ages, home above everything steam, the absorption of the heat
commanded first our best and most by the water, its conversion into
Travel may be a pleasure

to most of people with all its modern advantages, but as the poet well puts it,
"

As

Whatever realms to see where'er we roam,
Our first best country is at home."
to its architecture, this
country has

making great progress within the

last

We

commend them

to

your favorable consideration.
heating homes steam is the best factor. The They always take pleasure in answering innatural laws governing the generation of quiries, and will make
plans, specifications and

else has

sincere attention.

tion.

Steam Heiter.

homes now being
within their jurisdic-

of the fire

steam,

its

transmission of this heat mysteriously hidden
in the vaporous mass to the various apartments

home, there to give off this heat by condensation in radiators reconverting it into

estimates free of cost to

its

heater whence

it

first

been came only to continually repeat the process.
five
Prof. B. Silliniaii of Yale College, says

:

parties sending

heated.

WESTOX ENGINE

CO.,

PAISTKD POST, N. T.

of the

water, returns to

all

them dimensions of the buildings they wish

HAINES, JONES & CADBURY, manufacturers of Plumbers' Supplies, Philadelphia, Pa.,
have lately built extensive additions to their
factories.

They have now a wood- work in"

American Architect and Building News.

TJie
stands, Tub-casings, Closet-seats, etc.

They

tion or operation of this device to render

it lia-

have put in new and improved machinery and ble to become disarranged it should be very
employ only the most experienced and compe- durable, and must form a very substantial and
This enables them to turn desirable lock, affording much greater security
tent workmen.
out good work at a small cost. Their mag- and convenience than the centre sash devices
The circular of the manunificent show-rooms are well worth seeing, in common use.
being filled with sanitary appliances of the facturers gives full and explicit directions for
Four complete Bath-rooms applying and operating, so that no difficulty
highest order.
;
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them to be lifted without the
and chisel, and not even then

impossibility for
aid of a hammer

The Composi-

without destroying the blocks.

and dampness.
Several millions of feet of this floor have been
laid during the last few years under Mr.
Nightingale's supervision in England and Ireland, in places where parquet tiles
and
tion

also

prevents

dry-rot

are fitted up, one with a Copper Tub, one will be experienced in attaching them. The marble floorings are often laid, the advantages
Enamcled-iron, another Tile and another with device seems to have much merit, and we over such being its noiselessness, solidity,

an all-Porcelain Tub. Each is perfect in its commend
way. The closets manufactured by this firm

it

to the notice of our readers.

mental closets are the Embossed
Buffalo.

outs

"

are

They

and every one sent out

all

Electric,

loose

The

of
of

chipping,
the floor

floor

is

in-

use the following buildings, and up to.
the time of writing it has been specified for
use in forty-six other buildings in various
in

NIGHTINGALE FLOOR SPECIALTIES.

"Wash-

warranted

is

away

cracking, and working
from the foundation.

OSWEGO, N. Y.

are well and favorably known in every section
of the country.
Among some new and orna-

Wyoming,

warmth, and the doing

JENKINS & TIMBY,

to

places

:

Royal Arcanum Club, Brooklyn

;

Dr.

be perfect.

THE "TIMBY" BURGLAR-PROOF
SASH-LOCK AND VENTILATOR.
CTANBDRY, AMP FR EC FROM ALL MOISTURE

AMONG the unique things that have of late
been put on the market nothing is more valuable, comparatively, in the line of house building than

the

Timby Sash-Lock and

CONCRETE""T:
THE

Venti-

above

is

a section of the Nightingale

Wood-Block Tiling Floor which has now been Brewster's House, Brooklyn Dr. WunderIt is be- lich's House, Brooklyn
on the Market here fifteen months.
Lawyer Keogh's

lator.

;

not only novel, but quite
It is de- ing extensively specified by architects in difeffective for its intended purpose.
si<*ned to be set into the window frame, the ferent parts of the United States, especially
centre of the lock in line with the cen-

This device

tre of

and

is

is

;

House,
Offices,

Fie.

on

i.

s j(]

stop.

lock

is

;

New

tion, easily ope-

making a
or

floor

over wooden beams

doing away with the rough
boarded floor, also dispensing with
all
kinds of deafening, pugging,
joists,

locks

either

or

both

sashes

in

any

position

beam-linings, fitting in of wet concrete between beams, and the like

desired, thereby

methods of an unsanitary and de-

affording the
of perfect

structive nature usually adopted. The
fireproof fixing blocks are very light
being composed of coal-ashes, cinders,

security

plaster-of-Paris and lime.
They are
moulded to shape and are hard and dry
and free from all moisture before

means

Thumb-nut moved up.*i 4.*,._
,_,i
ward and bolt thrown ventilation, and
back same as in Fig. at tue same time
perfect
sneak-thieves.

A

against
locking
device in the thuinb-nut prevents the
possibility of manipulating the lock
outside

above shows a system of
fireproof, immovable, solid

and noiseless

strong

automatically

the

York.

Section

and durable, and

from

Montgomery's
Mrs.
Barnes's

York
Masonic Club, Brooklyn ;
Western Union Telegraph Building,

This

construc-

rated,

;

;

very sim-

ple in

Mr.

;

Parkville
;

face-plate attached to the in-

of Lock and
operating device.

Lake

Robbins Island
House, Fordham
Club-House Belvedere Hotel, New

a

Back View

;

;

Spring
House,

the meeting-rails of the sash,
operated by means of a slid-

ing thumb-nut

New Rochelle Niagara Insurance
New York The Jessup Mansion,

The "Timby" Burglar-proof Sash-lock.

when windows are left
The lock, therefore,

for fireproof buildings for

which

it is

particu-

leaving the factory and before being
placed in position over or between the
wooden beams. This saves caulking and like

a means of obtaining a methods adopted and is
indispensable to all!
accomplishes the doable duty of affording wooden floor over such without the use of who are and have been troubled and put toat once security against forcible entry and sleepers of any kind, the
decay of which so great expense by leaky floors. A perfectly

open

for ventilation.

larly adapted, being

ventilation

to any degree that may be de- frequently causes annoyance.
By this system
can be applied to any window, as a thoroughly solid, immovable and noiseless
it
adjusts itself to varying thicknesses of floor is obtained, free from dry-rot and dampsash or inside stops, and does not interfere ness and perfectly watertight, there
being no
with applying weather-strips or inside blinds. space underneath or between the
of
sired.

It

joints

The accompanying
Ft.

illustration

tion of

shows a

sec-

and well bonded floor is formed, strong^
and durable in all its parts, one solid
compact
mass. For a cheap, strong and
lasting floor
level

possessing the above advantage
yet placed before the public.

the blocks for the harboring of dust and verThe weight on the floor is better dis-

has no equal

FIRE AND SOUND PROOF FLOORS.

window frame min.

2.

it

with the lock applied, tributed, consequently it wears evenly. When
T
Section of Frame with Lock
with the thumb-nut concrete is employed for basement floors, the
applied.
.

...

,

moved upward,

re-

4

Nightingale floor as a covering for same

is

leasing
upper
sash the cut being

just the thing for preventing dampness (which
is so often
a
complained of) and

semi-transparent, to
show the inner con-

thoroughly dry and

struction of the lock,

sleepers usually laid to nail the finished floor

actuating spring,
etc.
The bolts are
made from the best

to.

the

malleable

Thumb-nut moved upward
case
sash.

iron,

the

making

warm floor with

a pleasing

appearance and dispensing with the wooden

The foundation

allowed to

Cement Concrete is
become hard and dry and free from
of

before the flooring blocks
forming
the floor are placed in position over
same, each

all moisture,

A is the main girder resting on wall E and on
B

pillar-

A

are the small iron joists resting on main girder
and on wall at other end.
C the iron joists B bedded in concrete and forming

both floor and flat ceiling.
F shows a portion of the floor C laid with patent
solid and noiseless Wood Block Tiles.

from wrought- being bedded in a specially made Antiseptic
steel, the face-plates and adhesive Composition which takes up and
and thumb-nuts from brass and bronze metal, enters into the undercut grooves on the sides
Section showing Flat Fireproof Construction wherehighly polished and lacquered, presenting a and ends of the blocks, and thus forms a hard iron
joists rest on bottom flange of main girder and ilk
very handsome appearance when applied. and fast joint-binding them to each other and which all iron work is entirely protected from lire.
There seems to be nothing about the construc- the Concrete foundation making it a matter of
The illustrations above
a
idea.
releasing upper

give

general

JULY

what

of

No.

1888.

7,

is

known

Advertisers' Trade Sujpplement.

73.]

"

as

Flat

Nightingale's

Concrete Construction," which is in use in
hundreds of works, mills, mansions, barracks,
factories, stores, banks, flats, offices, etc., in

Small 3-inch by 1 4-inch rolled-iron
weighing about 5 pounds to the foot are

England.
joists

fixed about 18 inches apart (forming a kind of
network) and bedded in the concrete, resting
at each end upon walls or girders as the case

may

The cement

be.

concrete

is

5| inches

inch of cement flouting to a
trui' level (which is allowed to consolidate and
become hard and entirely free fromll moistthick, including

I

Ball Engine Company of Erie, Pa., has been Y.," and then call tijKm them to furnish a cerawarded the contract for furnishing power for tificate Mating that they have supplied the

bidder for their work, with their

the Atlantic City Electric Light Company of
The Ball Engine ComAtlantic City, N. J.
pany of Erie, Pa., will furnish engines for the

successful

Newark & Schuylcr

are persuaded to buy, because they can buy
them at a less price than the genuine ( liromc

Electric Light

A

Company

plant will be
erected by the Ball Engine Company of Erie,
Pa., to operate the Thomson & Houston sys-

of

Newark, N.

J.

tem of arc lighting

Company

lai-'.'r

for the

City Gas-Light

of Norfolk, Va.

BALI,

ENGINE COMPANY,

of

as there are several

rial,

Chrome

steel

cheap imitations
which safe makers and others

These imitations arc

of course represequal to the genuine artiele. which
they are not, lacking like all counterfeits the
[Hiculiar and remarkable qualities of the genSteel.

ented to

1)C

uine.
'

I

ure) upon which rests the thoroughly seasoned
wood-block tiles after being prepared in a

111:111-

l:

n

PA.,

.

Index

Decennial

NOTES.

IN

special manner, each being

bedded in a dampA KKCKNT issue of the Scientific American
proof adhesive and preservative composition,
contained an exhaustive description with numthus avoiding sleepers of all kinds and rendererous illustrations of the works and manner of
ing the floor a solid, immovable mass into
construction of the Gorton Boiler, manuwhich neither fire, water, dust, rats nor vermin
factured by the Gorton and Lidgerwood Com-

can possibly penetrate. This makes the floor
which
This system pany,
fireproof both above and below.
of fireproofing has been found to be economi-

easy of adaptation and possessing great
strength, rigidity and highly fireproof char-

now

is

heating purposes.

cal,

Illustrations

of

THE

American Architect and

1876

Building

to 1885. 1 vol. 8vo.

News.

.

.

.

$3.00

A

carefully-made top' il index to the thou"
so [Hjpular for house sands of illustrations
printed in The Ameri"
for the past ten years, with
can Architects
the architects and costs of the buildings illustrated. These include Sketches, Etchings, Gen-

Views Towers and Spires Monuments,
and Tombs; Interiors and Furniture ;
acter.
The floor is constructed so that it is
Entrances and Gateways Educational, Mernow used extensively throughout the country, cantile, and Public
entirely in one mass, consequently it is almost
Buildings Churches and
warn bankers and others engaging in vault Parish-buildings
Club-Houses
free
from
lateral
No
Dwellings
thrust
wholly
pressure.
Theatres, Stables, and Farm-Buildings Hoand safe work to insert in their contracts
is transmitted to the walls, the walls
being
" Chrome Steel and Iron
tels, Museums, Libraries, and Town-IIalls.
5-ply manufactured
tied in and strengthened.
It has been subWorks
of
N.
the Chrome Steel
Brooklyn,
&
jected at various times to severe tests, and by

THE Chrome Steel

Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Chrome

manufacturers of the celebrated

Steel

eral

;

;

Statues,

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

TICKNOR

has been accepted by the Insurance Companies
on account of its fireproof qualities. It has

TOqH BROTHERS
SOLE MSTiONE
UK
RD
MAArk-

been very thoroughly tested as to its soundproof qualities acting towards sound as a brick
wall towards sunlight

and

therefore of the

is

greatest utility in all public buildings. No
better test could be given than a school-room

THE

UFF

FROrtlTOIL
1848.

These advantages are of paramount
importance not only in public buildings and

The Only Unfadable

above.

THE

is

Company

of

SPECIALS

by

city

Erie, Pa., at

on the 4th of July.

and

capacity, and to this end have ordered another
engine from the Ball Engine Company, of

The Paterson

Pa.

of Paterson,

ing nearly completed.
is that of the Thomson
of

Boston,

Mass.,

N.

J.,

Electric

Light

have their

build-

The system

to be used

& Houston Company,

and

will

be

the

every detail by the Ball Engine Company, of
The city of Rome, Ga., will be
Erie, Pa.

Houston

A. G.

And onequaled

for

.Whiteness,
Fineness,

and Body.
ADDRESS.
Atlantic

W.

887 Pearl

Refined and Boiled.

Lead
St.,

& Lin. Oil Co.
NEW YORK.

SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY AND MACHINE COMPANY,
Engineers, Machinists and Boiler Makers,
PHILADELPHIA.
AVE., AND FIFTH ST.,

WASHINGTON

BOLE MAKERS OF

AUTOMATIC ENGINE,
PORTER-ALLEN MANCFACTCRERS
ALSO

the Thomson &
electricity ;
Company, will furnish the electrical

of their celebrated steam-plants.

most

Uniform

Pure Linseed-Oil,
Raw

best and

White-Lead made,

WHITE LEAD,
AND

with

apparatus and the Ball Engine Company of
Erie, Pa., has been awarded the contract for

one

The

PURE

finest

in the United States; the
steam-plant consists of five 125 horse-power
engines, which will be erected complete in

SPECIALS

CITY.

reliable

equipped station

lighted

LIB?

The

Light Company at Trinidad, Colo.,
have met with such pronounced success that
they have found it necessary to increase their

Erie,

0&iui$ion,35

"ATLANTIC"

it

Electric

Company

LUt

BOWERY, NEW YORK

CO.,

the purpose of the local company to get
everything in readiness so that they can illumtheir

d Prioe

& LINSEED-OIL
ATLANTIC WHITE-LEAD
MAJHTFACTCREHB OF

is

inate

QlrmUr

application.

to be erected

City, Ind., is nearly completed,

MORTAR TINTERS
Deicriptire

CO.,

BEOADWAY, NEW YOBK.

steam plant which

the Ball Engine

Union

BROWff

but also in apartment-houses.

151

n.

IMPORTERS/

I IN

in the lower lecture-room are absolutely ignorant of when or how the boys leave the room

The firm's name and address is the
NIGHTINGALE FLOOK IMPROVEMENT

>

.

for boys over a lecture or meeting room, and
yet in cases where this system is in use, those

offices,

COMPANY.

OF

BLOWING ENGINES, REVERSING ENGINES, STEEL AND
HYDRAULIC MACHINERY, BOILERS, TANKS, ETC.

Steam Hammers, Centrifugal Pumps, Rolling-Mill Works.
Inqulrle* Solicited.

The

NEWMAN,

late

NEWMAN &

CAPBON.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Cino Rrnn-70 Uarrivuoro Bank, Office and Stoop Railings in Bronze or Brass. Antique FurniturerillC DIUIlLO ndlun dlbp Trimmings. Electrical and Mechanical Bell-Hanging Burglar-Alarms.
Warerooms, 118O BUG AD WAY.
Factory, 157-163 WEST 29th STREET, KEW YORK, N. Y.
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BYCKERHOFF

CEMENT

any other Portland Cement made. It is very finely ground, always uniform and reliable, and
of such extraordinary strength that it will permit the addition of 2f> per cent more sand, etc., than other wellknown brands, and produce the most durable work. It is therefore the most economical to use. 8,000 barrels
have been used in the foundations of the Statue of Liberty. Architects and those interested in Portland Cement
will please send for my pamphlet, which will be mailed free on application.
It contains valuable directions for
the employment of Portland Cement, a table of results of the strength of the Dyckerhoff Cement when
mixed with sand and broken stone in various proportions, together with tests and
testimonials of eminent Engineers, Architects and Consumers.
Is superior to

78 William St., New York.
THIELE,
SOLE AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES.

E.

Something

New

for the Stable.

Bead's Patent Harness Bracket.

DRAWKRlNDT.ARTNFT

HANDLES
MANUFACTURED BY
Article long wanted but never before made.
Holds the whole harness, takes no more roam than
the ordinary hook or peg, can be need for both single
and double harness. Gives the harness-case a neat

An

gilt facings. Price S18 per dozen.
in use in over 1UU first-class private stables in

panned, with

now

SHANNON & SONS,

B.

102O Market

Are

Street,

and

about Boston.
Each bracket lettered "J. J. Read, Boston,
Mass." For sale by dealers everywhere.
Indorsed and approved by the following named gentlemen, all of whom hare them in use
Boston: R. H. White, J. Montgomery Sears, J. T.
Morse .Ir., Thos. Motley. South Boston Benjamin
Dean. Cambridge: F. A. Kennedy, John Bartlett,
Chas.H.Gass. Portsmouth, N. H. Hon. Frank Jones.
Milton- Col. H. S. Kussell, J.Malcolm Forbes. Dedham
J. D. Mallory.
Nickerson. Baltimore, Md
A
Newton J. O. Potter, O. E. Billings, A. R. Mitchell.
Waltham J. H. Ellison. Readvllle C. G. White.
Beverly Dr. Chas. Haddock. Swampsott ; C. P. CurWaldo Adams, with the Adams
Boston Mass.
tis
Express Co. Philadelphia, Pa. Edward N. Williams,
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The public are cautioned against all similar brackas such brackets are
ets, not marked with my stamp,
infringements of patents held by me.
Also cedar-top riding-saddle bracket. Price $3.50
each. And whip-rack for English coach and straight
whip combined. Price 50 cents each.

PHILADELPHIA.

:

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

:

:

PRESERVATIVE COATINGS.

:

W

:

:

:

:

FOR EXTERIOR

FOR INTERIOR

:

USE.

:

JAM KS

J.

BK AD.

13 Tremont

Row, Room

JQ

CSTERBROOK'S

SPAR COATING.

1O.

STEEL
PENS

SPAR
UNDERCOAT-

^d^^Htn

1*

FOR SALE Vt ALL STATIONERS.

New

X.

L

No.

I.

X.

L.

No. 2.

TRADE MARK.
Manufactured only by

EDWARD SMITH &

CO.

York, N. V.

I.

FLOOR

ING.

THE E8TEBBROOK STEEL PEN
20 John Street,

USE.

158

I.

FINISH.

VARNISK MAKERS,
WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.
CO.,

NIGHTINGALE'S
Flat,

worts,

Concrete Fireproof Construction,
AS ADOPTED )N HUNDREDS OF
Mills,

Factories, Banks,

Hats, Public Buildings,

etc,

D DRY,
Sjs'em

of

Making

a

Fireproof,

Noiseless Floor over

A is

the main girder resting on wall E and on pillar
).
B are the small iron joists resting on main girder
A and on wall at other end. C the iron joists B bedded in concrete and forming both floor and flat ceiling. F shows a portion of the floor C laid with patent
I

solid

and

noiseless

Wood Block

Tiles.

Immovable,

Solid

Wooden Beams.

without the aid of Deafening, Pugging, Beam lin
ings, Mineral Wool, filling in of wet Concrete between the beams and like methods of an unsanitary
and destructive nature usually adopted.
This forms a perfectly level and well bonded
floor, strong and durable in all its parts. Indispensable to all who are and have been troubled and put to
great expense by leaky floors. Perfectly Watertight.
NO boarded floor required to be laid over Wooden
Beams, FIREPROOF FIXING BLOCKS being used
instead.

AND

f

RCET

f

ROM ALL MO'l STORE.':

CONCRETE

and

'"'

The best, cheapest, and most approved flooring possible for public and private buildings of
every description. Wood blocks are dovetailed on under sides
and ends to each other; and the underlying cement

has become quite hard and dry and free
by means of a specially rnada
antiseptic composition which forms a complete dampcourse
prevents dry and wet rots and makes a
thoroughly dry and warm floor. Forms one solid,
compact mass, quite noiseless. No space underneath
for rats, vermin, or dust to harbor.
Air and water
tight. Laid in various designs and in all kinds of
woods. Very durable and lasting.
Over 5,000,000 feet laid in places where parquet
tiles and ma'ble are often laid, advantages beine Its
after

from

it

all moisture,

NOI8ELBSSNB8S, SOLIDITY and WARMTH.

Fig.

2.

Section showing Flat Fireproof Construction where

iron joists reston bottom flange of main girder and in
which all ironwork is entirely protected from fire.

NIGHTINGALE FLOOR IMPROVEMENT CO.
M

ADVERTISERS' TRADE SUPPLEMENT.
No.
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THE DURHAM SYSTEM OF HOUSE
DRAINAGE.
THK Durham

System may

be broadly de-

scribed as a combination of scientific design,
proper materials, and correct mechanical con-

common-sense application

a

struction,

of

obvious means to secure a result of vital importance.

The

design of the work, the materials used,
and the workmanship employed are an entire

departure from the ordinary plumbing prac-

4,

drains and soil-pipes without the expense of
With the Durham System there
tearing up.
absolutely no objection to their being in
there are no joints
plain sight everywhere
;

floor and ceiling
the pipes can be
painted or bronzed, and do not betray their
use or purjwse in any manner.
They simply
look like steam-pipes,
which they actually
;

and the public have long been accust-

are,

The

result attained

is

a system of pipes

which are independent of the building for support, which cannot be cracked or broken, and

of expenses.
Tests can l>e

bill

Durham System

made conveniently when
is finished,

the

by screwing plugs

openings and turning on steam, or
the System with water to the tops of
No other than a pressure test of
soil-pipes.
into

all

filling

of

is

drainage

any

value.

DURHAM HOUSE DRAINAGE

OF

CO.,

NEW

ENGLAND,

omed

to the presence of steam-heating pipes.
In the New York Cancer Hospital 3000 feet

where they pass through the floors. At the
School of Mines, Columbia College, the store

207

TREMOXT

BOSTON, MASS.

ST.,

mechanical

Proper

construction

device of more than ordinary merit.
The
left-hand portion of the cut shows a section

foundation of good drainage. The Durham
System is a drainage apparatus constructed

through a window exhibiting the two sashes,
upper and lower, the parting-strip, a portion
of the window-frame and the stops holding

with wrought-iron (steam) pipe and heavy
special shapes, screwed

cast-iron fittings of

the

and

cut

at all points absolutely invulnerable;

comma

is

;

fully

however,

necessity of other weather-strips.
portion of the cut to the right is a section of the meeting-rails of the upper and
lower sash, and the small rail at the bottom,

The

secured for protection, and are

represents the stop-bead at the bottom of
the window, the comma in each case being a

MECHANICAL ADVANTAGES.
Joints.
in

The
the

screw-threads on the pipes
are cut by powerful

fittings

machines, run

by steam-power, to standard
The
gauge, so that they exactly correspond.
threads are tapering, so that the further the
pipe enters the fitting the tighter becomes the
joint

between the two.

The threads

are

first

and oil
and the pipe then screwed home by means of
steam-fitters' chain tongs, by which a man can
exert a powerful leverage. This work requires
no skill
and it is done in
merely strength
a moment.
A laborer can make a tighter

covered

the gist of the whole invention,

ting the

no greater for the patents.

not used for extortion.

and

head
This

parting-strip from either sash a complete
barrier to the passage of wind or dust, obvia-

improved" drainage apparatus, is patentable.
The cost of the Durham System to the pub-

They were

its

the cove.

in

tail

blade represented by the tail of the comma
extending out and forming to the cove in

but the

combination of wrought-iron pipe and special
screwed fittings, which constitute a " new and

is

is

be noticed, with

will

and

which is
represents a rubber-strip
fastened in the sash, fitting a groove made
to receive it and into which it is drawn, the

covered by patents. No patent could be obtained on the use of wrought-iron pipe, or
drainage purpose

sash

and

The Durham System

joints, for

the

in

pairs.

screw

will

it

grown comma

unimpaired, as long as any buildwithout any outlay for reing will stand
will last,

Patented.

sashes

in place.
By observing the
be noticed the parting-strip is
coved out on each side and a sort of over-

This apparatus, when erected in a
building, is steam-tight, elastic under presstogether.

ure,

the (initiated the accompanying cut
unintelligble, but it represents a

may seem

the

is

THE EVERETT WEATHER-PROOF
WINDOW.
To

whose joints are permanently gas-tight beyond
the shadow of a doubt.

lic,

Ml

of our drainage pipes are in plain view, except

tice.

it

No.

an obstruction, without incurring a plumber's

is

between

VOLUME XXIV.

1888.

witli a thick paste of red-lead

screw joint in one minute than a plumber with
his materials could make in one hour.

Exposing Pipes.
Pipes should not be
buried underground (within the building) nor
hidden within the walls. It is a great satisfaction to be able at any time to examine

Brooks Brothers, 22d Street and
rubber-strip, thus surrounding the window
Broadway, the De Vinne Press, and many completely by a rubber-strip, and forming the
other buildings, the Durham System is similar- most
perfect weather-stripping imaginable.
ly arranged.
Architects would do well to look into this as
Smaller pipes can be used because of the it has been
thoroughly tested and is now
absolute interior smoothness,
one inch in
specified in most of the best houses being put
of Messrs.

is safe for plumbers' work.
This effects a considerable saving. One 3inch pipe serves two houses at Pullman.

diameter less than

Changes and additions of fixtures are easily
and skilfully made, at very small expense,
without disturbing neighboring joints.

We

have inserted water-closet fittings in the middle of soil-pipe stacks, one hundred feet high,
at

a

trifling

in

up

fixture

The

the interior condition of his drains, or remove

is

It is

disfigure the

on the ingenuity

who

of the inventor;

also the manufacturer.

We

might remark

is as
readily applied to old work
as new, but for further information we refer

that this device

our ri-aders for circulars and prices
G.

expense.

Hand-holes, closed by screw plugs, are proThe
vided at every change of direction.
owner, with the aid of a wrench, can examine

a permanent
windows.
a very simple one and reflects
City.

and does not

device

credit
is

New York

11

to,

W. EVEKETT,

EAST TKHTH STREET,

NEW YORK,

.

Y.

THE Linoide Manufacturing Co., of Boston,
has recently been established for the purpose
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TABLE OF COMPARISON BETWEEN COST OF COOKING BY COAL AND GAS.
THE following Table of Comparison shows the result of a careful test made by the Goodwin Gas Stove and Meter Co., of Philadelon a Peerless Range No. 8, and a No. 7 Sun Dial Gas Stove, giving their weight before and after cooking,
phia, between artieles cooked
and their cost
:

RECOKD OF PEERLESS COAL K.ANGE NO.
ARTICLE.

8.

AUGUST

1008.

4,

JMO.

II. J

j.

and are in a position to fill orders with promptness and despatch.
Those desiring further information, samples

to cause evaporation.

prices, etc.. should address,

said to

111

9th

K

AND MARKET

SEKPKNTINK CO.,

STS.,

We

have

in

former

IT-

frrrnre called attention to experiments made
to test this appliance, hut enough has- been

show the advantage

t>f

this

systi-m of

over the system usually adopted,
expense involved

liack airing

WILMIXOTON, DILAWAKE.

raae

to say nothing of the large
in the

TRAP SIPHONAGE.

in

complicated systems

gHMral

If

use.

we were to prophesy regarding future plumbhave before called attention to the Mc- ing systems, we should say they would tend in
Clellan Vent, of which we present a out, show- the future towards greater simplicity, and the

WK

in;: it in

a somewhat different form, suited for present complicated systems now in use and
is needed, rather frequently enforced by law will come to be re-

MM- where a side connection

In
older form opening from below.
referring to this device, it may not be out of
place to refer to the question of back-venting,

than

tht;

and one of the advantages

this

proposes accomplishing the same object, namely, supplying air to the sewer side of the
saving

no standing water

and deodorize the
stantly fouled.

KKW

MORTAR

YOBK,

H. V.

STAINS.

so that they are conpreliminary flush is some-

A

to partially obviate this
trouble, b;it this contrivance is not to be re:u nin'_r>-d

tiiiit-s

upon. The method
common hopper with the
lied

defective, the seal

of connecting the

soil-pipe is usually
too shallow to withstand

is

even a slight evaporation and siphonage, and

pleasing effects attainable by the use
of Mortar Stains has led to their wide-spread

adoption by the architects and builders, especially in the beautiful suburban towns ad
cities,

where the demand

frequently cases where back-vent- not always immediately manifest, too much
pipe-connection fails of its pur- care cannot be exercised in their selection.
pose as where the pipe is so situated that Competitive tests of the different brands all
it is more difficult to move the column of air
" Pecora Mortar Stain " as the
point to the
than to siphon the trap, in which case the most
desirable, especially in the thoroughness
trap must suffer, as in fact it frequently does
of its coloring qualities, permanency antl absobut this is not the only defect this system of lute
imperviousness to atmospheric changes.
Neither heat, cold or dampness will cause it
;

;

no respect does

in

alter the condition of the mortar,

it

quicken the

No more haste there-

set or induce it to crumble.

necessary in striking the joints than
with ordinary white.
Careful analysis also

fore

is

proves

its

ious to the

freedom from

workman

earthenware with the rest of the

substances injurand likewise demonstrates
all

of

gas,

oil

and

all

impurities

closet,

an

The

side-outlet, or so-called wash-out

type

have a shallow bowl flushed by a
strong stream of water, which is intended to
drive the waste matters out of the bowl into a
of closets,

shallow trap underneath
1, 2, 3, 4, 7,

The
is

and

11, 12,
is

flushing

The

spattering.

;

they violate rules,

13.

with

attended

usually

standing water

in the

bowl

manner

not sufficiently deep, and the

of

noisy and ineffective, the lighter

is

flushing

wastes frequently whirling round and round
some time before being driven out. The

for

trap

is

inconvenient of access, and

its

seal

is

very shallow, and easily broken by siphonage,
evaporation, or incorrect setting, and being out
of sight, the evil

the

is

damage

not be discovered until

may

The

done.

pipe surface beis
easily fouled

tween the basin and the pipe
and difficult to clean.
1

the absence

Should

obstruction therein could not in some cases,
be removed without breaking the closet open.

;

run or bleach and

13.

and when
ing the entire apparatus down
the lower trap is formed in a single piece of

for

by

to

and

1, 4, 7, 11,

;

THE

there are

In the

effort

to

obtain

a water-closet

which should

fulfil all of the above-mentioned
hich tend to hinder the process of hardening.
the writer has made use of a
requirements,
It is incapable of change and therefore cannot
principle of hydraulics new in the practice of
increase
the
white
common
possibly
deposit
that of supporting a waterto brick fronts, and being reduced to a smooth plumbing, namely,
column by atmospheric pressure acting only at
paste it assimilates readily with the mortar,
its lower end.
The principle is explained by
while we have the testimony of competent exthe simple laboratory experiment of the inperts that a given quantity of this stain will
verted bottle in the basin of water
(Fig. 33).
color one-third more mortar than any in use,

REQUIRES 8 OZ.
OF

bowls to receive

in their

soil,

anything get lodged in the lower trap, it is
generally impossible to get it out without tak-

accomplishing this purpose both are
adequate under ordinary circumstances, but an important consideration, and as results are

ing

is

trap violate rules

DU BOIS MFG. CO.,

The charsteadily upon the increase.
acter of the coloring matter used is of course

for

There

ical lunacy.

of

it

relieving

tenth,

sixth,

they are exceedingly noisy in operation.
All closets which depend upon a double

the seal of the trap by
atmospheric pressure which jacent to large
And them is
otherwise would cause its siphonage.
trap, thus

srcoml, third, fourth,

eleventh, and thirteenth requirements.

garded as the outgrowth of a period of mechan-

vent offers as

against the usual form of running a vent-pipe
to the roof.
Either one of these systems

the

late

MERCURY

"

so that, all points considered,
Pecora Mortar
back-venting tends to create a strong and con"
Stains
are by long odds the most effective
stant current of air through the vent-pipe,
and economical of all.
which tends to evaporate the water in the
8. BOWEN'S SONS,
This is especially liable to happen in
160 NOKTH 4th ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
trap.
small traps or those not frequently used, such

as the traps

under wash-trays or basins in
this costly and intricate

spare rooms, where

system of plumbing is liable to prove anything
but effective as a security against sewer-gas.

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE SANITAS
WATER-CLOSET.

1

THE

requisites for a water-closet are, (1)
simplicity, (2) quickness and thoroughness of

freedom from all unsecured parts,
In other words, this system does too much it flushing, (3)
in construction and water con(4)
economy
does not stop its work when it has prevented
(5) compactness and convenience of
sumption,
as
but
effectively
by evaporation
siphonage,
of standing water in the
is this true in win- form, (6) amplitude
breaks the seal
;

especially
ter, when the air outside the dwelling is wrung
to the utmost degree of dryness by the cold,

Inverted
Fig. 33.
Bottle.

and upon entering the warmer pipes of the (9) strength and durability of construction,
and reliability in jointing, (11)
house finds its power of absorption immediate- (10) facility
security against evaporation and siphonage,
water-seal
in
raised
and
attacks
the
ly
every
No better (12) ease and convenience of flushing, (13)
trap with the utmost avidity.
noiselessness in operation, and (14) neatness
than the fact that
of this can be

If

in very cold

weather the top of the pipe open- of appearance.

ing on the roof is frequently closed by the
moisture frozen there.
This defect is not

found in

an ordinary bottle be

inverted in such a

immediately upon the
flow of waste water stopping, the vent closes
this vent, for

and the passage of

air stops,

and there

is

no

it

pan-closet must be discarded, because
violates every one of the above require-

ments.

The

valve and plunger closets must be discarded, because they violate all but the sixth

warmer air of the building not
the cold, dry outside air, and the tendency is
rather to precipitate moisture in the pipes than

with water and
its

mouth

shall

by lowered by any cause, and we
it will be
instantly restored from
as soon as it sinks below its month,

this surface

shall find that

as

shown in Fig. 34.
have applied

We

this principle to water-

closet construction in the

and twelfth requirements.
steady current creating constant evaporation,
The ordinary so-called
and besides, the air passing into the pipes by
this vent is the

filled

manner that

supported by atmospheric pressure acting on
the surface of that in the basin. Let now

the bottle

The

ex-

be immersed below the surface of water in
a basin below, the water in the bottle will be

given

proof

Water

hausted from the
bowl.

;

bowl, (7) accessibility and visibility of all parts,
including trap, (8) smoothness of material,

Fig. S4.

The

in Fig. 35.

basin,

and

its

manner

illustrated

water-closet represents our

supply-pipe our inverted bottle,

long and short
are
to
be
boppers
rejected, because they vic-

which is closed at its top by the cistern-valve.
If water is exhausted from the closet bowl
by
evaporation, siphonage, or any other cause, a

1
Wood's " Reference Handbook of the Medical Setenee." Article on " Habitations The General Principles of Houge Plumbing."

"
1 From
Improved Plumbing jtpnliance> " by J
Pickering Putnalu. Published by William T. ComNew
Btook,
York, 1887.

:

J/ie

American Architect ana JJmlamg 2\ews.

fresh supply descends automatically from the
pipe as soon as the surface sinks below its

mouth.

Inasmuch as

surface should have considerable longitudinal

_

AAIV.

JNO.
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ing with the outlet hole in the water-closet.

much less lateral extension is The lead pipe which is to connect the closet
and we have found that the nar- with the iron soil-pipe is to be first
flanged

extension, while

the construction of required;
placed above the bot- rower the water surface within certain limits,
it is evident that water
the more easily, quickly, and economically in
will
descend
respect to water consumption will the waste
instantly

the closet, this mouth
tom of the water-seal,

[VOL.

in

is

over the four and one-half inch hole in the
shoe at the floor, and the closet is then set in
place on the shoe and screwed down by means

from the pipe before the | matters be expelled. By examining Fig. 36 of four brass machine-screws which are furseal can be broken. This it will be observed that the under surface of nished with each closet.
The holes in the
seal is four inches deep, the bowl is horizontal from front to rear, ex- earthenware base correspond with the threaded
and the mouth of the pipe cept at the outlet, and that this surface is holes tapped in the shoe. A mixture of red

midway between the immersed under an inch or so of water. It lead and putty is used between the earthentop and bottom of the will also be observed that the water-slots in ware base and the metallic shoe, and when
seal, or, in other words, the flushing-rim are largest in the front and this hardens the whole becomes, as it were
two inches below the nor- rear, and gradually diminish as they extend one piece, and the closet is thus independent
mal level of the standing round to the sides. The result of this corn- of shrinkage or settling of the floors. All
formation is that the upper flushing water movement takes place in the flexible
water in the bowl.
lead-pipe
is

Fig. 36 represents the
actual construction of the
closet.

The

action of the

apparatus

is

as

fol-

jumps on top of the waste matters and acts to below, which should always be used between
the best possible advantage in driving them a closet and the
The
rigid iron soil-pipe.
quickly out, and the closet can be easily joint thus becomes a permanently sewer-gas
flushed in three seconds

A

lows:

The

cistern-valve

less

by

than a gallon

and a half of water.
stream of water

tight metallic joint

may be rendered

noise-

building.

however rapid and powerful its moveIt will be observed, by referring to the perment, by properly directing it into a body of spective drawing, that the closet is provided
less,

being raised, the balance of atmospheric water larger than itself, provided the point of
pressure is restored, entrance be below the surface. It is not suffi-

since

it

closet

below

effects a

with

connects

with a cistern overflow connection at the flushing rim.
The same pipe may serve

the water-column in cient to do this in the manner usual in the old
the pipe instantly be- form of English and French
siphon-jet closets,
gins to move, and, because the jet in these at once throws the

Sanitas Water-closet,

its level,

it

the

water

in

acts noiselessly

also

the standing water out of its way, and then makes
and an uproar even more appalling than the ordi-

the cistern, in the manner
in the drawing, Fig.

nary flushing stream. In these "siphon-jet"
A novelty in the general principle of con- closets, the water used for cleansing the upper
struction involves corresponding novelties in part of the bowl, when used in combination
of the supply-pipe

is

not

shown

simply opened at a single point below the
water level, but is conducted to two places
independent of each other, the first being

38 (on

with the jet in the trap, is not
only insufficient
keep the lower jet covered, but makes a

Plan
Fig. 37.
Closet.

most disagreeable clamor of

moment

to

itself,

after the

manner with modern closets.
The upper flushing stream should

usual

as a ventilating pipe.

connecting this with a
proper ventilating flue above

By

thorough flushing.

many details.
The lower end

which cannot be injured

by jarring, settlement, or shrinkage in the

p. 44), the seat

and

bowl of the closet may be
ventilated.
Such ventilation

is

serviceable

at

the

of usage of the closet, but it is not
needed for the bowl and trap themselves,

furnish a which are kept odorless by their construction
intermediate between the overflow of the trap body of water
It is well,
nicely calculated to keep the and arrangements for flushing.
and the bottom of the seal, as is shown in Fig. lower stream just covered, and should itself be
to ventilate
for
however,

always

35,

and the second at the bottom of the trap.

The

first

noiseless.

The former result

is

easily attained

forms the mouth proper of the "in- by simply
adjusting the size of the upper and
"
and supplies water to the flush- lower flushing openings with reference to each

verted bottle

and the second furnishes a jet which other the latter by
constructing a special
lifts part of the water out of the
trap and chamber into which the upper flushing stream
bowl by its propelling power. Since both jets may be
projected before it enters the bowl.
enter below the level of a large body of standThe upper part of this
chamber forms an annuing water in the bowl, their noise is deadened,
ing-rim,

;

and, as the supply-pi peal ways stands full, they
act instantly, and the flushing of the closet is

ring and surrounds
the flushing-rim.
Being
above the level of the
lar

Meanwhile, the upper

the passages and annular chamber leading to and surrounding the flushing-rim, overflows, and descending into the neck of the

jet

fills

bowl,

falls

it

The

cistern-valve being again closed, movein the supply-pipe
immediately ceases,

bowl and

trap.

various items.

2.

is

the simplest form of water-

Quickness and thoroughness of flushing.

The maximum

of rapidity of
flushing is
times excepting
during attained by having the supply-pipe always full
the moment of flush- of water, so that the action at the lower end

and passages

ing.

The upper
into

discharges

all

jet

thn

takes place simultaneously with the
lifting of
the valve, and all delay and loss of
power

standing water in the occasioned by the water falling from the cislower
of
this tern through the pipe and
part
against the resischamber, and its sound tance of the enclosed air is avoided. The

)

The form of the closet bowl is shown in plan
in Fig. 37.
The standing water has the shape
best calculated to receive and deodorize the
waste matters falling into it. It is deepest at
the back of the closet, and very deep at the
point where the wastes strike. Its surface is

stands, like the flushing-

rim proper,
empty at

leading]thereto, falls back into the closet and
restores the normal level of the standing water
in the

Let us now examine our table of desiderata,
and see in how far this closet conforms to the

back into the closet bowl hopper, which
after each
flushing action, closet known.

waste of water.

in the flushing-rim

scribed.

simplicity

upon and drives out the waste matneck quietly and without

ters collected in the

ment
and the water

and by the gas burning, and as good a place
any to locate the ventilating outlet is under
the seat of the water-closet in the manner deas

1.
We find here the simplest
Simplicity.
form possible with closets. The trap and the
standing water in the bowl are one and the same thing. Each forms
bowl, it receives only half of the other.
The flushing is accomclean water.
Being con- plished by the pressure of the water only, and
structed in such a man- without
machinery of any kind in the closet.
ner as to drain itself We have, in fact, the
of the short

very rapid. The lower jet causes the water
and waste matters in the closet to sink into
the neck of the bowl.

toilet-rooms,

the purpose of removing the vapor and gases
generated during their use by the occupant

is

instantly

deadened.
Actual Section
of the Sanitas Water-

Fig. 36.

closet.

rises

in

and entirely combined action of the two lower
jets of
The water water is, moreover, as already described, such

the

annular as to accomplish the removal of the waste

chamber and overflows matters with the utmost
speed,

in

virtue of

long and comparatively narrow, and is not
through the flushing- their cooperation.
round or elliptical, as has heretofore been cus- rim to descend
The thoroughness of the flushing or cleansquietly into the bowl, lubricate
tomary. The reason for this is simple, and its sides, and assist the lower stream in eject- ing action, with a
given quantity of water, is
will easily be understood upon reflection.
ing the wastes and flushing the closet and evidently in direct
proportion to the rapidity
know that the user of a closet will sometimes drain-pipes.
and direction of the action, it being assumed
sit forward, and sometimes back on the seat,
In order to make a perfectly and
perma- that the surfaces to be flushed are properly
according to circumstances, but it rarely, if nently tight soil-pipe connection, metal plates, constructed to receive
it, as is the case with
These shoes are cast to the closet under consideration. The form
ever, happens that he will sit laterally out of or shoes, are used.
and
centre, inasmuch as this would be extremely exactly fit the porcelain base.
The shoe has volume of the standing water in the bowl is
awkward and uncomfortable. Hence the water a four and one-half inch hole in it,
correspond- such as to protect the sides from being fouled

We
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by adhesive matters. The solid ami heavy described, together with the unusual depth of
wastes, which are the adhesive ones, cannot the water-seal, render this closet practically
against these

fall

liquiil

sides.

If

or

liquid

semi-

secure against loss of seal through evaporation

matten are projected against them they and siphonage.

Therefore these sides require
not so much threat force as a unij'urm ilintrilmnot stick.

will

lion of the

The

Hushing water.

parts which

require scouring force are those below and
beyond, including the trap and the main soil

and drain pipes, and
this closet receive

these parts which in
The scouring action on
is

it

it.

the pipes is here equal to that of the plungercloset, while it is free from the siphoning

T2.

Ease and convenience of

It is

(lushing.

only necessary to pull the valve-chain and immediately release it a^ain to obtain a stiflieicnt,
anil

no more than

and bowl

refill

the (lush.

The

The

siillicient. flush.

trap

themselves automatically after
valve may also be operated by

a simple seat or door attachment, if desired.
13. Noiselessness in operation.
This very
important desideratum has been much neglect-

modern water-closet construction. It
has hitherto been assumed that it would be
freely follows the discharge and prevents the
formation of a vacuum.
impossible to combine noiseless action with a
3. Freedom from all unsecured parts.
The powerful and rapid water scour. Nevertheaction on fixtures below of the latter;

for air

no cesspool in its construction,
and has the minimum extent of surface, inVrior and exterior, possible in a water-closet.
4. Economy in construction and water con-

closet contains

Being constructed of a single piece
of earthenware of compact and simple form,
this desideratum is met.
The consumption of
sumption.

water

is

reduced to a minimum,

in the

manner

already explained. No loss of power is sustained in the supply-pipe, and each drop in the

most effective manner, in
produce a rapid and

closet acts in the

concert with the

thorough

rest, to

in

The

closet occupies the

may
The

be seen from the perspective drawing.
outlet is under the centre, which facili-

minimum

of space, as

Amplitude of standing water

The standing water has

The

distance established as the
is

best, all

five

inches below

things considered,
the top of the flushing rim, and this distance
has been adopted in the case of the Sanitas

and

Accessibility

visibility of

all

parts,

A

including the trap.
study of the drawings
will show that this desideratum has been atcloset

and

trap, as well as its

supply-pipe and cistern, may easily be emptied
by a sponge or ladle when the house is closed

during the winter.

SANITAS MANUFACTURING CO.,
207 TBBMONT STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

are always homogeneous in composition.
3. Are the most economical because
they
are fully 40 per cent stronger than any now

The

closet be-

ing constructed of glazed earthenware in a

The

is

fully

answered.

Strength and durability of construction.
compact and simple form of the closet, the

central position of

the base under the bowl

it
equal and firm support, and the
soundness and reliability of its soil-pipe connection, give it the greatest strength and

giving

durability possible with water-closets.
10. Facility and reliability of
jointing.

There

is

pipe.

The

but a single, simple, and strong brass
to be made with the supconnection
coupling
ply, and a single connection with the wastefor

51

10 horse-power
David Colviile & Sons,
Motherwell, near Glasgow, Scotland, third order, 700 horse-power ; Mineral Railroad &
;

Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., second order.
240 horse-power McWhirter,
Ferguson & Co.,
Glasgow, Scotland, second order, 51 horsepower The Platt-Lane M'f'g Co., Ltd., Hind,

Mining

;

;

ley,

St. Cloud, Florida, second
240 horse-power; Oneco
M'f'g. Co.,
London, Conn., 208 horse-power Ferdi-

Sugar M'f'g. Co.,
order,

;

nand Bracq, Ghent, Belgium, 105 horse-power
The House-to-House Elec. Lt. Supply Co.,
L'd,
Kensington, Eng., 468 horse-power
Irene Brim & Co., St. diamond, France, 92

;

;

Westinghotise Air Brake Co.,
Allegheny, Pa., second order, 92 horse-power ;

horse-power;

Co., New Orleans, La.,
Solvay Process Co., Syracuse, N. Y., sixth order, 416 horse-power;

Edison Electric
312 horse-power

Ill'g

;

James

Leslis Wonklyn, Dore Hotel, Bournemouth, England, 65 horse-power; American
Glucose Co., Buffalo, N. Y., tenth order, 208

Dodge M'f'g. Co., Mishawaka,
market, and are sold in a dry state horse-power
Ind., 272 horse-power; Department of the Inyou net weight and pure color.
Our Front Oil, for oiling fronts and making terior, Washington, D. C., 122 horse-power;
Marshall Bros., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., 272
fronts uniform and water and weather
in the

;

proof,

by far cheaper than linseed

the purpose

much

better, as

it

oil

does not resinize

Elettricita,

I

order, 479 horse-power; Societa Italiana Gen-

so easily.

We

la liana
Societa
Generale di
Sistema Edison, Milan, Italy, sixth

and answers horse-power;

are confident that any builder

used our mortar colors and front

them properly, will continue
ference to any other.

to

oils,

do

who has
and used

so, in

di Elettricita, Sistema Edison, seventh
order for Royal Italian Naval Arsenal,
Spezia,
Italy, 186 horse-power Lehigh Coal & Naviga-

erale

;

pre-

tion

Co., Philadelphia,

horse-power

Newton,

TOCH BROTHERS,
BOWERY, NEW YOBK, N.

;

Pa., fourth order,

Westmoreland Paper

Pa., second order,

Co.,

832

West

480 horse-power.

Y.

and everywhere with easy bends,

requirement

9.

Guard

;

only, thus giving

35

this

LMo hnrsc power

Italy,

New

MORTAR COLORS.

Respectfully yours,

Smoothness of material.

single piece,

I. a..

Philadelphia, Pa., fourth order,
horse-power; C. Bruin & Co., Milan,

houses.

is

closet.

8.

Orleans,

Estate,

;

in the bowl.

not stand so near as to come in contact with

The

New

;

the proper form and
calculated to stand at

actually touch it before falling, there would be
no spattering at all. But, of course, it should

tained.

Klectric Illuminating Co., 1'aterson, N..T., 250
Planters' Sugar
Refinery Co.,

h.,,-e-power;

;

:

7.

l*>ilcrs for

;

IT is now an established fact that our mordepth, and its surface is
the most desirable distance below the seat of tar colors of which we are the sole importers
the closet. It will be seen, upon reflection and in the United States, are the most superior,
most satisfactory and the most economical to
experiment, and in testing different forms of
water-closets, that the nearer the seat the sur- be had for the following reasons
1. That if
face of the standing water can be brought, the
properly and thoroughly mixed
less liability there will be for spattering when they will enhance the binding power of the
the soil falls into it.
In fact, if the surface mortar and will not fade or run.
2. Are the most
could be brought so near that the soil would
satisfactory, because they

the person.

& Wilcox

June, 1888, are as follows: Edison

England, 124 horse-power; Bureau Provisions and Clothing, Washington, D. C.,
less, this has been accomplished in our Sanitas
second order, 1040 horse-power
Imperial
closet in the manner already described
and
Continental Gas Ass'n, for Vienna Operathe closet may be used in becoming secrecy, as
House, Vienna, Austria, second order, 248
is
agreeable to civilized people, and without
Mrs. II. S. Welham, Homestead
horse-power
"
the usual
flourish of trumpets," which so riPlantation, St. James Parish, La., second order,
diculously proclaims the fact to the household
156 horse-power; L. Stern & Co., Ltd., Lonwhenever any one has sought a moment of
don, England, fourth order, 130 horse-|>ower ;
special privacy.
Edison Phonograph Works, Orange, N. J.,
14. Neatness of appearance.
Now that the
146 horse-power; American Glucose Co., Bufwise custom of setting all the plumbing fixtures
falo, N. Y., second order for Peoria, 960 horseopen is becoming every day more general, it
power Phoenix Horse Shoe Co., Poughkeepis
important that every fixture should be so
sie, N. Y., 146 horse-power
Eagle Paper Co.,
designed as to present an agreeable and apFranklin Ohio, second order, 122 horse-power;
propriate appearance. By this we not only
W. M. Foster, Melbourne, Australia, second
save the expense of panelled woodwork, but
ordtr, 45 horse-power; Montreil & Co., Petitsecure better workmanship and healthier
Quevilly, France, 82 horse-power; Florida

tates its setting.
6.

TIIK sales of Bahcock

May and

;

flush.

Compactness and convenience of form.

5.

ed

NOTES.

small coupling at the flushing-rim

a seat-vent and cistern over-flow

Hartman's Patent Inside Sliding Blind,
A great Improvement over all other Mimls. elide np and down in the
window like sash, move easily, and Hay where p'aced. >o binges, hence no
swinging, tagging and tangling with curtains and window drapery. Mint he
iren to be
appreciated. Kzcvt any other gliding blind In the market ior
Also the mot perfect
economy, durability, ttyle, beauty, convenience, etc.
arrangement for Fly Screens, consisting of an additional section which
slides same as the blinds; very much admired by all.
They are also made to slide entirely down to the floor, Into pocket ont
of sight, without
any additional expense. 28 per cent, cheaper than' the

hinged blind, and u-ill lust ilonblt the length of time.
No mare an experiment; tent of thnu$anils now in ate. Architects arc
specifying them. They always give satisfaction.
The only blind that is furnished with an Automatic Burglar-Proof Lock
free of charge.
Agents wanted everywhere. Send for illustrated catalogue and prices to

HARTMAN & DURSTINE,

may be

WOOSTEB, OHIO.

used or closed up, as desired.
11. Security against

onage.

The new

evaporation and siph-

principle of supply already

WITHROW &

HILLOCK,

M'f'rs for the

(Toronto, Ont.),
Dominion of Canada.

The American Architect and Building News.
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PEUHAPS

most exhaustive

tho

tests

tlia

could be applied to Portland Cement wer
made on " Black Cross " which was selectee

by the Library Commission after report
made by General Meigs and Lieut.-Col. Pete
C. Hains recommending it for the concreti
foundations
Building,

tho

of

Congressional

Washington, D.

work
been condemned.
suitable for the

It is

C.,

after other

as

Library

mos

the

brands hai

absolute uniformity

its

use.

We

learn that it is more extensively em
ployed than other kinds in the construction o:
the New Croton Aqueduct, and some is pur-

chased by the

New York Dock

construction

St.,

No.

4408,

Departmenl

of bulkheads on the

river

three-st'y brick

dwells., tin

John M. Dunn.

To

those interested in this subject a pamphlet under the caption "Some Information on
"
Portland Cement will be sent on application
to Howard Fleming, 23 Liberty Street, New

York.

THE

Chalmers Spence Company of New
York, whose Asbestos goods, more particularly their removable pipe and boiler coverings,
are well known throughout the United States,
removed their Philadelphia office, July 16th
from 32-34 South 2d Street to 24 Strawberry
Street, where their representative will be
pleased to show their Asbestos specialties and
explain their merits to

all

Whittier Machine

Eighty-fourth

St.,

No. 658.

and frame dwell.,
owner, John Mauser, 1315

two-st'y brick

St.,

cost,

5,500;

architect,

Adolpk

Pfoiffer, 2773

Third Ave.
Percy K. Pine, brick and stone dwell.; architects,
Remvick, Aspinwall & Russell.
Philadelphia, Pa. Federal St., s s, w Twentyfourth St., 15 two-st'y dwells.; contractor, George
S. Spelt, 1021 Hicks St.
Amber St.. w s, bet. Huntingdon St. and Lehigh
Ave., three-st'y dwell.; contractor, D. C. Schuler,

North Sixth St.
Ninth St., w s, bet. Berks

2327

roofs;

St.

and Montgomery

Aye., 3 two-st'y dwells.; contractor, John K. Brinkworth, 2152 East Dauphin St.

North Third St., No. 908. three-st'y dwell.; buildWells & Sons, 4080 Spring Garden St.
s s, bet. Forty-sixth and Markoe
14
three-st'y dwells.; owner. James J. LoughSts.,
ery, n e cor. Forty-first and Haverford Ave.
Mill Grove Ave., n w s, bet. Germantown Ave.
and Thirtieth St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; builder, Ashton S. Tourison, 5541 Germantown Ave.
Howard St., e s, bet. Diamond St. and Susqueers, C. F.

Fairmoitnt Ave.,

hanna Ave., three-st'y dwell.; contractor, Chas. E.
Myers, 2426 North Sixth St.
Hope St., w s, bet. Diamond St. and Susquehaniia
Ave., 2 two-st'y dwells.; contractor, same as last.
Sixty-third-and-a-ha/fSt., e s, bet. Arch and Race

cost, 884,000;

Sts., 2 two-st'y dwells.; builder. William Douglas,
North Sixty-third St.
Sixth St.,
s, bet. Huntingdon St. and Lehigh

330

1193

Broadway.
n One Hundred and
two-st'y brick and frame dwell

w

150'

8,

roof;

Washington Avo.;

owner, Angelo Mondofo, 116 East Fifty-ninth St.;
architects, Schneider & Herter, 48 Bible House.
Eighty-fourth St., n s, 450' w Eleventh Ave., threest'y 'brick dwell., tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner,
Mathias Murray, 152 West Eighty-third St.; archi-

Sedywick Ave., e

THE

tin

York, N. Y.

tect,

front.

ting into the

Sixty-eighth

Union Ave., w s, 75' e Ritter PI.,
two-st'y brick and frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,800; owner, Mary A. Connolly, 2712 Third Ave.;
architects, Arctander & Meyer, 528 Willis Ave.
One Hundred and Fifty-ninth St., n s, 175' e
Boulevard, 10 three-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs;
cost, $55,000; owner, Mary E. Carlin, One Hundred
and Forty-third St. and Eighth Ave.; builder, John
Carlin, One Hundred and Forty-third St. and Eighth
Ave.
Forty-sei'enth St., n s, 175' e Lexington Ave., 6

New

XXIV.

owner, Percy Pyno, 25 East Twenty-second St.;
architects, Kenwick, Aspinwall & Russell, 71 Broadway.
Washington Ave., e s, 68' n One Hundred and

two-st'y addition; owner,

South Tenth St., No. 758, addition to back building and bay window; owner, Chas. T. Brown, 755
Florida St.
Inqersoll St., No. 2403, brick front; owner, Joseph
Doyle, 3918 Pine St.
Newmarket St., n w cor. Wood St., three-st'y addition; owner, C. Joos, 504 Vine St.
South Thirteenth St., No. 103, rear, two-st'y addition; owner, Thomas A. Lynch, 1C19 North Fifteenth St.
Cresson St., e s, bet. Grape and Cotton Sts., onest'y addition; owner, John Steinler, Manayunk
Aye., near Shur's La.

HOUSES.

remarkable for

and capacity to carry a larger aggregate when
compared with other well known brands of ce
inent, which makes it the most economical to

for

Leiper

James Blakely.

[VOL.

Ave., three-st'y dwell. contractor,

Henry G. Schultz,
Germantown Ave.
Dountan St., n s, bet. Juniata and Howard Sts., 5
two-st'y dwells.; owner, James Mole, 1707 Dountou

,

;

peak and shingle roof; cost, $8,500; owner, John W.
Hutchinson, 353 West One Hundred and Twentythird St.; builders. Cooperative Building Plan Association, 63 Broadway.
West End Ave., s w cor. Eighty-sixth St., 10 fourst'y brick dwells., mansard, tin and slate roofs;
cost, 8180,000; owner. Jacob Lawson, Brooklyn, N.
Y.; architect, Jas. H. Taft, 146 Broadway.
Went End Am., a e cor. Eighty-fifth St., 5 fourst'y brick dwells., mansard, tin and slate roofs;
cost, $100,000; owner, James B. Gunn, 1710 Tenth
Ave.; architect, Jas. H. Taft, 14<> Broadway.
Palisade Ave., s e, abt. 300' s Spaulding La.,
three-st'y frame and brick dwell.; cost, $20,000;

2633

St.

Mather St., n s bet. Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Sts., two-st'y dwell.; owner, same as last.
Twenty-third St., e s, bet. Ellsworth and Federal
Sts., 11 three-st'v dwells.; contractor. Henry R.

Coulomb, 731 South Tenth St.
Broad St., e s, bet. Tasker and Morris

Sts., three-

owner, E. R. Cassady, 842 Wharton St.
Twenty-sixth St., bet. Fletcher and Dauphin Sts.,
2 three-st'y dwells.; contractor, E. P. Hall, 2317
North Thirteenth St.
st'y dwell.;

.

interested parties.

Company

Sherman House,

arc put-

15oston, a

new

hydraulic passenger elevator operated by
their pressure tank system.
They are also putting into the building No. 19 Kilby Street, occupied by Mr. J. C. Paige, a new hydraulic
passenger elevator operated by their pressure
tank system.

BUILDING

INTELLIGENCE.

Reported for the American Architect and Building News.

ALTERATIONS.
Philadelphia,

l*a.

Sixtieth St.,s e cor.

shed addition to feed-store;

Fernwood, Del. Co.
Frankford Ane... w

s,

bet.

Market

St..

owner, Jacob Zell,

Green and Rann

Sts.,

front to stone building; owner, Walter Scott, 4244

Frankford Ave.
Fourth St., e s. bet. Oxford St. and Columbia Ave.,
one-st'y front building and interior alterations;
owner, William Tuklenburg. 1614 Cadwalader St.
Tamty-tecend St.,se cor. Trinity PI., French roof
on dwell.; owners, Stacy, Reeves & Sons, 1611 Filbert St.

TJTIO.A.

STANDARD

:

URNACE

SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY AND MACHINE COMPANY,
Machinists and
Engineers,
AVE.,

WASHINGTON

AND FIFTH
-

Boiler Makers,

ST.,
SOLE MAKEBS OF

-

PHILADELPHIA.

PORTER-ALLEN AUTOMATIC ENGINE,
MANUFACTURERS
ALSO

OF

BLOWING ENGINES, REVERSING ENGINES, STEEL AND
HYDRAULIC MACHINERY, BOILERS, TANKS, ETC.

Steam Hammers, Centrifugal Pumps, Rolling-Mill Works.
Inquiries Solicited.

BURDITT S WILLIAMS,
Established

I860.

Manufacturers and Dealers In

HARDWARE

FINE

Dwelling-Houses, Churches,
Stores and Public-Buildings.

Every Excellence
Special New Designs

V,-

of
of

Mechanism.

Knobs

Estimates made.

Write for Catalogue and Discounts,

HEAD'S

IRON

FOUNDRY,

TJT1CA, N. Y.

Latest and most approved Styles and Finish
Patterns made to order from Architect's Designs.

in Cut-Glass.

20 DOCK SQUARE, BOSTON,
Our Hardware may be found

Contracts

filled in all

Markets.

.OH
in important buildings in the
leading

cities of the

Country.

AUGUST

No.

1888.

4,

Advertisers' Trade Supplement.

74.]

Spring Garden and Rockwith stores; contractor, ilartmau (Iran. K>'2 Preston St.
Thirty-third St., e

Ininl

Sts..

/;, /.

ayvga

r

B,

st.

"'/

u

.

I-hltadvlphlH, Fa.
Si\I y-^rrLthl St-.,

,/

st'y

l,i'w]i, ial

dwells.; contractor,

Camilla

.Michael

.1.

'ii

.MI

Hrmul

\'>.

fliii>(

rartor,
.1.

about (30,000.

.lames 11. Windrim, architect, 132 South Third
has prepared plans for 2 four-st'y brick and
brownstone dwells., to be built cor. Green and
T \venty-second St., for William H. Temblc; cost,

St.,

about $50,000; to be built by day work.
James H. Windrim, architect, 132 South Third
St .. has prepared plans for a brick and stone dwell.,
with tile nof and and modern conveniences, to be
liestnut. Hill, for Jacob S. Ulsston; cost,
built at
about $30,000; contract Jo be let shortly.
Wilson Eyre, Jr., and W. E. Jackson, architects,
are working on a dwell, to be built on Graves Lane,
Chestnut Hill; cost, about $12,000; no contracts let.
Wilson Kyre, Jr., and W. E. Jackson, architects,
have r. MI Mi,. ,1 to their new offices, 927 Chestnut St.
net St., s s, bet. Park Ave. and Thirteenth
St., 14 two-st'y brick dwells.; contractor, Thos. H.
Hood,T747 Fraukford Ave.
t'ifni-wimil St., w s, bet. Master and Thompson
Sts.; three-st'y brick dwell.; builder William H.
Jones, cor. Fifty-third St. and Wyalusmg Ave.
Murrii St.. n s, bet. Broad and Eosewood Sts., 3
three-st'y brick dwells.; owner, George Lodge, 1200
South Third St.
Jarri'tt St., s s, w Twenty-second St., 10 two-st'y
brick dwells.; owners, K. & A. Wilson, 1711 South
Twentieth St.

o.iin;.ci..r.

];.

r.-trtor.

st'y flre|.r<
Siiinnel Hint ,\. Sou*.
t'liinl* rf'iml M., u

:.n.|

JoMpb

llriKiklrn. N. Y.

si-..

h'l.-t.'h. r
I',

anil

llall,

Frank N.

|):i\][.lii!i

'.'.'tlT

Third

N'.irtli

er,

half-st'y

Slui/rrmnt Art.,

s e cor. llalsi-y
dwell., tin nmf;

&

Mason;

Mai

Connecticttt Ave., two-and-acost, about $7,000; owner,

C.

let.

Arr.,n e eor. Guernsey St., two-st'y frame
store and loft, gravel roof; cost, 3,000; owners and
builders, Randall & Miller, 16 Bedford Ave.
* J'ulaski St., 2 four-st'y brick
U I' .. w s,
stores and flats, tin roofs; total cost, SlK.nod; miner.
A. Tost, 746 Van Buren St.; architect, H. Voll-

W

->

eoi.

F. K. & W. R. Price, 731
have prepared plans for a dwell, to be
built at cor. of Thirty-third and Arch Sts., for Mrs.
J. Graham; cost, about $9,000; contracts not let.

I

..i

i

Erut Forty-second St., A'o. 148brick store, gravel roof; cost. Slfi.OtH);

York, N. V.

Philadelphia, Fa. - Angus S. Wade, architect, 20
South Broad St.. is working on plans for a store on

;:;i

OHIIIT

V..

I

I'.io-i.l St.
liar.l.i, St..

and
uer.

Hi

St.

in

II

1

XM Ol'S.

I.I

',

Ward

builders,

Donahue

Cincinnati, O.

McMicken

1.

<>nc-M

I'M

!

Bros.

&

Schmidt

Bro. two-st'y

St.; cost, $4,000;

architect,

I'.o^ion;

Ice- works,

John

Ball.

rh M ml i-lphlH,

Pa.
f'hriitinnSt., A'o. 2i41, twivnt'y
building; builder, W. U. Chapman. Twelfth si
Christian and Carpenter Sts.
John Ord, architect, 31 South Fifteenth St., is
making drawings for a large green-house, with dome
at end. to be built at Villa Nova P. K. R., for Mr.
Garrett; heated by hot water; cost, $15.0011.

Protptct

owner, James Kenwick, 71 Broadway: architects,
Renwick, Aspinwall & Russell, 71 Broadway.
Third Ave., A'o. 2690, one-st'y frame store; cost,
$3,000; owner, Mary C. Steele, 2592 Third Ave.;
architects. Arctande'r & Meyer, 528 Willis Ave.
One Hundred anil Ttcenty-/ovrtll St.. n s, 100' w
Third Ave., two-st'y brick store, gravel roof; cost,
?20,(10fl; owner. Edward Kothschild. 230 East One
Hundred and Twenty-fourth St.; architects, Buchman & Deisler, 8 West Twenty-ninth St.

man

S|mn-

/
St., cor. I'.rooks St.,
iuiiii|iiii^-sta1ioii. 47' x 5.V; owner.

frame

cost, $!),200.
Peter Dedericks, Jr.. two-st'y brick store, 386 St.
Aubin Ave.; cost, $5.000.
John P. Schmitt, two-st'y brick store, Gratlot
Ave.; cost $4,000.
Jos. Wolf, two-st'y frame store. Michigan Ave.
and Twenty-sixth St.; cost, $2,000.

......

IM., BfM Front St. \Vani
two-st'y rretght-balldlDg, Hat )>..|.
owner, Fiti-lilmrn K. 1;. To.: builder, K. K. Turner.'

weili-r;

gan Ave.;

tomb

5,

I-:.

contractor, S. W. Post.
St., n e cor. Hamburg Ave., three-st'y
(brick-filled) store and dwell., tin roof; cost,
3,800; owner and builder, P. Thawcr. Flushing and
Hamburg Aves.; architect. 111. Engelhardt.
Peter Dupont & Co., frame store
Detroit, Mich.
434 Croghan St.; cost, 7,800.
A. E. French, 3 two-st'y stores, Nos. 101-105 Michi-

l

MIX

PROPOSALS.
Sealed proposals will he received at
the
Supervising Architect, Treasury Department, Washington, I). C., until 2 o'clock P. M.
on the 15th day of August. 1H88, for the labor and
materials required in the erection and completion of
the additional basement and area walls. Including
excavation and concrete foundation for same for the
Post-Office, Conrt-House. etc., building at Wichita,
Kaus., in accordance with the specification and drawings, copies of which may he seen at this office; the
office of the Superintendent; Builders' Exchange,
Cincinnati, O.: Builders' and Traders' Exchanges,
Denver, Col., Kansas City, Mo., and Chicago, III.;
N. W. Permanent Kxhihit. Minneapolis, Minn., and
the Superintendent of the Old Custom-House, St.
Louis, Mo. Each bid must be accompanied by a certi31, 1888.
office of the

July

check for 8200.

Upon receipt at this office of a
money order in amount two dollars ($2.00),
to the order of the Treasurer of the United
States, parties will be furnished with copies of the
drawings and specification. WILL. A. FRERET, Su658
pervising Architect.
fied

IM>st-office

drawn

STEWART
CERAMIC
COMPANY,
Peck
312 PEARL
NEW YORK.
ST., Cor.

Sole Manufacturers nnder
Morahau's PatenU of

Slip,

THE
CELEBRATED

SOLID WHITE

-

CROCKERY

STATIONARY
WASH-TUBS.

The only Perfect San-

itary Tubs
Istence.

now

In

Kx-

VERY STRONG.
No

eamft to open. Absolute cleanliness ftecnrecl for all time.

WELL
SHOWING THREE TUBS SET CP.

GLAZED.

Will not absorb, leak or decay.

mdc

The only Solid White Crockery Wash-tub ever
in the world.
the genuine " Morahan's Patent,' 1 stamped on the front of eveiy tub.
Will outlast any house.

in every set.

Do

not buy imitations until yon see
Wash-board aud Soap-cup moulded

White Crockery Sinks, Comprising I'.utler's Pantry. Kitchen. Slop, etc.,
same material as the tubs.
Very strong, well glazed, no labor required to keep clean.

Solid

Made

of

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

SKND FOR PRICE-LIST AND CATALOGUE

West Philadelphia, Pa.
Walnut

.

Kiulllll St.
mill

I,

Knrs.Mli. 2129J

Bogton, Mas*. -

linlfiirtl

frame dwell.;

G. G. Presbrey; contracts not

r.

St., e s, l-t. l>nu|.hin an.
S. Serrill, 1 IKI Nnrtli

ii

Washington, D.

llenr\

John

St.,
Thirty-thiril St.,

Third and Fourth Ares.

Lewis W. Goodman, 3602 Sansom

We eden.

u OOn. S;in:un St..:;
n,| Sari :< ill

St.

Thirty-thinl

t'imrlh Ave.,v s, GW s Twenty-sixth St.. 4 threest'y brick stores and tenements, tin roofs; cot, each,
5,400; owner, M. I>altn, Twenty-sixth St., bet.

150, live-try

n

totor,

South Tenth

>

\Viill:ii-.

:in.l

I

:irnl

St.. Ihree-st'y browmlone store ami
cost. $8,000; owners anil buiMiTs, Lambert
architect, I. I). Ke\n<.l>K

New

.....

1IM
.-

e eor. II
More., ami store.
M~.: I.MIIer, .lull II l.on K lll.-||l. 21 II Noll
I'm vln l/ii,;l St., e -, I" i. K1ISWI 111

-HIIIK8.

l.'i

Fifth and Sixtli St., |our-

I'.I.

s.

:

Twenty-fifth St..v s, In-t.
SU., stable; contractor, I,.
Thirteenth St.

.M'llin St.. s s, e Sixty-first St., 4 two-Bt'y brick

Ckciter Ave., frame dwell.;
Vrovlclence, R. I.
cost, $2,800; owner, W. J. Meany; builder, J. H.
Canning.
/xim/S St., n, frame dwell.; cost, $2,400; owner,
I'. Oounoly;
builder, J. H. Canning.
Ihullni St.. cor. Tanner St., 2 frame dwells.; cost,
$4,000; owner, E. G. Burrows, Jr.; builder, B. A.
Mason.
CavMe St., o, frame dwell.; cost, $2,600; owner,
Katharine Gray; builders, Watts Bros.
l-'.mile St.,v 2 frame dwells.; owner, J. McKenna,
Fairmount St., dwell.; cost, $1,400; owner, Catharine Paisley; builders, Sweet & Winsor.
AtweH'a Ave., frame dwell.; cost, $1,500; owner.
H. Manning.
Brook St., e, frame dwell.; owner, S. M. Nicholson; architects, Gould &Angell; builder, H. Goff.
Metier St., frame dwell.; cost, $2,600; owners,
Harris & Perry.
Wickendon St.. frame dwell.; cost, $3,000; owner,
E. Walsh: builder. T. W. Barry.
Anthony St., frame dwell.; cost, $2,500; owner, T.
Grimes; architect, E. I. Nickerson; builder, J.

bet. Sixty-lir-t

emit

.MnrriB Sis., twou. C;is:uly. xl'J Whnrtun

Kcr

>/..

st'y stable:
St.

'

dwells.; builder,
St.

An:,

fr.iiiir vl.-iKli-;

CM

i

th'fhnit M., M

AM-.

,

same as last.
\V:ilniit St., has preDecry, archil, -el. x
pared plans for a thrco-st'y brick dwell, to be built
OOr. Chestnut ami Thirl y-eiKhtll Sts., for Pedro
C:il:m>; oott.cboutfU.OaO: no contracts let.
r. .\. Welsh, architect. I'-".' Walnut St., has prepare,! p];iii> tor ;i -t"m' ilwell., with all modern conveniences, at Chestnut Hill, for II. F. McCaun; no
cont fuels let.
.1. F. si iiekcrt
architect, 51M Walnut St., has prepaied plans for 100 dwells., to be built on Twemyii
St. and l,ehigh Are., for Thomas Waters;
cost each, aliout S3.000.
Willis i,. llalu, architect. 919 Chestnut St., has
:,<! plans for three-st'y stone dwell., with all
convenience-, to be built cor. Walnut Lane and
Wayne Ave., for Col. William M. Gregg; cost,
.1.

I'.ui-l

that place.

919, seven-roomed dwell.; own,.i
tniUam KaoBa* BryMit, MB SprwM St.
York Sts. 11
'///,/</ S., e s, 1..-I. Dauphin ami
thrcc-sry dwells; contractor, John S. Serrlll, 1413
North Hi o.t'l St.
n St.. n
e Third St., 3 three-sfy dwells.;
S'f.

Lainnear Preston St., to be of pressedk. vfth EDglll
alnmt
rimmiiii'i*;

liriuk

makine drawings

I'assidy, 1102

St.
.,/'/

three-fy

U'unulo Va*<|iiez, HolnMCbnrK. PbJUdelphla, is
of stable for Titus Brothers of

two

nm

A'o. BS6.

St..

table, tin roof ; cost. 12,000; mui-r-. l:..h.- A I266 WeitThirtT-tlitrd St.; architects, Thi.in & Wilson, 1267 Itroauway.

r->n"n '"">< .!<>., in four-st'y

'''

otor, .lamo< Muii-, 1707 Dounton St.
SI., bet. Fourth and Fifth Sts.. 18 two-Bt'y
dwells.'; contractor, William J. Koss, 2025 Oakford
SI.
M
St.. n , bet. Fourth and Fifth Sts., 11
,|

Wctt Thirty-tixth

bet.

tliree-st'y dwells., 2

r,

BEST ENGLISH

St.,

STABLES.

PORTLAND

New York,

Railroad Ave., e s, 91' 3" n One
N. Y.
Hundred and Thirty-eighth St., two-st'y brick stable, tin roof; cost, $15,000; owner, American Express Co., f>5 Broadway; architect, Edward H. Kendall, 1 Broadway.

CEMENT.

The GREAT

CHURCH LIGHT
FRISK'S

Patent Reflector* for
or Oil. give the most powerful,
ltct light known
ofteftt cheapest
for Churches, Stores, Show Windows.
Banks. Theatres, Depots, etc. Newtnd
size of room.
Send
elegant designs.
.Get circular and estimate. A Liberal
discount to churches and the trade.

Gs

Works

&

BROOKS, SHOOBRIDGE &

Don't be deceived by ektap imitations,
I. P. FKI.MC. S*> P'l St.. N. *

CO.,

:

Grays, Essex, England.

7 Bowling

Green, N. Y.

W

PORTLAND
CEMENT.

1

DRAUGHTSMEN'S EXCHANGE,

Hie "OLD JlELIAJtT.E" brand of Knight, Bcvan * Slurge, (K.Jt.&S.)

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

31 S. 15th St., PHILA., PA.
Draughtsmen furnished with positions on the payment of one dollar. Address

The

ROBERT W. PARRY,

A. G.

Fine Bronze
Warerooms, 118O

& EABSON. Sole
164/8 Exchange

SINCLAIR

Wannaer.

NEWMAN,
BROADWAY.

known

of nil ForlJnnd Omeuts. universally
popular and guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction for any purpose
requiring Portland Cemen .

:

Architectural Photos for Sale.

brst

late

NEWMAN &

Aeents
Place,

in

the United

New

States,

York.

CAPRON.

MANUFACTURERS OF
and Stoop Railings in Bronze or Brass. Antique FurnitureElectrical and Mechanical Bell-Hanging Burglar-Alarms.
Factory, 157-163 WEST 29th STREET, NEW YORK, N. \.

DYCKERHOFF

PORTLAND CE

It is very finely ground, always uniform and reliable, and
Is superior to any other Portland Cement made.
of such extraordinary strength that it will permit the addition of 2f> per cent more sand, etc., than other wellknown brands, and produce the most durable work. It is therefore the most economical to use. 8,000 barrels
have been used in the foundations of the Statue of Liberty. Architects and those interested in Portland Cement
It contains valuable directions for
will please send for my pamphlet, which will be mailed free on application.
the employment of Portland Cement, a table of results of the strength of the Dyckerhoff Cement when

mixed with sand and broken stone in various proportions, together with
testimonials of eminent Engineers, Architects and Consumers.

E.

tests

and

78 William St., New York.
THIELE,
SOLE AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES.
TJ IE

1ST

Something

New

for the Stable.

Bead's Patent Harness Bracket.

DRAWER1HCABINET
HANDLES
MANUFACTURED BY

B.

SHANNON & SONS,

1O20 Market

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

J.tl Article lonff wanted but novel' before made,
Holds the whole harness, takes no more room than
the ordinary hook or peg, can be used for both single
and double harness, (lives the harness-case a neat
appearance, as it carries the harness up uniformly in
width with the saddle, beside keeping the bridle and
breastplate in their proper shape. They are neatly japanned, with gilt facings. Price UJS18 per dozen. Are
now in use in over 100 lirst-Hass private stables in and
about Boston.
Each bracket lettered ',!. J. Kead, Boston,
Ma**." For sale by dealers everywhere.
Indorsed and approved by the following named gentlemen, all of whom have them in use
Boston: K. H. White, J. Montgomery Sears, J. T.
South Boston Benjamin
Morse, .Jr., Thos. Motley.
F. A. Kennedy, John Bartlett,
Dean. Cambridge
Chas. H. Gass. Portsmouth, N. H. Hon. Frank Jones.
MilUm: Col. H. S. Russell, J.Malcolm Forbes. Dedham:
J. D. Mallory.
A. W. Nickerson. Baltimore, Md
Newton J. O. Potter, C. E. Billings, A. R. Mitchell.
Waltham J. H. Ellison. Keadville C. G. White.
Beverly: Dr. Chas. Haddock. Swampsott C. P. CurWaldo Adams, with the Adams
tis.
Boston, Mass.
Kipress Co. Philadelphia, Pa. Edward N. Williams,
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The public are cautioned against all similar brackets, not marked with my stamp, as such brackets are
infringements of patents held by me.
Also cedar-top riding-saddle bracket. Price $3.60
each. And whip-rack for English coach and straight
whip combined. Price 50 cents each.
ISTremont Row,
10.
J.
:

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

:

:

:

PRESERVATIVE COATINGS.

:

:

:

FOR INTERIOR

FOR EXTERIOR
USE.

;

:

USE.

SPAR COATING.

1837

SPAR
UNDERCOAT-

I.

X.

L

No.

I.

I.

X.

L.

No.

2.

FLOOR

ING.

\\

FINISH,

VARNISH MAKERS,
158 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.
NIGHTINGALE'S

Works,

JAMES

Room

READ.

ISTERBROGK'S

STEEL
PENS

TRADE MARK.
Manufactured only by

EDWARD SMITH &

Flat,

:

:

CO.,

FOR

SAT.K

BY ALL STATIONERS.

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN
2O John Stret,

New

CO.
York, N. T.

Concrete Fireproof Construction,
AS ADuPTKD IN HUNDREDS OF
Mills,

Factories, Banks,

Flats, Public

Buildings,

etc.

MARDAND
System of Making a

Fireproof,

Noiseless Floor over

Immo

able,

Solid

without the aid of Deafening, Pugging, Beam linings, Miueral Wool, filling in of wet Concrete between the beams and like methods of an unsanitary
A is the main girder resting on wall E and on pillar and destructive nature usually adopted.
on
miin
B
iron
are the small
girder
D.
This forms a perfectly lovel and well bonded
joists resting
A and on wall at other end. C the iron joists B bedand durable in all its parts. Indispensaded in concrete and forming both floor and flat ceil- floor, strong
ble to all who are and have been troubled and put to
ing. F allows a porlioti of the floor V laid with patent
Wood
Block
Tiles.
solid and uo:selees
great expense by leaky floors. Perfectly Watertight.
NO boarded floor required to be laid over Wooden
Beams, FIREPROOF FIXING BLOCKS being used
instead.

fig.

AND

fRETl

FROM AlL MOISTURE;

CONCRETE

and

Wooden Beams.

DRY,

The best, cheapest, and most approved flooring possible for public and private buildings of every description. Wood blocks are dovetailed on under sides
and ends to each other; and the underlying cement
after it has become quite hard and dry and free

all moisture, by means of a specially mad
which forms a complete dampcourse
prevents dry and wet rots and makes a
thoroughly dry and warm floor. Forms one solid,
compact mass, quite noiseless. No space underneath
Air and water
for rats, vermin, or dust to harbor.
tight. Laid in various designs and in all kinds of
woods. Very durable and lasting.
Over 5,000, 000 feet laid in places where parquet
tiles and marble are often laid, advantages being its

from

antiseptic composition

NOISELES8NKSS, SOLIDITY and WARMTH.

2.

Section showing Flat Fireproof Construction where
iron joists reston bottom flange of main girder and in
which all ironwork is entirely protected from fire.

NIGHTINGALE FLOOR IMPROVEMENT CO.

ADVERTISERS' TRADE SUPPLEMENT.
No.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

75.

IMPROVED EAVES THOUGH, GUTTER AND ANGLES.

ial designs of trough and gutters are made to
order. Among the special advantages claimed

XXIV.

ii.

1888.

l,

No. wa.

Messrs Abram French & Co., of
Also, they are constructing for the
Piedmont Manufacturing Company of Piedvators

for

Boston.

by the manufacturers are these
in our troughs and gutters is mont, 8. C., six steel boilers, each
5J feet
the best grade to be obtained in America and in diameter, and one two ton freight elevator
and which are rapidlv growing in popularity.
Europe our IX and IXX tcrne plates are and for the Victor Cotton Mills, Charlotte, N.
The merit of these articles lies not alone in coated
by the old process on 'Martin-Seimens' C., three steel boilers and one freight elethe fact of their being time and labor saving, soft
sheets; these troughs will last four times vator.
but is in a large measure due to the excellent
are
1C
than short
for these goods

WE

introduce here cuts of what have proved
to be great labor-saving devices for the tinner,

"The

:

metal used

;

;

their being nicer in appearance, more durable
and far less likely to become leaky than

made

troughs and gutters

in the old

troughs

length

longer

quality of materials used, the superior workmanship bestowed upon them, and the facts of

they

;

"GiLBERTSON's Old Method " Roofing Tin
the building; they save the labor has l>een specified by the Architect of the new
and improve the

straighter, stiffer, stronger,

looks of

and solder of

six joints in every sixteen feet
500 feet can be made and put up quicker than
;

B.

&

One

O. Depot, at the foot of Smithfield Street.
thing certain, the coming generation are
sure of a good roof from rain and storm

way.

The manufacturers, Hatten, Galpin &

while waiting for trains at the B. & O.
7Vi
Builders' Gazelle, Pitlxburgh,

Binghamton, N. 5f., are greatly encouraged by the favor which these goods
Co.,

the

are meeting, particularly in

Pa., Aug. 15, 1888.

West

They say that if 100 feet of short troughs."
trade continues to increase, as it has
Something new for the benefit of tinners is
" take the belt." shown in the cuts of the new
lately been doing, Chicago will
patent angles
through Chicago jobbers.

BUILDING

this

The

question

for eaves trough

often asked, which

is

gutter, terne or tinplate ?
" From
this point
experi-

This firm say on
ence and numerous

terne

is

much

While ternes

best

is

and

we

superior to tin for such cases.

worth

cost less, they are

twenty-five per cent

say that Chicago,

advent of

since the

ready-made stove-pipe
are satisfied that elbows there has been nothing produced in the
:

tests,

made by

or mitres for eave-trough corners
The mantifactureres
machinery.

more than

at least

tin for

troughs
and gutters. The tough, heavily leaded IX
ternes that we use for our eight-foot seamless

tinners'-supply line that will be more
than these ready-made angles.

special

the patent rib pressed in one piece
at the mitre joint, to stiffen and strengthen
feature

them.

is

They

are cut and formed by machinery,

ami are put upon perfect forms when soldered,
so they are correct

angles.
with either inside or outside

nary

sizes,

and of

all

They
bead

are

made

in all ordi-

grades of 1C and

IX

and terne, galvanized-iron and copper.
We
have seen samples of these mitres in terne
with proi>er care, remain good as
plates and in galvanized-iron, and they are
tin

troughs

will,

long as any other part of the building."
The longest of the cuts shown on this page
represents the eight-foot seamless eaves trough

made by
sii/rs

terne,

this house.

from four

IX

It is

to ten

bright

and sixteen-ounce

tin,

made

inches,

half round in

IX and IXX

B.B. galvanized

brazier's

copper.

-

certainly admirable in every respect.

Co.,

make them

metals.

iron,

The through

other long cut presents a side view of eightfoot wide gutter.

It is

made

of

They

are perfect in form, accurate, very strong,
and pleasing to the eye. Hatten, Galpin &

They

in all sizes

will

be

and

kinds of

all

supplied

direct or

jobbers.

HATTEN, GALPIN &

CO..

BlJiOHAMTON, N. Y.

ALTERATIONS.

J. M. Oambell, alterations, Halsted
f 5,000; architect, C. P. Thomas.
L. Silverman, three-Bt'y front addition. Dearborn
Ave.; cost, 85,000; architects, Adler & Sullivan.
111.

St.; cost,

A I> A RTM EN T-1IOU8KS.

welcome

A

Chicago,

III.

reprt'seiiiingeud views of wide gutters,

Whittier Machine

2 three-st'y flats,

Monroe

H. McAfee.
West Polk St.; cost,

$5,000; architect, L. Wichman.
J. Shepard, two-st'y flats, West

Fourteenth

St.;

cost, 83,000; architect, F. La Point.
W. W. Henderson, 2 three-st'y flats, West Lake
St. cost, 814,000; architect, J. J. Kohu.
F. Karasek, two-st'y flats, West Twelfth St.; cost.
$3,000; architect, J. Chavenik.
M. Kosak, two-st'y flats, Wall St.; cost. 83,000;
architect, J. Krevanik.
;

G. Blschofl, two-st'y flats. Cleaver St.; cost, ?3,$500; architect, F. Miller.
M. H. Carstens, two-st'y flats, West Fourteenth
St: cost, 85.000; architect, P. T. Werges.
K. S. Wendel, four-st'y flats, Blue Island Ave.;
cost, 8i>,500; architects, Schaub & Berlin.
J. M. Gamble, 2 three-st'y flats, West Lake St.;
cost, 840.000; architect, C. K. Thomas.
M. Ijanfeaski, three-st'y flats, West Fourteenth
St.; cost, 83.800; architect, J. F. Deptulski.
A. Amanusou, three-st'y store and flats. West
Krle St.; cost, 87,000; architect!, Lutken & Thissl. n.
J. Gotnllewski, two-st'y flats, Crittenden St.; cost,
83,500; architect, M. Tukowskl.
N. Koch, three-st'y flats, La Salle Ave.; cost, 87,600; architect, J. Zittel.
T. Cmolik, three-st'y flats, West Seventeenth St.;
cost, 84,000; architect, F. Sager.
S. Hanson, two-st'y flats, West Ohio St.; cost, 83,000; architect, C. R. Rosmnsson.

FACTORIES.

NOTES.
THE

H. Brown,

St.; cost, $8,500; architect, C.
O. Gaengle, 2 two-*t'y flats.

14, 17, 20,

24 and 28 inch terne, tin, copper and galvanized iron.
Another cut will be recognized as

INTELLIGENCE,

Reported for the American Architect and Building News.

Boston,

Company

are put-

Spec- ting in one of their double-screw freight

ele-

Maa.

Kemble

St..

near Gerard

St.,

Ward

two-st'y brick factory, flat roof, 124' x 188'; owners, Pearson Cordage Co.; builders, Webster, Dixou
20,

&Co.

A. Harris, four-st'y factory, Jefferson
111
St.; cost, $10,000; architect, J. Frank.
P. J. Hurther, two-st'y factory, Weld St.; cost,
$15,000; architect, J. Zittle.

Park St., Ward 23, frame waiting shed, 6' x 64'.
La Granne St., Ward 23, frame waiting-shed, C'

Chicago,

RAILROAD

BTJII.DINGS.

Boothroyn, Pa. Frame

station; cost, $2.500; owners, B. & O. II tt. also several other small stations
and large shops for the same Co. which will be built
as soon as possible; architect, A. H. Bieler, Balti;

more, Md.

Woodstock, Va.

Stone station, slate roof; cost,
$4,000; owners, B. & O. K. K.; architect, A. H.
Bieler, Baltimore, Md.

WAREHOUSES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
O. W. Gail & Ax are to have built
brick warehouse, n s Lee St., bet.

Baltimore. Md.

Paul

St.,

n Meadow

foundry; builders, R. C. Winnals

&

St., two-st'y
Bro., 4633 Worth

St.

Soul/t St.,

Annawan
all for

64'

Ward 23, frame waiting-shed, 6' x 64'.
St., Ward 23, frame waiting-shed, 6'
Old Colony Bd.

Thirtieth St., bet. Thomas and Master Sts., threest'y mill; builders, K. C. Winnals
Bro., 4633 Worth
St.
Hil.
and
St.
Darby
fifty-ninth
three-st'y brick

&

x

Ward

4, one-st'y brick
kiln, 38' x 7t.'; owners, Philadelphia & Boston Fire
Brick Co.; builders, Gooch & Pray.
Braintree St., Ward 25, one-st'y brick power station, flat roof, 36' x 90' 6"; owners. West End It. R.
Corporation; builders, H. M. Leach & Co.

Meilfirrd St., ffo. 425, rear,

and stone infirmary; contractors, Foot

McLauerhSts.,

two-

st'y hall; contractor, Matthew Schmidt, 217 Walnut
St.
Columbia Ave., cor. Broad St., Columbia Ave.
saving fund; contractor, P. If. Somerset, 1513 Xortli
Twelfth St.
Reed St., s s, bet. Meadow St. and Delaware Ave..
eight-Bt'y filter-house; contractor, Allen B. Rorke
423 Walnut St.

ISedford Ave.. e s, 50' South
brick store-building, tin roof;
S. Liptrott, on premises;
K.
F.
Gaylor; masons, W. & T. Lamb,
architect,
Jr.; contractors, Jno. Rueger.
Twenty-third St., pier foot of, two-st'y frame
storage, 'board roof; cost, 3,000; owner Wm. M.
Tebo, on premises; architect and builder, D. E.
Harris.

Eighth

&

Cook St.
Wharton St., bet. Eleventh and Twelfth

lin, 317

Brooklyn, N. Y.

St., four-st'y

cost, $8,000;

St. L,oui, Mo. Three-st'y brick warehouse; cost,
$7,000; owner. Dr. J. H. McLean; architects, Kirchner & Kirchner; sub-let,

Philadelphia, Pa.
x

64'.

owner. Win.

St. Louis, Mo. Two-st'y brick club-house; cost, $7
000; owner, R. Norris; builder, H. E. Roach.

-

a three-st'y
Charles and Light Sts.

Two and-one-half-st'y frame infirmary building
for McDonogh Institute, Bath Co.; cost, $5,000;
architect, A. H. Bieler.
Boston, Mass. Sprint] St., Ward 23. one-st'y frame
waiting-shed, 6' x 64'; owners and builders, Old

Modern Perspective.

Colony Ed.

PKOPOSALS.
United States Engineer
Proposals for dredging.
Office, Mobile, Ala., August 27, 1888. Sealed proposals
for dredging in Mobile Harbor, Ala., will be received
at this office until 12 M., on Saturday, the 15th day of

and opened immediately thereafter

September, 1888,
in presence of bidders.

Specifications, general Instructions to bidders and blank forms of proposal will
A. N.
be furnished on application to this office.
DAMKELL, Major of Engineers, TJ. S. A.

A

Treatise upon the Principles and Practice of Plane and

AN

Cylindrical Perspective.
INVALUABLE BOOK FOR ARTISTS, ARCHITECTS, DRAUGHTSMEN AND
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

WILLIAM
The

best

known

system of Glass Roofing

15,000 sq. ft.
18,000
13,500
14,000
12.000
13,000
Allison M'f'g Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
18,000
Cincinnati Union Depot,
9,000
Albany,
Capitol,
York, - - - 15,000
Mat. Museum of Art,
g Co.,
Museum of Fine Arts. Boston; Dickson

U.

S.

Gov. Navy Yard, Washington,

Grand Central Station, New York, Bethlehem Iron Co., Bethlehem, Pa.,
Kdge Moor Iron Co., Edge Moor. Del.
Pencnyd Iron Works, Pencoyd, Pa.,

New

New

Mf

Scranton, Pa.; Yale & Towns M'f'g Co., Stamford,
Conn.; Cleveland Union Depot, Ohio; Poole & Hunt,
Baltimore, Md., etc., etc. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

The Rendle Company,
TO ARTHUR E.

WALL

JAMES
writes "I use

it

(L't'd),

ST.,

with 27

than such text-books usually are. The plates require a
prodigious quantity of careful
New York World.
work, and are correspondingly valuable."

felicitous style

For

sale

by Booksellers

TICKNOR &
NEW YORK.

almost daily for reference

CO..

on receipt of price, by the Publishers,

PUBLISHERS, 211 TREMONT

Established

and the

Nation BddS, "The

New York

Cyclopadia

is

ST.,

BOSTON.

a timely

IVe canvaluable aid to political education.
not withold our warm commendation of the industry
and discrimination of the editor, and the enterprise

and

Its articles are writthe most eminent specialists

In

HARDWARE

FINE

FOR

Dwelling-Houses, Churches,,
Stores and Public-Buildings.
Every Excellence
Special New Designs

of the publishers"

country and Europe. David 20
A. Wells discusses the Tariff and Tariff
Legislation from the standpoint of the
free trader, and D. H. Mason from
the point of view of the protectionist.
B. L. Godkin writes of Office Holders;
Prof. Alexander Johnston, the artic) es on the Political History of the U. S. ;
Dorman B. Eaton, of Civil Service Reform;
in this

I860.

Manufacturers and Dealers

and

a more important work of reference

has ever been prepared"

ten by

sent, postpaid,

;

BURDITT S WILLIAMS,

BLAINE

G.

regard it as a model" He is referring to
the Political Cyclopaedia of which the
Atlanta Constitution says, It is doubtful, indeed, if

321

is

RENDI.E.)

(SUCCESSORS

Offices: 2

12mo.

pages,
plates In a Portfolio
$5 QQ
by far the most exhaustive of modern works on the subjects relating to perspective,
plain
and panoramic, and will be of great value to all architects and artists, and others
interested in the
problems of art. The scientific and pictorial aspects of these investigations are
carefully and thoroughly considered, both independently and in their connection with drawing; and the
propositions of
the author are illustrated by plates of architectural objects and
perspective plans.
'The book is written in clear English, free from unnecessary
technicalities, and in a much more
1 vol.

This

:

WARE,

Professor of Architecture in the School of Mines, Columbia College.

the

is

PATENT "ACME" SYSTEM.
REFERENCES

R.

ETC.

SKY-LIGHTS, GREENHOUSES,

of
of

Mechanism.

Knobs

Latest and most approved Styles and Finish
Patterns made to order from Architect's Designs.

In Cut-Glass.

Estimates made.

Contracts

DOCK SQUARE, BOSTON,
Our Hardware may be found

o-

Markets.

filled in all

omen,

{

^CSTt.7/.U

;

in important buildings in the leading

cities of the

Country.

Hartman's Patent Inside Sliding Blind,
A great improvement over all other blinds, slide up and down in tbe
window like sash, move easily, and stay where placed. No hinges, hence no
swinging, sagging and tangling with curtains and window drapery. Must be
seen to be appreciated. Excel any other sliding blind In the market for
economy, durability, style, beauty, convenience, etc. Also the most perfect
arrangement for Fly Screens, consisting of an additional section which
slides same as the blinds; very much admired by all.
They are also made to slide entirely down to the floor, into pocket, ont
of sight, without any additional expense. 28 per cent, cheaper than the
hinged blind, and u-ill last double the length of time.

Pres. D. C. Oilman of Universities; Simon Sterne, of Railroads; Pres. P. A.
Walker, of Wages ; Edw. Atkinson, of
Banks ; John J. Knox, Of the Currency,
If you wish to know more
etc.
about this work send to the publishers for their descriptive pamphlet which they will mail to you with-

No more an experiment; tens of thousanils nowinute. Architects are
specifying them. They always give satisfaction.
The only blind that is furnished with an Automatic Burglar-Proof toci,
free af charge.
Agents wanted everywhere. Send for illustrated catalogue and prices to

HARTMAN & DURSTINE,

out charge. They want good Agents.

WOOSTER, OHIO.
CHARLES

E.

743 Broadway,

A. G.

MERRILL
-

&

CO.,

WITHROW &

NEW YORK.

NEWMAN,

HILLOCK,

(Toronto, Ont.),

M'f'rs for the Dominion of Canada.

late

NEWMAN &

CAPRON.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Cinn Drnnio UarHuiora Bank, Office and Stoop Bailings in Bronze or Brass. Antique Furniturerlllo DlOIIZu ndlUWdlUf Trimmings. Electrical and Mechanical Bell-Hanging Burglar-Alarms.
Warerooms, 118O BROADWAY.
Factory, 157-163 WEST 29th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

I

V. J

FRINK'S

SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY AND MACHINE COMPANY,
Engineers, Machinists and Boiler Makers,
PHILADELPHIA.
AVE., AND FIFTH ST.,

REFLECTORS

WASHINGTON

SOLK MAKERS OF

AUTOMATIC ENGINE,
PORTER-ALLEN MANUFACTURER*
OF

ALSO

BLOWING
n

\

i

>i; \

I-

I

M.IM
REVERSING ENGINES, STEEL AND
ic
MACHINERY, BOILERS, TANKS, in.
--.

I

Steam Hammers, Centrifugal Pumps, Rolling-Mill Work.
Inquiries Solicited.

ESTABLISHED -1872 REORGANIZED
:

i685:
Photomechanical

Printing,

Photo-Lithography,

Pholo-EngravingandZinc!

PRINTING CO

Photo-Caustic

Printing.

211 TrfenionhSt.Bojbm "iO>
ILLVSTHATION5 PRoDUChD

Are used
day light.

EWBAV^d -!>ilo(EtS

Among the prominent buildings lighted by
Mr. Fritik within the past few months are the

The

"ATLANTIC"

Buildings In this country.

best and

most

ART GALLERIES.
CO.,
reliable

White-Lead made,

PURE

\il nueqnaled for

Uniform
Whiteness,

WHITE LEAD,
AND

Fineness,

and Body.
ADDRESS,

Pure Linseed-Oil,

Atlintic

W.

887 Pearl

Refined and Boiled.

Lead
St.,

4 Lin. Oil Co.
NEW YORK.

CERAMI
STEWART
COMPANY,
NEW YORK.
Peck
312 PEARL

Sole Manufacturers under
Morahau's Patents of

Slip,

THE
CELEBRATED
SOLID WHITE
CROCKERY
STATIONARY

WASH-TUBS.

The only Perfect SanItary Tubs now In Existence.

VERY STRONG.
No *eams to open. Absolute

cleanliness seall time.

cured for

WELL

GLAZED.

not absorb, leak or decay
The only "Solid White Crockery Wash-tub ever made in the world. Do not buy imitations until yon ee
the genuine Morahan's Patent," stamped on the front of every tub. Wash-board and Soap-cup moulded

SHOWING THBKE TUBS SET

'Will

CP.

Will outlast any house.
Solid White Crockery Sinks, Comprising Butler's Pantry, Kitchen. Slop, etc.,
rf same material as the tubs.
Very strong, well glazed, no labor required to keep clean.

in every set.

Mad

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST AND CATALOGUE

LIBERAL TEKMS TO THE TRADE.

GOODELL
1201 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

29 Sp ar

Mrs. R. L. Stewart, 871 5th Are., New York.
Eden Musee Co., SK West 23d St., New York.
A. Lantbler, 22 E. 16th St., New York.
Jbrtst on Calvary, 23d St. Tabernacle.
Wise and Foolish Virgins, Yandell Gallery.
Fifth Avenue Art Galleries, 366 5th Ave.
>ntury Club, 109 E. IBth St.
N. Y. Art Rooms, 216 W. 23d St.

THEATRES.
Grand Opera House, Ashbury Park N. J.
Miner's Newark Theatre, Newark, N. J.
Washington Park Coliseum, N. Y.
Commonwealth Hall, Orange, N. J.
Titusville Opera House, Titusville, Pa.
Arlington Hall,

-:

ST., Cor.

gas, electric or

togging

i

& LINSEED-OIL
ATLANTIC WHITE-LEAD
MAKUPACTCRBRS OP

Raw

oil.

Direct Transfer.

Chromo-Liyiography.
C -AND WloTo

with

Strongly endorsed by the
eadlng Architects, and are In use In
most
of the prominent Churches,
Theatres, Art Galleries and Public

.;/

& WATERS,
Stie-t.

-AN FRANCISCO, I'M..
63 & 65 South Canal
CHICAGO, 111..

New

York.

M usic. Petersburg,

Va.
Perking Opera House, Springfield, Mo.
Opera House, Helena, Ark.

Academy

of

CHURCHES.
First Baptist, Minneapolis, Minn.
First Presbyterian, Westfleld, N. J.
Holy Trinity, Hobaken, N. J.

Central Congregatioi

West Harlem M.

E.,

al, New York.
New York.

Presbyterian Bridgehampton, N. Y.
Trinity Presbyterian, Montclair, N. J.
Presbyterian, Theresa, N. Y.
Christ Episcopal, Jordan, N. Y.
First Congregational, Williamstown, Mass.
First Baptist, Franklin, Ind.
Euclid Ave. Congregational, Cleveland, O.
Second Congregational. New Ix>udon, COUD.
Twenty-second St. Baptist, Louisville, Ky.

Second Reformed. Hudson City, N. J.
First Place M. E., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Butted Presoyterian, Princetown, Ind.
Reformed, Castletnn, N. Y.

Methodist Episcopal, Xenia, Ind.
Methodist Episcopal, Chatham, N. Y.
Harvard St., Boston, Mass.
Unlversallst, Titusville. Pa.
Presbyterian, Greenwich, Conn.
St. Stephen's, Worcester, Mass.
Trumbull Ave. Presbyterian, Detroit, Mloh.
AinMee St. Presbyterian, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Methodist Episcopal, Flemingtou, N. J.
Reformed, l.iurolw, Pa.
.lane St. M. E., New York.
Reformed, Closter, N. J.
Uursell Place M. E., Brooklyn, N. Y.
First Unitarian, Deerdeld, Mass.
St. Rose, Lima, N. Y.
Congregational, De Kalb, III.
Grove Reformed, Union Hill, N. J.
St. John's M. E., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cresent Ave. Presbyterian, Plainfleld, N. J.
Second Reformed, Astoria, N. Y.
Methodist Episcopal, San Bernardino, Cal.
First Baptist, Columbus Mils.
Methodist Episcopal, Ontario, Cal.

S-

Church of the Ascension, Hamilton, Out.
Madison Ave. Reformed, New York.
Westminster Presbyterian. York, Pa.
Lutheran Grace, Thorneville, .
Centenary M. E., Newark, N. ,1.
Greenwood Baptist, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Christian, Springfield, Mo.
<

24-inch Finishing Planer.

Combined Rip and Cut-Off Saw-Bench.

Wood - Working

Scroll-Saw.

Machinery,

FOR PLANINQ-MILLS, SASH,
DOOR and BLIND FACTORIES,
CABINET and CARRIAGE MAKERS
Saw- Be neb.

Bend for Catalogue.

Presbyterian, Genesea, III.
Methodist Episcopal, SpringBclcl, Vt.
Second Reformed, Newark. N. ).
Seventh Day Biptlst, Pliiiitiuld, N. J.
Zion, Greene, N. Y.
West Side Ave. Presbyterian. Jersey City, N. J.
Presbyttrian, White Plains. N. Y.
English Lutheran, Hazleton. Pa.
Brick Church. Presbyterian, Orange, N. J.
Methodist Episcopal, Austin, Minn.
First Baptist. Johnstown, Pa.
Presbyterian Church, Horsebeads, N. Y.

Correspondence invited. Estimates irilfi specfurnished when requested.

ial design*

I.

551 Pearl

P.

FRINK.
- NEW YORK.

Street,

DYCKERHOFF

PORTLAND CEMENT

It is very finely ground, always uniform and reliable, and
Is superior to any other Portland Cement made.
of such extraordinary strength that it will permit the addition of 25 per cent more sand, etc., than other wellknown brands, and produce the most durable work. It is therefore the most economical to. use. 8,000 barrels
have been used in the foundations of the Statue of Liberty. Architects and those interested in Portland Cement
will please send for my pamphlet, which will be mailed free on application.
It contains valuable directions for
the employment of Portland Cement, a table of results of the strength of the Dyckerhoff Cement when
mixed with sand and broken stone in various proportions, together with tests and
testimonials of eminent Engineers, Architects and Consumers.

78 William St., New York.
THIELE,
SOLE AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES.

E.

PRESERVATIVE COATINGS.
FOR EXTERIOR

Something

New

for the Stable.

Read's Patent Harness Bracket.

FOR INTERIOR

USE.

USE.

SPAR COATING.
SPAR
UNDERCOAT-

I.

X.

L

No.

I.

X.

L

No. 2.

FLOOR

ING.

I.

FINISH.

TRADE MARK.
Manufactured only by

EDWARD SMITH &
158

VARNISH MAKERS,
WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.
CO.,

An Article long wanted but never

before made.

Holds the whole harness, takes no more room than
the ordinary hook or peg, can be used for both single
and double harness. Gives the harness-case a neat
appearance, as it carries the harness up uniformly in
width with the saddle, beside keeping the bridle and
breastplate in their proper shape. They are noatly japanned, with gilt facings. Price 18 per dozen. Are
now in use in over 100 first-class private stables in and
about Boston.
Each bracket lettered "J. J. Read, Boston,
Mass." For sale by dealers everywhere.
Indorsed and approved by the following named gentlemen, all of whom hare them in use
Boston: K. H. White, J. Montgomery Sears, J. T.
Morse, Jr., Thos. Motley. South Boston Benjamin
Dean. Cambridge: F. A. Kennedy, John Bartlett,
Chas.H.Oass. Portsmouth, N. H. Hon. Frank Jones.
Milton: Col. H. S. Russell, J.Malcolm Forbes. Dedhaw
A. W. Nickerson. Baltimore, Md
J. 1). Mallory.
Newton : J. O. Potter, C. E. Billings, A. K. Mitchell.
Waltham J. H. Ellison. Keadville C. Q. White.
Beverly Dr. Ghas. Haddock. Swampsott ; C. P. Curtis.
Waldo Adams, with the Adams
Boston, Mass.
Express Co. Philadelphia, Pa. Edward N. Williams,
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The public are cautioned against all similar brackets, not marked with my stamp, as such brackets are
infringements of patents held by me.
Also cedar-top riding-saddle bracket. Price'?3.60
each. And whip-rack for English coach and straight
whip combined. Price 50 cents each.
J. BEAD. ISTremont Row.
10.
:

:

:

:

DRAWERSECABINET
HANDLES
MANUFACTURED BY

J. B.

:

:

:

:

:

JAMES

Room

SHANNON & SONS,

1020 Market

jjSTERBROOK'S

Street,

STEEL
PENS

PHILADELPHIA.
FOR SALE BY ALL STATIONERS.

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

2O John Street.

New

CO.

York, N. Y.

NIGHTINGALE'S
Flat, Concrete

Fireproof Construction,

AS ADOl'TKI) IN HUNDREDS OF
Works,

Mills,

Factories,

Binte, Flats, Public Buildings,

etc.

HARD AN
System

o!

Making

a

Fireproof, Immovable, Solid

Noiseless Floor over

A is the main girder resting on wall E and on pillar
B are the small iron joists resting on main girder
A and on wall at other end. C the iron joists B bedD.

ded

in concrete and forming both floor and flat ceiling. F shows a portion of the floor C laid with patent
solid and noiseless Wood Block Tiles.

Wooden Beams.

without the aid of Deafening, Pugging, Beam liu
ings, Mineral Wool, filling In of wet Concrete between the beams and like methods of an unsanitary
and destructive nature usually adopted.
This forms a perfectly level and well bonded
floor, strong and durable in all its parts. Indispensable to all who are and have been troubled and put to
great expense by leaky floors. Perfectly Watertight.
NO boarded floor required to be laid over Wooden
Beams, FIREPROOF FIXING BLOCKS being used
instead.

FRt FROM
.CONCRETE

DRY,. AN 0"
5

and

ALL MO'J'STUR.E;
'

The best, cheapest, and most approved flooring possible for public and private buildings of ever; description. Wood blocks are dovetailed on under sides
and ends to each other; and the underlying cement
after it has become quite hard and dry and free
from

all moisture, by means of a specially made
which forms a complete dampcourse
prevents dry and wet rots and makes a
and
warm
floor.
Forma one solid,
thoroughly dry
compact mass, quite noiseless. No space underneath
for rats, vermin, or dust to harbor.
Air and water
tight. Laid in various designs and in all kinds of
woods. Very durable and lasting.
Over 5,000,000 feet laid in places where parquet
tiles and marble are often laid, advantages being Its

antiseptic composition

NOISELESSNESS, SOLIDITY and WARMTH.

2.

Fig.
Section showing Flat Fireproof Construction where
Iron joists reston bottom flange of main girder and in
which all Ironwork is entirely protected from fire.

NIGHTINGALE FLOOR IMPROVEMENT CO.

m mwism-msm
ADVERTISERS TRADE SUPPLEMENT.
1

No.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

7tJ.

"

CABOT'S
Tins

the

is

fire that

is

]>roofing

It is

cheap.

we know

ANTI-PYRE."

of that

flour-mills,

picker-houses,

and only protection against

first

the only liquid firenot dissipated by

is

Wc>c><l incited with this, if
prolonged heat.
exposed to direct llames. will slowly char and

6.

storehouses,

laun-

dries, etc.

can be had

It

almost any eolor desired.

in

In estimating for a given surface, it is safe
to say that one gallon will cover fifty square
feet, two coats
heavily applied, on rough

emit intlnniinahle ga? at the point attacked if
the flame is very hot, but the fire cannot

wood

spread, and entirely ceases as soon as the heat
is removed.
It is the only fireproofing that

feet,

will

It

if used on smooth wood, one
gallon
cover about one hundred and fifty square
;

two
i

coats.

put,

VOLOMI XXIV.

1888.

No.

is next
pushed on and the shank A is
screwed upon the part I) drawing the knob to
its place and covering up the washer B and
nut C. This forms a neat and secure fasten-

spindle

ing, it is impossible for the knob to pull off,
the spindle is not weakened by drilling, and
there are no disfiguring screws through the

face of the

knob

can be applied with a whitewash-brush by any and ten gallon pails, fifteen and twenty gallon
It is an excellent protection against kegs, twenty-five and thirty gallon half-barrels, fastening.
boy.
colds and draughts, and can easily be applied and in barrels containing forty to fifty galIt will not
BO as to

lons.

the cracks between boards, thus

fill

An

answering the purpose of plaster.

if

how popular

For samples on wood and further informa-

excel-

lent fireproof substitute for back-plastering,

tion, address,

"
"
Auti-pyre
prevents all
applied.
danger of fire from sparks, hot coals, explosions from any cause, and spontaneous combustion.

It

used on

all

"0

KILHY STREET,

out of place to mention here
the use of wooden door-knobs

lie

The under-

for interior doors has become.

signed,

SAMUEL CABOT,

heavily

as in other so-called screwlcss

Wood

knobs with this fastening
are furnished by the manufacturer at a slight
advance in cost over those with the ordinary
fastenings.

up, ready for use, in one and five

who was

the originator of this class of

sewn

goods, started their manufacture

ago and has

BOM-CIS.

,r.

He

built

years

up quite a large business.

has not been without imitators, but

can be

by

the

maintaining

wood-

quality of his goods

work which needs

and reducing prices
as
circumstances

protection from fire,
and is not exposed

justified

to the direct action

been

used

keep

of

rain.

If

on outside work, a
coat of

linseed

it

he has

enabled
in

lo

front

of

his competitors.

oil

J.

or of paint should
be used over it. It

5

BAKDSLKV,

KI.M STREET,

Xl

W VciKKClTV.

a complete sub-

is

T

stitute for tinning,

and entirely avoids
the two objections
the expense
301.
DESCRIPTION.
This fastening dispenses with the side screw, which has a tendency to shake lot se and
the possiis hollow, and has a shoulder at its inner end.
C is a nut which is screwed on
i .|. t
i
c e drop out. The shank
f
the spindle to the inner end of the shank, pushing the washer B before it.
The knob has a square
is screwed upon D, drawing the knob
getting behind the aperture in its shank D, slides on the spindle, and the shank
up
to its place. These knobs are quickly and easily applied, and give a perfect adjustment to the thickness
tin, and doin"- its
of the door,
;

second,

A

A

damage where

\Vhittier

are putting into the
building on the cor-

to that fireproofing:
first,

H K

Machine Company

.

it is

ner

of

Kneeland

a ,,,l

Washington
c
btm!t
*> owned
by
the Hill estate, one
ncw nassen<'cr and
two new freight el-

SCREWLESS-F-ASTENIN'(; KNOBS.
it.
evators all to be operated by their hydraulic
no
of
this
nature
course,
THKIIR has long been a desire on the part hoisting machinery upon their Pressure-Tank
fireproofing
renders the combustion of the wood impossi- of architects and others for a door-knob which svstem.
almost impossible to get at

Of

ble,

but

it

does

make

it

so difficult that there
|

is

no danger of the

there

We

is

fire

spreading, even

when

unusual exposure.

that we have sold many
thousand pounds to the Calumet and Ilecla

may mention

Mining Company,

since their last

fire,

for the

protection of the timbers used in the mine.
Among the places where it can be used to a
special advantage are the following:
Interior walls of chemical-works, gas-works,
boiler-houses, nihhor-works, saw-mills, tanners'

and

'

carriers' shops, varnish-factories, oil-dis-

All places where naphtha and benzine are used.
Oil-cloth factories.
Around
tilleries.

house-furnaces,

furnace

chimneys, paint and

oil

and

steam

stores,

pipes,

paint-shops,

|

would dispense with the ordinary side screw,
They are also aliout to put into the Conthat is, the screw which holds the knob to the tinental Bank Building, Boston, a pa<scngerdoublespindle and which unless nicely fitted has a elevator operated by one of their
tendency to shake loose and drop out, per- screw, high-speed steam
milling the knob to come off in the hand,
WKI.LS RUSTLKSS IKOX.
which as all know who have had the experience is a great annoyance.
The illustration
THE Wells Rustless Iron Company,
shows a recently patented method of over- Cliff street, New York, had for some time
-.'I

1

coming this imperfection. In applying these previous to this year been manufacturing proknobs the roses are first screwed to the door, tected ironware under the Bower-Barff patents,
the spindle on which one knob is already A year or more ago, however, they began ex'

|

fastened

is

the

passed through the door, the hol- perimenting with a new process, the invention
place, the nut C pushing of Mr. W. T. Wells, the president of the
it is turned up against company, and since the first of the year they

A is put in
washer B before

low shank

the inner shoulder of the shank A, the knob
which has a square aperture to fit on the

have been using the Wells process exclusively.
Iron protected by magnetic oxide has become

such a popular article in

ELEVATORS.

lines of trade

many

that a description of this new process will be
The charge of
of interest to our readers.
iron or steel articles to the

amount

of

WE take

M'f'g Co., Syracuse, N. Y., 208 horse-power

great pleasure in calling the atten-

and customers to
and passenger, placed
the immense Park Building of the Centen-

tion of our friends

some

ple elevators, a freight

12,000 pounds weight is placed in an ordinary
muffle or heating-chamber and there gradually

in

;

tion of Glasgow, Glasgow, Scotland, 220 horse-

power Rew & Co., Plymouth, England, 1
horse-power East River Gas Light Co., Ravenswood, L. I., second order, 51 horse-power
Kallkana ra P er Co., Kaukana, Wis, 250
;

Exposition, Cincinnati.
Our passenger elevator is operated on the
ninkle pressure . tank svstenl> the Laidlaw &
nial

heated during a period of some twelve hours.
It is important not to heat any part of the

I

charge so as to blister it, and yet every part
must be raised to the dull-red heat required

;

Arce & Co., City of Mexico, Mexico, second order, 61 horse-power; Morel & Verbcke,
our samGaud, Belgium, 163 horse-power CorporaJ.

;

;

|

n
Comnanv.
Cincinnati, furnishing
furnishing the
Dunn
Company, of Cincinnati,
horse-power Van Nortwick Paper Co., Batanecessary pump and tank.
by the process. The inventor prefers to use
The freight-elevator is run from the city via, III., 125 horse-power; Dowson Economic
Gas & Power Co., London, England, 114
the gas made by the well-known Siemens
and is fitted with our
vari;

water-main,
ab , e (lcvi
whcre

heating the charge and to admit
air in limited quantities into the chamber

Producer

in

j

along with the gas coming from the producers,
latter and give a
just enough to consume the

g

patent
a sreat savin( , of water

,

horse-power Glenfield Co., Ltd., Kilmarnock,
Scotland, second order, 188 horse-power
;

|

acconi p]i s ] ie( i

;

|

thus show two styles of our elevators,
bo , h of which represent a class of workman .

small flame in the chamber. During this opera.
ghip) which p , aces them foremost among mo(]
tion the dampers are opened, permitting the ern ho i gtln
i
nM
f
IIlllch
or
and
r
safety, speed
escape of the products of combustion into the

&

Bartholomic

We

Ills.,

Leicht Brewing Co., Chicago,
second order, 244 horse-power; Hampton

Normal & Agricultural

j

,

j ura i,iiity

The heating must be gradual

chimney.

so

!

that the charge will be raised in temperature
evenly and equally and all blistering avoided,

We

The

increase of temperature should be so
regulated that the maximum of heat is reached
the end of about twelve hours, though
a smaller charge than the one mentioned

at

used a shorter period will

The

suffice.

five hours,

of

extend any courtesy

in his
L.

it,

and

WROUGHT IRON
THE
,

annexed cut

provement

CO.,

this fence
rail,

by

;

zon, France, 63 horse-power

;

Vanderbilt Uni-

second order, 82

Tenn.,

Paper Co., Aberdeen, Scotland, 280 horsepower Impresa Concesionaria de Agnas SubMills

;

FENCE.

terraneous del Llobregat, Barcelona, Spain, 61
illustrates a recent im- horse-power ; Alillward, Bradbury & Co., Liv-

us.

The

special feature of

erpool, England, sixth order, 61 horse-power;
G. W. Gail & Ax., Baltimore, Aid., 244 horse-

power London Elec. Supply Corp'n, Ltd.,
The
London, England, 3000 horse-power
The pickets pass through both City of Keokuk, Iowa, 90 horse-power Alfonso

consists of the U-shaped bottom
a sectional view of which is shown in the

illustration.

Nashville,

versity,

;

O.

in the construction of wrought-iron

fence, invented

Co., Bir-

;

HAVEN

CINCINNATI,

:

&

mingham, England, 140 horse-power Player
Bros., Birmingham, England, 230 horse-power;
Societe Francaise de Materdel Agricola, Vier-

horse-power Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
Worcester, Mass., 51 horse-power Gordon's

power.

is

is

to

Hampton, Va.,

Inst.,

F. Parkes

;

;

;

and carbonic

oxide the charge

The heat

be pleased to supply

&

In this atmos-

closed.

phere of steam

some

dant,

will

THE JAMES

and patchy where it does appear at all, and is
not of any general importance in the result,
The next and final step in the process is to
turn on a mixture of steam and carbonic oxide
gas when the chimney damis

al , to cal ,

elevators, and to
inforraation they desire of the atten .

who

if

apt to become somewhat oxidized both to red
and black oxide, but the effect is irregular

per

My

sur-

face of the charge by this gradual heating

extend a cordia , invitation to

and personallv examine the
ask
j

120 horse-power; A.

.

left for

is

more or

the

less.

charge at

the beginning of the operaair
tion is a dull-red and

should be excluded as far as
possible.

The steam

be under

little

sure,

need

no pres-

or

and may or may not

super-heated before introducing into the chamber.

be

final step of the process
the essential one, in which

This
is
is

of

produced the desired result
black

oxide.

or magnetic

The furnace

employed., is an
muffle or heatingof the usual con-

ordinary

chamber

'

It

struction.

quire
to

does

not re-

any special appliances

make

absolutely air
tight, or capable

steam

it

flanges of the rail,

or
of

standing high pressure, as
the Wells process does not
elaborate

require

or

manufacturing all styles and

costly

hard

and

as

elastic.

It stands frictional

very

apt to be injured by

is

de-

comparatively
well, but is

wear

hammer blows

Wherever the coating

We

panel and one that will never sag.

The magnetic
apparatus.
oxide produced by this process
scribed

and are securely fastened

between them, (method patented), so as not
to be removed, forming an absolutely rigid

or rough

are

sizes of this fence,

having recently shipped twocar-loads, and are
now filling a large order for the City of

Flaquer, Barcelona, for

Natchez, Mississippi, besides various orders
for all parts of the country.
Any one re-

Valencia, 416 horse-power; E. Atkins & Co.,
Boston, Mass., for Cuba, third order, 156

quiring wrought-iron fence would do well to
secure our catalogue and prices, as our fence is

horse-power; The Shelby Iron Co., Shelby,
Ala., 292 horse-power
Ing'o
Cieneguita,

removed rust
usage.
better and cheaper than other styles in the
will form, but it will not burrow under and
market. We are also manufacturers and conThe works of the
raise the adjacent coating.
tractors of building iron work of every
descripAVells Rustless Iron Company are situated at
tion, and make a specialty of wire work, brass
N.
a
distance
from
Little Ferry,
short
J., but
work. etc.
Jersey City, where there are furnaces for
J. E. BOI.LES & CO.,
The
treating all kinds of iron and steel.
DETROIT, MICH.
is

1

is

pipe for

especially adapted
water conveyance, grate frames and

fenders,

architectural

process

iron-work, ship-work,

gas, culinary utensils, cast-iron soil-pipes

and

THE WELLS RUSTLESS IRON
21 ULiFjf ST.,

sales of Babcoc-k

&

Wilt-ox boilers for

July and August, 1888, are as follows Maginnis Cotton Mills, New Orleans, La., third order, 720 horse-power; Pierce, Butler & Pierce
:

plumbers' castings, etc.
CO.

Nw

YOBK.

;

Cuba,

146

;

order, 448 horse-power; Leon Pequin, Vendee
France, 40 horse-power; City of Sandwich,
Illinois, 61

horse-power; Louis Fontaine, La
France, 673 horse-power

lez Lille,

Grand Ave. Railway

NOTES
THE

Electric Station,

Western
horse-power
Electric Co., Chicago, Ills., 208 horse-power
Western Electric Co., for N. Y. City, second
Abreus,

Madeleine

to wrought-iron

new

;

Co.,

Kansas

City, Mo.,

second order, 200 horse-power; Gordon &
Co:, Hamilton, Ohio, second order,

Maxwell

146 horse-power; Takata

&

Co.,

London, Eng-

land, second order, 83 horse-power; Irlbacher

&

Davis, Buffalo, N. Y.,

2-16

horse-power

;

\V. K.

Jk .1.

power

liigdun, Kent, England, 75 horst,
B.
Oglesby Paper Co

The W.

;

Ohio, 146

Miilillftown,

horse-power Plena
Barcelona, Spain, 12

Ilenimuis.

K.Tiibos

horse-power; Alex.

;

Harry, Moscow,

IS.

I!II>M:

power; Chicago Sugar Refining Co
Chicago, III., third order, 272 horse-power
In hursr

\

1'ilark

power

Clawsoii, Hamilton, Ohio,

horse

It. K., Ottutnwa, fowa
horse-power; Societa (len
Italiana de Klettricita Sistotna Kdison
;

('.,

15.

second order,
ci-alc

&

'Ja

(^.

tiO

Milan, ninth order, 105 horse-power; A. Fla
Barcelona, for new Electric Station
i(iier,
Valencia, second order, 208 horse-power An
;

Rio-American Hrnsli Kite. Lt.
London, England, fourth order,

Ltd.

Co.,

horse

30

N

power; Consolidated Electric Light Co.,
Y. City, 500 horde-power Walker Brothers
London, England, eighth order, 20 horse
;

power
4.">o

;

Ing'o Portngalete, Cienfuego's, Cuba
N. Y. Life Insurance Build

horse-power

;

Y

Minn., 312 horse-power; N.
Life Ins. Building, Montreal, Canada, 225
horse-power St. Paul Railway Co., St. Paul,
ing, St. Paul,

engine; Brattleboro, Vt., (la* gerwood Manufacturing Company, New York,
Light Co., one x" horse-power engine Walla are meeting with much favor abroad. The
Walla. \\ '!'., Elec. Lt. Co., one :!5 horse- company lately >hip|>ed two No. 1 Boilers to
power engine; Thomson-Houston Internation- .Joannes Convert, Havre. Franco.
al Elec. Co..
ioga, Japan, one 25 horse-power

hone-power

;

.

1 1

engine; Ada.

Electric Light Co., one 80

().,

hone-power engine; Blaisddl & Pride.

.Jack-

Minn., 624

Making

horse-power.

the

;

UNIQUE example

of glass

work

is

Whittier Machine

Company have

re-

Broadway and 59th

street,

New York, an hydraulic elevator ojH-ratcd
by their pressure tank system, and for Miss
Lowell's building, No. 2 Beacon street, Boston,
an hydraulic elevator for passenger service.

by a

full

delicate

which

;

thrown a thin vail which hangs
and is caught at the ends so as

in easy folds

to carry the

apple blossoms which she has gathered. The
The pose
coloring is decidedly Whistler-like.
of the figure is extremely
The side
graceful.

Some

of the

members

satisfaction.

of our Building-Com-

mittee are largely connected with the building
interest in this city, and they each endorse the

appropriateness of the fixture.

&

manufactured by the Gorton

Respectfully,

BARTMCTT SMITH,

Lid-

C. FRASF.R.

SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY AND MACHINE COMPANY,
Engineers, Machinists and Boiler Makers,
PHILADELPHIA.
AVE., AND FIFTH ST.,

WASHINGTON

-

SOLE MAKERS OF

PORTER-ALLEN AUTOMATIC ENGINE,
MANUFACTURERS
ALSO

OF

BLOWING ENGINES, REVERSING ENGINES, STEEL, AND
HYDRAULIC MACHINERY, BOILERS, TANKS, K 1C.

Steam Hammers, Centrifugal Pumps, Rolling-Mill Work.
Inquiries Solicited.

with rather convention-

filled

alized floral patterns in faint pink and
light
The title given on the window is

Hartman's Patent Inside Sliding Blind,

Spring." The Tiffany Glass Company conit
a great success in the
handling of

A great Improvement over all other blinds, slide up and down In the
like sash, move easily, and May where placed. > o hlnge>, lieuce no
winging, sagging and tangling with curtains and window drapery. Must be
gfen to be appreciated. Kxcel any other flitting blind In the market lor
Also the most perfect
economy, durability, tlyte, beauty, convenience, etc.
arrangement for Fly Screens, consisting of an additional section which
slides same as the blinds; very much admired by all.
They are also made to slide entirely down to the floor, Into pocket, out
of sight, without any additional expense. 26 per cent, cheaper than the
hinged blind, and trill latt double the length of time.
ffo more an experiment: teni of thnuiaml* now in ute. Architects are
specifying them. They always give satisfaction.
The only blind that Is furnished with an Automatic Burglar-Proof Lock,
free of charge.
Agents wanted everywhere. Send for illustrated catalogue and prices to

sider

window

delicate tones.

During the past week a glass window has
been on exhibition during the evenings, at the

Avenue Art

we rarely use it to its full power.
we are delighted with the fixture

would hardly express our

"Gorton" House-heating

celebrated

yellows.
"

Fifth
" The

;

say that

is

occupied
length figure of a mai len clothed in
over her head is carelessly
pink

openings are

produce

To

now on

Company, 333-5 Fourth Ave., New York.
It
is
a window made for a residence in
San Francisco, consisting of three long
the centre of

neat, chaste,

Also for the Hotel Glad-

for their stables.
stone, corner of

THE

exhibition at the rooms of the Tiffany Glass

o]>enings,

New York

So
City, is simply grand.
and graceful in design that it
commands the attention and elicits favorable
cently constructed for the West End Street
It
comments from every one who views it.
Railway Company, corner of Dunmore and
room
our
main
audience
lights
abundantly
Roxbury Streets, Roxbury, a freight elevator
with as pleasant a light as it seems possible to
Ave.,

THK

Boilers,

A

FKIXK,
.'..-.I

total

two months 13,KJ2 horse-power.

P.

I.

;

;

sales for

Mi!.

Pearl Street, Xcw York City.
W.
one 4o horse-power engine
Dear Sir,
The magnificent reflecting
W. Cumncr, Cadillac, Mich., one 100 horsefrom special designs, furnmade
chandelier,
one
Paul
Kuhnkc, Clyde, O.,
power engine
25 horse-power engine; City Gas Light Co., ished by you and placed in the West Harlem
M. E. Church, corner 12!Hh Street and 7th
Norfolk, Va., one so hoi -e-|>ower engine.
sonville, Fla.,

Galleries.

The

subject

is

Talking Well." It is from a painting
by Vely in the Corcoran Gallery at Washing-

ton.
The coloring is rich and the distance
and perspective well managed.
The second
window is also executed by the Tiffany Glass

HARTMAN & DURSTINE,

Company.

WOOSTEK, OHIO.
THE

works of the Ball Engine Company,
Erie, Pa., manufacturers of High Speed Automatic Cut-Off Engines are being crowded to
their utmost capacity with orders for their engines.

Among

following

their recent shipments are the

:

Denver,

Col., Elec. Illuminating Co.,

two 80

horse-power engines Seeger Guernsey Co., St.
Augustine, Mex., one 25 horse-power engine
City of Greenville, S. C., one 100 horse power

WITHROW &

HILLOCK,

M'f'rs for the

GOODELL
2201 Chestnut Street,
rilll, Al.ll

I'll

I

A.

;

;

(Toronto, Ont.),
Dominion of Canada.

& WATERS,

29 Spear Street.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
63 & 65 South Canal
CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

engine; Thomson-Houston International Elec.
Co.,

Australia, one 60

Atlantic,

N.

J.,

horse-power engine;

Elec. Lt. Co., one 200 horse-

]>ower engine
Olean, N. Y., Elec. Lt. Co.,
one GO horse-power engine; Paterson, N.
J.,
Elec. Lt. Co., three 100
horse-power engines;
;

Paterson, N. J., Elec. Lt. Co., one 80 horsepower engine; Lynn, Mass., Gas Light Co.,

24-Inch Finishing

one 100 horse-power engine Electric
ImproveCo., Santa Clara, Cal., one 80 horse-

power engine
Akron, O., Elec. Street R. R.
Co., two 200 horse-power engines
Pensacola,
;

Scroll-Saw.

Machinery,

PLANING-MILLS, SASH,
DOOR and BLIND FACTORIES,

;

Fla., Elec.

gine;

Combined Rip and Cut-Off Saw -Bench.

Wood - Working
FOR

;

ment

Lt. Co., one 100 horse-power enDanville, Pa., Elec. Lt. Co., one 80

Plantr.

CABINET
SawStnc*.

and

CARRIAGE MAKERS.

Send for Catalogue.

DYCKERHOFF

RTLAND CEMENT

any other Portland Cement made. It is very finely ground, always uniform and reliable, and
of such extraordinary strength that it will permit the addition of 2"> per cent more sand, etc., than other wellknown brands, and produce the most durable work. It is therefore the most economical to use. 8,000 barrels
have been used in the foundations of the Statue of Liberty. Architects and those interested in Portland Cement
It contains valuable directions for
will please send for my pamphlet, which will be mailed free on application.
the employment of Portland Cement, a table of results of the strength of the Dyckerhoff Cement when
mixed with sand and broken stone in various proportions, together with tests and
testimonials of eminent Engineers, Architects and Consumers.
Is superior to

78 William St., New York.
THIELE,
SOLE ACENT FOR THE UNITED STATES.

E.

PRESERVATIVE COATINGS.

Something;

New

for the Stable.

Read's Patent Harness Bracket.

FOR EXTERIOR

FOR INTERIOR

USE.

USE.

SPAR COATING.
SPAR
UNDERCOAT-

I.

X.

L

No.

I.

I.

X.

L

No.

2.

FLOOR

ING.

FINISH.

TRADE MARK.
IMjimiiUotiircvl only

EDWARD SMITH &

by

VARNISH MAKERS,

CO.,

WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.
-A- 3XT
C^ TJ

TI
DRAWERHECABINET
HANDLES
158

MANUFACTURED BY

B.

An Article lout/ wanted but net'cr ftp/ore ma*i>.
Holds the whole harness, takes no more room than
the ordinary hook or peg, can be used for both single
and double harness. Gives the harness-case a neat
appearance, as it carries the harness up uniformly in
width with the saddle, beside keeping the bridle and
breastplate in their proper shape. They are neatly japanned, with gilt facings. Price 818 per dozen. Are
now in use in over 100 first-class private stables in and
about Boston.
Each bracket lettered ".I. J. Read, Boston,
Mass." For sale by dealers everywhere.
Indorsed and approved by the following named gentlemen, all of whom have them in use
Boston: K. H. White, J. Montgomery Sears, J. T.
Morse, Jr., Thos. Motley. South Boston Benjamin
Dean. Cambridge : F. A. Kennedy, John Bartlett,
Ohas. H.Gass. Portsmouth, N. H. Hon. Frank Jones.
Milton: Col. H. S. Russell, J.Malcolm Forbes. Dedham
A. W. Nickerson. Baltimore, Md
J. D. Mallory.
Newton J. I/. Potter, C. E. Billings, A. R Mitchell.
Walthani
J. H. Ellison.
Readville
C. G. White.
Beverly Dr. ('has. Haddock. Swampsott ; C. P. CurWaldo Adams, with the Adams
tis.
Boston, Mass.
Express Co. Philadelphia, Pa. Edward N. Williams,
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The public are cautioned against all similar brackets, not marked with my stamp, as such brackets are
infringements of patents held by me.
Also cedar-top riding-saddle bracket. Price $3.50
each. And whip-rack for English coach and straight
whip combined. Price 5n cents each.
J.
13 Tremont Row.
1O.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

JAMES

Room

READ.

SHANNON & SONS,

1020 Market

Street,

[STERBROOK'S

STEEL
PENS

PHILADELPHIA.
FOR SALE BY ALL STATIONERY.

THE E8TERBROOK STEEL PEN

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

NIGHTINGALE'S

requir

appar;
oxide

Flat,

scribe

8O John Street,

Concrete Fireproof Construction,
AS ADOPTED IN HUNDREDS OF
Mills,

Factories, BanKs,

Flats, Public

Buildings,

etc.

DRY,

usage,

Sys'em

will fc

of

Making a

Fireproof,

Noiseless Floor ovar

Immo

able,

Solid and

Wooden Beams.

t

Wells
Little

A Is the main girder resting on

wall E and on pillar
Jersey
B are the small iron joists resting on main girder
..!.>.
UI
\ and OD wall at other end. C the iron joists B bedted in concrete and forming both floor and flat ceil)r(
.,. s
nc. F shows a portion of the floor U laid with patent
fiolid
and noiseless Wood Block Tiles.
pipe
,

)(

.

fender

O.

i

Uo~wits,

raise

v

York, N. T.

D BLOCK rLOOR LEVEL

elastic
~
a|

Mew

L^~.^^.-^^^^^^

"
-

gas,

plumb*
Fig.

2.

Section showing Flat Fireproof Construction where
joists reston bottom flange of main girder and In
hick all Ironwork is entirely protected from fire.

on

without the aid of Deafening, Pugging. Beam lin
ings, Mineral Wool, n'.liiig in of wet Concrete between the beams and like methods of an unsanitary
and destructive nature usually adopted.
This forms a perfectly level and well bonded
floor, strong and durable in all its parts. Indispensable to all who are and hare been troubled an 1 put to

AND

ALL MOl STUPE.

CONCRETE
The best, cheapest, and most approved flooring possible for public and private buildings of every description. Wood blocks are dovetailed on under sides

and ends to each other; and the miderlving cement
after it has become quite hard and dry and free
from all moisture, by means of a specially made
antiseptic composition which forms a complete dampcourse
prevents dry and wet rots and makes a
thoroughly dry and warm floor. Forms one so id,
compact maps, quite noiseless. No space underneath
Air and water
for rats, vermin, or dust to harbor.
great expense hy leaky floors. Perfectly Watertight. tight. Laid in various designs and in all kinds of
NO boarded floor required to be laid over Wooden woods. Very durable and lasting.
Over 5,000,000 feet laid in places where parquet
Beams, FIREPROOF FIXING BLOCKS being used
tiles and marble are often laid, advantages being Its
instead.
NOISELESSNESS, SOLIDITY and WARMTH.

NIGHTINGALE FLOOR IMPROVEMENT CO.
KrEi"V*7"

*"

*'*

ADVERTISERS' TRADE SUPPLEMENT.
No.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

77.

FIREPROOF METALLIC
LATHING, ETC.

TIIK IIAVKs

terior

and the beautiful

effects of

3.

cut stone

of Sheets of Iron or other metal,

designs may l>e made in Portland Cement,
such is the tenacity of this lathing that all
fears as to the falling away of the plastering

mi inches (or less),

will,

'I'm.

of Lathing

Hayes system

is

composed

40 inches by
over the surface of which

at near intervals are openings five-sixteenths

an inch, produced by a
proce.ssof puncturing; the

I

iy

thr e-fourths of
.

flanges around

tin-

VOLCIII XXIV.
No. (,; i.

1888.

upon inspection be instantly removed.

when necessary for an increase in strength
may be re-inforecd with a framework of

they

band or bar iron or with angle or T iron, as
shown in Figures K to 11, the lathing l>ein
secured to the frame with suitable clamps, the
plastering on both sides aiding in binding the

FIREPROOF PARTITION'S.
This system of lathing permits of the con- whole together so that very substantial wall,
are afforded.

These

open-

ings are pressed forward
and curled outward, form-

great advantage especially
in elevator shafts, stair-

ing lips and hooks which
clinch or hold the mortar
to

the

surface

sheets, while

ways,

the

of

or

partition*

may be adopted with

walls

hallways,

bed-rooms,

offices,

on

closets,

at the base

alK>ut the stages of thea-

of each opening is formed
a matrix into which the

tres, boxes, etc., affording

mortar

which

the

pressed, and by
perfect dovetailed
is

HARD

tained

the process imparts to the. sheets an undulated surface, giving it
additional strength.
The
;

them

A

the

duced, which

contraction, or

ranged

other or-

ganic action, winch would
liable to injure the
Fig.

1.

Elevation of Lathing, having a portion of its face covered with " one coat" and H iiortion
with " hard finish," as second coat, with Figures 2 and 3, sections of same.

only be removed by pickit

II

reproof
he

and

lathing

than ordinary.
Scratch coating
tirely
is

it

occupying

an

threeinch

in

For bath-rooms, wash-

en-

dispensed with, as

i-ooms, laundries, etc.,

bail-.

covering the floors as U--

also

For one coat work
lathing

affords

this

These

lathing

sheets
Fig.

can be readily bent so as
to adapt themselves to any feature
itecture,

such

as

pilasters,

by

fore described, and
by
turning up the lathing on
the walls, a perfect ce-

most

a

effectual foundation.

mented

3.

troughed

floor

may be made.
in

arch-

columns, .niches,

struetiun of strong partitions of from 1 inches
finished with double-plastered faces,

It will
[

cause an

thick,

be economy, even should this
lathing
increase in the first cost of
any

made by forming in the lathing sheets, which building, to adopt it
Large coves are by virtue of the peculiar punctures are already wooden lathing; the
trimmings, etc.
formed without brackets, supports or furring, rigid, a series of ribs sueh as are made for lie but trifling, as less
and entail no cost beyond the plain surface. furring, and which are secured to each other plying it.
One coat
for
Country residences may be lathed on the ex- back to back as shown in Figures 6 and 7 and with
furring
groins, cornices, wainscotings, bases, casings,

angles,

but

eighths of
thickness.
Fig. 2.

is

or tessellated paveit
may also be

tiles

old
applied to
plastering in like iranner
as suggested to the
floors,

stiffer

applied

be ar-

variegated
colors or ornamental design, or may be laid in

readily

be

may

used than upon any other

may

may

in

ments, or

off in particles.

mortar

may

fireproof floor will be pro-

be

Less

floor

fireproof

and substantial
There is an entire
freedom from expansion,

ing

the

gravel, sand and cement,
or other suitable
material,
a permanent and effective

perfect

coating can

to

be made by
nailing the
lathing sheets over the
boarded surface, and then
with a pro|>er mixture of

work.

The

Fire-

brick walls.

matrix, thereby permitting a degree of coalescence which insures most

bond.

great

room.

proof Hues for hot air may
be formed in like manner,
restricting

and

lips
filling

in

avoiding the necessity of

plaster is spread over the
surface of the sheets, em-

the
bedding
hooks
and

protection

and

fire

economy

FINISH

clinches or bonds are ob-

greatest

against

;

I

;

in

lieu

of the old time

increase,

time
of

is

any, would

if

consumed

mortar

cornices

is

in ap-

dispensed
and other

American

j.ne

projections are made in the lathing sheets, and
no cost further than the plain surface
it takes up less floor space and is substanentails

of construction found to be

and vermin

would be

false

proof.
in

economy

more appropriate.
lain

machine which

Any saving
consideration

in

work

etc.,

etc.,

tubes

the lathing

it is

is

nailed upon wood-

secured with steel barbed wire

nails

for

may be prepared

such manner as

in

allow them

will

to

where the
sheets overlap each other the same rule
For interior angles the
should apply.
without

shrink

workshop and set up in their final
These may be re-inforced with
position.
in the

bar, angle or T iron similarly arranged to
those described for partitions. 1

work has been done on this
lathing with King's Windsor Cement, and
Adamant Plaster, and it is specially

Very

used in forming angles

is

one inch long, or the ordinary slating nail will do, taking care to nail in a
vertical line down the centre of the beam

the lathing sheets of suitable sizes, plastered (plain or molded) as panels, stiles,

trimmings,

INO. 0(1.

.

ordinary sheets of iron.

When

advantages gained.
Portable slabs or plates, composed of

wainscotings,

V

Any person of ordinary mechanical skill
can readily apply the lathing, the angles can
readily be formed in the sheets by any

of the great

columns, pilasters,

VOL. AA.1

j.\ews.

This lathing

;

tially fire

mna

Jircnitect

fine

4.

Back Elevation

When

of Lathing.

;

sheets are bent so as to avoid any cracking of the plaster at that point.

jjl

Fig.

connection

the lathing

is

applied to a brick

formed which perform the
function of furring, through the grooves of
which ordinary cut-nails may be used, driven
wall, ribs are

HARD FINISH

Cross furrinto the joints of the brickwork.
ing or supports to ceilings, when the beams

HARD

are of iron,
FINISH

Section of double-faced, twoFig.
coat plastered partition, 1>J inches
6.

HARD FINISH
Fig. 7. Section of same,
2 inches thick.

thick.

HARD FINISH

HARD FINISH
^
=;
3<FIRST COAT

is

composed of bar or angle iron

the lathing
firmly clamped, and to which
sheets are secured by stout wire holdfasts of
special form.

This lathing has been subjected
icisms

of

i

plasterers

withstood severe tests as to
LATHING

HARD FINISH

HARD FINISH

JL
iXFIRST COAT
HARD FINISH

fireproof

and

been patented

in

Great Britain, CanGermany, and

ada, France, Belgium, Austria,

Italy and will shortly be introduced in those
countries.
At present it is being manufac-

FIRST COAT'S^

by the inventor, the undersigned, who

tured

LATHING
HINsM
FIRST COAT

intends to grant shop rights in every
city in the United States, furnishing

also
jjgl

HARD FINISH

its

It is already receiving
sustaining properties.
a hearty welcome from the trade.

It has

HARP FINISH

to the crit-

many experienced architects and
in New York and it has successfully

town and

HARD FINISH

his

Figures 8, 9, 10 and II. Sections of double-faced, two coat plastered partitions, 2 inches thick, reinforced with bar, angle and
S
T iron frame work.
^

>-.

machinery for

its

production.

GEORGE HAYES,

n 8th AVE., NEW

YOKK.

HARD FINISH

THE Whittier Machine Company

Fig. 5. Perspective showing external angl
of brick wall with lathing, furring, screed
Mding, stopped off angle iJead" and cemeiit
base.

have just

completed for the Acushnet Mill Corporation
of New Bedford, Mass., a large upright steam
boiler.
This is the fourth boiler of this style
constructed for them.

HAR
Section showing a method of framing a doonvay
to a 2-inch double-faced, two-coat plastered partition.

Fig. 12.

SANITAS PLUMBING APPLIANCES.
WILLIAM PAUL GERHARD,
known expert and popular

C. E., the well-

writer and au-

thority on sanitary engineering, writes of the
Sanitas bath-tub in his article on " Domestic

Sanitary Appliances," in Good Housekeeping
" Here the
stand-pipe is placed
in a recess, but so as to be perfectly acces-

for 1884-85

Section of Lathing applied to studded partition,
showing external angle with stopped off angle bead, and also internal
angle bent in

:

The outlet
made unusually large, to

sible for cleaning.'

of the Sanitas

tub

effect a quick

is

Fig. 13.

discharge, thus securing a thorough scouring
to the trap and waste-pipe, the tub acting as

a flush-tank.

It is

by far the best sanitary

tub of which I have knowledge, and answers
all

requirements of a perfect plumbing

lure.

fix-

"

" AnSpeaking of water-closets, he writes
other form of improved hopper-closet calls for
:

EXTERNAL ANGLE

+*

a detailed description, as
construction,

14.
Section of Lathing applied to brick wall
showing the combination of lathing, furring and
screeding, also an internal and external angle, with
stopped off angle bead, and 2 coats of plaster.

Fig.

its

design

sanitary principles.
sealing

water-closet,

This

it

is

of a superior

based upon sound
is

the Sanitas

manufactured

Sanitas Manufacturing
" The closet is

Company

by

self-

the

of Boston.

adapted for all kinds of plastic material, the dipped in a lime coating made fast, dipped in
manufactured in white
hooks taking the place of fibrous asphaltum or galvanized, but as lime is a wellearthenware, and resembles somewhat in
bonds with a most beneficial result.
known preservative of iron, the alkali therein shape the short
hopper, having only a bowl
The sections above referred to and especially completely neutralizing and preventing cor- and a
trap combined in one piece, and no
the method of framing for doorway shown in rosion, the plain iron or the lime
coating is all superfluous interior surfaces, angles, or corFigure 12, may be varied, and other methods that is necessary.
ners to which soil may adhere.
The area of
The merchantable sizes of the sheets will be the bottom of the bowl has been so
'The thickness of the plastering coat shown in the
shaped as
clinching

drawings and

no

in

criterion us

models which have been prepared

it

may

be made thinner

if

required.

is

30x96

inches.

to present a large surface of
standing

water

,

and deodorize waste matters, and

to receive

the overflow point

is

much higher than

rai.'d

order to retain a deep body of water.
and hence a deep water-seal in the bowl. It
usual, in

should

oted that the water

IK'

deepest at

is

the rear of the closet, at the point where soil
would be most liable to strike the sides.

The

top of the bowl

is

provided

a

witli

NOTES.

times open to inspection, it is easy to remove,
1>\ a
water from the
spoil'.'!- or otherwise, all
closet in houses to be left

unoccupied during
work is most

the winter, in which plumbing

THE sales of

"A

&

\Vilrox boilers for

September, 1HHX, are as follows: Somerset
Fibre Co., Fairfield. Me., I'.'o horse-power;
Latrolie

exposed to freezing."

Balx'oek

Steel

Co.,

Latrobe, Pa.,

&
very con- power; Edinburgh Ko[HM-ie

Of the pantry-sink he says:
venient arrangement is what is known as the
Sanitas pantry-sink, in which the stainl-pipe

Ltd.,

*:;>

horse-

Cloth Co.,

!.">(!
horse-power; La
Barcelona, Spain, in*

Scotland,

Leith,

K-pana

Sail

Industrial,

La Kspana Industrial, Han dona,
provided with a simple lever movement to horse-power;
from its seat, if it is desired to empty Spain, second order, -inn horse-power: Oliver
noisy operation of the Mush, and also the fre- the sink.
The volume of water discharged & Roberts Wire Co., Ltd., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Kleetric Light
quent spattering, the flushing water is con- from such a sink through a very large outlet, fourth order, 116 horse-power
& Power Co., Melbourne, Australia, K.IMI
ducted into a large body of water below the and concentrated
beyond this in a trap anil
Kansas City Electric Light &
normal water level, as shown, from where it
waste-pipe of small calibre, causes a thorough horse-power
Power Co., Kansas City, Mo., second order,
overflows into the flushing rim, and thence
of
and
from
the
both,
Muslim};
grease
prevents
''>'.>
down the sides of the bowl. A part of the
horse-power Louis Franke & Co., for F.
adhering to the sides of the pipe."
S. Dale, Whitehall, N. Y., second order, 75
flushing water is directed, independently of
Speaking of basins, he says in the same
the stream which feeds the flushing rim, to
Providence Steam & Gas Pi|>e
" Much the best form of basins horse-power
Hushing rim, into which

enters in a novel manner.

the flushing water
To avoid the usual

is

lift it

;

;

1

;

publication
bowl, where it enters of which I have
knowledge is the stand-pipe
through a jet or nozzle arrangement, discharg- outlet basin, or Sanitas wash-basin, manufac..ig with great force into the ascending leg tured in Boston
by the Sanitas Manufacturing
of the closet trap.
This removes part of the
and since this fixture
in

;

:

the bottom of

the

Company

water from the trap, and causes that which
in the bowl to sink into its neck, where it

is

my

will,

;

judgment, soon supersede all former devices,
and since it has so many superior features of

Co., Providence, R.

I.,

71 horse-power;

Far-

mer & Brandon, London, England, 20 horsepower Moet & Chandom, Epernay, France,
;

240 horse-power

;

F. de la Royerc-Masureil,

Brussels, Belgium, 46 horse-power

;

Alexander

B. Ban',

Moscow, Russia, 40 horge-|>ower
B. Bary, Moscow, Russia, 120
Alexander
more easily acted upon by the upper flush.
simplicity, convenience, and sanitary conMeanwhile the upper jet fills the passage
Alexander B. Bary, Moscow,
horse-power;
I
shall
describe
it
Then
struction,
fully."
Alexander B. Bary,
Russia, HO horse-power
leading to the flushing rim, and, overflowing, follows a detailed
description of the fixture,
descends upon and driven out the waste mat" It is of the ut- Moscow, Russia, 20 horse-jxjwer;
Societa
other
saying among
things
ters which have descended into the neck.
Amoniana Raflincria de Zuccheri, Ancona,
most
and of
convenience in
is

;

;

:

The lower jet
from the upper

is

always covered by water use, while

flush, the

proportions being such as to
Hence both jets are noiseless.
" In
ordinary trap-jet closets no provision
is made to ensure the
covering of the jets, and

These

occasioned.

is

its

appearance

even

is, if

closets,

SANITAS MANUFACTURING CO.,
507 TREMOXT STREET, BOSTOX, MASS.

THE

Whittier Machine

Company have

moreover, are emptied by si phonic action pro- cently put in for Messrs. P. & F. Corbin,
duced intentionally in the trap, and this Britain, Conn., a freight elevator.

emptying by siphonage adds to the

second order, 372 horse-power; Excel-

re-

New

Co., Wilmington, Delaware, fourth order, aox
horse-power Jackson & Sharp Co., Wilmington, Delaware, fifth order, 51 horse-power;
Gubruder Sulzer, Winterhur, Germany, 140
Louis Fontaine, La Madeleine
horse-power
lez Lille, France, 175 horse-power; C. B.
Cortrell & Sons, Westerly, R. I., second order,
104 horse-power; Cortland Wagon Co., Cort.
;

;

jet roar a

'

'

disagreeable gulping sound, caused by the
sudden inrush of air into the dip as the water

Both of these causes

escapes.

Italy,

anything,
sior Electric Co., for S. Wechsler & Co.,
and more
pleasing than that of the usual form of
Brooklyn, 50 horse-power; Jackson & Sharp
ensure this re- bowl."

construction

sult.

a load roar

great

simplicity

of

noise arc

Antique Hinge Plates

avoided by the flushing principle of the Sanitas closet.

"

The

action of the Sanitas closet

is

almost

being possible to flush it
easily in one second, and with less than a gallon and a half of water.
" Another
peculiar feature of the flushing
instantaneous,

of this

it

closet

is

the

Sanitas

water-closet

supply-pipe, in which all delay and noise occasioned by the water passing from the cis-

tern

down

the service-pipe,

when

the pull

is

operated and the cistern valve is lifted, is
avoided by constructing the
supply-pipe on
the principle of an inverted bottle, so that the

ON HAND AND MADE TO ORDER FROM ARCHITECTS' DRAWIN6S,

water shall be hung

1020

in

it

below the cistern

down as the standing water in
the bowl, simply by the
pressure of the atvalve as far

This supply-pipe

mosphere.

is,

therefore,

full of

water, the pipe being closed at
the top by a cistern valve, and at the bottom sealed by the water in the closet-bowl.

always

The
The

flush

is

thus

made

to act instantaneously.

closet is self-sealing, for the moment the
water in the trap is lowered to a certain

J.

B.

SHANNON & SONS,
Sti-oot.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

GOODELL
)2O1 Chestnut Street,
I-IIII. \D1.I.

I'MIA.

point just above the dip of the trap, water
follows from the upright
supply-pipe until the
trap is refilled up to the overflow line. There
is

& WATERS,

29 Spear Street.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
63 A 65 South Canal
CHICAGO, Ml

St..

thus provision made for
re-establishing a
water-seal if the latter should

perfect deep

be lost by evaporation, or even
by siphonage.
The latter case will but rarely occur, as the

more than the ordinary depth of
Evaporation, on the contrary, is con-

trap has
seal.

24-inch Finishing

stantly going on in houses closed during the
summer months, and it is here where the ad.
vantage of the self-sealing closet and the

is

read ily accessible, and at

al

Combined Rip and Cut-Off S>w-Bench.

Wood

-Sw.

-

Working

Machinery,

FOR PLANINQ-MILLS, SASH,
DOOR and BLIND FACTORIES,
CABINET and CARRIAGE MAKERS.

Sanitas water-closet supply become most
apparent.
Finally, as every part of the closet-

bowl and trap

Pliner.

Sw- Bench.

Send for Catalogue.

'

land, N. Y., second order, 104 horse-power;
Sprockets Sugar Refining Co., Philadelphia,
Pa., 7500 horse-power; Impresa Concesionaria
de Aguas Subterraneous del Liobregat, second
order, 61 horse-power; Alexander Smith &

Sons Carpet Co., Yonkers, N. Y., sixth order,
184 hone-power; Sociodad Mahiteuse de
Electricidad, Madrid, Spain, 11S6 hone-power
Xew York Life Insurance Co., Omaha Build;

ing, third order, 4.SK

horse-power

;

New York

(l(l

horse-power.

SOFT

Steel Plate

for bridge,

generally.
for Sheared

We

IN 1889
THE NOVEMBER
NUMBER BEGINS A VOLUME A NEW ART

taking the place of iron

is

and structural work
have decided to make prices

and Universal Rolled Plate, of the
grades above mentioned, as low as are quoted
If in the
for iron plates for similar purposes.
market, write or telegraph for prices. No delays in filling orders.
At the Homestead Works we have recently

KENNAN'S SUCCESSFUL SERIES.

ENTERPRISE

THK CENTURY MAGAZINE,

although in one tense phenomenal, is liut the
natural result of a quick appreciation of what the reading public demands, and of a stu'licil iffort
artists
and engravers can supply." It has always
best
that
the
to gather together
writers,
very
been the desire of the conductors of THK CEXTUKY that it should be
of

The One Indispensable Periodical
that whatever other publication juiglit be desirable in the family circle, THK
CENTURY could not be neglected by those who'wish to keep abreast of the times in all matters
pertaining to culture. Its unprecedented circulation would seem to be the n sponse of the public
to this desire and intention of the conductors of the magazine; and this popularity again lays
upon the magazine the burden of ever-increasing excellence. The 37th volume, nineteenth year,
begins with the November number, now ready, and the following is a list of some of the more
important features of the year, most of which begin in this number:
of

ship, tank

CENTURY.

SOME FEATURES
'The growth

Life Insurance Co., Kansas City Building,
fourth order, 488 horse-power ; Solvay Process
Co., Syracuse, N. Y., eighth order, 416 horsepower. Making the total sales for September,
l(i,'-

/HE

its

class;

The Century Gallery of Italian Masters,

Engraved by TIMOTHY COM:, who is recognized as the leading magazine engraver
of the world, and who has already spent four years in the European galleries,
reproducing upon wood for THK CKNTUKY this series of the most valuable picThis universal, tures in the Old World. This is the most important artistic wock upon which
completed a Slabbing Mill.
has ever entered, and in order that the fullest educational results
reversing mill is designed, especially for roll- the magazine
may be derived from the pictures, they will be published in historical order, with
ing large steel ignots into slabs.
The first of these, with
papers by W. 3. STILI.MAN and Mr. COI.K.
We are prepared to supply steel slabs, of brief criticaland
notes on the Byzantines and Cimabue, is in November.
all grades, either of Bessemer or Open-Hearth engravings
Stories of
quality, of widths ranging from 18" to 48", of
thicknesses varying from 4" to 24", and of any Collected by GEORGE W. CABLE, author of "Old Creole Days," "The Grandis-'
"
simes," etc., the first one of which, and a chapter entitled "How I Got Them
appears in
specified length.
Some of these stories are merely transcribed or translated by Mr. CABLE from the
If you are requiring steel slabs we shall be November.
him
of
accurate
narratives
actual
are
others
occurrences.
by
lad to
original manuscripts;

Strange True

quote prices.

The Siberian Exile System.

Orders can be

filled promptly.
Capacity, four hundred tons daily.

CARNEGIE, PHIPPS &

The remarkable series of papers which Mr. GEORGE KKNN-AN is now furnishing to THE CENTURY upon this important subject is attracting the attention of

LIMITED.

CO..

PITTSBURGH, PA.

THE

Gorton

Louisiana,

& Lidgerwood Company,

the civilized world, and the papers are being reprinted in hundreds of foreign
journals in Europe and Asia, but are not allowed to enter Russia in any language. The San Francisco Chronicle says that, in these papers, "Mr. KENNAN
has lifted the veil and revealed a condition of affairs of which the outside world
had no conception or realization." The November CENTURY contains a strong
"
paper in this series on Political Kxiles and Common Convicts at Tomsk," with

9G

Liberty Street, New York City, have lately
received an order for four large boilers to be
used in heating a large building 60 by 200 feet,
and three stories in height, in the Brooklyn
Navy Yard. When these boilers are set, there
will be six of the Gorton boilers in use in the
Navy Yard, one of which has been in use three

The authorized "Life of Lincoln," by his private secretaries, Messrs.
NICOLAY and HAY, now appearing in THE CENTURY, is holding the attention

winters, giving entire satisfaction during that
time, as the following taken from a letter dated
May 2d, 1888, to the Gorton & Lidgewood
Co., from Chief Civil Engineer, P. C. Asser-

In the forthcoming chapters the authors will deof thousands of readers.
velop more fully the relations of the President with McC'lellan, Grant and
other leading generals of the war, with the members of the cabinet and other
prominent men. Lincoln's plan for the gradual abolishment of slavery will be

son, will show.

fully explained.

" In

interesting illustrations.

Lincoln in the War.

The Romance of Bollard.

would state
your
reply
that the No. 5 Steam Generator furnished and
A serial novelette by, a writer new to readers of THE CENTURY, Mrs. MARY HAKTWKI.L
put up by Mr. Gorton in this Navy Yard, in CATHERWOOD, begins in the November number, with a preface by FRANCIS PAHKMAN, the histo1885, has given good satisfaction, and has been rian. It is a story of devotion and heroism, based upon events in the early history of Canada.
in continual use the past three winters for The author, as Mr. PARKMAN says, "is a pioneer in what may be called a new departure in
American fiction." Illustrated by HENRY SANDHAM.
heating an isolated building of 75,000 cubic
feet of space. It is economical in the use of fuel
Illustrated.
less than one-half the amount of coal
Occasional illustrated papers by Mr. EDWARD L. WILSON, on Bible subjects treated in the Inbeing
needed than was previously used to supply the ternational Sunday-School Lessons, will appear from time to time during the year, and there will
horizontal tubular boiler used for this purpose. be articles on existing monuments connected with the Old and New Testament narrative, by va"
Where was the Place
It requires very little attention, as the auto- rious writers. A paper by the Rev. CHARLES S. ROBINSON, D. D., on
matic arrangements both for fuel and water called Calvary '?" with striking illustrations, appears in this November number, and there is
feed work well. We have recently put up a also a timely essay on "The New Reformation," by the Rev. LYMAN ABBOTT, D. D.
No. 4 Gorton Boiler in a large builrling in this
to

inquiry, I

Bible Scenes

'

Pictures of the Far West.

yard, as

we

prefer this Boiler to any other
method of heating by steam."

The four new boilers will be
a new base having a standing

fitted

up with

lever shaking

engravings from original drawings by MARY HALLOCK FOOTK
each number of THE CENTURY for the coming year. These designs are the
result of a long residence in the far West, and are characteristic of
The
the landscape and costumes of a large part of the country.

A

expected

first

attachment to the grate.

series of full-page,
in

picture,

"Looking for Camp,"

is in

may be
artistic

November.

The November Century

MR. I. P. FRINK, of 551 Pearl Street, New
Contains, besides the serial features already mentioned, an article
York, whose reflectors and reflecting chande- on "The Guilds of the City of London," illustrated by JOSEPH
^
liers are so generally introduced in public
PENNELL; Unpublished Letters of Lord Nelson.'with two portraits "
r
of the hero of Trafalgar; a short story, "Mistaken Premises";
buildings, reports many orders on hand
Gravelotte Witnessed and Revisited," by MURAT HALSTEAD, illustrated; Editorials, Open
among prominent contracts for lighting, he
has underway
the Tompkins Avenue Con- Letters, Poems (by JAMES WHITCOMB RILEY), H. S. EDWARDS, JOAQUIN MILLER and
Sum- others), etc., etc.
gregational Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Other serial features to be begun later include CHARLES DEKAY'S illustrated papers on Iremer Avenue Congregational Church, Brookthe ethnology, customs, landscape, etc.; a series of humorous and pathetic Irish-American
First Presbyterian Church, Gal- land,
lyn. N. Y.
stories by GEORGE H. JESSOP; articles by the distinguished artist, JOHN LA FAHCJE, on Japan,
veston, Texas; Asbury! Memorial Methodist with
supplemental War Papers, untechnical and of general
engravings from original studies
Episcopal Church, Providence, II. I. Cum- interest, among them "The West Point of the Confederacy," "Recollections of Stonewall Jackberland Presbyterian Church, Murfresboro,
son," "Lyrics of the War," "Beecher at Liverpool," and "The Western Soldier"; more of
Tenn. Reformed Church, Athens, N. Y.
Dr. BUCKLKV'S papers on Spiritualism and Clairvoyancy further illustrated papers on English
Pa.
Los
Opera House, Carbondale,
Angeles Cathedrals (with a chapter on Westminster Abbey); short stories by leading writers, novelettes
Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. the Art Galleries (to be announced later), essays, etc., etc.
of Messrs. Boussod, Valadon & Co., 303 Fifth
Offer.
Avenue, New York Galerie des Beaux Arts,
In order that new readers who begin with
of THE CENTURY is $4.00 a year.
The
price
regular
1 74 Fifth Avenue, New York
G. W. LininV
November, 1888, may get all of Mr. KENNAN'S Siberian papers, we make a special offer of a
ger, Omaha, Neb.; the American Art Galand the tiaehe back numbers from November, 1887 (in which the, Sisubscri/jtiun from ffovemhsr, 1888,
or
leries, New York, for the Verestchagin Exhi- beriaii
a
icith
were be I/HII), for $0.00;
these twelve
i/eai's subscription from November, 1888,
/nifiers
bition
and several orders from foreign coun- back numbers bound in two handsome volumes, for $7.50. Dealers everywhere take subscriptions
office
of
the
or
will
be
from
the
THK
tries.
CEXTURY
and supply numbers,
sent, prepaid,
publishers,
they
Co., 33 EAST 17-ni STREET, NEW YORK.
THE CENTURY is indeed a orrat liviitt/ picture of the world's interests and mom/it i//x, fiml /* a
THE Whittier Machine Company have reBOSTON TRAVELLER.
in itself, and a liberal education to every reader.
cently constructed for the Whittier Cotton library
He who subscribes for THE CENTURY does himself, his friends or his family mi iiies/ininli/c service.
Mills of Lowell, Mass., two horizontal steel
THE METHODIST, BALTIMORE.
each five feet in diameter.
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Terms.

A

Special

;

;

//<

;

boilers,

/

ADVERTISERS' TRADE SUPPLEMENT.
No.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

78.

KAKITAX HOLLOW & POROUS
COMPANY.
Tins Company,

ISKK'K

Tin-

use of these material!

:ip

THE RAKITNX IHU.l.oWX

for fireproof

scarcely necessary to describe them.

is

be sent on

Illustrated catalogues will

plication to

lap.
construction has become so universal that

al

grades.

a specialty of the
brick anil porous ternvcottafor fireproof build

The

for the

bricks of various shades and lire-bricks of

name

implies, make
manufacture of hollow

as its

added a ill
manufacture of buff front

lias also lately

Company

parliiiciit

1888.

i.

1'oUOUS BKICK CO.
BHOADWAY, NKW YORK CITY.

llfl

carbon
for

Tin

TIIK

Machine

Whitticr

Company, liavi
Towni

Manufacturing Company, Stamford, Conn.,

;u

hydraulic freight-elevator.

chromium and iron, the proportions of
which are accurately weighed and scrupuboth metals,
lously exact in every grade
;

uniting perfectly in alloy, Ix-rome integral in
their unity, producing a uniform steel, which it
is

BROOKLYN,
THE city

tinction

p

*

In addition to these, blocks or slabs of porare made for wall-furrin"-,
O

ous terra-cotta

1

column-covering, roof-lining, etc. The porous
terra-cotta can be easily cut and fitted, and

and hold

nails

so that slate or

other roofing can be nailed directly to the
roof-blocks.

The Raritan Hollow
pany was incorporated

&

Porous Brick Com-

in 1882,

and

at once

secured a large share of the trade in this
line.
Since then their business has steadily
increased so that

it

has been necessary to en-

and at the present
without question, the leading firm

large the plant each year,

time

it

is,

N. Y., though

it

can

in this particular.

The

steel-manu-

entative concerns of this character located in

Flat arch between iron beams, with skew-back protecting lower flange of beams.

will receive

Y.

facturing interests of this city, have increased
wonderfully of late years. One of the repres-

q p
'-i.

!!

.1

of Brooklyn,

N.

not be classed with Pittsburgh and like cities
as a great centre of the steel industry of the
country, is certainly entitled to a place of dis-

Hollow-brick Partitions.

r

in the trade.

They make a

specialty of large contracts,
facility for furnishing large
quantities of materials at short notice.
Among the more important buildings for

and have every

Chrome Steel Works, estabBrooklyn,
lished in 1867 on Kent Avenue, Keap and
Hooper Streets, and of which Mr. S. II. Kohn
is

the

is

the

and Mr. C.

president,

P. liaughian,

The

foundry, rolling-mill,
and other shops, which here-

vice-president.

melting, hammer
tofore covered nearly

two acres of ground,
were enlarged in the spring of 1887, and gas
was substituted for coal in the heating and

The new plant necessary
or this change was made complete in every
respect, even to the gas generator for the
nelling furnaces.

r

Manufacture of the gas used, and the produccapacity of the works was increased two-

;ive

Another advance step was taken this
it was found
necessary to have

'old.

vear

when

"
additional " rolling
facilities, and the works
were further enlarged by the addition of a

wing 80x150

feet.

The

now

establishment

resents an imposing appearance and takes
ank with any of its class in this country or

which they are now furnishing the fireproofing
United States Trust Commaterials, are

abroad, and here is turned out in large quantises the well-known " Chrome Steel."

New York City; Bank of
New York City; United
Army Building, New York City

ron and carbon, the proportions of carbon bengfrom 0.5 to 1.5. It differs from iron mere-

:

Ordinary or carbon

pany's Building,

America Building,
States

;

American Museum of Natural History Building,

New York

Fidelity

Title

&

Deposit
Company's Building, Newark, N. J. Girard
Life Insurance & Trust Company's Building,
;

;

United States CourtPhiladelphia, Pa.
House and Post-OMiee Building, Reading, Pa.;
New York Life Insurance Company's Build;

ing,

Montreal,

Canada

;

Canadian

Railway Station, Montreal, Canada
Hall, Fall River, Mass.

Pacific
;

much superior

is

City-

y in the

amount

steel is

a compound of

of carbon contained in

it,

and

we see carbon steel is more a condition of iron,
ban a distinct metal. To demonstrate how
o

lusely iron

and

steel are related,

it

is

only

leeessary to mention that whereas cast-iron
ontains about 3.5 per cent of carbon, and
lalleable-iron

contains 0.4 per cent, carbon
teel contains about 1 per cent; thus
being a
sort

of

intermediate between cast-iron and

malleable-iron.

Chrome

to the

carbon

steel.

an easy thing to claim superiority over competitors for almost any article
of manufacture, it is seldom however, as
easy
is

it

the correctness of the claim.
In
" Chrome Steel "

to establish

is

'q

claimed

this case the superiority of

CHROME STKKL WORKS,

TIIK

chromium
an alloy

It is

of

Though

recently constructed for the Yale and

manufacture.

in its

i

accompanint; cuts show the usual forms o
hollow-brick for fireproof doors and partitions

the substitution of

steel in

carbon

steel

differs

from

readily recognized,

and

the fact that,

lies in

when properly hardened, steel made in this
way cannot be cut by the finest saws, drills or
chisels, as

much harder than such tools
exceedingly tough when hard-

is

it

are made.

It is

ened, and will not deteriorate by the continued
application of great heat, and unlike carbon

may be worked in large masses, with
a quality of vital imporperfect reliability
tance in the general use of steel.
It lus been
steel

favorably reported upon by the authorities at
the United States Navy Yard,

D. C.,

who

after

tests, say, in

Washington,
having subjected it to severe

the course of a letter to the man-

ufacturers, enumerating
\vill

do from three
the various

all

and

good qualities: "It

more work

in

kinds of tools than carbon

Chrome

steel will."

its

to four times

steel

may be made

quite

by using chromeisen instead
of spiegeleisen in the Siemen's steel
process,
where the resultant may be temj>ered to
luctile

several

soft

grades of hardness within

fined limits.

well de-

capable of being welded
and worked as easily as wrought-iron, while it
may be made into all the various forms rejuired for

It is

machinery without the danger of

>eing destroyed by over-heating.
ability for manufacturing purposes

The Chrome
s

known

Its

adapt-

is

apparent.
Steel Works, manufacture what

as

their

rounds,

squares,

shu|H-s.

This

is

Chrome

tool-steel,

in

octagons, and
irregular
very desirable for making

and like purposes.
Chrome steel, properly
ools

A

boring tool of

proportioned and
einpered, will stand to bore and turn castron or other metal that is too obdurate to
ield to the persuasions of the best
tempered
"
.ml " highest grade of carbon crucible
steel,

nade from the best iron.

A large fly-wheel for a special pur|M)se with
narrow rim, and thirty-two feet in diameter,
vas found to be so hard on its " face " that it
ould not he turned with tools of the best carsteel.
Grinding and clipping were atempted, but the surface was like glass, and
esisted all efforts.
Tools of Chrome steel at

ran

ast compelled the iron to yield

and a costly

J.

/IK

./i/c/mect

M.fncrtuuft

unu-

ju**ett></

This is but one of, wear three sets of those made of the best casteasting was thus saved.
the many instances in which the superiority iron.
They also manufacture tappets, cams
of Chrome steel as a tool steel, has been most and bosses for stain p-m ills, and crusher-plates
strikingly

As
will

and

chisel, it is

hammer

rock,

found extremely desirable for win-

dies,

parts

and other con-

called their five-ply combination plates,
consisting of alternate layers of welded Chrome
is

factory

way

of learning

still

for

making

it

A

prison the cells of which are constructed of this material may be truly said to
or

stamp-

buildings

steel

that

is

pro-

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

June

4th, last, the J. F.

dimensions,

Georgia pine.
lie

The

foundations

at the foot of the

(if

the

West Shore

Railroad Embankment, so that a switch from
that road runs directly to the second story of
the buildings, affording excellent facilities for

from the works. The switch
runs to the top of the sand-sheds, on
which there are twelve chutes for distributing
finished castings

Pease Furnace made from the special design of Mr. Frank

Company, of Syracuse, N. Y., bought a piece
of property in that city, of about 240' x 210'
in

is

the sand into the bins. The switch is provided
with an Improved Fairbanks Car Scale.
The foundry-room is covered by a roof

THE ECONOMY FOUNDRY.
ON

The

also

THE CHROME STEEL WORKS,

singularly well

burglar-proof safes.

which

are desirous

exclusively.

more regarding these works, receiving iron and coke into the cupola-chargthem, and see for themselves ing and coke room, and for the shipment of

would be to visit
enormous quantity of
duced and furnished by

the

who

Company manufactures

plant consists of a two-story main building of
brick, with the foundry and sand-bins adjoining
on the east, built of wood, a large portion of

shapes

steam-pumps and hydraulicbest and withal the most satis-

for our readers

iron.

manufacturers have found

adapted

of

The

presses.

This material has met with
much favor among architects, builders and
bankers for burglar-proof vaults, and safe

jail

all

as crai k-shafts, gears, pinions,

where absolute safety is not alone
desirable, but necessary.
The manufacturers of this popular product,
also make besides their regular tool-steel,

and

used in the crushing of ores

also cast to pattern in

such

structions

steel

and

or

dow-guards, gratings, doors,

what

shell-rolls,

when properly hardened and

yield to the saw, drill,

not.

and

satisfactorily demonstrated.

this material

the

situated three-quarters

of

Austin, of the Economy Foundry Company,
and was planned with a view of distributing

a the rays of light

in

such a manner as to thor-

CHROME STEEL WORKS.
be positively jail-proof, as it is really impossible mile from the Company's main works on Wil- oughly light the foundry-room in every corner.
for the most expert jail-breaker to work his low Street, and about the same distance from On dark and cloudy days the light is intensiway through it, whatever means he may era- the centre of the city. The property is located fied with the effect of making the interior many

We also find Chrome steel turned to on the corner of Belden Avenue and Sand
good account in the manufacture of the cele- Street, one block north of West Genesee Street,
brated Adamantine shoes and dies for stamp- and fifty feet south of the main line of the
One week after the
mills, now used extensively with the most West Shore Railroad.
results
throughout the mining purchase, ground was broken for the erection
flattering
South America. It of a foundry, pattern and machine shops for
regions of both North and

ploy.

is

proved

goods that the wear
little if any of the metal

in using these

the

Economy Foundry Company, a concern

organized some time previous and composed
being so very slight,
combines with the amalgam or becomes mixed of Frank A. Austin, draughtsman, Jno. Aldinwith the crushed ores, thus saving the ger, machinist, William II. Brown and M. C.
from an admixture that, as all Reddin, foundry men. On September loth, a
precious metals
millmen know, is so injurious to free amalga- little over three months after its commenceShoes and dies made of Chrome ment, the plant was practically completed and
mation.

degrees lighter than the outside. This experiment of Mr. Austin's has been a great success,
and the Pease Company boasts of having the
lightest as well as the best-equipped
in Central

New York. (Annexed

foundry

cut of trans-

verse sectional plans shows angles of the roof,
The windows on lower angle of the
etc.)
roof are pivoted in the centre of top and bot-

when open admit same amount of
when closed. The windows on the

tom, and
light as

upper angle are alternated with ventilators.
The cupola, made from the original design

Brown and Austin, has a total
height of forty -four feet and inside diameter
shell of j6T wrought-iron
of sixty inches
even from end to end, thus crushing in a given lot and were esj.ecially constructed by the height from bottom to charging-door on the
time from fifteen to twenty per cent more Pease Company to increase its facilities and second story, twelve feet. The wind-belt on
ore than shoes and dies made of cast-iron, enable it to meet the constantly increasing de- the outside of the shell is connected by two
not "cup," neither will the shoe
break at the shank. Both shoe and die wear
steel

will

of Messrs.

iron was successfully melted.
The
buildings erected cover about one-half of. the
the

first

which invariably wear unevenly. The manu- mand for the Economy Combination Heater side pipes of eleven inches in diameter with the
facturers also have evidence that they out- and Economy Warm-Air Furnaces, which main blower pipe, of eighteen inches diameter,

H Sturtcvatit boiler Is
is supplied by one No.
provided with a Ilcrrick Pump Gov- from fire by Automatic Fire Extinguishers
blower made by B. F. Sturtcvant, Boston. crnor and fed by a Stuart Pump, made by the made ami erected b\ (lie Providence Steam &
The inside of the wind-belt is connected to the Stuart Heater Company of Buffalo, and the (ias-Pipe Company and connected to a tank
inside of the cupola by two rows of eight water is heated by a Berryman Heater, made of 5,000 gallons capacity situated on top of
The machine- the foundry roof. The extinguishers are also
tuveres each, tin; lower row being fourteen by Davis & Son, Hartford.

which

frinn their centre to bottom of the
shop is equipped with an eightecn-inch drill, applied from four-inch city mains.
and the upper row sixteen inches from and a thirty-six-iuch back-jeered drill, made
The shaftings, hangers and couplings were
The cupola by 1'rentiss Bros., of \Vuree-ter, two lathes furnished by I.. S. (Ira\es & Son, of Uochestcr,
"centre to centre of lower row.
readily melts ten tons of metal per hour. The made by Forsyth Machine Company and K. and have been so arranged that 1 1 2 feet of
foundry-room is supplied with two large cranes Remington & Sons, and a No. G diamond main-line shafting on the first floor drives all
of lift) -four-foot radius and twenty-seven-foot emery wheel.
the machinery on the two floors of the buildwhich together with the side-trams are
The wood and pattern shops, 100' x 70', ing. The water for the. boiler is supplied from
jibs,
ample to handle castings in every portion of which occupy the whole of the second floor of a cistern of 1,000 hogsheads capacity, situated

incbei

ola,

the room.

i

On

the

BHilERRIlDM

east side

is

a core-room

the main building, are provided with a thirty-

under the machine-shop.

The

buildings are

lie,

unu jowttweny

jiinerican

"STUART" DOOR AND WINDOW

RIEFLER'S

SCREEN.

DRAWING INSTRU-

size as

MENTS.

tuted at pleasure since they are of equal diam-

an

artist's lead,

which can be

substi-

eter.

As we review our
the Stuart

business of manufaeturin

Window and Door

Screen for the

IT

a well-known fact that in order to pro
satisfactory results the mechanic mus

is

duce

two years past, the comprehension of its have good tools. For the draughtsman it
enormity not only impresses us, but we are of the utmost importance, in making detaih
amazed by the unique, if not marvellous plans to have strictly
as one accurate
and reliable
phases that the facts present; and
peculiarity generally suggests others,

we

pur-

drawing instruments, as

sued them with some interest, though to a poor tools
somewhat extreme length, and we doubt not a an endless
short narration, presenting

curred to

us, will interest

them

as they oc-

your readers.

annoyance
pense.

will

cause

amount
as

We

of

also

ex-

have

se-

sales

were small struments,

to later developments, but they

very
soon increased in volume, necessitating an
almost immediate revolution in our modes of

compared

though

which,

is

reduced

the cylindrical

of

portion

diameter and

in

a tight joint with a

split to ellcct

to prevent

wedge provided

This is made to fit a corresponding
turning.
socket of same diameter, thus forming a uniform surface on outside with joint scarcely
noticeable.
The manner of construction is so

annoyance of losing same, are avoided.

The

shifting of legs of instruments while in use is
avoided by the means of screw clamps. The

drawing

more than a beginning, our

A

of the joints.
leg

perfect that the parts cannot easily wear out,
and the projecting screws together with the

Manufacturing the Stuart Window and cured the United States
Door Screen was commenced by us in 1886, Agency for Rietler's
our business of that year was scarce celebrated
in-

though

A very important improvement over the
ordinary drawing instruments is the formation

llustrations represent the exact size of instruments both of which will produce equally

al-

comparatively

Ine small work.

The Bow-compass (Figure 3) is very desirable for describing minute circles and can be
to suit the requirements of the

demanding at once new
most improved pattern,
the
of
machinery
many times doubling the number of workmen
at first employed, requiring new and larger
us to adopt new and
buildings, crowding
at the end of the
quicker methods, so, that

markably

second season we found, instead of one article simply added to our line, we had actually

with either three or six wheels of standard
The Ruling-Pens are of finest possilesigns.

manufacturing,

adjusted

draughtsman.

Of the other instruments we might
nention the Doltinij-Pen which

added an industry complete in itself, the
volume of which may be clearly comprehended

The

1,

are recorded

in

386,220

sets,

Weed's T-square Holder,

examined

for

which Messrs.

Weber &

Co. are also agents, is an ingenous contrivance and of great value to every
\

they being posted daily, so the accuracy of
the following facts are vouched for by us. The
number sold to date mentioned, of the " Stuart
is

carefully

construction offers decided advantages.
Fig. 2.

books,

specially gotten up for the purpose, and they
will show sales of each day during the year,

Window-screen"

re-

and accurate
persons
nstruments, should examine these goods as
to none in quality, while their
,hey are second

1888.

our line)

also

same

>efore leaving the factory.
All
requiring reliable

sales of the screen-frames (as of every

article in

of

These are furnished

finish.

workmanship and each

)le

by a perusal of the following deductions obtained from our books showing all sales to
October

fine

is

of
using a T-square. The slipping
thereby avoided, while it enables
draughtsman to hold board at an angle.

ierson

quare
;ie

which would

is

Illustrated price lists will cheerfully be sent

supply 64,370 dwellings, allowing six screens
" Stuart
to each; and of the
Doors," the number sold is 75,768, which would provide screendoors for 37,884 dwellings, allowing two doors

o any address,

by

WEBER &

F.

CO.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

each.

In lineal feet the moulding used for windows
to 12,081,840 feet, and of the doors

amounts

NOTES.

the moulding measures 3,077,088 lineal feet,
in miles the total is something more than

IT is not generally known that the Chalwell-known
ers-Spence Company, N. Y.,
anufacturers of Asbestos goods, have lately
ut upon the market a new patent removable
"C "
Covering. It
overing styled their Class
formed of pure Asbestos fibre, in cylindri-

end would reach
from New York City to San Francisco, or
from Victoria, B. C., to the City of Mexico.
\Ve have made, for use on the same, of the
2,871,

and being

Stuart Door

laid

end

to

Window

and

corners

214,889

pounds, or 107 tons of castings, which taken together with the frames make a total weight
2,771,129 pounds, or 1,385 tons, to

of

three feet in length of the exact
ze of the pipe to be covered, and is made
of manuy a special and improved process
It is destined to become very popujcture.

al sections,

move

which would require 138 freight cars of ten
tons capacity, that amount being an average
carload on account of the bulky nature of the

ir

with steam users.

goods.

The windows

are packed in cases containsize 44" x 1 8" x 1 8", re-

Fig. 3.

ing three dozen each

quiring 10,728 cases. The doors are packed in
size 96"x9"xl5",
cases of one dozen' each

requiring 6,314 cases for the doors, making
gether 135,861 cubic feet, from which

column twenty-five

to-

a

business the coming season, and our present
space being inadequate, we are taking steps
to provide for it, and have in course of con-

especially

have already gained the

highest reputation for excellence in workmanship and advantages in form

Every

and construction.

architect, mechanical draughtsman, en-

and over 200 gineer and others should examine these goods
all
of finished and be convinced of the
superiority over the

high could be made
frames ready for shipment.
Indications point to a vigorous increase in

dustry.

in this country,

feet square

feet

struction

new

ordinary style of mathematical instruments.
Figures 1 and 2 show the construction as

STEARNS &

CO.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Steel

are kept busy

nown Chrome

Works, Brooklyn, N.

filling

Steel

orders for their well-

manufactures.

when necessary, at a small cost. The
needlepoints are of very hard steel of same
placed

O

Their

consisting of
plates,
ve-ply combination
ternate layers of welded iron and Chrome
teel,
ifes,

are used largely in the construction of
of
banks, safe deposit vaults and cells

ails.

This material

is

absolutely fire

and

urglar proof.

applied to a drawing compass. The legs of
the instrument are cylindrical thus increasing

the strength, while the amount of material and
and
commodious
warehouses
space occupied is not greater. The points are
large
arranged for this branch of our in- cone-shaped and screwed into the eyes with
the utmost accuracy, and can therefore be reE. C.

THE Chrome
.,

THE

Whittier Machine

Company have

re-

Mt. Kineo House, Me., a
for their elevator,
machine
3w steam hoisting
nd have recently constructed for the Dover
Vater Works, Dover, N. H., two horizontal
the
ntly put into

eel boilers,

each

five feet in diameter.

